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How to buy a computer 

by the numbers. 


Introducing the Cromemco 
C-10 Personal Computer. 
Only $1785, including soft
ware, and you get more pro
fessional features and per
formance for the price than 
with any other personal com
puter on the market. We've 
got the numbers to prove it. 

The C-10 starts with a 
high-resolution 12" CRT that 
displays 25 lines with a full 
80 characters on each line. 
Inside is a high-speed Z-80A 
microprocessor and 64K 
bytes of on-board memory. 
Then there's a detached, 
easy-to-use keyboard and a 
5114" disk drive with an excep
tionally large 390K capacity. 

That's the C-10, and you won't 
find another ready-to-use 
personal computer that of
fers you more. 

But hardware can't work 
alone. That's why every C-10 
includes software-word 
processing, financial spread 
sheet, investment planning 
and BASIC. Hard-working, 
CP/MR-based software that 
meets your everyday needs. 
Software that could cost over 
$1000 somewhere else. FREE 
with the C-10. There's really 
nothing else to buy. 

But the C-lO's numbers 

business and scientific com
puters in the industry. And 
now for the first time, this 
technology is available in a 
personal computer. 

One last number. Call 
800 538-8157 x929 for the 
name of your nearest 
Cromemco dealer, or to re
quest literature. In California 
call 800 672-3470 x929. 
Or write Cromemco, Inc., 280 
Bernardo Avenue, P.O. Box 
7400, Mountain View, CA 
94039. 
CP/MR is a registered trade mark of Digital Research. Inc. 
All Cromem co products are serv iced by TRW. 

tell only part of the story. 
What they don't say is that 
Cromemco is already known 
for some of the most reliable 

Cromemco 

Tomorrow's computers today 

Circle 126 on Inquiry card. 
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What Cromemco computer card 

capability can do for you 


The above diagram shows in a func
tional way one of the most complete 
lines of computer cards in the industry. 

Look it over carefully. It could be well 
worth your while. 

These are all cards that plug into our 
S-100 bus microcomputers. 

You can also assemble them into a 
custom system in convenient Cromemco 
card cages. 

MULTI-PROCESSING AND 

INTELLIGENT 110 


The range of capabilities and versatility 
you can draw upon is enormous. 

In processors, for example, you have a 
choice of CPU's including our extremely 
useful new 1/0 Processor. This can be 
used as a satellite processor to do off-line 
processing, multi-processing, and to form 
intelligent 1/0. It opens the door to a 
whole new group of applications and 
tasks. Ask us about it. 

HIGH RESOLUTION 
COLOR GRAPHICS 

Again, you can have beautiful high
resolution color graphics with our color 
graphics interface. You can select from 
over 4000 colors and have a picture with 
a resolution at least equal to quality 
broadcast-TV pictures. 

You have an unprecedented selection 
of memory including our unusual 48K 
and 16K two-port RAMs which allow 
high-speed color graphics. 

LOTS OF STORAGE 
These days you often want lots of disk 

storage. So you can select from our disk 
controller card which will operate our S" 
and 8" floppy disk drives (up to 1.2 
megabytes). Or select our WDI interface 
to operate our 11-megabyte hard disk 
drives. 

POWERFUL SOFTWARE AND 
PERIPHERAL SUPPORT 

There's much more yet you can do 
with our cards. And, of course, there's an 
easy way to put them to work in our 8-, 
12-, and 21-slot card cages. Our PS8 
power supply makes it simple to get the 
system into operation. 

Finally, Cromemco offers you the 
strongest software support in the industry 

with languages like FORTRAN, C, 
COBOL, ASSEMBLER, LISP, BASIC and 
others. There is also a wide choice from 
independent vendors. 

To top it all off, you can draw from a 
substantial array of peripherals: ter
minals, printers, color monitors and disk 
drives. 

There is even more capability than 
we're able to describe here. 

NOW AT HALL-MARK 

AND KIERULFF 


For your convenience Cromemco 
products are now available at Hall-Mark 
Electronics and Kierulff Electronics. Con
tact these national distributors for im 
mediate product delivery. 

CROMEMCO COMPUTER CARDS 
• 	PROCESSORS - 4 MHz Z-80 A CPU, single card 

computer, 1/0 processor •MEMORY - up to 64K 
including special 48K and 16K two-port RAMS and 
our very well known BYTESAVERS~ with PROM 
programming capability • HIGH RESOLUTION 
COLOR GRAPHICS - our SDI offers up to 754 x 
482 pixel resolution. • GENERAL PURPOSE IN· 
TERFACES-QUADART four-channel serial com

. munications, TU-ART two-channel parallel and 
two-channel serial, 8PIO 8-port parallel, 4PIO 
4-port isolated parallel, D + 7A 7-channel DIA and 
ND con....etter, printer interface, floppy disk con
troller w ith RS-232 interface and system 
·diagnostics, wire-wrap and extendercardsforyour 
development work. 

Cromemco ™ 
nc o rpo a ed 

280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415) 964-7400 

Tomorrow's computers today 
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The system builder's best choice 
for color graphics is a C55000 
colorsystem from SCION. Its basic 
component is MicroAngelo"# the 
single board graphics display 
computerthat has ~olutionized 
monochrome display capability 
with low cost 512x480 pixel 
graphics resolution and 40 line 
by 85 character text capacity. 
WhenMicroAngelo boards are combined, they create 
high resolution color graphics that have a unique ad
vantage. The displayed image is a combination of 
transparencies. So you can add, modify or delete 
images by transparency rather than as an entire image. 
SCION's Series CSSOOO builds an image with up to 8 bit 
planes, each generated by a MicroAngelo board. You 
select the assignment of those bit planes to transpar
encies. Each transparency can display 2n-1 colors where 
n is the number ofbit planes it uses ... 2 bit planes would 
make a three color transparency, 8 bit planes would 
makea 255colortransparency. Once each transparency 
has been defined, your host can work with it inde
pendently, generating and modifying its graphics and 
text without interacting with the others. The indepen
dent transparencies are combined by the Color Mixer 
board which also assigns one of 16.8 million possible 
colors to each color of each transparency. 

For S-100 circle 453 on inquiry card, 

Your computer talks to the SCION 
Color System in SCREENWARP~ 
SCION's high level display firm

• 	 ware language. SCREENWARE 
commands are used by the com
puter in each MicroAngelo bit 
plane to generate graphics and 
text primitives. User interface is 
made simple with prompted sys
tem set-upusingSCION's ColorPak. 

MicroAngelo based color graphics systems are easy to 
use. Just plug the boards into your Multibus or S-100 
host. Or use the freestanding work station configuration 
with its RS-232 interface. In each case, you get high reso
lution color graphics for such a low price you can't 
afford to design your own. 

Think SCION for your graphics display needs. 

Think MiaoAngelo. Call us at (703) 476-6100. 


System shown is a Model CSSOSOS. 

·A trademark of Intel Corp 


::::.L..lc:JN 

if the image is important. 

12310 Pinecrest Rd./Reston, VA 22091 
(703) 476-6100 TWX: 710-833-0684 

For Multibus circle 454 on inquiry card. 
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MILESTONE® 


As a project manager, you know 
the value of meticulous plan
ning. Oversights and miscalcu
lations can cost you crucial 
time and money. 
Milestone is a project manage
ment and time scheduling pro
gram. It is a powerful "critical 
path" program for planning and 
analyzing virtually any project, 
from a cost estimate for a con
struction project to a schedule 
for installing a computer sys
tem. The applications are unlim
ited. 
Milestone uses PERT, Perfor
mance Evaluation and Review 
Technique, and CPM, Critical 
Path Method, to plan a project, 
yet Milestone is one of the easi
est software packages to use. 

The Milestone user can change 
a variable and instantly Mile
stone will display the effect on 
theentire project. For instance, 
the estimated completion date 
of a particular time-crucial task 
may be changed. All schedul
ing, manpower costs and asso
ciated reports will be re-tabu
lated. 
TIME IS MONEY. SAVE BOTH 
WITH MILESTONE. 

The price is $295. CP/M® and CP/M-86'" ver
sions require 64K and 128K RAM respec
tively. Manual alone is $30. 

For more information see your local compu
ter dealer or contact Digital Marketing 
directly. 

SOFTl!lARE 
SOFTl!lARE 
DIGITALMARKETING 
DIGITAL /V1ARKETI NGIM 

DIGITAL MARKETING CORPORATION 

1070 CHE11 11Y LANE• WAL NUT C REEK • CAllf011 NIA• 9• 596 
(A15) 038-2880 • TeleK 17-1152 {OIGM k'TG WNCK ) 

D.alet 1nou1,,., llWlled Oeolen ouh1cle Collfomoa colt 
{50 1) U2 oet.a l rt5ode CohfO<TiiO con {•• 5) QJ8 1!9J 

Milestone is a registered trademark of Organic 

Software. 

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. 

Inc . 

CP/M-86 is a trademark of Digita l Research. Inc . 


Editorial 


Standards 

The Love/Hate 


Relationship 

Richard S. Shuford, Special Projects Editor 

When you begin to study the history of technology, you learn about Eli 
Whitney's famous demonstration in 1801 of his mechanized process for mak
ing interchangeable firearms parts: the first successful attempt at industrial 
standardization. 

Or so he claimed. According to Edwin Battison, director of the American 
Precision Museum in Windsor, Vermont, Whitney's demonstration was faked. 
To be sure, some gun parts were interchanged under the watchful eyes of 
United States War Department officials, but the parts had been specially made 
for the event by hand. Whitney couldn't deliver on the promises he made, and 
the 10,000 badly assembled muskets his company delivered (several years 
later) turned out to be the bane of the infantry. 

The essence of this story may sound sadly familiar to computer users. Too 
often we see a computer product advertised as possessing a feature that incor
porates some industry standard, but when it comes time to use the feature, we 
find annoying restrictions. Sometimes we have to pay more to get another 
feature that supports the standard feature, or the feature does not really work 
at all in the standard way. Disgruntled souls may conclude that the computer 
industry follows no standards at all. 

Those of us who work with computers have a love/hate relationship with 
standards. According to Robert Rountree of the National Bureau of Stan
dards, "Computer users love standards; computer manufacturers hate them." 

How Standards Emerge 
A standard, in theory, represents a consensus of expert opinion on how to 

perform a given technological function. The standards process, in the words of 
Dr. John A. N. Lee, vice-chairman of the Standards Committee of the ACM 
(Association for Computing Machinery), is "putting current technology into 
systematized form, available to everybody, and it's also developing a consen
sus in a peer-review process." 

Some standards are born casually; others come into being after lengthy, for
mal give-and-take in carefully appointed committees. Many standards in the 
computer industry are de facto, that is, they emerged because one person or 
company invented a way of performing some function that has been near
universally imitated by everyone else in the industry. Other computer stan
dards are devised formally by an accredited standards-making organization or 
by the government; many of these latter standards are compromises worked 
out among representatives of parties that originally invented incompatible 
methods of performing the same function. 

F.bruM}' 1983 © BYTE Public•tions Inc Circle 330 on inquiry card.~ 6 





Edltorla1-----------------------------------------------------------
The most tempting approach to standardization is that 

of the "Lone Ranger." And it works, sometimes. In this 
approach, one individual, group, or company develops a 
method for performing a technological function, presents 
it to the world, and says, "Please do this my way." Occa
sionally a proposed standard graduates from Lone
Ranger status to general approval and use, but most such 
attempts languish in obscurity, unless the proposing per
son or organization has lots of clout, regardless of the 
technical merits of the proposal. 

We find that technical merit often has nothing to do 
with whether one of several competing technological 
developments becomes an accepted standard. In stan
dards work, to mix metaphors a bit, a bird in the hand is 
usually worth the whole ball game. The first product of a 
given type to achieve widest commercial distribution 
usually sets the standards. Thus, we have the S-100 bus 
(now the IEEE 696 bus) derived from the first successful 
microcomputer, and we have many de facto standards: 
the IBM 3740 disk format, Digital Research's CP/M-80 
operating system, and Microsoft BASIC. 

Pure political and financial muscle also helps establish 
a standard. AT&T will probably overwhelm all competi
tion in videotex encoding with its NAPLPS (North 
American Presentation-Level-Protocol Syntax), which 

was presented to ANSI (American National Standards In
stitute) on a silver platter for formal acceptance. Even for 
corporate giants having a bird in the hand helps. IBM will 
probably have no chance of getting its own graphics/ 
videotex system adopted, simply because NAPLPS got 
there first. 

Forces Hindering Standardization 
It's fairly obvious why computer users like standards. 

Standards make their life easier in thousands of ways. 
But the reasons standards may be disliked by the people 
who make computers or peripherals are more obscure. 

A creative engineer designing a new computer may feel 
that following a standard specification is too restrictive. 
And some companies fear that manufacturing standard
ized products makes for humdrum marketing and lack of 
attention from potential customers. They want to dif
ferentiate their products from what has gone before. 
Then, too, there are the costs involved in finding out 
what standards exist and are appropriate for a certain 
product, in obtaining the technical specifications and en
forcing their use during the design phase, and in testing 
for compliance. Products designed before the standard 
was developed may prove difficult or prohibitively ex
pensive to adapt. Furthermore, some existing standards 
were poorly thought out or froze technology before it 
matured. These and other reasons can discourage 
manufacturers from complying with standards. 

As well, the making of standards themselves has its 
own problems and costs. Most American National Stan
dards ultimately cost tens or even hundreds of thousands 
of dollars, either as direct or indirect expenses, to develop 
and distribute. Standards work is largely done by 
volunteers, and sometimes obviously useful efforts to 
develop standards are delayed or abandoned because of 
manpower shortages. 

In addition to economic problems, the politics of deci
sion making by committee and legal obstacles sometimes 
muddy the waters of standardization. The most dramatic 
example is the Supreme Court's ruling last year against 
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (Hydro
level v. ASME) that the Society was liable under antitrust 
law for abuses by its representative of its own standards
interpretation process. Although the Hydrolevel decision 
hung on the intentional abuse that occurred (it seems 
unlikely that a standards-making organization would 
have the same liability if its representatives acted in good 
faith), the case has caused some review of procedures in 
other organizations. 

Another obstacle is time. The standards-making pro
cess is lengthy and slow. The amount of time required by 
ANSI for public comment and peer review is intended to 
prevent any abuse of ANSI's standard-making pro
cedures, but it also drags out the process. Some in
dividuals and organizations have tried, with varying 
degrees of success, different means of avoiding the slow 
ANSI procedures. One way to avoid having to make an 
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Introducing

SooperSpooler'sTM Little Brother 


Who knows spoolers better than 
Consolink ?*We pioneered this industry 
with our revolutionary SooperSpooler, 
the Intelligent Printer Interface. 

Now meet the newest family addition: 
MicroSpoolerm 

especially designed and engineered for 
those who need cost-effective solutions 
to their spooler requirements without 
sacrificing quality and sophistication . 

No More Waiting on the Printer 
The new MicroSpooler stores data and 
then feeds it to a printer as fast as the 
printer can handle it. 

That means no down time: in a 
matter of seconds, your computer is free 
for the next job without waiting 
for the printer to finish the last job. 

Quality, Reliability, Flexibility 
As with the SooperSpooler, the new 
MicroSpoolers are the product of the 
highest engineering standards to insure 
trouble-free operation. Now Consolink 
offers a complete line of stand-alone 
spoolers that can be installed in-line 
between virtually any printer and 
any computer. 

Easy to install. Easy to use. Easy on 
the budget. 

Features include: 
• 16K Memory: User or factory 

expandable to 32K or 64K 
• Multiple Copy Function 
• Status Readout: Tells you how much 

data is stored or how many copies 
are left to run 

• Pause Function: To let you change 
paper, make adjustments 

• Self-Test Routine: Performs a 
comprehensive check of most 
internal functions and memory 

• Internal Power Supply: No bulky 
plug adapters 

• Vertical Mount Configuration: 
Saves desktop space 

·• Plug-in connections to most 
computer combinations 

RlSll . 

• Independently Selectable Baud Rates 
on Serial Ports 

• One Year Limited Warranty** 
• Thirty-Day Money Back 

Guarantee** 
• Four Models: Any Combination of 

Parallel or Serial 110 
• 	$199for16K parallel to parallel 

unit with an internal power supply 

And When You Need the Very 
Best. .. 
Remember SooperSpooler, the 
Intelligent Printer Interface with a 
remarkable range of software 
controlled features and formatting 
capabilities . 

See our new MicroSpoolers at 
quality dealers everywhere. For 
immediate answers to your questions, 
call Toll Free 800-525-6705 

Spoolers by Consolink
Now you have an Intelligent 
Choice. 
Circle 89 on I nqulry card. 

CONSOLINK 

CORPORATION 

SPlCI 
COIPllSSIO• 

L_llSl__j 

CPU time for 20 pagest CPU time for 20 pagest 
80 CPS Bidirectional 

For immediate answers to your questions, call Toll Free: 800-525-6705 
Consolink Corporation, 1840 Industrial Circle, Dept. MLl-200 Longmont. CO 80501 (303) 652-2014 

*Formerly Compulink Corporation t60 lines per page. random line leng1hs. 40 char/line. 
**Consult your dealer or Consolink for details. Assumes CPU can output text at a minimum of 3000 char/sec. 
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ANSI standard is to go through the IEEE {Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers). Although a member 
of ANSI, the IEEE has been developing standards on its 
own authority using its own committee process (some
times a joint ANSI/IEEE standard emerges). IEEE stan
dards have been well received by the industry, but even 
these typically take years to gel. 

Contributions Are Needed 
Are you now asking, "Can something be done to im

prove the standards process?" Yes, within limits. 
Although the computer-standards community at first 

seems like an intimidating monolith, it is composed, for 
the most part, of men and women who are sincerely do
ing what they can to systematize the rapidly changing 
technology of computing. They possibly could use your 
help. 

You can get involved in several ways. The simplest is 
to use existing standards in your current work and pro
mote their use among your associates. When buying 
computer products, favor those that employ industry 
standards. 

If you have expertise in a field where standards are be
ing developed, you should obtain copies of the proposed 
standards documents during the public-comment period 
and send your written comments to the appropriate 
bodies (for a list of addresses, see page 142). If you are a 
member of a professional society, such as the IEEE or the 
ACM, you can work though your society, informing 
members of its standards committees about your 
preferences and telling them if you think certain new 
standards need to be made or old ones changed. This is 
especially important for those of us who work with 
microcomputers, because many of the members of formal 

standards committees have experience only with larger 
computers. 

Better yet, inquire about becoming a member of an ap
propriate committee. You can join the thousands of peo
ple working in the standards process and share their pride 
in helping to make advanced technology more available 
to everyone.• 
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From the Publishers 

These are exciting times for the microcomputer industry 
and for BYTE in particular. During 1982 the industry once 
again exceeded even the most optimistic predictions of 
economists, and the performance of BYTE exceeded even the 
most optimistic predictions of its management. Our audited 
paid circulation was 324,000 by year-end and we know that 
at least twice as many readers see each issue. The tremendous 
results that advertisers have obtained by placing their 
messages in BYTE magazine led to the first ever (according to 
some publishing industry commentators) 1000-page increase 
in a single year. 

Fortunately, even if we were somewhat conseroative in 
our predictions of BYTE's performance in 1982, we were ag
gressive in our efforts in maintaining the strength and quality 
of the BYTE staff. Nowhere is this more evident than in the 
BYTE editorial department which, of course, is solely 
responsible for the indisputable fact that BYTE has become 
the most respected and trusted voice in computer publishing. 

It is because of our strong staff that we can calmly wish 

Editor in Chief Chris Morgan the best of luck as he begins to 
devote the lion's share of his time to a new software com
pany. Because Chris has planned out a year's worth of theme 
issues in advance, has guided the selection of specific articles 
for many months in advance, and has developed an editorial 
staff that for more than a year has produced editorial content 
up to the high standards for which BYTE has become famous 
(all this with Chris on the road much of the time), we can 
guarantee the continued unstinting editorial excellence you 
have come to expect in BYTE. 

We remain guided by the thought expressed on the occa
sion of our fifth anniversary in September 1980: "Although 
the trappings of success are pleasant for us to contemplate, 
we would be foolish to forget the philosophy that has pro
duced them: giving both readers and advertisers good value 
for their dollar." 

Virginia Londoner 
Gordon R. Williamson 
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TIMEX ......... . . . .... . .... $89 Includes:Z·BO Softcard, 1GK 
FRANKLIN wI monitor ... . 1098 Ramcard. Vldex Vldeoterm.and 

CPLM USER GUIDE.
VIC 20 ......... . ........... 189 
CALIFORNIA RANA 1·163K. ... .. .... .. .. $379 

COMPUTER SYSTEM .. ... . . CALL! 
 RANA 11·326K . . . .. ... .... . . 529 


RANAlll·652K. . ........ ... . 699
INDUST. MICRO SYSTEMS .. CALL! 

RANA with controller additional .. 99MORROW MICRODECISION CALL! 

Hayes MICROMODEM II.. ..... 289 


PRINTERS SVA 256K APP·L·CACHE .. ... 949 

Mountain MULTI 1/0. . .. ... ... 178 
Mountain SUPERTALKER ...... 262
Smith corona TP·1 ..... . . $599 

C ltoh PROWRITER·P . . . ' . 489 

c ltoh PROWRITER·S ... . U. 639 M&R SUPERFAN . .... . ...... . 38 


GRAPPLER PLUS .... . ..... .. 125
C ltoh PROWRITER 15" .. . .. 789 
 PKASO .... ... .. .... ....... . 135
C ltoh F-10 ...... ..... .... 1399 
 ccs . . ........ .. ..... . . ... . . 129
Cltoh F-10 TRACTOR ..... .. 229 
 Asynchronous Interface
OKIDATA 80 ... .. ....... . . . 359 
 CCS
OKIDATA 82A . ... ......... . 489 S

.... . . . . . .. . . ... . .. . .. .. 
ynchronous Interface 


149 


OKIDATA 83A . . ..... . ... . .. 739 
 CCS Calendar Clock . .... .. . .. .. 105 
OKIDATA84A ........ . ... . 1179 
 CCS Printer Interface . . ...... . . 129 
IDS PRISM 132 ... . ...... . . 1649 


4 color, 200 cps,auto-sheet IBM ACCESSORIES 

feeder. graphics ouadram128K RAMCARD .... 649 


IDS PRISM 80.... . . . .. .... . 1149 
 ouadram192KRAMCARD ... . 749 
IDS MICROPRISM . . . . . . . . . . 599 
 ouadram 256K RAMCARD .. .. 829 
ANADEX 9501 ............ 1299 ouadram Includes RS232,

MICROFAXER 32K S·S . . . . . . 229 parallel port, real time clock 

MICROFAZER 32K p.p. . . . . . 199 Mlcrosoft64K RAMCARD . ... . 399 


Microsoft 64K RAMCARD ..... 599

TERMINALS & MONITORS Microsoft 192K RAMCARD ... . 699 

ADDS VIEWPOINT .. .. ..... $559 Microsoft 256K RAMCARD ... . 799 

AMDEK VIDEO 100.......... . 99 
 Tandon SGL. SIDED FLOPPY... 249 
AMDEK VIDEO 100G ........ 137 Tandon DBL. SIDED FLOPPY . . 289 

AMDEK VIDEO 300 . . .. . .... 179 oavong HARD DISK SYSTEM . 1599 

AMDEK COLOR I . . .. . .. . .. . . 399 

AMDEKCOLOR II ... .. . ..... . 719 

TELEVIDEO 910 ..... . .. ... . 649 
 Maxell MD-1 . ... .. . .. .. . $31 .25

TELEVIDEO 912C ... . ... ... . 799 
 Maxell MD·2 ......... . ... 47.10

TELEVIDEO 920C ........... 868 
 Maxell FD-1 . .. ... .. ... . .. 41 .50

TELEVIDEO 925 . .. . ...... . . 825 
 Maxell FD-2 .... . . . .. .. . . . 48.95

TELEVIDEO 950 ..... . ...... 949 


GAMES MISC. SOFTWARE 
SPACE CADET . ..... .. .. .... $29 MATHEMAGIC .. .... ........ $79 

SNACK ATTACK FOR IBM .. . .. 39 GRAPHMAGIC .... . . _........ 79 

NEMESIS .. . . . ............... 39 DIAGNOSTICS II ... .. .. .. . . ... 84 

DUNGEON MASTER ...... . . .. 39 DISK DOCTOR . . . _..... ..... .. 84 

ANALIZA II .... .... .......... 39 UTILITIES I, II ................ 53 


II CALL TOLL•FREE

ii
• 
, 1·800·523·9511 
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APPLE HARDWARE 
Vldex VIDEOTERM . ...... . . . $299 

Vldex KEYBOARD ENHANCER. 119 

Microsoft Z·80 SOFTCARD .... 279 

Microsoft 16K RAMCARD . .... 149
COMPUTERS MlcrosoftPREMIUM PACK .. . . 599 


WORDPROCESSING 
WORDSTAR ............... $279 

MAILMERGE . ..... ..... ... . . 149 

SPELLSTAR.. ......... .. . . . . 144 

PERFECT WRITER ........... 239 

PERFECT SPELLER . .. .•.. . . . 139 

WORD HANDLER ........... 199 

SPELLBINDER . . ... . ..... . .. 279 

SPELLGUARD ... . . ....... ... 179 

EASYWRITER II ... . .. . ... ... 269 

EASYSPELLER .. . ... .. ..... . 159 

PIEWRITER... . ........ . . ... 123 

WORD PLUS . . . . .. .... .. .. . . 129 

MATHSTAR.................. 99 


DATABASE 
MANAGEMENT 

dBASE II . .... . ............ $529 

PERFECT FILER . .... .. . ..... 279 

EASYFILER ................. 349 

FMS80 . . .. .. . .... ......... 750 

TIM Ill . ... .............. . .. 399 

FAST GRAPH ..... .. ........ 189 

THE ANSWER. . ..... . ....... 219 

OUICKCODE . .. ... . ... . . .. . . 229 

dUTIL ....................... 68 

D GRAPH . . .... . . . ... . ... _. . 239 

DATASTAR ........ .. ..... .. 171 

SUPERSORT ................ 145 

VISIFILE . . ... ... .... ... ..... 228 

VISIDEX............. . . . ... . 184 


FINANCIAL SOFTWARE 
EAGLE MONEY DECISIONS .. $119 

SUPERCALC ... .. .... .... . . . 189 

PLANNER CALC .. .. .. .. .. ... . 69 

MASTER PLANNER .......... 249 

MULTlPLAN . . ... ... . . ... .. . 219 

PERFECT CALC ............. 139 

VISICORP VISICALC ......... 184 

DEKTOP PLAN ............ . . 184 

VISISCHEDULE ............. 228 

VISITREND I PLOT .. .... ..... 228 

SCRATCHPAD ...... . .... ... 259 

STATSGRAPH .... .. ... . .... 169 


ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE 
ACCOUNTING PLUS . .. ..... $385 

ACCOUNTING PLUS II . . .. ... 299 


For Apple II 

EASY EXECU. ACCOUNTING . 579 

TCS _........................ 79 

THE HOME ACCOUNTANT .. . 129 

IUS·IBM ACCT. SYS.. ...... CALLI 


LANGUAGES 
Microsoft BASIC COMPILER .. $299 

Microsoft BASIC INTERPRETER 279 

Microsoft FORTRAN 80 ...... . 379 

Microsoft COBOL 80 .......... 559 

Microsoft muSIMP I muMATH. 199 

MlcrosoftTASC .... .. . . .. . ... 149 

supersoftADA . .. . .. . ........ 269 

supersortFORTH .... ..... .... 149 

supersoft A. L. D.S.............. 99 

supersoftFORTRAN / RATFOR. 284 

sorclm PASCAL M ........ . . . . 129 

Whltesmltn·s c ..... .. ..... 690 

Whltesmlth'S PASCAL. .... . 850 
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INFOSTAR MICROPRO 
MICROPRO'S DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM NOT ONLY COMBINES THE ALREADY 
RENOWNED FEATURES OF DATASTAR AND SUPERSORT BUT ALSO FEATURES A REPORT 
GENERATOR. THIS MEANS YOU CAN ENTER, SORT, RETRIEVE, ORGANIZE, AND PRINT DATA 
QUICKLY AND EASILY...AND WITH NO NEED TO PROGRAM! BUT THAT'S NOT ALL.YOU CAN 
EDIT YOUR REPORTS WITH WORDSTAR, THE WORLD'S NO. 1 SELLING WORDPROCESSOR. 
LIST PRICE: 5495.00 MICROHOUSE PRICE: CALLI 

I 
T /MAKER 111 TI MAKER COMPANY 

WITH THE T /MAKER Ill YOU CAN EDIT YOUR TEXT, COMPUTE YOUR NUMBERS, TALLY YOUR 

RESULTS, AND PRODUCE FINISHED REPORTS EVEN IF YOU WANT IT ALL IN ONE FILE! 

T/MAKER Ill ALLOWS BAR CHARTING FROM A FULL ELECTRONIC SPREAD SHEET. 

LIST PRICE: 5275.00 MICROHOUSE PRICE: $245.00 


I 
 RANDOM HOUSE ELECTRONIC THESAURUS DICTRONICS PUBLISHING, INC. 

THE RANDOM HOUSE ELECTRONIC THESAURUS IS THE FIRST REFERENCE SOFTWARE THAT 

ALLOWS YOU TO DO "IDEA PROCESSING" WITHIN YOUR WORD PROCESSOR BASED ON THE 

POPULAR RANDOM HOUSE THESAURUS. IMPROVES YOUR WRITING SKILLS BY FINDING THE 

RIGHT WORD YOU NEED AND INSERTING IT IN THE TEXT. 

The 60,000 SYNONYM VERSION REQUIRES 204K. ABRIDGED VERSIONS AVAILABLE FOR BOK and 125K 

LIST PRICE: 5150.00 MICROHOUSE PRICE: $129.00 


RANDOM HOUSE ELECTRONIC PROOFREADER DICTRONICS PUBLISHING, INC. 

PROOFREADER ALLOWS ACCESS TO THE RANDOM HOUSE DICTIONARY WITH FULL IN· 

TERACTIVE CORRECTION TO CHECK ALL YOUR SPELLING ERRORS. IBM VERSIONS ALLOW AC· 

CESS UP TO 32,000 AVAILABLE WORDS. 


MICROHOUSE PRICE: $50.00 

CRAPHMACIC INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE MARKETING 

GRAPHMAGIC ALLOWS YOU TO DRAW VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS OF GRAMS AND LINE 

GRAPHS FROM SPREAD SHEET PROGRAMS INCLUDING MATHEMAGIC, SUPERCALC OR 

VISICALC. 

LIST PRICE: 599.00 MICROHOUSE PRICE: $79.00 


C. ITOH 1550 C. ITCH 

ANOTHER NEW PRINTER FROM C. ITCH WITH THE SAME GREAT QUALITIES AS ALWAYS BUT 

INTRODUCING A NEW WIDER CARRIAGE THAT CAN ACCOMMODATE PAPER SIZES UP TO 15" 

1132 COLUMNS!. AVAILABLE IN BOTH SERIAL OR PARALLEL VERSIONS. 

LIST PRICE: 5875.00 MICROHOUSE PRICE: $789.00 


WORDSTAR, DATASTAR, SUPERSORT, INFOSTAR ARE ,TRADEMARKS OF MICROPRO, INC. RANDOM HOUSE IS A 
REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF RANDOM HOUSE, INC. THE RANDOM HOUSE ELECTRONIC THESAURUS IS A TRADEMARK 
OF RANDOM HOUSE, INC., DICTRONICS PUBLISHING INC. EXCLUSIVE LICENSEE. TP-1 KS A TRADEMARK OF SCM, INC. 
IBM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES. 

Prices may vary with different formats. All prices and specifications are subJect to change without notice. 

Please call or write for specifics. 


I MICROLINE: 
MICROHOUSE OFFERS 24 HOUR COMPUTER SHOPPING WITH MICROLINE. MICROLINE IS A 

COMPUTERIZED ORDER-ENTRY SYSTEM THAT ENABLES YOU TO ACCESS SPECIFIC INFOR· 

MATION ON OVER 1000 MICROCOMPUTING HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, IN 

ADDITION TO NUMEROUS SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES.* 


1•215·868•1230 
MICROLINE OPERATES AT 300 BAUD. 8 BITS, NO PARITY, 1 STOP BIT. 

PRICES MAY VARY WITH DIFFERENT FORMATS. ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR SPECIFICS. 

1444 LINDEN ST./BOX 499 BETHLEHEM, PA 18016 

DEALERS INQUIRIES WELCOME Circle 272 on inquiry card. 

1 WE WANT YOU TO KNOW ... 

I MICROHOUSEI 

NEW PRODUCTS! 
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For the Record 

Peter Callamaras's review of our Ex
ecutive Briefing System (November 1982 
BYTE, page 164) was greatly appreciated 
here at Lotus. However, the article was in
correct in the At a Glance section, which 
listed Mitchell Kapor as the author of 
EBS . 

While Mitchell designed the program 
and supervised its implementation, EBS 
was coded by Todd Agulnick, a 15-year
old resident of Newton, Massachusetts. 
Todd was first employed by Mitchell at 
the age of 12, and he continues to be a 
source of inspiration for all of us here at 
Lotus. His great skill and intellect are ap
preciated almost as much as his fine sense 
of humor. 

Mary Lynn Davis, Graphics Project 
Manager 

Lotus Development Corp. 
55 Wheeler St. 
Cambridge, MA 02139 

More on BASIC Standards 

I read with interest Ho\'\(ard G. Drake's 
letter dealing with the current and pro
posed standards for BASIC (October 1982 
BYTE, page 18) and wish to comment on 
two points raised in the letter. 

First, the requirement to have DIM 
statements preceding their use in line
numbered sequence is not new. It has 
been in the ANSI (American National 
Standards Institute) Minimal BASIC Stan
dard since the approval of that standard 
in January of 1978. 

The requirement to recognize the ex
istence of DIM statements in line
numbered sequence (rather than in logical 
sequence) stems from the desire to have 
the one BASIC program give the same 
result when that program is run under two 
implementations, one of which is an inter
preter and the other a compiler. . 

Another point raised by Mr. Drake 
concerned the need for the interpreter to 
do a pre-scan in order to recognize the 
presence of DIM statements. 

The X3J2 BASIC Committee was very 
careful to assure that a pre-scan was not 
required. The suggested technique when a 
forward transfer-of-control is indicated 
(as in Mr. Drake's example) is to examine 
the statements passed over "at the time 
that they are passed over," to see if they 
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nclude any of the statements that must 
3ppear in line-numbered sequence prior to 
:heir use. These statements include the 
DIM statement, as well as any OPTION 
;tatements (OPTION BASE, OPTION 
A.RITHMETIC etc.), and any function
:lefinitions. 

By taking this approach, BASIC pro
:essors need only look at those statements 
up to and including the one being refer
enced and need not do a pre-scan of the 
entire program. 

I heartily agree that any interested par
ties should obtain a copy of the Proposed 
ANSI BASIC Standard, read it, and com
ment on it, if they find anything that they 
believe should be changed. 

M. 0. Duke 
IBM 
Santa Teresa Laboratory 
555 Bailey Ave. 
San Jose, CA 95150 

Credit Where It's Due 

l recently saw the Uctober l ':ll:S:l tl Y l E 
~ditorial in which Chris Morgan described 
videotex and teletext. I'd like to correct 
Jne statement regarding closed-caption
tng. The three networks broadcasting 
:losed-captioned programs are PBS, 
\JBC and ABC; not CBS . CBS has stead
:astly refused to provide captions on its 
xograms for the benefit of hearing
tmpaired people. 

Your omission of ABC is most unfor
tunate because that network was in
;trumental in the development of the 
:losed-captioning technology. It leads the 
way in providing closed-captioning ser
vices. For example, ABC recently added 
:losed captions to all broadcasts of ABC's 
'World News Tonight." 

lane Edmondson, Director 
Products Promotion and Public Relations 
\fational Captioning Institute 
;203 Leesburg Pike, Suite 1500 
Falls Church, VA 22041 

This Thing Called NAPLPS 

With regard to Chris Morgan's editorial 
:liscussing 'This Thing Called Videotex" 
:"Some Answers to Frequently Asked 
:;?uestions," October 1982 BYTE, page 
LO), let me respond with one definition of 
.vhat videotex is today. 

The North American Presentation Level 

Protocol Syntax (NAPLPS) allows text 
and graphics to be encoded in a manner 
independent of the display apparatus on 
which it will be presented. Virtually any 
micro-, mini-, or mainframe computer 
can be configured to generate NAPLPS 
pages, and any communications medi
um-whether it be telephone, broadcast, 
cable television, microwave, or satellite 
transmission-can be used. 

What does this mean to microcomputer 
users today? Throughout North America 
microcomputers from virtually any 
manufacturer have a common format for 
text and color graphics that can be com
municated universally. NAPLPS is a sim
ple, highly efficient and economical color 
graphics generator in combination with a 
decoder. Here are some examples of what 
is being accomplished today: 

•Users of Hewlett-Packard 80 Series, 
Commodore PET, and other microcom
puters are now being offered a color
graphics program for Visicalc. The soft
ware digests raw Visicalc data files and 
automatically draws color charts and 
graphs including exploded pie charts. 
•IBM Personal Computer users can ob
tain an electronic slide show program that 
simulates the 35-millimeter slide carousel 
but has additional features such as 
random-access retrieval of individual 
slides and the synchronizing of a sound 
track for a full audio-visual presentation. 
These slides can be displayed on a color 
monitor or even a large screen using a 
video projector. 
•North Star computers are being used as 
hosts to drive large screen displays of elec
tronic billboard advertising in shopping 
malls. 

Other microcomputers are incor
porating color graphics into computer
aided learning courseware and public
access market-research terminals, and 
marketing presentations are being pre
pared and, through the decoder, trans
ferred onto video tapes. 

Hard-copy service bureaus will soon be 
available that will provide any page 
creator the capability to download 
NAPLPS-encoded pages by telephone and 
have 35-millimeter slides, overhead 
transparencies, and other film media pro
duced for them overnight and delivered 
the next day. Furthermore, paper hard 
copy is obtainable with the use of jet ink 
plotters-ideal for charts and graphs that 
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need to be inserted into textual reports. 

Because NAPLPS is display-resolution 
insensitive, these same files, although 
created at a lower resolution, can be 
redisplayed through a higher-resolution 
decoder with no modification to the 
original file. The hard copy, whether film 
or paper, becomes a higher-quality image. 
Additionally, broadcast-quality graphics 
and NTSC- (National Television System 
Committee) standard video tapes are be
ing used by broadcasters to augment their 

graphics requirements. Even audio-visual 
producers are using this same method to 
bring down the costs of their productions 
while preserving the quality. 

What other color-graphics system can 
provide a universal communications 
coding format for virtually any micro
computer? What other color-graphics 
protocol specification is in the public do
main? What other color-graphics display 
generator (decoder) has a choice of over 
32,000 colors, 16 of which are displayable 

Soup to Nuts. 


PRINT WITH INFOSCRIBE 
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simultaneously, among a host of other 
features? What other color-graphics 
system can boast the use of"a conventional 
color television as a display monitor and 
can be purchased for a price starting at 
$11001 

Only decoders implementing full 
NAPLPS can satisfy these features and 
others. With this capability now within 
the reach of th.e majority of microcom
puters, the challenge of creative, interac
tive graphics software lies with all 
microcomputer users, whether they be 
hobbyists or professional programmers. 
The challenge is here today at a price com
petitors can really only dream about. 

Zal Press, Manager 
Business Graphics 
Marketing Group 
Norpak Ltd. 
1351 Washington Blvd., Suite 3000 
Stamford, CT 06902 

In Defense of User Protection 

In the last year I have read several ar
ticles regarding software piracy. Due to 
this piracy, the creators of software are 
becoming more and more reticent about 
making available the source documents 
and code for a program. 

Their caution is well placed because of 
the wholesale program theft that has 
taken place in some instances. Then, too, 
it's possible that the creator stole some 
major part of the program from someone 
else, and the lack of an available source 
listing prevents anyone from proving it. 

Before we get too far down the road to 
complete nonavailability of source code, 
may I propose some protection for the 
legitimate user? 

First, companies can and do go out of 
business every day. While one software 
creator may not, another may. Without 
the source code to update the program for 
system and language enhancements yet to 
come, that program will become worth
less and be lost. 

Second, because of market conditions, 
a developer·may cease to offer the soft
ware or cease to update it. As a result, the 
software eventually becomes worthless 
without source to allow the updating of it. 

Third, the program offered may have 
been almost worthless to start with due to 
errors. The developer made. a fast buck, 
and the buyer was taken. At least with 
source, some corrections can be made. 

A fourth reason for some user protec
tion is that a successful creator may decide 



While new printers with impressive specifications are introduced on an almost daily basis, only 
time will tell the true quality of the product. Over the past 2 years our customers have continued 
to buy the DS180 printer, not only because of its impressive performance and competitive price, 
but also because of our outstanding track record for product reliability and customer support. 

We have continually improved on the performance of the DS180 by incorporating such 
enhancements as dot addressable graphics, 6 user-selectable print sizes and a 2000 character 
buffer. These features coupled with 180 cps printing, parallel and serial interfaces, adjustable 
tractor feed and over 40 other programmable features. make the DS 180 one of the most versa
tile matrix printers available today. 

Before you select your next printer, why not take a look at a time-proven performer-the 
Datasouth DS180. 

The DS180 printer is available nationwide through our network of sales/service distributors. 

data@@MUUlJ co.:;~;~; i~;;;;·ration 

P.O. Box 240947 • Charlotte, NC 28224 • 704/523-8500 


Telex: 6843018 DASOU UW 
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that creation is what he is good at and 
he'd rather not be bothered by support, 
sales, etc ., and so he enters into a royalty 
agreement for the program with an in
dependent dealer. Now suppose this 
dealer wants to sell packages but not help 
you, the buyer, recover from a system 
crash or a program bug. Without source 
or even data on file structures being 
available, you have to start over after 
every crash . 

There is a way out of this morass of 
uncertainty, and that is an industry-wide 
uniform software trust agreement, en
forced by a trade journal's refusal to ac
cept advertising of software unless the 
creator or vendor has placed the source 
code in trust with an independent th ird 
party who holds both the names of the 
legitimate licensees and the latest source 
files and documentation. · 

Vendors should be responsible for pro-

VALUULti: Extremely user friendly! See review Sept. BYTE 
1ook-sized battery operated Z 80 computer, up to 256K RAM, built 

in hard copy, LCD scrollable screen. 

MASTER MAX: S-100 system, Z-80, INTERCONTINENTAL CPZ48000 singl 
card computer with four channels of OMA, dual 8" double density drive1 
CP/M ....... . . ... .... . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . ............ .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. . . . .. . . $2,540. 
Options: double sided drives, Winchester, TURBODOS, 2 user, 220v/50hz. 

IMS 8X MULTIUSER SYSTEMS: Z-80, S-100. Each user has own Z-80, 
64K RAM, 2 UO. TURBODOS multiuser CP/M compatible operating system cuts 
link/edit time in half. Z-80 code. Interrupt driven. 8088 upgrade w/256K RAM has 
been announced. 

TARBELL: Empire systems, Z-80, 5-100. 

CROMEMCO: C-10 personal computer w/software package 


8088:_COLUMBIA DATA: IBM-PC look alike, multiuser_option. 

8086 S-100 SYSTEMS: 
LOMAS: with MS-DOS or CP/M-86. Winchester op 

SEATILE: with simultaneous 8" and 5" drives. Will accept IBM/PC software. 

DUAL PROCESSOR SYSTEMS: 
GODBOUT 816 A,B,C: 8085/8088. MP/M 816 allows simultaneous operation of both 

processors. 
CROMEMCO DPU: 68000 and Z 80. CROMIX operating system. 

MAX BOX 8" DR.IVE SUBSYSTEMSw/QUMES, SHU GARTS, MITSUBISHI, EC. 

PRINTERS (dot matrix and LQ): I' GRAPHICS: 
EPSON, NEC, QUME, C.ITOH, IDS, MICROANGELO GRAPHICS. 
FlflRTOA DATA . TFT.FTYPF. I MIRAGE: new from SCION. 

. 1 AUTO-CAD Interactive graphics soft -
TERMINALS. WYSE, HAZELTINE, ware; for engineers, architects, design-

IBM 3101, TELEVIDEO. ers 
Voice recognition board for TELEVIDEO HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS 

950. PLOTTERS, DMP-29 .... . . . . . . . $1,775. 

PER SCI 277/299 DRIVES. lBM PC ACCESSORIES: Extensivi 
MODEMS: U.S. ROBOTICS lineincludingQUADRAM,SEATTLE 

DC HAYES compatible.. .... . 8080/8086 EMULATOR I software). 

S-100 MAINFRAMES: IBM 3270: compatible equipment trom 
PARADYNAMICS, ECT,someTEI 12 Teletype Corp. Fast delivery! Cost ef
slot still in stock. fective! 

We have an extensive product line including systems, peripherals, software, 
boards, drives, consulting services. Write or call for detailed specifications. 

We have knowledgeable tPrlrnirnl staff. 

llJlll!!l""'ll!llll!ll!I --~ 

viding copies of all user licenses and 
regularly update the source code on file 
with the trustee. In return, the trustee 
agrees to hold source documentation in
violate (sealed) unless a vendor commits 
certain acts (I'll discuss these acts later 
on). Thus, protection exists for the ven
dors (in that the source is still protected) 
and for the legitimate user as well. 

To the legitimate user, source becomes 
available, for a fee, in the event that the 
vendor ceases to function . 

The trustee has these responsibilities: 
(1) to hold source code and related 
documentation sealed and inviolate unless 
certain acts are committed, (2) to notify 
only licensed users at their last known ad
dress by first class mail as to the acts com
mitted, and (3) to provide to the licensed 
users only, for a fee related to the repro
duction cost, the source code and docu
mentation, when permissible. 

What are these vendor acts and subse
quent trustee actions? First, in the event of 
total sale of program rights to another 
vendor, the trustee should notify licensees 
of the event and the name and address of 
the buyer who has assumed the support 
obligation. In the event of adjudgment of 
the developer as bankrupt, ceasing of the 
vendor to do business, decision by the 
vendor to cease to offer support, or sale of 
program rights without an obligation to 
assume . existing package support, the 
trustee shall so notify licensed users and 
make available for one year source and 
documentation for a fee. 

There remains the question of users 
who find program vendors/creators either 
unwilling or unable to provide adequate 
support for their packages to licensed 
users. For this some mechanism should 
allow licensed users to petition the trustee 
if they feel that a vendor is providing in
adequate support. If some threshold level 
(say 5 percent) of the licensed users of a 
program complain to the trustee ·of inade
quate service, the trustee should be re
quired to notify all licensees that com
plaints have been received. If the trustee 
gets a positive response from a majority of 
the users that such is the case, the trustee 
should then provide source code and doc 
umentation to users for a fee. 

Such an agreement can adequately pro
tect vendors as long as they want to be 
protected and will probably protect the 
user for longer than the economic life of 
the package. 

Whatever methodology is created to 
protect both the user and the creator, total 
and permanent unavailability of source to 
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Cdex™ Trainingfor VisiCalc 

Makes VisiCalc Easy. 


In an hour. Cdex Training for VisiCalc can 
make you a VisiCalc user. Or for the experi
enced VisiCalc user Cdex Training for 
VisiCalc acts as an instantaneous elec
tronic reference and review system. 

It's a computer-assisted training program 
that works. It's highly interactive. So it 
creates a dialogue with you and serves as 

Circle 70 on Inquiry card. 

your personal tutor. It's completely self
paced. So you set your own learning time. 
And it's graphically-oriented. So you see 
what you're learning. Remember, a picture 
is worth 1000 words. Cdex Training for 
VisiCalc runs on the same Apple® II or 
IBM® Personal Computer as your VisiCalc 
program. 

So see how easy VisiCalc can be. See your 
nearest computer dealer for a demonstration. 

Cdex™ Trainingfor VisiCalC" 
We don't make VisiCalc. 
We just make it easy. 

Cdex Corporation 
5050 El Camino Real Suite 200 
Los Altos, CA 94022 

VisiCalc~ is a registered trademark of VisiCorp !M 
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a legitimate user is not an acceptable 
answer. 

William E. Young, CPA 
13901 Jefferson Davis Hwy. 
Woodbridge, VA 22191 

Mlnspeak Applauded 

read with great attention the "Min
speak" article by Bruce Baker (September 
1982 BYTE, page 86). Minspeak is the 
most exciting use of computer technology 
that I have encountered because it goes 
beyond the use of the computer to manip
ulate data and/or symbols and deals with 
the fundamental issues of human com
munication and the way we think. 

While Mr. Baker deals almost exclusive
ly with the application of Minspeak to the 
nonspeaking population, the fundamental 
idea behind his invention, I believe, has a 
great deal to say about how we think and 
how we communicate whole thoughts 
to one another in speech and nonspeech 
worlds. 

I commend Mr. Baker and BYTE for 
moving beyond hardware and software 

into the genuinely exciting new realms of 
electronic technology and its applications 
to human problems and potentials. 

David 0 . Justice, Dean 
School for New learning 
DePaul University 
23 East Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, IL 60604 

Computer Poetry: 

Art or Craft? 


Kevin McKean's article "Computers, 
Fiction, and Poetry" (July 1982 BYTE, 
page 50) nearly supplies some important 
implications about the nature of creativi
ty. The examples of computer-written 
poetry suggest that computers can now 
make many judgments rapidly but cannot 
make them wisely. The reason seems to be 
that the computer, unlike the poet, uses 
programmed instruction to apply types of 
judgments to many words. The poet 
makes individual judgments on a word
by-word basis. Thus, in writing "And 
delves the parallels in Beauty's brow, " 
Shakespeare probably thought "delves" a 

good word for its ")" and "e" sounds, 
matched in "parallels," and for the overall 
dreamlike, wistful quality that the word 
contributes to the line. Of course, he may 
have had other reasons as well. 

Today, because western culture seems 
to have weaker ties with tradition than in 
the past, and because ours is more than 
ever a culture without a sense of history, 
it is understandable that considerations of 
creativity focus on the ceaseless fluctua
tions common to the thought process, 
rather than on the decisions that artists 
make after much thought. Still, an artist 
may draw upon any or all of his life's 
history in order to pass judgment on a 
single word. His intellect, his moral in
tegrity, his honesty, his passion, his love, 
his hope, his hate, his fear, his skepticism, 
his faith-in short, the sum of the poet's 
whole existence gives him the ability to 
make artistic judgments. And a sense of 
tradition supports the artist's individuali
ty, which includes his powers of artistic 
discernment. Thus, in our ever-changing, 
prone-to-forgetfulness world, the popu
larity of computers is assured, but com
puters still lack what Keats called "the 

Did You Hear the One About the 
Computer That Talks? 

It's no joke. 
With the ECHO speech synthesizer from 

Street Electronics whatever you type on the 
keyboard, your computer can say. The ECHO's 
text-to-speech system gives your computer an 
unlimited vocabulary while using a minimum of 
memory. And now a diskette of fixed, natural 
sounding words is available to enhance the 
ECHO J[ 's voice output. · 
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Nearly 400 language rules are contained in the ECHO's text
to-speech algoritlun. These rules enable the computer to 
pronounce most correctly spelled words. When in the text-to
speech mode the user can select any of 63 different pitch levels, 
and have words spoken either monotonically or with intonation 
by using simple control character sequences. The rate of speech 
can be fast or slow; words can be spoken fo their entirety or 
spelled letter by letter. The ECHOs also pronounce punctuation 
and numbers. Words can be encoded using phonemes and 
diphthongs when the text-to-speech or fixed vocabulary is not 
required. · 

Applications are unlimited, ranging from phone answering, 
educational and training programs, to games and aiding the sight 
and speech impaired. The ECHO is a complete stand alone unit 
which is compatible with most any computer; it sells for $299.95. 
The ECHO][, which plugs into the Apple][, is priced at $149. 95. 

Street Electronics Corporation r...111111 
1140 Mark Avenue, Carpinteria, CA 93013 "'JI 
Telephone (805) 684-4593 

Call toll free for demonstration (800) 221-0339 
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Videoterm Utilities Disc includes: 
•Graphics Template System 
•Font Editor 
•Mid-Res Graphics 
• Applesoft Read Screen Utility 
•Top & Bottom Scrolling 

---- •Pascal Vidpatch 

Videoterm 
Character Set 
EPRDMs 
•French 
•German 
•Inverse 

Suggested price $3 7. OD 

Dvorak EPRDM [Enhancer)-$29.00 
Lower Case Chip [Rev 7 & up)-$29.00 

The Soft Video Switch is an automatic ver
sion of the popular Switchplate. It knows 
whether it should display 40 or 80 columns 
or Apple graphics. It does the tedious work 
of switching video-out signals so you don't 
have to. The Soft Video Switch can be con
trolled by software. May be used with any 
Videoterm with Firmware 2 .0 or greater. 
The single wire shift mod is also supported. 

Package price is $35.00. 

ENHANCER][ 

The Enhancer ][ features a typeahead buf
fer. Your keyboard has upper and lower 
case, and will auto repeat any key held 
down. A single keystroke can become a 
word or an entire sentence. Controlled by a 
powerful microprocessor, Enhancer ][ 
allows you to re-map your keyboard or add 
specialized features. Changing a chip 
creates a totally different keyboard. 
Enhancer ]( Utilities Disc included. 

Suggested retail price $149 .00. 



ARE YOU STILL LOTING 
YOUR PRINTER 
TIE UP YOUR COMPUTER? 

While your printer is running, your 
computer is tied up. You can't use 
it for processing, computing, data 
entry. Nothing. All you can do is 
twiddle your thumbs until the 
program is finished. 

Pretty ridiculous. 

MICROBUFFER"ALLOWS YOU 

TO PRINT AND PROCESS 


SIMULTANEOUSLY. 

You just dump your printing data 
directly to Microbuffer, whoosh!, 
and continue processing. 
No waiting. 

Microbuffer accepts data as fast 
as your computer can send it. 
It stores the data in its own 
memory buffer then takes control 
of the printer. 

It's that easy. 

THERE IS AMICROBUFFER 

FOR ANY COMPUTER/PRINTER


COMBINATION. 

Whatever your system, there is a 
specific Microbuffer designed to 
accommodate it. 

FOR APPLE II COMPUTERS, 
Mircobuffer II features on-board 
firmware for text formatting and 
advanced graphics dump routines. 
Both serial and parllel versions 
have a power-efficient low
consumption design. Special 
functions include Basic listing 
formatter, self-test, buffer zap, and 

transparent and maintain modes. 
The 16K model is priced at $259 
and the 32K, at $299. 

FOR EPSON PRINTERS, Microbuffer/ E 
comes in two serial versions 
SK or 16K (upgradable to 32K) 
and two parallel versions - 16K 
or 32K (upgradable to 64K). The 
serial buffer supports both hard
ware handshaking and XON-XOFF 
software handshaking at baud 
rates up to 19,200. Both interfaces 
are compatible with standard Epson 
commands, including GRAFTRAX-80 
and GRAFTRAX-80 +. Prices range 
from $159 to $279. 

ALL OTHER COMPUTER/ PRINTER 
COMBINATIONS can be untied by 
the stand-alone Microbuffer In-line. 

The serial stand-alone will 
support different input and output 
baud rates and different hand
shake protocol. Both serial and 
parallel versions are available in a 
32K model at $299 or 64K for 
$349. Either can be user-upgraded 
to a total of 256K with 64K add-ons 
- just $179 each. 

SIMPLE TO INSTALL. 
Microbuffer II is slot-independent. 
It slips directly inside the Apple II 
in any slot except zero. 

Microbuffer/ E mounts easily 
inside the existing auxiliary slot 
directly inside the Epson printer. 

The stand-alone Microbuffer is 

installed in-line between virtually 
any computer and any printer. 

MICROBUFFER FROM 
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS. 

So what are you waiting for? Write 
to us for more information or ask 
your dealer for a demonstration. 

When you see how much 
freedom Microbuffer will allow, 
you'll understand why it's so silly 
to be without one. 

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, INC.™ 
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE 
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362 
(213) 991-8200 



MICROBUFFER FREES COMPUTERS. 
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PRINTER I 

OPr~MIZER 
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Why buy a mere "spooler" when you 

can have THE PRINTER OPTIMIZER? 


* 	 6Qk to 256k spooling buffer
* 	adapts d ifferent brands - can 


mi>E -Serial am'.I Parallel 

* 	character conversion : 1 to 1, 


1 to many, many to 1, ignore

* 	 pushbutton automated access to 


your printer's various type 

styles and printing modes 


* 	 several ways to PAUSE printing
* 	 access any character, graphic 


design or printer "trick" from 

any program at any time 


* 	 special features for use as 

a MODEM buffer 


eti· - ':"' - ...:::-- ,. 	.. . .. 1ETI~ 
, 

The cost effective alternative. 

Converts IBM, Adler/Royal, Olympia 

and other Electronic Typewriters 

into letter quality printers. 


* 	 2K memory buffer ,
* 	 access all typewriter characters 


and automated features 

* 	 Serial or Parallel versions 
* 	 Many proprietary features and 


commands insure compatibility 

with your system and software 


* 	 Typesetting capability! 

Peel' ,...._ 
.. f;~jr# 
•___IMIR!'t41f....•PETI~ 

Super low cost adaptor for new 

inexpensive portable Electronic
' 
Typewriters can yield typewriter 
and letter quality printer com
bination for around $500 total! 

* 	 perfect for "personal use" 
* 	easy "plug-in" Parallel 


connection to most computers

* 	 compatible with popular word 


processing programs 


I 
I APPLIED 
I CREATIVE 
TECHNOLOGY 

INC. 

2723 Avenue E East. Suite 717 
Arlington. Texas 76011 
[817)-261-6905

I 
(800)-433-5373 

Letters----------------------------------------
knowledge of contrast, feeling for light 
and shade, all that information (primitive 
sense) necessary for a poem." 

If you could accurately enter your 
whole life into a computer without leav
ing the minutest fact out, then the com
puter could possess a chance of becoming 
artistic. But even then the computer 
would have to be considered the protege 
of its programmer. For now, computers 
may be profitably used as electronic 
thesauri, as servants to the new craft of 
electronic poetry-writing. As far as the art 
of poetry is concerned, computers will 
have to wait. 

Rob Zseleczky 
19 Tanglewood Lane 
Chatham, NJ 07928 

Not-S~Standard Automoblles 

In part 1 of his article "An Introduction 
to the Human Applications Standard 
Computer Interface" (October 1982 
BYTE, page 291), Chris Rutkowski used 
the early development of the automobile 
as a case study to explain how microcom
puter technology is still in its formative 
years because it has not come up with a 
standardized, easy-to-use format. This is 
a viable analogy, but Chris was a little off 
on his time frame . He says "you would be 
able to climb into the typical automobile 
of 1925 and drive it away." For most 
readers of BYTE today this would not be 
true. In 1925 approximately 50 percent of 
the cars being sold in the United States 
were Model T Fords. The Model T Ford 
used a pedal-controlled planetary trans
mission that a modern driver would not 
understand without instruction or prior 
use. Other 1925 makes also had irregular 
controls, such as spark levers, hand throt
tles, oddly placed starter buttons, etc. Ac
tually, the standardization of most 
automobile operations took much longer 
than Chris surmised. Hopefully, the pro
cess will not take so long in the microcom
puter industry. 

Fred K. Fox 
13150 El Capitan Way 
Delhi, CA 95315 

Total Talk Talks Back 

In response to David Stoffel's article 
'Talking Terminals" (September 1982 
BYTE, page 218). I would like to thank 
BYTE for giving this subject the attention 
it deserves. However, as the manufacturer 

of one of the products described by Mr. 
Stoffel, I'd like to state that numerous in
accuracies appear in his article. 

Contrary to the impression given in the 
article, Total Talk from Maryland Com
puter Services Inc. (MCS) offers both a 
user-definable vocabulary and full 
numbers capabilities (it can speak 123 as 
"one two three" or "one hundred and 
twenty-three") . To my knowledge, MCS 
was the first to offer these features. It is 
also false that Total Talk does not have a 
cursor locator. Total Talk has had this 
since the product was introduced in June 
of 1980. 

The author fails to mention many of the 
advantages of incorporating speech into 
an existing terminal. Total Talk offers an 
Enunciation key to tell you the terminal's 
status and the function of a key without 
executing the function; the device can 
vocalize the terminal's communication 
parameters and can set tabs and margins. 
Also you can define keys to perform 
specific tasks, such as say the line, say the 
word, and spell the word. This is essential 
to the nontechnical user in that escape 
codes do not have to be memorized. 

The approach that places the speech 
box between the terminal and the host has 
several disadvantages. What is displayed 
on the screen is not an accurate represen
tation of what is stored in the speech box's 
buffer. This is a severe disadvantage when 
the blind operator must interact with 
sighted co-workers or instructors. Full
page editing cannot be accomplished. 

Capabilities that are very useful to 
Total Talk's users but were not mentioned 
in Mr. Stoffel's article are notification that 
the cursor is at the end of the line, moving 
the cursor forward and backward either a 
word at a time or a line at a time without 
speaking the word or line, and reading up 
and down columns. 

Mr. Stoffel's comment that 'Total Talk 
loses data after receiving 120 characters" 
shows a lack of understanding of the ter
minal. Total Talk has three sophisticated 
handshaking capabilities-XON /XOFF, 
Data Terminal Ready, and Inquire/Ac
knowledge. If your host computer does 
not support these capabilities, then you 
simply cannot use "Log Bottom," a 
feature that reads the data as it appears on 
the screen. If the terminal is configured 
correctly, data is not lost. 

The article states that screen-oriented 
programs like Wordstar are not practical 
using speech output. We take exception to 
this because our customers are using Total 
Talk and Information Thru Speech (our 
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The 
one machine solution 

to every application. 

For word processing, plotting 
and just plain printing. 

Save the expense of a costly daisy 
wheel. Eliminate the limited capa
bility ofcheap matrix printers. And 
getplottilg in the process!! Getthe 
all new, advanced MT 160 multi
flllCtional micro printer. You'll be 
amazedthat such asmall printer 
can house so much horsepower. 

Capability? You nameit, this 
lfrnt9r'sgot it.A resident Pt'eport 
Package puts you in"the Word 
Processing world.. .Jetterquality 
characters, proportional spacing, 
n¥U'9injustifieation, autocenter
ing..Araskfent Graphics PacKage 

lets you plot whatever your micro 
wants to portray.The standard 
print mode lets you generate re
ports fast-speeds up to 200 lines 
per minute. Also, print eight diffe
rent resident character widths. 

There's more. Clip-on paper 
handling attachments let you use 
fan-fold forms, letterhead, cut 
sheets or continuous roll paper. 
The control panel has a "menu 
select" for machine configuration. 
When you look underthe hood, 
you'll see what is meant by "solid 
construction." And the MT 160 is 

plug compatible to your micro. 
In short, the MT 160 is the 

epitome of engineering excel
lence. And it should be. Afterall, 
Mannesmann Tally is the technol
ogy leader in matrix printing. 

MANNESMANN 

TALLY ' 
8301 South 180th St. 
Kent, Washington 98032 
Phone (206) 251-5524 

Kierulfl Electronics CENTRAL Sy sprint EAST US Plus IN 
(213) 725-0325 Hall-Mark Electronics (214) 669-3666 Computermaxx (203) 234-0444 DISTRIBUTION 
PGI Distribution (214) 341-1147 Tek-Aids (904) 878-4121 Mannesmann Tally Canada NOW! (602) 967-1421 Information Systems (312) 870-7400 Digital Solutions (416) 661-9783

WEST Waybern (312) 228-5480 (404) 955-4488 
(714) 554-4520 D.L. MacNeil, Inc. Hansen & Hughes
-f-ms Western Mero Technology (312) 952-8300 (201) 652-7055 

(408) 725-1660~l~ Acorn Data Products 
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Letters--------------------------------------------------------------------
talking microcomputer/terminal) for this 
purpose every day. This also raises the 
question of why our Information Thru 
Speech terminal, which has been on the 
market since January of 1982, was never 
mentioned. 

Finally, Mr. Stoffel hopes that the price 
of talking terminals will go down or their 
capabilities will increase. This is exactly 
what happened this year when MCS an
nounced more powerful machines and a 
decrease in prices from 15 to 50 percent. 

J. Michael Mason, Vice-President 
Marketing 
Maryland Computer Services Inc. 
2010 Rock Spring Rd. 
Forest Hill, MD 21050 

Termlnology Correction 

The use of terminology in Jack L. 
Abbot's review "Systems Plus: FMS-80" 
(October 1982 BYTE, page 447) was dis
turbing. The article was well written, in
formative, and provided a reasonable set 
of data from which to draw some conclu
sions and comparisons to other systems. 
However, to call FMS-80 a "relational" 

DBMS (database-management system) is 
appalling. It is bad enough that vendors 
misuse terminology, but a publication 
should not further perpetrate such 
misguidance. Some purists might argue 
that FMS-80 is not even a DBMS. And 
there are purists who have strict rules on 
the definition of a relational DBMS. In 
either case, most experts agree that a rela
tional DBMS has, at a minimum, specific 
functional (e.g., project and join) and 
representational (e.g ., tabular user view) 
components as its foundation. What will 
you tell your readers when the true rela
tional DBMS is developed for microcom
puters? As the leading journal for small
systems users, BYTE should attempt to 
use standard systems terminology when 
appropriate and not allow vendors to 
mislead the public any further than their 
advertisements do. 

I do not want to detract from an ex
tremely powerful personal computer tool 
such as FMS-80. I am currently evaluating 
file-management software for personal 
computers and have been surprised by 
the comprehensiveness and depth of func
tions of such packages. These rival many 
of the tools offered on larger systems and 

• Full O l ivetti 
typewri te r 
warranty 

• U.L.
Listed 

DAISY WHEEL 
PRINTER 

$695 
p lus shipping 

l'"EATURES 
• Typewri1er opera1ion wilh no1hing 10 disconnec1 • Io. 12 or 15 characters per
inch switch selectable • Portable wilh carrying case • Entire interface mounted 
internally In the Olivetti Praxis 30 typewriter • Underlining • Cables available for 
most computers • Service from Olivetti dealers • Centronics compatible parallel 
input • Bull! in self test • Cartridge ribbon • 2nd keyboard switch selectable. 

~YTEWRITER 
.. . . . . . 

I 25 NORTHVIEW RD., ITHA CA, N .Y. 14 8 50 
(607) 27 2- 1 13 2 
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should virtually eliminate for most users 
the need to create their own programs. 

Michael Lutz, Manager 
Data Administration 
Davis Chemical Division 
W.R. Grace & Co. 
POB 2117 
Baltimore, MD 21203 

User's Column Under Fire 

As a subscriber to BYTE, I am com
pelled to write questioning the profession
alism of your monthly User's Column 
written by Jerry Pournelle. 

BYTE is an informative computer 
magazine that stands head and shoulders 
above any other small systems journals. 
All the hardware reviews are concise and 
informative. Steve Ciarcia does an ex
cellent job of breaking hardware design 
down to a simple process for most hobby
ists. Sol Libes keeps the latest information 
on new products available for all readers. 

However, I find Mr. Pournelle's month
ly column neither useful nor coherent. All 
I understand from his column is that he is 
always very busy and has many friends 
that allow him access to free hardware 
and software. In the Septebmer 1982 
BYTE, he explained that he belongs to a 
large number of clubs and organizations 
and doesn't know how to do all the ac
tivities he does each month. 

That kind of text has no place in BYTE. 
As a reader, I am concerned with the 
topics covered in the column, not with 
what the author did while preparing it. 
When reading User's Column I feel that I 
am reading a letter from a long lost friend 
who is trying to tell me everything that 
has happened during the last three years. 

User's Column is both useful and neces
sary, but please keep it up to the fine stan
dards that BYTE is known for. In future 
issues, don't allow Mr. Pournelle to ram
ble incoherently page after page. 

Ron Dyer 
40 Godstone Rd., Suite 305 
Willowdale, Ontario 
M2J 3C7 Canada 

I was appalled by Jerry Pournelle's re
cent defense of software hacking (see 
"User's Column: A BASIC and Pascal 
Benchmark, Elegance, Apologies, and 
FORTH," October 1982 BYTE, page 254). 
I defy you to name any other engineering 
discipline in which disorganized, patch
as-you-go approaches are considered to 
be acceptable practice. 



TEK 2200 MULTI-PURPOSE THE PERFORMANCE/ 
OSCILLOSCOPES PRICE STANDARD 

Now! A 60 MHz Tektronix scope 

built for your bench. 


In 30 years of Tektronix oscil
loscope leadership, no other 
scopes have recorded the 
immediate popular appeal of 
the Tek 2200 Series. The Tek 2213 
and 2215 are unapproachable for the 
performance and reliability they 
offer at a surprisingly affordable 
price. 

There's no compromise with 
Tektronix quality: The low cost is the 
result of a new design concept that 
cut mechanical parts by 65%. Cut 
cabling by 90%. Virtually eliminated 
board electrical connectors . And 
eliminated the need for a cooling fan . 

Yet performance is written all over 
the front panels. There's the band
width for digital and analog circuits. 
The sensitivity for low signal mea
surements. The sweep speeds for 
fast logic families. And delayed 
sweep for fast, accurate timing 
measurements. 

The cost: $1200* for the 2213. 
$1450* for the dual time base 2215. 
You can order, or obtain more 
information, through the Tektronix 
National Marketing Center, where 
technical personnel can answer 
your questions and expedite 
delivery. Your direct order includes 

probes, operating manuals, 15
day return policy and full Tektronix 
warranty. 

For quantity purchases, please 
contact your local Tektronix sales 
representative. 

Order toll free: 
1-800-426-2200 
Extension 45 
In Oregon call collect: 
(503) 627-9000 Ext. 45 

"Price F:O.B. Beaverton. OR. Price subject to change. 

Tektronix® 
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE 

Copyright@1982. Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved. TTA·337 



CA TBETTE , ~ST 
P LLS WITH OUR 

Cl·C86 C OMPIL R 

Weave 

a spell with 

the Cl·C86 C Compiler, 

especially designed for use with: 

• CPM86 and MPM86 • DEC Rainbow •Zenith ZIOO •Seattle 
• MS·DOS • Vietor 9000 •Lomas 8086 •Eagle 
• IBM Personal •Sirius • Allos8600 • Columbla 1600 
• IBM Dlsplaywrlter •NEC APC • Compupro 86/87 • And Many More 

Cl puts all the magic of C at your finger
tips with all of K&.R, a full support library, 
8087 support and much more. 
Merlln would approvel 

Disk and documentation $395. 

Overseas airmail $20. 


For further information, please contact: 

IIComputer Innovations, Inc. 
75 Pine Street 
Lincroft, New Jersey 07738 
Telephone: (201) 530-0995 

C86 end Ct·C86 ore lfodemorks of Computer Innovations. rnc. 

CPM ond MPM are trademarks of Digital Research 

MS-DOS is a trademark ol Microsoft. 

IBM is o trademark of 1nternotionol Business Machines. 

DEC is a trademark ol Dig ital EQuipment Corp. 
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Letters________ 

Clear thought solves problems. Code 
does not solve problems. Code imple
ments the solutions to problems. 

Computer languages form a class of 
tools to aid in clear thought. Other tools 
include formal mathematics, eloquent 
English, and analysis techniques specific 
to the problem area. 

Office buildings, bridges, dams, oil 
pipelines, rapid transit systems, some 
large ships, new forms of life created by 
means of recombinant DNA, movies, 
newspaper articles, and letters to the 
editor of BYTE, all are one-of-a-kind crea
tions. Their creators undoubtedly work 
under as much pressure as that experi
enced by computer programmers. Which 
of these creations would Mr. Pournelle 
like to see built by the same techniques he 
advocates for software? 

Daniel Ross 
Succinct Systems 
1346 River St. 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 • 

BYTE's Bits 

Data General Opens Customer 

Center In Dallas 


Data General recently opened a 
customer training center in Dallas, Texas. 
The center was established to provide 
local access to the firm's training services 
for end-users and OEMs (original equip
ment manufacturers) in the southwestern 
United States. The center has three class
rooms, administrative offices, and a 
systems training laboratory housing an 
Eclipse computer and linked Dasher ter
minals capable of accommodating 18 
users simultaneously. 

Through the center, nearby users will 
have access to hardware and software 
training at their sites, self-paced instruc
tional training, and other training alter
natives offered by the company. In addi
tion, free educational planning and con
sulting services and an ongoing schedule 
of lecture courses on Data General soft
ware, utilities, and programming lan
guages are provided by the center. 

Data General maintains training centers 
in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Los Angeles, 
Washington, D.C., six European coun
tries, and Australia-New Zealand. For 
more information on the newest training 
center, contact Customer Education, Data 
General Corp., 4350 Alpha Rd., Dallas, 
TX 75234, (214) 458-2945. • 
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We added another head 

so you won't have to buy another disk. 


That's the beauty of a double sided head. A 
floppy disk which allows you to read and write on 
both sides. For more storage, for more information, 

for keeping larger records, 
and for improved perfor
mance of your system. 
That's what our new Elite 

ic OJ c Two and Elite Three offers. 
It's the first double headed 
Apple® compatible disk 
drive in the industry. And of 
course, the technology is 

. Rana's double sided heads give Apple 
11 superiordiskper1ormancepower from Rana. We're the com

·than second generation personal com
puters such as IBM's. pany who gave you 163K 
bytes of storage with our Elite One, a 14% increase 
over Apple's. And now with our high tech double 
sided heads, our Elite Two and Three offers you two 
to four times more storage than Apple's. That's 
really taking a byte out of the competition. 

We putour heads together 

to give you a superior disk drive. 


We designed the Elite Three to give you near 
hard disk capacity, with all the advantages of a 
minifloppy system. The double sided head oper
ates on 80 tracks per side, giving you a capacity of 
652K bytes. It would take 4V2 Apples to give you 
that. And cost you three times our Elite Three's 
reasonable $849 pricetag. 

It takes 4 V2 Apples to equal the capacity 
of our superior Elite Three. !.ii 


lii!il.iliil 

~: · ~~ =l~l~I 

The Elite Two offers an impressive 326K bytes 
and 40 tracks on each side. This drive is making a 
real hit with users who need extra storage, but 
don't require top-of-the-line capacity Costwise, it 
takes 2V2 Apple drives to equal the performance of 
our Elite Two. And twice as many diskettes. Leave it 
to Rana to produce the most cost efficient disk 
drive in the world. 

We've always had the guts to be a leader. 
Our double sided head may be an industry 

first for Apple computers, but nobody was surprised. 

®Apple is a registered trademark ot Apple Computer. Inc. 

They've come to expect it from us. Because Rana 
has always been a leader. We were the first 
with a write protect feature, increased capacity, 

Your word processor stores 5 times as many pages of text on an Elite Three 
diskette as the cost inelfective Apple. 

and accurate head positioning . A first with attrac
tive styling, faster access time, and the conve
nience of storing a lot more pages on far fewer 
diskettes. We were first to bring high technology to 
a higher level of quality. 

So ask for an Elite One, Two, or Three. 
Because when it comes to disk drives, nobody 
uses their head like Rana. 

RanaSystems 

20620South Leapwo,od Avenue, Carson, CA 90746 213·538·2353. For dealer information call 
toll lree: 1 ·800·421·2207. In California only call: 1 ·800·262·1221. Source Number: TCT-654 
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Product Description 


The Lisa Computer System 

Apple designs a new kind of machine. 

Gregg Williams 

Senior Editor 


I had an interesting conversation with an engineer on a 
recent flight from San Francisco to New York. He knew 
only a little about microcomputers, but he was aware 
that their presence is slowly becoming more common in 
the workplace. "Sure, the industry is healthy, but it's still 
only reaching a few people," he said. 'Most people won't 
use computers - they're afraid of them, they don't know 
what to use them for, or it's too much trouble to use 
them. Before computers become really profitable, they're 
going to have to be very easy to use. They have to be 
simpler. They've got to be useful in the office." 

He continued, 'We've 

· 

(superimposed on top of 
which means the ·computer 
got to stop using paper 

the data) shown in photo 
has to do word processing, 2a. At this point, I can 
filing, 'electronic mail, simply print the graph or 
everything...:...or it11 be too save it for inclusion with 
much trouble having some my report, but I'm not sat
things on the computer isfied with the way it 
and others on paper. Then looks. I then use the mouse 
you've got to be able to to "cut" the graph from the 
talk to other computers  Lisa Graph paper and put 
other computers like yours it in a temporary storage 
and some big corporate place called the clipboard. 
computer that's halfway I can then "throw away" 
across the country. Sure, the Lisa Graph "paper" I 
it's a lot of stuff, but when was using. 
you get all that together, My next step is to "tear 
then you11 see computers off" a sheet of Lisa Cale 
really take off." "paper" and paste my 

What could I say? Not Photo 1: T_he .Lisa computer system. · "Annual Sales" bar chart 

The Lisa at Work 
Before we take a detailed look at what the Lisa is and 

how it came about, let's look at an example of what it can 
do. Suppose I'm writing a report for my boss and I want 
to prepare a chart to illustrate a certain point. With a few 
movements of the mouse (more on this pointing device 
later), I "tear off" a sheet of Lisa Graph "paper" (thus 
activating a program called Lisa Cale and displaying an 
empty grid on the screen) and give it the heading "Annual 
Sales." I then type my numbers into the grid, name the 
graph and the x and y axes, and request a bar graph. 

Voila: I get the bar graph 

very much, for two 
reasons. First, he was 
absolutely right -we need , all that and more before 
computers become as commonplace as color TVs and 
electric typewriters. Second, I had agreed not to talk 
about a computer I had just seen that meets many of his 
points: Apple Computer's highly secret Lisa computer 
(see photo 1). · · 

~ Circle 458 on inquiry card. 

from the clipboard onto it. 
Photo 2b shows the result. 

I want to make the bars darker, so I use the mouse to 
move the cursor (the arrow pointing diagonally up in 
photo 2b) onto the rectangle and tell the computer that I 
want to work on that bar by clicking the button on top of 
the mouse twice. (I could almost as easily have selected 
all four bars, but 111 just do one here .) As a result, the bar 
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Photos 2a-j: Creating a chart using the Lisa Graph and Lisa 
Draw programs. See the text for details of how the image is 
generated and changed. 

is selected, as shown in photo 2c. (In the Lisa system, you 
first select what you want to work on, then you select the 
action you want performed.) The small black squares 
that appear on the edge of the object are called handles; 
not only do they show which object has been selected, 
they also serve as "handles" by which the cursor can move 
or alter a shape. 

Now that the bar is selected, I move the cursor to one 
of the menu titles at the top of the screen (also shown in 
photo 2c). I see the menu of possible actions by pointing 
the cursor at the menu title and holding down the mouse 
button (photo 2d). Here, the menu is a grid of 36 varieties 
of shading that can be used to fill the selected area. When 
I move the cursor to the desired shade box and let up on 
the mouse button, the pop-up menu, as it is called, 
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disappears and the shading fills the box (photo 2e). 
It is equally simple to change the size, type style, and 

position of the title "Gross Sales." By holding down the 
mouse button when the cursor points just to the left of the 
first letter and letting it up when the cursor points just past 
the last letter, I can select an area of text that the Lisa then 
puts in reverse video (photo 2f). When I select an option 
from the 'Type Style" menu (photo 2g), the text is 
redisplayed in its new size and style (photo 2h). I then 
modify the title to an italic font in a similar way (photo 2i). 
Finally, I pick up the title with the cursor, "drag" it to a new 
location, and leave it there (photo 2j). Many other 
alterations are possible. When I'm satisfied with the graph, 
I can print it, save it, or do both. 

This example conveys only a fraction of the speed and 
the ease of use associated with the Lisa computer and the 
programs that go with it. Now that we've seen the system 
at work, let's take a look at what makes it so different. 
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The Evolution of Software 
It is instructive to see to what degree software is a part of 

Apple products. The basic Apple II, released in 1977, comes 
with about 16K bytes of object code. The Apple Ill, released 
in 1980, has about 200K bytes of code. The Lisa has more 
than 2 megabytes (2048K bytes) of code, a staggering figure 
that hints at the tremendous effort that goes into implement
ing a good piece of software. 

The history of microcomputing has been exciting so far 
because it has enabled individuals working in their spare time 
to make significant contributions to the state of the art. But 
that has changed: now most state-of-the-art software is the 
province of teams of programmers hired by companies, as 
opposed to individual programmers working for themselves. 
As programs grow more sophisticated (requiring teams of 
programmers) and have to be more carefully planned to meet 
users' needs (requiring experts in given fields to be added to 
the team of designers) , the implementation of programs is 
becoming a team effort. The days of the successful entre
preneur/ programmer are probably gone. 

Foundations of the Lisa Design 
The design effort that resulted in the Lisa computer is 

remarkably innovative because the designers did what 
designers should do-define the product's prospective 
customers, determine their needs, and then design a prod
uct to meet those needs. Apple was also willing to give its 
designers enough time and money (with no marketing 
restrictions attached) to first design and then create a 
computer that redefines the expression "state of the art." 
Granted, the Lisa's designers drew heavily on previous 
work done at Xerox PARC (Palo Alto Research Center), 
but they refined several borrowed elements and com
bined them with numerous innovations. (For ftirther 
information on the design process, see "An Interview 
with Wayne Rosing, Bruce Daniels, and Larry Tesler" on 
page 90.) 

Apple started this project with the intention of creating 
not only a product but the foundation for a whole new 
computer technology, one that would create computers 
literally anybody can use. The company's first task was 
to devise a new user interface-that is, a new and better 
way for humans to interact with the computer. The result 
was an internal (to Apple Computer Inc.) "User Interface 
Standards" document that describes how a user interacts 
with the Lisa system. 

Although the Lisa design has several important elements, 
four stand out: the machine's graphics-mouse orientation, 
the "desktop" and "data-as-concrete-object" metaphors, 
and the integrated design of the hardware and software. 
Let's look at each of these in turn. 

The graphics-mouse orientation: The traditional text 
display and keyboard input device make for a computer 
that is-let's face it-not too easy to use. Apple decided 
that the graphics resolution of the machine had to be high 
enough to use pictures (often called icons by Apple) in 
place of text. (For example, see the icons on the right
hand side of photo 2a.) Pictures are more easily recog
nized and understood than text. Because of this, you can 
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Photo 3: The "mouse" pointing device is about the size of a 
package of cigarettes and has one button on top. 

probably figure out that the garbage-can icon in photo 2a 
is used to throw something away. 

Apple also knew that it needed a new, easier-to-use 
input device to move the frequently used arrow-shaped 
cursor. The designers passed over such devices as light 
pens and touch-sensitive video panels in favor of the 
mouse, a pointing device used in several Xerox PARC 
machines. The mouse, which is about the size of a pack of 
cigarettes, has a small bearing on the bottom and one or 
more buttons on the top (see photo 3). When you hold it 
in your hand and slide it across a flat surface, the mouse 
sends signals to the computer, which guide the video 
cursor in the direction that you've moved the mouse. The 
mouse Apple designed has only one button; Apple broke 
with the conventional wisdom of two- and three-button 
mice after user tests indicated that people aren't always 
sure which button to push on a multiple-button mouse. 

With graphics of sufficient quality and a mouse, the Lisa 
lets you get what you want by pointing at it. Because the 
video cursor moves in direct response to the way the hand 
moves the mouse, you feel as if you're actually pointing at 
something on the screen. This has the positive 
psychological effect of making you feel in control. 

The"desktop" metaphor: When you turn on the Lisa sys
tem, the screen is empty except for the presence of several 
icons. The Lisa computer depends on the metaphor that 
the video display is a desktop, while the icons are objects 
on the desktop. Each peripheral connected to the Lisa 
(floppy and hard disks, printers, and other peripherals 
connected by interface cards) is represented on the desktop 
by either an icon (if it is not in use) or a rectangular area 
called a window (if it is available for use). The Lisa 
computer normally replaces the conventional file directory 
with a collection of objects displayed in the window of the 
associated mass-storage device. Each file is represented by 
an object of some sort-usually a report, a tool, or a 
document-and objects can be grouped together in 
folders, which are also treated as objects. (Actually, the 
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computer can give you a conventional directory on 
request, but only traditional computer users will ask for 
this option.) 

An example of the Lisa file system will illustrate how 
useful this metaphor is. From a cleaned-up desktop with 
nothing but icons on the right of the screen, I use the 
mouse to point to the Profile (hard disk) icon and click the 
mouse button twice; this has the effect of "opening" the 
Profile and displaying its contents. The Profile icon 
changes to a white silhouette and its original black-on
white shape expands to a window named "Profile." (Photo 
4a was taken after three items-shown as black icons
had been selected for manipulation. When the Profile icon 
is first opened, all of the icons inside it are white-that is, 
unselected.) 

To view and then work with the contents of the Tools 
folder, I put the cursor on the folder and click the mouse 
button twice. The icon expands, leaving a gray silhouette 
and a window named 'Tools," as shown in photo 4b. The 
window is just that-a window into whatever the Tools 
folder contains. The symbols on the margin of each 
window are points from which the cursor can direct 
several operations on the window. For example, when 
the cursor points to the small folder icon in the upper left
hand corner of the Tools window and the mouse button 
is clicked twice, the folder "closes" and the video display 
reverts to the image it had before the folder was opened. 

If the Tools folder contains more than the window can 
show, you can do one of two things to see the additional 
contents. First, you can scroll the window either 
horizontally or vertically. Second, you can put the cursor 
on the expand/contract icon (in the lower right-hand 
corner of the window), hold down the mouse button, and 
move the cursor. An outline of the window follows the 
cursor (photo 4c); when the mouse button is released, the 
window grows to its new size (photo 4d). 

Once you've been shown the mechanics of manipulating 
objects and windows, you have a working knowledge of 
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Photo 4a-d: File management on the Lisa system. Files, collec
tions of files, and peripherals appear as pictures or icons (4a). 

When you open the Tools icon, its contents appear in a separate 
window (4b) . The user can dynamically manipulate the window 
in several ways; in photo 4b-d, the window is enlarged. 
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Gross Sales 

Photo Sa-d: Additional pop-up menus for the Lisa Draw program. 

several essential operations of the Lisa file system (called 
the "Desktop Manager"). The desktop metaphor does two 
things for you. It helps you to remember certain 
operations because they make sense in the context of the 
object-related icons. Second, it draws on your general 
knowledge of office supplies and how they are used. These 
elements help Apple achieve its objective of creating a 
system that people can learn to use some aspect of in under 
30 minutes. 

The "data-as-concrete-object" metaphor: More than 
anything else, this metaphor is the foundation of the Lisa 
computer design and its probable success. As you can see 
from the example above, the Lisa file system makes you 
feel as if you are actually moving and changing objects, 
not merely manipulating abstract data. The Lisa 
Graph/Lisa Draw example shown in photos 2a through 2j 
creates the same illusion, as do all the other Lisa 
application programs. 

(Sc) 

The "data-as-concrete-object" metaphor depends on a 
condition most computer programs don't fulfill: that 
intuitively reasonable operations can be performed on 
objects at any time. Most computer programs have modes 
that restrict your activities at any given time; for example, 
many word-processing programs don't let you do numeric 
calculations and then incorporate them into the document 
you're writing. With the Lisa application programs, 
however, you can switch your attention from a sheet of 
Lisa Write "paper" to a sheet of Lisa Cale "paper" and back 
with no problem, just as you could if they were two sheets 
of paper on your desk. 

Because you deal with recognizable objects such as 
folders and reports, you feel secure in the knowledge that 
your data will not disappear. "After all," it seems to be 
telling you, "computer files can mysteriously disappear, 
but folders, reports, and tools do not. If a file disappears, 
there's a logical explanation -either you threw it away or 
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you filed it elsewhere. In 
either case, the situation is 
still under your control." In 
other words, the "data-as
concrete-object" metaphor 
demystifies the computer 
by transforming data into 
physical objects that behave The Li:.a vJorcl Proces~.or 
in a predictable and reason
able way. 

Integrated design: Not 

ll Fedtres <X Lm•tst• llil 

only is the Lisa computer 
the result of an integrated 
design, it is also the result of 
an iterated one. The Lisa 
hardware and software were 
designed only after Apple 
had identified the needs of 
its target users. Once a 
given version of the system 
was implemented, it was 
tested by the kind of people who would eventually be 
using it. The test findings dictated hardware and software 
changes, and Apple went through the design/test/revise 
cycle several times until everybody was satisfied with the 
result. This ensures that the Lisa does not fall prey to a 
problem common to microcomputers: being technologi
cally sophisticated, but still hard or inconvenient to use. 

During the iterations of the design process, the Apple 
design team looked for opportunities to have separate 
Lisa programs do their tasks in the same way. It then 
incorporated these common 
operating procedures into 
the Apple user-interface 
standard and tried to apply 
them to other Lisa pro
grams. The result is a large 
amount of common be
havior and structure among 

I:.! 

Photo 6: A document being prepared using Lisa Write. 

The "Undo Last Change" command 

allows you to undo 


the effects of the last 

command you issued. 


Lisa Draw is easily the 
showpiece of the Lisa 
system. The example in 
photos 2b through 2j shows 
only a small part of what it 
can do. See photos 2d, 2g, 
and Sa through Sd for some 
of the pop-up menus. Lisa 

all the Lisa programs. For example, you enlarge or move 
a window the same way whether it is a Lisa Cale window 
or a Lisa Draw window. You also open, close, copy, and 
rename objects the same way throughout the system. 

According to Apple, this attempt at standardization 
has two advantages. First, it shortens the time an average 
person takes to become comfortable with a system from a 
range of 20 to 40 hours (Apple's estimate, based on tests it 
conducted) to several hours . Second, it lets you apply 
what you learn in one program to all other programs. 
This commonality among Lisa programs is largely 
responsible for the ease with which beginners learn how 
to do something useful on the Lisa computer; it usually 
takes less than half an hour, even for people who have 
never sat in front of a computer before. 

The Lisa Application Programs 
The Lisa system will be offered with six application 

programs. Both new packages and improved versions of 
the first six programs will be offered at a later date, and in 

time third-party software 
developers working with 
cooperation from Apple 
will create additional 
programs. At this writing, 
no price had been set for the 

.programs, but Apple 
expects them to cost be
tween $300 and $500 each, 
a justifiable price for 
programs of this caliber. 

I don't have room here to 
describe all the features of 
each program. Instead, I 
will comment briefly on 
each one and say . that, in 
general, all of them have 
more options and features 
than most people will use. 
(See photos in which pop-
up menus are visible for an 

idea of some of the commands available.) One in 
particular deserves mention: the "Undo Last Change" 
command, which is available in every program. This 
wonderful command lets you undo the effects of the last 
one you issued. It's a tremendous security blanket that 
enables you to experiment and work without worrying 
about making an irrevocable mistake. 

Here are the six application programs (a telecom
munications program, Lisa Terminal, is covered in the 
section on "Communications and Databases."): 

Draw enables you to draw lines, boxes, circles and 
ellipses, arcs, and polygons-all with the mouse. You can 
add text at any place in any of 11 typeface/size 
combinations. In addition, you can modify any typeface 
with any combination of underline, bold, italic, hollow, 
and shadow styles for a combination of 11 X 25 or 352 
distinct kinds of type. Lisa Draw has grids and rulers that 
can be displayed to help make drawings neat. Shapes can 
be selected and centered by a given horizontal or vertical 
edge. You also put Lisa Draw in an "auto-grid" mode that 
causes lines and shapes to align themselves with the grid 
you have chosen. Drawings can cover as many as 25 
pages; Lisa Draw prints them out a page at a time and 
you join the edges together to make a larger drawing-a 
convenient feature if your drawing can't fit on one page. 
This program is a joy to use. 

Lisa Write is the best "what-you-see-is-what-you-get" 
word processor I've seen. Between the keyboard and the 
mouse, you can add, change, delete, and move text, 
change its appearance, reformat it, and do just about 
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Photo 7a-c: The Lisa Project Manager program. Photo 7a 
shows a simple PERT chart with tasks on the critical path being 
heavily outlined; 7b shows a Gantt chart, which shows person
nel utilization; 7c shows the kind of typical error message used 
throughout the Lisa system. 
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anything you'd want to in a word processor. Of course, 
you can see each page exactly as it will appear on paper 
(see photo 6). My only criticism of the program is that the 
version I saw paused a second or so between when I typed 
a phrase and when it appeared on the screen. The delay is 
due to the large amount of processing the machine has to 
do before it can display the new text (and perhaps scroll 
other text down), but the designers are aware of the 
problem and are working on minimizing the time delay in 
the fin al version. 

Lisa Project is used to keep track of projects and 
personnel, and it does so using PERT (Program Evalua
tion and Review Technique), Gantt, and task charts. 
Using the mouse and the keyboard, you can add, delete, 
move, change, and label activity boxes. Each box con
tains the activity name and its personnel and time 
requirements. The Lisa Project program displays the 
PERT chart (see photo 7a), drawing a heavy outline 
around the activity boxes on the critical path (a path of 
activities for which delays will lengthen the duration of 
the project). The program can also optionally use such in
formation as worker vacation times and the length of the 
work week to influence the final chart. You can also have 
the program show the early-start, early-finish, late-start, 
and late-finish dates associated with the PERT method. 
The Gantt chart (photo 7b) shows resource utilization 
over time, including unutilized resources (shown in 
gray). The task chart (not shown) displays tasks by their 
early-start date. 

Like the rest of the Lisa system, Lisa Project gives you 
incredibly clear error messages. For example, when you 
try to take the "end" circle off the screen, you get the 
error shown in photo 7c, which must be answered before 
you can continue. 

Lisa Cale is as sophisticated a spreadsheet program as 
any other on the market. In this instance, I don't think the 
mouse improves on cursor keys because one hand has to 
alternate between the mouse (to move the spreadsheet cur
sor) and the keyboard (to enter data into the spreadsheet 
cells). In any case, most people who want a Lisa computer 
are interested in the kind of structured numeric recalculation 
that spreadsheets are good at, and Lisa Cale certainly fills 
this need. Of course, data can be traded between Lisa Cale 
and other Lisa programs without restriction, which means, 
for example, that you can "paste" a section of spreadsheet 
data into a document being prepared by Lisa Write. Photos 
Ba and 8b show the process of displaying the formula of 
each cell along with its value. 

Lisa List, a single-user database that permits records of 
up to 100 fields totaling 1000 bytes, probably illustrates 
best the "data-as-concrete-object" metaphor. When you 
add, change, or search for records, you work directly on 
the list visible in the window, not on an auxiliary display 
(like a data-entry screen) that limits you to working on the 
current record only. Record fields are defined as being one 
of eight data types (text, number, date, money, time, 
social-security number, phone number, or zip code), and 
Lisa List does automatic type-checking during data entry. 
Photo 9 shows an example of a Lisa List window. One 



slight problem is that the social-security number, phone 
number, and zip code fields have fixed formats-for 
example, zip codes are limited to five digits. You must 
revert to the general-purpose text format if you want to be 
able to convert to 9-digit zip codes or use foreign telephone 
numbers. 

Lisa List has many attractive features. Of course, you 
can display or print parts of the list in many ways; you can 
sort the list in several ways or select records according to 
given criteria. You can move the cursor with either the 
mouse or the arrow keys . The contents of fields are stored 
internally in a compact form to increase the overall storage 
capacity of the program. In addition, Lisa List has two 
very useful features that every database should have: the 
ability to add fields to or change field widths in an existing 
file and the ability to put any amount of information in a 
field regardless of its stated width (field width influences 
only how much data is visible). 

Lisa Graph is an application program that creates a 
bridge between the number-oriented Lisa Cale and the 
picture-oriented Lisa Draw. Lisa Graph takes a matrix of 
numbers (entered either by the user from Lisa Graph or 
transferred from another source). and creates virtually 
instantly a bar, line, mixed bar and line, scatter (x-y plot), 
or pie chart. Photo 2a shows a typical Lisa Graph window, 
and the sequence of photos 2a through 2j shows how Lisa 
Draw can customize a drawing from Lisa Graph. 

Reliability 
. Computers are worthless if nobody uses them, and the 

Lisa system has made great strides toward eliminating 
that possibility. Certainly, it has been designed to be easy 
to use. But the Lisa system will probably be used by com
puter novices because of its reliability, both in the 
physical and psychological sense. 

Physical reliability is the kind that makes an engineer 
feel secure. Apple Ils, for instance, have a reputation for 
being very reliable, and I'm sure that the Lisa computer 
was engineered with even more care. (For example, the 
Lisa is constructed as a series of modules, any one of which 
you can pull out without tools. And despite its internal 
complexity, it was engineered to dissipate excess heat 
without a cooling fan - that's engineering!) 

I can't say how reliable the Lisa is overall because I don't 
have enough direct experience with it. But I do know that 
Apple has concentrated on improving the reliability of the 
source of a great many problems: the floppy disk. Despite 
the features of the Lisa disk drive that put it at the leading 
edge of disk technology (see the text box 'The Lisa 
Hardware" for more details), Apple claims that the 
hardware (assisted by its sophisticated disk-accessing 
software) has an error rate so low that Apple couldn't 
quantify it during tests. Apple said, however, that the 
hardware makes less than one error in one trillion (1012) 

operations. 
Apple has also adopted a redundant data structure for 

information on the disk that lessens (or sometimes 
eliminates) the effect of losing a sector of information. 
This redundancy is on three levels - blocks, files, and 
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Photo 9: The Lisa List program, a single-user list-management 
program. 
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The Lisa Hardware 

Reporting on the technical specifications of a computer 

toward the end of an article is unusual for BYTE, but it empha
sizes that the why of Lisa is more important than the what. For 
part of the market, at least, the Lisa computer will change the 
emphasis of microcomputing from "How much RAM does it 
have?" to 'What can it do for me?" For example, it is almost 
misleading to say that the Lisa comes with one megabyte of 
RAM, even though the fact itself is true. That doesn't mean that 
the Lisa is sixteen times better than machines that have 64K 
bytes of RAM. Nor does it necessarily mean that the Lisa can 
work on much larger data files than other computers; its ap
plication programs each take 200K to 300K bytes, which 
significantly reduces the memory available for data. It's more in
structive to say, for example, that the Lisa with one megabyte 
can hold a 100-row by 

Each formatted disk holds 860K bytes of information at a 
density of 62.5 tracks per inch; together the two drives (stan
dard on the Lisa) hold 1.72 megabytes of data. Each drive 
also contains a mechanism that releases the disk for removal 
under program control, which prevents the user from remov
ing a floppy disk prematurely. As with other Apple prod
ucts, the floppy disks rotate only when the drives are reading 
or writing data, thus extending the lives of both the drives 
and the medium. 

Apple has done several things to achieve its unusually high 
data density. The designers used an encoding scheme that 
keeps a constant data density of 10,000 bits per linear inch; 
this allows the outer floppy-disk tracks, which have a larger 
circumference, to store more data than the tracks nearest the 

center of the disk. In addi
50-column spreadsheet (as its tion, the disk-access system 

software can move the disk advertisements state). With 
this in mind, let's take a look 
at the Lisa. 

"Lisa" stands for Local In
tegrated Software Archi
tecture, but it's really just 
an excuse to retain Apple's 
pet name for the project. 
The Lisa has a 68000 micro
processor, which is a true 
16-bit microcomputer that 
has a 16-bit data bus, a 
24-bit address bus (giving The Lisa keyboard. 

access to 16 megabytes of 
memory), and 32-bit-wide 
registers (all but the 16-bit status register) . The 68000 in the 
Lisa runs at a frequency of 5 MHz. It can have up to 1 
megabyte of memory with parity and comes standard with 
one megabyte (1024K bytes). 

The video display is a 12-inch monochrome monitor 
(black and white, not tinted) with a resolution of 720 by 364 
pixels. The interlaced image is refreshed at 60 Hz, which 
eliminates the possibility of eyestrain from subliminal flicker
ing. The video display is completely generated by internal 
software, so the Lisa can use multiple character sizes and 
fonts without restriction. It also means that Apple is not 
restricted to any one style of video image; the designers can 
radically change the behavior of the system with a new 
release of software. 

The Apple 871 disk drives design (called "twiggy drives" 
inside the company) are significantly different from conven
tional floppy-disk drives. Each one uses a 6504 micropro
cessor as a "smart" interface between it and the Lisa. The 
drives use special high-density, double-sided floppy disks 
that have two oval cutouts in the jacket (see photo below). 
These are essential because the two disk heads, in addition to 
being on opposite sides of the flat magnetic media, are not 
pointed at each other with the magnetic media between 
them, as is the case in all other double-sided floppy-disk 
drives. Instead, a pad presses the rotating magnetic media to 
the disk head on the opposite side of the media as is conven
tionally done with single-headed floppy disks. 

I . 
' 

,_ 

heads in fr~ctions of a track 
width to search for and find 
the middle of the track._ 
That's an important feature 
when you're reading disks 
with small variations in 
track width. 

In addition, the Lisa 
comes with one Profile 
(Apple 's 5% -inch Win
chester-type hard disk) to 
the Lisa through its parallel 
port. It adds 5 megabytes of 
magnetic storage to the 

Lisa system, and speeds up the overall operation of the 
system. Additional Profiles can be added via interface 
cards. 

The Lisa computer is never really turned off. It stores 
"system preferences" (things like speaker volume and video 
contrast) and system-configuration information inside the 
computer. Even when it is turned "off. " it draws enough 
power to keep the clock/ calendar and CMOS memory con
taining the above information working. When it's unplugged 
(for example, when. it's being moved to another location), in
ternal batteries preseroe the clock/calendar status and 
CMOS memory for up to 20 hours. 

The Lisa includes two programmable serial ports and one 
parallel port as well as three expansion-board slots, each of 
which connects directly to the system bus and has direct 
memory access (OMA) capabilities. Because none of these 
slots is filled in any "basic" configuration of the Lisa, they are 
available for future expansion (unlike the IBM Personal 
Computer's five slots, most or all of which are used for 
much-needed video-display and memory cards) . Other fea 
tures include a built-in speaker and a real-time clock (which 
can be programmed to execute tasks or turn the computer 
itself on or off at a given time), a microprocessor-controlled 
detachable Selectric-style keyboard, and a mouse. 

I must thank Apple for including something I've wanted to 
see for a long time: unique serial numbers encoded into 
memory. The Lisa has two of these: an actual serial number 
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The Lisa floppy-disk drive, along with the special floppy 
disks it uses. 

and a 48-bit number meant to be used as a "mail address" 
identification number for a network of Lisa computers. Two 
unique identification numbers will help to prevent the unfor
tunate but very real problems of software piracy and the ex
istence of copy-protected disks that won't work for even 
their legal user. Software can be "mated" to the serial number 
of a given machine so that it 
can be backed up endlessly 
but will not run on another 
Lisa computer. True, a per
sistent few will outwit even 
this scheme, but it will prac
tically eliminate a manufac
turer's sales losses from 
copied software. 

An interesting aspect of 
the Lisa is that it abandons hardware graphics chips like the 
NEC 7220 for system software that requires the 68000 micro
processor to generate and maintain the video image. At first , 
I questioned the wisdom of this decision because it makes the 
68000 assume a heavy computational burden that could be 
transferred from software to hardware. But according to the 
designers , the use of a dedicated hardware graphics chip 
would itself limit and slow down the system (for a discussion 
of this, see the interoiew on page 90). In particular, the 
68000 clock was set at 5 MHz instead of the usual 8 MHz to 
give the hardware just enough time to access the 32K bytes of 
screen memory during the machine cycles in which the 68000 
is not using the address lines. This gives the Lisa access to the 
video memory that is transparent to the 68000 (hardware 

Inside the Lisa computer. Note the three connectors for ex
pansion boards. 

graphics chips severely limit access to the video memory) and 
results in a static-free image. (Much of the static or "hashing" 
in graphic video images results from the system accessing the 
video memory while the circuitry is using it to generate the 
video image.) 

Apple will also be offering the Apple Dot Matrix Printer 

Ease of use is the first thing that 

a novice Lisa user experiences. 
A reproduction (at 80 percent) of printing from the Apple 
Dot Matrix Printer. 

and the Apple Letter 
Quality Printer. Apple's 
engineers tested many exist
ing printers, chose two 
(from C. Itoh and Qume, 
respectively) that best met 
their needs, then had the 
companies produce modi
fied versions with Apple
specified hardware and soft

ware changes. Apple needed such exacting print quality 
because the Lisa software is very demanding of both printers. 
For example, both printers will reproduce almost exactly 
both the text and graphics that can be displayed on the Lisa 
screen. In addition, Apple has created special print wheels 
for its Letter Quality Printer so that you can print normal, 
italic, underlined, and bold characters without changing 
print wheels (quite a nice move-who's going to change print 
wheels several times a page just to get true italics?). The 
amazing thing about the Apple Dot Matrix Printer is that 
Apple plans to sell it for around $700 (the Letter Quality 
Printer will sell for about $2100). Unfortunately for Apple II 
and Ill owners, these printers' tricks are done entirely in soft
ware on the Lisa and won't transfer to other Apple computers. 

disks - and a given level in error is correctable by data in 
the next lower level. On the block level, each 512-byte 
block of data has a 24-byte area of hint bytes. These 
identify the file to which the block belongs and its block 
number within the file. On the file level, each file 
contains a header that duplicates information in the disk 
catalog. On the disk level, each floppy disk keeps a file of 
information about the status of each file on the disk. The 
Lisa system software automatically tries to reconstruct 

information that is lost, so it recovers from errors that 
would halt other computers. 

Psychological reliability is the kind that makes an office 
worker secure. The Lisa floppy-disk drive is unique in this 
respect. On the Lisa computer, you can't yank your floppy 
disk out any time you want to (if you could, you might, 
for example, remove the disk before files on it are 
updated). Instead, you press the Disk Request button 
beside the disk-drive slot. The software in the Lisa com-
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puter checks your work space, closes any files belonging to 
that disk (thus updating the file), then ejects the floppy 
disk so you can remove it. 

A similar thing happens when you turn the Lisa "off" 
(actually, it's never completely off; it just goes into a low
power mode). In any case, when you hit the Off button, 
system software automatically closes all open files, thus 
transferring the information in them to their respective 
floppy disks, and releases the disks from the Lisa disk 
drives. In addition, the software records the status of the 
"desktop" so that, when the computer is reactivated, Lisa 
automatically returns it to the appearance.and state it was 
in when the Lisa was turned "off." Although those who 
have worked with computers before will find these 
features hard to get used to, most newcomers will be 
reassured by them. 

The design of the Lisa application programs (which are 
the only things most Lisa users will see) is another example 
of psychological reliability. Many people have vague fears 
of computer programs because they think they'll do 
something wrong and cause a catastrophe that will make 
them look foolish. This won't happen with the Lisa system 
for two reasons. First, the Lisa software is designed to be 
very understandable. The metaphors make people com
fortable with the manipulation of data, error messages are 
both clear and complete and tell you what alternatives you 
have, and, in general, the programs let you know where 
you stand and the consequences of a given action. Second, 
the Lisa computer has the "Undo Last Change" command 
mentioned earlier. With this command, even the most 
uncertain users will not hesitate to act in a way they think 
is appropriate. The way · Lisa programs work, the user 
probably is right, and if he isn't, he knows he can undo 
whatever happens. People who won't trust most computer 
programs will trust Lisa programs. 

Communications and Databases 
As the engineer I talked to pointed out, no computer is 

going to be the most important piece of equipment in an 
office unless it can easily interact with other computers. 
This need has been integrated into the design of the Lisa 
system in several ways. 

First, a communications program called Lisa Terminal 
allows the Lisa computer to emulate several popular 
terminals (Digital Equipment Corporation's VT52 and 
VTlOO terminals and Teletype Corporation's ASR-33). 
The Lisa Terminal program includes all the options that a 
given terminal allows, even down to simulated status 
lights. A future Apple terminal program will enable the 
Lisa to emulate the IBM 3270 family of terminals. 

Second, Lisa computers can be connected together via a 
new local network called Apple Net, which Apple hopes to 
promote as an industry standard because it feels that other 
networks have major cost or performance problems. Ac
cording to Apple, Apple Net meets four criteria that it 
thinks are important: it can be easily installed by the user, 
it is highly reliable, it is easily extendable to include more 
nodes or to interface with other networks (like Ethernet 
and other Apple Net networks), and it has a low per-node 
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(under $500) cost. A-Net has a bandwidth of 1 megabit per 
second, can have up to 128 nodes, uses a shielded two
conductor wire for interconnecting nodes, and can have a 
maximum node-to-node distance of 2200 feet. Apple Net 
uses the same method as Ethernet to avoid message colli
sions (CSMA/CD-carrier-sense, multiple access with col
lision detection) and is compatible with the Ethernet on the 
top five of the seven levels of communication protocol. For 
those who want it, though, Apple will also make Ethernet 
interfaces available at a cost of about $1500 per node. 

Third, Apple has distant plans to make it possible for 
Lisa computers to talk to non-Lisa computers and to 
shared or remote databases. Although the people at Apple 
did not discuss specific products, they told me enough to 
assure me that they are planning extensions in this 
direction that will make it even more useful. 

When these items are available for the Lisa, Apple will 
have overcome a very big problem: really integrating the 
computer into the full office environment. That usually 
includes both local and remote computers. Whatever the 
needs of a given office, the above products ensure that the 
Lisa computer will be as useful as any other "office 
automation" product available from other companies. 

Service 
The people I talked to at Apple made it clear that, with 

regard to Lisa, they were going to offer better service op
tions than any other computer company, including IBM, 

DEC (Digital Equipment Corporation), and Wang. A 
diagnostic program called Lisa Test (supplied with the 
Lisa) enable it to isolate the computer failure to a single 
board or component; in the case of severe problems 
(when the disk drives aren't working, for example), a 
built-in test program that runs whenever the Lisa is 
turned on will diagnose and report on the problem. As I 
mentioned before, the Lisa is designed so that you can 
take it apart without tools (a detailed manual explains 
how). 

Apple offers several service options. If you have on
site service (available through a joint agreement with 
RCA), you simply call Apple and let a service person fix 
the problem. For large-quantity customers, Apple can 
provide training to teach employees how to do in-house 
repairs. For individuals, Apple Care Carry-In Service is 
available. 

In addition, Apple is planning what it calls Direct 
Phone Support. For a yearly fee, the user will have access 
to a toll-free number that is answered by a highly trained 
support person. Apple has high standards for this service, 
and I'm sure that, once the service has started and is 
running smoothly, Apple will deliver what it promises. 
The company expects its representatives to answer 90 
percent of the calls received; people whose problems 
cannot be answered immediately will be called back 
when the answer is found. If equipment needs to be 
repaired, the Direct Phone Support person will call the 
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appropriate repair people and dispatch working modules, 
so that one call will usually solve the problem. Different 
support-option plans available will range from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. weekday service to 24-hour-a-day, 7-day-a-week 
call-in support. Apple also plans to provide software 
revisions and support through this option, although 
details had not been decided on at this writing. 

Documentation and Training 
I have seen only drafts of miscellaneous pieces of Lisa 

documentation, but they indicate that the final documen
tation will be superb. Apple plans to provide the Lisa 
Guide, an interactive teaching program about the Lisa 
system, and reference books for each application 
package; each reference book will begin with a short 
tutorial section that will get users doing useful tasks in 
under half an hour. Other documentation may be in
cluded, but the information was not available at the time 
we went to press. 

Even though the Lisa is meant to be a very easy prod
uct to use, Apple will provide training to make sure that 
people learn how to use it. As one Apple spokesperson 
put it, 'Training is part of the Lisa product." Apple will 
offer extensive training to all Apple dealers and to 
selected groups from companies that make large-volume 
Lisa purchases. Apple will also make training kits avail
able to multiple-unit purchasers to help them train their 
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employees. Individual Apple dealers may offer additional 
special training. 

Future Plans 
In the microcomputer industry, products are generally 

announced early (sometimes before they are designed) and 
released in preliminary versions before all the features 
have been integrated into them. Apple is to be commended 
for resisting this practice. In fact, the company seems to 
have released a more complete firs~ version of the Lisa than 
most companies do with their products; the first Lisa sold 
will be a fine machine. 

However, the ambitious and talented people who de
signed and implemented the Lisa computer have already 
envisioned and planned for quite a bit more than they can 
implement by release date. I'm sure they have some ideas 
they don't want to publicize (and rightly so), but here are 
some things they were willing to talk about: 

•By 1984, Apple plans to replace its 512K-byte memory 
card (two of which can be fitted into the Lisa computer) 
with 1-megabyte cards, thus increasing the memory capa
city from 1 to 2 megabytes. 

As _for languages, Apple plans to 
introduce version: of BASIC, Pascal, 

COBOL, and even the language/ 
operating system Sma111alk as soon 
as possible, and others will follow. 

•As soon as possible, Apple plans to introduce versions of 
BASIC Pascal, and COBOL for the Lisa. The BASIC will 
be compatible with Digital Equipment · Corporation's 
BASIC Plus (unlike IBM Personal Computer BASIC it 
will be able to usi:' the extra memory above the first 64K 
bytes). The first releases of these languages will be "plain 
vanilla" versions that don't interact with the computer's 
special features (e.g., mouse control . of the cursor, 
windows, the "desktop" metaphor), but later versions will 
probably integrate these languages into the Lisa system .. 
•Another language that will be available for the Lisa 
computer is Smalltalk. I was pleased to see Smalltalk 
working on a Lisa computer -a year and a half has passed 
since our special Smalltalk Issue in August 1981, and no 
commercially available computer to date has used it. 
Smalltalk on the Lisa computer will change that. It is a 
very "possessive" language that directly controls the 
'"'lachine it is implemented on, so it will probably never be 
a1tegrated into the Lisa environment- but then, it doesn't 
need to be. 
•Smalltalk is just one example of a language/operating 
system that can occupy the Lisa machine. The Lisa will 
also support Digital Research's CP/M family of operating 
systems and Microsoft's Xenix (a licensed version of Unix 
that includes business-related extensions). Outside 
developers will be encouraged to carry operating systems 
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PHI CS CP/MG
Your ticket to success. 

Take the lead in microcomputer applications with 
powerful graphics software from Digital Research. 
CP/M and CSX are the keys to your graphic future. 
CSX is a logical extension of CP/M which many 
OEMs are adopting to standardize graphic device 
1/0. Computers with CSX allow your programs to 
take advantage of integrated graphic displays and 
peripherals like plotters, printers and CRT terminals. 
Together, CP/M and CSX deliver the same vital 
portability for your programs and data that has made 
CP/M the most accepted operating system in 
microcomputer history. 

We also supply GSS-KERNEL~ a library of 
graphic commands for drawing lines, polygons, and 
text according to the emerging ISO standard: GKS 
(Graphical Kernel System). We also offer GSS-PLOT,™ 
a library designed to let you create bar graphs, pie 
charts, histograms, and scatter plots. Both of these 

libraries can be linked with CBASIC® Compiler, 
Pascal/MT+~ PL/I and FORTRAN on 8- and 
16-bit systems. When you put it all together, the 
Digital Research graphics family is the most complete 
system you can buy for development and execution 
of graphic-oriented applications. Whether you're an 
application developer, OEM or user of micro
computers, call Digital Research for your ticket to 
graphic success. (408) 649-5500, 160 Central Ave. 
Pacific Grove, California 93950. 

Circle 147 on inquiry card. 
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across-one such possibility is Softech Microsystems' 
UCSD p-system. 
•Apple will be making enhancements to the existing Lisa 
application programs. On first release, the only limita
tion in sharing data among Lisa application programs is 
that you won't be able to "paste" graphic images into a 
Lisa Word text document (you can, however, add text to 
a Lisa Draw drawing). Bruce Daniels, one of the Lisa de
signers, told me that the design allows for adding graph
ics to a text document but that they simply can't imple
ment the feature in time for the first software release. It 
will be added by the next release. 
•Apple is very conscious of the fact that the success of the 
Lisa will be heavily influenced by the availability of good 
third-party software. To encourage such software, the 
company will make available a "programmer's toolkit" 
package of software and documentation sometime this 
year. This toolkit will give third-party programmers all 
the information they need to build on the considerable 
utility software (window-control, disk-accessing, 
intelligent graphic-redrawng, and memory-management 
routines, for example) already available in the Lisa 
operating system. (The operating system itself is about 
half a megabyte of code, though only 200K to 300K bytes 
of it are resident in memory at the same time.) In addi
tion, the toolkit will list the user-interface conventions 
that were used to create the existing six application pack
ages and will strongly suggest that third-party software 

will be better received (by both Apple and the consumer) 
if it follows these conventions. The Apple-generated ap
plication programs are so wonderful that most program
mers will consider it an achievement to create similar 
software . 

Caveats 
I wrote this article after working with a Lisa computer 

for several hours and studying various Lisa documents . 
The application packages were completely functional, but 
I was told changes were still being made to them. The re
leased versions of software may be faster because debug
ging aids were probably slowing down the version I saw. 

Performance 
The Apple Lisa was faster than I remembered a similar 

machine being (an experimental Xerox machine running 
Smalltalk) and faster than I expected it to be. Granted, a 
68000 microprocessor is in the computer, but it was being 
asked to do a lot - including the manipulation of 32K bytes 
of video-display memory. Objectively, I must report some 
delays (30 seconds, maybe) when loading in files, but these 
were shorter than what I usually encounter using CP/M
based business programs. In any case, I didn't notice any 
delays while actually using a given program, which is 
where you spend most of your time, anyway. I expect that 
the Lisa computer you11 see in Apple showrooms will be 
slightly faster than the one I saw. 

• 	 Microproces.sor based Intelligence for ease of 
use and interface. You send the data, the 
7128 takes care of the rest. 

• 	 AS·232 interface and ASC II data formats 
make the 7128 compatible with virtually 
any computer with an RS-232 serial Inter· 
fece port. 

• 	 Auto-select baud rate. 
• 	 Use w ith or w ithout handshak ing. 

Bidirectional Xon/Xoff supported. 
CTS/DTR supported . 

• 	 Devices supported as of DEC 82. 
NMOS NMOS CMOS EEPROM MPU'S 
2758 2508 27C16 5213 8748 
2716 2516 27C32 X2816 8749 
2732 2532 C6716 48016 8741 
2732A 2564 27C64 8742 
2764 68766 8751 
27128 8755 8755 

• 	 Read pin compatible ROMS also. 
• 	 Automat ic use of proper program voltage 

based on type selected. 
• 	 Menu driven eprom type selection, no per

sonality modules rttqulred. 

(40 pin devices require adapter) 


• 	 INTEL, Motorola and MCS-86, Hex formats. 

~~~~ .'~~t~1ro~~ai~e~11,1~~~a~~~hasnd~e=~·cfro· 
• 	 lnterupt driven type ahead, program and 

verify real time while sanding data. 
• 	 Program single byte, block, or whole eprom. 
• 	 Intelligent diagnostics discern between 

aprom which Is bad and one whkh merely 
needs erasing. 

GTEK INC. 

• 	 Verify erasure and compare commands. 
• 	 Busy light indicates when power is being ap

plies to program socket. 
• 	 Complete with TE XTOOL zero insertion 

fo rce socket and integral 120 VAC power 
supply, (240 VAC/50HZ ava ilable also) 

• 	 High Performance/Cost ratio . 
••• Model7128 PAICE$389.00 ••• 

MODEL 7128 SOCKET ADAPTERS 
MODEL 481 allows programming of 8748, 
8749, 8741 , 8742 single ch ip processors. 

Price $98.00 

MODEL 511 allows programming the 8751, 
Intel's high powered single chip processor. 

Price $174.00 
MODEL 755 allows programming the 
6755 EPROM/10 Chip 

Price S135.00 
MODEL 7128/24 · budget version of the 
7128. Supports 24 pin pans thru 32K only, 
Upgradable to full 7128 capacity. 

Price $289.00 

Non·eicpandable, very low cost models avail· 

able for specific devices. 

MOOE L 7128-L 1 for 2716 only $149.00 

MODEL 7128·L2 for 2732 only $179.00 


Also l!Nailable from stock: 

E prom Erasers UVP model OE-4 , . $78.00 

Avocet Systems Cross Assemblers $200.00 

RS-232 Cable Assemblies .. . . .. $25.00 

Programmable Devices .... .• , , , , call 

Complete development systems . $3240.00 


Post Office Box 289 
Waveland , Mississippi 39676 

(6011 467·8048 

Conclusions 
As you can tell, I am very impressed with the Lisa. I 

also admire Apple for deciding to make the system with
out being unduly influenced by cost or marketing con
straints. The Lisa couldn't have been developed without 
such a deep commitment, and no other company I can 
think of could afford such a project or would be inter
ested in doing it this way (the Lisa project reportedly cost 
over $50 million and used more than 200 person-years of 
effort!). In terms of the actual, as opposed to symbolic, 
effect it will have on both the microcomputer and the 
larger-computer market, the Lisa system is the most im
portant development in computers in the. last five years, 
easily outplacing IBM's introduction of the Personal 
Computer in August, 1981. 

As this went to press, Apple announced that the Lisa 
will be sold in one configuration only: the computer with 
1 megabyte of RAM, two floppy-disk drives, the Profile 
hard disk, the six application programs (Lisa Draw, Lisa 
Write, Lisa Project, Lisa Cale, Lisa List, and Lisa Graph), 
and Lisa Test diagnostic program; the price of this 
package is $9995; it will be available in the U.S. this 
spring, and modified foreign-language versions will be 
available this summer. 

Fortunately for us, the history of computing does not 
stop with the Lisa . Technology, while expensive to create, 
is much cheaper to distribute. Apple knows this machine is 
expensive and is also not unaware that most people would 
be incredibly interested in a similar but less expensive 
machine. We11 see what happens.• 
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Bored Waiting? 

Here's The Board You've 


Been Waiting For. 


A hard disk and cartridge tape 
controller together on one board? 
Magic? Not really. It's Teletek's 
HD/CTC. The hard disk and cartridge 
tape drive controller provide the 
support necessary to interface both 
a rigid-disk drive and a cartridge 
tape deck to the S-100 bus . 
A colorful addition to Teletek's 

already impressive line of S-100 

boards, the H D/CTC's specifica

tions include: 


• 	AZ-BOA CPU providing intelligent 
control of the rigid-disk and 
cartridge tape drives. 

Teletek's HD/CTC 
• Support of 5114'' rigid -disk drives 

with transfer rates of 5 megabits per 
second. Minor changes in on-board 
components allow the support of 
other drive types/sizes and transfer 
rates up to 15 megabits per second. 
(Interface to disk drive is defined by 
software/firmware on board .) 

• Controller communications with the 
host processor via 2K FIFO at any 
speed desirable up to the limit of 
2 megabytes per second for a data 
block transfer. Thus the controller 
does not constrain the host proces
sor in any manner. 

• Two 28-pin sockets allowing the 
use of up to l 6k bytes of on-board 
EPROM and up to Bk bytes of 
on-board RAM. 

• Individual software reset capability. 
• Conforms to the proposed 	IEEE-696 

S-100 standard. 
• Controller can accommodate two 

rigid-disk drives and one cartridge 
tape drive. Expansion is made 
possible with an external card. 

Teletek's HD/CTC Offers A Hard Disc 

Controller, Plus Cartridge Tape Controller, 


All In One Board. 


TELETEK 

9767F Business Park Drive Sacramento, CA 95827 (916) 361-1777 Telex #4991834. Answer back-Teletek 
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• 
To really feast youreyes, send forour catalog. 


16K RAM KITS ..... . 13.95 
Set of 8 NEC 4116 200 ns. Guaranteed one year . 

DISKETTES 
ALPH A DISKS ................. 21.95 
Single sided. certified Double Density 40 Tracks , 
with Hub-ring. Box of 10 . Guaranteed one year. 

SCOTCH 3M 
S.S.O.OEN 40 TRK .. . ... 23.50 
O.S.O.OEN 40 TRK ... .. ........... 36 .50 

VERBAT IM DATALIFE 
MO 525-01, 10, 16 .........................26.50 
MO 550-01, 10. 16.. . . .44.50 
MO 557-01, 10, 16 .. .. .45.60 
MO 577-01, 10, 16 ... .. ..........34.80 
FD 32 or 34-9000 .. .... .. .. 36 .00 
FD 32 or 34-8000 ........45.60 
FD 34-4001.. .... AB .60 

DISKETTE STORAGE 
5'/• " PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE.. . . .. 2.50 
8" PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE .. . . .. 3.50 
PLASTIC STORAGE BINDER w/ Inserts...9.95 
PROTECTOR 5V• " (50 Disk Capacity) ... 21.95 
PROTECTOR 8" (50 Disk Capacity).. .. 24 .95 
DISK BANK 5'1<''. . .......... ..... 5.95 
DISK BANK 8" . ..6.95 

NEC PERSONAL 
COMPUTERS 
Cati Alpha Byte tor our low NEC prices 

ALTOS COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS 
Call Alpha Byte for our low Altos prices . 

ATARI COMPUTERS 
SIGNALMAN MODEM.. . . . 8§ 00 

ATARI 800 .. .. ... ...... 659 .00 

ATARI 400 (16K) . .. .......$CALL 

ATARI 810 DISK DRIVE ................. .445.00 

ATARI 850 INTERFACE... .......... ..... 169.00 

ATARI 410 PROGRAM RECORDER .. . .. 75.00 

EPSON CABLE... .. 35.00 

MEMORY MODULE (16K) .. .. . ....89.95 

JOYSTICK CONTROLLER ...... ............. 10.00 

PADDLE CONTROLLERS. . .. 17.50 

STAR RAIDERS .. .....32 .00 

MISSILE COMMAND ' 32 oa 

ASTERIOOS ' JC oa 

PACMAN .. . .... 32 .00 

CENTIPEDE.. . .............32 .00 

PERCOM OISK ORIVE... .. ... 684 .00 


See Apple-Atari Software. 

INTEC PERIPHERALS 
RAM MODULES 
48K FOR ATARI 400 .. ..... 145.00 
32K FOR ATARI 800 .. ........ 67 .00 

PRINTERS 
ANAOEX 9501A .. ....... 1390.00 

RIBBONS FOR MX-80. ............8.95 


RIBBONS FOR MX-100.. .. ...... 24.00 
C-ITOH F-10 40 CPS PARALLEL. ...... 1390.00 
C-ITOH F-10 40 CPS SERIAL... ....... 1390.00 
C-ITOH PROWRITER PARALLEL.. ... ... .480.00 
C·ITOH PROWRITER SERIAL .. ............590.00 
EPSON MX-80 W/GRAFTRAX PLUS .. ....$CALL 
EPSON MX-80 F/ T W/GRAFTRAX PLUS$CALL 
EPSON MX -100 W/GRAPHTRAX PLUS ... $CALL 
EPSON GRAFTRAX PLUS .. ... ....... 60 .00 
COMREX CR -1 PARALLEL . . .. 839 .00 
COMREX CR-1 SERIAL ... 859.00 
COMREX TRACTOR FEED ........ .. .... . 109.00 
IDS PRISM 80 ... .. ... 859.00 
IDS PRISM 80 WI COLOR/OPTIONS ... 1599.00 
IDS MICROPRISM 480 .. ..$CALL 
NEC 8023A.. . ... .485.00 
NEC SPINWRITER 3530 P. R0 .......... 1995.00 
NEC SPINWRITER 7710 S. RO ... ...... 2545.00 
NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P. RO ..... ... 2545 .00 
NEC SPINWRITER 7700 D SELLUM .... 2795.00 
NEC SPINWRITER 3500 SELLUM ....... 2295.00 
OKIOATA MICROLINE 80 .................. 389 .00 
OKIDATA MICROLINE 82A................ .460.00 
OKI DATA MICROLINE 83A.. .. 700 .00 
OKIOATA MICROLINE 84 ...... 1170.00 
OKIGRAPH 82 .. . . .49 .95 
OKIGRAPH 83... . ........ .49.95 
MICROBUFFER IN-LINE 32K.............299 .00 
MICROBUFFER IN -LI NE 64K .. .. ... . .. .349 .00 
MICROBUFFER 64K EXPANSION MOO .179.00 

WICO 
JOYSTICK.. .23.50 
TRACKBALL (Specify Alari or Apple) .... 54 .00 
APPLE ADAPTOR (For Joystick) ...........17.50 

BOOKS 
THE CUSTOM APPLE . ... 24 .95 
BASIC BETTER & FASTER DEMO DISK .. 18.00 
THE CUSTOM TRS -80. ... ......... ... 24.95 
MICROSOFT BASIC FASTER & BETTER .24 .95 
CUSTOM 1/0 MACHINE LANGUAGE. .. 24 .95 
TRS-80 DISK & MYSTERIES . .. 16.95 
MICROSOFT BASIC &DECODED.. . .. 24 .95 

APPLE HARDWARE 
APPLEMATE DRIVE .. . .......... 269 .00 
SUPER CLOCK II. . . . ...... .129.00 
VERSA WRITER DIGITIZER ............ 259 .00 
ABT APPLE KEYPAD .. .......... 119.00 
SOFTCARO PREMIUM SYSTEM ......... 569.00 
MICROSOFT Z-80 SOFTCARO. 249 00 
MICROSOFT RAMCARO ....................79 .00 
VIDEX 80x24 VIDEO CARD .............. . 260.00 
VIOEX KEYBOARD ENHANCER II .. ... 129.00 
VIOEX FUNCTION STRIP ............... .74.00 
VIOEX ENHANCER REV 0-6.. ...... ...99 .00 
M & R SUPERTERM 80x24 VIDEO BO 315.00 
M & R COOLING FAN ..................... .44 .95 
T/G JOYSTICK .. .. ....................... .44.95 
T/G PADDLE ... . .......29 .95 
T/G SELECT-A-PORT.. .. ....54.95 
T/G TRACKBALL . .. ......... .47.50 
VERSA E-Z PORT .. ........................... 21 .95 
THE MILL-PASCAL SPEED UP.. . .270.00 
PROMETHEUS VERSACARO .. .. 165.00 
LAZAR LOWER CASE + .. ... 59 .00 
MICROBUFFER llt 16K W/GRAPHICS .. 259 .0S, 
MICROBUFFER llt 32K W/GRAPHICS .. 299.00 

SUPERFAN 11 . ... 62 .00 
SUPERFAN II W/ZENER. . .. ......... 84 .50 
RANA CONTROLLER .. ... ... 104 .00 
RANA DRIVE ELITE I.. .. ...... 335 .00 
SNAPSHOT.. . ........ 119.00 
GRAPPLER+ ... . . ......... 145 .00 
7710A ASYNCHRON. SER. INTERFACE.149.00 
7712A SYNCHRON. SER. INTERFACE ... 159.00 
7742A CALENDAR CLOCK .. .. ....99 .00 
7728A CENTRONICS INTERFACE......... 105.00 
APPLE VISION 80-80 COL CARO... ... 259 .00 
APPLE 8" DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER ... 549.00 

MONITORS 
AMBER 12"... . ....... 165.00 
NEC 12" GREEN MONITOR .. . .. .. 169 .00 
NEC 12" COLOR MONITOR ...... ....... 399.00 
SANYO 12" MONITOR (B & W) ......... 198.00 
SANYO 13" COLOR MONITOR .. . . .402 .00 
BMC GREEN MONITOR .. . . . 89.00 
AMOEK COLOR I .................. ..... .... 365 .00 
AMOEK RGB COLOR II. . . ... 774 .00 
AMOEK RGB INTERFACE .. 169.00 
TAXAN RGB.. .359 .00 

MOUNTAIN 
HARDWARE 
CPS MULTIFUNCTION BOARD .. . ... 154 .00 
ROMPLUS W/ KEYBOARD FILTER ...... 165.00 
ROMPLUS W/0 KEYBOARD FILTER .... 125.00 
KEYBOARD FILTER ROM .. . . . .. .49.00 
COPYROM ....................................49 .00 
MUSIC SYSTEM .. ... 369 .00 
ROMWRITER .. . ........ 149 .00 
AID + O/A.. ... .. ........ . .. ... ...... 299.00 
EXPANSION CHASSIS ...... 580 .00 
RAMPLUS 32K . . . ..... 160.00 

S-100 HARDWARE 
Alpha Byte is your new S-100 head
quarters! We've expanded our line of 
S-100-compatible hardware. Here's just a 
few of the lines we carry: 

OT COMPUTER PR ODUCTS 
18 SLOT M/F W/P.S. . .. .. .430.00 
12 SLOT M/F W/CUTOUTS FOR 2·5'1<' '500 .00 
12 SLOT M/F W/CUTOUTS FOR 2-8" .600 .00 
8 SLOT M/F W/CUTOUTS FOR 2·8" ... 550.00 

STATIC MEMORY SYSTEMS 
" LAST MEMORY" BOARD 64K.. .. .. ... 500 .00 
"LASTING MEMORY " PROM PROG .... 299.00 

ADVANCED MICRODIGITAL 
SINGLE S·100 BOARD 
COMPUTER 
SUPERQUA0-8 ....................... ....820.00 
SUPEROUA0-5 .......820 .00 


COM RE X 
"THE TIMEPIECE " S-100 CLOCK.. .. 125.00 

CALIFORNIA 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
2200A MAINFRAME ........ .............. .459 .00 
2065C 64K DYNAMIC RAM .. . .... 539 .00 
2422 DISK CONT. & CP/M® . .... .... 359 .00 


2710 4 SERIAL 110 279 00 
2718 2 SERIAL I 2 PARALLEL 1/0 ... 269 .00 
2720 4 PARLLEL 1/0.. .199.00 
2810 Z-80 CPU .. 259 .00 

SIERRA 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
S-100 PROM PROGRAMMER A/T ...... 240.00 
S-100 PROM PROGRAMMER KIT.. . .. .. 195.00 
S-100 PROTOTYPE MODULE SEMI KIT .. 90.00 

MODEMS 
NOVATIDN CAT ACOUSTICS MODEM ... 140.00 
NOVATION D·CAT DIRECT CONNECT ... 156.00 
NOVATION AUTO-CAT AUTO ANS .. .219 .00 
NOVATION 0-CAT (1200 Baud) .. ... 619 .00 
NOVATION APPLE-CAT (300 Baud) ..... 310 .00 
NOVATION APPLE-CAT (1200 Baud) .. .. 605 .00 
LIDS 212 LP (1200 Baud) .............. . .429 .00 
LIDS 103 JLP AUTO ANS ..... ...... 209 .00 
HAYES MICROMODEM .. . ................. 289 .00 
HAYES 100 MODEM (S -100).. . .325 .00 
HAYES SMART MODEM (300 Baud) . .. 227.00 
HAYES SMART MODEM (1200 Baud) .. 540.00 
HAYES CHRONOGRAPH ...... ............ . 199.00 
SIGNALMAN MODEM W /RS-232C .. .... 85 .00 

TERMINALS 
TELEVIOEO 920C. ...............830 .00 
TELEVIOEO 950C., ............995 .00 
AD0S-VIEWPOINT .....................599.00 
HAZELTINE ESPRIT.. ..... 510 .00 
VISUAL-50 GREEN .. .. 690 .00 

BARE DRIVES 
TANDON 51/4 INCH 
100-1 SINGLE HEAD 40 TRK ............195.00 
100-2 DUAL HEAD 40 TRK ............262 .50 
100-3 SINGLE HEAD 80 TRK ............ 250 .00 
100-4 DUAL HEAD 80 TRK ............. 369 .00 


TANDON THINLINE 8 IN CH 
848-1 SINGLE SIDE .................... 379 .00 
848-2 DUAL SIDE .. . ...490 .00 

TRS-80 MOD I 
HARDWARE 
PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR .. ... 27 00 
PERCDM DOUBLER 11 W /DOS 3.4. ... 159.00 
4 DRIVE CONTROLLER PIS ... .. ... 259 .00 
TANDON 40 TRK DISK DRIVE W/ P.S .. 289.00 
LNW DOUBLER W/OOSPLUS 3.3 .... .. .138.00 
LNW 5/8 DOUBLER W/DDSPLUS 3.4 .. 181 .00 
MOD Ill DRIVE KIT W /DRIVES .......638 .00 

IBM HARDWARE 
SEATTLE 64K RAM+ ... ..................355.00 

OUADBOARO 64K .... :....................430 .00 

64K MEMORY UPGRADE ................... 80 .00 


ALPHA BYTE IBM MEMORY 
EXPANSION BOARDS 
256K W /RS-232C.. .. 349.00 
256K W /RS·232C &SUPERCALC ...... 529 .00 
512K W /RS-232C .. , .. .599.00 
512K W /RS·232C & SUPERCALC .....749 .00 

CP/M is a reg . trademark of Digital Research . "Requires Z·80 Sohcard . tReg. trademark of Micro Pro International Corp !Trademark of Prachcal Periphera ls. Inc . ..Trademark of Software Dimensions. Inc. 
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IBM DISK DRIVES 
Alpha Byte 'sadd·on drivekits fo r the IBM·PC 
each kit mcJudes insta!tation inslructions 

1 Tandon TM100 ·1 Single head 40 frk .195.00 
1 Tandon TM100·2 Double head 40 trk 262 50 
QUENTIN DOUBLE HEAD 40 TRK .. .289.00 

HARD DISK 
DRIVE SPECIAL 
MEDIA DISTRIBUTORS 
sv.· · Winchester. cabinet . P.S. contro ller. 
assembled and tested . Attaches lo your Z·80 CPU 
system in mi nutes . Runs on Northstar. Heath / 
Zenith . TRS·80 Mod II. Apple w/ CPIM' . CCS 
and others . Hardware mus I be Z·80 / CPM' 
system. The included sell -installing sollware at
taches to your CP/M'!l system . 6-month warran· 
ly. No elf eel on your present floppy disk system. 
Includes all cables and installation instructions . 

10 MEGABYTES .. ..... 2J70 .00 
20 MEGABYTES .. ......... Jt80.00 

ISOLATORS 
ISO-I J-SDCKE T.. .. .. 49 95 
IS0·2 6-SOCKET .. ... . .. 49 .95 

MICRO PRO 
APPLE CP/M® 
WOROSTAR•t .. 279 .00 
SUPERSORT't .. 179 .00 
MAILMERGE•t . rn oa 
DATASTAR't ' 207 00 
SPELLSTAWt .. .. 174 oa 
CALCSTAR•t .. 109 .00 

MICROSOFT 
APPLE 
FORTRAW ................ .. .. .. . .. 150.00 

BASIC COMPILER• .. ... 296.00 
COBOL• .. .......... 550 .00 

Z-80 SOFTCARO .. ..... 249 .00 
RAMCARD .. .. . .79.00 
TYP ING TUTOR .. .. ......... 17 .95 

OLYMP IC DECATHLON . .. 24 .95 
TASC APPLESOFT COMPILER _ .125.00 
AlOS 	 .95 00 
MULTIPLAN NATIVE DR CP/M .........209.00 


IBM SOFTWARE 
VOLKSWRITER V 1.2. ... 145.00 
WRITE ON .. ..... 90 .00 
EASYWRITER II .... ............ . .....247 .00 
HOME ACCOUNTANT+ ... 105.00 
VISICALC I 256K... .. ..... 189.00 
SUPERCALC .179 00 
WORDSTAR .. ....... 279 .00 
MAILMERGE.. .. .... 174 .00 
DATASTAR .. .. ... 207 .00 
SPELLSTAR ....... 174 .00 
SUPER SORT.. ... 179 00 
d BASE 11 .... ... .429.00 
SPELLGUARD '30 00 
JFORMAT .. .. ....... J9 .00 

Call for additional IBM sollware prices . 

APPLE SOFTWARE 
MAGIC WINDOW.. .. ........ .79.00 
MAGIC WORDS.. .... 59 .00 
MAGIC MAILER . . .. 59 .00 
DB MASTER.. .....169.00 
DB MASTER UTILITY PACK I OR 11 . 69 .00 
DATA CAPTURE 4.0/80 .. . 59 .95 
PFS GRAPH .. ................... ...... ... ....89 .95 
PFS (NEW) PERSONAL FILI NG SYSTEM .85 .00 
PFS : REPORT ........................ .. ..... 79 .00 
Z-TERM' . 	 89 9~ 
z-TERM PRO• .. . ... 129.95 
ASCII EXPRESS PRO ............98 .00 
EASY WRITER-PRO .. .. ..........199.00 
EASY MAILER -PRO .. .. 79 .00 
A-STAT COMP . STATISTIC~ PKG .. .. 99 .00 
BEAGLE BROTHERS UTILITY CITY ........ 2J .OO 
APPLE MECHANIC. . .. 23.00 
TIP DESK#!.. .15 95 
SUPER TEXT 40/56177.. .. ..........97 .50 
LISA 2.5 . .. ..... ...... 59 .95 
TRANSCEND 11 .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... ..115.00 
SCREENWRITER 11 .. .. .......... 99 .00 
DICTIONARY .. .......... ......... ... .......79 .00 
GrnERAL MAllAGER 179 00 

PINBALL SUBLDGIC. 24 .50VISICORP TRS·80 SOFTWARE oPACE KADETT. . ... 28 .00DESKTOP PLAN II .. .189.00 
SNACK ATTACK 2J .J6VI SI PLOT 158 .00 	 NEWOOS/80 2.0 MOD I.Ill. . 1J9 00 
BUDGECD PINBALL CONST SET .. Jl .61VISITREND/VISIPLOT .. 229 .00 	 LAZY WRITER MOD I.II ..... . .... 165.00 
THI EF 	 24 9~VIS IOEX . .. 189 .00 	 PRDSDFT NEWSCRIPT MOD I.Ill w/labels109 .00 
MARS CARS 2J 00VISI TERM .. ..... .79 .00 	 SPECIAL DELIVERY MOD I.Ill 119.00 

\\()RD PROCESSOR SPECIAL 

(Limited Qua ntities) 

FRANKLIN ACE EPSON MX 80 
1000 . . .. . .... .1595.00 FT W/ GRAFTRAX ..... .. 695.00 

FRANKLIN ACE SYSTEM NEC HI RES GREEN . . . .285.00 
DISK DRIVE W/ CONT .... 539.00 

SCOTCH 3M DISKETTES .. 44.50 
ACE WRITER 

STORAGE BOX .... .. 2.50
WORD PROCESSOR . . . .. 129.00 

MICROBUFFER II 32K . ... 299.00 ~ 
Now$2392 

This system may be modified to your needs. Call tor special price quote. 

VISICALC .................................. 189 .00 x-TRA SPECIAL DELIVERY MOU 1,111 . .. 199.00 
VISIFILES ... ... . .... 189 .00 TRACKCESS MOD I . .. 24.95 ROBO T WARS .. J2 .95 

OMNITERM SMART TERM .MOO I.Ill . .. .. 89 .95 THRH MILE l~LllrlD 31 61 
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE MICROSOFT BASIC COMP. FOR MOD I 165.00 	 A.B.M . 19.46 
Gil .. . .. .............. 165.00 LOOS 5.1 MOD I. Ill . .. ........... 119.00 
AIR .. .. ...........................165.00 
A/P .. .... 165.00 TRS·80 GAMESPROPERTY MGMT .........................J99 .00 
THE HOME ACCOUNTANT ..... 59.95 INVADERS FROM SPACE .. . ..... 17.95 To order or for 
FIRST CLASS MAIL .. .. ... 55 .00 	 PINBALL . .... ...... 17.95 

MIS SILE ATT ACK .. ... .... 18.95 information call 
CP/M® SOFTWARE STAR FIGHTER ............................. 24 .95 

We carry CPI M"' soflware in a11popular disk Call !or more TRS -80 games. 
formals . Call for availability and price. Most sofl  In New\t>rk:ware also available on IBM. APPLE & ATARI GAMES 
SUPERFILES... .. ........... .. 170.00 
 Spinnaker in stock, ca !I for prices .
THE WORD PLUS .. .. .. 117.00 (212) 509-1923 
d BASE II .. . . .... 429 .00 BRODER BU ND 
OUICKCOOE .. .. ...... 2J0 .00 APPLE PANIC .. ...... .. ............... 2J .61 
DUTIL . ... .. .... .... .... _. 91 .00 MIDN IGHT ~·AGIC ............. 27 26 

SUPER CALC ........................... 189 .00 
 In Los Angeles:CHOPLIFTER . .... ... 27 .20 
SPELL GUARD.. .. ......... 2JO.OO 
P &T CPIM"' MOD 2 & 16 TRS-80 ... 175.00 AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS 
COMMX TERMINAL PROG ..... ... ....... ..82.50 INVASION ORION . ..... 20 .95 (213)706-0333 
PASCAL Z. . ... .... ... J49.00 STAR WARRIOR .. ... J1 .J5 
PASCAL MT+ .............................4J9 .00 CRUSH.CRUMBLE AND CHOMP.. .24 .95 
PASCAL/M.. .. .295 .00 TEMPLE OF APSHAI .. . ........ J1 .J5 
ACCOUNTING PLUS•• - HELLFIRE WARRIOR........................ J1 .J5 In Dallas: 

G/L,A/R ,A/P,P/R, ... 1799.00 RESCUE AT RIG EL . . ..... 2J .J6 
CONDOR I .. .... 579.00 
CONDOR 11.. .. ..........849 .00 ON-LINE SYSTEMS (214)744-4251 
BADL IM.. ....... 62 .00 	 WIZARD AND PRINCESS . ................. 27 .26 

SOFT PORN ADVENTURE .. .... 2J .J6DIGITAL RESEARCH THRESHO LD.. .. J1.16 ByModem:MAC .. . ...............89 .00 
 JAW BREAKER .. ... 2J .J6 
SID ................ .. .... 69 .00 
 CROSSF IRE . 24 9~ 
ZSID. ... .....97.00 
 ULYSSES & GOLDEN FLEECE ... .... ..... 25 .95 
PL/ 1-80 .. .. .4J9 .00 FROGGER ..................................... 24.50 
 (213)~~8~
C BASIC 2.. ..........96 .00 

INFOCOMSUPERSOFT 
ZORK I.II.Ill .. 28 00 lc;L~OUR MODE~~:~_\DIAGNOSTIC I. .............. . .. 69 .00 

STARCROSS ....... 28.00
DIAGNOSTIC 11 ........ .89 .00 

DEADLINE .. . .......J5.00 	 I FOR WEEKLY SP - _J


'C'COMPILER .. ... 179.00 
UTILITIES I.. .. 59.00 EDU-WARE L -- --- 
UTILITIES II .. .. .............59 .00 COMPU·REAO . ..... 24 .95 
RATFOR .. ........... 89 .00 
 COMPU·MATH FRACTIONS ................J4 .95 

FORTRAN .. ... 2J9.00 COMPU·MATH DECIMALS .............J4.95 

DISK DCCTOR .. .. .. 78 .00 

MORE GREAT APPLEMICROPRO 
GAMESWORDS TAR .. ........... 265.00 

SUPERSORT.. . .. 160.00 DARK CRYSTAL .. .Jl 61 

MAILMERGE.. .. ..........95 .00 TUBEWAY .. .. ............... 27 .26 

OAT AST AR.. .. ...... 220 .00 ARCADE MACHINE .. .J2 .95 

SPELLS TAA .. 1>() oa TUES . MORNING QUARTERBACK . ... 25 .95 
THE SPACE VIKINGS ...................... J8 .50 

COMPUTER QUARTERBACK J1.16 

MICROSOFT SEA FOX .. .. .. 24 .00 
BASIC 80 .. . 249 00 THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE. ...... 49 .95 
BASIC COMPILER ... 299 .00 POOL 1.5. . . ... .. .27 26 
FORTRAN 80 .. ......J59 .00 ULT IMA.. . ......J1.16 
COBOL 80 .. ............. 419 .00 RAS TER BLASTER .. .. ... 2J .J6 
MACRO 80 .. .. ....... 185.00 FLIGHT SIMULATOR. . ... 26 .61 
mu MATH/mu SIMP. ..... 200.00 INTERNATIONAL GRANO PRIX ...... . .25 .95 31245 LA BAYA DRIVE 
mu LISP/mu STAR .. . .... 165.00 SARGON II. . .... .28 .95 WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362 

CALCSTAR .................... . .......... 195 .00 


Circle 15 on inquiry card. 

KAMIKAZI 27 26 
THE WARP FACTOR 31 .16 
COSMO MISSION 2J .J6 
WI ZA RDRY J7 95 

SIRIUS SOFTWARE 
SPACE EGGS 2J J6 
GORGON Jl .16 
SNEAKERS . 2J J6 
PHANTOMS FIVE 22 00 
BANDITS . 25 00 

EDU-WARE 
PERCEPTION PKG .. .19 95 
COMPU·MATH : ARITHMETIC .. . .. J9 .95 
COMPU-SPELL (RED DATA DISK) ...... 24 .95 
COMPU -SPELL DATA DISKS 4·8 . ea 17 95 
RENDEZVOUS .. .28 50 

ON-LINE SYSTEMS 
ULTIMA 11 .. ........ 42 .00 
MISSILE DEFENSE .. 27 .26 
PEST PATROL .. .... 2J.36 
TIME ZONE . .. ..... 77 .96 
CRANSTON MANOR 25 .95 
CANNON BALL BLITZ .. .25 .95 

MUSE SOFTWARE 

We guarantee everything we sell !or 30 days - nu returns after 30 days. Defective software will be replaced free. but all other software returns are sub1ect to 15% restocking fee and mus! be accompanied by RMA slip. No 
returns on game sottware. unless deleclive We accept VISA and MasterCard on all orders : COO orders. up lo SJOO. S~opp<ng charges. SJ for all prepaid orders. actual shopping charges for non· prepa1ds: SJ for COD orders 
under 251bs. (S6 tor over) plus a S4 surcharge. add 15% for foreign. FPO and APO orders Calil. add 6% sales tax. in L.A. County add 6'/1% Prices quoted are for stock on hand and are subject to change without notice 
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Ciarcia·s Circuit Cellar 


Build a Handheld LCD Terminal 

A single-line display is quite adequate 


for many troubleshooting and monitoring applications. 


The Circuit Cellar was a lonely 
place after the tumult of finishing up 
the complicated and seemingly end
less MPX-16 project, which had occu
pied almost my every waking mo
ment for months. I was dreading a 
call from my editor at BYTE, who 
was sure to ask what my next project 
would be. For once, I was stuck with
out an idea. 

As the wind whistled outside, I 
decided to check how hard it was 
blowing. I turned on the radio, ex
pecting to hear a synthesized com
puter voice describing the current 
weather conditions, but got only 
static. I groaned as I realized that 
something must be wrong with my 
automatic talking weather station. 

The talking weather station was 
my project exactly a year ago (see 
reference 1). It combined a single
board Zilog-ZS-based computer with 
various weather instruments and a 
speech synthesizer in a machine that 
could transmit weather information 
in the form of English speech using a 
low-power FM radio transmitter. It 
worked flawlessly through its first 
New England winter, chattering 
ceaselessly for many months. I've 

Copyright © 1983 by Steven A. Ciarcia. 
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used it to collect reams of data con
cerning average wind speeds and 
temperatures on my little hill here in 
the wilds of Connecticut. 

The computerized weather station 
is only about 50 feet from the Circuit 
Cellar, but it might as well have been 
10 miles. I didn't know if the problem 
was in the transmitter, the weather 
instruments, or the computer. To 
troubleshoot it, I had to drag about 
half of my test equipment out under 
the station's lofty perch, find plugs 
for everything, and balance a Tele
video 925 video terminal on the 
fender of my truck. 

But matters turned out to be not so 
bad as I had feared. Once the equip
ment was set up, I had little trouble; it 
took only a single line of output 
displayed on the terminal to diagnose 
the problem, which was easily 
remedied. And as I carried the equip
ment back to its home, I realized that 
I had an article idea. 

Analyzing the Problem 
Not all computer troubles are so 

simple that they can be diagnosed by 
one line of display, but many are. I 
had found it necessary to drag out an 
AC-powered 24-line by SO-column 
terminal to observe just the one line. 
But wouldn't it have been nice to 
have a portable one-line terminal for 
such simple situations? I could have 
saved the heavy stuff for applications 

requiring a more complex display. 
The ZS- (actually ZS671-) based 

brain of my weather station, if you 
will recall, is the ZS-BASIC Micro
computer (a device sometimes called 
the ZS-BASIC Computer/Controller 
or simply the ZS board), presented in 
the July and August 19Sl Circuit 
Cellar articles (see reference 3). Since 
that time, many of you have built ZS 
boards (mostly by using the kit 
available from The Micromint) and 
reported to me on how you are using 
them. The feedback I get is that many 
ZS-BASIC Microcomputers are being 
used in dedicated control or data
reduction applications in which a ter
minal is often not required, or if one 
is attached to the system, it only 
monitors the system's functions, per
haps displaying error codes or com
puted results. 

A Portable Terminal 
Why not small displays for small 

computers? For many years, ex
perimenters had only 6-digit LED 
(light-emitting diode) hexadecimal 
displays. Is there nothing between 
this and a full 24 by SO terminal? 

This month I'd like to present a 
relatively simple project that might 
serve to fill the gap between little 
hexadecimal displays and full
function terminals. The Circuit Cellar 
Handheld LCD Terminal consists of a 
single-line 16-character liquid-crystal 



Photo I: The Circuit Cellar Handheld LCD Terminal installed on a ZB-BAS/C 
Microcomputer system. 

display (LCD) with additional com
ponents added to form a full-duplex 
serially interfaced computer terminal 
suitable for attachment to any small 
control computer. The CY300 LCD
controller integrated circuit from 
Cybernetic Micro Systems encapsules 
the entire display circuitry in a single 
chip and requires only 15 mA (milli
amps) at 5 V (volts). Two additional 
chips are required to convert TTL 
(transistor-transistor logic) voltage 
levels to RS-232C voltage levels. 

The display can be configured for 
serial or parallel input, and by at
taching a parallel ASCII (American 
National Standard Code for Informa
tion Interchange) keyboard, you can 
configure a complete terminal for the 
ZS-BASIC Microcomputer (or some 
other small computer). The unit (ex
cluding the keyboard) measures 31/z 
by 11/2 by 11/2 inches. 

I'd like to start by discussing the 
CY300's general features, and then we 
can look at a description of a terminal 
built using the CY300. 

Cybernetic Micro Systems CY300 
The CY300 Dot-Matrix LCD Con

troller is designed to provide an easy
to-use peripheral device that displays 
ASCII characters and allows cursor 
editing operations. The CY300 pro
vides several modes of operation to 
provide various levels of display 
capability. Its pinout specifications 
are shown in figure la on page 56. 

The CY300 is a TTL-compatible 
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide 
semiconductor) 40-pin device con
figured to control 16-character 
alphanumeric dot-matrix liquid
crystal displays that use the Toshiba 
T3891 LCD-driver chip, as shown in 
the block diagram of figure le on 
page 56. The CY300 accepts parallel 
and serial data inputs and can 
generate 64 different ASCII 
characters, as shown in figure 2 on 
page 57. 

A blinking-block cursor normally 
indicates the position in the display 
where a character will next appear, 
but the cursor can be moved to 

highlight a particular character. The 
CY300 displays the characters it 
receives, storing them in a buffer until 
it gets a Return character. It then out
puts the contents of the buffer on a 
serial channel. The CY300 is designed 
to drive a console display for small 
microcomputers, and as I have sug
gested, such a display can be used to 
replace a CRT (cathode-ray tube) ter
minal in many systems. 

The CY300 contains the circuitry to 
perform several different functions. 
Two types of input interfaces are 
offered. The first is a parallel input 
port. You can connect a keyboard to 
this, which will enable you to enter 
commands or messages to the display 
and make typing corrections before 
sending the text out to the host com
puter. In simple display-only applica
tions, the parallel input can be used to 
generate display messages. 

The second interface is a serial data 
link, consisting of two lines, a serial 
input and a serial output. Generally, 
the host computer would be con
nected to these lines, with the serial 
output used to send short strings of 
characters (entered from the parallel 
keyboard input) to the computer, and 
the serial input used to receive 
messages or responses from the com
puter. The serial interface operates at 
5-V logic levels only, so connection to 
an RS-232C port requires the use of 
external driver and receiver circuits to 
translate the voltage levels. 

The CY300 also contains an inter
nal 32-character line buffer for stor
ing the messages shown on the dis
play and control logic for generating 
the proper dot patterns for the dis
played characters. 

Parallel Input Operation 
The CY300 can display data from 

either its parallel or serial input. The 
general scheme for parallel interfac
ing of the CY300 is shown in figure 3. 

In parallel input, the circuitry send
ing the data simply places logic states 
representing the bits of an ASCII 
character on the 7 lines of the input 
bus, waits until the Ready line is high, 
and then lowers the WR (write) 
strobe line. As the WR strobe is held 
low, the Ready line goes low (indicat
ing a busy state) and then returns to 
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(la) PIN CONFIGURATION 

CRYS TAL 

GND 

GND 

40 

z 39 
CY300 

3 38 

4 37 
5 BY 7 DDT

5 MATRIX LCD 36 
CONSOLE 

6 3 5CONTROLLER 

34 

8 33 

9 32 

10 31 

11 30 

l Z 29 

13 28 

14 27 

15 Z6 

16 25 

17 24 

18 23 

19 22 

20 2 I 

(le) 

WRITE 

_.,, READY 

CY300ASCII DATA BUS\ ) 

SERIAL OUT 
~ 

LCD 
CONSOLE 
CONTROLLER 

(lb) LOGIC DIAGRAM 

+5V 

SYNC PARALLEL 
WRITE CY300 


WAIT 


ROW DATA towADDRESS 

READY 
 TO LCD FROM LCD 

SERIAL 
INDATA OUT 


TO LCD

}'ow 

ROW ADDRESS 
FROM LCD 

SERIAL 
SERIAL OUT OUT 

ROW/CHARDATA RATE 
CHARACTERSYNC 

READY ADDRESSTIMING AND 
FROM LCDCONTROLDATA+5V 

RATE 
UNUSED 

SYNCBUFFE R 

ADDRESS DATA}'""""" CURSO R WAITFROM LCD BUS 
CONTROL 

' ROW DATA 
I 

y 

ROW ADDRESS 

CHAR . ADDRESS 

16-CHARACTER 5 BY 7 DOT-MATRIX 
LCD DISPLAY 

SYNC I AND MODEL 1811 OR 
EPSON MODEL MA-89558 

Figure 1: Descriptive information on the Cybernetic Micro Systems CYJOO LCD Console Controller. Figure la shows the pinout 
specification of the CYJOO, lb is a functional logic diagram of the CYJOO, and le shows a block diagram of a display system using the 
CYJOO. 

the high state. When the Ready line is The cursor can be moved left one next input character will overwrite 
high again, the CY300 is prepared to position using . the cursor-control the existing one, and the cursor will 
receive the next character by repeat- character Control-A (hexadecimal 01) move one position to the right. 
ing the process. ' and can be moved right one position 

In manual-input mode, the blink with Control-B (hexadecimal 02). Serial Input Operation 
ing cursor indicates the location of These control characters do not delete The CY300 can accept data from a 
the next character to be entered. A any displayed characters but may serial source as well; the setup is 
character can be erased by using the place the cursor over a character shown in the block diagram of figure 
ASCII Rubout code (hexadecimal 7F), already entered. The cursor always 4. Unlike the parallel mode, in which 
which causes the cursor to move left indicates the location where the next the sending circuit waits for a Ready 
one space; an ASCII space (hexa character entered will be displayed. signal, the serial input mode is asyn
decimal 20) is then written into the Thus if the cursor is over a character chronous. The normal RS-232C 8-data
new cursor location. that has already been entered, the bit format is used for both serial input 
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Figure 2: Dot-matrix character set produced by a liquid-crystal display driven by the CY300. 

ROW DATA 

ROW ADDRESS 

CHAR . ADDRESS 

' . 

l6·CHARACTER 5 BY 7 DOT· MATRIX 
LCD DISPLAY 

SYNC 	 AND MODEL 1811 ORI 
EPSON MODEL MA· B955B 

Figure 3: Block diagram of a parallel interfacing and timing requirements for the CY300. 

1b l 1b2 1b3 1b, 1b5 ,b6 ,b7 1e 
"' 

RS - 232C

-
ROW DATA 

.)' 
::::;E:~ F~~ I(:~ L.. I~=-=~~:::= ~ ..J··rI 	 I 

ROW ADDRESS ." 
. 16-CHARACTER 5 BY 7 DOT-MATRIX 

LCD DISPLAYCHAR . ADDRESS 

". 

MC 1489 SERIAL INPUT 
LEVEL 
CONVERTER 

CY300 

DOT-MATRIX 
LCD 
CONTROLLER 

(±12V)-(0·5V) 
. +5V 

1200 t 
DATA 

600 RATE 

WR 9""--WR ITE 

ROY READY

HANDSHAKE FOR 
PARALLEL INPUT 
FROM l<EYBOARD 
OR COMPUTER ' \ DATA BUS 

CY300 

DOT· MATRIX 
LCD 
CONTROLLER 

300th 
SYNC 	 AND MODEL 1811 OR 

EPSON MODEL MA·B955B 
l 

Figure 4: Block diagram of a typical serial-input arrangement used by the CY300. 
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and output: that is, a low-going start 
bit, followed by 8 data bits (least sig
nificant first, most significant last) 
and at least 1Vi stop bits (l1/2 bit 
periods in the high state). After the 
stop bits have been sent, the CY300 is 
ready to receive the start bit for the 
next transmitted character. 

The serial communication protocol 
of the CY300 is compatible with the 
RS-232C character format. However, 
the transistor-transistor logic of the 
CY300 operates between 0 and 5 volts 
(allowing the CY300 to be powered 
by a single +5-V supply), and RS
232C interfaces normally operate at 
±12 V, so the serial input and output 
lines are typically routed through 
voltage-level translators if the CY300 
is to be connected over any signifi
cant distance to an RS-232C port. 
However, in the case where the 
CY300 and host computer are physi
cally adjacent, they can be con
nected directly together, operating at 
5-V logic levels, without the trans
lator circuits between them. 

Other voltage protocols, such as 

RS-422A and RS-423A, also can be 
used for serial communication. These 
require different driving circuits, but 
the logical format of the characters is 
the same for all the common serial 
protocols, so we need only supply the 
appropriate driver and receiver cir
cuits for the . interface in use. For an 
RS-232C interface, the MC1488 
driver chip and MC1489 receiver chip 
are the most popular. The CY300 
serial output line would be connected 
to the 1488, while the 1489 would be 
connected to the serial input line. 

The CY300 gives us a choice of 
three different data rates for the 
transmission of characters over the 
serial link. This choice is controlled 
by the Data-Rate-Select line, pin 28. 
If the line is connected to + 5 V, 1200 
bps (bits per second) is selected (the 
line should be connected directly to 
the power supply without a pull-up 
resistor; otherwise, the CY300 may 
choose the wrong rate). If the line is 
left unconnected to anything, 600 bps 
is selected. If the line is connected to 
ground, 300 bps is selected. These 

DUCES TECUM B 


LAWMATE" 

Bring Justice To Your Documents, Briefs, 
Pleadings and Contracts. 
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LAWMATE Features: 
• Creates Table of Authorities Cited 
• Multiple Document Indexes 
• Word Use and Consistency Analysis 
• Concordance Generation 
• Document Line Numbering 
• Wordstar* Compatible 

Legal Aid at an (Almost) Unlawfully 
Low Price. 

Try LAWMATE at Your Local 
Osborne Computer Dealer, or Call 
Us for the Name of the Nearest 
Authorized ORTHOCODE Textware 
Dealer. 

wrncrrrn®cooE 
The Textware Company 

THE ORTHOCODE CORPORATION 
PO. Box 6191 
Albany, CA 94706 
(415) 753-3222 

'~ LAWMATE is a Trademark of ORTHOCOOE CORPORATION 
'Wordstar is a Trademark of Micro Pro International 

Circle 312 on inquiry card. 

data-rate selections assume the use of 
a 6-MHz (megahertz) crystal. 

Display Driver Interface 
The 16-character display module I 

chose for this project is not just a bare 
LCD but includes its own controller/ 
driver circuitry. The CY300 is speci
fically designed to work with 16-char
acter LCDs driven by the Toshiba 
T3891 LCD-driver chip or its equiva
lent. Examples of such displays are 
the AND Model 1811 and the Epson 
MA-B955B. 

Electronically, the 16-character 5
by 7-dot-matrix display appears to 
the interface circuitry as 16 sets of 7 
rows (each row containing 5 data 
bits, 1 bit for each dot). The T3891 is 
designed to coordinate the reception 
of this row data with the information 
source and drive a dot-matrix LCD. 
Thirteen signals passing between the 
CY300 and the T3891 accomplish 
this. They are: 

Sync: synchronizes dot pattern be
tween T3891 and CY300 

ADx lines: 4-bit character-position 
address from T3891 

Sx lines: 3-bit row-position address 
from T3891 

Dx lines: 5-bit row data from 
CY300 to T3891 

The dot-pattern control logic is 
synchronized to the display's clock 
signal using the Sync line, which in
dicates when the display is ready for 
the next dot pattern. The CY300 uses 
the row- and character- (column) ad
dress information from the display to 
generate the proper dot pattern, 
based on its internal character 
generator and the contents of the line 
buffer. 

When the T3891 begins its display 
sequence, it merely sets a character 
and row address of the specific dis
play point. The CY300 examines its 
display buffer and simply outputs the 
5 data bits that should go in that ad
dressed location. Using the T3891 
greatly simplifies the LCD interface . 

Circuit Cellar Handheld Terminal 
Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of 

the Circuit Cellar CY300-based ter
minal (shown in photo 2 on page 62). 

Circle 442 on inquiry card. --+ 
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of a single-line LCD computer terminal built around the CY300 and the AND 1811 display module. This 
style of RS-232C driver circuit was designed to use minimal ±5-Vpower, so it's not guaranteed to work through a long cable to the 
host computer. 

With minor exceptions, it is config
ured much like the examples shown in 
the block diagrams presented earlier. 
It can function as a serially interfaced 
display or, if equipped with a parallel 
keyboard, as a full-duplex ASCII ter
minal. 

In assembling my prototype, I used 
an AND 1811 display and mounted 
all the rest of the components behind 
it (as shown in photo 2b). This 
specific form of prototype construc
tion was employed so that the fin
ished display could be plugged direct
ly into the RS-232C DB-25 connector 
on top of a Z8-BASIC Microcom
puter. 

Normally, when I am connecting a 
TTL-level device to an RS-232C port, 
I would install level-converters such 
as the MC1488 driver and MC1489 
receiver in between. The dual
polarity ( ± 12 V) power required for 
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the driver could be derived from the 
ZB board's power supply. However, 
the useful portability of the terminal 
would be suspect if it required you to 
either drag along an extension cord 
for AC power to a separate power 
supply or hook up three separate bat
tery cells. 

I pondered this impasse briefly 
and then decided to take advantage of 
a little-known part of the RS-232C 
signal specification. 

RS-232C signals have two defined 
states: marking and spacing. The 
marking state extends from -3 V to 
-15 V, and the spacing state extends 
from +3 V to +15 V. The transition 
region between is undefined. (See Ian 
Witten's article 'Welcome to the 
Standards Jungle" on page 146 for 
more information on RS-232C's idio
syncrasies.) 

Note that the defined regions of 

marking and spacing fall within the 
5-V range that TTL parts can gener
ate. Especially for short cable lengths 
and at low data rates, RS-232C works 
just fine at these lower voltages. With 
that fact in mind, I designed this ter
minal to use as little power as possi
ble, drawing that power from a single 
+ 5-V source. 

So that it could receive full-voltage 
RS-232C levels, I used a transistor 
level-converter on the input line. For 
output, an operational amplifier (op 
amp) is configured as a "rail-to-rail" 
saturation switch, with a -5-V sup
ply provided by an lntersil ICL7660 
DC-to-DC-converter chip. This 
CMOS device converts +5 V to -5 
V at currents up to 15 mA. Using this 
combination of components, the RS
232C output level is generally about 
±4 v. 

The major advantage of this ap
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Photo 2: Close-up views of the LCD-terminal prototypes: front (2a), side (2b), and 
rear (2c). 
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preach is that it uses only a single 
voltage with very low power con
sumption. The terminal circuit re
quires less than 15 mA (excluding 
power for the keyboard). Given the 
power-supply voltage tolerances of 
the components and the communica
tion line, the entire package could be 
powered by four 1.2-V nickel
cadmium (NiCd) AA cells (providing 
a total potential of 4.8 V) or five 
1.5-V alkaline cells (6 V total) driving 
a type-7805 regulator. 

Finally, while you might use this 
handheld terminal just for its display, 
a keyboard can be attached. The key
board should present 7 bits of ASCII 
data in parallel, with the data-ready 
condition signaled by a negative
going (high-to-low transition) strobe. 

There are two ways to 
correct typing errors: 
the first is to use the 

ASCII Rubout character; 
the second is to use the 
Control-A and Control-8 
characters, which move 

the cursor without 
modifying the display. 

Terminal-Mode Operation 
The Circuit Cellar Handheld LCD 

Terminal can replace a standard 
video terminal for simple BASIC
language programming on a com
puter such as the ZS-BASIC Micro
computer. Using the keyboard, you 
can type statements into the CY300; 
these are immediately displayed on 
the LCD. The CY300 provides cursor 
editing to correct mistakes before you 
type the Return character. When 
Return is typed, the contents of the 
CY300's buffer (the current display 
on the LCD) are sent to the computer 
over the serial channel. If a computer 
response is called for, the computer 
sends the response over the serial in
put channel to the CY300, which then 
displays the response characters on 
the LCD. 

The normal operation of the Z8 
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The Spinwriter3SSO lets the IBM PC 
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NEC's new Spinwriter letter-quality 
printer is the only one plug-compatible 
with the IBM Personal Computer. So you 
get the business applications you've been 
wishing for. Letter-quality output for 
word and data processing. Multi-language, 
scientific, and technical printing. Simpie 
forms handling. Quiet operation. And the 
reliability of the industry's most popular 
printer line. 

NEC designed the new Spinwriter espe
cially for the IBM PC. It comes complete 
with documentation and training materials 
to fi.t your PC user's handbook.Just plug 
the Spin writer in and your PC instantly 
becomes more versatile and flexible. 

More than 8 forms handlers and 
50 print thimbles boost PC versatility. 
NEC designed the Spinwriter's 8 modular 
for ms handlers to accommodate a wide 
range ofpaper and document sizes and 
types. The easily mounted handlers let 
your computer print out the forms you 

need for data processing, word processing, 
graphics, accounting or other business 
applications. 

The Spinwriter's 50 print thimbles 
can more than triple your PC's usefulness. 
They come in both constant pitch and 
proportional-spaced fonts, plus in foreign 
language, technical and scientific versions . 
They snap in and out in seconds, and let 
you print up to 203 columns on 16-inch 
paper. They each last for more than 30 
million impressions . 

This printer's special features make 
everything look better on paper. 
The Spinwriter's software-invoked 
features include automatic proportional 
spacing; bidirectional, bold and shadow 
printing; justification; centering; under
scoring; and sub/super scripting, all at 
speeds up to 350 words per minute . 

That big extra, Spinwriter reliability. 
Spinwriters have the industry's best 
mean-time-between-failure rating, in ex
cess of3,000 hours. In terms ofaverage 
personal computer usage, that's more 
than five years. 

The Spinwriter 3550 is available at 
ComputerLand stores, Sears Business 
Systems Centers and IBM Product 
Centers nationwide. 
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BASIC interpreter is as follows: upon 
power-up the interpreter sends a user
prompting character (a colon) to the 
console display to inform you that 
the system is ready for command 
entry. 

You can enter a command or state
ment at any time by typing ASCII 
characters into the CY300. The first 
input from the keyboard (over the 
parallel channel) will clear the liquid
crystal-display buffer and appear left
justified. 

The input line is terminated by a 
Return character. At the occurrence 
of the Return, the contents of the 
display buffer are transmitted to the 
computer over the serial channel, and 
then the display buffer is cleared. 

Editing Operations 
With the keyboard connected to 

the parallel interface on the CY300, 
you have the ability to correct typing 
mistakes before sending commands to 
the Z8 board (or other host com
puter). Note that you can no longer 
edit the command after the Return 
character is typed, but until then any 
corrections can be made. 

There are two ways to correct typ
ing errors. The first and probably 
more often employed way is to use the 
ASCII Rubout character. (On some 
keyboards this character may be pro
duced by a key labeled "Delete".) 
When the Rubout character is typed, 
the CY300 cursor moves one space to 
the left and replaces the character at 
that space with a blank. The cursor 
remains at this new position until 
another character is entered, allowing 
you to back up the cursor, remove 
what has been typed, and reenter the 
corrected text. Multiple Rubouts will 
continue moving the cursor to the 
left, removing any characters that 
were in the display, until the leftmost 
position is reached. 

The second way to correct typing 
mistakes uses the control characters 
that move the cursor without modify
ing the display. The Control-A char
acter moves the cursor one character 
position to the left, while the Control-B 
character moves the cursor one char
acter position to the right. The 
display is not modified as the cursor 
is moved. However, if you enter new 
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characters after moving the cursor, 
the new characters appear at the cur
rent cursor position, overwriting any 
characters that were there previously. 
This method of correction allows you 
to save typing if only a single charac
ter need be changed near the begin
ning of a line. Before typing the 
Return character, though, you must 
put the cursor back at the end of the 
input line, because the CY300 trans
mits only the characters from the 
beginning of the display until the 
character just before the current posi
tion of the cursor. 

In Conclusion 
I don't expect you to junk your 

video-display terminals after reading 
this article. Obviously, you'll need a 
24 by 80 (or similar size) screen for 
many purposes. But there are applica
tions for which a portable, battery
operated single-line display is more 
suitable than a large, full-feature ter
minal. The sophistication of the 
CY300 represents a major advance in 
LCD technology, and I'm sure many 
of you have applications ready for 
just such a device. 

Oh yes ... about my weather sta
tion. After moving the mountain to 
Mohammed I was a bit displeased to 
find that someone had accidentally 
unplugged the power to the weather 
instruments. Of course, the problem 
was not hard to remedy. And if 
anything like it ever happens again, 
I'll be ready with my Handheld LCD 
Terminal. 

Next Month: 
A new integrated circuit from 

Texas Instruments makes it easy to 
build a reliable low-speed modem. • 

Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous 
Circuit Cellar articles as reference material for 
each month's current article. Most of these past 
articles are available in reprint books from 
BYTE Books, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
POB 400, Hightstown, NJ 08250. 

Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume I, covers ar
ticles that appeared in BYTE from September 
1977 through November 1978. Ciarcia's Circuit 
Cellar, Volume II, contains articles from 
December 1978 through June 1980. Garcia's 
Circuit Cellar, Volume Ill, contains articles 
that were published from July 1980 through 
December 1981. 

To receive a complete list of C1arc1a's 
C1rcu1t Cellar project kits available from the 
Mcrom1nt. rncle JOO on the reader service 
1nqu1ry card at the back of the magazine 
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The following items are available from: 

Micro Projects Inc. 
POB420 
South Windsor, CT 06074 

1. Cybernetic Micro Systems CY300Dot
Matrix LCD Controller chip . . . . . ..... $65 

2 Intersil ICL7660 DC-to-DC v oltage 
converter chip . ...... .. .. . ..... ... . . . $4 

For orders outside the continental United 

States, please add $5 for shipping. Connect

icut residents please add 7'1~ percent sales 

tax. 


Sources of liquid-crystal displays are: 


AND Inc. 

770 Airport Blvd. 

Burlingame, CA 94010 

(415) 347-9916 
TWX (910 ) 374-2353 

and 

Epson America Inc. 
LCD Division 
23155 Kashiwa Court 
Torrance, CA 90505 
(213) 534-0360 
Telex 182412 

The manufacturer of the CY300 LCD
controller integrated circuit is: 

Cybernetic Micro Systems 
445-203 South Antonio Rd. 
Los Altos, CA 94022 
(415) 949-0666 
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VEDIT-THE CLEAR CHOICE 

FOR PROGRAMMING 


PLUS FEATURES FOR FAST, EFFICIENT WORD PROCESSING 

Increasing your productivity is what a 
good text editor is all about VEDIT excels 
with a unique combination of powerful 
and easy to use editing features, 
customizability and complete hardware 
support Compare VEDIT - you'll find 
everything you expect in a good editor 
plus many time saving features which 
only VEDIT offers. 

VEDIT fully utilizes all function keys, or 
configures to any keyboard layout you 
are familiar with. VEDIT has helpful aids 
such as directory display, and you won't 
loose text ifyou run outofdisk space -you 
can delete files or change disks. 

Powerful TECO style command 
macros let you perform editing tasks you 
mightotherwise noteven attempt Nearly 
impossible tasks for other editors (such 
as translations or extensive search/ 
replace on many files), can be done 
automatically from a command file. 

For program development VEDIT 
surpasses any other editor - with more 

extensive file handling, powerful com
mand macro capability and special 
features for Pascal, PL/1, 'C', Cobol, 
Assembler and others. VEDIT reduces 
program editing time by 30% as 
compared to the best word processor. 

For word processing, VEDIT has word 
wrap, adjustable margins, paragraph 
reformatting, word and paragraph 
functions, simple printing and more. 

VEDIT supports practically every CRT 
terminal, video board, 8080, Z80 and 
8086 computer. We have been con
sistently first to support new computers. 
And we support you with any technical 
assistance you need. 

For the full story, purchase VEDIT risk 
free. Evaluate the 125 page manual - if 
you are not satisfied, return the package 
(disk unopened) for a courteous refund. 

Please specify your microcomputer, 
video board or the CRT terminal version, 
8080, Z80, or 8086 code, operating 
system and disk format 

VEDIT - Disk and Manual 
8080, Z80 ortBM PC. ....$150 
CP/ M-86 orMSDOS. . . . S195 
Manual only .. ..... . ... . $18 

Compare VEDirs features: 

True Full Screen Editing 
Edit files one disk in length 
Automatic Disk Buffering 
Compact and Fast 
Display of line and column # 

Set/Goto text markers 
'Undo' key to restore line 
Automatic Indent/Un dent 
Adjustable Tab positions 
Repeat function key 
Text Move and Copy 
10 Scratch pad Buffers 
Load/Save buffers on disk 
Powerful command macros 
Directory display 
Edit additional (small) 

files simultaneously 
Insert another disk file 
Unlimited file handling 
Recovery from 'Full Disk' 
Change disks while editing 
Word Wrap, format paragraph 
Simple Printing 
Menu driven installation 
Startup command file 
Setup CRT function keys 
Support newest CRT terminals 
Support smart CRT functions 
Customizable keyboard layout 

CP/ M end MP/Mare r~iste~ trademarks of Oigitzi.I Reseorch Inc. ""pie II Is e registered trzidemark 
of Apple Comp1.4et, Inc. MS-DOS end Soft.card are trademartu of Mic:rosofl TRS-80 is 11 trademark 

of T111\dy Corporation. IBM is 11 trademark of lntemetionel Business Machines. CompuView
PRODUCTS, INC. 
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Hardware Revieww 


Apple's Enhanced Computer, 

the Apple Ile 


It's like having an Apple II with all the extras built in. 

It all began in the summer of 1977 
at the West Coast Computer Faire. A 
fledgling computer company with an 
unusual name-Apple Computer
introduced a new hobby computer 
called the Apple II. The new Apple II 
was an impressive machine. It had 
BASIC in ROM (read-only memory), 
a built-in Teletype-style keyboard, 
high-resolution color graphics, and, 
once the new 16K-bit semiconductor 
memory devices became available, its 
memory could be expanded all the 
way up to 48K bytes. One of the first 
true home computers, it was com
pletely self-contained, needing only a 
TV set for a display and a common 
cassette recorder for data storage. 

Today, almost everyone is familiar 
with the Apple II. It can be found in 
homes, schools, laboratories, and 
businesses, and is being used in a 
wide variety of ways. During the past 
five years, an entire subindustry has 
sprung up around it that has, in turn, 
stimulated further Apple II sales. 

It had been obvious for a while at 
Apple Computer that a replacement 
for the Apple II was needed. The 
Teletype-style keyboard, uppercase 
only 40-column display, and the 

About the Author 
Rob Moore is a design engineering manager 

who also maintains a strong interest in 
FORTH, graphics, and computer music. 
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maximum of 64K bytes of memory 
were becoming limitations as the 
marketplace changed and software 
became more sophisticated. The 
design was getting old and tech
nology had changed enough to allow 
a redesign with significantly fewer 
parts. A new design could also ad
dress foreign requirements for special 
keyboards, displays, and video sig
nals better than the Apple II. Al
though the Apple II was a tremen
dous success, it was clearly time to 
design a successor. 

Enter the Apple Ile 
For about the same price as the 

Apple II, the Apple Ile (e for en
hanced) provides a variety of exciting 
new features and capabilities. Rather 
than start from scratch and design an 
entirely new machine, Apple Com
puter Inc. chose to make a very 
careful series of enhancements and 
improvements while keeping the 
flavor and style of the Apple II. 
Although completely redesigned in
ternally, the Apple Ile is clearly a 
member of the Apple II family. 

Even though it looks almost the 
same as the Apple II, the Apple Ile 
(see photo 1) gives you a great deal 
more for your money. The base
priced machine includes 64K bytes of 
memory (expandable to 128K bytes), 
Applesoft BASIC in ROM, a 63-key 
keyboard that produces both upper

case and lowercase characters and has 
special-function keys, seven expan
sion slots for 1/0 (input/output) 
devices, and a video interface that 
can display 24 lines in a 40-column
wide format with both uppercase and 
lowercase characters (this can be easi
ly and inexpensively expanded to 80 
columns). In addition to the standard 
Apple II l/O expansion slots, the 
main circuit board also holds a 
special auxiliary connector that is 
used primarily for various video- and 
memory-expansion options. Along 
with Applesoft BASIC, the internal 
16K bytes of ROM hold an improved 
monitor, built-in self-test routines, 
extended memory-management rou
tines, and an 80-column firmware 
package with extended editing fea
tures that can be used with the 40
column display. 

The quality of the product is highly 

Design Credits 
Although it is impossible to give 

credit to all the people involved, three 
people deserve special mention. Peter 
Quinn, the POS Hardware Section 
Manager, was responsible for the team 
that designed the Apple Ile. Walt 
Broedner designed the Apple Ile hard
ware, including its two custom in
tegrated circuits. Rick Auricchio is 
Broedner's software counterpart-he 
modified the original Apple II Plus 
firmware and added all the new code 
that is in the Apple Ile firmware. 



Photo 1: An Apple Ile system made up of the Apple Monitor Jll, the Apple Ile com
puter, and a Disk II 51.1.-inch floppy-disk drive. 

Photo 2: The rear panel of the Apple Ile. Instead of the plastic slots found in the Apple 
II, the Apple lle's metal back panel is designed to mount 9-pin, 19-pin, and 25-pin 
D-type connectors in precut recesses, providing more reliable connections and reduced 
RF interference. The built-in game-paddle connector has also been changed to a 9-pin 
D-type; however, the older-style connector is still available inside the case to accommo
date existing devices. 

evident. The case is rugged structural The computer has a metal bottom 
foam, the keyboard has a nice touch pan, a metal back panel (rather than 
and dished keytops, and the back plastic as in the present model), and 
panel (see photo 2) has an array of the removable cover is shielded with 
openings that fit the 9-pin, 19-pin, conductive paint and grounded with 
and 25-pin 0-type connectors com metal gaskets at the front and back 
monly used for serial l/O devices. It edges. Some other nice touches in
appears obvious that the Apple Ile clude: the "D" and "K" keys (the ones 
was designed from the ground up to that the middle fingers of a touch
meet the new FCC (Federal Commu typist' s hands fall on) have small 
nications Commission) RFI (radio bumps on their surfaces; the connec
frequency interference) regulations. tor openings on the back panel come 

with plastic caps to cover them if con
nectors aren't installed; the top cover 
has tabs in the rear to help lift it open, 
and screw holes to help keep it shut 
when desired (schools should like this 
feature). 

The Keyboard 
The keyboard is the most obvious 

difference between the Apple II and 
the Apple Ile. It is essentially an 
enhanced version of the Apple Ill's 
keyboard without the numeric pad; 
the keyboard on the Apple Ile (see 
photo 3) has 63 keys, while the Apple 
II has 53, and the layout is slightly 
different. Although the changes seem 
minor, they make the new keyboard 
significantly easier to use, especially 
in word-processing or screen-editing 
applications. 

One of the most significant changes 
is indicated only by the Caps Lock 
key. The Apple Ile keyboard pro
vides full uppercase and lowercase 
operation. When Caps Lock is 
latched down, however, it operates 
much like the original Apple II key
board and produces only uppercase 
characters. If the two solder pads on 
the main board labeled X6 are con
nected, programs can check to see if 
the Shift keys are pressed by reading 
the PB2 input in the game-paddle 
port. (This supports a common Apple 
II modification and many existing 
word-processing programs.) 

To correct a limitation of the old 
Apple II keyboard, the new keyboard 
can produce all 128 ASCII (American 
National Standard Code for Informa
tion Interchange) character codes. 
This was accomplished in the Apple 
Ile by adding some new character 
keys, along with Tab and Delete 
keys, to improve its word-processing 
capability. (The added keys, with dif
ferent keycaps, will be used in Euro
pean versions to provide an ISO [In
ternational Organization for Standar
dization] standard keyboard layout.) 

Two interesting additions are the 
Open-Apple and Solid-Apple keys, 
which are positioned one on each side 
of the space bar. If you press Control, 
Open-Apple, and Reset simulta
neously, the Apple Ile will write some 
arbitrary data into each page of mem
ory and then simulate a power-up 
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cold start. This eliminates the need to 
turn the Apple off and then on again 
to exit a protected program (a definite 
annoyance), but prevents people 
from making unauthorized copies of 
protected software. 

Pressing Reset while holding Con
trol and Solid-Apple invokes the 
built-in self-test software, which 
responds with "KERNEL OK" if the 
memory and circuitry pass the tests. 
Open-Apple and Solid-Apple may 
also be read individually and used as 
special-purpose keys by various pro
grams-they are internally connected 
to the game-paddle port inputs PBO 
and PBl. Other improvements in-

elude a full set of cursor-control keys 
positioned to the right of the space 
bar, auto-repeat on all keys after a 
0.9-second delay, and a relocated 
Reset key. (The Reset key is placed 
apart from the main keyboard to 
keep it from being pressed accidental
ly. In addition, the Control key must 
be pressed simultaneously with the 
Reset key to have an effect; this 
behavior, standard on the Apple Ile, 
was an option on later models of the 
Apple II Plus.) 

Internally, the keyboard is com
pletely different from that on the Ap
ple II. The Apple Ile keyboard is a 
simple array of switches-the key

board-scanning circuitry has been 
moved to the main printed-circuit 
board, which also holds a special 
numeric pad connector. A ROM on 
the main board maps the keyboard
switch closures into the appropriate 
ASCII codes and can be changed to 
provide foreign or special keyboards. 
(Incidentally, the American version 
of the ROM is only half used. The 
other half holds a Dvorak keyboard 
map that can be accessed with a few 
jumpers and etch cuts.) For program
mers, the keyboard provides an addi
tional "Any key down" flag; it can 
be read by examining location COIO 
hexadecimal. This will allow pro-

At a Glance 

Product 
The Apple lie computer 

Manufacturer 
Apple Computer Inc. 
20S2S Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino. CA 9SO 14 
(40BI 996-1 0 I 0 

Components 
System Unit 

Size: 

Power Required: 

Processor: 
Memo1y: 

Standard: 

Video Display: 

Video Outputs: 

width I S.2 inches (3B.6 cmj; depth I B 
inches (4S.7 cmj; height 4.S inches (11 .4 
cmj 
107 to 132 VAC. 60 Hz. 60-BO watts 
maximum 
I-MHz 6S02 B-bit microprocessor 
64K bytes of memory; I 6K bytes of monitor 
in ROM (includes self-test. Applesoft BASIC. 
and BO-column routines! 
keyboard for text and data entiy; internal 
and external video connectors; I -bit pro
grammable audible ·speaker; audio cassette 
recorder input and output connectors; seven 
110 expansion slots to hold peripheral 
devices and interfaces; external game con
trol connector with four analog inputs and 
three TTL or switch inputs (similar internal 
connector includes three TTL-level outputs! 
Two Uppercase/lowercase Text Modes 
•24v by 40h standard 
•24v by BOh optional 
•character set stored in ROM 
Two Standard Graphics Modes 
•40h by 4Bv sixteen-color graphics 

(40 by 40 with four text linesj 
•2B0h by 192v bit-mapped array with 

half-dot-shift logic (2BO by 160 with four 
text linesj-with appropriate software this 
can provide: 
S60 by 192 monochrome graphics with 
some limitations 
2BO by 192 monochrome graphics 
140 by ' 192 six-color graphics with some 
limitations · 
140 by 192 four-color graphics 

Both outputs provide NTSC-compatible 
video. negative sync. 2-V peak-to-peak 

Keyboard: 63 keys for text and data entty; N-key 
rollover; auto-repeat on all keys (IS Hzl after 
0.9 seconds; four cursor-control keys; Caps 
Lock; two special-function keys; keyboard 
allows input of all I 2B ASCII characters 
System supports up to six I 40K-byte Disk Drives: 
S V..-inch floppy-disk drives; data is stored 
using Apple Computer's 6/B GCR (group
coded-recordingj encoding 

Operating System 
Apple's DOS 3.3 single-user. single-task, program-driven operating 
system provides multiple file types. random-access and sequential 
text files. random disk allocation. individual file protection, and 
slot-based 110 

Options 
Standard options include BO-column text card; extended 
BO-column text card with 64K bytes of additional bank-switched 
memmy; Apple Disk II floppy-disk drives and controllers 

Available Software 
Includes almost all existing Apple II software. New software 
includes Applewriter lie word processor (SI 9SI and Ouickfile lie 
database system (S I 00) 

Hardware Prices 
Apple lie main unit 
Apple lie system with main unit, Disk II and controller, 

Monitor Ill, monitor stand, and BO-column text card 
Apple Monitor Ill (green screenj 
Apple Disk II (with controller/without controller! 
BO-Column Cards 

(standard/Extended card with 64 K memoiyj 

Optional Documentation 
Apple lie Owner's Manual 
Applesoft Reference Manual (two volumes! 
Applesoft Tutorial 
Applesoft package (both books plus disk of software I 
BASIC Programming Manual (Integer BASIC! 
The DOS Manual (DOS 3.31 
DOS Programmer's Manual (available March. I 9B31 
DOS User's Manual with Tutorial (March. I 9B31 
Apple lie Reference Manual 
Apple lie BO-Column Text Card Manual 
Apple lie Extended BO-Column Text Card Supplement 

Sl39S 

Sl99S 
5249 

(S S4S/S 39SI 

(SI 2S/S29SI 

S20* 
530 
S2S 
sso 

S7 
s10* ** 

n/a 
n/a 
530 

S20* 
SIS* 

* included with associated Apple product. available optionally 
* * one-page errata sheet available free from dealers 
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LAST NIGHT WE EXCHANGED LETTERS WITH 

MOM,THEN HAD APARTY FOR 


ELEVEN PEOPLE IN NINE DIFFERENT STATES 

AND ONLY HADTOWASH ONE GLASS... 


That's CompuServe, The 
Personal Communications 
Network For Every Computer 
Owner 

And it doesn't matter what kind 
of computer you own. You'll use 
CompuServe's Electronic Mail system 
(we call it Email"') to compose, edit and 
send letters to friends or business 
associates. The system delivers any 
number of messages to other users 
anywhere in North America. 

Circle 93 on Inquiry card. 

CompuServe's multi-channel CB 
simulator brings distant friends together 
and gets new friendships started. You 
can even use a scrambler if you have a 
secret you don't want to share. Special 
interest groups meet regularly to trade 
information on hardware, software and 
hobbies from photography to cooking 
and you can sell, swap and post personal 
notices on the bulletin board. 

There's all this and much more 
on the CompuServe Information Se1vice. 
All you need is a computer, a modem, 

and CompuServe. CompuServe connects 
with almost any type or brand of 
personal computer or terminal and 
many communicating word processors. 
To receive an illustrated guide to 
CompuServe and learn how you can 
subscribe, contact or call: 

CompuServe 
Information Service Division. P.O. Box 20212 
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd., Columbus. OH 43220 

800-848-8990 
In Ohio call 614-457-8650 

An H&R Block Company 
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Photo 3: The Apple Ile keyboard. With uppercase and lowercase characters, N-key roll
over, auto-repeat on all keys, and special-function keys, it provides a mix offunctions 
found on both typewriter-style and computer keyboards. Unfortunately, the left-arrow 
key is inconveniently placed for its use as a backspace key while using BASIC. The 
special Open-Apple and Solid-Apple keys are used to invoke the self-test routines, 
simulate a power-up cold start, and may be read as paddle push buttons 0 and 1. 

(4b) 

Photo 4: The Apple Ile video display. Photo 4a is an example of the 40-column text dis
play showing both uppercase and lowercase characters available. Photo 4b shows the 
Apple Ile BO-column display. The plus sign within the cursor shows that you are in 
Escape mode, which provides expanded editing and cursor-control functions. 
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grams to provide their own auto
repeat or special pause functions, 
overriding the auto-repeat built into 
the keyboard. 

Text-Display Modes 
The standard Apple Ile displays 24 

rows of 40 characters (see photo 4a). 
It provides normal (white on black) 
and inverse-video (black on white) 
modes for all characters, and a flash
ing mode for the uppercase characters 
and special symbols. If you try to dis
play a lowercase character in flashing 
mode, the display shows a flashing 
special character instead. Although 
this may seem strange, it emulates 
exactly what is displayed by Apple Us 
that have been modified with added 
lowercase adapters, and is done this 
way for compatibility with those 
machines. The Apple Ile also pro
vides an alternate character set where 
there are only two modes-normal 
and inverse-but the characters are 
always displayed correctly. 

Although the ability to display 
both uppercase and lowercase char
acters is a definite improvement, I 
suspect that few users will stay with 
the 40-column display. The two 80
column options are just too useful
and too inexpensive-to be ignored. 

The 80-Column Display Options 
To accommodate users who need a 

display wider than 40 columns, the 
Apple Ile offers two 80-column op
tion cards: the 80-column text card 
and the extended memory 80-column 
card, which includes 64K bytes of ad
ditional memory. Either of these 
cards can be plugged into the aux
iliary connector, and they are both 
just memory cards. Photo 4b shows 
an example of the 80-column text 
display. 

The actual 80-column display cir
cuitry and firmware are already built 
into the Apple Ile. In fact, by setting 
the appropriate soft switches, you 
can see an 80-column display on any 
Apple Ile-every character in the 
normal 40-column display will be dis
played twice. Both of the 80-column 
cards (see photo 5) provide the addi
tional display memory required for 
80-column operation; however, the 
80-column text card is inexpensive 



Performance Breakthrough... 


TM 

••• the CYBERDRIVE for the IBM Personal Computer 
13.5 or 27 million bytes of disk capacity in a single cabinet with 

an integrated mini-cartridge tape for secure data backup. 
Setting an exciting new microcomputer standard, the 

CYBERDRIVE1 combines a full package of features. 
It offers new, higher performance levels, with an inte

grated business-oriented backup device. 
As the CYBERDRIVE is made available for other systems, 

media transfer is assured regardless of the host hardware or 
Operating System. 

The CYBERDRIVE slashes the seek time dramatic
ally-e.g. the usual 5 Megabyte stepper-motor Winchester 
disk offers average seek time typically in the range of 100 to 
200 milliseconds (incl. head settling). 

With the CYBERDRIVE, the average seek time across 
more than five times as much data is only 33 milliseconds 
(incl. head settling). 

This basic speed, coupled with disk cache buffering and 
a peak transfer rate of 1 million bytes per second, make the 
CYBERDRIVE a performance champ! 

The integrated mini-cartridge tapes used for backup of 
data allow dumping of (for example) 10 million bytes of data 
in about 10 minutes ... much faster than other tape or floppy 
disk backup techniques. Hardware read-after-write error 
checking is incorporated in the tape device. G 

... And don't fail to ask about our superb lineup of serious 
business software (also offered in CYBERDRIVE format) 
including: 

RM/COBOL2 compiler-the micro industry standard. 
MBSP RM/COBOL general business applications (derived 

from MCBA• minicomputer packages) ... thousands 
in use . .. money back guarantee .. . source program 
license. 

CRT!1 from Cybernetics (COBOL Reprogramming Tool!)
Program generator for RM/COBOL to ease pro
gram development and maintenance ... an 

alternative to a Data Base System. 
CBASIC2• & CBASIC86• compilers . . . for aficionados of a 

useful BASIC. 

The software is available on a variety of industry-standard 
Operating Systems including CP/M5-MP/M5 (both .go & -86), 
OAS1se, PCDOS, and UNIX'. Inquire for specific details and 
prices. 

Trademart.s ot: 
• c,,_.,10<>.1°c ' · "'•"'"'•' ..""c.o.o ' '"'"o """""" So""•" '"" 

5 1 6 7....,n.Q>movl9' " '"""" •pplicaoon• Inc • -«h. Inc """'°°"' 5
"""" Inc · Beo ~••,,, ..."'°'1 

8041 NEWMAN AVE., SUITE 208 
lS~L!~.l~~~~- L!,.lS~ HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647 

© Copyright 1882 by Cybernet1c1 Inc. All right• reHrved. 

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. ~ 714/848-1922 


LS 
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Photo 5: The Apple Ile BO-column text card (bottom) and extended memory BO-column 
card (top) . The BO-column text card provides an additional lK-byte text/ low-resolution 
graphics display page, while the extended memory BO-column card duplicates the entire 
Apple Ile 64K-byte address space. 

Photo 6: Apple Ile graphics. See the text for a full explanation of the modes available. 

because it is simply a lK-byte mem
ory card. 

The extra (separate) display mem
ory is needed because the 80-column 
circuitry displays twice as many char
acters in the same period of time as 
the 40-column circuitry. This doubles 
the rate at which the display accesses 
memory; if the Apple's main memory 
was used, this wouldn't allow the 
processor any memory cycles. The 
designers found an ingenious solution 
to this dilemma. The Apple He's dis
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play always accesses memory at the 
40-column rate, allowing the pro
cessor all the memory cycles needed. 
When in 80-column mode, however, 
the display circuitry reads both the 
main memory and auxiliary display 
memory simultaneously, saving the 
character that is read from the aux
iliary memory and displaying it after 
the character read from the main 
memory. This allows the display to 
operate twice as fast but doesn't af
fect the operation of the processor. 

One of the nicest things about the 
Apple Ile 80-column option is that it 
is compatible with all other Apple Ile 
display modes . In the old Apple II, 
people often used two monitors with 
80-column cards-one for the 80-col
umn display and one for 40-column 
text and graphics-because the avail
able 80-column cards had separate 
video outputs for the 80-column text. 

The SO-Column Firmware 
The 80-column routines built into 

the Apple Ile ROMs provide a num
ber of advanced cursor-control and 
editing features. One of the most 
interesting is the lowercase restrict 
mode. If you type a Control-R when 
the 80-column firmware is active, the 
keyboard input is restricted to upper
case only (just as if Caps Lock was 
pressed) unless you are between 
quotes. This mode is handy because 
Applesoft BASIC and DOS 3.3 won't 
accept lowercase commands-it locks 
you into uppercase except when typ
ing in BASIC string constants (which 
can accept lowercase). 

To maximize its compatibility with 
existing software, the Apple Ile 
80-column firmware emulates an 80
column card installed in I 10 slot 3 
(the standard location). If one of the 
two 80-column option cards is in
stalled, typing PR#3 will activate the 
internal 80-column routines and dis
able any firmware installed in slot 3. 
Once activated, the 80-column firm
ware and its extended editing features 
can be used in -either 40-column or 
80-column mode. In fact, by setting 
one of the soft switches, you can use 
the 80-column firmware even if you 
don't have the 80-column card in
stalled. 

To help you keep track of which 
display software is active, the Apple 
Ile displays three different types of 
cursors. A small checkerboard cursor 
indicates that the 80-column firm
ware is inactive. A larger block cur
sor is displayed when the firmware is 
on, and a + (plus sign) within the 
block indicates that the firmware is in 
"Escape mode" and is waiting for 
another keystroke, which will be in
terpreted as a cursor-movement com
mand. 

The 80-column software is also 
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No Waiting For Software. 
Nowthotthe Sage II has sparked the 16-bit super

micro revolution. you might wonder when software 
will become available. 

The answer is now,because the Sage ll's 
p-System operating system accommodates 
vast libraries of programs already produced 
for8-bit machines. 

What'smore. this exciting micro has fired the 
imagination of programmers who are busy devel
oping new soflware to take full advantage of its 
performance capabilities. 

No Wait States. 
The Sage II is based on the incredible 68000 

processor. 
One advantage is the total elimination of mem

ory access wait states so that interaction between 
the processor, RAM and disk drives is speeded up. 

If you've been blaming yourfloppyfortardiness, 
consider this:The Sage II loads a20K program in 
about asecond-from its 51A 11 floppy. 

The Specs You've Boen Waiting For. 
8 Mhz 68000 • up to V2 Mb on board RAM· 24

bit bus addresses up to 16 Mb· one or two built-in 
51A 11 floppydrives-320Ktol.3 Mb• RS-232C ports 
• Parallel port· IEEE-488 interface· Coll or write for 
full specifications. 

No Waiting Until You Can Afford It. 
ASage II with one disk drive and 128K on board 

RAM is priced at just $3,600. 
It represents more computing power for the 

money than ever before. 

No Waiting For Delivery. 
Our assembly, testing, and shipping depart

ments are currently achieving a 4 day turnaround 
time on incoming orders.Order direct or through 
your dealer. 

AFree P·System For Those 

Who Don't Wait. 


The p-System operating system and Pascal, 
FORTRAN 77 and BASIC compilers which alone 
lists for Sl.475, we're now including free with the 
Sage II. 

So see your dealer or give us acall. We'll be wait
ing to hear from you. 

35 North Edison Way, Suite 4, Reno, Nevada 
89502, (702) 322-6868. 

~JERl!li 
Circle 375 on Inquiry card. 

16 Bits,IfoWaiting 
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compatible with other languages. If 
you have Apple's Pascal 1.1 or one of 
the Apple II CP /M systems, these 
both can load in 80-column mode and 
operate correctly without any addi
tfonal patches or modifications. 

Graphics 
Like the Apple II, the Apple Ile 

offers two standard graphics modes. 
The low-resolution mode produces 
16-color graphics, with either 40 by 
48 pixels (picture elements) or 40 by 
40 pixels and four lines of text. The 
standard high-resolution mode pro
vides a 280 by 192 bit-mapped pixel 
array with half-dot-shift logic (see 
photo 6). Depending upon the soft
ware used, this mode can be used to 
provide limited 560 by 192 mono
chrome graphics, 280 by 192 mono
chrome graphics with no limitations, 
140 by 192 six-color graphics with 
limitations, or 140 by 192 four-color 
graphics. (The vertical dimension is 
reduced to 160 pixels if you want four 
lines of text at the bottom.) 

The 80-column options are the keys 

to the new Apple Ile graphics fea
tures. With the proper software, the 
Apple Ile can provide double-density 
graphics in both low-resolution and 
high-resolution modes. Either of the 
80-column cards will support the 
double-density low-resolution graph
ics, but you will need the extended 
memory 80-column card if you want 
to use the double-density high-resolu
tion mode, which can also provide 
140 by 192 graphics with 16 colors! 
At the time this article was written 
(November 1982), no software was 
available to support these new graph
ics modes; however, it will un
doubtedly be available soon, either 
from commercial vendors or user's 
groups. 

The double-density graphics modes 
are provided by the 80-column dis
play circuitry. Instead of simply dis
playing bytes sequentially from the 
main memory, it displays bytes alter
nately from the main memory and the 
auxiliary memory, at twice the nor
mal rate. Although this capability 
was designed to provide an 80-col

umn text display, the designers soon 
realized that it could also be used to 
provide additional graphics modes. 

Use of the double-density graphics 
has three requirements. First, you 
need a Revision "B" main circuit 
board; this will probably be the only 
type shipped after the first month of 
production. Second, you must con
nect two pins on your 80-column 
card; this is explained in the Apple Ile 
Reference Manual. Third, you must 
turn on the AN3 output to the game
paddle connector; this can be used to 
switch between normal and double
density mode. (Unfortunately, the 
Apple Ile sent to BYTE for review had 
a Revision "A" main board. Thus, 
there is no photo of the new graphics 
modes included with this article.) 

Inside the Box 
The most significant differences be

tween the Apple II and the Apple Ile 
are internal. The main printed-circuit 
board has been totally redesigned and 
incorporates many new features and 
options unavailable in the Apple II. 



The power supply is unchanged, but 
there are now seven l/O expansion 
slots instead of the eight found in the 
Apple IL Part of the Apple Ile mem
ory emulates a 16K-byte RAM (ran
dom-access read/write memory) card 
(commonly installed in Apple Us), 
and the card's former location, l/O 
slot 0, is no longer present. 

The most obvious change is a re
duction in the number of !Cs (inte
grated circuits). Where an Apple II 
with a keyboard enhancer, a 16K
byte memory card, and an 80-column 
card included about 120 !Cs, the 
Apple Ile provides the same features 
with just 31 !Cs. A large part of this 
reduction is due to the use of 64K-bit 
dynamic memories, rather than 16K
bit ones. The entire 64K-byte mem
ory of the Apple Ile occupies just 8 
!Cs. 

Another significant reduction in IC 
count is provided by two custom
designed MOS (metal-oxide semicon
ductor) !Cs-the IOU (input/output 
unit) and MMU (memory-manage
ment unit)-that manage memory 

Photo 7: The Apple Ile engineering prototype wire-wrap boards. The custom MOS IOU 
and MMU /Cs are emulated with discrete logic on the board to the left, while the Apple 
Ile main board prototype is on the right. 

and I/O decoding and provide many 
of the new internal features. Photo 7 
shows the engineering breadboard of 
the Apple Ile main board and a sec
ond board that emulates the IOU and 

MMU with standard 7400-series !Cs, 
so that the designs could be complete
ly tested before committing them to 
silicon. The IOU and MMU emula
tions required about SO and 60 !Cs 
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Photo 8: The Apple Ile main circuit board. The 31 /Cs on this board replace the 120 /Cs 
found in a standard Apple II, including a memory card, 80-column card, and keyboard 
enhancer, as well as providing a number of new features not available in the Apple II . 

switching, and converts the address 
to the multiplexed form required by 
the dynamic memories. The IOU pro
vides similar functions for the video 
display. It also includes the video
timing logic, keyboard control, and 
other miscellaneous functions. To 
support foreign versions of the Apple 
Ile, the IOU includes video circuitry 
to provide both the American
standard NTSC (National Television 
System Committee) signals and 
European-standard PAL signals. The 
IOU !Cs are customized during 
assembly by the manufacturer by 
connecting the internal bonding wires 
to the appropriate set of pads on the 
IC chip inside the package. 

The Auxiliary Connector 
Although 110 slot 0 is no longer 

present, a new "auxiliary connector" 
can be used in a variety of ways. In 
the factory, the auxiliary connector is 
used to connect special test equip
ment to the Apple Ile. With this 
equipment and the signals available 
at the auxiliary connector, problems 

respectively. In the final board 
(shown in photo 8), these 110 !Cs are 
replaced with just two components. 

Working together, the IOU and 
MMU generate all memory-address

ing and 110-decoding signals. The 
MMU is primarily responsible for 
supporting the 6502 processor. It ac
cepts addresses from the processor, 
does any necessary memory-bank 
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Graham Elie. Supply, Inc. 
lndlanapolls, IN 
(317) 634-8202 



can be localized to one or two !Cs. 
Once in the customer's hands, the 

auxiliary connector is used to hold 
various video and memory options . 
Its set of signals provides access to a 
number of areas in the Apple Ile and 
can, in fact, be used to totally disable 
the internal video-generation cir
cuitry, so that an alternate video gen
erator can be installed. Currently, the 
only options supplied by Apple Com
puter Inc. for the auxiliary slot are the 
two 80-column cards. However, other 
devices should soon be available from 
Apple and other manufacturers. 

The Extended Memory 
80-Column Card 

Besides an 80-column display, the 
extended memory 80-column card 
provides an additional 64K bytes of 
memory. Rather than switching 
blocks of auxiliary m.emory into a 
fixed address range, the designers 
chose to replicate the entire 64K-byte 
addressing space on the auxiliary 
card and provide a series of soft 
switches that enable either the main 

memory or auxiliary memory in 
various address ranges. The docu
mentation points out that "even 
though an Apple Ile with an extended 
memory 80-column card has a total 
of 128K bytes of programmable mem
ory in it, it is not appropriate to call it 
a 128K-byte system. Rather, there are 
64K bytes of auxiliary memory that 
can be swapped for main memory 
under program control." 

To help programmers use the aux
iliary memory, the Apple Ile 80-col
umn firmware provides two special 
routines: AUXMOVE and XFER. Us
ing these two routines, you can store 
and retrieve data in the auxiliary 
memory or transfer control to a pro
gram that resides there. 

AUXMOVE is used to copy data 
from main memory to auxiliary mem
ory or vice versa. You simply store 
the data's starting address, ending ad
dress, and destination address in 
memory locations; set or clear the 
processor's carry flag to indicate 
direction; and call AUXMOVE. XFER 
is used in a similar fashion in order to 

jump from programs in main memory 
to others in auxiliary memory (or vice 
versa) . XFER may also be used to 
switch stacks and zero pages as you 
transfer from one section of memory 
to the other. 

These two routines, and the aux
iliary memory, open up some inter
esting possibilities. It appears to be 
possible, for example, to have an en
tire Pascal system residing in main 
memory, while a DOS 3.3/BASIC 
system is in auxiliary memory, and be 
able to transfer control between the 
two systems at will. 

Soft Switches 
To support the auxiliary memory 

and 80-column display software, the 
Apple Ile provides a number of new 
soft switches and adds a few new fea
tures to the old ones. (A soft switch, 
in an Apple II or Apple Ile, is a 
memory location that can be accessed 
to cause some hardware change to 
take place.) 

Existing soft switches in the Apple 
II were used to select various video 
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Figure 1: Apple Ile memory maps. Within the Apple lle's main memory, ROM can be 
switched to replace RAM in various address ranges. When the extended BO-column text 
card is used, it adds 64K bytes of switched memory. Areas of RAM and ROM that can be 
switched are indicated with arrows. In the BO-column text and double-wide graphics 
modes, the computer's main memory and the auxiliary memory on the card are accessed 
simultaneously to double the display density . Figure la (above) shows the language
card RAM and 110 areas, while figure lb (on page B2) shows the main RAM and 
display areas of memory. The BO-column text card includes the alternate text page xl 
only. 

modes and control the internal I 10 
devices (keyboard, game paddles, 
speaker port, and cassette port). If a 
16K-byte memory card was added, it 
included additional switches to dis
able the card or to enable areas on the 
card as read-only or read-write 
memory. When using the switches, 
however, the programmer had to 
keep track of them. There was no 
way to read them back. 

The Apple Ile makes many of the 
existing soft switches, and all the new 
ones, readable. Specifically, you can 
read back the states of the video
mode switches, the 16K-byte mem
ory-card-area switches, and all the 
new auxiliary-memory switches by 
examining locations between hexa
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decimal COlO and COIF. To help pro
vide better graphics animation, you 
can also read the "vertical blanking" 
from the video display, thus allowing 
you to change the contents of 
memory while it is not being used to 
create the video display. 

The auxiliary memory is supported 
by several new switches that change 
the display from main to auxiliary 
memory, enable display areas in both 
memories at once for 80-column text 
or double-density graphics, and con
trol reads and writes to the auxiliary 
memory. Other switches allow you to 
overlay portions of the 1/0-slot 
memory space with the internal ROM 
80-column firmware or self-test rou
tines, and select either the standard or 

alternate display character sets. 
(Figures la and lb provide memory
switching maps for the Apple Ile .) 

Apple II Compatibility 
One of the major concerns during 

the design of the Apple Ile was its 
level of compatibility with the Apple 
II. Literally thousands of programs 

signed to plug into Apple II 1/0 slots. 

User surveys had shown that the 
volume of available software was a 
prime consideration among pur
chasers. It was therefore obvious that 
the new machine had to be compati
ble with virtually all existing Apple II 
hardware and software products, 
while still including the desired new 
features and design improvements. 

The designers succeeded admir
ably. The Apple Ile is physically a 
complete redesign; logically, how
ever, it is compatible with almost all 
existing Apple II software and hard
ware add-ons. This goal was not met 
simply-more than 150 software 
products and numerous peripheral 
devices were tested for compatibility 
during the Apple Ile development 
process. 

Unfortunately, · a few Apple 11
based products from other manufac
turers won't work properly in an 
Apple Ile-primarily because their 
designers did not follow Apple's in
terface guidelines. In general, acces
sory cards that occupy one of the 1/0 
slots and do not connect directly to 
an IC socket will operate correctly. 
Others that connect directly to the 
main circuit board or to the keyboard 
will not be compatible without 
redesign. 

Examples of cards that will work in 
an Apple Ile include 80-column cards, 
serial and parallel interfaces, graphics 
tablets, disk controllers, and memory 
cards that do not connect to an IC 
socket. To maximize compatibility, 
Apple II-style video- and game
paddle connectors are provided inside 
the case, even though the new-style 
connectors are now on the back 
panel. This allows existing video 
switches, joysticks, and game con
trols to be used with the Apple Ile 
(although they may cause excessive 
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Beyond ~~~~ 
DBMS !~ i:'iii.·'!l~~~~· 
Eventually microcomputers 
will all use programmer-less 
information management systems 
like INFORMA X~ The next generation 
in software. The first in multi-user. \ 
Your microcomputer, no matter how expensive or 
well designed, is no better than the program it 
uses. And most programs are limited to only one or 
two functions. They are for accounting, or payroll, 
or inventory, or mailing, or filing, or computing, or 
whatever ... and usually for just one user, as well. 

Soon after buying a first computer every 
businessman or professional finds he needs to do 
more than one procedure with it. He also discovers 
that more than one person in his office will need to 
use it at the same time. 

INFORMA Xis the first information management 
system professionally engineered from its inception 
to operate in the multi-user, multi-tasking, and 
multi-processing environment. It is the only 
database software you will ever need. 

The unique achievement of INFORMA Xis an 
information system which structures data for 
storage and retrieval. It is the most efficient 
framework for an elegant computer filing system. 
Usually these systems require a programmer to fit 
them to the particular tasks of your business. 
IN FORMA X provides a programmer-less system for 
even the first time user to create programs which 
fit exactly his own business needs. 
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Menu driven, screen orientec ~ 
tutorial response techniques allow anyone to 
create, modify or customize programs to their own 
exact requirements. No "computereze" or cryptic 
languages are used; only single keystroke 
command structure has been used through the 
system's five components: THE DATABASE, THE 
REPORTER, THE APPLICATION WRITER, THE 
SECURITY SYSTEM and THE MENU MAKER. 
Automate your information storage, retrieval and 
transmittal ... your way ... and step into the next 
generation of business life. 

ABACUS DATA is committed to creating software 
to enhance your business today and tomorrow. We 
welcome questions and comments. Use our toll 
free service numbers. 1-800-874-8555 
and in Florida call collect 904-398-8547. 

abacus data, inc.™ 
1 920 San Marco Boulevard 
Jacksonville, Florida 32207 

CURRENT SPECIFICATIONS: Z80, 8085, 8080A 

Minimum Memory 52K. CP/M®, MP/M®, MmmOST"', TurboDOS® 

Operating Systems. Current delivery customized for TeleVideo®, 

Osborne®,Molecular®, Action®, and Altos® 

(Call for others) 
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Figure 1: (continued) 

RF interference). 
Devices that won't work in an 

Apple Ile include keyboard en
hancers, lowercase display adapters, 
numeric pads (existing designs), and 
memory cards that connect to an IC 
socket with a small flat cable. For
tunately, the capabilities of most of 
these devices are already included in 
the Apple Ile. 

It is much harder to quantify which 
Apple II software products will or 
will not work in an Apple Ile. To sup
port the new hardware features, cer
tain changes had to be made to the 
ROM monitor routines, and these 
changes may affect programs that use 
the monitor. Approximately 40 stan
dard entry points and routines in the 
monitor have been documented by 
Apple Computer, and all these have 
been left intact and operate correctly, 
even though the actual code may have 
changed somewhat. However, some 
programs use undocumented entry 
points and these may or may not run 
properly. 
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ZERO PAGE X 

- - -- -- -- --~----· 

It seems safe to assume that all pro
grams written in higher-level lan
guages will work. Thus, software 
written in Integer or Applesoft 
BASIC, FORTRAN, PILOT, Logo, 
and Pascal should run correctly (pro
viding that no strange monitor 
CALLs were made), along with 
CP/M programs that use the stan
dard BIOS (basic input/output sys
tem) CALLs. Also, any software sold 
by Apple Computer will be compati
ble with the Apple Ile . In addition, a 
great deal of commercial software has 
been tested at Apple Computer, and 
your local dealer should know which 
products are compatible with the new 
machine. (If in doubt, you should ask 
the dealer to demonstrate the pro
gram on an Apple Ile before pur
chase.) 

Software 
As with most new computers, a 

great deal of software isn't available 
yet specifically for the Apple Ile, but 
the machine doesn't require it. Most 

of its new features can be applied to 
make existing Apple II software easier 
to use. At least initially, the Apple Ile 
will use the same DOS 3.3 disk oper
ating system that is currently used in 
the Apple II, although it will prob
ably be repackaged on a new master 
disk. 

Apple Computer Inc. has done a 
great deal to make writing programs 
for the Apple Ile as easy as possible. 
The Apple Ile Reference Manual pro
vides precise technical descriptions of 
every area of the machine, and the 
built-in memory-management rou
tines will encourage programmers to 
take advantage of the extended mem
ory option. Because the 80-column 
firmware acts like a conventional 
80-column card in 110 slot 3, pro
grams that use 80-column displays 
can easily be compatible with both 
the Apple Ile and the Apple II. 

To help programmers identify the 
type of machine and which options 
are present, the Apple II e Extended 
BO-Column Text Card Supplement to 
the reference manual provides an 
identification routine, with examples 
in assembly language, BASIC, and 
Pascal. To aid outside developers 
(Apple considers them extremely 
valuable), 120 Apple Iles were lent to 
various vendors during the eight 
months prior to the product introduc
tion. This allowed a large number of 
software and hardware suppliers to 
prepare a variety of new pro
ducts-eighteen programs from ten 
companies are scheduled for in

troduction coincidentally with the 
Apple Ile. 

One interesting new program for 
the Apple Ile is simply called "Apple 
presents Apple Ile." Primarily a key
board tutorial, it uses humorous text 
and excellent graphics to guide you in 
a friendly fashion through the fea
tures of the Apple Ile keyboard. The 
section that teaches the cursor keys 
includes two simple but well-designed 
maze games where you guide a rabbit 
or gnome through a maze with the 
cursor-control keys. These made an 
immediate hit with our 3-year-old, 
who within 15 minutes was guiding 
the rabbit through the maze and 
laughing at its antics when it hit the 
walls. 



So, what good/Syou.r !B:t-~-r 

Personal Computer anyway? 


Yours is the only computer that can run .. 

One program combining three essential productivity tools: 
Spreadsheet Information Management Graphics 

\\· foronly$495! ~ 
:\, "We are determined to provide the same level of support for 1-2-3™ /1(i
I that has made SoftwareBanc the nation's leading dBASE fl™ dealer." I 

Adam B. Green 
President 
SoftwareBanc 

1-2·3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corporation 

dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate, Inc. 


IBM Personal Computer is a registered trademark of International Business Machines 
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Applewriter and Quickfile 
Applewriter Ile and Quickfile Ile 

are Apple Computer's first two major 
software products that are designed 
to use all the new Apple Ile features. 
Both are enhanced versions of the 
same programs for the Apple III, and 
both are characterized by being ex
tremely friendly to the user-they 
provide clear, simple prompts, 
multiple menus to select options, and 
numerous "help" screens to guide you 
through the program operations. 
Although at the time this article was 
written (with Applewriter) the docu
mentation was preliminary, it ap
pears to follow the format of the 
other Apple Ile manuals-clear and 
friendly. 

Applewriter Ile is a document
orien ted word processor with 
numerous editing and print-format
ting features. It will run with or 
without the 80-column display and 
extended memory options, but will 
use them if they're present. One of the 
more interesting features of Apple
writer Ile is called WPL (word-pro

cessing language). WPL allows you to 
compose and execute a series of Ap
plewriter commands that are stored 
in a disk file. It provides looping, 
conditional execution, and sub
routine calls, effectively allowing you 
to automate the production of form 
letters, invoices, or other repetitive 
tasks. WPL also provides a turnkey 
capability that can be used to 
automatically execute a WPL pro
gram after you load the Applewriter 
Ile disk. 

To get familiar with Applewriter 
Ile, I used it to prepare this article. I 
was particularly impressed with the 
print-formatting capabilities. It was 
very easy to set up a standard manu
script page-double-spaced, one-inch 
margins, with headers and footers
and I could preview the actual ap
pearance of the result by printing to 
the display rather than the printer. It 
did, however, take me a while to get 
used to some of the editing features. 
When you delete characters, words, 
or paragraphs, Applewriter deletes 
from right to left. This is fine if you 

WICAT 68000 computers

with integral™ database 


Concurrent's integral ' " database 
boasts features usually found only on 
"mainframes". 
•quick design through graphic 

techniques 
• structures that model real world 

complexities (see example at right) 
• large capacity and expandability 
• rapid access of all related records 
• automatically maintained structure 
• efficient use of disk space . 
• easy to learn and use 

MenuSystem™ 
MenuSystem's screen definition 
capability provides the environment 
to build "user friendly" systems 
easily. Screens are "painted" on the 
terminal and are ready to use with 
no programming. 
Application systems are developed 
quickly using Concurrent's software 
on the powerful WICAT computers. 
For more information, please write 
or call (513) 281-1270 

SALESMAN 	 I VENDOR I 
Bacliforder 

' 
I ' 

Soldr:;;;;-i 
HEADER f---~ 

lReceivables : (Ordtr) ! Par+nl Child 

' ~.'I INV~!CES I ~--l ~~~R0JL 

integral™ database and 
MenuSystem ......... $2,000 
• (substantial discount when ordered 

with computer) 
• (integral'" 	and MenuSystem are 

trademarks of Concurrent Corporation) 

WICAT System 150 
• Motorola 68000, 256K memory, 1OMB 

Winchester · 
• 760KB floppy, terminal, system 

software, language 
Single user . . . . . . . . . . $9,450 
Three users ......... $10,850 
Six users (512K) ...... $12,850 

~TMConcu rrentTMCorporation 
~ 1870 Madison Road Cincinnati, Ohio 45206 

HIGH TECHNOLOGY MICROCOMPUTERS FOR SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY 
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are correcting a mistyped character 
immediately but seems a little 
awkward otherwise. On the whole, I 
liked Applewriter and recommend 
that you look it over if you are con
sidering purchasing a word processor 
for your Apple Ile. 

Quickfile Ile is an information
filing system (or database manager) 
that allows you to store and retrieve 
information, search and sort your 
files, and print reports in formats that 
you define. It also has math capabil
ity-you could set it up, for example, 
to file a list of checks and their 
amounts, and it could also balance 
your checkbook for you. 

Quickfile Ile is also compatible 
with Applewriter Ile. Quickfile 
reports can be included in Apple
writer documents, and Quickfile files 
can guide the production of Apple
writer form letters. I didn't get a 
chance to spend much time with 
Quickfile, but it appears to be very 
well done, as is most of Apple's soft
ware. 

Documentation 
The new Apple Ile manuals are so 

good they must be seen to be be
lieved. In a spiral-bound format, 
slightly larger than the Apple II 
manuals, they are extremely clear and 
readable-presenting their informa
tion in an easy step-by-step manner. 
It is obvious that Apple spared no ef
fort or expense when designing them. 

The Apple lie Owner's Manual is 
an excellent example of the right way 
to introduce a beginner to a first com
puter. Using clearly written text and 
numerous color photos, it starts out 
by telling you how to unpack and set 
up the computer and then explains 
the various parts of the system in lay
man's terms. As you read through the 
manual, points of special interest and 
warnings are clearly noted and possi
ble error messages are explained. 
Nine pages are devoted to the key
board alone-they describe how to 
use each of the functions available 
and how they are commonly used in 
programs. Further chapters introduce 
you to the system hardware, the DOS 
3.3 disk operating system, the display 
features, and various computer ap
plications. Other chapters describe 
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Photo 9: A look at the Apple Ile Owner's Manual. The manuals provided with the 
Apple Ile set new standards of quality by being comprehensive, very friendly, and by 
containing numerous color photos to illustrate the text. 

the various computer languages, how 
to add components to your system, 
and what to do when you have prob
lems. 

This is clearly the first manual a 
new owner should read, and is also 
the only manual that is included with 
the Apple Ile. The new owner picks 
up the only manual in the box and it 
tells exactly what to do to get the 
system up and running. To avoid 
confusion, all other manuals are op
tional, and many manuals included 
with products are available separ
ately. (The Apple Ile Owner's 
Manual is shown in photo 9.) 

The Apple lie Reference Manual is 
an optional manual worth noting. It 
provides a complete technical 
description of the machine, and its 
operation, in detail sufficient to satis
fy almost anyone. It provides descrip
tions of the hardware and special 
features, instructions for using the 
monitor, timing diagrams and pin
outs of the custom !Cs and ROMs, 
and a complete set of schematics. No 
self-respecting programmer or ex
perimenter should be without this 
manual. Apple also provides other 
manuals, including rewritten Apple
soft and DOS manuals and reference 

manuals for the Apple Ile and the 
SO-column boards; see the "At a 
Glance" text box on page 70. 

Conclusions 
As you can probably tell, I was im

pressed with the Apple Ile. The peo
ple at Apple Computer had their act 
together when they designed this 
machine and it really shows. 

I am disappointed that the 
SO-column cards are not as inexpen
sive as they were rumored to be; 
other vendors will probably design 
less expensive ones. However, with 
the new keyboard and SO-column 
display, the Apple Ile can handle just 
about any task. 

The manuals with the system are 
superb. They are friendly, easy to 
read, and comprehensive, setting a 
new standard for the industry to 
meet. 

Applewriter Ile and Quickfile Ile 
are well-written, useful programs that 
will find favor with people who wish 
to use their Apple Ile for word pro
cessing and information filing. With 
these two programs and a spreadsheet 
(like Visicalc), you could satisfy vir
tually all your computing needs. 

I was most impressed with the 
balance struck between compatibility 
and new features, and the obvious 
care that went into the design. Con
gr at u la tions, Apple Computer, 
you've produced another winner.• 

Unit that tu 
o py-drives off during periods of 


inactivity by usirrg a state of the art optoisolator 

with zero crossover control and built in activity monitor. 

We've continued to improve the design (it 's the size of a business card to 
fit within the drive), ease installation time (about 15 minutes) and models are 
now available for virtually all popular 8 inch drives (including a foreign version). 
So for those of you, who are still grinding down your drives, wearing out media 
and exposing yourself to unnecessary noise ... isn't it time togive them a break? 
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Assembled and tested . .... . . . . .. . . $49.95 
Kit with Documentation ... . ...... . $29.95 
Type of drive MUST be stated with order. 
NY residents add local tax. Include $1.50 
for postage and handling. 

OPTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
P.O. Box 81, Pittsford, N.Y. 14534, (716) 377-0369 
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15 new problem-solving

Microboarc:I products. 


Now, RCA offers more 
than 85 "real world" 
solutions. 

The broadest line of CMOS Micro
board products inthe industry continues 
to expand. This means more capability 
for you. 

For example, our Microboard Floppy 
Disk Controller enables you to interface 
with up to four industry standard 8-inch, 
5 '!.-inch mini, or 31h-inch micro floppy 
disks. You can program the track step
ping rate, head load time and head 
unload time. 

This controller is especially effective 
with our new Micro Floppy Disk Drive 

Module, which contains two 31/2-inch 
disks-each capable of holding 322K 
bytes of formatted data And the module 
mounts directly into our industrial 
chassis. 

We're also introducing four new Micro
board power supplies to increase your 
design options in the U.S. and Europe. 

And, if data communications is impor
tant to you, our Bell compatible MODEMs 
are joined by two new CCITT compatible 
Auto MODEM Microboards for Europe
to-Europe communications. 

We've even improved internal system 
communications for software develop
ment with our powerful new MicroDOS 
Disk Operating System and Monitor Pro
gram on ROM 

And, we've added four new high
speed static CMOS memory boards and 
an interface board. Our 32K/64K-byte 
RAM /ROM, BK-byte RAM, 16K-byte 
RAM and 32K-byte RAM boards are 
attractively priced. The Optically Isolated 
DC Interface board features 8 input and 
8 output parallel I I 0 lines. 

Now it makes more sense than ever 
to choose RCA CMOS Microboards: the 
proven, economical, real world problem 
solvers. 

To find out the full story behind these 
new products and the more than 70 
other members of our Microboard family, 
contact any RCA Solid State sales office, 
representative or appointed distributor. 

Or call (800) 526-3862. 
All prices shown are 100' optional distributor resale in U.S., except those marked • which are single unit prices. 


RCA Solid State headquarters: Somerville, NJ. Brussels. Paris. London Sao Paulo. Hong Kong. Circle 367 on inquiry card. 




Now our $29.95 complete Pascal for CP/M is an even better bargain: 


WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT JRT PASCAL 2.0: 

CREATIVE COMPUTING, Nov. '82 " ... While 'there is no such thing as a free lunch,' 
JRT Pascal at $29.95 (which includes postage) certainly allows the user 
to experience champagne and caviar at cafeteria prices ... " 

INTERFACE AGE, Oct. '82 " ... JRT Pascal is following the example set by Software 
Too/works (Sherman Oaks, CA) of offering quality software at extremely 
low price ... " 

/NFOWORLO, Aug. 16, '82 The magazine's 'Software Report Card' rated JRT's 
documentation 'good' and performance, ease of use and error handling 
'excellent '+ the highest rating. 

AND NOW: JRT PASCAL 3.0

with all the features that earned 2.0 so 
much praise-PLUS the many new features 
shown here. The price?-still just $29.95! 
This astonishing price includes the complete 
JRT Pascal system on diskettes and the 
new expanded user manual. Not a subset, 
it's a complete Pascal for CP/M. * 

Modern computer languages recognize 
the advantages of dividing programs into easy
to-use functional modules. JRT's external 
procedure modules give you flexibility to run 
programs of almost unlimited sizes. Because 
the procedures are separately compiled, if one 
part of a program changes only that part needs 
recompiling. And libraries of external proce
dures can be built-up containing code and 
data common to many main programs; the 
time and duplication savings are obvious. 

Faster and more reliable than ever, 
for beginner or expert, engineer or business
man, JRT Pascal 3.0 provides a set of 
features unequaled by any other Pascal. .. 
or any other language. 
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OUR NO-RISK OFFER: 

When you receive JRT Pascal 3.0, look 
it over, check it out, compare it with similar 
systems costing ten times as much. If you're 
not completely satisfied, return it-with the 
sealed diskettes unopened-within 30 days. 
and your money will be refunded in full. 
That's right: satisfaction guaranteed or your 
money back! 

A JRT bonus: if you want to copy the 
diskettes or manual-so long as it's not for 
resale-that's o.k. with us. Pass it on to your 
friends. But don't delay. Send the coupon or 
phone today and start enjoying the Pascal 
advantage; at $29.95, there's no reason 
to wait! 

NEW Full support 
for indexed files 

NEW 	 CRT screen formatting 
and full cursor control 

NEW Facilities for 
formatting printed reports 

NEW 
175-page 

user manual 
with protective 

3-ring binder 
and 5-114" or 
8" diskettes 

NEW Handy 
JRT Pascal reference card 

NEW 	 File variables 
and GET/PUT 

NEW 	 Dynamic arrays 

NEW SEARCH procedure 
for fast table look-up 

Extended CASE statement 

Graphing procedures 

Statistic procedures 



• • 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

14 digit BCD FLOATING 	 Fast one-step compiler; More than 200 TOJRT CUSTOMERS: THANK YOU .
POINT arithmetic 	 no link needed verbal error messages 

Your response to very low-priced/high-quality 
True dynamic storage 	 Efficient compiler needs Separate compilation JRT Software has been overwhelming. Since 

only 85K diskette space of auto-loading last summer we've added almost 25,000 
Advanced 	 external procedures new JRT owners; because we allow them 
assembly interface f. ximum program size: to make copies for friends, the total number

more than 200,000 lines No limits on procedure 
of new users must be enormous! And justsize, nesting or recursion 
as rewarding for us are the many positive 
comments JRT gets from pleased customers 
and the media. Pascal 3.0 is an example of 

new improvements and products we 
have in work. It's also another example 
of our standing policy: best software 
quality and best 

price. So to 
customers past 

and future, enjoy 
and thank you. 

JAMES R. TYSON 
Owner JRT Systems 

~;-ir 

Random files 
to 8 megabytes with 
variable length records 

64K dynamic strings 

Activity analyzer 
prints program use 
histogram 

• 	 Name ___________ __________ •• 
• Send or 
• to JRT SYSTEMS phone 415/566-5100 •
• 550 Irving Street/A1 	 Address --- -----------------• 
• San Francisco, CA 94122 City 	 State ___ Zip : 

• Here's my $29.95; please send me JRT Pascal. I understand that if I'm D Check c Q o MasterCard o VISA 
• not completely satisfied, I can return it within 30 days-with the sealed (CA residents add s~es t~x.·,Bd $6 tor shipping outside North America.) • 

: diskettes unopened-for a full refund. (Allow 2-3 weeks for shipping.) Card # Exp.. : 
• I need the 5-1/4" diskettes for D Apple CP/M; D Heath, Hard Sector; • 
• D Heath, Soft Sector; D Northstar; D Osborne; D Superbrain; Signature • 
• D Televideo; D Xerox 820. I need D 8" SSSD diskettes. 'CP/M is a Digital Research TM. A 56K CP/M system is required. e 
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BYTE lntervie.r 


An Interview with Wayne Rosing, 

Bruce Daniels, and Larry Tesler 


A behind-the-scenes look at the development of Apple's Lisa. 

Of the more than 90 members of 
the Apple engineering staff who par
ticipated in the Lisa project, Wayne 
Rosing, Bruce Daniels, and Larry 
Tesler are three of those who were 
most responsible for its final form. 
Rosing, formerly of the Digital Equip
ment Company, oversaw hardware 
development until Lisa went into 
pilot manufacture and then assumed 
responsibility for technical manage
ment of the entire Lisa project. 
Daniels and Tesler were responsible 
for Lisa's systems software and ap
plications software, respectively. 
Chris Morgan, senior editor Gregg 
Williams, and West Coast editor Phil 
Lemmons interviewed the three at 
Apple's headquarters in Cupertino, 
California, last October. 

BYTE: Tell us how you staffed the 
Lisa project. 
Tesler: In software, we drew mostly 
experienced people from other com
panies and very few people straight 
out of school. Even the ones we took 
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Chris Morgan 

Gregg Williams, Senior Editor 


Phil Lemmons, West Coast Editor 


out of school generally had lots of job 
experience. In fact, one time I 
surveyed the applications group and 
found an average of nine years' work 
experience in software. When we 
looked at resumes, we tried to find 
people with several years of ex
perience in development. We made 
exceptions if someone had specialized 
in something we were interested in or 
was a top student who also had good 
summer experience. We wanted an 
experienced team because what we've 
been doing is a very major software 
effort. It's very complex, and there's 
such a large body of software to 
crank out and make reliable that it 
takes experienced people. 
BYTE: When did you do the hiring? 
Tesler: The project went through 
phases. There was some design and 
some implementation when the pro
ject first started two and a half years 
ago, but we hired most of our soft
ware people about two years ago. In 
three months, we hired most of the 
software staff, and then they spent 
several months learning about the 

machine and designing their par
ticular parts of the software. The bulk 
of the programming started about a 
year and a half ago. 

We had to spend quite a long time 
just building a team - people who had 
a common view and could work 
together. We drew people from dif
ferent companies with completely dif
ferent backgrounds and tried to do 
something that nobody in this group 
had ever done. Some of us had done 
parts of it before. We were develop
ing everything in parallel: the hard
ware, the operating system, the ap
plications, the manuals, the details of 
the user interface. We did have a sort 
of fundamental philosophy, but hav
ing to do everything at once means 
you're never sure when you're going 
to get what you need from the person 
who does whatever you need next. 
Daniels: I think communication is the 
key there. If you have that many 
things going in parallel, you spend a 
lot of time communicating so each of 
you knows what the other's doing 
and can depend on each other. 



There is simply 
nootherWe d0 • Payroll Ac

counting system this complete available for 
microcomputers. The BPI Payroll System per
forms all the standard payroll functions. It con
tains tax tables for FICA, federal and all 50 
states plus Puerto Rico and the District 
of Columbia, as well as cities and counties with 
uniform methods of taxation. And our Update 
Service keeps your Payroll System current 
with all tax law changes affecting you. 

Companies with as few as four or as many 
as several hundred employees in different 
states or branch offices can simplify their 
payroll accounting dramatically with the BPI 
Payroll System. It provides for expense 
reimbursement, automatic calculation of net 

or monthly by three methods: salary. hourly 
with up to three different hourly rates, and __ ..- .... •1commission. The system also provides -~-;... 
for income from tips. 

Deductions from FICA. federal and 
state taxes are built in, and you can 
easiy set up as many as six other deduc
tions for your employees. 

All BPI Systems software is designed to 
match the growth of your company: 

• General Ledger 
• Accounts Receivable 

iiiiiiii~~• Accounts Payable ..,. mm;;- __,,,• Inventory Control 
~~~ 

• Job Cost WWW - ~• Time Accounting _ .............. 

The Payroll System interfaces with the Gen = = 

SVSTEIVISTHeral Ledger and Job Cost Systems as well. 
pay, and wage distribution. It also produces Payroll Accounting is simple if your soft

SIMPIY, 11-IE MOST fl'OVVERFULW-l's, payroll checks and other important ware is powerful enough. Ask for a demon

payroll reports. stration by your computer dealer or write us SOFTWARE IN BUSINESS. 


With the BPI Payroll System, employees for more information. You'll see how simple 

3123GUADALUPE I AUSTIN. TX 78705 I 512-151-2801 

may be paid weekly, biweekly, semimonthly Payroll Accounting can be. BPI and BPI Systems are trademarks of BPI Systems Inc. 
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BYTE Interview----

Tesler: It took a while to work out 
those channels. It was rough at the 
beginning, but it's pretty easy now. 
Our progress was gradual. I think I'd 
call it team-building. Some of the 
things were hard to do in an organiza
tion that's thrown together like this. 
But once you've got a team built, it's a 
valuable asset. Of course, we were 
doing technical work all along, but in 
a sense we spent a year building the 
team and a year building the product. 
Now when we build something else, 
we can do it without the team
building step. 
BYTE: What about project security? 
Rosing: We tried to be as secure as we 
could without creating a discouraging 
atmosphere for people to work in. 
Within the group there has always 
been total information transfer, and 
we've kept lots of machines available. 
People have been able to take 
machines home with them. There was 
always the risk of losing a Lisa in a 
burglary, but we had a rule that the 
floppy disk had to be kept separate 
from the machine. We felt it was 
worth risking a theft to gain the in
creased productivity of people work
ing at home. We've been very for
tunate; we haven't lost one machine. 
BYTE: How did you schedule the 
project? 
Tesler: People made estimates, but it 
was difficult. All the estimates were 
conditional - "If the hardware is here 
by a certain date and the operating 
system is frozen and I have the user
interface definition and I can get some 
assistance from people who have the 
right sort of experience, then I can do 
it in this many months." But none of 
the ifs were ever really possible. 
People were really hesitant to make a 
firm date because there were so many 
contingencies. We did come up with 
schedules all the time, but they were 
myths. 
Daniels: Getting Lisa to market has 
been a dream, a goal that we all have. 
Although we're willing to make com
promises to get Lisa out expeditious
ly, the dream of what we're trying to 
achieve is the major thing. 
Rosing: We had this dream of what 
we wanted to do, and I think over 



Excellence Acknowledged. 


Some people demand the best. 
Superior quality at superior value is the key to those few 

items that rise above the crowd to shine as unique symbols of 
perfection.We call these the "best" products, and the best in 
Apple 11®-compatible drives is the Micro-Sci line of 51,1,i" floppy 
disk drives and subsystems.

Business, commercial and professional people needing 
more storage, greater reliability and faster access than previ
ously available have been impressed with Micro-Sci's A40 
system since we introduced it back in 1979.For a lower list 
price than the Apple Disk ll®'s, the A40 offers 20Kb more 
capacity, faster access time and p.reoter data reliability. 

The ideal solution to the Pasco • and CP/Mt user's 
problem of space limitation is aMicro-Sci A70 drive, com
bining quick access and high reliability with afull 286Kb 
storage capability. 

The newest member of Micro-Sci's Apple 
II-compatible family is the A2, the perfect Ill-compatible drives. Ask your local 
alternative drive for entertainment and other dealer for details.)µ-SCI 

MICRO-SCI 
Micro-Sci is oDivision of Stondun Controls, Inc. 


2158 SOUTH HATHAWAY STREET· SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92705 • 714/662-2801 ·TELEX: 910-346-6739 

International Dealer Inquiries .. . IMC International Markets Corp.Telephone:714n30-0963 ·Telex: 277782-R08Y UR 


packaged soflware. Adirect replacement for the Disk II, our 
A2features total compatibility at a lower cost total. And you 
can mix, or match, our A2 drive and controller with their drive 
and controller and vice versa. You have complete freedom of 
interchangeability. 

Micro-Sci even goes one step further with Its controllers to 
include operating features the competition lacks, like jumper
selectable 3.2 and 3.3 DOS. 

Give yourself the privilege. 
You deserve more for your money, and Micro-Sci delivers 

the most in quallty, reliability and performance. 
So when you consider additional drives or adisk subsystem

for your Apple II, indulge yourself in the Micro-Sci alternative. 
See our complete product line today at adealer near you. 

(SPECIAL NOTE TO APPLE Ill® USERS: 
Micro-Sci also offers a full range ofApple 

•Apple, Apple II, Apple Ill and Disk II are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
·Pascal Is a registered trademark of the Regents or the University of Colitornlo. 
tCP/M Is a registered trademark or Digital Research. Inc. 
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time we recognized that we couldn't 
achieve some of the goals. We11 have 
to take care of them later. We've 
taken the attitude that Lisa is going to 
be good and we're not going to 
sacrifice the integrity of the product 
for scheduling. We wanted to make a 
very balanced set of decisions, and so 
everything, as I say, just started to 
come together. The floppy disk 
works well, the mouse works well, 
the hardware works well, the soft
ware is beginning to come, and now 
we're cranking to get this first release 
out. But we won't let it be com
promised because of scheduling . 
Daniels: Part of the difficulty was 
that both the user interface and the 
internals - the architecture - of the 
software are revolutionary: Getting 
that architecture designed and built 
was a big scheduling problem. Once 
we'd done that, we'd built the founda
tion. Now building the applications is 
much smoother and has been much 
easier for us to predict. 

Tesler: We didn't know if some of the 
things we started would work at all, 
like the way the dot-matrix printer is 
used and even the way the letter
quality printer is used to print the 
graphics. 
Daniels: No one had ever done that 
before. 
Tesler: Theoretically, it ought to be 
possible, but it had never been done, 
and the manufacturer of the printer 
didn't believe it could be done. It had 
to be possible in order for this prod
uct to do what we wanted, but no one 
could predict how long it was going 
to take. When we hired the printer 
people we told them to do it in two 
months. It took them a year and a 
half, but they did it. And then the 
high-density disk drives are new 
technology to Apple. A lot of the 
concepts in there had never been tried 
before. That was one of the biggest 
risks. And Apple not only built disk 
drives for the first time but built 
revolutionary disk drives . 

C COMPILERS-COMMON FEATURES: 
• UHIX VER 7 compatibility •standard float, double, and long support• run time library with full 1/0 

and source• fast compilation and execution• full language. 

AZTEC C II CP/ M (Mf>/M) $199 

• produces relocatable 8080 source code • assembler and ltnk~r supplied • optional M80 interface• 


510/ZSID debugger Interface • library utility • APPLE requires Z80 and 16K card 


AZTEC Cl [ APPLE DOS $199 
•relocating assembler supplied •APPLE SHELL• VED editor• library and other utilities 

• requires 16K card 


C86 IBM PC MSDOS CP/ M-86 $249 

•directly produces 8088/8086 object code• linker supplied 

Manuals-$30 ORDER BY PHONE OR BY MAIL-Specify products and disk format 

M1\NX.

• software systems 

Box 55, Shrewsbury, N.J. 07701 (201) 780·4004 

CP/M FORMATS, 8" STD. HEATH, A PPLE. OSBORNE, NORTHSTAR, OUTSIDE USA-A dd 510 In N.J. add 5% sales tax 
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BYTE: What makes them revolu

tionary? 

Rosing: One of the major things we 

did was to vary the speed of the disk 

as you change the track position, so 

the drives keep constant area density, 

and that gives them a greater capaci

ty. Second, we used microstepping 

algorithms on the stepper motor so 

that if a head gets off track because of 

changes in humidity and tempera

ture, the intelligent controller can 

hunt and find the track. So we have 

much better interchangeability, with 

much higher density, and we're get

ting approximately 50 to 60 percent 

more data on that disk by good 

systems engineering. Some of the 

competitive units have a greater 

capacity, but we think the error rate 

ultimately suffers. We wouldn't 

tolerate a serious error-rate problem. 

BYTE: How does the error rate com

pare with double-sided double

density disks? 

Rosing: As for hard-error rates, we're 

talking about 10-12

, and that occurs 

after so many bits that it's hard to 

measure. But we're quite delighted 

that the measurements are impossible 

to take. Basically that means the er

rors are low. 

BYTE: Did you work more than 

40-hour weeks? 

Tesler: Each engineer set his or her 

own schedule. Some engineers work 

something like Monday through Fri

day from nine to five. Others work 

all day at the office, then go home 

and work all night there. And what 

an individual engineer does may vary 

from time to time. 

Daniels: These people have pride. 

They set their own milestones and 

they want to meet them, so they11 put 

in extra work to do that. 

Tesler: We decided a long time ago 

that since the project would obvious

ly go on for more than a few months 
a couple of years-we couldn't have 

this constant pressure on everybody, 

because people would just crack. 

BYTE: As individual designers, do 

you feel that your signature is on that 

machine? 

Tesler: I think that's true of 

everybody in the group . Even people 
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for aswashbuckling adventure 

withthe legendary warship-

Old Ironsides! 

Your arch enemy is armed to the teeth with deadly firepower. A ANEWexperience shoot-out could _blow you to smithereens. 
in arcade-quality You're ready for the onslaught! Your warship is perfect-masts, 

compasses, cannons, broadsides and powder magazines.Yourgraphics in atwo strategy is flawless! 
playergame for But you've got more than your opponent to contend with!Hiding 

in thefogbydriftingoff the screen can snarl even the best tactics!the whole family! This is atest of skill and daring unmatched in any other micro
computer game! Your every move is critical. One false step and ... KABOOM! 

Use keyboard or paddles to play this spellbinding game.Plus... the special Freeze Frame 
feature stops andstarts the action atanypoint.It's perfect for everyone- the controls are sim
ple, butthe strategy and tactics at your fingertips are truly awesome! ByRichard Hefter and 
JackRice. 

Distributed by 

What you see is whatyou get! 
Unlike other programs, where the pictures 
on the packaging and in the advertising 
bear no resemblance to the screen images, 
this program delivers precisely what's 
promised ... 
• 	 Better than arcade-quality graphics and 

sound! 
• 	 Bright, interest-grabbing packaging! 
•FREE full-color 141'2" x 20"01d Iron


sides poster 

• 	 FREE 32-page Log Book with space to 

record wins and losses, secret strategies 
and tactics 

Look for OLD IRONSIDES" in finer 
computer stores everywhere. Dealers are 
invited to inquire by calling toll-free 
1-800-852-5000. 

If there is no store near you, Visa and 
MasterCard holders may order by calling 
toll-free 1-800-852-5000. Or,send acheck 
or money order for $39.95 for each pro
gram, plus $2.00 for shipping and handling 
(where applicable, please add state sales 
tax) to Xerox Education Publications/ 
Weekly Reader,Dept.16A, 245 Long Hill 
Road, Middletown,CT 06457. 
Apple II and Apple II Plus48K3.3 DOS 

Old Ironsides" isa regis

tered trademark of Optimum 
 Xerox Educalion Publicalions
Resource, Inc. 
Apple andApple II are regis

tered trademarksof Apple 
 Weekly Reader
Computer, Inc. 

AF/MS2·B 
 Computer Software Division 
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Or if you prefer, send to the address below for a 

FREE catalog: 
Heath Company In Canada: Heath Company 
Dept. 334·984 1480 Dundas St. E. 
Benton Harbor, Ml 49022 Mississauga, ONT L4X 2R7 

Please send my free catalog. describing your complete line 
of microcomputer products' 



The Qume SPRINT 11 PLUS .. is the new stan
dard of quality for professional, letter-perfect 

daisywheel printing. And for just $1776, 
you can have it for your personal or desk

top computer. It comes complete with a 
Qume Connection interface module to fit 

popular computers from IBM, Radio Shack, 
Commodore, Xerox, Hewlett Packard, North 

Star and many others. Its 96-character daisywheel 
delivers letter-quality text at a steady 40 cps. And 

Our new 
SPRINT 11 PLUS., 
fits every computer. 

$1776. 


with an average of 5,500 trouble-free hours 
(3 years typical use) between maintenance, 
the SPRINT 11 PLUS is unmatched in 
reliability. Qume quality is the choice of 
sophisticated, professional users. At $1776, 

there's no reason for you to settle for any
thing less. Make the Qume Connection by 

calling one of our authorized distributors. 
Or write Qume, 2350 Qume Drive, 

San Jose, California 95131. 



It's easy to make the 

Qume Connection. 


Call the distributor nearest you to get the 
best quality printer for your microcomputer. 

Abacus Data Services 
(416) 677·9555 On1ario. 


Canada 


Anacomp/ESCOM 
Division 
(213) 516-7480 CA 
(206) 641-4990 WA 
(509) 624·1308 WA 

Anthem Systems 
Corporation 
(415) 342·9182 CA 

Audio Visual Services 
(713)659·1111 TX 
(800) 392-7777 TX Only 

Bohlig and Associates 
(612) 922·7011 MN 

Butler Associates 
(617) 964-5270 MA 

Byte Industries 
(800) 972·5948CA Only 
(800) 227·2070 OulS•de CA 

C&G Distributors. Inc. 
(513) 435-4340 OH 
(800) 245·1084 Ouls1de OH 
(412) 366·5056PA 
(800) 245·1084 Outside PA 

David Jamison 
Carlyle Corp. 
(213) 277·4562 CA 
(415) 254·9550 CA 
(714)640·0355CA 
(808) 531·5136 HI 
(312)975 -1500 IL 
(201) 946·9669 NJ 
(214) 458·0888 TX 
(713) 530·4980 TX 

The Computer Factory 
(212) 687-5000 NY 
(914) 793-1300 NY 
(212) 896-0700 NY 
(516) 248-6700 NY 

CompulingResources,lnc. 
(702) 825·8800 NV 

Computer Mart 
of New Jersey 
(201) 283-0600 NJ 

Datamex Ltd. 
(514) 481-1116 Montreal. 

Canada 
(613) 224-1391 Ottawa 
(416) 787-1208 Toronlo 
(604) 684-8625 Vancouver 

Data Systems Marketing 
(602) 833·0061 AZ 
(714) 540·2312 CA 
(213)641·2050 CA 
(415) 941-0240CA 
(916) 891·8358 CA 
(213) 796·2562 CA 
(213) 796·2631 CA 
(714) 560-9222 CA 
(213) 344·7097 CA 
(209) 237-85 77 CA 
(303) 573-5133 co 
(303) 694· 1710 co 
(313) 254-2830 Ml 
(406) 587-1200 MT 
(505) 294-1531 NM 
(503) 297·8444 OR 
(412) 486·2676 PA 
(214) 960·1604 TX 
(713) 789-0803 TX 
(801) 292·6666 UT 
(206) 575·8123WA 

Data Technology 
Industries 
(415) 638·1206 CA 

Data Terminal Marl 
(403) 270-3737 Alberta 
(403) 420·t755 Alberla 
(514) 288·1555 Montreal 
(902) 469-3782 Nova Scotia 
(416) 677-0184 Onlario 
(416)495·2001 Ontario 
(416) 245-4780 Ontario 
(613) 729·5196 Ontario 
(604)872-8482 Vancouver 

Equipment Resources 
(404)955-0313 GA 

Genera l Electric 
(205) 4 79-6547 AL 
(602) 278-8515 AZ 
(415) 436·9265 CA 
(714) 231-0309 CA 
(203) 628·9638 CT 
(904) 751·0615 FL 
(305) 921·0169 FL 
(404) 452·4919 GA 
(319) 285·7501 IA 
(219) 933-4500 IN 
(317)241·9330 IN 
(812) 473-6161 IN 
(502)452·3311 KY 
(617) 938·1920 MA 
(301) 332·4710 MO 
(612) 522-4396 MN 

(816) 231·6362 MO 
(314) 965·7115 MO 
(704) 525·3011 NC 
(201) 227-7900 NJ 
(518) 385·4888 NY 
(716) 876·1200 NY 
(513)874-8512 OH 
(503) 221·5095 OR 
(901) 527-3709 TN 
(214) 243·1106 TX 
(7 13) 672·3575 TX 
(801) 973·2253 UT 

Gentry and Associates 
(305) 859-7450 FL 

InterACT Compute r 
Systems 
(305) 331· 7117 FL 
(404)953·8213GA 
(704) 552·7502 NC 
(704) 254-1949 NC 

MicroAmerica 
(213) 327-6030 CA 
(800)262-42 12 CA Only 
(800) 421-1485 Oulside CA 
(617) 449-5807 MA 
(800)343·4411 Oulside MA 
(617) 431·7660 MA 
(214) 235-3616 TX 
(BOO) 442·5847 TX Only 
(800) 527·32610uls1de TX 

National Computer 
Syndicate 
(312)459·6400 IL 

Oflice Systems, Inc. 
(704)374-0822 NC 
(919) 274-8423 NC 
(919) 549-0545 NC 

PAR Associates 
(303) 3 71-4140 co 
(801) 292·8145 UT 

Pionee r Electronics 
(205) 837·9300 AL 
(305) 859-3600 FL 
(305) 771-7520 FL 
(404) 448-1711 GA 
(301) 948-0710 MO 
(919) 273-4441 NC 
(215) 674-4000 PA 

Pioneer Standard 
Electronics 
(312) 437-9680 IL 
(317) 849-7300 IN 
(3 13)525-1800 Ml 
(612) 935·5444 MN 
(216)587·36000H 
(513) 236-9900 OH 
(412) 782-2300 PA 
(512) 835·4000 TX 
(214) 386-7300 TX 
(713) 988·5555 TX 

Schweber 
(205) 882·2200 AL 
(408) 496-0200 CA 
(213) 537-4321 CA 
(916) 929·9732 CA 
(213) 999·4 702CA 
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who have been with us for only a few 
months have something in the Lisa 
that they can look at and say, 'That 
was my idea; that's my code." It's 
really a group effort. Even marketing 
got involved in the design effort in 
various ways, particularly in user
interface issues, product design, 
packaging, and the style of the 
manuals. The whole division really 
got involved. 
BYTE: When did you decide to incor
porate all the fundamental applica
tions into the system software? 
Daniels: At the very beginning. Some 
applications weren't decided until 
later, but the integration, the way it 
all fit together, was a goal from the 
very beginning. 
Rosing: As a matter of fact, we cut 
out a few more things because we just 
didn't feel we could manage a project 
that large. Then we added a couple 
things back in as we became more 
comfortable with the development 
cycle. But we've basically been 
operating on the same goal for the 
past two years, with very little 
change of direction. 
BYTE: What was the sequence in the 
early days? Did you decide what the 
project had to look like to the end 
user, and then what software was re
quired, and then... 
Daniels: Then hardware. In fact, we 
spent the first six months hammering 
out the user-interface docket. We had 
that completely specified before we 
really started the applications. I think 
the key to success here is to know 
where you're going before you start. 
Tesler: The hardware, the operating 
system, and the applications were all 
developed somewhat in parallel, but 
there was a definite cause and effect. 
The people who designed the hard
ware had to make decisions, for ex
ample, about whether the disk drive 
should have a door that you flip open 
or a button to push, that kind of 
thing. The designers focused on that 
aspect of the user interface even 
before the rest of the user interface. 
They didn't want the user to be able 
to accidentally pull out a disk when it 
was being written on or something. 
So some decisions were made even 

before the hardware was designed. 
There have also been hardware revi
sions. The first Lisa hardware was 
here when I came, over two years 
ago. It's gone through 
several. .. how many revisions since 
then? 
Rosing: About four. Each one's been 
an iteration. We discovered a few 
things in the early hardware that 
wouldn't work well. We just took 
them out because we couldn't do 
them properly. The rest has mostly 
been a matter of fine-tuning Lisa so 
that it's very manufacturable and 
very reliable. 
Tesler: Each time they go through a 
cycle, the people working on user in
terface get another crack at it- "Since 
you're going to revise the hardware 
anyway, why don't you... ?"Or the 
people doing the operating system 
say, 'The memory-management unit 
needs to be more general, and since 
you're redesigning the hardware any
way... " So we were able to get in 
some hardware revisions. Also, that 
keyboard you saw yesterday is not 
the final one. After user testing, and 
because of needing to support the 
European market, we determined that 
we really needed a couple more keys 
on the keyboard, so we made a major 
change in the keyboard layout. 
Rosing: One of the things about this 
project that's different is that, more 
than any other I've been associated 
with, there's a continuous loop for 
dealing with user issues. We've gone 
to the software and that has implied a 
hardware change. We synthesized a 
lot of different disciplines. The 
power-off button used to be a tradi
tional button on the back of the 
machine, but we didn't want to en
courage users to turn off their 
machines that way because if they left 
a document open, they would lose it. 
BYTE: Do you expect to find a little 
initial resistance to the fact that the 
machine doesn't actually turn off 
when you push a button? Do you 
think people are going to say, "Well, I 
know I can leave it alone now, but I 
want to make sure it turns off"? 
Rosing: Right. It does feel a little fun
ny at first, but after a few times you 
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begin to have confidence that the 

thing does turn itself off. 

BYTE: When you finally got the user

interface specified, did you have a 

brief description of it that everybody 

knew by heart? 

Daniels: It was about a 35-page docu

ment. 

BYTE: Thirty-five pages of specifica

tions? 

Tesler: We have something called the 


User-Interface Standard, and it con
sisted of those things which would be 
common to all applications. Also, the 
year after that document was pub
lished some revisions and some 
changes were made, and as we built 
applications we found that they had 
even more in common than we envi
sioned. Then we would adopt those 
things as part of the standard. 
Daniels: Another thing we've done is 

user tests - taking our ideas and 
bringing in naive users and sitting 
them down and seeing what their im
pressions are. That has caused some 
changes, and I think that's all shown 
in the quality. 
BYTE: Where did you get your naive 
users? 
Tesler: Various places - the bulk of 
them were new Apple employees. We 
had a screening process. New Apple 
employees go through an orientation 
the first Monday morning they're 
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here. We handed out a questionnaire 
to the new employees about their 
previous experience with computers, 
word processors, video games, and 
that sort of thing, and then what kind 
of work they did. Someone in our 
training department screened all 
those vitae. I'd go in and say I needed 
three user test subjects this week who 
have no word-processing experience 
but who are secretaries or accounting 
people to test out our Lisa Cale. She'd 
go through and pick out some can
didates and I'd pick the ones I 
wanted, based on their experience for 
whatever test I was trying to run. We 
had about SO tests this year in 
engineering to test out the software. 
BYTE: The fact that you responded to 
the tests speaks well for the end prod
uct. The changes in the keyboard, for 
instance. How recently did you 
decide to change the keyboard for the 
final time? 
Tesler: There were several changes. 
Those from the user tests had to do 
with changing the numeric pad so it 
had the arrow keys on it so you could 
move around in the Lisa Cale table. 
Those tests were run around January 
[ 1982], I think. 
Rosing: January, and in March we 
decided to make the change. 
Tesler: That was just key-cap legends 
that had changed. The other change 
has to do with the number of keys on 
the keyboard and was primarily for 
the benefit of international sales, 
although it did improve the user in
terface in terms of the positioning of 
the Enter key and the Extended 
Character option key, which gives 
you extended character sets. Those 
were all done around the same time. 
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Rosing: The interesting thing is that Tesler: July, and it's just now showing 
we were at the stage in the program up. 
where the decision to make even what BYTE: A legend change? 
sounds like a simple change takes six Tesler: You saw two keys that said 
months to percolate through because Command on them. The new version 
it's not a simple engineering has only one, and instead of saying 
change -it's manufacturing, tooling, Command it has a picture of an apple 
documentation. on it. The reason is that the key's used 
Daniels: We made one legend change as a shortcut to choose a menu com
in June or July-the Apple key. When mand. If you look at a menu, on the 
was that? right you'll see this little apple symbol 
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PHON~---------------

and a letter. If you hold down the 
Apple key and the letter, you get the 
command. We couldn't find any way 
to symbolize the Command key that 
would fit nicely in a menu and be 
recognizable to people. We tried and 
tried. Finally we decided that the 
apple looked nice and had a nice 
sound to it-"Apple X," "Apple 
R" - and it keeps Apple in the mind of 
the user instead of "control" or 
something else . It's a symbol that 
everybody using this machine will 
recognize instantly, so we decided to 
put it on the key as well as on the 
screen. To finish the artwork in time 
to get the machines to test users in 
time to get responses, and so on, the 
change had to be in by a certain date. 
The decision was made only hours 
before the deadline. 
BYTE: Are there going to be two 
Command keys without legends on 
them? 
Tesler: No, only one. We studied 
IBM and DEC and other keyboards 
and found that they all have just a 
single Command or Control key on 
the left-hand side. We also really 
wanted to put an Enter key on the 
main keyboard because we would 
like to be able to offer a configuration 
in which an alphabetic keyboard and 
a numeric keyboard are in
dependent-for, say, a company that 
does only word processing. Word 
processors don't need the Clear func
tion, but they do need the Enter func
tion, so we wanted to be able to have 
the Enter key on the main keyboard; 
that way, even people without a 
numeric keypad can hit Enter. Again, 
on IBM and DEC keyboards the Enter 
key is standard; on many of those 
keyboards, that's the standard posi
tion for the Enter key. So we decided 
to be more like other companies. The 
Enter key also gives us the option of 
removing the numeric keypad with
out losing an important function. 
And then the option keys were put on 
the side of those, and there we de
cided we did need two option keys, 
left and right, because they're used 
very much like shift keys for typing, 
and in Europe it would be very im
portant to be able to touch-type for
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eign alphabets for international cor
respondence, mathematical symbols, 
and other special characters. So there 
were some trade-offs. We didn't want 
to just keep jamming two of every 
key on the keyboard, so we decided 
what the priorities were and ended up 
being fairly close to the industry stan
dard. We have one Apple key, one 
Enter key, and two Option keys. 
BYTE: The user-interface design 
seems to have been difficult. 
Tesler: That was the hard thing that 
affected the most people. A lot of 
software and hardware engineering 
issues were very difficult, but they af
fected only a few people. Interface 
issues affected half the division 
because Training, Publications, 
Marketing, and the software person 
implementing the application all had 
an opinion. People like us who were 
overviewing all the applications had 
opinions, in-between managers had 
opinions, kibitzers on the side had 
opinions, too . Not everybody can 

talk about what gate to use in some 
circuit or what routine to use in some 

.program, but everybody can talk 
about the user interface. So we had to 
accommodate all of these things. And 
it turned out that good ideas and 
good criticisms came from 
everywhere. We had to come up with 
some objective way to decide. That's 
why we established the methodology 
which involved user testing. We had 
a procedure for proposing chanees, 
reviewing the changes, narrowing it 
down to a few choices, with certain 
criteria like consistency and par
simony. And then we actually im
plemented two or three of the various 
ways and tested them on users, and 
that's how we made the decisions. 
Sometimes we found that everybody 
was wrong. We had a couple of real 
beauties where the users couldn't use 
any of the versions that were given to 
them and they would immediately 
say, 'Why don't you just do it this 
way?" and that was obviously the 

way to do it. So sometimes we got the 
ideas from our user tests, and as soon 
as we heard the idea we all thought, 
'Why didn't we think of that?" Then 
we did it that way. 
BYTE: Bruce, could you say 
something about the software archi
tecture? 
Daniels: There's an operating system 
underneath that we built ourselves 
because we felt that the ones that 
were out there didn't quite meet our 
needs. 
BYTE: What does yours do that 
others don't? 
Daniels: It's not just what it does, but 
what it doesn't do. Some other 
operating systems are basically 
timesharing systems like Unix that 
have a lot of features that we don't 
need, and why take up extra space for 
that? We wanted a system that the 
user didn't have to be experienced to 
understand, and it had to be very 
reliable. It had to maintain the user's 
data and keep it there. It also had to 
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support things like graphics, the win
dows that we have on the screen, the 
mouse, and so forth. We didn't really 
find an operating system that met our 
needs, so we felt we had to go build 
our own. We built the other features 
on top of this - the support for the 
windows, the support for graphics, 
the support for multiple fonts, the 
support for printing. It's really quite a 
rich architecture. At least half of the 
software is in this foundation soft
ware. 
BYTE: How large is that in bytes? 
How much code is in that foundation 
software? 
Daniels: Well, source code is 
something like 10 megabytes. 
Tesler: Object code is about half a 
megabyte . 
BYTE: That's what's there before you 
put the application programs in - half 
a megabyte? 
Daniels: Yes. 
BYTE: After you specified the user in
terface, what list of hardware re
quirements did you come up with? 
Rosing: Well, the main list that was 
specifically user interface would be 
the bit-mapped graphics display and 
the resolution of approximately 700 
pixels across in the horizontal dimen
sion, the mouse, and the doorless disk 
drives with the eject button rather 
than an eject handle. They deter
mined a lot of the hardware design. 
We had other user-interface con
siderations, though. We wanted to 
make the system very easy for its 
users to service -I presume you've 
seen it break apart. Servicing really is 
simple. It took a moderate amount of 
extra product cost to get that feature 
in there. And that's a part of the even 
more global user interface, how 
people perceive the whole system. 
BYTE: Why did you choose the 68000 
microprocessor and what alternatives 
did you consider? 
Daniels: We thought its architecture 
was very broad and strong and would 
take us through the '80s, and we 
wanted that. We wanted something 
to support the graphics, and we 
thought that processor gave us what 
we needed then. The 68000 was a bit 
of a gamble because it was very 

young when we got on it. We were 
getting one sample at a time from the 
local Motorola engineer here. 
BYTE: Do you think the 68000 will be 
the dominant processor in the next 
few years? Is it going to overcome the 
8088, the 8086? 
Rosing: I would speculate that for 
high-end applications with very 
computer-intensive, graphics
intensive needs, the 68000 will 
become dominant. 
Daniels: But the 8086 has such an in
stalled base going already, I think 
that alone would carry it. . . 
Tesler: You mean numbers of actual 
units with the 68000 in it, or the 
number of different products? 
BYTE: Both of those questions. 
Tesler: Well, we're putting 68000s in 
the units we11 sell, so that will mean 
more units with 68000s. We expect to 
sell a lot of machines. 
BYTE: You've got a 68000 machine 
with a lot of memory in there, and 
not too much special-purpose hard
ware. Why did you decide to do it 
that way instead of using some ver
satile hardware chips, like the NEC 
7220, for video display? 
Daniels: We're very much boosters of 
bit-mapped graphics, and in fact 
hardware support for bit-mapped 
graphics is pretty small. All you need 
is sort of a shift register. We thought 
the flexibility that would give us in 
graphics and the things we could do 
in user interface with bit-mapped 
graphics was well worth the price. 
BYTE: But doesn't the 7220 have bit
mapped graphics itself? 
Rosing: Well, there were a couple of 
practical considerations. The NEC 
7220 didn't exist when we designed 
Lisa, although we knew it was 
planned. The second consideration 
was that the 7220 cost more than the 
TTL [transistor-transistor logic] hard
ware needed to implement the 
equivalent functions. And the third 
consideration was this: because we 
were able to interleave the memory 
and display cycles, we were able to 
essentially get data out of the 
memory at very little penalty. Using a 
7220 would actually cost con
siderably more in terms of system 



IF MetaCard DOESN'T IMPROVE 

YOUR WORKING CONDITIONS 


WE'LL GIVE YOU YOUR MONEY BACK. 

It's almost three in the morning. 

You knew just one more line of code 
and your program would be finished. 
That was seven hours ago. It's hard 
work developing good software. Writing 
it on the Apple II is no exception. 
Although we can't promise to get you 
to bed by eleven o'clock, we can make 
your job a lot easier. 

When we developed MetaCard, a 
co-processor system for the Apple II , we 
designed in 128K bytes of on-board 
memory with parity. Enough memory to 
run the most powerful development tools 
available. We included memory expansion 
capabilities beyond 128K. 

And we made sure it could run all three 
operating systems for the IBM PC. MetaCard 
does more than make your job easier, it opens 
up new development areas. If you want to create 
or run more powerful applications software for 
the Apple, or for the IBM PC or other 
8086/88-based systems, you should have a 
MetaCard in your Apple. MetaCard supports the 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 
'f~~f1~~fS~~-- We know you'll still work through the night. 

FORTRAN, BASIC and almost all others operate 
at peak performance. MetaCard enables you to 
continue to use most of the popular peripherals 
for your Apple II, plus all of your existing 
software. And with many best selling 
applications for the IBM PC available soon, you 
can use your Apple in new and developing areas. 

MetaCard uses the Intel 8088 processor and 
operates at a full 5 Mh z. And MetaCard's 

But if MetaCard doesn't improve your 
.\f~~ working conditions, return it within 
~-• "' 30 days, and we'll send your money 

back. No questions asked. 
MetaCard, complete with 

documentation, MS-DOS and UCSD 
p-System (CP/M-86 optional) and power 

supply, is available in both 64 and 128K 
configurations, priced at $980 and $1,150 

respectively. The MetaCard System Operating 
Manual is available for only $25. 

For more information write us today, 
Metamorphic Systems, Inc., 8950 Villa La 
Jolla Drive, Suite 1200, La Jolla, CA 92037. 
Or call us today to order yours at 

800/228-8088 
In California call 619/ 457-3870. 
MetaCard is a trademark tf i\h:tam1rphic Srstems, In c., App!e - Apple 
Computer Inc., Intel 8023 - Intel Corporation, Cr ! M-86 - Digit al Research 
Corporation, MS-- OOS- Microsoft, UCSDp·Srstem - Unirersit)' of California, 
IBM PC- IBM. 
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for MS-DOS, CP/M-86 and UCSD p-System checking RAM, and power-up ROM diagnostics 
Version IV Languages like Pascal, C, COBOL, give you the features and reliability you demand. MetaCard 
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performance. And there was one 
more consideration: with the 7220, 
you can't access the display memory 
bank when the chip is refreshing the 
CRT, and that limits the time you can 
access it to about 10 percent of what 
we have, which would drastically af
fect performance. We can access 
memory any time. For equivalent 
performance, we would have to use 
two 7220s, and that would push the 
cost and the "real estate" beyond what 
we have. 
BYTE: On the other hand, software 
doesn't get written overnight. . . 
there's a certain cost to that. You 
know, this is very software-intensive. 
Rosing: Most of the software that 
supports the graphics took three 
years to write, but no hardware in the 
world can duplicate what that soft
ware does. 
BYTE: Really? The software is faster 
than the hardware? 

A MUST 

FOR YOUR IBM PC 

Programming Made Easy 
Stop struggling with incomplete, 
disorganized IBM-PC Manuals. Learning 
to program can be a relaxed, enjoyable 
experience with Dr. David Lien's definitive 
450-page handbook for the IBM-PC. 
Learning IBM BASIC's easy-to-follow 
format will soon have you writing custom 
software for your PC - even if you're 
completely new to computers. 

30-0ay Money Back Guarantee 
You just can't lose. If you're not totally 
satisfied with this book for any reason, 
return it to CompuSoft in salable condition 
within 30 days for a full refund. Fill out and 

mail the coupon today, or call our 24-hour 
 CompuSoft® Publishing 

orderline at 800·854·6505; in California 
 P.O. Box 19669, Dept. # 030283 
call 619·588·0996 (8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.) San Diego, CA 92119 

Please send __ copies of Learning IBM BASIC at $19.95 each (Calif. residents add 6%), IP--------------------------~ plus $1.65 shipping and handling per book within the U.S. Foreign orders, include $2.50 II surface shipping and handling per book. 
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Rosing: No, not always faster. 
BYTE: Its functionality is greater? 
Tesler: Yes. The graphics package lets 
us draw circles, rectangles, ovals, and 
rectangles with rounded corners . It 
also automatically handles clipping 
on nonrectangular boundaries. If you 
have one object over another, you 
can draw the one behind without 
splashing the pixels on top of the one 
that's in front. That's a ... 
BYTE: A software revolution? 
Tesler: A very unusual capability, 
which no one else has in that general 
form. The other implementations are 
all either very, very expensive hard
ware - the $100,000 class - or in soft
ware, which isn't really that general 
and performs much much worse. 
There's nothing in the same class as 
our software as far as capability and 
speed. Of course, there is graphics 
software that's faster and hardware 
that's faster, but it doesn't have 

Learning IBM. BASIC 
For the Personal Computer 

I 
I 
I 
I 

MasterCard I 
I Account# I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ] ~lLrn I 
I I 

Please allow 4 to 6 weeks II Signature for delivery. 

anywhere near this capability. 
BYTE: Do you have a Xerox Star here 
that you work with? 
Tesler: No, we didn't have one here. 
We went to the NCC when the Star 
was announced and looked at it. And 
in fact it did have an immediate im
pact. A few months after looking at it 
we made some changes to our user in
terface based on ideas that we got 
from it. For example, the desktop 
manager we had before was com
pletely different; it didn't use icons at 
all, and we never liked it very much. 
We decided to change ours to the icon 
base. That was probably the only 
thing we got from the Star, I think. 
Most of our Xerox inspiration was 
Smahtalk rather than Star. 
BYTE: What does Lisa have that the 
Star doesn't have? 
Tesler: We're talking about graphics 
capability. You originally asked why 
we didn't use graphics hardware. Our 
graphics primitives in software are 
more general than the Star's, so 
they perform better. We have a faster 
and more general ability to draw on 
the screen a picture of multiple 
graphical objects in different shapes, 
to have one window that uncovers 
another, and to repaint just the parts 
that are uncovered. 
Daniels: Look at the desktop 
managers of the Star and Lisa. With 
the Star, you can only put them at 
fixed places on the screen so you 
know they don't ever overlap. On 
ours, you can put them any place you 
want. It's that generality that allows 
us to have arbitrarily shaped things 
and covering each other up and ... 
BYTE: Documents or forms, shapes, 
or anything... 
Daniels: Yes. 
Tesler: Right. We have curves in it. 
Everything in the Star, you11 notice, 
is really rectangular, and our things 
can have curved edges and that sort 
of thing. 
BYTE: Another hardware question: 
How many microprocessors are in the 
machine, what are they, and what do 
they do? 
Rosing: Let's see. One to scan the 
keyboard, in the keyboard housing 
proper; a second one that receives the 

·---------------------------~ 
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ntory Reduction Sale 
Items at cost. Order IVow. 

COMPUTERS FOR IBM PC S-100 THINLINE COMPUTER SYSTEM 
Apple II 4BK ••.. S106S 
Atar i BOO 4BK . . . • . .. . S6SS 
Chamelion [portable IBM typej . . . • • • . S199S 
Franklin ACElOOO .............. . . ..... S9SS 
Kaypro . . . . . . . . . . • . • . S169S 
IBM PC . .................. .. ... . ......... . .. . SC ALL 
Osborne ..... SCALL 
NEC APC S31SO 
Slimline S·lOO . . ............. .. .... . Under S2000 
Syscom 2 llike Apple! . • • . . • • • . • . S72S 
VIC 64 Ask lor Package!! 

PRINTERS 
Epson MX·BO F/T •..••••.••••• • •••••••••••••••••••• S43S 
Epson MX·lOO . • • • • . • • • • • • .. • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . S64S 
Brother/Comrex 17cps daisy • . •••.•••••••.••• • •• •.... S74S 
F·IO Starwrlter ...... .. . .. . . ... . ....... . ........ S122S 
NEC 7710-1 •.. • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . . .. S206S 
NEC 7730-1 llor IBM PC) . •• • . • . • • . S209S 
Ok Idat a • • .. • • • • • Entire line at dealer cost 

1184AP .......... . ... .. . . ..... . ................ $935 
1192A ltliOqlst . •••...•.•. •.• •. •. .... ••.• •• ••• •... $525 

,Prowrlter ......... . .. . .. . .. . ......... . ...... .. . ... $435 
P11wrltrr II • • .. • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • . . . • . • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • S6S5 
Smith-Corona TP· \ . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . SSSO 
Star Gemini· IS • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S49S 

VIDEO MONITORS 
The best value in Monochrome is DYNAX 
The best value in RGB is . . • • . . • . • . TAXAN 
Amdek 300G 12" green .... .... .. •. • ••••• ••.••• . ..... S14S 
Amdek 300A amber S160 
Amdek 310G !or IBM . . . • . . • • • . • • . . • • • Sl70 
Amdek 310A amber . . . . • . • . . • . . . . • • . SlBO 
Amdek Color I . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . • . . S32S 
Amdek Color II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S6BS 
Oynax 12" green. 20MH z S129 
Dynax 12" amber .20MHz • • • • • • .. • • • . •• . • • • • Sl4S 
Taxan/JCS 12" green S13S 
Taxan/ JCS RGB·l . • . . . . . . . . ... S34S 
BMC. Sanyo . USI . . . • . . We expect new low pricing 

by the time th is ad appears. SCALL 

FOR APPLE & FRANKLIN 
Corvus . . . .. .. . . .... all items • • • • • • •• BIG DISCOUNT 
dBase II . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • . • . • • • . • • S39S 
z.ao Card-Applied Engineering 

1-9 pcs . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • S\9S 
lO+ P,CS •••••••••••••••• • •••••• • •• • •••• • •••• •• • S17S 

Unlversllles. clubs. and dealers welcome. 

Hayes Mlcromodem II • • • . ..... . .................... S27S 
Rana Elite I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . S2BS 
Rana Elite \I-double •••••••••••• • .. . •. •• . • . . ••. ••.• S4SS 
Rana Elite Ill-quad • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . SSBS 
B" drive. 2MByte Floppy System . . . . . . . . . . S1695 
Omlnlvlon BO column. with soltware • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Sl6S 
Parallel Interlace with cable ....... .... . ... . ........ . SSB 
Prometheus 16K RAM .... . . . ... . .. . ... . .... . ....... .. S7S 
"Graphlttl IPrlnter/Graphlcs Int.I .•••••••• • •••••••••••• SllO 
"Expand-a-Ram. up to 12BK .. ..... . . • ......• •• . . .. •• . S19S 
Vldex Vldeoterm BO column • . • • . • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . S24S 
Vlslcalc 3.3 ••••• ••• ••••• • .••••••••••• • ••••••••• ••• S179 
VR Data SMB Hard Disk with error correction •.••••• .... S1S7S 

MODEMS 
Hayes Smartmodem 300 . . . . . . . • . ..•.• S19S 

Hayes Smartmodem 1200 . . . • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . SSlS 

Novation CAT . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . S149 
" 0-CAT Sl6B 
" 212 AutoCAT ... . .. ••••• . •• ••••.• .... SSBS 
" 103 AutoCAT . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . • • . . • • . • • • . S21S 
Universal 103 Line Powered . . . . . • . S16S 
• •. auto answer . • . • . • . • • . • • • . . . . . . S20S 
"202. 1200 baud. hall duplex . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . • • • • . . . . SlBS 
" 212. 1200 baud. lull duplex ...... . ............... . S44S 

AST RESEARCH CARDS NOW INCLUDE SPOOLER AND DISK EMULA· 
TOR SOFTWARE • . . . . . • . . . • • . . . •.• .. NO EXTRA CHARGE 
AST ComboPlus 64K with Parallel. Serial. Clock .• ••••.•. . S37S 
AST MegaPlus 64K. expandable to S12K. SPC • • . . • . • • . S43S 
Corona SMB Hard Disk . • • • • • • .. •.. ... . . .. ........ Sl49S 
Parallel cable . . • . • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • • . • . • • . . S3S 
Serial cable . . . . .. • • • • • • • • . • • • . • . • • • • • • • . S32 
RAM sets. 64k with parity . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . .. • • • • . . . ~6S 
Tandon TMM 100-2 drive .......... S26S 

ATARI 
Atari BOO 4BK 
BIO Disk 
B30 Modem 
BSO Printer Interlace 
Printer cable . 
Serial cable . 

. 

.. S6SS 
. S4SO 
• SIS9 

S16S 
S3S 

. S3S 

CHAMELEON "The Compatible Computer 
• Runs IBM PC & Z·BO sollware 
• 12BK RAM. expandable to 700K 
• Dual 320K drives 
• PC style keyboard 
• 9" green display. BO •2S with graphics 
• Soltware: DOS. word processing. spread sheet 
• PORTABLElll 

You must register your order now to 
receive the introductory price of 

$1995 
S-1000 THINLINE MAINFRAME 

• 9 • 9 • IB'iz" 
• Power and mounting lor 2 thinline B" drives 
• 6 slot S-lOO motherboard. cage. power 
• Fan. EMI lilter. connector cutouts 

Compare in leatures and quality with units costing hundreds more. 

$450 
QUME DRIVES 

OT242. B" thin. dsdd . . . . . . . • • . • • . . S4BS 
DTB42. B" std. dsdd • • • • • . . • . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . S49S 
DTS42. S'!.''. dsdd. 4B tpi • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . S29S 
DT59Z. 5"•". llsdd. 96 tpl ••...••••••.•• •••• . •• . ••. $385 
We also carry Mitsubishi. NEC. Shugart. and Tandon 

• Z·BO 4MHz. 64K. CP/M 
• 2 Thinline drives. B". 2MByte 
• Mainframe 
• Add any standard video terminal and printer 

NOT S3SOO NOT S2SOO JUST SIB9S 

ADD-ON DRIVES FOR 

ZENITH Z-100 COMPUTERS 


• 2 Thinline B" drives. double sided. 2MByte 
• Thinline cabinet. vertical. power supply . Ian. cable 

Just plug It in Sl\7S 

COMPUPRO (GodbouU 
Co-Processor BOB6/BDB7 BMHz . •. . . S61S 
Dual Processor BOBS/BOBB 6MHz .. . . . . . .. . ..... S3BS 
Disk 1. Floppy Controller . S490 
RAM 17. 64K CMOS. 12M Hz SSlS 
RAM 21. 12BK Static. 12M Hz •. . . . • • . . • • . . Sl1SS 
M-Drive. 12BK . .. Sl1SO 
S-100 Mainframe. 20 slot. rack . • . . • • . • • .•••. .... S79S 
S-lOO Mainframe. 20 slot. desk ... S73S 
System Support 1. 1/0 . S33S 
lnterlacer 3. B serial ..... S61S 

WABASH DISKETTES 
Sit". Single Sided. Double Density with Hub Ring 
Sboxes •••••. .. ... ..• • . .•.•. .. ..••• .. .• •. ••. SH.SO/box 

EPSON RIBBONS 
MX-BO black . S2S/3pcs. 

MX -10 black . . S39/3pcs. 


TELEVIDEO TERMINALS 
Extra Memory Pages lkilJ INCLUDED-No Charge 
TV192S . . w/2nd page . ••• •• •••••• ••• S74S 
TVl9SD . • • ••••• .. . w/2nd. 3rd. 4th page . •. . . . ••. • •• S94S 

MEMORY IC's 
4164 64K Dynamic 200ns . . . . . . . • . . . ... S7 .2S 
4164 64K Oyanimic ISOns . . S7.9S 
4\16 16K Dynamic 200ns .. . . S2.00 
2716 Eprom . S4 .00 
2732 Eprom . . . S6.SO 
6116 2K •B Static RAM. 200ns . . . . SS.OD 
6116 •. ISOns . .. . SS.SO 

IROJVSIDES 
COMPUTER CORP. 

(213) 344·3563 (800) 828·9531 
1-8546 Sherman Way, suite #:U.0, 

Reseda, CA 91335 

Verify prices by phone. Shipping is extra except within"" 
Continental U.S. on prepaid orders. California orders. add li4% 

sales tax. 
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keyboard commands and keys up 
mouse events; the 6504 that controls 
two floppy disks; a Z8 microproces
sor in the hard-disk controller-it's an 
intelligent controller; and then, of 
course, the 68000. That's five. 
Tesler: Almost every major chip 
manufacturer except for one . 
Rosing: And with only one exception 
all our l/O (input/output) cards have 
microprocessors. 
BYTE: You say that the magnetic 
read/write head in the disk drive is 
microprocessor-controlled in order to 
let it be more sensitwe to variations in 
the alignment. Is that the 6504? 
Rosing: Yes. 
BYTE: What is the microprocessor 
that handles the keyboard and the 
mouse? 
Rosing: That's a National COPS. We 
tried to pick the processor that we felt 
was best for each particular job. 
BYTE: The memory is 64K-byte 
chips? 
Rosing: Yes, 64K chips. 

Tesler: On the memory we have pari

ty and... 

BYTE: What part of the memory is 

video memory? 

Daniels: Some area in the main 

memory can be the video. 

Tesler: Any area at all. In fact, if you 

noticed yesterday in the demonstra

tion, when we're developing soft

ware, we need debugging information 

to be displayed for the programmer, 

but we don't want it to come out on 

the same screen that the user is seeing, 

so we had this magic toggle we were 

hitting that flipped between two 

screens. There are really two different 

areas of memory with a bit map in 

each. The software can switch bet

ween the two to display each in turn. 

BYTE: But they're within the main 

memory? 

Tesler: Yes, absolutely. Anywhere in 

memory. Take any number of con

secutive bytes and say that's the bit 

map. 

BYTE: Is anything else in main 


1. Automatic Form Generator 
Allow you to generate forms on the 
screen and use them as a personalized 
tool to enter data on the data base. 

2. Relational Database Manager 
Designed for the small firm or 
professional who would like a 
convenient but inexpensive data base 
management system. 

3. The Report Generator Program 
Specifically designed to retrieve 
information from the data base with 
simple statements, perform arithmetic 
operations, and much more. 

Thinkers Soft, lnc.__ca_11_r_od_ay-----ll 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 

P.O. Box 221, 221 Clinton Rd., (516) 294-8104Garden City, NY 11530 W e Accept Ma ster Charge 

4. Automatic Menu Generator 
Allows you to generate menus and use 
them as a personalized tool to run your 
application programs. 

ALL THIS FOR 
$, •-9 (Disk &At Manual) 
CP/M· Compatible 

Specily Disket te Forma t. 
52 additional shippi ng costs per diskette. 
Prices subject to change without notice. 

"R egistered t rade mark of 
D ig it al Research. Inc . 
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memory, or is the rest of it all avail
able to the user? Is anything else 
mapped to the memory? 
Tesler: Oh, I see what you're say
ing- the shared memory. Shared 
memory with I /0 is not main 
memory. The I /0 memory is in the 
l/O cards. 
Rosing: It's not in the memory, but 
it's accessed like main memory, from 
the 68000 bus. 
Tesler: It's in the address space, but 
it's not in those 64K chips. 
BYTE: A certain address is really an 
1/0 port, is that right? 
Rosing: Yes; it's the top physical ad
dress of the 68000. 
BYTE: Did you consider voice as part 
of the user interface? 
Rosing: Yes. We looked at it pretty 
hard and at one time in the early 
system we actually had a CVSD
based voice subsystem in the com
puter, and we took it out because we 
didn't feel it achieved the quality we 
wanted to have associated with this 
system. 
BYTE: What does CVSD mean? 
Rosing: Continuously Variable Slope 
Delta modulation. It's much easier to 
say alphabet soup. We've thought 
about voice; it's part of our network 
architecture and will appear in the 
future, but only when we feel the 
technology's right so we can be proud 
of what we offer. 
BYTE: That's both input and output? 
Rosing: Right. We look at voice as 
being three problems. There's store 
and forward, which is just moving 
voice messages around, like a glori
fied answering machine. Second is 
text to voice; and third, of course, is 
voice recognition, or voice to text. 
The last one's the hardest of all, but 
we look at voice technology as 
something we have to approach in a 
unified way. 
BYTE: What about the program
mable serial ports? What chip is used 
there? 
Rosing: They use the Zilog SIO. That 
was one of the last major changes we 
made in the hardware design. We did 
it because we had two high-speed 
ports with less board space, and the 
Zilog SIO chip supports asyn



S-100 STATIC MEMORY 
BREAKTHROUGH 

Finally, you can buy state-of-the-art 
S-100/IEEE 696 static memory for your 
computer at an unprecedented savings. 

Memory Merchant's memory 
boards provide the advanced features, 
quality and reliability you need for the 
kind of operational performance 
demanded by new high-speed 
processors. 

Completely Assembled. 
These memory boards are not kits, 

nor skeletons - but top-quality, high
performance memories that are shipped 
to you completely assembled, burned-in, 
socketed, tested and insured with one of 
the industry's best warranties. 
Superior Design & Quality. 

Memory Merchant's boards are 
created by a designer, well known for his 
proven ability in advanced, cost-efficient 
memory design. Innovative circuitry 
provides you with highly desired features 
and incredible versatility. 

Only first-quality components are 
used throughout, and each board is 
rigorously tested to assure perfect and 
dependable performance. 
No Risk Trial. 

We are so convinced that you will 
be absolutely delighted with our boards 
that we extend a no-risk trial offer. After 
purchasing one of our boards, you may 
return it (intact) for any reason within 15 
days after shipment and we will refund 
the purchase price (less shipping). 

NEW S·100 PRODUCTS COMING 
SOON: 
* DUAL8/16 BITCPU BOARD 
* 128K 8/16 BIT STATIC RAM 
* 256K 8/16 BIT DYNAMIC RAM 

48K PARTIALLY POPULATED $519. 
32K PARTIALLY POPULATED $409. 

64K RAM, MODEL MM65K16S 
• 64K x 8-bit 
• Speed in excess of 6 MHz 
•Uses 150ns 16K(2Kx8)static RAMS 
• Ultra-low power (435 Ma. max. · 

loaded with 64K) 
• Bank Select and Extended Addressing 
• A 2K window which can be placed 

anywhere in the 64K memory map 
• Four independently addressable 16K 

blocks organized as: 
- Two independent 32K banks or 
- One 64K Extended Address Page or 
- One 48K and one 16K bank for use 

in MP/M 1 (option) 
• Each 32K bank responds 

independently to phantom 
• 2716 (5V) EPROMS may replace any or 

all of the RAM 
• Field-proven operation in CROMEMCO 

CROM IX* and coos•. 
•Compatible with latest IEEE 696 

systems such as Northstar, CompuPro, 
Morrow, IMS, IMSAI front panel, Altair 
and many others. 
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Runs on any S-100 8080, 4 MHz Z-80 or!illmczmor9™ 5 MHz 8085 system. 

i/iMmczrchant 
14666 Doolittle Drive 

San Leandro, CA 94577 
(415) 483-1008 

FULL TWO-YEAR 
WARRANTY. 

The reliability of our boards, 
through quality-controlled production and 
proven performance, has enabled us to 
extend our warranty to a full two years. 
That's standard with us, not an option. 
This includes a 6-month exchange 
program for defective units. 
Shipped direct from stock. 

All Memory Merchant's boards are 
shipped direct from stock, normally 
within 48 hours of receipt of your order. 
Call us at (415) 483-1008 and we may be 
able to ship the same day. 

16K RAM, Model 
MM16K14 

16K STATIC RAM $169. 
16K x 8 Bit 
Bank Select & Extended Addressing 
Four independently addressable 4K 

blocks 
One 4K segment equipped with 1 K 

windows 
Uses field-proven 2114 (1Kx4) RAMS 
Low Power (less than 1 .2 Amps) 

Prices, terms, specifications subject to 
change without notice. 

"Cromix and COOS are trademarks of CROMEMCO. 
1 MP/M is a 1rademark of Digital Research 
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why we made the Smartmodem 300 so
well. smart. You can even program it. 
In fact. we've provided one for you. 

Announcing Smartcom II.™ The 
communications program designed by 
Hayes specifically for the Smartmodem. 
If ever there was friendly software. the 
Smartcom II is it! 

The first time out. you'll be creating 
111/P messages. sending them. printing them 

Whether they're gettingthe jumpon f//JJ//fi· your personal computer. at 300 bits and storing them to disk Simultaneously. 
the latest stock re12orts or wagine;galac- per second. overordinary phone lines. Likewise. when you're on the receiv
tic wars in the miad!e of the night. more Goodbye isolation. Hello world. ing end. Only you really don't need to 
and more personal computer users are Your modem is the one peripheral that be. With Smartcom II and your Smart-
communicating. With each other. With makes your computer a computer system. modem 300. your computer does it all. 
offices. Withnetworks. utilities and mail So it's only natural that you'd want the completelyunattended!That'sespecially 
services all over the country. best modem for your money. (One that helpful if you're sending work from 

-- comes with a limited 2-year warranty.) home to the office. or vice versa. 
The Smartmodem 300 is a wise choice. But it's justpart of the story. For instance. 
Far superior to acoustic coupler modems. before you communicate with another 
which connect to the telephone receiver. system. you need to "set up" your 
And it's so easy to use. computer to match the way the remote 

It dials. answers and disconnects system transmits data. With Smartcom 
calls automatically. operating with II. _you do this only once. the first time. 
rotary dials.Touch-Tone* and key-set After that. the information (called para
systems. Plus it works at full or half meters) is stored in a directory on the 
duplex. which simply means that Smartcom II. Calling or answering a sys-

connecting to a time-sharing system. tern listed in the directory requires just 
while 1t is a big deal. 1s no big deal to do. a few quick keystrokes. 

Indicator lights let you see You can store lengthy log-on sequences(!)HAnd Hayes is providing the commun what your Smartmodem is the same way. 
ications link:A first-rate telecomputing doing. while an audio speaker Press one key. and aues® 
systemthatcombinesanintelligentRS-232 lets you hear it. (Is the remote . , , · the Smartcom II 
connect modem with a sophisticated. system down. or was the automatically exe
easy-to-use communications program. line just busy?This way. you'll know.) cutesawholestringofnumberstoconnect 

The Smartmodem 300. Think of it Now all these extras aren't absolutely you to a utility or information service. 
as your computer's telephone. Just plug necessary. We could have gotten by And if you need it. there's always 
it into any phone jack. and the Smart without them. But at Hayes. we're not "help." Even while you're on-line. the 
modem 300 sends messages to and from satisfied with just "getting by." That's screen will display explanations about a 
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prompt. message or parameter that will 
get you on your way in no time. 

Smartcom II also provides a directory 
of the files stored on your disk. You can 
create. display. list. name. re-name or 
erase any file right from the Smart com II 
screen. 

And nowSmartcomll is available for 
the IBM PC**and Xerox 820-nt. 

Like all our products. Smartcom II 
and the Smartmodem 300 are backed 
by excellent documentation and full 
support from us to your dealer. 

So see him today. Link up to the excit
ing world of telecomputing. Get a tele
phone for your computer. 

Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc. 
5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd .. Norcross. 
Georgia 30092. 404/449-8791. 

Smartcom II is a. trademark of Hayes Microcomputer 
Products. Inc. 
' Trademark of Amencan Telephone and Telegraph 
·'IBM 1s a registered trademark of International Business 
Machines. Corp. 
tXerox 820-ll is a trademark of Xerox Corporation 
ilI983 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc. 
Sold only in the U.S .A. 
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BYTE Interview---------------

chronous as well as byte-sync and bit
sync protocols. We felt that made a 
heck of a lot more sense for the 
customer as the world evolves 
toward X25-type packet trans
mission. We didn't want to make the 
customer buy an I/O card to upgrade 
from async to bit-sync. We have only 
three 1/0 slots, so we're careful not to 
waste them on things we can put in 
the main machine. 
BYTE: Both serial ports can be bisyn
chronous? 
Rosing: Yes; they can be programmed 
any way. 
BYTE: And can this 510 function as a 
UART? 
Rosing: Yes. A UART/USART com
bination. 
BYTE: When did you know that you 
were going to have half a megabyte as 
standard memory? When did you 
know how much you were going to 
need? 
Daniels: It's always been a backward 
sort of thing. We had the capability 
for a full megabyte in the machine, 
and it was more a case of how much 
memory we needed to achieve our 
goal. 
Tesler: The sales force wanted it to be 
128K; the programmers wanted a 
megabyte. We negotiated. 
Rosing: Since we were writing the 
code we got the megabyte. 
Tesler: So the hardware people made 
it as big as they could in the address 
space, and then after some testing of 
the system we determined that half a 
megabyte was a reasonable compro
mise of cost and performance. 
BYTE: .Do you expect the standard 
memory on other manufacturers' 
machines to jump dramatically after 
the appearance of Lisa? 
Tesler: Well, apart from its impact on 
cost, I don't think the amount of 
memory is a critical factor in deciding 
what machine you want to buy. If 
you're an end user, you should be 
buying a machine based on what it 
does for you, how easy it is for you to 
learn, how easy it is to use. Whether 
it has 12 bytes or it has 12 megabytes 
doesn't really matter to the end user, 
which is our marketplace. We're not 
selling the machine primarily to pro

grammers who might care about that. 
End users have no idea which systems 
have more memory or less memory 
or one megabyte or one hundred 
thousand bytes. If other manufac
turers are trying to match Apple, they 
should try to match us on ease of use 
and functionality and things like that. 
If they can do it in a small amount of 
memory, more power to them. 
BYTE: Doesn't it matter when you're 
doing something like dictionary soft
ware or when you want to read a dic
tionary into memory fast and proof
read a document very fast? 
Tesler: Yes, there are certain func
tions where it definitely makes a dif
ference. We have that in our Lisa 
Cale. In order to do rapid recalcula
tion, the whole matrix really should 
be in resident memory, so we spent a 
lot of time coming up with a data 
structure that packed that data as 
tight as possible so that it would get 
as many cells as possible into 
memory, no matter what size 
memory there was . 
BYTE: Your version of BASIC will 
use more than 64K? 
Daniels: Oh, yes. We could have put 
less memory in it, but the perfor
mance would have been unaccep
table. Unfortunately, some com
panies advertise machines that have 
less memory than anyone would ever 
reasonably buy. We haven't tried to 
do that here. 
BYTE: You didn't use less memory 
and fewer disk drives than would 
really be effective, and so on? 
Daniels: Yes, and I think when you 
look at the typical configurations that 
people buy of other machines, the 
cost is really not that different from 
the kind of costs we're talking about 
for Lisa. If the other machines get 
loaded up with disks and memory 
and the other kinds of things you 
want to run, then their prices will be 
comparable. 
BYTE: When you decided you had to 
have hard-copy graphic output that 
accurately represented the quality of 
the screen graphics, what choices did 
you consider before you did this 
amazing adaptation of a $600-$700 
printer? 
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If you use a Word 
Processor, you need 

Beyond Spelling Checking 
Grammatik can find over 15 
different kinds of common errors 
missed by simple spelling 
checkers alone, including 
punctuation and capitalization 
errors, overworked and wordy 
phrases, and many others. Use 
Grammatik with Aspen Software's 
spelling checker Proofreader, 
featuring the Random House 
Dictionary®, or with your current 
spelling checker for a complete 
document proofreading system. 

Read what the experts say: 
"The perfect complement to a 
spelling checker." 

Alan Miller. Interlace Age, 5/ 82 

"A surprisingly fast and easy tool for 
analyzing writing style and 
punctuation." 

Bob Louden, lnloWorld, 12/ 81 

"Anyone involved with word 
processing in any way is encoOraged 
to get this excellent program." 

A.A. Wicks, Computronics. 6/82 

"A dynamic tool for comprehensive 
editing beyond spelling corrections." 

Dona Z. Meilach. Interlace Age. 5/ 82 

"A worthy and useful addition to your 
word processing software." 

Stephen Kimmel. Creative Computing. 6/82 

Works with CP/M®, 
IBM-PC®, TRS-80® 

Grammatik $75.00 
Proofreader $50.00 

Order directly from Aspen 
Software, or see your local dealer. 
Specify your computer system 
configuration when ordering! 
Visa, Mastercard accepted. 

Random House is a registered trademark of Random 
House. Inc. Other regislered trademarks: CP/M: Digital 
Research -- TRS-80: Tandy Corp. -- IBM: IBM -
Proofreader, Gram matik : Aspen Software Co. 

Aspen Software Co. 
P.O. Box 339-B Tijeras. NM 87059 

(505) 281-1634 
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Rosing: A wide range of options were 
being discussed, all the way from 
thermal printers to laser printers. We 
tried to identify what's critical in the 
marketplace. We thought there were 
two printers of first priority: a per
sonal printer and one with letter 
quality. At the same time our sister 
division, the Apple II-III division, 
was evaluating the same two sets of 
printers. So we teamed up and did a 
survey of virtually all the printers 
that were available from every 
manufacturer who would have the 
volume capability to serve our needs. 
We did an extensive test and put 
about eight dot-matrix printers 
through their paces with really tough 
software. Quite a few of them just fell 
right off the table - it was clear that 
the quality wasn't there. Certain ven
dors were also much more responsive 

j to fixing problems. So it really boiled 
down to two printers . Then, as we 
developed our printer software, the 
one we're using now- the C. Itoh 
just far and away stood out as having 

I the best mechanical design. You 
could put the dots where you wanted 
them repeatedly, and that's what we 
needed more than anything else in the 
world - good mechanical design. 
Rosing: And a good price. Same for 
the letter-quality printer. 
BYTE: The printer you are using is 
from C. ltoh, but it's your own ROM 
and your own systems software that 
drives the printer through the ROM. 
Rosing: Correct. 
BYTE: What else can you tell us 
about the printer, especially the dot
matrix? 
Daniels: Mechanically it's just a raster 
device. 
Tesler: A character generator is built 
into it; it has some capabilities. It 
has a single type style that can be 
stretched horizontally and vertically 
as it's printed, and it has what they 
call a graphics mode. They thought 
that would be used lightly, but it's 
what we use almost exclusively. And 
even within the graphics mode, there 
are two resolutions, low and high. 
High resolution is a lot slower. We 
wanted to offer the user all these 
choices. 

BYTE: So this is a custom design for 
you... custom changes? 
Tesler: Custom changes I would say, 
yes. 
BYTE: Did you say it sometimes 
prints out in character mode? 
thought all of its printing when you 
were controlling it was using the 
highest resolution. 
Daniels: I think all the stuff you saw 
was done at high resolution. 
BYTE: For speed you can go to a dif
ferent mode? 
Tesler: Yes; we're planning to offer 
the customer a way to get a quick 
draft using the character generator. 
Characters won't look quite the way 
they will in the final version, but you 
can get output in a hurry. 
Rosing: The printer will have three 
different speeds and three different 
quality levels. 
BYTE: Do you have an idea where 
you're going next? 
Rosing: We have what feels like ten 
years' worth of backlog. We have a 
pretty good idea what we're going to 
do for the next few years. 
BYTE: What's that? 
Rosing: The thrust is to expand the 
level of integration within the ap
plications and to add facilities to 
make it easier for more applications 
to be written outside of Apple. 
BYTE: Those facilities are the 
development toolkit? 
Rosing: Yes. The development toolkit 
is a key thing. And for a large part of 
the marketplace, adding network ap
plications and data communications 
is very important. Last but not least is 
adding really serious database func
tionality to the system. If you add all 
that up, it's as big a task or bigger 
than what we've just done. 
Daniels: In fact, almost as important 
as the team building that we've gone 
through is building up this founda
tion that we've used to create the six 
applications we've now built. The 
foundation is an amazing application 
machine. We and others outside Ap
ple can build applications that are just 
amazing now, because no ·one has to 
rebuild the foundation. It's already 
there, in place, and we really hope to 
leverage off that in the future.• 
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The new IBM Instruments Computer System: 


IBM~-



Unique combination of features 
Unusual flexibility 
Attractive price 

Anewdi1nension in small co1nputers. 


In its price range, the new IBM 
Instruments Computer System offers 
higher levels offunction and performance 
than other computers. 

For scientific, engineering and general 
computing applications, including instrument 
control and data acquisition, data analysis and 
communications, no other computer is like it. 

The IBM Instruments Computer System 
is based on the highest performance general 
purpose processor available. Modular design 
permits you to select a configuration to meet your 
present needs exactly. Provision for continuing 
enhancement and upgrading is built in. 

The inside story 

Basic working memory 
is exceptionally large. When 
expanded fully, the IBM 
Instruments Computer System 
has up to 5 megabytes of 
working memory. 

You'll find more standard 
communications ports and more 

connection modes than on other computers at or 
near the price. The optional integrated Analog 1/0 
card further enhances connectability. 

You'll also find a priority interrupt driven 
system with 32 levels of interrupt and 4 direct 
memory access channels. 

The outside story 

This is a computer that people find simple 
to understand and easy to use. Up to three 
interface modes (two programmable keypads and 
a keyboard) provide a wide range of choices for 
interacting with the system. Operation is from 

Circle 202 on Inquiry card. 

menu or by simple direct command. 
The system provides integrated high 

resolution graphics on a CRT. Hard copy is 
supplied by an optional high resolution 4-color 
printer/plotter using plain paper. These high 
levels of resolution are standard from IBM 
Instruments, extra on others. 

Optional diskette and disk drives provide 
up to 44 megabytes of on-line storage. 

A real-time, multitasking operating system 
and a wide range of programming support 
enhance the usability of the system. 

The value story 

The IBM Instruments Computer System 
can grow easily; you can add options yourself. 
Your initial investment is protected. 

Starting at $5,695, this system gives you 
outstanding power, capacity and performance for 
the money. 

SPECIFICATIONS, IB M INSTRUMENTS COMPUTER SYSTEM 

Prm·t>ssor <:ommunit·ntion!'i • 768 x 480 dots 
• 68000 8-MHz • RS232C- 3 purts • Memory mapped 

\\'orking Mt>mory • 	 IEEE-488 bus l\e\·honrd and 
• 	 Para llel 1/0 Keypuds •Up tu 128Kbytesof 
• 	 VERSAbus• • FuU alphanumeriC'ROM 

compatible system keyboarol plus 10 

expaudable in 256K 
• 	 128K bytes uf RAM 

bus progmmmable keys 
• Analog 110 card • Upto 57 


megabytes l'rintt'r/Plol!t'r 

increments up lo 5 

programmable soft 
keys on pruct>ssor• 	 4-colurs l.>iskioo und Ui!'>kcUc-!'i • 	 10 progiammable soft • 	 Up to 200 r ps • 	 Up tu 4 Diskettes, keys un CRT• 200 x 336 duts/i nch 5W'-322K bytes ur 

• 	 Full dot pattern Pro~rnmminµ 
control for graphi<"s • BASIC/FORTRAN/ 

B" -I megal}yte each 
• 	 Up tu fuur 5v.' ' 

plotting PASCAL assemblen;\Vin l·hester type 
disks. 5 or 10 ()ispluy Screen • Utilitit ·~Diagnosties 

• 	 Chrumatugraphy, m~gabytes each • 12" adjust able 
FTIR and uther 

lines 
• 	 80 characters x :-10 

application progrums 

"Trademark of Motorola. ln C" . 

We'd like to tell you more about it. 
Simply call 800-243-7054. In Connecticut, 
call 800-952-1073. IBM Instruments, Inc., . 
Orchard Park, Box 332, Danbury, CT 06810_ 

: ::..: . Instruments 
-=--===-=~=-- . - Inc.-~ 



The Enhanced VIC-20 

Part 1: Adding a Reset Switch 

Joel Swank 

12550 SW Colony #3 

Beaverton, OR 97005 


Most microprocessor chips have an input pin called 
Reset. When an electrical zero or ground is applied to this 
pin, the microprocessor clears all internal registers and 
starts a preselected sequence of initialization instructions. 
That's how a microcomputer begins operation when you 
turn it on. Most microcomputers also have a Reset switch 
that enables the operator to apply the zero signal to the 
Reset pin to restart the computer. Unfortunately, the 
Commodore VIC-20 does not. 

The VIC has a restore function that is activated by 
pressing the Stop/Run and Restore keys at the same time, 
but it doesn't use the 6S02 microprocessor's Reset line. In
stead, the Restore key is connected to a 6S22 VIA 
(versatile interface adapter) that is programmed to inter
rupt the 6S02 microprocessor each time you press the 
Restore key. The 6S22 is connected to the 6S02's NM! 
(nonmaskable interrupt) line. When the VIA interrupts 
the microprocessor, the program being executed stops 
and the VIC NM! interrupt-handling routine takes con
trol. This routine checks to see if the Stop/Run key is de
pressed and, if it is, executes the warm-start routine. If 
the Stop/Run key is not depressed, the original program 
continues. In normal operation, this method of resetting 
the VIC works fine. When a program runs astray, you 
just press Stop/Run and Restore to recover. Any BASIC 
program in memory is preserved, and all parameters 
(screen color, sound, input/output devices, etc.) are reset 
to default values. 

Editor's Note 
The VIC-20 is one of the new breed of low-cost computers that offer a 

surprising amount of computing power for the money. But its low cost 
means that it lacks some of the features we've come to take for granted. 
In this series of articles, Joel Swank will "enhance" the VIC-20 and 
hence increase the utility of this very interesting computer . ...S.J.W. 

For the restore function to work, the VIA must be pro
grammed properly. If the errant program has inserted 
random data into the VIA registers, the restore function 
will not work. There's another problem: the 6S02 can 
enter a state in which the NM! has no effect. In this 
"hung" state, the 6S02 performs no operations. You rare
ly encounter it when you use BASIC programs, but if you 
try to develop any machine-language subroutines, it 
could happen often. In both of the above cases the restore 
function does nothing. The only way to recover is to turn 
the VIC off and back on again, thereby erasing any data 
or programs that are in memory. A Reset switch can 
reinitialize the VIC without turning it off while preserv
ing anything in memory. 

Installing the Switch 
You can implement a Reset switch for the VIC by add

ing two wires and a switch. Figure 1 shows the schematic 
diagram for the VIC Reset circuit. Normally, the SSS 
integrated circuit (IC) timer on the VIC board is used to 
generate a 3-second low pulse on the Reset line at power
up. The switch serves to temporarily connect pin 2 of the 
SSS (the trigger input) to the ground line. That causes the 
SSS to repeat the pulse, which completely resets the VIC 
system without losing the data in memory. (Note: mak
ing this modification to the VIC will invalidate your war
ranty, so you might want to wait until it has expired.) 

The Reset circuit requires one normally open SPST 
(single-pole, single-throw) push-button switch and two 
6-inch lengths of stranded insulated hookup wire. To in
stall the circuit, you'll need a 2S-watt or smaller soldering 
iron. Do not use a lSO-watt soldering gun; it will destroy 
your VIC's printed-circuit (PC) board. Be sure to use only 
rosin core solder. You'll need a pair of wire cutter /strip
pers and a pair of small needle-nose pliers. To mount the 
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Create transportable software with ... 

MULTIUSER 

:JATAFLEI-

Get unmatched relational data base 
power and applications transportability 
with DataFlex. Applications created 
with DataFlex run on single and multi
user, 8 and 16 bit systems! What other 
data base lets you take advantage of: 

CP/M Action DPC/OS@ 

MSDOS Molecular N-Star@ 

PCDOS Novell Share/Net@ 

PC-Net Televideo Mmmost@ 

CP/M-86 Corvus "PC" Network 

MP/M-86 TurboDOS 

OSM Zeus@ ??? Network 


Multi-user operating system imple
mentations of DataFlex provide data 
protection to the field level in the data 
base, allowing multiple users to run the 
same on-line multi-file application. 

All DataFlex versions provide on-line 
multi-key ISAM, powerful data entry 
and report generation, and a friendly 
menu to run your applications. 

For more information contact your 
dealer or: 

:lATAICCESS® 
CORPORATION 

4221 Ponce De Leon Blvd. 
Coral Gables, FL 33146 

(305) 446-0669 

CP/M & MP/M<!BJ Digi tal Research, MSDQS<!BJ Microsoft, 

PCDQS<!BJ IBM, TurboDOS@Software 2000. 


+5V +5V 

1.5 M 
4 8 lK 

RES Vee6 
TH 


7 

IM 

OCH OUT RESET 

l µ. F ;J;' 
NE555

RESE T 
SW ITCH 

r 2 TR 

l GND 
0.1µ.F ,J; 

Figure 1: A circuit diagram for the Reset switch, which has been 
added between pins 1 and 2 of the 555 JC timer. 

switch in the case, you'll need a %-inch electric drill and 
drill bits . A small vise to hold the switch while soldering 
would be handy. You will also need a small Phillips 
screwdriver to disassemble the VIC. 

First disconnect the power cord and any peripherals 
that are connected to the VIC. Then turn the VIC upside 
down and remove the three Phillips screws in the bottom 
front of the case. Turn the VIC back over and lift the top 
front of the case. It should separate from the bottom and 
hinge on some hooks at the rear of the case. You will see 
two sets of wires that connect the top and bottom of the 
case; these connect the main PC board in the bottom of 
the case to the keyboard in the top. The group of 18 wires 
on the left is for the keyboard. The wires must be discon
nected at the connector on the PC board. Gently work 
loose this connector to reveal a row of square posts. The 
two wires on the right are for the power LED (iight
emitting diode). They must also be disconnected from a 
connector on the PC board. When both sets of wires are 
disconnected, remove the top of the case and put it aside. 

Let's take a look at the VIC board. Two versions are 
currently in use. The original version, made in Japan, 
was produced under an FCC waiver that allows it to emit 
substantial RFI (radio-frequency interference). A small 
printed notice over the game input/output (I/0) port 
states this waiver. The newer VICs, which are produced 
in the United States, have sufficient shielding to meet 
FCC regulations. Their PC boards are also arranged dif
ferently. I have one of the older models, so I'll approach 
it first. 

On the older versions of the VIC, the right side of the 
PC board is almost completely taken up by the power 
supply and heat sink. On the far right are the connectors 
for the power cord and the game l/O. At the right rear is 
the housing for the expansion slot. The left side is taken 
up by the !Cs that make up the VIC computer. The two 
40-pin !Cs in the left rear corner are the two 6522 VIAs 
that the VIC uses to communicate with external devices. 
Just in front of them are the two 24-pin ROMs (read-only 
memories), which contain the machine-language routines 
that make up the VIC control program and BASIC. In 
front of them is the 6502 microprocessor that controls the 
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Introducing our third generation computer ... 
eall-new QDP-300. Now. you can rest assured 
~u·ve {ound the most advanced microcomputer 

the markettoday. The QDP-300 is a user
dly system - its on-line "Help" system gives 


en untrained operators access to its full power. 

uses CP/M* and MP/M* operating systems that 


e the user of an abundance of compatible 

are. The QDP-300 even has a dual voltage 

that allows worldwide operation (115 or 
tS}at the flick of a switch. For word process

ffuancial forecasting. engineering design and 
cturing. inventory. payroll. bookkeeping 

ore. the QDP-300 will work hard for you for 
and years to come. It's also comforting to 
that the QDP-300 is fully expandable and 
¥ upgradeable as your computer needs grow. 
'seven more. It might make you sleep better 

ow that the QDP-300 is backed by one year. on
warranty with service provided by General 

Electric Apparatus and Engineering Services: 
more than 50 service locations nationwide 
features and all of the others we've built · 
QDP-300 don't bring you peace of mind. 
low price tag will. 

• More Flexibility - Easily upgradea 
bit capability which gives the user 8or 16 
operation. IEEE 696/S-100 Bus. 

•More Speed-Unique "cache mem 
operation makes the Q DP-300 one of 
operational 8 bit systems on the mar 

•More Power - Advanced sin~ 
utilizing Z80B* * CPU operating at 6 

•More Storage - Dual g' flopp 
provide a total of 2.4 MB of forma 
MB and 15 MB internal hard disk 
30 MB external hard disk system 



Photo 1: The VIC-20 circuit board. The Reset switch, shown at 
left, has already been installed in the American version. (Photos 
by John M . Hannan .) 

Photo 2: A close-up of the VIC-20 circuit board. The Reset 
switch is connected to pins 1 and 2 of the 555 IC timer next to 
the lower left-hand corner of the perforated metal box. 

entire system. At the rear center is the 24-pin ROM that 
contains the VIC character-set patterns and the 40-pin 
6S60 video-interface chip (hence VIC) that controls the 
output to the TV. In front of the 6S60 are the ten 2114 
RAMs (random-access read/write memories) that make 
up the VIC's SK-byte standard memory. The rest of the 
!Cs on the board are the TTL (transistor-transistor logic) 
chips that perform the address decoding and interface 
between the larger !Cs. 

Photo 1 shows the newer version of the VIC, which has 
the power supply, expansion slot, and game 1/0 on the 
right side. It has additional metal shielding over the 
power supply as well. The !Cs on the new version are re
arranged . The 6S02 microprocessor and the two program 
ROMs are located in the right front just below the power 
supply. The RAMs are located in the front left in two 
rows. The character-set ROM is just to the right of the 
RAMs. The 6S22 VIAs are located in the left rear corner . 
The 6S60 and the rest of the TV circuitry can be found in 
the center rear covered by a metal box. The SSS timer is 
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located at the left of this metal box. 
You will install the Reset switch at the center of the far 

left end. To the left of the perforated metal box is the SSS 
timer (see photo 2). With only eight pins, it is the smallest 
IC on the board. Connecting the Reset switch involves 
soldering wires to pins 1 and 2 of this IC. The SSS has a 
dot beside pin 1. The pins are numbered counter
clockwise from pin 1. 

Before you make any connections, you must take the 
PC board out of its case. Remove the screws in the cor
ners of the board, the two screws along the rear edge, and 
the screw along the front edge. The old version also has a 
black screw in the front center of the black-metal heat 
sink. Do not remove the two screws along the right edge. 
Once you've removed these seven or eight screws, the PC 
board should lift easily out of its case. If the area you're 
working in has any static electricity, make sure you 
discharge yourself by touching a metal object-a filing 
cabinet or table, say-before touching the PC board. 
Static electricity can destroy the delicate !Cs on the VIC 
PC board. 

Place the PC board on a flat surface to install the 
switch. Strip about Ys inch of insulation off each end of 
the two 6-inch lengths of wire. Twist together the strands 
of the four exposed ends and tin them by melting solder 
into the strands-that makes them easier to solder to the 
board and the switch. Next, solder one end of each wire 
to one of the connections on the switch. Solder the other 
end of one of the wires to pin 2 of the SSS IC. Solder the 
other wire to pin 1 of the SSS. When you solder the wires 
to the pins, get the connections hot enough to melt the 
solder, but be careful not to get them too hot. Excess heat 
can damage parts and cause traces to lift from the board. 
The key is to work as fast as possible. 

After you've made all the solder connections, you'll be 
ready to prepare the case for mounting the switch. You'll 
have to drill a hole through the left side of the case large 
enough to accommodate the neck of the switch. Because 
the VIC case is about % inch thick, you may have to 
countersink the hole (i.e., make it funnel-shaped) so that 
enough of the neck of the switch will fit through to fasten 
it. Locate the hole high enough from the bottom of the 
case so that the switch will not touch the PC board and 
close enough to the SSS so the wires will reach. Drill the 
proper size hole. If you need to countersink, use the point 
of a larger drill bit to partially increase the size of the hole 
from the inside of the case. After drilling the hole, make 
sure that the switch fits properly. Return the PC board to 
the case and reinstall the seven or eight screws that hold 
the PC board. Then insert the switch into its hole and 
fasten it securely. Reattach the two cables from the top 
half of the case. The cable on the left, for the keyboard, is 
keyed and will install in only one direction. The polarity 
of the LED cable on the right does not matter. Place the 
hooks in their slots at the rear of the case and gently close 
it. If the case is slightly warped, you may have to press 
down on the rear to get the hooks to engage properly. 
After you've closed the case, examine it on all sides to be 
sure that it has no gaps. Turn it over and reinstall the 



Transfers any file back and forth! 

Increase VisiCalc and Wordstar power by transferring 
files from the Apple 11 to the IBM Personal Computer-with 
no retyping and no errors! 

CONNECT Apples to IBMs, Apples to Apples, or IBMs to 
IBMs. Transfer information from any file thousands of miles
in minutes. 

UPGRADE your 64K Apple VisiCalc to 256K IBM VisiCalc 
power. Your worksheets can be larger. 

INCREASE your Apple Wordstar 130K floppy 
capacity to IBM DOS Wordstar 320K floppy 
capacity. Over twice the space on disk. 

CONTROL communication from either side in either 
direction with Master/Slave operation. 

COMMUNICATE with people using the Electronic 
Mail mode. The Apple-IBM Connection can be 
used to send messages to Apples or IBMs. 

Designed for the non-technical user, the Apple
IBM Connection comes with a disk for the Apple 
and a disk for the IBM. Connect the two computers 
with a cable or a telephone modem and insert 
the disks. 

Turn on the computers and the software does all the work, 
asking you for the name of the file being transferred, the 
transfer speed, and the type of connection you are using. 

Less than one minute after powering up, the transfer starts. 
The software checks to make sure that no errors occur during 
transmission. 

Alpha Products for the IBM Personal Computer 
All Alpha products come with SP.Oken instructions. 

Alpha Software-professional, innovative, · 
and easy to use. 

Data Base Manager Type Faces 

Question Mailing List 


Call us for participating Computerlands and 
other dealers at (617) 229-2924. 

REQUIREMENTS 
Apple 11-1 Disk, 64K Memory. D.C. Hayes Micro
modem II or Mountain Hardware CPS Card. 
IBM P.C.-1 Disk, 96K (Compiled Version) or 
64K (BASIC Version). Any RS-232 Card. 

Circle 18 on Inquiry card. 

Aa•eb!!
AVAILABLE $195.0012 NEW ENGLAND EXECUTIVE PARK BURLINGTON, MASS. 01803TODAY! 
Apple is a trademark a fApple Computer Company. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp 


VisiCalc is a lt ademarkof VisiCorp. War ct tor is a trademark of MicroPro Corp. 




Listing 1: The Reset program, which will reset the first link field and end-of-program pointers. Starting at line 25, use the POKE 
command to enter the program. 

0001 0000 
0002 0000 
0003 0000 PROGF.'AM TO RE:::TORE THE BASIC rnt:i 
0004 0000 OF PROGRAM POHnrn. 
0005 0000 
OOOE. 0000 CALL 1,JI TH ::;ys :3W 
0007 0000 
000::: 0000 C:HAH1 =:tC533 ; UIC LINE LINK CALCULATOR 
0009 0000 
0010 0000 *=$33C ;ASSEMBLE IN TAPE BUFFER 

0011 033C 20 33 C5 .J:::P CHA H1 ; F HlD LA:::T LI Ml< 
0012 033F i ·=· ~ ,_. CLC 
0013 0340 A5 22 LDA :t22 .: ADD Tl..JO TO CiET 
0014 0342 69 02 ADC #2 .: HlD OF PROCiF.'.AM 
0015 0344 85 2D STA :tW .: At·lD :::AUE IM EHD PO It-HER 
0016 0346 A5 :·.-:;:. LDA $23 .: ADD ZEF.'.O TO HI B\'TE 
0017 034:3 6'3 00 ADC #0 ; IN CASE OF CARRY 
00t::: 034A f:5 2E STA :t:2E .:SAUE IT 
001'3 034C 60 RTS ; RETIJF.'.M TO 1..J IC 
0020 034D 
0021 034D 
0 022 0340 POKE THE FOLLOl.i.IH1G DECIMAL l..JALUES I tHO MEMOF.'.\' 
0023 034[:r STAF'T HlCi AT :::2::: TO USE THE PROCiF'AM 
0024 034D . • 

0025 034D .:POKE 1:1"":11:1 ~ ·-:1 
1_1 .,;_ \ _ a ,I ,_1.a:.., 

002.:. 
0027 

034[:• 
034D 

.:POKE 

.:POKE 
82'3 '51 
:::3 0.• 1'37 

002::: 034C• .:POKE :331 .. 24 
0029 034D .: POKE :::32 .. 165 
0030 034[> .:POf:'.E t:33 .. 34 
0031 034D ; POKE 834 .. 105 
0032 034D : POKE 835 .1 2 
0033 
0034 

034[:• 
034[:> 

.: POKE 

.:POKE 
:33E... 133 
t:37 .145 

0035 034[:1 .:POKE E:3:3 .. 1E.5 
003t. 
0037 
0 cc::: 
003'3 

034[:i 
034[:• 
034D 
CC.4D 

.:POKE 

.:POKE 
;POKE 
.: POKE 

839 .. 35 
:::4 (I '1 05 
841 .. (! 
842 .. 133 

0040 
004 l 
0042 

034[• 
034[:• 
034[• 

.:POKE 

.:Pm::E 
:::43. 4E. 
f:44 .. St::. 

0043 034D . Et·1D 
0044 034[• EF.'F.'Oi;::S= 0000 

three screws in the bottom. You now have a Reset switch 
for your VIC. 

Memory Pointers 
You can use the Reset switch to recover when 

Stop/Run and Restore have no effect. Reset does not 
erase a BASIC program, but it does change two pointers 
in memory that VIC needs to find the program. One of 
the pointers that is altered is the link field in the first line 
of the BASIC program. Each line of a VIC BASIC pro
gram has a pointer to the next line. Reset clears the link in 
the first line so that the VIC thinks there are no 
statements in memory. Reset also changes the pointer to 
the end of the program. Both of these pointers must be 
restored to their proper values for the VIC to recognize 
the program that is in memory. 

The easiest way to restore these values is to use the 
PEEK command to examine them before you run the pro
gram and then write them down in case you need to use 
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Reset. Then after you reset you can use the POKE com
mand to restore them and execute the BASIC CLR com
mand to reset the other BASIC pointers. Of course, 
chances are that when you have to use Reset you will not 
have thought to do this. It 's possible to find the correct 
values for these pointers after the VIC has been reset. 

On a standard VIC the first link field is located at 
memory locations 4097 and 4098 (1001 and 1002 hex
adecimal). It is a 2-byte pointer to the beginning of these
cond line of the program. The end-of-program pointer is 
at locations 45 and 46 (20 and 2E). Finding the end of the 
program involves following the chain of BASIC state
ment links to the end of the program. Fortunately, there's 
a machine-language subroutine in the VIC ROM that will 
reset the first link and find the end of the program. To 
help in executing this subroutine I wrote the Reset pro
gram shown in listing 1. The program calls the VIC ROM 
subroutine that recalculates the VIC statement links and 
leaves the last pointer in a temporary memory area. It 

Circle 177 on Inquiry card. --+ 



13 Good Reasons to Buv 

theACE1200 
1. Apple® II-compatible 
2. CP/M®-compatible 
3. 128K of RAM 
4. Built-in floppy disk drive 
s. Disk controller 
8. 80 column card 
7. Serial interface 
8. Parallel interface 
9. Upper and lower case 

10. VisiCalc ®keys 
Cursor control pad 

• 	Numeric pad 
Auto repeat keys 



then increments this pointer by two and stores the result 
in locations 45 and 46 (20 and 2E). To use the Reset pro
gram, you must first enter it into an unused area of 
memory by using the POKE command. As shown in 
listing I, it resides in the VIC tape buffer at location 828 
(33C), but it is relocatable and could be located in any 
spot you are sure will not be used. Use the POKE com
mand to enter the decimal value given in the listing (start
ing at line 25) into memory beginning at location 828. 
Next enter a nonzero value into the higher-order byte 
location of the link field with the command POKE 
4098,1. That lets the VIC ROM subroutine know that a 
program is in memory. Call the program with the BASIC 
SYS command SYS 828. Now initialize the rest of the 
BASIC pointers with a CLR command. The BASIC pro
gram is now fully restored and you can LIST it or SAVE 
it on tape. 

Note that you must not use any BASIC variables dur
ing the above procedure. Doing so will wipe out part of 
the BASIC program. And if you're using an expanded 
VIC the location of the first link field is different. If you 
have only a 3K-byte expansion board or a Commodore 
Super Expander plugged in, the higher-order byte of the 
link is located at 1026 (402). If you have one or more 
BK-byte expansion modules, the higher-order byte of the 
link is at 4610 (1202). You can still use the above pro
cedure to find the correct link value by substituting the 
appropriate address. If you have changed the pointer to 
the end of BASIC memory at locations 55 and 56 (37 and 
38), Reset will restore it to the default value. 

The VIC Reset switch is a handy addition to the 
VIC-20. It can save you hours of retyping a program. Us
ing Reset instead of the on/ off switch will also save wear 
and tear on your VIC.• 

Get Graphics 

On Your 


DEC* LA120 

DEC PLOT'" upgrades your DEC LA120 to 
print graphics fast-only 35 seconds per 
average page ... Just $595. Need color too? 
Get DECOLOR'" ... Only $995. Fully com
patible with most graphics software and 
CRT display terminals . 

NEW! VT-125 
COLOR PRINTER INTERFACE 

$495 
Texprint's simple plug-in modules require 
no extra custom software for dot-address
able or character-graphics applications. 
Expand LA 120 performance, yet preserve 
all original functions. Available now from 
Texprint or DEC distributors. 

"Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. 

Circle 413 on Inquiry card. 

SMITH CORONA TP-1 

Letter Quality· Electronic Text Printer 


(Daisy Wheel) 


$560 
Limited 

Offer 

Many additional Hardware 
and Software items available. 

•Atari 800 - S539 
·Atari 400 · S229 

CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-421-8978 

OR WRITE 

Computer Source International 


Postal Division C 

P.O. Box 213, Daleville, AL 36322 


Circle 110 on Inquiry card. 

The Mega Super Computer 

At last! A professional expandable single board computer 
which offers all you could ever desire and afford: 

o " " "•-o..ot9,ll <tr f,llA"ll 

, ..UO'''"""Pot"""'"~•f•P'""" QUS 

o 2P""'otPO•"-'' ' .."''~ '""'"'~ 

;:~~ 5,-;.;•~....;:~; "~~u:' ;:.••~::,"~~~::;~~ 

• MEGA CO. 
2318 S Park Street, Madison, W 53713 (608)255-7400 

Circle 251 on Inquiry card. 

converts Your 

~ewrlter Into Prl; I 

• Finest print quality • Low cost 
• Easy Installation • Quick delivery 
• Fits IBM se1ectrlC" and· Electronic 


Typewriters 

• Models for all popular computers 
• Call or write for more Information. 


today1 

we exoort to au countries • 

Ex INTERNATIONAL INC. 
5115 Douglas Fir Ra. 
Calabasas, CA 91302 U.S.A. 

"ELF" Interface 

Tel: <2131 710·1444 TLX /TWX: 910 494 2100 

Circle 215 on Inquiry card. 

***SALE*** 

USED COMPUTERS AND 

PERIPHERALS 
SBC-2001 Advanc<d Singleboard Z80A 
Computer 
64K bytes of mem01y expandable to 256K, OMA, 
four serial ports, complete with BIOS for CP/M 
2.2, and two 8-inch double-density disk drives. 
System has been assembled, tested, and burned-in 

•. '' ,. '"" ''"'''''"''''''''''"'' .$1300 

Singleboard CP/ M syst.m 
AC·BS manufactured by Autocontrol; 8()85 pro
cessor, runs at 10 MHz; 64K bytes of memory; disk 
controller performs OMA; CP/M bias in ROM; 
three serial ports, with individually software
selectable baud rates. Price includes: power supply, 
two 8-inch, double-sided, double-density disk 
drives, and CP/M 2.2.. ... . ........ negot. $2400 

Call or \-\Ti~ 


Jon Swanson 

c/o BYTE, 70 Main Street 

Peterborough, NH 03458 


(603) 924-9281 

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS 
SMITH-CORONA TP-1 

• BROTHER HR·15(2 colors) ..... SAVE 
•BROTHER HR·1(16k) . , ••••• , .. S749 
• DAISY WRITER 2000(48k) .. . , , , $999 
• C-ITOH F-10(40 cps) •••• ' •• ' ' $1295 
• COMMODORE 64 Computer .. . SAVE 
• OSBORNE Computer S1595 
• SANYO MBC-1000(incl sftwre) $1595 
•KAY-PRO II ..... ......... ... SCALL 

• ZORBA .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... SAVE 
• Wordstar/Spellstar/Mailmerge • • S349 
• Franklin-Ace ••••• , • .. . .. .. . . . . S899 

MICRO MART 
5375 Kearny Villa Rd 11115. San Diego CA 92123 

(619) 268-0169 

Circle 265 on inquiry card. 
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BYTE's 	Bits 

Public-Domain 


Apple Graphics Routines 


One reason for the Apple Il's popularity 
is the large amount of public-domain soft
ware available for it. Most public-domain 
software is rather modest stuff, but some
one occasionally donates an impressive 
piece of software that is easily good enough 
to be sold commercially. Such a piece of 
software (obviously a labor of love that 
reflects much work and talent) is David 
Shapiro's Dr. Cat's Grafix Disk. This is an 
Apple II floppy disk running under the 
DOS 3.3 operating system that gives the 
user a SK-byte package of high-resolution 
Apple graphics routines, the source code 
for the assembly-language routines (in 
Apple DOS Tool Kit format), some docu
mentation, and a lot of enjoyable demon
stration programs. 

David sees Cat-Grafix, as he calls them, 
as an alternative to the high-resolution 
drawing routines provided by Applesoft. 
The package has 25 major routines, each of 
which can be called from BASIC or 
entered via an optional set of ampersand 
routines (e.g., &HIRES). The routines in
clude both color and black-and-white ver
sions of subroutines that plot points, draw 
lines, outline or fill boxes and circles, scroll 
the high-resolution screen, and draw char
acters from a user-defined character set 
onto the high-resolution screen. 

The disk and associated software are in 
the public domain and can be used as part 
of another program (commercial or other
wise) if credit is given to Cat-Grafix. The 
disk is currently being distributed through 
Apple user groups and can be copied with
out limitation. If you cannot get this disk 
through these channels, it can be ordered 
from: 

David Shapiro 

Pepperland Software 

POB 5158 

Bloomington, IN 47401 


Please send an Apple disk, a check for $8, 
and a stamped, self-addressed return 
envelope with sufficient postage and card
board protection for the disk. 

I think that Cat-Grafix is one of the most 
impressive sets of graphics routines for the 
Apple that I have ever seen, and the price is 

,:::.certainly right . David is to be commended 
for his decision to give this software away. 
I hope that his efforts will persuade other 
hobbyists tp share their work. 
Gregg Williams 

Senior Editor• 

With Pride 
,._,, ureSSional . o · ""'"'"' are ava1'/ab-I· ·--:" f.Jtns, they
th . involvement . 	 e in 1BK 
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awards, incent1·volut1on for gifts, professional! micro 


es or Order now b 

Premiums, , coupon or y completing the 


As la s · · contact MC!N
1Pe pins, tie at1sfaction is . Inc. .§ 
• • • • • • • your money b gukaranteed, or ~ 

••••• ac "' ---~-MC/N, Inc. • • • • • • • ::f_ 

COMPUTER JEWELRY D Dealer Inquiry • • • • • • 
Simms Center/Box 9393 D Send info re: Corpora le Volume Discounl~ 
San Rafael, CA 94912 

D Send info re: Cuslom 14K or 18K Gold
415/453-7033 wilh or wi1hou1 Diamonds or Rubies 

Please send lhe following pieces of NAME/CO.
compuler jewelry: 

ADDRESS:Gold- Siiver
$12. ea. $10. ea. Amounl CITY: _________________ _ 


____$ __ 	STATE/ZIP:----- -------
TELEPHONE: _ _ _ ________ _ 

·' 
$ ___ Vi sa _ _ MaslerCard _ _ Expiralion Da t e ~ 
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ax ........ I I I 
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:o .. . ....... .. .... $ ___ Signalure_ _______________ 

Allow 2·3 Weeks for Delivery 
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NOW. PLATO Basic Skills. 

NOW. PLATO High School Skills. 

Both for use with TI 99/4A. ,;: 

Control Data and Texas Instruments are 
working together to make this nationally 
recognized PLATO courseware available 
via microcomputers. 
Control Data's PLATO Basic Skills is a com
prehensive curriculum designed to enhance 
the development of elementary and junior 
high Reading, Math and Grammar skills. 
Control Data's PLATO High School Skills 
help high school level students master Reading, 
English, Math, Social Studies and Science. It 
has been used to assist students preparing for 
G.E.D. exams. 

·~For Basic and High School Skills pricing and order 

information, write: Texas Instruments, Education 

Department, Box 53, Lubbock, TX 79408. 




NEW!* Nine lessons in 
Foreign Languages for 
use with Apple II Plus. 
Three lessons each for French, 
Spanish and German. Each 
lesson uses a hangman or 
pyramid game to help children 
learn words most associated 
with defined activities. For 
junior or senior high students. 

Travel Words: Children study 
French, Spanish or German 
words they need to know to 
buy train, plane or bus tickets; 
order in a restaurant; request 
medical assistance; read street 
signs; etc. 

Shopping Words: Children 
study French, Spanish or Ger
man words they need to know 
to shop for food, clothing, etc. 

Classroom Words: Children 
study the French, Spanish or 

Gennan words that are common 
to the school environment. 
*Available March 30 

Lessons Available 

For Apple II Plus, 

TI 99/4A and Atari 800. 

Basic Number Facts: Practice 

in addition without carrying; 
subtraction without borrowing; 
and multiplication/ division 
with single digits. For elemen
tary students. 
Whole Numbers: Practice in 
addition, subtraction, multi
plication, division and mixed 
numbers. For elementary and 
junior high students. 
Decimals: Practice locating 
decimal numbers on the number 
line. For elementary students. 
Fractions: Same skill level and 
format as decimals. 

Physics-Elementary 
Mechanics: Students are 
shown a physical problem, then 
must "purchase" the missing 
information to answer it 
correctly. For senior high 
physics students. 
French, German, Spanish 
Vocabulary Builders: Gives 
children a basic vocabulary of 
500 words. Supplements intro
ductory and refresher courses. 
Computer Literacy- Intro
dudion: For jr. or sr. high 
and vocational school students. 

INTRODUCTORY 

OFFERING: 


•Single lesson, $45.00 
•Additional lessons, $35.00ea. 
•Additional disk included 

with each lesson ordered at 
no extra charge 

• 10 day money-back trial 

SEND FOR PLA,TO 
COURSEWARE CATALOG 
For a free copy ofour PLATO 
catalog, or to order, mail reply 
card; call toll-free 800/233-3784; 
or write Control Data Publish
ing Co., P.O. Box 261127, San 
Diego, CA 92126. In California, 
call 800/233-3785. 
Circle 121 on inquiry card. 

@: 2) 
CONT"OL DATA PLATO 

PUBLISHING COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION 




The World of Standards 

The process for producing standards 

is full of checks and balances. 

As our civilization grows more 
complex, the need for standards in
creases at an amazing rate. Without 
thinking in terms of standards, we are 
accustomed to asking for a specific 
weight of oil for our car, film of vary
ing speeds for our cameras, tires of a 
certain size, and certain kinds of elec
tric light bulbs, electric sockets, ex
tension cords, etc. Standards are vital 
to our daily lives. As consumers, we 
have become dependent upon stan
dards and would not tolerate the in
convenience incurred by a lack of 

Chuck Card 

2192 Buckboard Circle 

Warrington, PA 18976 


R. Donald Prigge 

418 Sassanqua Dr. 


Georgetown, SC 29440 


Josephine L. Walkowicz 

National Bureau of Standards 


Building 225 

Washington, DC 20234 


Marjorie F. Hill 

34 South Lan vale Ave. 


Daytona Beach, FL 32014 


cessing Systems). In the United 
States, the American National Stan
dards Institute (ANSI) assigned to the 
Business Equipment Manufacturers 
Association (now the Computer and 
Business Equipment Manufacturers 
Association, or CBEMA) the respon
sibility for forming the corresponding 
American National Standards Com
mittees X3 and X4, which have since 
merged into Committee X3 (Informa
tion Processing Systems). X3 now has 
responsibility for all of ANSI's 
computer-related standards (see 

standards. 
Standards are such an integral part 

of our daily lives that we are often 
oblivious to their existence and 
therefore do not always appreciate 
their value. As we understand the 
role played by standards in our daily 
lives, it becomes easier to understand 
why a need for standards arises. 
When this need in a particular area 
becomes acute, the next logical step is 
to convene a committee interested in 
the subject to develop a standard. 

Standards organizations exist to 
provide a framework so that stan
dards that represent a consensus can 
be developed and approved. 

Muclt of tltis material 11as been adapted from 
The World of EDP Standards, 3rd edition, by 
R. D. Prigge, M. F. Hill, a11d ]. L. Walkowicz. 

(Blue Bell, PA: Sperry U11ivac Corporatio11, 
1978) . Used by arrangeme11t witlt Sperry 
U11ivac. 
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History 
In the early part of our century, the 

general need for standards was fairly 
widespread, and as a result, several 
organizations were founded to 
develop standards in a variety of 
areas. Therefore, when the first sug
gestions were made that standards 
should be established in the field of 
computers and information process
ing, there already existed mature and 
well-established organizations 
available to accept that responsibili
ty. On the international scene, the In
ternational Organization for Standar
dization (ISO) authorized the forma
tion of Technical Committee 97 
(Computers and Information Process
ing) and Technical Committee 95 (Of
fice Machines). These two commit
tees have now merged into Technical 

. Committee 97 (Information Pro-

figure 1 for a chart of the X3 
organization). 

Meanwhile in Europe, the Euro
pean Computer Manufacturers Asso
ciation (ECMA) was formed, and by 
mid-1961, the standardization effort 
for computers and information pro
cessing was well underway. 

Objectives 
While the names and relationships 

of these organizations can be confus
ing, the objectives of all the interna
tional and national standards bodies 
are so similar that they can be 
thought of as carbon copies of each 
other. Basically these objectives are 
development, promulgation, and 
establishment of standards; coordina
tion of standards development; and 
exchange of information. 

At the technical level the objective 
is the development of a standard for a 
specific product or process. 
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Here's whatyour 

IBM Personal Computer can 


do with EdiX+WordiX 


EDIX +WORD IX gives you 
maximum flexibility for creat
ing your documents. Its unique 
multiple-window screen opens 
new horizons to your creativity. 
And EDIX is so easy to use most 
of our customers claim they 
never have to read the User's 
Manual! 

Not only can EDIX + WORDIX 
do everything we've shown, 
but it can drive any printer, and 
access special symbols, too. 
These and other features make 
EDIX +WORD IX the World's 
Finest Microcomputer Word 
Processor! 

Circle 166 on Inquiry card. 

,--------.------1 

I EmF-16il16 II 	 ITECHNOLOGY 

2031 Broadway Boulder, Colorado 80302 II 303 447-9495 

I For more information or to place I
Ian order, call toll-free 800-782-4896 I 

1l•lt=•1Ior see EDIX +WORD IX at
I ComputerLand® and other fine computer stores 


I Deal · · · l IL ____eE._mq~1es~~om.=___J 

It takes just a toll-free phone call 
to join the growinggroup ofsat
isfied EDIX + WORDIX users. 
Why not pick up your phone 
right now' 

Requires I28K IBM PC with 
DOS. EDIX demo available 
for S 15. 

n.t lnde111.ark of E111crglng lCchnoJogr Consultants. Inc. 
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Digital Dialing Units For Your Acoustic Coupler 

,. 	Unit #1: the index finger of your 

right hand, used to manually dial a 

telephone number and place the 

telephone handset in the coupler's 

cradle. 


Unit #2: TNW's new OPERATOR 
Automatic Calling Unit, automatically pulse 
dials under computer or terminal control. Also provides unattended telephone 
answer capability. Use it with your acoustic coupler or most direct connect 
modems. 110 to 300 bits per second , powerful command interpreter, RS-232 
interface to computer or termina l. Complete with power supply, cabinet, 
documentation, and full one year warranty for only $129. 

~TNW Dept. 9876 
CORPOAA TlON 

3444 Hancock Street, San Diego, CA 9211 O 
(619) 296-2115 • Telexll 910-335-1194 

Membership and Finance 
The membership base of standards

making bodies varies somewhat, but 
in general, at the international level, 
the members represent nations. At 
the national level, individual mem
bers represent interests of consumers, 
producers, and general-interest 
groups. 

Membership in standards organiza
tions is restricted in the sense that 
each organization establishes cate
gories and balance for membership 
but is open-ended in respect to the 
number of members. In the ISO, 
membership is restricted to the stan
dards organization most represen
tative of each nation. ANSI 
represents the United States in ISO, 
and therefore, no other standards 
organization based in the United 
States can hold membership . (Other 
standards organizations are subtly 
restrictive on the basis of technical in
terest, product produced, or similar 
categories.) 

Although many international and 
national organizations derive their 
operating revenue from membership 
dues and the sale of standards, others 
are wholly or partially supported by 
their governments. Several national 
standards organizations have ex
tended their activities to include a cer
tification program, which contributes 
to their income. Most of the organiza
tions important to computer stan-

ANSI 

XJ 

IAC SPARC 

TECHNICAL COMMITIEES 

SOFTWARE 	 SYSTEMS 

Figure 1: Structure of the American National Standards Committee X3 for Information 
Processing Systems. The abbreviations stand for the following: ANSI, American Na
tional Standards Institute; SMC, Standards Management Committee; CBEMA , Com
puter and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association (the secretariat to X3); /AC, 
International Advisory Council; and SPARC, Standards Planning and Requirements 
Committee. -

dards are self-sustaining nonprofit technical area, a technical committee 
organizations. may work simultaneously on several 

overlapping or independent technical 
areas within its assigned responsibili

Technical Committees ty. A technical committee may also 
Within a standardization organiza need to establish liaisons with tech

tion , technical committees are nical committees of other standards 
chartered to develop standards in an organizations or within the same 
assigned range of interest. Because parent organization. 
this charter generally covers a broad Most technical committees have an 
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computers 315-472-3055 
Box 91 Hrewerton, N.Y. 13029 


Circle 112 on Inquiry card. wholesale 
We pay UPS shipping charges 


on prepaid orders. 

ALTOS.. .. . . ... 20% OFF LIST 
ACS-8000·2. . . ... .. .. . .... . $2649 

ACS·B000·10 . ..... ... ...... .. 6195 

ACS·B000·12 . ............ .... 7189 

ACS·B000·14. ... .. ..• ...... . . 8790 

ACS·B000 ·15. ....... .. .. .. - 3739 

MTU·1 . .............. ... . . . 2000 

MTU·2 . . .. ....... . . . .. . . 2000 

Series 5-150 .. .. ............ . 2285 

Series 5·50 . . . . . .. . .. 4275 


ATARI 
800 \48KI .... . . .............. $659 

400 I16KI .. ........ .. .. .. .. . .. 259 

810 Disk Drive ..... . .•.. . ... .. 449 

850 Interface ....... . .•.. • . . . . 169 


CROMEMCO 
CS·O ....... . ... . .... . .. . ... $1035 

CS·1 ... . ... . .... . ...... _.... 3195 

CS-1H .... . .. ... . . ... . . . ... .5595 

CS·2 ............. ... .. .... . . 3755 

CS·3 ... . . . . ... . .. . .. .. . .... 5595 

ZPU ......... .. . ... . .. . . . .. .. 315 

64KZ . . .. ... .. ... . .. . .. .. . .... 585 

TuArt ... .. . . ................. 249 

16FDC ........ . .... . . . .... .. . 475 

The complete CROMEMCO Hne i s available. 

INTERTEC 
Superbrain II Jr. .... . ..... .. $1969 

Superbrain II OD . . .. .. .. .. ... 2349 

Superbrain II SD ............. 2650 


MORROW DESIGN 

Micro Decision wlTerminal 

1 Drive .... . ............ . Call 

2 Drives ... . .. . .. . . .. .... ·Call 


Discus 2D'. ..... . . .. .. ... . .. . . 830 

Dual Discus 2D .. . .. . . .. . . .. . 1385 

Call us for prices on the l ull M ORROW line. 

NORTHSTAR 
Advantage .... .. ... . ....... $2895 

Horizon 20·64K ... . ..... . ... . 2655 

HD 18 Mg. Disk........... _.. 3879 

G CPIM®for Advantage . . .. _.. 119 

We carry the comp/ere NorthStar line-Cal!! 

TS·B01 ..... .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . $2650 

802 ... .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . ..... 2755 

802H . . .... . ..... . . . .. .. .. .. . 4755 


ZENITH 
Z-89-80 CP/ M®or H/ DOS ... . . $2075 
z .99.92 CP/ M®or H/ DOS ... - - . 2115 

Z·90·BO CP/ M®orH / DOS . . . .. . 2115 

Z·90·82 CP/ M®or H/ DOS . ... . . 2299 


Advertised prices reflect a cash discount on 
prepaid orders only. Most items are in stock 
for immediate delivery in factory sealed cart · 
ons with full factory warrantees. 

ADDS 
Viewpoint.... ......... ... ... $529 


HAZELTINE 
Esprit .. _ ... . . . ....• . . . ... 429 

Esprit II . . ...... . ..... . ... 515 

Esprit Ill .. .. ...... . ..... 1350 

1420 .. . ..... .. .......... .. . 589 

1500 ..............•.......... 845 

1520 . . ............ . .. .. . . . .. 1350 

Executive 80·20 . ... . .... Sava/ 975 


INTERTEC 

Intertube Ill . ...... . . . .. . . . . .. 725 


SOROC.. .. ... .......... Call! 
TELEVIDEO 
910 . .. . . ... ......... • ..... . . $559 

912 . ............ . . . . ..•. . .... 659 

920 .. ... . ..... . .... .... . .. - .. 719 

925 . ... . .. . ................ . . 719 

950 ... . ......... . ......... . . . 899 

X·tra Page Memory . . 80 


WVSE-100 . . .. • . . . . .. 749 


ZENITH 
Z·19.......... . ..... . .. . ...... 639 

ZT-1 . .. . . .. . ...... . ..... . ..... 549 


-PRINTERS
ANADEX 
DP9500 ........... .. .. .. .. $1290 

2K Buffer. ... •.. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . _80 

9501 ... . .. .. . . .. .. . ... . . 1290 

9620 .. .. ....... . .. 1475 


CENTRONICS 
704·9 Ser................... $1519 

704-11 Par... . . .. . .. ........ 1569 

730-1 Ser . . ... . . . . . .... . Savel 299 

730-3 Ser. . . . . . . • . . . . 479 

737·1 Par .... . .. ... . .. . ... . . . . 689 

I . 


C.ITOH 
Prowriter 8510A Par. . ..... $425 

Prowriter 8510A Ser. . . 595 

Starwriter F10 Par. 1370 

Starwriter F10 Ser ...... . . . .. . 1370 

Printmaster F10 Par. . . . . 1785 

Printmaster F10 Ser ...... .. . . 1785 

C.ITOH Starwriter F10-Tractor. 200 


IProwriter I . . . . . . .. . ... Call 


DIABLO 
620 RO 25CPS ... . ... . .. ... $1275 

630 RO 40CPS ...... . ........ 1949 

Tractor. . . . . . .... 275 


EPSON 
MX-80 .. . .. . .......... . .. .$440 

MX·BOFT.... . . .. . . . . ... 520 

MX·100 . . .............. . ..... 715 

Serial RS232 w l2K .... . . ..... . 120 


INTEGRAL DATA SYSTEMS 
Prism 80 Basic. ... . . . . $750 

Prism 132 Basic........ . .. ... 1075 

Prism 80 Package .. ... . . . .. .. 1299 

Prism 132 Package......... . . 1465 

Prism 80 All but color . . .. ..... 1065 

Prism 132 All bulcolor .. . . .. . 1260 

Paper Tiger 445G .. . . ...... . . . 599 

Micro Prism . ... . ........ __ . . . 639 


NEC 
3510..... . . . .......... .. ... $1515 

3515 ........... . . . . . . ....... 1540 

3530.... . . ... .... . .. . ..... . . 1650 

7710 . ........ . .... . ......... 2295 

7715 . . ... . . . . . .•. ... .. . ... . . 2395 

8023 ... . ..... . . . . . . . ... . - .. . . 465 


OKIDATA 
80 . . ..... . .......•.•. . ... ... $300 

82A...... . .... . .. •..• . . . ..... 395 

83A.... . .. . . . . •.. .. ....• .. .. 639 

84S . . .................•...... 989 

84P . . ... . .......... ...... . ... 989 

Tractor for 80{82A .......... .. . . 50 


SMITH-CORONA TP-1.... Call 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
Tl-810 Basic ....... . ....... . $1289 

Tl-810 VCOIFull .... . ......... 1549 

Tl-820 RO Basic ........... . .. 1545 

Tl-820 KSR Package. _ ...... . . 1739 


- MONITORS
AMDEK 
100G.. . .... ......... . . .... 141 

Color I ......•.. . . , .. • . . , ..... 310 

Color II .. . .... . .• . .. . ... . . . ... 649 

Color Ill. ..... . .• .. .. .. . ... ... 419 

300G . ....... . ......• . . . ..... . 149 


BMC 
Green Phos............. . ..... $99 


SANYO 
9"'Green Phos .. : . ....• .. .... . $159 

12" Green Phos.. .... . . . . . ..... 209 

13"Color . . ...... .. ... .. . ..... 439 


ZENITH 
Z-121 .......... .... . .... . .. ... 115 


- HARD DISKS

CORVUS 
5MB........... . .... . . . .... $2555 

10MB..... .. ............. . .. 3995 

20MB . . ..................... 4795 

•Please specify whar type of computer used 

Mirror Backup. . . . 629 


MAEZON 
5Mg...........• . .. .. . . ..... $2235 

10 Mg..............•. . .. . .. . 2760 

15 Mg... . .. . ... . ............ 3020 

CPIM®-s 100 .....•..•..•... . . . . 75 


HAYES 
Micro Modem 100 .. .... . .. ... 279 

Micro Modem II .... ...• . . _... 279 

Smartmodem 300 . .. .... . . .. .. 215 

Smartmodem 1200 .... ........ 520 

Chronograph . . . . . . ......... 199 


NOVATION 
4102D 300/ 1200 .....•. . . . . . .. $269 

D·Cat.................. , ..... 145 

Apple Cat II ....... . . . ... .. . .. 310 

Nov·212 1200 Baud ............ 549 


- SOFTWARE
ASHTON-TATE 

D Bas e II . .... 


COMPU-View 

V·Edit .. 

MICROAP 

S e lect Ill. . . • • • • . • • . . 155 

S e lec to r IV . .. ....... , •..••.. . 245 

S e lecto rV . . . . ......... 455 

Glector.. . . . . . • • . . • .. , .. . .. 2•5 

MICAH 


Exp and .. 

MICROPRO 
Supersort I . • • • • • . • • . • • . • • • • . . 165 

Supersort II . . . . • •••••.••••••••.. 155 

WordStar . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . 295 

Ma ilmerge. ... . . ... . . . . .. ... .... 115 

Da taS t ar . . .. ... 2•5 

Ca lcSta r . . . . .. .......... , 225 


MICROSOFT 

Z-80 Soft Card . .. .. .. .. ... 295 

A pple 16K RAM Ca rd . . . • .. . .. 165 

Ed it80 . .. , . . .. , .• , . , . •. . . .. . ... 85 

Macro 80 .... .. ........... . . . . .. 165 

Basic 80... ...... . .... ... . .. . . .. ... 275 

Bascom . .. • ... ... ..• .•...•..•..... 305 

Fo r tr an 80 . 335 

Cobo l 80 . 565 

S of tcard P re m im um Pack 625 

MICRO TECH .... ... . ..... CALL 

OSBORNE 

Bus iness Pack . .. ......... .. ......• 285 

General Ledger . .•.••••••.• .•..••.• . 59 

Payroll. Cost Accounting ... ...•..... 59 

A ces Payab le 1A ccs. Receivab le 
SORCIM 
Supercalc . . ... . . . .............. . .. 225 


BLANK DISKS-Call for prices 
-MEMOREX. MAXELL. 
SCOTCH, VERBATIM

/f you can't find what you 
need /is tedhere.just call for 
the best prices on the items 
you require. 

N. Y . residents. add appropr iate sales tax . 
Shipping is not included (unless otherwise 
stated) C .0 .0 .s require a 25% deposit . All 
prices and offers may be changed or with 
drawn without notice. 



ISO/TC 97 MEMBER COUNTRIES 


ISO FUNCTION 

TC97 PLENARY 0 0 p 0 0 p 0 p 0 p 0 p p p 0 p 0 p p 0 p p 0 p 0 p 0 p 0 p 0 0 p p p 0 0 0 p p• p 0 0 

SCl VOCABULARY 0 0 p 0 p p 0 0 p p• p 0 0 0 0 p 0 p 
l o 0 p 0 p p 0 P r P 0 

scz CHARACTER SETS o ! o p 0 0 p p p Ia 0 p• p 0 0 0 p p p 0 I0 I0 I p o[P p i p 0 p I p I 0 [a 

SC5 PROG. LANGUAGES p p p 0 p p 0 0 p p p p 0 p 0 p p p p p 0 p 0 p p p p p• 0 0 

SC6 OATA COMMUNICATIONS u 0 p 0 p p 0 p p p p 0 p 0 a p I p p 0 0 0 p 0 p p 0 p p• p 0 

SCJ OOCUMENTATION 0 0 p 0 p u 0 p 0 p p 0 u 0 0 p p p 0 0 p 0 p ,. 0 p 0 0 0 

see NUMERICAL CONTROL 0 0 p 0 u 0 0 0 0 0 p• p 0 0 0 0 0 p p 0 0 p 0 p 0 p p p p p 0 

SC9 PL/NUMERICAL CONTROL 0 p 0 0 0 p• p p 0 p p 0 0 0 0 p p 0 p p p p 0 

SC10 MAGNEIIC OISKS 0 p 0 p p 0 p p• 0 0 p p p 0 0 0 0 0 p p p p 0 

SC11 FLEX IDLE MAG. MEOIA 0 0 0 0 0 p 0 p p 0 0 p p p 0 p 0 0 p p p• p 0 

SCIZ INSTRUMENTATION TAPE 0 0 0 0 0 0 p p 0 0 0 p 0 0 0 0 0 0 p p• p 0 

SC13 INTERCONNECTION 0 0 I 0 0 p 0 o l P p• o l u p I p ~ 0 0 0 p I a p I p Ip I a 
SC14 OATA ELEMENTS 0 p 0 p 0 0 0 0 p p 0 0 a a 1 p 0 u 0 0 p p 0 p p• 0 0 

SCl5 LABELLING 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 p 0 0 p p p 0 p p p• p 0 0 

SC16 OPEN SYSTEMS p p p 0 p 0 p p p p p p 0 u p p p p p 0 0 p 0 p ,.1p 

SCll IO ICREOIT CAROS p p 0 p 0 0 0 p p p 0 p p 0 0 p p p p p• 

SC18 TEXT PREP. & INTERCHANGE p 0 p p p p p 0 p p p 0 p p ,. ,__ 
SC19 OFFICE EO. & SUPPLIES 0 0 0 0 p p p 0 I"' p 0 0 p p p p 

NOTE : Alldil"s P~PRINCIPAL U· ODS ERV ER P' " SECRETARIJ.T 
of 02 0615 

Figure 2: The ISO/TC 97 is the tec/111ical co111111ittee for i11for111atio11 syste111s. The member countries belong to one or more of the 
various standards co1111nittees (SC) wider the technical co1mnittee. Each 111e111ber country has the option of participating i11 a principal 
or a11 observer role. Additio11ally, some 1ne111bers 111ay serve as secretariat of a standards co111111ittee. 

organizational structure similar to 
that of the parent organization and 
have a quota of administrative and 
advisory groups to supervise the pro
gress of the technical work. 

Most of the developed countries 
take an active part in the develop
ment of standards. Some elect to 
monitor the international develop
ment work, which is then evaluated 
in terms of their national require
ments. Australia and Denmark are 
examples of this type of participation. 
It is also common practice for some 
national organizations to adopt the 
International Standards developed by 
the ISO Technical Committees (see 
figure 2 for a list of the member coun
tries in ISO Technical Committee 97). 

Development of a Standard 
Standards development is based 

upon cooperation and consensus of 
the parties involved regarding tech
nical content. This may require many 
changes in wording to effect a com
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promise, as well as many material ad
ditions or deletions. The ultimate ob
jective is to produce a standard for 
which consensus can be achieved. 

The philosophy of consensus im
poses a responsibility upon the 
organizations within which standards 
can be initiated, developed, and ap
proved: the organizations must 
develop a process, methods, and 
operating procedures that will 
guarantee that a consensus has been 
reached. 

In the United States, ANSI recog
nizes only three methods for the 
development of evidence of consen
sus for approval of American Na
tional Standards: the Accredited
Organization Method, the Canvass 
Method, and the Standards-Commit
tee Method. All methods have the 
same objective, i.e., to develop 
evidence of consensus of interested 
parties for approval of a proposed 
standard. Any individual or any 
organization may propose a standard 

for approval and, in so doing, may 
specify any one of the three methods. 

Accredited-Organization Method 
Any organization involved in stan

dards work may seek accreditation 
from ANSI. As an accredited 
organization, it may submit proposed 
American National Standards to 
ANSI for approval. 

To be accredited, an organization 
must have a procedure fo.r develop
ment of consensus comparable to that 
required under the Standards 
Committee Method. 

When the proposed standard has' 
been approved within the accredited 
organization, it is sent to ANSI for 
approval as an American National 
Standard. 

Canvass Method 
When a standards-making 

organization or any other responsible 
organization has existing or draft 
standards it wants to have considered 

Circle 479 on Inquiry card...,.. 
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Computer Exchange  The Supply Center for the IBM-PC 8" CP/M-80 BUSINESS S. SYSTEM 
SOFTW•RE 

SOr-r"tlJJIRE lor th 
~ .l vvn IBM. PC 

Jt'ASHTON-TATE. dBase 11 . reQuires CP/M·86 & 128K 
dBm II, requires PC·DDS & 128K 

AP,U[O SOFTWA RE TECHNOLOGY. Versaform NEW! 
DATAllOSI , 11..i Eit~e fnv..tment Program NEWI 

wrae-On · 
OENVU SOflWAJ(. EISJ iEmubve Accounting Systeinl 
EAGLE SOn.>AR E. Money Decosions NEW! 
HOWARDSOfl. Real Estate Analyzer 
INFORMATION UNLIMITED. Easywriter II (a WFSI 

Easyspeller (88K Words) 
Easyfiter la DBMS) 
Easy Planner 

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE. T I M Ill (a DBMS) 
... INSOFT. Data Oesogn (a powerful easy to use DBMS) NEW! 

ISA . Spell Guard 
ISll. MatheMaiiC 

Graphm1gic NEW! 
Math/Graphmagic Combo NEW! 

LEXISOFT, S1etlbinder [a versatile WPS in CPIM·86J ... ll t~:,c:~ ~'Jt~~~:·~& CBASIW6 

Pro!l!Ujo!W BilM111 & T1lll0 ~""'"'- - 8 Hper 
.. MICRO LAB, t he Tax Manager
ii llllCROPRO,.WordSlare plus free WordStar Training Manual 

MailMerger"' 
SpeUStar'"' 
3 Pall, Word & Mad & Spell, above 3 

MICROSOFT. Flight Simulator (by Sub·logicl NEW' 
NDREll. Visualize 

Easy Data DBMS 
NORTH AMERICAN BUS. SYSIEM. The Answer 
PBL CORPORATION. Personal Investor NEW! 

.. PEACHTR££ . Peach Pal 4 (Gl, AR & N'l 
PERFECT SOFTWARE. Perlect Writer'• 

Perfect SpellerT,,. 
P111rreet filer rM 

S!lt~r I~ PD . s~ [I WPSj 
SO~llVISA. Supertlk 

SolJ<rWrile< 
SIJllUISTIC, D1i.6 Rt.me1 NO'lf 

• W(SICOtP, vis;cali:•/256 
VniO~ ct VisScl\ed<l\t. Helt 
ViSlTrtn<!lf1at 
Vdllt ot Dff~lOll Plan I. mh 
8o'111e$5 rortm1ln1 Model N£'M 

ACOH. lost Colony 

LISI 
PRICE 
s 700 
s 700 
$ 389 
$ 130 
s tlfl: 
s l:;ll 
s 150 s 2SO 
s 350 
s l7S 
s 400 
s 2SO 
s 49S 
s 225 
s 295 
s 90 
s 90 
s 160 
H9S 

$ 750 
$ 750 
S 2Slf 
s 49S 
s 2SO 
s 2SO 
s 84S 
s so 
s 100 
s 2SO 
s 1SO 
s 14S 
s S9S 
s 389 
s 189 
s 289 
.s S9S . 
s 29S 
s 39S 
s 1SO 
$ 2SO 
s 2SO 
$ 300 
s 300 
s 100 

OUR 
PR.IC! 

"" $449 
$265 
$ 19 
s 89 
$545 
$129 
$119 
$159 
$129 
$299 
$119 
$369 
$169 
$220 
I 69 
s 65 
$109 
$249 

SlH 
Sit~ 
SIU 
$249 
s 1.9 
Sl29 
S«S 
SJS 
S7S 
SIU 
1169 
s 99 
Uts sm 
1119 
$ll9 
Sm 
1199 
S.2H 
sm 
1179 
Sl99 
$219 
sm 
I 15 

s 30 121 
AllfOllATED SIMULAllONS, Temple of Apshai 

Oil Barons 
IRDDERBUNO. Apple Panic 

NEW' ~ I~ :rs 
.. CONTINENTAL, The Home Accountant Plus 

DAIHOSI, Pi& Pen 
Si>ICiSfrit.t 

DAVIDSON. Tile Sptid RM11t 
lNfDCOll, Dudlillll: 

fork I Of 2otk II or 20!~ Ill, uc
Golr Cl!l11M~ 
U~'"" &T~ 0.Jden ~' 

PBL CORP., Perton11 in..s!DI 
SENTl!llT, C1hor1 
SIRIUS. Conquesl or Call lo Arms 
SPINNAKER, Snooper Troops. #I or #2 each 

Story Machine or Face Maker 
STRATEGIC, The Warp Factor 

I ;lO I 22 
s 150 1112 
s 30 s" 
$ 30 '" I 75 SSS 
I 50 s lt 
.s 40 129 

NE'fjt S 25 I I& 
s .l5 $25 
' 145 s 99 

HEW! S 3$ $ 25 
s 30 1 23 
I 15 $35 
s. 35 S25 
I 40 SlO 

VERSA COMPUTING, Graphics Hardcopy System s 25 s 19 

DISKETTES 
Control Data Corporation 12 for 10 Special. Limited Time! 

CDC. 110 each,5'" wilh ring. SS . SD JApp le. IBM. elc.I I 450 1195 
12 each. 511.c , with ring, SS, 00 (Apple. IBM . etc.) S 40 $ 22 
12 each. 5 1 1~ with ring. SS. SO (HIP , IBM 320K, etc.) S 51 $ 28 
11 each 8". SS. SO s 51 S 18 
10 each. 5 11~ with ring, DS. OD (IBM) $ 50 $ 39 

IBM. 10 each. 5'1•. SS. SD (Apple, IBM . elc) $ 60 I 45 
II each. 5'.'. SS. DD (HIP. IBM 31DK. elc.I I 65 I 49 

VERBATIM. 10 each 5'"· with ring, SS. SD 01 SS. DD I 50 S 18 
MAXEil, ID each. 5'.<, SS, SD S 55 I 35 
OYSAN. I0 each. 5'·' · SS. SD S 55 I 39 

10 each. 5. OS. DD I 65 I 49 

* Means a BEST buy. 

AD #959 

Hot line For Information 
On Your Order 

(503) 772-3803.. 

64K IBM-PC 
$2850 

11• I• 1 11141..m ol 1811 Corponllon. 

System Includes 
Two Disk Drives 

12" Green Monitor 
Monitor Nol A• Shown 

90 Day Warranty 

Call For 'Details And 
Other Configurations 

HARDWARE:r~'.':c 
UST OUR 

PRICE PRICE 

MEMORY CHIP ms. 64K addon to your memory cards. 9 cbil'S. ~OONS. 
tested and burned -in. 90 day warranty S 150 S '9 

JICr' Combo Plus. 64K with async. port. S 495 Sl59 
,....... C.Om~ Plus. 64K with parallel POii $ 195 Jl59 

- .~~~ ~~~ ~: :~:::~2 :::r~ clock/cal ; ~~ m~ 
fot cb"e C""bO Plus of 118K 1dd $8S.lor'l92K add $192, le< 
~Kdd$256 

BUY VALUE of the YEAR: 

CoMEX 6~Kt:~rc!~~;.~~Y2K when fulQ $ j 9s 
J92K RAM Card• 2 yHr worranty S 675 

CURTIS. PC Pedestal: • IOI Display on PC S 80 
9 Foor Coble for IBM Keyboard (utends 3" to 9"J S SO 

DAVONG OSI. SOL Hard OLSk, S Meg Sl!l95 
MAYNARD. Floppy OriY< Contr~ Board S UIS 

Mlc~l"'\fT 64K RAM Cord w/Pority I JSO 
n~ ·· 118K RAM Card w/Parity I 525 

256K RAM Card w/Parity s 875 
64K RAM Chips' "· S 115 

Tecmar Inc. A1unoN£ Board. 64K s !16s 
128K S 7J5 
256K $ 975 

~ QUADEW1 CORPORATION 

PRINTERS AND ACCESSORIES 
EPSON. See Epson sechon belol'I 
NEC. Doi Matr lK. 8023 Prinler F/T S 695 
STAR MICRONICS. 9,9 Doi Malri•. l00cps.1 .3K.Gemin1 LO" S 499 

9x9Dot Mat11x. l 00cps,2.3K .Gemini 15" S 649 
APPL[ COMPUllR. INC .. S1lenfype Prinler for Apple II S 391 
IDS. M1cropnsm 480, near letter -i ualt!y, lll cps, 80 col. $ 799 

lf Pr1srn 80 Colo1 . 20tcps {aMoptrnnHolor , spnnt, auto) Sl 795 

~ LETT:RaQe~~~f;~, ~OD~(5c;~~,~~t~~(NKTE~~~1ted Speml $1295 

Ol YMPIA. ES·IOO. Printerffypel'lr1ter. complete with all 

Sl49 
$249 
s 65 
I 45 

$1495 
$165 
$259 
$395 

·$659 
$119 

sm 
ms 
167S 

1515 
$385 
S49S 
S335 
1699 

11450 
1495 

mter l.mn g to the Apple II $1735 $1295 
CDMREX, Com,,ter CR ·!. RS131 Serial ltF, 200 wpm $1199 1845 

Comnter llactor Feed tor CR-I $ 118 $ 99 
SUPPLIES: Tractor Feed Paper. Ribbons . Heads. Qume Daisy Wheels & Ribbons. 

EPSON PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES 
-tl MX80 FIT Ill. with Graltrax• 

MXlOO FI T Ill. l'lilh Graftm+ 
IBM-PC to Ep son Cable 
Apple lnte1tace and Cable for MX80 or MXlOO 
Grappler+ by Orange Micro . sper:1ly pc inter 
Apple Graphics Dump 
Atari to Epson Cable 
Other cables. mletlaces. ribbons, heads aild paper in stock 

$ 745 
$ 995 
I 60 
I 95 
$ 165 
$ 15 
$ 40 

1515 
1695 
I 45 
I 59 
Sll9 
s 9 
I 30 
Call 

•ASHTON-TAT[ dBase II 
CO MSHARE TARGET. Target Pla nnerCatc 

Master planner 

INFOCOM. Deadline 

PlannerCalc Apphcat 1ons Pkg. 
PlannerCalc Combo Pkg. 

Zork I or Zork II or Zork Ill or Starcross. each 
ISM. MatheMag1c 
MICROCRAFT. Le gal Billmg & Ti me Keeping 

Prof. Billing & Time Keeping - B1llkeeper
Jf MICROPRO, WordStar'!!l plus free WordStar Training Manual 

Ma1IMergET"' 
Spel\Star T"' 
3 Pak. Word & Mail & Spell. 3 ab ove 
SuperSort 
DataStar 
CafcStar 

MICROSOFT~o~~~~a~o 
BASIC Compiler 
CDBDL·80 
BASIC·80 
mulisp/muStar-80 
M·Sorl·8D 
Ed•l-80 
Macro-80 

OASIS, The Word Plus (45.000 word veriticalion) 
PEACHTRH, Mag ic Wand 

Series 4 Gl. AR. AP or lnvenlory . each 
Series 8 Gl. AR. AP. Inv . or Pa y. each 
Senes 9 Peach Text 
Series 9 Spelling Proolrea der 
Series 9 Cale. Mail List or Telecomm.. each 

PERFECT SOFTWARE. Perfect Writer r M 

Pe1fect Speller r "~ 
Petfect Filer 

MONITORS 
NEC, 12" Green 

12" Color. Composite 
SANYO, 9" B&W 

9" Green 
12" Green 
13'' Color . Composite 
l3" Color RGB 

llNITH. l1"' Green 
AMDEK . l1"' Green #300 

13" Color I. Composite 
l3" Color II. RGB. H1 Res . (Ap. 11 . Ill & IBM ·PCI 
13" Color Ill, RGB. Commercial, (Ap. 11. 111) 
DVM, Color II or Ill to Apple U Interface 
Note: Color II and Ill come with cable tor IBM -PC . 

MODEMS AND 

LIST 
PRICE 
I 700 
I 99 
I 315 
I 50 
I 115 
$ 60 
$ 50 
$ 100 

$ 750 
$ 750 
s 495 
$ 150 
s 150 
I 845 
I 150 
s 195 
$ 145 
s 175 
$ 500 
s 395 
I 750 
$ 350 
s 100 
I 195 
I 110 
s 100 
s 150 
I 500 
$600 
$ 750 
I 500 
$ 300 
$ 375 
I 389 
s 189 
s 189 

I 149 
I 450 
$ 190 . 
I 100 
I 160 
s 470 
I 995 
I 150 
$ 100 
s 449 
I 899 
I 569 
I 199 

OUR 
PRIC[ 
$419 
$ 39 
1115 
I 40 
I 65 
I 45 
I 39 
$ 75 
1395 
1395 
1149 
I 79 
1119 
1395 
1169 
1199 
I 99 
1199 
1315 
1195 
1545 
1175 
1145 
1145 
I 80 
1145 
Call 

1195 
1395 
1495 
mo 
1195 
1145 
1139 
Sll9 
1179 

1159 
1349 
1149 
Sll9 
1199 
1349 
1795 
Sll9 
1159 
1359 
1799 
$469 
$175 

TELE COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL 
HAYES. Micromodem 11 (lor the Apple Ill $ 379 $275 

App!e Terminal Pro gr am for M1cromodem II $ 99 $ 69 
NOVATION. Applecal II Modem I 389 1169 

111 Ap ple Cal $ 725 1599 
HA YES. Stock Chronograph JRS·1311 S 249 $189 

Stock Smarlmodem IRS-1311 $ 189 1115 
Smartmodem l100 IRS·132J I 699 1515 
Micromodem 100 (S·IDO bus) I 399 1175 

SIGNALMAN. Modem MKI IRS·1321 I 99 S 79 
IBM-PC lo Modem Cable I 39 I 19 

AXLON. Oa tatink 1000 Ha nd HeldCommunications Terminal $ 399 $325 

**CORVUS SYSTEMS
* 6 Meg Hard Disk. w/o interlace S2995 $2095* • 11 Meg Hard Dist w/o Interface S4795 $2695 

20 Meg Hard Disk, w/o interface $5795 $3495 
IBM PC Interlace JIBM DOSI. Manual &Cable 5 I 300 1139 
Mirror built m for easy backup $ 790 $595 
Apple Inter face. Man ual & Cable 5 $ 300 $239 
Omni Disk Server for Apple II (Special) S 990 S495 
Omni Transporter Card Apple II (Speciall S 495 $275 
Omni Junctmn Box Set (Special! $ 39 S 25 
Other Interfaces. Omni -Net. Constellation. Mirror. All in Stock. 

HIP 7470A Graphics Plotter SI 50 
HIP 41C Calculator I 195 
HIP 41CV Calculator \I/1th 2.2K Memo1v S 275 
Full 41 accessory and software m stock. Call. 

11195 
110 
121! 

0RD ERIN GINF0RM ATl 0N AND TERMS: A~ 11.1;~·; :~:.1~; ~n':1~;~ow~·.~~0e~~;'i:i,0h~;:r5~~;, , "' Checks Money Ordersfortune 1000 
Checks and Government Checks Personal or Company Checks allow 20 days toc tear No C.0.0. Add 3' ror VISA or MC . Include telephone number . Add 3°'1l lor shipping , 
msu1ance and hanoling {S i&HJ \111lh $5 minimum UPS g1ound is slanda1d so add 34iim ore lor UPS Blue with S10 minimum . Add l2"t lotal lor S.l&H lor US Postal. APO or FPO 
\I/1th SI 5 mm1murn For Hawa11 ,Alalka and Canada . UPS 1s 1nsome areas only .all othe rs are Po stal so ca IL l'lrile.01 speci fyPO . fore ign Olde rs except Canada !or S.l&H add 18"t 
or S25 mini mum e~c ept tor morn tors add 30°i. or $50 minimu m Prices sub1ect to change and !ypo errors. so call lo verily All goods are new. include factory warranty and 
are guar d!ltt!ed to l'> t rk. Due !11ur low puce :., all sal~:. are final. Call be!or~ re turning good s lo11epa11or1eplacement. Orders 1ece1ved \llt !h 1n sulhcent S.l&H cha1ges 1'1111 

bi; relu nded OR Orn OlSK HOURS 8 to 6 PSI M·f and 10 to 4 Sat. I PM here is 4 PM in NY 

0UR REFERENCES: tia~:Bvaenk~e(~~~) c7;i~~SW3de~!rb~I~~~ :;~~ea2~a1 ~b~: 1 ~f~doe~~~rcc~.1 ~s 8J3J ~~~~~2~1 ~~~~n~~;1s~a~~ ~a~;~J;~!~i~~-;~ ~~eaan~uJbe:~~;~~~ 
Computer bchange IS a d1v1s1on or U'Tech Group. Inc 
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The B&H App!el l• d1Utrs lromth1:. 
Apple Apple II• only in lhal 1t 1s m 
black hammertone color and 1k 
warranty 1s longer. 
Warranty: Factory warranly is by 
Bell and Howell (not by Apple) and 
1s one year parts plus 90 day labor. 
Warranty service available al Bell 
and Howell service centers or 
return to Computer Exchange. 

• 48K B&H APPLE II• 
• OUR 16K RAii Card, 2 Y°'r W1r11nty 
• Micro Sci A2 Disk Drive with 3.3 Conlroller 
• Control Point filer. Apple II• 3.3 DOS plus M1ny 

utility procn,.. 
• S1nyo g• Grtt111 lllonitor 
• Rf llodulator (tor color IV) 
• G11111 P1ddl1s 
• G1me with Color Gr1phics 1nd Sound 

~ FORTHEAPPLEll/ll•.111
lrtimiiiill DIRECT SUBSTITUTES 
MICIK>SCI for APPLE DRIVES 

Micro·St:i A2 drives ind/or controtler s ire dtrect plu1 
compatible substitutes tor Appte drives and controllers. 

LIST OUR 
PRICE PRICE e For Apple II 

A2, 511", 14~ Dish D11v1 
Controller Ct<d lor A2 Drivt 
A4-0. s..·. 16-0lt Oot Otive 
A70, s~·. 216K Disk Dr ive 
Controller tor A40 or A70 
Filer, Disk Ut liti Soltwort 

s 479 1199 
s 100 i 19 
1 449 mt 
I 599 147' 
I 100 I 79 
S 20 $ IS 

WHILE THEY LAST 
e OVERSTOCK SPECIALS e 

FOR APPLE 11/11• 
OUR 16KRAMC1rd.2Yr.W11ront1· I 179 S 59 
llltro10H 16K R~C.rd I 195 $ 19 
S.t•n s,.1..... 321( RA MCard I 249 SIU 
ALI Syner&iztr P~ 3 1bove plus 

Supercolc plus Condo< Jr. I 749 $519 
VldH Vkleoterm. 10 colt"ln c1<d I 34S 1139 
CCS. Stri1l lnlerl1tt 7710A S l~O $129 

Centrorucs lnterlact 7721 S 110 $ 15 
Calender Clock 7424A $ 120 $ 95 
c.ntt0011cs 1111~ moe • ~20 s 95 

Manufactured [tiJ Belle.. ~I by .IP~ cornputczr
Exclusively for 	 W 

CALL US ON THE APPLE llE 

B&H APPLE II+ 
64K (48K +OUR 16K CARD) 
Disk, Micro Sci A2 w/3.3 Controller 
Disk, Micro Sci A2 Only 

LIST 
PRICE 

OUR 
PRICE 

s1725 
s579 
s479 

s1150 
s37a 
s299 

apple!11I11+I11 E
suppllj center . 

HARDWARE 

for Apple 11/11+/llE 

LIS l 
RAM EXPANSION : PRICE 

... OUR RAM Card 16K I 179* ALS . AODRam t6K I 149 
JI.. Microsoft, RAMCard 16K I 195 
Jf.. Saturn Systems, 32K I 249 

64K 	 I 415* 	Axion 128K I 475 
Jf. Allon , RAM Disk 320K 11395 

80 COLUMN VIDEO CARDS : 
Jf. ALS. Smarterm II I 179 

Dirt Cheap Video I 89 
Co lor II I 179 

Vidu. V i deoh~rm I 34.1 
... Vista. Vrsion 80 s 395 

MISCELLANEOUS : 
ALS , The CP/M Card I 399 

Z.Card I 169 
16K ADDRam Special I 149 
Syner~izerw/S'calc +Condor S 749 

Axion, 320K RAM Disk System 11395 
ASTAR, Rf Modulator I 35 
CCS, Serial Interlace 7710A I lSO 

OlherCCS Cardsin stock Ca ll 
Dan P1ymar, l ower Case Chips S 50 
Don't Ask. OA0·003 S.A. Mouth I 125 
E1Stside. Wild Card, copier S 130 
Kens in1ton, Syslem Saver S 90 
Kntt. Joyslick I 65 

Paddle I 50 
M&R, Sup R Ian I 50 

ii' Micr os ott. 180 Sollcard Pack I 345 

OUR 

PRICE 

I 59 
I 79 
I 89 
1169 
1319 
1m 
l99S 

11 39 
I 69 
1139 
1239 
1199 

1299 
1129 
I 79 
$529 
l99S 
I 2S 
1129 
Call 

S 39 
I 8S 
S 99 
S 69 
I 49 
I 39 
I 39 
124S 

• ~0(1~a.$d3~~'R~b~1:1~~spa~9~n abo~:9i 
... Mountain ,~~~ ~~~,r~;~tion Card l l~~ 

Oran1e Micro, Grappler Plus S 165 
Practical Peripherals. 

MBS BK Senal !Epson! I 159 
MBP 16K Para (Epson) I 159 
Microb ull er II 16K. (specify) I 259 
Microbuller II 32K. (specily) I 299 

Jf. PCPI , App li·Card. 14 features. 
6 Mhz I 595 

RH Ele ct ronics, Super Fan II S 75 
SSM,AlO· l l ,Serial/Para.lnlerlaceS 225 
TG Products, Game Paddles S 40 

Joystick I 60 
Selecl·Horl I 60 

Versa, Versa Writing 
Graphics Tablet I 300 

1f Vidu. Yideolerm 80 col I 345 
Sofl Video Switch S 35 
Enhancer II S 149 
Function Strip S 79 

Full V1dex lme. Call. Up to 35% off. 
PS10. Para/Ser Interlace S 229 

WICO. Trackball I 80 

NEC LIMITED SPECIAL 
8001 32K Computer s !195 
286K lotll. Du1f Drive PC8031 I 99S 
32K addon and.l/O Unit PC8012 $ 649 
Call for other software and acc-essorirs. 

AD #959 

l1:~ 
SI 19 

1129 
1129 
1209 
1129 

S43S 
I 59 
1169 
I 29 
I 4S 
I 4S 

1239 
1239 
I 25 
I 99 
s 59 

11 69 
I 5S 

SOFTWARE 

on disk for Apple 11/11+/llE 

BUSINESS 

LIST 
PRIC E 

Apple Computer, Inc. 
The Controller GL. AR, AP I 625 
Apple Writer II I 150 
Apple Pascal I 250 
Apple Fortran I 200 
OOS Tool Kil I 75 
DOS 3.3 Upgrade Kil I 75 
Apple Pil ot I tSO 
OJ Portfolio Evaluator $ 50 
How to! $ 50 
Micr ocou rier $ 250 
Micro Te le gram $ 250 
App le Logo I 175 

Applied Soll Tech .. Yersaform I 389 
Artsci , MagicWindow II New! $ 150 
Ashion-tate, dBm 11 (CP/MJ I 700 
Cont inental , GL, AR, AP or PR. ea. I 250 

lst Class Mail $ 75 
Home Accountant S 75 

Hoyden. Pie Wnter fSpecily brd .J I 170 

,._ Hiih lee~ . mo~~:::: Sys 

How1rd Soft. 
Real Estate Ana lyzer 11 

Tu Preparer 
Into. Unl im., Easywriler (PROJ 

it ISA. Spellguard (CP/MJ 
UK, l etter Perfect w/Mail Merge 

... Micro Cratt, (CP/MJ 
Professional Billkeeper 
l egal Billing & Timekeeping 

Micro lab, Invoice Factory 
Tax Manager 

Micro Pro. (all CP/ MJ 
WordStar& • Training Manual 

MaiiMergeT·"' 

Spe!IS!arT"' 

SPECIAL' All 3 abm 
Data St arr M 

1f Microsoft, Mulli·Plan (CP/MJ 

: m 
S 195 
$ 150 
I 175 
I 195 
S 150 

I 750 
I 750 
I 200 
I tSO 

S 495 
$ 250 
S 250 
I 895 
S 295 
I 275 

Multi. Plan (DOS 3.31 New' I 275 
Muse. Super l e.I 40/80 I 175 

Super Texl 40/56/70 New' I 125* On ·line, ScreenWriter II S 130 
The Oictionafy New! S 100 
General Manager II New! S 230 

Dsborne / C.P. Sott . (Disk and Book!* 	Some Common Basic Programs. 
75 Busmess. Statistics andMath 
pr og rams for the Apple II S 100 

Jf. 	 Pr actical Basic Programs 
40 more very valuable programs 
beyond "SomeComBas1cProg" S 100 

OUR 

PR ICE 


1399 
1119 
Sl99 
11S9 
I S9 
I S9 
1119 
I 45 
I 2S 
ms 
ms 
Sl49 
1265 
I 99 
1419 
1169 
I 49 
I 49 
I 99 
l3SO 
1119 

1129 
I 99 
Sll9 
I 99 
I 99 

ms 
ms 
I 99 

I 99 


1199 
I 69 
I 99 
1349 
1149 
ms 
ms 
1129 
I 9S 
I 89 
I 69 
ms 

I 49 

S 49 

Peachtree. Re QUtfes CP / M and MBASIC. Specify 
Videoterm or 40 columns. 
Series 40 GL. AR or AP. each S 400 $175 

LIS T 
PR ICE 

Series 40 GL &AR &AP, all 3 I 595 
Seties 40 Inv. or Pa y., ea. I 400 
Senes 9 Text & Spe il&Mail,all3 I 595 
Series 80 GL &AR &AP, Yi dex I 595 

Perfect, Perfect Writer I 389 
Perfect Speller I 189 
Perfect Filer I 289 

Quality. GBS w/3 gen. (a OBMSJ I 650 

... 

... Sensible, Sens. Speller. spec1ly 
Silcon Valley, Wcird Handler 
Sof./Sys.. Executive Secretary 

EJ.ecutive Speller 
Solidus/Softech 

Stockf ile 
Stockseller 

Systems Plus 
Acctg. Plus. General Ledger 
Acclg. Plus, GL, AP and AIR 
Acctg.Plus, above• Inventory 

Software Publishina. 

PfS II 

Report 

Graph 

I 125 
I 250 
I 250 
I 75 

I 600 
I 700 

I 415 
I 995 
11395 

I 125 
I 95 
I 125 

Southeas tern Data Capture, call to specilv . 
Stoneware. DB Master I 229 

OB Utility I or II I 99 
Videx . 

Applewr1ter 11 prebool disk 20 
Vis1calc lo 64K preboot disk 50 
Visc alc to 176K preboot disk 90 

VisiCorp/ Personal Software. 
Visicalc 3.3 I 250 
Vis1Dex Special! I 250 
VisiF1le I 250 
Deskfop Plan II I 250 
Desktop Pla n Ill I 300 
V1 s1 plol I 100 
VisiSchedule New! I 300 
Vis iTrend & VisiPlot I 300 
Vis1Term I 100 

OUR 
PRICE 

$395 
1275 
139S 
ms 
1239 
1119 
1179 
S47S 
I 85 
lt39 
Sl69 
I S5 

mo 
l4SO HOME & EDUCATION 

LIST 

PRICE 


30 
45 
35 

29 
75 
30 
30 

Call 

I 50 
I 35 
I 50 
s JO 
I 15 
I 30 
I 40 
I 30 
I 15 
I 40 
I 30 
I 35 
I 55 
I 30 
s 30 
I 40 
I 50 
S 35 
S 34 
I JQ 
I GO 

TransFORTH II by Paul lutus s 125 s 99 
Microsof t. ""' LIMITED SPECIALA.LOS. I 125 I 75 800 C...PQler48X ll099 

BASIC Compiler I 395 1299 810 Ob). DJin s !(JO
Cobol 80 I 750 1559 s 220ATARI !~ ~'::o.:~~ SIOOFortran 80 I 195 1149 
TASC Compile r I 175 llS9 Aalo ll. 

Ome1a. Locksmith jb1t copier} I 100 I 7S ..IR,,_POI'., 1281\ Syillm tror l1IOI I 475 
Pen1u in,Comp 'Graph1csSys.New\S 70 s S3 I 185 

Graphics Magician New! S 60 I 41 
R""-e<481\Mod"1etlot~OJJJ

-ti .,,P...., 32K Modole 1400 0< IOOI S 120 
Phoenix, Zoom Gralix I 40 I 29 f•ff "11b abol·e J; ffoOCM:•f\. Dlaino!ll• Dl•le~L 

OUR 

PRICE 


I 21 

I 40 

I 26 

Coll 

I 21 
I 49 
I 24 
I 23 

Coll 

I 3S 
s 29 
I l8 
I 15 
I 27 
I 14 
$ ~9 
$ 14 
$ lS 
I 29 
123 
I 25 
I 40 
s 12 
123 
s 29 
I 39 
$ 2f 
s 11 
1 2J 
141 

ms 
IS9S 
177S 

I IS 
I 65 
I 85 

m5 
I 69 

I lS 
I 39 
I 69 

Sl79 
mo 
$179 
1179 
1219 
Sl49 
1219 
121 9 
179 

UTILITY & DEVELOPMENT 
811111 . Utility City 30 s 12 

DOS Boss 24 I 18 
Apple Mechanic New! 30 I 22 

Central Point Sof tware 
Filer. DOS Utility 20 I lS 
Copy II Plus (bit copier) 40 I 35 

Epson, Graphics Dump 15 I 9 
lnsoft. 

GraFOR TH by Paul lulus I 75 I S9 

Broderbund. 
Apple Panir. 
Arcade Machine 
Choplifler New! 
Many others 

Bud1e co. Raster Blaster 
Continent. I, Home Accountant 
D1hmost. Snack Attack 
Datuoft , Canyon Climber New! 
£du-Wue. Several in stock 
Auto. Simulat ions. 

In troductory 3·Pack 
Hayden, Sargon II (Chess) 
ln focom. Oeadline 
lnsoft. Electric Duet by lutus 

largs New! 
Spider Raid NP'l'd 

Li1htnin1. Mastertype 
Microsoft, Olymµic De ca thlon 

Typing Tutor II 
Muse, Robot War 

Castle Wellenstein 
On·line. Frogger New! 

Ult1ma ll 
Sollporn (X Rated) 

Piccadilly, Warp Destroyer 
Si rius. Gorgon 
Si,·Ttc.. W1u1 d 

~ m~t ar 0 rnood1 N~I 
Suti l oclc. h1rwt S1rnul.1t or 

Plob1I 
St,1tt&it. Sou1tM-rn Co r ; 
OTHER BRANDS IN STOCK 01.L 

ss99 
$475 
$1&9 
s 79 

mo 
1m 
SH 

Quality, BaaolTmks New! $ 40 s 29 Call tor atl>H soltoar• 11Nl 0C<es,.,;.,, 2Sll IO 50li oH. 
Sensible, Back It Up, (b1tcop1er) S 60 s 49 

LIMITED SPECIAL 
~commodoreTHE WORLD'S LARGEST COMPUTER MAIL ORDER FIRM VIC 20 Home Computer $300 $179 

Oatasette VIC 1530 I 75 I S9 

Disk Drive VI C1540 I 399 1349 


Call for other soltware 1nd accessones, 25% to 50\ off. 

~:~'~RN:SK TOLL FREE 
(800) 547-1289 

A II Other Orders Including Oregon: 772-3256 
W AR EH OUS E AND O F FIC E S. BY AP POINTMENT AT 6791 UPPER APP LEG ATE ROAD . 
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Standards Are Volatile 
You might think that an official be aware of the changes made between 

standard is as stable as a mountain. the 1966 FORTRAN standard and the 
Most standards are infact more stable 1977 revision of the language 
than Mount St. Helens but not as (American National Standard 
stable as Gibraltar. ANSI brings up XJ .9-1978) . 
standards for review every five years, Because major changes in a standard 
when they may be reaffirmed, revised, might prove to be detrimental to both 
or withdrawn. If the responsible com industry and consumers by making 
mittee does not act, the standard items obsolete, some standards are 
automatically dies. Sunset laws ap stabilized through the process of 
peared in standardization before they registration. When a standard is 
appeared in government. registered, as for instance the ASCII 

Revisions to the editorial content of (American National Standard Code for 
the standard specification are the most Information Interchange) character 
common; technical changes are more set, an entry is made in the broadly cir
rare and must be treated as if a new culated standards registers. When 
standard were in development, with all changes are made to the character set 
the necessary meetings, documents, standard (as happened in 1977 and 
etc. may happen again in 1984), the new 

The constant review process protects entries will be placed in the same stan
both computer-product vendors and dards registers while the original entry 
users from technological stagnation remains unchanged. In this way, 
caused by fixed standards. But conse several versions of a standard can exist 
quently, the standard's name must at the same time. Using this method 
carry a date, which becomes very sig helps to avoid repeating the entire 
nificant if changes are made. For in standardization process when there is a 
stance, FORTRAN programmers must need to make changes. 

as American National Standards, it 
can use the Canvass Method. In this 
event, the group takes a canvass or 
mail poll of all organizations that are 
known to have concern for and com
petence in the subject. 

The organization proposing the 
standard becomes the sponsor and is 
responsible for preparing the canvass 
list. Generally, a six months' time 
limit is placed upon responses to the 
poll. 

When the canvass ballot period 
closes, the sponsoring organization 
must submit all pertinent documenta
tion to the standards-approving 
organization. This documentation in
cludes the standard being proposed, 
the canvass list, the comments re
ceived, and the sponsor's responses to 
adverse comments. For example, 
these materials would be sent to 
ANSI, and futher processing as an 
American National Standard pro
ceeds. The programming language 
Ada has recently progressed through 
this method. 

Standards Committee Method 
The Standards Committee Method 
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is the one best known to the comput
ing industry. It is used when one or 
more organizations have developed 
or are developing standards on the 
same or related subjects. 

The method described here is the 
ANSI version. However, the funda
mental principles are identical to 
those at the international and local 
levels. As an example, the factors ap
plied to the decision to form a stan
dards committee are the same in 
ANSI as in ISO. Additionally, the 
ANSI responsibilities in establishing a 
Standards Committee, watching its 
progress, and acting upon its output 
are identical to those of the com
parable ISO councils. 

The Standards Committee Method 
consists of a secretariat (admin
istrative-support group) and a stan
dards committee embodying a: bal
anced representation of consumers, 
producers, and general interests. In 
many cases, a sponsor may also be in
volved. 

The terms secretariat and sponsor 
are often used synonymously, but 
each has a distinct place in the stan
dardization process. The secretariat 

plays an important role in the effi
cient functioning of the standards 
committee. While a secretariat is 
always associated with a standards 
committee, a sponsor need not be. 
The secretariat organizes and ap
points officers to the standards com
mittee and generally handles all of the 
administrative work for the standards 
committee. The relationships of stan
dards organizations and secretariats 
can be confusing at times, as each can 
fulfill several roles. As examples, 
CBEMA was authorized by ANSI to 
act as the secretariat for American 
National Standards Committee 
(ANSC) X3, and ANSI itself holds 
several ISO secretariats, among 
which is that for ISO/TC 97. 

A sponsor, as defined by ANSI, is 
"an organization or group which 
assumes responsibility for develop
ment and publication of its standard 
and subsequently submits it to the in
stitute for approval under any of the 
methods covered in these proce
dures." As an example, the American 
Society for Testing and Materials acts 
as a sponsor of ASTM standards 
when these are proposed as American 
National Standards. By this defini
tion, CBEMA cannot be a sponsor 
because it does not develop its own 
standards. 

Standardization Process 
Regardless of the method used to 

submit a proposed standard, the ob
jective of the approval process is to 
confirm that consensus has been 
reached. Within this process, four re
quirements must be met: all substan
tially concerned parties must have an 
opportunity to express their views, 
and these views must be considered; 
significant conflicts with other 
American National Standards must 
be resolved; consideration must be 
given to existing national and interna
tional standards; and evidence of 
compliance with ANSI procedure 
must be shown. 

The process to accomplish all of 
this occurs in three phases. 

1. 	Planning: A standard is proposed, 
and a judgment is made as to its 
value to the industry. A committee 
is authorized to accomplish the 



PHASE I - PLANNING 

PROJECT 

PROPOSAL 
 -

-

SPARCSPARC SPARC X3 STUDY GROUP 

L 	 REVIEWI. REVIEWL 	 LOG ,....._ 2 	 VOTE BY - DOCUMENT2. 	 REVIEW 
FEASIBILITY3. 	 INITIATE 
AND NEEDSTUDY 

t 
X3 & TC's FOR 


INFORMATION & COMMENT
I ' I 

PHASE II - DEVELOPMENT 

TC TC 

...._.. I. WORK PLAN 
1 COLLEC T 

DATA 

2. SKELETON 
STANDARD 

2. SUCCE SSI VE 
DRAFTS 

~ t 
TC MEMBERS 


ECMA. ISO
I 	 j 

PHASE 111 - APPROVAL 


X3 
 TC 

1 AC.CEPI FOR DRAFT 
PUB LIC RE SPONSES '--+ REVIEW TO ANY 

PUBLIC OR 2. CONCURRENT 
BALLOTLETTER 

COMMENTSBALLOT 

i t 
I PUBLIC FOR COMMENT 

X3 MEMBERS FOR VOTE I 

-

TC 

1. 	 DRAFT 
PROPOSED 
STANDARD 

2. 	 TC LETTER 
BALLOT 

i-  t-STUDY 
LETTER

REPORT BALLOT TO
2. RECOMMEND AUTHORIZE

PROJECT PROJECT 

~ 
TC's & X3 OBSERVERS 
FOR INFO/COMMENTI ' 


TC SPARC 

1. 	 RE SPONSE 
TO ........_,_ REVIEW 

COMMENTS OBJECTIONS & 

RECOMMEND 

MITTAL TO 
2. 	 dpANS SUB· 

X3 ACTION 

X3 

~ tI TC MEMBERS FOR VOTE. I IF NO 
X3, SPARC. TC's FOR COMMENT OBJECTION 

l 

X3 SECRETARIAT 

I 	 DOCUMENT30·DAY DEF AULT ,___ HISTORY OFAPPROVAL i-- 
OF RESPONSES - PROCESS ING 

AND/ OR 
CHANGES TO 2 SUB MIT TO 

STANDARD ANSI 

ANSI 

I 	 REVIEW THE 
PR OCESS ING 

2. APP ROVE 

3 PUBLISH 

t 
2nd PUB LIC REVIEW 


IF STANDARD CHANGED
I ' I 

Figure 3: The standardization process is divided into three stages: planning, develop
ment, and approval. This flowchart depicts the milestones in each stage, beginning with 
the project proposal to SPARC (Standards Planning and Requirements Committee of 
ANSC X3), through the appropriate technical committees (TC) and ANSC X3 (Ameri
can National Standards Committee for Information Processing Systems), culminating 
with submission to the secretariat and finally to ANSI. 

work, and a public announcement 
is issued to that effect. 

2. 	Development: A committee is 
formed (or assigned) to develop 
the standard or standards. When 
work is completed, the proposed 
standard is transmitted to the ap
proving body. 

3. 	Approval: Approval is obtained 
through the hierarchical structure 
of the approving body, and the 
standard is published. 

See figure 3 for an example of these 
phases in the ANSC X3. To satisfy 
the commitment to consensus, each 
phase includes requirements for 
balanced representation, distribution 
of information, and approvals. If this 
is a national standard effort, the 
liaison and joint participation re
quired for developing an interna
tional standard are also found in each 
phase. 

Planning Phase 
Any standardization organization 

may consider a request to establish a 
standards committee for a particular 
subject. The request is forwarded to a 
technically oriented advisory authori
ty within the standardization 
organization . In ANSI, the Executive 
Standards Council assigns the subject 
to a Standards Management Board. 

In evaluating the request for initia
tion of a standards committee, the 
foremost consideration is that those 
concerned with the subject have an 
opportunity to express their views. 
For this purpose a general conference 
may be convened, a poll may be 

Computer Solutions 

We sell SemiDisk 


for S-100 IBM Personal Computer 

TRS-80 Model 2 


Computing has entered a new era: The SemiDisk era! No longer are you tied down by the speed of floppi es or winchesters. Your 
computer can operate many times faster with a Semi Disk. And with ourself installing software it couldn "t be eas ier. Just plug in and hold 
on! No kidding! Special pricing: $1595 for 512K Byte and $2495 for 1 meg Byte. 
Specifications: For information contact: 
TYPE: Semiconductor Disk Emulator Computer Solutions 
CAPACITY: 512k or 1 Mb Robert Pinkham 
POWER REQUIREMENTS : 0.6A (512k) 0.9A (1Mb) P.O. Box 931 
BATTERY BACKUP: 10-12V Unreg . (optional) Hillsboro, OR 97123 

(503) 640·5665 
Dealers Wanted 
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taken to determine interest in the sub
ject, or a research study may be 
undertaken by an ad hoc study 
group. 

When the decision has been made 
to form a standards committee, ap
propriate notices are issued to the 
press and interested parties are en
couraged to participate. The Stan
dards Management Board then ap
points a secretariat for the committee. 

Development Phase 
The work of the standards

development committee culminates in 
the transmittal of a proposed stan
dard to the cognizant authority. This 
is preceded by a ballot to verify that 
consensus has been reached. If only 
one subject was assigned to the com
mittee, the committee ceases to hold 
meetings but remains ready to pro
cess the comments generated during 
the approval phase of the proposed 
standard. It should be noted here that 
if any changes must be made in the 
technical content as a result of a 
ballot, the proposed standard is 

returned to the standards-develop
ment committee. 

Approval Phase 
The approval phase begins when 

the secretariat receives the proposed 
standard with the request that it be 
processed as a national or interna
tional standard. The secretariat first 
determines that all the required 
documentation has been submitted 
and then distributes the document for 
review prior to taking, a formal 
ballot. If comments are received dur
ing the balloting process, these are 
forwarded tlY-the development com
mittee for resolution, and the pro
posed standard may then be returned 
to the secretariat for review. The 
nature of the comments (substantive 
or editorial) determines whether the 
next step will be further changes or 
transmittal to the next higher level of 
authority. 

The proposed standard now enters 
the stage where processing will be 
completed to make it a national or in
ternational standard. From this point 

The Ultimate 
For dBASE II 
users dNAMES'~ 

DOCTORS REALTORS CONTRACTOR:$· :i DENTISTS 
LAWYERS MAIL ORDER SERVICE COMF!ANiES CONSULTANTS 

If you deal with people, these are features thal·m"ake dNAMES'· invaluable. . :, 
• A user fr iendly extensive refe rence and master mailing pro •Immediate di~piay of all informa tion in a record by en tering 

gram designed to organize all your lls ts o f customers. suppli either all or,'part 61 record name or phone number. 

ers. sa les leads. acquaintances. etc . . . 
 • Keeps track 01 name, salutation. address. cil y. state. zip• Totally menu driven with error checking requiring a m ini code, phone number, classifications, ent r y da l e, last update. mum ol tr aining and effort thu s insur ing accurate and ell icient six cha racter code and up to lour lines of comments. all dis
data entry taking advantage of the power of dBASE II (2.38). persed into three files l or speed and efficiency. A special ca• Pick fro m up to 40 user supplied classification names. en pability aflords you the option of using part of the first line alabling you to designate each record in up to six di lferent the comments for an additional line to be used when printing categories. labels e.g .. four line addresses or an attention l ine. • Option of five report formats: single column or three across 
AVERY 33 labels, single line. 2-6 lines. or Mailmerge data file. • Trans fer old or unused records to an alternate backup disk. II 
These are based on your choice of specifica ti ons: name. classi also suppor ts multiple data drives. 
fications. dale entered and date updaled. a spec ial six -digi t • Incorp orate s 0"10 most sophisticated edit program available 
code field, and zip code, sorted on your choice of f ields in for dB ASE" It No. more searching tor individual records to edit . 
seconds. DisPlay for Instan t reviewing or editing only records that fall 
• Automatically checks fi le fi rst to see if that record is already ..,ithin your c~oi~~ of ranges. on file: if so, ii displays all current information (inc lud ing date 
entered and last update) from up to three different files. You 
can then skip, edil. add a record. delete or r ecall, mark for :n~l t~6~3~.!~ial;i6~s~~~ ?~~~J'J~~r~r~v~~Tn~n~l~~~es,~~'17::ii11~~; 
fu tu re tr ansfer, or even address an envelope. additional Custo.:1izing. 

MASTERCARD/ VISA ACCEPTED only $129.00 ' 
(Available on most popular computers and IBM/ PC.) PAYMENT - CH hlo- r$ Ck / M.0.tBank transfers 

Ashton-Tate 	 dBASE II - . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . ... $469.00 C•lltoml.. res . add 6% lax 
Fox & Geller 	 dGRIXPH-newl .. . . ......... , • . .. . . . . .. . .... 211a.oo Allow 2·3 weeks !or personal checks 


OUICKCOOE ....... . .. . . . ...... . ........... 2 19.llQ 

dUTI L .......... , .. .. • • .. .. • .. .. •.. • ...... 65.00 
 CALL OR SEND FOR YOUR 

Andnrson.&ill 	 Ab,a111 -·· · --·· - ··-· •••••• .• •••••••••.•. . ,3E9.00 FREE COPY OF dTIPS 
dBASE II applications 	 DBHELP {on line help) . ... . , .. 20.00 


Payroll • , ••. , , , •• , , , • • . • , , • . ......... . . 350.00 

JobCosting · ····-········· - ·-· ·- ··· · ····· · · 350.00 


Inquire about other dBASE business applications. 

Simple Soltware PACMAX, CUTOFF. NYSE and SNAKES. 


4 addicting CPM GAMES for the price of 1. Only $39.00 

We also handle an exlensive line of hardware. software, and peripherals . Call us last 
before ordering and see if we can 't beat your best price. For example: 

Osborne 1 • users i>lli:d 31dlii> lOLlli:IOnl 
Take Advantage of our special on The Hard disk Osborne users recommend. P.a. Box 9797, San Diego, CA 92109 

5 meg 10 meg 15 meg 20 meg 
TECHNICAL HOTLINE $2295 $2495 $2895 $3295 

Offer Explrea3-15-83 619-272-5556 

Hayes SMARTMODEM . . . .. S 209.00 ALTOS 5-15 . •• . . . ... 2,295.00 CONSULTATIONS AVAILABLE 

QUAOBOARD .. . ... . ... .399.95 Tele videoTS-802 ........... 2.695.00 
 ORDER DESK ONLY 
EPSON MX80 FI T . •• _ ......475.00 C.ITOH Prowrlter . . ....... .. ..449.95 


·Osborne is a registered trademark of Osborne Computer Corporation 
 619-272-5874 

on, no decisions are made on the 
technical content; the total emphasis 
is on the evidence of consensus. 
When the existence of consensus has 
been validated, the standard-develop
ment cycle is complete. The proposed 
standard is then published in its en
tirety, or a notice is published in
dicating that the standard is avail
able. 

Operating Procedures 
An understanding of the operating 

procedures of various standards 
organizations provides one of the best 
avenues to an understanding of the 
total process of standardization. It is 
here that you can best appreciate the 
checks and balances that constitute 
the development of a standard and 
come to understand the slow, 
laborious, and frequently frustrating 
delays, which to an outsider seem un
warranted but which are part of the 
process. 

Basic to the process of standardiza
tion are the ballot procedures and 
member involvement. Both of these 
are indispensable to achieving con
sensus. 

ANSI Voting Procedures 
Let's examine the important voting 

process in detail. The voting period 
for the letter ballots of a standards 
committee is six weeks from the date 
of issue. The results of the ballot re
main confidential to the secretariat 
and the committee officers until the 
ballot peric closes. 

When the ballot period closes, the 
secretary of the standards committee 
forwards the ballot tally to the chair
man of the standards committee, who 
determines whether consideration of 
unresolved negative votes and corr 
ments shall be by correspondence or 
by a meeting of the standards com
mittee or subcommittee involved. 

(Often, committee members vote 
"no" on a given ballot because of 
minor objections to either the pro
posed standard or its specifying docu
ment. · A simple clarifying statement 
in the standard can change a "no" to a 
"yes"; the vote is said to have been 
resolved. ) 

If technical changes must be made 
to resolve negative votes, these 
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changes must be submitted to the 
standards-committee· membership 
within the four-week period given for 
responses. Those who voted in the af
firmative must either reaffirm their 
vote in the light of any substantive 
changes or cast a negative vote. If 
negative votes cannot be resolved, 
these must be reported to the mem
bership of the standards committee, 
with the reasons given for the nega
tive votes. Each voting member, on 
receipt of unresolved negative votes 
and comments from those balloted, 
must indicate whether or not this af
fects his original vote. The final result 
is recorded and reported to the 
secretariat and to the membership of 
the standards committee. 

At this point, the secretariat may 
use its discretion as to whether the 
proposed standard is ready to be sub
mitted for ANSI approval. If at least 
two-thirds of the standards commit
tee members voting have approved 
the standard, it is mandatory that the 
proposed standard together with the 
necessary exhibits be submitted to 
ANSI. If this is not done by the 
secretariat within one calendar month 
of the ballot closure, one or more of 
the members of the standards com
mittee may offer the proposed stan
dard for approval. 

When the proposed standard 
reaches ANSI it is examined by the 
staff to determine that the documen
tation required has been forwarded 
and that evidence of consensus exists, 
just as was done when the proposed 
standard was submitted to the 
secretariat for a ballot by the stan
dards committee. 

The proposed standard is now sub
mitted to the vote of the Board of 
Standards Review, which requires an 
affirmative vote of not less than two
thirds of the full board, taken by 
written ballot. 

Documents 
The names of the standards 

documents will give you a clue to the 
stages in the standardization process. 
As the documents containing a pro
posed standard specification move 
through the standardization process, 
the changes in document names in
dicate the level of acceptance the 

Rugged, simple, dependable. 

RCA Interactive Data 
Terminals as low as $255: .. 

Reliable, portable RCA VP 
3000 series Interactive Data Ter
minals feature: video and audio 
output; color-locking circuitry for--~ · ~... :; . .. ... ~ sharp color graphics and rainbow

"" free characters; reverse video; 
tone and noise generator; 20 and 
40 character formats; resident and 

programmable character set; LSI video and microprocessor con
trol. All have a unitized 58-key, 128 character keyboard with flexi
ble membrane switches, plus the features of the ASCII key
boards below. 

VP 3501 Videotex Data Terminal. (Shown) Built-in RF mod
ulator and 300 baud direct-connect modem. Ideal for time sharing 
data base applications. Works with standard TV or monitor. Also 
has expansion interface and 16-key calculator keypad. As low 
as $275.* 

VP 3303 Interactive Data Terminal. Similar to VP 3501, 
without modem or calculator keypad. Has selectable baud rates 
and RS232C/20Ma current loop interfaces. As low as $262. * 

VP 3301. Same as VP 3303, without RF modulator. As low 
as $255.* 

.. . and RCA ASCII Encoded 
Keyboards as low as $56.* 

RCA VP 600 series ASCII key
boards feature: flexible membrane 
keys with contact-life over 10 mil
lion operations; unitized keyboards 
are spill proof, dust proof with finger 
positioning overlay and positive 
keypress; 2-key rollover circuitry; 

tone feedback; high noise immunity CMOS circuitry; 5V DC oper

ation and 58-key, 128-character keyboard, selectable "upper 

case only." 


VP 616. EIA RS232C compatible, 20 mA current loop and 
TTL outputs; six selectable baud rates. Standard keyboard plus 
16-key calculator. As low as $88. * 

VP 611. Similar to VP 616 with 8 bit parallel output. As low 
as $70.* 

VP 606. Same as VP 616, less calculator keypad. As low 
as $73.* 

VP 601. (Shown) · Same as VP 611, less calculator keypad. 
As low as $56.* 

To order, or for more information, call toll-free 800-233-0094. 
In PA, 717-393-0446. Or write: 
RCA Microcomputer Marketing, 
New Holland Avenue, 
Lancaster, PA 17604. ROii 

'OEM quantity prices. 
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standard has attained. The following 
names are used: Working Draft or 
Preliminary Draft, Proposed Draft or 
Proposal (proposals submitted for a 
technical committee ballot), Draft 
Standard (a Proposed Draft that has 
received the approval of the technical 
committee for publication), and Stan
dard (a Draft Standard which has 
received all the necessary approvals 
for adoption as a national or interna
tional standard). 

Member Responsibilities 
All standards-committee work is 

accomplished by volunteers selected 
from the ranks of the member 
organizations. At the technical-com
mittee level the individual must be 
technically competent in the subject 
and function as an independent "ex
pert." In addition, the participant 
must become cognizant of all facets of 
the subject other than his own specific 
area of expertise in order to under
stand the viewpoints of other mem
bers. This is an essential requirement 
for obtaining consensus. 

In addition to their professional 
positions within their organizations, 
participants must plan to spend a 
fixed portion of their own time on 
standards-committee work as well as 
allocate time to inform their own 
organizations on standards. A de
tailed knowledge of international 
protocol is essential so that a 
technical committee can function 
properly in the international environ
ment. 

International Standardization 
International standards are becom

ing increasingly influential in world 
trade. Multinational companies find 
that differing national technical re
quirements have joined trade tariffs 
as significant factors in worldwide 
marketing because they may require a 
company to produce costly and un
necessary variants of a product. 
Development of international stan
dards helps resolve these technical 
barriers to trade. 

While it is neither desirable nor in
tended that international standards 
should be applied with the force of 
law, the policy of legislating by 
"reference to standards" is becoming 
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more and more frequent as 
technology develops and trade ex
pands. The effective implementation 
of the "reference-to-standards" 
technique requires that legislation 
and regulations be drafted in the form 
of general requirements that contain 
references to a standard or a group of 
standards, which, in turn, provide 
more detailed explanations of the 
general requirements, as well as il
lustrations of the means of meeting 
the requirements. 

If all standards originated at the na
tional level and moved in an orderly 
fashion to the international level in 
one organizational structure, few 
complexities would exist. However, 
standards originate in many areas 
and from many organizations and 
thus involve liaisons with many other 
organizations. The international or
ganizations best known to the com
puting community are the ISO, the 
IEC (International Electrotechnical 
Commission), and the Comite Con
sultatif International Telephonique at 
Telegraphique (CCITT) of the Interna
tional Telecommunication Union (ITU). 

Conclusion 
International standardization pro

vides the solution to the problems of 
diverse national standards, the pro
tection of consumer interests, and the 
elimination of trade barriers. 

Throughout history, whenever a 
need for a standard was recognized, 
the interested parties either formed or 
designated an organization through 
which the process of developing stan
dards could take place. Now the 
development of standards is a vast 
worldwide activity that could almost 
be classified as an industry in itself. 

Simply put, a standard is a solution 
to a problem. It is not too surprising 
then that as our problems get more 
complex, the process of finding a 
solution also increases in complexity. 
Thousands of individuals are in
volved in standardization work for 
the computer industry alone, and the 
work they do affects all of us. 
Perhaps the information in this article 
will help you better appreciate the im
portance of standards and the stan
dards process to our technological 
world.• 

Where to Obtain 
Standards Information 

ACM Standards Committee 
Association for Computing 

Machinery 
11 West 42nd St. 
New York, NY 10036 

American National Standards 
Institute 

1430 Broadway 
New York, NY 10018 

Computer and Business Equipment 
Manufacturers Association 
(CBEMA) 

X3 Secretariat 
Suite 500 
311 First St. NW 
Washington, DC 20001 

Electronic Industries Association 
Engineering Department 
2001 Eye St. NW 
Washington, DC 20006 

IEEE Computer Society 
POB 80452 
Worldway Postal Center 
Los Angeles, CA 90080 

IEEE Service Center 
445 Hoes Lane 
Piscataway, NJ 08854 

Information Handling Services 
Product Management Department 
15 Inverness Way E 
POB 1154 
Englewood, CO 80150 

(This is a commercial firm that 
compiles and distributes copies of 
electronics standards for a fee.) 

Institute for Computer Sciences 
and Technology 

A200 Administration 
National Bureau of Standards 
Wasl'i'ington, DC 20234 

United States Department of 
Commerce 

National Technical Information 
Service 

5285 Port Royal Rd. 
Springfield, VA 22161 



a a a 

MOBS Ill™ 

Mainframe-quality DBMS from 

Micro Data Base Systems, Inc. 


International Software Enterprises-USA 

(312) 981-9200 


a 

INMASS™ 

Integrated Manufacturing and 
Accounting Software System 

MICROCOMPUTER CONSULTANTS 
(916) 756-8104 

ACCOUNTING PLUS™ 
A comprehensive microcomputer 

business accounting system. 
SOFTWARE DIMENSIONS, INC. 

(916) 722-8000 

a 

DATA COMMUNICATIONS 


SOFTWARE 

ASYNC, BISYNC & SNA-SDLC protocol 


data communications software. 

IE Systems, Inc. & Micro-Integration, Inc. 


(603) 659-5891 


QUICK CHECK™ 
Instant Answers for Money Matters, 
Bookkeeping/ Accounts/Inventory 

CHUCK ATKINSON PROGRAMS 
(817) 249-0166 

a 

PC/FORTH™ 

Program development systems for Z-80 

and 8086/88 microcomputers 

Laboratory Microsystems, Inc. 


(213) 306-7412 
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The Panasonic portable computer 
We've improved the way 

ink.,Panason~: 
will improve the way you 
)Ive problems. And the 
solutions come from the 

portable computing power 
you have at your 
fingertips. You can take it 
with you on planes, cars, 

boats, anywhere, because 
it fits into a su1tc< se. You can 
>e more cost effective in the 
!Id, because you'll have 
:ess to more information for 
ig on-the-spot decisions. 
have the incredible 
ritage of being able to 
ommunir~tP from anywhere 
are. It gives you a whole 
, world of computing. 
table computing. 

tware Solutions -Now 
~·s an exciting new software 
~ for the 6502 
ocessor that gives you more 
lS. 
rtable computer includes 

I J\ lt::I IUt::U oa;:,11_, \JUI 1lf.Jlll::I / 11 I lt::I f.JI I:: lt::I, vi IOf.J o vnTH and Microsoft Basic.® 
The Panasonic portable computer also has a wide range of specific 

software programs for your specific problems, such as: 

The Scientific Calculator -An incredibly powerful tool that solves mathematical problems for the 
ieer, ana proressional wherever they go. 

Portabudget - It's your portable personal financial manager. It gives you up-to-the-minute personal 
control. It allows you to be your own record keeper, savings advisor, accountant, bill manager, credit 
and charge account guide, investment counselor, portfolio keeper, and tax assistant. Overall, it 
helps plan your personal financial life, portably. 

Portacalc-Gives you the portability and the flexibility to automatically analyze numerical problems 
wherever and whenever they arise. You can assess "what if" alternative business problems, 
comprehend key variables in business, and dynamically analyze problems on engineering projects. 

Portawriter- It allows you to write, edit, and format information. And, you can telecommunicate the 
information from wherever you are. Whether you're in the boardroom, hotel room, or even on a golf 
course, Portawriter gives you full editing and formatting capability for notes, reports, letters, news 
copy, tables, lists, forms, orders, you name it. 

Portalog - It is an easy, precise tool for time-billing professionals without a minute to lose. Whether 
you're on the road or in the office, you can log time, compile bills, generate billing reports, and track 
the work of your highly paid employees. Portalog gives you improved timekeeping productivity. 

TelecomP-uting~'M -1t lets you telecommunicate with your data base. You can establish 
commun,cations between headquarters and field forces. Exchange files and programs between 
remote stations. Access timesharing services and store data in a large computer's mass storage. 
You can also upload and download program data. 



------- ------

with a wide range of new software~ 
you solve problems. 

Portaflex-A master program that allows you to create solutions for applications, such as: 

o Inventory Control-Analysis and control of inventory while you're on the job. 

o Order Entry-A customized system for any sales order entry. It offers you productivity, and the 

advantage of faster order entry. 


o Field Service - Retrieve, diag1 , and ar alyze your field service data wherever you are in the field. 

o Auditing and Accounting -Custom auditing and accounting, anywhere you are in the field. 

o Estimating-Versatility for flexible bidding and estimating at your job site. 

Development eate your own custom programs and burn 

mem 1mo your ~t"'HUIVl so your program 1s recoraed in nonvolatile form. 


Simply take a desk top microcomputer,* insert the software development discs, create your own 

program, de-bug that program, compile the program, then "burn-in" your problem-solving EPROM. 

*Presently offered for Apple II Plus. 

Hardware Specifications 
The Panasonic portable computer offers 6502 
microprocessor (1 MHz) technology. 
o It offers 4K or SK internal nonvolatile RAM 
o 4SK internal ROM 
o Built-in Ni-Cad rechargeable battery pack 
o External AC adapter/recharger 
o 26-character liquid crystal display 
o 65-key completely redefinable keyboard 

Introducing Peripherals for Additional Solutions 
Modular peripherals let you customize your system. 
o Multiple RS-232C serial interfaces 
o Asynchronous modem with cassette interface 

(110 or 300 baud) 
o 40-character microprinter (thermal dot matrix printing) 
o SK or 16K RAM memory expansion packs 
o X-Y, four-color plotter (up to SO characters per line) 
o TV adapter (32 characters X 16 lines with color 

and graphics) · 

The Panasonic portable computer. It's improved the way you solve problems. Because we believe 
its portable modules and multiple software applications can vastly improve your productivtty. And that 
can be an important solution to your profit problems. 

The ! portable co1 ~r from Panasonic. We've improved the wav you solve problems. 

r~E-·-'-lllA..,Panasonic,lt's changing the way the world uses computers. 

- - - - - - - - - - ... - - - - - - - - _. - - - •1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - .. 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

nputers 
, Jersey 07094 

____ State _ _ _ _ Zip ____ 

er ( 

Panasonic® 
just slightly ahead of our time. 

'---------- ----· 

~ , I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

PRINTJ --

City _____ 

·---------------------------~--·Circle 328 on Inquiry card. 



Welcome to the Standards Jungle 

An in-depth look at the confusing world of computer connections. 

RS-232C, RS-366, RS-423A, 
RS-449, ·v.10, V.11, V.24, V.28, 
X.21 , X.21 bis, X.26, X.27, current 
loop . .. Welcome to the standards 
jungle. All these are standards or rec
ommendations designed to help you 
connect computers to terminals, mo
dems, and computer networks. Why 
are there so many? What are the dif
ferences between them? The similari
ties? 111 attempt to guide you through 
this horrendous complication of stan
dards, but first let's take a look at 
where these standards originated. 

The standards or recommendations 
I11 cover come from two organiza
tions. The standards with the RS 
prefix are from a United States 
organization, the Electronic In
dustries Association (EIA). These are 
the most widely used standards for 
computer equipment in North Amer
ica and hence the world at this time. 
The standards prefixed by a V or X 
are from the Comite Consultatif In
ternational Telephonique et Tele
graphique (CCITT), a committee of 
the International Telecommunica
tions Union, which is an agency of 
the United Nations. The concerns of 
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Ian H. Witten 

Computer Science Department 


University of Calgary 

2500 University Drive NW 


Calgary, Alberta 

Canada T2N IN4 


the CCITT encompass all aspects of 
telecommunications worldwide. Be
cause of sometimes conflicting factors 
influencing its decisions, such as 
special national requirements and 
geopolitical concerns, the CCITT 

The EIA standards 
are the most widely 
used standards for 

computer equipment 
in the world. 

makes recommendations rather than 
standards. Although the EIA stan
dards and the CCITT recommenda
tions are almost identical in many 
cases, they differ somewhat in word
ing and detail. Additionally, the 
CCITT has taken a separate direction 
from the EIA in the past few years, 
which I will discuss later. (A complete 
copy of the standards and recommen
dations can be purchased by writing 
to the respective organizations: EIA, 
2001 Eye St. NW, Washington, DC 
20006; and CCITT, United Nations 

Bookstore, United Nations Assembly 
Building, New York, NY 10017.) 

An RS-232C Beginning 
My jungle tour starts with a whirl

wind overview of the standards listed 
in table 1, after which I'll describe 
each one in greater detail. A good 
place to begin is with the most 
popular standard for connecting com
puters to modems and terminals, RS
232C. The official title for this com
plicated standard is Interface Between 
Data Terminal Equipment and Data 
Circuit-Terminating Equipment 
Employing Serial Binary Interface. 
The C in RS-232C indicates that it has 
been revised. This standard includes 
much more than just the transmit-and 
receive-data wires you use to connect 
a terminal to a computer. 

The RS-232C standard has four 
parts: electrical signal characteristics, 
interface mechanical characteristics, 
functional description of the signals, 
and a list of standard subsets of 
signals for specific interface types. 
The first part defines the voltages to 
be used and their interpretations as Os 
and ls. The second gives you the size 



ACE 1000 COLOR 
COMPUTER! . . . . . . List $1545 
SHARP COMPUTER ........ .. 249 

[BEBE I 
I Iii! I 

MICRO DECISION 
':4 DEAL YOU CAN'T REFUSE" 

64K RA M, ZBO. 4MH z. 2 Seria l Ports, 
Disk Contro ller. FREE SOFTWARE: 

TELEVIDEO 
Televideo 910+ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 518 
Televideo 925 . . 718 

SUPERBRAIN II Televideo 950 899 
Televideo Computers Call 

Double Density 1894 ADDS VIEWPOIN T A-16 ... . ... 469
Quad Densi ty . . . . 227 4 ZENITH Z-19 Terminal 649
Super Density SD ... 2649 Z-89 48K Computer . . . . .... 2119
COMPUSTARS Z-90 64K DD .. , . . .. 2399
TO DEALERS ..... . . CALL & SAVE ZVM-121 Z ENIT H 

Green Screen monitor 125Advanced Micro Digital S-100 Super
Quad Single Board Computer.ZBO 64K INTERTUBE Il l 
RAM. Disk Controller. or EMULATOR ... .. . . $710
RS-232 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Only 699 AMDEK Color Moni l o< $329 
ALTOS - single and multi -user GODBOUT COMPUPRO
ACS-8000-150 . . . . . .. . . List 5990 Super Sixteen 8085/ 8088. The fastest 

Only 4699 8-16 bit compu ter' Runs 8 and 16 bit 
code' 128K Sta tic RAM 6MHz CPU's ATARI 400 .. .. 289 
UST 3440 SPECIAL 2569800 . 655 

New: Systems 816/A. B. and C with 
PRINTERS enclosure and drives. 

OK I DATA 82A ..... .. 489 816/ A List 5495 . . Only 4395 
CENTRONICS 739-1 . . ........ 499 SEATTLE pure 16 bit computer is the
IDS PRISM 80 ..... ... .•..•• .. 743 fastest microcomputer by actual test' 

S-100, 128K Stat ic RAM. 8 MHz 8086. EPSON MX-80 FT .. .• .• ... . .. . 547 
22 slot MainframeMX-80 .......•.• . • .... 459 


MX-100 .. .. . . .. .. . .... 749 
 Model #2 . • • • . . List 3785 Only $3028 
#1 as above 

ANADEX 9501A but 64K . . . . . . • Li st 2990 Only $2392 
Silent Scribe ...... . . •..•.••.. 1345 
NEC #3510 Letter Quality . .. 1623 IBM PC memory made by SEATTLE. 

Now with "Flash Disk." . . 192K = 697 
Smith Corona TP-1 .. .......... 595 
C. ITOH F10 Letter Quality 1399 

64K =427 
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER 2210A 

TRAXX SW' Add-on Drives . •. . . 249 List $1995 .............. . . Only $1595 
ZBO. 64K. 110. Disk control ler+ CPM. 

Memory Merchant 16K static ... 159 California main frame . . . . . . 484 
Central Data RAM S-100 64K . . 299 
Systems Group SYSTEMS GROUP computers run 
RAM S-100 64K . . . . . . . . . . 449 FRIENDLY OASIS Call ... ... . SAVE 
Microangelo Video Graphics . . 715 

QUAY COMPUTER 
Two drives+ CPM . ... ...... . $1745 
Four user MPM 208K + 

AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS is Hard Disk . . . . .. . ...... $5945 
organizing a World Wide Association 
of Computer Dealers. Open a Store or TARBELL'S 
Start Work Out of Your Home! We Empire I & 11 have two 8" disk drives 
Charge NO FRANCHISE FEE! (Our The I is single sided. the II is double 
Competitors charge a FRANCHISE FEE sided. 
of from $1S,OOO.OO to $4S,OOO.OO.) Be a FREE Business Software 
Winnerl Let US help YOU get started Empire I List 4888 Only 3495 
MAKING MONEY by HELPING 

Corvus Hard Disk SAVEPEOPLE to put COMPUTERS to WORK. 
SSM Video BRO VB3 kit .. 361Write or Phone today. 
Spectrum Color ASM .. 223 

Which Computers are Best? . . . Free 

Insu red Shipping at Low Rates. One hour free 
troubleshooting

We Repair on business
Computers systems. 

Call for latest pr ices & availability A 

CPM - Microsoft BAS IC - BaZic 
- W ords tar-t ogica lc-Correct-lt. 

NORTHSTAR 
ADVANTAGE 64K Green Phosphor. 
The Best Business Graphics, 2 Disks, List Only 
Serial Por t. Options CPM - Business with 1 5'/.(' Disk .• ~ $949 $1049 
programs ..... .. .. .... ...... $2894 with 2 5'1•" Disks •• 1545 1400 

NORTH STAR Horizon 
Powerful North Star BASIC Free 
Superb for Business & Science 

Free Secretary Word Processor 

Horizon Standard is now HRZ-2-64K 
Quad 
Factory Assembled & Tested Only 
Horizon-2-64K-Quad . . . . . . . . $2894 
Horizon-1-64K-QHD 5 .. .•.• .. 3999 
Horizon RAM 64K ........... . . 594 
Big Sale on Multi-User 
Time-Sharing ..... .... .••.•. SAVE 
North Star Hard Disk 18Mb .. .. 4295 
English to Basic Translator . . . . . 75 
Zbasic 2 to 5 times faster' . ... .. 325 
Secretary Word Processor . . . . 69 
Words tar Word Processor 278 
Floating Point Board • . ...•.•. . . 699 
Oasis . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • • . . . 699 
CPM for N'-Extra features . . . 147 
Micro Mike Software . . . . . . . CALL 
MICROSTAT .... . ............ $355 
Pascal-BO . . . ... 539 
Extra Precision BASIC ..•....... 49 
Northward . . . . • . . . 179 
lnfomanager . . .. 329 
General Ledger ..... . ..• . ..... 399 
Accounts Receivable ....• •• . . . 399 
Accounts Payable ......•.... . . 399 
Inventory . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 399 
Order Entry . ..... .. 399 
PROPAC . . .. .... 1299 
DOS+ BASIC 5.2 ........• .. . . . 28 

INTEGRAND main frames S-100 Many 
models to choose from 

Only 200 & UP 

MODEMS 

DC HAYES - S-100 ... $329 

POTOMAC MICRO MAGIC . . .. 369 

SIGNALMAN . . . . .. . ... . •.. . 97 

CAT NOVATION ... . .•........ 159 

AUTOCAT . .......... •..•.•... 215 


Full Time Graduate 

Technician on Duty. 


DECISION I 

"The IBM-360 on lheZ-80 & S-100 BUS!" 

Sixteen Programs running simultan
eously' Free CPM. Microsoft BASIC. 
andWORDSTAR with complete system' 

DECISION 1 + 65K Static + 
8" Disks OMA . . . . . . . . . . . . 3403 
DECISION 1 + 65K Static + 
2 5 '!!' Disks . . . . . . .... 2795 
DECISION 1 + 65K Static + 
5" Disk + 5 Mb Hard Disk .... 4235 
DECISION 1-2user 256K Static + 
5" Disk + 5 Mb Hard Disk • 
MICRON IX . . . . . . . . .. . . . 5830 
DECISION 1 - Z-80 + 110 + 65K 1915 
DECISION 1 - Rackmount • 20 Mb 
HD - 8" ORV .. Reg . 6235 

Inventory Sale 5415 

MORROW Hard Disks 
up to 26 MEGABYTES 

HDC-M26 .. ........ .... $3333 
HDC-M20 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3333 
HDC-M10 .. ..... . ... . ... 2955 
OMA-MS .. ............. Reg. 1775 


Inventory Sale 1400 
DMA-M10 .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . 2235 
DMA-M16 ............. ...... 2795 

MORROW 8" Disk 
Discus 20 + CPM 600K .. Only $834 
Discus 2 + 2 + CPM 1.2 Mb 1068 
Add Drives 20 =599 2 + 2 = 1795 
Discus 20 dual + CPM Only 1384 
Free Microsoft BASIC from MORROW 
with Discus system or hard disk. 

FAST FIGURE - Most powerful 
spread sheet. 5 •,. .. or 8" 99 

Wordstar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 278 
A ll MicroPro Software for IBM. Apple. 
North Star. Morrow. etc. SAVE' CALL 

Factory Guarantees We Beal Prices 

AMERICAN COMPUTERS
SQUARE 

919-889-4577 N.C. 27282 919-883-11054167 Kivett Dr.~amestown 
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! ! ! ! FANTASTIC PRICES!!! ! 
FROM DIGITAL DIMENSIONS 

OKIDATA 
Ml-BO. . ... . . . . .• . . . . . . . .• . $339 
Ml-B2A . . . . . . . • ••••••••••••••••• ..• • . . ... $415 

"Ml-B3A. .. . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . . . $6BO 
"Ml-B4(porollel) ., •• ••• , , ••• ,, ••• , ••• , ••• , , , ••• $9B5 
"Ml-B4(ser;ol) . ........••...•••••.••• , , ••••• . $1.095 
Ml-92 . $509 
Ml-93 . .•••••. ... •••••. ..•........ , ........ .. . $B69 
PACEMARK 2410 . . •• , • • . • • . . .. •. . • •. • . .CALL 
PACEMARK 2350 . . •...••••.•••. . . •• • •••.• , • . .. . CALL 

•includes Tractor Feed 

ANADEX DP8000 . . . . • .•. • . , , ••• , •..• . . $749 
ANADEX DP9500/9501 . .. • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . . $1279 
ANADEX 9500A/9501 A . . ••••••• , • • • • .. • • • . . . $1359 
ANADEX DP9000/9001 .. . . . •• •• , .... , • • • • . . . $1209 
ANADEX DP9620A. . . . . . . • • • . • . • • . . • • . . • • . . $1459 

SCM-TP I . •.•... , .... $649 
120 word/min Daisy Wheel. 10 or 12 pitch, 
serial or parallel interface 

DAISYWRITER 2000 ........ . .. $1,015 
BIDIRECTIONAL 40 CPS AVERAGE THROUGH· 
PUT, 48K BUFFER, CENTRONICS, 488, 
RS232 & C. LOOP INCLUDED. 

DAISYWRITER 1500 S . . , , •• , , •••.• , •• , , . •• , , . • . ... $955 
4K Buffer Serial Only 

DAIS YWRITER 1500 P .. . .•. .....•• •• •.••.. • .. . ... $925 
4K Buffer Parallel Only 

IDS 
PRISM 80.. .... • •..... . •• . . .. ...• . .• .. ..• . . .. $1,219 
Includes sprint mode. dot plot and cut sheet guide 
PRISM BO . . , ..... , • , . . . . • • . • . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . $1319 
Includes sprint mode, dot plot, cut sheet guide and 3.4K 
buffer. 
PRISM 132 . . . .. .. .... .. . . .. . $1.649 
Includes all of above and 4-color graphics 

C.ITOH 
Prowriter (Parallel) ..... . .. ,, • . • .. .. • . . . , . ...... $489 
Prowriter (Serial ) . . . .. . ..... , ........ , .... , . .... $629 
Prowriter 2 (Parallel) . .. . ... • . .••.....•....... . . $719 
Prowriter 2 (Serial) . ... .. ... . . • . •... . , •....... . . $769 
Storwriter F10. . ... $1 .449 
Printmoster F-10.. . . .. . $1,699 

DISK DRIVES 
RANA ELITE I.. ... •• •• • .. . ••• •• •.. • .• . $305 
MICRO-SCI . . ... ... . .......•....• . . .. . . $289 

MODEMS 
HAYES 300 BAUD SMART MODEM ••• , •••• , , , • ..... $219 
HAYES 1200 BAUD SMART MODEM . . . . . . .... . . .... $515 

E-Z COLOR board . .................$199 
For the Apple II or Apple II Plus. 
16-Color, 258 x 192 resolution. Requires 
3.3 DOS. Includes demo software and 
E-Z COLOR Editor. 

E-Z COLOR board for S100 Systems . . $279 
E-Z COLOR board for TRS-80. . .. $239 

INTEX TALKER text-to-speech synthes.izer. Serial ond 
parallel interface included . . . . . . , .. . , .... , .•. .. $280 

AMDEK 13•· COLOR-I . ..... . . • . . . • . . . . . . • . • • . . . $335 
AMDEK 13'" COLOR II. . .......•...•.•......•.. . . $719 
NEC JBl201 GREEN Mon;tor . , , , •• , , ••• , , •••• , , . . $159 

FOR THE IBM P.C. 
Quadram Quadboard w/64k. . . . . .$429 
Quadram Quadboard w/128k. .$519 
Quadram Quadboard w/192k. .$609 
Quadram Quadboard w/258k .........$699 

DIGITAL DIMENSIONS 
190 Chapel Rd.,Manchester, CT 06040 


Info & Orders Cal 203-64S-3611 

Orders Only 1-800.243-5222 


C.O.D. Welcome. Allow 2-3 Weeks For Checks. MC/VISA 
OK. All Prices Include UPS Ground Freight In U.S. CT 
Residents Add 7 1/2 % Soles Tax. Prices Subject To Change 
Without Notice. 

EIA CCITT Approx. Speed/Distance Purpose 
Date 

RS-232C V.24, V.28 1969 20,000 bps and 50 ft. interface specification for 
modem control, including 
electrical and mechanical 
characteristics and tune· 
tional definitions of 
signals 

RS·366 V.25 automatic calling unit 
used in conjunction with a 
modem to allow a com· 
puter to dial calls 

RS-422A V.11, X.27 1975 1 O million bps and 40 ft 
100,000 bps and 4000 ft 

electrical specification only; 
two-wire connection for 
each signal 

RS·423A V.10, X.26 1975 1 00,000 bps and 40 ft 
1000 bps and 4000 ft 

electrical SPE)Cification only; 
one·wire connection for 
each signal with common 
return wire 

RS-449 1977 2 million bps using 
RS-422A 
20,000 bps using 
RS-423A 

interface specification for 
modem control, using 
RS·423A as electrical 
specification, with option 
of RS·422A for some 
wires 

X.21 1976 interface specification for 
data equipment to public 
data network, using syn· 
chronous format and 
digital rather than analog 
transmission on telephone 
networks 

X.21 bis 1976 modification of X.21 to 
allow its use with existing 
synchronous data equip· 
men! and analog tele· 
phone networks
essentially the same as 
V.24 and RS-232C 

current-loop (not 
officially sanctioned) 

10,000 bps and 1500 ft provides send and return 
data paths only (no 
modem control)-not a 
proper standard-used 
originally for Teletype ter· 
minals and now used on 
many microcomputers 

Table 1: The standards jungle. 

of the plug and the disposition of the 
pins. The third, which I'll discuss in 
most detail, gives a functional de
scription of the 21 signals which make 
up the RS-232C standard. The fourth 
part lists about 14 subsets of these 21 
signals that are used in different types 

of modems. The CCITT recommen
dation, V .24, is almost identical with 
RS-232C; however, the electrical 
signal characteristics are specified 
separately in a companion recom
mendation, V.28. 

When you access a computer over 
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KAYPRO II 
PORTABLE 
COMPUTER 

Perfect desk-top com1JUter. 
• Z-80, 1 Floppy standard. 2nd optional, Optional 

lermfnill, or use jlllut cnm. 
• CP/M wi1h user lriefldly " shell" 
• WorclSlar, SPtllChec~er, SpreadShetl, Microsort 

Basic80 & BASIC 
ist $1195 - $1790, Limited QuanUty CALL 

3 GRAPH ~ML 
,lllr.H 

ZENITH Z·100\ .• _ 
• •••• .Jo •• 

··---·· -
Advanced color graphics under Z·BASIC, 16 
bit (BOBB) &8-blt (8085) 128K RAM, expand
i!b e to 7681( [Expand to 192Klor only S180). 
Runs most ISM-Pt software and CP/M. 3 
oonflgurallons, 1·2 Floppies. 90 dav ON SllE 
warra.oly. List S3249·4099 ... ......SCALL 
ZENITH Haid Dlsk •. ...... ..... .....•.•$CALL 

Superior graphics computer just released. 
244,224 pixels, zoom, pan, rubberband! 16 
bit (8088), 128/256K Hardware arithmetic 
option. Networking capability. 2 Floppies 
700K CP/M 86 w/Dig. Res. Graphics Lan
guage. List $4495 .......... ........ $ CALL 
TELEVIDEO 1602GH: Similar but 
10M Hard Disk. List $6995 ...... ... .. ... ,$CALL 

NORTHSTAR 
ADVANTAGE 

••••11l!iJ _...... ...... .. .....
\ ~ 

High resolubon graphics under BASIC ZBOA 
(4MHz), 16 bit [8088) upgrade only $499, 64K, 
2 Floppies, 720K/Hard Disk 5M. 
List $3559-4999 ..........................$ CALL 
Graphics Peripherals: IDS PRISM COLOR 
PRINTER. 200 CPS. high resol. graphics. . 
List$1995 •..••.••••..•••••..••.•••••.•••••.•$CALL 
AMDEK Dlgltal Plotter. 4-color, flatbed . 

List$949 ...... ..... .... .................$CALL 

ALTOS SERIES 5 
Ideal for Independent business or advanced personal 
computer user: 511pports 3 users with independent 
tasks concurrently. Z-80. 192K, 2 Floppies 2 MEG, 
expandable to hard disk. Comes with MP/M II, 
OASIS also available. 
List S2990.•.• .• ...•...•. CALL !or avallabllltyl 

IBM/APPLE PRODUCTS: 
HARD DISKS & MICRODISKS: 
Your backup worriesare over. 
OCS Hard disk 6 MEG remove~ble + 6 

MEG fixl!d. lls1$3,499..................ONLY S2,795 
CORONA ltard disk 5 MEG. lllOUlllS 

10i~r6~~:·:.·..·:.·.::::·.·.·.·..·:.-.-.:·:..·..·...·::.:·:.:~l~~..~ 
AM0£K 3·· Mlcro-Aowy Syst•m , w/controller, 
t MEGtolal . l.l.'Sl $899 ....... ......................$ ~U 

MEMORY & 1/0 BOARDS: 
OUADBOl\Rll: clock. sefia! & parallel 

poir!S, 12JIK......... .......... ........................Sli99 
OllAIJ512 + 64K + seri;U port..... ..... ............$369 
OUA0512 + 256K + serial po<t ........ ............Sli99 

Ol/:S~..£l 1~~~~:~.~ ..... ..............SCALL 
OUAOCOLOR lor better cokl< graphics ••••.....$CAU 

MONITORS & PLOTIERS: 
AMOEK 12" Am~t. ... .......... .. ....................$159 
AMOEK COLOR II RGB. hi-resolution, 13" ....sli99 
AMOEK COLOR 111RGB .......... ............ .........S312 
ZENITH RGB hig1Hesolulion RGB .......... ... .....$524 
PRINCETOll lllgh·resoltl11oR 12" RGB ......... .SCALL 
NEC 12" !\YB blollresolutio.11 ..,.... ......... ....SCALl 
1'ff.W'.: pnnc01-llllap1erl/APPU ••......... ...•......$119 

RAPPl..£R ..... ........... .... ......, ...................S12 

C<1LU.MBIA 1600 16-bit 8088, accepts all IBM 
bo;••ds. reads & runs all IBM software. but has also 
addi,;onal Z-80 processor to run 8-bit C/PM. So 
compatible it .can even use IBM keyboard! 128K, 1 
parallel & serial pons standard, 8 expansion slots! 
COLUMBIA 1600 package: computer as above + 
keyboard + CAT controller. list $3,635 ..... ..$CALL 

SYSCOM·Z: Apple-CompatComputer 
fully 0 

COlJll'illible with "APPLE·ll , runs APPU: pro· 
owns. l.l.'StS869 ................... .... .............SCAU 

BUSINESS OWNERS •.•Can You aHord NOT to computerlze?
lf conflicting claims for different systems Jeave you bewildered, if .a salesman is 
"pushing" asystem about which you have doubts, or your costly computer is not 
delivering its promise-help Is now available. Our Business Program divides 
computer acquisition to 4 phases, and provides 4distinct services. Use ONLY the 
service needed, control your cost at EVERY phase, and pay ONLY for what you 
get-each of our services is available Independently: 
1) ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS: On time-usage basis, you obllln access to our CONSll.TANTS, 
who combine business background and extensive computer expertise, and can discuss your 
needs with them over the telephone. The initial interview is FREE; then YOU determine how 
much of the consultant's time you need, charged at $30/15 min. Ynu pay ONLY for prates· 
sional, objective advice. No purchase is required now or later. 
2) HARDWARE: We carry a large variety of business systems, single and multi-user. You are 
not locked into any particular concept or product line. Our pricing is highly competitive, and 
you pay ONLY for the hardware. But, at your option, all equipment sold by us Is ellglble to be 
covered In our System Support Program. 
3) SOFTWARE: We offer anumber of comprehensive lines of business software, all widely·used 
and competitively priced: ACCOUNTING PLUS, CYMA Business and Professional packages, 
DBASE II, MULTIPLAN. Most important, WE CARRY ONLY SOFTWARE WE ARE ABLE TO SUP· 
PORT: Contract for software support is available for each module you purchase from us. 
4) SYSTEM SUPPORT: Subscription to our SUPPORT SERVICE ($200/system/year) gives you 
access to our SOFTWARE SPECIALISTS who answer your questions on time-usage basis. Our 
Specialists are recruited from the Systems Instructor ranks, and specialize in a"single line of 
software. They have immediate access to systems running your software, so that a 5-minute 
telephone session with them (at $10) is much more cost-effective than a2-hour trip to acom.
puter store, or a 2-day wait for your computer salesman! To Set Up Your lnltlal 
Evaluation Call Our Business Division (714) 781  6566 

OJelt.\lided 
COMPLETE TELEVIDEO 
MULTI-USER SYSTEM: 

Multiple workstatioos withindependent capabilities and tasks: 3inventoryconlrol stations. 2Accounting Office Sta
tions, 1 Management statm (16-bil) with graphics capability. TeleVideo TS -816 CPU wilh 40 l.EG hard clsl< and 
tape backup. Complete accounting, nventory control, financial management and busines5 graphics programs 
operating under Turbo-Dos wl file & record lockout for uninterrupted multi-user service. 1 high-speed dot-matrix 
printer and 1 letter-quality printer, receive/auto-dial modem. Complete integration included. 

List $29,395 ..... ... .. ..... ... ...... .. .... ........ ....... .....CALL FOR INFORMATION 

- SMITH-CORONA 
TP-1 : 
AT OUR PRICE; 
NO COMPUTER 
SHOULD BE WITH· 
OUT ONEI 

Daisy-wheel, letter-quality, inter
faces all computers. Serial &parallel models at 
same low price. No less than 18 print-Ydtelll.l-n 
only $6.95 each. List$849 .ONLY $5451 

l~TERFACES & MODEMS, ETC. 
Hayes Modems: 
SmartModem 300 .......... ............ ... ............$214 
SmarlModem 1200 ......................... ..... .. ....$523 
MicroModem 11 ........ . ... .................. .. ... ......$269 
MicroModem lOO(S-100)..... ...... .... ... ....... ... .$289 
VEN TEL AS-232 Modem .. .... ... ...... .. .. ...... .. ..$763 
MICAOFAZER printer buller ..... ...... .. .. ..... ... .. .$139 
INTEAFAZER I/mul ti -user s, up to 8 terminals 

&2printers! .......... .. .. ............ ......... ... ..•.$239 

SCOTCHDISKffiES by 3M: 1M vesy besll 
SV• ss.dd. 5~s min........ ..... ........ .. ....S211box 
8" ss.dd. 5 boxes min.... ............ ... .........$271box 

EAG lE 
COMPUTERS 
Highly ra tea bu si
nes s computer, con
figured as Word Pro
cessor at 'h price ol 'i.'=----
dedicated w.p. (See Popular l.omputinq ll/82). 
CPIM, DBASlC, SPELLBINDER w.p. & ULTRACALC 
included lree !! ! 
EAGLE II Z80, 64K, 2Floppies 780K . ...... ....$2349 
EAGLE Ill same but 16M... ... . ...... ....$3199 
EAGLE IV 10M Hard Disk .. .......$4795 
Sottware: Accounting Plus 

All 8MOD only 
EAGLE 1600 .. ..... .... .... ..... 

... ..... ... .$1495111 
. .... .....SCAll 

GEMINl-10 
from 

Star-Mlcronics 

All the features of EPSON-FT, plus backspace, 
continuous underline, 

List$499 ... ... . .. .. .. ONLY$ CALLI 11 

GEMINl-15 similar but 15" carriage. Even 
'Jetter buy: List $649 . ..•..• OM.Y$CAWll 

Additlonal dot-matrix printers:
NEC-8023A (parallel) ................. .. ........ ..... .$459 
AXIOM 80 col. 30cps, graph ., p ......... ... .. ..... .$289 
Okidala 82A (serl parallel) .... ... ........ .. ........$CALL 
Okidata 83A 132 col. (si p) .. ............ .... .........$649 
Okidata 84 -P200 cps. & 50 cps. 

correspondence mode ...... ........ ......•. ... ....S994 
Okidala 84-S same, but serial .... ... .......... ...•.$11199 
Okidata 92, just released ..........................SCALL 
Microprism drafVcorresp. ......... ..................$529 

Letter-quality printers: 
NEC 3510 33cpsserial .. ................ ..... ... 
~C 3530 same, parallel. ........ .... ... ..... ... . 
NEC 7710130 55 cps, si p..... ... .. .. ...... ... .. .. .. .$2194 
DIABLO 620 25cps, ser. ............................$1094 
BROTHER HR-1 ... ....... .. ..... .. ...... ... .... ..$794 
DAIS YWAITEA, 16K Buffer .. ......$999 

Mannesmann-Tally 
MT-160 heavy-duty 
serial or parallel, 
tractor Included. 

$674 
MT 160 L, slmllar, 

letter-quality........................$759 

NEW: COO 15-Day Exchange Privilege (subject to terms below) TERMS: Prices in !his ad apply 10 prepaid orders only, reflect 5% cash discount off our regular sa1e prices. Per
sonal checks allow 2weeks to clear. Fortune-1000 companies, Universities and Government only: 30-daynet. based 

ORDERS &. IN FORM A'J.ION" on our reQulor (non-cash) prices. COD based on non-cash prices and requires payment in full by Cashier'sCheck or 
" • Certified Cllecl: upon delivery. Cali fornia residents add 6% tax. This ad supersedes all prior offers. Prices subject to

Mo.-Fri. 9:00 AM-5:30 PM PST, Sat. 10:00 AM-4:00 PM PST change and o!fers may be wi thdrawn without prior notice. All merchan_dis_enew in orig(nal factory cartons, carry full 

1 (800) 845 5555 CA AK HJ II (714) 783 136
':11 ~ manufacturers warranty, and are covered by lull insurance during shipping. Absolutely no return on used or dam

- - . . ca - · "'~ aged items. Software returnable ONLY in UNOPENED original wrapping. We now oller 15-DAV EXCHANGE 
BANK REFERENCE: BARCLAYS BANKO~ vALIFORNIA (213) 892-724• · PRIV ILEGE, subjectto 10%restockingchargeon returned merchandise, andexcludingspecial order items. Add 3%

VISA MASTEACH AF< GE lor Handling, Shipping & Insurance ($3.95 minimum). 

~M'11T APO FPO . INTERNATIONAL ORDERS ACCEPTED ~ Cl'IMisa nigi:slwal l!Dmal1<ol09!>!R<sudl. Miansoft,._,nl!lrdemnolMi>tmftCorp.CYMAis-ol
' CY1AA Corp.. lllloDO$ is  of Software 21JOO. Z80A is nai!lol1ll - ol Zllog R:. ~. SpolSQ<, Coi<Sl>r. 

INC. P.O. Box 3791, Riverside, CA 92519 llU'ila". .....,. .. 1r1111rMt.o•atl'rtl~. .wu&.11Dmno1AidoCarc>ain:. 



telephone lines, the computer must 
connect to a modem or data set (data 
set is the term used instead of modem 
in Bell System literature). The com
puter's modem communicates 
through the telephone network to 
another modem that connects to your 
terminal. This configuration involves 
two RS-232C interfaces: one between 
the computer and its modem and the 
other between your terminal and its 
modem. Official terminology labels 
both the computer and your terminal 
DTEs (data terminal equipment) and 
labels the modems DCEs (data cir-

cuit-terminating equipment, most 
often some sort of data-communica
tion equipment). 

Because you often want the choice 
of using your terminal with a modem 
or directly connecting it to a com
puter's output port, the RS-232C 
standard frequently provides both 
connections. Strictly speaking, the 
RS-232C standard was never intend
ed for connecting a DTE device di
rectly to another DTE, and most of its 
signals are unnecessary in that ap
plication. When manufacturers claim 
that a product is RS-232C-compatible 

QUALITY COMPUTER FORMS 

AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD 

WE SUPPORT MORE SYSTEMS WITH• 
• FORMS THAN ANYONE ! 
• INVOICES•STATEMENTS•CHECKS• P.O.'S •SHIPPERS• MEDICAL FORMS 

• INCOME TAX FORMS•W2'S• LETTERHEAD 

• 
Accounting Plus • Altos Accountant • Apple Controller • Broderbund • Continental • • Durango • Dynabyte • Gold • Great Plains • Libra Programming Inc. • Microcomputing 
Consultants • Open Systems • Peachtree • Radio Shack • Solomon • Star • State of the 

I Art • Structured Systems • Systems Plus • TCS • TSE • Vector Graphics 

We Support 21 S Systems Not Listed Here, So If You Don't See Your
• : 	 ' • I 

I Software Here Call Toll Free For A Free Sample Packet Of Forms I 


For Your Software. 
• : 	 • 
• : 

I 

SHEERCUT• : 
I 

I WORD PROCESSING LETTERHEAD• : 	 SHEER CUT LETTERHEAD FROH CHECKS TO-GO USES A NEW PROCESS TO 
PRODUCE CONTINUOUS FORH PAPER THAT TRIMS CLEAN WHEN BURST.• : NORMAL COMPUTER PAPER USES FIVE PERFORATIONS PER INCH, BUT 

SHEER CUT USES A NEW TECHNOLOGY TO PRODUCE 80 PERFS O.R 


I "TIES" PER INCH. THIS PRODUCES A VERY CLEAN AND UNIFORM

. , I ., 	

I 

I EDGE WHEN BURST, AND IS ECONOMICAL IN BOTH SHALL AND LARGE 
I QUANTITIES . SHEER CUT IS AVAILABLE ON A STOCK FORH BASIS ., . : IN FOUR "CLASSIC LAID" PAPERS, OR IN ANY TYPE NPER ON A 
I CUSTOM ORDER. EVERY OTHER FORH CAN BE IMPRINTED TO PRODUCE 
I CONTINUOUS FIRST AND SECOND SHEETS. BLANK PRICES ARE $60 

• ' 
I FOR 1,000, $235 FOR 5,000 AND sqoo FOR 10,000, WITH 

IMPRINTING, DEALER, AND VOLUME PRICING AVAILABLE. 

• AND OTHER CONTINUOUS 
TAX FORMS 

•: . 
I., . 

mm 
~ 

~Checks To-Go ~ 
CAU TOLL FREE NOW: (800) 854-2750 IN CA (800) 552 -8817 

(619) 460-4975 
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they usually mean that the equipment 
accepts and generates only a small 
fraction of the RS-232C signals and 
also doesn't violate any other parts of 
the standard. 

Generally, the RS-232C standard 
covers such things as the protocol for 
answering calls and modem control 
for reversing the transmission direc
tion in a half-duplex link. It does not, 
however, cover the requirements for 

. autodial units. This information is 
provided by the companion specifica
tion, RS-366 (comparable to CCITT 
recommendation V.2S), which de
fines how the computer presents the 
digits to be dialed to the autodialer, 
how the computer signals the end of 
the number, and what occurs when 
the autodialer cannot successfully 
complete the call. 

The major drawback to RS-232C is 
its limited transmission distance of SO 
feet. In practice, you can go con
siderably farther, but always at your 
own risk. A second disadvantage is 
its maximum transmission speed, 
although this is not usually a limita
tion in applications between com
puters and terminals. While RS-232C 
can operate at speeds up to 19,200 
bits per second (bps), the data rate 
between computer and terminal is 
usually 9600 bps at best, and it is very 
difficult to transmit data even at this 
slower rate over the switched tele
phone network. 

The distance restriction is not a 
serious disadvantage if you use 
modems to access a remote computer. 
The modems usually sit beside the 
computer and terminal, and the long
haul transmission takes place beI 
tween them over telephone lines. In 
local applications, however, you 
often find RS-232C connecting ter
minals directly to computers, simply 
because it is obviously convenient to 
use the same terminal and computer 
interface whether o; not a modem 
connection is used. This is where the 
SO-foot limit becomes restrictive. Fur
thermore, the RS-232C voltage levels 
are not particularly convenient 
because they aren't the same as those 
in standard TTL (transistor-transistor 
logic) and MOS (metal-oxide semi
conductor) technologies now domi
nating computer implementations. 
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GP~1UOA: US$389

COMMAND PERFORMANCE.
Selkosha gives you all the best features—mcludmg economy and super-clear graphics.

Unlike some graphic printers, Seikosha s new
GP 100A (.ln| Hammer Graphic Prmter puts full dot
addressable graphics at your command The GP 100A
lets you repeat a column of data as many times as
needed with just one command Software control enables
double wldth character output, and the positioning IS
both character and dot addressable Designed for 5ll‘TlPlE
operation, it ranks among the most cost efficient graphic
printers on the market Command performance tech
nology that not only works for you now but takes you

ell into the future

Other valuable features:
‘Graphics, regular and double width character

modes can be intermixed on the same line.
‘Automatic printing. When the text exceeds

the maximum line length. there is no loss
of data due to overflow.

‘Self-test printing is a standard feature.
'Centronics type parallel interface.
' Paper width is adjustable up to 10 inches.
I Optional Interface: RS232C,lEEE.4B8,apple ll,etc
Graphic F-'lr~in*t:er' Ea Series
Available at COMPUTEHLAND and other fine
stores m Your area Circle 381 on inquiry card.

Distributed by AXIOM CORPORATION 1014 Griswold Avenue San Fernando, Calif. 91340 Phone ma! 3559521 rv\n((s1o14ss-ms
Manuiacturad by SEIKOSHA svsrsu EQUIPMENT ow 4 1 1 Taihei Sumida-ku Tokyo Japan. Phone: 03-623-6111 Telex: 262-2620
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This means you need an additional 
power supply with this configuration. 

Because of these problems with RS
232C, the current-loop interface, 
made famous by the original Teletype 
terminals, has come back in fashion, 
particularly for low-cost home com
puters. This interface is not a proper 
standard, with both 20- and 60-milli
amp (mA) versions, but it usually 
works over distances of up to 1500 ft 
at rates of up to 9600 bps. Unfor
tunately, the current-loop interface is 
completely incompatible with RS
232C and requires you to use switch
able, dual-standard hardware or con
version boxes. Moreover, the inter
face comes in two flavors: active, 
which actually generates the current, 
and passive, which either detects the 
current or signals by switching it on 
and off. The conversion boxes enable 
passive devices to communicate with 
active devices. For example, a micro
computer usually contains the active 
interface and a terminal has the 
passive one, which means you must 
have an active-to-active conversion 

to directly connect two microcompu
ters. 

Overcoming Defects 
The EIA introduced standards RS

422A, RS-423A, and RS-449 to over
come the defects of RS-232C and to 
incorporate and improve upon the 
advantages of the current-loop inter
face. A major change was to un
bundle the joint electrical, mechan
ical, and functional specifications of 
RS-232C. Just the electrical specifica
tions are in RS-422A and RS-423A. 
To allow you to transmit data at high 
rates, RS-422A uses two wires for 
each signal. This setup, known as 
balanced transmission, doubles the 
number of wires in the cable. RS
423A transmits at lower speeds and 
uses one wire as a common return 
path for all signals. This is called un
balanced transmission and is similar 
to the design of RS-232C. The RS
423A standard operates in both RS
232C and RS-422A environments and 
thus provides users of existing equip
ment with a migration path to move 

to the new RS-422A regime. 
The EIA has introduced RS-449 as 

its intended successor to RS-232C. 
The standard provides a complete 
functional description of the signals 
needed for modem control, together 
with the mechanical specification of 
the plugs and sockets. The electrical 
specification for most signals is RS
423A, but RS-422A is also available 
for high-speed operation if necessary. 
RS-449 has a horrendous number of 
wires (46 as opposed to the 25 of RS
232C) in two plugs, one with 37 pins 
and one with 9. Fortunately, most ap
plications don't require the signals in 
the 9-pin plug. Apart from its im
proved speed and distance specifica
tions, RS-449 offers some minor func
tional enhancements over RS-232C in 
automatic modem testing and a pro
vision for a standby channel, but it 
still does not incorporate dialing out. 
The success of RS-449 in the commer
cial market remains to be seen. 

Meanwhile, the CCITT has been 
steering a different course. With its 
X.21 recommendation, introduced in 

Tlte Most Promising Duet 
· ·For An Orcllestra. 

Our duet is perfect for a single user system. 
Ille same duet performs even ..tter in a multi-user orcltestra. 

DCM* 0: S·lOO Disk Controller 
Module • 8" and/or 51/," floppy disk-·~*80: 

S·100 Single Board controller • SASI (ANSI, SCSI) hard disk 
Computer • Single host adapter • Single and double density, 
or multi processor single and double side Software 
capability • Pro· implementation on CP/M1 

grammable master 2.2 and TurboDOS~ 
or slave selection ' TM of Olgltol R•••-h. Inc. 

' TM of Software 2000. Inc.
• Redundant pro· 

cessor manipulation $345. 

• 4MHz Z80A or 

6MHz Z80B CPU • ~~=-=:::-~:~~;;~ • 
64K RAM and 2K EPROM with monitor _... 
• 2 serial, 2 parallel, 4 timer - ---- -~ 

ports • Bi-directional inter
processor channel • Dual 
mode serial ports interface • 
Multi-layer PCB construction. 
$495. Circle 216 on Inquiry card. 

JC SYSTEMS 
1075 Hiawatha Ct. 
Fremont, CA 94538 
(415) 65~·4215 





----

ERG/68000 

MINI-SYSTEMS 

0 	Full IEEE 696/S100 

compatlblllty 

HARDWARE OPTIONS 
0 	8MHz, 10MHz or 12MHz 68000 

CPU 
0 Memory Management 
0 Multiple Port Intelligent 1/0 

0 64K or 128K STATIC RAM 
(70 nsec) 

0 256K Dynamic RAM, with full 

parity (150 nsec) 

0 8" DID, D/S floppy disk drives 

0 5MB·40MB hard disk drives 
0 Full OMA host adaptor 
0 20MB tape streamer 
0 10 to 20 slot backplane 

0 30 amp power supply 

SOFTWARE OPTIONS 
0 	 68KFORTH1 systems language 

with MACRO assembler and 
META compiler 

0 	 Fast Floating Point package 
0 	 Motorola's MACSBUG 

0 	 IDRIS2 operating system with 
C, PASCAL, FORTRAN 77, 

68K·BASIC1 compilers 

0 	CP/M-68K3 O/S with C, 
Assembler, 68K1-BASIC, 

+68K1·FORTH 
Trademark 1ERG, Inc. 

2 Whitesmiths •Digital Research 


30 day delivery 


with valid Purchase Order 


OEM prices available 


For CPU, Integrated Card Sets 

or Systems. 


Empirical Research Group, Inc. 

P.O. Box 1176 


Milton, WA 98354 

206-631-4855 
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SourceSignalPIN EIA CCITT 

Protective Ground 1 AA 101 
Signal Grounc AB 1027 

Transmitted Data 2 BA 103 
Request To Send 4 CA 105 
Data Terminal Ready 108.2 20 CD 

DTE 
(DTE source) 
Data Signaling Rate Selector 23 CH 111 

(computer interface) 
DA Transmitter Signal Element Timing 

(DTE source) 
24 

14 Secondary Transmitted Data 
Secondary Request To Send 

-	
19 

BB 104 Received Data 3 
CB 106 Clear To Send5 

107 Data Set Ready 6 cc 
22 CE Ring Indicator 


CF 

125 
109 Received Line Signal Detector 


CG 
 Signal Quality Detector 

Cl 
 Data Signaling Rate Selector DCE 

(DCE source) (modem or terminal) 
DB Transmitier Signal Element Timing 


(DCE source) 

DD 
 115 Receiver Signal Element Timing 


(DCE source) 

SBB 
 119 Secondary Received Data 

SCB 
 121 Secondary Clear To Send 

SCF 
 122 Secondary Received Line Signal Detector 

I 

Table 2: RS-232C signals. 

1976, it is obvious that the committee 
looks forward to the day when direct 
digital connection to a digital tele
phone network will be possible. Then 
all data transmission will be syn
chronous, and the communication 
equipment will provide bit and byte 
timing signals. X.21 includes the pro
tocol for making and answering calls 
and for sending and receiving data 
using full-duplex synchronous trans
mission. Byte-timing signals are in 
fact an option, which the vast majori
ty of digital telephone exchanges will 
almost certainly provide. In sharp 
contrast to RS-449, X.21 uses only six 
signals. The electrical specifications 
are in recommendations X.26 (corre
sponding to EIA RS-422A) and X.27 
(EIA RS-423A). 

Although X.21 is defined as the 
lowest (or "physical") level of the in
ternational X.25 packet-switching 
protocol, it is far ahead of its time, 
for direct digital connection to public 
telephone networks is hardly possible 
now. For this reason, CCITT offers 

the X.21 bis recommendation as an 
interim measure to connect existing 
computer equipment to packet com
munication services. With this, the 
wheel turns full circle, for this recom
mendation is essentially the same as 
RS-232C (V.24), and sadly, its use is 
almost universal in packet-switching 
protocol today. 

I have, in the tradition of all great 
guides, followed a circular path. To 
create a more detailed path through 
this standards jungle, let's look closer 
at each of the standards I have men
tioned. 

The RS-232C Standard 
The 21 signals in RS-232C are num

bered according to three systems: pin 
numbering used in the conventional 
25-pin connector, the EIA RS-232C 
numbering, and the CCITT V .24 
numbering (see table 2). I will explain 
each of the signals by providing a 
variety of different applications of the 
standard, each using progressively 
more signals. 



Sales representatives in OEM an~ Dealer pricing 
most metropolitan areas. is available.:»UAL 

2530 San Pablo Avenue • Berkeley • CA 94702 • (415) 549-3854 • 172029 SPX 

CMEM 

AVAILABLE NOW FROM DUAL 
SYSTEMS, the CMEM memory 
boards combine high-speed 
CMOS memories with a new 
5-8 year lithium battery. The 
CMEM offers the nonvolatility 
of an EPROM board while retain
ing the instant writability of a 
high-speed read/write RAM. 
These industrial grade boards 
are subjected to a 168-hour 
burn-in and a 1000-cycle power 
interruption test to insure data 
retention and the highest degree 
of reliability possible. 

CMEM-32K, 32K Bytes $695 
CMEM-16K, 16K Bytes $595 
CMEM- 8K, 8K Bytes $495 

:»UAL 

DUAL SYSTEMS CORPORATION 
2530 San Pablo Avenue • Berkeley 

CA94702 • (415)549-3854 • 172029SPX 
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OUR PRICES, SELECTION 

AND SAME-DAY SHIPPING 

MAKE US COMPETITIVE. 


Red Baron. Home of the Nation's 
NEC8023 IDS Prism 80/132 The Epson Series 

Outstanding Graphics, Print Affordable Color, Speed High-Quality Printers 
Quality & Performance at a Low Price. 

144 x 160 dots/inch • Proportional spacing 
·Lowercase descenders· N x 9 dot matrix 
• 8 character sizes • 5 unique alphabets • Greek 200 CPS· Bi-directional, logic-seeking· 24 x 9 dot 
character set· Graphic symbols• 100 CPS print matrix • Lowercase descenders· 8 character sizes 
speed •Bi-directional, logic-seeking· Adjustable • 80-132 colurnns • Proportional spacing 
tractors ·Single-sheet friction feed • Vertical & 
horizontal tabbing 

NEC 8023 SC II
Dot Matrix ..•.. • .....List $795 a 

•Text justification• Optional color and dot resolu
tion graphics 

Prism 80 .......Base List $1,299 $Call 
Prism 132 ... . ..Base List $1,499 

EpsonMX-80FT __ .. . _.ListS745 $Call 
Epson MX-100 . . __ ....List $995 

Full Line of Epson Accessories 

Smith-Corona TP-1 Brothers HR-1 Daisy Wheel NEC Spinwriter 
Daisy Wheel Printer For Under $900 Perfect for quality, 

quiet word processing. 
7700&3500 1 

Daisy Wheel Quality Leader 

-
• 16 CPS· Prints up to 6 copies• Bi-directional 

High speed, letter quality • 55/33 CPS ·Typewriter 
quality· Bi-directional printing & proportional 
spacing • Quiet· OCR quality print· Hi-res 

Letter quality· Standard serial or parallel data 
interface· Drop-in ribbon· 144 WPM· Various 
fonts available • Loads paper like typewriter 

·Cloth or carbon quick-change cassette ribbon 
• Quiet, efficient operation for word processing 

plotting/graphing • Quick change ribbon •Optional 
cut-sheet feeder, horizontal or bi-directional trac
tors· Prints up to 8 copies 

• Handles single sheets for forms Brothers HR· 1 NEC Spinwriter RO 

Smith-Corona TP-1 . . ...List $895 $Call Parallel .. .. ... . ...List $1, 100 
Serial . . . . . . .. . . ..List $1,200 $Call Serial Parallel 7700 ... .. ..List $3055 ' $2500 

Serial 3510 . . . .. .List$1895 $1700 

Anadex Silent Scribe 
The Quiet Serial Matrix 

Impact Printer 

!. . . -

------- -·-
Up to 500 CPS • Dot addressable graphics 
• Parallel and serial interfaces standard· Switch 
selectable protocol· Cartridge ribbon• Foreign 
character sets• Underlining· 1.5k to 12k buffer 
• Correspondence quality print 

List 
Anadex DP-9501A .... . ..$1, 725 
Anadex DP-9620A .. . ... • $1,845 
AnadexWP-6000 ... . ....$3,250 

Discount 
$1300 

S1 ,475 
Stall 

Televideo CRT's 
Price, Performance & Reliability 

~ ~ 
List 

910 ... . .. ...... . ..$ 699 
925 .......... . ....$ 995 
950 ...............$1195 
970 ...............$1495 

Discount 
$575 
$730 
$945 
$Call 

Monitors 
Crisp, Clear, Compatible 

Amdek 
Video 300, green . . .... List $249 
Color I ..............List $499 $Call 

for low 
prices 



Largest Computer Printer Inventory. 

The Grappler+™ 


Apple® Graphics Interface 


\ 

• Graphic and text screen dumps· Dual Hi-Res 
Graphics ·PrinterSelector Dip Switch ·Apple 111 
compatible•• Inverse Graphics• Emphasized 
Graphics• Double Size Picture· 90° Rotation· 
Center Graphics • Works with Pascal and CPM" • 

g~~~~~rB~~~r·b·o~~~ ~~~'.l~~I~.. .....$175 
*Requires software driver 

Apple is a registered Trademark of Apple, Inc. 


Ta·ke your existing printer interface-and 
buffer it! 
·Versions for Grappler+, Apple interface, Epson 
interface, and others· Comes standard with 16K 
buffer· Expandable to 32Kand 64K ·Includes 
interface docking cable 

The Bufferboard.................$175 


IDS Microprism 480 

Prints like a daisy, 


priced like a matrix! 


·Correspondence Quality in a Single Pass 
• Dual Speed 75, 110cps • Proportional Spacing 
• Bi-directional, logic-seeking ·Platen Pin 
or pressure feed• 24 x 9 dot matrix• 10, 12, 16.8 
Characters per inch• Doublewidth Characters 

iDS Microprism 480 ....List $799 $Call 

Customer Benefit 

Package 


1. Free Expert Consultation. 2. Tech
nical Staff. Even your most involved 
questions get quick, helpful answers 
from our staff of printer technicians. 
3. Free Catalog. Get your inform
ative catalog with printer compari
son chart and print samples today. 
4. Warranty. The manufacturer's war
ranty where applicable. 5. Same-Day 
Shipping. 6. Free MasterCard and 
Visa. 7. We Stock What We Sell. We 
make every effort to keep a large 
stock of our advertised products. 
8. APO/FPO Orders Welcome. 

The Okidata Series 

Hi-Res or TRS 80 Block Graphics 


-
120/200 CPS· 9 x 9 Matrix· Bi-directional, logic· 
seeking printing • Lower case descenders • Four 
print styles ·Optional Hi-Res Graphics 

Okidata 82A ..........List $649 
Okidata 83A (w/Tractor) .List $995 $Call 
Okidata 84 (Parallel) ...List $1395 

Here'sHow To Order: 

Phone orders are welcome; same-day ship

ment on orders placed before 11:00 a.m. 

Free use of MasterCard and Visa. COD's 

accepted. Personal checks require 2 weeks 

clearance. Manufacturer's warranty in

cluded on all equipment. Prices subject to 

revision. 


Interface Equipment 

Complete Stock of Options, 


Cables and Accessories 


CCS APPLE SERIAL Interface & Cable ...$150 
SIGNALMAN MODEM . .... .... . ......$Call 
COMPLETE STOCK OF EPSON 

ACCESSORIES ...............•...$Call 
CUSTOM PRINTER CABLES FOR 

Apple, Atari, IBM, TRS-80 (all models) ..$Call 
HAVES MICROMODEM II ..............$300 
PRINTER STANDS: Large .............$ 99 

Small ......•......$ 25 
PRINTER RIBBONS-Most Types .......$Call 

Call For Free Catalog: 

(800) 854-8275 
CA, AK, HI (714) 779-2779 

•cacm;J 
RedBaron 
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character 	 use the signal for flow control, even 
though it was not designed for that 
purpose. You can also use other lines, 
such as Clear To Send, for the same 
purpose. 

Another technique for regulating 
data flow to a device like a serial 
printer is to use the ASCII (American 
National Standard Code for Informa
tion Interchange) control codes DCl 
(device control 1, often called XON) 
and DC4 (often called XOFF) . These 
codes correspond to the control 
characters Control-Q and Control-S 
respectively. Some software device 
drivers use them to suspend and 
resume output to a terminal. When 
you use these codes for flow control 
on a printer, you connect the Re
ceived Data line rather than the Data 
Set Ready line. The printer then 
transmits Control-S when its buffer is 
full and Control-Q when it is ready 
for more data. 

Many printer manufacturers cater 
to both flow-control methods. How
ever, in practice, significant problems 
can arise with each of them. When 
the printer is connected through a 
modem, there is no connection be
tween the states of the Data Set 
Ready lines at the two ends of the 
link, and so you can't use the first 
method, which is meant for purely 
local use. The XON/XOFF protocol 
should work fine over a telephone 
connection, provided the operating 
system you use responds quickly to 
the XOFF control character. While a 
few extra characters don't usually 
matter on a video display terminal, 
they can mean a disastrous buff er 
overflow for a printer. The same 
result may occur due to characteris
tics of a terminal multiplexer, which 
in many cases has internal character 
buffers that store several characters 
awaiting transmission. When XOFF 
arrives, the data to the printer will 
not cease immediately, even if the 
operating system instantly stops send
ing characters. In another case, if 
you connect your printer to the 
printer port provided on some ter
minals, you may again see a delay in 
the execution of the XOFF command 
due to the buffering going on in that 
unit. 

Remember that RS-232C was never 

Video Display Terminal-signals printing rate depends on 
used: Protective Ground, Signal spacing. A Return character generally 
Ground, Transmitted Data, and takes longer than other characters 
Received Data. The Protective because in most cases the print head 
Ground is for safety and connects to has to move farther across the paper 
the equipment chassis at both ends of than for other characters. This 
the link. The Signal Ground estab presents the problem of flow control; 
lishes a common ground reference the printer must provide feedback to 
voltage for all data signals. Transmit the computer interface to control the 
ted Data is the data path from the data flow. The Data Set Ready line is 
computer interface to the terminal, one way to provide the feedback. 
while Received Data is the path in the 
reverse direction. You don't need any You can use the ASCII other connections for a simple asyn
chronous RS-232C-compatible ter control codes DC 1 and 
minal interface. 	 DC4 to regulate data 

Serial Printer-signals used: Pro flow to a serial printer. 
tective Ground, Signal Ground, 
Transmitted Data, and Data Set 
Ready. Because the data connection Actually, Data Set Ready has other 
to the printer is only in one direction, purposes. A modem uses it to indicate 
you don't need the Received Data that its power is on and that the 
line. However, most printers cannot modem is ready to receive data for 
accept characters continuously at an transmission. Many software device 
even rate. For example, a daisy-wheel drivers examine this signal before 
letter-quality printer takes a signifi transmitting each output character 
cant time to move the print head from and simply delay transmission until it 
one position to another, and so the is in the on state. Therefore, you can 

HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS 

FOR SUPERBRAIN, COMPUSTAR, Z-89 & TRS-80 MODEL II. 
XCEL™ HARDWARE: A retrofit package for graphics display with 512 x 240 
resolution. TRS-80 Mod. II, $595. All others, $895. 

XCEL™ SOFTWARE: Operates under CPM™ and is compatible with Basic, 
Fortran, Cobol, PLI and Pascal. 

SYMBOL GENERATOR- $175 
Alternate character sets with bold face, 90 ° 
rotation, circles , quadrants, vectors, recc..xx.x.x) tangles and area fill s. 

GRAPH PLOTTER- $175 
Line, graph, histogram, bar graph and 
scatter plot with automatic annotation 
of axes scaling . 

3·D GENERATOR-$345 
Creating, editing and viewing 
"wireframe" objects from anyGRAPHICS 
angle with scaling zoom and

TERMINAL- $395 graphics editor. 

Configures computer as a SURFACElow cost graphics 
terminal. PLOTTER- $395 

True perspective view 
"NEW" SCREEN PRINTER-$65 with hidden line 

removal.
Allows hard copy printout on most dot 
matrix printers. 

SAVE UP TO $950 ON PACKAGE PRICE OFFERS! 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (213) 320-6604 

~MAXTEK1 INC. 2908 Oregon Court, Torrance, CA 90503 
Available in Europe from Micronex Ltd ., Chew Magna. Engla nd 3042 (STD 027·589 3042) 
1AS 80 reg.s1crea :•;:ii:iem;i· ~ T;;mo~ C••l.l • Si.u..10•,1·" l•;J c H• rr ' "'~ 1n1 ct1cc O.irn S ·1 s1em~ 

T ei..1ron , ~ 1ey1s1°; rc-Cl U;:i dcrn;it~ T(· ~ Hun • ~ lnr CPM •C!o~l erealr;iocma r o D,;,1a1 ACS('<JrCl"J 
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11What If ••• 

I run out of memory?" 

Most people do run out of memory 
with only 1SK VisiCalc* workspace. 
But you can expand your Apple II* 
to 177K VisiCalc memory! You 
can also get SO-column display, 
lower case letters, and hard disk 

Circle 377 on Inquiry card. 

support-all without buying 
a bigger computer. 

The Saturn expansion system for 
VisiCalc consists of a pre boot dis
kette, one or more plug-in RAM 
boards, and an optional SO-column 
di splay board. You can put the 
Saturn boards in any slot. And with 
all that memory, our software lets 
you save files on more than one 
diskette. 

Each Saturn RAM board includes 
additional software for other pro
gramming applications. So your 
BASIC, PASCAL, and CP/M pro
grams get an extra bonus. 

Ask your computer dealer for 
more details about the Saturn 
memory expansion systems. See 
how much bigger and better your 
models can become! 
"VisiCalc is a registered trademarko lVisiCorp. Apple II is a 

registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. 

Sr17U~ 
S1/S7E?ltS INC. 

P.O. Box 8050 
3990 Varsity Drive 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48107 

1 (313) 973-8422 
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We Scout Out 

The Best Buys. 


THE PURCHASING AGENT is your computer buying company. 
W e negotiate the purchase of millions of do llars of hardware and software 
at the best prices each year Our buying power gives you more hardware 
and sof tware for your money. Our fee is 25% of what we save you o ff list price. 
By participating in the savings, we share a common goal - to save you money 

Call us fo r your price on any prosuct not lisles. All prices shown 
inc/use our fee. 

COMPUTERS IBM Personal comp. CALL PRINTERS 
Amdek Color Ill term. 430 Brother, parallel, daisy 910 

Alpha Micro 1000 VW $5,960 AS T CALL C ltoh. H O.daisy 1.150 
Alpha Micro 1030 12.047 Baby Blue CALL Daisywriter 2000 1,120 
Alpha M icro 1051 17,634 Davong 5 meg. H.D 1. 575 D1 ablo b20, daisy 
A lspa AC l -2/SS 2,320 Diablo 630 API 1,825 25 cps 1.19'i 
Altos 8000-10 5,850 NEC 3550 1,920 D iablo 6 l!J. ddisy 2,U'iU 
Altos 8600-10 7,586 Seattle boards CALL IDS Prism 132 options 1,430 
Altos Series 5-15D 2,100 & all IBM peripherals CALL NEC 1110 CALL 
A ltos Series 5-50 4,195 Micromation CALL NEC 7710RIO 2J2S 
Apple Computers CALL Molecular CALL NEC/Sellum 1, 16K, 
Associate CALL M orrow Micro Decisions CALL tractor 2,595 
Burroughs CALL NEC 16 bit APC system CALL Qume 'Jl 4'i i ull parwl 1.8bS 
Ca li forni a Computer NEC 8CXXJ64K PC sys 2.266 Qume 9 55 iull panPI 2.180 

Systems 300-1A 4,414 Northstar Advantage 2,625 Smith Corona TP ·1. daisy h81 
Col..mbia Data CALL NorthStar Adv. H.D. 5 4,395 Tally CA LL 
Compupro Godbout™ Onyx 5001 MU-6 7,350 Texas Instr. Tl 810 1,240 

Sys. 816/A" 4.200 Onyx8CXXJMU·10 7.900 
Sys. 816/B" 5,JbO Osborne CALL OTHER PERIPHERALS 
Sys 816/C' 6,880 Sanyo 1CXXJ 1,540 Arndek Color 11 term 694 
•Assembled and tested Seatt le System 2 3,251 Ventel 212 + modem 7bS 

Cromemco System 1 2.946 Televideo TS-802 2,600 Corvus 10 meg. H.D. 2,995 
Cromemco System 2 3,400 T elevideo TS-802H 4.450 Houston Instr DMP·29 1. 549 
Cromemco 68CXXJ Televideo TS-806 5.200 Houston instr. DMP-40 775 

System 1 4.395 Vector 2600 3,895 M orrow 20 meg. H.D. 3,650 
Dynabyte 26% OFF Vector 3005 5.495 
Eag le II 2.350 Vector4 CALL SOFTWARE 
Eagle 1600 5,420 Victor CALL Call lor prices on all your 
Epson Computer CALL Zenith 100 CALL software needs. 

M asterca rd. VI SA at 3% hanliling fee. Prices sub ject to change wi tho ut no tice. M inimum iee $150 

EXPORT SERVICES AVAILABLE. 
We are dgen ts io r overseas computer de alers and disb ribu to rs. 
INTERNATIONAL TELEX 470851 

e 
G 

THE 
PURCHASING 
AGENT 

1635 School Street 
Moraga, CA 94556 

Call Toll Frel' 
800-227-2288 
In Caliiornia 
(415) 37&-9020 

intended for DTE-to-DTE connec
tions. Thus it is not surprising that 
problems arise when the standard is 
used for such purposes. After all, 
these flow-control methods are ad 
hoc mechanisms tacked on to an un
suitable standard. 

Full-Duplex Private-Line Modem
signals used: Protective Ground, Sig
nal Ground, Transmitted Data, Re
ceived Data, Received Line Signal 
Detector, and (possibly) Data Set 
Ready. The Received Line Signal 
Detector, often called Carrier Detect, 
says in effect, ") hear something like a 
modem talking to me." You use this 
signal to tell the computer that some
one is trying to make contact on that 
line. You could use it to trigger the 
computer to generate a log-on invita
tion. Data Set Ready may indicate 
that the modem is ready and not in 
voice or test mode, but this is not a 
common practice in North American 
asynchronous modems. 

Half-Duplex Private-Line Modem
signals used: Protective Ground, Sig
nal Ground, Transmitted Data, Re
ceived Data, Request To Send, Clear 
To Send, Received Line Signal Detec
tor, and (possibly) Data Set Ready. 
Request To Send and Clear To Send 
control the transmission direction in 
the half-duplex operation. The com
puter generates Request To Send 
when it wants to transmit. The Clear 
To Send signal indicates that the 
modem is ready to receive characters 
for transmitting. There will be a 
delay-typically 200 milliseconds 
(ms)-between the Request To Send 
signal from the computer and the 
Clear To Send handshake, because 
the modem must generate the carrier 
waveform and allow it to stabilize. 
When the transmission finishes, the 
computer drops Request To Send, 
causing the modem to turn the trans
mitter off. To ensure that both ends 
of the link cooperate in choosing the 
direction of the transmission, you 
need a software protocol. 

Switched Network Auto-Answer 
Modem-signals used: Protective 
Ground, Signal Ground, Transmitted 
Data, Received Data, Request ' To 
Send, Clear To Send, Data Terminal 
Ready, Ring Indicator, Received Line 
Signal Detector, and (possibly) Data 
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This Programming professional deserves a 

lot more from his personal computer. 


He's earned it. As a seasoned professional, 
he's learned to master some of the world's 
most advanced programming tools. Tools 
specially designed to meet the everyday 
demands of programm111g experts. 

But as the owner of a personal com
puter, he's come to expect less. Less 
performance_ Less sophistication. And less 
nex ibility. 

Why should programming a 
personal computer be any different? 

Prior to the announcement of micro/ 
SPF'M development software, experienced 
programmers felt programming a personal 
computer was a lot like playing with a toy. 
You couldn't take it seriously. 

But today, there's micro/SPF:M a solution 
to elementary program editing tools now 
offered with most micro-computers. 

With micro/SPF'M you gel the same 
procedures and commands experienced 
programmers are accustomed to using at 
work. By mimicking features found in 

Circle 336 on inquiry card. 

standard SPF software, micro/SPF'M 
provides all the sophisticated utilities pro
gramming professionals expect. 

Programming experts can take 
advantage of skills they've spent 
years perfecting. 

Now, for the first time, mainframe soft
ware is available for personal computers. 
SPF screens are fully reproduced in logical 
sequence and each screen is formatted 
identical to those found in the SPF system. 

In addition, micro/SPF'M comes equipped 
with the same primary and line commands, 
tutorial messages and program editor 
(with program function keys) experienced 
programmers are used to. 

Progr;unming professionals who've 
spent years perfecting the art of writing 
sophisticated code deserve to work ' ith 
state-of-the-art tools, not toys. Find out 
how micro/SPF™ can help you do work
compatihle programming on your 
personal computer today! 

PH/iS~ 
PHASER SYSTEMS, INC 50 WEST BROKAW ROAD 


SAN JOSE, CA 95110 
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Set Ready. Here, the additional 
signals are Data Terminal Ready, 
which shows that the computer is 
ready to receive calls, and Ring In
dicator, which signals that the 
modem has received a new call. The 
Ring Indicator signal goes up and 
down as the telephone bell rings so 
that the computer can answer after a 
specified number of rings. If the com
puter leaves Data Terminal Ready 
on, the modem answers incoming 
calls immediately. If it is off, the com
puter should turn on the signal, after 
the appropriate number of rings, to 
answer the call. At the completion of 
the call, the computer should turn off 
Data Terminal Ready to ensure that 
the line is disconnected. Normally 
this is not necessary, because the line 
should disconnect automatically 
when the calling party hangs up the 
phone, but it is good practice to force 
disconnection at both ends. 

Dual-Rate Modems-extra signals 
used: Data Signaling Rate Selector 
(DTE source) and Data Signaling 
Rate Selector (DCE source). Some 
modems allow switching between 
two transmission speeds. These two 
signals control whether the modem 
uses the high or low speed. Usually 
the modem at the calling end sets the 
speed for the connection. In this case, 
the calling computer uses the Data 
Signaling Rate Selector (DTE source) 
to determine the line speed. The call
ing modem signals the speed to the 
answering modem, which informs the 
called computer by setting Data Sig
naling Rate Selector (DCE source) ap
propriately. 

Synchronous Modems- Extra sig
nals used: Signal Quality Detector, 
Transmitter Signal Element Timing 
(DTE source), Transmitter Signal Ele
ment Timing (DCE source), and 
Receiver Signal Element Timing (DCE 
source). Synchronous modems pro
vide a clock signal along with the 
data. In the case of received data, the 
modem provides the Receiver Signal 
Element Timing (DCE source) or the 
clock. For transmitted data, the 
modem may still provide the clock 
signal on Transmitter Signal Element 
Timing (DCE source). Or the com
puter equipment (DTE) may generate 
a timing signal instead, called 
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Transmitter Signal· Element Timing 
(DTE source). Synchronous modems 
also provide a signal which shows 
whether or not there is a high proba
bility of an error in the received data 
(Signal Quality Detector). 

Modems with Primary and Second
ary Channels-extra signals used: 
Secondary Transmitted Data, Sec
ondary Received Data, Secondary 
Request To Send, Secondary Clear 
To Send, and Secondary Received 
Line Signal Detector. Some modems 
provide a primary transmission chan
nel with a high data rate (e.g., 1200 
bps) and a secondary channel in the 
reverse direction with a much lower 
data rate (e.g., 75 bps). The reverse 
channel allows you to listen and con
firm reception or to interrupt the 
transmitter. The channel directions 
can be reversed, and the above set of 
five signals allows you to control the 
secondary channel in much the same 
way as the primary one. 

Do you know what 
happens when you 

make a call to a 
computer on a 300-bps 

full-duplex switched 
line? 

A Scenario 
The following sequence of events, 

illustrated in table 3, will show you 
what happens when you make a call 
to a computer on a 300-bps full
duplex switched line. To begin, the 
computer expects a call and so it 
leaves Data Terminal Ready on, 
which in turn sets the computer's 
modem ready to answer a call as soon 
as one is received. When this hap
pens, the computer sees Ring In
dicator (which it can ignore because 
Data Terminal Ready is already on) 
and Data Set Ready (the signal for the 
computer to generate Request To 
Send). In the preceding section, I ex
plained Request To Send and Clear 
To Send in the context of half-duplex 
calls. In fact, full-duplex modems use 
them also. Request To Send com
mands the modem to turn on its 
transmitter. After a short delay, the 
computer sees Clear To Send and ig

nores it. At the other end of the line, 
you hear the carrier signal and either 
push the data button (on a data set) 
or put the telephone handset onto the 
acoustic coupler. Now your modem's 
transmitter turns on, producing its 
own carrier whistle. When the 
modem at the computer end hears 
this, it turns on Received Line Signal 
Detector. Upon receiving this signal, 
the computer begins sending data. 
Many operating systems, however, 
ignore this signal and simply wait for 
you to send a character to begin the 
log-on process. 

At the end of the transmission, 
assume that the computer decides to 
terminate because you ·logged off. 
The computer turns off Request To 
Send, which then turns off the com
puter's modem carrier signal. The 
computer then turns off Data Ter
minal Ready, forcing the line to be 
disconnected. Meanwhile, in your 
modem, Received Line Signal Detec
tor goes off and generates a warning 
note to you. You replace the handset, 
ensuring that the line disconnects 
from your end also. When the com
puter sees its Received Line Signal 
Detector turn off, it knows that the 
disconnection is complete, and so 
raises Data Terminal Ready in pre
paration for the next call. 

RS-232C and RS-449: 
What's the Difference? 

RS-232C is being superseded by a 
new standard, RS-449. Technically, 
the major differences between them 
result from RS-449's using improved 
electrical-transmission standards. To 
explain these improvements, I will 
first describe the electrical specifica
tions of RS-232C. 

An RS-232C transmitter generates 
a voltage of above +5 volts (V) to 
signal one line condition, called 
Space, and a voltage of below -5 V 
to signal the other condition, called 
Mark. To produce these voltages, 
you generally use a power supply of 
± 12 V. A receiver recognizes 
voltages of above +3 V as Spaces 
and voltages of below - 3 V as Marks 
(see figure 1). When a signal changes 
from one condition to the other, it 
can spend, at most, 4 percent of a bit 
period (the duration of a bit: 2 
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Terminal 

raise handset and dial 

hear carr ier (analogous to 
Received Line Signal 
Detector) 

push data button (see 
Data Set Ready light) 

modem's Received Line 
Signal Detector goes off, 
modem generates warn
ing note, replace handset 

Line 

connect call 

carrier whistle 

carrier signal 

-carry on communication-

no tone from computer 

call disconnected 

Computer 

Data Terminal Ready is on in 
antic ipation of a call 

see Ring Indicator and Data 
Set Ready, generate Request 
To Send 

(after short delay, see Clear 
To Send) 

see Received Line Signal 
Detector 

set Request To Send off 

set Data Terminal Ready 
off, Clear To Send and 
Data Set Ready go off 

Received Line Signal Detec
tor goes off, set Data Ter· 
minal Ready on in prepara
tion for next call 

Table 3: The sequence of events in a 300-bps dialed call, proceeding from top to 
bottom. 

VOLTS VOLTS 

+15 

+5 

0 

- 5 

0'///,ijj~~ 

+3 
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Figure 1: RS-232C signal levels. 
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microseconds at the maximum speed 
of 19 ,200 bps) in the transition 
region. This requirement limits the 
amount of stray capacitance 
allowable in the transmission link 
because capacitance smooths out 
sharp transitions. RS-232C specifies 
that the capacitance must not exceed 
2SOO picofarads (pF); and, because 
ordinary cables have a capacitance of 
40 or SO pF per foot, RS-232C limits 
cables to SO feet. 

A second difficulty of RS-232C is 
its grounding arrangements with two 
separate lines: Protective Ground and 
Signal Ground. Unfortunately the 
standard does not state clearly how 
these signals are to be used. In many 
implementations, the Protective 
Ground is simply not connected. 

Grounding for distributed analog 
systems is a notoriously difficult sub
ject. To give you a simple idea of the 
problems that could occur, imagine 
an RS-232C link between two pieces 
of equipment where Protective 
Ground is not connected but where 
Signal Ground is connected to the 
earth at both ends (this is quite a com
mon arrangement). Different ground 
potentials at the ends of the link cause 
a ground current to flow through the 
Signal Ground wire. The inevitable 
resistance in this wire insures that a 
potential difference between the Sig
nal Grounds exists that could, if large 
enough, cause the data to be received 
incorrectly. 

The obvious way to overcome 
ground potential differences between 
the transmitter and the receiver is to 
send the signal differentially on two 
wires. The difference between the 
voltages on the wires determines 
whether a Mark or a Space is read. 
This is how RS-422A works, and you 
may recall that this technique is 
known as balanced transmission. 
Figure 2 shows an RS-422A signal, 
carried on a twisted pair of wires. A 
balanced transmission would use two 
of these signals. 

Of course, you can regard even RS
232C as transmitting a signal differen
tially, with the difference being be
tween the signal-wire voltage and the 
ground-wire voltage. What makes 
this approach inferior is that the 
ground wire actually connects to the 
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Figure 2: An RS-422A signal. 

"'"""~ 


Figure 3: Two RS-423A signals. 

ground at each end. Then if the 
ground potentials differ, the ground 
wire carries a substantial current. The 
amount of the current depends on the 
ground-potential difference and the 
electrical resistance of the ground 
wire. This current makes the poten
tial of the ground wire different at 
each end. The RS-422A grounding re
quirements are much less critical than 
those of the RS-232C because the 
standard does not use ground as a 
voltage reference. Therefore, the use 
of the Signal Ground wire, which 
connects the grounds at each end of 
the link, is optional. 

The third major difference between 
RS-422A and RS-232C is the transi
tion r·egion between Mark and Space 
states. This is only 400 millivolts 
(mV) in RS-422A, whereas it is 6 Vin 
RS-232C. With the elimination of the 
ground-potential problem, the use of 
such a narrow region becomes possi
ble. If the difference signal between 
the two wires is positive and more 
than 200 mV, the receiver reads a 
Mark, while if it is negative and more 

than 200 mV, the receiver reads a 
Space. This approach allows suitable 
transmitters and receivers to be im
plemented with just the normal ±5-V 
power supply. 

Because of the much smaller transi
tion region, RS-422A transmitters 
will not drive RS-232C receivers cor
rectly. This · incompatability poses 
such a serious disadvantage that the 
EIA introduced the RS-423A stan
dard, which you can use with both 
RS-449 and RS-232C. This standard 
is not just an interim measure, 
however, for RS-423A does not use 
two wires for each signal as RS-422A 
does and thus is more economical. 
You can see two RS-423A signals in 
figure 3. Each direction uses a com
mon return path that connects to 
ground at one end of the link only, 
the transmitter end . The receiver 
judges whether a Mark or Space is 
present by examining whether the 
signal wire is negative or positive 
with respect to the common return. 
Because this return path does not con
nect to ground in the receiver, the 
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Pin Signal 

RS-449 RS-232C 

37/19 9/5 SG 	 Signal Ground AB Signal Ground 

37137 9/9 
 SC Signal Common 

37/20 9/6 
 RC Receive Common 


37/28 
 IS Terminal In Service 

37/15 
 IC 	 Incoming Call CE 	 Ring Indicator 

* 37/12 37/30 TR 	 Terminal Ready CD 	 Data Terminal Ready 
• 37/11 37/29 DM 	 Data Mode cc 	 Data Set Ready 
• 37/4 37/22 SD 	 Send Data BA 	 Transmitted Data 
• 3716 37/24 RD 	 Receive Data BB 	 Received Data 

• 37/17 37/35 TI 	 Terminal Timing DA 	 Transmitter Signal Element Timing (DTE 
source) 

• 37/5 37/23 ST 	 Send Timing DB Transmitter Signal Element Timing (DCE 
source) 

• 37/8 37/26 RT 	 Receive Timing DD 	 Receiver Signal Element Timing 
• 3717 37/25 RS 	 Request To Send CA 	 Request To Send 
• 37/9 37/27 cs 	 Clear To Send CB 	 Clear To Send 
• 37/13 37 /31 RR 	 Receiver Ready CF Received Line Signal Detector 

37/33 so 	 Signal Quality CG Signal Quality Detector 
37/34 NS New Signal 

37/16 
 SF Select Frequency 


also 37/16 
 SR 	 Signaling Rate Selector CH Data Signal Rate Selector (DTE source) 
37/2 SI 	 Signaling Rate Indicator Cl Data Signal Rate Selector (DCE source) 
9/3 SSD 	 Secondary Send Data SBA Secondary Transmitted Data 
9/4 SRD 	 Secondary Receive Data SBB Secondary Received Data 
9/7 SRS 	 Secondary Request To Send SCA Secondary Request To Send 
9/8 scs 	 Secondary Clear To Send SCB Secondary Clear To Send 
9/2 SRR 	 Secondary Receiver Ready SCF Secondary Received Line Signal Detector 

37/10 LL Local Loopback 

37/14 
 RL Remote Loopback 

37/18 
 TM Test Mode 

37/32 
 SS Select Standby 

37/36 
 SB 	 Standby Indicator 

number of signals in list 30 

less number of signals which share a pin -1 

number of extra pins for balanced-line signals +10 

duplicate grounds/commons (one for each cable) +3 

cable shields +2 

spare pins +2 


L 

total pins: 46 

Table 4: RS-449 signals and their RS-232Cd analogs. Signals marked with an asterisk(*) use RS-422A for higher-speed links; all 
other signals use RS-423A. 

problem of ground currents does not 
arise. 

For an RS-423A transmitter, the 
voltage difference between the signal 
line and the common return must be 
at least 4 V, positive for a Space and 
negative for a Mark. This gives an 
8-V transition region-enough for 
RS-232C receivers-but also presents 
the same power-supply problem that 
occurs with the RS-232C. Because the 
RS-423A receiver must be as sensitive 
to the same 400-mV transition region 
as an RS-422A receiver is, you can 
use an RS-422A transmitter with an 
RS-423A receiver. 
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RS-449 Signals 
It's obvious that RS-449 provides 

few functional advantages over RS
232C except those stemming from the 
new electrical transmission methods. 
Table 4 shows all RS-449 signals, 

together with the corresponding RS
232C signals. Notice the similarity be
tween the new and old standards. The 
major differences are in the ground
ing arrangements (Signal Common 
and Receive Common) and testing 
facilities. Apart from these, only a 
few miscellaneous signals have been 
added. All signals shown in the table 
use the RS-423A transmission stan

dard except the 10 asterisked ones, 
which may optionally use the RS
422A for higher-speed links. (Two 
wires are specified for each of these.) 
The signals are divided between a 
37-pin and a 9-pin connector, and the 
ground and common signals are 
transmitted separately for each cable. 
Many applications will not need the 
smaller cable, for it only contains sig
nals relevant to the secondary 
channel. 

The Current-Loop Interface 
Now that I have described the elec

trical specifications for RS-232C, it is 
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" WORD PROCESSING'·SuperSort I. . $199 Tasc . .$139 Desktop Plan Ii. . $2 19 
v" Spell Star . . $139 STRUCTURED SYSTEMS•' . $549 Desktop Plan Ill . .$259V" Premium Package. WordSearch . $179

GalcStar . . S259 Business Packages. v" RAM Card . . $129 Visidex. .S 219v SpellGuard. .. $199 

MICROSOFT® Peachtext . . $289 MICROPRO® 
Call for Price Vis itrend . . $259 

,,,., Basic-BO . . .... $199 SORCIM® .$269 Many others available for use Magic Spell. V"' Wordstar . . .$199 

Basic Compi le:r. .$329 V' SuperCalc . . $249 Spell Bin der . .$349 MailMerge .. $ 99 
 with the "Baby Blue Board~" 
For tran-80 . . . $349 Trans 86 . . $1 15 Select , .$495 Wordstar/Ma ilMerge . .$349 8" 16-BIT SOFTWARE 
Cobol-80 . .$589 Act . .... . $157 The Word . .. . . . $ 65 SuperSort I . $159 SuperCalc . . . $269 
M-Sort . . $175 The Word Plus . .$145 Spells tar . . $129 CP/M Power . . $ 65 

SUPERSOFT'Macro-BO . . $ 144 Palantier-1 (WP) . .... $385 Ca1cStar . . $175 

Edil-80 .. . . . .. . . $ 84 Ada. .$270 DataStar . . ... $265 FORMATS AVAILABLE: 


"COMMUNICATIONS" Diagnostic I . .$ 49MuSimp/MuMath . . $224 
VISICORP~ 8" single densityDiagnostic 11. .. $ 84 Ascom. . . $149 


FPL: Bus. Planner. .$595 Disk Doctor . . , . $ 89 BSTAM . . .$149 V' Visicalc 3.3 . _.. . $189 B"OSI
Mulisp-80 . .$ 174 

Forth (8080 or ZBO ). . . $149 BSTMS . .$149 Desktop/Plan 11. . $219 Superbrain 

ORGANIC SOFTWARE• $219 Crosstalk . . $139 Visiteri"n . 90 Micropolis/Vector Graphic
Fortran . . .... .$ 
TextWriter Ill . .$111 Fortran w/Ratfor . . $289 Move-it. . $ 89 Visidex .. $219 NorthStar Hori zon 

DateBook 11. .$269 C Compiler. . $225 Visiplot . . ... $180 NorthStar Advantage 

Milestone . . . . . .. . S269 Star Edit. .. . . . $189 Visitrend/Vis iplot. . . $259 Osborne
"OTHER GOODIES" 


Micro Plan. .$4 19 

OSBORNE" (McGraw/Hill) Scratch Pad . . $266 Visif ile . . .... $2 19 Heath/Zenith

Plan 80. .$269 CromemcoGeneral Ledger . s 59 StatsGraph. . $174 Target (Interchange ) . . .$125 Visischedule . . $259 
TelevideoAnaliza ll .$ 45 Target {Planner). . .$189 PEACHTREE" Xerox B20Dataview. . $174 Target (Task). _ . . $299 GIL. A/R. A/P, Pay or Dynabyte Disk Edit . .$ 89 50 . . $224 Plannercalc . . . . . . . $ Inventor y (each) . Hewlett-Packard 125Encode/Decode 11 .. $ 84 Tiny··c· · $ 89 Peach Pack P 4 O. . .. $795 NECOptimizer. . .. . . $174 Tiny "C" Compiler. .$229 EagleSuper M List. 68 SOFTWARE DIMENSIONS, INC. Nevada Cobol. . . .. $179 Apple 111111Term II . ... . . . $179 Accounting Plus II.MicroStat. . $224 OtronaZap Z-8000 . .$450 Gil .A R, AP. orVedit . .$130 TRS-80 Model 1/11/111Utilities I . .. _. . . . $ 54 . . $449 . $385 MiniModel .

Utilities 11 . . $ 54 i~ve~n~~d}C~~~~·n ·) · DEC VT-180 
StatPak . . $449 Allos 

ACCOUNTING PLUS Micro B+ . $229 "OTHER GOODIES.. CP/M-86
1 Module . .$385 Raid . . ..... $224 Super-Text 11 . .$127 IBM PC 

LOWER PRICES, COME 

HELL OR HIGH WATER. 


ORDERS ONLY• CALL TOLL FREE - VISA• MASTERCHARGE 

U.S. 1-800-421-4003 •CALIF. 1-800-252-4092 

Outside Continental U.S.-add $10 plus Air Parcel Post - Add $3.50 postage and handling per each item 
• California residents add 6 )1% sales tax• Allow 2 weeks on checks.C.0.D. $3.00extra • Pricessubiect to change 
w ithout notice. All items subiect to availability - ®-Mfgs. Trademark. Blue Label $3.00 additional per item . 

CP/M is a registered trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH. INC. 

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP 
6520 Selma Ave . Suite 309 • Los Angeles, Ca 90028 • (213 ) 837-5141 

Inn TELEX 499-0446 DISCSOFT LSA. USATELEX 194-634 (Attn: 499-0446) 
TWX 910-321-3597 (Attn: 499-0446) 
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you four possibilities: Active Re
ceiver, Active Transmitter, Passive 

CURRENT SOURCE 

KEYBOARD Receiver, and Passive Transmitter. 
SWITCH 

CURRENT Because of the convenience of locat
DETECTOR ing the power supply at just one end 

of the link (usually the computer), 

VIDEO COMPUTER
DISPLAY LINE 

INTERFACETERMINAL 

CURRENT SOURCE 

SWITCH 
CURRENT 

DETECTOR 

SCREEN 

PASSIVE ACTIVE 

Figure 4: Computer-to-terminal interface using current loops. 

ACTIVE ACTIVE 
TRANSMITTER RECEIVER 

OPTOISOLATOR 

OPTOI S OLATOR 
WITH CURRENT 


PASSIVE SOURCES PASSIVE 

TRANSMITTER 
 RECEIVER 

l 

Figure 5: Active-to-active and passive-to-passive converters. 

you will find all four of these signals 
in a single computer-to-terminal con
nection. You can see this arrangement 
in figure 4. 

Unfortunately, this convention in
troduces the need for active-to-active 
and passive-to-passive converters. It 
is obvious that each link must have 
one active component (otherwise 
there is no current to switch), and it is 
also true that a link may have only 
one active component, at least in 
most implementations. Hence, if you 
want to connect a passive terminal 
directly to another passive terminal, 
you must put a passive-to-passive 
converter in between. Similarly, if 
you want to connect an active com
puter to an active computer, you will 
need an active-to-active converter. 
These converters are easy to imple
ment and are shown in figure 5. The 
optoisolator provides complete elec
tric isolation between the two sides, 
thus eliminating any problems with 
ground potential differences. The 
active-to-active converter does not 
even need a power supply, although 
the passive-to-passive must have one 
to generate the current. 

Automatic Calling Units 
None of the standards examined so 

far support the automatic placement 
of calls by a computer. RS-232C and 
RS-449 provide specifications . for 
answering calls, but not for dialing. 
For this there is another standard, 
RS-366 (CCITT V.25) for automatic 
calling units. Making a telephone call 
can be quite complicated, although 
most of us are so used to it that we 
don't think about the complexity. 
The computer must be able to deter
mine whether the line is free, 
figuratively take the phone off the 
hook, await the dial tone, present the 
telephone number, and detect and 
decipher the various audio signals 
that the telephone network uses to in
dicate the status of a call (the dial 
tone, the busy tone, the ringing tone, 
and the number-unavailable tone) . 

worth looking at the current-loop in
terface in more detail. Although this 
interface does not represent a proper 
standard, many low-cost microcom
puter systems are using current loop 
because it eliminates the need for 
special power supplies. The current
loop interface is not a modem inter
face, as RS-232C and RS-449 are. It 
generally contains just the transmit
and receive-data signals. However, it 
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can drive signals at reasonable speeds 
over respectable distances (9600 bps 
over 1500 feet), which makes it useful 
for directly connecting terminals to 
computers. 

The idea of the current loop is to 
switch a current on and off. The ac
tive side of the line generates the cur
rent, while the passive side switches 
or detects it. Either the receiver or 
transmitter can be active. This gives 
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And now, lnfoStar.™ 

The first DBMSyou can use 


without speaking programmerese. 

So put awayyour GO TOs and 

DOWHILEs. 
InfoStar is one microcomputer 

data base system that doesn't askyou to 
write in code. Or learn a programming 
language. Instead you make selections 
from an on-screen menu written in one 
easy language. English. 

Which means you don't have 
to be a programmer or computerjock 
to use it. But, in case you are, there's 
something in it for you, too. 

With InfoStar, you can generate 
a custom application four times faster 
than with other DBMS software. 

Reason being it has a lot ofthe 
features that made WordStar" the 
standard in the industiy. For instance, 
select-as-you-go menus prompt you 
through all procedures. And to format 
a data entry form or report, you simply 
draw it on the screen. We've said it 
before: what you see is 
what you get. 

But, ofcourse, that's 
not all you get. 

Fact is, InfoStar has 
more informative 

(and self:documenting) capabilities 
than you've come to expect from any 
microcomputer DBMS. 

Starting with report writing. A 
custom report feature- complete with 
transactional updating and exception 
processing abilities - lets you format, 
manipulate and merge countless differ
ent ways. And a quick report feature 
lets you finish faster than you can count 
them - usually in GO seconds or less. 

Not that you have to slow down 
to sort things out either. Because InfoStar 
can sort five to six times faster than 
any other DBMS in its class. 

And for data entiy, there are 
high-end minicomputer features. Like 
batch editing. And 200 editing mask 
combinations, to name a few. 

All that's required ofyou is that 
you have a CP/M-based computer. 
And that you take a trip over to your 

local computer store tci 
ask a bout InfoStar. 

They don't speak 
programmerese. 

But they're happy to 
talk business. 

Ill 
M1croPro· 
Thl' i\fa·n1nm11n1wr Sofl,,•art• Con111;111y 

write Micro Pro, 33 San Pablo Avenue, San Rafael, CA 94903. (415) 4~l~l-1200. Circle 262 on Inquiry card. 
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CCITT Signal Source 

202 Call Request 
206 NB1 
207 NB2 DTE (computer in terface) 
208 NB4 
209 NB8 
211 Digit Present 

203 Data Line Occupied 
204 Distant Station Connected DCE (automatic calling unit) 
205 Abandon Call 
210 Present Next Digit 
213 Power Indicator 

Table 5: The signals used by RS-366 and V .25 automatic calling units. 

Digit 
Code NB8 NB4 NB2 NB1 

1 0 0 0 1 
2 0 0 1 0 
3 0 0 1 1 
4 0 1 0 0 
5 0 0 1 
6 0 0 
7 0 1 1 1 
8 0 0 0 
9 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 
EON 0 0 
SEP 0 

Table 6: Number codes for automatic calling units. In the last four columns a 0 
stands for on and a 1 stands for off. 

The signals for the automatic-call
ing-unit standard are listed in table 5. 
Data Line Occupied tells the com
puter if someone is already on the 
line. After checking that the line is 
free, the computer indicates that it 
wants to place a call by using Call Re
quest. This effectively takes the 
phone off the hook. When the auto
matic calling unit hears the dial tone, 
it signals with Present Next Digit. 
Each digit is a binary-coded decimal 
as shown in table 6. The computer 
generates the next digit and signals its 
presence with Digit Present. Shortly 
afterwards, it again sees Present Next 
Digit, which indicates that the calling 
unit is ready for another digit. The se
quence continues until the end of the 
number is reached, which the com
puter indicates with the EON (end of 
number) code. The computer can use 
another code, SEP (separator), in the 
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case when there might be a second 
dial tone, as when calling out through 
a private branch exchange (PBX). 
Often you have to wait for a dial 
tone, dial 9, and then wait for a sec
ond dial tone from the main ex
change. SEP indicates to the calling 
unit that a second dial tone is ex
pected. The calling unit then waits 
until that tone is received before ask
ing the computer for another digit. 

When the end of the number is 
reached, the calling unit waits for the 
called party to answer and then sig
nals Distant Station Connected. 
Otherwise, if the number is unavail
able or busy, it signals Abandon Call. 

Moving into the Digital World 
The overwhelming complexity of 

these standards is symptomatic of the 
fact that we are asking the analog 
telephone network to serve a purpose 

for which it was never designed. No 
one foresaw automatic placement and 
answering of calls by computers 
when the first phone was installed. 

Today, the telephone network is 
slowly moving into the digital era, an 
advancement complicated by the 
staggering investment that the tele
phone companies have in existing 
equipment. In anticipation of wide
spread direct digital connection to the 
telephone network, CCITT is offering 
a new, cleaned-up recommendation 
specifically designed for the digital 
telephone exchange. It is X.21, and 
the minimum line speed is likely to be 
56,000 bps, the data rate needed to 
encode voice to telephone quality. 
Just imagine the impact this will have 
on your home use of remote com
puters or information networks like 
the Source. 

The X.21 standard uses only eight 
lines (see table 7). The computer 
sends data to the modem on the 
Transport line and data moves in the 
reverse direction on the Receive line. 
Control and Indication provide con
trol channels in the two directions. 
The X.21 modem generates a bit-rate 
clock and possibly a byte-synchroni
zation signal. The last two wires give 
a voltage reference and ground con
nection. 

Although Control and Indication 
are control wires, most of the control
ling information actually uses the 
Transport and Receive lines. The 
computer changes the state of Con
trol when it wants to place a call, just 
as you !if t the handset off the 
telephone when you want to dial. To 
terminate the call, the computer 
changes Control back to the idle 
state. Similarly, the modem changes 
the state of Indication when the 
remote telephone is answered and 
changes it back if it shuts down. All 
the dialing information travels on the 
Transport line and all the information 
about tones comes back on the 
Receive wire. 

The major advantage of X.21 over 
RS-232C and RS-449 is that the X.21 
signals are encoded in serial digital 
form. For example, when a dial tone 
is received, a continuous sequence of 
ASCII "+" characters is sent to the 
computer on the Receive wire. In 



Mr. Dow and Mr.Jones 

introduce 

J 

Jones: 	"Mr. Dow, look what they're selling in that new store 
down the street: Dow Jones Software. You haven't gotten 
us into ladies' fashions, have you?" 

Dow: 	"No, Mr. Jones. That's a computer store, and our sofiware 
products allow investors and business professionals to use 
a personal computer like this one here to easily manage 
financial information." 

Jones: 	"But what about our reputation? We've been leaders in 
serving the business and financial community for over 100 
years. Are you sure this new software will be as reliable as 
The Wall Street Journal and Barron's?" 

Dow: 	" Ofcourse, Jones. Our software is so reliable we back it up 
with a full- year warranty. People trust Dow Jones Sof\ware 
the same way they trust the Journal. And we have a toll
free Hotline number in case they want expert help." 

Jones: 	"Couldn't that be a lot of phone calls? After all, we've got 
the Dow Jones Averages to get out every day." 

Dow: 	 "Don't worry, Jones. Our software is very easy to use, and 
we have a full y staffed Customer Service Department to 

respond to our dealers and customers." 

Jones: 	"Just what can our software do?" 

Dow: 	 "In a nutshell , Jones, with a personal computer, a tele
phone, a modem and Dow Jones Software, you can easily 
perform complex analyses on the information available 
from our information service, Dow Jones News/Retrieval®." 

Jones: 	" People really use our software to make decisions?" 

Dow: 	 "Absolutely. Once you've stored the information you want, 
our sofiware does the rest. For instance, with one Dow 
Jones Software product you can follow indicators for stocks, 
sort, rank, screen and set critical points for buying and 
selling. With another, you can easily construct technical 
charts. Look at this beautiful graph." 

Jones: 	 " You mean all those calculations I've been doing by hand 
I could do in a fraction of the time with this software? 
Thar's great!" 

Dow: 	 " It is, Mr. Jones. Just like the Journal, Dow Jones Software 
is a resource you can bank on!" 

Dow Jones Dow Jones Dow Jones Dow Jones 
Market Analyzer '" Market Microscope'" Mar ket Manager'"' Connector'" 
A 1cchnical analysis product A fundamen1al analysis A portfolio managemtnl A communic:allons product 
1ha1 all ows p riv ate and profes· product 1ha1 allows profe~si onal p roduct fer pri\'ate or prof es· for 1he business or professional 
sional in\'estors 10 automatically money managers to choose and sional im•estors who desire person who wants instant dee· 
collect, store and update hist or· follow indicators for exicnsivc: immedia1e access 10 pricing and ironic access 10 news, facts and 
ical and daily market quo1es,and lists ofs1ocks and indumy financial inform:ition, and who vi1al da1a 31 the homeoroflice, 
IO cons1ruc11echnical analysis 
charcsa11hetouchofa key. 

groups, and 10 sort, rank, screen 
and SCI critical points for buying 
and selling. 

need an accounung and connol 
system for 1heir ponfoliosof 
securities. 

via personal computer, simple 
1crminal, communicating word 
processor o r 1ele1ypewriter. 

See your computer dealer 
or call Dow }oNFB SOFTWARE'" 

1-800-345-8500 Ext. 48 
for a free brochure 
(Alaska, Hawaii and foreign , 
call 1-215-789-7008 Ext. 48) ...Bank an it. 



CCITT Signal Source 

T Transport 
c Control DTE (computer interface) 

Ga DTE Common Return 

R Receive 
I Indication DCE (X.21 modem) 
s Signal (bit timing) 
B Byte Timing (optional) 

G Ground 

Table 7: Signals used in the X.21 data-communications standard. 

Calling Computer X.21 Modem Telephone Network 

turn Control on (pick up 
handset) 

wait for dial tone 

dial tone comes 

signal dial tone with ASCII 
"+ + + ... "on Receive line 

send phone numQ.er on 
Transport line 

dial the call 

remote phone rings 

send call progress signal 
on Receive line 

remote phone is picked up 

turn Indication on 

-communication on Transport and Receive-

turn Control off (put down 
handset) 

turn Indica lion off to 
acknowledge 

line becomes disconnected 

Table 8: The sequence of events in an X.21 call, with time running from top to 
bottom. 

per call; the main control information 
is sent on Transport and Receive. 

The Future 
The telephone network is rapidly 

becoming more complicated. The 
computer technology in the telephone 
exchange increases your options for 
interaction with the telephone sys
tem. For example, on an advanced ex
change, if you get a busy signal, you 
can place the call again by issuing a ' 
repeat-last-call command. Alterna
tively, you can store that last number 
you called for future reference and 
free the phone for other calls. 
Another option, short-code dialing, 
allows you to associate short 
codes with commonly dialed numbers. 
You can also bar both incoming and 
outgoing calls. A diversion service 
allows you to direct all incoming calls 
to another telephone either imme
diately or if the number is busy. 

By using serial digital coding in
stead of dedicated wires for special 
functions, X.21 provides a sound 
basis for building such services into 
computer communication. A short
code-dialing or repeat-last-call facili
ty would be extremely useful, for ex
ample, to reconnect a call every time 
you complete a line of typing at the 
terminal. If the line could be discon
nected while you are typing, long dis
tance calls would be much cheaper. 
Of course, this would also depend on 
the tariff policies of the telecom
munication carriers. Using X.21 could 
allow many of the advantages of 
packet-switching without the associ
ated complexity. Imagine the 
possibilities of setting up a three
party call between computers! You 
can't do this now because you still 
need operator intervention, but the 
new exchanges will allow you to do it 
yourself. Possibilities like these show 
us where the future is, and with the 
X.21 data-communication standard, 
we may have found the path out of 
the standards jungle. • 

effect, this is a digital dial tone. The 
computer dials the number by trans
mitting it as a series of ASCII char
acters on the Transport line, a bit at a 
time. This method is much more con
venient for the computer than having 
a parallel connection for the digits 
because today software is much 
cheaper than parallel output ports. 
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After dialing the call, the computer 
receives call-progress signals from the 
modem on the Receive wire. These 
signals indicate such call states as 
number busy, access barred, and net
work congestion. Table 8 shows an 
example of the X.21 standard in oper
ation. Notice that the Control and In
dication lines change state only once 
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Powerful CP/M Software. 

For Apple, Osborne, TRS-80, North Star, SuperBrain, Micropolis, Altos and others. 

Now only S29.95 each! 


NEVADA 


COBOL 

was $199.95 now only $29.95. 

When we introduced Nevada COBOL three years ago, it was 
loaded with innovations. Today's Edition 2 is even better! For 
example: 
O It's 4 to 20 times faster than any other micro COBOL 
according to an indepenc;Jent study·. What's more, it's easier 
to use. 
O Extremely Compact. You can compile and execute up to 
2500 statements in 32K RAM, 4000 statements in 48K, etc. 
D It's based upon the ANSl-74 standards with level 2 features 
such as compound conditionals and full CALL CANCEL. 
D You get a diskette, 153-page manual with lots of examples 
and 16 complete COBOL source code programs. 

NEVADA 


FORTRAN 

was $199.95 now only $29.95. 

D IF .. THEN .. ELSE constructs. 

D COPY statement. 

DA very nice TRACE style debugging. 

D 150 English language error messages. 

D You get a diskette, 174 pages of Documentation and five 

sample programs. 


NEVADA 


PILOT 

was $149.95 now only $29.95. 

D Perfect for industrial training, office training, drill and test

ing, virtually all programmed instruction, word puzzle games, 

and data entry facilitated by prompts. 

O What's more, John Starkweather, Ph.D., the inventor of the 

PILOT language, has added many new features to Nevada 

PILOT. There are commands to drive optional equipment such 

as Video Tape Recorders and Voice Response Units. There's a 

built-in full-screen text editor and much more. 

o Meets all PILOT-73 standards for full compatibility with older 

versions. 

D You get a diskette, 114-page manual and ten useful sample 

programs. 


NEVADA 


EDIT 

was $119.95 now only $29.95. 

D A character-oriented full-screen video display text editor de

signed specifically to create COBOL, BASIC and FORTRAN 

programs. 

D Completely customizable tab stops, def au It file type, key 

board layout and CRT by menu selection. 

D The diskette comes with an easy to read manual. 


To make our software available to even more micro users, we·ve slashed our prices. MAIL TODAY! To: Ellis Computing (415) 753-0186 ~-------------------------------------------------
What's more, we're offering a money back guarantee. If for any reason you're not 3917 Noriega St 

completely satisfied, just return the package-in good condition with the sealed . 

diskette unopened-within 30 days and we 'l l refund your money completely. San Francisco, CA 94122 


This is a limited time offer. so order yours today! 	 The CP/M operating system and 32K RAM are required. 

Indicate diskette format: 0 8" SSSD 
Shipping/handling fees. Add $4.00 for first package and $2.00 each additional 

package. OVERSEAS Add $15.00 for first package and $5.00each additional 5%'' D Apple CP/M 0 Osborne D N'SD D N'DD 
package. Checks must be in U.S. funds and drawn on a U.S. bank' DTRS-80 Mod I 0 Micropolis Mod II 

0 TRS-80/mapper 0 Superbrain DD DOS 3.X 

Stephen F. Wheeler. Trademarks: CP/M. Digital Research; TRS-80. Tandy Corp .. 

··A Compiler Benchmark: A Comparative Analysis of Four COBOL Compilers" by 

Indicate software packages: D COBOL D PILOTApple II. Apple Computer Inc .. Osborne 1, Osborne Computer Corp. © 1982 Ellis 

Computing . 0 FORTRAN 0 EDIT 


Send my order for __ packages @ $29.95 each Total ___ 
In CA add sales tax _ _ _ 

O Check enclosed D COD Shipping/handling -----
If COD add $4.00 - - 

0 MasterCard D VISA TOTAL 

# -----------------Exp. Date ___ 
I' Signature _____ _______Phone# ______ 
II 

Ship to: ll 
Name----------------------~II 
Company______________________II 
Street _ ___________________ ___I 

City/St/Zip----------------- : ELLIS COMPUTING
I I 	 Country I 

Offer expires 2128183 IIL------------------------------------------------J 
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Introducing the portable computer 

for professionals on the move. 


Hewlett-Packard's new HP-75. 

A decade ago, we introduced the world's 
first scientific pocket calculator and rendered 
the time-honored slide rule obsolete. 

Now we're introducing the HP-75 portable 
computer. And if press reaction is any indi
cation, history is about to repeat itself. 

As small as a book. As 
powerful as a personal. 

Desktop-computer power in a handsome 
26-ounce package. That's the HP-75 . It's just 
10 inches by 5 inches by 1%inches. 

But don't let the compactness fool you. 
Inside its rugged case lies a 48K-byte, ROM
based operating system. With a comprehen
sive, 147-command instruction set that helps 
you write hard-working, memory-efficient 
BASIC programs. 

Plug-in ROM ports let you add up to three 
32K-byte software modules-modules that 
solve tough problems without sacrificing 
user memory. 

And that user memory gives you up to 
24K bytes of program and data storage. 

It all adds up. A fully loaded HP-75 is a 
168K-byte computing powerhouse in 
calculator clothing. 

Want more? A built-in magnetic card 
reader provides a convenient, inexpensive 
way to store and retrieve programs or data. 

The HP-75's typewriter-like keyboard 
means rapid, accurate entry of text or data. 
And when we say .you can touch type on it, 
we mean you can touch type on it. 

Those keys, by the way, can be redefined 
with your favorite commands or programs. 
Up to 196 unique key combinations in all. 

Immediate, convenient access 
to your most frequently used 

programs. 
Thanks to the HP-75's multiple-file 

structure, programs, data and text can be 
named, simultaneously stored in memory, 
and programmed to interact with each other. 

Add continuous memory, and you've got 
a computer that's designed to solve problems 
on the go. Simply load your favorite files 
and enjoy immediate access to any or all of 
them. The files are retained in memory until 
you decide to delete them-even when the 
machine is turned off. 

Time and appointments to keep 
you on schedule. 

The TIME key brings to display the day of 
the week, date and time to the nearest second. 

The APPOINTMENT feature reminds 
you-an hour from now or a year from now
of things you have to do. You can have a 
silent message on the display, any one of six 
alarms, or a combination of both. 

Even if the machine is turned off, it will 
"wake up" and alert you of an appointment. 
Or it will execute programs or control periph
erals according to predetermined schedules. 

In an environmental test, for instance, 
where readings are taken every half hour, 
the HP-75 can make sure its owner gets the 
weekend off. 

Software tailored to solve your 

specific problems. 


HP-75 software is now available in areas 
such as math, engineering, finance, and statis
tics. With spreadsheet analysis*** on the way. 

Our plug-in math module;** for instance, · 
solves polynomial roots, evaluates integrals, 
and performs finite Fourier transforms. 

With our text-formatter module;* you'll 
compose memos, letters, and short documents 
virtually anywhere; then print them out 
when you return to your home or office. 

In addition, our third-party software 
program assures you of ever-expanding 
software variety. 

If you're a volume purchaser or OEM, 
give us a call. We can help you create custom 
HP-75 systems with special plug-in modules, 
magnetic cards, digital cassettes, and key
board overlays. 

Peripherals for a total 
computing package. 

The HP-75 is equipped with the Hewlett
Packard Interface Loop, giving you a choice 
of15 peripherals. (And that choice is 
expanding. The HP-75 can work simultane
ously with up to 30.) 

In a battery-powered briefcase system 
weighing about seven pounds, you might 
have the 24-character printer, digital cassette 
drive and acoustic modem:' 

A desktop system might include the 80
column impact printer, full-color graphics 
plotter, and 12-inch video monitor. 

And the HP-75 can "talk to" other 
computers, peripherals, and instruments 
with our HP-IB (IEEE-488):* RS-232:** and 

GPIO interfaces. 
In summary, the HP-75 is the heart of an 

extremely versatile system, in addition to its 
stand-alone capabilities. 

Manuals to make sure you get 
the most from your machine. 
Chock-full of examples and helpful hints, 

our owner's manual will get you up and 
running in short order. And it's organized to 
help you access the information you need 
to get on with the job at hand. 

A supplementary reference guide provides 
a concise summary of the computer's 
operating protocol and instruction set. 

The value you're looking for. 
What is the price of all this power in this 

compact package? $995:'*** A lot less than 
you might pay for a personal computer you 
can't take with you. 

See the HP-75 today. It's the smart choice 
for professionals on the move. 

For the authorized HP dealer or HP sales 
office nearest you, call TOLL-FREE 800-547
3400 (Oregon, Alaska, Hawaii: 503-758
1010). TTY users with hearing or speech 
impairments, dial 503-758-5566. 

SERIES SO 
Per~on1ICom11u1.,r1 

SERIESIO 
Prol H •!o111IColcvl1•or1 

SER!ESHXl SER1ES200 
P\>f>on~10t!1t•COnoDul l•S Plt<$Ol'llllKMO:alCC><'M>ul"'t. 

*Call our toll-free number for availability. 
**Available March, 1983. 

***Available May l, 1983. 
****Suggested retail price. May vary outside 

U.S. Peripherals and software not 
included. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 
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HP-75 SPECIFICATIONS relational operators program execution •"Hidden" numeric keypad 
Size and weight: 10" X 5" X 1X: ' 26 oz. Numeric precision: Memory: Integral mass storage: hand-pulled card reader 
48K-byte, ROM-based operating system: • Real-12 digits (±9.99999999999 x 10"99) • User (RAM )-16 K bytes, expandable to 24K (1. 3 K bytes per card) 
• 8-bit CMOS CPU• Multiple file structure in • Short-5 digits (±9.9999 x 10'99) bytes• Operating system (ROM) - 48K bytes Built-in interface: HP-IL; choice of 15 peripherals 
continuous memory• Instruction set: 52 • lnteger-5 digits (±99999) • Plug-in software (ROM)- up to 96K bytes Power supply: 3 AA NiCad batteries (AC 
system commands, 43 BASIC commands, 41 Time/appointments: (3 32K-byte modules) adapter/charger included) 
numeric functions, 7 string functions, 6 time • Perpetual clock/calendar• 12- or 24-hour Typewriter-like QWERTY keyboard: Liquid-crystal display: 32-character window 
mode commands. 16 arithmetic/logical/ format• Appointment control of command/ • 65 keys• 194 redefinable key combinations on 96-character I ine PG02304 276 o 



A Proposed Floppy-Disk 

Format Standard 


ANSI considers a format that would make 
floppy disks interchangeable. 

A few things in the microcomputer 
world are interchangeable. For exam
ple, certain printers, modems, and 
BASIC programs can be used on a 
fairly large number of systems. Flop
py disks, unfortunately, are not in 
this group. (And if for some reason 
you find that hard to believe, look for 
any evidence of interchangeable disks 
in the ads of this issue of BYTE. But 
please don't do it now; just take my 
word for it.) When you choose a par
ticular microcomputer, you also 
choose the disk format you'll have to 
live with for as long as you own the 
computer. Fortunately, most major 
software is available in several for
mats. But, when you want to send 
something on a disk to friends, will 
they be able to read it? 

Think of all the software you've 
wanted but couldn't get in the format 
you needed for your computer. No, I 

About the Author 
Chuck Card is a member of the Standards 

Planning and Requirements Committee of the 
American National Standards Institute Com
mittee X3 (Information Processing Systems). 
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am not talking about the 6502 code 
you can't execute on your ZBO (or the 
other way around) . I'm talking about 
those things that your processor may 
be able to handle, but your disk-drive 
controller cannot. 

And if you think this disk incom
patibility is a problem for users, think 
about what this means for indepen
dent software vendors. If you take a 
look at an old issue of BYTE, you will 
find, in double-page ads, a list of the 
disk formats one software distributor 
has been willing to generate for its 
customers. That distributor doesn't 
advertise like that anymore, but 
things have not improved. 

Obviously, a standard disk format 
is needed. But, unfortunately, none 
was being offered. Thus, in an effort 
to at least get the ball rolling, I sub
mitted a standard-disk-format pro
posal of my own to the American Na
tional Standards Committee for In
formation Processing Systems (Com
mittee X3; part of the American Na
tional Standards Institute, or ANSI). 
In this article, I will give a brief 
description of that proposed format 

and will suggest how you as a com
puter user can help determine what 
the final adopted standard will be. 

First, let's establish what we mean 
by disk formats. Are we talking 
about text or command files? The 
answer is either. We are interested in 
the fact that the files in the various 
systems are not compatible. Or 
worse, the files themselves are quite 
compatible but the disks are not. 

But how can that be? Aren't most 
disks recorded according to the same 
standards? Indeed, they are. The 
problem is that the recording stan
dards deal only with such topics as 
tracks and the way bits are defined on 
the storage medium, plus the physical 
characteristics of the medium itself. 

What has been proposed is a disk 
format standard for disk directories 
and general file organization flexible 
enough to accommodate further 
development and evolution. After 
lots of study of the various disk for
mats currently available, I found that 
there is a common feature to some of 
these formats, a pattern that many of 
you have undoubtedly noticed. 



Em-Pac® software lets you 

SqueezeJIP development 

support out ofyour 

CP/M-80 system. 


Get more peifonnance from your
personal microcomputer system. 

Next time you plug in your CP/M-80 based 
computer, plug in Applied Microsystems' 
powerful microprocessor development support. 
Adding our new Em-Pac· software to one of our 
EM-Series Diagnostic Emulators will tum 
your personal computer into a powerful micro
processor development system. With many of 
the features you'd expect from a system 
costing three times as much. 

Symbolic debugging saves time. 
Em-Pac software lets you download and 

debug software using the same labels and 
symbols used in the program. Any values, like 

Microprocessors 

Supported: 


8035 Z80 
8039 Z80A 
8040 Z80B 
8048 MK3880 
8049 MK3880A 
8050 8085A 
8748 8085A-2 
8749 8080A 

8080A-l 
8080A-2 

the one deflning breakpoints or memory 
addresses, can be referenced against the 
symbol names. This speeds up debugging and 
reduces the time you spend integrating 
hardware and software 

Greater fle,.bility shortens the 
engineering schedule. 

English language commands simplify the 
programming process. You can also define a 
long string of commands for the emulator to 
execute with only one command. And Applied 
Microsystems can provide support for the 
8048, Z80, 8080 and 8085 familes of 
microprocessors. So you don't have to learn a 
completely new system next time you want to 
change microprocessors. 

Find out more ... 
Contact Applied Microsystems for more 

information on our new CP/M-80 or ISIS-II 
compatible software. Call us TOLL FREE at 
800-426-3925, or write Applied Microsystems, 
5020 148th Ave. N.E., P.O. Box 568, Redmond, 
WA98052. 

Applied
Mierosystems 
•Em-Pac ls a registered trademark 
of Applied Microsystems Corporation. Circle 28 on Inquiry card. 



Figure 1: A diagram of a typical formatted 
8-inch floppy disk. 

The Media-Parameter Block 
Although notable exceptions exist, 

most disks seem to have a mystical 
sector on cylinder 0 (or track O). It 
falls under the first read/write head 
and is the first data recorded on the 
track (sector 1). If the terms cylinder, 
head, and sector are confusing, look 
at figure 1. 

Almost all disk drives read this 
home sector the same way. My pro
posal is to place certain standard in
formation in this sector, information 
that will explain how the rest of the 
disk is formatted. Fortunately, most 
disk controllers can be programmed 
to read and write disks in more than 
one way. Thus it would be possible 
for one of these disk controllers to 
read the home sector and then be pro
grammed to read the rest of the disk. 
In the home sector will be informa
tion on such things as the recording 
technique, the number of bytes in 
each sector, how many cylinders, 
heads, sectors per track, and so on. 
This information would in effect tell 
the disk drive how to read the rest of 
the disk. 

That covers the physical issues. 
What about considerations such as 
the load block, which some systems 
use? The proposal deals with that as 
well as the interlace formula, 
copyright notices, bad-track tables, 
system-reserved space, volume iden
tifiers, and the directory description. 
While these are not all required, the 
place to find them can be identified 
without wasting storage space if they 
are not present. 

If you refer to figure 2 you will see 
a proposed layout for the 256 
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ENTRY 0 
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COPYRl GHT - DATA BLOCK (CD Pl 
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BYTE 0 BYTE F 

--------..16 BYTES --------

Figure 2: A diagram of the media-parameter block (MPB) , the 256 bytes of the first sec
tor of the proposed standard disk for mat. The information in this sector describes how 
the rest of the disk is formatted. Each block contains specific information or points to 
the area of the disk that has that information. 

Bit Field 
Byte 02 0 Physical-media-parameter table 

1 Load-parameter block 
2 Copyright·data block 
3 Volume-identification block 
4 Directory-descriptor block 
5 System-reserved space 
6 Sector-translate table 
7 Bad-track table 

Mnemonic 

PMP 

LPB 

CDP 

VIP 


DDP 

SAP 

STP 

BTP 


Byte 03 0 Reserved for future standardization 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Table 1: Bytes 2 and 3 of the media-parameter block farm the structure identification , 
(SID). These bits signify which of the pointer fields in the MPB are active. 

characters of the home sector, or as 
we call it, the media-parameter block 
(MPB). The first two bytes (bytes 0 
and 1) are for identifying the media 
from a software-supplier point of 

view. This is jargon for saying that 
these bytes are arbitrary but impor
tant. 

The next two bytes (bytes 2 and 3) 
make up the structure identification 



0 5000SX systems computer; SIOO based archival node to which six user 
terminals may be connected. each with its own processor and memory.

0 	8000SX systems computer; SIOO based archival node with dual floppy, 
Winchester and tape back up capability. Six user terminals may be 
supported, each with its own processor and memory.

G 5000IS stand alone intelligent node, SIOO based. May support up to four 
users, with up to 25 MByte Winchester with dual floppies.

S 80005 large system computer. SIOO based. Can support up to 16 users 

~~Jlfitffi~~~~~l"fi~;ith;lw~ arRe disk and tape back up capability.I: 	 () Stand·alone intelligent CRT with high resolution 
monitor and removable typist keyboard.

0 Expanded CRT to be used as Intelligent Note Processor. 
Includes Micro Processor, 64K of memory and four serial 
ports-two of which are to be used to connect into high 
speed network communication. 

S 	Portable cartridge tape back up. Stores 17.5 MBytes 
of data. Operates in start/stop or streamer modes. 

l'or complete information and specifications 
plus the location of your nearby IMS 
International dealer, call or write today! 
(714) 978-6966 or (702) 883-7611 

2800 Lockheed Way 

~ Car.;on City, NV 89701 

leiex: 9IO -395-6051 
INTERNATIONAL 

We Build Computers As If Your Business 
Depended On Them. 

Circle 204 on Inquiry card. 



Byte(s) 
Mnemonic Description Location 

PSS Physical sector size in bytes (16-bit value) 04, 05 
PCC Physical cyl inder count (16-bit value) 06, 07 
HCT Number of heads per cylinder 08 
PST Number of sectors per track 09 
RFT Recording-format table OA 

01 FM 
02 = MFM 
03 = MMFM 

TAS Track-access sequence OB 
00 Cylinder (Increment head count before 

advancing cylinder count.) 
01 = Side A (Increment cylinder count 

before advancing head count to 
highest cylinder, then decrement 
cylinder count after incrementing 
head count; CP/M format.) 

02 = Side B (Increment cylinder count 
before advancing head count to 
highest cylinder, then return to 
cylinder 0 and advance cylinder 
count after incrementing to new 
head.) 

RES Reserved for future standardization oc 
through 

OF 

Table 2: A description of the bytes in the physical-media-parameter table (PMP) in 
figure 2. 

Byte(s) 
Mnemonic Description Location 

CST Starting cylinder for load area 10, 11 
HST Starting head for load area 12 
SST Starting sector for load area 13 
CEN Ending cylinder of load area 14, 15 
HEN Ending head of load area 16 
SEN Ending sector of load area 17 
SID System identification 18, 19 

(two bytes requiring registration) 

Byte 18 Byte 19 
00 00 = 8080 
01 00 = z90 
02 00 = 6800 
03 00 = 68000 
04 00 = 8086 
05 00 = z9000 

SIC System configuration (two bytes 1A, 1B 
requiring registration for variables 
on SID) 

LFI Load-format indicator (one byte for 1C 
indication of load format) 
00 = Sequential: begin at start 

cylinder, head, and sector; 
load at start of system 
memory 

01 = Sequential with load address
ing at f irst locations of 
start cylinder, head, and 
sector (see load-element 
descriptor) 

LFO Load-format qualifier (one byte of 1D 
system-dependent load qualif ier 
used as a check for load condition) 

LFR Load-format reserve (reserved for 1E, 1F 
future standardization) 

Table 3: A description of the bytes that make up the load-parameter block (LPB) in 
figure 2. 

(SID) . Each bit indicates whether one 
of several blocks or tables are active. 
Each ''1' ' bit means that the corre
sponding pointer field for that block 
is in use for its appointed purpose. 
The layouts of bytes 2 and 3 are given 
in table 1. The exact purpose of the 
bits in byte 3 has not yet been deter
mined, but they are reserved in case 
the media-parameter block should 
ever grow to 512 bytes. 

Table 2 describes the bytes in the 
physical-media-parameter table (PMP) 
in figure 2. If you examine these bytes 
closely, you can see that a huge disk 
can be accommodated. No, I haven't 
seen any new product announce
ments; this is just a little groundwork 
to handle all those rumors coming out 
of Silicon Valley. 

The load-parameter block, while 
not always needed, has some features 
we haven't seen on disks previously 
(see table 3). These are typical of the 
new features that seem to come out of 
the woodwork when a new standard 
is designed. In particular, your atten
tion is called to the SID byte in table 
3. That byte contains information on 
the type of microprocessor that is ex
pected to execute the code in the load 
block. This information will help pre
vent you from trying to execute 6502 
code on your BOBB. 

Also noteworthy is an accommo
dation for new formats (that is, new 
for microcomputers) such as relocat
able object code. Yes indeed, the pro
posed standard is trying to look as far 
ahead as is practical. 

Those among you who have used 
Unix may be wondering about the 
chained directories of that system. 
They would be easy to add. The 
directory in this new proposal could 
serve as the root directory for a series 
of subdirectories. From then on, it is 
just a matter of designating a file for 
each subdirectory. The directory
descriptor block in figure 2 would 
describe the root directory and the in
dividual fields in it. 

I am purposely avoiding giving 
more details here. This format is just 
a proposal, and other people have 
written papers about features that 
have not yet been adequately dis
cussed. I would hate to see any of you 
go write code and then find that there 
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If your printer uses your Apple® 

more than you do, 


you need The BiifferboarO. 

Ifyour Apple is locked into the "PRINT" 

mode so much that you've taken up soli
taire to kill the boredom, you need a 
buffer. And ifyour computer is the Apple 
II or III, the only buffer for you is The 
Bufferboard. Expandable to 64K of stor
age, The Bufferboard stores an instantane- · 
ous bucketful ofprint data f ram your 
computer. Then it feeds the data to your 
printer at its own printing rate. Your Apple 
is set free from driving your printer and is 
ready for more data fram you. 

Take your existing interface
and buffer it! 

Only The Buffer board has a simple 
Interface-Docking System. No bulky boxes 

or expensive power supplies are needed 
because The Bufferboard fits right into 
your Apple-and docks onto your existing 
printer interface. The result is convenient 

and economical buffering of most popu
lar printer interfaces, including the 
Grappler+ TM interface, Epson interface, 
and Apple printer interface. Thirty sec
onds and a single hook-up are all you need 
to end the printer waiting game forever. 

Up to 20 letter-size pages 
stored at a time. 

The Bufferboard comes standard with 
16K, and is expandable to 32K or 64K of 
buffering capacity with the addition of 

memory chips. This "bucket" will hold up 
to 20 pages of a print job, allowing you 
freedom to use your Apple. 

The Bufferboard-designed 
exclusively for the Apple Computer. 

Specifications: 
• Versions for Grappler+ interface, Epson 
interface, Apple interface, and other popu
lar printer interfaces• 16Kbufferstandard 
• Upgradeable to 32K or 64K • Automatic 
memory configuration• Automatic self 
test • Includes interface docking cable. 

The Bufferboard is made by Orange 
Micro, Inc.; the same people who brought 
you the popular Grappler+ printer inter
face. Both the Grappler+ and The 
Bufferboard are now available at your 
local Apple dealer. 
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. 
Epson is a registered trademark of Epson America, Inc. 

liorange ffii~ro 
- inc.
1400 N. Lakeview, Anaheim, CA 92807 
USA. (714) 779-2772 
TELEX: TX 183511 CSMA 

For Apples and Printers 
Circle 310 on Inquiry card. 

©Orange Micro, Inc. 1982 



il.Llr!@ (ti-Kl • .. . . • . . ..... CALL 
'10 Pro;tMTI AKart;1t1 . . . . . . . . . .. 79"" 
&10 OU.-.. Orhw ................ . ..43911 

~ 1t1terlAc1 Moclull . . 169.. 
16KAlmMcdur.t•• ,,, .. . .... . . ... 6J00 

Dltl80GOlunYICird·tCrll!CIO ••••••••299" 
At 1rl SymtK UQMP9n ..•... ' .. 129"' 

ATARI SOFTWARE 
Word Processor to). . , .... . ... .. . . . 119.. 
MicroSoft BASIC(O) ,,,,.,.,, •• .. .. .8911 

Macro Assembler & Tex! Edltor (d) . . . .69" 
Pac-Man(car1rldge) . . . .. . . .34" 
Cenllpede (cartridge) . . . . . . . . ....... 34"" 
Missile Command (carlrldge) . 29.. 
SlarAalders(carlrldge). . .... . .... 34" 

PC'.((XX)Compuler . . . ..... . .Call forOetalls Space Invaders (cartridge).. . . .. 34 11 

PCaxl1A M1crocomputer(32K) . . .... 749"' Caverns of Mars (disk) ... . . , . . . . . .2900 

PC-8031A Dual mlnl·dlskdrlves . . .... . . 749"" AssemblerlEdltor(carlrldge) , . .. .. .. 49" 
PC.0012A 1/0 Uni!, 32K, 7 slots . .459"" We carry much more software for ATARI. 
32K Memory Card (for64K) . . . . . . . . . . . 169"" 
AenTec Wedge Expansion wl32K . . ... . 489'

MODEMSNEC PC-8001 Software 

NECC PIM Operating System. . ...... .125'"' ....NCHOR AUTOMAllO N. INC
WordStar by MlcroPro. . . : .379"" 
SuperSort by MlcroPro .. .. 189"" 

Signalmanl (RS-232) .. .. . . . ... . . . . .89 00 

Signalman II (Atari) . . .. ...69.. 
.. . . 24goo 
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.. . .......... 149"" 
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............ •349"" 
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COMPLETE SYSTEMSlAVAlLAB~ 
System Includes: keyboard, monochrome 
display, dual SDJDO (1 megabyte), disk 
drives, 64K RAM, pa1ane1 printer adapter 
and DOS 1.2 & manual. 

1--.;.c"' '------- .;;;/s"'"''---1;;;..;;;~";.:::::'-:@
11

"
Apparat ComboCardwlcable .. 255" 

Apparal Clock/Calendar card . . .. ...9911 


Symtec Hl·Aes llghtpen . . . .... .. .. 135" 

Davong Har d Disk Drives ....... . ...CALL 


~ 
Combo Plus 64K with on-board Serlal, 
?arallel, and Clock/Calendar..... . ... 44911 

128K . . 599" 192K .. 879" 256K . . 629" 

MICROSOFT. 
64K Card . . . . .. . . . ...• . , .. , ... , ... :Hr"' 
Add 95,00 for each addltlone l B4K 

Ouadboards with Sula/ an d Parallel ports, 
c/ock./ca/endar, and money In 64K, 128K, 
192K, & 256K configurations. PLEASE CALL 
FOR OUR PRICES. 

ADD·ON DISK DRIVES 
Tandon TM-100-2 Add-on Drive . .. .•• .m
Percom Add-on Single Sided Drive • _.l 1I ,. 
Percom Add·on Double Sided Drive . _..)ft.. 

Commodore 64 and VIC 20 
Peripherals 

VI C1541 Disk Drive . •••••••• ,, • •• • •nr 
Dalaselle Program Recorder . , , , , , , , , , S.. 
Joysllck Conlroller ..... , • , • , , , , , , , , 10" 
VIC 1525 Graphic Printer ,,, ,, , , , , . l29"" 
VIC Super Expander .. , , , • • , , , , • , , • , M • 
SK RAM Cartridge . .............. , • • , 49"" 

16K Ram Cartridge ··--·--····· • • • ••• tr 
VIC AS·232CTerminal Interface •.• . • • . 3t"" 
VIC Modem , • • • • ••••••••••• • •••••• 10-S-'"' 

~~~~IC~L5NFc0C:M~a~~~~ 
0 64 EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES 

Software 
Software Available Now: 

MaiJ1,1g Lisi System ... • ,,,, •••••• . . . 20" 

Word (text) Processor.. ,. , ., , •••••• .35" 

Time Management . . . . . . . ... . . . , .25"" 

APPLE, ATARI & TRS·BO Program Loaders 
tor the CBM 64 ere Coming Soon.I 

had been changes. In this article, I am 
just nailing down the concepts; the 
actual bit-fiddling is yet to come. 

Other Proposals 
Other disk-format proposals have 

been suggested, but these proposals 
always seemed to be lurking off in the 
distance. After a long wait (some may 
say too long), I was asked to take the 
issue in hand and write my own pro
posal. Certain things undoubtedly 
were left out. Things like "my secret 
sauce key" that some suppliers use to 
copy-protect their disks are not 
directly referenced, but that does not 
preclude them. Standardizing them, 
however, might make the software 
pirate's job a little bit too easy. 

One proposal that surfaced as this 
article was written comes from the 
National Bureau of Standards and 
has its origin in Europe in the Interna
tional Organization for Standardiza
tion (ISO, Committee TC97/SClS). 
From what I have seen, that proposal 
is not completely incompatible with 
what has been described here. If the 
ISO proposal were slightly modified, 
it could be added to my proposal, 
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thus supplying my proposal with 
even more optional formats. I hope 
the two efforts can be merged into a 
single cohesive standard . 

You might think this whole thing is 
a bit fantastic. For such a standard to 
be developed, all of the major soft
ware developers would have to agree 
on it. And why would the big sup
pliers all of a sudden get involved in 
working together on a standard? My 
guess is that some of the older 
established companies are more 
standards-oriented than some of the 
start-up ventures that have formed 
the foundation of the microcomputer 
field. These older companies, such as 
IBM, Sperry Univac, Xerox, and 
Digital Equipment Corporation, see 
that they have a need to interchange 
disks just as you and I do. Moreover, 
they have huge investments in 
systems that use structures rather dif
ferent from those used on personal 
computers. With this new standard, it 
would be possible to link these dif
ferent structures with each other and 
with microcomputers . 

Also, some microcomputer com
panies, such as Digital Research, 
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~..156~ CPS rp1raHe l & 5fJ'J1~ , , • , , .CALL 
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1DSMlcroPrism(80column) • , 12tl' 
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8023 Impact Dot Matrix . . .... .. . ....nw• 
351033 CPSSplnwrilers •••Pl U Sf C&l~ 
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~ 

Okldata 82A 80 col. wllraclor ...•...469" 
Okldata 83A 132 col. wllraclor .... . .. CALL 
Okldala84A 132 col. . . . . . PLEASE CALL 

Morrow, and Osborne, have shown 
interest in a standard disk format. My 
proposed format is not the same as 
the CP/M operating system or its 
cousins, but it is similar. And I can 
foresee products that will bridge the 
gap between these formats. 

I hear that Version 3.0 of CP/M 
will be upon us by the time this ap
pears in print, and it will take into ac
count things that have been available 
to those who use other operating 
systems (for example, the Flex system 
on the 6800 and 6809 systems) . What 
features might Version 3.0 include? 
How about date stamps to indicate 
when a directory entry was created? 
What about permission codes for 
shared access? This latter feature may 
not be very exciting for anybody not 
in a multiuser situation. But a lot of 
us have often dealt with that situation 
and see the shared-access problem. 
The supplier of CP/M, Digital 
Research, feels the need for multiuser 
and networking versions of its 
systems . Strangely, however, these 
issues did not seem to come up earlier 
when people had to share one disk on 
the single-user systems. 
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••• M1crnPro 
W<mS$J.a1 . . . .. . .. . 379°• 379.. 
M•lll.llar 11e .. . . . . . 189.. 189'" 
:ileittt51.llt , . . .189°0 18900 

S1.10iir5on . . .. 18900 189.. 

NEW! Thesaurus for use with WordStar: 
60,000 words inde11ed b y the 4500 most 
commonly used words (Apple/IBM) ... 199°0 

Peachtree Accounting Packages . . CALL 

V!siCalc . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . 185" 15900 

VlsiCalc (256Kl . . ...... NIA 199" 
Extended Var•lon .. . .. .. NIA 29900 

VisffrendlPlol.. . . 225" 239"' 
V1s1fli(! . . .. 18500 19900 

VisiTerm . . . . . 89"' NIA 
VisiOex . .185"' 185"' 

MONITORS 
Amdek Video300 12·· Hi-Res Green . .. 15900 

Amdek Color I 13"Colorwlaudio . . . . . 34900 

Amdek Color II Hl'Res RGB . . . . . . .. .729"' 
Amdek Color Ill economical RGB .... 449" 

NEC 

NEC Hi-Res Green 12' ' Monitor . . 169.. 
NEC Composite Co1or 12"' .. . . . ..... 339" 
NEC!JB 1202)RGB monitor . . . . . . . . 769'" 
NEC (JB 1203) IBM compatible RGB . . 166" 

0SANVO 
Sanyo 9"' Green monitor . . . . . . . , . 169°0 

Sanyo 12" B&Wor Green monitor .. . CALL 
Sanyo 13" Color or RGB monitor . ... CALL 

~TAXAN 
Affordable RGB monllors 


Vision 112"' RGB380 lines .. .. . . . 389" 

Vision II 12"' RGB 510 Lines .. . . 54900 


Vision 11112"' RGB 630 L ines . . .639 '" 


_,,,,.__ZiAurN 
Zenith 1i· Green monitors ti ... 
USl12"AmberMonilor . .••••.•••••Hr 
USI 12" Green Monitor . . Ur 
W• cany .flLE'CrlilQ.tiOME' AlQt.11t.or1 -.lH 
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Other Disks 

MICROSOFT SOFTCARD PREMIUM SYSTEM 
(Includes: Z·80 SollCard, 16K RamCard, 
Videx Vtdeoter m, Soltswllch, & CP/M User 
Gulde by Osbourne•. l ist 755.00 Speclal 
Package Pr icing - Only . . .569"° 
Z-80SoftCard CP/M by Microsoft . ... . 259" 
16K Ram Card by Microsoft & SOURCE 1g• 

Videx VideoTerm 80 Co lumn Card :zu,.,. 
Videx Keyboard Enhancer II • . 1 , , .. 
Ulility for 80 Column V1siCa lc _,..... 

ffiHayes 
Ha'les Mic1omodem II ..... . .... .. . 289" 

Hayes Micromodem II w/te1mlnal pkg . 329" 


I Moun!~.~~uter 
CPS Mulli ·Function Card . . . . 169" 
Music Synlhisi zer System . . . . 299' 0 

AID +- DIA 16 Cn. lnlertace ...... . . 279 .. 
Aomplus t .. . 12900 Aomwr11er . . . . 149 .. 
EKpan. Chassis . 569" Clock/Cal 229 00 

OTHER POPULAR ACCESSORIES 
ALF 9 VoiceMusic Card .. 149'" 
CCS 17 10A Asynch. Serial card .. 139'" 
Grappler l/F (speclfy prlnter) • , , ll!J" 
Lazer lower Case Plus Ill . . . • • • , • , , , JP 
M&A 80 Column Video cards . .. . . , , :HIP" 
Novation Apple Cat II 1200 baud .. . :J I,... 
Practical Peripheral Buller cards • CALL 
Thunder ware Clock/Calendar ••••.. • IP' 
TG Joystick . • • • • . . ... -49-f 
TG Paddles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , •••• Jr'" 
Visla Vis ion 80 Column Card. . • • , . 259' 
Versawriter Oi!lilizer Pad . • • • . .•. 24!r" 
Wizard BPO & SOB cards . • •.• , ISS-

You may have noticed that I have 
been talking about disks in general 
rather than just the flexible disk car
tridges we know as floppies . Why? 
Software suppliers and users have 
been pushing hard for compatibility 
between all types of storage media . 
Many people want the new hard-disk 
cartridges to work with software as if 
they were just large versions of their 
black-enveloped cousins. It would be 
rather foolish to invent new struc
tures for no compelling reason. 

Similarly, many suppliers and 
users want to get the less-than-S 1/4
inch disks under control before we see 
them explode all over us. We should 
be able to use the format proposed 
here on these new 3- to 31/z-inch 
disks. So far, the technologies that 
have been proposed for these disks 
have been compatible with our pro
posal. 

By adding extensions in the future, 
we should be able to use this format 
for a long time. I intended that the 
format serve as a guide for all of the 
newly emerging exotic disks we are 
reading about. This would be similar 
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HowardSolt (1982) Ta1t Preparer ... . 119•• 

MulliPlan by Microsoft . . . . . . . . . . . 239" 

Microsoft TACSAppresoft Compiler . 149.. 

Screenwri ter II word Processor . . . . 99" 

PFS (Personal Filing Sys\em) ..99"' 

PSF: Report. . 85.. 

DB Master by StonP.ware . . . . . . . . . 165" 

Landlord Properly Mgt. Sys. . . .399 00 


We stock the Top 100 Select ion of software 

packages for the Ap(J/e II and Franklin . 
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to the way the Shugart media inter
face has been adopted as a guide for 
all floppy-disk-drive manufacturers. 
Otherwise, more chaos will follow. 
We hope that the suppliers and 
developers of these new devices will 
let us know about any special needs 
they may have . 

But what about the piracy prob
lem? Wouldn't such a standard make 
it worse? Ours is an interesting in
dustry . If you make things challeng
ing, the software pirate will take the 
challenge. A former boss often 
reminded me that "you can't make a 
good contract with a crook." I have 
always taken that to mean that good
will is as important as good locks. We 
can offset the piracy matter more by 
careful pncmg strategies and by 
developing goodwill with consumers 
than with all the tricks in the barrel. 
Of course, the data itself can always 
be encrypted. But I don't want to trig
ger another discussion on that here. 

Another phenomenon sneaking up 
on us is networking. Public networks 
and computer-based message systems 
(CBMS) are with us today, and many 
of us regularly use them. These 

systems will require some type of 
storage medium if copies are to be 
made of messages. But should these 
messages be stored in the form the 
host computer uses or one that the 
addressee can read? This is a good 
question. Under the new proposal, 
these formats would be compatible. 

Getting Involved 
Now, what can you as an in

dividual user do to push for quick 
development of a standard for disk 
formats? For one thing, you can write 
to me . I promise to reply to everyone 
who writes, and I also promise to 
deliver your opinion to the project 
team that is being formed to solve this 
problem. I have been dubbed the con
vener or initial chairperson of the 
committee assigned to develop the 
new floppy-disk standard. That gives 
me a good chance to see that your 
opinions are heard. 

How else can you help? If you or 
your employer can stand the cost, 
your direct participation is possible. 
An annual fee of $150 handles the 
cost of getting you registered on the 
committee. You can even designate 
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someone as an alternate for yourself 
on that same $150 fee. Being on the 
committee will also involve about 15 
percent of your time, and you will an
nually incur travel costs for about 
four meetings of three days' duration 
each, invariably held on the other 
side of the continent from wherever 
you live. That expensive? Yes. How 
can anybody afford it? They are expect
ing eventual commen·surate benefits. 

My point is that you are not ex
cluded from participating. All that is 
necessary is patience, interest, dem

onstrated ability, patience again, 
the ability to attend the various meet
ings, and yet more patience. And I 
am not teasing you about the amount 
of patience required. Standards are 
consensus documents, and that im
plies getting people with many differ
ing opinions to agree. Can you imag
ine getting the adherents of some ex
otic threaded interpreter to agree with 
the BASIC crowd? Oh, you could imag
ine that. Then add a Pascal fan to 
the mix and stir in an assembly-code 
devotee. Can you imagine the 

------------------------------~ 

)ll Ol(IDATA 

ATARI' 

Al l Prices Su bject T o Ch ange 
COMPUTERS PRINTERS 

ATARI 
400K-16K - $289 800-48K - $645 

410-$77 810-$429 
830- $155 850- $159 

ALTOS 
5-150 - $2249 5-50 - $4399 

NORTHSTAR 
Advantage-$2600 Horizon 6400-$2600 

TELE VIDEO 
802 - $2599 802H - $4450 
806 - $4950 800A - $1 290 

FRANKLIN ACE 1000 
$CALL 

OKIDATA 
M80 - $305 M83A - $649 


M82A - $399 w/Tractor & Grap. $4 79 

M84P - $988 M84S - $1090 


AN ADEX 
9500A - $1290 9501A-$1290 

CITOH 
F-10P- $1370 F-10S - $1375 


1550P - $659 Prowriter 1550CD - $709 

8510AP - $479 8510ACD - $570 


DATASOUTH 
DS120 - $595 DS180- $1175 

DIABLO 
630RO - $1945 620- $1099 

NEC 
8023  $460 771 0  $2220 
3510-$1520 3550-$1925 

Tl 
810-$1240 820-$1795 

Viewpoint  $485 
HAZELTINE 

1500  $995 ESPRIT  $498 

TELEVIDEO 
910  $569 925- $718 
920  $735 950  $899 

ZENITH 

scenario? I see it quite often. 
Now for the bad news. When can 

we expect to see a disk-format stan
dard? Mid-1985 is the current esti
mate. (Are you still there?) But as 
consumers you should be able to 
detect some effects of this work by 
the end of this summer. How? Soft
ware suppliers, at least the ones most 
involved, will start anticipating the 
standard . You will probably even see 
some eager ads proclaiming adher
ence to the standard while the stan
dard itself will not yet have been 
drafted, let alone approved. 

Why did it take so long to get a 

proposal? My feeling is that it was the 
result of a mistaken notion that the 
ANSI activities were only for the 
large mainframe computers. Frankly, 
some people in the mainframe com
puter field do indeed feel that way. I 
feel they shouldn't, but this is a free 
country. Similarly, a few microcom
puter specialists around are opposed 
to standards. Why? Standards will let 
others connect to their products. For 
good reasons they might not want to 
allow that. I mentioned goodwill 
before. Goodwill is subjective. When 
trust goes away, group efforts do not 
succeed. Microcomputer users and 
mainframe users are merely on two 
sides of one computer industry. We 
must work to develop trust and good
will. Both sides have a great deal to 
learn from each other. 

Standards do not come about just 
for the fun of it or to irritate the af
tected parties. A standard is merely 
one possible solution to a recurring 
problem, but it should be a solution 
developed by consensus of the con
cerned parties. Some problems, of 
course, are bigger than others. It took 
quite a while before this one was seen 
as a problem. When this disk-format 
standard is behind us, we will wonder 
why we ever needed to discuss the 
matter in the first place. 

Let me hear your needs for the in
terchange of disks. Unfortunately, of 
course, I will not be able to accept 
your information on a disk (unless, of 
course, you happen to send it on a 
5114-inch Flex2 disk for my 6800 sys
tem). But I hope, with your help, this 
situation will not last too much 
longer.• 
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The Universal Operating Systelll: 

Finally, you don't have to repeat yourself. 


There was a time when, if you wanted to develop 
applications for more than one micro, you had to sink 
significant time and money into reprogramming. Time 
after time. 

With the UCSD p-System* from Soffech Micro
systems, the industry's only Universal Operating 
System, those days are over. Whether it's an IBM PC 
or Displaywriter, an Apple, a DEC, an HP, an Osborne, 
a Philips, a Sage, a Tandy, or a TI, the p-System is 
por ble across virtually any micro made anywhere 
today. 

At last, increase your productivity. 
Because the programming you do is portable 

and reusable. Every time. For every micro. So you can 
broaden your customer base quickly. Because the 
p-System runs the same object code programs on vir

ponents. At last, you can use programs and utilities 
over and over again - instead of writing them over 
and over again. In fact, as much as 50% of the code 
used in one application can be reused on others. 

Designed to be timeless. 
With the p-System, you'll never have to worry 

about locking yourself into an OS that will some day lock 
you out of the market. Because the p-System's effi
cient, advanced design will let you grow with tomorrow's 
hardware, and let you continue to expand your 
product line. 

You can develop higher quality applications faster, 
less expensively, more dependably and more efficiently. 
For the entire market. 

All at the same time. All on one micro. 

11 
Finally, once really is enough. 

tually all 8and16-bit micros. Fbr product information or information on p•

We know how much work you put into Ina y how to get a copy of the p-System Applica
programming, so the p-System ' tion Catalog, call or write to us 
allows you to reuse program com- Once is Enough. at Soffech Microsystems. 

SofTuch Microsystems· 16885 West Bernardo Drive· San Diego, CA 92127 · (619) 451-1230 
•Universal Operating System is a trademark of SofTech Microsystems Inc., UCSD p-System is a trademark of the Regents of the University of California 
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MASTER THE "NEW ELECTRONICS" WITH McGRAW-HILLS 

Now you can meet the challenges of today's incredi· 
bly rapid changes in electronics quickly and easily. 
This professional level electronics learning series is 
as innovative as the circuitry it explains and as fasci
nating as the experiments you build and explore! 

From digital logic to the latest 16-bit microproces
sor, you master one subject at a time with McGraw-Hill 
Concee_t Modules sent to you one at a time, once a 
month, to make up the complete CONTEMPORARY 
ELECTRONICS SERIES. Each module of the fifteen in 
the Series is a unique blend of "hands-on" experience, 
interactive audio cassettes, and vividly illustrated 
printed support materials. Together they will prepare 
you for tomorrow's better jobs or advancement in your 
present position by staying current with today's electron
ics revolution. Professional in every respect, yet it's a 

lively learning experience that has all the fun and fasci
nation of a hobby. 

Understand Digital Logic ... 
Microprocessors ... Optoelectronics 
Here's an extraordinary opportunity to update your 

understanding of today's most important technological 
changes in electronics. You can start from scratch or use 
the Series to update yourself. You cover the latest inte
grated circuits, including TTL, CMOS, and ECL digital 
circuits; op-amps; phase-locked loops; microprocessors; 
and opto devices such as LEDs and LCDs. 

Perform Electronic Experiments 

With your first module you'll use the latest digital 
integrated circuits to build an oscillator circuit that dem
onstrates digital signals-verified visually by the flash 
of light emitting diodes (LEDs) and audibly by tones 
produced through the mini-speaker that is provided. 

You'll know the differences (and similarities) be
tween electronics and electricity, learn the concepts ap
plicable to all electronic circuits. With the first module, 
you will be able to identify the major passive compo
nents, like resistors, capacitors, inductors, diodes and 
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Your abil it to ra id l 

Each Concept goes right to the heart of the 
matter. You waste no time on extraneous material or 
outdated history. It's a fast, efficient, and lively learning 
experience, a nontraditional approach to the most mod
ern of subject matter. 

Construct and Use a Prototyping/Design 

Laboratory 


What's more, when you reach the midpoint of your 

YOU COVER EVERY 

SUBJECT IN 


CONTEMPORARY 

ELECTRONICS 


• 	 Digital logic 
• 	 Digital gates (TTL, CMOS, 

ECL,NMOS) 
• 	 Flip flops, counters and regis

ters. Op-amps and applications 
• Power supplies (plus IC and 

switching regulators) 
• Combinational logic circuits 

(ROMs, PLAs, decoders, etc.) 
• Circuit analysis. AC theory. 

LCR networks 
• Transistors (bipolar and FETs), 

diodes, thyristors 
• Integrated circuits (linear and 

digital) 
• Oscillators and function 

generators 
• 	 Modulation and demodulation 
• 	 Optoelectronics 
• 	 Digital multimeters and scopes 
• 	 Microprocessors 

With each new module you'll receive a McGraw
Hi 11 Action-Audio Cassette, a proven successful method 
of programmed, interactive instruction. Each tape cre
ates a dynamic dialogue that not only quickly communi
cates the facts, but makes you feel that you're participat
ing, as you respond to questions and listen to problems 
being solved. 

make this knowledge your 
own is further aided 
by a strikingly 
original technique 
for using diagrams, 
illustrations, and 
schematics to drive 
home points made as 

---.;;;;;iii 	you listen to the 
cassette. The same 
carefully indexed 
binder that contains 
this material also in
cludes the instructions 

Series, you will have 
constructed a profes
sional Prototyping/ 
Design Laboratory 
which will become a 
valuable learning tool 
throughout the remain
der of your studies. 
This Prototyping/De
sign Lab contains a sig
nal generat01~ logic 
switches, pushbuttons, 
and LED indicators. It 
rivals professional in
struments that are 
widely used in indus
trial laboratories for 
electronic design and 
development as well as 
testing and measuring. 
Because of its versatil
ity, it is an instrument 
that you will use again 
and again, even after 
you have completed 
your Contemporary 
Electronics Series. 

to guide you through hands-on experiments. Finally, having 

completed the Series, you can be awarded a Certificate of 

Achievement from the McGraw-Hill Continuing 

Education Center upon passing an optional final 

examination. 


Update Your Knowledge of 
the New Electronics 

This program is for you whether you're a scientist 

who can use electronics to improve or speed up your 

investigations ... a teacher who'd benefit from a refresher 

in contemporary components, circuits and applications 

. .. a manager or supervisor in an electronics related 

industry or business . . . an engineer in another field who 

finds electronics playing an ever more important role in 

your work ... someone looking to find new direction in 

this wide open field .. . or the kind of person who wants 

to understand what's going on in the world around you. 


McGraw-Hill's Contern rar Electronics Series 

offers you the quickest 

and probably least ex

pensive learning 

method available today, 

and the only one with 

"hands-on" experience. 


No Risk, 

No Obligation 


And we invite you 

to prove all this to your 

own satisfaction-with

out risk and without 

committing yourself in 

any way. 


Return the replycard 

and we 'II send you the first 


· module and other mater
ials for a free 14-day examination. If you're not absolutely 
satisfied, and certain that this is an enjoyable as well as 
highly effective way to learn, simply return the module 
to us along with the unpaid bill and that will be the end 
of it. 

If you wish to continue, we'll ship the remaining 

modules automatically, about once a month. for only 

$19 .95 each plus $2.25 for shipping and handling. 

Remember, each module comes on the same 14-day 

free examination basis, with no obligation to pay for 

any module you don't want to keep . 


Return the reply card now. It'll bring you the first 

module Contemporary Electronic Component and Cir

cuits . . . your first step in becoming an expert in the 

"new electronics." There's no risk or obligation. 


If the card is missing write to: ~ 'J ~ 

1tnr11 
Contemporary Electronics Series 


McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center 

3939 Wisconsin Avenue, NW 


Washington, DC 20016 
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With yo11r first 111od11le yo11'I/ receive this 
professional so/derless breadboarding system . 
It l'nables yo11 to co1111ect compone/l/s and b11ild 
electronic cirrnits easily and q11ickly. It's 1ised 
thro11glw11t the series and can be 11sed later to 
desig11, b11ild and test yo11r Oll'n circuits. 



The Proposed ANSI 

BASIC Standard 


The committee asks for your opinion. 

Last June, BYTE published an arti
cle by Thomas Kurtz outlining the 
new proposed standard for the 
BASIC language (see "On the Way to 
Standard BASIC," June 1982 BYTE, 
page 182). It was the first article to 
describe the new proposal of the 
ANSI (American National Standards 
Institute) BASIC Committee, also 
called the X3J2 subcommittee. The 
proposed BASIC standard now must 
go before two other ANSI commit
tees, X3 and SPARC (Standards Plan
ning and Requirements Committee), 
before entering a formal period of 
public review. Committee approval is 
expected in early 1983, at which time 
the 120-day public review will begin. 

At the end of this review period, 
the various ANSI committees will 
study the public feedback and decide 
whether or not to make revisions to 
the proposed standard and whether 
or not to recommend final approval. 
The ANSI X3J2 committee is current-

About the Author 
Ronald Anderson is chairman of the ACM 

Special Interest Group on Computer Uses in 
Education and an associate professor at the 
University of Minnesota. 
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ly scheduled to meet again in July 
1983 for this purpose. 

Anticipating the process whereby 
anyone can register complaints or 
cheers, the Association for Com
puting Machinery (ACM) is informal
ly collecting comments from 
members and from the public. ACM 

Acceptance of a 
proposed standard by 
ACM is by no means 

automatic. 

is represented on the ANSI X3 com
mittee by John A. N. Lee, and before 
he casts a final vote on the standard, 
he needs input from the membership, 
which currently numbers more than 
60,000, and others. 

Acceptance of a proposed standard 
by ACM is by no means automatic. 
For example, ACM voted against ap
proval of the proposed Ada standard 
because most of the letters from 
members were very negative. 

Because I am chairman of the ACM 
Special Interest Group on Computer 
Uses in Education (SIGCUE), I was 
appointed to coordinate the public-

review process of BASIC standards 
for ACM. I am collecting letters and 
pooling comments as they arrive. 

A number of letters have come in, 
and in addition, a public forum on 
the subject was held at the annual 
meetings of the ACM in Dallas on 
October 27, 1982. This forum offered· 
the public an opportunity for discus
sion following presentations by 
several members of the ANSI BASIC 
Committee, including Carlyle Phillips 
of Texas Instruments and Thomas 
Kurtz of Dartmouth College. 

ANSI BASIC versus 
ANSI Minimal BASIC 

The ANSI BASIC (X3J2) Commit
tee has . been working on a standard 
for eight years. During this prolonged 
effort, the members produced an 
earlier proposal, which was officially 
adopted in 1978. But that standard is 
a minimal subset and for that reason 
was called Minimal BASIC. Now that 
X3J2 is recommending another stan
dard BASIC, some semantic confu
sion has developed. The current pro
posed version includes extensions far 
beyond most existing implementa
tions of BASIC, yet X3J2 is simply 
calling it BASIC, not Extended 
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BASIC. Unfortunately, at the same 
time, some people refer to Minimal 
BASIC as ANSI BASIC, which strict
ly speaking it isn't. 

To further confound communica
tion, the ANSI BASIC proposal con
tains several major "optional" com
ponents, namely, graphics, editing, 
fixed decimals, and real-time com
mands. Therefore, it will not be 
possible to conform to the standard 
without having a computer equipped 
with graphics capabilities. Conse
quently, programs and implementa
tions of ANSI BASIC that do or do 
not employ optional components 
may differ substantially, making pro
gram interchange difficult. 

Positive Reactions 
Before describing the negative com

ments and proposed revisions, I will 
summarize the comments favorable 
to the proposed standard. (I want to 
emphasize that these are preliminary 
comments, and a full summary will 
not be forthcoming until the spring or 
summer of 1983). 

We have received several com
ments that are vague but supportive: 
for example, "it's about time," and 
"excellent." Other reactions were 
more specific. Philip Bouchard, 
Senior Programmer at the Minnesota 
Educational Computing Consortium, 
said, "I have long had a wish list (for 
BASIC) . ... At the top of my list are 
control structures, independent sub
routines, and multiple-character 
variable names. For these features 
alone, the new standard is well 
worthwhile." 

Most educators have been enthusi
astic, largely because of the struc
tured orientation of the new ANSI 
BASIC, which includes the following 
control structures: 

IF...THEN...ELSE...END IF 
DO UNTIL. ..LOOP 
DO WHILE...LOOP 
DO...EXIT DO.. . LOOP 
SELECT.. . CASE ...CASE . ..END SELECT 

In addition, the user can enter exter
nal subroutines with a CALL state
ment. Line numbers can still be used, 
but under the new standard, pro
grams can be written easily without 
the use of any internal line numbers. 

In fact, the version of ANSI BASIC 
that Dartmouth College is now 
developing does not even allow line 
numbers. 

The graphics features of the pro
posed standard BASIC have received 
a cautious welcome from the educa
tional computing community. While 
consensus on the need for more 
graphics exists, some teachers prefer 
turtle graphics as used in Logo lan
guages. Others are skeptical about 
the success of a useful graphics stan
dard in BASIC when the graphics 
hardware for existing microcom
puters varies so much. 

The proposed BASIC standard is 
especially welcomed by high school 
teachers who do not want to switch 
from BASIC to Pascal in their pro
gramming classes. An example of the 
problems currently faced by educa
tors is the fury created by the an
nouncement of the College Board AP 
(Advanced Placement) test in com
puter science because it is based upon 
Pascal. The College Board committee 
for computer science has said, how
ever, that if there were a common 
version of BASIC in a structured 
form, an AP test could be developed 
for BASIC as well. If ANSI BASIC or 
a structured variation were to be 
widely implemented on educationally 
popular microcomputers, the lan
guage would probably become ex
tremely popular in programming 
classrooms. 

Negative Reactions 
Not all educators are happy with 

the new BASIC proposal. Alfred 
Bork of the University of California, 
Irvine, exclaimed, "Why would one 
want to revise an old creaky language 
when there are better languages 
around?" His greatest objection to the 
ANSI BASIC proposal is the omission 
of data-type declarations. Professor 
Kurtz's response was that, first of all, 
without data typing it is much easier 
to write programs and, second, if 
BASIC had data typing, it would be 
indistinguishable from other lan
guages such as FORTRAN. In some 
instances, simplicity has been the 
criterion guiding the formulation of 
the latest attempt to standardize 
BASIC. 
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Ironically, one of the most com
mon complaints a bout the newly pro
posed ANSI BASIC is that it is so 
complex (because it incorporates all 
standard features and some optional 
ones) that its implementation on an 
actual microcomputer will be ex
tremely difficult without a very large 
memory and faster microprocessor 
operating speeds. If this is true, it 
may be some time before ANSI 
BASIC interpreters will be available 
for small computers. 

The only contemporary implemen
tation of BASIC that comes close to 
the proposed ANSI BASIC standard 
is the new VAX BASIC from Digital 
Equipment Corporation. Until an ex
tensive BASIC such as that proposed 
by X3J2 is up and running on a small
scale microcomputer, many persons 
will continue to doubt the viability of 
the proposed ANSI BASIC. 

A few technical criticisms have 
been registered. For example, one . 
programmer complained about the 
replacement of ON ERROR GOTO 
with WHEN EXCEPTION USE, 
which he perceives as semantically 
more cumbersome. 

Another technical comment came 
from a BASIC product specialist at 
Data General (see "Letters" column, 
October 1982 BYTE, page 18). He 
pointed out how a DIM statement can 
be bypassed inadvertently in a pro
gram. When bypassed, arrays cannot 
be used to test conformity to the 
bounds defined by the array dimen
sion. A minor addition to the stan
dard could solve the problem. 

Despite the apparent comprehen
siveness of the ANSI BASIC pro
posal, several people asked that the 
standard go even further. One com
ment was, "Why can't a disk-ex
change format be established for 
51/4-inch disks? The committee will 
say this is out of their territory, but 
why have a language standard if I 
have to keyboard the program into 
each new microcomputer I have to 
run it on? ... A software format 
standard is the answer." 

Another expansionist request was 
for a more powerful editor and con
sistent operating-system protocols. 
The proposed standard has an op
tional editing subsystem; however, it 
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is limited and does not even specify 
normal text-editing functions such as 
character inserts and deletes. If every 
BASIC environment had identical 
syntax for editing commands as well 
as for operating-system commands, 
computing in a multimachine context 
would be considerably more user
friendly. 

Philosophy of a Standard 
The underlying philosophy of the 

proposed BASIC standard seems 
slightly different from that of other 
languages, such as FORTRAN, in 
that numerous extras are defined as 
optional modules rather than as 
miscellaneous extensions. Their inclu
sion in the official standard implies 
that they are desirable but not essen
tial. Confusion may result because 
every implementation will almost cer
tainly be a partial implementation, 
and conformity to the standard will 
be less meaningful because each im
plementer must also specify the op
tional features of his or her version of 
BASIC as well as the departures from 
the core standard. This is a major 
criticism of the proposed ANSI 
BASIC in that it may not solve 
software-incompatibility problems. 
With so many features defined as op
tional, it may be difficult to en
courage programmers to clearly 
demarcate optional and nonstandard 
commands within a program. 

·Professor Kurtz replies that the 
major goal of the new ANSI BASIC is 
student interchange, not program in
terchange. "We want students," he 
argued, "to be able to use what 
they've learned elsewhere and, with
out total retraining, continue their 
learning experiences." To the extent 
that this philosophy is shared, it 
would be more appropriate to call the 
standard a model rather than a rule 
by which to measure conformity. 

Several companies (e.g., Digital 
Equipment Corporation and Hewlett
Packard) have committed themselves 
to adding new BASIC features in the 
spirit of the proposed ANSI standard. 
The new VAX-11 BASIC Version 2.0 
contains most of the proposed fea
tures. Dartmouth College is imple
menting the ANSI standard but add
ing extensions and deviations (e.g., 

line numbers are not allowed as state
ment identifiers). These projects show 
that having an ANSI BASIC standard 
is feasible, but they also forecast a 
continuation of diversity among 
BASIC implementations. 

The new standard appears to be· 
more loosely defined than most other 
language standards; however, the in
tended purpose seems not so much to 
produce uniformity among versions 
of BASIC as to steer BASIC imple
menters toward a common target and 
thus increase the chances that any 
given BASIC program will be usable 
with different versions of BASIC.• 

What's Your Opinion? 
To date only a few reactions have 

been heard. Far more grass-roots 
opinions are needed. If you are reading 
this before the summer of 1983, you 
still have time to influence the verdict 
on ANSI BASIC. Send your comments 
to the author of this article so that they 
can be pooled and channeled into the 
decision process. 

Copies of the "'Draft Proposed Stan
dard for BASIC' are available from X3 
Secretariat, CBEMA, 311 First St., NW, 
Suite 500, Washington, DC 20001. 

,...--------------------------------

- . . . . . .. . 
'""' . ..... . . 

. - . - . ' 

The DS120 Terminal Controller makes your LA36 
perform like a DECwriter® III. 
The Datasouth DS120 gives your DECwriter® II the high speed printing 
and versatile performance features of the DECwriter® III at only a frac
tion of the cost. The DS120 is a plug compatible replacement for your 
LA36 logic board which can be installed in minutes. Standard features 
include: 

• 165 cps bidirectional printing • RS232 interface 
• Horizontal & Vertical Tabs • 20 mA Current Loop interface 
• Page Length Selection • Top of Form 
• 110-4800 baud operation • Adjustable Margins 
• 1000 character print buffer • Double wide characters 
• X-on, X-off protocol •Parity selection 
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Over 5,000 DS120 units are now being used by customers ranging from 
the Fortune 500 to personal computing enthusiasts. In numerous instal
lations, entire networks of terminals have been upgraded to t< .ke advan
tage of today's higher speed data 
communications services. LSI 
microprocessor electronics 
and strict quality control en
sure dependable performance 
for years to come. When ser
vice is required, we will 
respond promptly and effec
tively. Best of all, we can de
liver immediately through 
our nationwide network of 
distributors. Just give us a 
call for all the details. 

data®@M~[J;J computer corporation 
4216 Stuart Andrew Blvd. • Charlotte, North Carolina 28210 • 704/523-8500 
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First, neatly cut out the "37011 label. 

Now, when nobody's looking, non


chalantly tape it to your terminal, just under the 

"IBM;' as if it really belonged there. 


Then wait for your chance and quickly 

slip a dBASE II™ disk into 


your main drive. 

That's it. 

Your IBM Personal 


Computer is now ready to 
run a relational database 

I~~-~--~ system, the kind that IBM 
put on their mainframes last year. 

And you're ready with more data han

dling power than you would have dreamed 

possible before dBASE II. 


You'll wonder how you managed without it. 
You'll find that dBASE II, because it's a 


relational database management system (DBMS), 

starts where file handling programs leave off. 


dBASE II handles multiple databases 

and simplifies everything from accounting to 

department staffing to monitoring rainfall on 

the Upper Volta. 


With a word or two, you CREATE data
bases, APPEND new data instantly, UPDATE, 
MODIFY and REPLACE fields, records and 
entire databases. Organize months worth of data You can do automatic calculations on 
in minutes with the built-in REPORT. Do sub fields, records and databases, accurate to 10 digits. 
field and multi-field searches, then DISPLAY And you can use dBASE II interactively 
some or all of the data for any condition you for answers right now. Or save your instruc
want to apply. tions, then repeat everything with two words: 

And you've just begun to tap the power DO Manhours, DO ProjectX, DO whatever 
of dBASE II. has to be done. 

Easy to look at, easy to use. Use dBASE II to help make your choice: 
Input screens and output forms couldn't If you've got a 96k IBM PC, send us 

be easier-just "paint" your format on the CRT $700 and we'll send you a copy of dBASE II to 
and what you see is what you'll get. use free for 30 days. 
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Instead of just poring over a manual, run 
it and make sure that it does what you need done. 

Then if you find it isn't right for you, 
send it back and we'll return your money, no 
questions asked. 

But if you do that, you'll have to remove 
that label. Because nothing short of a mainframe 
works like dBASE II. 

Call (213) 204-5570 today or drop by 
your local computer store for the rest of the story. 

Ashton-Tate, 9929 Jefferson Blvd., 
Culver City, CA 90230. 

Ashton~ate 
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NAPLPS: A New Standard 

for Text and Graphics 


Part 1: Introduction, History, and Structure 
A close look at an important and controversial 

new communications standard. 
Personal computers have a great 

deal in common. Several of them use 
the same microprocessor. Most have 
the same language in read-only 
memory (BASIC). And all use more 
or less the same keyboard. But there 
is a tremendous variation in the ways 
various computers handle graphics. 

In order to mass-produce graphics 
software or to mass-distribute 
graphics information (as in videotex 
and teletext), a standard for graphics 
information is needed. 

The North American Presentation
Level-Protocol Syntax (NAPLPS, or 
"nap-lips" ) is a method for encoding 
visual information in a standard and 
compact manner, which can then be 
exchanged among people using a 
variety of different computer 
systems. Like the well-established 
American Standard Code for Infor
mation Interchange (ASCII), 
NAPLPS is a set of rules and conven-
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tions describing how data bytes of in
formation should be formatted, as 
well as a set of guidelines describing 
what should be displayed when prop
erly formatted data bytes are received 
by a terminal. 

Unlike ASCII, however, the major 
emphasis in NAPLPS is on the com
munication of information in a two
d i mens io na l graphics format. 
Graphics and textual information can 
be represented in a variety of modes, 
colors, and styles. Facilities are also 
provided that allow a terminal user to 
interact with the two-dimensional 
visual display in an extremely free
form manner. 

NAPLPS also includes a method 
for minimizing the amount of infor

mation that must be sent over com
m uni cations lines. Techniques 
are provided that allow extensions to 
be added to NAPLPS at some future 
time without affecting existing 
features. 

The basic concept of NAPLPS can 
be illustrated by the cartoon in figure 
1 on page 204. It shows a robot artist 
being fed a stream of commands that 
are used to paint a picture. At the 
robot's disposal are pens of various 
colors, spray paints, character 
templates, and all the other items 
found in an art studio. 

With various commands, we can 
direct the robot's arm to any area of 
the canvas we desire. We can instruct 
the robot to use any of several stan
dard colors, or we can tell it to create 
a new color from the existing ones. 
When text is needed, the robot selects 
the proper-size template for the 
desired letters, grabs a can of spray 
paint, places the template on the can
vas, and paints a character. 

The goal of this system is that the 
beauty and complexity of a picture 
should be limited only by the imag
ination and skillfulness of the person 
(or program) creating the commands 
being fed to the robot. 
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Figure 1: A stylized representation of how the NAPLPS system works. The programmer or artist creates a list of graphics commands, 
e.g., "get red pen," "draw a circle. " The robot (or NAPLPS decoder) then interprets these commands and uses various drawing in
struments such as pens, brushes, rulers, and compasses to draw on the canvas (display screen) . If a text character is specified, the 
robot uses an appropriate template for that character. 

This article is the first in a series of 
articles on NAPLPS. In this part, we 
give an . overall perspective of 
NAPLPS, describing its history and 
background, as well as its structure 
and major features. In subsequent 
parts, we will cover the basic text and 
graphics features of NAPLPS from a 
bit and byte perspective, describe 
some of its more advanced features, 
and explore the future of NAPLPS 
with an emphasis on personal com
puters, local and regional area net
works, and distributed processing. 

History and Background 
NAPLPS has its roots in videotex, 

a much-discussed system of large host 
computers and low-cost, user
friendly graphics terminals. Because 
of the large potential market for these 
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terminals, many groups around the 
world have been designing such 
systems for use in homes, offices, and 
public areas. As shown in figure 2 on 
page 206, a basic videotex system 
consists of a host computer with a 
database of information, a com
munication network, and a terminal. 
The terminal users request informa
tion from the database, and the 
desired information is sent back to 
the terminal, where it is interpreted 
and displayed. 

Unfortunately, all the experimental 
systems designed around the world 
used different coding schemes. As is 
the case with most languages, the 
various coding schemes had different 
strengths and weaknesses. Some were 
more efficient than others; some were 
more easily decoded by terminals; 

some preserved the "conceptual" con
tent of the information; and some 
were tailored to particular hardware 
configurations. 

At the time NAPLPS was devel
oped, videotex coding schemes could 
be divided into two major groups. In 
one group were schemes that were 
similar to the approach used in the 
British Prestel system, which was the 
first videotex effort in the world. The 
other group of schemes is best rep
resented by the T elidon system 
developed in Canada as an alterna
tive to the Prestel system. As is the 
case with many developments in the 
computer field, being first does not 
imply being the best. 

Table 1 on page 210 compares 
Prestel-like systems and Telidon-like 
systems. Without going into all the 



Our Prices Will Get Your Attention. 

Our Service Will Keep It. 


ORDER NO. DESCRIPTION LIST AEIPRICE ORDER NO. DESCRIPTION LIST AEI PRICE ORDER NO. DESCRIPTION UST AEIPRICE 

I TELEVIDEO SYSTEMS I NEC PRINTERS fso:rrwARE AVAILABLE 
TS-802 Integrated Single User NE-3510-1 NEC 3510SpinwriterR/O Al tos CP/M 5'/.I' ... ..... .................. .. 

Computer ........... .. . 3295 2632 Serial 35 CPS ... .. ... .. . 1895 1500 Apple CP/M 5'/.I' . ... .. .. . ... . ............ .. . . 
TS-802H Integrated Hord Disk NE-3515-1 NEC 3515SpinwriterR/O Apple DOS - Cossette .... .. ... .. ..... . . . . . . .... . . 

Computer .. ....... .. . . . 5995 Coll Serial Dioblo Compatible 1925 1594 Apple DOS - Diskette . ... .. . .. ... . . . . . . 

TS-1602G 16 Bit 802 Type Computer 4495 Coll NE-3530-1 NEC 3530 Spinwriter ... . , 2190 1764 Atari 400/800 Diskette .. . ......... ... .. ... ... . .... . 

TS-1602GH 16 Bit 802H Type NE-3550-1 NEC 3550SpinwriterR/O Atai Cartridge .. . . ... . ............ .. , .. . . . .. . .... . 


Computer ....... .. .. .. . 6995 Coll Parallel IBM Compatible. 2350 2065 Atari Cosset1e . ..................... . , .... . ...... .. 
TS-806-20 Multi-User Computer .. . . 7195 Coll NE-35-TRAC Bi-directional Tractor 265 237 Basic 4 CP/M 5'/.I' . , .. , . , ........ , .. . .... , .... , ... . 
TS-816 Multi User Computer .. 8995 Coll NE-7710-1 NEC 7710SpinwriterR/O CP/M-86 Display Writer . .. .......... . .. . . .. ....... . 
IV-910-P T elevideo 91 O Plus ... ... . 699 573 Serial 55 CPS 3085 2523 Cromemco CP/M 5W' . .... . . . .. .... . .. . . .. ....... . 
IV-910 T elevideo 910 .......... . 699 573 NE-7715-1 NEC 7715SpinwriterR/O DEC VT-180 CP/M 5Y.." . . ........ . . . . . .... , , .... . .. . 
lV-912 Televideo 912C .. 925 685 Serial Dioblo Comp..... . 3165 2600 Eagle CP/M 5W' . ............. . .... . .......... . .. . 
lV-920 Televideo 920C . . .. .. .. 995 737 NE-7720-1 NEC 7720 SpinwriterKSR Heath Z-90 CP/M SY.." 
N-925 Televideo 925 ... . 995 745 Serial 55 CPS .. .... .. .. . 3610 2917 Heath Zenith CP/M SY.." ... . ... . .. . CALLIV-950 Televideo 950 . .. .. . .. . . . 11 95 921 NE-7725-1 NEC 7725 Spinwriter KSR Hewlett Packard 125 CP/M 5W' . .• 
lV-9010 Second Page Option Serial Dioblo Comp..... . 3710 3041 Hewlett Packard 87 CP/M SY.." .... 

912/920 80 50 NE-7730·1 NEC 7730 Spinwriter . ... . 3085 2546 IBM P.C. CP/M 86 ..... . FOR 
lV-9050 One Addi tional Page for NE-PC-8023 Parallel ...... .. ... . ... .. 695 506 IBM P.C. DOS .. .. .... .. .......... . 

925/950.; ..... .. .. . ... . 95 62 PLUS OTHER ACCESSORIES NEC CP/M 5V.." . ......... . . ... .. .. CURRENTIV-9051 Three Additional Pages Northstar Advantage CP/M 511" . . . 
for 950 ............... .. 1 Northstar Horizon CP/M SY..". 

IV-MM For AnyTelevideo T erminol ~~ ~~ ISTAR MICRONICS Ohio Scientific C-3 CP/M SW' . PRICING 
TS-24-001 TeleSolutions WordStor Osborne CP/M 5W' ......... . . ... . .... . ... . .... . . .. 

• ColcStor. 790 Coll DP-8480-TP 80 Column Dot Matrix Otrono CP/M 5W' ..... . . .. .... . . . ... .. ... . .... . .. . 
TS-100 WordStor .... .... . 495 280 Printer - Parallel 449 Coll QD-Micropolis Mod II/Vector Graphic . . ... . .. . . . ... . 
TS-150 SpellStor ..... .. ...."9-'- .. 250 154 DP-8480·TS 80 Column Dot Matrix Sanyo 1000 CP/M 5Y.." ...... . ... .. .. ... .... .... .. .. 
TS-200 MoilMerge ... '<P~ .... . 250 154 Printer - Serial ......... , . 464 Coll Sirius Victor SW' .. ... . .. . , . . . . ........ _.. .. . _. . 
TS-300 DotoStor ..... ........ . 295 238 Gemini-10 10" Carriage - Parallel . . . 499 Coll Soflwore for 8086 Computers . . .. . . ... .. . ... .. ... . . . 
TS-400 ' Supersort ... .... ....... . 250 164 Gemini-15 15" Carriage - Parallel . .• 649 Coll Standard CP/M SW' .......... . 
TS-1000 ColcStor...... . 145 128 Serial Interface Cord .. .• 85 Coll Superbroin SY..".. . ....... . ... . . . ... . 
TS-806H/20 20 MB Expansion forTS-806 3600 2948 DP-8240 40 Column Dot Matrix - Timex/Sinclair ZX81 . . . ...... ...... . . .. . .. ... .. . 
TS-TW T elewriter - NEC 3500 , , .. 2195 1629 Parallel or Serial ..... 250 Coll TRS-80 Cossette Models I & Ill . . .. . .. .. .... .. . . 

TRS-80 Diskette Models I & Ill . ... . ... . ... .. ..... .. 

TRS-80 Model II CP/M . ...... . .. ....... . " .. .. ..... .
INORTHsrAR (OKIDATA TelevideoCP/M SW' .. ........ . .. .. . ...... .. . .. . . .. 

Vic 20 ... .. ....... .. .. . ... ..... .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. 


NS-94404 Adv-2Q-64K Computer . 3599 Coll OK-82A Okidoto Microline 82A Wong CP/M SY..", 8" .......... ....... .. ... ... . .. .. 

NS-97404 Adv-1Q-64K-HD-5 with Tractor Feed .... ••. 719 486 Xerox 820 CP/M SW' ... ... ... . •. . ..... . . . ... .. .. . . . 


Computer . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4999 Coll OK-83A Okidoto Microline 83A . . 1195 713 

NS-94401 Hrz-2Q-64K Horizon ...... 3599 Coll OK-84A-P Okidoto Microline 84A 

NS-97401 Hrz-1Q-64K-HD-5MB , ... , 4999 Coll -Parallel .... 1395 Coll 


PLUS OTHER NORTHSTAR PRODUCTS OK-84A-S Okidoto Microline 84A 
-Serial .... .... .. ...... . 1495 Coll 

OK-G-82 Okigroph I for 82A .. 99 36 FEBRUARY SPECIALSI ZENITH OK-G-83 Okigroph I for 83A ..... . 99 36 
OK-2K 2K Buffer /Serial BO 

FEBRUARYZVM-121 Green Screen Monitor .. . 160 99 all Models .... .. ... .. . 140 119 
AEI PRICELIST 


ZT-1-A Auto-Dial Terminal . .... • 699 80 Plus z.37 

Z-19-CN Z-19 Terminal ......... .. 895 672 


1 ~~~ I MANNESMANN TALLYZ-25-AA Z-25 Dot Matrix Printer ... 1499 ·Drives 

Z-89-81 Z-89 Computer System .. 2499 
 1952 
Z-90-82 Z-90 Computer System . . 2799 2176 MT1605 Serial 200 CPS .. ..... .. . 1695 1441 

Z-89-X Z -89 w /o Integral Drive .. 2495 1749 Mf1602 Parallel 200 CPS . .. •. ... 1695 1441 
 · SuperCalc ..... $3998 $3128 
Z-90-80 Z-90 w/o Integral Drive .. 2895 1950 MT1805 Serial - 200 CPS or 50 CPS 1995 Coll 

Z-37 Z-37 Dual 5" Disk Drives . . 1995 1593 MT1802 Parallel - 200 CPS 
 Z-90-82 Computer 64K 10\M, 
Z-87-89 Z8 7 Dual 5" Disk Drives .. 999 898 or 50 CPS ......... , ... .. 1995 Coll ID 160K Drive· CP/M DOS 
Z-87-90 Some Disk odd 400K MT1602 S or P - 160 CPS .. ...... . 990 809 · MBasic · SuperCalc ....... $2799 $1989 

toZ-90 ........ .... . .. .. 999 898 Limited Quantity of MX80 
ZS-67 Z-6 7 Winchester - PLUS: ANADEX · C-ITOH · DATA 

Cassette Ribbons. Special Floppy Drive .......... .. 5995 4747 
 SOUTH · TI · DIABLO · COMREX Price. Limit 3 per customer. Z-47-DA Z4 7 Dual 8" Disk Drives .. 3695 Coll 
While supply lasts . ..... . .. . $14 $7ALSO AVAILABLE:PLUS: MORROW ALTOS 

MODEMS . DISKErrE STORAGE BOXES .NEC PERSONAL EAGLE DISKETTES · CLIPSTRIP . RIBBONS 

11..''" 
· CP/M DOS 
· MBasic 

GUARANTEE 
PROVEN PRODUCTS 
SYSTEM DESIGN HELP 
BENCH TESTING AND CONFIGURING 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT STAFF 
SERVICE AFfER SALE: 
(800) 854-7635 TECHNICAL SERVICE SUPPORT 

We will pay the freight - both ways - for repair 
~ on verified returns within 30 days of sale. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
Prices change doily. Coll for current pricing and availability. P1ices based 

· on prepaid cash orders. We accept: cashiers checks, money orders. bank 
wires. or personal checks (10 days lo clear). C.OD. - standard charges 
plus 2% handling for orders outside California. Mastercharge & Visa -
5% handling. California residents add 6% sales tax. 

Prices change daily 
call for current pricing. 

CALL TOLL FREE: 

800-854-7635 

IN CALIFORNIA CALL: 

(619) 562-7571 
AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT, INC. 
8775 Olive Lane. Suites I & J . Santee, CA 92071 
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INFORMATION FLOW 

NETWORK 

o TELEPHONES 

HOST 
COMPUTER 

DATABASE 

•CABLE TV 
• HYBR I DSUSER INFORMATION PROVIDER 

Figure 2: A diagram of a typical videotex system. Videotex is defined here as two-way communication of textual and graphical infor
mation between a low-cost, user-friendly terminal and a large , central host computer. Communication can be by telephone lines, 
television cables, or a hybrid system using a broadcast television channel for information sent from the host computer and using 
telephone lines for information sent from the terminal. 

technical, emotional, and political 
history, suffice it to say that NAPLPS 
was designed using Telidon-like sys
tems as a base. 

In May 1981, AT&T created a bit 
of commotion by releasing documen
tation for a new Telidon-like scheme 
called PLP (Presentation-Level Proto
col) at the Videotex '81 conference in 
Toronto. Since that time, continuous 
efforts have been underway in 
various standards groups to adopt 
PLP. 

NAPLPS is a standard version of 
PLP that resulted from a joint effort 

by the American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) and the Canadian 
Standards Association (CSA). Copies 
of the draft proposed NAPLPS stan
dard (document #BSRX3.110-198X) 
can be obtained from CBEMA (Com
puter and Business Equipment Manu
facturers Association, X3 Secretariat, 
Suite 500, 311 First St., NW, 
Washington, DC 20001). 

This series of articles will provide 
an overview of the features of 
NAPLPS. The specific details and ex
amples presented in these articles are 
not meant to form a complete 

NAPLPS specification. Anyone inter
ested in doing development work us
ing NAPLPS should obtain a copy of 
the ANSI document. 

Layered Protocols 
Modern communication systems 

are designed in a layered or modular 
manner to help prevent extensive sys
tem redesign when parts of a system 
are changed. Layering achieves many 
of the advantages found in good 
structured system design. By isolating 
functions in various layers, we can 
proceed to standardize and imple-

T ext continued on page 210 

MACRO-Boe DISK BASED EDITOR/ASSEMBLER 
This is a power1ul macro assembler. screen orien ted editor and machine language 
monitor. It features local labels. conditional assembly. printer formatting and cross 
re ference lis tings. Assemble multiple files . Program comes on Radio Shack 
compatible disk with extensive documentation . Price: $99.95 

MICROTEXT COMMUNICATIONS 
Make your computer an intell igent print ing terminal wi th oft -line storagei Use 
Microtext for timesharing 1nteract1ons. printing what 1s received as 11 1s received 
and saving text to cassette. and more' Price: $59 .95 

PIBOC PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE 
Use a parallel printer with your Color Computer' Seria l-Parallel convener plugs into 
the serial port and allows use of Centronics-compat1ble printers You supply the 
printer cable. Price: $69.95 

THE MICRO WORKS COLOR FORTH 
Color For th is easier to learn than assembly language. executes in less time than 
Ba sic and is faster to program in than Basic. Rompack comes wi th 112-page 
manual containing glossary of system-spec1!1c words. lull standard FIG glossary 
and complete source . A fascinat ing language designed for the Color Computer' 
Price: $109 .95 

SOS-BOC SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
SDS·80C is a Rompack contain ing a complete ed itor. assembler and monitor. 1· 
allows the use r to write. assemble and debug assembly language programs witr 
no re loading . ob1ect pa tching or other hassles. Supports full 6809 instruction se t 
Price: $89.95 

BOC DISASSEMBLER 
Runs on the Color Computer and generates your own source !isling ol the Basic 
interpreter ROM . Documentation includes usetul ROM entry points. completE 
memory map. 1/0 hardware details and more. Cassette requires 16K system 
Price: $49.95 

GAMES: Star Blaster * Pac Attack * Berserk * Cave Hunter * Starl1re * Astra Blast * Starship Chameleon * 
Adventure : Black Sanc tum * Adventure : Calixto Island * 

TH[~D©CR?:@ Also Available: Machine Language Monitor Books Memory Upgrade Kits 
Parts and Services Call or write for more intormation 

Calitornia Residents add 6% Tai 
Master ChargeNisa and 

COD Accepted 

W©~ P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR, CA 92014 61 9-942-2400 
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The new TEAC half height disk drive gives you everything you expect from a top 
quality disk drive, and one more thing, space. Now you can have up to 3. 2 megabytes of 
floppy storage for the IBM PC without adding an expansion cabinet. Choose four 40 track 
double sided drives and get 1. 2 Mb. Or four 80's for 3. 2 Mb. Mix two 40's and two 80's for 
2.2 Mb. The TEAC drives operate under PC DOS 1.1 (80 track drives come with JFORMAl: 
providing electronic disk, print spooling and ten sector formats). Now you can have both 
increased storage and space. The TEAC double sided 40 track and 80 track drives are 
priced atjust $299 and $365 respectively. 

functions. Uses only one slot - $199. RS & budget manager - $.34.95.Save on our 232 Cable - $24.95. Parallel Printer • Apparat Game Diskette. Includes 
Cable - $29.95. blackjack, othello, matches and 
• Clock Calendar Card. Features spiralgraph - $24.95. 
seconds, minutes, hours, day of week, 
date, month and year. Battery backup 

line of other IBM 
MONITORScompatible maintains time and date even when • Your choice of high quality and reliable 

system is turned olf - $99. Amdek 12" green or amber screens.products. • Prom Blaster. Programs most 4K to Choose the V300 G/A for the color 
64K bit 24 PIN EPROMs. Complete with graphics card priced atjust $170, or the

DRIVES personality modules and read/write V310 G for the monochrome card atjust 
• Single and Double sided 40 track software - $129. $199. Both monitors are 18 Mhz BW and 
drives. Fully supported by PC DOS are anti-glare. 
version 1.1. Drives are easily installed in 

• Prototype Card. 3.5 by 8 inch 
wire-wrap area holds over 85-14 pin dips • Princeton graphics HX-12 RGB color 

minutes. landon single sided {160K)  - $29.95. monitor $695. Other Amdek and NEC 
$225, Double sided {320K) - $299. • 48K Additional Ram. 27 chips plug monitors also available at big savings. 
• Double sided 80 track {650K) landon easily into master PC board - $75. Call for prices. 
drive. Available with JFORMAT for PC DOS 

HARDWARE PRINTERS1.1 - $4.35. 
• 5 megabyte Winchester internal or • 64K Byte Hardware Print Spoolers. • A variety of the newest Epson, C. ltoh, 
external disk drive - $1695. Okidata and NEC printers available. Call 

printer adapter. External version 
Internal spooler comes with parallel 

for prices.
BOARDS To order any of the above products.connects easily between computer and 
• RAM Card - uses 64K dynamic RAM printer. Both buffer 32 pages of print write Apparat. Inc., 4401 S. lamarac 
chips, with parity. 64K card - $149, Parkway, Denver; Colorado 80257, 
additional 64K increments {expandable 

output and are user programmable 
$319. 303/741-1778. Or to speed up your order, 

up to 256K) available for $79. call us toll free at
SOFTWARE 

232 async comm and clock calendar 
• Combo Card. Adds parallel printer; RS 800/525-7674. za• Home Finance. Easy to use checkbook 
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S.D. Systems is proud to 
introduce DISC-LESS™ 
systems. Eliminate your 
systems dependence 
on disc-drives ... 

TM 

-

• REPLACES FLOPPY·DISC DRIVB • NO MOVING PARTS, NO ALIGNMENT,
NO MEDIA TO FAIL• TRANSPARENT TO OPERA1WG 

SYSYW DISC COMMAN>S • NETWORK READY
*• O'-M...,.., W-Mw., OAS&" COMPATIBLE • FAST ! ! ! ! !I ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

Experience DISC-LESS:M 
The pleasure is all ours . 
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S-100 Boards from S. C. Digital 

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 

features: Model FDC1 · 
• Single or Double density, sides, in any combination of up 
to four 8" or 5.25" drives. • Digital phase locked loop. 
• OMA data transfer with cross 64K boundaries, 24B 
address. OMA arbitation. • Monitor/boot EPROM accomo· 
dating two different processors. • CPM Bios programs. 
• Serial port to 19.2K baud. 

ZBOB CPU BOARD 

features: ModeI ZBO CPU 
• 2, 4 or 6 mhz clock. • 22 bit Address by Memory 
Mapping in 16K blocks. • 2 or 4Kbyte EPROM (not 
supplied) with Phantom generation. • Jump on Reset. • 
Provision to run two different CPU's on the same bus, such 
as forth coming 8086. 

~t'l.i 256K DYNAMIC RAM 
features: Model 256KZ 
• 8/16B Oata, 24B Address. • Parity bit per Byte • 
Transparent refresh • Unlimited OMA • 1BOnsec. Access 
time e Will run 8086, 8088, 68000 to Bmhz, ZBO, ZBOOO 
to 6mhz without wait states. 

64K STATIC RAM 

features: Model 64KS 
• 8/16B Oat a 24B Address • Disable in 2K increments • 
180nsec Access Time (with 64KB) from address on, runs 
8086, 68000 to 1Omhz, ZBO. ZBOOO to Bmhz without wait 
states • Battery back up capable. 

32K STATIC RAM 'Uniselect: 4' 

features: Model 32KUSM 
• 8/16 bit data, 16/24 bit address. • Bank Select by SW 
selectable port. bit in 32K block. • Battery backup (battery 
not supplied) with power-fail detect/automatic Ram disable. 
•Complete EPROM (2716) capability with wait states !up 
to 3), phantom responding or generating. 

All boards conform to IEEE696/S100 specifications, fully 
socketed, screened legends. masks. Gold contacts. Guaranteed 
One Full Yea r. 

New Price Effective February l; 1983 
Modal Prices with 
FOCI S425 Monitor EPROM 
Z80 CPU 5349 Memory Mapping, 6mtiz clock 
256KZ • S795 256KB. Parity 
64KS S425 64KB. CMOS 
32KUSM S325 32KB. CMOS 
32KUSM-N 5169 no ram. no powe r fail 
3SPC 5259 3 serial. 1 pa1a1lel. cassene 
Z80 monit or SSS 2K in EPROM, souJCe code 
All Boards come assembled and tested. 
Call for current and package deal prices. 

Delivery is within 3 to 5 working days. MC, Visa or COO 
orders accepted. !Add S6 for COD orders) Illinois residents 
add 5'A% sales tax. 

O.E.M. & DEALER PRICING AVAILABLE 

S. C. DIGITAL 
P.O. Box 906 

1240 N. Highland Ave., Suite # 4 
Aurora, lllin11is 60507 

Phone: (312) 897-7749 
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ment a system for one layer without 
regard to details of other layers. 
Because layering is an abstract and 
sometimes confusing topic, we will 
use a simple example of communica
tion between two people to illustrate 
the concept. 

As shown in figure 3 on page 212, 
when two people converse, their 
basic goal is to communicate ideas to 
each other with as much understand
ing as possible. We shall regard these 
ideas themselves as the first level or 
layer of communication. This level, 
which may be considered the highest 

Prestel-like Telidon·like 
Characteristic Systems Systems Comment 

Video-display 
hardware 
dependence 

Image 
complexity 

Easily decoded 
by terminals 

Requires 
microprocessor 
terminal 

Works with 
printers, 
plotters, etc. 

Memory 
intensive 

Preserves 
"conceptual" 
content 
information 

Can be extended 
for years 

Sensitive to 
errors in the 
communication 
channel 

Cost 

Very much Very little 

Poor Excellent 

Yes No 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

No Yes 

Less More 

Low ???? 

This is the main advantage of 
NAPLPS. It is not based on 
special circuits or 
architectures. 

There is no comparison. It 
would be like trying to 
compare 8-mm home 
movies to 35-mm theater 
films. 

Prestel wins this one. 
Unfortunately, most things 
in life that are easy are 
not worth much. 

Many thought this was an 
advantage and an objec· 
tive worth achieving. May· 
be they don't know how to 
program microprocessors. 

While some were asking 
"Why?," others were say· 
ing "Why not?" 

Prestel wins again. Now that 
16K bits are cheaper than 
4K, this hardly seems a 
victory. 

Most are still trying to figure 
out what this means and 
why it is useful. 

This certainly can be dis
puted. Time will be the 
judge. 

A valid point but hardly an 
issue for a level-6 
protocol. 

The true bottom line in some 
people's books. But how 
much did a personal com
puter cost 1 O years ago? 

Table 1: A comparison of two types of graphics encoding systems for use in videotex 
applications: Prestel-like systems and Telidon-like systems. NAPLPS is one of the 
latter. 

or most abstract, will be called the 
conceptual level. 

In order for people to communicate 
these ideas, they must choose a 
language-say, English-as a set of 
rules for presenting · the ideas. And 
with English come all the rules con
cerning grammar, sentence structure, 
and so on. We shall include English as 
part of a second level of communica
tion that we shall call the logical 
level. The ideas from the upper level 
would have to be. expressed in this 
logical level before a transfer could 
take place between the two people. 



Okidata MICROLINE 92 

4 _f•:.1 ~:;i1';1 

--~. 
..._ 

$929.88 UPS DELIVERED 
• 	 160 characters per second, bi·directional, logic·seeking printhead action 

with BO & 40 cps hi·res correspondance print modes 
• 	 9 x g· matrixproducescorrespondance, 10, & 17 cpi with true descenders; 

double width & download option for character sets standard 
• Subscripts, superscripts, underlining, backspace, & forms control 
• Friction & pin feed paper handling takes up to 3·part forms (8.5") 
• Centronics parallel or RS·232C interfacing (specify) 

Microllna 93 (136 columns) ••••••••••.•.•...• $929.88 

PRINTERS 
Anadex 
Anadex DP-9501A .. .. ..... '1408... 

AnadexDP·9620A ..•• ..... • 14ff... 

C. ltoh 
C. ltoh Prowriter .. ••.••••• , .. .«11.88 
w/RS·232C. _...... . . ....... . 1-.ee 

C. ltoh Prowrller 2 •.•...• . •. . 1734.88 
w/RS·232C.. . . .. ......... . .. 1781.88 
C.ltoh F-10 Starwriter 40 cps
Parallel or RS·232C ... . .... 11411.88 

~~:~n:i·~0:;~~~~st~~: ~.~ ~~;7H.ea 
F·10 Tractor .. . .. . . 1281.88 

Daisywriter
Daisywrlter 2000 .. . . _. .. ... 11081.88 
Daisywriter Tractor .......... 1141.88 
Daisywriter Cable ... ....••.•. . 141.88 

Diablo 
Diablo620 ..... •.••••.• •••• 11281.88 
Diablo 630 .. . . . , • •• • . •1181.88 
Diablo 630 KSR ., , .•• , .. , • , 928114.88 

TEC 

•-
-+ 

a ~ I 

DMP·85 Printer. . . 14811.88 

Star Micronics 

I·-~1 

;; llili 
• ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir" 

Gemini 10 .......... . ... . . .. 14111.88 


IDS 
IDS Prism 80........ _.. - .. IH 04.88 
above w/graphics . . . . . 11811.88 
above N/sheetfeedc . . . 12114.88 
above w/4·color. . . . . . 118311.88 
IDS Prism 132 . .. ... , ... ... I 12811.88 
above w/graphics . . . .. . . . . S 13311.88 

PRINTERS 
IDS Prism (cont)
132 w/sheetfeed .......... 114511.88 
above w/4·color. . , • .. 1181111.88 
IDS Microprlsm . . ... 18711.88 

Okidata 
Microline 82A .... - . . • , ••••• 14211.88 

g3f8~~,~~ft~l .(~Cl '. . . . . ... : =~:::: 
82A Roll Paper Holder ........ 1411.88 
Microline 83A ....... . ....... 18811.88 
82A/83A Okigraph ROM ...... 144.88 
Microline 84 w/graphics & tractor 
Parallel, 200 cps . . . . . . . .. . S 10311.88 
RS·232C, 200 cps . . ........ SH 411.88 

NEC 
NEC 3510 . .. .............. 1111211.88 
NEC 3530 .. ............ ... 11808.U 
NEC 3550 .. ..... .,,. . .. .. '2111.89 
3500 Tractor _ . • ..•• ,. .. . 92311.88 

NEC PC·8023A . . '5011.88 

Qume 
Qume Sprint 9/45 . ..•.•...• 121011.88 

Smith-Corona 
Smith Corona TP·1 . . ....... _151111.88 


~~~7~'rreii:,~e~d-~f2t~n~~~ace 
CALL FOR PRl~E5 on Cannon. Cen· 
Ironies, Datasouth, Epson. Mannes
~;~~ Ia~rh:~nasonic . Ricoh, Silver 

Information &Orders 
(603)·881 ·9855 

Orders Only: (800)•343•0726 

No Hidden Charges
FREE UPS shipping on all orders-No extra charge to use credit 
cards-All equipment shipped factory fresh with manufacturer 's war· 
ranty-COD orders accepted ($1 0 fee added)-No purchase orders 
accepted-No foreign or APO orders accepted-Minimum $50 per 
order-This ad prepared in December: prices are subject to change. 

The Franklin ACE 1000 
An Apple-compatible Personal Computer 

F 
FRANKUN 
COMPUTER CORPORATION 

The Franklin ACE 1000 includes 64K RAM, upper/lower case character set (4D 
columns), hi·res graphics, numeric keypad. 8 peripheral slots.joystick/paddle con· 
nectars, and a built -in cooling fan. The Franklin ACE 1000 has full hardware/ 
software compatability with all existing Apple 11• products. 

Our special package price includes The Franklin ACE 1000, one ACE 10 disk 
drivewith a drive controller card. the Pl-4 9" Amber Monitor ,andACE WRITER.a 
S1DD word processing program. 

Allforon1y$f 529.64, UPS delivered. 

MONITORS 


USI Pi ·3 11 .~" amber) ... •• .... 11811.88 
USI P1·4 9 amber) .. ••• .. 11511.88 

Amdek 
Amdek310G(12" green) .. 911111.88 
Amdek 31 DA \12" amber) . , . 111111.88 
AmdekColorl (Hi-resRGB).. 17811.88 
Amdek Color 111 (RGB) .••.• . . 14711.88 

Electrohome 
~1:gtt;g~g~: 21 1m~~d RGBi ·.-. -n~u: 
PC Cable . ................... . 9411.88 


NEC 
JB 1203 ,RGB) . . • . . • • . .. -.. 17511.88 
JB 1210 Comp,)...... • • ... '384.88 

MODEMS 
DC Haves 
Hayes 30'0 Baud.. • .. . .. .. 1234.88 
Hayes 1200 Baud ....... .... 15811.88 
Hayes Micromodem II .. .• .. 12811.88 
above. w/software .... . , . 13111.88 

Novation 
Novation 103 SmartCat . . . . • 1224.88 
Novation 103/212 SmartCat. .. 1508.88 
Novation Apple Cat 300 . . . 9334.88 
Novation 30(} 1200 Kit . . . . . __1324.88 
Novation Apple Cat 1200 ... 15711.88 
Novation Cat ........ _..... . 11511.88 
No,ation D·Cat .......... .. 11811.88 
Novation J·Cat .............. 11311.88 

Multi·L'ne Junction B>X . ..•.. . 1311.88 

APPLE HARDWARE 
PKASO Smart Interfaces 
For Apple/Franklin centronics parallel 

~~~o~: l~S~i:YE<t; 1b~O~i~~l~o~;f,,5iers.
PKASO card & cable ......... 11311.88 

•1DS Color card & cable ...... 11811.88 

Parallel Card w/cable .. • . _1811.88 

Corona Data Systems
5mB Hard Disk . . . .. . .. . ... . 120411.88 

1Om B Hard Disk .. . . . .. . ... 924511.88 


Microsoft 
~aim~~\l'l~~~~pdee-;ti~:~T~~~ard, 
w/soft video switch, & CP/M
Users Guide .......... . ..... . 141111.88 
Z80 SoftCard . . .. .. . . . .. 12311.88 
16K RAMcard .. 11811.88 

Mountain Computer
5mB Hard Disk .... . ... . .. .. 12384.88 
10mB Hard Disk . . ......... 128211.88 
Card Reader . . . . .. . .. . . ... S 13511.88 
CPS MultiFunction •.•••••••• 11811.88 
ND-DIAC onvertor .... . , , .. 1304.88 
RAMplus+ 16K ........ ..... 11511.88 
RAMplus+ 32K .. .......... , 11711.88 
ROMplus + . .. . . .. ........... 11311.88 
ROMwriter Card ... . . •••..•. •1154.88 
SuperTalker .. . . ........ .... 1174.88 

Orange Micro 
Grappler+ ........ . ......... 11411.88 


Practical Peripherals
16K M icrobuffer 11 .. .. . 12111.88 
32K M icrobuffer II .... . ... _ . 12411.88 

~i~en:'D~n~~!"~ ....... .:2..... 

Elite 2 Disk Drive . . . . . . . . . . . . IOll.ee 
Elite 3 Disk Drive ........... . 18811.88 
Disk Controller . ........ . .... 1108.88 

Saturn Systems
:32K RAM Board .... . .. .. .... 1111.88 
64K RAM Board .. . .... , .. ... '344.88 
128K RAM Board...... .. ... 1484.88 

SSM 
'AIO Multi·Function Card . . ... 111111.88 

Videir 
VideoTerm.. _. ............ .. 12311.88 
VideTerm Combo . •..•..•••. . 12811.88 
Enhancer 11. . . .. .. .. • .. ..... S 114.88 

Vista 
A·800 Disk Controller 
for 8" disks ... ......... . '311.88 
Vision 80 Card . •• , •• .. . '2811.88 

- HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES 

~THE BOTTOM LINE~

MILFORD NH 03055-0423 _________ 
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LAYERED PROTOCOLS 

HUMAN COMM UNI CATI ON 

CONCEPTUAL IDEAS IDEAS 

LEVEL 
 (I
LOGICAL ENGLISH FRENCH ENGLISH FRENCH 
LEVEL 

( 

l 
~ 


PHYSICAL SPOK\ WRITTEN SUNG READ HEAR D 

LEVEL 
 I 

MOUTH EARS 

~AIR MOVEM ENT~ 
Figure 3: A diagram showing how communication can be divided into a series of layered 
protocols. Here, the example of communication is a simple conversation in English be
tween two people. The conceptual level comprises the actual ideas to be communicated. 
The logical level comprises the language in which the ideas are to be expressed. The 
physical level comprises the physical phenomena that are used to convey the English 
words. In the case of speech, this involves movements of the mouth, air, and the 
listener's eardrums. 

LAYERED PROTOCOLS 

HUMAN COMMUNICATION0. 
I 

CONCEPTUAL IDEAS IDEAS 

LEVEL 


I ( 
LOGICAL ENGLISH FRENCH ENGLISH FRENCH 
LEVEL 

( \
PHYSICAL SPOKEN WRITTEN SUNG READ HEARD 
LEVEL \ I 

MOUTH EARS 

\ I 
AIR MOVEMENTS AIR MOVEMENTS 

~TELEPHONE__/ 
Figure 4: If the conversation in figure 3 were conducted over a telephone, we could in
terpret this as a change of the physical layer. The advantage of layered protocols is that 
one layer can be changed without affecting the other layers. Although the physical level 
here has been changed, the logical level-English-is unaffected. 
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Once English is chosen, a mecha
nism is needed to physically transfer 
the logical representations of the con
ceptual ideas from one person to 
another. This will be done on the 
physical level. In human communica
tion, several choices exist. The most 
obvious is speech. When we speak, a 
set of physical tools is used. The 
English constructs from the logical 
level are converted to movements of 
the diaphragm, tongue, and mouth, 
which result in the movement of air. 
The vibrating air is detected by the 
other person's ears (if she is listening) 
and is transferred into bone and mus
cle movements. The second person 
must decode these movements, re
create the English, and conceptualize 
the idea. 

This example can also be used to il
lustrate why layering is useful in pre
venting complete system redesign 
when changes are made. It can even 
be used to show how standard layers 
can be mixed and matched as the 
needs of a system change. 

Suppose that the two people are 
separated by a large distance and that 
a telephone must be used so that they 
can talk to one another. The lowest 
level (the physical level) is the only 
area affected. As shown in figure 4, 
the telephone and the telephone net
work are used to transport the sounds 
from one location to another. The 
logical English constructs can remain 
the same and the ideas can be com
municated. 

If French or German is substituted 
at the logic level, no changes need 
to be made to the physical level. The 
conceptual level may or may not be 
affected, depending on how adept the 
languages are in representing certain 
ideas. For example, when learning a 
second language, one usually runs 
into the case where an instructor 
says, "That idea really can't be 
translated into this language." 

As mentioned before, layering is 
done to prevent expensive system 
redesign when parts of a complex 
communication system are changed. 
Imagine how inconvenient it would 
have been if everyone had had to 
learn a new language when the 
telephone was invented. Or imagine 
how expensive it would be if a dif
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GREAT NEWS FOR EVERYONE WITH A 

PERSONAL COMPUTER! A NEW BREED 


OF PRINTER, PURRRFECTLY PRICED. 

160 CPS Advanced. 

Multifunction Printing 
For Under $700. 

When advertising. TV and film peo
ple need a puma to pose or a lion on 
location. they call the Dawn Animal 
Agency. Daily. Dawn sends their ex
otic animals from coast to coast. And 
they generate a jungle of data in the 
process. Like so many growing busi
nesses. they need to mate a personal 
computer to a printer that will keep 
pace with business demands. But 
won't take a huge bite from the 

Okidata's new multifuction Micro
line (ML) 92 printer is just the animal. It 
prints high resolution. correspon
dence quality text that's a match for 
any daisywheel's at 40 cps. Graphics 
and emphasized and enhanced print
ing at 80 cps. And bidirectional. data 
processing with short line seeking 
logic at I 60 cps. Add an alternate. 
downline loadable character set. and 
you've got one heck of a printer. And 
there's an ML 93 . too. thataddswide
column printing to the picture. 

Both of our new high performers 
have no duty cycle limitations and 

that's guaranteed forone full year. But 
the really great news about each is 
price: $699 suggested retail for the 
ML 92: $1249 for its big brother. 
Absolutely purrrfect. 

For more great news about the ML 
92. 93 and all the Okidata printers. 
see your computer dealer or call 
1-800-0KIDATA. In NJ . 609-235 
2600. Okidata. Mt. Laurel. NJ 08054 . 

OIQDATA 

budget. feature the Okidata. 9-pin print head A subs idia ry of Oki Electr ic Indust ry Company Ltd. 

All Okidata printers are compatible with Apple. IBM, Radio Shack, Osborne and just about every other personal computer. 
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f erent telephone system were needed information. NAPLPS codes can be 
to speak different foreign languages. physically transported between com

Data-communication systems have puter systems via modems and data 
likewise been divided into various links, floppy disks, magnetic tapes, 
layers. A seven-level model promoted and other common mechanisms. 
by the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) is typically Code-Extension Techniques 
used. A complete description of the The coding of NAPLPS begins with 
model is beyond the scope of this arti bits and bytes. The 8-bit byte can be 
cle. In general terms, however, this used to represent 256 unique patterns 
seven-layer model, like our simple ex or code points. At first glance, the 
ample, runs from the more abstract 256 codes might seem to be a large 
layers at the top (level 7) to the 
physical layers at the bottom (level 

In NAPLPS, 96-code 1). Most of the work in standardizing 
data-communication protocols has sets can be swapped in 
heretofore been done at the lower, and out of a large 
physical levels. 256-code table. 

NAPLPS is a standard for the sixth 
level, commonly called the presenta
tion level, of the seven-level model. enough set, especially if only letters, 
In our example of human communi digits, and control information must 
cation, NAPLPS is similar to the be encoded. But in order to encode 
logical (English, French, and German) graphics coordinates, colors, graphics 
level. NAPLPS has been designed to drawing commands, and advanced 
allow a large variety of information control information, more than 256 
to be encoded in a manner that pre codes are needed. The obvious solu
serves the conceptual content of the tion is to group bytes together se

applcz"
[:g:J Dist. by Bel E.o Howell 

800 368-3417 

IQ;11~11#;~1 .-tMHm~1 

Kay Pro II .. .. ... . 1775
NEC 3510 1399Disk II & Controller .. 450 · · · · · · · 
Micro Decision .... 11497710 2338Quentin Drives .. . .. 299 N_EC · · · · · · · 
Ace 1000 . . . . . . . . . . Call1799Premium Pack . . . . . . 499 Di~blo 630 · · · · · · · 


BMC Monitor ... . .. . 91 , Ok!data 82A . . . ... 439 
 IN STORE ONLY689Amdek RGB Color II . . 749 Okidata B3A · · · · · · 

Hays Apple Modem .. 289 Strobe Plotter ... . . 699 
 ......~~~C:> A\\, 

~~" ~~Pascal . . . . ... .... . 199 l{Jl!liJ@Ml"1 

~~(/, ~~~i:'l..~ sVisicalc . . . . ... . . . . 189 Hayes 1200 Baud . . 549 

Logo . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99 Ventel MD2124 .... 849 ~C.;,~~~~ ~~\Y.,~Master Type . . . . . . . 28 Ventel MD212-E ... 569 

Wizardry . . . . . . . . . . 38 Cat 1200 212A .. .. ·588 
 "\)~ 

rHEComp•u~- · .t~'lcz~1ningT1cc 
Government Sales 7023 Little River Tnpk. 
Call 703-750-2632 Annandale, VA 22003 

quentially to form an extremely large 
set of commands. This is similar to 
what occurs in English where the 26 
letters of the alphabet are grouped to 
form words. 

Grouping of bytes is commonly 
called code extension . Many code
extension techniques use the ASCII 
Escape character (ESC, hexadecimal 
lB, decimal 27) as an indicator that 
the next character has a special mean
ing. Many times, the next character 
indicates that more characters follow. 
(An example of this type of code ex
tension is the typical multicharacter 
Escape sequence for the cursor-posi
tioning sequence supported by many 
terminals.) 

This approach to code extension is 
fine for a small number of extensions, 
but tends to become a hodgepodge of 
inconsistent code sequences when a 
large number of extensions are de
fined. 

NAPLPS has been designed with an 
extremely general code-extension 
structure that is independent of the 
specific "meanings" of the codes, and 
is based on an ISO recommendation 
(ISO 2022.2). 

Keep in mind that up to this point 
we have been talking about codes as 
8-bit binary numbers in the decimal 
range 0 to 255. No meaning has been 
placed on the codes. Because of the 
widespread use of ASCII, many peo
ple assume that a capital "C' must 
always be coded as a decimal 67, as it 
is in ASCII. The assumption is also 
made that the value 67 cannot be used 
to code anything but capital Cs. In 
order to fully understand NAPLPS, 
you must first realize that the rela
tionship that exists between the 
capital C and 67 is by convention and 
not due to some physical limitation of 
computers or an act of God. Further
more, you must realize that the 
decimal value 67 (or any code) can be 
given other meanings in other con
texts as long as an indication is given 
as to which context is currently in 
effect. 

The basic strategy underlying code 
extension in . NAPLPS is to take a 
large table of codes (128 or 256) and 
divide it into smaller sets of codes 
that can be "swapped" in and out of 
the large table. The small code sets 
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WHICH OF THESE DISPLAYS WERE GENERATED 


Every single one of them. And 
not just generated, either. The instru
ment settings were configured, 
signals acquired , and analysis per
formed via a personal computer, 
also. An Apple 11 ~to be specific. 
Equipped with Disk II~ 48K mem
ory, DOS 3.3 and a remarkable, 
make that revolutionary, engineering 
breakthrough known as the Model 
85 aScope™. Remarkable because 
aScope transforms any computer 
in the Apple 11 series into a dual chan
nel, DC to 50 MHz repetitive signal 
bandwidth (25 KHz real time sam
pling rate), fully programmable, 
digital memory oscilloscope. Revolu
tionary because it does all this for 
less than $1,000. 

The way we achieved this cost re
duction was by not following the path 
of conventional instrument arch i
tecture, combining a stand-alone 
programmable oscilloscope with a 
general purpose computer controller. 
Instead, we integrated. Making 
aScope a peripheral. Supplying only 
what was needed to make the per
sonal computer a high performance 
instrument. 

Result? An oscilloscope system 
that allows you to configure a setup, 
define the analysis you desire and 
produce an end result display in the 
most useful format. Many frequently 

BY A PERSONAL COMPUTER? 

performed routines a re a I ready part 
of aScope's software. But more im
portantly, the system's architecture is 
designed to accommodate consider
able user modification via co
resident BASIC or assembly language 
programs. (One example: the user
defi ned program to plot the ampli
tude response of an active filter 
shown in display 1 above.) 

aScope will average waveforms. 
Store waveforms on disk in binary or 
text files. Store instrument settings 
for automated setup . Or load and 
display a reference waveform from 
disk (display 3 above). 

aScope also delivers waveform 
voltage readings uti Ii zing a cursor- __:--
control led digital voltmeter 
(display 2). And generates 
hard copy via an Epson 
MX-80™ or Silentype® 
printer. 

Space permitting, 
we'd go on about a Scope's 
menu driven single keystroke com
mands (display 4), its sub-menus with 
complete prompting and so forth. But 
frankly, we suspect you 're probably 
as intrigued as you could be on the 
basis of one ad. 

So here's how to find out more. 
Call 800-547-4445. This will pro
vide you with the name of the a Scope 
representative or authorized com

puter dealer in your area , as well as 
an opportunitytoinvest$10 in our 
comprehensive a Scope demonstra
tion disk. 

The Model 85 aScope. We admit, 
the performance it delivers for the 
price is so remarkable, it may initially 
strike you as unbelievable. But then, 
when you think about all the break
through products this industry has 
seen over the last decade, sounding 
unbelievable at first is almost a 
tradition. 

W4 3df·S1\ 

NORTHWEST 
INSTRUMENT 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

P 0. Box 1309, 
Beaverton, Oregon 97075 

800-547-4445 
(503) 297-1434 

Apple 11 @; Disk 11 @; and Si lentype® are registered trademarks of Apple Computers, Inc. Epson MX-SO™is a trademark of Epson America, Inc. 
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A solld state 
disk emulator for your 
APPLE*, TRSSO**, 5100, 

or SSSO computer 
• A FAST mass storage device. Speeds up 

- -  16 -  - 2 6 2 6 

GL GR 

1 
16 

128 
CODES 

128 
CODES 

96 
CODES 

96 
CODES 

j 
256- CODE TABLE co Cl 

(32 CODES) (32 CODES) 

(a) (b) ( c) 

Figure 5: With an 8-bit code, 256 combinations are possible. These can be represented 
on a 16 by 16 table (a) . For convenience, this large table can be divided into two 
128-code tables (b) . Each of these 128-code tables can then be further subdivided into a 
32-code table and a 96-code table (c). 

can include codes with similar charac
teristics. The sets can have standard 
names, and a standard mechanism 
can be established to control . the 
swapping. New sets can be added as 
long as a unique name is chosen. 
Because a standard mechanism would 
already , be in place to handle the 
swapping, the new code set could be 
added without affecting other sets. 

Up to now, we have been talking 

mainly about an 8-bit code. Actually, 
two code-extension techniques are 
supported in NAPLPS: 7-bit and 
8-bit. The 7-bit extension technique is 
used in systems where only 7 data bits . 
can be passed through the lower, 
physical levels of communication 
(levels 1 through S). The eighth bit is 
often reserved for parity so that er
rors can be detected. In a seven-level 
system, error control is usually per

formed at level 2. Because NAPLPS is 
a level-6 protocol, the error-control 
bits have already been handled prior 
to the data's reaching level 6. 

The 8-bit code-extension technique 
is used when all 8 data bits are avail
able for NAPLPS information. This is 
the method that is used in systems 
where the low-level protocols can 
support 8 bits_ It will also be used 
when files containing NAPLPS are 
exchanged between users via disks 
and tapes. Because of the eventual 
widespread use of the 8-bit code
extension technique, it is the one that 
will be described in this article. 

With 8 data bits, the 2S6 codes or 
patterns can be grouped in the form 
of a table with 16 rows and 16 col
umns (16 X 16 = 2S6), as shown in 
figure Sa. 

The 16 by 16 table can be divided 
into two sets of 128 codes, as shown 
in figure Sb. These two sets can each 
be partitioned into sets of 32 and 96 
codes (32 + 96 = 128), as shown in 
figure Sc. The 32 codes will occupy 
two columns of the original 16 by 16 

Introductory 

Price S 1 095. 

plus tax and shipping 

SEND FOR 
FREE 

BROCHURE 
Identify your model. 

PION, INC. Tel. /6171648-1717 
74 Appleton St., Arlington, MA 02174 

*Trade Mark Apple **Trade Mark Tandy Corp. 

any program requiring disk access. 
• 	 No head seek time, no motor startup time, 

no moving parts. 
• 	 Standard 256K bytes of storage expandable 

to I megabyte. 
• 	 Independent regulated power supply. 
• 	 Automatic power failure detect and battery 

backup. 
• 	 Harowareerrordetectionand write protect. 
• 	 Only 4 bytes-ports ofaddress I/O space used 
• 	 Hardware optimized for block transfers 

and access. 
• 	 Drivers, diagnostics, and utilities software 

provided. 

a message 

to our subscribers 


From time to time we make the BYTE subscriber list 
available to other companies who wish to send our 
subscribers promotional material about their products. We 
take great care to screen these companies, choosing only 
those who are reputable, and whose products, seNices or 
information we feel would be of interest to you. Direct 
mail is an efficient medium for presenting the latest personal 
computer goods and seNices to our subscribers. 

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use of 
our mailing list, and look forward to finding information of 
interest to them in the mail. Used are our subscribers' 
names and addresses only /no other information we may 
have is ever given). 

While we believe the distribution of this information is of 
benefit to our subscribers, we firmly respect the wishes of 
any subscriber who does not want to receive such 
promotional literature. Should you wish to restrict the use 
of your name, simply send your request to the following 
address. 
BYTE Publications Inc 
Attn: Circulation Department 
70 Main St 
Peterborough NH 
03458 
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THE AIR FORCE HAD TO DUY 8r000 

1OOMHz SCOPES TO GET A DmER PRICE! 


You don't have to be Uncle Sam to get a great scope for a 
great price' The Air Force will pay $1,359.00 each for their 
general purpose, 100 MHz oscilloscopes. at the contractual 
rate of 275 units per month over 18 months with options for 
3,000 more. This B&K Precision 15 0 0 is not just 'another 
general purpose scope, but a dual-time base, quad-channel, 
eight-trace, ultra-high performance 100 MHz scope at only 
$1495.00 each - period! 

What truly separates the 1500 from the rest of the pack is it's 
unique ability to display four digital signals and not related in 
frequency simultaneously. If desired, a delayed portion of 
each waveform can be displayed providing eight traces. 

Another key feature of the 15 00 is dual time base operation. 
This feature allows for independent operation of the ASweep 
and BSweep circuits. In this mode of operation, the ASweep 
is operated by ATrigger Section and the BSweep is operated 
by the BTrigger Section. Dual time base operation allows the 
1500 to act like two 100MHz oscilloscopes and to display 
signals unrelated in time with their own independent trigger 
sections. 
The 1500 offers all the capabilities you might demand from a 
lab grade oscilloscope. Capabilities such as the increasingly 
popular feature of trigger view is not only provided on the A 
Channel but the B Channel as well. Other features include 
selectable 1 Ml1 or 5 0 l1 inputs which prevent high 
frequency impedance mismatches that can cause serious 
measurement errors. When working with low frequencies. the 
20 MHz bandwidth filter eliminates high frequency noise. 
Function switching on the 1500 is performed by touch 
sensitive lighted pushbuttons with electronic switching logic 
with non volatile RAM. This unique design increases user 
convenience and reliability by eliminating a significant 
amount of mechanical switching and cabling. 

The 1500 ·employs a high efficency switching power supply 
to deliver coo.I regulated power for long trouble- free perform
ance. at the lowest weight - only 16.5 lbs. for the entire 
scope. 

Other refinements include a 6" diag. 8 x 10 cm illuminated 
graticule high-brightness domed mesh 16 KV rectangular 
CRT. beam finr1er button, LED UNCAL indicators, single 
sweep operation, variable holdoff as well as alternate or chop 
operation with two selectable chop frequencies. Probe 
calibrator for both current and voltage probes.CH1 and CH2 
gating pulses are provided for interfacing with external 
equipment. Also provided is a CH1 50H output for driving an 
external counter preventing the need for an external 'T' 
adapter and the associated impedance mismatch problems it 
causes.The output may also be cascaded into CH2 providing 
500 uv sensitivity at 1OOMHz. 
B&K Precision backs the 1500 with aoneyearwarranty and 
has nation wide service available. 

The cost? Remarkably reasonable, especially when you 
compare it to the other leading 60MHz or 1OOMHz Dual 
Trace oscilloscopes. This price breakthrough is made pos
sible by PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS unequalled 
buying power. As the largest distributor of high performance 
oscilloscopes. we were able to place the largest order for 
scopes in B&K's history. We were able to obtain special 
pricing that allows us to pass on to you a 

$755.00 savings, while the supply lasts. 

$1495.00 
BNBKP15DD 

(SUJltJlle<J with 2 X 10 Probes) 
ORDER TULL FREE: (800) 423-5922 
CA, AK, HI, CALL: (213) 709-5111 

OR CUP AND MAIL THE ATTACHED COUPON Circle 341 on Inquiry card. 
'-····-············-···---···--·-·-···-··-····--····-····-···-·····-·--- - ------- --·-·· 
!: YES! I WANT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SUPER OSC LOSCOPE VALUP 
, Enclosed is my 0 Personal check or Money orderI n "·---- _ ........ -- ..__ ,__ "-·" - ...._._ .. Exp~---

uu1nm1 muuc1 IUIML I 
ton ~redtt Card)BNBKP1500100MHz Oscilloscope $1495.00 

__ BNPLC100 Snap-on front panel cover $26.00 COMPANY - - ------------ 
__ BNPLC150 Vinyl case for probes $32.00 STRUT _______________ 

Shipping & Handling: $15.00 (for each scope) 
CJTT ____ ____ STATl__ ZIP___Calif. residenls add 6Y2% Sales Tax 

TOTAL: .........JENO. _ ____________ 
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Sleeve For You! 


Cal l For Sale Price Now! 
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SoltcardPluaByMS...4811 Joystick by TG ...... 46 


1
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CPS Multi-FuncbyMtn169 Appll·Card SMZ. .. 429 


~~c;~ ~~~~~ . 11 ~ :: : : · m ~~R;~e~~~~~~dbo1~t2,m 
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COLUMBIA 
The Columbia M PC is I BM® P/C 
Hardware & Software Com pa table. 
The Price? Non - Comparable! 
Save Hundreds and Call 
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CP/M®· SOFTWARE 
Basic lnte1pre ler ~ , t At L 

Basic compiler by MS2B9 

Cobol·80 by Microsoft539 

Fo11ran-eo by Microsoln 46 


SOFTWARE WOif Star ......... ... 319 

Screen Wriler ll ... . .. 103 ~ai Me1ge ...... .... 1S9 

Magic Window ....... 69 II Star ........ .. .. 159 

SuperTexi II by M~e H8 Data.Sia r ...... .. .. .. . 189 
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CALL FOR CATALOG! 
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M•IBM• I BM•I 
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Combo Plus 128K.. 599 

Combo Plus 1 92 K. . . 769 

Combo Plus 256 K.. 939 


QUALITY COMP. 
Bfl81 

FREE* SHIPPING 

SPECIAL NOTICE! 
Our buyers were at the Comdex Show 

at the time this ad was due . . . . / P • Perl i::il.•n--- 
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9
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RS232 Card .......... 39 ~...~ I APPLE LOADER I 

IEE E-488 Card .. ..... 69 •.U .,.. 

Super Expander .. .... 49 ~IOI xpa nd .. . .. ... 99 FOR C 64 $ 

Programmers Aid Cart 44 Afron Chassis. . . . . . . 198 • • • • • • • • • 89.00 

VrcMon ... .,.... ...... 43 40/80Col.w/16K .... 229 CARTRIDGES TAPES 

~~~s~~k ,2u•de .... · · · 1~ 40/80 Col. w/64 K . .. . 31 9 Choplifter . . . . . . .. . .. 34 Hesplot .. . .. . .... . .... 1 7 
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Modem* .. ...... . •. 95 Wico Trackball. 59* Hesmon.. .. . 36 Toti Lable 1.0. . . 1 7 

Cent ronics Cable . .. ... 69 Audio/Video Cable . .. 14 Vic Fourth. .. . 49 Munchieman .. . ... . . . 1 o 


TERMINALS MONITORSATARr aoo 48K 5691 

400 1 6 K. .. .. .. CALL TELEVIDEO NEC 


TVI 910 .... T'-·-··;·t;0;,;;·~~.:~~-'l J B 1260 1 2" Green . . .... . 

TVI 910 Plus~•. ..·.<. . 8 1201 1 2" Color .. ... . . . 

TVI 912 .....\~~~~r:'J. 1 . GB(Hi-Resl .. ..... . 


AMDEK 
Vi eo 300 ... ........ .. ... ... ... .... 1 

Color I . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . 309 


.... 749 Color l l ........ .. ......... .. . 729 

CALL FOR COMPLETE CATALOG . . . . . . 1rs FREE i 


ORDER 
TOLL-FREE II 


TO ORDER: Phone orders 1nv1ted using Visa. Mastercard, COMPUTERAmerican Express. or bank wi re transfers. Visa. MC. and 
American Express service charge of 2%. Mail o rders may SPECIAL TIESsend charge ca rd number f1nclude expirat1ondate).cash1ers 
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days for personal or company checks to clear). Please add (619) 579-0330 

3% ($5.00 minimum) for UPS sh ipping, handling, and 
 MAIL T0:12s1 BROADWAYinsurance. COD's minimum $250.00 with $25.00 
deposit. All equipment is in factory cartons with manufac· EL CAJON, CA. 92021
turerwarranty. Opened products not returnable. Restocking 
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Apple Disk 
Special 22~~ 

DEFAULT CO DEFAULT Cl

D.. .,, D".., 
_J 

\ 
DESIGNATION AND ESC, ESC/ 
INVOCATION OF 2/1, 212: 
C·SET (Fl (Fl 

r-- ----------- 
1 
I GO) 

IN-USE I co 
TABLE I 

I 

I 

I 

L---7-f--Es~~/~

INVOCATION OF SI SO
GRAPHICS SETS 

/ ,___I_
Gl G2GO G3 

(DEFAULT (DEFAULT (DEFAULT (DEFAULT 
PRIM SET) POI) SUP SET) MOSAIC) 

IOEFAULT 

GL Cl 

_....._, 

DESIGNATION OF ESC, \/9, (F) ESC, 2110, (F) ESt 2111 (F) 
G-SETS 

ESC , 2/\13, (F) D:::· ~/14,(F) /Esc'.211s: (Fl 
\ 
ESC, 2/8, (F) 
ESC, 2112, (F) 

MACRO SET 

MOSAIC SET 

\ POI SET 7111 

L___J------ 7110 

1------- 7113 
PRIMARY 
CHAR SET L___J--------- 517G-SET 


REPERTORY 
 !---------- 7112 

(Fl CHARACTERS 

Figure 6: A diagram showing the NAPLPS code-extension technique in an 8-bit environ
ment. By swapping various 96-character graphics sets into and out of the graphics areas 
of the "in use" table, we can access a large number of characters or commands. Four 
graphics sets (or G-sets) are selected from the G-set repertory and placed in designated 
sets (GO through G3). Then, two of these designated sets are placed in the graphics areas 
(GR and CL) of the 256-code "in use" table . Various code sequences (e .g., ESC 6114) or 
control codes (e.g ., 51) are used to swap the G-sets. The notation "6114" represents the 
number 6£ in hexadecimal. "(F)" refers to a single-code name of a particular G-set. 

table; the 96-code set will require six variety of code sets to be swapped in
columns. to and out of these four areas of the 

As you can see, the large 256-char large table. Currently, however, 
acter table has now been divided into code-set swapping is done only with 
four smaller regions. These regions the large 96-character G-sets. 
(or sets) allow us to group codes of Although a mechanism exists for 
similar use into tables of manageable swapping the small areas (C-sets), it is 
size. The two small tables are called not being used at this time. 
control sets or C-sets; the two large Before a G-set is swapped into one 
tables, graphics sets or G-sets. of the large areas, it must be selected 

As we mentioned before, a mecha from a repertory and placed into one 
nism has been designed to allow a of four designated sets. Two of these 

All mini's have hubrings except 
5'/. "Single Side. Single/Double 

MAXELL MEMOREX 
M01 29.95 3481 26.95MHHO 3483 
MH1·16 3493 

SCOTCH VERBATIM 
7440-0 26.95 M0525-01 

M0525-10 28 957440-10 
7440-16 M0525-16 • 

5 '/."Double Side, Double Density 
MAXELL ' MEMOREX. 

M02 3491 
MH2-10 3492 
MH2-16 3495 

42.95 
SCOTCH VERBATIM 

745-0 M0-550-01 
745-10 37 • 95 M0550-10 42 95 
745-16 M0550-16 • 

MAXELL MEMOREXI 

34.1111M01-00 38 116 3504 

SCOTCH 
0 

VERBA TIM 
36.1111 39.1111746-0 M0577-01 

5 ~"Double Side, 96TPI 
MAXELL MEMOREXI 


47.1111 

SCOTCH VERBA TIM 
747-0 50.116 M0557-01 50.116 

M02-00 48,116 3501 

B"Single Side, Single Density 
MAXELL MEMOREX 

3062 

FH1 
 41.95 3015 
F01 

24.95 
3066 


VERBATIM 

740-0 F034 


SCOTCH 

27 • 95 35 95 
9000 • L 

B"Single Density, Reversible 
SCOTCH MEMOREXI 


44.11674012 1729 45.96 
B"SingleSide, Double Density 
MAXELL MEMOREX 

F01 309041 95 32 95 
FH1 • 3091 • 


SCOTCH VERBA TIM 


741-0 34.95 :~o~4 41.95 r 
B"Double Side, Double Density 
MAXELL MEMOREX 


F02 3102
48 95 38 95 
FH2 • " 


SCOTCH VERBA TIM 

4 

743 44.95 ~~~ 49.96 

5'/. "and B"Head Cleaners 
SCOTCH 20.'" 

VERBA TIM Kit. 8.•• 10 Disks. 15.•• 
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designated sets are then placed into 
GL and GR, the two large areas in 
figure Sc. Codes are then interpreted 
based on the current G-sets that are in 
use in the large table. 

Figure 6 illustrates this mechanism 
for the 8-bit code-extension tech
nique. The arrows and labels indicate 
special code sequences that are used 
to cause the swapping. Most of these 
code sequences begin with the Escape 
character. The notation "6114" used 
in figure 6 is an alternate way of 
specifying a code with a specific bit 
pattern. On a 16 by 16 table, 6/14 
represents the bit pattern that refers 
to column 6 and row 14 of the table. 
In hexadecimal, 6/14 would be 6E; in 
decimal, (6 X 16) + 14 = 110. 

To move a G-set from the reper
tory to one of the designated sets, a 
three-character sequence is used. The 
third character in the sequence (repre
sented by "(F)" in figure 6) is the 
"name" of the G-set. Each G-set has a 
unique name that is specified in the 
NAPLPS standard. For example, the 
name of the ASCII G-set is 4/2 (42 in 

hexadecimal). To move the ASCII 
G-set from the repertory to the GO 
designated set, you would use the 
following sequence: ESC, 2/8, 4/2. 
New G-sets can be added at a later 
date by specifying a new- name that 
has not been used .. 

If figure 6 looks confusing, the 
following analogy may help. Imagine 
that figure 6 illustrates a complex 
jukebox that has a number of albums 

The Primary Character 
Set contains 96 "oldies 

but goodies" ... 

(G-sets) stored in a rack (repertory) 
and four turntables (designated sets 
GO, Gl, G2, and G3). Buttons are 
available (e .g ., the sequence ESC, 
2/8, (F)) that allow you to specify 
which album should be placed on 
which turntable. Furthermore, this 
jukebox has two sound systems (GL 
and GR). And more buttons 

..---:===================================:::;\:--11 

Need to Measure Your 
Corporate Communications? 

I 

Want to define your company's image? Measure 

competitive strengths? Determine the acceptance of your 

company publications? Gauge reactions to your annual 

report? Determine the effectiveness of your corporate 

advertising? Monitor the impact of important trends and 

developments on your company's business? 


Call McGraw-Hill 
Research 
Backed by 3 0 years of research 
experience covering scores of 
markets and fields, McGraw-Hill 
Research professionals design 
custom projects that can make a 
big difference in the success of 
your corporate communications 
efforts. The Corporate Commu
nications Research Center will 
meet your research needs 
promptly, at a reasonable price. 

Put McGraw-Hill Research to work 
for you. 
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For a quote or proposal, call 
Joan Bullen, Director-Corporate 
Communications Research 
Center at (212) 997-3517 or 
Eleanor Nicoletti, Project Director, 
at (212) 997-3095. Or, write Corpo
rate Communications Research 
Center, 1221 Avenue of the 
Americas, New York, NY 10020 

If it's a communications problem, we 
probably pioneered the solution. 

(SO-Shift Out, SI-Shift In, ESC 
6/14, etc.) are provided that allow 
turntables to be connected to one (or 
both) of the sound systems. 

As we continue our analogy, imag
ine that each album has exactly 96 
songs, and that the turntable can very 
quickly locate and play any of these 
songs. Furthermore, both sound 
systems have 96 buttons that can be 
used to select and play any of the 
songs instantly. 

It should be noted that in order to 
lessen the amount of record changing 
involved, four turntables are provid
ed. With two sound systems, we can 
have two albums or 192 (96 X 2) 
songs available instantly. Also, we 
can have another 192 songs available 
simply by switching the correct turn
table to a sound system. We can play 
an almost unlimited number of songs 
if we are willing to go to the trouble 
of selecting an album, placing it on 
one of the turntables, switching the 
turntable to one of the sound sys
tems, and finally selecting a song. 

At this point, you are probably 
wondering what this has to do with 
text, graphics, NAPLPS, and the 
price of tea in China. You are also 

probablywonderingwhatalbumsare 
available in the repertory. 

NAPLPS currently has six selec
tions available in the repertory (this 
record industry is still in its infancy). 
The Primary Character Set, also 
known as ASCII, is full of 96 oldies 
but goodies like 0, 1, 2, ... A, B, C, 
and x, y, z, etc. The Supplementary 
Character Set is full of 96 new and old 
international favorites, most of which 
are rarely played in the U.S. These in
clude a and (3. The Picture
Description Instructions album 
(POis) contains selections like "Line," 
"Arc, " and "Draw Me a Polygon. " 
Some of the hottest hits going are on 
this album. The Mosaics album is full 
of some very old songs that all sound 
the same. It is seldom played except 
by people over 40. The Macro album 
contains songs that cause other songs 
to be played. (You get a lot for your 
quarter here.) The Dynamically 
Redefinable Character Set album 
(DRCS) is initially blank. It can be 
used to mix existing songs together to 
form new songs. (Yes, on this juke-

T ext continued on page 224 



LSI 11 ®COMPUTERS 
AS LOW AS $1,795.00 

I V"f\03 
\.SI·tl V\0£0 li.Rt-"\N,._\. 
USER'S GU\OE 

C-103 DESKTOP COMPUTER. Available with LSI 11/23 or LSI 11/2. Complete computer system 
enclosed within a VT-103 video terminal, immediate delivery. Only $2,995.00 with LSI 11/2 and 64K 
Memory. $4,595.00 with LSI 11/23 and 256K Memory. 

-~w~ ·-~~ EiJ '.1~• 
0 :· = 'j 

' ... . . i (1~· 
" : 'I I 

Cl9448-96 - 96 mega byte cartridge disk system 
with controller. 80 mega bytes fixed and 16 mega 
bytes removable . .. ............. $10,500.00 

CI-1220 - Dual drive, double density, double 
sided, 2MB capacity floppy plus OMA LSI 11 
controller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,695.00 

RTll V4 - Operating System .... $1,085.00 

RSXllM - Operating System ... $2,250.00 

Cl-1103LK - LSI 11/2 CPU, 64KB Memory, 
power supply, KEV 11 in 16 slot rack mountable 
chassis ......................... $1,795.00 

Cl-11/23 AC - LSI 11/23 CPU, MMU, 256KB 
Memory, power suppy, in 16 slot rack mountable 
chassis ......... .. ... . ......... . $3,195.00 

CI-KDFllLK - LSI 11/23 CPU, MMU, with 
256KB Memory .................. $2,195.00 

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH. 


Chris/in Industries, Inc. 

31352 Via Colinas •Westlake Village, CA 91362 • 213-991-2254 


TWX 910-494-1253 (CHRISLIN WKVG) 

DEC LSI, PDP are Trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp . 
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Monte Carlo Card 

THE DISTINGUISHABLE CARD FOR THE DISCERNING USER. 


FIVE FUNCTIONS ON A SINGLE BOARD 

* 64K to 1 Megabyte RAM Memory* * ONE IBM Compatible Centronics Parallel Port 
ONE IBM Compatible RS-232 Serial Port * * 	Clock/Calendar (Perpetual Time Keeper) 
Dual-Port Joystick Interface 

• 	 Future Upgrade Option: Plug-On Direct Connect Modem 
• 	 The Clock/Calendar has full alarm features 

and 1/100th second timing. 

The Monte Carlo Card was This card is the Ultimate 
ingeniously engineered to ensure

IBM Peripheral. that the maximum possible variety of 
See Your Local Dealer. the most sought-after features demanded by 

PC users was amassed upon a solitary board.
Available Providing users with the best value for money, 

functionality, reliability, and flexibility, were 
our primary goals, which will enshrine the Monte Carlo NOW Card as the premier expansion board for any PC user. 

See Your Local Dealer or Call 

GRAPHICS 

• Full Color or B/W Tones 
• HIRES and Medium Res. 
• 4-Dot Sizes for Blow-ups 

Reproduce Graphics 
from Screen to Dot Matrix 

Printer, Full Screen or 
Sub-Section 

• Rotation, Color Hue 
Selection 

• Shift PrtSc Graphic 
Dumps 

• 	Color on Prism 132/80 
• Operates on 

EPSON/NEC/C-ITOH 
PRISM/OKIDATA 

l·C Magic + 

SPOOLING 


• Selectable buffer 

1 K to 64K 


• Serial or Parallel 
• True Background 

spooling at your fingertips 
• Save processor time 

SAVE 
MONEY 

• Buffers all text 

and graphics 


TERMINAL 

• RS-232 Direct or 

Modem connection 
• 	 Full terminal capability on 

a chip! Printer Hardcopy/ 
Echo 

• Full input/output buffering 
• Background terminal 

features 
• Easy for user 

customization 

FOR YOUR IBM PC 

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines. Corp. MBI and l·C·Magic are trademarks of Microcomputer Business Industries. Corp. 

-CORPORATION ==~ 

MICROCOMPUTER 

BUSINESS 
INDllSTRIES 

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES: 1019 8TH STREET, GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401 (U.S.A.) 

TELEPHONE: (303) 279-8438 circle 269 on inquiry card. TWX: 910-934-0191 






COMMANDS 

MOVE TO (0.5, 0.25) 
LINE(+0.45, +0.125) 
LINE (-0 .45, +0.375) 
LINE (-0.25, -0. 25) 
ARC (+0.125, -0. 125, 

+0.125, +0.125) 
MOVE TO (0 413, 0 578) 
CIRCLE (0.05, 0.0) 

(0 .0, 0 0) ( 1.0, O.Ol 

UNIT SCREEN 

Figure 7: The unit screen of NAPLPS. All coordinates are represented as fractions be
tween 0.0 and 1.0. The figure on the screen was drawn with the commands listed on the 
left. The advantage of this coordinate scheme is that it can be easily implemented on 
display screens of various resolutions and sizes. 

,(0.0, 1.0~ (l.0~10)) 

r---- -- --1 

1 I 
I I 

(0. 0, • 7 s) -...'...___-.Al 

1981 

0 
0 
0 
0 

LJ LJ j-----' 
co.a, o.ol (1.0, 0.0) 

Figure 8: The unit screen is square, but most display screens are rectangular. The con
vention that has been adopted is to represent on the display screen only the lower 75 
percent of the unit screen. That is, any point with a y coordinate greater than 0. 75 will 
not be seen. 
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box you can record as well as play.) 
As mentioned before, default selec

tions have been set up so that no 
swapping commands are needed in 
many applications. As shown in 
figure 6, the ASCII character set is the 
default for the GO designated set, and 
whatever is in GO is the default for 
GL. Therefore; the codes in GL 
(decimal 32 to I27) will be mapped to 
the ASCII character set as the default 
condition. (Isn't it amazing how the 
simplicity of the present can be 
represented as a subset of the com
plexity of the future?) 

The default for the GI designated 
set is the POI set, and GI in turn is the 
default for GR. This arrangement 
allows text and graphics to be used 
without any swapping. 

The default for G2 is the Sup
plementary Graphics Set, and the 
default for G3 is the Mosaic Set. We 
believe that the Macros and DRCS 
should have been the defaults. When 
you devise a standard, however, 
sometimes a 1ittle "default 
diplomacy" is necessary. 

The entire NAPLPS code-extension 
structure is designed to support future 
growth in an organized manner·. As 
can be seen, it provides a means of in
creasing the number of codes far 
beyond the 256 codes we would have 
had if there were no code-extension 
techniques. The overhead has been 
kept to a minimum while maintaining 
compatibility with existing ASCII 
systems. 

The Unit Screen 
and Coordinate System 

Now that we have plenty of room 
for character sets and commands, we 
can get down to the real purpose of 
NAPLPS-creating pictures. 

In NAPLPS, pictures are drawn on 
a unit screen. As shown in figure 7, 
the unit screen is a square area of 
unknown resolution and size. The 
lower left corner of the screen has x-y 
coordinates equal to (0.0, 0.0); the 
upper right-hand corner of the screen 
has x-y coordinates of (1.0, I.O). 

The name "unit screen" is derived 
from the fact that all coordinates in 
the unit screen have an x and y com
ponent between 0.0 and I.O. In 
NAPLPS, all coordinates and dis

http:LINE(+0.45
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HERE'S 
THE PERSONAL 
COMPUTER AD 
OUR COMPETITION 
DOESN'T WANT 
YOU TO READ. 

It's an ad for NEC's APC'" 
Advanced Personal Computer. 
A solutions-oriented system that 
solves business problems in the 
simplest, most cost-effective way. 
The APC supports both CP/M-86'" 
and MS-DOS'." It can store more 
information than any system in its 
price range. In short, it's got the 
best price/performance of any 
personal computer. That's why our 
competition would P' 1 t you 
never see our systr 

We asked sorr' ) busi
1stem' 

ed us 
rly un· 

~PC 1 

putF 
PO\.\ 

"That APC of yours is 1 r-~ rnost 
powerful computer of< ~s 
I saw. I don't know hm 
for that price." 

"Now that I've used it 
awhile, I see why you nam 
Advanced Personal Compute . 

And that from bu" ' - "''lsmen 
who have tested t' ' etition! 
When you see the 1 ou'll 
understand why, at. 
others, all of these bL 
picked NEC. 

Our business software 
was optimized to take 
advantage of the APC's 
unique hardware features. That 
makes system operation faster 
and easier. 

Our software includes a full set 
of general account ing packages, 
word process ing, mailing list 
management, business planning, 
database management, and com
munications. And we're ready ing 
many more. 

We're the only company to 
back our software with a unique 

·riconditional guarantee . It wil l 
irk or you get your money 

lCk . 

Our high-resolution color 
graphics run circles, arcs and 

lines around everybody else. 
The Ar ·~creen images

, characters 
are un precedente 
in their clarity. 

,, !ors against resolution 
etitive systems often must. 

I Name 

I 
I Title 

Company 

·1-ieAPC 
1.lysis, 

·ord 
"8.1 

T 
mode 

Them 
combines . 
black high-re 
128K bytes of 
a 1-million-byte 
keyboard and m 
dard features yo· 
on compP.titiw 

1ve sys 

See for yourself the personal 
computer our competition wishes 
had never been invented . The 
Advanced Personal Computer 
from NEC. Return the coupon to 
NEC Information Systems, Inc , 
5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173. 

APC is a trademark of Nippon Electric Co., Ltd. 
CP/M-86 is a trademark of Digital Research. Inc. 
MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft. Inc. 

Send me more information on the BE0283 
Advanced Personal Computer. I---------, 


IAddress 

City, State, Zip I 
ITelephone 

NEC I 
NEC Information Systems, Inc. I 

5 Militia Drive, Lexington. MA 02173 J 

The Benchmarlc in World Class Computers 
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SIGN BIT (0, POSITIVE 
I, NEGATIVE) 

( 00 
ID N .. .... "' ....± s ~ ~ ~ s ~ .... 

8 BITS 0 0 

•-...._BINARY 
POINT 

± "';::; .. ........ 
co 
;::; 

!!! .... .... "' "';::; 
... 
ID .... .... 

co 

"' .... .... .... 
16 BITS I 0 0 0 0 

BOTH NUMBERS 
REPRESENT THE 
SAME DECIMAL 
VALUE 

1 x l /2 , 0.5 
0 x 1/4 , 0.0 
1 x 1/8 • 0 .125 
1 x 1/16 • 0 .0625 
0 x l /32 , 0 .0 
1 X 1/64 • 0.015625 

+ 0 x 1/128, 0.0 

, 0 .703125 

ID 

"' "' .... .... 
"'-"';::; 

.. 
"' ~ .... 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

·...._BINARY 
POINT 

FIXED-POINT BINARY FORMATS 

Figure 9: NAPLPS coordinates are formatted as "fixed-point binary numbers." The B
and 16-bit numbers given here represent the same decimal number, 0. 703125. 

tances are specified thus in subunits 
relative to the unit screen. The advan
tage of specifying the coordinates in 
this manner is that the pictures will be 
independent of any particular hard
ware configuration. Another advan
tage is that objects in pictures will re
main in the same relative position 
with respect to each other even 
though the resolution of the physical 
display may be increased. 

In order that pictures may be seen, 
the unit coordinates must be mapped 
to a physical display. The only re
quirement imposed (under normal 
conditions) when making this map
ping is that the squareness (common
ly called aspect ratio) of the unit 
screen should be preserved. Unfor
tunately, when the unit screen is 
mapped to the rectangular screen of a 
television set, some of the unit screen 
cannot be seen. This is shown in 

techniques may be added to NAPLPS 
that will allow the unit screen to be 
scaled, rotated, and mapped to the 
physical screen in a variety of ways. 
These capabilities will be added at the 
same time that three-dimensional 
features are defined. 

Now that we know that all coor
dinates must be between 0.0 and 1.0, 
a problem arises: How do we repre
sent these coordinates? Floating-point 
representations could be used. But 
this would make it difficult for 
integer-oriented microprocessors to 
handle the coordinates. Instead of a 
floating-point format, a fixed-point 
binary (not binary-coded decimal or 
BCD) format was chosen. This for
mat is the same as a typical integer 
format, except the binary point is 
assumed to be on the left between the 
sign bit and the data bits. Figure 9 il
lustrates the formats for 8- and 16-bit 

figure 8. The convention that has . systems. 
been adopted is that only the lower 75 
percent of the unit screen will be visi
ble on the physical screen. Thus, any 
point with a y coordinate greater than 
0.75 (it is usually closer to 0.78) will 
not be displayed on a television 
screen. 

This technique of mapping points 
on the unit screen to the physical 
screen is called one-to-one mapping. 
In the future, additional mapping 
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The important thing to note about 
this format is that, unlike integers, as 
more bits of precision are added, they 
are added on the right instead of the 
left. Also, the values of the binary 
places work from the left to the right. 
The value of the bit position im
mediately to the right of the binary 
point is 1/2. The next bit position to 
the right is worth 1/4. The next ones 
are worth 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, etc. 

The decimal value of a number is 
determined in a manner similar to in
tegers. A number such as 
0 .1011010000000 represents a posi
tive number (the sign bit of 0) equal 
to 1/2 + 1/8 + 1/16 + 1/64 or 
0.703125, which of course is less than 
1.0. An infinite number of zeros is 
assumed on the right of the number, 
just as with decimal numbers that are 
less than 1. Of course, the number 
will never equal 1.0 no matter how 
many ls are placed on the right. (If 
you do not believe it, try figuring out 
what the fixed-point binary number 
0.111111111111111 is in decimal.) 

When coordinates are encoded in 
NAPLPS, each byte can contain 6 bits 
of data. (The other 2 bits will be ac
counted for later.) The standard two
dimensional format is shown on the 
left of figure 10 (page 227). On the 
right side of figure 10 is a three
dimensional format. Some three
dimensional capability is supported 
by NAPLPS today, but many more 
three-dimensional options will be 
available in the future . In that case, 
coordinates are specified in a unit 
cube rather than a unit screen. 

In the two-dimensional format, the 
6 data bits are used for 3 bits of x and 
3 bits of y. Obviously, multiple bytes 
are needed if high-precision coor
dinates are used. As shown in figure 
11, as each new byte is added to a 
coordinate specification, the x and y 
components each obtain 3 more bits 
of precision. The least significant bits 
are obtained after the most significant 
bits. A terminal may choose to throw 
away some of the least significant bits 
if more bits are sent than are needed 
for the resolution of that particular 
terminal. 

When most people are first exposed 
to this method of coordinate encod
ing, their first reaction is that it will 
be too complex for a simple micro
processor to handle. On the contrary, 
there is a very easy way to handle this 
encoding technique: just ignore the 
binary point and the fractional con
cepts and treat the bits as integers. 

To do this, you must first choose 
an adequate integer size for internal 
representations. On 16-bit micropro
cessors, 16 bits are commonly used. If 
signed 16-bit numbers are used, a grid 



can be set up that ranges from 
- 32, 768 to 32, 767 in both the x and y 
directions (see figure 12). The display 
screen or unit screen would occupy 
the first quadrant. The unit screen 
would then be 32,768 by 32,768, 
which is far more resolution than 
almost all graphics devices have to
day. 

In this 16-bit internal form, an in
teger such as 0100000000000000 
would have a decimal value of 
16,384. This is equal to 1/2 of 32, 768, 
which should not be surprising 
because we originally said that the 
binary number 0.100000000000000 
was equal to 1/2 (it's all done with mir
rors!). The integer 0101101000000000 
that we used before would of course 
be equal to 23,040 (16,384 + 4096 + 
2048 + 512). A quick check with a 
calculator shows that 23,040/32,768 
is exactly 0. 703125. (Does this 
number look familiar?) 

It should be clear that treating the 
fixed-point binary numbers as normal 
integers is the same as moving the 
binary point 15 places to the right (for 
a 16-bit system), which is the same as 
multiplying the binary fractions by 
32,768. We can recover the fractional 
form by dividing by 32,768, which 
was demonstrated above. 

In order to map the unit screen to a 
physical display screen, more simple 
shifting can be used. The sign bits of 
the x and y components must be posi
tive for the coordinate to be in the 
unit screen. If the rightmost 7 bits of 
the 16 bits above are dropped by 
shifting the integer right seven places, 
the numbers that result are in the 
range 0 to 255. 

This operation maps the 32K- by 
32K-bit grid to a 256 by 256 grid. 
Each point on the 256 by 256 grid 
then represents a 128 by 128 area on 
the original grid. This indicates that 
when 16-bit integers are used, 128 
would have to be added to a coor
dinate component to move to a dif
ferent point on the physical display. 

If a 512- by 512-bit-resolution 
display screen is available, another 
bit on the right of the coordinate in
teger would be saved. (The 16-bit in
teger would be shifted right six places 
instead of seven.) In this case, each 
point on the 512 by 512 grid 

TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODE THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODE 

- I l ± I ± r.1se I--,,,,-s-e i--,M-s-e lMSB MSB 
1~~-~-

I LSB I 
.__...,..._.... 

yx x z 

Figure 10: In NAPLPS, coordinates are specified with a varying number of bytes. In the 
two-dimensional mode, each byte contains 3 bits of the x coordinate and 3 of they. In 
the three-dimensional mode, each byte contains 2 bits each for the x, y , and z coor
dinates. MSB indicates the most significant bit; LSB, the least significant bit. 

-DATA-BYTES STREAM 

3 4 

y y y 

s x x !x x x : x x x : x x x !o o o o SY Y i Y Y Y ! Y Y Y : v Y Y ;o 0 0 0 

•SIGN );• X COORDINATE Y COORDINATE 

BIT::.._.....-' 


BINARY (SHOWN IN 16-BIT PRECISION)
POINT 

Figure 11: The data bytes shown in figure 10 can be combined to specify coordinates of 
almost unlimited resolution. Here, 4 data bytes in the two-dimensional mode are com
bined to form a pair of 12-bit coordinates. This would support a resolution of 2048 by 
2048. 

(0,32767) (32767, 32767) 
---------, 

I 
I 
I 

UNIT I 
SCREEN : 

I 
I 
I 

(-32768,0) (0, 0) ( 32767, 0) 

(0 , -32768) 

Figure 12: The maximum resolution of a 16-bit coordinate system. The unit screen oc
cupies only the first quadrant of the grid. 
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FLOPPY DISK DRIVES • 8" 
QUME 
242 - Half height DSDD 48TPI 
842 - Full size DSDD 48TPI 

TANDON 
TM-848-2 - Half height DSDD 48TPI 

MITSUBISHI 
M-2894-63 - Half he ight DSDD 48TPI 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES • 
QUME 
142 - Half height DSDD 48TPI 
542 - Fu ll size DSDD 48TPI 
592 - Full size DSDD 96TPI 

TANDON 
TM-100-2 - Full size DSDD 48TPI 
TM-100-4 - Ful l size DSDD 96TPI 
(For the IBM PC) 

MITSUBISHI 
M-4853 - Half he ight DSDD 96 
M-4854 - Half height DSDD 9 

WINCHESTER H' 
AMPEX 
Pyxis 7 - 5 '/," 7MB capaci 
Pyxis 13 - 5'/i'' 13Ml::l p 
Pyxis 27 - 5 'Ii' ' 27MB c 
* * * 1 year warranty ' • 

QUME 
Sprint 11 - 40 CPS Daisy wheel 

MPI 
Prin tmate 150 A-1 - Serial, 4K bu ffer . .. 

MEDlr.. DISTRIBUTING.. .. 
(408) 438-5454 

PRICE QTY. ONE 


335.00 
395.00 

650.00 
79500 

1225.00 

2695.00 
3595.00 

479.00 

595.00 
625.00 

595.00 
750.00 
750.00 

1395.00 

999.00 

SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES ALSO AVAILABLE 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

TERMS: COD, CASH WITH ORDER, MASTERCARD, VISA 
FREIGHT CHARGES WILL BE ADDED TO ALL ORDERS 
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represents a 64 by 64 area on the 
original grid. Adding 128 to an in
teger in this case would move the 
coordinates by two display points, 
not one. If this did not occur, pictures 
developed for a 256 by 256 grid 
would end up in the lower corner of a 
512 by 512 display. That lack of por
tability would discourage increasing 
the resolution of the terminal. For
tunately, with NAPLPS we can in
crease the resolution of a display and 
still be able to receive pictures 
developed for older displays. They 
will look as good or better on the new 
display. 

So far, we have discussed only 
positive coordinates and integers. 
Negative values can occur in the nor
mal two's complement form used by 
most microprocessors. Negative 
values can be used to code relative 
coordinates (dx and dy values) when 
relative movements are needed, 
rather than absolute coordinates. The 
values dx and dy can also be used to 
indicate sizes of areas on the screen. 

Part 2 of this series will describe 
how the dx and dy values are used to 
specify character sizes. We will also 
see that many of the graphics com
mands have an absolute form and a 
relative form. The absolute forms are 
used when the drawing must appear 
at a particular spot on the unit screen. 
Relative forms are useful when one 
wants to draw relative to the current 
drawing point, which may be in dif
ferent places depending on the pre
vious figure. 

Color Control 
NAPLPS supports a wide range of 

color control. Three color modes (0, 
1, and 2) are available to satisfy many 
different applications. The first of 
these (color mode O) is fairly simple 
and is designed to be compatible with 
almost all color display screens. The 
other two (color modes 1 and 2) use 
what is known as color mapping. 
This allows you to create some fan
tastic visual effects, but this technique 
requires special hardware not found 
in most color displays. 

Color mode 0 is the most primitive 
mode in NAPLPS. It can best be 
described by the following analogy 
using the robot mentioned at the 



COMPLETE SUBSYSTEMS 

• The MD-10, an 11 MB formatted system for $2695. 
• The MD-20, a 22 MB formatted system for $3595. 
• The MD-44. a 44 MB formatted system for $4395. 

• 	 Interfaces with any Z-80, 
CP/M* system as well as 8085/8086 and IBM PC* 

• 	 Software includes SOURCE CODE and enhanced 
utilities. 

• 	 Simple installation. 
• 	 Networking option; tape back-up option. 

OR DRIVES, OFF THE PALLET 
• 	 Unformatted disk drives at ?MB ($650, quantity one); 

13MB ($795, quantity one); 20MB ($950, quantity one), 
and 27MB ($1225, quantity one). 
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( 

• 	 90 millisecond average access time. 
• 	 Maintenance-free operation. 
• 	 An AMPEX one-year warranty. 

MEDI~ DISTRIBUTING 

r 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

MEDIA DISTRIBUTING 4444 Scotts Valley Drive Scotts Valley. CA 95066 408/438-5454 
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-DATA-BYTE STREAM 

MOST 
SIGN I Fl CANT 
BIT 

0 0 

Figure 13: Color information is encoded in a manner similar to that used for coor
dinates. Each data byte contains 2 bits of information for each of the primary color 
components: red, green, and blue. A varying number of bytes can be combined to 
specify colors with almost unlimited precision. Here, 2 data bytes have been combined 
to yield 4 bits of information on each red, green, and blue component of a color. 

beginning of the article. Imagine that 
the robot has one pen and three ink
wells filled with the primary colors 
red, blue, and green. By mixing 
various amounts of each of these col
ors in the pen, the robot can draw in 
almost any color. For example, we 
could instruct the robot to mix three 
drops of red, one drop of blue, and 
seven drops of green, and then tell the 
robot to draw various shapes or text 
characters. When we tell the robot to 
mix a new color, the robot would 
automatically clean out the pen and 
mix the next color. 

In NAPLPS, color is similarly 
specified in terms of its red, green, 
and blue intensities. Each byte of col
or data contains 6 bits of color infor
mation, 2 each for red, green, and 
blue. Several bytes, however, can be 
grouped together so that colors can 
be specified with as much precision as 
desired. In figure 13, 2 bytes have 
been used to yield a total of 12 bits of 
color information (i.e., 4096 possible 
colors). As with coordinate encoding, 

© HRICKt-:E A:-iSOCIATES l !h4:! 

NEW! M·6800o 
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 

FEATURES: 
16 bit Motorola 68000 CPU operating at 5 MHz or 10 MHz. 20K of on 
board fast static RAM. 16K bytes of on board EPROM space. 7 
autovectored interrupts, 3 memory/device expansion buses, 2 serial 
communication ports (RS-232 C). 16 bit bidirectional parallel port. 
5-16 bit counter/timers with vectored interrupt and time of the day 
dock. On board monitor allows to download and debug programs 
generated on APPLE II, TRS-80 and CPI M using our M68000 Cross 
Assembler. 

PRICE: 
M68K Bare board with documentation ................................ S 99.95 
M68MON monitor & mapping PROM"s .. .. .. .... ................ ... ... Sl 35.00 
M68000-6CPU...... .... ............ .. ......... . ..................... .. ........ S 95.00 
M68K Parts Kit....... . .. . ...... . . .. . .. ... .. . .. .. ...... .. ........... . . .... ...... $249.00 
M68000 Cross Assembler ... ........ .. .... . ...... ,......... .. .............. S125.00 
M68K Documentation only......... ....................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... S 15.00 

Shipping & handling(Domestic) .. .. S 3.50 
(foreign).... $ 15.00 

EMS ;~::::!:~::F:R:::~~I1:~~~:EA~~9:~3r:5
SJUems 
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unit price 
only 
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Ifyou just bought another computer, 

boy are you gonna be sorry. 




The new Epson QX-10 is unlike any per
sonal computer you've ever seen. It's a com
puter for people who don't have the time to 
learn computers; a computer you can be 
using within minutes. 

And fortunately, you don't have to take 
our word for it. Here's how Byte, one of the 
computer industry's most prestigious maga
zines, describes the QX-10. 

The first anybody-can-use-it computer. 
"The Epson QX-10 (is) a computer for less 
than $3000 that may well be the first of a new 
breed of anybody-can-use-it 'appliance' 
computers ... In addition to being a highly 
integrated word processing/computer sys
tem that offers as much usable processing 
power as almost any existing microcompu
ter, the QX-10 ... system is designed to be 
used by people with minimal technical 
knowledge. We've certainly heard that 
claim before, but Epson has delivered on 
this promise in a way and to an extent that 
no microcomputer manufacturer has done." 

That's nice to hear from a magazine like 
Byte, of course, but it doesn't surprise us. 
It's just what we intended the QX-10 to be 
all along. 

More computer. Less money. 
But useability isn't the only thing the QX-10 
has going for it. As Byte says, "the QX-10 
gives you a great deal for your money. 

"Help is available at any time through the 
HASCI (Human Application Standard 
Computer Interface) keyboard Help key ... 
Text can be entered at any time just as you 
would in a conventional word processor. 
The Cale key turns the system into a basic 

" 
4-function calculator. Graphics can be cre
ated via the Draw key. The Sched (schedule) 
key gives you access to a computer-kept 
appointment book, a built-in dock/timer/ 
alarm, and an event scheduler." 

Advanced hardware for advanced 
software. 
As for hardware, Popular Computing, 
another industry leader, says: "The QX-10 
includes ... a number of advanced hardware 
features ... The basic components of the 
system are a detachable keyboard, a high 
resolution monochrome display, and a sys
tem unit containing two 51/4 inch disk 
drives. The drives use double-sided, 
double-density disks (340K bytes per disk) 
and are amazingly compact . . . The QX-10 
uses an 8-bit Z80A microprocessor . The sys
tem contains 256 bytes of RAM. Some of the 
RAM is ... battery powered ... which lets 
the computer retain information when the 
power is off." 
You won't have to wait much longer. 
The new Epson QX-10 may very well be the 
computer you've been waiting for. And for
tunately, you won't have to wait much 
longer - it will be appearing soon in com
puter stores all across the country. In the 
meantime, write Epson at 3415 Kashiwa 
Street, Torrance, CA 90505, or call (213) 
539-9140. We'll be happy to send you copies 
of our reviews. 

After all, as Popular Computing puts it, the 
QX-10 will "do for computing what the 
Model T did for transportation." 

And we couldn't have said it better 
ourselves. 

EPSON 

EPSON AMERICA, INC. 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION 

3415 Kashiwa Street 
Torrance, California 90505 
(213) 539-9140 
Circle 171 on inquiry card. 



We Have It! Terminals, Printers & Monitors 

TeleVideo 

925C 

Pr•Hected fields, optional 2nd pag!:! of mem


ory. visual attributes, tilt-swivel screen lnon 

glare P31 green), 25th status i user line, tune 

of day, can ernulal!:! 912 1920, RS232C printer 

port, 50 Baud to 19.2KB ., 8x10 character reso 

lution, switchable character sets, function keys 

self test 

910C . , . . , . , , . , . ....... , , , , , , , , , .. . . $595 

910C + .. .. . ......... . .... . ........... 595 

912C . , . , , . . , . , . . . , . . , . . , , . , , , , , .. . .. 739 

920C ................... . .......... . . 789 

925C . , . . , . , . , , , , , , .. , , . , . .. , . , , , . , , , 789 

950C .. ... ..... . . .. ....... .. ......... 989 


HAZELTINE 

Esprit I .. , ..... , , .. , , .. . ...... . . , , . , $499 

Esprit II , , . , .. , .. , , , , , , , .. , , , . . , . .... Call 

1420 . . .. . . . '.' '.'' ' .. '.'''.''' . '.' ' . ' 595 

1500....... . ........... ' ' .. . . . ... ' ' . ' 949 

1510.. . .. . . '. '' ' ....... . .. ' . .... . ... 1089 

1520...... ' . . . ' ' ' ' ' • . ' ' • ' ' . • .... . ... 1389 

Exec. Basic 20.. , , . . . , , , , ....... . ... , 1065 

Exec. Basic 30 ..... . ............·.. .. 1189 


SOROC 
SOROC 10-130, .. . ..... , . ........... $595 


Tl CRT Terminals 
940. Basic ..... . . , . .. . ........ . ..... $1599 

940, Package . .... .. .. ..... . . .... .. . . . 2079 


LEAR SIEGLER 

ADM 22 .... , .... . . , .. . ..... , . ... . .. $595 

ADM 3A . . .... .. . . ... .... . .. . .. .. . ... 535 

ADM 5A ...... .... ..... ... . . ... ... ... 579 


.7'"''*1datasystems 
Z-19 Video Terminal 

Green 
Phosphorous 

Screen. 
Now Only 

$729 
NEW ZT·1, 

(Terminal 
WITH 

Auto-Dial 
Modem! $595 

OKIDATA 
Microline 80, Parallel .... . , . ... . ... .. . $359 

Microline 82A Serial & Parallel ... . . . .... 459 

Tractor Option, 80 & 82A .... . . . .... . . . . 50 

Microline 83A, Serial & Parahel ......... 729 

Microline 84, Parallel ........... . ..... 1149 

Microline 84, Serial. ......... . ........ 1249 

Okigraph 82A . . ....................... 85 


DIABLO 
630 RO . ....... . ......... . ..... . ... $2299 

630 R155,1Allpurposeinterfacel .... . ........ 1998 

630 KSR ... . .. . ..................... 2825 


QUME 
Qume 9/45, Full Panal . ...... .... .. .. . $1998 

CENTRONICS 
737-3, RS232C ....... . ..... New Low!..$389 

730-1, Parallel . . . . . . . . . . . . . New low!..$349 

704-9, 150 CPS (RS 232C) .. . ..... . ... . . 1595 

704-11, 150 CPS Parallel ............. . . 1695 

122G 120 CPS Parallel. . .. .. .. .......... 949 


3510 RO, 35 CPS ...... . .. . . . . .. ..... $1695 

3530 RO, 35 CPS ICentronics Interface)....... 1859 

7710 RO, (RS232C) 55 CPS ............ 2375 

7720 KSR (RS232C) 55CPS ............ 2795 

7730 RO, 55CPS ICentronics Interface) . ...... 2375 


IDS 
INTEGRAL DATA SYSTEMS 

IDS 445G .. .. ............... Special/ $599 

MICROPRISM ....................... 599 

PRISM 80, Basic ...... . . . .......... . .. Call 

PRISM80,w/ocolor ................. 1149 

PRISM 80, w/color ... . .... . .......... 1499 

PRISM 132, Basic ............. .. ..... Call 

PRISM 132, w/o color ................ 1469 

PRISM 132, w/color ...... . ...... . .... 1S95 


Texas Instruments 

Tl 810, Basic ..................... . .. $1349 

Tl 810, VCO, ASC II Full ............... 1599 

Tl 810, Enhanced .... . .... . ........... 1950 

Tl 810, VCO/Full Enhanced .... . ....... 2099 

Tl 820, RO w/LC . . ................... 1645 

Tl 820, RO w/comp. print, DFC ... . ..... 1795 

Tl 745, Portable Terminal .. . ........... 1399 


EPSON 

MX-80 . . . .... ....... .. ........ ...... $489 

MX-80FT......... . ....... . ........... 589 

MX·100FT.. . ........... . . ... .... .. . .. 789 

RS232. w/4K Buffer ...... . .... . .. . .... 135 


C.ITOH 
ProWriter 8510, Parallel ............... $549 

ProWriter 8510 ACD, Parallel & Serial. ... 649 

ProWriter 1550, Parallel ................ 789 

ProWriter 1550, Serial .... . ............ 845 

F-10, Parallel or Serial ................. 1599 

Daisy Wheel Tractor, For F-10 .......... 275 


ANADEX 
DP-9000A/01A .. . ......... . . . ....... $1429 

DP-9500A/01A .. . . .... .. .... . ..... . .. 1429 

DP-9620A .... ... ....... . .......... . . 1569 


MiniMicroMart,Inc. 

All prices F.0.B. shipping point, subject to 943 W. Genesee St. 
change. All offers sub ject to withdraw! with 

P.O. Box 2991 B out notice. Advertised prices reflect a 2%(315) 422-4467 [II 
cash discount (orders prepaid prior to ship
ment). C.0. D .' s& Credit Cards. 2% h0gher.Syracuse, New York 13220 TWX 71G-542-0431 QiC; 
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1 

TO MICROPROCESSOR 

DISPLAY 

DISPLAY 
MEMORY 

4 BITS 3 BITS 
256X256X4 
BITS 

32K BYTES I BIT 

COLOR 

4 BITS 


MEMORY 
12 BITS 


256X 256X 4 

BITS 


MAP 

16x12 
BITS 


32K BYTES 


RED 

GREEN COLOR 
0

MONITOR 
0 

BLUE @ 

l 
TO MICROPROCESSOR 

4096 VARIABLE COLORS 

Figure 14: Two popular schemes for storing color information. Both use the same 
amount of display memory. In the top scheme, the 4 bits f or each pixel specify 16 fixed 
colors. In the lower scheme, the 4 bits specify 16 color registers in the color map. Each 
color register in turn specif ies one of 4096 colors. DI A designates a digital-to-analog con

RED 


GREEN 
 COLOR 
0

MONITOR 
0 

BLUE @ 

INTENSITY 

[COMMON I 


16 FIXED COLORS 

verter. 

the most significant bits are sent first, 
and a terminal is free to ignore the 
least significant bits. 

With this kind of system, a tremen
dous spectrum of colors may be 
displayed, depending on the amount 
of memory available. 

Most personal computers have 
only a small number of colors 
available. In the above analogy, the 
robot might have 8 or 16 pens with 
premixed colors. When we gave the 
robot instructions to mix a certain 
color, it would merely pick the pen 
with the color closest to the specified 
color. 

The advantage of color mode 0 is 
that it can be received on almost all 
terminals. An inexpensive color ter
minal can display the same pic
ture-although much less vividly-as 
an expensive, dedicated graphics ter
minal. 

Color mapping, which is used in 
color modes 1 and 2, allows a ter
minal to display a wide spectrum of 
colors without requiring a large 
amount of memory. The Atari 400 
and 800 are two of the few home 
computers that make use of this 
technology (see "Computer Anima

tion with Color Registers" by David 
Fox and Mitchell Waite, BYTE, 
November 1982, page 194). 

In color mapping, if we return to 
the above analogy, the robot has the 
three primary-color inkwells again 
and a set of, say, 16 pens numbered 0 
through 15. Using NAPLPS, we can 
instruct the robot to mix various col-

With NAPLPS, an 
inexpensive color 

terminal can display 
the same picture
although much less 

vividly-as an 
expensive, dedicated 

graphics terminal. 

ors in each of the pens. We can then 
instruct the robot to draw with a 
given pen, referring to it by its num
ber rather than by its color. In a com
puter, we would store the color infor
mation not in a pen, but in a color 
register as part of a color map or col
or table. 

In figure 14, we compare a system 
using fixed colors with one using col
or mapping. Both have the same 
amount of display memory (32K 
bytes). In the fixed-color system, the 
4 bits in memory for each pixel 
specify one of 16 combinations of 
red, green, blue, and intensity. In the 
color-mapped system, the 4 bits refer 
to one of 16 color registers, each of 
which in turn refers to one of 4096 
combinations of red, green, and blue. 

Another important advantage of 
color mapping is that if we instruct 
the robot to change the color in a 
given pen, everything previously 
drawn with that pen will also change 
color. This amazing capability can be 
used to create some dramatic anima
tion effects. These effects are typical
ly referred to as color-table anima
tion. 

Color-table animation is a very 
complex area of NAPLPS. A mecha
nism has been provided that allows 
you to specify color interchanges in 
the color map based on timed rela
tionships. (This command has been 
given the innocuous name BLINK.) 
Time intervals can be set in units of 
Yi.0 of a second, which allows com
patibility with 60-Hz (U.S.) and 
50-Hz (Europe) systems. Color-table 
animation will be discussed in greater 
detail in the third part of this series. 

As we mentioned before, the major 
drawback of color modes 1 and 2 is 
the dependence on special hardware 
to achieve the full capabilities of the 
modes. This drawback was known at 
the time NAPLPS was designed, but 
it was determined that because of the 
incredible special effects that can be 
achieved using these modes they 
would be included. Anyone who does 
not have a need for these special ef
fects should concentrate on using col
or mode 0 to insure portability of in
formation. 

Text Features 
Text is handled as a subset of 

graphics. Text is a special form of 
graphics that ' involves predefined 
"templates" that are rectangular in 
shape. The rectangular templates can 
be scaled to any size and positioned 
anywhere on the unit . screen. The 
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Circle 169 on Inquiry card. 

CP/M

GRAPHICS 

SOFTWARE 


PLOTWARE-z 


On ALTOS, APPLE, 
OSBORNE, ZENITH, 

and most others. 
THE MOST COMPLETE: 
Use THREE ways: 
1. "MENU" GRAPHICS (easy, friendly) 
2. "COMMAND FILES" (powerful, flexible) 
3. "COMPILER LINKED" (Fortran, etc.) 

Use on: most CRT's, dot matrix printers, 
plotters, word processing printers 

THE MOST PROVEN: 
2 years in the field 

THE MOST IMPLEMENTED: 
1. 8 bit and 16 bit machines 
2. USER MODIFIABLE 
3. many applications programs 

$399 complete 
$35 manual only 

VISA, MC, C.00., CHECK, M.O. 

THE ENERCOMP 

COMPANY 


P.O. 13ox 28014 

Lol~ewood, Colorado 80228 


CJOJ) 988-1648 


Also Available Through 

~YFSllCO 

The SoftUJa.re Expre.. Se"'ice 
25 Van Zanr Stret'I •Norwalk. Connec11cu1 06855 

(203)853-6880 • Telex 643788 
and selected dealers. 
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CP/M® DATABASE 

TARBELL DATABASE SYSTEM consists of a series of programs that use a common file format. These 
programs perform often-used functions in an interactive atmosphere. They are provided in both BASIC 
source form and COM file form, and can be run immediately with no other software except CP/ M. 

FEATURES 
• 3 times faster than previous version• CB80 language source and COM files included • extensive HELP 
system• up to 19 files open at once• automatic record lockout on MP/M® • No limit on length or number of 
records • variable length fields • field names of any length • sequential or random files • optional BTREE 
index files • REPORT generator prints from multiple files • MENU • 12-digit BCD numeric precision • 
automatic Julian calendar conversion 

DBQUERY FEATURES 
• improved query language• scope parameters, including NEXT n, REST, ALL• WHILE • 

and UNTIL to stop scanning on a condition• AND and OR operators for condition phrase 

• RUN a command file from disk • DEFINE macro substitution capability • arithmetic - I I 
operators: + - *I "'-with the usual meanings• functions include FRE, SQR, EXP, LOG, SIN, 

· COS, TAN, RECNO (current record number), and RESULT (of last SUM or COUNT) 

DISK CACHE MEMORY 
I/O SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
System keeps the most recently used disk sectors in 
memory for quick access. Transfers are made to and 
from disk directly with memory, using Direct Memory 
Access (DMA) and extended address features on 
TARBELL Double Density Floppy Disk Interface. Sys
tem increases overall speed of operation 2-to-4 times 
for CP/Mand 2-to-3 times forMP/M. Speed of random 
access operations is increased even more than se
quential operations. Output System (BIOS) auto
matically updates disk with latest changes. Disk Cache 
System requires no change in operating procedures. 
It does require the Tarbell CPU 1/0 Board. 

CP/M BIOS CACHE-C -~ 
MP/M XIOS CACHE-M ~ 

TARBELL BASIC 
TARBELL BASIC helps provide speed, debugging, file 
locating and tailoring to requirements. As interpreter it 
allows quick debugging online, rather than having to 
move back and forth through editing, compiling and 
running. By obtaining source as listing or on CP/M 
disk, programmer can remove all portions of inter
preter not required. 

IBASIC FEATURES 
• alphanumeric line labels • assignment of 1/0 
• PUT and GET string and numeric data • un
limited length variable names and strings • pro
cedures with independent variables • up to 64 files 
open at one time 

DISK OR CASSETTE 

•........................................... 

Other TARBELL software available includes Inventory and Sales Order Entry packages - both in 


Ashton-Tate's DBASE-11. Ask for a demo at your nearest TARBELL dealer. 


950 Dovlen Place, Suite B 
Carson, CA 90746 
(213) 538-4251 
Ci rc le 401 on inquiry card. 

MANUFACTURER OF COMPUTERS, 

COMPONENTS AND SORWARE 


CP/M, MP/Mand CBBOare trademarks orDigital Research. 
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Figure 16: The Supplementary Character Set of NAPLPS. 

"pattern" on the template is trans
ferred to the screen, overwriting only 
those areas drawn with the template. 

As mentioned earlier, NAPLPS 
currently specifies three fixed 
character sets and one redefinable 
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character set. The Primary Character 
Set (ASCII) is shown in figure 15 on 
page 236. Most text is taken from this 
set. The ASCII character set is the 
default for the GO and GL sets in 
figure 6. Therefore, it is accessed via 

the usual codes, 32 through 127 
decimal. 

A Supplementary Character Set 
has also been specified in NAPLPS 
(see figure 16). This character set con
tains a smorgasbord of symbols and 
international characters. Most appli
cations will require only a few of 
these symbols. This character set is 
the default for the G2 designated set, 
and must be moved to GL or GR be
fore these characters can be accessed. 

The Mosaic Character Set is the 
third of the fixed sets (see figure 17 on 
page 242). Although the Mosaic 
characters do not look like text 
characters, they are treated exactly 
like text because of their rectangular 
shape. The Mosaics have very little 
use because of the extensive graphics 
capabilities contained in NAPLPS. 
The Mosaics are the default for the 
G3 designated set. Thus, they cannot 
be directly accessed without a G-set 
change. (We should have made it 
harder than that to use.) 

The fourth text set in NAPLPS is 
the Dynamically Redefinable Char
acter Set (DRCS). The templates in 
this character set are initially blank 
rectangles. We can define each tem
plate, however, by using NAPLPS to 
draw a pattern on the unit screen and 
mapping that pattern to the template. 
The pattern can be drawn with either 
graphics or text commands. Once the 
template is defined, it can be used just 
like any other character. (Yes, ex
isting DRCS characters can even be 
used to define a new DRCS 
character.) Thus, the 96 characters in 
the DRCS set can be used to create 
custom fonts and special symbols. 

NAPLPS provides a variety of text
oriented features, which can be ap
plied to any of the four text sets. 
Figure 18 on page 244 illustrates 
many of the available capabilities. In 
parts 2 and 3 of this series, we will 
describe how these features 
selected and applied. 

are 

Graphics Features 
The graphics instructions (~r 

primitives) are specified using codes 
from the Picture-Description Instruc
tion (POI) G-set. As shown in figure 
19 on page 246, the POI G-set is a 
96-character set that is divided into 
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It's the same old 

-~plell. 

For years, people have been 
trying to build a better Apple" IL 

It finally happened. 
Meet the Apple Ile, an 

impressive new version of a 
most impressive machine. 

The "e" means enhanced. 
Which means a bundle of new 
features: 

A standard memory of.64 K 
(versus 48K) that's easily 

expandable. So you can create 
fatter files and crunch larger 
numbers of numbers. 

A new, improved keyboard, 
with a complete set of ASCII 
standard characters. Plus full 
cursor controls, programmable 
function keys, and a rapid 
auto-repeat feature built into 
every key on the board. 

Both upper and lower case 

characters. (And if you want 
to see more of them on the 
screen at one time, a low cost 
80-column text card is available.) 

Improved peripheral ports. 
Which make it a lot easier to 
connect and disconnect game 
controllers, printers and all 
those other wonderful things 
that go with an Apple Personal 
Computer. 



ExceQt for the front,

backand inside. 


Self-diagnostics. That's a 
special feature that makes it 
easy to give your computer a 
thorough check~up. 

Plus an even more reliable 
design. Achieved by reducing 
the number of components
which is to say, the number of 
things that could go wrong. 

And bear in mind, the Ile 
still has all those other virtues 
that made the Apple II so very 
popular. Including access to 
more accessories, peripheral 
devices and software than any 
other personal computer you 
can buy. 

So visit any of our over 1300 

authorized dealers, and see the 
newest Apple for yourself. 

Like the original, it's rather 
extraordinary. But then some 
things never change. 

,,) 
The most personal computer. 

Circle 26 on Inquiry card. 

Call (800) 538-9696 for the location of the authori:ed Apple tka ler nearest you. or for inf ormalion regarding corporate purch;iscs through our N ationol Account Prngram. 

In California (800) 662-9238. Or write Apple Computer Inc.. Advertising and Promotion Dept.. 20525 Mariani Ave.. Cupertino. CA 95014. © 1983 Apple Computer Inc. 




Figure 17: The Mosaic Set. 

two smaller sets. The first 32 umns of the POI G-set are used to en
characters are graphics operation code data for these op codes. These 
codes. These op codes are used to data bytes are encoded and inter
specify text control, drawing preted according to the preceding op 
primitives, and color control. code. Six bits are available for infor

The 64 codes in the right four col- mation in each byte. Many of the op 

codes require multiple data bytes to 
encode one data item. Coordinates, 
for example, are typically encoded in 
3 consecutive data bytes. 

As shown in figure 20 on page 250, 
this distinction of op codes and data 
within the POI G-setleads to a conve
nient decoding structure. Once it has 
been determined that a code falls in 
the POI set, bit 6 (the seventh from 
the right) can be used to determine if 
an op code is specified or data. If bit 6 
is 0, the byte is interpreted as an op 
code; if it is 1, it is a data byte. 

Such a distinction is necessary be
cause the picture-description instruc
tions have been set up so that a 
variable amount of data can follow 
an op code. The bytes following the 
op code are assumed to be data as 
long as bit 6 is a 1. 

Figure 21 on page 250 illustrates 
how text, graphics, and color can be 
integrated to draw a simple picture. 
Approximately 180 bytes of NAPLPS 
were needed to specify this picture. In 
parts 2 and 3, we will describe in 
detail how graphics commands for 
such pictures are encoded. 

Control 
Up to this point, the emphasis has 

been on the 96-character G-sets. Two 
C-sets (control sets), CO and Cl, are 
also specified in NAPLPS. These con
trol sets contain the codes needed to 
accomplish the G- and C-set swap
ping. They also contain codes for 
moving the cursor, controlling the 
ORCS, clearing the screen, and so on. 

Figure 22 on page 252 illustrates the 
CO and Cl control sets. The CO set 
should be familiar to those of you 
who have worked with ASCII. The 
Cl set contains a variety of codes 
associated with the new features of 
NAPLPS. 

A mechanism has been provided, 
but not used, that allows C-sets to be 
changed like G-sets. The C-sets were 
originally going to be used whenever 
a small (fewer than 32) number of 
similar codes were added to 
NAPLPS. As it turns out, the 
96-character G-sets have proven to be 
more useful. The C-sets have ended 
up becoming a catchall for codes that 
do not seem to "fit" (either physically 
or logically) anywhere else. This 
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from the 8 bit 6809 microprocessor allowing it to 

outperform many 16 bit systems 


With the UniFLEX™ Operating System, the 
8 bit 6809 microprocessor can 
perform as well as larger CPUs in a multi
user, multi-tasking environment. 

Independentlydeveloped from the 
ground up,UniFLEX'" closely models the 
features found in the UNIX'" Operating 
System. And in two years of use, UniFLEX'" 
has proven the abilities of the 6809 to 
perform large system functions when 
incorporated into a properly designed 
mainframe. 

Some of the features supported include: 
• full multi-user, multi-tasking capabilities 
• hierarchical file systems 
• device independent 1/0 
• four Gigabyte disk capacities 
• full file protection 
• inter-task communication via pipes 
• 1/0 redirection 
• task swapping for efficient memory 

usage 
• full random-access files 
• comprehensive shell command 

language 
• foreground-background Jobs 
• electronic mail and printer spooling 
• system accounting facilities 

The support software currently available 
for use under UniFLEX'" is extensive. 
Asampling of the programs available 
includes: 
• native C compiler (full 

implementation) 
• native Pascal compiler 
• FORTRAN 77 ANSI Subset compiler 
• COBOL compilerwith ISAMfiles, Report 

Writer& Sort/ Merge 
• Extended BASIC interpreter 
• Extended BASIC precompiler 
• text editing and processing software 
• enhanced printer spooler 
• variety of absolute and relocatable 

assemblers 
• debug and diagnostic packages 

Technical Systems Consultants, Inc. also 
offers a line ofsingle user FLEX'" software 
products for 6800 and 6809 processors. 
For those having an absolute need fora 
16 bit processor, UniFLEX'" will be avail
able through OEM licensing arrange
ments for the 68000 microprocessor. 
Please call orwriteforadditional 
information on individual products or 
OEM licensing arrangements. 

UNIX'" is a trademark ofBell Laboratories. 

FLEX'" and UnlFLEX'" ore trademarks ofTechnlcoi 

Systems Consullonts, Inc. 


L~ technical 1yAerTlf
con1ultant1.inc. 

111 Providence Rood 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 

(919)493-1451 




the rest of NAPLPS in an elegantTHIS IS WORD 

WRAP manner. Certain areas or fields of the 
unit screen can be designated as userScALiNg THIS IS NOT WO 


RD WRAP 
 input areas. These areas are called un
protected fields. 

The user can enter information into 
the unprotected fields using a variety 
of input devices such as keyboards, 
light pens, joysticks, graphics tablets, Proportional Spacing 
and even a "mouse." Information 
entered in the fields is stored as 

p::u 	 NAPLPS data. The user must even
0 CHARACTER 
-f 	 tually indicate (usually via a SendT
!::> 
-f H key) that all the information has been 
0 entered and should be sent to theCURSOR CONTROLz host. 

When the host computer receives 
Figure 18: Some examples of the text and Mosaic features of NAPLPS. the block of information, it may or 

may not decode it, depending on the 
compromise was not desired, but overlooked. User input is needed to application. For example, a graphics 
compromises such as this occur fre allow a terminal user to enter infor electronic-mail message would mere
quently when standards are being mation that will eventually be sent to ly be sent to the appropriate ad
developed. the central host computer. This input dressee and would not have to be 

could be used to request information decoded. 
User Input from a database, order products, The text of a message does not have 

Because of the heavy emphasis on schedule an airline reservation, or to be entered on rigid lines as in most 
text and graphics in NAPLPS, the send electronic mail. terminal systems. In applications 
user-input features are often User input has been integrated with such as electronic mail, a user who 

A Complete Winchester/Floppy Disk System. 

• 	 Disk controller with 4 ports; supports wide range of drives; 5 y, • 
and s~drives con be on same cable. 

• 	 Z80 CPU includes 4MHz, 64KRAM, 2 serial 1/0, I parallel, CTC. 
• 	 Supports IOMB streaming tape. CPIM® and BIOS included. 
• Package price: $1, 195.00. 

Moy be purchased separately. Disk and streaming drives available. ,,_SIGEN Corporation 
1800 Wyatt Dr., #6, Santa Clara, CA 95054 
Contoct: Allen Hauptman, 408/988-2527 
CP/M is o trademork of Digital Research. 

BDOSERROR 
ON B:BAD SECTOR 

t:fFA 0¥ ?:If' o ~ 
1JE>=i1= © !i { v 

Before disk errors ruin your work again order BAD LIM. 

• 	 BADLIM assures the reliability of your CP/M 
computer. 

• 	 You can use your disks 10 times longer without 
losing your data AND your time. 

• 	 BAD LIM checks thoroughly your disk marking all 
the blocks which have defective sectors. The 
operating system will know that those sectors 
should be sk ipped. 

• 	 BAD LIM is the only program that gives protection 
for soft and hard errors. 

• 	 The first time BADLIM will list which files in your 
disk are on bad sectors, so you can take action to 
correct it. 

• 	 But thereafter the bad areas in your disk will be 
automatically by-passed. 

• 	 For CP/M 1.4 single density and for CP/M 2.xx of 
any format an d density. It is a must for Winchester 
as the media cannot be replaced. 

BAD LIM cost only $73. Whatever the reason you have 
10 use a computer you need BAD LIM. Contact your 
dealer or ca ll us today: 

BLAT R&D Corp., 8016 188th. St SW, Edmonds 

WA 98020. Phone: (206] 771-1408 BADIJM 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED. 
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INTERNAL DISKS FOR IBM 
Complete IBM Disk Sy1tem1 . . . . . $CALL 

i:~~~~ :~:=~~:: g::~ :0d~~g:: ::=: ~:: 
HARD DISKS FOR IBM 

Complete 5 llMll· Sy.lema ... from $15118 
MullkomputerNetworll Sy1tem1 •••liable 

MONITORS FOR IBM 
Green • hi reaolutlon ... . . ..... from $811 
Matching PGS Color • auper hi '" . $Call 

OUADBOARD FOR IBM 
lncludea 64k to 2561< additional Memory, 
Serial & Parallel Port and Calendar Clock 

ADDITIONAL MEMORY FOR IBM 
16k Chips . . .. . . ... . . . . .. .. . .. . . ea~h $2 
64k Chips ... . ... . ..... . .. . .. . ..... $Call 

PRINTER FOR IBM 
Epson, Star & other matrix printers . $Call 
NEC 3550 Splnwrlter IBM version . . $Call 

ATAi'll 800 COMPUTER 
ATARI 610 DISK DRIVES 

Percom Double Den11ty EXT. DRIVES 
ATARI 850 Interlace and Cable 

Compatible PRINTERS and Cabl91 

APPLE . 

Fire! DISK DRIVE w/controller, DOS 3.3, 
cabin and manual .. .. $419 

Second DISK DRIVE with Clble . . .. $319 
APPLE to EPSON card and cable 

z 80 Card . . . ...... .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . IC.II 
RAM Card . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cell 
Printer Interlace Card•. . . . . . . . . . . . . Cell 
Graphic Printer Interlace Cllrd .. . -. . $13111 
Graphic Spooler Interlace Card/1& to IMk 

TANDON DRIVES 
TCS DRIVE CABINET Is lnduatrlal grade 
heavy guage metal, aalely luaed, and 
comee with gold plated external connector 
with extender Clble. 

1 DRIVE In C•blnet 
40 track 1lngle 1lded .............. . =49 
llO track (d,,.I 1lded 40 track) . . . .. . 
180 track (dual 1lded 80 track) . . . . . II 

1 DRIVE/Double C•blnet 
40 track 1lngla 1lded . . . . . . .. . . ... · 151111 
80 track (dual •lded 40 track) . ' .. . . 
lllO track (dual 1lded 80 track) . . . . 1111 

2 DRIVES/Double C•blnet 
40 track 1lngle 1lded .. . •. . ••••. .... $43111 
80 track (dual •lded 40 track•) .... . $a30 
180 track (dual •lded 80 track•) . . . . $649 

Drive• In cabinei. come -mbled/laled 
with po-r 1upply. Order cable Mparately. 

BARE DRIVES ONLY 
40 !rack 1lngle 1lded . ~LL 
80 track (dual 1lded 40 track) : L-L 
180 track (dual 1lded 80 track) . . ALL 
6 Inch Slimline egl/dbl 1lded . . CALL 
Wlnchnter hard drlv• 5·30 meg $CALL 

CORVUS HARD DISK 
CORVUS HARD DISKS 
Call for '83 prices  lowest anywhere 
Add 5. 10 or 20 megabytes olatorage to your TASSO, IBM, Apple, Atari, Heath, Zenith, 
lnteriec. S·100 and many others. One or several computers can share a hard disk. Get 
simultaneous access to data for multiple users. AVAILABLE NOW at SUPER SAVINGS. 

PRINTERS . 
TCS has the LOWEST PRICES on IN STOCK PRINTERS! 

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS 
STAR GEMINI 

Better than Epson and coats leas! 
100 cps . . 180 day warranty 

Bit Image AND Block Graph[Cll 
Friction Feed and Pin Feed paper 

STAR GEMINI 10 (10 Inch carriage) $Call 
STAR GEMINI 15 (15 inch carriage) $Call 
C.ITOH 6510 I TEC: I PMC . . . .. . . . . $Call 
DMP 100 . . .. . .. . ... . . . .. .... .. . ... $349 
DMP 200 . ... .. . . .. . .. . . ....... . ... $689 
DMP 400 . . . .... . . . . . ..... . ....... $1029 

MATRIX PRINTERS 
C.ITOH F- 10 (40 cps) ..... . . . ..... $1595 
DAISY WHEEL 11 (RS) . . . .. . • , . . .. $1695 
NEC 3510 I 3530 I 3550 .. . .... . .. . . $Call 
NEC 7710 I 7730 . . .... . .. . ... .. .. . $Call 
SMITH CORONA TP-1 .... . .. , ... . . $649 
BROTHER I COMREX . . . ... . , . . .. . $629 

EPSON PRINTERS 
EPSON MX 80 . . . . . ... . ... . . . . ... $CALL 
EPSON MX 80 FT . . .......... . . · t CALL 
EPSON MX 100 FT ... . . . .... .... CALL 

DMP 500 ........ . ..... . ... ... .... $1564 
ANADEX 9501-A . . .... . . . .... . ... $1395 
CENTRONICS 352 I 353 .. . . . ... . .. $Call 

GRAPHTRAXPLUScomelraelnEPSONS .. 

OKIDATA printers .. $Call for Low Prices 
Cable• and lnlarlacea available 

for moat popular computare 

For fas t. eff1c1ent service Heart Of we ca n air fr eight lrom Dallas 

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
P.O. Box 1327 Arlington, Texas 76004-1327 

TEXAS ORDERS 817/274-5625 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 817/274-9221 
ORDER STATUS 817/277-1913 

TELEXfTWX/Easylink ELN 62100790 

* 800 433-5184 
No tax out ol elate. Texan• add 5-.. Prlcea 1ub)ect to change at any time. 

TCS MODEL Ill 48k 2 DISK 
S,-.-.... 1• tlay TCS ._.., ..._,. 

$1695 
With 1tandard 40 track 
double den11ty drlva. 

Over 340,000 bytes. 
lncluda TDOS. 

$1995 
With 2 dual hMded 40 
track dbl .den11ty drlva. 

Over 730,000 byta. 
lncludM OOSPLUS 3.4 

($1SO value) 

Fully auembled and lated 1y1tem1 that are eoltware compatible and functionally 
lden!ICll to Radio Shack unite told at computer 1tor91 for $hundreda more. 
o 	CONTROLLER BOARDS are high quality double 1lded epoxy board1 with gold 

plated contact•. 
o POWER SUPPLY 11 the finest awltchlng type available. 
o MOUNTING HARDWARE lncluda power and data Clblea. 
o DISK DRIVES are Tandon. the aame onea uaed by Radio Shack . .. 40 track, double 

den1lty. with a 5 mllllaecond 1tepplng rate. 

TCS MODEL Ill DISK EXPANSION KITS 
1 Controller. Po- Supply, Mounting Hardware & ln1trucllon1 $3711 
2 Controller. Po-r Supply, Herdware & one 40 track Tandon drive $577 
3 Controller. Po- Supply, Hardware. two 40 track Tandon drl.... 32k memory 

(everything you ....i for 2 drive 481< upgr-) $71111 
311 Kit 3 but wllh two 80 track dri... (d,,.I lided 40a) $111111 

3b Kit 3 but with lwo 180 track drlva (dual 1lded 80I) .... . .. . .... .. . . .. .. . $1189 

MODEL Ill SYSTEMS COLOR COMPUTER 
Original 90 day manufacturer'• warranly. Original 90 day manufacturer'• warranty. 

MODEL 111 4k ............. . ....... $596 
 COLOR COMPUTER 18k . . . . . . . . . $249 
MODEL Ill 16k . .. ...... . . . . .... .. . $Call COLOR COMPUTER 18k ext ....... $335 
MODEL Ill 32k ... . ...... ... .. .. ... $Call COLOR COMPUTER 32k ext .. ... . . $Call 
MODEL Ill 48k ... ....... . .. ... .... $Call COLOR COMPUTER DISK 0 . .. . . . . $479 
MODEL 111 48k 2 Drive RS232 .. . ... $Call COLOR COMPUTER DISK 1 . .. . .. . $349 

TCS MODEL Ill Syetem• UM original RS TCS COLOR COMPUTERS uM original 
hardware and quality TCS memory. RS hardware & TCS memory. 

180 day limited warranty. 180 day warranty. 

TCS COLOR COMPUTER 32k ext . . $379 
TCS MODEL 111 32k ... . .... . ... . .. $798 
TCS MODEL Ill 16k . . . . ... . . .... .. $Call 

TCS COLOR COMPUTER DISK 0 .. $449 
TCS MODEL 111 48k . . ... . .. . .. .... $828 TCS COLOR COMPUTER DISK 1 .. $2•111 

TCS 32k MEMORY . .. $79
Graen or Amber Langley Slnc:lalr CRT !or 
your cu1tomlzed Model Ill ... •.. . . . $Call 

Model II •• Model 16 •• Accessories •• $CALL 
TCS 11 an auth0<1Ied TR5-llO <!Mier F701 In Bradv. Teu 

DEALER INQUIRIES Invited on all TCS MODEL Ill Systems and Kita 

............................................................ 


CUSTOM SOFTWARE FROM TCS 
BTRE E Scratchpad BTREE Library BTREE Mail List 

$39.95 $39.95 $49.95 

TCS Exclusive THE PRODUCER $149.95 

The ultimate eolutlon In creating your owncu1tom eoltware. llyou're In a jam and Cln't 
find a program to Ill your need•. uMthl1 fut and 1lmple Program °""91opment Sy1tem 
to tailor make a 1olutlon to your problem. Cuatom dMlgn your own ecraen format with 
complete control ~ the number ol charactare ualgned to each field. Fully view and 
edit all lleld1 at all tlmee. Create a B-Trae llructurecf Illa allowing you to accn1 data 
repldly and without eortlng. One key acceaa to UMr-deelgned Mll·help or prompt 
l11lor1natlon. Expand your progrem to 1upport up to 8 carculatlon• for each data field. 

AN D MUCH MUCH MOR.E. 
This system comes complete with Ii. own Disk Operating System. It will make you a 
master ol your software needs without hiring a programmer. Or II you are a 
programmer, this system will aave you hundreds ol houra In detlgn work for your 
clients. Saving time Is saving money! 

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE ON TCS PROGRAM GENERATOR 
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DISTINCTIVE 
for the 

IBMPC 

A Serious Monthly Magazine 
for the IBM PC User 

Each issue: is packnl with in -<lc:pth han.Jwarc: 
& software: rt:\ ic:ws, <lc:taik<l how-to artidc:s, 
rc:a<lc:r tips, Q& A, spc:dal intc:rc:st columns 
an<l much morc:...dc:arly written for eithc:r 
novice: or computc:r vc:tc:ran. 

In Recent Issues: 

• A Primc:r on Modems. 

•Legal Rights of Software: Buyc:rs. 

•How to make: your BASIC programs 
run fa.~tc:r. 

•Word Processing from A-Z. 

•BASIC v. Pascal: Which is for you? 

•How to Pro~ram your Printer for 
maximum performance. 

•Free Utility Programs 

DON'T MISS ANOTHER 
EXCITING ISSUE
SUBSCRIBE NOW! 
12 Colorful issues $24.00 

CALL TOLL FREE: 
800-824-7888 operator 77 

California only 
800-852· 7777 operator 77 

WELCOME! 

Or we'll bill you. 

For more info & foreign rates, write: 

Personal Computer Age 
10057 Commerce Ave. 

Tujunga, CA 91042 
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Figure 19: The operation codes (or op codes) of the Picture-Description Instruction 
(POI) G-set. The four columns on the right (that is, bits 0 through 5) are used as data for 
various op codes. 



Introducing ... 

The IS Pipeline"' Random Access Printing Buffer. 

Insert pictures. graphics or spread-sheet data into reports. Duplicate 
form letters-automatically changing addresses on each. Now. all 
your programs can work together to produce printed output. 
For the first time ever. here is a buffer that not only frees your fast com
puter from your slow printer but also allows you to rearrange. compose 
and copy your data on its way to the printer. 
• Random Access Printing-stores paragraphs or pictures for printing 

in any order-any number of times. 
• FIFO Printing-conventional first-in first-out operation. 
• Compression of data for efficient utilization of memory space. 
• Ability to interrupt long-term buffer operations for straight-thru short-


term printing. 

• Simple Erase feature to clear buffer. 
• Autor,natic duplicat,ian capability. 
• Easily expandable. by you. from 8K Bytes to 128K Bytes. 
The IS Pipeline is Universal-it works with any parallel (Centronics • 
style) computer/printer combination . A special version is available for 
PKASO™ Printer Interfaces. 
The IS Pipeline is a self-contained unit with operating manual. cables 
and power supply included. 
For more information on t·he truly revolutionary IS Pipeline Random 
Access Printing Buffer. call us today. 

Interactive Structures Inc. 
146 Montgomery Avenue 
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004 ·centronics 1s o trademark ol Cenlfon.c:iiOafo ComouterCorp

Telephone: (215) 667-1713 
Circle 213 on Inquiry card. The IS Pipeline™ Random Access Printing Buffer is patent pending. 



YOU'LL NEVER 

A 11NAKED11 

puter is any computer that sits on a 
or desk top, without a TouchMat'" static 
table mat di'ecUy under it. 

During the dry winter heating season, you are 
probably more aware of static electricity because 
you can feel it. Howeve-, your computer is 
vulnerable to a much smaller ZAP than you can 
possibly feel, and that level of static may occur at 
any time of the year. Even ai' conditioning can 
aggavate the problem by drying the ai'. 

IT ONLY TAKES ONE ZAP to make your perfectly 
COflllUter act i'rational and temperamental. 

rienced computer users know that static 
el~ cannot be completely eliminated from the 

ronment or the microcomputer, since people 
are prime generators of static. The best solution is 
to channel static charges harmlessly away before 
they have a chance to spark to sensitive 
components and accessories. 

,may 
static charges 

rson moves around 
al may create a 

Discharging to a metal 
provide a false sen 
are easily built up agai 
at the computer. AJ 
potentially haz or annoying 'hard spark." 

...OUCH!)(Yoo know.. 

THE TOUCHMAT SITS ON THE TABLE, di'ectty 
under the computer, withn easy reach of your 
hands and fingers. To discharge static from your 
body, simply touch mat before turning on comiuter. 
and then periodically during operation 

Discharging takes less than a second, does not 
produce a spark, and is absolutely assured by the 
simple fact that your skin contacts the mat directly. 
(The sweat layer of the hlJnan skin is a primary 
conductor of electricity.) Anytime your hands or 
wrists rest on the mat, static discharge is 
automatic. 

TouchMat™ 

INSTEAD. 



TOUCH 
COMPUTER AGAINI 

corrputer users in offices, homes and schools 
everywhere are protecting their computer 
i'lvestment with a TouchMat. 

f f f f f f f 

TouchMat is a trademark of, and is manufac 
exclusively by: Computerware Inc. 

315 South Third Street 
Stillwater, Minnesota 55082 
(612) 430-2060 

A DRAMATIC IMPROVEMENT OVER 
CONDUCTIVE FLOOR MATS, the TouchMat does 
not require users to wear leather-soled shoes for 
effective static discharge. A floor mat may be 
rendered virtually i1effective by today's popular 
synthetic and rubber-soled shoes, which insulate 
the user. 

TtE BEST THING NEXT TO YOUR 
COMPUTER, the cushioning material of the 
Touct-Mat also serves to dampen noise and 
vbration, and prevents your computer from sliding 
around on the desktop. Available in a computer
corrpatible beige, 24" x 26", it accommodates all 
popular micros. 

IF YOU'RE UNCOMFORTABLE NOW, ABOUT 
YOUR •NAKED" COMPUTER -you should be. 
Static problems cost you time and money. Prudent 

PUT STATIC CONTROL AT YOUR FINGERTIPS! 
Save $10 off the suggested retai price of $89. 
Take this coupon to your computer store or office 
supply dealer and ask for the TouchMat by name. 
For the name of your nearest TouchMat dealer,call 
tel-free: 

..-.::.&.:.,j~"""""~~""""""· ... outside Minnesota only. 
(Minnesota residents can collect (612) 430-2062. 
Twin Cities area dial direct.) 

II not yet available Jn your areE1, you may order 
direct for a limited time only. Allo.v 4-6 weeks for 
delivery. Visa and MasterCard accepted. Shlppiog 
and handlf~ charges extra 

Dealer inquiries welcome. 

Save $1 Oon the Touch Mat! 
ii Ille 11!!aller. Computerware Inc. will reimburse ~u forthe face value of this 
coupon plus 20C tor handling if ~u recei\! tt on the sale of the specttied
product and tt upon request ~u submit evidence of purchase ol sufficient 
stock to CO\!r coupons presented. Coupon may not be assigned. banslerred or 
reproduced. Customer must p.1'/a_ny sales tax.Void where prohibited, taxed. or 
restricted by law. Good only in U.s.A. Coupon will not be honored tt presented 
ttrW!11 outside agencies, brolers or others who are not retai ootrilutOfs of 
our merchandise or specifically authOfized 17" us to p111Sent coupons tor re
~JJ.liOn Mail to: Computerware Inc., 315 Solllh Thtrd Street. Stillwater. MN 
55a82. 800--328-0223". (612) 430-2060 Minnesota. 
·outside Minnesota only 

This coupon good only on purchase ol product indicated.Aey other use consti
tutes fraud and may void all other coupons submitted !Of redemption. 

LIMIT - ONE COUPON PER MAT. 
OfferexpilliSMarch 31, 1983. StoreCoupon B654321 



SIGNIFIES OP CODE 

Ix o ' I 
I c c c c c I OP CODE 

SIGNIFIES DATA BYTE 

IX!• d d d d d d I 
DATAddd d d d l 
BYTES... 

ccccc - OP CODE, 0 - 31 

dddddd - 6 BITS OF DATA PER BYTE 

Figure 20: In the POI G-set of NAPLPS, 
op codes are distinguished from data 
bytes by bit 6. If bit 6 is 0, the byte is an 
op code; otherwise, it is a data byte. 

has the appropriate input device can 
even send handwritten messages 
using NAPLPS as the encoding mech
anism. 

The best analogy to describe user 
input in NAPLPS is to imagine that 
the user is handed one or more blank 
sheets of paper. (When the three-

POINTS 

• • 

0 ARCS 

REC TA NGLES 

POLYGONS 

Figure 21: Some examples of pictures that can be created with NAPLPS instructions. 
Approximately 180 bytes would be used to encode the entire figure. The signature alone 
requires 51 bytes. 

dimensional mode is supported, the warded to another user (electronic 
user will be given an empty box.) The mail), stored for later recall, or 
user is able to type on the paper, analyzed by the host. The analysis by 
draw a sketch on the paper, or do the host can be minimal or extensive, 
anything that his or her terminal again depending on the application. 
allows. At this point, remember that 

The "paper" is eventually passed to NAPLPS is only a sixth-level 
a host computer, where it can be for- specification in a seven-level model. 

Get the best ofyour first micro. 
There's an easier way. 

It's called dBASE II;™ a relational 
database management system that uses 
powerful, English-like commands. 

With a word or two, you create 
databases, append new data, update, 
modify and replace fields, records and 
entire databases. Display any informa
tion, report months worth of data in 
minutes and zip through input screens 
and output forms. 

You can use it interactively and get 
your answers right now. Or save your 
instructions and repeat everything with 
two words: do Manhours, do Project X, 
do whatever has to be done. 

It's being used for accounting, project 
management and hundreds of other 
applications. 

To try dBASE II free for 30 days, 
drop by your local computer store. 
Or if they're sold out, call us at 
(213) 204-5570. If you don't like it, 
you get your money back. 

But we think you'll keep it. 
Because having dBASE II is like 

having a black belt in micros. 
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Ashton~ate 
© 1982 A shton-Tate 
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research 

Circle 34 on Inquiry card. 



Deciding Which Computer to Buy 

Of the 1 .9 million people who bought small computers lost 
year. over 20,000 of them bought the wrong computer for 
their needs. And no wonder. New products ore introduced 
into the marl1et at a breathtaking pace. The language 
question. The terminology problem -RAMs, ROMs. bits, 
bytes. bauds. protocols and processors. What's important? 
What's standard and what's optional? Even the dealers ore 
confused . 

To help you tackle this problem. we pulled together many of 
our sources -including leading experts in the field, 
manufacturers. marl1eting analysts, computer dealers and 
customers. In addition, we utilized computer user groups, 
clubs and associations throughout the United States. contacts 
in Japan and numerous industry and business publications. 
COMPUTER GUIDE 1983 is the natural result of learning from 
the l1nowledge and mistol1es of more than one million 
people. 

The following steps will help you with your computer 
shopping -whether you're buying your first computer. or 
updating the one you hove. COMPUTER GUIDE 1983 con 
help you mol1e the right decision . 

1 . What is the computer to be used for? 

You may wont to use it for entertainment. financial planning, 
learning how to speol1 a foreign language. office worl1. 
drawing and many other tosl1s a computer does well. The 
possible uses of a computer ore as varied as human activities. 

2. Which program will do the best job? 

There ore thousands of application programs on the marl1et 
to consider. It is the program that gives you the power to 
control the actions of the computer. You must choose the right 
application program. 

Thefirst section of COMPUTER GUIDE 1983 surveys each of the 
application programs available with computers today. 
Similar programs ore grouped together and compared -one 
against another. COMPUTER GUIDE 1983 contains over 2 .000 
application programs. grouped in over 1DO categories 
-including programs for accounting, management , 
professional uses, word processing, graphics, research. 
games, learning and special applications. Programs ore 
described using comparison charts -listing for each 
application program: the program name. computer(s) and 
system configurotion(s) required. the documentation 
available and the price. 

COMPUTER GUIDE 1983 provides you with a quicl1 and 
efficient way of deciding which application program and 
which computer and options for that computer can do the 
right job for you. 

J. The language? 

You cannot get a computer to do anything useful unless you 
know how to toll1 to it. This is no easy task 13ut , COMPUTER 
GUIDE 1983 con help. 

The second section of COMPUTER GUIDE 1983 guides you in 
selecting the right language. Different dialects of languages 
are grouped in their generic catego1y. The 13ASIC language. 
for example, is a generic name and hos many dialects 
-including Microsoft 13osic, Atari 13asic. 13osic Plus and 13asic-80. 

COMPUTER GUIDE and CESS ore trademarks of Computer & Electronic lupply 
Services. P.O. Dox 345. MIT Drench P.O. Cambridge. MA 02139. 

Each of these languages have their own machine 
requirements. COMPUTER GUIDE 1983 provides the nome, 
machine and machine requirements, documentation and 
price of over 500 dialects, for over 50 languages. COMPUTER 
GUIDE 1983 helps you solve the language problem. 

4. What about the machine? 

Depending on your needs, there will probably be several 
computers still in the running . Now the decision is based on 
the guts of the machines (hardware). COMPUTER GUIDE 1983 
compares machine characteristics in an easy to follow 
format. You don't hove to be on electrical engineer to mal1e 
on intelligent decision. 

The solution is to worl1 top down and not to go any further 
down than is needed. Your uses for the computer determines 
which machine characteristics ore important. COMPUTER 
GUIDE 1983 divides the machine into five areas -the 
l1eyboord, video display. printer, other peripherals and 1/0. 
processor and memory and direct access storage. These five 
areas correspond to your basic machine needs. For example. 
on accountant needs a l1eyboord with a numeric l1eypod; 
word processing requires a printer; games utilize a video 
display; a mathematician wonts o very fast machine; lots of 
memory is best when using the LISP language; and so on, as 
the hardware combines with the application program to 
develop a complete computer system . 

COMPUTER GUIDE 1983 contains machine descriptions for 
over 250 computer systems. produced by over 150 
manufacturers. Information is displayed in spreadsheets 
-allowing you to get the information you need. You don't 
have to bother with extraneous details and cumbersome 
text. COMPUTER GUIDE 1983 can accommodate millions of 
people in mol1ing the right decision, as varied as those 
decisions will be. 

5. Where to buy the chosen computer system. 

COMPUTER GUIDE 1983 lists hundreds of vendors. by 
geographical location. and by the products they sell. It also 
provides additional consumer information. The first ship date. 
the ship rote. the number installed to dote, prices and what 
that includes. purchasing terms and warranties. COMPUTER 
GUIDE 1983 contains the names. addresses and phone 
numbers of hundreds of manufacturers. dealers and stores 
throughout the United States. 

No one wins when you buy the wrong computer or computer 
product. Mol1e the right decision . Use COMPUTER GUIDE 
1983. 

~----------------------------------------
Send me COMPUTER GUIDE 1983 
The complete computer buyer's guide. 

I'm enclosing my check tor $32. 75p/us $1.50 for shipping. 
(Mass. residents add 5% sales tax.) 

Mail to: CESS 
P.O. Box 345, MIT Branch P.O. 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 491 ·8925 

Name ~--------------------
Address__________________ 

City, State and Zip______________ 

Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery. 
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Figure 22: The two control sets used in NAPLPS. 

NAPLPS merely provides a vehicle that will run on NAPLPS. Many 
for the seventh level · (commonly special applications can be developed 
called the application level) that com and standardized at level 7 using 
prises the application programs and NAPLPS as a foundation. These ap
software (e.g., a banking program) plications may be very specialized 
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and might use only a subset of 
NAPLPS . 

When we discuss user input, it 
should be noted that NAPLPS was 
not developed as a standard to be 
used for massive amounts of data en
try in large data-processing centers. 
NAPLPS was developed to be used 
by people at home, at work, and at 
play. It was designed to be elegant 
and free-form. 

NAPLPS was designed in this man
ner based on the assumption that 
most people do not want to interact 
with computers in robot-like ways. 
People will enter data by looking at 
menus and pointing to selections, 
rather than learning some complex 
command syntax. As we mentioned 
earlier, with a graphics tablet or other 
digitizer, people will even be able to 
input handwritten messages. Studies 
have shown that people want as 
much of their personality as possible 
to be reflected in their communica
tion. And they expect that if they 
enter something reasonable, that it 
should be accepted and handled in a 
reasonable manner. 

Macros 
Macros (or macroinstructions) are 

specified in NAPLPS to reduce the 
amount of data that must be trans
mitted from the host to the terminal. 
Macros provide a mechanism where
by a frequently used multibyte string 
of text and/ or graphics can be repre
sented by a single-character macro. If 
the name of that macro appears later 
in the incoming data stream, the ter
minal retrieves the multibyte string 
and inserts it into the incoming 
stream in place of the macro name. 

Once the string has been inserted 
into the incoming stream, the ter
minal processes it as if it had come 
from the host. Also, nesting of 
macros is allowed so that one macro 
can be used to retrieve several other 
macros. Of course, you must be 
careful to avoid looping and recursive 
macros that will endlessly refer to 
each other. 

Ninety-six macro names are avail
able. NAPLPS allows a unique, vari
able-length string to be stored for 
each name. Also, macros can be used 
in two directions: from the host to the 



SALES COMPANY 

SAVE ON ••• COMPUTERS· MONITORS 

PRINTERS •PERIPHERALS ·SUPPLIES* 


Amdek Color I Monitor 
Our Lowest Price Ever I 

Manufacturers 
Suggested 
Retail Price ~ 

449.00OME~315
PRICE 

IDS 480 Microprism 
NEW"Moisey™ "Print Quality 

Manufacturers 
Suggested 
Retail Price 

699.00OME~549
PRICE 

OMEGA SALE .PRICED PRINTERS MONITOR BARGAINS FROM OMEGA 
DIABL0620 ........................ . 1,259.00 AMDEK VIDEO 300 MONITOR .......... . 139.00 
IDS PRISM 132 (COLOR) w/ ACCESS ...... . 1,559.00 AMDEK COLOR 111-RGB MONITOR ...... . . 399.00 
C-ITOH PROWRITER 8510 AP ... . .. ... .. . 459.00 ELECTROHOME 13" RGB HIGH RES....... . 649.00 
NEC 3510 SPINWRITER ........ ..... ... . 1,499.00 NEC JB1201M(A) 12" GREEN MONITOR . .. . 169.00 
NEC 3550 (IBM) ..... .... .......... .. . 1,995.00 USI P-2 12" GREEN MONITOR .......... . 159.00 
OKIDATA MICROLINE 83A PRINTER ...... . 679.00 USI P-3 12" AMBER MONITOR . ........ . . 175.00 


MODEMS ON SALE THIS MONTH BIG SAVINGS ON ACCESSORIES 
HAYES MICROMODEM II (APPLE II) . . . . . . . 289.00 MICROSOFT SOFTCARD PREMIUM SYSTEM. 579.00 
HAYES SMART MODEM 300 baud . . . . . . . . . 230.00 MICROSOFT 64K RAMCARD for IBM .. . . . . 269.00 
SIGNALMAN MODEM (AT ARI 850) . . . . . . . 85.00 ORANGE MICRO GRAPPLER+ . ......... . 120.00 
SIGNALMAN MODEM (IBM PC) . . . . . . . . . . 159.00 RANA ELITE I w/ CONTROLLER ........ . . 439.00 

UNADVERTISED SPECIALS ON • COMREX • EPSON • ALTOS • SMITH CORONA 
•All Equipment Factory Fresh w I MFT Warranty • Prices Do Not Include Shipping Charges •Mass. Residents Add 5% Sales Tax 

ACCESSORIES & SUPPLIES SOFTWARE 
OMEGA Hos A Complete line of Accessories & OmegoCories Software by the following 

Supplies for the Apple II and many other companies: 

Popular Computers by manufacturers like: •American Business Systems• Ashton Tote 

• D.C. Hyes •Microsoft• Tymac 	 • Dakin 5 • Innovative Software• Microsoft 
• M & R Enterprises • Mountain Computers • Sorcim • Stoneware• Visicorp 
• Kensington Microware • Practical Peripherals 
• T.G. Products• Videx 

• 	PRICES. SPECIFICATIONS AND 
AVAILABILITY OF ADVERTISED 
MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

MAGNETIC MEDIA 
OMEGA Stocks Diskettes by: 
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Everybody's

Logic Analyzer 


U Channels 
16 Words 

A logic probe and oscilloscope are no 
longer adequate for analysis in today's 
digital world. For testing or debugging 
microcomputer or other digital logic 
circuits you need a real logic analyzer. 

The LA-12 captures, stores and displays 
TTL and LSTTL digital data so that 
the instantaneous meaning of the data 
stream (e.g. data value, ASCII code, 
address) can be understood and 
analyzed long after the actual events 
have passed. 

• Easy to Use • IO MHz • Clock 
Qualifier • Trigger input • 3 Trigger 
Qualifiers • Built-in LED Display 
No oscilloscope needed • Compact 
• Expandable • Low Cost 


30 day trial 

Purchase an LA-12, use it, and if you a re not 
completely satisfied, return it within 30 days 
and receive a full refund. 

Free Offer 
If you order within 45 days, and mention this 
magazine, you will receive a $49.95 input cable 
fr ee with each LA-12 ordered. 

Save $28.95 
In addit ion, if you enclose payment with your 
order you can deduct 5"1o and we will pay 
shipping charges. 
All prices are in US dollars for 120VAC. 


To order in th e Continental US call 


TOLL FREE 
____ .!,:(8QQ.)~28-6502__ _ _ 

1 
Connecticut microcomputer, Inc. 
36 Del Mar Drive, Brookfield, CT 06804 
(203) 775-4595 TWX: 710-456-0052 

Q Description Price . Total 

Logic Analyzer $379.00 

Input Cable 49.95 

20 Color-coded 
microclips 44.95 

Connect icut residents add 7 Y2 0"/ osales tax 

Shipping & 
Handling $10.00 

Total 

D Company purchase order enclosed (Rated 
Firms only) · 

D Check D VISA D MasterCard 

Acer. No. - - --------
Signature ______ Exp. Date __ 
Name (Print) __________ 
Address ______ _ _____ 

City _____________ 


Siate ________ Zip ____ 


Dealer inquiries invited 
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NAPLPS CODE 

DEFINE MACRO 26 

SELECT BLUE 
CLEAR SCREEN 
SELECT WHITE 
POSITION (.05, .25) 
TEXT 'READY:' 

END 

•• 
MACRO 26 

RESULT 

READY : 

Figure 23: An example of the use of macros in NAPLPS. Each time the code for Macro 
26 occurs in the data stream, the word "READY:" will appear on a blank screen. 

terminal and vice versa. The direction 
can be specified when the macro is 
defined. The typical direction is to ex
pand the macro into the terminal as 
described above. In the so-called 
transmit macros, the expansion of the 
macro occurs toward the host. 

Transmit macros are usually asso
ciated with programmable function 
keys on the terminal. When a key is 
pressed, the string associated with the 
macro and the key is sent to the host. 

Figure 23 illustrates a typical ap
plication of macros. Here, a macro 
has been defined. In this case, it was 
given the number 26. Later in the 
stream of NAPLPS instructions, the 
macro name 26 appears and the 
macro is expanded and processed by 
the terminal. The screen will be 
cleared to blue, the color white will 
be selected, and the word "READY:" 
will appear one-fourth of the way up 
the screen and a little in from the left 
edge. (Note that on the display screen 
the word "READY:" may appear to 
be one-third of the way up from the 
bottom; this results from the fact that 
the top quarter of the unit screen is 
not displayed.) Only 1 byte was sent 
to invoke this multibyte sequence. 
With this type of compression, a 
system can be made to appear very 
fast, even over 300-bit-per-second 
data links. 

The Future of NAPLPS 
NAPLPS has finally started to 

emerge as the most extensive text and 
graphics standard in existence. Many 
companies have hundreds of people 
working on NAPLPS-related proj
ects. A survey in Data Cornrnunica

tions magazine predicted that 
NAPLPS will be one of the most sig
nificant achievements in information 
exchange in the latter half of this cen
tury. 

Part of the reason for this populari
ty is the fact that NAPLPS is not only 
a video-graphics protocol but an in
formation-exchange 1anguage. 
NAPLPS has been used to encode pic
tures for plotters, printers, laser 
printers, and phototypesetters. 
NAPLPS can be' used to encode pre
cise descriptions of logos, trade
marks, and physical objects, things 
which heretofore have been very dif
ficult to describe precisely. 

NAPLPS comes at a time when the 
information industry is bursting with 
new technology that exceeds existing 
standards for information inter
change. NAPLPS is a standard that 
pushes this new technology to its 
limits and still provides the capability 
to accommodate unknown expan
sions. 

NAPLPS is only the tip of the 
iceberg. In subsequent parts of this 
series, we will describe how NAPLPS 
fits into the larger scheme of local and 
regional area networks and distribut
ed intelligent-terminal systems. 
Topics such as down-loading, file 
transfer, and operating-system evolu
tion and compatibility will be 
covered. 

Next month, we will begin to 
describe in detail how to write and 
decode NAPLPS information. In the 
meantime, anyone interested in ob
taining more information about 
NAPLPS should obtain a copy of the 
ANSI standard specification.• 

Circle 10 on Inquiry card . .....,. 





Realizing Graphics Standards 

for Microcomputers 


Use of the Virtual Device Interface graphics system 

will make portable graphics application software possible. 


Emerging standards for interactive 
computer graphics herald an era in 
which serious graphics applications 
will be as ubiquitous as spreadsheet 
and word-processing programs. By 
promoting program portability, mak
ing it possible to run the same pro
grams on different computer systems, 
standards will create large markets 
for both software and hardware 
graphics products. As a result, the 
development of sophisticated graph
ics applications for microcomputers 
will be economically feasible. The 
benefit for the end user will be more 
software offerings of higher quality at 
reduced cost. 

A History of Graphics Standards 
The earliest graphics standards 

were de facto standards created by a 
small number of manufacturers who 
established dominance in the field by 
producing various successful graphics 
output devices, such as Calcomp 
plotters and Tektronix graphics ter
minals. When these companies added 
software support (for example, Tek
tronix's Plot-10 package), their im
plementation of graphics-device
control routines became the common 
graphics language for applications. 
This situation lasted until the early 
1970s, when the need for broader and 
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more flexible standards was recog
nized. 

In 1974, the Special Interest Group 
on Computer Graphics (SIGGRAPH) 
of the Association for Computing 
Machinery (ACM) held the Work
shop on Machine Independent 
Graphics at the National Bureau of 
Standards near Washington. This 
conference marked the beginning of 
formal efforts in the United States to 
standardize graphics. The goal: to 
define a generic method for describ
ing pictures that could be output to a 
variety of graphics devices such as 
hard-copy plotters and vector or 
raster video displays. 

The International Workshop on 
Graphics Standards Methodology 
held in 1976 in Seillac, France, ac
celerated the work begun by SIG
GRAPH. A significant development 
was the decision to break the stan
dardization task into two com
ponents: first, to develop methods for 
making applications programs por
table, and second, to develop a func
tional description of a "core" or basic 
graphics system. 

In 1977, the Graphic Standards 
Planning Committee released its first 
draft of a graphics standard, the SIG
GRAPH Core Standard. This draft 
incorporated input and output 

capabilities for a range of graphics 
devices but did not address the 
emerging field of raster graphics. 
Then, after two more years of work, 
the committee released a major pub
lication, the Status Report of the 
Graphic Standards Planning Commit
tee, at the annual SIGGRAPH con
ference in 1979. Included was a 
methodology and specification for 
the Core Graphics System, raster
graphics extensions to the Core 
System, a description of Metafile (a 
device-independent picture file) and a 
model for distributed graphics 
systems. This document also provid
ed the impetus for the formation of 
the ANSI (American National Stan
dards Institute) Technical Committee 
X3H3 for Computer Graphics Pro
gramming Languages. Formed in 
1979, this ANSI group is now the 
major graphics-standardization body 
in the United States. Meanwhile in 
Europe, the Deutsches lnstitut fur 
Normung (DIN), the German stan
dardization institute, was working on 
a parallel effort to produce its 
Graphical Kernel System (GKS). 

Current Standards Efforts 
Present efforts in standardization 

focus on two main interface levels: 
the programmer interface and the 



APPLICATIONS PROGRAM 

PROGRAMMER 
INTERFACE-- - ------------- --------------GKS INTERFACE 
LEVEL 

GRAPHICS UTILITY SYSTEM 

DEVICE 
INTERFACE--------------  -------------VDI INTERFACE 
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· ··· ~~~"""T"~~~~~~~~ 

r_ l_l
I DEVICE IR IVER

[=,=-1PHYSICAL DEVICE, PHYSICAL DEVICE, 
STANDARD INTERFACE NONSTANDARD INTERFACEI 

UNIVERSi . NAPLPS 
DEVICE I !IVER 
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Figure I: The two main levels of graphics standardization are the programmer and 
device-interface levels. The Graphical Kernel System (GKS) provides a standard inter
face between the application program and graphics utility programs. The Virtual 
Device Interface (VDJ) standardizes the interface between graphics utilities and device 
drivers. 

device interface. The programmer in
terface refers to the conceptual model 
as well as the syntax the programmer 
uses when incorporating graphics 
functions into an application pro
gram. The device interface refers to 
the protocol used for communication 
between the device-independent and 
the device-dependent functions 
(sometimes called the DI/DD inter
face). The programmer interface stan
dardizes the calling sequence and 
functions of a graphics-procedure 
library, while the device interface 
defines a device-driver protocol that 
is consistent for all graphics devices 
(see figure 1). 

The Graphical Kernel System 
The Graphical Kernel System 

(GKS) is the principal emerging stan
dard at the programmer level. GKS 
has felt the influence of many na
tional organizations, including ANSI 
in the United States, and is justifiably 
described as an international stan
dard. Now a Draft International 
Standard, the GKS specification is 
frozen awaiting final adoption as an 
ISO (International Organization for 
Standardization) standard. 

GKS allows portability of graphics 
application programs between dif
ferent computer installations by pro
viding a consistent interface in high
level languages such as FORTRAN 
and Pascal. It also improves a pro
grammer's ability to work on dif

ferent systems by providing a 
graphics model and syntax that are 
common to several systems. This is 
accomplished by standardizing the 
way in which graphics functions are 
accessed and by providing graphics 
output on a virtual device surface 
defined in normalized device coor
dinates. The application program 
may then control the way individual 
workstations interpret the normalized 
coordinates, which are translated to 
real-device coordinates for display, 
although the other layers of the 
system are fooled into thinking they 
are communicating with the idealized 
virtual device. 

Reflecting the rigors of its origin in 
the flexibility it provides, GKS sup
ports a full set of drawing primitive 
commands (with variable attributes) 
for data input and drawing, support 
for multiple workstations, and 
device-independent picture segments. 
It also supports raster graphics 
through a comprehensive set of area
fill and pixel-array primitives. While 
GKS provides device independence 
for standard functions, nonstandard 
operations are also made available 
through the Generalized Drawing 
Primitive, a well-defined mechanism 
to escape from GKS that allows a 
programmer to access the unique 
capabilities of a particular device. 

Let's take a look at some parts of 
the GKS specification. 

GKS Workstations: A GKS work

station is a single display surface and 
one or more input devices. The dis
play surface is usually a cathode-ray
tube screen, although it could be a 
plotter bed or some other device. 
Multiple workstations that may 
operate in a single, interactive 
graphics session might include, for 
example, a raster display, a plotter, 
and a storage display tube. GKS pro
vides the logical interface through 
which the application program con
trols physical devices, allowing the 
application to redirect the flow of 
graphics data to another 110 device 
at any time. 

GKS Graphics Primitives: The 
basic drawing primitives in GKS are 
the polyline, polymarker, and text 
primitives. The polyline primitive 
draws a sequence of vectors (straight 
lines) between pairs of points that 
form a sequence specified as an array 
(sort of a "connect the dots" com
mand). A single line is merely a 
special case of the polyline, defined 
by specifying both endpoints (rather 
than relying on a sometimes am
biguous and confusing current-posi
tion model). The polymarker primi
tive, chiefly used to identify points on 
plotted curves, is similar to the 
polyline except that a marker symbol, 
rather than a vector, is drawn at each 
specified point. The text primitive 
allows text strings to be displayed at 
any position with any orientation. 

GKS also supports raster devices 
with fill and pixel-array primitives. 
The fill operation paints the interior 
of a closed polyline (polygon) with a 
specified color or pattern (such as a 
crosshatch). The pixel-array primi
tive allows a two-dimensional array 
of pixels of different colors, called a 
cell, to be defined. The cell may then 
be replicated over an arbitrary area 
simply by giving the desired bound
aries. This operation finds many uses 
in imaging applications such as video
frame displays, cartography, and 
other scientific areas. 

Some graphics-output devices have 
incorporated unusually powerful ca
pabilities into their repertoire, such as 
the ability to draw arcs, circles, and 
bars. GKS allows an application pro
gram to access these capabilities 
through a special escape mechanism 
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Figure 2: GKS provides a versatile set of viewing transformations. A window may be 
defined in the application's conceptual "world space," which selects a portion of that 
space to be viewed. The window is mapped to an area or viewport in an intermediate 
virtual space' called the normalized-device-coordinate (NDC) space. This space appears 
identical to all devices in the system. Each workstation can then define its own window 
into the NDC space; each workstation window is mapped to its own viewport on the 
device display surface. This transformation allows each workstation to have a separate 
view of the NDC space. 

called the Generalized Drawing Prim
itive. By passing an identification 
number and the required parameters 
to the driver, any unique feature of 
the device may be invoked. In effect, 
the Generalized Drawing Primitive is 
a standard way to be nonstandard. 

Attributes: Associated with each 
output primitive are attributes that 
alter the object's appearance. For ex
ample, the polyline primitive has line
type (solid, dashed, etc.), width, and 
color attributes. Polymarkers have 
attributes of style, size, and color; the 
styles comprise a choice of common 
ASCII (American Standard Code for 
Information Interchange) characters. 
Text primitives have attributes of 
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size, color and orientation; and multi
ple character fonts can be accessed if 
they are available in the graphics 
device. Color indexes may be defined 
by associating a desired color speci
fied in RGB (red-green-blue) inten
sities with a color-index number; the 
color values of primitives are then 
given as the appropriate index. 

Viewing and Transformations: 
GKS allows the user or programmer 
to define a coordinate space, called 
the world coordinate space, that is 
appropriate for each application. 
This world coordinate space is 
mapped into device coordinates in a 
controlled manner through two 
distinct operations : normalization 

transformations and workstation 
transformations. GKS first trans
forms world coordinates into a 
normalized-device-coordinate (NOC) 
space by defining a working region, 
or window, in world-coordinate 
space. NOC space acts as an abstract 
viewing surface or an intermediary 
space between applications and de
vices. The NOC space is then trans
formed into the device coordinates 
(DC) of the workstation. When mul
tiple workstations are used, each may 
have a distinct view of the application 
by setting its own workstation win
dow. The last transformation allows 
the workstation to set a viewport, the 
active region of the device's potential 
workspace, which can be used for 
scaling and translating the original 
picture (see figure 2) . 

Graphics Input: A full set of input 
operations allows an application pro
gram to receive input from a broad 
range of interactive input devices. 
The input operations are grouped 
into five classes: choice, locator, 
pick, string, and valuator. This vital 
flexibility allows GKS to support the 
optimum input device for a particular 
working environment. The result is 
improved interactivity through which 
the full potential of the graphics 
man/machine interface can be real
ized. The request-locator function 
returns the position of an image enti
ty in world coordinates, while the 
request-valuator function returns an 
indication of the current value of a 
continuous valuator device such as a 
potentiometer. The request-choice 
function returns an integer that repre
sents one of a set of choices. The pick 
function returns the graphics segment 
number that corresponds to the ob
jects being selected with graphics in
put. Finally, the request-string func
tion reads character input from a key
board device. The way in which these 
logical functions are implemented 
(through a joystick, a mouse-like 
the one used with the Apple Lisa, 
function keys, etc.) is workstation 
dependent. 

Inquiries: To aid the programmer, 
GKS provides an inquire capability 
that allows the application program 
to find out information about its sys
tem environment: the current operat



The first super program that 
puts you in control of CPIM. ® 

POWER! works with CP/M or MP/M 
on any computer. 

POWER! gives you complete con
trol over CP/M! 

Ever accidentally erased a file? 
POWER! restores erased files! 

Ever fiddled with PIP in copying 
files? POWER! replaces PIP and is 
faster and easier. You simply pick 
files to be copied from a numbered 
menu. POWER! feeds the names to 
CP/M for you - no need to type file 
names, no typing errors ... ever! 

Tired of CP/M's scrolling through 
text files? POWER! goes through 
files for you, page by page, file by 
file, or line by line with instant halt 
at your finger tips. 

Ever lost data on a glitched disk? 
POWER! tests disks and fixes 
glitched disks. 

Damaged Directory? 
POWER! allows you to repair the 
directory! 

Afraid of HEX numbers? 
POWER! automatically converts 
HEX to DECIMAL, BINARY & ASCII. 

Need to patch or change a program? 
POWER! searches memory, dis· 
plays memory, and lets you change 
memory wherever you want. 

Want to locate a file? 
POWER! sorts the directory, 
searches all disks or all user areas 
automatically for files for you. 

Annoyed at having to keep a 
system disk in Drive A:? POWER! 
doesn't require a system disk in 
any drive. 

Renamed a file using =and all that 
typing? POWER! lets you pick files 
from a numbered menu and 
prompts for every action. 

Ever accidentally overwritten a file? 
POWER! checks first and asks per
mission. 

MORE THAN 

ONLY $149 ($2.75 EA.UTILITY) 

ANTEE 

Need to manipulate data on a disk? 
POWER! reads and writes any track 
or sector independently. 

Ever make a mistake in the DDT? 
POWER! loads disk data to ANY 
memory address, not just 100, and 
writes to the disk from any memory 
address. POWER! Single-Steps 
through memory, moves memory, 
compares memory sectors, tests 
memory, allows you to change 
memory and saves to disk using 
Decimal numbers. 

NOW POWER! permits you to 
securely lock any file with your 
password to protect sensitive infor· 
matlon from prying eyes. 
PASSWORD program included 
FREE with every POWER! order. 

Dislike BOOS errors? 
POWER! ends BOOS errors, and 
gives you a way out. 

Trouble identifying files? 
POWER! marks original files and 
their copies for you. POWER! also 
compares files and finds identical 
copies regardless of name. 

Can't remember odd file or program 
name abbreviations? POWER! lets 
you deal with disk files by number. 
Never type or mistype file names 
again. 

POWER! does more .• NEW version 
of over 55 command utility pro· 
grams is the only CP/M housekeep
er you will ever need to really get 
control of your computer. A great 
buy, too, at less than $2.75 each. 

Previous purchasers of POWER! 
Exchange your original disk for 
updated version with the new 
commands and brand new 
manual. $35.00 

credit card, check or C.O.D. 

JOIN OTHER POWER USERS 
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PDS UNIVERSAL 
PRODUCTS 

TRUMPCARD 
A unique memrny card wit11 256K Ram 
Game 1/0 and Serial 1/0 .. S499.00 
TRUMP CARD II 
Serial 1/0 and 5 I 2K fully populated 
memory card ... S699.00 

TRUMPCARDV 
Features Parallel and Serial 1/0. Game 
1/0 and a Clock/Calander with bat
tery back-up. A fully populated 256K 
memory board . _ . S599.00 

OUADRAM 
Quad Board - 256K. Paralle l Port. Serial 

1/0. Clock Calendar w itl1 battery 
backup . S599.00 

5 I 2K Ram with Serial 1/0. . S799.00 
M icrofazer Para llel . . . . . S199.00 
M icrofazer Cable ........ . S37.95 
Quad Color I. . . ........ S299.00 
Quad Color II 640 x 200. . . S499.00 
Quad Color Ill 640 x 400 . S699.00 

IBM PC- COMPLETE LINE 

IBM 
PC Complete System includes 64K 
IBM-PC With 2 Floppy Disk Drives. 
Floppy Drive Controller. 12" monitor. 
Color Graphics card. A ll for 
only .. S2899.00 
AST COMBO CARD 
AST Combo Card 256K ram. Paralle l 
Port. Serial Port. Clock Calendar and 
Barte1y back-up . . ..... .. S599.00 
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS 
Floppy Disk Contro ller .... S179.00 
Floppy Disk Controller w /Parallel 

Port . . . ... S229.00 
Floppy Disk CoAtroller w /Serial 

Port . S239.00 
HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD 
This card gives you 720 x 350 graphics 
capabil1r1es and 1t is completely 
compatible with DOS software for 
only S489.00 

Pr-ices subject t• change w1U1ou1 11011cc 

BIG BLUE 
Dual 1/0 ports. dual process ing. Seri al 
port. Parallel port. 5 MHZ. Z80 B. 64K. 
Hard disk interface. Clock/Calendar. 
let's you run existing CP/M software. 
List S589 . . . Ours S479 
TALL TREE SYSTEMS 
JRAM 5 I 2K. allows PC to address ONE 
MEGABYTE Electronic Disk.. . SBOO EA 
JFORMAT lets you mix and match 
Drives single/dual/quad/Electronic/ 
8''/Hard Disk + Printspooler and I 0 
spector formatting. . . .. S60.00 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 

TANDON 
TM- 100-1 SS/OD S189.00 
TM- I 00-2 OS/OD. . . S249.00 
TM- I 00-4 OS/OD S359.00 
TM-848- 1 SS/DO . ..... _.. S425.00 
TM-848-2 OS/DO .. S499.00 
SHUGART 
SA400 SS/SO S175.00 
SA450 OS/OD . S250.00 
SA800/80 I SS/SO. . S365.00 
SA850/85 I OS/DO S459.00 
OUME 
OT-5 OS/OD .. . _S269.00 
OT-8 OS/DO . . ... . S469.00 
AMDEK-3 COMPACT 3" 
MICRO-FLOPPYDISK 
DRIVE SYSTEM 
This 3" Amdek Micro-Floppy disk Orrve 
offers up to I Megabyte storage Two 
drives Iw ith bui lt-in power supply) are 
fiJrnished to commodate Micro-Floppy
disk Cartridges.. _. _ . . . __ S699.00 

HARD DISK SYSTEMS 
For IBM and Apple from Oevong 

and Corona 
5MB.... S1595.00 
IOMB. . s 1995.00 
Complete subsystem with so ftware. 
cables and power supply. 

PRINTERS 

EPSON 
MX-80 W/graftrax plus . S439.00 
MX-80 FT W/graftrax plus ... S499.00 
MX-1 00 W /graftrax p lus ... S659.00 
Atari to epson cable. . . S35.00 
IEEE Pet. . . S25.00 
Apple para llel . . . S35.00 
IBM to epson . . S46.00 
MX-70. MX-80. MX-80 FT 

ribbons _ . __ s 14.00 
MX-100 ribbons . . .. S24.00 

'APPLE. rs a Trade Mark of Apple Computers. Inc 
*IBM , rs a Trade M ark of IBM Corp. 

BROTHER 
HR- I A parall el ... .. . _.. ... 789. 
HR- I A serial . . . _... S899. 
Tractor feed option_ ... . . . S 135. 
Print wheel . __ .. _. _ _ _S24. 
Multi st rike ribbon (dozen) . . . S73. 
One time film ribbon Idozen) ... S32. 
SMITH CORONA C OMPUSHRCK 

TP- 1 parell. . .. . .. 8-~~ . S579. 
TP- I serial . . . _ . _ . S579. 
Nylon black fabric ribbon 

Idozen) . S49. 
Mylar mult i strike (dozen) _ . S54. 
Print wheel . .. _ S9. 

COMPU5 ttACK 

NEC NEC 
SPINWRITER 
7710-1 s22 
7715-1 S23 
7720-J. s2s 
7725-1 . . .. - .. _...... . S26 
7730-1 s22 
SPINWRITER 
35 10. . . .. .. . S13 
35 15 ....... . S14 
3520... .. .. .. ..... . . . . S19 
3525. s 19 
3530 _. . SH: 
3550 . ........ .... _.. . . ... s20 
PC 8023A . _ .. ___ . _________ . S4 

OKIDATA 
82A .. . ... S429.• 
83A . _ _ _ . . . . ......... S699.• 
84AP parallel. . ...... _ . S999.• 
84AS serial . _ . . . . . . S1099.• 
82A tractor feed . . . S69. 
Parallel cable [Okidata to Apple or 

Atari ] S29. 

MONITORS 

AMDEK 

Video I 00 . . .. .. . S89.• 
Video 300 . . . . s 179.• 
Video 300A (Amber) .... . S159. 
Video 310 ffor IBM PC). _.. S179.• 
Color I 13" composite 

monitor. . . . . . .. ... S299. 
Color-II fHi-res) ........ . S669. 
Color- 11 1 fM ed-res) ..... S399. 
Co lor-IV .. . . ... _. _. __ . ___ S999. 
OMV Board for Apple II . •.. S 139. 

Bus iness & Home Compurer~ 
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.MDEK 
olor II 16 color modulation 

kit . ' ' .. S9.99 
an to Color I interface 

cable . . ..... . ... . . S19.95 
IC-20 to Color I interface 
cable . .......... _. . . 19.95 

EC 
I 20 I M I2" green 

screen . S169.00 
=- t2 I 2M 12" color [Lo-Res). . 335.00 
: - I203DH [A) 12" [Hi-Res) . . S752.00 
691 video interface cable for 
IBM .. . . . . . . S26.95 

692 video interface cable for 
NEC. . S29.95 

LECTROHOME 
) ' RGB monitor [Med-Res) ... S299.00 
~ RGB monitor [Hi-Res) ... S549.00 
'TSC module. S25.00 
1percolor Board . .. . . ... . S199.00 
' color IBM cable. . ... S39.00 
color IBM cable .. . ...... S39.00 
IE( PC-8000 cable. - .... - . S39.00 

OMREX 
R-5500 12" monocl1rome 
disp lay . . S89.00 

R-6500 13" composite color 
monitor . . ... . ....... S299.00 

R-6600 13" color RGB 
moni tor. . S499.00 

ABINETS/POWER SUPPLY 
iual 8" d isk drive cabinet/ 
ps. S249.00 

iuar 5~ .. disk drive cabi,1et/ 
ps ... S99.00 

ngle 5~" disk drive cabinet/ 
ps .... . ...... , . . . . . . S69.00 

single side double dens ity 8" d isk 
drives. cabinet/power 

;upply . . . . . . ........ . S895.00 

>PECIAL PRICES 

~RE ONLY PART 


COMPU5HACX 

(dl.LOl) f714J 730-7207 
R. H. ELECTRONICS 
Super fan II and one ou:let .... S59.95 
Super fan II W/Zener Ray and 

two o ut lets. . . . . . .. .... S79.00 
HAYES MICROCOMPUTER 
PRODUCTS 
M icromodem II........ S299.95 

appki 

APPLE II+ COLOR 
Smarrmodem 1200 baud full COMPUTER SYSTEM 

duplex ........... _... S529.95
Apple 11 + computer system with 64K 

M icromodem II m anual/


l~am. two "DataDrive" d isk drives. 
d iskette . ...... ...... .. . s15.00controller card. Z80 card. 80 Column TG PRODUCTS 

card and a l11gh quality Comrex 6500 
Game paddles _......... .. S29.95 


composite color monitor . S2499 
Joy stick. . . .. . . . .. .. ... S45.95 

Apple ll+ Computer System w1t11 48K Select a port . . . . . . . ... .. S45.95 
of memory. "DataDrive" disk drive. STREET ELECTRONICS 
controller card. 12" green screen hi  ECHO II speech syntl1esizer ... s175.00 
contrast monitor All cables and manuals THE OSBORNE 1 PERSONAL 
are included for a CompuShack price BUSINESS COMPUTER 

of . . . . . . . . . . S1599 
 Tl1e Osborne I comes standard with 

For the same system I1sted above witl1 a 64K Ram. 2 Floppy Disk Drives. Serial 

I 6K card. Z80 card and an 80 Column Interface. lv1odem Connection. IEEE 

card add S351 488 Interface C Basic. CP/Mand Supercalc 
for the Best Price In Tile Count1y CallOTHER PRODUCTS FOR APPLE II 
FRANKLIN ACE 1000 COMPUTER 

PDS UNIVERSAL SYSTEM 
64K Ram. Upper and Lower case letters.Z80 card CP/M included ... S159.00 

80 column card . . . . ... S199.00 12 Key numeric. Alpha Lock. Visicalc 
Keys. Two "Data Drives" and Control-D isk drive cont rol ler card W/ 


d iagnostics software . .... S99.00 
 ler. 12" Ig reen) monitor . S1699 

Color Card add . . . . S59 
PDS 
Disk drive cont ro ller . . . S79.00 

KAYPRO II COMPUTER SYSTEM 
DATA DRIVE® 64K Ram. Perfect Writer. Perfect Filer. 
100% Perfect Speller. Perfect Cale. S-Basic. 
Compatib le CP/M version 22. two disk drives. 9" 
disk drive for [green) monitor. RS232 interface. Parallel 

Printer interface. and Weatherproof 
carrying case . . s1699 

SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE ... S429.00 WE'RE OPENING RETAIL 
Drive with controller card .. S359.00 STORES TH ROUGH O UTSPACE SAVER 

Slim line drive for Apple II + S399.00 
 THE U.S.A SOON! 

1C0 MPUSHACK--ERA ...,. t:1i_............,.?......#o ~t
...............Nc...... se~ ............. 


CALL YOUR LOCAL COMPUSHACK DEALERS: 
Callfornla Anaheim • llllnols Chicago 1312) 964-4612 

Concord • Montana Great Falls * 
La Mirada (2131 947-6284 Missoula (4061721-1811 
Newport Beach * New York Albany • 
San Diego (7141457-2149 Rochester • 
San Jose (4081 973-1444 Rome 13151336-0266 
Tustin (7141 730-7207 Texas Austin 15121258-1062 
Walnut Creek * Washington Richland * Westminrster 

Spokane •
Woodland Hills (2131 888-0030 

Wisconsin Verona 16081845-7110
Colorado Denver (3031 422-3925 

Canada Toronto •Idaho Twin Falls * 
U.K. London 01-935-0480)F OUR SERVICE 


Sales and Service: Headquarters Telex. 18166 7 
f714J 730-7207 Answer Back COMPDSHAK TSTN ALL FLO PPIES REPAIRED QU ICKLY AT Le w COST 
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APPLICATION LAYER 

LANGUAGE LAYER 

I GRAPHICAL KERNEL SYSTEM (GKS) 

OPERATING SYSTEM 

---------- 1 --~ --------
CPIM 1 GSX 

OTHER HARDWARE I GRAPHICS HARDWARE 

Figure 3: This layer model shows the relationship of GKS and VD! to other components 
in a graphics system. Each module may call the functions of the adjoining layer below. 
An example of this is the Graphics System Extension (CSX) to the popular CP!M family 
of operating systems. 

ing state, primitive attributes, view
ing operations and transformations, 
and device capabilities. 

Device-Level Interfaces 
Two emerging standards are ad

dressing the hardware-driver inter
face level. One of these, the North 
American Presentation-Level-Proto
col Syntax (NAPLPS), was developed 
by a team at Bell Laboratories as an 
extension of graphics developments 
in the Canadian T elidon videotex 
system. (See the article "NAPLPS, A 
New Standard for Text and Graphics: 
Part 1" by Jim Fleming and Bill Frezza 
on page 203.) NAPLPS (pronounced 
"nap-lips") has been adopted by 
AT&T as a standard for transmitting 
text and graphics over telecommuni
cation lines. In some computer
graphics applications, NAPLPS prob
ably will "sit below" another, more 
general, device interface called the 
Virtual Device Interface (VOi). This 
relationship is illustrated in figure 1, 
where the NAPLPS block is placed 
under the dashed line of the Virtual 
Device Interface. 

The VOi standard is being 
developed by the ANSI X3H33 Tech
nical Committee as a standard inter
face between device-independent 
software and graphics devices. VOi 
makes all devices appear as identical 
virtual graphics devices by defining a 
standard input/output protocol. The 
unique characteristics of the physical 
graphics device are isolated in the 
device-driver software module. This 
technique has been employed by in
dividual vendors to make their own 
products compatible with a wide 
range of devices, similar to the way 
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operating systems such as Unix or 
CP/Mare interfaced to a multitude of 
hardware configurations. VOi takes 
the concept a step further by provid
ing potential industry-wide com
patibility. 

The VOi specification is expected 
to be frozen during the summer of 
1983. For the graphics-equipment 
manufacturer, the adoption of this 
standard means that a VOi driver for 
a particular graphics device need be 
written only once. All graphics ap
plications that conform to VOi would 
then be able to communicate with the 
device through the standard device 
driver. Long-range benefits will be 
more evident as equipment and semi
conductor manufacturers begin im
plementing more of the software
driver functionality in hardware-in 
effect moving the VOi interface down 
into the graphics device itself. This 
development in graphics is a direct 
parallel to other standardization 
efforts, such as the Shugart 
Associates Standard Interface (SAS!) 
for disk-drive subsystems. The SAS! 
hardware and protocol specification 
allows OEMs (so-called original 
equipment manufacturers) to freely 
mix disk subsystems and host com
puters made by different firms. The 
popularity of this approach stems 
from the many benefits it offers to the 
industry: less design effort expended 
reinventing the wheel, numerous sec
ond sources of parts, higher reliabili
ty with a proven design, reduced 
costs, and larger markets. Similar 
benefits will accrue to computer 
graphics as a result of the standard
ization efforts that are at last bearing 
fruit. 

Graphics Standards as Products 
Although the cost of hardware, 

especially semiconductor memory, is 
usually cited as the major inhibitor to 
truly widespread use of interactive 
graphics, this is becoming less and 
less accurate. The lack of universal 
standards has dulled the impact of the 
dramatic reduction in component 
costs in the past decade. The impend
ing advent of these important stan
dards paves the way for implementa
tions of computer graphics that will 
enjoy widespread availability and 
economies of scale. The success of 
this approach has been demonstrated 
in the microcomputer world by such 
de facto standards as the 8080-com
patible microprocessors and the 
CP/M operating system. 

Digital Research in collaboration 
with Graphics Software Systems Inc. 
(GSS) has recently responded to the 
potential offered by the new stan
dards by expanding the capability of 
the CP/M family of operating sys
tems with an upgrade called the 
Graphics System Extension, or GSX. 
This upgrade provides full graphics 
capabilities to the user through the 
normal CP /M function-call access 
mechanism. The architecture of GSX 
has been carefully designed to allow 
the extended CP/M to maintain com
patibility with nongraphics applica
tions and to use system resources in a 
way that is consistent with a small
system environment, according to the 
structure shown in figure 3. 

Digital Research has also provided 
a package called GSS-Kernel that 
presents a GKS interface to the 
graphics-application programmer 
using the graphics functions provided 
by GSX. GSS-Kernel, a linkable run
time library, will increase program
mer productivity while providing 
program portability through the stan
dard GKS interface. In addition, ap
plications using GSS-Kernel will be 
source-code compatible with large 
computer systems running GKS pro
cedures libraries. 

GSX Architecture 
GSX is composed of three major 

components: the graphics-device op
erating system, the graphics in
put/output system, and the Gengraf 



Introduce yourAppl8to 

thousands of newprograms 


with the newMicrosOtt®SoftCard: 

A more powerful Apple. When you add the new Microsoft 
SoftCard system to your Apple 11 or 11 Plus. you also add 
the ability to run thousands of CP/M ·80® based programs. 
Languages. Utilities. Applications programs that range 
from word processing and data base management to analysis 
and forecasting tools. Thousands of software tools for busi
ness. professions and the home. Tools that can turn vrn 1r 
Apple into a far more productive machine. And. the 
new SoftCard system is enhanced. allowing you to 
run 60K programs. If you already have a SoftCard 
system. ask your dealer about Microsoft's 
inexpensive upgrade kit. 
Two computers in one. With the 
SoftCard system. your Apple become~ 
two computers. One that runs Apple 
software. another that runs 
CP/M -80. Which means you'll 
double the utility of your computer. 
A complete solution. The SoftCarc 
system includes everything. The eas~ 
install SoftCard circuit board. The Cl 

software. Products that work. Products that are 
constantly being enhanced. And when the 

enhanced versions are ready. we make 
the enhancements available to our 

customers. Like the 60K enhance
ment for the SoftCard system. That 

kind of product support is just one of 
the ways we earned our reputation. 

Ask your dealer. Ask about the superior 
applications programs the SoftCard 

system makes available to your Apple. High 
ty programs for almost every area of home. 

)usiness. and professional use. Then. ask for a 
rnonstration of the complete Microsoft SoftCard 

package ... and any of those thousands of new programs 
you can introduce to your Apple. 

BETTER TOOLS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS 

MCR-OSOFI: 

operating system. Microsoft BASIC plus 
GBASIC for graphics applications. And. the util ities 
you need to manage CP/M-80 files. 
Why Microsoft? M icrosoft was the first persona1 cu111f.JuLt:1 
software manufacturer. The very first. Today. Microsoft software 
is running on well over a million computers worldwide. 
There's a reason. Microsoft has earned a reputation for better 

MICROSOFT CORPORATION 

10700 NORTHUP WAY 


BELLE V UE. WASHINGTON 98004 


Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation 
SoftCard is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation 
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc 
CP/M-80 is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc. 
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Figure 4: GSX consists of the device-independent (GOOS) and device-dependent 
(GJOS) components. These are loaded at run time below the BOOS (basic disk 
operating system) module in high memory. Initial loading of GIOS and GOOS from the 
system disk is performed by a loader routine attached to the application program by the 
GSX Gengraf utility when the program is created. During operation, graphics work
stations may be changed by making a request to GOOS that causes a new device driver 
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to be loaded from the disk. 

utility routine. The graphics-device 
operating system, or GOOS, is analo
gous to the BOOS (basic disk operat
ing system) module in the standard 
CP/M system and contains the de
vice-independent portion of GSX. 
The graphics input/output system, or 
GIOS, contains the device-dependent 
drivers which, like the basic in
put/output system (BIOS) in stan
dard CP/M, provide the necessary 
"glue" to connect GOOS with the 
particular characteristics and com
mand sequences of a specific graphics 
device. Finally, the Gengraf utility 
configures a graphics-application 
program to run in the GSX environ
ment. 

Figure 4 shows the relationship of 
software components of a GSX
extended CP /M-80 system. GOOS 
and GIOS form a path to graphics 
devices that is essentially parallel to 
the BOOS and the BIOS. Normal 
operating-system calls, such as read
ing from or writing to the console or a 
disk drive, are initiated by the BOOS, 
and the BIOS provides the device
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dependent interface. Graphics calls 
are intercepted and serviced by 
GOOS and passed to the appropriate 
device-dependent driver within 
GIOS. In reality, only one device
driver routine is resident in memory 
at any time; the other device drivers 
are stored on disk. The application 
program may request use of a new 
workstation at any time, and GSX 
will insure that the proper device 
driver is loaded as needed. This 
choice of implementation maximizes 
the memory available for the applica
tion program. 

Graphics-Device Operating Sys
tem: Access to all graphics operations 
is through function calls to GOOS, 
made in the same manner as BOOS 
calls except that an additional param
eter list is specified to transfer 
graphics information. This informa
tion includes a graphics operation 
code, a control array, a parameter 
array, and a point array . Point lo
cations are passed to GSX in a nor
malized-device-coordinate space. 
Here all point locations are specified 

with x,y coordinates between 0,0 and 
32767,32767. GOOS then transforms 
the NOC coordinates into the device 
coordinate system through a scaling 
operation using device-specific infor
mation that was passed when the cur
rent workstation was opened for use. 
This scheme not only provides a VDI
compatible method of passing coor
dinate values, but also allows points 
to be specified as integer arrays, thus 
saving memory space and processing 
time. 

GOOS is also responsible for 
dynamic workstation assignment. 
Each device on a system is associated 
with a workstation-identification (ID) 
number. When GOOS receives a re
quest to assign a workstation (change 
the currently active graphics device), 
it determines which driver corres
ponds to the indicated workstation 
ID and loads that driver into 
memory. The new driver is loaded 
into memory in the same locations 
formerly occupied by the previous 
driver so that memory requirements 
are minimized. The logical associa
tion of workstation ID number to a 
particular device is made through an 
assignment table, a text file stored on 
the system disk. You can alter the 
correspondence of workstation ID to 
specific device drivers simply by edit
ing the assignment-table file with any 
text editor. 

Graphics Input/Output System: 
The GIOS component of GSX con
tains the device-dependent code that 
translates between the Virtual Device 
Interface and the unique charac
teristics of a real graphics device, 
making all graphics devices appear to 
the application program as identical 
virtual devices. The VDI specifies the 
pseudo-operation code for a graphics 
operation as well as a set of input and 
output arguments. The input argu
ments include an array of control 
parameters, an array of input 
parameters, and an array of input 
point coordinates. The output argu
ments include control parameters, 
output parameters, and output point 
coordinates. The control, input, and 
output parameters are unique to the 
particular operation being performed 
(see table 1). 

Often, the capabilities specified by 
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S-100World News 

VIACROTECH International Corporation 22133 Cohasset Street, Canoga Park, California 91303 • 213-887-5737 

Megabyte S-100 Memory Here Now 


M3 Family Growing 
Another product recently introduced by 
Macrotech is soaring to the top of the best
seller list. The Multiuser II is a 128 kbyte 
70ns CMOS static ram memory board that is 
unquestionably without peer in the S-100 
marketplace. It'sa 6-layer board with blazing 
speed, 8/16 data transfer protocol, and ultra
low power external battery support. The 
same MJ memory mapped addressing archi
tecture so in demand with system software 
professionals is now standard in the new 
Multiuser II. M J was first developed by Macro
tech for the popular Multiuser I 256K dynam
ic ram board to meet the demanding require
ments of today's sophisticated systems. 

Macrotech's advanced memory mapping 
scheme allows each 4K block of the 16 bit 
(64K) logical addresses to be dynamically 
translated to any 4K block of the physical 
memory. Global memory can be configured 
to any size and located anywhere in the logi
cal address space. All remaining memory can 
be addressed through the remaining logical 
address space by simply reloading the map
ping registers to address the desired physical 
memory blocks. This scheme permits unlimit
ed use of all on-board physical memory. 

Major breakthrough made by 
Macrotech International Corporation 
CANOGA PARK (Ml)-January 20, 1983-Mike Pelkey, president of Macrotech International 
Corporation, today announced a major technological breakthrough in S-100 dynaniic memory 
board density. A full megabyte of high speed dynamic ram is contained on a single stan
dard size S-100 multilayer P.C. board. The product, dubbed 'Max' meets all IEEE/696 mech
anical and electrical specifications and byte 
parity generation/checking is included as a 
standard feature. Max supports IEEE/696 24
bit addressing (selectable at any 128K boun
dary), 8/16 data transfer protocol, phantom 
line operation, and the same ultra low noise 
bus signal filtering provided on Macrotech's 
popular high performance 256K dynamic 
memory board. 

Max is in production now and shipping at 
the all-time low cost per bit list price of $1,983 
in unit quantity. 

Bruce Kimmel, Macrotech's sales manager 
reports that customers are being served on 
a "first-in, first-out" basis and warns that due 
to a high incidence of graphics and similar 
memory-intensive applications, along with an 
unwillingness in the trade to pay exorbitant 
prices for memory, backlogs may occur for 
Max which could delay shipments against 
some late orders. With the improbability of 
second sourcing for some time, interested 
parties are urged to get orders in as soon as 
possible. Bruce can be contacted at 22133 
Cohasset Street, Canoga Park, California 
91303, or reached by telephone at (213) 
887-5737. 

Virtual Disk 
Flexibility Cited 
CANOGA PARK-January 20, 1983-Macro
tech reports their Multiuser I and Multiuser 
II S-100 ram memory boards can be used as 
both system memory and "virtual disk" stor
age in eight or sixteen-bit applications. Ad
dressing flexibility is the key. The Multiuser 
MJ memory mapped addressing is guaranteed 
to allow memory partitioning to fit the exact 
requirements of your system without ever 
wasting a single byte. 

Today's trend in operating systems appears 
to include extended memory capabilities to 
allow for the recent technological advances 
in semiconductor memory. A close look at 
Digital Research's new CP/M 3™ for example, 
would lead you to believe that it was especial
ly created to fit Macrotech's family of Multi
user memory boards. (It wasn't, but try to find 
one that fits better.) 

Where it all started: pictured is the popular 
Multiuser I, Macrotech'sfirstproduct. This 
widely used board provides 256 Kbytes of 
dynamic ram with 4K page memory map
ping (called Ml), Bl16 bit operation, 24 bit 
addressing and byte parity checking. 

MACROTECH 
Announces 
Distribution Expansion 
CANOGA PARK-January 20, 1983-Macro
tech is now establishing domestic and inter
national dealer/representative networks. The 
California based firm is expanding it's cus
tomer support through these channels and in
vites inquiries. Volume users and retailers 
should contact the company for details. 

Macrotech's marketing director Bob Ryle 
states, "IEEE/696 has made S-100 legitimate. 
It is rapidly gaining acceptance due to its in
herently superior speed characteristics'.' Ryle 
attributes the growing demand for Macrotech 
memories to Macrotech's strict adherence to 
the IEEE standard. Circle 240 on inquiry card. 
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Op Code Description 

Open Workstation: initialize a graphics device (load driver routine if 
necessary) 

2 Close Workstation: stop graphics output to this workstation 
3 Clear Workstation: clear display device 
4 Update Workstation: display all pending graphics on workstation 
5 Escape: enable special device-dependent operation 
6 Polyline: output a polyline 
7 Polymarker: output markers 
8 Text: output text starting at a specified position 
9 Filled Area: display and fill a polygon 

10 Cell Array: display a cell array 
11 Generalized Drawing Primitive: display a generalized drawing primitive 

function 
12 Set Character Height: set text size 
13 Set Character-Up Vector: set text direction 
14 Set Color Representation: define the color associated with a color index 
15 Set Polyline Line Type: set line style for polylines 
16 Set Polyline-Line Width: set width of lines 
17 Set Polyline-Color Index: set color for polylines 
18 Set Polymarker Type: set marker type for polymarkers 
19 Set Polymarker Scale: set size for polymarkers 
20 Set Polymarker-Color Index: set color for polymarkers 
21 Set Text Font: set device-dependent text style 
22 Set Text-Color Index: set color of text 
23 Set Fill-Interior Style: set interior style for polygon fill 
24 Set Fill-Style Index: set fill style for polygons 
25 Set Fill-Color Index: set color for polygon fill 
26 Inquire Color Representat ion: return color representation values of index 
27 Inquire Cell Array: return definition of cell array 
28 Input Locator: return value of locator 
29 Input Valuator: return value of valuator 
30 Input Choice: return value of choice device 
31 Input String: return character string 
32 Set Writ ing Mode: set current writing mode (replace, overstrike, complement, 

erase) 
33 Set Input Mode: set input mode (request or sample) 

Table 1: Operation codes available under the Graphics System Extension (CSX) . 

If you know anything at all about Com
puter Furniture and Accessories, you 
know that we bend over backwards to 
make our customers happy. That's 
why we'll modify our standard line of 
computer desks and accessories to 
meet your special requirements. With 
custom tops and desk configurations, 
special data shelves, micro shelves, 
risers, keyboard recesses, cable cut
outs and paper slots, as well as custom 
paint and top laminate colors. At CF&A 
you get all this plus durable construc
tion, reasonable cost, and personal 

~~~v~ce . ~°:~ CFGA. 
CF&A is aim- Gl. 

ing to please. 


Computer Furniture and 

Accessories 


515 West 132nd Street 

Gardena, CA 90248 


(213) 327-7710 


Houston Warehouse: 

Hamilton and Associates 


8050 El Rio 

Houston, TX 77054 


(713) 741-1505 
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the VDI standard are not provided by 
a particular graphics device. In some 
cases, the device-driver software 
emulates the required function. For 
example, four line styles are specified 
by VDI: solid, dashed, dotted, and 
dashed-dotted. If a graphics device 
does not have the ability to produce 
these directly, their automatic genera
tion is emulated in software. For ex
ample, if a dotted line cannot be pro
duced by a device, the required line 
style is produced by generating a 
series of short solid lines with in
tervening spaces. 

Gengraf: The final component of 
GSX is the Gengraf program. Gengraf 
is a utility program used by the ap
plication programmer to configure a 

graphics program for use with GSX. 
Gengraf appends a special loader 
routine onto the graphics program. 
This loader brings GOOS into mem
ory and loads the default graphics
device driver before execution of the 
graphics program begins; therefore, 
GSX (GOOS and GIOS) is brought 
into memory only when a graphics
application program is executed. 
Otherwise, the programmer has use 
of the full user-program space 
available under CP/M. 

The loading and linking of GSX is 
completely transparent to the user at 
run time. In CP/M-80, the linkage to 
GOOS is established by the Gengraf 
loader at run time by a substitution of 
the GOOS entry point in place of the 



The entire Q.T. product line has been redesigned and improved using com·OMPUTER 
puter controlled manufacturing techniques to insure the highest quality.SYSTEMS Many new features have been added to every item. The Q.T. 1983 models are 
among the best S· 100 products available on the market today. They are fully 
compatible with the latest 16/32 bit cpu·s . 

"Quality Throughout" 
Call 18001 238·3100 today for the location of your nearest dealer and/or to

800-238-3100 obtain the I 98 3 0.T. catalog. Substantial dealer/OEM discount offered. 

Stocking dealers with retail showrooms and mail order faci lities include: 
Q.T. Products Division Q.T. Systems Division 
COMPATIBLE COMPUTER CORP. GOLDEN WEST COMPUTERS Priority One, Chatsworth, CA @ 800-423-5922 
3330 South Third St. West 60 North 300 West Bison Products. Los Angeles, CA @ 213-994-2533
Salt Lake City. UT 84 11 5 Provo. UT 84601 
@ 180 I J 974·0999 @J80JJ 373·1467 Compatible Computer, New York City@ 212-221-7900 

NOTICE : CP/M is atrademarkof Digital Research. Turbados al Soltware 2000and INFOWAAE ol Compatible TEAMS: Cash prepayment@ 2% discount. COD or net 30 days with prior credit approval. Initial dealer/OEM 
Computer Corporation. The Q.T. products and systems above are produced and sold under license by orders mus! be COO or prepaid {MC/Visa credit card OK). Purchase orders accepled !tom O&B rated lirms. 
Compatible Compu1er Corporationand Golden West Computers. Inc. Tne Q.T. trademark and product designs Shipping and handling charges estimated al SO.SO/lb UPS ground and S1 .00/lb UPS Blue Label or airfreight 
remain tne property ol the licensor. OJ. Computer Syslems. Inc. ol Hawlhorne. Caril Mmimum S3.00. Utah residen1s add sales tax. Export orders we lcomed-lelex 426382 ITA UI 

Q.T. MAXI-SYSTEM PACKAGE-Model BOOP Q.T. MINI-SYSTEM PACKAGE-Model SOOP 

$6,395.00 $3,995.00 
List $7,995.00-Save $1,600.00 List $4,995.00-Save $1,000.00 

-Q.T. 51/4'' MINI-FRAME w/6 slot MB-OT 8" Mainframe with 8 slot Motherboard -Televideo 925 Full Featured CRT -Televideo 910 Gr een CRT-Choice of printer: C. lloh F-10 daisy wheel or Oki data M84P high speed dot matrix (200 cps.) -Dot Matrix printer (M82A) 
The O.T. Maxi-System is an industry standard S-100 expandable microcomputer which is ideal for general • CP/M standard. Turbodos optional.
business computing, word processing and data base management applications. CP/M operaling syslem is • Reliab le Single Card Electronics
standard. MP/Mor Turbodos optional. Unique lnfoware"' utilities simplify operation and user tra ining. • Z80 CPU/Universal OMA controller 
• Electronics on Two Cards • 64K RAM Standard • Universal Disk Controller • 2 Megabytes on line • Dual Doub le Sided/Density Drives 
• 4MZ ZBOA CPU • Parallel Printer Port • 10·40 MB Hard Disk Option • Expandable to 256K RAM • Memory: 64K RAM & 320K Disk Drive 
• Fil tered Fan • Two A.C. Outlets • Key Lock Switch • Two Serial Ports • Cables, manuals, lnfoware" Utilities 
Package Price Includes Cables, Documentation & Utility Programs. Model 800 alone . . ........ S4,995 Model 500 alone ...... $3.495.00 

Desk Top-Plain Front Panel 
• 6 10 22 slot Motherboard 
• Full 1/0 Cutout Array 
• Fused EMl/RFI Filter 
• Heavy Duty Power Supply 

( + 8V@16A ± 16V@3A) 

OTC-MF+ 1 No MB .. . . $499 
OTC-MF+ 6 6 slot MB $599 
OTC-MF+ 8 8 slot MB .. $649 
OTC-MF + 12 12 slot MB ... $699 
OTC-MF+ 18 18 slot MB ... $799 
OTC-MF+ 22 22 slot MB ... $899 

Q.T. PRO-FRAME"' -Series 700 
Rack Mount-Constant Voltage 
OTC-RM+ 12 12 slot MB $799 
OTC-RM+ 18 18 slot MB ... $899 
OTC-RM+ 22 22 slot MB ... $999 

Universal Disk Drive Cabinet 
• Expandable • Accepts all 8" drives 

QT's unique new disk drive cabinet has been designed to 
accept virtually any 8" drive on the market today from 
Tandon Thinl ines to 40 megabyte Quantums. Features 
include interchangeable face plates (Qume, Shugart, 
Tandon. etc.) and "electronics in adrawer" construction 
to simplify installation and maintenance. Heavy duty 
power supply will carry any combination of up to four 
Thinl ine, two standard, or one hard disk drive with floppy 
backup + 5V@5A, - 5V@1A, + 24V@5A 

QTC-DDC8 8V-XX w/one faceplate . . . . . . $399.00 
Replacement Faceplales (Specify type & 

number of drives) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25.00 
Tandon 4-drive power cable ... .. .. ..... ... $15.00 
Data Cables available . . . .... . •.. ...... . $20·50.00 

Q.T. MINl ·FRAME"-Series 500 
Desk Top-Dual Mini Drives Desk Top for Dual 8" Drives 
• Holds two 51/4" Drives 

• 6, 8, 12 slot Motherboard• Full Cutout Array 
• Universal Drive mounts• 6, 8, or 12 slot MB. 
• Key lock Power Switch• Fused EMl/RFI Filter 
• Heavy Duty Power supp ly• Hard Disk Power Supply 

( + 8V@16A, ± 16V@3A, + 5V@5A,( + 8V@16A, ± 16V@3A, 
-5V@1A, + 24V@5A)±12V@5A, +5V@5A) 

OTC-MF+ MD (No MB) .. $699 OTC-MF+ 001 No MB ..... $799 
OTC-MF+ MD6 6 slo t MB . $799 OTC-MF+DD6 w/6 s. MB . $899 
OTC-MF+ MOB 8 slot MB . $849 OTC-MF+ 008 w/8 s. MB .. $949 
OTC-MF+ MD12 12 slot MB $899 OTC-MF+ 0012 w/12 s. MB . $999 

Standard features & Options: All OT mainframes are built on a strong steel chassis with sturdy heavy 
gauge aluminum covers. Heavy duty power supplies have individually fused outputs and are shielded by 
an EMl/RFI filter &line surge protector. Standard J/0 cutouts include provision lor 16 OB 25's. 1DC37. 2 
DA 15's, centronics parallel. 134 pinand 250 pin JDC ribbon cable connectors. fillered positive pressure 
cooling fan. Twin AC outlets provide convenient connection for and control over printer and terminal. 
Standard colors are charcoal/light grey to match Televideo terminals. Optional colors include brown/tan 
and federal spec. ivory at ~xtra charge. Constant voltage power available on most models-add 
5100.00. EIA rack mount rails available on some units-add 595 .00. Complete OEM customiza tion 
available on orders of 10 or more units. Contact factory for details and pricing. 

Dimensions: 5"H 17"W 20"0 

Size: 11"H 11 "W 18"0 Designed to provide basic disk storage 
Perfect add-ondisk drive for any capacity for S-100 and other computers. 
system. Accepts most brands. Low profi le permits table top stacking. 
OTC-DDC8V .. . . .. ... . $299 OTC-DOC+ 88H . . . .......... .... $349 


Q.T. "ALL IN ONE" EXPANDABLE DISK DRIVE SUBSYSTEM SPECIALS 
OTC-DDS+ 0 with two single sided Siemens Drive (0.5MB) . . . .. .... $695 
OTC-DDS+ 1 with one double sided Mitsubishi Drive (1MB) ....... ... $895 

OTC-DDS+ 2 with two DSDD Mitsubishi Drives (2MB) .. ....... .... $1,495 


http:20�50.00
http:3.495.00
http:1,000.00
http:1,600.00
http:3,995.00
http:6,395.00


normal BOOS vector at memory lo
cation 5. GOOS intercepts all 
operating-system function calls. If the 
call is a standard CP/M request, it 
passes control to BOOS; if the func
tion call is for a graphics operation, 
GOOS services the request. Because 
GOOS is loaded below GIOS, mem
ory is automatically allocated for 
GIOS and GOOS; the size of the tran 
sient program area (TP A), deter
mined by the GOOS entry point, is 

automatically adjusted. The memory 
map in figure 4 shows how GOOS and 
GIOS are loaded into memory at run 
time below the standard CP/M-80 
components, BOOS and BIOS. The 
GSX extension to CP /M-86 works 
slightly differently by reserving a 
special interrupt vector for GSX com
munications. Also, the memory
management facilities of CP /M-86 
take care of loading the GSX modules 
into the free memory available. 

Conclusion 
The adoption of the GKS and VOi 

standards at the programmer and 
device-interface levels offers potential 
object-code portability for microcom
puter graphics-application programs. 
Not only will programmers see a con
sistent interface to graphics functions 
in their high-level languages, but 
compilers and graphics run-time 
libraries can be generic, with device 
dependencies residing in the operat
ing system. Because of this, each 
hardware OEM will install the graph
ics portion of an operating system on
ly once. Compilers and other utilities 
that conform to the VOi standard will 
then be able to access the virtual 
devices of a system without special 
adaptation. In time, the hardware 
manufacturer, confident of a stable 
device interface, will begin to place 
higher-level functions into the device 
hardware (or firmware). Eventually, 
graphics devices may incorporate a 
full VOi interface, eliminating the 
need for device drivers entirely. 

New products, such as GSX and 
GSS-Kernel, that are based on the 
emerging standards, will contribute 
to the realization of widespread, low
cost computer graphics. In the past, 
the adoption of formal standards or 
the emergence of de facto standards 
has proved to be a powerful market 
stimulant. Because of its unique em
phases on low cost and a competitive 
software environment, the micro
computer industry is especially sen
sitive to the benefits of graphics stan
dardization. Graphics users owe a 
debt of gratitude to the many re
searchers who distilled an inherently 
complex technology into a consistent 
and flexible set of useful constructs. 
In the end we shall all benefit from 
the power of computer graphics.• 

FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES. 


Tlie computer industry is eKperiIT'S encing a spectacular growtli, by 
1990 it will become a 20 billionNEVER BEEN dollar industry. Computer retail
ing was one of tlie few industriesABETfER not seriously effected by tlie 
recent economic crisis .TIME! 
Now . .. is a good time to consider 

a francliise opportunity witli MicroAge, a leader in computer retail
ing. MicroAge lias a proven "track record" witli over tliirty fran
cliised stores tlirougliout tlie United States and Canada. In an 
industry wliere eKperience is crucial, MicroAge lias it, witli siK years 
computer retail eKperience and tliree years in francliising. lt:S just 
good sense to go witli a leade1: 

If you're committed to success in computer retailing, its essential you 
evaluate tlie MICROAGE COMPUTER STORES Francliise opportu
nity. Investment: $130,000-$200,000. 

For detailed Information about MicroAge "Franclilse Opportunities," 
call (602) 968-3168 or write to: 

MicroAge Computer Stores Inc. 

1425 W. I2tli Place 

Tempe, AZ 85281 


MicroAge 
COMPUTer STore 

"The Solution Store ' ' · ~ 

Reference 
"Graphical Kernel System (GKS)-Function
al Description," Draft International Standard 
ISOIDIS7942, version 7.02, August 9, 1982. 
Copies of this approximately 200-page docu
ment can be obtained for $28 from American 
National Standards Institute Inc., 1430 
Broadway, New York, NY 10018, (212) 354
3300. 
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MEMORY 

THE FIRST AND ONLY 


BOARD YOUR IBM 

PC MAY EVER 


NEED... 


AND MORE 


FOR A LIMITED TIME, BUY A 256K 
QUADBOARD AND RECEIVE A 64K MEMORY BOARD FREE 
OF CHARGE, OR A 192KMEMORY BOARD FOR ONLY S44.* 

In order to receive a free e4K memory board or a 192K 
memory board for 544. you must purchase a Ouadboard 
with 25eK installed by Ouadram from an authorized 
Ouadram dealer between December I. 1982 and 
February 15. 1983. 

To receive your memory board. send: 

(I) The original sales invoice showing dealer name. 
address. date purchased, and purchase price. 

(2) 	Coupon from newspaper or magazine (or rebate 
form available from dealer) completely filled in. 

(3) Proof of purchase (25eK label from Ouadboard 
box) . 

(4) 	Warranty card. showing warranty number and all 
information filled in. 

(5) 	All receipts. coupons. and proof of purchase forms 
must be mailed together in order to qualify for a 
memory board. Must be postmarked no later than 
March I. 1983. and received by Ouadram by March 
15. 1983. Void where prohibited or taxed. 

* Ouadram suggested retail prices: 

25eK Ouadboard- 5995 

e4K Memory Board socketed for up to 192K-S350 

192K Memory Board-5595 


•• Name • 

• Address • 

• City State Zip 	 • 

• Please include shipping and handling charge s5.00 • 

: D 64K Memory Board FREE : 

• D 192K Memory Board 544.00 • 

• 	 TOTAL 
• D Check Enclosed D VISA D MasterCard • 

• Account# Expiration Date • 

: Offer void where prohibited or taxed by Jaw. ExpiresFebruary 15. 1983. : 
• Allow 8-10 weeks for delivery. 	 • 

Q~~® 
Circle 352 on Inquiry card. 	 4357 Park Drive/Norcross. Ga. 30093/(404) 923-6666 
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They Do 
Everything. 
With Less. I........,....... 

INTRODUCING THE 
103 and 103/212

SMART-CAT™ 
MODEMS. 

Take your pick. With either one, you'll get two very 
important advantages. 

First, each is the best modem in its class . They do 
more, do it easier and do it in less space. The reason: 
our LSI technology is state-of-the-art. Our Smart-Cats 
run better and cooler-and will 

• Analog & Digital Loopback Test 

Second, you can get your hands 
for years. 

• Extensive Software Command Set 

on either one of them right now. •Busy Detect (Allows Modem To 
Be Programmed To Redial)No waiting. Your local dealer has 

• 103 Smart-Cat Modem:a shelf full. 
300 Baud, Full DuplexThe price is something else, too. 

• 1031212 Smart-Cat Modem:Suggested retail: 
300 or 1200 Baud, Full Duplex 

The 103/212 Smart-Cat $595. 

The 103 Smart-Cat $249. 


New Smart -Cat 103 and103/212 modems. 

See your dealer today and get yours. He does have a 
bunch, but it's not unlimited. 

SMART-CAT MODEM FEATURES: 
• Built-in Dialer (Touch-Tone or Rotary) • Auto Answer 

• Direct Connect 

18664 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA 91356 

(800) 423-5419 
In California: (213) 996-5060 

Circle 476 on inquiry card. 



Look at what the best modem 

has been reduced to. 


Our engineers have come up 
with some state-of-the-art LSI 
technology and a whole new 
modem. 

It's smaller. J-Cat is about 
115th the size of an ordinary 
modem. Easy to stick-on, tuck
in, put anywhere you want. 

It's better. J-Cat does the 
things you need for professional 
performance. No fussing to get 
it into the right answer or 
originate mode; it does it auto
matically. LED's show you 
status; and audio "beeps" tell 
you when you reach a busy 
signal, detect a carrier, get a 
dial tone, etc. 

And you can hook it into 
any modular RJllC phone jack. 

It costs less. If you've 
shopped around, you know a 
modem with close to these fea
tures costs $250 or more. Our 
LSI technology has let us do 
the right thing with the price, 
too. Suggested retail-$149 . 

Smaller is definitely better. 
See your dealer. He has 

them right now. 

J-CAT FEATURES: 

• Direct Connect, FCC • Dialtone/Busy Status at Serial 
Part 68 Registered 110 Connector 

• 	 Auto Answer • Off Hook Control at Serial 
1/0 Connector• Auto Search (Originate or Answer 

Mode) 	 • Compatible With EIA-RS232C or 
TTL Interfaces • Disconnect/Test Key 

• Low Power • Connect/Break Key 

• Self-Test • And it's from Novation, the world's 
• Audio Line Status Indicator 	 leader in personal communications. 

. IM (soo)423-5419

IINovat1onl~ ;;1~~g~:~~a 
L:.==========;:J..:-===- Circle 477 on Inquiry card. 

18664 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA 91356 



The IEEE Standard 

for the 5-100 Bus 


With industrywide standardization, manufacturers can 
independently design components that are compatible. 

The microcomputer industry got 
started in late 1974 when a series of 
articles appeared in Radio Electronics 
magazine describing construction 
plans for a computer called the Mark 
8. It was based on the first commer
cially available microprocessor, 
Intel's 8008. Today, the 8008 is ob
solete. Nevertheless, the Mark 8 was 
the first microcomputer to be put 
within the reach of anyone but em
ployees of a very large company, and 
response to the magazine articles was 
tremendous. 

Just before the Mark 8 articles ap
peared, Intel had announced a greatly 
enhanced microprocessor, the 8080. 
Les Solomon, who was an editor at 
competing Popular Electronics, 
decided that his magazine should also 
publish a computer-construction arti
cle, but that it should use the newer 
8080. He suggested to Ed Roberts, 
then the president of a small company 
called MITS, that Ed's company come 
up with a microcomputer kit. (MITS, 
or Micro Instrumentation and Tele
metry Systems, usually specialized in 
electronics for model rocketry but 
had just published a successful scien
tific-calculator construction article.) 
Ed agreed and the Altair 8800 com
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Mark Garetz 

Chairman, IEEE-696 Committee 


Compupro Division, Godbout Electronics 

Oakland Airport, CA 94614-0355 


puter was born. The first Altair arti
cle appeared in the January 1975 issue 
of Popular Electronics and was an in
stant success. MITS figured that it 
might sell a grand total of 200 units. It 
received more than 200 orders the 
first day the article appeared! 

Pioneer microcomputer 

builders MITS and IMSAI 


both chose to use a 

1 00-pin bus to connect 


motherboard and 

daughter boards. 


The Altair was a modular com
puter system, meaning that each of 
the computer's functional blocks was 
contained on one circuit board, or 
module. The circuit boards plugged 
into slots on a motherboard, which 
connected the · various modules 
(daughter boards) together, with elec
trical connections made over a group 
of common lines called the bus. This 
type of system is described as bus
oriented. MITS called its bus the 
Altair Bus. The designers chose a con
nector for the motherboard that had · 

100 pins-not because of any design 
considerations but rather because 
they got a good buy on a surplus 
quantity of them. The layout of the 
signals on the bus seems as if it were 
chosen by the printed-circuit-board 
layout artist rather than a design 
engineer. The signals themselves are 
little more than the buffered control, 
address, and data lines from the 8080 
microprocessor. (We are all lucky 
that Intel did its homework when de
signing the 8080's architecture.) 

Being one of the first commercially 
available microcomputers, the Altair 
had many shortcomings. After all, 
the electronics community was low 
on the design curve of microprocessor 
systems. Learning from MITS's mis
takes, designers in a company called 
IMSAI (IMS Associates Inc.) decided 
they could build a better version of 
the Altair and proceeded to do so. 
Luckily the IMSAI designers decided 
to "second source" the Altair and 
used the same bus in their computer, 
which was called the IMSAI 8080. 

Meanwhile, many other small com
panies appeared, advertising add-on 
boards designed to work in both 
Altairs and IMSAis. The bus was 
soon being called the Altair/IMSAI 



THE SOLUTION IS IN THE VISISERIES. 


No matter what kind of problems 
you're trying to solve with an IBM 
Personal Computer, there's a program 
in the ever-expanding VisiSeriesrn line 
that will give you the solution. Faster, 
better, smarter. 

Take our VisiCalc® program for 
the IBM Personal Computer. It's #l in 
the business. Because it takes the work 
out of working with business numbers. 
The VisiCalc program is the powerful 
"electronic worksheet" that speeds 
planning and budgeting. You can ask 
"what if?" and see the answers imme
diately. So you can analyze the impact 
of decisions before you make them. 

Our VisiTrend/Plot"' program 
makes it easy to analyze data and see 
the results in easy-to-understand 
charts and graphs. 

With our VisiFile™ program 
you can organize, maintain and more 
effectively use the information your 
business needs. 

Is a lot of your workday taken up 

with scheduling projects and esti
mating costs? Our VisiSchedule"" pro
gram will help you do it better, with 
a lot less work. 

And for helping you manage your 
valuable time, organize your personal 
information, nothing could be of more 
value than our VisiDex® program. 

Our VisiCalc Business Forecast
ing Model"' package will give you 
vita! financial information 
about your business. 

And our Desktop/ 
Plan"'program will 
speed and auto
mate all your 
financial and 
business 
planning. 

Put the 
VisiSeries 
programs to 
work on your 
IBM Personal 
Computer. 

Get all the details from your 
VisiCorp retail computer dealer. Or 
write Customer Services, VisiCorp, 
2895 Zanker Road, Sanjose, CA 95134. 

THE VISISERIES 

FOR THE JBM 


PERSONAL COMPUTER 

FROM 


V1s1Corzp· 
& 

© 1982 VisiCorp. IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 



EMPLOYMENT 

OPPOHTIJNITIES 


Project Manager 


--HP3000-
Standard & Poor's Corporation, 
the leader in the financial informa
tion products and services field has 
an opportunity for a proven Com
puter Professional to join its Tech
nical Planning Group in New York 
City. This position will have multi
project management responsibility 
in our financial products develop
ment area and requires an asser
tive communicator who can inspire 
the confidence of management as 
well as the trust of subordinates. 

Ideal candidates will have a solid 
HP 3000 programming back
ground in FORTRAN with IMAGE 
and successful full project life cycle 
management experience in devel
oping financial systems. A bach

elor's degree in a quantitative dis
cipline is essential; an advanced 
degree is preferred. 

Position is located in 
New York City and provides 
relocation assistance. 

We offer a highly competitive 
salary, a state-of-the-art operating 
environment and comprehensive 
company benefits. For immediate 
consideration please forward a de
tailed resume, including salary his
tory and requirement in confidence 
to: Employment Coordinator, 
Standard & Poor's Corporation, 25 
Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10004 

An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f 

Standard& Poors 
CorporationI/I 

For only ... 

$1064 

your recruitment ad in 
this 4" space will reach 

To place your ad call 212

997-2556, or send your copy 

to the address below. 

300,000 qualified readers P.O. BOX 900, NY 10020 
just like yourself. 

bus. Many other companies also pro
duced bus-compatible computers and 
products, and each wanted to tack its 
name on as well. Names such as the 
Altair/IMSAI/ Cromemco/Polymor
phic/Processor Technology bus were 
not uncommon. The situation was 
clearly getting out of hand. 

Roger Mellen, one of the principals 
of Cromemco, decided that a generic 
name was needed for the bus. His 
idea was to call it the Standard 100 
bus, or S-100 for short (100 because it 
had 100 pins). The name caught on. 

All the various manufacturers of 
S-100-compatible products had 
adhered to the bus pin arrangement 
fairly well. Only a few minor varia
tions existed, and most of these were 
compatible additions using previous
ly unused lines. However, although 
the various manufacturers used the 
same names for the signals, the timing 
of the signals could vary widely from 
manufacturer to manufacturer. This 
created many problems for people 
trying to get Board X to work with 
Board Y, etc. Something had to be 
done. 

Bob Stewart, then chairman of the 
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Elec
tronics Engineers) Computer Stan
dards Committee, suggested to George 
Morrow and Howard Fullmer (two 
noted S-100 designers) that they at
tempt to quantify the bus-timing rela
tionships and other aspects of the bus 
and submit the bus for approval as an 
IEEE standard. The IEEE thought it 
was a good idea, and so did George 
and Howard, so a task number was 
assigned to the effort and a working 
group was formed to draft the stan
dard. The task number was 696, and 
the standard will be known as IEEE 
696. 

The working group prepared a pre
liminary draft and passed it around 
for comments to everyone working 

Let 
McGraw-Hill's 
Classified 
Ads Work 
For You 

with the S-100 bus. John Walker of 
Marinchip Systems proposed a 
method for allowing 16-bit processors 
and memory to use the bus as well as 
8-bit processors. David Gustavson 
proposed a scheme that would allow 
up to 16 OMA (direct memory access) 
devices to exist on the bus at any one 
time. A few new signals were pro
posed by Keis Elmquist of Ithaca In
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A Quick Reference to the IEEE-696 Bus Layout . 

Here is a guide to the IEEE-696 bus layout for easy reference. The letters RFU stand for "reseroed for future use"; the IEEE com
mittee may assign signals to these pins at some future date. The letters NDEF mean " not defined"; these pins are available to be 
assigned signals by manufacturers, a procedure that requires notifying the committee and providing full documentation for the 
users. The asterisk(*) indicates a negative-true signal; note that some signals are not necessarily true or false, although the lack of 
an asterisk in their name might imply positive-true sense. 

Signal Signal 
Pin Name Origin Pin Name Origin 

master master 
master slave or slave anywhere master slave or slave anywhere 

x1 + 8 v 51 + BV x 
2 + 16 v x 52 - 16 v x 
3 XRDY x 53 ov x 
4 VIO* x 54 SLAVE CLR* x 
5 Vl1* x 55 TMAO* x 

1~ 

6 Vl2* x 56 TMA1* x 
7 Vl3* x 57 TMA2* x 
8 Vl4* x 58 sXTRO* x 
9 VIS* x 59 A19 x 

10 Vl6* x 60 SIXTN* x 
11 VI?*. x 61 A20 x 
12 NMI* x 62 A21 x 
13 PWRFAIL • x 63 A22 x 
14 TMA3* x 64 A23 x 
15 A18 x 65 NDEF 
16 A16 66 NDEFx 

67 PHANTOM*17 A17 x x 
18 SDSB* x 68 MWRT x 
19 CDSB• x 69 RFU 

x 70 ov20 ov 
21 NDEF 71 RFU 
22 ADSB* x 72 ROY x 

x 73 INT*23 DODSB* x 
x 74 HOLD* x24 t!i 

25 pSTVAL * x 75 RESET* x 
·

26 pHLDA x 76 pSYNC x 
27 RFU 77 pWR* x 
28 RFU 78 pDBIN* x 

x29 A5 79 AO x 
x 80 A1 ; x30 A4 
x 81 A231 A3 x 
x32 A15 82 A6 x 

33 A12 x 83 A7 x 
34 A9 x 84 AB x 

(X)35 001 (or ED1) x 85 A13 x 
(X)36 DOD (or EDD) 86 A14x x 

87 A1137 A10 x x 
x I (X)38 004 (or ED4) 88 002 (or ED2) (X)x 

(X)39 005 (or ED5) x 89 003 (or ED3) (X)x 
(X)40 006 (or ED6) x 90 007 (or ED7) x (X) 
(X)41 012 (or 002) x 91 014 (or 004) (X)x 
(X)42 013 (or 003) x 92 015 (or 005) (X)x 
(X)43 017 (or 007) x 93 016 (or 006) (X)x 

44 sM1 x 94 011 (or 001) x (X) 
x45 sOUT 95 DID (or ODO) (X)x 
x46 slNP 96 slNTA x 
x47 sMEMR 97 sWO• x 

48 sHLTA x 98 ERROR* x 
x49 CLOCK 99 POC* x 
x50 OV 100 OV x 
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''A Database That Catches Mistakes? 

That's My Obase.'' 


Presenting Qbase;M The Personal Database And Reporting System 

That Prevents Mistakes Before They Become Expensive. Just $189 Complete. 


There's no question that databases 
are useful tools for storing and retrieving 
information. Thousands of professionals 
use databases to monitor inventory, man
age mail lists. record fixed assets. and 
keep track of personnel records. 

So what's the problem? 

NOT ALL DATABASES ARE 
CREATED EQUAL 

In hundreds of personal computer 
applications. users agree on one thing: 
there's nothing more aggravating than a 
database that lacks all the features to do 
the job that needs to get done. 

And of all the database features used 
by experienced users. none is more often 
called for than data entry checking. 

Why is that so important? Because 
experienced users know how many 
aggravating hours they can waste fixing 
mistakes that their database should have 
caught. 

For Use With IBM PC and APPLE II 
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Fortunately there's Qbase. the only 
full-feature database in its price range that 
can substantially reduce common input 
errors. 

PREVENT DATABASE 

CONTAMINATION 


Obase uses sophisticated data check
ing features normally found on large sys
tems. Functions that catch invalid alpha
numeric sequences. Check for minimum/ 
maximum number lengths. Enforce data 
inputs where mandatory. Require date 
formats. Allow for yes/no replies. And 
verify that alphabetic and numeric values 
lie within pre-specified ranges. 

And then we added an embedded 
calculator that automatically computes 
taxes and commissions. It even accepts 
credits and debits against balances due. 

And reports? Qbase includes a pow
erful reporting facility-at no extra charge. 
With it. you can produce sorted reports 
with sub-totals AND totals. Moreover. all 
report definitions are fully documented 
and stored in a library. So there's no 
guessing which report does what. Just call 
for your favorite report and it's done. 

Write or call for your free brochure. "How 
To Keep Errors Out Of A Database." See 
for yourself what data checking can do to 
save you time and aggravation. Write to: 

r------------------------
Applied Software Technology 


14125 Capri Drive 

Los Gatos, CA 95030 

or call 408/370-2662 


N/\ME 

COMPANY 

/IDDRESS 

CITY ST/\TE ZIP 

PHONE I/IRE/\ CODEI 

Qbase 

Personal Database/ 
Reports 
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tersystems (then known as Ithaca 
Audio). The second draft of the docu
ment that came out of the working 
group contained important additions 
and enhancements to the original 
Altair bus but still retained a signifi
cant level of compatibility with older 
designs. (The original Altair pro
cessor board still conforms to today's 
standard.) 

This second draft was published in 
the July 1979 issue of the IEEE's Com
puter magazine for public comment. 
There were lots of comments, mostly 
favorable. The 1979 draft needed lots 
of work. Definitions were unclear in 
places, and many additional para
meters needed to be specified. The 
committee grew; George resigned as 
chairman, and Howard took over. 
Meetings were sporadic, but heated 
debates occurred on some issues, pre
venting other work from being ac
complished. Howard called for a final 
meeting to occur on June 30, 1981, at 
10:30 a .m. All final comments on the 
draft were to be submitted in writing 
prior to that date. 

More than 20 people were present 
at that meeting from all parts of the 
country. The meeting began at 10:30 
a.m. and ended around 11:30 that 
evening. All the issues had been 
resolved to everyone's satisfaction. I 
volunteered the services of Compu
pro (the company I work for, in Oak
land, California) to produce a third 
draft of the standard, incorporating 
all the changes approved at the 
meeting. 

Now the activities of the committee 
entered a period of dormancy. 
Howard took a long time in organiz
ing his notes of the various changes; 
he was losing interest in chairing the 
committee (having moved out of the 
S-).00 business some time before) and 
so turned the chairmanship over to 
me. With the help of Bob Davis, I 
prepared the third draft of the stan
dard and sent it out to the members of 
the working group for comment. 
Changes were still necessary. After 
spending many hours on the phone to 
various committee members, draft 5 
was completed and sent out for a vote 
for final approval by the working 
group. It passed with only one dis
senting vote. 

The next step was to submit it to 
the Microprocessor Standards Com
mittee of the IEEE for approval. It 
passed unanimously. Next the draft 
was submitted to the Computer Stan
dards Committee and was accepted. 
The last hurdle was the IEEE Stan
dards Board, which passed the draft 
on December 9, 1982. With that vote, 
IEEE 696 became a bona fide IEEE 
standard. 

Technical Features of the Bus 
The IEEE-696/S-100 bus is one of 

the highest-performance buses in exis
tence today. It supports both 8- and 
16-bit processors, up to 16 megabytes 
of memory, and 64K 1/0 (input/out
put) ports. Almost every type of pro
cessor imaginable, from the 8080 to 
the latest Intel iAPX 286, is available 
for the bus. There are more than 100 
active manufacturers of products for 
the bus and many more than 500 dif
ferent circuit cards availabl.e. 

IEEE-696/S-100 systems consist of 
anywhere from 4 to 22 slots. Each 
system must contain a permanent bus 
master, which is usually the processor 
board. The system will have some 
memory and 1/0 boards called 
slaves. In addition to the permanent 
master, the system may contain up to 
16 temporary masters, OMA-like 
devices, such as disk controllers or 
secondary processors. As many as 16 
temporary masters may exist because 
each is assigned a priority number. If 
more than one temporary master re
quests the bus at the same time, the 
one with the highest priority number 
will take precedence, and the lower 
priority master will have to wait its 
turn. (This process is called arbitra
tion.) 

Because a temporary master can 
perform any type of cycle when it 
gets control of the bus (not just a 
memory cycle), the committee 
deemed the term OMA inappropriate 
and substituted the term TMA (for 
temporary master access). Four new 
lines were added to the bus to imple
ment this arbitration scheme, TMAO* 
through TMA3* (the style of the stan
dard defines any signal with an 
asterisk suffix as negative-true, a style 
I will use in this article). Each tem
porary master asserts its priority on 
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these lines, while simultaneously 
evaluating whether another master 
asserting a higher priority is on the 
line. If a temporary master sees that 
its priority is not the highest, it defers 
to the higher priority. 

Formerly, memory slaves re
sponded to only 16 address bits (giv
ing the system a total memory capaci
ty of 64K bytes) . The new standard 
defines an additional 8 address lines, 
called the extended address bus. Now 
the memory capacity of the system is 
16 megabytes. 

In the past, 1/0 slaves responded 
to only 8 address bits, giving a total 
of 256 110 port locations. Now 16 ad
dress lines may be used, upping the 
number to 64K 110 ports. 

8- and 16-Bit Operation 
One of the more significant 

changes to the original bus was the 
addition of a mechanism for perform
ing 16-bit data transfers between 
masters and slaves. To explain this, 
first we need to explore how the bus 
does 8-bit transfers. 

The IEEE 696 has two 8-bit data 
buses. For 8-bit transfers, the DO 
(data-out) bus carries data from the 
master to a slave, and the DI (data-in) 
bus carries data from a slave to a 
master. Because data always flows in 
one direction, these buses are called 
unidirectional. For 16-bit transfers, 
these two buses become bidirectional, 
meaning that data can flow in or out, 
depending on the type of cycle in pro
gress, and are combined so that two 
8-bit buses are now capable of trans
mitting or receiving 16 bits of data. 

To accomplish this bidirectional 
flow, two new lines were added to the 
bus. They are sXTRQ* (sixteen re
quest) and SIXTN* (sixteen acknowl
edge). Here's how the mechanism 
works: If a master is capable of con
ducting a 16-bit transfer and desires 
to do so (16-bit processors don't 
always want to transfer 16 bits at a 
time), it will send the signal sXTRQ*, 
telling the addressed slave that a 
16-bit transfer is requested. If the 
slave is capable of 16-bit operation, it 
will respond by asserting the SIXTN* 

line. The master will look at the 
SIXTN* signal and, if the signal is 
true, will conduct a 16-bit-wide 
transfer. If the master sends the signal 
sXTRQ* and the slave is not capable 
of 16-bit transfers, SIXTN* will not 
be asserted. The master can then do 
one of two things. The desired 
response would be to perform the 
16-bit transfer as two sequential 8-bit 
transfers, called byte-serial transfers. 
The other option is to assert the 
ERROR* line and transfer control to 
some error-recovery routine. 

This protocol is completely com
patible with older 8-bit slaves. Eight
bit slaves will not have any circuitry 
for driving the SIXTN* line, and 
because SIXTN* is active low, a 
16-bit master will properly assume 
that 16-bit transfers are not possible. 
This also allows for both 8- and 16-bit 
slaves to be mixed in a system, as
suming the master has "byte-serial
izer" circuitry. 

This basic 16-bit transfer protocol 
was agreed to by everyone in the 
working group very early on, but 

58•80/4 The affordable singleboard microcomputer 
with multi-user, multi-tasking muscle and brains. 

MULTI USER 

allows from 5to 104 megabytes of storage for applications 
.	that require large database files and records . The four para
llel and six serial ports provide the muscle to support nu
merous peripherals. 
Software lnfoSoft's Multi/NET provides the most efficient 
multi-processor operating system. Software 2000 Inc. 's 
TurboDOS offers speed and performance. 
Dealerand OEM inquiries are welcome. 

Nationwide field service through INDESERV.


l•J Colonial Data 

SB-80/4 Acomplete microsystem for the user who de
mands speed and storage capacity in single or multi-user 
applications. Choose our true CP/M® compatible Multi/ 
NET™ or TurboDOS ™ operating system. 
Single Board Technology This multiprocessor board 
allows each user (up to four) adedicated ZBOA micropro
cessor and 64K of RAM. The master-slave architecture, re
siding in the same enclosure, supervises all user requests 
for storage and peripherals through four channel OMA. 
Memory and Disk Storage 320K of 200ns dynamic 
RAM combined with five (5) Z80A microprocessors pro
vides the hardware to independently multi-task the opera
tion. On board interface for Winchester type disk controller 

Colonial Data Services Corp., 105 Sanford Street, Hamden, Conn. 06514 • (203) 288-2524 • Telex: 956014 
'"Multi/NET is aTrademark of lnfoSoft Systems, Inc. ©CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. '"TurboDOS is atrademark of Software 2000 Inc. 
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TBE ULTI ATE 
BINATION 

Lightning One* and RAM67 

If you have an application problem you can't solve with an 
eight bit system, try our 16 bit combination. There is no faster 
combination currently available on the SlOO bus and we have 
benchmarks to prove it. 

The Lightm'ng One* is a state-of-the-art, 8086 SlOO bus CPU 
board. The high speed 8087 floating point processor adds the 
numeric proces.sing capability of large mini computers and 
the 8089 I/O proces.sor adds I/O channel capability only 
found on large mainframes. 

RAM67 is our high speed low power CMOS STATIC RAM 
board. 128K bytes of battery backupable memory are 
packed on one board. Speedy? Our RAM67 has over 100 ns 
margin when used with our 10 M.Hz Lightm.ng One CPU 
Board. 

Call or write for more information on The Ultimate Combina
tion: Lightm'ng One and RAM67. Lomas Data Products offers 
a full line of quality S 100 bus 
products .. . systems, software 
and other "no-nonsense" boards. 

LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS, ~·JIINC. 066 Hopkinton Rd. 
Westboro, Massachusetts 01581 (617) 366-6434 

Dealer and OEM inquiries are invited. 

''Trademark of Lomas Data Products, Inc. 
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(la) 16-BIT TRANSFER 

!OD! DI ---! DOD BYTE 1--- -• DI !OD! 

A23 Al AO 


ADDRESS 0 

!ED!DO ----1 EVEN BYTE I----• DO IED! 

(lb) 8-BIT TR ANSFER 

A23 Al AO 
000 BYTE 

ADDRESS DD DI ' 

EVEN BYTE 

AO • O 

Figure 1: Data transfers as performed according to the IEEE-696 standard. In figure la , 
a 16-bit transfer is shown using all of the available data lines. Data whose least
significant address bit is 0 is considered even, while data whose least-significant address 
bit is 1 is considered odd. Figure lb shows how the odd and even bytes are employed 
during an 8-bit-wide transfer of 16-bit data (called a byte-serial transfer). 

heated debate took place about what 
byte should be where (i.e., should the 
low-order byte be transferred on the 
DI or the DO bus?). 

The problem arises because clif
f erent microprocessors · do things 
completely differently. For example, 
the BOBO-type B-bit processors always 
store 16-bit values with the low-order 
byte first. So does Intel's BOB6/BB 
family of processors. But along came 
Motorola's 6BOOO, which stores the 
high-order byte first. The working 
group was faced with the problem of 
deciding which to favor. Naturally, 
there were proponents of both in the 
working group. 

The group's final solution was both 
clever and unique in that it made 
everybody happy. The first published 
draft had renamed the lines of the DI 
and DO buses DATAO through 
DATAlS during 16-bit transfers. 
DATAO through DATA7 were called 
the low byte (and were transferred on 
the DO bus), and DATAB through 
DATAlS were called the high byte 
(and were transferred on the DI bus). 
These signal names and byte designa
tions carried an implied significance: 
DATAO through DATA7 were lower 
than DATAB through DATAlS, and 
"low" is clearly lower than "high." 
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The committee decided to rename the 
signals to be free of this implication 
and be concerned only with making 
sure that bytes and words always got 
read or written in a consistent man
ner. 

The low byte became the even byte, 
and the high byte became the odd 
byte. The even-byte lines are now 
called ED7 through EDO (ED for even 
data), and the odd-byte lines are now 
called OD7 through ODO (OD for 
odd data). Even data is transferred on 
the DO bus, and odd data is trans
ferred on the DI bus. 

Where did even and odd come 
from? Well, it has to do with how the 
bytes would be read or written as a 
byte (i.e ., in B-bit mode). During 
16-bit transfers, address line AO is 
always low. During B-bit transfers, if 
AO is low, that byte is an even byte 
(because any address where AO is low 
would be even). Conversely, if AO is 
high, that byte is an odd byte. It is up 
to the processor-card designer to en
sure that data read or written 16 bits 
at a time has the "even" data on the 
ED lines (DO bus) and "odd" data on 
the OD lines (DI bus). 

Figure 1 is a block diagram of 
where the bytes go for B- and 16-bit 
cycles. Figure 2 shows a block 

diagram of how a typical slave would 
be set up to handle B- and 16-bit 
transfers. In figure 2, the signal SEL 
selects either the A input (for 16-bit 
transfers) or the B input (for B-bit 
transfers). The control signals 
employed must obey the following 
logic equations: 

A = 16RD + ( BRo • AO ) 
B = BRD •AO 
C = 16RD 
EwR = 	 16wR + ( BwR • AO ) 
OwR = 16wR + ( BwR • AO ) 

where: 

16Ro = device select • 
sXTRQ* • pDBIN 

BRo = device select • 
sXTRQ* • pDBIN 

16wR = .device select • 
sXTRQ* • pWR* 

BwR = 	 device select • 
sXTRQ* • pWR* 

Designers should take note that the 
state of AO as shown in these new 
diagrams is the opposite of what is 
shown in the 1979 draft. It has been 
changed since the 1979 draft and is 
correctly shown in figures 1 and 2. 

It is important to realize that this 
new terminology does not change 
how 16-bit transfers occur on the bus 
but just changes the way we think 
about them. 

Other Technical Changes 
The committee debated whether or 

not the PHANTOM* line (pin 67, see 
table 1, pages 2BB and 292) should dis
able memory slaves for both read and 
write operations, or just read opera
tions. We decided to require memory 
slaves to be disabled for both read 
and write cycles during PHAN
TOM*. The timing of PHANTOM* 
was also specified as not occurring 
later than 30 ns (nanoseconds) before 
a read or write strobe and not going 
away until at least 30 ns after the read 
or write strobe goes away. The com
mittee specified this timing to ensure 
that false reads or writes do not occur 
on memory slaves. In addition, the 
committee required that all normal 
memory slaves (as opposed to 
PHANTOM* slaves) have the capa
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the circuitry needed by 5-100 bus slaves for byte and word 
transfers u_nder the IEEE-696 standard. 

bility of being disabled in response to 
a PHANTOM* signal. 

A new signal was defined in the 
1979 draft called PWRFAIL *, which 
should go low 16 ms (milliseconds) 
before the power goes away. (Note 
that this time is shorter than the time 
originally published.) A problem was 
discovered in actual implementations 
of this signal: when power momen
tarily dips just low enough to cause 
the PWRF AIL* signal to be activated 
but doesn't actually go away, PWR
F AIL* returns high again. But the 
system is now waiting for a POC* 

(power-on-clear) signal that won't 
ever happen because power never 
went low enough. 

The solution to this was to specify 
that the rising edge of PWRF AIL* 
(which will occur at the end of the 
power dip) shall cause POC* to be 
asserted. We chose the rising edge 
rather than just the low level of PWR
FAIL* because otherwise no time 
would be available to execute a 
power-fail routine. 

The TMA cycles now have . more 
specific timing associated with them. 
In general, the tHDHA terms were 

added to ensure adequate time for 
TMA arbitration to take place and to 
ensure that the transfer occurs in a 
"glitch-free" manner. Figure 3 and 
table 2 show the new timing relation
ships. Figure 4 and table 3 show basic 
bus timing as it appears in the new 
standard. 

We made one major mechanical 
change to the standard in order to 
make room for an optional 10-inch
high board. This "double-height" 
board allows much more circuitry per 
board, which will reduce costs and in
crease system performance . Of 
course, these boards will not fit into 
most existing system cabinets, but it 
is just a matter of time before double
height boxes appear. In the mean
time, all manufacturers of double
height boards must clearly state that a 
board is double-height in all product 
literature and advertisements. 

That's about it for technical 
changes to the standard draft. The 
other minor changes are not really 
significant. As was mentioned earlier 
in this article, they are mostly to clear 
up ambiguities for the sake of de
signers. 

Why Use the IEEE-696/5-100 Bus? 
The IEEE-696/S-100 bus offers 

many advantages over single-board 
computers, the biggest of which is 
that the IEEE-696/S-100 systems are 

XFERI I * 

~~~---'---~ ~
A- 1N_~.........~_~........~- Bu___ L E_ ~ _~--~~-D__~~~
RB~~"'--M E Ts 1 N-_s c vc__S~~~::r~~~~~~~~~~~........__rsu I L E

Where: 

XFERI symbolizes ADSB· . sass·. and DODSB" 
XFERll symbolizes CDSB" 

Figure 3: Diagram of the timing relationships for temporary-master access to the bus. 
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Now I can get 
the information 
I need. From 
anywhere. 
Immediately. 

To do business, I need information 
from a lot of places. 

Soles figures from Cincinnati. 
Production costs from Philadelphia. 
Personnel levels from our ad

ministrative offices three blocl~s away. 
And - sometimes - I need up to 

the minute morl~et prices from The 
Source. Whatever I need, I get it. 
Immediately. That means that I 
don't waste time waiting. And I 
don't hove to mol~e decisions based 
on old information. Even if it's just a 
day old. 

Information from anywhere. 
Immediately. With 

Crosstoll~ allows your CP/M or MS
DOS based computer system to ac
cess almost any dial-up computer, 
capture and store the data, and 
transfer files between any two 
Crosstoll~ systems with complete 
error checl~ing. Even when disl~ for
mats ore incompatible. 

To get your information, Crosstoll~ 
con automatically dial any dial-up 
system, capture on-line data for 
analysis off-line. 

Crosstoll~ saves you and your 
computers time. It saves you 
money. And, best of all, it gets you 
the information that you need, 
when you need it. As!~ your local 
dealer about it. 

Now available for IBM PC 
• '"M;"o"uf ,Inc,

1845 The Exchange 
Suite 205 
Atlanta, GA .'.l0.'.l.'.l9 
(404) 952-0267 

DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME 
CROSSTALK is a trademark of Microstuf. Inc. 

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Inc. 

The Source is o servicemark of Source T elecomputing. Corp. 


o subsidiary of The Readers Digest Association. Inc. 
MS·DOS Is a trademark of Microsoft. Inc. 
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FOR TRS-80 MODEL I OR Ill 

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER 


* MORE SPEED 
10-20 times faster than interpreted BASIC. 

* MORE ROOM 
Very compact compiled code plus VIRTUAL MEMORY 
makes your RAM act larger . Variable number of block 
buffers. 31-char.-unlque wordnames use only 4 bytes in 
header! 

* MORE INSTRUCTIONS 
Add YOUR commands to Its 79-STANOAAD·plus 
instruction set! 
Far more complete than most Forths: single & double 
precision, arrays, strlng·handllng, clock, graphics (IBM 
low-r es. gives BIW and 16 color or 200 tint color dlsplay). 

* MORE EASE 
Excellent full-screen Editor, structured & modular 
programming 
Word search utility 
THE NOTEPAD letter writer 
Optimized for your TRS-80 or IBM with keyboard repeats, 
upper/lower case display driver, full ASCII. 

* MORE POWER 
Forth operating system 
Concurrent Interpreter AND Compiler 

VIRTUAL 110 for video and printer, disk and tape 

(10-Megabyte hard disk available) 

Full 8080 or 8088 Assembler aboard 

(ZSO Assembler also available for TRS·BO) 

Intermix 35· to BO·track disk drives 

IBM can read, wrlle and run M.3 disks 

M.3 can read, write and run M.1 disks 

m[ff]@FORTH 

THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH SYSTEM 


FOR TRS·80 & IBM PC 

(Thousands of systems In use) 


1 32~2~asro~~!~a°~~ka;~~tAS.JOe~~~:r r~~:~k. ~~ .v~: . . .~ ~:as· 
V2.1 for IBM Personal Computer(BO·col.screen) .... S2-'9.&S• 

AND MMS GIVES IT PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT 

Source code provided 
MMSFORTH Newsletter 
Many demo programs aboard 
MMSFORTH User Groups 
Inexpensive upgrades to latest version 
Programming staff can provide advice, modifications and 
custom programs, to flt YOUR needs. 

MMSFORTH UTILITIES DISKETTE: Includes FLOATING POINT 
MATH (BASIC ROM routines plus Complex numbers, Rectan· 
gular-Polar coordinate conversions, Degrees mode, more); a 
powerful CROSS·AEFEAENCER lo llsl Forth words by block 
and tine; plus (TRS-80) a full Forth-style zeo assembler or (IBM 
PC/color) Turlle Graphics (requires MMSFORTH V2.0, 1 drive & 
32K RAMI. • • • • • • • • • • .. . .. 139.95' 

FORTHCOM: communications package provides RS·232 
driver, dumb terminal mode, transfer of flies or FORTH blocks, 
and hosl mode to operate a remote FOATHCOM system (re· 
quires MMSFOATH V2.0, 1 drive & 32K RAM) .. . 138.85• 

THE DATAHANDLEA: a very fest dalabase management 
system operable by non-programmers (requires MMSFOATH 
V2.0, 1 drive & 32K RAM) ..... .• • .•..•. • . ... . ..... 159.95• 

FORTHWAITE: fast, powerful word processor w/easy key· 
strokes, Help screens, manual & demo flies. Full proportlonal 
w/tabs, outdentlng. Include other blocks, documents, key· 
board Inputs, & DATAHANDLEA fields-Ideal for form fetters 
(requires MMSFORTH V2.0, 2 drives & 48K RAM) . .. . S17f5.00• 

MMSFOATH GAMES DISKETTE: real-time graphics & board 

games w/source code. Includes BAEAKFORTH, CRASH· 


' FORTH, CRYPTOQUOTE, FREEWAY (TRS·BO), OTHELLO & 

TICTACFOATH (requires MMSFOATH V2.0, 1 drive & 32K RAM) 


. •.•. · · · ···· · · ····· · ····· · -··· · ······· · . •• ••• .. 139.95' 
Other MMSFORTH product• under d1v1lopm1nt 

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE 

MMSFORTH USERS MANUAL-w/oAppendlces ..... $17.60• 

STARTING FORTH - best I . • , ••••••••• •.••• • ,. .. 115.85' 

THREADED INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGES - advanced, 
analyslsof FORTH In ternals ...... . , •••• , •• ....... $18.95• 

PROGRAM DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION - Intro. to structured 
programming, good for Forth . •• ...• • .•.. • .• . , • ... $18.00• 

FOATH-79 STANDARD MANUAL - olllclal reference to 
79·STANDAAD word set, etc ., . •• • ,, • • •• , ••••• .... 113.H• 

FORTH SPECIAL ISSUE, BYTE Magazine (Aug. 1980) - A col· 
lector's Item for Forth users and beginners . . 14.DO• 

• - ORDERING INFORMATION: Software prices Include 

g1::~:~:~nn~~~~6~~~ 61~sn~~1g~~6us:~g:d;c::ul~~11S:.~~H 
~~=s~~·r~r~e~d~~~~~:TF~r!~dn ~~d~spae~a2~vj~.0~~k ~O~: 
VISA and MIC accepted; no unpaid purchase orders or refunds. 

Send SASE for free MMSFORTH information. 

Good dealers sougf'lt. 


Get MMSFORTH products from your 
computer dealer or 

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES 
61 Lake Shore Road, Natick, MA 01760 

(6m 653-6136 
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Pin Signal Active 
Number (and Origin) Level Description 

+8V (B) 

2 +16 v (B) 

3 XRDY (S) 

4 VIO*(S) 
5 Vl1*(S) 
6 Vl2*(S) 
7 Vl3*(S) 
8 Vl4*(S) 
9 Vl5*(S) 
10 Vl6*(S) 
11 Vl7*(S) 
12 NMl*(S) 
13 PWRFAIL*(B) 
14 TMA3* (M) 
15 A18 (M) 
16 A16 (M) 
17 A17 (M) 
18 SDSB* (M) 
19 CDSB* (M) 
20 0 V(B) 
21 NDEF 

22 ADSB* (M) 
23 DODSB* (M) 

24 ¢ (B) 
25 pSTVAL*(M) 
26 pHLDA (M) 

27 RFU 
28 RFU 
29 A5 (M) 
30 A4 (M) 
31 A3 (M) 
32 A15 (M) 

33 A12 (M) 
34 A9 (M) 
35 D01 (M)/ED1 (M/S) 
36 DOD (M)/EDO (M/S) 
37 A10 (M) 
38 D04 (M)/ED4 (M/S) 
39 D05 (M)/ED5 (MIS) 
40 D06 (M)/ED6 (M/S) 
41 Dl2 (S)/OD2 (M/S) 
42 Dl3 (S)/OD3 (M/S) 
43 Dl7 (S)/OD7 (M/S) 
44 sM1 (M) 

45 sOUT (M) 

46 slNP (M) 

47 sMEMR (M) 

48 sHLTA (M) 

49 CLOCK (B) 

50 0 V (B) 

H 

L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
H 
H 
H 
L 
L 

oc 
oc 
oc 
oc 
oc 
oc 
oc 
oc 
oc 
OC 

OC 
OC 

L 
L 

OC 
OC 

A 
L 
H 

H 
H 
H 
H 

H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 

H 

H 

H 

H 

A 

Instantaneous minimum greater than 7 V, instan
taneous maximum less than 25 V, average 
maximum less than 11 V. 

Instantaneous minimum greaier than 14.5 V, 
instantaneous maximum less than 35 V, 
average maximum less than 21.5 V. 

One of two ready inputs to the current bus 
master. The bus is ready when both these 
ready inputs are true. See pin 72. 

Vectored-interrupt line 0. 
Vectored-interrupt line 1. 
Vectored·interrupt line 2. 
Vectored-interrupt line 3. 
Vectored-interrupt line 4. 
Vectored·lnterrupt line 5. 
Vectored-interrupt line 6. 
Vectored-interrupt line 7. 

Nonmaskable interrupt. 

Power-fail bus signal. 

Temporary-master priority bit 3. 

Extended-address bit 18 . 

Extended-address bit 16. 

Extended-address bit 17. 

The signal to disable the 8 status signals. 

The signal to disable the 5 control output signals. 
Common with pin 100. 
Not to be defined. Manufacturer must specify any 

use in detail. 
The signal to disable the address signals. 
The control signal to disable the data-output 

signals. (D07-0 for 8-bit transfers, ED7-0 and 
OD7-0 for 16-bit transfers). 

The master timing signal for the bus. 
Status-valid strobe. 
A control signal used in conjunction with HOLD* 

to coordinate bus·master transfers. 
Reserved for future use. 
Reserved for future use. 
Address bit 5. 
Address bit 4. 
Address bit 3. 
Address bit 15 (most significant for nonextended 

addressing). 
Address bit 12. 
Address bit 9. 
Data-out bit 1, bidirectional even·data bit 1. 
Data-out bit 0, bidirect ional even-data bit 0. 
Address bit 10. 
Data·out bit 4, bidirectional even-data bit 4. 
Data-out bit 5, bidirectional even-data bit 5. 
Data-out bit 6, bidirectional even-data bit 6. 
Data-in bit 2, bidirectional odd-data bit 2. 
Data-in bit 3, bidirectional odd-data bit 3. 
Data-in bit 7, bidirectional odd·data bit 7. 
The status signal that indicates that the current 

cycle is an op-code fetch. 
The status signal identifying the data-transfer 

bus cycle to an output device. 
The status signal identifying the data-transfer 

· bus cycle from an input device. 
The status signal identifying bus cycles that 

transfer data from memory to a bus master 
and that are not interrupt-acknowledge/ 
instruction-fetch cycle(s). 

The status signal that acknowledges that an 
HLT instruction has been executed. 

2-M Hz ( ± 0.5 %) 40-60% duty cycle. Not 
required to be synchronous with any other 
bus signal. 

Common with pin 100. 

Table 1: Signals and their definitions according to the IEEE-696 standard. The letter 
in parentheses tells the signal's origin: master, slave, or bus. OC specifies open
collector drivers and A means alternating. (Table 1 continues on page 292.) 

Circle 426 on inquiry card.--+ 



n VX128, VX5 
Vectrlx Corp 





There was a time in recent history when people could tolerate the in
adaiuacies of personal computers. We believe that era has ended. 

Now you can own personal computers that are more power-
Pm JfJfJSeries ful, easier to use and more fully supported than 

any to have come before them. DEC111a1e" 

Tbeminico111p11lerofpersonalco111p11ters. They are the new personal 
computers from Digital Equipment Corporation, the =-""~~~ §.-a. 
worlds second largest computer manufacturer. Tbefzt!01s11pporled s111allb11sinesssystem. 

Digitals personal computers give you more information on 
the screen. More storage. And communications options that let you talk 
to other, larger computers anywhere in the world. 

When it comes to graphics, you no longer have to settle for the 
"paint-by-numbers" look of yesterriays systems. Digitals optional bit-map 
graphics give you four times the resolution of even the very best picture 
tube. And you no longer have to settle for the pale, bland colors of the 
past. Digitals personal computers give you a wider palette to pick from. 

Even more, you no longer have to be content with a narrow 
choice ofpersonal computers. For Digital gives you three choices: Rainbow, 
DECmate, and Professional personal computers. Different kinds ofpersonal 
computers, because there are different kinds of problems to manage. 

So if youve been unhappy with the history of personal compu-
Rainbaiv 100 ting thus far, be glad. A new generation has begun. 

To find out more, call 800-DIGITAL and we'll send 
TIXJ lowcost bigb pe1farmm1ce macbine. you our free 
personal computer brochure. Or 
write: Digital Equipment Corporation, 
129 Parker St., Maynard, MA 01754. ~n~nomn 


Professional 3$0. m:cm:nc. :md Rai11bow arc 1mk111:1rks of Digital Equipnh.:lll Coq)oraiion. 
© Oigilal F.quipmcnl Corpor.1tior1 1932 MORE PERSONAL. 


MORE COMPUTER. 




Circle 415 on Inquiry card. 
Table 1 continued: 

AVAILABLE· 
Pin 
Number 

Signal 
(and Origin) 

Active 
Level Description 

NOW! 

(VERSION IV.1) 
FOR THE 

THE MOST PORTABLE, 
POWERFUL AND POPULAR 
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT 

51 
52 

53 
54 

55 
56 
57 
58 

59 
60 

61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 

+8 V (B) 
-16 V (B) 

0 V (B) 
SLAVE CLR* (B) 

TMAO* (M) 
TMA1* (M) 
TMA2* (M) 
sXTRO* (M) 

A19 (M) 
SIXTN* (S) 

A20 (M) 
A21 (M) 
A22 (M) 
A23 (M) 
NDEF 
NDEF 

L oc 

L oc 
L oc 
L oc 
L 

H 
L oc 

H 
H 
H 
H 

Common with pin 1 . 
Instantaneous maximum less than - 14.5 V, 

instantaneous minimum greater than -35 V, 
average minimum greater than - 21.5 V. 

Common with pin 100. 
A reset signal to reset bus slaves. Must be 

active with POC* and may also be generated 
by external means. 

Temporary-master priority bit 0. 
Temporary-master priority bit 1. 
Temporary-master priority bit 2. 
The status signal that requests 16-bit slaves to 

assert SIXTN*. 
Extended-address bit 19. 
The signal generated by 16-bit slaves in response 

to the 16-bit request signal sXTRO* 
Extended-address bit 20. 
Extended-address bit 21. 
Extended-address bit 22. 
Extended-address bit 23. 
Signal not to be defined. 
Signal not to be defined. 

IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT FOR 
THE VICTOR 9000 I SIRIUS 
COMPUTER 

67 

68 

PHANTOM*(M/S) 

MWRT (B) 

L oc 

H 

A bus signal that disables normal slave devices 
and enables phantom slaves-primarily used 
for bootstrapping systems without hardware 
front panels. 

pWR • - sOUT (logic equation). This signal must 

D Full screen editor 
0 Comprehensive filer and 

utilities 
D PASCAL, FORTRAN and 

BASIC comoilers 

69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 

RFU 
0 V (B) 
RFU 
ROY (S) 
INT* (S) 
HOLD* (M) 

H oc 
L oc 
L oc 

follow pWR* by not more than 30 ns. 
Reserved for future use. 
Common with pin 100. 
Reserved for future use. 
See comments for pin 3. 
The primary interrupt-request bus signal. 
The control signal used in conjunction with 

D Object code compatibility 
with IBM, Osborne, Tl, DEC 

0 Extended memory 
D TURTLEGRAPHICS 

Full use of Victor screen 
D Native code generator 

Complete trade off 
between size and speed 

75 

76 
77 

78 

RESET* (B) 

pSYNC (M) 
pWR* (M) 

pDBIN (M) 

L oc 

H 
L 

H 

pHLDA to coordinate bus-master transfers. 
The reset signal to reset bus-master devices. 

This signal must be active with POC* and 
may also be generated by external means. 

The control signal identifying BS,. 
The control signal signifying the presence of 

valid data on DO bus or data bus. 
The control signal that requests data on the DI 

bus or data bus from the cwrently addressed 
slave. 

D Xenofile 
p-SYSTEM to/from CP/M 86 
TM-Digital Research Corp. 

D Complete documentation 
700 pages 

0 Runtime only syste,ms 

79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

AO (M) 
A1 (M) 
A2 (M) 
A6 (M) 
A7 (M) 
A8 (M) 
A13 (M) 

H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 

Address bit 0 (least significant). 
Address bit 1 . 
Address bit 2. 
Address bit 6. 
Address bit 7. 
Address bit 8. 
Address bit 13. 

also available 
! 

*Trademarks 
Regents of the University of Callfomla 
Victor Business Products 

86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

A14 (M) 
A11 (M) 
002 (M)/ED2 (MIS) 
003 (M)/ED3 (MIS) 
007 (M)/ED7 (M/S) 
014 (S)/004 (M/S) 
015 (S)/005 (MIS) 
016 (S)/006 (M/S) 
011 (S)/001 (M/S) 
DID (S)/ODO (M/S) 

slNTA (M) 

sWO* (M) 

ERROR* (S) 

Poe· (Bl 

0 V (B) 

H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 
H 

H 

L 

L oc 

L 

Address bit 14. 
Address bit 11 . 
Data-out bit 2, bidirectional even-data bit 2. 
Data-out bit 3, bidirectional even-data bit 3. 
Data-out bit 7, bidirectional even-data bit 7. 
Data-in bit 4, bidirectional odd-data bit 4. 
Data-in bit 5, bidirectional odd-data bit 5. 
Data-in bit 6, bidirectional odd-data bit 6. 
Data-in bit 1, bidirectional odd-data bit 1. 
Data-in bit O (least significant for 8-bit data), 

bidirectional odd-data bit 0. 
The status signal identifying the bus input 

cycle(s) that may follow an accepted interrupt 
request presented on INT*. 

The status signal identifying a bus cycle that 
transfers data from bus master to slave. 

The bus status signal signifying an error 
condition during present bus cycle. 

The power-on clear signal for all bus devices; 
when this signal goes low, it must stay low 
for at least 1 O ms. 

System ground. 
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PUTER 

We are overstocked! 
Our warehou~ over 

with - in Dri 

He 

f 


help yours 

ings on the 1roducts. 


We've a high on 
Tandon. (Even wh1 e not up 
to our knees in ·em .) · 1ey offer 
an unsuroassed store ' caoac
ity, a VI y advancer' uuu• 0¥UU' 

design, 1creased th ughput · 
and proven rel iabilit 

So at these orices ould 
definitely bu twn 
Maybe som 
havin · a birtl 
for th m. 

Call imm lese 
prices, they won 1 1as1 very 1ong. 

Hopefully. 

Tandon's TM100 series nf fi -inc:h 
mini-floppy disk drives ; 
Tandon's patented read/write 
head design. 
Available in four models: 

TM100-1 A singl 

5.25-inch floppy 

storage capacit 

unformatted ani 

access nm 


.195.00 

TM100-2 doubli j, 40 track 
per side, 5.25-incn iloppy-disk 
drive with a storage capacity of 
SOOK bytes unformatted and a 

Circle 16 on Inquiry card. 

UlllUllllOllCU c 

access time of 3-milliseconds 
....... .250.00 

I rJ · · ;ided, 80 track 
pe 1 flooov-disk 
drive w1m y of 
1000K bytes untormatted and a 
track-to-track access time of 3· 

II iseconds ........... 369.00 

rM848 "Th 
ch flooov-disl 

q rh inlinE WO 

di to be i1 me 
space as a single conventional 

rive. 

Available in two models: 

TM848-1 I e-sided. 
fl 
c. 

11secc 
time . .... 
TMRllJ 

st or 

byte:; uuuu1e ue11< 

mat). and it has a : 111seco1 

track-to-track access time... 


....... 490.00 


Ii 


dri~s~ ~~-~:a::;~__.__)___1213 975 
ICAl WEEKL't SPECIALS_J.

FOi, _ 
We\built ;ueputation mi our 
pridrs d vour satisfaction. 

We guaranlee everything . 
If anything is wrong . return the item anc 
we 'll make ii right. And we 'll pay the ship 
ping charges 

We accept Visa and M 
nrr1ers· r.nn nrders. uo 

Prices quoted are for stock on hand and 
notice 

PRODUCTS 

31245 LA BAYA DRIVE 
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To order or for 
information call ._ ..._... .....~ 

(212) 509-1923 

Angeles: 

(213) 706-0333 
In Dallas: 
(214)744-4251 

By- - • 

MODEL Ill DISK DRIVE rs 
C• it inch 
assemo1ea and t 
controller, moun 
switching power supply, ana 1n· 
stallation instructions. Handles 4 
drives ................ 259.00 

Controller Kil 
1 single-sided, 40 tracK 

di ;. .. . .......... .. . 638.00 

K 2: Controller Kit and two 
T 0-2 double-sided, 40 track 

................ 779.00 

Kil #3: Controller l/:t and two 
TM100-3 sin~ 
dMves..... .. 

:k 
10 

Kit #4: Conti 
TM100·4 

~r Kit a1 10 



Parameter Description Minimum Maximum 

tsET Delay pHLDA to ADSB*, SDSB*, DODSB* low 0 

lov Time for both temporary and permanent master 
to drive the control output lines 0.4tcy 

toH Hold time for address, status, and data out from 
end of strobe to CDSB* rising 0.2tcy 

tREL Delay from HOLD* rising to ADSB*, SDSB* and 
DODSB* high 1.0tcy 

tHDJT.4 Delay from HOLD* false to pHLDA false 1.0lc, 

t<t>cos• Delay from</> rising to CDSB* low 
Delay from </> rising to CDSB* high 0 0.3tcy 

l;wHA Delay from HOLD* falling to pHLDA rising 1.0\cy 

Table 2: Bus-transfer timing parameters (see also figure 3). 

products exists for almost any ap
plication. 

Hardware and software developers 
prefer the IEEE-696/S-100 bus 
because the latest technology seems 
to appear on that bus first. Every ma
jor new processor has been available 
on an S-100 board long before it has 
been ready for other systems. Com
puter systems based on the S-100 bus 
tend to run a lot faster than other sys
tems. Although the standard specifies 
that the maximum clock rate is 6 
MHz, the S-100 bus is capable of run
ning much faster, with some manu
facturers routinely shipping 10-MHz 

completely modular in nature. Users 
can purchase just the system they need 
because any system can be tailored to 
individual requirements. You are not 
stuck buying what a manufacturer 
feels is the optimum computing 
system. 

By the same token, a modular sys
tem can be upgraded at any time to 
take advantage of newer technology, 
expand the system's capabilities as · 
your computing needs grow, or even 

turn a single-user computer into one 
capable of handling multiple users. 
You have a choice of a wide variety 
of processor types, including many 
16-bit offerings. Some systems even 
allow a mixture of processor types, 
including both 8- and 16-bit pro
cessors. 

Another big advantage of 
IEEE-696/S-100 systems is the large 
number of manufacturers with prod
ucts for that bus. A wide range of 

products. 
Some people perceive cost as a dis

advantage to IEEE-696/S-100 sys
tems. It is true that an S-100-based 
system may cost more to start with 
than a single-board-type system, but 
S-100 systems quickly become much 
more cost-effective when it comes 
time to upgrade the system. A single
board system may have to be dis
carded altogether; but, change a card 
or two in an S-100 system, and you 

Now, you can balance your checking account ... 
even i1 you never could before, with 

THE SMART CHECKBOOK™ 

Your personal financial manager 

Its unique checkbook reconciliation mode finds 
the mistakes in your checkbook for you and makes 
corrections easily. 
For example it: 
•Shows items returned byyour bank which you 


forgot to enter. 

•Locates duplicate entries. 
•Finds differences in amounts entered in your 


checkbook, and those charged by your bank. 

•Even catches mistakes the bank made. 

In short, it enables you to BALANCE 
YOUR CHECKBOOK with ease 

and confidence. Or, an 
unlimited number of check
ing and credit card ac
counts, for that matter. 

AND THERE'S MUCH MORE ... 
A powerful data base manager, checkwriter, 
budget information, automatic and customized 
reports and tables. 
SMALL BUSINESSES ... 
Keeps track of Schedule C revenues and expenses 
and displays them in monthly income statement 
form for a whole year. 
AT TAX TIME ... 
List and total your tax deductions with pushbutton 
ease for any of 16 Form 1040 tax categories. 
ORDER THE SMART CHECKBOOK NOW .. 
ONLY $149. Available for mostCP/M and CP/M-86 
formats (requires 56K) and the IBM PC-DOS (requires 
64K). Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Phone: (703) 261-1621 OR WRITE: Box 3456 

/OFTOUEIT ~~~~an, VA 

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research; The Smar1 Checkbook is a trademark of Softquest 
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Still short of featu_res 

on your QUAD function IBM PC board? 


This may really be the only board you need 
to expand your IBM personal computer. 
We've now added the most wanted feature 
on a quadfunctionboard: two asynchronous 
ports along with memory, clock/calendar, 
and parallel printer port. And unlike most 
big memory boards, you don't have to 
sacrifice multiple functions to get 
512k of add-on memory in a single 
slot. 

THE BASICS 

The main board hasthreefunctions 
standard: Parity checked and fully 
socketed memory up to 256k in 
64k increments, clock/calendar 
with battery back-up, asynchronous 
communication port (RS232C ser
ial) which can be used as COM 1 or 
COM2, (DCE for a printer, or DTE 

320k, set aside plenty of space for print 
spooling, and still have plenty of memory 
for your biggest programs. An exclusive 
design allows the memory to be split at two 
memory addresses to take full advantage of 
the memory disk feature of concurrent 
CP/M. 

for a modem). Optional is a 100% 
IBM compatible parallel printer port, 
and a second async port for another $50 
each. Also included are: SuperDriveTM disk 
emulation and SuperSpoolenM printer buf
fer software. 

NO CORNERS CUT 

We didn't lower the quality to give you all 
this. The board is a four layer design with 
solder masking, siik screened locations, 
and gold plated edge connectors. Compo
nents are premium grade and meet or 
exceed IBM specifications. Each board is 
burned in and tested prior to shipment. 

CLOCK/CALENDAR 

& CLIP-ON BATTERY 


Our clock is powered by a simple $4 lithium 

watch battery available at your corner drug 

store. It is clipped on, not soldered like 

some other clock boards. How useful is a 

battery warranty that requires you to send 

your board to the manufacturer to replace 

it? We send you a diskette with a program 

that sets the time and date when you turn 

on your computer. Now your programs will 

always have the correct time and date on 

them without you ever having to think 

about it. (Just which version of that program 

you were writing is the latest one?) 

MEGAPAK OF MEMORY 

The picture in the inset shows the optional 
256k MegaPakrM board mounted "piggy
back" on the main board. This expandability 
feature gives those who need it 51 2k of 
add-on memory in a single slot. Now you 
can create disk drives in memory up to 

Circle 443 on Inquiry card. 

FREE SOFTWARE 

The disk emulation software creates "disk 
drives" in memory which access your pro
grams at the speed of RAM memory. The 
print spooler allows the memory to accept 
data as fast as the computer can send it and 
frees your computer for more productive 
work. Some manufacturers sell hardware 
printer buffers that do only this for hundreds 
of dollars. SuperSpoolenM eliminates the 
need for these slot robbing products. 

CHEAP SOFTWARE TOO 

What good is great hardware without some 
great software to use it with? We offer 
some terrific prices on some of the popular 
programs you will want to use your board 
with. How about the cream of the spread
sheet programs, SUPERCALC, for just $ 1 76. 
Or maybe dBASE II by Ashton-Tate for just 
$469. 

WHY BUY IT FROM US7 

Because we provide the service and support 
most companies just talk about. We realize 
how integral this board is to the use of your 
computer. What good is a warranty if it 
takes weeks for repairs to be made? We 
offer 48 hour turnaround or a replacement 
board on all warranty repairs. Do you hear 
anyone else making this promise? If you 
still are not convinced, and want to compare 
prices, remember we don't charge extra for 
credit cards, shipping, or COD fees. If you 
still want to buy elsewhere. ask them if 
they will face the acid test. 

THE ACID TEST 

Qubie (say que-bee-A) gives you a 30 day 
satisfaction guarantee on all board pur
chases. If you are not completely satisfied 
we will refund the entire cost of your 
purchase as well as pay the postage to 
return it. If you can get one of our competi 
tors to give you the same guarantee, buy 
any other board you think compares and 
return the one you don't like. We're not 
worried because we know which one you 
will keep. We also offer a one year parts 
and labor warranty. An additional one year 
extended warranty is available for $50. 

TO ORDER BY MAIL SEND 

-Your name and shipping address 
-Memory size. and options requested 
-Software and cables needed 
-Daytime phone 11umber 
-California residents add 6% sales tax 
-Company check or credit card number 

w ith expiration date (personal checks 
take 18 days to clear) 

~-TO ORDER BY PHONE 

In California (8051 482-9829 
Outside California (800) 821 -4479 

PRICES: 64k $375 192k $499 
128k $439 256k $599 

512k $998 

(Includes async port, memory, clock / 
calendar, SuperDriveTM, and Super 
SpoolenM software) 

OPTIONS: 
Parallel Printer Port $50 
Second Async Port $50 
MegaPakTM with 256k of memory $399 
Cable to parallel printer S35 
Cable to modem or serial printer $25 
Memory Diagnostics Program $10 
SUPERCALC by SORCIM S176 
dBASE II by Ashton-Tate S469 

SHIPMENT 
We pay UPS surface charges. UPS 2 day 
air serive $5 extra . Credit crad or bank 
check orders shipped same day. 

QUBIE' 
DISTRIBUTING 

4809 Calle Alto 
Camarlllo, CA 93010 
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Circle 254 on Inquiry card. 

MODEM

$12995 

No other acoustic modem 
gives you all these fea
tures at this low price. 

The MFJ-1232 Acoustic Modem gives you a 
combination of features, quality and performance 
that others can't match at this price. 

D-300 Baud, Bell 103 compatible. Originate/ 
Answer. Half/full duplex. RS-232, TTL, CMOS 
level compatible . Use any computer. Cassette 
tape recorder ports save data for reloading or re
transmission. 6 pole active filter handles weak 
signals. Carrier detect LED indicates adequate 
signal strength for data recognition. Quality 
" muffs" gives good acoustic coupling, isolates 
external noise for reliable data transfer. Crystal 
controlled . " ON" LED. Aluminum cabinet. 110 
VAC or 9volt batteries. 9x1%x4 In. 

Apple II, II Plus: software and cable for 
modem, MFJ-1231, $39.95. Plugs into game 
port. No serial board needed. 

(4a) 

pSYNC 

AO - A23 

STA TUS 

pOBlN 

01 • Hl-Z 

I

'--

Hl -Z 
,.~ .. . 
,,~··· 

-· - . ···-·- ,.,,,..•...... . 

It 's like hauing s7995 
an extra port 

MFJ-1240 RS-232 TRANSFER SWITCH. Swit· 
ches computer between 2 peripherals (printer, 
terminal, modem, etc.). Like having extra port. 
Push button 1wltche1 10 lines (pins 2,3,4,5,6,8, 
11,15,17,20). Change plug or cable to substitute 
other lines. Push button reverses transmit
receive lines. LEDs monitor pins 2,3,4,5,6,8,20. 
PC board eliminates wiring, crosstalk, line Inter
ference. 3 RS-232 25 pin connectors. 7x2x6 In . 

sgggs MFJ·1108 AC POWER CENTER. 

Adds convenience, prevents data 


loss, head bounce, equipment damage. 

Relay latches power off during power
I transients. Multi-filters Isolate equip·

men!, eliminate Interaction, noise,


I 	 hash. Varl1tor1 suppress spikes. 3 
Isolated, switched socket pairs. One un· 
switched for clock, etc. Lighted power, 
reset switch. Pop·out fuse. 3 wire, 6 ft. 
cord. 15A, 125V, 1875 watts. Aluminum 
case. Black. 1Bx23Ax2 In. MFJ·11D7, 
$79.95. Like 11 OB less relay. Bsockets, 
2 unswltched. Other models available, 
write for free specification sheet. 

Order from MFJ and try It. If not delighted , 
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping). 

One year uncondltlon11 guarantee. 
Order yours today. Call toll free BOIMl47-1800. 

Charge VISA, MC. Or mall check, money order. 
Add $4.00 each for shipping and handling. 

CALL TOLL FREE . .. 800-647-1800 
Call 601-323-5869 In MS, outside continental USA 

MFJ ENTERPRISES 
INCORPORATED ' 

921 Loul1vllle Road, Starkville, MS 39759 

(4b) 

AO-A23 

STATUS 

pWR• 

00 

l I-•,., 
I+
l r-•sT• 

1STWR-I r-
I 

DATA VAL ID 

BSJ 

twRMR-1 rr: 1WRMR-I r-
MWRT 

Figure 4: Timing diagrams for basic bus cycles. Figure 4a shows a read cycle; f igure 4b 
shows a write cycle; and figure 4c shows the timing required for the ROY, XROY, and 
SIXTN• signals (when pSYNC is false, ROY and XROY are tested only when the master 
is in a wait state). 
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Circle 277 on Inquiry card. 

Parameter Description 

Icy ct> Period 

tern </> Pulse width high 

Icy, q, Pulse width low 

1¢SY Delay "' high to pSYNC high; 
Delay q, high to pSYNC low 

tSY pSYNC pulse width high 

Im> pSTVAL • low prior to q, high during 
pSYNC 

lsr PSTVAL• pulse width high 

I.IT pSTVAL* pulse width low 

t...1'7' Addresses stable prior to pSTVAL • 
low during pSYNC high 

t,:rr Status stable prior to pSTVAL • 
low during pSYNC high 

1 pDBIN pulse width high 08 

l:rro• 	 Delay pSTVAL* low to pDBIN high 

Delay pDBIN low to pSYNC high 

Hold time for addresses and 
status after pDBIN low· 

Delay pDBIN low to slave DI 
drivers high impedance 

Delay pDBIN high to slave DI 
drivers active 

l-tcc Delay pSTVAL • low to data valid 

,... pWR* Pulse width low 

tsrwR Delay pSTVAL • low to pWR* low 

\WRSY Delay pWR* high to pSYNC high 

to WR Setup time DO valid to pWR* low 

Hold time addresses, status, and 
DO from pWR* high 

tWilMR Delay pWR* low to MWRT high; 
delay pWR* high to MWRT low 

IRoYcJ> Setup time ROY, XRDY, SIXTN* to 
q, rising 

lcJ>RDY Hold time ROY, XRDY, SIXTN* after 
q, rising 

twRASD 

Overlap of PHANTOM* and pDBIN 
or pWR* 

tsrif Delay from pSYNC high to pSTVAL * 
low 

1..¢ Addresses stable prior to q, high 
during pSYNC high 

l:mp Status stable prior to q, high 
during pSYNC high 

tPOV 

Minimum Maximum 
(ns) (ns) 

166 2000 

0.41cY 

0.4tCY 

10 0.4tCY 

0.7tcY 

0 

50 

50 

70 

40 

0.91cy 

20 

0 

50 

70 

10 70 

Specified by manufacturer 
worst-case maximum for all 
slaves and worst-case 
minimum for all masters. 

0.91cy 

30 

0 

0.11cy 

0 .21cY 

30 

70 

20 

30 

30 

80 

50 

ReformaTTer conversion software lets 
you read and write IBM 3740 disk
ettes* on your CP/M or MP/M system. 

ReformaTTer is ideal for CP/M users 
who want 
• 	 Access to large system data bases 
• 	 Distributed data processing 
• 	 Offline program development 
• 	 Database conversion 
With ReformaTTer, you have the 

ability to 

• 	 Bidirectionally tranfer complete 


files between CP/M and IBM 

• 	 Automatically handle ASCII/ 


EBCDIC code conversion 

• 	 Display and alter IBM 3740 direc 

tory and data 

Enjoy the same advantages of main
frame access that other ReformaTTer 
users have. Customers like Upjohn, 
M&M/Mars, The United Nations, 
Arthur Young & Co., Sandia Labs, 
FMC Corp., and Stanford University 
all use ReformaTTer: So can you. 

Other versions of ReformaTTer con
version software include 

CP/M .... DEC (RT 11) 
TRSDOS Mod. II .... CP/M 

TRSDOS Mod. II .... DEC (RT 1 1) 
Order ReformaTTer today for only 
$249. 
*IBM 3740 basic data exchange format. Refor
maTTer requires one 8" floppy drive. 

467 Hamilton Av., Suite 2, Palo Alto, CA 94301 

CP/M is a reg. trademark of Digital Research 

.-------------------------·
I Please send complete information on the follow- I 
: ing versions of ReformaTTer : 

O 	 Please send ReformaTTer CP/M - IBM. Myl 

check for S 249 (plus SS shipping. Cal. 
Res. add 6 112% sales tax). 0 Charge to my 
0 VISA 0 MasterCard. 

# _ _______ __exp. date __ 

Signature 

Name 

Company 

Street 

City 

State Zip 

Table 3: Memory-access cycle timing parameters. 
Mail to MicroTech Exports, Inc. 

467 Hamilton Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94301 
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C irc le 98 on inquiry ca rd. 

-;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i-, verification, or at I east get a guar-

Before you're 
tempted by 

the Apple ... 

look at 
the new 
Franklin 

ACE 1000! 

Totally Apple compatible. the new Franklin 
ACE 1000 Computer includes 64K Visicalc con

"-~ F
FRAMU.M 

trol keys. numeric keypad, and built-in cooling • ·----- 
fan. It will interface with all Apple programs. The " 
only thing they don't have in common is their pricei 
The ACE 1000 is priced hundreds of dollars less. 

Computer Discount sells the complete Franklin, TRS-80, ATARI , and 
Apple Computer lines, Epson, Okidata, and C. ltoh printers, and a com
plete inventory of hardware, accessories and software, and we have cables 
to interface our printers with Commodore, IBM and Osborne computers 
all at the best prices in the U.S.A. Send for our FREE 32 page catalog. 

• 

Nowanyone 
can write a powerful 
program with 
dBase 1randAutocode: 
Finally, the first prac tical application of artificial intelligence in 

personal computer soflware. Autocode 1is a powerful program 

generator for dBASE II. No prior knowledge of programming required. 


oo OlJ vrnJ [ rnJ rnJ [ n 
• 	 Automatic menus & sub menus • Automatic programs in dBASE II 
• 	 Automatic data entry screens code_with interactive screens 
e Automatic data entry routines t!_nf;}t;:) • No prior knowledge of dBASE II

1'i ~,.. required
• 	 String, numeric, dale & o¥-'C e CP/M & MS DOS operating systems 

calculated fields • Handy pocket size manual 
• 	 Automolfc multiple reports • Average learning time only4 hours 

STEMMOS LTD. 

666 Howard Street, San Francisco, CA 94105 

Just send the following to address above today. 
• 	 Your d iskelte format & hardware • Your name & complete address 
• 	 How many Autocodes you want a t S200 each.· • A check or money order. 

ORDER TOLL FREE 800-227-1617 (Ext 417) IN CA CALL 800-772-3545 (Ext 417) 

Credit cord buyers may substitute th e ir cord number and expiration l'91i...-1 
dote for the check. Or coll us toll free and save the trip to the moil box. · · · ~ 

U.S. Address: 666 Howard SI. Son Francisco CA 94105/ U. K. Address: 344 Kensington High Street. London W14 
Tel: [4151777 -3800 Dealer Inquiries invited Tel: 01602 6242 

dBASE 11 1' .. Ashton Ta te ·1n Ca!ilornio odd 6% sales lox Autocode 11
\ 
1Slemmos Lid. 

may have what appears to be a whole 
new machine. 

Of course, no discu.ssion of 
IEEE-696/S-100 bus advantages 
would be complete without mention
ing that the existence of a standard 
helps everybody. It makes the 
modular concept truly workable. 

The Future of IEEE 696 
Those of us in the industry perceive 

the IEEE-696/S-100 bus to be long
lived. The most powerful systems in 
the industry are currently available 
on the bus, and the trend seems to be 
continuing. With the new standard's 
provision for 16-bit capability, 16 
megabytes of memory, and expanded 
TMA capabilities, it will be a long 
time before computing needs outgrow 
it. 

One point I can't stress enough is 
that, when buying S-100 systems and 
products, insist upon products that 
meet or exceed the IEEE-696 specifica
tions. Be wary of the phrase "com
patible with IEEE 696." If you are in 
doubt about a product, ask for 

antee. 

Where to Get More Information 
If 	you would like a copy of the 

standard, send me a legal-size, self
addressed, stamped envelope along 
with a note indicating your request. 
By the time this article is published, I 
should know how the standard is to 
be distributed. I will return your 
envelope with a note describing how 
to get your copy. 

Send your self-addressed, stamped 
envelope to: . 

Mark Garetz 
Chairman, IEEE-696 Committee 
c/ o Compupro 
POB 2355 
Oakland Airport, CA 94614-0355 

If you want to read a text that 
describes the IEEE-696/S-100 bus in 
clear, precise terms, plus gives a 
wealth of useful circuits and informa

l tion, pick up a copy of Interfacing to 
S-100/ JEEE 696 Microcomputers at 
a computer bookstore. It is written by 
Sol Libes and me and is published by 
Osborne/McGraw-Hill (1981). • 
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compare Prices Before vou Buy!! 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

NEC PC-8001A . . ... .... ....... $725 


Products For Apple Computers 

Here are some of the products BISON carries for 

Apple Computers. If you don"t see what you wan t 
here. give us a cal l. 
16K RAM Card for Apple II . $ 68 
Microsoft Premium Pack ......... . . $ 525 
BISON Add-on Disk Drive 

100% Apple Compatible . , . . . , . . . $ 279 
Parallel Printer Card with Cable . . . S 72 
Apple t:ompat1ble Parallel In terface . . S 65 
D C. Hayes Micromodem II ........ S 279 
Graphics Interface for NEC. Epson . $ 129 
Microsoft ZBO Softcard wi th CP/ M • .. ... . S 279 
Videx BO Column Videoterm . . . S 249 
Videx Enhancer . . . . . , . . . . . S 119 
Videx Function Strip. . . . . . , . . . . S 59 
For more Apple information . circle reader service card H51 

PRINTERS 
BISON carr ies all of the major brands of p rinters If you 
need help choosing the proper pr inter for your needs. call 
and ta lk to one of our support technicians 

EPSON MX-BO FIT Type Ill w/Graftrax S 460 
EPSON MX-100 with Graftrax .. . . S 625 
NEC PC-8023A Frie. & Trac . w/ Graph .... S 485 
NE C 7710-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . $2095 
NEC 7715-1 .. $2095 
NEC 7720-1 ...... .. . . . $2445 
NEC 7725-1 . $2445 
Okidata Microline 82A 80 Col . . . ... $ 439 
Okida ta M1crol1ne B3A w/Trac . - 132 Col .. $ 639 
Okida ta Microline 84P - Parallel. . . . . . . $ 925 
Okidata Microline 84PS - 200 cps P/ S S 999 
C. ltoh Prowriter I - Parallel .... S 485 
C. ltoh Prowriter I - Paralle l/Serial . . . . S 525 
C. ltoh Prowriter II - Parallel . . S 625 
C. ltoh Prowriter II - Parallel /Serial . . . . ... $ 675 
C ltoh F-10 Starwriter - Parallel - 40 cps . . $1225 
C ltoh F- 10 Starwriter - Seria l - 40 cps $1225 
Comrex Daisy Wheel Prin ter - Para llel . ... $ 735 
Comrex Daisy Wheel Printer - Seria l . . . . S 785 
Comrex Tractor Feed . , . . . $ 195 
For more printer information circle reader service card H52 

MONITORS 
BMC International 
· 12" Green monitor with P-31 phospher 
· 15 Mhz' Excellent for 80 column display 
BMC 12" Green Monitor . . S 89 
· 13" Color Monitor· Audio and Video 
• 270 Line resolution 
BMC 13" Color Monitor. .. . .... ' . .. . . $ :229 
AMDEK Monitor-s 
· 12" Green Phospher 
·Non-Glare 
AMDEK Video 300 . . . . . . . . .. Call for Price 
• 13" Color Moni tor' RGB Input 
·For IBM/ NEC/App le 
AMDEK Color II . Call for Price 
AMDEK Color I .. ............. . . . Call for Price 


NEC 
NEC 12" Green Moni tor ... s 169 
NEC 13" Color Monitor .. . . $ 325 
NEC 13" RGB Color Monitor .. ..... s 815 
For more information . circle reader s.et11 1C[" card H53 

TELEVIDEO PRODUCTS 
TeleVideo computer te rmin als and desk top compu
ter systems-high price features at low prices. 
TeleVideo TS-802 Computer system 
'64K. 4 Mhz Z-BOA. CPi MM 
· Dual Floppies. 720K Total 
• Same CRT and Keyboard as 

Televideo 950 Term inal 
· Network ExpansioA Capabi li ties 
TeleVideo TS-B02 . . . . . . . . .. . ... . S2645 
TeleVideo TVl-925 Terminal . . . . .. $ 695 
TeleVideo TVl-950 Term . - Top-of- Line ... $ 875 
For more information . circle reader service card f54 

SOFTWARE 
BISON carries software fo r all business and per 
sonal computer systems. Just select the software 
you want and call us fo r our current price. Here are 
some examples of BISON"S Low Prices: 

MicroPro Software 
Call for tremendous savings on MicroPro Software. 
Apple Software 
Al l APP LE Game and Business software. Select 
the program you want and ca ll fo r price. 
Save up to 60% off list 
Accounting Plus by Systems Plus 
For 8" CP.IM " 
General Ledger • Accounts Payable · Accounts 
Receivable · Payroll • Inventory • Sales Order 
Entry • Purchase Order Entry and Po int of Sale 
Gi l . ...... , ............. . ... . .... . .... S 385 
GI L. AI R . . .. . . $ 745 
GI L. AI R. A/ P. . $1100 
GIL. AI R. A/P. P/ R . . . .. $1459 
GIL, A/ R, A/ P. INV . . . . ........ . .. ... $1459 
GIL. AIR. A/P, P/R. INV . . . .. $1875 
GIL. AIR. A/P. R/ R, POS. INV .. $214(!) • 
GI L. AI R. A/P. P/ R. S/O. INV . $2140 
GI L. AI R. A/P. P/ R. P/ Q, INV $2140 
GI L. A R. A/ P. l"/ R. PI O. S/O. INV . $2435 
A ll B Modules . . . . . . .. $2695 

SOFTWARE 
For Apple II 

Pick the Apple Combination you need . 

GIL . . . . $ 276 
Gil. AIR . . . .. $ 553 
Gi l . IN V . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 553 
G/l.A/R.A/P. . $ 649 
G/ L, AI R. INV. . . . .. $ 649 
GI L. A/ P. INV. . ... . . $ 649 
V1siCa lc . . . S 199 
VisiFile. . . . . . . . . . . S 199 
dBASE II for B'" or Apple .. . Call for Lowest Price 

S-100 PRODUCTS 
Sierra Data Sciences 
S-100 Mas ter/ Slave Single Board Computers 

Master - 4 Mhz. Z BOA .. S 690 
Slave - 4 Mhz. Z BOA. . S 625 

Sierra Data CP/ M .. S 160 
Sierra Data BIOS. . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 100 
Sierra Ma nual. . . . . ... . ... .. .... S 25 
Sierra Data - Winchester Adaptor . . . .. . $ 145 
Sierra Data Turbo DOS ... S 750 
QT-Systems Mainframes 
S-100 Mainframe and B" Drive Enclosures 
'S-100 Power + BV/ 16A + 16Vi 3A -16V/ 3A 
'Drive Power + 5V/ 1A - 5V/6A + 24V/6A 
• Keyed Power Switch 

· EMI Filter· Fi ltered Fan 

· Switched Power Outlets 

• 1 5 - DB25 Cu touts 

· DB37 Cu tout· IDS 50 Cutout 

• Hard Disk Power Supply 

·Shielded Motherboard • Rugged Card Cage 

'9%"x1Tx21"(HxW xD) 

OT 6-Slot. Dual B" Drives s 530 

OT B-Slot . Dual B" Drives . $ 560 

OT 12- Slot. Dual B" Drives .. s 620 

S-100 Mainframe and 51/," Drive Enclosures 

• Similar to B" Mainframe 

. 7" x 1 T x 20" (H x W x D) 

OT A ll -in-one B" Disk Drive Cabinet 

Changeable faceplate allows use of all standard B" 

floppy and hard disk drives including: 

·Sh ugart ' NEC 

• Ou me • Mitsubishi 

· Tandon (Up to 4 T hin-Line) 

Features 

• Holds 1-4 B" Drives • Modular Power Supply 

. Power + 5V/6A - 5V/ 1 A + 24Vi 6A 

List Price $395 . . . . . .. .. BISON PRICE $295 


DISK DRIVES 
Oume #842 (Replaces Data-Trak 8) . S 480 
Tandon T hin B" Sngl.-Side Dbl.-Density . . $ 382 
Tandon Double-Density . . . . . $ 465 

WABASH FLOPPY DISKS 
Single-Sided Single Density 
Box of 10 B" or 51; ;· • . .. s 19 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Buy a Case of Wabash 
5-1/4" Diskettes (100 

diskettes to a case) and 
You Only Pay SAVESAVE 

$2.00 !2 
A Box $170.00 a°:x 

'" We accept Cash. Certif ied Checks. VISA and MasterCard" 
Al l merchandise new in factory cartons with manufacturers warranty 

Caporale and School Distric t P O."s accepted subjec t to credit approval. 
Enclose financial statement w ith ord er. 

Ca lifornia residents add Sales Tax. Shipping charges added to all orders. 
"'No refunds without pr ior approval" - Bison credit on ly on returned merchandise. 

QUANTITIES LIMITED ON SOME ITEMS  PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
For Fur the r Information Please C ircle Reader Service f55 

Add 3% for credit card purchases. 
Send Mail Orders To: P.O. Box 9078-184 •Van Nuys. California 91409 

Orders May Be Picked Up At: 16709 Roscoe Blvd ., Sepulveda, California 91406 
For Questions or Phone Orders Call : 

BISON PRODUCTS INC. 
A CALIFORNIA CORPORA TION 213 994-2533 
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CALI'THE COMPUTER-LINE'' 


IN COLORADO · 

I 
I 

The Computerline believes that it is important to be competitive by offering low prices; however, we regard 
service as the most important aspect of a mail-order organization. All our lines are available so that you, the 
customer, are able to talk to fully qualified computer specialists trained to answer all your questions pertaining 
to our line of microcomputers. We are renowned for our excellent after-sales support and our promptness for 
delivery. Peace of mind and excellence in service is our pledge to all our customers. 

I IBM Personal Computer Products 


'
I 
I 
I 
I 

' I 


QUADRAM CORPORATION 
QUAOB OA RO 
The ulhmale mem ory board lor the 
IBM. featuring : 
• fully expandable from 64 to 256K 
• parallel port 
• asynchronous (RS232) serial port 
• dock. cat!'t'Cl.ar 
• RAM disk drive 
$CALL 

IN TERFAZER 
Used as : 
• Peripheral buller 
• Multi-User Printer Conlroller 
• Computer liO Expander 
• Incompatible Device lnterrac.a 

MICROFAZER 
• bullering from 8 to 64K 

(4 to 32 pages of text) 
• pnnler and compu1er independent 
• parallel1para11e1 : serial1senal 

and parallel1senal available 
• compute while you prin11 
$CALL 

TANDON DRIVE 
SPECIAL 

Double SidedJDoub le Density 
320K BYTES STORAGE 

TM 100-2 
NOW ONLY 

$269 
Call for TM-100-4 

THE ULTIMATE IBM® 
PERIPHERALS 

Five Function 
Memory/Serial/Parallel/Clock/Joystick 

Monte Carlo rM Card 
• Up to 1 Megabyte expandable memory 
• Full IBM Compatible RS-232 Serial Port 
• Full IBM Compatible Centronics Parallel Port 
• Real-time clock with built -in alarm features 
• Full dual Joystick Port 
• Future Optio n-Plug-on Direct Connect Modem 

And the Sensational SCALl 
on a chip 

1-C-MAGIC TM 

GRAPHIC MEDIHI RES. SCREEN DUMP 
PRINT SPOOLING UP TO 64K 

• Peripheral Mull1plexer 
• Dala Transfer Rate Converter 
$CALL 

RGB 
C::olor Mdnitor : ~~~£~~; Hori zontal 

SPECIAL! • Non-glare screen 
• • Sharp looking- matches IB M 

Princeton Graphic Systems 

$CALL 

DAVONG 
Systems, Inc. 
Oe9crlpt1on: 
The Oavong Syslems Memory Card 1s a convement RAM memory eicpans1on 
card for use 1n the IBM Personal Computer. 

The Memoiy Card may be placed in any free system slot It is completely 
compatible with al l IBM Personal Computer software and hardware. and rons 
at the same speed as IBM memo1y products. 

_ 64K RAM $225 _ 192K RAM $499 IBM SOFTWARE 
_ .256K RAM $599 BUSINESS 

TAX MANAGER $199 
ENTERTAINMENT 
GALACTIC ATTACK $26 TERMINAL EMULATION 

Hard Disk System for the 
256K VISICALC 
VISITRE NO vtSIPLOT 

$189 
$239 

ZORK I $29 
ZOBK II $2.9 

$CALL 

IBM® Personal Computer. 
ONLY $1595.00 

VISIOEX . . . 
EJISYEfFECTIVE 
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 
SUPERCALC 

$189 

$389 
$219 

DEADLINE $39 
CA LL FOR NEW GAME S 

AT UNBEA TABL E PRICES 
T and G JOYSTICKS $44.95 

PGS-Princeton Graphics Systems 
Hi-resolution. RGB Color Monitor $CAL 

Description: 5 MEGABYTES STORAGE 
The Davong System·s Hard Disk Orrve Ills convemently inside the second 
floppy disk loca1ron of the IBM Personal Computer chassis, providing more 
than 30 times the capacity of a floppy diskette. plus greater speed and 
rehab1hty. 

SUPERWRITER $289 ADAM AND 
EVE PADDLES $29 95 

CALL FOR SO TWARE NOT LISTED 

5'14 ' Half Height ·Slimline' drives 
put two floppies in a single sloti 

DAVONG 5 - 10  15M byte 
$CAL 

The DSl-50 1 System 1s compal1ble wllh IBM software. and supports IBM 
DOS· . The syslem includes all necessa1y components and sol!ware !or 
1ns1allation 

5. 10 and 15 Megabyles available 

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS 
Floppy Disk ConttOll~ -w11h parallel 
Floppy Disk Controller1w1th serial 

$229 
$259 

Hard Disk Systems from $159 
... Trademarks of Microcomputer Business Industries Corp (MB 

Peripherals For All Computers 

I 

I 
I 

PAINTERS 

NEC 
Sp1nw111er 7710177JO 
802JA 
STAR 
Gem1f111oanaGem1ru15 
EPSON (Graftrax Plus) 
MXBO 
OKJDATA 
ati""OlrMtO< 
90 ., '1nu;acc0o 
!2"-noHKJOf 
tl:i' A • •th ~· • c•oo... 
84Aoara11e1 
84Ase11a1 
2K0ullerw1thse11 al curren1 loooboara 
Graoh1cs82A SJA 

C-ITOH 
FlO Word Quality Printer 

• 40 CPS Printing 
• Letter quality excellence 

Now Only $1395 
Prowrlter I 120cps (Parallel) 
Prowriter I 120cps (Parallel1Serial) 
Prowrller II (136 column ) Parallel 
Pro wrller II (136 column) Parallel1Sena1 

C-ITOH F10 55 CPS 
INTEGRAL DATA SYSTEMS 
PRISM 132 Color printer with all options 
• 200 cps Sprint Mode 
• 4-color printing 
• Frichon Tractor feed 

S2339 
S489 

M:ALL 

SCALL 

$339 
S399 
S439 
$47-9 

'"" $1029 
$ ~ 139 
s 139 
s" 

SMITH CORONA TPI 
Daisywheel Letter Quality 
NOW ONLY $589 

$ 469 
$ 619 
$ 699 
$ 749 

$1795 

$1595 

MONITORS 
Zenith ZVM -121 Phosphor, 15 MHZ 
NEC 1201 Phosphor, 20 MHZ . 
NEC 1201 Composite, Color 
NEC 1201 RGB Color 
Amdek 300 Phosphor 
Amdek Composite, Color 
Amdek IBM Compabible Color 
BMC Green 

Princeton Graphic RGB Color 
For IBM 
Electrohome RGB 
Electrohome IBM Cable 

MODEMS 
Hayes Smartmodem, 300 baud 
Hayes Smartmodem, 1200 baud 
Hayes Chronograph 
Novation Cat 
Novation D-Cat . 
Novation Auto Cat 
CERMETEK 

1 200 baud modem 

$ 119 
$ 179 

... $ 335 
. $ 899 

$ 179 
$ 349 
$ 749 

DISKETTES (SV. inch) 
SCOTCH WITH PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES (Boxes of 10) 

(48 Track single-sided, double density) $26.St 
VERBATIM DAT ALIFE SS1DD (Boxes of 10) $24.9l 
VERBATIM DATAUFE OS.OD (Boxes of 101 $44.9 
ELEPHANT DISKETTES SS1DD (Boxes ol 101 $23 9 
ELEPHANT OISKETTtS DS·DD !Boxes of 1OJ S39 0 

$ 89 1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--' 

SCALL 

. $ 749 
$ 49 

$219 
$539 
$189 

... $145 
$165 

.. $209 
$CALL 

NEC PERSONAL 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS 

PC 8001 A 

P(; 8 Q12 A 

i.;e, 60 23A 

PC-&J31A 

i:~~o~~~~ R';,~~"a";s~~~ t~~~u~~r~;; :r!';;ace 
parallel prn11er 1nlerface. display 1n!e1!ace 

!{1~~~1\3,;a~1fP~~~ 1 ~?K~~a~:';f'~c?~C~e5~~~~i~ 1n1 errup1 1e11 E 
6 slO!s for adj1t1onal boards 

Dot matrix p11nte1 ·oucps 
b1d1rectmna1 pnn1mg. proportional punter 

Dual d iske!:tt unn 1ric;ud1ng two 163K bV!e d1skene an11es 
1n1er1ac e cable t.1ric losuie and operating sys!em 

~~§ ~~;~~~:s"~~~~~~~~s~:~e;m 
~~S ~;:S~~~v~i~r:o System 
f\lfC Job Cos! Sys1em 
l~EC Benchmark Word P1ocessmo 
f\lEC CP M Ope1ating Sys1en1 -
NEC qe;>Or' Manager 
Da1a Base 

~Ve carry tho ~n11re line 01 NEC BPI sol!ware !or 1he l)ersona• comouter 
Please call er wr11e for mlo•rna11on 



THE BEST PRICES IN THE NATION 

ON APPLE PERIPHERALS! 


MBI APPLETIME CARD 
WORKS WITH DB MASTER AND VISIDEX 
MOUNTAIN HARDWARE COMPATIBLE ..... ............ .... ... ... .. $89 

MBI VIP CARD 
THE BEST GRAPHICS CARD 
AVAILABLE WITH AN ADDITIONAL SERIAL PORT 
(For Modem or 2nd printer) .. . ...... . . . .. . .. . ........... ... .... .. $129 


WE'RE SMASHING THE PRICES 

ON APPLE COMPATIBLE DISK DRIVES 

FORTH DIMENSION 
APPLE COMPATIBLE DRIVES 
PLUS ONE BOX OF ELEPHANT DISKETTES .......... . .... . . . ... .. ... $289 
FORTH DIMENSION 
DRIVE WITH CONTROLLER 
(including the Apple DOS Master and manual) 

PLUS ONE BOX OF ELEPHANT DISKETTES .$379 
Call for prices on RANA and MICROSCI drives 

80 COLUMN CARDS FOR APPLE RAM CARDS T AND G PRODUCTS 
Wesper 80 Card . Davong 16K Card. Microtek, ' '.'' ' $259 Game Paddles $ 29 
Vision 80 Card (Vista) ' $269 and Microsoft 16K Card ALL at . $ 79 Joy Stick $ 44 
Videx 80 Card ''' .. $249 Selecta·port Expander $ 49 

APPLE WORD PROCESSING 
Screenwriter II On line's Sensational! $ 89 
Si licon Val ley Systems 
Word Handler II . $159 
List Handler - $ 79 
Call for Continental. Dakin 5. Broderbund, Automated Simu· 
lations, Avant-Garde. Edu-Ware, Denver, Howard, Sirius Sen· 
sible. Synergistic Software, etc . 

CALIFORNIA 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

7710 Async Serial Int $135 
7490 GPlB (IEEE-488) In! $239 
7470 Ana to Dig Converter S 99 
7711 Async Serial (Term) $135 
7712 Sync Serial In! $149 
7721 Apple Parallel Int $109 
Calendar Clock Module S 99 
Programabte Timer S 99 

MODEMS FOR APPLE 
Hayes M1cromodem II 
Novatton Apple Cat II 
212 Apple Full Duplex llor Apple Cat II) 
2t2 Apole Cat 
212 Stand Alone Auto Cat 

$269 
$299 
$329 
$629 
5599 

V1s1term 
Transend II 
ASCII Express 

MODEM SOFTWARE 
s 79 
5119 
$ 95 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
VISICORP, INC. 
Desktop Plan Ill 
Desktop Plan II 
Visif iles 
Visiplot 
Visitrend V1siplot 

$229 
''' $189 

$189 
$159 
$229 

V1s1dex . 
Visiterm 
Visicalc 3-3 
V1sipak 

STONEWARE 
DB Master . $169 
DB Utility Pack $ 69 

$189 
$ 79 

''' $189 
' $539 

MOUNTAIN 
HARDWARE 

CPS Mulh-Funclmn Card $129 
The Clock $229 
Supertalker S159 
Music System $319 
Expansion Chassis $599 
Romwnter $139 
Ram Plus $149 

CPM FOR APPLE 
Microsoft Z80 Softcard 5269 

MISCELLANEOUS APPLE PRODUCTS 
Enhancer II $119 00 
Sup R Mod $ 27 95 
System Saver $ 79 00 
Vdex Func!lon Strip $ 69 00 

CALL "THE COMPUTER-LINE" 
(303) 279-2727 

SHOWROOM:(303) 279-2848 
1136 S COLORADO BL VD. 1-(800)-525-7877 DENVER. CO 80222 

THE COMPUTERLINE, INC. 
Circle 114 on Inquiry card. 

1019 8TH STREET. GOLDEN. COLORADO. US.A 80401 

All brands are registered trademarks. 



Sofhlrare Revieww 


The Scribble Text Processor 


Most text-processing programs per
mit you to describe the appearance of 
a finished document by establishing 
the size of the margins, the number of 
spaces between lines, the indentation 
at the start of paragraphs, and the 
like. Processing instructions, which 
are inserted into the document as it is 
written, dictate how the text is to ap
pear on the finished page. Each in
struction sets one specific typograph
ical attribute of the final document. 
The average text processor can be 
compared to a computer assembly 
language, in which each statement 
corresponds to a single primitive 
operation to be executed by the 
machine. 

Scribble, by contrast, might be de
scribed as a high-level language for 
text. A single formatting instruction 
in a Scribble document could corre
spond to several of the more primi
tive instructions that are available 
in other text-processing programs. 

About the Author 
Cl1ris Kern is a Wasliington, DC, jo11rnalist 

and a freq11e11t co11trib11tor to BYTE. 
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Christopher 0. Kern 
201 I St. SW, Apt. 839 
Washington, DC 20024 

Scribble isn't perfect, and as with any 
other high-level language, whether or 
not you are comfortable with it will 
be to some extent a matter of taste. 
But there is no question that Scribble 
can greatly simplify the production of 
complex documents. It represents a 
real step forward in the evolution of 
text-processing tools for small com
puters. 

Scribble might be 
described as a high-level 

language for text. 

This ability to perform complex 
operations in response to a single for
matting instruction changes the way 
users think about the documents they 
are creating. With the average text
processing program, the sequence of 
commands to display a long quota
tion within a text would be "skip a 
couple of extra lines, enlarge the left 
margin slightly, enlarge the right 
margin slightly, and single space ." 

The analogous Scribble command 
would be "format the next piece of 
text as a quotation." Scribble en
courages users to ignore the final ap
pearance of the document-the pro
gram will take care of that for them
and to concentrate instead on the 
logical relationships among the vari
ous sections of their texts. Scribble in
structions tend to be functional rather 
than typographical. 

Scribble Environments 
For example, busine_ss letters are 

commonly formatted with the sender's 
address, date, and closing signature on 
the right side of the page. With one 
popular type of text processor, the se
quence of commands would be some
thing like those shown in figure la. 

This sequence tells the text-process
ing program to indent the address 40 
characters from the current left 
margin (.in +40) and to stop filling 
each line with as many words as pos
sible (.nf). After the address is typed, 
the text processor is told to restore the 
previous left margin and to resume 
filling text. The same sequence of 
commands must be repeated for the 



Diseiiado de acuerdo con los principios contables aceptados en todos los paises de habla hispana. 

APLICACIONES COMERCIALES Y CIENTIFICAS 

• 	 CONTABI LI DAD • CUENTAS 
GENERAL POR COBRAR 
Diario General Catalogo de Cuentas 
Resumen del Diario Listado de Transacciones 
Consulta parcial al Diario Antigi.iedad de Saldos 
Mayor General Saldos por Veneer 
Balance de Comprobacion Relacion de Cobranzas 
Balance General Relacion de Pagos 
Ganancias y Perdidas Estado de Cuentas 
Catalogos de Cuentas Consultas varias por pantalla 
Consu ltas por pan ta Ila 

• 	 INVENTARI 0 Y FACTURACION 
• 	 CONTROL DE BANCOS 
• 	 PERT/CPM 
• 	 CUENTAS A PAGAR 
• 	 CONTROL DE COSTO DE OBRAS 

YENTAJAS DEL SISTEMA T.M.A. 
• 	 Son completamentes conversacionales. 
• 	 El chequeo de la informaci6n es instantaneo. 
• 	 Los reportes impresos o por pantalla guardan 

los formatos generalmente aceptados. 
• 	 Estan pensados para adaptarse a cualquier empresa. 
• 	 Toda la informaci6n esta instantaneamente disponible 
• 	 Precisi6n Expandida. 
• 	 Numeros de hasta t 999.999.999.99 

http:999.999.999.99


Circle 418 on Inquiry card. 

SUPERBRAIN 
rr.1 

The super performing, super 
reliable microcomputer from 
lntertec Data Systems features 
twin double-density 5%" drives 
with 350K or?OOK of disk storage 
- expandable to 1O megabytes. 
A CP/M* Disk Operating System, 
64K of _dynamic RAM and more. 

I!: SUPER 

iiiillPRICE 

Because we're a nationwide 
distributor of SuperBrain, 
CompuStar, and the CompuStar 
10-Megabyte Disk Storage 
System, we can offer the 
absolute lowest prices in 
the business. 

SUPER 

SERVICE 

Better yet, we offer you a 

great deal of service and support 
because we want your business 
tomorrow as well as today. 

• 	 We'll burn-in your SuperBrain 
for 7 2 hours before 
we deliver it ; 

• 	 We'll help with installation 

and configuration 


• 	 We'll repair equipment at our 
service center and replace 
modules when necessary 

• 	 We'll fill your software needs 
or help you develop your own 

• 	 We'll match your SuperBrain 
with a super printer 

For more information call 609-424-4700 
or 215-629-1289. To order ca ll toll-free 
800-257-5217. In NJ call 609-424-4700. 

2 Keystone A venue 
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 

• Registered trademark of Digital Research Inc. 
SuperBrain and CompuStar are trademarks 
of lntertec Data Systems. 
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At a Glance 

Name 
Scribble, version 1.3 

Type 
Text-processing software 

Author 
Mark of the Unicorn 
POB 423 
Arlington. MA 02 17 4 
(617) 489-1387 

Distributors 
Westico. Lifeboat Associates. Cornerstore 
or direct from manufacturer 

Price 
SJ75 

(la) 

• in +40 

•n f 

1600 Pennsflvania Ave. 

Washington, D.C. 

Jan. 20, 1985 

.in -40 

.fi 

Format 
Various CP/M disk formats 

Computer 
CP/M 8-bit machines; CP/M-86 version 

to be introduced 

Documentation 
JOO-page user manual; 99-page program 
logic manual 

Audience 
Anyone needing a sophisticated 
text-processing program 

(lb) 

@address<1600 Pennsylvania Ave. 

Washington, D.C: 

Jan. 20, 1985> 

Figures 1 a and lb: Comparison of Scribble formatting commands with those of another 
word processor. Figure la shows how the address portion of a letter might be done us
ing a popular word-processing program; figure lb shows the same address with 
analogous Scribble commands. 

closing of the letter. To do the same 
thing with Scribble, the source text 
would look like figure lb. 

The command @address and its 
synonym, @closing, are examples of 
what Scribble's authors call environ
ments. (The @ character is reserved 
to signal commands to the Scribble 
text processor.) An environment is a 
section of text that is to be formatted 
in some particular way. For example, 
in the @address environment: 

--'Each line is kept the same length as 

it appears in the input file (i.e., short 

lines are not filled and long lines are 

not wrapped). 

- The lines of the address are left

justified. 


- The left edge of the address is 
placed at the center of the page. 

Scribble provides 23 predefined en
vironments. One is the @itemize en
vironment, which arranges a list of 
items in the format shown in the 
preceding paragraph. Another en
vironment prints long quotations as 
single-spaced, indented paragraphs so 
that they will stand out from the sur
rounding text. Several other Scribble 
environments perform operations 
that are available in all sophisticated 
text-processing programs. Text can 
be centered or printed flush left or 
flush right . You can also create para
graphs with hanging indentations, in 
which the first line of the paragraph is 

Circle 226 on Inquiry card. --+ 
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HOT PRICES! 

FAST SERVICE! 


COMPUTERS 


Model List Our Price 

SB II 350K byte, 64K 

SB II OD 750K, 64K . ...... 

.$2495 

. .. $2995 

$1875 
$2250 

SB II SD 1 6mb. 64K .$3495 $2750 
Syscom 48K. Apple Compatable . $725 
BASIS 108. Apple Compatable . ••••••••••• .. Call 
ALms ............. .... ....... .. . Call 
FRANKLIN. Apple Compatable . .Call 
EAGLE . . • • • • • . , . .. .•. . Call 
COMMODORE 64 . . . . . .. Call 

DISK DRIVES 
IBM SS/DD . . . . . . .$199 
IBM OS/00 .$259 
APPLE Compatible SIS . .. .$219 
APPLE Drive Controller . .. $100 

PRINTERS 
NEC 8023A parallel only . . . $487 
Epson MX80FT. 80 cps . ..$519 
Smith Corona Daisywheel $649 
Brothers Daisywheel . ..$815 
Okidata 82A. 120 cps . ... .. $439 
Okidata 83A. 120 cps . . ..$719 
C ltoh F· 10, 40cps .$1449 
NEC 3510 or 3530 .$1575 
NEC 771017730 .Call 
Other Brands .. . Call 

MODEMS 
Hayes Smartmodem . $219 
Hayes 1200 Baud $549 
Other Brands . Call 

MONITORS & TERMINALS 
NEC 12" Green Screen .$162 
Amdek Amber Screen . . . . . . .$165 
Taxan I 380 resolution . $310 
BMC Green Screen .$85 
Adds Viewpoint. green .. .... . $545 

APPLE & IBM ITEMS 
Seattle Computer Products . .Call 
Ouadram Products .Call 
Mountain Computer Products .Call 
Practical Peripheral Products . .Ca II 
Viewmax 80col. card . $219 
Videoterm 80 col. card $252 
Software . . Call for Great Prices' 

Information: Call (206) 362-3398 

ORDERS ONLY 1-800-531-3133 
Mail & Phone Orders Only. Prices reflect 3%. 
cash discount. Sorry. no COD . 

PACIFIC 
COMPUTERS 
11056 Palatine N. 
Seattle. WA 98133 

(2a) 

@description<FORTRAN @\ The great progenitor. A real step 
forward in its day, but it has had a tendency to hold back 
progress ever since. 

COBOL @\ Is prolix. Reminds me of what Abraham Lincoln once 
said about a fellow lawyer: "He can compress the most words into 
the smallest ideas of any man I ever met." 

BASIC@\ You can love it or you can hate it, but you can't 
ignore it. BASIC is characterized by the best acronym of the 
lot: "Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code." 

PL/I @\ Is to computer languages what Texas is to states: 
smaller than Alaska but bigger than everything else. 

LISP @\ Can be most clearly described in LISP . 
((Parenthetically, LISP is considerably easier to use than 
many people think.) LISP can be thought of as a "high-level 
machine language" in which other languages can be written, 
an attribute that has proved important in research. 

C @\ Simple, clean, terse . 

Pascal @\ Pascal is for classroom use. It is precise 
and mathematical. A Swiss professor thought it up. He should 
have taken a sabbatical . 

Ada @\ The future, formally certified by the Department of 
Defense. Ada is the government's attempt to negotiate a 
computer language nonproliferation treaty with itself. But, 
sources say, the parties are still far apart.> 

(2b) 

FORTRAN 	 The great progenitor. A real step forward in its 
day, but it has had a tendency to hold back 
progress ever since. 

COBOL 	 Is prolix. Reminds me of what Abraham Lincoln 
once said about a fellow lawyer: "He can compress 
the most words into the smallest ideas of any man 
I ever met." 

BASIC 	 You can love it or you can hate it, but you can't 
ignore it. BASIC is characterized by the best 
acronym of the lot: "Beginner's All-purpose. 
Symbolic Instruction Code." 

PL/I 	 Is to computer languages what Texas is to states: 
smaller than Alaska but bigger than everything 
else . 

LISP 	 Can be most clearly described in LISP. 
((Parenthetically, LISP is considerably easier to 
use than many people think.) LISP can be thought 
of as a "high-level machine language" in which 
other languages can be written, an attribute that 
has proved important in research. 

c 	 Simple, clean, terse. 

Pascal 	 Pascal is for classroom use. It is precise and 
mathematical. A Swiss professor thought it up. 
He should have taken a sabbatical. 

Ada 	 The future, formally certified by the Department 
of Defense. Ada is the government's attempt to 
negotiate a computer language nonproliferation 
treaty with itself. But, sources say, the parties 
are still far apart. 

Figures 2a and 2b: An example of Scribb/e's @description environment, which formats 
a series of items in a way that permits them to be listed and then elaborated individual
ly. Figure 2a is the input file. The @ \ characters are typewriter-style tabs that instruct 
Scribble to place the next printing character at the @description environment's preset 
tab position. Figure 2b shows the result. 
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FOX&GELLER 

gives dBASE llT.M users 


10 good reasons why they need 


QUICKCODE™ 

The dBASE II™ Program Generator 

Reason 

Reason 

Reason 

Reason 

Reason 

Reason 

Save Time. 
Ouickcode saves you time. because it can 
write complete dBase II applications pro
grams in minutes. 

Ease of Use. 
Ouickcode requires no programming or 
computer knowledge. If you can type. then 
you can create a customer or inventory data
base in 5 minutes. · 

dSCAN.TM 
The unique dSCAN feature lets you select 
records based on your own requirements 
/e.g. STATE= 'NJ' or AGE ) 30) . Then you 
can print them in a variety of formats /or 
transfer them to WordstarrM for form letters. 

Wordstar.TM 
If you want to create form letters using your 
data. Ouickcode can transfer any part of 
your database to Word star.rM 

Mailing Labels. 
Want to print mailing labels? With Ouick
code. you can get them in one up or four up 
format You can print labels of almost any size 
or shape you can imagine. For any part of 
your database /e g. ZIP CODE= 90023) 

Reports. 
Ouickcode can create an amazing variety of 


. reports and forms. You can even produce re

ports up to I 32 columns by 9• lines per page 


Reason 

Reason 
tJft(8)0 

Reason 

Power. 
Ouickcode can set up retrieval keys using as 
many as I 0 data fields. You can use these 
keys to get any record from your database in 
about 2 seconds. Data entry is also a snap. 
You can have any data field automatically set 
to a default valve or checked in one of three 
ways range checking. match list checking. 
or file lookup. 

Capability. 
Now. you can use four new data types not 
found in dBASE II itself: date. money. tele
phone. and social security. Just what you 
need to simplify your work. 

Menus. 
Wanttosetupa more powerful application? 
Use the Ouickcode menu generator to cre
ate a menu system. 

Reason Fox & Geller. 
tJft Th@ Perhaps the most important reason to buy 

Ouickcode. We've built a reputation for 
quality products that keep improving. Like 
dGRAPH [the dBase II graphics system) and 
our dUTIL utility. 

Fox & Geller's Quickcode: $295.00 
We intend to earn your loyalty by offer
ing software that's the best. 

For further information or to 

see Ouickcode in action, see 

your local dealer or call 

[201) 837-0442. 


FOX&GEUER 
Ouickcode and dSCAN are trademarks of Fox & Geller. Inc. Fox & Geller. Inc. 
dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton- Tate. PO. Box 1053 
Wordstar is a trademark of MicroPro International Teaneck, NJ 07666 

201 837-0142 
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(3a) 

@begin<level> 
Scribble provides facilities for ·automatic numbering of 
sections and paragraphs of documents. 

A number of different formats are available. 
@begin< level> 
For 	example, you could number the sections of a document 
but 	not the individual paragraphs. 

Different levels of numbering are automatically provided. 
This paragraph, for example, has two levels of numbering. 

Indentation can also be controlled to a considerable extent. 
@end< level> 

This feature greatl y simplifies the creation of documents 
that have a complex and explicit structure, such as technical 
manuals. 
@end<level> 

(3b) 

1. 	 Scribble provides facilities for automatic numbering of 
sections and paragraphs of documents. 

2. 	 A number of different formats are available . 

2.1. 	 For example, you could number the sections of a document 
but not the individual paragraphs. 

2. 2. 	 Different levels of numbering are automatically 
provided. This paragraph, for example, has two levels of 
numbering. 

2. 3. Indentation can also be controlled to a considerable 
extent. 

3. 	 This feature greatly simplifies the creation of documents that 
have a complex and explicit structure, such as technical 
manuals. 

Figures 3a and 3b: An example of Scribble's @level environment, which is one of 
several ways provided by the program to automatically structure and number sections 
of text. Note that one instance of the environment is nested within another to improve 
readability. The @begin< level> and @end< level> instructions in the source text of 
figure 3a are synonyms for the @level< and > syntax that would normally enclose the 
text of the environment if you weren't nesting instructions. Figure 3b shows the result . 

flush left but all subsequent lines are graphs. You can insert new material 
indented. Somewhat more unusual is knowing that the indentation and 
the @description environment, which numbering of the document will be 
formats text into two columns (see preserved and, where necessary, up
figure 2 on page 306.) dated automatically (see figure 3 ). 

Environments are what distinguish 
Structured Text Scribble from other text-processing 

Scribble includes a variety of envi programs. The only real problem is 
ronments that make it easy to struc that the average user will have to ac
ture text into a series of indented and cept each environment as it was de
sequentially numbered paragraphs of fined by Scribble's authors. Fortu
the kind commonly found in text nately, the stylistic choices that the 
books and technical manuals. Sec authors have made are reasonable. 
tions and subsections of a document Source code for most of the program, 
are automatically set apart and num written in the C computer language, 
bered. This makes it easy to create or is supplied as part of the package. 
change a complex document com The authors explain the program 
posed of numbered sections and para- logic in some detail in the Scribble 
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manual, and an experienced C pro
grammer should have no great dif
ficulty modifying the program. There 
is even a Scribble users group to 
distribute extensions to the program. 
Still, it would be nice to be able to re
define the existing environments 
without programming. Ideally, it 
should be possible to create entirely 
new environments, each composed of 
primitive text-formatting commands 
or even other environments. 

Other Commands 
In addition to environments that 

format an entire block of text, Scrib
ble provides 10 inline environments 
to determine how individual charac
ters are printed. These provide famil
iar features such as underlining, bold
face, subscripts, and superscripts. 
Even though these operations are 
common to most text-processing pro
grams, Scribble's attention to detail is 
impressive. For example, Scribble in
cludes three different underscore 
commands: underscore all printing 
characters, underscore only alphanu
meric characters, and underscore 
continuously. Two separate italics 
commands-regular and boldface
provide insurance, the authors say, 
against the day when printers with 
italics capability are more commonly 
available. 

In many cases, you can nest Scrib
ble environments and inline environ
ments. That is, you can give one com
mand inside another. For example, 
one element in an itemized list can be 
underscored, or the @level environ
ment depicted in figure 3a can be in
voked within itself to produce multi
level structures (the second level in 
figure 3b was produced this way). 

The remaining category of Scribble 
commands, which the program's 
authors refer to as directives, is com
posed of instructions that, for the 
most part, cannot contain other 
Scribble instructions. Some directives 
are similar to inline environments in 
that they provide commonly avail
able text-processing functions. You 
will find directives to define page 
headings and footings, to skip lines or 
start new pages, and to read and in
sert other files into the running text. 
Footnotes are automatically num



bered, and one directive specifies 
whether the notes are to be printed 
within the text, at the bottom of each 
page, or at the end of the document. 

The @style Directive 
The @style directive takes a vari

ety of arguments. It is used to specify 
margins, paper size, the extra space 
(if any) between paragraphs, the 
amount of indentation for new para
graphs, whether the text is to be justi
fied, and other fundamental stylistic 
characteristics. One nice feature of 
the @style directive is that, where it 
requires numeric arguments (such as 
in specifying paragraph indentation), 
the argument can be entered in just 
about any unit of measure that is 
handy. The @style directive will ac
cept arguments expressed in charac
ters, lines, centimeters, millimeters, 
points, picas, ems (these last three are 
printer's measures), and micas. A 
mica is the internal unit of measure
ment used by Scribble. It corresponds 
to 10 microns, or about 112540 of an 
inch. Unfortunately, relative values 
are not permitted. So, for example, it 
is impossible to issue a command to 
increase the line spacing by one. 

A number of other Scribble direc
tives concern various types of auto
matic numbering. You can have the 
sectioning directives number portions 
of the text. There are six of them, cor
responding to chapters, sections, sub
sections, and paragraphs for the main 
body of the text, and chapters and 
sections for appendixes. Each section
ing directive creates a subtitle or 
heading in the document. Every time 
you invoke a sectioning directive, an 
entry is automatically made in the 
document table of contents. Similar
ly, an @index directive automatically 
creates an index for the document. 
The instruction @index< message> 
within a Scribble text creates an index 
entry composed of the message and a 
reference to the current page. 

The remainder of the directives 
deal mostly with string and numeric 
variables. Section numbers and head
ings are automatically maintained by 
Scribble, as is the current page num
ber. Other variables can be defined 
by the user. For example, a common

ly used string, such as an address, can 
be defined once in a document and in
troduced repeatedly into the text 
simply by referring to a single-word 
variable name. You can change vari
ables or set them to the value of other 
string variables. You can add or sub
tract numeric variables. 

Printing Scribble Files 
Scribble itself can display format

ted documents on the system console 
or on a simple Teletype-style printer 

(i.e., one that does not need any 
special control codes). Scribble can 
also write a formatted document to a 
disk file. If a more sophisticated 
printer is available-for example, one 
that has a proportionally spaced type 
font or one that can move up a frac
tion of a line to provide properly 
superscripted footnotes-a second 
program must be used to put the 
finished document on paper. Splitting 
up the formatting and printing jobs 
introduces an extra step, but it keeps 

DATA PROCESSING 

OPPORTUNITIES 


Martin Marietta Aerospace, NASA's prime Contractor for the 
Space Shuttle External Tank has immediate openings for Data 
Processing professionals. Because we actually manufacture the 
external tank, you'll get to see the actual results of your efforts. 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER/ANALYSTS 
Immediate opportunities exist for individuals experienced in: 

•UNIVAC 1100 
ASCll COBOL 
DMS 1100 
DDL. SDDL. DMU 
DML. QLP 
DPS 1100. TIP 
D/B Editor 

•APPLICATION EXPERIENCE 
Shop floor control. Scheduling. Manufac
turing. Inventory. Purchasing. 
Configuration Management. 
Quality. Engineering. 

•DAT A BASE OPENINGS 
Analyst. Design. Administrators with above 
hardware. software and applications 
experience. 

These opportunities exist at our Michaud Assembly Facility 
located in suburban East New Orleans. 

Qua111ied candidates interested in learning more about these 
opportunities at Martin Marietta should forward resumes, in
cluding salary history to Martin Marietta Aerospace, Denver 
Glazier, BYTE-283, P. 0 . Box 29304, New Orleans, Louisiana 
70189. We are an equal opportunity employer, mlf/h . 

IWARTIN IWARIETTA 
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the size of the Scribble program man
ageable without sacrificing flexibility. 

For all but the simplest printers, 
Scribble produces an intermediate, 
formatted file. This file contains a 
minimum of information about the 
actual device on which the document 
will be printed. A second program, 
called Crayon, reads the intermediate 
file and prints the finished document. 
Crayon knows the details of different 
printers and produces the required 
control sequences to make the most 
out of each printer's specific hard
ware capabilities. You can make a 
rough draft quickly on a high-speed, 
dot-matrix printer. Then a finished 
copy can be made on a letter-quality 
printer, using proportional spacing, 
special type fonts, or whatever so
phisticated features are available. 

Different printers, by the way, 
don't really have to be literally dif
ferent machines. The user can create 
several logical device specifications 
for the same physical machine. For 
example, a formfeed could move the 
forms one distance for printing out 
mailing labels and a different distance 
for printing correspondence . The 
same physical printer might be used 
in both cases, but the meaning of 
f ormfeed would depend on the partic
ular application. 

Configuration 
The Scribble/Crayon system is de

livered with the ability to drive the 
most common small-system printers. 
It comes with a configuration utility 
that makes customizing the programs 
for many other printers and creating 

"logical" printers fairly simple. It may 
be necessary to \\r'rite new driver code 
for a printer with unusual control 
sequences. 

The configuration program has 
several other functions. It can reset 
the default style parameters for such 
features as margins, line spacing, 
paragraph indentation, and the like. 
(Of course, these can be set by @style 
directives inside the text of each docu
ment as well.) The configuration pro
gram also enables the user to define 
certain input and output character
istics of the host computer system. In 
most cases, installing Scribble should 
pose no obstacle even to a nontech
nical user. 

The Scribble manual is complete 
and well organized. Mark of the 
Unicorn provides a tutorial introduc
tion along with an extensive user's 
manual. I found the user's manual 
difficult to follow in a few places, but 
for the most part, the writing is clear 
if undistinguished. Scribble takes a 
bit of getting used to precisely 
because it is different from most other 
text-processing programs. But that, 
of course, is why it is worth the ef
fort. Separate documentation is pro
vided in the manual to explain the 
source code modules. As might be ex
pected, these sections are written for 
the programmer, not the casual user. 
Incredibly-because it could have 
been produced so easily using Scrib
ble-the manual has no index . 

Scribble is fun to use, even on a 
relatively simple document such as 
this article, but it is at its best when 
used to produce complex or long 

documents, especially highly struc
tured, technical ones. Scribble would 
be an excellent program to use to 
write computer reference manuals, by 
the way. Too many manuals lack 
clarity, regardless of the quality of 
the writing, because of poor organi
zation and format. Scribble's auto
mated sectioning, footnoting, index
ing, and table-of-contents features 
should greatly simplify the creation 
of complex, multilevel texts. 

Conclusions 

•Scribble can be described as a high
level language for text processing that 
encourages users to concentrate on 
the structure of the document. ' 
•Scribble environments deal with 
relatively large sections of text. The 
program also provides conventional 
commands for instances where a pre
defined environment is not appro
priate. 
•Scribble comes with source code for 
most program modules, making it 
possible to alter or extend its capa
bilities. 
•Scribble is capable of using the 
sophisticated hardware features of 
the most common small-system 
printers. 
•Scribble is at its best when it is used 
to produce long or . complex docu
ments. 

[Mark of the Unicorn is now selling 
version 1.4 of Scribble, which is 
advertised as being substantially the 
same as version 1.3 with a few bugs 
worked out. . .. Ed.]• 

•FULL C 
Ccompilers •UNIX* Ver. 7 COMPATABILITY 

HOST 6809 
TARGET 

PDP· 11'/ LSJ.Jl' 
TARGET 

8080/(280) 
TARGET 

8088/ 8086 
TARGET 

FLEx· ; uNJFLEX· 
05-9* 

$200.00 ",',';;·;:' 

$350.00 ''" ' ' 
500.00 500.00 500.00 

RT·11 •; RSX. II' 
PDP·ll• 500.00 

200.00 "/:~~~' 
350.00 .... 1 •• 

110~1 

500.00 500.00 

CP/W 
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350.00 U(~ • I 
500.00 

PCDos•;MSDOS· 
8088/ 8086 500.00 500.00 500.00 

200.00 ·::::':: ' 

350.00 >\l!ll 
IUJ<I 

• NO ROY AL TIES ON GENERATED CODE 

• GENERATED CODE IS REENTRANT 

• 	C AND ASSEMBLY SOURCE MAY BE 
INTERMIXED 

• UPGRADES & SUPPORT FOR I YEAR 

408-275-1659 
•PCooS is a trademark of IBM CORP. MSDOS is a trademark of MICROSOFT. UNIX is a trademark of TELECON SYSTEMS 
BEU LABS. RT· JI/RSX· I VPDP.J 1is a trademark ofDigital Equipment Corporation. Fl.£X/UNIFLEX isa 1155 Meridian Avenue, Suite 218trademark of Technical Systems consultants. CP/Mis a trademark of Digital Research. OS-9is a trademark 
of Microware & Motorola 	 San Jose, California 95125 
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Plug 3,000 new apP.lications

into yourApple: 


THE CP/M Cardr" plugs CP/M Plus™ into your Apple. 300% faster than your Apple system! The CP/M Card is the 
The CP/M Card gives you the option of running your Apple II only Apple II performance package that offers the speed and 

with the speed and capability of a professional Z-80 system efficiency of CP/M Plus. 
with CP/M"-compatible software. You plug in the CP/M A plug about quality. 

Card. Then choose CP/M or your standard Apple software The CP/M Card was designed and built by Digital Research, 
at your option. the creators of CP/M, and Advanced Logic Systems, the most 

Plug into a big, new world of software. respected manufacturer of Apple performance products. So 
The CP/M Card gives you instant access to the world's largest you know the CP /M Card is the most perfectly integrated 

selection of microcomputer software-more than 3,000 Apple performance package you can buy. 
CP/M-compatible applications, languages, and Why just keep plugging along? The CP/M Card 

programming utilities. So, you, too can use pro- provides everything you need-including 64K of §
fessional business programs such as WordStar,® on-board memory, CP/M Plus, CBASIC~ 

SuperCalcJM Condor,™ and other high-performance GSX™-80 and full documentation-for just $399. 
software from Day One. Yet, you still have access Now available through the CP/M library. 

to your present library of Apple software. ~ See your local microcomputer dealer today. Or 
Plug into incredible performance. ~--..•- contact Advanced Logic Systems, 1195 East 

Together; the ultra-fast CP/M Card and Ad d L . S t Arques Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (800) 
CP/M Plus run applications up to VOnCe OQIC YS ems 538-8177. (In California (408) 730-0306.) 

The CP/M Card for your Apple II. 
' ' 

CP/M, CP/M Plus, the CP/ M Card and CBASlC are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc. Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc. 
WordStar is a registered trademark of MicroPro International Corporation. SuperCak is a trademark of Sorcim Corporation. Condor is a trademark of Condor Computer 
Corporation. GSX-80 is a trademark of Graphics Software System. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, [nc. ©1982 Digita l Research [nc. 
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Drawattentiontoyourself.

(Write a program for the IBM Personal Computer.) 

Let your imagination take wing. 
Think charts. Graphs. Shapes. Images. 
Use originality, creativity and color in programs 

that entertain. Educate. Organize. Analyze. And 
programs that get down to business. 

Maybe you've written software like that. Or 
perhaps you're thinking about it. 

Ifso, consider this. 
You could draw attention to yourself by writing 

programs.for the IBM Personal Computer on the 
IBM Personal Computer. Because all our advanced 
features (see the box at right) make it faster and easier 
to do so. 

Enhanced BASIC already in ROM, for example, 
has graphics commands already built in. 

And if you write a program using our Advanced 
BASIC, you'll find the DRAW command 
particularly appealing. It's virtually a separate 
graphics language within a larger language. 

Put your visual together with any of the 128 
characters and symbols in ROM for a simultaneous, 
text-and-graphics mix. 

Have musical accompaniment as well. 
It's easy, because BASIC controls the built-in 

r---------------------1 

I IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS lJ_

User Memory Display Screen Pennanent Memory 
!6K-512K bytes• High-resolution• (ROM) 40 bytes• jI Microprocessor 80 charaaers x 25 lines Color/GraphicsI 16-bit, 8088* Upper and lower case Text mode, I 
AuxillaryMemory Green phosphor screen• 16 colors• II 2 optiorul internal Operating S}'5lems 256 charaaers and 

I diskette drives, SW'. DOS. UCSD p-System, symbols in ROM' 
160K bytes or 320K CP/M-86t Grophics mode, lI bytes per diskette Languages 4-color resolution: · 

I Keyboard BASIC, Pascal, FOKTRAN, 320h x 200v* 
j 83 keys, 6 ft. cord MACRO Assembler, Black & white resolution: I 

attaches to COBOL 640h x 200v' I system unit* Printer Simultaneous graphics & I 
J 10 funaion keys• All-points-add""'5able text capability• I 

IO-key numeric pad graphics capability Communications II Tactile feedback* BidireaionaJ• RS-232-C interface
I Dlagnosllcs 80 charaaers/ second Asynchronous or SDLC I 

Power-on self tesung• 18 charaaer styles protocols II Parity checking• 9 x 9 charaaer matrix* Up to 9600 bits per second 
I *ADVANCED FEATIJRES FOR PERSONAL COMPUTERS I 
L---------------------~ 

Remember that these function keys make your 
program more "friendly" to the user and, therefore, 
more appealing to us. 

In fact, if you're interested in licensing your 
software, we could be interested in publishing it. 

We could also be interested even if it runs on 
another computer. Ifwe select your software, we'll 
ask you to adapt it to our system. 

So if you think your software is close to 
picture perfect, consider sending it in. 

speaker with a single command. For information on how to submit 
Utilize the ten, programmable your completed program, write: 

function keys. Try F3 to paint. IBM Personal Computer, 
F4 for lines. F5 for circles. Or External Submissions, Dept. 765 PC, 
F6 for boxes. Armonk, New York 10504. § : :~~~<1> 

The IBM Personal Computer 
Atool for modem times 

For more information on where co buy rhe IBM Personal Computer, call 800-447-4700. In Alaska or Hawaii, 800-447-0890. 
tUCSD p-Sysccm is a trademark of rhc Regents of chc University o( California. CP/M-86 is a cradcmark of Digiral Research. Inc. 
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Problem Oriented Language 

Part 3: Assembling the Modules 

The modules are assembled into a 
complete programming system. 

In parts 1 and 2 of this series (see 
the December 1982 and January 1983 
BYTEs), the concept of Problem 
Oriented Language (POL) was in
troduced. POL uses input that incor
porates terms normally used in 
describing a particular problem. 
These terms are organized into 
phrases and sentences that resemble 
English sentences. The input is 
relatively free of the format restric
tions normally associated with 
question-and-answer or menu input. 
Much more information can be input 
with a single entry. A typical entry 
such as "Draw an XY graph, X from 0 
to 4, Y from -2 to 3, Title 'Contour 
Plot,' Execute" would replace dozens 
of responses required for other types 
of input. POL-type input is normally 
used in technical or graphics applica
tions, where many possible param
eters can be changed, but only a few 
need to be set at any given time. 

The Problem Oriented Language 
Programming System (POL/PS) was 
introduced to provide microcom
puters with the capability of handling 
POL, especially in terms of solving 
technical problems. The series of 
routines (POL-80) for handling POL 
input was presented and the capabil
ities were examined. 

Mark Finger 

2439 Overlook Circle 

Lawrence, KS 66044 


The actual use of the routines 
within POL/PS was discussed, show
ing the steps involved in writing a 
module to find the root of an equa
tion. 

Modularity 
I have heretofore covered in some 

detail the concept of POL and how to 
program using POL-80 routines. The 
real key to success in using the 
POL/PS, however, lies in modular 
programming. 

What Is a Module? 
We often hear that good computer 

programs are modular. Every pro
gramming course and textbook 
stresses that point. But what makes a 
program modular? Would you recog
nize a module if you saw one? 

The dictionary definition of a 
module is "any of a set of units 
designed to be arranged or joined in a 
variety of ways." This shows that the 
key concepts of modularity are flex
ibility and similarity at the bound
aries. A functional definition of a 
module is simply this: "A module 
should do one thing and do it well." 

The idea in modularity is that units 
can be chosen and linked together in 
order to reach a goal. One example of 

this is the way most kitchens are built 
using modular cabinets. Each type of 
cabinet handles a specific task well, 
and we choose a certain combination 
of types to best achieve our overall 
objectives. 

When a programmer writes'a mod
ular program, a number of units, seg
ments, or sections will be in the pro
gram, each having a specific task to 
perform in achieving the program's 
goal. These units are linked together 
by a mainline program (the highest 
level of control). This concept of 
modular programming is a tremen
dous aid in debugging but is very dif
ficult to learn. To get some idea of 
how modules can be used in program
ming, let us examine some of the dif
ferent types. 

Programming modules differ main
ly in the level at which they do their 
"one thing." The first, and lowest, 
level is best shown by the one-line 
functions (or modules) of FORTRAN 
and BASIC. ·These modules use a 
single equation to return a single 
value. Obviously, they do just one 
thing. 

The best example of second-level 
modularity is the FUNCTION sub
program in FORTRAN. It does more 
complex work on its input, but it ... 
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should, essentially, do just one thing 
because it returns just one value. A 
good example of this type of module 
in POL-80 is subroutines 750, BOO, 
850, and 950 (see part 1). Their one 
thing is to test for a certain situation 
and return one primary value, the 
value of FLAG, which indicates a suc
cessful or an unsuccessful test. Cer
tainly, they perform a number of ac
tions (especially subroutines 850 and 
950, which must carry out a variety 
of tasks to extract and examine num
bers), but they do only as much as is 
needed to accomplish their one thing. 

The third level of modularity in
volves the return of multiple values, 
as is often done in subroutines in 
FORTRAN or BASIC. Examples in
clude subroutines to do the inversion 
of a matrix or to solve a series of 
simultaneous equations. These 
modules still do just one thing. 

At higher levels of modularity, the 
module may be a section of a major 
program. In my field-chemical 
engineering-we speak of thermo
dynamic modules, meaning a group 
of subroutines that compute 
temperature, pressure, and other 
values according to some set of equa
tions. There will be a module for each 
different model (set of equations) that 
we use. Some large engineering sys
tems may have five or more thermo
dynamic modules. The one selected 
will depend on the chemicals being 
used or on some similar criteria. 

These four levels of modules 
should cover most ordinary program
ming. It should be possible to write 
any given program by simply linking 
together various levels of modules to 
accomplish a desired task. 

Why Use Modules? 
What good are modules? Why is 

there all this stress on them? Why 
should you bother to spend all this 
extra time writing modular programs 
if all you get is a little less time spent 
on debugging? Modular program
ming has several advantages: 

•It can reduce a program's size. Calls 
to a single module from different 
places in a program are preferable to 
writing the same lines of code again 
and again. 
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•A good module will be portable. 
This can reduce the amount of writ
ing that a programmer will need to do 
because major portions of code are 
available from previous programs. 
This is especially true when using 
graphics and numerical methods. 
•A library of standard functions may 
be available, again reducing the load 
on the programmer. 
•A good module will provide ease of 
insertion into a program, reducing 
the programming load. 
•Good modular programming eases 
debugging because the modules have 
definite boundaries and only certain 
pieces of information cross the 
boundaries. A programmer can be 
reasonably sure that if one value is 
being changed, another value 500 
lines away is not accidentally being 
changed. 
•Modular programming's main ad
vantage is to reduce the total pro
gramming time to solve a prob
lem -often making the difference be
tween solving a problem on time or 
not solving it at all. 

The main advantage of 
modularity is to reduce 
the total programming 

time to solve a problem. 

The trouble with using a module is 
discovering how to make it fit in your 
own program. The major cause of 
this trouble is controlling the number 
of parameters that must be passed 
back and forth between the mainline 
program and its modules. I have 
often written my own code rather 
than use a module I have in my 
library simply because I must keep 
track of 12 or more parameters, half 
of which are not needed in my ap
plication . The heart of the trouble lies 
in the amount of information inter
changed. The more information that 
passes across the module's boundary, 
the more the rest of the program has 
to handle. One, two, or three pieces 
of information are desirable. Twelve 
to twenty are not, because you have 
to ensure that each of these values is 
set properly every time you call the 
module. In addition, nearly all the in

formation is numerical, and it's dif
ficult to remember whether FLAG=l 
means invert the matrix or solve 
simultaneous equations. Or is it 
NINV = 17 Many lines of code are re
quired to set parameters or check 
them each time a module is used. This 
can be a burden to any programmer. 

In addition, the mainline program 
is forced to do nearly all the input, 
output, and decision making. Setting 
all the parameters for each subroutine 
call can mean lots of program lines. 
Handling input and output adds more 
lines. Because most mainline pro
grams are written to solve only one 
problem at one time, very little of the 
mainline program is reused after all 
the effort put into it. 

Introducing Extended 
Control Structure 

A solution to this problem is ex
tended control structure. This in
volves putting some of the input, out
put, and decision making in the 
modules or subroutines rather than in 
the mainline program. The input for a 
graphics module should be in the 
graphics module, the input for a root
finding module should be in that 
module, etc. This is seldom done in 
question-and-answer input, and in
frequently done in menu input. How
ever, POL input can excel at this. In 
part 2, I showed that nearly all the in
put for the root-finding module 
ROOTs could be placed within the 
module. This means that only a call 
to ROOTs is needed in the mainline 
program-just a couple of simple, 
standard statements. Other modules 
for numerical analysis and graphics 
are constructed in a similar manner. 
Now, writing code to handle the in
put is no longer a major concern of 
the programmer. Output is handled 
in a similar manner, thus reducing 
even more of the load. The program
mer's only concern with output will 
be if text output to the printer is to be 
formatted in a specific manner. 

All that remains for a mainline pro
gram to do is link modules together 
and handle decision making. There
fore, let us see how a program for do
ing numerical analysis can be ar
ranged. The program in listing 1 ap
pears short compared to ROOTs and 
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Listing 1: Functioning as the mainline program , NLJMRANAL will perform a numerical 
analysis by calling other modules to handle input, output, and decision making. Lines 
beginning with an asterisk (used for illustrative purposes only) can be eliminated unless 
those modules are used. 

*********************•********************************************************** 
3000 REM MAINLINE NUMERICAL RNRLYSIS<NUMRRNRL) 
3010 GOSUB 1450 
312120 	 PRINT "Type VOCAbulary if yi:•l.l warit a list •:•f c•:•rnrna1·1d w•:• r d s. " 
3100 	FRRT=l 

:RRRT<0l="R " 
: RRRT < 1 ) ="RN " 
:RRRT<2>="THE " 
:RRRT<3>="IS " 
: RRRT (4) = '·RRE " 
:RRRT<5l="EQURLS " 
: RRRT <E» ="EQURL " 
:RRRT<7l="RND " 
:RRRT<Bl="FOR " 
:RRRT<'3l="OF" 
:NRRT='3 
:FCOM=l 
:RCOM<0l="," 
:RCOM <l) ="=" 
:NCOM=l 
:GOSUB 1050 

3110 RM=RP 
:NLET=l 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLRG=l 

THEN 	 IRET='3100 

:G OTO 100 


*******************************************************************************~ 

Graphics Routines Calls (star)dard c a ll s > 

******************************~***•*** "~***************************************** 
*3200 RM="DRRW" 

:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
:IF FLRG=0 

GOTO 3300 
*3210 GOSUB 3800 

:IF FLRG=0 
GOTO 3100 

*3220 RM="CONT!NUE" 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLRG=l 

THEN ISTRRT=3004 
ELSE ISTRRT=3000 

*3230 GOSUB '3000 
:CHRIN MERGE RPLT+RCOOR, ISTRRT,DELETE 3000-'3'3'3'3 

*3300 RM="REDRRW" 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLRG=0 

GOTO 4000 
*3310 GOSUB 3800 

: IF FLRG=0 
GOTO 3100 

*3320 RM= " CONT" 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLRG=l 

THEN 	 ISTRRT=3004 
ELSE ISTRRT=3002 

*3330 GOTO 3230 
*3800 RM="XY " 

:NLET=3 

:GOSUB 750 

: IF FLRG=l 


THEN 	 RCOOR=" XY" 

:RETURN 


*3810 RM="POLRR" 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLRG=l 

THEN RCOO R= " PDL." 

:RETURN 


*3820 RM="CRRTESIRN" 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLRG=l 

THEN RCODR=" CRR" 

:RETURN 


*3'3'30 NERR=l501 
:GOSUB 1200 
:RETURN 

******************************************************************************** 

Numerical Me t hods Module Calls 

****************************************~*************************************** 
4000 RM="ROOT" 

:NLET=4 
Listing 1 continued on page 320 
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the multiple-page graphics modules. 
Much of the program is just a series of 
calls to modules that can then handle 
the input, output, and decision mak
ing. Each of these calls is a standard 
sequence of statements. The call to 
ROOTs is in line 4000 and is in the 
standard format. Additional numeri
cal methods are easily added to this 
mainline program. Line 4010, for ex
ample, is the entry for the CONTour 
plotter module. Other planned 
modules for this general-purpose 
numerical-analysis package include 
numerical integration, differential 
equation solving, simplex optimiza
tion, and regression (curve fitting). 
Inserting these modules into this 
mainline program (or any other) can 
be as simple as the lines calling for 
ROOTs and CONTours. 

The graphics section (lines 
3200-3990) may look long and messy, 
but this is because it handles three dif
ferent types of axes (XY, Cartesian, 
and polar) and three entry points for 
each type of axis (DRAW, REDRaw, 
and CONTlnue). These statements 
would be the same for any package 
that this graphics module would be 
added to. 

The mainline program have 
presented treats numerical methods in 
a general manner. It simply makes the 
different methods available in one 
package that includes two-dimen
sional graphics. It links the modules 
but does not provide any decision
making or information-passing capa
bilities; these will be added later. 
Such capacity is sufficient to solve the 
majority of problems encountered. 

These modules can be easily in
serted into a new POL/PS mainline 
program by lifting the program sec
tions to the new mainline program 
(lines 3200-3990 for graphics, line 
4000 for ROOTs, and line 4010 for 
CONTours). This simple method of 
adding capability to a program can 
tremendously decrease programming 
time and is the main part of what ini
tially attracted me to POL input. It 
makes my overall job much easier. 

ROOTs as a Module 
I have been calling ROOTs a 

module, but is it really a module? 
ROOTs has definite boundaries; all 





Listing 1 continued: 

:GOSUE< 750 
: IF FLAG=! 

THEN GOSUE< '3000 
:CHAIN MERGE ADISK+"NUMRROOT",3000,DELETE 3000-'3'3?';' 

*4010 AM="CONTOURS" 

:NLET=5 

:GOSUE< 750 

:IF FLAG=! 


THEN 	 GOSUE< '3000 
:CHAIN MERGE ADISK+"NUMRCONT",3000,DELETE 3000-'3'3'3'3 

8'370 AM="STOP" 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUE< 750 
:IF FLAG=! 

THEN STOP 
8'380 GOSUE< 1250 **Starodard call fc•r HELP 

: IF FLAG= 1 a rod VOCAbu 1ary <inc 1ude 
GOTO 3100 	 in every rnc\i r-11 i nel 

8'3'30 	 NERR=1502 
:GOSUE< 1200 
:GOTO 3100 

******************************************************************************** 

Standard Subrout ir1es for Cal ls arid Returr1s 

**************************************~***************************************** 
'3000 	 IRET='3010 

:ARET=ADISK+"NUMRANAL" 
:GOSUE< 1400 
:RETURN 

'3010 GOSUE< 1450 
:GOTO 3100 

'3100 GOSUE< 1480 
:GOTO 3100 

******************************************************************************** 

Rernernber--all rnc.dules (incll1dir1g the mainline) must er1d with lir1e r1urober '3'3'3'3 

******************************************************************************** 
'3'3'3'3 	 REM END APPLICATION PROGRAM 

Listing 2: The ROOTs program module is used to find the root of a polynomial 
equation. 

******************************************************************************** 

Mc.dule ROOTs 

******************************************************************************** 
3000 REM MODULE ROOTS<NUMRROOTl 

3001 REM COPYRIGHT MARK FINGER 1'381 

*3010 GOSUE< 7100 **Stores return addresses arid 


:ON FRUN+l GOTO 3020,5100,4435 	 i~itializes parameters 
*3020 FCD=0 


:FART=! 

:AART<0l="A " 

:AART < 1 l ="AN " 

:AART<2l="THE " 

:AART<3l="IS " 

:AART<4>="ARE " 

:AART<5l="EQUALS " 

:AART(6l="ECIUAL " 

:AART(7l="AND " 

:AART<8l="FOR " 

:AART<'3>="0F " 

:NART='3 


3030 	FCOM=l 
: ACOM ( 0) =u ' II 

:ACOM< 1) ="=" 
:NCOM=l 

******************************************************************************** 

Matchirog cm the highest level of the tree structure below ROOTs 

******************************************************************************** 
3200 	AM="USING" 


1NLET=4 

:GOSUE< 750 

: IF FLAG=! 


GOTO 4000 

3210 AM="START" 


:NLET=4 

.:GOSUE< 750 

:IF FLAG=! 


GOTO 4100 

3220 AM="MAXIMUM" 


:NLET=4 

:GOSUE< 750 

:IF FLAG=! 


GOTO 	 4200 
3230 	AM="EPSILON" 


:NLET=4 

: GOSUE< 750 Listing 2 continued on page 323 
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contact with the calling program has 
an entry point at line 3000 and a 
return at line 3300. All interaction 
with a calling program flows through 
these two points. ROOTs does just 
one thing-it finds the root of an 
equation. The level of this program is 
approximately that of a FORTRAN 
subroutine. This program (listing 2) is 
much bigger than the FORTRAN sub
routine doing the same thing, but the 
entry in the calling program (see list
ing l, line 4000) is much simpler than 
would normally be the case in FOR
TRAN or BASIC. The module itself is 
long simply because all the input and 
most of the output are handled inside 
it, and there is considerable checking 
of values before execution. It is im
portant to remember that this module 
has to be written only once; then it 
can be placed in a library until the 
next time it is needed. Thus, the 
length of this module is not a burden 
to the person who uses it. Rather, it 
helps by not requiring as much effort 
to insert the module into a program. 

Improving ROOTs 
ROOTs has one major limitation as 

presented here: the equation to be 
solved cannot be more than 230 char
acters long. This limitation affects 
less than 10 percent of the possible 
applications, but solving this problem 
will present a second major aspect of 
the extended control structure. 

Let us begin by examining the nor
mal methods used to enter the equa
tion under various types of program
ming. The most typical situation 
(used in many scientific subroutines 
packages) requires the programmer to 
write a subroutine (in BASIC) or a 
function (in FORTRAN) and insert it 
into the overall program. ROOTs can 
then reference this subroutine when
ever a value is required. (Note all the 
GOSUB 9000 references in listing 4 in 
part 2.) This method has one major 
problem. In order to change the equa
tion, the programmer must stop the 
execution of the program, go to an 
editor, modify the program, and then 
restart it. This process is undesirable 
due to the load it places on a pro
grammer, but, unfortunately, it is the 
most frequently used method. 

In ROOTs, I have gone one step 
Text continued on page 332 
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No matter what size, no matter where 
its going or when it has to be there, 
there is one shipping company big 
enough to meet all your needs. 
Emery Worldwide offers a full range 
of delivery times-all without weight 
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it all, all over Ame1ica. 
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Listing 2 continued: 

: IF 	FLAG=! 

GOTO 4300 


3240 AM="VALUE" 

:NLET=4 

:GOSUB 750 

: IF FLAG= I 


THEN FVA=0 

:GOTO 4400 


3250 	AM="EQUATI ON " 

:NLET=4 

:GOSUB 750 

:IF FLAG=! 


GOTO 	 4500 
3250 AM="DYDX" 


:NLET=4 

:GOSUB 750 

: IF FLAG=! 


GOTO 	 4700 
3270 	AM="EXECUTE" 


:NLET=4 

:GOSUB 750 

: IF FLAG=! 


GOTO 	 5000 
3280 AM="CLEAR " 

:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
:IF FLAG=! 

GOTO 4800 
32'30 IF FCD=0 

THEN NERR=l521 
:GOSUB 1200 

32'31 IF FCD=l AND IEOC=0 
THEN NERR=l541 

:GOSUB 1200 
32'35 FERR=l 
3300 GOSUB 7000 

:CHAIN MERGE ARET, IRET, DELETE 3000-'3'3'3'3 
******************************************************************************** 

Matching fc•r the rnethc·d uroder US!Ng 

**************************************************************«***************** 
4000 	FCD=l 

:AM="NEWTON" 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLAG=! 

THEN 	 METHOD1'=1 

:GOTO 3200 


4010 	AM= "AP PRO XI MATE " 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLAG= ! 

THEN 	 AM="NEWTON" 

:NLET =4 

:GOSUB 750 

:METHOD:t.=2 

:GOTO 3200 


4020 AM="SECANT" 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLAG=! 

THEN METHOD1'=3 

:GOTO 3200 


4030 AM=" INTERVAL" 
:NLET=4 
: GOSUB 750 
:IF FLAG=! 

THEN 	 AM="HALVING" 

:NLET=3 

:GOSUB 750 

:METHOD1'=4 

:GOTO 3200 


4040 AM="REGULA" 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLAG=! 

THEN AM="FALSI" 

:NLET=4 

:GOSUB 750 

:METHOD1'=5 


:GOTO 3200 
4050 	NERR=1522 

:GOSUB 1200 
:GOTO 32'35 

******************************************************************************** 

Setting the number of STARting PO!Nts and their values 

******************************************************************************** 
4100 FCD=l 

:FT=! 
:GOSUB '350 
: IF FLAG=! 

THEN Xl =DV 
:FSP=l 
:GOTO 4150 Listing 2 continued on page 324 
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Listing 2 continued: 

4110 AM="POINT" 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLAG=! 

GOTO 	 4100 
4120 	AM="AT " 

:NLET=3 
:GDSUB 750 
:IF FLAG=! 

GOTO 	 4100 
4140 	NERR=1523 

:GOSUB 1200 
:GOTO 3300 

4150 	FT=! 
:GDSUB '350 
: IF FLAG=0 

GOTO 	 3200 
4150 	X2=DV 

:FSP=2 
:IF X20Xl 

GOTO 	 3200 
4170 	FSP=l 

:NERR=1524 
:GOSUB 1200 
:GOTO 32'35 

******************************************************************************** 

Settir1g the r1ur11ber c·f MAXIrnum EVALuat ic•ns 

******************************************************************************** 
4200 FCD=l 

:FT=3 
:BB1=2 
:BB2=10000 
:GOSUB B50 
: IF FLAG=! 

THEN NUMEVAL=IV 
:GOTO 3200 

4210 	NERR=1525 
:GOSUB 1200 
:GOTO 32'3~ 

******************************************************************M·M************ 

Setting the value of EPSilon 

******************************************************************** ·~**' *****~~~~ 
4300 FCD=l 

:FT=3 
:BE<l=lE-20 
:BB2=10 
:GOSUB '350 
: IF FLAG=! 

THEN EPSILON=DV 
:GOTO 3200 

4310 NERR=1525 
:GOSUB 1200 
:GOTO 32'35 

************************************************************ ·~· · ****************** 

Returning the value(s) of Y at the requested XC 1 s) 

********************************************************************~~- ~~KK~~~~KK 

*440111 FCD=l 
*4430 AM="AT " 

:NLET=3 
:GDSUB 750 
:FT=! 
:GDSUB '350 
: IF FLAG=! 

THEN 	 FRUN=2 
:FLr:lGROOT=l 
:X=DV 
:IF FEXT=l 

THEN GOTO 3300 
:ELSE GOSUB '3000 

·•A435 PRINT "The value at "; X;" is 
:FVA=l 
:GOTO 4430 

*4440 FRUN=0 
:FLAGRDOT=0 
: IF FVA=l 

GOTO 3200 
4450 NERR=1527 

:GDSUB 1200 
:GOTO 32'35 

"; Y 

******************************************************************~ ~~*•********* 

Entering the EQUAtion 

*******************************************************************************~ 
*4500 FCD=l 

:GOSUB B00 
: IF FLAG=0 

THEN GOTO 4540 
4510 AEQ="'3000 "+AB+":RETURN" 

:FEXT=0 

Listing 2 continued on page 326 
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,~----Call today. I United States: IArizona 
Phoenix 602/279-1010 
California 
(Northern) Mountain View 415/969-4910I 	 I
San Francisco 415/434-24 10 

Walnut Creek 415/945-1910 
(Southern) Century City 213/203-8111 

Fullerton 714/871-6500 
Los Angeles 213/688-0041 
Newport Beach 714/833-173~ 

I 	 I 

I San Diego 

I 
Torrance 
Van Nuys 

Colorado 
Denver 
Englewood 
Connecticut

I Hartford 
Slratlord 

I 
District of Columbia 
Washington D.C. 
Florida 
Miami 

I 

Georgia 

Atlanta (Downtown) 

Atlanta (North) 

Atlanta (Northeast) 

I 

Illinois 

Chicago (East Loop) 

Chicago (West Loop) 

Oak Brook 

I 
Rolling Meadows 
Indiana 
Indianapolis 
Kansas 

I Overland Park 
Kentucky 
Louisville 
Louisiana

I New Orleans 
Maryland 
Baltimore 

I 
Towson 
Massachusetts 
Boston 

I 
Burlington 
Wellesley 
Michigan 
Detroit 
Southlield

I Troy 
Minnesota 
Minneapolis (Downtown) 

I 

Minneapolis (West) 

Missouri 
Clayton 

I 
Kansas City 
New Hampshire 
Nashua 

I 
New Jersey 
Cherry Hill 
Edison 
Morristown 
Paramus 

I 
Princeton 
New York 

I 

New York City 


(Grand Central) 

(Penn Station) 

(Wall Street) 


Rochester 
Syosset. L.I. 

I White Plains 
Ohio 

I 
Akron 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Columbus 

I 
Dayton 
Oklahoma 
Tulsa 

I 
Oregon 
Portland 
Pennsylvania 
King of Prussia 

I 

Philadelphia 

Pittsburgh 

Wilkins Township 

Texas 


I 

Dallas (Central) 

Dallas (North) 

Fort Worth 

Houston (Downtown) 

Houston (N. Loop West) 

I 

Houston (S.W. Freeway) 

San Antonio 
Virginia 

I 
Mclean 
Washington 
Bellevue 
Wisconsin 
Milwaukee

I Canada: 

Ontario 

I Don Mills 
Mississauga 
Toronto 4161865-1125 
Quebec

L Montreal ---514/849-7043 .J 

619/231-1900 
213/540-7500 I 
213/781 -4800 

303/571-4450 
303/773-3700 I 
203/522-6590 
203/375-7240 I 
202/466-5890 

305/624-3536 I 
404/588-9350 
404/953-0200 
404/325-8370 I 
312/938-4400 
3121782-0857 I3121986-0422 
312/392-0244 

3171631-2900 I 
9131888-8885 I502/581-9900 

5041561-6000 I3011727-4050 
3011321-7044 

6171482-7613 I 
6171273-5160 
6171237-3120 I313/259-7607 
3131352-6520 
3131362-0070 I612/332-6460 
6121544-3600 

3141862-3800 I
8161474-3393 

6031880-4047 I 
6091482-2600 
2011494-2800 
2011267 -3222 
2011845-3900 I 
6091452-7277 

I2121557-8611 
2121736-7 445 
2121962-8000 
7161263-2670 I 
5161364-0900 
9141683-9300 I2161535-1150 
5131769-5080 
2161771-2070 
6141224-0660 
5131461-4660 I 
9181599-7700 I
5031223-6160 

2151265-7250 

2151665-1717 
 I 
4121261-6540 
4121247-4400 I2141954-1100 
2141387-1600 
8171338-9300 
7131751-0100 I713/957-8555 
7131626-8705 
5121342-9898 I 
7031790-5610 

206/454-6400 I 
4141277-0345 

I 
4161425-5730 

4161272-3333 
 I 
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New, Free Computer 

~~~~--~·e·~-!-~·a·~-~-u·t5•co·~-~-=-~·a·~-io.!n•i•n•t•h•e•c•o•m•p•u•te-r 
~~~~~-. · field, including the effects of inflation and 

recession, and which career paths offer the greatest 
compensation from a 28-page report prepared by Source Edp. 

Despite past inflation and 
recession, demand for 
computer systems and the 
people needed to support 
them continues to grow. 

But which professionals, 
with what specialized 
experience and skills, are 
really in the best positions 
for long term career and 
salary growth? And is your 
salary really keeping pace? 

In our new Survey, you'll 
get answers to these 
questions and much more. 

Compare your salary 
with many others. 

The new Survey not only 
provides salary medians for 
48 position categories, but 
it also shows "highs" and 
"lows" for each one as well. 
Figures are organized by 
types of professionals, 
including those ranging 
from commercial pro

grammers to management 
and marketing positions; by 
experience level and by 
size of computer installation 
site. So you'll be able to 
compare your salary with 
those computer profes
sionals who have similar 
responsibilities and skills 
and to learn who in com
puting, in what kinds of 
specialized disciplines, are 
earning the most. 

No other Survey we 
know of is more compre
hensive. It's based on 
contacts with more than 
50,000 professionals and 
25,000 organizations. 

Learn about new 
growth areas. 

Most significantly, you'll 
also read about which 
specific areas of speciali
zation are forecasted for 
unusual growth in this 
decade and beyond. The 
past year saw many 

changes in the economy 
and has altered career 
prospects for some profes
sionals who were not 
properly prepared, so the 
need to stay abreast of 
current trends and career 
planning has never been 
so critical. 

Whatever computer 
specialty you're in, or plan 
to explore-programming, 
software, systems design, 
data communications, 
mini/micro systems, data 
base, computer marketing, 
sales, management or 
others-our Survey can 
help you make the most of 
your career. You'll be able 
to keep up with changes in 
the profession, establish 
career goals, develop 
action plans, evaluate your 
progress, spot potential 
dangers, take corrective 
action when needed, and 
in general, keep your 
career on the best possible 
course for growth. 

Call for your free copy. 

The new 1983 Computer 
Salary Survey and Career 
Planning Guide is available 
without charge. You owe it 
to yourself to get a copy of 
the report-especially if 
most of your career lies 
ahead of you 

Call today and our free 
28-page Survey will be · 
mailed to you in strict 
confidence, without 
obligation. 

~~<:~ 

The world 's largest recruitment firm that 
specializes exclusively in the computer 
profession. 

Client companies assume our charges. .-----,
I Call today.
I Call the office nearest I 

you that is listed to the 

I left. If you're unable I 
to call, write: 

I Source Edp I 
Department 81 
PO. Box 7100 I Mountain View, CA 94039 I 
!When writing . be sure to ..I 

lude your title.) 



Verbatim® 

Floppy Discs 

Write for our SAVE 40 '
0/
70 complete list. 

5 1/ 1 1 Specify soft, Price/10 
/4 10or 16sector 

MD525 1 side/dbl dens ..... ... ... $27.30 
MD550 2 sides/dbl dens ........ . .. 40 .30 
MD577 1 side/77 track ... . ........ 37 .1 0 
MD557 2 sldes/77 track .... • ...... 47 .50 

8 1 1 Critically Certified 
Soft sector 

FD34-9000 1 side/sgl dens . ... ... . . 33 .80 
FD34-8000 1 side/dbl dens ......... 39.00 
FD34-4001 2 side/dbl dens . . . ... . .. 46.20 

CHECKS - VISA - MC - C.O.D. 
1313) 777- 7780 ADD $2 SHIPPING 

L YBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

27204 Harper Ave. 


St . Clair Shores, Ml 48081 


Circle 237 on Inquiry card. 

ONE BOARD CP/M8 SYSTEM 

FOR NETWORKS 


Features: 
• 81/i x 12 1/i inches • CH.TController 
• 10 MHZ 8085 CPU • 8272 F'D Controller 
• 64K llAM • Winchester Interface 
• 	 SRO KRIT/SEC • 2 RS·2J2 Ch;innels 

Network Port 

Documentation $20 

CPIM Floppy Dis k Op. System S 180 


Check or Money Order 


autocontrol • 
INCOl,O•ATlD

11400 Dorsett Rd. 

Maryland Heights. f\.W 63043 


{314) 739-0055 

Circle 40 on Inquiry card. 

SHIELDED DATA CABLES 
RS 232 Cables up 10 9 conductors. spec ify male/ 

lemale ends . length & pin interconnects .511.00 + .40/fl. 
IBM-PC extra heavy duty printer cables ( 10 !!) 538 

Hazeltine TERMINALS LISI Fe~ri~:le 
ESPRIT I lull 1ea tu red termina l w/green screen $595 S499 
ESPRIT II terminal w/detachable keyboard S645 5565 
ESPRIT Ill televideo 950 emulator S895 $775 

Televideo 910 + full fea tured termi nal $699 5569 
925 1ermmal w/ delachable keyboard $995 5740 
950 graphics terminal w/del. keybOard $1195 5939 
970 advanced graphics term inal $1495 51325 

MOOEMS 
Novation J-CAT 0-300 baud Direct conneci moelem S149 S129 

103 SMARTCAT 0-300 oaud auto ans. modem $249 S199 
103/212 SMARTCAT 0-30011200 baud $595 S525 
212AUTOCAT 0·300 baud/1200 oaud modem. $695 S565 
212APPLECAT II 30011200 baud modem and 

so ftware $725 S599 
UDS 212LP telco powered 1200 baud moaem $4 95 SJ95 

PRINTERS 
OKI-DATA ul82A 9112" carriage 120 cps printer $549 SJ99 

ul83A 15" ca rriage 120 cps printer $899 S650 
uL84P 15 " carnage 200 cps parallel printer $1395 S999 
ul84S 15 ·· ca rriage 200 cps serial printer $1495 S1099 

Ctrt1!ie<1 cMc~ mon e1 oraer or c O O . VISA ami Maste1car1 aa1 2-,.., Pe1so11<1I 
'necu m~v reQu1re 2 10 J weeks 10 c1tar All prices 1n lJ S oollars M •c ~1qan 
1es1cen1s aco 4o/, sates 10.~ F 0 8 Mt Clemens M•C~:ga n 480H 

I@! #3 j;l·E-i·I ~il+f--"t 
P.O. Box 11 41 • Mt. Clemens. Ml 48044 • (313) 286-6969 


Mon day- Friday 9 a.m -5 p.m. esr • Saturday 9 a.m. -12 p.m 


Circle 163 on Inquiry card. 

Listing 2 continued: 

:FDX=0 
4620 	OPEN "0",#7, "EQUATION.BAS" 

:PRINT#7,AEQ 
:CLOSE#7 
:CHAIN MERGE "EQUATION", 463111, ALL, DELETE '3000 

4630 GOSUB 148111 
:GOTO 3200 

*4640 AM="EXTERNAL" 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLAG=! 

THEN 	 FEXT=l 

:FDX=l11 

:GOTO 3200 


*4550 NERR:::l533 
:GOSUB 120121 
:GOTO 32'35 

*****************************************************************************~*~ 

Enter ing the derivat ive of the equation 
<required by Newtc. r-1' s rnethc·d> 

******************************************************************************** 

*4700 IF FEXT=l 
THEN 	 NERR=153'3 


:GOSUB 1211111! 

:GOTO 32'35 


:ELSE FCD=l 

:GOSUB 800 

:IF FLAG=l11 


THEN 	 NERR=l534 

:GOSUB 1211!0 

:GOTO 32'35 


4710 	AEQD="'311101 "+AB+":RETURN" 
: FDX=l 

4720 OPEN "0",#7, "EQUATION.BAS" 
:PRINT#7,AEQD 
:CLOSE#7 
:CHAIN MERGE "EQUATION",4630,ALL,DELETE '3011!1 

4730 GOSUB 1480 
:GOTO 3200 

******************************************************************************** 

CLEAr ing the parameters to default values 

*******************************************************************************~· 
4800 	FCD=l 

:METHOD1'=3 
:X1=0 
:X2=1 
:FSP=2 
:NUMEVAL=20 
:EPSILON=. 1 
:AEQ="'3000 Y=X:RETURN" 
:AEQD="'3001 YPRIME=l :RETURN" 
:FDX=l 
: GOTO 32111111 

******************************************************************************~* 

EXECuti c•n c~ root-findi n g 

********************************************************************** ·~* ·~******* 
•5003 	FCD:::l 

:FRUN=l 
:NEXTSTEP=lll 

501111 	 IF METHOD)(() 1 AND FSP02 **Chec~. ir1g f•:•r 2 sta1' tir1g 
THEN 	 NERR=1535 pc1 ints fo~' methods that 

:GOSUB 120111 i·'equire 2: 
:GOTO 32'35 

502111 	 IF METHOD1'=1 AND FDX=0 **Checkir1g f0• ~erivat i~e 
THEN 	 NERR=1536 Llpdate if Nev-1l c.• t1":: rneth•:•d 

:GOSUB 1200 is used 
:GOTO 32'35 

*5030 <deleted) 
5050 NUM:::0 
*511110 ON METHOD)( GOSUB 6000,6200,6411!0,6600,6800 **Comp1.1tation loop 
*5110 Y=0 

:IF 	FLAGROOT=-1 
GOTO 32'35 

52011! IF NUMlNUMEVAL **Checking if t oo r~any
GOTO 	 5400 eva l uat i or1s 

*5210 IF FLAGROOT()3 **Check iY1g if done 
THEN 	 IF FEXT=0 **If 	not done, get value 

THEN 	 IF FLAG=! for next calculation 
THEN GOSUB '30011! 

:GOTO 5100 
:ELSE GOSUB '3001 

:GOTO 5100 
:ELSE GOTO 331110 

5220 PRINT "The roc• t is ", XLAST **The desired r•:•i:•t has beeYr 
:PRINT NUM;" Evaluaticons were required."

*5260 FRUN=0 
:GOTO 3200 

*5400 PRINT "The r c1ot was r1c•t fc1L1r1d ir1 ";NUMEVAL; 11 attempts." 
:FLAGROOT=-1 
:NERR=1540 

Listing 2 continued on page 328 



•• 

•
IC 

• $529 WITH SUPERCALC 

512KWITH AN RS-232C 
INTERFACE

••••• • !579 

Circle 17 on inquiry card. 

Both of these fully-populated memory 
boards include parity checking and 
a standard RS-232C interface_ They 
are compatible with all IBM software _ 

You can expect these boards to 
meet the highest standards of 
design and manufacturing quality 
available - at any price_ We are 
proud to guarantee them fully for a 
period of two years. 

PUTER
PRODUClS 

31 245 LA BAYA Q'RIVE 
WESTLAKE VILLAGE. CA 9 1362 

We guarantee everything we se ll for 30 days 

$749 WITH SUPERCALC 

To order or for 
information call 

In New)brk: 

(212) 509-1923 


In LDs Angeles: 

(213)706-0333 

In Dallas: 

(214)744-4251 


ByModem: 
(213)883-8976 

no returns after 30 days . Defect ive software wi ll 
be replaced free . but all other software retu rn s are sub1ec1 to 15% restocking fee and must be 
accompanied by RMA slip . No returns on game sollware . unless e1e1ec11ve 

We accept VI SA and MasterCard on all orders : COO orders . up lo $300 
Shipping cha rges $3 for all prepaid orders. actual shipping charges for non-prepaids : S3 for 

COD orders under 251bs (S6 for over) plus a $4 surcharge: add 15% lor loreign . FPO and APO 
orders Calif add 6% sales tax . LA County add 6'11%. 

Prices quoted are for stock on hand and are subfecl to change wi thout notice . BYTE February 1983 327 



Listing 2 continued: 

5410 	PRINT ''The last values were X =1';XLAST; 1
' and Y ='';YLAST 

5420 GOTO 3200 
******************************************************************************** 

Methods 	Subroutines 

******************************************************************************** 
*6000 	 IF NEXTSTEP=0 **Newtc•r•' s Methc•d 

THEN 	 X=Xl ••Get first point and ask for Y 
:NEXTSTEP=l 

:FLRGROOT=l 

:RETURN 


*6010 	 IF NEXTSTEP=l 
THEN 	 YOTHER=Y **Save Y and ask for YPRIME 

:YLRST=Y 
:NEXTSTEP=2 
:FLRGROOT=2 
:RETURN 

•6020 	XLAST=X ••Compute ~ew X value, check 
:XOTHER=X if done 

:X=XLRST-YLRST/Y 

:NEXTSTEP=l 

:NUM=NUM+l 

:IF RBS<YLRSTl <=EPSILON 


THEN FLRGROOT=3 
:RETURN 

:ELSE FLRGROOT=l 
:RETURN 

*6200 IF NEXTSTEP=0 **Apprcixiroate Newtor1' s Methc•d 
THEN 	 X=Xl **Rsk for first Y 

:FLRGROOT=l 
:NEXTSTEP=l 
:RETURN 

*6210 	IF NEXTSTEP=l ••Stor e Y and ask for secor1d Y 
THEN 	 XOTHER=X 


:YOTHER=Y 

: X=X+ ( X2-X 1l 

:NEXTSTEP=2 

:FLRGROOT=l 

:RETURN 


*6220 	NUM=NUM+l 
XLRST=X 
YLRST=Y 
X=X-Y/((YLRST-YOTHERl/(XLRST-XOTHERll 
IF RBS(Y) <=EPSILON * •Check i f do ne 

THEN FLRGROOT=3 ••Do rie 
:RETURN 

:ELSE FLRGROOT=l **Ask for first new Y 
:RETURN 

*6400 IF NEXTSTEP=0 **Secar1t Met hc·d 
THEN 	 X=Xl ••Ask for first Y 

:FLRGROOT=l 
:NEXTSTEP=l 
:RETURN 

*6410 	 IF NEXTSTEP=l 
THEN 	 YLRST=Y 


:XLRST=X 

:X=X2 

:NEXTSTEP=2 

:FLRGROOT=l 

:RETURN 


*5420 	NUM=NUM+l ••Calculate new X 
XOTHER=XLRST 
YOTHER=YLRST 
XLRST=X 
YLRST=Y 
X=X-Y/((YOTHER-YLRST>l<XOTHER-XLRSTl > 
NEXTSTEP=2 
IF RBS(Y) <=EPSILON ••Checl-4. if dc•r1e 

THEN 	 FLRGROOT=3 **Dc•r1e 
:RETURN 


:ELSE FLRGROOT=l 

:RETURN 


*5500 	 IF NEXTSTEP=0 ••Interval-Halvir1g Method 
THEN 	 X=Xl **Ask for first Y 

:FLRGROOT=l 
:NEXTSTEP=l 
:RETURN 

*5610 	 IF NEXTSTEP=l **Store Y and ask for second Y 
THEN 	 YOTHER=Y 


:XOTHER=X 

:X=X2 

:FLRGROOT=I 

:NEXTSTEP=2 

:RETURN 


*6620 	 IF NEXTSTEP=2 **Determine if two X values 
THEN 	 YLRST=Y brac"'.et the rc.c.t 

:XLRST=X 
:IF YLRST*YOTHERl0 

THEN 	 NERR=l538 No, errc•r 
:GOSUB 1200 

:FLRGROOT=-1 

: RETURN 


:ELSE X=<XLRST+XOTHER>/2 

:FLRGROOT=l 

:NEXTSTEP=3 

:RETURN 


Listing 2 continued on page 331 
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CALL 
YOUR 
LOCAL 
DYSAN 
OFFICE 
CA: 	 Los Angeles 

(213)907-1803 
Orange County 
f714) 851-9462 
Sacramento 
f916) 966-8037 
San Francisco/Sunnyvale 
f408) 727-9552 

DC: 	 Washington 

f703) 356-6441 


GA: Atlanta 

*f404) 952-0919 


IL: 	 Chicago 

f 312) 882-8176 

f800) 323-5609 


MA: Boston 

f6 I 7) 273-5955 


*f6 I 7) 229-2800 


Ml: 	 Detroit 

f3 I 3) 525-8240 


MN: Minneapolis 

*f6 I 2) 814-7199 


MO: 	 St. Louis 

f314) 434-4011 


NY: 	 New York 

(212)687-7122 


OH: 	 Cleveland 

f216) 333-3725 


PA: 	 Pittsburgh 
f 412) 261-0406 
Philadelphia 
f 609) 939-4 762 

TX: Dallas/Ft. Worth 

*f8 I 7) 261-5312 


WA: 	 Seattle 

f206) 455-4725 


*Includes OEM Sales 

Dysan Diskettes are also available 
from all ComputerLand Stores, 
Sears Business Systems Centers, and 
many independent computer outlets 
nationwide. 
For the location of the Dysan sales 
outlet nearest you, contact Dysan at: 
f408) 988-3472 

Toll Free: f800) 538-8133 

Telex: 171551 DYSAN SNTA 

1WX: 910-338-2144 


Circle 154 on Inquiry card. 

http:brac"'.et




WI CONTROLLER 

MSL OUR PRICE 
549.00 429.00 

W/O CONTROLLER 

MSL OUR PRICE 
449.00 379.00 

~ COMPARE·TO 
146.00 APPLE DRIVE 

~PPLE IS AREG. TRADE MARK Of APPLE COMPUTEP ' 

OSBORNE 
PERSONAL COMPUTER 

o. 
MSL Prl'" 

Videx Combo Package 375 .00 259 00 
Videx Videolerm Card 345 .00 239.00 
Videx Keyboard Enhancer II 149.00 m.oo 
Microsoll Sollcard wilh CP/M 345.00 llS.00 
Microsofl Premium Pak 685.00 461.00 
Microsofl !6K Card 99.95 lU~ 
Pct ADlll I· Cold! HIHZ ...,;onl 4A5.00 lH.00 
PCP Appl I· !:Md 16 MHZ nn;on) 5S5.00 449.00 
Corvus Winchesler SMB 2.495.00 1.'14, .00 
Corvus Winchesler lOMB 3.495.00 Z,119 00 
Corvus Winchesler 20MB H9S.OO l,699.00 
Salum Syslems 32K 249.00 165.00 
Salum Syslems 64K 425.00 112..00 
Salum Syslems 128K 599.00 452.00 
Hays Micromodem II J19.0o US.00 
Hays Smartmodem 279.00 U5.00 
Kensington System Saver 90.00 UAIO 
M& RRf Modulalor 30.00 <2.00 
M& RSuper fan so_oo 37.00 
Grappler + 175.00 flS..00 
Practical Peripherals 

Microbufler II 16K 259.00 225.00 
Practical Peripherals 

Microbuffer 1132K 299.00 239.00 
Promelheus Versa Card 199.00 149.00 
SVA Disk 2+ 2Conlroller OSSO 395.00 335.00 
SVA Disk 2+2Conlroller OSCO 595 .00 489.00 
SVAApp-l·Cache256 KMemory 1.200.00 1.049.00 
TG Joysl ic k 59.95 24.00 
TG Selecl·A-Porl 59.95 24.00 
Wesper Micro Wizard 80 249.00 179.00 
Wesper Micro BPO 16K 179.00 139.00 
Wesper Micro BPO 32K 219.00 159.00 
Wesper Micro SOB 16K 249.00 189.00 
Wesper Micr o SOB 32K 279.00 229.00 
BMC 1401 w/RGB lnlerface 595.00 319.00 
ALS Z.Card w/CPM lor App le II 349.00 2fl'J.00 

APPLE 
SOFTWARE 

~ 
:-~-

Ou r 
MSL Price 
s250.00 s180.00Visicalc Apple Dos 3.3 

Visidex 
Vis iplol 
Visiterm 
Visitrend 
Visifile 
Oesklop Plan II 
Desklop Plan Ill 
Visipack 

250.00 180.00 
200.00 150.00 
125 .00 75.00 
260.00 197.00 
250.00 180.00 
250.00 180.00 
200.00 149. 00 
750.00 588.00 

PERSONAL I 
~ COMPUTER 

,  a INCLUDES: 
~::iiii 2 Drives DS/DD
~ Color Graphic Board 
.,,-, 641< Memory 

~f'12w BMC 
~ GRNPHS 

OUR PRICE Swt-
MSL $2995.00 410.00 

3305.00 •subject lo availability 

NEC 
STUDENT 
SYSTEM 
64K ~~~ 
'NEC PC~ 
'NEC PC 8012 
'NEC PC 8031 
12" Grn . Phs . Video Monitor 

HARDWARE 
CORVUS Hard Disk SMB 
Microsoft 

64K Ram Card 
128K Ram Card 
256K Ram Card 
64K Ram chips 

Quadram 
Quad Ram 256K.4 tunciion brd 

TG Products 
Joystick 

SOFTWARE 
Automated Sim. Temple ot Apshai 
Cavalier Championship Blackjacks 
Conlinental Home Accountant Plus 
Den~ Easy(E.xec.AccountingSys.) 
lnfocom Deadl ine 
lnnovalive TJM. Ill la DBMS) 
ISM Malhmagic 
Info Unlimit ed 

Easy wrilet II 
Phone Support of Easywriter II 
Easyspeller (88K words) 
Easyliler laDBMSI 

Micro Pro Wordslar 
Sorcim Sup·erwriter 

Super Cale 
Visico1p Visicalc 

Visi cod256K 
Desklop Plan I 
VisiTrend/Plot 
VisiOex 
VisiFile 

VersaWriler Graphics Tablet 
ConQuest 
Frogger 
The Tax. Manager 
Galaxy 
Midway Campaign 
Computer Stocks and Bonds 
Vo yag er 
Draw Poker 
Lo st Colony 

11" Gm. Phs KQ(l5 MHz) 
12" Grn. Phs EO 118 MHz) 
12" Gm. Phs (20 MHz) 
12" Color Composite Hi Res. 
HEC Grn. Phs 12" 
Zenith 12· 

399.00 
599.00 
995 .00 
195.00 

995.00 

65.00 

35.00 
3500 

149.00 
695.00 

35.00 
450.00 

75.00 

350.00 
350 .00 
150 .00 
400 .00 
495.00 
395.00 
295.00 
200.00 
150.00 
300.00 
300.00 

ml*I 
299.00 
29.95 
34.95 

250.00 
15 00 
21 00 
25.00 
25.00 
11.00 
21.95 

369.00 
475.00 
777.00 
155.00 

675.00 

47.00 

28.00 
28.00 

109.00 
535.00 
27.00 

355.00 
65.00 

269.00 
260.00 
11 9.00 
289.00 
229.00 
289.00 
189.00 
155•.110 
189.lle 
240.00 
240.00 

!~~ 
255.00 

24 .00 
29.00 

199.00 
21.00 
17.95 
21.00 
21.00 
17.95 
23.95 

Our 
Price 
1i9.oo 
149.00 
169.00 
289:00 
175 .00 
119.00 

•subjM:t lo 

avalla bilfty 

MSL 
1330.00 
mu IS A REC . TllAD£AIARK or APPLE COMPUTDI 

RADIO SHACK 
TRS 80 MOD Ill 
--- UK 

!!2 DRIVE 
RS23Z 

MSL OU RPRICE~ 
2495.oo Sl 733.00 162.00 

(hp) HEW LETT 
.., 

PACKAl'lO 
HP·llC Slim-Line Advancea 135 .00 119.00 
HP·l2C Sl im-L ine financial 150.00 129.00 
HP·41 CV Hew 2.2 
Byles Mem 275 .00 2fl'J.00 

HP !SC Adv Prog Calculalor 135 .00 lfl'J.00 
HP I6C Adv Financial Cale 150.00 119.00 
Card Realler for 41CVIC 215.00 162.00 
Prinler for 41CVIC 385.00 219.00 
Oplical Wand for 41 CV/C 125.00 97.00 
Quad Ram Equals 
4 Mem. Mods 95.00 81.00 

HP-97 Programble Printer 750.00 S95:oo 
HP·67 Programble 
Calculator 375 .00 295.00 

HP·34C Programble 
Scientific 150.00 117.00 

HP·38C Programble 
Bus. RIE 150.00 117.00 
HP·32 EAdv. Scienlilic 55.00 48.00 

..._ HP·37E Business Mgml. 75.00 57.00_. 

If 

MONITORS 
NEC 
Nee 12" Hi Res 210.00 165 .00 

Green Mon ilor 
Nee 12" Composite 449.00 345.00 

Color Monitor 

SANYO 
Sanyo 9" B& W 225.00 165.00 
Sanyo 9'" Green Monitor 225.00 169.00 
Sanyo 11" B& W 275.00 185.00 
Sanyo 12" Green 320.00 249.00 

IHew Case Slylel 
SJnyo 13" Color Monitor 489.00 359.00 

ZENITH 
Zenith 12" Green Monitor 159 .00 119.00 

... 

Franklin Ace 1000 system • 64K • 
Disk Drive with controllor card 
green phs. 'o1deo monitor. 
Color optional $49.00 

$1395.00 
SAVE $1000 COMl'l\REO TO APPl.E SYSTEM 

TPI SMITH CORONA 

DAISY WHEEL 
PRINTER 

letter J~·~ I 
ouallty - -

OUR 
M: LRI CE $599.IJO 

895.00 ~ 296.00 
~· 

PRINTERS ~ 
EPSON llSL 
Epson MX·80 T Type Ill 615,00 

w/&Japhics 
Epson MX ·80f/T Type Ill 745 .00 Call 

w/graphics 
Epson MX ·lOO Type 111 995.00 Call 

w/graphics 

OKIDATA 
Okidala 82A w/lracior 80 col 649.00 
Okidala 83A W/lracior 132 col 995.00 
Okidala 84A 131 col. serial 1495.00 
Okidala 84A 132 col. parallel 1395.00 

C, ITOH 
c. ltd> f 10 Ill <11• 01orllltl1 1795 .00 
C. lloh F 10 40 CD• f"'"ll 
C Uoh "°"'~~ {!l•lileli &9S.OO 
r... Jtoh Plowrill!I (s.erilll 14~JIO 

DR IVE S 
5 '/•" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 

MSL 
For lhe IBM Singl•Soded $195.00 
Personal Tan· 48TPJ 
don TM 100·1 

f,,. IB,MIH~1~ Oual ·sided 395.00 
staritromemco 48TP 1 
TandonTM1©2 

51/ •" WIN CH ESTER ORl~ES 
s..11t• ST 506 &.llM.b 1~0.00 
Seagale ST 412 11.76Mb 1750.00 
Tandon TM 602 6.4Mb 1395 .00 
''"olonlM 6nJ 9&wb ISOllllll 

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. THIS AD SUPER· 
CEDES ALL PREVIOUS ADS. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

1 -E-~ l~M--.-C-RO-sc;1~s;w~L;- - - -l~~~~~s~~~k:,.~ 
I WAREHOUSEU))roilll rr m.m~m 18720 O:w: nard, 1Pi08 *California resi:lents add 6Yi:% sales tax .t!.I Tarzana, CA 91356 I ours1oe CA CALL TOLL FREE 1 !BOOJ 42 3·5886 IN CA (21 JJ 996·2252 •*Add 3% Shipping & Handling -Add 3% 

surcharge lor CJ&dil cards. Ord1H cannol beI Name(Please print) _________ _ __ shipped unless accompanied by payment, 
Address Sla!e _ _ _ lop _ _ __ :~~~~hipping,handlingandtaxwhere 

:I Cli'Jly l Make I Model 

1 

_ DescroPllDn IPnce l~Tolal TOTALDROERS _______ 

. . . ~~~P1:1~~Pi~~~~,.NG .. ____. : := TDTALENCLOSEos, _ ___ _ _ 

I D Allow 2 weeks clearance for ~ • · · ·I personal check ~ 
• 
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Listing 2 continued: 

*5530 	 IF ABS<Yl <=EPSILON 
THEN FLAGROOT=3 


:YLAST =Y 

:XLAST=X 

:RETURN 


*5540 NUM=NUM+l **Check which interval the root 
:IF Y*YLAST<=0 lies in, update X and ask for 

THEN YOTHER=Y a r1ew Y 

:X=<X+XLAST)/2 

:FLAGROOT=l 

:NEXTSTEP=3 

:RETURN 


*5550 YLAST=Y 
: XLAST=X 
:X= <X+XOTHERl/2 
:FLAGROOT=l 
:NEXTSTEP=3 
:RETURN 

*5800 	 IF NEXTSTEP=0 **Regula Falsi Method 
THEN 	 X=Xl **Ask fc1r first Y 

:FLAGROOT=l 
:NEXTSTEP=l 
: RETURN 

*5810 	 IF NEXTSTEP=l * *Store V arid a'5ik for secor1d Y 
THEN YOTHER=Y 


:XOTHER=X 

:X=X2 

:FLAGROOT=l 

:NEXTSTEP=2 

:RETURN 


*5820 	 IF NEXTSTEP=2 **Determine if the X values 
THEN 	 YLAST=Y bracket the roc•t 

:XLAST=X 
:IF YLAST*YOTHER>0 

THEN 	 NERR=1538 No, error 
:GOSUB 1200 
:FLAGROOT=-1 
:RETURN 

:ELSE X=<XLAST+XOTHERl/2 Yes, ask fc•r r1e><t Y 
:FLAGROOT=l 
:NEXTSTEP=3 
:RETURN 

*5830 IF ABS<Y> <=EPSILON ••Ch.,ck ! f dor,., 
THEN FLAGROOT=3 

:YLAST=Y 

:XLAST=X 

: RETURN 


*5840 IF NUM=NUM+l **Check which iriterval th~ 


: IF Y*YLAST <=0 re.cit lies i r1, 1.1pdate >: cc<.rid 


THEN YOTHER=Y a s k f •:•r a r.ew Y 


:X=XLAST+((0-YLASTl / <YOTHER-YLASTll*(XOTHER-XLASTl 
:FLAGROOT=l 
:NEXTSTEP=3 
:RETURN 

*5850 YLAST=Y 

:XLAST=X 

:X=XLAST+< <0-YLASTl/<YOTHER-YLAST>l*<XOTHER-XLASTl 

: FLAGROOT=l 

:NEXTSTEP=3 

:RETURN 


******************************************************************************** 

Subrol1tine for savir1g variables wher1 leavir1g 

******************************************************************************** 
*7000 OPEN "0",#5,ADISK+"SAVEROOT" 


:WRITE#5,AEQ 

:WRITE#5, AEQD 

:WRITE#5,EPSILON,FCD,FDX,FSP,FVA,METHODi,NUMEVAL,Xl,X2 


,NEXTSTEP, XLAST,YLAST,XOTH ER, YOTHER,FPATH,FEXT,FRUN 

:CLOSE#5 


*7010 	OPEN "0",#5,ADISK+"ANSWER" 

:WRITE#5,FLAGROOT,X,Y 

:CLOSE#5 


*7020 GOSUB 1400 
: RETURN 

******************************************************************************** 

Subrc•utine fc.r restc•ring variables wher1 ret1..1rr1ir1g 

******************************************************************************** 
*7100 OPEN "I",#5,ADISK+"SAVEROOT" 


:INPUT#5,AEQ 

:INPUT#5,AEQD 

:INPUT#5,EPSILON,FCD,FDX,FSP,FVA,METHODi,NUMEVAL, Xl,X2 


,NEXTSTEP, XLAST,YLAST, XOTHER,YOTHER,FPATH,FEXT,FRUN 

:CLOSE#5 


7110 OPEN "0",#7, "EQUATION.BAS" 

:PRINT#7,AEQ 

:PRINT#7,AEQD 


What makes 
a streetwise kid 
from NewYork 
want to help 
rice farmers 
in the tropics? 
Meet Mike Harvey. He's not 
out to change the world, just 
to understand it a Ii ttle better. 
And because he thinks that 
underneath all the differences 
people are basically alike, he 
feels he can help. 

It's what today's Peace 
Corps is all about. Americans 
from every kind of back
ground, of all ages, making a 
commitment to live and work 
with people around the world 
to meet basic human needs. 

You won't be asked to move 
mountains but you'll under
stand what volunteers like 
Mike Harvey mean when they 
talk of small miracles. Why 
they want to work hard at a 
challenge unique to the Peace 
Corps. 

Above all, you'll be learning 
something about the world, 
making friends with people 
you can help. And that's what 
life should be all about. 

For further information, 
call toll free 800-424-8580. 
Or write Peace Corps, 
Washington, D.C. 20525. 

Peace Corps 

The toughest job 
you'll ever love. 

:CLOSE#7 
:CHAIN MERGE "EQUATION",7120,ALL,DELETE 9000-9001 

*7120 GOSUB 1450 
:IF FRUN00 .. A Public Service of Th is Magaz ine ~, & The Advertising CouncilListing 2 continued on page 332 
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Listing 2 continued: 

THEN 	 OPEN "I",ll6,ROISK+"RNSWER" 

:INPUTll6,FLRBROOT, X,Y 

:CLDSEll5 


*7130 RETURN 

******************************************************************************** 

Eqllat ior1 sllbrollt i nes wi 11 be inserted here 

******************************************************************************** 
'3000 	 REM 
'3001 	 REM 
******************************************************************************** 

Remember-
Lir1e 9'399 rn1st be preser1t ir1 the rnc1dt1le, even if or1ly as a remark. 

******************************************************************************** 
'3'3'3'3 	 ENO 

M A I N L I N E 

(ca I I i ng p r o g r a rn ) 

l " 


R 0 0 T s 

\I l 
E Q U A T I 0 N 

Figure 1: A typical hierarchical program structure. 

M A I l\J L 

" J 

ROOT s 

I ~-~ E 
I 

! I 
I 
I 

,!., 

EQUAT T 
1 0 ~~J 

Figure 2: Interchange between modules in a program with extended control structure. 
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Text continued from page 320: 

further and used the capabilities of 
Microsoft BASIC, allowing a pro
gram to modify a portion of itself (see 
lines 4600-4630 in listing 4 in part 2). 

Both methods just presented have a 
hierarchical structure, as presented in 
figure 1. The calling program (usually 
the mainline program) calls ROOTs, 
and does not want to hear from it un
til the subroutine has done its job. 
ROOTs calls EQUATION whenever 
it needs a new value. This structure is 
straightforward and is almoJt the 
only structure taught in most pro
gramming courses. 

We have seen the need, however, 
for a better structure to eliminate the 
problems cited above. This structure 
is presented in figure 2. In this pro
cedure, EQUATION is a module at 
the same level as ROOTs, and infor
mation is passed between the two 
modules through the mainline pro
gram. This can be seen as a sub
routine driving (or controlling) the 
mainline program, instead of vice 
versa. Such a structure gives us the 
capability of using ROOTs in such 
large programming situations as 
determining the rate of return on a 
proposed chemical plant. But a price 
must be paid for this flexibility 
through increased programming in 
the ROOTs module. The price is ac
ceptable, however, if the module will 
be reused often in other programs. 

Listings 2, 3, 4, and 5 show the 
revisions in the ROOTs module, 
reflecting the changes required to im
plement this increased flexibility. 
First, let us consider what informa
tion crosses the boundary of ROOTs. 
In the first version of ROOTs, given 
in part 2, no information was ex
changed between the mainline pro
gram and ROOTs. We now need to 
pass three pieces of information-a 
value for X, a value for Y or 
YPRIME, and a flag (FLAGROOT) 
indicating what action is required by 
the mainline program. Remember, as 
ROOTs operates, it will need new 
values of Y and YPRIME for the new 
Xs. Instead of calling subroutines 
9000 and 9001, we can now ask the 
mainline program to furnish these 
values. (We still have the same capa
bility of entering an equation as 
before-the current presentation con



THE PRlCE SlASHER! 

IF YOU WANT IT - WE'VE GOT IT ...... IF WE HAVEN'T GOT IT - WE'LL FIND IT 


FRAlllKLI~ . 
C A LL 

• Color or Black & White • 12 key numeric pad 
• Apple II compatibl e • Alpha lock key 
• 64K ol RAM • Visicaic keys 
• Upper and lower case • 50 wan power supply 
• Typewri1er style keyboard • Buih in Ian 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS . . ..... ALL PRODUCTS CALL 
ALTOS 

8000· 2 . . . CALL 
8000-12 . CA LL 

ATARI 
BOO w/48K . . ... 5675. 

COMMODORE 
VIC 20 	 219 

DISK ORIVES----------- 
HARD DISKS AVAILABLt:: . . .... .... C A l L 
RANA SYSTEMS 

El11e I w /Con l roller . . . $ 41 6. 
Ehte U.. ..CA LL 
Ehte Ill . ..CAL L 
Control Card .. 99. 

MICRO SCI 
A35 w /Con1ro1ler . . 429. 

A40 w/Controller .. 466. 

A70 w/Con1roller .. 593. 

IPRINTERS------------ 
OKIDATA 

M1crol1ne 80 .. .. s 369. 
M1crohne 82A 469. 
M1cro1ine BJA . • 756. 
Mtcrohne 84 . . . 1 144 . 
M1crolinl.! 24 I OP .... 2599. 

BROTHER 
HR- 1 Daisy Wheel - Parallel 889 
HR -1 Daisy Wheel . Serial 969 . 
Forms Tractor 	 149 

STAR MICRONICS 

GEMINI 10 . 
 429. 
GEMINI 15 .. CALL 

C . 1TOH 
Prownter8510AP .... .. 499. 
Starwrner F1 0- 40PU . ... 1549. 

EPSON . CALL 
NEC 

8023 w/Tractors .... ... 489. 
3510 . 1722. 
3515 . . 1755. 
7710/7730 . .. 2465. 
7715 ... 2499. 
7720 . . . ... 2699. 
7725 . .. . 2750. 

OUME 

9 / 45 LTD .. 2099 
9 / 45 FULL . .. ... 2199 . 

IDS 
MicroPr ism. .. .. CALL 
Prism 132 CAL L 

DIABLO 
630. RS -232 . Da isy Wheel .. . .•• . ' 1995. 
630 APl-Appl e. IBM TRS 80 . •• , , • , . ·1795. 
620. 	 . . 1299. 

MANNESMANN TALLY PRINTERS 
MT 160 L 879. 

MONITORS & TERMINALS·------- 
USI 

9" Hi Res Green .. ... . 5 139 
12" Amber . 159. 

SANYO 
12"B!ack&White . . . • . . . 249 
12" Gre en Screen .. ...... 265 
13" Color .. 46 5 . 
13" Color RGB . ..... 885. 

ADDS 
V1ewpo1n1 Gr een Screen . 589 
V1ewpo1n1 60 . ... ... 695. 

HAZELTINE 
Esprit . •• . 585. 
Esprit II . . .... 649. 

BMC USA 
l2 · Green •. 95. 
12" Hi Res Green . . . 145 . 
14 .. Color Composite . . 329. 
14 ·· RGB Color . 339 

AMDEK 
12" Green .. •••• .. .... ••• . .. .. 169. 
13" Color I. 379 
Color 11 Hi -Res . 849. 
Color m RG8 Co lor. . . . 475. 

TELEVIDEO 
910 . . . .. .................. . ............. . • 639 . 
912 .... 745 
925 .. . ..... 825. 
950 . 989. 

NEC 
JB 1260 12 " Econo Green Hi Res . . 120 . 
JB 120 1 12 " Gfeen Screen Hi Res .... 169 . 
JC 1201 12" Color . , .... .362. 
JC 1203 12" Hi Res Color. , •••.•••• , .. ... 799. 
Cable tor ISM PC . · .. 19. 

ACCESSORIES----------  SOFTWARE FOR IBN -------- 
SORRENTO VALLET ASSOCIATES SORCIM 


App -L-cache 256K Memory . • 5995 
 Supercalc . , , , .. , • •• .. ........... . . 5205. 

SSM SuperWriter .. .. . .. . ........ ... . . 295. 

AS I 0 Apple Serial 110 Card .. . . . • • • • • .. . . . .. 129 Spellguard .. .. , • • • • • • • • • .. 229 
APIOApple Parra llcl l /OCard 75 
AIO· II 	 . .. 164 SELECT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Selec t Word Processor WI Superspell .. . . . ..... , . 369. 
TG PRODUCTS V 1SICORP 


Game Paddles . 28 
 Visicalc 256K Version . 189. 
Joy S11ck .. 44 . Visi1rend . • • • • ••• • • • • • • .. • • • . ..... 2 3 9 . 

ORANGE M ICRO Vis1dex. , , , , .... , ............ ... . 189. 
GRAPPLER PLU S . •• • • ..... . .... . .. 139. Visilile ......... ...... •••• . .. . 239 . 

MICROTEK Desktop Plan I . . ... 239 
Aoole Dumpling . ••••••• , ••• , •.•••.•• , •• .• .. . . . 129. MICROPRO 


KRAFT SYSTEMS 
 Wordstar. S1 ... . CALL 
JOYS TICK 49. M ailmerge :: ::: :::::~()'.tJ?~\l.\C£~; :....... .. ... CALL 

MPC PERIPHERALS Spells1.-i r . . . .... CALL 
Bubble Memory . . . NEW .... 679 INNOVATIVE sonwARE 

16K Memory Board for Apple II . .. 'SPECIAL• . .... 63 . 


1.J.l~ Ill Data Base Management System. .. ... 4 08.
32K Memory Board for Apple II . . .. .. 149. 
Parallel Printer Card for Apple ll . 72. Easyspeller . • • • • • • • • • • . . . 139. 
Upper and Lower Case ROM . . ....... 19 . Easyliler . •••• . . 289. 
PROM.If. Eprom fo n he Apple II . . . 99 . Easywriter II .. , ..... . .. .. .......... . . 269. 
Serial lnput/Ou1pu1 Card for Apple II . . . 11 9 . SOFTWARE D IMENSIONS . INC . 

16 /3 2K Expans ion Memory Board . . .. . .. ... 125 . 
 Accounting Plus . . .. CALL 

M & R ENTERPRISES CONTINENT Al SOFTWARE 
SUP R TERMINAL BO Column Video Board . . . , .. 316 . The Home Acco un1 an t Plus . .... . ..... ... ... 119. 


PRACTICAL PERIP~ERALS DENVER SOFTWARE 

Microbuller II 16K for Apple II . . 239. 
 EASy (E11:ecu1ive Accoun1ing System) . .. ... 535. 
M tcrobufler II 32K !or Apple II . 2 7 9 . 
BK Serial Buller for Epson Printer •• . .. ...... 129 . 
 Wri1e On ......... DATAMOST ••••• , ............ 97. 


Condor II .• ...•.. CONDOR . 449.16K Parallel Interlace for Epson Printer ..... .. . .. . 129. 

Crossta lk ....... . MICROSTUF . , , • • • • • • • • • • • 169.
MICROSOFT 
Ma1hMag ic . . ... ISM . 75 .Z -80 Sohcard for Apple . , ... . ... 249. 
The Tax Manager . MICROLAB . . •• 175.MOUNTAIN COMPUTER 
d Base II . ASHTON - TATE .. 499.CPS Multifunction for Apple . .. ... 165. 

The Clock for Apple . . 235. SOFTWARE FOR APPLE-------
Romplus . 	 ..... 119 . BROOERBUNO
Ramplus 16K for Apple . . ..... 135. Serpentine 	 . 29.Ramplus 32K for Apple . . .. . 152. Chophlter 29.M usic System for Apple . ............... .. . . 319 . 

Rom Writer for Appte .... . 139 . 

MIC ROSOFT 
Typing Tutor II . .......................... .. $18.
ADVANCE LOGIC 
Adventur e ••••••••• , , , ............. .. . ... 25. 


"Foruan 80 . . .......... . ...................... ... 165 . 

Z CARO for Apple II 225. 

R.H. 	ELECTRONICS 

ZENER RAY . 72. 
 A .LOS.. .. ................... , ...... .. . ... 100. 


• Basic Compiler . . ... 3 15.SUPER FAN ... ..... 49. 
mu / MATH/ mu /SIMP 80 • • •• ,.,,.,,, ••••••• .. . .. 200.

VERSA COMPUTING 
Olympic Oecathalon .. ......... , ,. , , . • • ....... 25 .


Versawriter Graphics Tablet . .... 299. "Cobol BO . ... •• ... .. . . ...... , .. ...... .... . ... 595.

SEATTLE COMPUTER 

M / Sort . .. .. •• • ..... , .. .. . ... , . ... 156 .

641( RAM • fo r 1he IBM PC . . 385. 

TA SC Compile r . ........................... ... 145

12BK RAM • for 1he IBM PC .. .. 529 . 

Soltcard Premium Syslem . . .... 599.
256K RAM • for the IBM PC ........ . . 789. 


CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
 Time Manager . 	 . . 125. 

SELECT INFORMATION SYSTEMSAsynchronous Serial Interlace . ..... 145 . 
Select Wo1d Processor . • •••••••••••••• ... .. 359. 

VISICORP
VIDEX . INC. 

V1deoterm 	 ..... 279. 
Sol1video Swr!c h. . ...... 29 . 

CCA Da1a Management System , , •••••••••••• . .... 79. 
V isicak . .. •• • • •• . .. . 189. 
Visiterm ••••••••• •• •••••• , ••. . ... 79 . 

ln11erseCh 1p. 	 24 . 
Enhancer lJ. 	 . .. .. 11 9 . 

Visiplot.. .. •••••••••• ,,, ,, ........... ... . 159.

SOFTWARE FOR CP/N-------- Visidex. • •••••••••••••••• . . .. 189 

ASHTON -TATE Visitrend/ Visiplot ........................ , . . . 229. 

dBase II. 	 . 5499. Visifile. .. . . . • .. • .•••••••• ,., .... 189.

MICROPRO 
Visischedule ••• ••• • • ••• , •• , ............... . .. 239.


Wordstar .• . .. R Gp.\.\. .. CALL 
Visipack . •• , • , • , • , • , •• • • , •••••••••••• , • 549.

Ma1lmerge . . ·· · \NfOS~~ ... . Gp..\. \. · .CALL 
Oesklop Plan II . .. ....... .. 1 89. 


. .CA LL 
MICRO PROg:~~~11:r, : . -~~POR':3.'~~... . . CALL 

'Calcs1ar.
Supersort ....... . .... .... ...CALL 


· ·oatastar .. • . . 
Spellstar . •·•• 	 CA LL 

"Supersort .. .
MICROSOFT 

'Wordsta r . 
Fortran 80 .. 	 . .. 369. 'Mailmerge ..... 
M acro BO . .... ••••• ••••• •• . .• 189. ' Spe ll star . •••• 
Basic Compiler . . .... 319 . SORC1M 
mu/ MATH1mu / S1MP BO . .. . 219 . Spellguard . 	 . .. . . 229. 
Cobol 80 . 	 .. . .. 595. SOUTHEASTERN SOFTWARE 

Basic 80 ... . . 299 . 
 Data Cao1ur e 4.0 . . SB . 
Edi1 BO . . . . ... . ..• ... . . . 96 . EDU·WARE CAlL 
X Macro BO . . .. 162 . Step by Step (lapel . . PROGRAM DESIGN · · · · 59. 
mu / USP/mu/ STAR 80 . , , ... 162. Da1afax . . . . LINK SYSTEMS - .. . . . .. 139. 
Muhi Plan ·Also Available For Apple . -2 0 5 dBase II ... .... . ... -ASHTON -TATE . ... · · · ·· 499. 

SELECT INFORMATION SYSTEMS . 205Supercalc . SORCIM · · 
TIM Ill Da1a Base M anagemen1 Sys1em . , .. . 408 . CALL FOR MORE APPLE SOFTWARE! ! 

SOFTWARE DIMENSIONS . INC . 

Accounting Plus ... . ..... CALL 
 MDDEMS----------- -- 

FOX & GELLER HAYES MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS 

Quick screen 129 . 
 Smartmodem . .. .. ,S229. 
Ouickcode . ..... .. . ....... . 225 . 
 Smar1modem 1200 . . ... .. 599." " NEW · · Crosstalk . .. M lCROSTUF . . .. ... 159. Micromodem II . 	 . 289 . 
Supercalc .. SORCIM . .. 205. Micromodem 100 . . 325. 
The W ord .. OASIS . . . 7 5 . Chronograph . . 225. 
Spellbinder . LEXISOFT . . • 279. NOVATION 
T / Maker II . LIFEBOAT . . ... 219 . Cat . .. .. .• •••• ••••• ........ .. 145 .

Supervyze .. EPIC SOFTWARE .• 115. D-Cat . .. ... ... 175 
Condor Ill ... CONDOR . ••••• . . 799. Aulo Cat . •••••••••••• . 225 

Apple Cat II . • • • . . 324 
Apple Cat II- 2 \ 2 . .. . . .. CALL 

CALL FOR THI S MONTH'S SPECIALS!! 
"NEW' •·· 

Note: 	Apple is a registered lrademark o I Apple Computer, Inc. 
C/PM is a regis1ered irademarkof Digital Research. 

WE ACCEPT • M O NEY ORDER • C 0 D • CASHIER S or CERTIF IED CHECK 
• PERSON AL CH tt. K (a!low 10 davs. TO cl ear) • BA NK WIRE TR ANSFER S 
• VI SA MASTERCARD l<1 dd 2"ol 

Adc.J 3~n for shopping ll rtrHlling & insurance IS5 mm) Cahf 
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ni <.111u fac wrers guar ~ n t ~~ cs. PLUS we ~n1ar a n1ee 1\ for 30 days 
an d DilV s~11ppin!I char !l ()S on <1ny r eturns A ll eQ u1pn1en1 sub1ect 
to 1ir1ce change & ava1l<th1hty w1 !l10u1 n o ttce CheCll Quantily d1scoun1s 

8380 Miramar Road, Suite 200mail 
San Diego, CA 92126 
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INFORMATION: 619-578-1033 
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Listing 3: HELP messages for ROOTs. 

The ROOTs module is used to find the real roots of any eq l1atior1 . 

The fc•llc•wir1g wc•rds are always s~. ipped •:•ver at any place 11"1 the l 1r1e: 

R 
RN 
THE 
FDR 
RND 
EQURLS 
EQURL 
IS 
RRE . 
OF 

Commas(,) and equivalence signs(=) are also skipped. 

US!Ng rnethc•d 

where the methods are: 

NEWTcoro (Newton's method) 

RPPRox i mate NEWTon (Approximate Newtor1' s rnethc1d) 

SECRr,t (Secar,t Meth·:•d I 

I NTErval HRl ving (Interval Halvir1 g Method) 

REGU i a FRLSi (Regula Falsi Method) 


STRRTing (points) ##.# 1## . #1 

sets the startir1g poir,ts for the methods. 
Newtc•r1's method requires 1 poir1t. 
Approximate Newton's method requires 2 points close together(4.3~ S 5) 
Secant Methc·d requires 2 pc• int s. 
Inte rva l Halving and Re gula Fals i require 2 points ttiat br·acket tt1e 

root between them. 

MRX I mum <EVRLLlat i c•r,sl ## 

~# is the rnaxi111u111 number of evaluations before reportir.g failu~·e t o 
meet CC•Y1vergeY1ce req1.1 i rerneY1ts. 

EPS I I coy, ##. # 

Wh eY1 ABS <Yl (# #. #, t he rc•C•t is consid e r ed tc• be f~·UY1d. 

VRLUe (a tl ## . #, ## . #, .• .• 

will give the value C•f the curreY1t eq1.1ation at the values of X eY1ter ·ed 

EQURt ic•r, 

' Y=f uY1ct i c•n of X' 
EXTErna l 

lf an equation is furnished, it roust be in correct BASIC syntax. 
EXTErnal means that ROOTs will get the values it requires frc•hl the 
C-31 l i rrg pre.gram. 

DYDX 'YPRIME=fllnction of X' 

used to ent e r t h e d erivative o f X needed by Ne wton's Metho d . 
er1ter 1.1s i Y1g cc•rre ct BAS I C syr1tax. If EXTErr1al is the c1 ptior1 ur1der 
EDU At i C•Y1, enter i rig a der i vat i v e wi 1 1 cause ar1 err.:•r . 

CL ERr 

use d to s e t value s o f variables to their d e fault valu e s 
eq1.1ivaler1t tc• t he fc1 llc1wing corn 111ar1ds 

US IN g SECRr ,t 
STRRt i n g 0 I 
MAXIrnurn EVALuations 2~ 
EPSJ lc•n ill. I 
EQUAt ic•n 'Y=X' 
DYDX 'Y PRIME=l' 

EXECute 

cau5e5 the r oc;.t t o be fo~1nd. 

Listing 4: Variables used in the ROOTs module. 

RCOPY Temporary variable for copying files 

REQ Ir1terr1al ~quation ei:•ritaiY1i ·r.g the r•:..:•t Default 1s ··v~x·· 

tc• be fc1 ur1d 

Listing 4 continue.d on page 339 

cerns the situation where the calcula
tions are too long for one line.) At 
this point, the subroutine is making 
all the decisions, and the mainline 
program's job is only as a "slave," do
ing exactly what ROOTs tells it to do. 

The commands (values of 
FLAGROOT) returned to the main
line program are: 

0 Program not activated. ROOTs 
is not actually executing in order 
to find the root of an equation 
"external" to itself. Continue 
with normal mainline program 
processing. 

1 Furnish a value of Y to the sub
routine for the given X. 

2 Furnish a value of YPRIME to 
the subroutine for the given X. 

3 Execution completed normally. 
The value of X is within specified 
limits. Continue with normal 
mainline processing. 

-1 Execution terminated abnormal
ly, the result of an error. Handle 
the error (given in NERR) as 
desired. 

As with most other parameter passing 
in the POL/PS, these parameters will 
be in a file (ANSWER) . Note that 
only 3 values cross this boundary in
stead of a more normal 10 to 15. This 
is the advantage of extended control 
structure; because all the other values 
are needed only within ROOTs, they 
stay there. 

Several changes are made in 
ROOTs to implement extended con
trol structure. (The changed lines 
have an asterisk in front of them; see 
listing 2.) The basic changes are as 
follo ws: 

•An option has been added, allowing 
specification of an external 
"equation" (see listing 2, lines 
4600-4650) . 
•All requests for Y or YPRIME 
values (when executing to find a root) 
are now directed to a single point in 
ROOTs (line 5120). This required 
some significant rewriting, especially 
of lines 6000-7000. 
•Additional internal flags (NEXT
STEP and FEXT) have been added to 
control the internal flow of the pro
gram. 

Text continued on page 340 
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Apple II +48K, Call 

Apple Ill 126K, Call 

Apple II Compatible 


Hardware & Software 


~ 
MlcroSott Sottcard Premium System 
(Includes: Sohcard,RAM Card, Vld11Vldeo
term 80 COi., Sohswnch, Osbernt CP/M• 
user guide) •.••••.••.• • • Only $519 
16K RAM Card by Microsoft •• •• 145 
Z-80 Solt Card by Microsoft ••• • 275 

:y;. ' 
Vldex VldeoTerm 80 Col. C1rd •. • $245 
Vldex Keyboard Enh1ncer I (Orig.) • • • 75 
Vldex Keybolrd Enh1ncer II••••..• 129 

YlstaC()tJIJ\JTER 
COMP/WV onc.-

VISIOn 80 Vldll Dlsplly cs.t •••.• $255 
Apple Ill 1c1eck/C1lender Card •••• 159 
Obi. Dens. 8"Dlsc Controller•. •• 299 
Dual 8"Dlsc DrtvH ..••• ••• • . • CaH 

I 11oun~!Wi'-~~ut•r 
CPS Multi-Function Card ........... 169 
Music System (16 Voices).......... 299 
Expansion Chasls (8 Slots) ..... . .. . . 569 
Clock/Calandar Card . . .. ... . . . .. . . 229 
AID+ O/ A Interlace ....... . ....... 279 
Romplus + card .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 129 
Super Talker S0-200 .. . .. . ....... . 149 
Keyboard Filler ROM for Rom plus . .... . 40 
Copy ROM for Romptus . . .. . . ........ 40 
Rom Writer card ........ . ... . ... . . 149 
Rom Plus 32K RAM add-on (w/16K) . . 149 

V Y.!.~S~S'E. 
VlslCalc . • • • •• .•. •. •. • .•••• $185 
VlslCalc TemplalH (Newl) . •• .• • Call 
VlslFlle (Diii 8111 M1n1111menl) .• . 185 
VlslTrend/VlslPlot. ••.•. .• ••. . 199 
VlslSchedule (New) •.•.•• •.. • . 239 
VlslTerm • . . . • . • ... • . • . • • . •. • 89 
VlslDex . •. • .. • . . .... .• .. . . . 185 
DHklop Plan II . .. . . . .. . .. . .. 185 

s~ TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
~ COMPUTERS 

!!,:~~!~a F~l~~:. 
Peripheral Expansion System • . $195 
RS-232 Interface Card . .. . •... . 139 
Disk Controller Card . • .. .. . . .. 195 
Disk Drive • . . . . . • . • • • • • . • . • . 299 

~ 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

SOFTWARE 
PHM-3026 Extended B11lc •• . • $74.95 
PHM -3035 Termln1I Emul1tor II .. 39.00 
PHM-3055 Editor/Assembler •. • . 74.95 
PHM-3058 Mini Memory ..• . .•• 74.95 
PHM-3013 Prsnl.Rec.K11plng . . . 39.00 
PHM-3053 Tl Invaders••.• . • • . 32.00 
PHM-3057 Munch Mu ••... . . . 32.00 
PHM-3054 C11Wan . •..•.•.. .32.00 
PHM-3112 P111ec .•• • ••.•.•• .32.00 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
CALCULATORS 

Tl-88 Calculator••....• . ••..•. $260 
TI PC-800 Printer/Plotter. • .• • .• . 150 
TI CA-800 C1111ne Interlace. •. .. .. 50 
Tl-59 Calculator. • . .••. . . . . . •. • 169 
Tl-58C Calculator.•..•.•.• . •. • . • 79 
Tl PC-100C Printer/Plotter •.•. . .. 149 
Tl-5511 C1lcul1tor • . .. •.•...•... 40 
Tl LCD Programmer .. . • . . • . . .. .. 55 

ATARI 410 Progr1m Recorder •.. • . $79 
ATARI 810 Disk Drive • •• . • ..•.• . 419 
AT ARI 850 lnterflCI • . . . . • .. . . . 159 
ATARI 830 Modem ... . ...• •• •• 145 
ATARI 825 80 Column Printer • . •• . 559 
ATARI Joysticks, (Pllr)••..•... • .. 16 

-WICO

Arcada Quality 
JOYSTICK CONTROlLERS 

by WICO ..... . . $24.95 ea. 

ATARI Pac Man .•.• •.• • . • . $29.95 
ATARI Star Raiders . • • . •. •.• 29.95 
ATARI Mlnlle Command . .. . . 29.95 
ATARI Asteroids .. •. .•.•••.• 29.95 
ATARI CenUpede ..• •.• • .•. • 29.95 
ATARI Cavernsof Mars .• • • • • 29.95 

-PERCOM
ATARI SS DD Slngle Disk Drive . . . $639 
ATARI SS DD Dual Disk Drive . . . . 989 

ALIEN VOICE BOX Voice Synthesizer lfor ATARl&Applel. $99 

HP-41C .... $149 
HP-41CV ...... $219 
HP-41 Card Reader . • .. .. .. • •. $159 
HP-41 Dptlc1IWand ... • . • . •• .. . 99 
HP-41 Printer (12143A) .... • .••• 289 
HP-1Lln19rface Modulil •.. . ..• ..• 99 
HP-IL Printer (82162A)• • ..•.. • •. 379 
HP-IL Dl~iital C111elll OrM • . . .. 419 
HP-ILVideo lnlllflcl Mod. ••• . . 229 

HP-41 Dud M1nay Mod . .• ]
HP-41 &1. Fune. M1m. Mod. • $59 
HP- 41 Ext. M1111C11y Mod. • •• 
HP-41 llml Modulil ••••••.•• 

HP·12C~
HP-15C 115 
HP-15C 

Your Choice 

Color! . . .. . .. . $339 
Color II . ...... . 699 
Color Ill .•. ••.. • 429 

BMC 12"Gr ., •.. $99 
Sanyo 9"Gr ..... 159 
Sanyo 12"Gr., .. 209 

-'''"'* 
ZYM-121 Green Phos. 
only ..... . ..•. $119 

ON -PRINTERS

MX-80•. • •. ~~. . ..••• .. $429 66/! Smith-Corona Daisy Wheal 
MX-8DFT ... . • ..•.....• . • • .. 519 TP 1 N $629 
MX-100 .• . ...•. . .. .. .• . . . .. 715 • , , OW 

NEC -MOOEMS
8021mpact Dot M1trl1 • . • . . . . . . . $489 Novation . 
3510 33 CPS Serial .. . . .. ...•. 1749 L..----"""" Novallon Cat •• $139 
3530 33 CPS Centronlcs Par..... . 1749 NovaUon D-Cat. . . . .. . . ... . .. 149 
Bl-Diracllonal Tractor (3500) .. . . 229 NovaUon 212 .• • •• ..• •• • •. • . 595 
7710 55CPS Serial. ... • •.. . . .. 2349 NovaUon Apple Cat II •. .. .. . . .. 310 
7730 55 CPS Centronlcs P11.... .. 2349 (DHayes 
Tract:'.ocr 7E7NOOTSRaOriaNs l.C . . S.~· .229 Mlcromodem I . .•.• ... . .. . . S279 

Smartmodem 300 . . . . . . . . • . . . 219 
Smartmodem 1200 . • .••...•.• 549 
Chronograph •.•. .... ...... • . 199 

QUADBOARD by QUADRAM, Inc. 
Memory Expansion, Clock, Parallel 
Interface. R!32 Int., DN DNE BDARD! 
Ou1db01rd w/UKfnstallld •. . •• $495 
Ouadboard w/192K Installed .. ..• 719 
Quadboard wl256K Installed . •••. 728 

-IBM SORWARE
wordstar by MlcroPro . • . • .••.. $299 , 
Vl1ICalc by Personal Software ...•• 185 

If~ 

Franklin Ace 1000 Color Pkg. 
•Ace 1000 w/color 
• Disk Drive w/color 
•RF Modulator !for color TVI, $1499 

FranklinAdd-onOriva . .. . . . .. . Call 

-MICROSCl-
Apple II + Compatible Drive 

Disk Drive w/Controller •... . . . $479 
Disk Drive w.o./Controller ••••. 379 

-RANA/Apple
Elite1 Disc Drive . .. . . . . . . . .. $349 
Elite I Oise Drive w/Controtfer ...• 449 
EHie II Disc Drive ••• . .. • .••. • . 549 
Ellte Controller Card. • .• • .••.•.. 99 

CORVUS SYSTEJ1S 
Corvus Winchester 5Meg.Disk, $2295 
Corvus Winchester 1D Meg.Disk, 2895 
Corvus Winchester 20 Meg. Disk, 3795 
Mirror Back-Up.. . . . • • . • . . . • Call 

Commodore VIC-20 . . . ..•. $189.95 
Commodore Data11tte ... . . • . 67.00 
Commodore Super Expander.••• 59.00 
Commodore BK Memory.. • . • . 52.00 
Commodore VIC Avenger .. • .. 24.95 
Commodore VIC Super Allen.• .• 24.95 
Commodore VIC J11p·11er i.anoer . 24.95 

-CABLES-
Parallel Printer Cables 

ATARI . ..•.. . . . . .. .. . . ... .. $35 
Apple II ..... . .. .. .. .. ... . .. . 37 
IBM ..... .. . • .•• • . .. •. . . .. .• 40 
Osborne. . .. • . • . • . • . •••..•• • • 37 

II you are in need of 

something you cannot 

find in our ad, 

PLEASE CALL. 

SHARP 
PC-1500 Hand Held Computer . . •. $219 
CE-150 Printer/Can . fnterlace • • .. 195 
CE-152 Camtte Tape Recorder ..... 75 
CE·155 BK RAM Memory Module . .• . 99 
CE -151 4K RAM Memory Module . .. . 50 





1TO16USERS TO GO 

Altos multi-user 8086 or68000-based 


networking computers are chosen bymore 

OEMs and Fortune1000 companies. Here's why... 


ALTOS® 16-bit computer 
systems do more for more users. 
They give you more power. More 
features. And more reliability. For 
less money. 

You get a choice of 8086 or 
68000-based family processors, 
memory management to one MB 
of RAM. an intelligent Z80'" 1/0 
and disk controller, plus up to 160 
megabytes of fast Winchester 
storage. 

A single Altos computer can 
serve up to 16 users. And every 
Altos 16-bit computer gives you 

INTER-ALTOS 

LOCAL NE1WORK 


::.enes !:itlti. AC!>tltiUU ana AC!>titlUUU 
20-160 MByte Winchester 
1-16 USERS with 
Ill Tn~-N~T 

ETHERNET 

::.enes !:itlb. AC:>tlbUU ano AL:>bt!UUU 
20-160 MByte Winchester 
1-16 USERS with 
ALTOS-NET/LINET'" 

REMan: COMMUNICM10NS 

Series 586. ACS8600 and ACS68000 
20-160 MByte Winchester 
1-16 USERS with 
ALTOS-NET /LINET 

2780/3780 
3270 
X.25 
SNA! SOLC 

added features like Multibus·· 
interfacing, real time clock, power 
fail detection and comprehensive 
diagnostics. 

But that's just the beginning. 
Link multiple Altos' together and 
communicate in the office of the 
future today. Serve hundreds of 
users with full Ethernet'" and 
ALTOS-NET'" hardware and soft
ware support. And save money 
with fewer interconnects. 

In addition, Altos supports 
remote communications protocols 
such as 2780/3780, 3270, X.25. 
and SNA/SDLC. 

Altos has all the 16-bit soft
ware you need, too. With popular 
operating systems like XENIX'" I 
UNIX'" (with a user-friendly "busi
ness command menu interface"), 
CP/M-86,'" MP/M-86,'" OASIS-16, 
MS'" -DOS and PICK for 8086-based 
systems: plus UNIX System Ill'" 
and RM/COS'" for 68000-based 
systems. 

Altos also has high-level lan
guages (BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL 
and PASCAL), and applications 
software (ABS/86 and ABS/68 for 
general accounting. word process
ing and financial planning). 

Since 1977. Altos has delivered 
more than 30,000 highly reliable, 
fully socketed, proven single board 
microcomputers and peripherals 
built for business. 

If you've been looking to go 
with a more powerful computer 
that can serve from 1 to 16 users 
for less money. call or write 
us today. 

Altos Computer Systems 
2360 Bering Drive 
San Jose, CA 95131 
(408) 946-6700 
Telex 171562 ALTOS SNJ 
or 470642 ALTO UI 

Packed with 
fresh ideas 
for business 

(ALi:C») 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

800-538-7872 

(In Calif. 800-662-6265) 

Circle 19 on Inquiry card. 

ALTOS is a registered trademark and ALTOS-NEr is a trademark of Altos Computer Systems. Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation. CP / M-86 and MP/ M-86 are trademarks of Oigltal Research, Inc. 

MS and XENIX are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. XENIX Is a microcomputer Implementation of the UNIX operating system. UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. UNIX System Ill ls a trade

mark of Western Electrlc. RM /COS Is a trademark of Ryan-McFarland. Inc. OASIS-16 Is a product of Phase One Systems. Inc. PICK Is a product of Pick & Associates and Pick Computer Works. 

Multlbus Is a trademark and 8086 is a product of Intel Corporation. 68000 Is a product of Motorola, Inc. UNET ls a trademark of 3Com Corp. ZBO Is a trademark and product of Zllog. Inc. 

<;i 198Z Altos Computer Systems. 



The WORD Plus proofreads 
5,000 words/ min., looks up the 

correct spelling and, if you wish, makes 
the correction for you! 

The WORD Plus can hyphenate files by 
inserting soft hyphens so words break 
precisely.Teach 
The WORD Plus counts words, solves 
anagrams, crosswords and rhymes! 

The WORD Plus works! ... with 
WordStar ·~ Magic Wand '"', Mince "•, 

CP/M-86'~ MSDOS(IBM P.C.) 

t Spell	~~~~~=;:~:~;:.~;.call: Wayne Holder 
----oasis Systems----
2765 Reynard Way, San Diego, CA 92103 

(714) 291 -9489 

Omputer :~:il~~l:r;~r CP/M™, 

Distributed by: 

WordSta r is a trademark of Micro Pro, lnt'I. SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTOIS 
Magic W and is a trademark of Peach tree Software, Inc. 1-800-252·4024 (in California) 
Mince is a trademark of Mark of the Unicorn. 1·800-421-0814 (outside California) 
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Listing 4 continued: 

AEQD 	 Contains the derivative ~·f AEQ Defau,l t l '.':· "YP RI ME=l" 

EPSILON 	 The value for determining suc ces s of 
finding root--success if 
ABS<Y> <=EPSILON 

FCD 

FOX 	 Flag for making sure a new REDD i s 
entered if AEQ is changed 
(required for Newton 1 s Method ) 

FEXT 	 Flag shc•wing whethe r tc. use ex t ernal QI:;; i ·r1t er·r,a 1 
( furnished by calling pr·c•gram) o r l:;e xt e r~n.:: 1: 

interr1al vall1es (frl'.:•TO RED arid AEQD> 

FLAGROOT Flag to the calling program 
©=program not ewecuting 
l=furnish Y for current X 
2=furr1ish YPRIME f•:•r cut·rer it X 
3=normal completion of rootfindir1 g ~ 

rc•c•t i s in X 
- !=abnormal completion; error 

FRUN 	 lr1ternal flag indicating status Ql:;;non11al exec u t ior1 
C•f the mc.dl1le 	 1:; f ind l y 19 r~c..:·t 

2:;; p l o tt i na eq u .:o.t :i or1 
3 :;; ge t t 1 YI £.! ·r ,1.1 11 1er j r~6 l 

val ·.1es 

FSP 	 Number of startir1g pcoir1ts er1tered 

FVA 	 Flag fc•r syrota" after VALUe (AT) 

IRET! 	 Temporary storage of calling program 
return pc•ir1t 

METHOD~< 	 Default<=-: (Secarit > 

NEXTSTEP 	 Internal flag set by computational 
subroutines to indicate the next step 

NUMEVAL 	 Maximum number of attempts (to find Default=2111 
rc•c•t) befc•re failure is declared 

Independerit variable in AEQ and AEQD 

XI Starting pc•i r1t Default • 0 

X2 Defa1_1lt 

v Depender1t variable in AEQ 

YPRIME Dependent variable in AEQD 

XOTHER A previous X value attempted 

YOTHER Y value at XOTHER 

XLAST Another previous value attempted 

YLAST Y value at XLAST 

XNEW value for next attempt 

Listing 5: Error messages for the ROOTs module. 

15e'll, "Missing axes type after DRAW C<r REDRaw" 
15e'l2, "Unexpected first errtity ir1 cc1rnrnar1d 11 

1521, 11 Unexpected entity after ROOTs" 
1522, "Unexpected r1arne of method after USINg" 
1523, ''Missing first number after STARt'' 
1524, "Bc•th start ir1g r1umbers are equal" 
1525, "Expectir1g iriteger Cbetweer1 2 and lQ'IQ'IQ'IQ'I) after MAXIrn 1.11o1 EVALLtations" 
1520, "Expectir1g real r1urnber ((!QI) after 	epsilc•r1" 
1527, "Expectir1g a r-1umber after VALUe" 
1533, ''Missing string after EQUAtion'' 
1534, 1'Missing string after DYOX'' 
1535, "Missir1g 2 starting values wheY1 rnethc•d requires 2" 
1530, HDid not redefir1e DYDX after char1ging EQUAtion" 
1538, "Starting pc•ir1ts d•:• not bracket the r•:•ot 11 

1539, ''Attempted to 	enter DYDX when EQUAtion EXTErnal is declared'' 
154Q'I, "RC•C•t nc•t fC•ll'r"td in maximurn r1urnber c•f attempts " 
1541, "Failed tc• decc•de rernair1der c•f lir1e" 
'39'3'31 "******Last eritry ir1 ar1 errc•r list 	rm.1st always be LiY1e '3'39'3*******" 

What 
business does 


a handsome dog 

like me have 


,..... ia<,,u~~~~with a 

My name's McGruff,'and it's 
my business to help prevent 
crime. I think it should be your 
business, too-to teach your 
employees how to protect them
selves. Just send for my busi
ness kit-it 'll help you develop 
a program that teaches your 
employees how to make their 
homes burglar-proof, make their 
neighborhoods safer, even how 
not to get mugged. 

And, while you're at it, get in 
touch with the cops-they can 
help you out. So now you're prob
ably wondering (like a top cat 
businessman should), what's in 
it for you. That's easy. When your 
company works harder for your 
people, your people work harder 
for your company 

So take the time, and .. . 

Write U> McGruff, Crime Prevention Coalltlon, 
20 Banta Place , Hackensack. NJ 07601 for 
lots of Information on Crime ?reventlon. 

A message from the Crime Prevention Coalitlon, ~ 
this publication and The Ad Council. • t 

©1980 The Advertising Council, In c. ~(1 

top cat 
like 
you? 
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Listing 6: Sample changes in a section of the NUMRANAL mainline program. This illus
trates the changes required for using the extended control structure. 

4000 	AM="ROOT" 
:NLET=4 
:GOSUB 750 
: IF FLAG=0 

GOTO 	 4010 
4001 	 IRET=4002 

:ARET=ADJSK+"NUMRANAL" 
:GOSUB 1400 
:CHAIN MERGE ADJSK+"NUMRRDOT",3000,DELETE 

4002 	GOSUB 1450 
:OPEN "I",#6,ADISK+"ANSWER" 
:JNPUT#G,FLAGRODT,X, Y 
:CLOSE#& 
:IF FLAGROOT=0 DR FLAGROOT=3 

GOTO 	 3100 
4003 IF 	FLAGROOTO 1 

THEN GOTO 4005 
ELSE OPEN "O", #6, ADISK+"ANSWER" 

:WRITE#&, 1, X, Y 
:CLOSE#& 
:JRET=4004 
:ARET=ADISK+"NUMRANAL" 
:GOSUB 1400 

3000-'3'3'3'3 

:CHAIN MERGE ADJSK+"NUMRECON",3000,DELETE 3000- '3'3 '3'3 
4004 GOSUB 1450 

:OPEN "I",#6,ADISK+"ANSWER" 
:JNPUT#&,FLAGROOT,X,Y 
:CLOSE#& 
:OPEN "0",#6,ADJSK+"ANSWER" 
:WRJTE#G,FLAGRODT,X,Y 
:CLOSE#& 
:GOTO 4001 

4005 IF FLAGROOT<>2 
THEN GOTO 4007 
ELSE 	 OPEN "0'', #6, ADJSK+"ANSWER" 

:WRITE#&,2,X,Y 
:CLOSE#& 
:IRET=4006 
:ARET=ADJSK+"NUMRANAL" 
:GOSUB 1400 
:CHAIN MERGE ADJSK+"NUMRECON",3000,DELETE 3000-'3'3'3'3 

4006 	GOSUB 1450 
:OPEN "I",#6,ADISK+"ANSWER" 
:INPUT#&,FLAGRODT,X,YPRIME 
:CLOSE#& 
:OPEN "D",#6,ADISK+"ANSWER" 
:WRITE#G,FLAGROOT,X,YPRIME 
:CLOSE#& 
:GOTO 4001 

4007 	FERR=! 
:GOTO 3100 

Text continued from page 334: 

The relationship between the compu
tational subroutines (lines 6000-7000) 
and the computational loop (lines 
5100-5210) is similar to the one be
tween ROOTs and the mainline pro
gram, with the computational 
subroutines actually setting the 
values of FLAGROOT. 

The hardest part in using extended 
control structure is visualizing how 
the control is handled. The easiest 
way to explain this is by analogy. 
Imagine a typical company-the 
president makes all the major policy 
decisions. The vice-presidents make 
decisions on how to implement the 
policies of the president and so on 
down the chain of command. Each 
person further down the line has less 
control over decision making. This is 
analogous to the typical computer 
program-the control is concentrated 
at the top. 

Compare this to extended control 
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structure in POL/PS-type programs. 
It is like an engineer or administrator 
in a department temporarily taking 
control over all decisions concerning 
the production of product X. All the 
top brass are temporarily taking 
orders from her because she knows 
more about making product X than 
anyone else. The concept is similar to 
delegation of authority, and the bene
fits are equally great, especially in 
reducing the work load at the top. 

I talked about the functions of a 
mainline program earlier. It typically 
handles input and output, links major 
modules or subroutines together, and 
handles decision making. In ROOTs, 
we have seen that most of the input 
and output can be handled in 
modules. I have just shown how 
much of the decision-making logic 
can also be placed in these modules. 
This leaves the mainline program 
with one principal function-linking 

the modules together. This is the 
reason the sample mainline program 
given in listing 1 is so much shorter 
than ROOTs, which is itself a small 
module. 

The mainline program can be easily 
modified to pass the information be
tween modules. Listing 6 gives an ex
ample of how this can be done using a 
module called ECONomics (for cal
culating the rate of return). These 
lines can quickly be rewritten to link 
ROOTs with any other acceptable 
module. 

Where Do We Go From Here? 
There is a problem with the present 

concept of extended control structure 
as implemented in POL/PS. All the 
links between modules must currently 
be written before the program is run 
and cannot be changed during the 
program's execution. It is desirable to 
be able to modify the module links in
teractively. To be able to define the 
links interactively would allow the 
use of modules in response to results 
different from the ones foreseen. One 
example is the fitting of a complex 
curve relating the energy of an object 
to temperature and pressure. Simple 
equations may be done by using a 
standard linear-regression package 
(curve fitting using the least-squares 
method) that will handle computa
tions internally. More complex equa
tions may require an optimizer and a 
contour plotter in order to find the 
desired values. Because there are 
several types of optimizer programs, 
each requiring a different module, we 
must be able to switch between dif
ferent optimizers if the first does not 
do the job well enough. Being able to 
do that interactively means we do not 
have to exit the program, modify the 
linkages in the mainline program, and 
restart the program. Rather, we can 
simply change a few specifications 
from within the program. 

This capability is currently being 
developed and tested in the GRIP 
program by Rick Hilst. His papers 
(see the references) show the growth 
of these concepts. The idea of ex
tended control structure was con
ceived to aid in interactive linkage of 
modules. Because a mainline program 



Putting It All Together 
Now you can put the files on the disks in order to use 

them. Be sure to store all BASIC programs in unprotected 
ASCII format, or the CHAINs will not work. The following 
files are needed: 

1. 	POL-SO.BAS-remove the comments from listing 3, part 
1, and put the program on disk. 

2. 	 POLERR-the error-message file for POL-80. Put listing 
6, part 1 on disk, and then run the program from listing 7, 
part 3, placing the results in POLERR on the disk. 

3. 	 NUMRANAL.BAS-remove the comments from the pro
gram in listing 1, part 3, modify as desired (add other 
modules), and save it in ASCII format on the disk. 

4. 	NUMRROOT.BAS-remove the comments from listing 
2, part 3, and save it in ASCII format on the disk. 

5. 	 VOCANUMR-(VOCAbulary list) save listing 8, part 3 
on the disk. 

6. 	 NUMRVOCA, NUMRHELP, NUMRROOT, NUMR
STOP-these are the help messages. Set them up as se
quential files on the disk. See listings 3, 9, 10, and 11 in 
part 3. 

Listing 7: The MAKEERR program converts sequential files 
containing error lists into random files required by POL-80 
programs. 

100 INPUT "SOURCE FILE FDR ERRORS";A$ 
200 INPUT "DESTINATION FILE FOR ERRORS" ;8$ 
300 OPEN "I",#1,A$ 
400 OPEN "R",#2,8$,80 

:FIELD#2,80 AS C$ 
500 INPUT #1,E~,E$ 
600 IF E~=9999 

THEN CLOSE #1 
:CLOSE #2 
:PRINT "DONE" 
:STOP 

700 LSET C$=E$ 
800 PUT #2,E~ 
900 GOTO 500 

Listing 8: The VOCANUMR file contains the main com
mand words for NUMRANAL. 

"HELP" 
"VOCAb1.1lary" 
"RODTs" 
"CONTc.urs" 
"STOP" 

Listing 9: NUMRVOCA file. 

l/OCA.?J ul.J.LY givts th~ list of coni.me:.Ild word s f o r 

this pdrticulJ.r module This m..1 1 n ! 1 n e mo l! u le 
ignotts the following words 

A 

AN 
THE 
FOR 
IS 
ARE 
EQUAL 
EQUALS 
OF 

It a lso igno res <co n s ider s ~s a .space> co~mas arid 

the equivalence <=> sign . 

7. 	 NUMRERR-enter listing 6, part 1, and listing 5, part 3 
on the disk, and then run listing 7, part 3 as many times as 
needed, placing the results in NUMRERR on the disk. 

8. 	 SA VEROOT-enter listing 12, part 3 on the disk as a se
quential file . 

The disk is now set up and ready to go. To run the pro
gram, get into BASIC and set up eight file buffers (MBASIC5 
IF:S for the Vector Graphic · computer). Then load POL-80 
and run the program (LOAD "POL-80",R). Bring up 
NUMRANAL as the current mainline program (@PRC 
'B:NUMRANAL'). Now you can begin using POL com
mands. Try this sample: "ROOTS, USING SECANT, 
EQUATION= 'Y=SIN(X)', START AT .5 AND 1, EX
ECUTE". 

Several steps are required to add a module to 
NUMRANAL. First, enter the module onto the disk as 
NUMR__.BAS (replace the underlined portion with the 
module name). Be sure to use the ASCII format . Next, 
modify NUMRANAL.BAS to access the new module and 
add the keyword to VOCANUMR. Then enter the HELP 
message as NUMR__ on the disk as a sequential file. Run 
MAKEERR with the error list (see listing 5, part 3 for the for
mat of the error list). Save the output of NUMERR on the 
disk. Put any special module file (such as SAVEROOT for 
ROOTs) on disk b. Once the programs are already on a disk, 
the actual process takes only 5 to 10 minutes. 

Listing 10: NUMRHELP file. 

HlLP gives fotm~ts and assistance o n the ccmmand 
words. 

The acceptable forma.t is · 

f:ELP WORD 

WORD is one of the words listed b y VOCA . 
ALL may be used after help to gel 

assistan c e on all of the comm~nd words. 

The format to get a printout on the list dev ic e 
(typewriter, etc .) is : 

HELP WORD 

Do not use this command CHELPL) if you h~ve a 

plotter hooked to the list devtces or if you have 

begur1 drawing using a Diablo-type printer 


Listing 11: SA V ROOT file. 

"1508 Y=X*X*X:RETURN" 
"1507 YPRIME=3*X·"2: RETURN" 
• 0001, 1, 0., 121, 0, 3, 100, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 

Listing 12: NU MRSTOP file. 


STOP is used to terminate NLP-80. 
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is effectively modified (although not 
actually in FORTRAN), most deci
sion making must be done in the 
modules. If there is sufficient interest, 
some of the results of this research 
can be included in a module for 
POL-80 to do the interactive linking. 

Summary 
Consider the advantages of the 

POL/PS system that have been pre
sented: 

•The mainline program can often be 
much shorter and easier to write and 
debug than other typical programs 
that are not POL/PS-compatible. 
•A library of technical and graphics 
modules can easily be built up. Ex
tended control structure gives these 
modules more flexibility, yet allows 
easier insertion into other programs. 
•Packages of programs (such as 
numerical analysis or . statistics with 
graphics) can be used by a person 
with little programming experience, 
yet the packages may be more power
ful than similar non-POL/PS pack
ages. 
•Plotter compatibility is planned. 
Adapting the graphics modules to a 
new plotter requires only revising 
about four input/output routines and 
changing four parameters. Most plot
ters are supported. 
•Input using POL is faster and more 
powerful than question-and-answer 
or menu input. 

Conclusion 
In presenting the POL/PS series, I 

have tried to develop a framework 
for technical programs that will offer 
advantages not only for the program
mer, but the end user as well. The 
concepts of a problem oriented lan
guage, modularity, and the use of 
mainline programs are applicable to 
almost any technical field. The use of 
POL can encourage the use of micro
computers in scientific and technical 
areas, much as microcomputers are 
used in business and word-processing 
applications. 

I intend to support and upgrade the 
system and encourage others to write 
their own applications using the 
POL/PS framework presented here. 
The Problem Oriented Language can 
become the problem-solving solution 
for you.• 
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The folfowing i.tems are avaih1ble 
fr:om the author: 

1. 	 The POL/PS User's Manual and the 
ROOTs User's Manual for $20. 
These manuals generally supple
ment but do not duplicate the 
material presented here. Topics in
clude detailed.rules of input, theory 
and examples of operation, and 
programming rules and hints. 

2. 	 The two manuals above and a disk 
containing all the appropriate files 
for $30. 

3. 	 The items listed above and the 
graphics package (which includes 
the contour plotter module) for 
$200. The ROOTs module in this 
package will have additional graph
ics capabilities, such as plotting the 
equation and graphically. fallowing 
the root-finder as it seeks the root. 

These items will be offered on 
several disk formats (CPIM 8-inch, 
Osborne, and others as I can make ar
rangements). A user's group will be set 
up, and I will sell software written by 
others for the POL/PS on a royalty 
basis. For more information, or to 
order items, contact: 

His Programs 
c/o Mark Finger 
2439 Overlook Circle 
Lawrence, KS 66044 

-
1976 I 977 1978 1979 1980 

Jan. 52.00 5 2.75 53.25 

Feb. 52.75 52.75 53.25 

March 52.75 52.75 53.25 

April 52.75 52.75 53.25 

May 52.00 52.75 52.75 53.25 

June 52.00 52.75 52.75 53.25 

1981 1982 1983 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 

53.25 53.70 July 52.00 52.00 52.75 52. 75 53.25 53.25 53.70 

53 25153.70 53 .70 Aug. 52.00 52.00 52.75 52.75 53.25 53.25 53.70 

53.25 53.70 Sept. 52. 75 52.75 52 .75 53.25 53.25 53.70 

53.25 53.70 Oct. 52.75 52. 75 53.25 53.25 

53.25 53.70 Nov. 52.00 5 2.75 53.25 53.25 53.25 53.70 

53.25 53.70 Dec. 52.00 52.75 52.75 53.25 53.25 53.25 53 70 

Circle and send requests with payment to: 
The above prices include postage in the US. Please add S.50 per copy for 

BYTE Back Issues Canada and Mexico; and 52.00 per copy to foreign countries. 
P.O. Box 328 •Payments from foreign countries must be made in US funds payable at a US 

Hancock, NH 03449 bank. 

D Check enclosed 
'Please allow 4 weeks for domestic delivery and 8 weeks for foreign 
delivery. 

0 VISA 0 Master Card name 

Card# Exp. - - address 

Signature city state __ zip 
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ATAR~ALL TOLL FREE 1-800-528-1054 

Special 800 System 

800 w/48K, recorder, Pac Man or 
Star Raiders, iovsticks .. ... . .... Call 

Pac-Man Spec1a1 
400 w/16K, 2 joysticks, Pac-Man Call 
800 (48K) .... .. .. . ......... $525 
400........ ... .. . . .... . .....Call 
810 Disk Drive ... . .. . .. .. ... $440 
850 Interface .......... ..... $170 
410 Recorder. ... . . .. ... . . . .. .$75 
830 Modem .... . .. ... . .. .... S 155 
16K Memory . .. . .. .. . .... . . . .. $60 
32K Memory .... . . . ..... . .... $75 

PRINTERS 
Anadex 

9620 .... . . .. . - .... . . . . ... $1445 
C-ltoh 

F-10-Parallel. .... . . . . . ... $1350 
F-10-Serial. .. . .. . ...... .. $1350 
55CPS-Series ....... . .... ... Call 
8510 Parallel. .. . ... ..... . .. . $425 

Computer International 
Daisywriter 2000 w /16K .. ... S 1000 
Daisywriter 2000w/48K.. . .. S1025 

Comrex 
CR-1-S . .... ... . .. ... . . . .... $800 
CR-1-P .. ..... . ... . . . . ... . .. $775 

Datasouth 
DS 180....... . ...........$1175 

Diablo 
620 RO wo/Tractors . .. . .... S 1100 
630 RO wo/Tractors ....... . $2050 
630KSR wo/Tractors ....... $2435 

IDS 
Microprism 480 ..... . .. . . . .. $525 

Epson 
All models .. ... ...... . ... ... . Call 

NEC 
PC-8023A....... . .... . .. ... $465 
3510.... ... . . ............... Call 
3550.... .... . .. .. . ... . ... $1855 
7710 ..... . . . ..... ... ... .. $2075 
7720 ... .... ......... . . ... $2425 

Okidata 
Microline 80. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call 
Microline 82-A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call 
Microline83-A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call 
Microline 84 ... ..... .... : ..... Call 

PMC 
DMP-85 ....... . . .. . ........ $410 

Smith-Corona 
TP-1 ..... . ... .. .. .... . . .... $650 

Star Micronics 
DP-8480S .... . . .. .... . . . ... $300 
DP-8480P .. . . . .... . .. ... . .. $295 
Gemini -10 _. _. . _.... _ ... _. Call 

Tally 
1805/1802 ...... . .. . . . ... .. $1490 
1605/1602 .... . ....... . . . . $1325 
MT 1601 ........ .. . . . .. ... .. $585 
MT 160L .. .. . .. ... . ..... ...$690 
MT 180...... ... ........ ..... Call 

Texas Instruments 
810 Baste ....................Call 

I SPECIAL OF THE MONTH I 
I I 

Maxell Diskettes 51/4 '' 0 Sector (100) ••••• $235 

1 SOFTWARE I 
I 

CP/M IBM CP/M IBM 
Ashton-Tate Call Call Sorcim Supercalc $225 S22!r 
Word Star Call Call Innovative 
MailMerge Call Call Software T.l.M . $425 $350 
Spell Star Call Call CBasic $100 NA 
Visi-Calc NA $195 Microsoft Basic 80 $265 NA 
Easywriter 11 NA $275 WordStar. MailMerge, 
Spellguard $225 $225 Spell Star Call Call 

-

PLEASE ADD S5 PER SOFTWARE ORDER FOR SHIPPING . 

DISK DRIVES 
Percom 

Atari S/D 1st Drive ..... . ... .. $400 
Atari S/D 2nd Drive .... .... . . $300 
Atari DID 1st Drive ...... ... .. $525 
Atari D/D 2nd Drive ... .. ..... $330 

Rana (Drives for Apple) 
Elite 1 ....... . . . . .. ...... .. $345 
Elite2 ... .. . .. . ......... . .. $475 
Elite 3 ... .. .. . . .. ... .. .. .. .$550 
Controller (w/Drive only) . .. _... $75 

MONITORS 
Zenith 

12" Green Screen . .. . . ...... $115 
Amdek 

Video300 . .. ...... . . . . . . ... $145 
Color I ...... ... ... .... . ... .$310 
Color II ..... . . . ... . . ..... . . $650 
Color 111 . ...... . .. ... . .. . ... $390 

BMC 
12" Green ..... . . ..... . .. .. ... SSS 
13" Color .... ... . . .. ...... .. $265 

Comrex 
13" Color Composite ..... .... $290 
13" RGB ..... . ... . ... .. .... $455 

NEC 
JB 1201 . . ........ . ......... $155 
JB 1260......... . .. . .... . .. $ 115 

USI 
9" Amber . . . . .. ... . . ... .. ... $130 
12" Amber . ... .. . ... . . ...... $150 

MODEMS 
Hayes Smartmodem ...........$215 
Novation 

CAT........ . . . .. ........ .. $140 
D-CAT . .. ... ... . . .. . ....... $155 

Signalman 
Mark I ... . ... .. . .. .. . . . ...... $85 

2222 E. Indian School Rd. 
Phoenix, Arizona 85016 

Order Line: 1-800-528-1054 Other Information: 602-954-6109 
Order Line Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-5 MST Saturday 9-1 MST 

VIDEO TERMINALS 
Televideo 

910 ..... .. ... . . .. .. .... .. .. $570 
910 Plus . . .... . . . .. . ..... . .. $570 
920 ... . .... ..... ..... . . . . .. $735 
925 ..... .... . .... . .. . .. .... $730 
950 .............. . .. .. ..... $915 

Zenith 
Z-19 .... . .. . . .. .. . .........$680 
ZT-1 . ......................$550 

COMPUTERS 
Altos 

ACS 8000-15 ......... .. ... $3742 
Series 15D ........... . . . .. $2125 
Series 5-5D ... ... . . . . .. .. .$4240 

Eagle ............... ....... $2350 
NEC 

8001 ................ .... .. $730 

8012 . . .... . . ... . ...........$470 

8031 .. ....... . . ... . ' .... . .. $730 


Northstar 
Advantage . ....... . . .. . .. .$2800 
Advantage w /5M B . . ..... . . $3900 
Horizon II 64K OD .. .. .. . . . . $2625 

Sanyo 
MBC-1000 w/WordStar, CalcStar, 
S-Basic, CPM® ....... . ... . .. . . Call 
Above w /2 Drives . ............Call 
MBC-2000 ...... .. ... . . ... $2460 

Televideo Systems 
TS-802 ...... . ... . .... . ... $2600 
TS-802H . .. .... . . ... .... .$4450 

Zenith 
Z-120 ... .. . . ... . . .. . . .... $3190 
Z-110 ................. . ... $3110 

COMMODORE 

VIC-20 ........ .. ..... .. . ... $180 

Datacassette ......... . .... . .. $60 

Single disk drive . . . .. . ....... $320 

16K Memory .. . .... . .. . ....... $95 


Prices reflect 3% to 5% cash discount.Product shipped in factory cartons with manufacturer's warranty.Please add $8.00 per order for shipping. 
Prices & availability subjec t to change without no tice. Send cashier's check or money order.. . all other checks will delay shipping two weeks. 



Hewlett-Packard introduces decision su 

for engineers. And a wayto take yo 


For a computer to be really personal, 
it's got to work the way you work. And 
solve your kinds of problems. Obvi
ously, no one computer can do it all. 

So we created six different series of 
personal computers - ranging from 
pocket-sized to super-powered-with 
an equally diverse list of features. 

Today, we're introducing three new 
computers to the line. 

So now, you can choose a computer 
that's not only "personal" by our defi
nition ... but by yours. 

Fast answers 
for decision-makers. 

Now, managers can get the informa
tion they need, whenever they want 
it. Just the way they'd like it: words, 
numbers or graphics. From a com
puter that sits on a desk ... without 
taking it over. 

It's HP's new Series 100, Model 120. 
Take a good look at the Model 120. 

It has a special tilt-swivel base that 
lets you adjust the computer to your 
eye level. And a super-clear, easy-to
read display. It has special function 
keys to help guide you through the 
program. And something else you 
shouldn't overlook: HP-IB. The inter
face bus that allows you to hook up 
printers and plotters to the computer 
as easily as you plug the computer 
into your wall. 

Now, take a look inside the Model 
120. You'll find the software every 

decision-maker needs. A powerful 
database management system ... 
WordStar~ word processing ... and 
VisiCalc~ the electronic spreadsheet. 
But unlike some other personal com
puters, it takes just one keystroke to 
give commands-instead of two or 
three. That saves you a lot of time ... 
and frustration. 

The best of both worlds 

for scientists and engineers. 


As a scientist, designer or engineer, 


Decision support 
in an executive size. 
The Model 120. 

you've always had two choices. Big 
power ... or personal size. Not both. 

Now, you can have a computer 
that's powerful enough to handle de
sign, computation and testing. And 
small enough to fit on your lab bench 
or desk-along with everything else 
you've got on it. 

It's HP's new Series 200, Model 16. 
The Model 16 has the power, mem

ory and graphics capabilities you've 
asked for. (8 MHz, MC6800 micro
processor. 16/32 bit architecture. 



[>port for managers.Apowerful new tool 
Liroffice with you anywhere you go. 

Memory expandable up to 768K bytes. 
300 x 400 pixel screen resolution.) 

And it also has some extra features 
you probably wouldn't expect. There 
are three languages to choose from 
enhanced BASIC, compiled Pascal 
and HPL. And a comprehensive 
library of software packages to go 
with them. We built HP-IB and RS232 
interfaces into the machine. (So you 
can attach peripherals or instruments 
without adding 1/0 cards .) And we 
even included a special rotary control 
knob that lets you adjust instruments 
or control motor speeds the same way 

you'd tune in a radio station. 

Portable power for the 

professional on the move. 


If you spend as much time out of your 

office as in it, you'd probably like a 

way to take your office with you. Now 

you can - with HP's Series 70, Model 

75. It's a powerful, battery-driven 
computer that fits in your briefcase. 

With its typewriter-like keyboard, 
16K RAM (expandable to 24K) and 
48K ROM, the HP-75 acts like a full
size desktop computer. But it's just a 
little larger than an airline ticket folder. 
And it weighs only 26 ounces. 

What can such a 
small machine do? In
vestment or financial 
analysis. Real estate. 
Statistics. It can man
age files. Write memos. 
Keep track of your ap
pointments ... and let 
you know when it's 
time to go. In short, the 
HP-75 can do just about 
anything a full-size 

T he no-compromise 
choice for engineers 
and scientists. 
The Model 16. 

computer can do. Except it can do it 
while you're sitting on a plane. 

Back down on the ground, you can 
use the HP-75's HP-IL interface to 
hook up a video monitor,TV screen, 
printer or plotter. 

You'll be glad to know that the 
HP-75's price tag is easy-to-take, too. 
The basic package comes in at under 
$1,000:' 

The right tool for the job. 
The rest of the Hewlett-Packard fam
ily of individual computers includes 
pocket-sized professional calculators, 
powerful hand-held computers, port 
able computers and personal office 
computers. Each has its own special 
features and focus. 

For a closer look at HP's personal 
computers, and a copy of our 20-page 
book, Choosing the Right Tool for the 
job, visit your local Hewlett-Packard 
sales office or authorized HP com
puter dealer. Call 800-547-3400 (in 
Alaska, Hawaii or Oregon 503-758
1010) for the location nearest you. 

*U.S. list price. 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 

Circle 196 on Inquiry card. 



PERIPHERALS UNLIMITED 

Fa11tastic Prices! 
Our fast service, product selection and our customers' satisfaction make us #1. 

NEC Printers 
7710 Spinwriter R/O $2145 
7720 Spinwriter KSR $2495 
7730 Spinwriter R/O $2145 
7700 Bi-directional Tractor $250 
7700 Ribbons $5 
3510 Spinwriter $1545 
3515 Spinwriter $1699 
3530 Spinwriter $1545 
3550 Spinwriter $1899 
3500 Bi-directional Tractor $225 
3500 Ribbons $14 
NEC Thimbles - All Styles $18 

NEC Dot Matrix 
PC-8023 A-C $474 
PC-8023 Ribbons $14 

Okidata Printers 
Okidata Microline 82A $439 
Okidata Microline 83A $679 
Okidata Microline 84P $1069 
Okidata Microline 84S $1099 
Tractor (Oki 80 & 82 Only) $60 
Okidata Okigraph $85 

Call for prices on ribbons 

Diablo Printers 
Diablo 620 $1349 
Diablo 620 Bi-Directional Tractor $175 
Diablo 630 RO $1999 
Diablo 630 KSR $2700 
Diablo 630 Bi-Directional Tractor $275 
RS232 Cable $35 

Call for prices on ribbons 

NEC Monitors 
NEC JB1201 GRN Phosphor $149 
NEC JC1201 Color $339 

Epson Printers 
MX-80 w/Graphtrax Plus $449 
MX-80FT w/Graphtrax Plus $529 
MX-100 (15" Carriage) $684 
Grappler Plus Interface $129 
MX-80 Ribbons $12 
MX-100 Ribbons $18 

Call for prices on interfaces & cables 

IDS Printers 
IDS Microprism $539 
IDS Prism 132 $1449 
IDS Prism 132 w/color $1659 
IDS Grappler $129 

Amdek 
Amdek 12" 300 GRN Phosphor $149 
Amdek 13" Color I $319 
Amdek 13" Color 11 $739 
Amdek 13" Color Ill $429 
Amdisk3 $749 

(3" Dual Microfloppy Storage for 
APPLE II & IBM PC) 

For service, quality and delivery 
Call toll free 
1·800·343-4114 

Ordering information: Our order lines are open 9 
A.M. to 5:30 P.M. EST Monday through Friday. Phone 
orders are welcome; free use of Mastercard and VISA. 
Personal checks require 2 weeks clearance. 
Manufacturer's warranty included on all equ ipment. 
Prices subject to revision. C.O.D.'s accepted. All U.P.S. 
shipments are subject to a shipping charge of 1% of the 
total purchase, with a minimum charge of $5.00. 

PERIPHERALS UNLIMITED 
(617) 655-7400 

62 North Main Street, Natick, MA 01760 
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User's Column 


Confessions, Pascal Prime, 

Wescon, and Perfect Writer 


Our resident critic comments on Wescon and text editors. 

First a confession: I don't really 
hate Pascal. Indeed, I never did, as 
will become clear shortly. I have tried 
to keep an open mind about lan
guages. Apparently that's not enough 
for some of my correspondents; just 
as LISP addicts don't want to hear 
about Pascal, Pascal lovers don't 
want to be told that anyone might 
consider CB-80-a form of BASIC for 
God's sake!-to be in competition 
with their beloved. 

Nor, apparently, are they willing 
to believe there may be defects in the 
language. Sigh. But there are, and in 
a later section we'll look at something 
practical that can be done about 
them. 

Second, a problem: BYTE has a 
long pipeline. I'm writing this in late 
September, for publication in the 
February issue. Much of the mail I've 
received (bundles and bundles of it; 
ye gods!) is in response to the 
September issue. But when you read 
this, most of you will have seen the 
October, November, December, and 
January columns and have totally 
forgotten about the issues raised in 
September: which is why I must ig
nore much of my mail. I haven't time 
to answer very many individual let-

Jerry Pournelle 

c/o BYTE Publications 


POB 372 
Hancock, NH 03449 

ters (John Carr does some, but he 
hasn't a lot more time than I do), and, 
given the pipeline, many of the ques
tions asked will be moot before an 
answer can appear in BYTE. 

E'en so, there's much of importance 
in my unanswered mail file; later on, 
I'll deal with some of that. 

The BYTE pipeline is longer than I 
like; but there is a bright side. About 
two months before the magazine 
comes out, I get galley proofs of my 
articles; and provided that I'm not 
too wordy, I can insert a couple of 
last-minute announcements, letting 
these columns stay reasonably up to 
date. It's not an ideal system, but it's 
about the best we're going to get. 

Zeke Lives! 
Mark Twain had the extraordinary 

experience of reading his own 
obituary, after which he said, 'The 
reports of my death are greatly exag
gerated." 

Fortunately, Ezekial, my friend 
who happens to be an ancient 
Cromemco Z-2, can say the same. 
After his trip to Tony Pietsch's place, 
he returned nearly as good as new. 

Nearly: a faulty cable managed to 
short out an input/output board, 

which in turn rendered one of his bus 
slots inoperable; and we do have an 
annoying problem with the B disk 
drive. Tony says the disk problem 
could probably be fixed by lowering 
the entire drive system into a vat of 
TCE (a dry-cleaning solvent) and 
agitating it for a couple of hours; in 
the absence of that, we just live with 
"Please Close Drive Door" the first 
few times we try to access the B drive. 
The problem goes away after a few 
minutes' warm-up. 

Update: last night Zeke died again, 
clobbering all his disks as he did. To
day, in despair, I took apart the old 
iCOM disk system. Loi I found that 
there's a bad cable that conveys the 
5-volt power; this causes all kinds of 
weird results, including write opera
tions when the computer is supposed 
to be reading. Tony Pietsch thinks 
this is fixable, and thank heaven! I'm 
just now writing this on the Televideo 
950 terminal, and that misplaced 
Delete key, plus the obscene Back 
Tab key, will soon drive me out of 
my mind. 

I mention Zeke's revival in part 
because my mail indicates consider
able interest in liis health, but in fact 
there's an illustrative lesson here. 
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This ancient machine-he was built 
some five years ago-is still plenty 
good enough for me to write this arti
cle with. When I first got Zeke, we 
had dying chip problems and a mys
terious gremlin that required exor
cism; but after the first couple of 
months, there just weren't any prob
lems at all. Even now, the central 
machine is in good shape; all our re
cent problems have been caused by 
faulty cables. 

This seems to be typical: once past 
the first few months, you shouldn't 
have any problems for several years. 
Then, all at once, like the wonderful 
one-horse shay, everything may col
lapse. Actually, the electronics could 
last for decades; it's mechanical 
stuff-disk drives, switches, fans, 
cables, connectors, etc.-that goes. 

The problem is that five years isn't 
long in the life cycle of a typewriter; 
but it's an eternity for a microcom
puter. By the time you need repairs 
on your ancient equipment, the 
manufacturer will no longer be mak
ing it, and it's likely that none of the 

technicians will ever have heard of it. 
This may change when machines 
begin to sell in hundreds of thousands 
per model; but just now it seems true 
enough. 

I've no regrets. I've got a lot out of 
old Zeke, and he may yet last another 
couple of years; but computer pur
chasers should be warned: things are 
moving very fast, and that has conse
quences. 

Meanwhile, I know of only one 
way to avoid the early (infant mor
tality) glitches, and that's to buy 
"used" equipment; that is, either stuff 
that's been burned in a lot, like Com
pupro's rather expensive CSC grade, 
or literally used equipment, if you 
can find someone reliable to buy it 
from. (One outfit sends out evalua
tion hardware with the understanding 
that they'll swap every month or so: 
that way they get back a thoroughly 
tested machine .) 

The Pascal Prime Project 
As I've mentioned before, one of 

our major projects was Alex's Pascal 

---------------------------~

HIS CONTRIBUTIONS WERE 
D SIBLE BY YOURS. 

• I 
• ...._

' 
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Intro. It was intended to be a simple 
little job, but it ended up taking most 
of the summer. It also had interesting 
fallout: in order to test it, I had to 
write a couple of fairly hairy pro
grams in Pascal. One, a game called 
Imperial Trader, got out of hand, but 
eventually I finished it. While writing 
it, I learned more about Pascal than 
I'd intended to. 

Conclusions first: once you get the 
hang of it, there's a lot to like about 
Pascal. My game, for instance, 
darned near wrote itself once 
dreamed up the structure for keeping 
track of all the important game en
tities, such as players, planets, prod
ucts including arms and drugs, prices 
of products on each planet, police 
and customs officers, etc. Pascal lets 
you define your own variable types; 
in particular, you can define records 
that let you put about 20 different 
items-some strings, some integers, 
some real numbers, and some arrays 
of other stuff-all in one variable. 
Thus, it's a cinch to get at all the vital 
data you want: read it, update it, 
play with it . .. 

The best BASIC in the world can't 

do that. BASIC requires you to have 
a bunch of arrays, and you can't mix 

string, character, integer, real, and 
Boolean variables in the same array-
much less can you have an array that 
contains subarrays the way Pascal 
records can. 

I probably ought to quote Marvin 
Minsky (MIT computer expert) here: 
Marvin says that Pascal sacrifices 
programmer options in order to force 
programmers to write readable code. 
He's right, too; the question is 
whether the gain is worth the cost. I 
think so. Marvin doesn't. 

Of course, Minsky is primarily in
terested in artificial intelligence, in 
particular in programs that modify 
themselves (and thereby are inten
tionally unpredictable in their 
results), while this column is mostly 
directed to people who want to use 
their computers to accomplish some 
definable result. For AI and hefty ex
periments in computer science, you 
need to learn a list-processing lan
guage, which in practice means LISP 
or a derivative; but for getting 
today's work done, I'm coming to the 
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conclusion that Pascal is my first 
choice. 

However: for all its attractive 
features, Pascal has some very severe 
limits. I've discussed many of these 
before. The 1/0 system doesn't make 
sense, and Pascal thinks that the ideal 
file is a reel of magnetic tape; it has no 
provision for the kind of random ac
cess you can do with disks. 

Some of Pascal's worst theoretical 
limitations have been overcome in 
practice, as compiler writers tuck in 

various nonstandard extensions. The 
problem with that is we're getting 
many dialects of Pascal, which 
severely limits our ability to transfer 
programs from one machine to 
another. 

Fortunately, though, it isn't hard to 
overcome many of those limits. Com
piler writers tell me they can continue 
to extend Pascal with little difficulty. 
The problem is to come up with a 
"standard" set of extensions, so that 
programs will remain more or less 
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portable: and that brings us to Project 
Pascal Prime. 

I've put together some extensions 
that look interesting; added to "stan
dard" Pascal they create Pascal 
Prime, a user-oriented language. 
There will be a discussion of Pascal 
Prime during the West Coast Com
puter Faire; as a default case I'll be 
chairman, although I'm willing to 
hand that over to anyone better 
qualified who wants the job. Mostly, 
I want to bring together people in
terested in microcomputer Pascal and 
have a serious discussion of a "stan
dard" extension package. 

The meeting has already drawn 
promises of attendance from several 
of the major publishers of microcom
puter Pascal compilers; if just those 
who say they're coming can agree, 
we'll have Pascal Prime de facto. 

Candidate Pascal Prime Features 
For those uninterested in Pascal, 

my apologies if the following gets 
more technical than you've come to 
expect from me; I wouldn't do it if I 
didn't think it important. 

The first criterion for Pascal Prime 
is that we don't do much. One of 
Pascal's best points is that it isn't a 
complex language. We do not want to 
end up with something like the 
Department of Defense's new lan
guage, Ada. Ada was designed by a 
committee, and it shows; it has hun
dreds of "features," some absolutely 
obscure. Pascal Prime will, we hope, 
stay within the spirit of the original 
language. 

Second, we want programs written 
in previous Pascals to compile under 
Prime. 

Third, Prime is intended for micro
computers; but we'd like Prime pro
grams to compile on larger systems. 
Changes will be needed, but we want 
to keep them to a minimum. 

Here are some candidate exten
sions; discussion is invited. 

1. STRING and LONG STRING 
data types. Most Pascal implementa
tions have type STRING, which 
stores the string length as the first 
byte (BYTE 0). This can become stan
dard (certainly type STRING is vital), 
but this method of implementation 
limits string lengths to 255 characters 
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on 8-bit machines. This is often an
noying, and makes it difficult to work 
with text. If we had type LONG 
STRING, which would use 2 bytes 
for the string length, it would make 
things easier. (For larger machines, 
you make things portable by chang
ing all the LONG STRING variables 
to type STRING-a moment's work.) 

2. A default for the CASE state
ment. Again, almost all implementa
tions have this feature although it was 
not defined in the standard. We sug
gest the reserved word OTHERWISE 
to follow the last case; OTHERWISE 
rather than ELSE to avoid confusion 
with IF statements. 

3. The compiler should ignore the 
underbar (_) character, so that you 
can use variable names like 
fist_of__god and first_boy for 
clarity, but not have to remember the 
underbars when you just want to 
write firstboy. 

4. Static variables: variables local 
to a procedure, but which don't go 
away when you exit the procedure. 

----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--. 

PNiid1t! 

Without SAFEWARE;" you could be uninsured. For as little as 
$35 a year, SAFEWARE provides complete protection for all 
hardware, media and purchased software. Both business and 
home application. Call toll free today for more information or 
immediate protection. Columbia National General Agency, 88 E. 
Broad, Columbus, Ohio43215. (In Ohio azll J-800-848-2112) 

1-800-848-0598 

Seed for a random-number system is 
a perfect example: nothing outside 
the procedure needs to get at the seed, 
so seed shouldn't be global; but clear
ly it must stay around between calls 
to the random function. 

5. Allow functions to return REAL 
and STRING values. Why shouldn't 
they? 

6. The lack of a BREAK statement 
needs discussion; see my November 
column. It's desirable to have a way 
out of a loop without keeping track of 
dummy variables, but BREAK can be 
abused. We probably need one, but it 
should be tamed considerably. 
Design of a BREAK that fits into the 
spirit of Pascal needs some thought. 

7. Ucase and lease, which convert 
strings to uppercase and lowercase 
respectively, ought to be standard 
procedures (or functions if we can get 
functions to return strings). They're 
of ten needed, and the usual function 
writer slows things down a lot when 
writing these. 

8. Do we want dynamic arrays 

(redimensionable during run time)? 
They are convenient, but they're 
somewhat against the spirit of the 
language. The lack of redimen
sionable arrays has annoyed me from 
the time I first began to study Pascal. 

9. We definitely need standards for 
separate compilation and for "in
clude" statements. Using pseudocom
ments, such as {$I+ } and the like, is 
currently done in most microcom
puter Pascal implementations, and 
although a bit ugly, is acceptable; 
what's needed is a standard way of 
implementation. 

10. The ISO Standard Pascal per
mits files almost anywhere. They are 
particularly necessary in records. Of 
the microcomputer implementations, 
Pascal MT+ allows files in records, 
while most, including UCSD Pascal, 
don't. It's important to have files in 
records, because it makes disk opera
tions so much easier. 

11. Constant definitions ought to 
permit elementary arithmetic. Com
plex arithmetic in the CONST 
declarations shouldn't be allowed, 
but foo = S; foobar = foo + 3; 
definitely ought to be permitted. You 
certainly should be able to say 
bell = chr(7). 

12. Pascal should permit you to 
read and write enumeration types. 
That is: 

TYPE 
day = (monday, tuesday, 

wednesday, thurs
day, friday, satur
day, sunday); 

VAR 
today: day 

and later in the program, the opera
tion 

today : = tuesday; 
write( today); 

will fail. This is monstrously inconve
nient, requiring you to have an array 
of day names (which you can name 
dayname), and then write 
dayname[ ord(today)], which is 
awkward at best. 

13. There ought to be ways for a 
programmer to set up a stack and get 
at it. This needs thought lest it make 
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programs too obscure. 
14. We need a way to put variables 

in a specific place in memory and to 
reserve blocks of memory. This will 
of course be machine-dependent, but 
it's very desirable, especially if you 
have memory-mapped video. 

There are probably other desirable 
Pascal extensions. The criteria are 
that they stay within the spirit of the 
language, that they be easy to use, 
and that they don't make the pro
grams unreadable. They should also 
be reasonably easy to implement. 

The above have received wide
.spread agreement 	 among those I've 
spoken with, including compiler 
writers. Other candidate extensions, 
particularly some that would make 
Pascal more suitable to use for 
writing operating-systems programs, 
are likely to be more controversial 
and will need considerable thought. 
Some of those will be detailed next 
month. The idea is to get an agenda 
for the meeting at the West Coast 
Faire. 

Wescon and Mini/Micro 
Wescon, September 14-16, filled 

the Anaheim Convention Center with 
more than 70,000 attendees. The 
Mini/Micro conference was held at 
the same time in the Disneyland 
Hotel. It attracted better than 10,000, 
plus a large number of Wescon 
attendees. 

W escon features high-technology 
components; I didn't spend much 
time there, although if I were trying 
to predict the future of the microcom
puter world, I might have gotten 
some insights. I suppose the equip
ment on display will be in next year's 
systems, and I expect Garcia would 
have been fascinated. 

I spent what little time I had at 
Mini/Micro, where several systems 
stood out. For me, the hit of the show 
was the new Heath/Zenith Z-100 
computer. Readers may recall that 
I'm not much enamored of the IBM 
Personal Computer (incidentally, 
IBM wasn't at Mini/Micro). I don't 
like the Personal Computer because 
the bus isn't standard and the 
keyboard is badly designed. 

Comes now Heath/Zenith: its 
product is what amounts to the Per
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sonal Computer on a six-slot (five 
slots free in the 128/l92K-byte 
system) S-100 bus and with a good 
keyboard. The Z-100 is a dual
processor 8085/8088 system. It has 
both black-and-white and color 
display drivers (no monitor) built in 
as standard features; all this for 
slightly more than $4000. You have 
to buy your own monitor, from a 
$150 green-and-black to about $800 
for color. 

The keyboard is very nice: an IBM 
Selectric layout with enough extra 
keys to make the full ASCII 
(American National Standard Code 
for Information Interchange) character 
set, plus Control and Escape keys and 
programmable Function keys. All keys 
have automatic repeat but with a 
twist: a "hyperspace" key makes auto
repeat really fast. 

There's more. The Z-100 comes 
with dual 5114-inch disks that read 
and write IBM Personal Computer 
format (as does my Compupro); the 
Z-lOO's disk controller will also talk 
to 8-inch disks, meaning that all you 
need do is connect 8-inch drives with 
a standard cable and you have both 
disk-drive sizes up and running, and 
you can copy files from one to the 
other using PIP. 

There's not a lot new in the Z-100; 
but it's an excellent implementation 
of what it is. (Bill Godbout was 
overheard to mutter that the Z-100 is 
one of the nicest machines his Com
pupro team ever designed.) 

Heath will sell you both CP/M-86 
and MS-DOS in a package with some 
other programs for about $500. It 
also gives you extensive documenta
tion about the machine. I'll have 
more to say on the system next 
month; I'm strongly thinking of get
ting one, and we're talking to Steve 
Calkins of the Central Los Angeles 
Heath Electronic Center. The only 
negative feature I noticed was that 
there's no detachable keyboard; that 
is, the monitor is separate, but the 
machine itself has the keyboard built 
onto the main computer. In profile, it 
reminds me a bit of the old Sol com
puters. That can make for mild space 
allocation problems, especially here 
in Chaos Manor where we're up to 
our clavicles in computers. 

I also saw the new DEC Rainbow 
Personal Computer. Like the IBM, 
the DEC keyboard has those extra 
keys between the Shift and the "Z" 
and "17" keys. The DEC salesman 
said, "There's a standard about to be 
adopted, and we do try to be 
reasonably standard." This "stan
dard" comes from Europe. If it really 
took over here, every American 
touch-typist would have to learn all 
over again. I refuse. Fortunately, 
suspect I can trust the marketplace to 
give me a "nonstandard" keyboard I 
can live with. 

The Rainbow has a lot of extra 
keys, but no Escape key; the salesman 
said this was to avoid intimidating 
secretaries. I find that attitude, com
bined with use of a non-American 
keyboard, rather interesting. 

I didn't get to spend a lot of time 
with the Rainbow. I'm sure there 
were a lot of things to like about it. 

Adelle Again 
One reason went to the 

Mini/Micro show was that Greg 
Decoteau of CTI Data Systems had 
promised to fix Adelle, my Otrona 
Attache. She wasn't working because 
I'd foolishly exposed her to an inade
quate voltage converter in Rome. 

"Bring it to the show," he'd said. 
"I'll take care of it there." 

This didn't seem very reasonable, 
but it did promise to be interesting, so 
I brought the Attache to the show. 

Set the scene: a booth with about 
20 feet of frontage and 8 feet of depth. 
Several Attache computers, plus a 
Mannesmann Tally line printer, on 
display. Hundreds of people wander
ing past, looking over Greg's 
shoulder, asking questions. 

And in 16 minutes, 14 seconds, 
Greg took the Attache apart, discon
nected the power-supply unit, in
stalled a new power-supply module, 
reassembled the computer, and 
turned it on. It worked fine. And he 
did all that using a Phillips 
screwdriver from one of those 89-cent 
tool sets. 

Incidentally, the Otrona still knew 
the time and date, which had been set 
back at Chaos Manor before I went to 
Italy. There's a battery backup for 
that part of the Attache, so loss of 
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power (or of the whole power supply) 
doesn't cause it to forget. 

The machine was under warranty, 
so any dealer was authorized to 
repair it. (CTI isn't actually a dealer, 
it's in charge of marketing the At
tache, and a number of other high
q uality products, in Southern 
California; but in this case CTI acted 
as a dealer would.) The Attache is 
built in modules (it was quite in
teresting to see the innards); dealers 
have modules, and service consists of 
replacing modules until the machine 
works. The dealer doesn't have to 
know much about electronics-Greg 
Decoteau doesn't. He's a marketing 
man. 

The results are impressive. 
Now that I've got it running again, 

I've found more to like about the 
Otrona. The Va let alarm feature is 
very handy, the graphics are really 
lovely, and one of these days I'll find 
a use for the Greek-letter character set 
that's hidden in there underneath one 
of the nicest Roman-letter sets I've 
seen. 

There's even a calculator pad. If 
you hit Control-Shift Lock, the "U," 
"I," and "O" keys become number 
keys, while the "P" becomes a "plus," 
and other interesting transformations 
take place. You can get key tops that 
show this (although I don't have them 
yet). I suspect this is more a gimmick 
than a feature I'll use often, but it 
does make it very clear; the Otrona's 
keyboard can be completely repro
grammed. You could, I suppose, even 
introduce a Dvorak keyboard as an 
alternate feature. 

Of course, the Kaypro II comes 
with a full number pad as extra keys. 

Yeah, But You're Different ... 
One chap at Mini/Micro said he 

reads my columns and likes them, but 
wonders if I don't get better service 
than the average customer. 

That may be; although I try to 
have my machines taken in by one of 
the boys, or a student, many of the 
dealers know my equipment, and I'd 
be naive if I didn't suspect that a 
BYTE columnist is likely to be given 
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and culture. The authors analyze games ranging from chess 

and bridge to board games of their own devising, such as 

"Survival" and "Hypercycle;' showing how games relate 

to physics, biology 

and sociology. They 

draw parallels with 

molecu~ar genetics, 

generative grammai; 
and the music of Bach 
and Beethoven. And 
they conclude with an 
imaginary conversation 
on the role of play in 
art and truth. 
"Fascinating ....Has the 
character of the deepest 
sort of discussion 
among brilliant friends:' 
-New Yorker 

With 14 new games devised 
especially for this book 
In paperback. at bookstores now 
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more attention than a walk- in. 
There's not much I can do about 

that. I have to report what happens to 
me, and I can't do much more than 
that. I don't have the resources to run 
undercover investigations. 

I do pay a lot of attention to de
tailed accounts of problems with soft
ware and equipment I've recommend
ed in this column. I can't be the 
microcomputer world's ombudsman, 
but I can sometimes be the next best 
thing because I do know a lot of peo
ple in the computer business, and if I 
forward a letter it will usually be 
read. More than that I can't do. 

Text Editors and Perfect Writing 
This started as a review of Perfect 

Writer, and ended up with a lot about 
editors in general. 

I've mentioned EMACS before. 
That's the text editor developed at 
MIT for use on its PDP-11s and other 
"big" machines. Many years ago, 
about the time Larry Niven and I got 
computers, we visited MIT and were 
given copies of the EMACS documen
tation. It included pages and pages of 
commands, so many that I was a bit 
intimidated. I showed it to my mad 
friend, who shuffled through it for a 
few moments and laid it aside 
without comment. 

"Not interested?" I prompted. 
'What's the point?" Mac Lean 

asked. "You won't get that running 
on our machines." 

That situation has changed. At 
least two EMACS-like editors are 
now available for microcomputers: 
MINCE (MINCE is not complete 
EMACS), which I reviewed last year, 
and Perfect Writer, which isn't com
plete EMACS either, but is a pretty 
healthy subset of it. 

I What Took You So Long? 
I'm probably not the best person to 

evaluate text editors for several good 
reasons. First, I'm not really the 
typical user of editor programs. I use 
text editors for three purposes: 
writing programs, writing letters, and 
creative writing. I spend most of my 
time on the third task, and if a pro
gram doesn't work for that, I don't 
really care much about how good it is 
at writing letters. 



-----------------

IDE introduces the worlds lowest priced

IBM PC Winchester diskdrives. 


AtIDE,better technology leads to better 
pricing. Which is why we can offer you the low
est priced Winchester disk drives in the world. 
Without sacrificing performance or quality 

Our disk drives are as advanced as any you 
can buy. They're designed by one of the indus
try's leading innovators, SyQuest. 

They're compact (3. 9in), use no more 
power than conventional floppies, and hold up 
to 5MBytes of storage. 

And they'll fit right into your IBM PC, or if 
you wish, standalone as aself-contained unit. 

What's more, you can order your drive with 
fixed or removable disk. 

Here are our low prices: In-chassis fixed 
disk $1450. In-chassis removable disk $1500. 
Self-contained fixed disk $1650.Self-contained 
removable disk $1700. 

And when you take advantage of our special 
offer, you'llsave$150 more. 

Why we cost less. 
At IDE, we make only one type of product. 

Add-ons for the IBM PC. 
By concentrating our efforts, we run our 

company more efficiently.And keep costs 
down. 

We also eliminate things that drive costs up, 
like fancy showrooms and high-priced 
salesmen. 
Free installation and one year 
warranty. 

Ifyou live in aselected major metropolitan 
area, we'll install our products in your home or 
office. Absolutely free. 

If you don 't live in one of these cities, we'll 
send your product along with the documenta
tion you need to install it within minutes. 

And all IDE products come with afull one 
year guarantee. 

Not just 90 days. 

Other IDE products. 
You can also get aCombination Card from 

IDE. It comes with up to 256KB of memory 
plus your choice of up to 3interfaces, including 
serial, parallel or SAS! hard disk, and clock/ 
calendar/battery 

Plus we offer you a complete line of mem
ory products, including a 512KB board. All at 
IDE's low prices. 

And with IDE's unique upgrade policy, you 
can trade in your current purchase toward 
another IDE product for the price differential 
plus $25. 
Order today. 

Cut out the coupon and take advantage of 
our special offer And get the lowest priced Win 
chester disk at an even lower price. But hurry, 
the offer ends soon. For more information on 
any IDE products,call us at (617) 272-7360. 

Do it today 

And away to make them even lower. 

r-----------------, 

I Smdme_ 5 MBykd;,kdo<(') "' thdoll~m~~y~ $11Qt~hol OCHECK OCOMPANY P.O I 

_ In-chassis fixed disk _ In-chassis removable disk Please charge my D VISA D MASTERCARD I 

_Self-contained fixed disk _Self-contained removable disk Credit Carel # :------ ---- 

1 
I 

Total charge $ Expiration Date I 

Mass.Residents add 5% Sales Tax Signature ____________ 

I 
I Name Company I 

Address City I 
State Zip Phone # ( 

1 - IDE Associates 1

L 8283 Mail to: IDE Associates,44 Mall Road. Burlington, MA 01~03 Offers ends Feb. 28, 1983 J 
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For programming I use Word
master, and I've yet to see a better 
editor for that purpose. For letters I 
use whatever editor I use for creative 
writing, which may be a mistake, 
because my favorite editor isn't 
designed primarily for writing letters, 
and there may be some that are better 
for that purpose. (Tony says not so: 
that his latest version of WRITE will 
do the job beautifully.) 

But my major need is for a 
"creative writer's editor." Indeed, the 
reason I bought a computer in the 
first place was that I'd seen Electric 
Pencil in operation down at a com
pany that then called itself Computer 
Power and Light (it's now known as 
COMPAL). When I saw Electric Pen
cil, it was love at first sight. Pencil 
was shot through with terrible prob
lems, but I didn't care. You can't 
imagine the joy I felt when I realized 
that I would never have to retype a 
whole page again! I could put up with 
all of Pencil's misfeatures (and plain 
bugs) forever just for that. 

When I introduced my collaborator 
Larry Niven to the joys of writing 
with computers, he felt the same way. 
What did we care if Pencil wasn't 
very well written? For us it worked. 

Fortunately, Mac Lean and Tony 
Pietsch weren't so easy to satisfy. 
They persuaded us to keep a log of 
things Pencil did that we didn't like 
and things we wished it would do that 
it didn't do. After about two years, 
Tony began writing a program that 
would take care of our problems, and 
in another year he had one he was 
willing to give us. That was WRITE 
0.3; I am now using WRITE 1.6, 
while Larry, more conservative than 
I, is still using WRITE 1.51 or 
thereabouts. Either beats the stew out 
of Electric Pencil, and for a number of 
reasons WRITE is, in my judgment, 
the best creative writer's editor in ex
istence-and that includes all 
machines, mainframes and minicom
puters as well as microcomputers. 

Just about a year ago, Tony was 
persuaded to market WRITE, and 
after he spoke to a number of com
panies, settled on Ashton-Tate. Now 
being published by Ashton-Tate is a 
big deal. It doesn't do things by 
halves. It doesn't release stuff that 
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isn't pretty solid, nor will it publish 
something that isn't expansible. It 
wants to compete with everyone. 

Ashton-Tate can probably do that, 
too; but in order to make WRITE 
compete with all the other editors, it 
had to have features that neither 
Larry nor I ever dreamed of. That has 
taken time. Lots of time, more time 
than I ever thought it could take. 
Eventually I got worried, because I've 
mentioned WRITE in these columns 
and I get lots of mail about it, and all 
I can say is real soon now, which isn't 
much of an answer. So I have tried to 
persuade Ashton-Tate to release an 
early version of WRITE, one not so 
studded with features but intended 
primarily for creative writers. I hope 
this will happen, and maybe by the 
time this is in galley I'll know when. 

What Do You Mean, 
Writer's Editor? 

For me, the primary requirement is 
that an editor must be transparent. 
When I'm writing I don't need distrac
tions. I don't want my editor telling 
me things I don't need or want to 
know. In fact, I don't want to see 
anything up on that screen except my 
text. In particular, I hate it when the 
editor natters at me. Wordstar, for 
example, wants to tell me the line and 
column number every time I press a 
key. Why, I don't know. It isn't infor
mation I often need, and surely if I do 
need it I can ask for _it. 

Next, I want the editor to be like an 
"electric pencil"; that is, I want to be 
able to move the cursor rapidly 
across the page and write over the 
wrong words, insert new words, 
move stuff around, exactly as I did 
when I used a red pencil on my paper 
typescripts. (Then I had to retype the 
page. Ugh.) And I want to do all this 
without thinking about it. 

That means I want cursor-oriented 
commands. When I'm editing on 
paper, I don't move the pencil for
ward by sentences, I just move it. 
And I particularly don't want to have 
to remember a huge slew of com
mands in order to get my work done. 
It's nice to have a lot of special 
features, but I want the simple, easy
to-remember commands reserved for 
the stuff I do all the time. 

Of course, I've described the 
"philosophy" of Electric Pencil and 
WRITE, which works like Pencil with 
the bugs removed. 

There are, however, different 
views of what makes a perfect editor. 

Perfect Writer 
At long last, then, we can look at 

Perfect Writer. 
Perfect Writer has many of the 

strengths and weaknesses of its parent 
EMACS. However, one of EMACS' 
strengths is not present: EMACS has 
online HELP features. If you're fairly 
sure there's a command that will do 
what you want, you can always ask, 
and generally EMACS will tell you. 
Alas, that's not present in Perfect 
Writer. I'm not sure why. WRITE has 
extensive HELP features. 

Perfect Writer has cured one of 
EMACS' problems. At least in early 
versions of EMACS, the carriage 
return and linefeed that together 
make a NEWLINE character in the 
ASCII character set were treated as 
two different characters; and since 
commands in EMACS and Perfect 
Writer are character-oriented rather 
than position-oriented, the Control-f 
(move cursor forward one character) 
command did strange things at line 
ends, as did backspace. Perfect 
Writer doesn't have that problem, 
and the cursor moves at line ends ex
actly as it does anywhere else. 

However, Perfect Writer retains all 
those character-oriented commands. 
You move forward or backward by 
lines, and because you must explicitly 
reformat your text (Perfect Writer, 
EMACS, and Wordstar are alike, and 
unlike Pencil and WRITE, in this 
regard), if you've made insertions, 
deletions, and changes in a line of 
text, what Perfect Writer thinks is a 
line can surprise the heck out of you. 
I have no doubt you can get used to 
it, but I'm not keen to. 

One other thing I don't like about 
Perfect Writer is that it uses the kill 
buffer to move text. That is, 
whenever you delete anything larger 
than a single character, Perfect Writer 
stores that in a last-in/first-out stack, 
and the command Control-y (for 
yank) will get it back out for you. 
This makes undo or unkill easy in 



Nobody offers you a wider variety 
of computer printers and printer 
experience than Facit/Dataroyal .. . 
all the way from low cost ($695 list) 
matrix printers, to sophisticated 
graphics and color matrix printers, to 
models that print variable size charac
ters and bar codes, to "daisy wheels" 
and a multimode near letter-quality 
printer Industry standard parallel and 
RS232C serial interfaces are available 
in all printers. 

Our products are built to perform 
day after day in the most rugged 

environments. We achieve that kind 
of reliability by incorporating modern, 
trouble-free LSI circuitry, and fewer 
moving mechanical parts along with 
a high level of quality control . 

Hundreds of computer systems 
manufacturers choose Facit/Dataroyal 
products with confidence, as do 
a great number of Fortune 500 
companies who use Facit/Dataroyal 
peripherals with their systems. 

If you want a trouble-free printer, 
contact your local computer 

tt'0 te 


printer dealer or Facit/Dataroyal, 
235 Main Dunstable Road, P.O. Box 828, 
Nashua, NH 03061 , (603) 883-4157. 
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both EMACS and Perfect Writer, so 
that if you've accidentally deleted 
something it's no problem; a feature 
we don't have in present versions of 
WRITE, and one I've sometimes 
wished I had. 

I don't wish for unkill enough to 
pay the price, though: which is that 
you can't easily move text about, 
because the buffer is often jammed 
with "killed" text that refuses to stay 
dead. This, however, is a personal 
preference, and I understand that a 
lot of people like using the kill buffer 
as a text mover. 

The final blow, though, is that 
Perfect Writer natters at me worse 
than Wordstar. Now it may be a 
function of my Televideo 950 ter
minal, but I don't think so. Perfect 
Writer keeps track of all kinds of 
stuff, and every time you give it a 
command, before it goes off to ex
ecute it, it has to tell you down on a 
status line what it's about to do; it 
also tells you what percent of your 
text is below the cursor, and it up
dates that with every keystroke so 

that it flickers like a madman's 
dreams. 

That cursor jumps around like a 
kangaroo, more than enough to 
discourage any signs of creativity in 
me. Of course, I'm always looking for 
a good excuse not to write; like most 
professional writers, I hate writing. (I 
love to have written, but that's a dif
ferent matter entirely.) But I tell you, 
that jumping cursor is enough to 
drive me stark, staring mad. 

It gets worse, too. Perfect Writer, 
like EMACS, is normally in the Insert 
mode: when you type text in the mid
dle of a line, it moves everything to 
the right each time you type a letter, 
rather than overstriking the text. It 
says it has an "Overwrite" mode, 
which you can get to by going 
Control-x m and then writing the 
word overwrite. (In both WRITE and 
Electric Pencil, you simply toggle 
from Overstrike to Insert mode by 
doing Control-£; in WRITE, the cur
sor changes to show what mode 
you're in.) 

Perfect Writer not only makes it 

darned hard to get from Overwrite to 
Insert mode-and I tend to use Over
write a lot because it's very conve
nient for touch-typists-but in fact 
the Overwrite mode doesn't even 
work. That is, I go Control-x mover
write and the display changes (Perfect 
Writer always tells you what mode 
you're in whether you want to know 
it or not; there's no way to suppress 
the annoying Mode Line and "Echo 
Line"); but although the display now 
tells me I'm in Overwrite mode, what 
happens next isn't very predictable. 
For one thing, backspace, which used 
to backspace, is now destructive, 
although there are places within the 
text where the destruction doesn't 
show up until later. 

I don't want my keys to change 
their functions. I like consistency. 

There are other problems. For in
stance, suppose you are in Insert 
(normal) mode, and you type a cou
ple of extra spaces. Those spaces are 
now in your text. You can't see them, 
but they're there. And if you 
backspace, the cursor jumps around 

Skier Specials 
MicroSci A·2 . . ........... . . 5269.00 


!Drive for Apple! 
Controller . ................... 79.00 
FranklinAce1000 . ... ...• ...... 999.00 

Spring Specials 
IBM computer Interface 

AST·Combo PIUS 64K 
64K of Ram; Par. & Ser. Port; Clock w / Bat. Backup; 
super Drive & super Spooler Software 

ONLY $359.00 

VIP Pricing 
~" 8" Siemans Disk Drive 4'.c:._

9'«"!-1\~ FDD 100·8 'IV 
'Do !Quantity pricing availablel 

ONLY $239.00 

IF YOU CAN'T FIND IT, WE WILL, AT THE LOWEST PRICE 

Drives for Apple & Franklin 

Rana Elite I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • $309.00 
Rana Elite I w / cont. .. .. .. • .. .. . .. 379.00 
Micro Sci A·2 ....... .... .• •... ... •.•. 269.00 
Micro Sci controller. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79.00 

Apple Products 
Videx Videoterm rno columrn . • . . . • • . $239.00 
Soft Switch . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24.00 
16K Memorycard . .•. , , • • . . . . • . . . . • • 59.00 
Par. card & Cable . • • . . . .. • . . .. . . . . . .. 59.00 
Grappler+ ... . ........••.••..•.• 118.00 
MicrosoftZ-80w/cpm .. . . ...• .. ..... 2S9.00 
TG Joy Sticks . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • . . .. . 39.00 
sv. Diskettest10 ea.I . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 18.95 
Apple Cat Modem .................. 279.00 
Mi~roModemll . ... .. ..•....••....•• 269.00 
versa card . . . • . ........•...• . .. 159.00 
super Fan . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . • • • • • . . • 59.00 

Computer

Components


Unlimited 

P.O. Box 1936, Hawthorne, CA 90250 
Sales Office: 12308 Burl Avenue 
Hawthorne, CA 90250 

IBM Products 
otv.1 otv. 2 

Tandon TM 100-1 • . . . $189 5179 
TandonTM 100-2. ... . . . . . . . • • . . . 259 Call 
Tandon TM 100·4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 349 339 
AST-Combo PIUS64K !Qty. 11 . .. ' . . . 369 

Modems 
Hayes smart Modem !300 Saudi . .. 5199.00 

NovationD·Cat .. . .. . .•.... ' 139.00 


B" Disk Drives 
otv. 1 otv. 2 

Siemans FOO 100·8 . . . . . . 5239 call 
Shugart801 R . • . . . . . . .. • .. . . . . • 389 379 
Mitsubishi Dbl/Dbl . . . • . . . . . • . . . 409 399 
Dume DT·8Dbl/Dbl .' 479 469 
Shugar t8S1R. . • . . . • • • • 479 469 

Order Desk: 
(213) 219-0808 

customer service: 
(213) 219-0811 

All merchandise new. we · accept MC, 
Visa, Check & P.o: s from qualified firms. 
CA Res. add 6'h'Yo Sales Tax. Please add 
shipping: 53.50 firsts lbs., 60C ea. add. lb. 

computers 
Apple II PIUS48K •... ' .... ' . . . . . . . ' Call 
Franklin Ace 1000 . • . . . • • • . . . . .. 999.00 
commodore64 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call 

Printers 
C. loth ProwriterPar. . . . . ... s 439.00 
C. loth Starwriter F-10,40PU . . . . 1349.00 
Okidata82A . • . . • • . . • • • . . . • . . . 399.00 
Okidata 83A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 649.00 
Okidata84P. .. . ................... 960.00 
Okidata 84S . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . 102s.oo 
Tractor for82A . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . 49.00 
TractorforStarwriter . • . . • • . • . . . 199.00 
NEC8023A . . . . . . . . . . . .. , • • . , 469.00 
Epson MX80FT ' .•.. ' ... ' . . • . • . 479.00 
Epson MX100FT '. . . ' . . ... ' 689.00 

Monitors 
AMDEK Video 300G . $149.00 
AMDEK Color I . ' ' ' 309.00 
AMDEK Color II . . . • . • • . . . • .. 689.00 
AMDEK Color Ill .. ' ... ' .••.• ' . ' 418.00 
BMC12A ..................... .. 86.00 
BMC12EU!20MHZI . , ..... . 99.00 
zenitht2VM1211 . . . . . . .... . 104.00 

RAM <Prime Parts> 
4116!200nsl . . s1 .1sea. 4164!200nsl . SS.90ea. 
2114120ons1 . tooea. 6116t200ns1 4.99ea. 

New Expanded Hours 
8:00 to 8:00 Mon.-sat. 
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OVERBUILT. 


Now you can afford to be 
choosy. With theToshiba P1350 
dot matrix printer. Choose 
quality when you want it. 
Speed when you need it. At a 
price you'd expect to pay for 
just one or the other. 

For speed, choose the 
draft mode. 160 CPS. About a 
page a minute. For quality, 
choose the LetterPerfect mode. 
100 CPS. About twice as fast 
as a daisy wheel. Or choose 
the graphics mode at 192 CPS. 

The technological break
through that makes it possible: 
Toshiba's fine-wire, over
lapping, 24-pin, impact print 
head. For incredibly high 
180 dots per inch density 
with a single pass. 

More choices: variable 
pitches of 12 CPI or 10 CPI. 

Three character fonts. Variable 
line spacing. Single sheet 
paper or continuous forms, 
from 5" to 15" wide, with up to 
four copies. Friction feed, pin 
feed tractor or Toshiba's ultra
reliable sheet feeder. And a 
choice of interfacing: parallel 
or serial. 

Toshiba P1350. It gives you 
the choices Q 
you want. 
Thequal- Q 
ityyou O 
expect. 
The 
reliability 
you need. 

The precision you require. 
The low-maintenance long 
life you like. The price you 
love. With versatility and 

performance 
. ··~RAP~n .. HICSl that's been 

proven in more 
than 7,000 
installations. 

When it 
comes to printers, you really 

have no choice. There's only 

the Toshiba P1350. Write for the 

details on everything it can do 

for you. Toshiba America, Inc., 

Information Systems Division, 

2441 Michelle Drive, Tustin, 

CA 92680. 

Better yet, call toll-free . . .now! 


1-800-648-5000 

Ask for operator #198 
In Nevada. call (702) 329-9411 

DERESTI 
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DISC Controllers 
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4116-2 . ••• • • • •• • 1."6'0 --  --- 
68000L8 _. $ 90.00 

4136-.lli 
N5696A. ·• 1.50 
OfalJB  1.75 
8l3BCC-- J .90 

MK4002-J3-2KX8. 8.95 
93..422 BIPOLAR. 5.95 . 
4164·2·64K. . . . 6.25 
2147 J3· - .•.• ••• . 4.95 
4118 --4 .... .. . 6.95 

CRT Controllers 
TMS9927NL . . .. . $ 9.95 

6845 . •.••. ··-·· lJ.95 
8275 . • •••• "-·· 16.95 
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74LSOO - .20 74LS107 - .36 74LS196 - 85 
74LS01 - .20 74LSIOO - _36 74LS197 - .85 
74LS02 - Z3 74LS112 - .38 74LS221 - .75 
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IT'S FREE! 

Announcing the NEW, Spring 1983 Moore Computer Forms and Supplies Catalog 

• _Our new, 84-page Spring Catalog features more 
than 800 quality, brand-name products-all guar
anteed to meet your 100% satisfaction or your 
money back 

•For all your computer or word processor needs, 
a wide selection of magnetic media, disk stor
age, binders, ribbons and furniture 

• Over 40 pages of multi-purpose computer forms 
and labels at low prices, including an ALL
NEW 34-page section of imprinted forms 

• Unmatched customer services, like fast order 
processing, custom imprinting, emergency overNow with a NEW 34-page night delivery, plus exclusive toll-free Techni

compute~ forms section! cal Product Assistance 

IMail this coupon or call DYES! Send me a FREE 84-page, full-color 

CITY 	 STATE ZIPA Division of Moore Business Forms I 
PO. Box 20 COMPUTER MAKE ANO MOOEL I 
Wheeling, IL 60090 
Dept 106311 TYPE OF BUSINESS NO_ OF EMPLOYEES I ____________________________! 

Icopy of the Spring 1983 Moore Catalog 
I 
IYO\Jl NAME TITLE BUSINESS PHONE 

I 
COMPANY NAME I 
AOORESS I 

I 

with a funny monkey motion that 
won't go away until you've done a 
carriage return, or maybe killed to 
end of line (putting those superfluous 
backspace characters into the kill buf
fer, I suppose) . . . 

In other words, I don't much care 
for Perfect Writer, for the same 
reasons I didn't like MINCE and I 
don't like EMACS. Yet for many of 
the same reasons I don 't like EMACS
type editors, there are those who very 
much do like them. Some people 
want character- and word-oriented 
commands, text movement by kill 
buffer, Insert as the normal mode, 
and all the rest. 

I don't like the editor because it's 
distracting. Perhaps I haven't given it 
a fair chance, but I don't think that's 
true. I've worked with it-and with 
EMACS-enough to have a pretty 
good feel for that kind of editor, and 
my conclusion is that I have to pay 
too much attention to the editor, so 
that I don't pay enough attention to 
my writing. I don't want to think 
about my editor and its features; I 
want to think about the sentences I'm 

Those who'll use an editor primari
ly for programming, or for writing 
letters, might well have a different 
view. 

There are plenty of features to 
Perfect Writer. It has far more com
mands than I have with WRITE 
(more than I'd ever bother to learn). 
It has split-screen capability, whereby 
you can look at and edit more than 
one file at a time. 

It has very clear documentation. It 
took me almost no time to get Perfect 
Writer up and running on my system 
and get to editing a file. Now of 
course I know text editors in general, 
and I've used EMACS rather often, so 
perhaps that isn't surprising, but in 
fact the Perfect Writer documents are 
impressive. 

There's also a spelling program that 
comes as an option with Perfect 
Writer. I haven't tried it, but it looks 
clean and easy to learn and I'm sure 
it's efficient. The documents are clear
ly written. 

There are also lots of print-format 
features; I can't really compare them 
with WRITE (or any other editor) 
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Software Gourmet 
Guide ~ Cookbook 
Series for 6502. Z80. 
8080. and 6800 
Programmers 
Essential guides designed to 
take BASIC language program
mers into the realm of machine 
language programming. The 
complete chip instruction sets 
are clearly and carefully explain
ed. Descriptions of the fun
damental elements of each CPU, 
including the program counter. 
index registers. stack pointer. 
memory. and status flags stress 
the creative advantages and 
programming power of each 
chip. General purpose subrou
tines . conversion routines. 
input I output processing, 
and floating point routines are 
discussed in depth. 
#6276. Z80 Software 

Gourmet Guide & 
Cookbook, $15.95 

#6280, 8080 Software 
Gourmet Guide & 
Cookbook, $12.95 

#627 7. 6502 Software 
Gourmet Guide & 
Cookbook, $12.95 

#6281, 6800 Software 
Gourmet Guide & 
Cookbook, $ 12.95 

•6255 The 8086 I 8088 
Primer: An lntroductioo 
to Their Architecture, Sys
tem Design, and Program
ming, 2nd Ed. (Morse) Written 
by the man responsible for the 
design of the 8086 microproces
sor. Updated to provide novices 
and professionals alike with a 
thorough introduction to Intel's 
8086 and 8088 microproces
sors. $1 1.95 

•5161 Z·80 and 8080 
Assembly Language 
Programming (Spracklen) 
Everything the applications pro
grammer needs to know for Z80 
and 8080 processors. Presents 
programming techniques with 
instructions. Exercises and 
answers included. $10.7 5 

•6275 Z80 Instruction 
Handbook (Wadsworth) 
Clearly explains the capabilities 
of the powerful Z80 instruction 
set. Serves as a practical refer
ence to industry standard mne
monics. machine code, and us
age for each type of instruction 
provided in the Zilog Z80 CPU. 
A useful guide to the novice. 
intermediate, or professional 
programmer. $5.95 

•0158 Rasic Micropro· 
cessors and the 6800 
(Bishopf Two books in one: a 
basic guide to microprocessors 
for the beginner. and a complete 
description of the M6800system 
for the engineer. Problem sec
tion follows each chapter. 
$16.50 

Available at your local computer store or 

Order bv Phone 1·800·631·0856 
operator BY 2.3, In NJ call 201-84.3-0550. ext. .382 

te) Programmer's 
Guide to the 1802 (With 
an Assembler for Your 
Machine) (Swan) An assembly 
language primer that has an 
assembler! Teaches assembly 
language for the 1802 micro
processor. Coverage includes 
everything from the binary 
number system and the fun
damentals of machine language 
to the development of a working 
1802 assembler. Simply written, 
the text is intended for the 
beginner. but contains informa
tion that experts will appreciate. 
$8.75 

•0897 The S·IOO Rus 
Handbook (Bursky) Ex
clusively discusses S-100 bus 
computer systems and how they 
are organized. Covers computer 
fundamentals . basic elec
tronics. and the parts of the 
computer. Explains all the 
operating details of commonly 
available S-100 systems. Sche
matic drawings of all boards dis
cussed. Each of the major sys
tem boards is detailed as to how 
it operates and how it connects 
to the rest of the system. 
$17.50 
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Items Reviewed 
Attache Computer $3995 
Otrona Corporation 
4755 Walnut St. 
Boulder, CO 80301 
(303) 444-8100 

Heath/Zenith Z-100 Computer $4099 
Heath Company 
Benton Harbor, MI 49022 
(616) 982-3200 

Pascal Prime Project If you are interested in 
Alexander Pournelle this project, you can write 
c/o Workman & Associates to this address. 
112 Marion Ave. 
Pasadena, CA 91106 

Perfect Writer $495 
Perfect Software Inc. 
1400 Shattuck Ave. 
Berkeley, CA 94709 
(415) 644-3644 

because I don't use those much. Most 
of my printing is pretty standard
60-character lines, double-spaced, 
identifying header, and page number; 
hardly a proper test for a text format
ter's capabilities. From what I get out 
of reading the manuals, most of the 
text editors have some pretty fancy 
format capabilities. 

They tell me that a number of new 
computer-system manufacturers are 
considering Perfect Writer as the text 
editor to provide with their hard
ware. They could make a worse 
choice. 

The Things My Postman 
Brings Me ... 

I mentioned last month my friend 
Max, who sent his CCS boards back 
to the factory only to be told that 
while the boards were in transit, CCS 
had changed its policy and no longer 
sends loaners. I've found out why: ac
cording to a source at CCS, it sold the 
loaner boards at a swap meet. 

CCS did fix Max's machine; but it 
wouldn't send his boards back to him 
until it had his payment for repairs in 
its office. (His machine had only about 
20 hours in operation, but because of 
all the delays in trying to get it run
ning, the warranty had expired.) Even
tually he got his boards, and the ma
chine works . 

Max isn't happy. He says, 'The 
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more I thought about it, the more I 
became sure that I should stand up 
for my rights as a consumer. I called 
CCS one more time and asked to 
speak with the president of the com
pany. According to the CCS recep
tionist, CCS has no president ..." 

When we got our CCS machines 
(for Alex and Dr. Possony), we dealt 
with systems consultant Colin Mick, 
whom I've mentioned before; and 
we've had no real problems. I know 
of many other CCS installations that 
run smoothly. Alas, though, Max's 
horror story is not the only one I've 
heard about what can happen if your 
CCS doesn't work. 

And now, finally, my hate mail, 
typified by letters from Cherry Davis 
of Chicago and Ward Harold of 
Pennsylvania. Why, they (and 
others) ask, do I not learn the "spirit" 
of Pascal? Don't I know that "a 
significant teaching of the structured
programming movement was that the 
programmer should not even try to 
compile a program until he has con
vinced himself that it is free of bugs"? 
Obviously, I have not "given Pascal 
much of a chance. If you are still 
making trivial errors ... you prob
ably have not spent enough time with 
the language to really be comfortable 
with it." 

Ms. Davis goes on to inform me 
that "you tend to confuse evaluation 

of a language with evaluation of an 
implementation of a language ..." 
She concludes that I ought to "turn 
over the project [Alex's Intro 
package) to someone who has enough 
experience in Pascal and with 
microcomputers to write a book from 
the ground up for teaching Pascal on 
microcomputers ." 

Meanwhile, Mr. Harold tells me 
that I exaggerate when I say Pascal 
has obscure errors and faults, because 
"all possible errors for an ISO, or 
Jensen and Wirth, standard im
plementation of Pascal are listed in 
the Pascal User Manual and 
Report . .." 

Yeah. They sure are. Unfortunate
ly, there is no ISO, or Jensen and 
Wirth, implementation for micro
computers; furthermore, every com
piler I know of tends to have pet error 
messages for the cases when the com
piler was just plain confused; and 
of ten those messages have no rela
tionship at all to the real error. 

In fact, one of the most significant 
parts of my son Alex's Pascal Primer 
(down at UCSD it's becoming known 
as the survival kit) is that he goes 
through the error messages and 
shows examples of what might have 
caused them. Without that, I'd have 
given up on the language long ago. 

Davis and Harold want me to con
sider the language separately from the 
implementations-but I just can't do 
that. Despite a lot of flack to the con
trary, this is the User's Column. It has 
to be, because I'm no computer scien
tist. I use these machines, and I try to 
record my experiences; once in a 
while, those experiences may lead me 
to some theoretical insights, and they 
certainly tend to generate strong 
opinions; but there's no way I can 
evaluate Pascal-or any other lan
guage-separately from my ex
periences in trying to use it, which 
means I'm inevitably going to confuse 
the language with its implementation. 

However: for a User's Column, 
that's not a bug, it's a feature. I like 
little computers, I've been using them 
for a long time, and I like talking 
about what you can do with the little 
beasts. I leave computer theory to 
Edsger Dijkstra and others far more 
qualified than I am.• 



~,. Oryx software btuat'l . 
~T, Quality Discount f e S\lec\a\s 

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! We wi ll match an advert ised price. Ju st show us the ad. 

APPLE 

HAYES SMART MODEM . 
DOW JONES ANAL YlER, reg . 629 NOW 

499 

Artsci 
Magic Window 
Magic Maller . 
Magic Words 
Magic Pack Combo fall above) . 

Beagle Bros. 
Dos Boss . 
Ulillty City . 
Apple Mechanic 

Broderbund 
Apple Panic . 
Choplitter . 
Serpen!lne 

Charles Mann 
Basic Teacher . 
Teacher Plus 
Medical II . 

Denver Software 

$79 
.... 56 

...... 56 
.. . 176 

$22 
. 25 
. 25 

$25 
. 26 

26 

.. S30 
32 

. B79 

EasyfExec.Attc'g) . . . (Special) S565 
Financialparlner . . 219 
Pascal Tulor . .. 1OB 
PascalProgrammer . . 10B 

Howard Software 
Real Eslale Analyzer . . . $145 
Tax preparer 'B2 . . 127 
Tax preparer slale: CA. NY /NJ/IL 60 

Krell Co. 
Logo $135 
Logo w/o Frills . . B9 

Micropro 
WordS!ar (Reg. CP/M) . $195 
Mail Merge B5 
CalcStar . 145 
Spe ilStar . 145 
SuperSort 120 
Da ta Pak (Special) 329 

Microsoft 
Basic Compiler $315 
Cobol·BO . 599 
Fortram·BO . . 155 
Time Manager . 125 

Omega 
Locksmith . . $79 
Inspector. 47 
Watson . .. . 44 

Games 
Hayden Sargon II $25 
lnfocom Zork I, II or Ill 32 
lnfocom Deadline . 42 
L & S Crossword Magic . .. 3B 
Sirtech Wizardry . 39 
Sirtech Night of Diamonds .. 29 

Misc. 
ISM Ma themag ic SBO 
ISA Spellguard 199 
LJK Edit 6502 B2 
Dn·Line Screen Writer II 95 
Grandon A·stat 79 . . 140 
STC Mailing list ..... . 4B 
Stoneware OB Master . . . 179 
Visicorp Visicalc 3.3 . 1B5 
Vislcorp Vlslschedule . 235 
Visicorp Adv. Visicalc (Ap.111) 320 
Visicorp Vislpack 499 

PFS : Fiiing Report or Graph 

Muse Software 
Super Text II . 
Address book 
Form letter 
Data Plot 

Peachtree 
Series 40 
Gil. A/R, A/Pea. 
lnvenlory. Payroll ea . 

' Gil + A/R + A/P (Special) . 
Series 9 
Peachcalc . 
Telecommunications . 

Silicon Valley 
WOROHANOLER 
Sensible Speller 

CP/M 

Mark of Unicorn 
Final Word . 

MicroPro 
Word Star. 
MaliMerge . 
CalcStar . 
SpeiiStar . 
SuperSort I 
Data pack (3 in One) . 

Microsoft 
Basic BO . 
Basic Compiler . 
Fortran BO . 
Cobol BO . 
Macro BO . 

Peachtree 
General Ledger . 
Accounts Receivables 
Accounts Payables 
Inventory . 
Payroll 
Property Management . 
CPA Client l/irite·up . 
Series BModule . 

•peachpak 4 (G/L. AIR. AP) 
Peachtext . 

BB 

$125 
43 
B7 

.... 52 

$399 
399 
397 

. 279 
279 

(Special) S149 
99 

$250 

. (Special) S250 
... 95 
. 199 

160 
170 

. 395 

. S2B5 
325 
345 
670 

. 140 

. $399 
. 399 

399 
. . 399 

399 
799 
799 
4B5 

(Special) 397 
350 

Star Computer System 
Gil . A/R, A/P or Pay . . $350 

. B45 
B45 

Legal Times Billing 
Property Management 

Sorcim 
Supercalc 
Trans B6 . 
Act 

Supersoft 
Diagnostic I . 
Diagnostic II . 
Disk Doctor . 
Fortran 
CCompiler 

Ashton · Tate 
OBase II . 

Byrom Software 
BSTAM 
BSTMS 

CP Aids 
Please Call 

... $225 
. 115 

155 

S4B 
B3 

. B4 
.. 299 

175 

.... S4B5 

$160 
.... 160 

Digital Research 
Pascal MT+ . S3B9 
MAC . .. B5 
SID (BOBO Debugger) . 65 
ZSIO (ZBO Debugger) . 90 
CP/M 2.2 149 
C Basic 2 97 
PL/1-80 449 

Misc. 
Oasis " The Word Plus" $120 
Micro Ap Selector v . .. . 395 
Lifeboal T /Maker II . 225 
Epic Supervyz . 115 
The Boss Financial Acctg. . . 1BOO 
The Boss Payroll System 750 
The Boss Time Billing . 1090 
Fox and Geller Quick Screen . 129 

Games 
lnfocom Zork I. II or Ill . . $32 
Deadline . . 50 
Yahoo Catchum 32 
Adventure (#1·12) . 99 

And Many More 

IBM PC 

Micropro WordS!ar 
Micropro MaiiMerge 
IUS EasiWriter 11 

. (Special) S250 
95 

299 
IUS EasiSpeller . 
Microstuff Crosstalk . 
Alpha OataBase Manager 
Alpha Mailing List 
Compuview Vedit 
Compuview CP/M B6 
Data Most Write-on 
Woolf Move It 
ISA Speltguard . 
Easy (Exec. Acctg. Syq 
Easy Planner . 
Ashton·Tate OBase II 
Liletree Volkswriter . 
Peachtree Accounting Module . 

·special Peachpak (GL. AR & AP) . 
Ecosott Microstat 
Super sott Oplimizer 
Northwest Statpak 
Northwest The Final Word 

Games 
Last Colony . . 
Temple of Apshai. 
Galaxy 
Midway Campaign . 
Championship Blackjack 
Frogger 
The Warp Factor . .. . . 
Commodore 64 Sottwara . .•.. . 

Accessories/ 
Hardware 

Boaras 
Co Processors BB card (Ap . II) 
Sottcard (ZBO CP/M Ap . II) 
CPS Mulllfunctlon . 
Mountain A/O + O/A 
CCS 12K ROM/PROM •.. 
CCS A/O Converter . 
CCS Serial Asynch 

. 149 
129 
170 
B5 

165 
. 295 

110 
. 125 

247 
625 
145 
4B5 
175 
399 

. 399 

. 257 
160 
397 
250 

... $25 
33 

.. 22 
. 20 

34 
. 30 

. .. 35 
. ~~all 

.. $795 
.• 245 
. . 17B 
. 2B9 

. . . B9 
. 9B 
129 

Applescope (your Apple as an 
Oscilloscope) . .• . 595 
Videx Enhancer I . . 149 
K & O Enhancer . . 115 
Dan Paymar Lower case . 27 
ALS Smarterm . 379 
ALSZ-card . 269 
Percom Doubler II . 167 
Bit 3 Full vll!w BO (ATBOO) . 299 
Bit 3 32K Memory (AT 400/BOO) . 159 
BYAO OS·l (64K. ZBO. CPM 
for IBM PC) . .. .. 599 
Oatamac 64K (IBM PC) . 399 
Videx Micromodem Chip . . 25 
Xedex Baby Blue (IBM PC) 495 
Ouadram Deluxe Board (IBM PC) 445 
Ouadram 12BK Ram (IBM PC) 495 
Mlcrofazer BK Printer Buffer . . .. 135 
Versacard 160 
Bit 3 Dual Comm-plus (Apple II) 209 
16K RAM WIZARD· 16 (Apple 11) .Special) 79 
Echo II Speech Synthesizer . ... 159 
Symlec Light Pen (IBM PC) . 140 
Symtec Light Pen (APll/111) . . 200 

Computers 
Commodore/ Atari/NEC/Xerox 
Call for Price Information 

Monitors 
Amdek Video 300 ... $160 
Amdek RGB Color . 699 
NEC 12" Hires Green 159 
Sanyo 12" Hires Green . 199 
TECO TM • 12 GX Green 147 
TECO RGB 13" 525 
USI Hi·RLS 12" Amber . . .. 199 
Zenith ZVM 12" Green 115 

Modems 
Novatlon Apple-Cat II $299 
Novation 212 Auto Ca! 5B5 
Hayes Smartmodem . 225 
Hayes Smar! Modem 1200 . 520 
Micromodem II . . 319 
Hayes Chronograph . 199 

Printers 
Anadex9500 Series . S1.5BO 
Epson ... SCall 
C. itoh Starwrlter . 1450 
C.itoh Prowriter . 499 
Oiablo 630 ... 2,200 
NEC 3530 .. . 1.B90 
NEC B023A 525 
Okidata Mlcroline B2A . . 460 
Okidata Microline B3A . . 6B5 
Prism BO (w/ 4 options) Inc. color . . 1.399 
Prism 132 (w/ 4 options) ..• 1.547 
Snlith·Corona TP·1 . . 675 

Disk Drives 
RANA ELITE I (Ar.II) 
RANA ELITE If . . • 
RANA ELITE Ill . • 
Rana Controller (Ap. If) . .. 
Micro Sci A35 (Ap. If) . 
Micro Sci MO (Ap. If) . 
Micro Sci A70 
Micro Sci Controller (Ap. If) 
TANDON TM·100·1(1BM PC) . 
TANDON TM·100·2llBM PC) 

And Many More 

. (Special) S325 
.S Call 
.S Call 

........ 90 
399 

. 3B5 
.. 540 
. . 90 

215 
. . 274 

ORDER TOLL FREE - Outside WI - 1-800-826-1589 

Please: •Wisconsin residents· add 5% sales tax We welcome: • Visa, Mastercharge · (Add 4%) 
•Add $3.50 for shipping per software and small •Checks (Allow 1·2 weeks for clearing) 

items . Call regarding others. •COD (Add $1.50 per shipment) 
•Foreign · add 15% handling & shipping for 

For technical information & in Wisconsin : 715·848·2322 1 
small items & software. Store prices differ from mail order. • g 

Oryx Software • 205 Scott St. • P.O. Box 1961 • Wausau, WI 54401 ! , 
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0 Softwware Revieww 


LOOS Utilities 

Expand the capabilities 


of this popular disk operating system. 


In this article, I'll review six utility 
programs that were designed specifi
cally to run under LOOS (Logical 
Systems' disk operating system). 
FED, Filter Disk, Partitioned Data 
Sets, 110 Monitor, Memdisk, and 
Discater all enhance LOOS sig
nificantly, making it by far the best
supported DOS for the TRS-80 
Models I and III. This is in part 
because the original authors of LOOS 
wrote most of the programs (FED, 
Filter Disk, and Partitioned Data 
Sets). 

FED 
FED (File Editor from Logical Sys

tems Inc.) is a general-purpose file
oriented disk editor, which does not 
manipulate the disk at a sector or 
track level but rather at the file level. 
FED enables the advanced program
mer to deal with disk files directly as 

About the Author 
Tim Daneliuk is an electrical engineer in

volved in research and product development 
for the medical electronics industry. T & R 
Communications Associates is a company he 
founded to provide technical writing and con
sulting services for the electronics industry. 
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Tim Daneliuk 

T & R Communications Associates 


4927 North Rockwell St. 

Chicago, IL 60625 


they reside on the disk. 
On entering the FED environment, 

you can choose between seeing a full
sector (256-byte) or a half-sector 
(128-byte) display. Either display is 
available at any time, but I prefer the 
half-sector display because it is more 

Each utility 

program helps 


make LOOS the 

best-supported 


DOS tor the TRS-80. 


readable. These displays show each 
byte in a selected record of the disk 
file in both hexadecimal and ASCII 
(American Standard Code for Infor
mation Interchange). The displays in
clude such information as the record 
number of the file being examined 
and the relative byte position within 
the file at which the cursor is point
ing. The current command and any 
related information such as search 
strings are also displayed. 

Once you have named the file to be 
edited and selected the display mode, 
you will have available a variety of 

commands. FED offers a full comple
ment of record position controls. You 
may move forward or backward one 
record, set the display to the begin
ning or end of a file, or go to a 
specific record number within the file. 
Once the record has been found, you 
can position the cursor over the 
specific byte and modify it by typing 
over the existing value with either 
hexadecimal or ASCII data. You can 
also have the program search for a 
specific hexadecimal or ASCII string, 
thereby enabling you to find one or 
more occurrences of a particular 
string in the file. 

FED also has provision for explicit
ly dealing with the load module for
mat found in LOOS-executable 
(/CMD) files . You may locate and 
calculate a hexadecimal load address 
and go to the next load block in a file. 
You can also convert a user-specified 
word in the file to its binary represen
tation. Finally, FED has several 
printer-related commands: an entire 
file may be dumped to the printer, a 
top-of-form command may be sent to 
the printer, or just the contents of the 
screen edit buffer may be sent to the 
printer. 



I 

At a Glance 

Name 

FED 


Type 

General-purpose file-oriented editor 


Manufacturer 

Logical Systems Inc. 

11520 North Port Washington Rd. 

Mequon. W I 53092 

1414) 241 -3066 

Price 
1 

540 

Format 

5 V. -inch floppy disk 


Language 

Z80 machine language 


Computer 
TRS-80 Models I or Ill running under LDOS 

Audience 

LDOS ow ners 


FED will be popular with the as
sembly-language programmer who 
wishes to make minor modifications 
to an assembled file. FED is efficient 
and user-friendly. 

Filter Disk 
Though LOOS comes with several 

useful 1/0 (input/output) path filters, 
these do not even begin to fully ex
ploit LOOS. The Filter Disk package 
(from Logical Systems Inc.) provides 
you with 14 filters and, as an added 
bonus, assembly-language source 
code. 

The most impressive filter is 
XLATE/ FLT, which is a complete 
translation filter system and can be 
used for both input and output filter
ing. With XLA TE, you can translate 
any or all of the ASCII characters to 
any other code by building a transla
tion t?ble using either the LOOS 
BUILD command or a word pro
cessor capable of generating ASCII 
files . You can enter the translation 
table values as hexadecimal numbers 
(e.g., 1F=2D) or as literal characters 
(e.g., W=r). You can also specify 
whether the translation in the 1/0 
path is to take place during output, 
input, or both. You could, for exam
ple, write a translation filter that con

verts the ASCII character set to the 
BCD (binary-coded decimal) codes 
used in an IBM Selectric typewriter. 

Logical Systems included two 
tables with this filte r. One performs 
a translation from ASCII to the 
EBCDIC (extended binary-coded 
decimal interchange code) used in 
many mainframe computers. You 
might use this filter on the com
munications line to enable a TRS-80 
using the LOOS LCOMM com
munications program to access a 
mainframe computer. The second 
translation table implements the 
Dvorak keyboard on the TRS-80 in
stead of the common QWERTY. 

Several filters are included that are 
useful for printing or listing data and 
programs. LISTBAS/ FLT formats a 
BASIC program, so that each state
ment within a multistatement line is 
indented and listed separately. This 
will give you a better idea of program 
structure. STRIP7 / FLT removes the 
high bit from each character, a fea
ture that is useful in listing files 
created by some editors that use the 
high bit for control information. This 
changes all characters outside the 
normal ASCII range into ASCII char
acters. STRIPCNT I FLT removes all 
control characters in an 1/0 path. 
One application of STRIPCNT / FLT 
is in listing word-processor files on 
the video screen. By eliminating the 
control characters, the program 
makes the file more readable. 

With TITLE/FLT you can place a 
title at the top of each page in a 
printed program listing. You may op
tionally have a time and date ap
pended to the title . You can convert 
all lowercase· characters to uppercase 
and vice versa with UPPER/ FLT and 
LOWER/ FLT. You could convert up
percase text files to lowercase and use 
a word-processor program to manu
ally capitalize the beginning of sen
tences, proper nouns, etc. SLASHO/ 
FLT will be popular with owners of 
daisy-wheel printers because it issues 
a backspace and slash (/) after every 
zero character to distinguish it from 
the letter 0 . Daisy-wheel users will 
also find PAGEPAWS/ FLT useful; it 
causes the printer to pause at the end 
of each printed page to allow a new 
sheet of paper to be inserted. Though 

At a Glance 

Name 

Filter D isk 


Type 

A set of 14 1/0 software filters to supple

ment those included with LDOS 


Manufacturer 

Logical Systems Inc. 

I 1520 North Port Washington Rd. 

Mequon. WI 53092 

(4 14) 24 1-3066 

Price 
! 

560 

Format 
5v. -inch floppy disk 

Language 
Z80 machine language (source code 
included) 

Computer 
TRS-80 Models I and Ill running under 
LDOS 

Audience 
LDOS owners 

incorporated in the printer filter pro
vided with LOOS, a separate linefeed 
filter, LINEFEED/ FLT, is also in
cluded on the filter disk to add or 
remove a linefeed after a carriage 
return. The filter on the disk occupies 
less memory, an advantage for those 
who do not need all the features the 
printer filter offers . 

The remaining four filters serve a 
variety of purposes . MONITOR/ FLT 
will change every control character in 
its I/O path to an alphanumeric sym
bol, and every character above hexa
decimal 7F to an up-arrow (or left
bracket on some printers) character. 
MONITOR / FLT is similar to 
STRIPCNT I FLT except that 
MONITOR/ FLT indicates which 
control characters are being sent to a 
particular device. The TRAP/ FLT 
filter can prevent any one character 
from being sent through an 1/0 path. 
You might use this filter while listing 
disk files to trap a character that 
causes a dot-matrix printer to change 
the font sizes. Similarly, 
REMOVE/ CMD will remove all oc
currences of a particular byte in a 
disk file. Finally, the keyboard filter 
CALC / FLT will do hexadecimal/ 
decimal/binary conversion and hexa
decimal arithmetic while you are us-
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At a Glance 

Name 
Partitioned Data Sets 

Type 
A file-management system that 
reduces the amount of disk space 
required for star age 

Manufacturer 
Misosys 
POB 4848 
Alexandria, VA 22303-0848 
[703) 960-2998 

Price 
540 plus shipping 

Format 
5 V.-inch floppy disk 

Language 
Z80 machine language 

Computer 
TRS-80 Models I and Ill running 
under LOOS 

Audience 
LOOS owners 

ing another program. I incorporated 
this filter into my normal LOOS 
operation and find it particularly 
useful when writing assembly-lan
guage programs. It permits me to do 
the necessary base conversions and 
arithmetic right from the editor-as
sembler environment! 

It is no great surprise that the Filter 
Disk is an excellent piece of software 
since it comes from the manufacturer 
of LOOS. The documentation is 
thorough, and the filters very usable. 

Partitioned Data Sets 
Partitioned Data Sets (PDS, from 

Misosys) is an interesting add-on file
management package for LOOS. The 
basic idea for PDS comes from mini
computer operating systems in which 
many small programs or data files are 
stored together in one disk file. The 
entire file is called a library, and each 
program or data set in the library is 
called a member. If each member 
were saved as a separate file, a lot of 
disk space would be wasted because 
the DOS has a minimum file size of 1 
granule (1.25K bytes on a Model I 
and 1.SK bytes on a Model III) . By 
combining small programs into one 
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library, you can conserve disk space. 
With the implementation of PDS in 

LOOS systems, two types of files can 
be library members: executable 
(/ CMD) or data files. The type of ex
ecutable file PDS will accept is 
limited, however. First, a /CMD file 
must be in the proper LOOS load 
module format. If it is not, PDS will 
store it as usual, but when you try to 
execute that member, PDS will think 
it's a data file and generate the error 
message Load Module Format Error. 
The PDS manual mentions this prob
lem but does not go into any real 
depth on fixing it. For this reason, 
PDS really should be regarded as a 
program for the more sophisticated 
user. 

Another limitation of PDS is that 
LOOS filter programs that are stored 
in a library cannot be used. They 
must be copied from the PDS to a 
regular stand-alone filter file in order 
to be used in a FILTER command line. 
Similarly, data files are accessible 
only after they have been copied from 
the PDS into a standard LOOS data 
file. 

PDS offers a great 

deal of versatility 


not normally 

found in 


microcomputer 

file management. 


Despite these limitations, PDS is a 
very useful program. Its three main 
functions are to permit available disk 
space to be used more efficiently by 
combining files into a library, to 
simplify the process of making ar
chival backups of crucial data, and to 
simplify and unclutter the disk direc
tory by having files that are related 
stored in one PDS library . For exam
ple, I created a PDS library that con
tains my assembly-language develop
ment tools: an editor-assembler and 
two disassembler programs. They are 
all accessible to me as usual (all are 
/CMD-type files), and by putting 
them into one library, I freed up 1.SK 
bytes of disk space! 

At a Glance 

Name 
' 110 Monitor 

Type 
A program designed to intercept disk error 
messages and allow user-selected recovery 
options 

Manufacturer 

Logical Systems Inc. 

11520 North Port Washington Rd. 

Mequon. W I 53092 

[414) 241-3066 


Price 

S25 


Format 

5 V.-inch floppy disk 


Language 

Z80 machine language 


Computer 

TRS-80 Models I and Il l running under 

LOOS 


Audience 

LOOS owners 


The PDS program is itself a parti
tioned data set with eight members, 
which constitute the necessary pro
grams to create and maintain PDS 
structures under LOOS . The BUILD 
command is used to create new parti
tioned data sets. Once this is done, 
members are added us ing the 
APPEND command. It is possible to 
determine what files are in the PDS 
and whether they are data or /CMD 
by using the DIR command. The 
LIST command enables you to list 
any individual member in a PDS 
library in either hexadecimal or 
ASCII . The KILL command leaves 
the member in the PDS but makes it 
unavailable for access. The COPY 
command transfers a PDS member to 
a regular LOOS /CMD or data file. 
The RESTORE command is used with 
files that have been killed to make 
them available again, while PURGE is 
used to actually remove killed 
members and reclaim the disk space. 

PDS offers a great deal of versatili
ty not normally found in microcom
puter file management . The thorough 
documentation and features of PDS 
make it useful for most intermediate 
and advanced TRS-80 programmers. 
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At a Glance 

Name 

Memdisk 


Type 

Creates a pseudodisk in memory that can 

be used like a physical floppy-disk drive 


Manufacturer 

Logical Systems Inc. 

11520 North Port Washington Rd. 

Mequon. WI 53092 

(414) 241-3066 

Price 
539 

Format 
5Y• -inch floppy disk 

Language 
Z80 machine language 

Computer 
TRS-80 Models I and Ill running under 
LDOS 

Audience 
LDOS owners 

memory. That part of memory is then 
treated like a physical floppy-disk 
drive, and the normal LOOS library 
commands can be used to access the 
"memdisk." This capability offers 
two advantages: first, it provides an 
extra disk drive to back up and copy 
files from one nonsystem disk to 
another. Second, because the mem
disk is in memory, disk accesses to 
this drive are very. fast. Consequent
ly, certain kinds of programs can be 
substantially speeded up by putting 
their files on a memdisk. An ISAM 
(indexed sequential-access method) 
sorting routine could be made faster 
by putting its index file on a memdisk 
where it could be sorted much more 
rapidly. 

When the Memdisk program is first 
enabled, you may specify how many 
sectors per granule to use and how 
many RAM (random-access read/ 
write memory) "tracks" this memdisk 
is to have. If insufficient memory is 
available for the desired memdisk 

1/0 Monitor 
This program (from Logical 

Systems Inc.) is an error monitor 
designed to intercept errors generated 
during disk read or write operations. 
Normally when these kinds of errors 
occur, the screen displays an LOOS 
error message, and the program cur
rently running aborts. With 1/0 
Monitor installed, the error is in
tercepted, and you are notified as 
usual. Then you are given four 
choices: abort the program, continue 
the program, ignore the error, or 
retry the disk operation that forced 
the error. In this way, you have some 
chance of recovering from the error, 
or at least minimizing the damage 
done. 

This program will find particular 
favor with owners of the TRS-80 
Model I expansion interface. The disk 
controller is notorious for 1/0 errors, 
and 1/0 Monitor will make handling 
these errors much simpler and effi
cient. 

Memdisk 
The program Memdisk (from 

Logical Systems Inc.) sets up a 
pseudodisk ·drive in the TRS-80 

configuration, an error message ap
pears, and the procedure is aborted. 
Otherwise, the memory to be used for 

I use Memdisk 
to simplify the 

day-to-day DOS 
"housekeeping" 

chores. 

the memdisk is verified with a short 
memory-checking utility, and control 
is returned to LOOS when this is 
finished. Thereafter, the memdisk ap
pears to the system as a normal disk 
drive. The memdisk may be disabled 
at any time so that the memory it uses 
is returned to the system for general 
DOS use. 

I use this program regularly to 
simplify the day-to-day DOS "house
keeping" chores. The documentation 
is good, and the program well de
signed. 

Discater 
Discater (from Softerware) is a 

general-purpose disk-cataloging pro
gram for LOOS. After loading the 
program into the TRS-80, you insert 
the disks to be cataloged one at a time 

At a Glance 

Name 

Discater 


Type 
, A general-purpose disk

cataloging program 

Manufacturer 
Softerware 
16007 Miami Way 
Pacific Palisades. CA 90272 
(213) 459-3414 

Price 
539 .95 

Format 

5 v. -inch floppy disk 


Language 

Z80 machine language 


Computer 
TRS-80 Models I and Ill running 
under LDOS 

Audience 

LDOSowners 


into the disk drive so their directories 
can be read. (The program also works 
with single-drive systems.) Once the 
catalog is compiled, you can elect to 
have the entire catalog listed on 
screen or sent to a printer. You can 
also search for a particular file to see 
on which disks it appears. 

Discater is a useful program, but it 
has one deficiency: the documenta
tion is rather sparse. This is not as 
severe a drawback as it might seem, 
however, because the program is 
menu-driven and self-prompting. In 
generell, the program runs well, and 
I've found it to be a handy tool for 
locating files on my many disks. 

Conclusion 
Tandy has recently announced that 

LOOS will become Radio Shack's of
ficial programmer's DOS, as opposed 
to TRSDOS, which is the user's DOS. 
Radio Shack stores and computer 
centers may now display and sell 
LOOS, which will increase the 
already considerable popularity of 
this operating system. With the addi
tion of the six utility programs 
reviewed here, you can substantially 
increase the usefulness of LOOS.• 
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_ Book Reviews 


68000 Assembly 
Language 
Programming 

Gerry Kane, 
Doug Hawkins, and 
Lance Leventhal 
Osborne/McGraw-Hill 
Berkeley, CA, 1981 
577 pages, softcover 
S 16.99 

Reviewed by 
Paul E. Hoffman 
2109 Shattuck Ave. 
Berkeley, CA 94704 

As a programming manual. 
68000 Assembly Language 
Programming does an ad
mirable job of teaching the 
basics of assembly language 
through the use of extremely 
clear charts and numerous ex
amples. The book also pre
sents a solid background in 
many of the computer con
cepts related to assembly-lan
guage programming. 

With new 16-bit microcom
puters appearing every 
month, it's important to have 
a manual that completely 
covers all aspects of program
ming the 68000. This book is 
one of the most complete 
assembly-language manuals 
available for any chip, and it's 
written so that a person exper
ienced with other assembly 
languages can quickly grasp 
all the concepts unique to the 
68000. 

While many assembly-lan
guage manuals present a few 
program fragments used in 
conjunction with descriptions 
of specific operations, these 
authors decided to teach the 
language through complete 
programs. Because assembler 
directives are important to 
most assembly-language pro
gramming, the programs 
listed contain generalized 
directives. The authors teach 
the programming of the 68000 
as a concrete skill, not an 
academic exercise. 
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After an overview of gener
al assembly-language pro
gramming, the manual pre
sents the principles of assem
blers and provides examples 
of the common assembler di
rectives. The book then jumps 
to the 68000 operations set. 
The set is divided into the 
categories of frequently, oc
casionally, and rarely used 
operations, so the beginner 
needn't think about too many 
different codes at a time. This 
separation makes the opera
tions easier for the novice to 
learn and for the experienced 
programmer to remember. 

The discussion of address
ing modes is much more 
understandable in this book 
than in most others, and the 
drawings accompanying the 
text are excellent. Learning 
the concepts of the 68000's 
addressing modes is especial
ly important for those of us 
who are more familiar with 
8-bit processors. If you don't 
have a complete grasp of the 
addressing modes, you'll find 
it almost impossible to com
prehend the concepts of pro
gramming in assembly lan
guage. 

The manual provides over 
50 programming examples. 
The requisite arithmetic 
manipulations are given, but 
also included are many ex
amples of character- and 
string-handling programs. A 
chapter on handling lists and 
tables, which the 68000 does 
quite easily, is another ex
cellent feature. 

For the advanced program
mer, chapters on parameter 
passing, subroutines, inter
rupts, and exceptions prove 
to be a useful resource. The 
manual also has a unique fea
ture for assembly-language 
programmers-a long chapter 
on interfacing the 68000 with 
the 6821 peripheral interface 
adapter. (Most authors have 
avoided this discussion 
because of its highly technical 
nature.) The procedure is 

clearly explained, and most 
programmers, even those with 
out I/O (input/output) pro
gramming experience, should 
be able to understand it. 

The rest of the manual 
deals with the art of program
ming in general. The two 
chapters on problem defini
tion and program design do 
not deal with assembly 
language at all, but the 
chapters on debugging, 
testing, and maintenance give 
clear examples and helpful 
hints for programming with 
the 68000. The chapter on 
documentation is outstanding 
and should be required 

reading for all assembly-lan
guage programmers. The 
manual also includes the 
usual appendixes and a full 
index. 

Unfortunately, the authors 
did not explore the many dif
ferences and similarities be
tween the 68000 and other 
common chips. Nevertheless, 
they have presented a com
p I et e and well-written 
manual for the 68000, one 
that will remain useful for the 
life of the chip. The manual is 
quite helpful for the ex
perienced assembly-language 
programmer and basic 
enough for the novice.• 

BYTE's Bits 


Customs Service to 
Seize Bogus Apples 

The U. S. Customs Service 
has warned international tra
velers that counterfeit Apple 
II computers and related ma
terials violating recorded 
copyrights or trademarks of 
Apple Computer Inc. are sub
ject to seizure if brought into 
this country. Custom agents 
have seized illegal copies of 
Apple computers and soft
ware entering the U. S. 
through several West Coast 
locations and Honolulu. 

Customs officials note that 
suspect machines are iden
tical in size and appearance to 
genuine Apples, are normally 
tan in color, and bear such 
names as Apple II, Orange, 
Apollo II, Golden, PET TK 
1000, and AP II. Some of 
these units have no brand 
name, and foreign values of 
these machines vary from 
$100 to $450. 

Only two overseas subsi
diaries of Apple Computer 
are authorized to produce 
and sell Apple manuals and 
software: Apple Computer 
International of Singapore 

and Apple Computer Ltd. of 
the Republic of Ireland. 

Tl Computer Courses 
Earn College Credit 

The American Council on 
Education has granted college 
credit recognition to eight 
computer training courses of
fered by the Texas Instru
ments Education and De
velopment Center. Texas In
struments employees and 
customers can now earn from 
1 to 3 semester hours of col
lege credit while taking one of 
four software courses: Intro
duction to TI Pascal, Ad
vanced TI Pascal, Database 
Management System, and TI 
Assembly Langauge. In addi
tion, four courses on com
puter maintenance are avail
able to Texas Instruments 
staff members for college 
credit. 

For further information, 
contact Texas Instruments 
Inc., Education and Develop
ment Center, Attn: Registrar, 
M/S 2220, POB 2909, Aus
tin, TX 78769. • 



Technical Forum 


The Magic of 

the Monte Carlo Method 


Roger C. Millikan 

5475 T oltec Dr. 


Santa Barbara, CA 93111 


The Monte Carlo method is a mathematical technique 
that uses sequences of random numbers to solve prob
lems that might not be solvable otherwise. It is well
suited to microcomputers, especially because most lan
guage systems provide a random-number-generating 
function. Monte Carlo programs tend to be short and 
simple, yet they provide powerful tools for solving what 
would otherwise be difficult problems. In this article I 
will illustrate how the method works by using it to solve 
two different types of problems. 

The first problem involves simulating a physical pro
cess with random behavior built into it. For example, 
consider the diffusion of neutrons through a solid. A 
given neutron moves in a straight line until it collides 
with an atom. Then it is deflected at some random angle 
and proceeds on to the next collision. The result is a zig
zag path of random motions. This can easily be simulated 
by the Monte Carlo method. Applications such as this are 
fundamental to the design of atomic reactors. 

The Monte Carlo method also offers a way to find the 
area of odd-shaped regions or the volume of odd-shaped 
solids. It is in this type of problem that the method seems 
truly magical. You start with random and unpredictable 
sets of numbers but soon arrive at a definite answer. This 
is possible because a collection of random processes may 
have some average behavior that is constant. Consider 
flipping a coin 10,000 times. If you flip it once more, no 
one can predict for certain whether it will come down 
heads or tails. But you can predict with confidence that 
approximately 5000 of the previous flips turned up heads. 

With the Monte Carlo method, you make use of the aver
age behavior of your random numbers to provide the 
desired, definite result. Of course, averages are subject to 
some statistical fluctuation, hence the result is only ap
proximate. But by using more and more ran~om-number 
trials, you can make the Monte Carlo result more and 
more accurate. This is where the speed of computers 
becomes important. A microcomputer can go through a 
simple looping calculation 10,000 times without exhaust
ing your patience. Nevertheless, you should keep in mind 
that Monte Carlo calculations give only approximate 
answers. 

The Drunk and the Lamppost 
The neutron problem I mentioned earlier has an inter

esting analogy. Picture a drunk man clinging to a lamp
post for support. He decides to head for home and 
lurches off in a random direction. After staggering some 
number of steps (no more than 10, for he is quite far 
gone), a dizzy spell causes him to spin around and head 
off in a different direction. After 10 of these staggers, the 
poor fellow collapses to the pavement to sleep it off. 
(Figure 1 shows several possible paths of the drunk.) Now 
let's ask a curious question. On the average, how far 
from the lamppost is the drunk when he collapses? 

This question can be answered easily by running a 
Monte Carlo simulation of the drunk's walk on a micro
computer. After each simulation, we record the distance 
of the drunk from the lamppost. Averaging the results for 
1000 simulations gives a fair approximation for the 
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AVERAGE 
DISTANCE 

Figure 1: Paths traveled by three drunks upon leaving a lamp
post (central spot). Each staggers and lurches 10 times, ending at 
the location marked by the filled circle at the end of his path. 
The large circle marks the average radial distance such drunks 
would travel as calculated by the Monte Carlo program of 
listing 1. 

answer. Listing 1 shows a program in Microsoft BASIC 
that simulates 1000 drunken walks, each with 10 lurches, 
and averages the 1000 results. The circle in figure 1 shows 
the average distance from the lamppost as computed by 
the program. 

Few people care how far the average drunk staggers 
from a lamppost, but many care how far neutrons travel 
in radiation shields, and the two are essentially the same 
problem. At first it may have seemed difficult to solve, 
but we have seen that the Monte Carlo method makes it 
easy. This example also exhibits a characteristic that 
many Monte Carlo programs share: they have a simple 
loop that is traversed many times. And because there is 
no need to store many intermediate results, memory re
quirements are fairly small. 

Finding Areas and Volumes 
The second type of Monte Carlo problem is well illus

trated by the following example. Suppose we want to 
find the area under the curve y = x2 when x varies from 
0 to 1. This is the shaded area of figure 2. If you know in
tegral calculus, you can find the exact answer at once. It 
is 1/3. But if you don't know calculus, the problem is ex
tremely difficult. 

The Monte Carlo approach to this problem is akin to 
throwing darts randomly at the boxed-in area of figure 2. 
Then we count the number of darts that land in the 
shaded area (under the curve y = x2) and divide this 
number by the total number of darts thrown. This gives 
us an approximation of the area under the curve. The 
more darts thrown, the better the approximation. 
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Listing 1: The Staggering Drunk problem. This BASIC program 
uses the Monte Carlo method to calculate the average distance 
from the lamppost that a drunk will traverse before collapsing, 
after 10 lurches in random directions. 

1000 REM Monte Carlo demonstration 
1010 01 = 0 
1015 N = 1000 
1020 FOR J = 1 TO N 
1030 x = 0: y = 0 
1040 FOR K = 1 TO 10 
1050 GOSUB 2000 
1060 NEXT K 
1070 01 = 01 + SQR((X * X) + (Y * Y)) 
1080 NEXT J 

1090 PRINT "Avg radial distance is"; 01/N 
1100 STOP 
2000 REM 
2010 REM Subroutine gives new x, y with 
2020 REM random direction and distance 
2030 REM (0 to 10) from old x,y 
2040 REM 
2050 R 10 * RNO( R) 
2060 T 2 * 3.14159 * RNO(T) 
2070 X X + (R * COS(T)) 
2080 Y = Y + (R * SIN(T)) 
2090 RETURN 

The BASIC program shown in listing 2 follows this 
procedure, except that, instead of throwing darts, the 
program uses calls to the random-number generator to 
provide the x, y coordinates for the dart locations. In 
figure 2, black dots show the locations for 30 points gen
erated in one run of the program. The approximate result 
for the area in this run was 0.37. 

As I mentioned before, Monte Carlo results become 
more accurate as the number of trials increases. This is 
shown dramatically in figure 3, which shows the results 
of several runs of the program in listing 2 using varying 
numbers of darts or trials. When only 10 trials per run are 
used, the results for each run vary wildly. But for 10,000 
trials per run, the results are reproducible to within 1 per
cent. Herein lies the major drawback of the Monte Carlo 
method. For each extra digit of precision in your result, 
you must do 100 times as many trials. Thus to get a result 
that has 100 times the accuracy of the result shown for 
10,000 trials, we would need 1 billion trials. Even though 
computers are fast, running through a loop that many 
times could take weeks. This relationship between the 
number of trials and the statistical fluctuation of the 
results thus limits the precision of the Monte Carlo 
method. 

Given this problem, why should anyone be interested 
in the Monte Carlo method? First, it is generally easy to 
apply, no matter how complex the problem of interest. 
The problem . may not exhibit as simple a curve as 
y = x2 • Indeed, the curve may be so complicated that 
even the methods of integral calculus fail. Yet the same 
short Monte Carlo program can approximate the desired 
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Figure 2: Plot of 30 random x,y points giving a Monte Carlo ap
proximation of the area under the curve y = x' in the unit 
square. The area (A) can be estimated as points under the curve 
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Figure 3: Results of 10 different Monte Carlo 
shaded area of figure 2 showing the statistical fluctuation for 
three different numbers of trials per run. The exact result is 
0.333. 

Listing 2: A BASIC program to calculate the area under a curve. 
In this case the curve is the function y = x2• The program uses 
the Monte Carlo method with a varying number of tries, from 
10 to 10,000. At the bottom of the listing is a sample of the out
put from the program. 

1000 DEF FNA(X) = X * X 
1010 N 10 GOSUB 2000 
1020 N 100 GOSUB 2000 
1030 N 1000 GOSUB 2000 
1040 N = 10000: GOSUB 2000 
1050 STOP 
2000 REM Monte Carlo integration 
2010 REM 
2020 REM 
2030 REM 
2040 REM 

subroutine. "N" is the 
number of points to try. 
FNA(x) is the defined 
function y = x * x. 

2050 
2060 
2070 
2080 
2090 
2100 
2110 
2115 
2120 

REM 
u = 0 
FOR I = 1 TO N 

X = RND(X): Y = RND(Y) 
IF Y <= FNA(X) THEN U U + 1 
NEXT I 

PRINT "For"; 
PRINT " the 
RETURN 

divided by total points. In this instance A = 

true result is 0.333. 

1)/,o = 0.37. The 

3000 END 

output: 

For 10 tries, 
the integral is 

For 100 tries, 
the integral is 

For 1000 tries, 
the integral is 

For 10000 tries, 
the integral is 

N; "tries," 
integral is"; U/N 

.4 

.35 

.341 

.3415 

result. Second, the Monte Carlo method can be extended 
to three- and higher-dimensional cases with ease. Last, 
the accuracy and memory of microcomputers are well 
matched to the natural accuracy and memory require
ments of the Monte Carlo method. 

Looking toward the future, I see an exciting prospect: 
Monte Carlo programs have a natural parallelism that 
might be implemented on clusters of microcomputer 
chips. This could reduce, in some cases, the excessive 
amount of time needed for precise results. For example, 
in a problem where random x, y, and z coordinates are 
needed for two particles, 1 and 2, we might have six 
1-chip computers generating all these random numbers in 
parallel. For more particles, we could plug in more chips. 
On a sequential machine, the time requirements for prob
lems with many particles tend to explode. The Monte 
Carlo method and its natural parallelism offers a possible 
way around this. Perhaps we can look forward to sys
tems where you plug in a new processor for each new 
particle or dimension in a problem.• 
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Book Reviewws 


A Practical 
Introduction to 
Computer 
Graphics 
Ian 0. Angell 
Halstead Press 
New York, 198 1 
146 pages 
softcover, S 16.95 

Reviewed by 
John B. Harrell Ill 
Quarters 192-A 
PTSMH Naval Shipyard 
Portsmouth. NH 0380 I 

In the few short years that 
microcomputers have been 
around, many books have 
been written about computer 
graphics. Unfortunately, most 
of them have focused on game 

applications or specific com
puters. A Practical Intro
duction to Computer Graph
ics by Ian Angell takes a dif
ferent approach . In addition 
to addressing the various 
aspects of computer graphics, 
the author offers insight into 
the theory and mathematics 
behind their creation. 

As its title implies, the book 
is a primer on methods of 
creating computer graphics. 
The text is accompanied by 
examples of graphics routines 
that you can easily alter to suit 
your needs. Angell also pro
vides the basic information 
you'll need to generate such 
complex graphics structures 
as detailed machine patterns, 
various data presentations, 
and diagrams. 

The book has twelve chap

ters that progress in a logical 
order and increase in difficulty 
in terms of the concepts and 
the examples they present. 
The first chapter includes such 
useful information as an infor
mal introduction to two
dimensional graphics and 
definitions of some of the 
terms and routines you will 
encounter throughout the 
book. 

The author addresses 
graphics by way of an intro
duction to the mathematics of 
two-dimensional geometry, 
and his presentation is logical 
and easy to understand. Still, 
you must be somewhat fami
liar with the mathematical 
precepts he presents; the de
tailed derivation found in a 
typical mathematics text, for 
example, is omitted . The pre

cepts are essential because 
they form a basis for the un
derlying theory that Angell 
delineates throughout the re
mainder of the book. He uses 
cleverly designed examples to 
develop and reinforce each 
precept. 

Angell explains each of the 
two-dimensional space trans
formations-translation, 
change of scale, and rota
tion-clearly and concisely. In 
addition, he develops the 
matrix representation neces
sary to achieve each transfor
mation. He also gives you a 
method that combines trans
formations by multiplying 
transform matrixes. 

After discussing the tools 
for producing complex graph
ics structures, he explains how 
you can ~lip a graphics picture 
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to fit within the boundaries of 
a physical device. He also de
scribes how to cover a certain 
area of the graphic surface to 
allow for the addition of text 
or other information without 
interference from the graphic 
pattern. 

Another chapter introduces 
the reader to coordinate geo
metry in three-dimensional 
space. Here, too, Angell 
makes a point to introduce 
new mathematical concepts as 
warranted to explain the prin
ciples involved. 

The concepts of coordinate 
transformation are explained 
through a discussion of three
dimensional geometry. Once 
the author establishes these 
transformations for three
dimensional space, he explains 
how to create orthographic 
projections of three-dimen
sional objects onto a two
dimensional viewing surface . 

Angell also includes a dis
cussion of perspective and 
stereoscopic views. The or
thographic projection of an 
object in three-dimensional 
space does not reflect real
world perspective, in which 
all parallel lines seem to meet 
on the visual horizon. Stereo
scopic views, on the other 
hand, account for the slight 
differences in perspective seen 
by the right and left eyes. 

One of the book's most in
teresting sections concerns the 
development of hidden line 
removal algorithms. The 
author calls the examples he 
uses "wire figures. " The func
tion of hidden line removal 
algorithms is to make these 
wire figures resemble solid 
objects by removing the lines 
that would not normally be 
visible. 

The remainder of the book 
focuses on the procedures you 

would need to produce com
plex graphic structures, frame
by-frame animation for com
puter movies, and other more 
ambitious projects. 

In general. A Practical In
trod uction to Computer 
Graphics is both well written 
and well conceived. The 
graphics examples, which are 
explicit and well docu
mented, could easily be inte
grated into a sophisticated 
graphics package. The book 
is also an excellent refresher 
in the mathematics that 
graphics projects require. 

This review would be in
complete, however, without 
mention of the serious flaws 
that detract from the book's 
usefulness. To begin with, the 
graphics examples are in 
FORTRAN-IV. In addition, 
the author has used the 
Calcomp graphics package, 
which has limited use among 

microcomputer users. 
FORTRAN-IV clearly 

restricts the use of the graphics 
examples to the small number 
of microcomputer users who 
have access to a FORTRAN 
compiler. Even if you con
verted the FORTRAN source 
text to BASIC or Pascal. the 
lack of access to generalized 
plotting routines used in the 
examples would require a con
siderable amount of program
ming. 

Having worked with the 
graphics capabilities of a high
resolution system like Tech
tronics 4052, I fully appreciate 
the fle xibility that the 
Calcomp plotting routines of
fer. Unfortunately, only a few 
high-resolution graphics 
systems offer such flexibility, 
so the excellent examples in 
this book will probably re
main untested by many 
readers.• 
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DISK DRIVES ·-- ·~ ATARI" 
FOR ATARI 

AT 88-S 1 . . $399.00'-~ 
AT 88· A 1 .... $289.00 I 
RFD40· S1... $539.00 . 
RFD 40-A 1. . $329.00 

~-" .. '~ 
RFD 40·S2.. $869.00 


RFD 44-S 1 .. . $659.00
ACE 1000 4BK ...•. $499 
RFD 44·S2.. $999.00 400ACE 10 with Controller Card New low price ettective January 1, 1983. 

ACE Writer Word Processor 16K........• 5199
RANA DISK DRIVES Call for Price and 
CALL... Call for price and availability on the 32K•....... 5274::: 


new Rana Disk Drives tor The Apple Availability of the NEWFOR SYSTEM PRICE! 4BK........ 5359::: 

and Franklin Computer Systems. 

*Non·Atari Ram 64K ATARI 1 200ACE 1200........ CALL 

410 Recorder ...... $74.00 Axion Ram disk ( 128KJ $429.95 

810 Disk Drive. . $429.00 lntec 48K Board . $159.00 

822 Prinler . .. .. . . $269.00 
VIBICCRP 

lntec 32K Board . $74 .00for App le, IBM & Franklin 
825 Printer . .. $589.00 One Year Extended Warranty . $70.00Visidex.. ... $189.00 
830 Modem .. $159.00 

Visifile . $189.00 CX48 1 Enter1ainer Package .. $69.00 

820 Printe r . $259.00 


Visiplo t . . .... $159.00 
 CX482 Educator Package ... $1 30.00 
850 lnl erface . . $169.00 

Vis iterm .. .... $89 .00 CX483 Programmer Package . $54.00CX40 Joy St icks (pair) . $ 18.00 
Visitrend/Plo l . . ... $229.00 MICR 0-SCI CX853 Atari 1SK Ram .. $77.95 CX484 Communicator Package $344.00DISK DRIVES FOR ............_________________________..,.

VisiSchedule.. . $229.00 

Desktop Plan . .. $ 189.00 SOFTWARE FOR ATARI
APPLE & FRANKLIN 

VisicalqApple Ii .~tar i,CBM.IBM J . $ 179.00 ATARI APXA2 . .... $299.00 
Visicorp prices for IBM may vary s light ly. 

A40 . . .... $349.00 Pac-Man ... . .. . $33.00 Text Formatter . $18.50 

CONTINENTAL A70 . . .... $459.00 Centipede. . .. .. $33.00 Family Budgeter . $18.50 

HomeAccnt.(Apple/Franktin) . .. $59 00 C2 Controller . $79.00 Caverns of Mars . . ... $32.00 Eastern Front . . $24.00 

Home Accountant (IBMJ ...... $ 1 19.00 C4 7 Contro ller , ..... $89.00 Asteroids.. .. $29.00 Family Cash . . .... $18.50 


1st Class Mail (Apple/Franklin) .. $59.00 
 Missile Command . . . . $29.00 Jukebox. $13.00 

Star Raiders.. $35.00 Downhill .. . $18.50FLOPPY DISKSSIRIUS 
Galaxian . .... $33.00 Outlaw . $18.50 


Free Fall . .. . . .. $24.00 
 MAXELL Defender . . . $33.00 Holy Grail . $24.00 

Beer Run . . .. . $24 .00 
 MD I (Box o f 10). . . . $32.00 Player Piano . . . . . $18.50 

Snake Byte ... $24.00 
 ON-LINEMD II (Box ol 10) . . $44.00 Keyboard Piano . .. .. . $ 18.50 

Space Eggs . . . $24.00 
 Jawbreaker . ......... $27 .00
FD I (8" J. . . $40.00 Number Blast . . $ 13.00 
Sneakers. $24.00 Softporn .. $27.00FD II (8" DD) ... $50.00 Frogmaster . $18.50 

Bandits . $28.00 
 Wizard and !he Princess .. .. . $29.00 

VERBATUM 747 Land Simula tor . $18.50 
The Next Step.. . $34 .00 

Word Processor . . $40.00BROOERBUNO 5'1o" SS DD . . $26.00 Mission Asteroid . $22 .00 
Apple Panic . . ..... $23.00 5•1•· DS DD. . .. $36.00 Mouskattack . .$3 1.00 EPYX 
David's Magic. . ... $27 .00 

ELEPHANT Frogger . .... $31.00 Crush. Crumble & Chomp . $24.00 
Siar Blazer .. .. $25.00 

5V,"SSSD .. . $19.99 Cross Fire (ROM).. .. ... $36.00 Crypt ol the Undead . . .. . $24.00 
Arcade Mact:ine . . $34.00 

Curse of Ra . $ 1 6.00SYNAPSE 
Dates tones & Ryn . . ... $ 16.00

Chopliller . . $27.00 

VIC 20 File Manager 800 t . . $69.00Serpentine . . . $27.00 
Invasion Orion . . $19.00

Chicken. $26.00
INFOCOM King Arthur 's Heir . $24.00

Dodge Racer. . $26.00 
Deadline . .... . ........ . ... . . . .. $35.00 Mor lee's Tower.. . $16.00$179. 

Synassembler . . ....... $30.00 
Star Cross . . $29.00 Rescue a I Rigel. . $24.00 

Page 6 . .... . $19.00 
Zork I . . ... $29.00 - \ Ricochet. .. $ 1 6.00

Shamus . .. ..... $26.00 
Zork II or Ill . . $29.00 Star Warrior . . . $29.00;::q!l § \ Protector. . . . .... $26.00 

Temple of Asphai.. . .. $29.00
MPC Nauti lus . . $26.00 

Upper Reaches Qf Apshai ...... $1 6 .00 
Subd1slc (128K Ram) . .. . $719.00 Slime . .... $26.00 

Disk Manager . . $24.00 
CBSAXLON VIC 20 Dust Cover . . $9 .99 

OATABOFT K·razy Shoo t Out. . .... $32.00 
Pacific Coast Highway .. $25 .00 K-razy Kritters . . $32.00 

Ram Disk (Apple/Frank lin) . . ... CAL L VIC 1530 Datassette.. . $69.00 

VIC 1540 Disk Drive .. . . $339.00 
Canyon Climber .. . ............ $25.00 


VIC 154 1 (64K Disk Drive) ....... CALL 
 K·razy Antics . . $32.00 
Tumble Bugs.. . ... $25.00 K-sta r Patrol .. .. $32 .00VIC 152 5 Graphic Pr inter . . $339.00Call for Price on Shooting Arcade . . . $25.00 

VIC 1210 3K Mem. Exp ..... . ... $32.00 Clowns and Balloon s.. $25.00 STICK 
VIC 1 1 1 0 8K Mem. Exp .... . .. . $53.00 Graphic Master . .. ... $30.00 

VIC 11 1 1 1 6K Mem. Exp, . $94 .00 Graphic General or . $13.00 STANO 
Peripherals and Software. 

VIC 64 
Micro Painter . $25 .00VIC 1011 RS232CTenn. lntertace . . $43.00 
Te xt Wizard. . $79.00 $6.99

PROFEBBIONAL BOFTWARE VIC 111 2 IEEE-488 Interface .. $86.00 
Spell Wizard . . . $64.00 


Word Processing for VIC 64 .... $ 79.95 
 VIC 121 1 Super Expander . . . $53.00 Arcade Action from yourBishop's Square . . ... $25.00 
VIC Mother Board. .. . ... $99.00 Sands of Egypt. . $25.00 ATARI or VIC Joy Stick 

computer mail order west 

BD0-648-3311 

IN NV. CALL (702)5SS-5654, P.O. BOX 66S9, STATELINE, NV. S9449 

INTERNATIONAL ORDER& : All ship menl s ou l side contin ent al United States must be pre·paid by cer tif ied check only! Inc lude 3%(mi n imu m $3.00) shipping and handhng. 

EDUCATIONAL ClllCCUNTll : Additional discounts are available trom both Computer Mail Order locations to qualified Educational Institutions. 
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. System Notes 


A High-Resolution 

Analog-to-Digital Converter 


for the TRS-80 

James Cameron 


POB 742 

Port Aransas, TX 78373 


Interfacing the typical 8-bit microcomputer with the 
real world often involves the conversion of constantly 
varying (analog) signals to digital form through some 
sort of converter and I/0 (input/ output) circuitry. ADCs 
(analog-to-digital converters) can be based on readily 
available 8-bit converter ICs (integrated circuits), such as 
National Semiconductor's MM5357. 

An 8-bit converter IC is an easy and natural match for 
the 8-bit data bus and the 8-bit architecture of most com
mon microcomputers. However, you'll quickly discover 
that 8-bit resolution is quite coarse. If you're interested in 
applications requiring a wide measurement range, or in 
accuracy better than ±0.5 percent, the 12-bit ADC inter
face described in this article and the principles that allow 
extension of the interface to 14- and 16-bit converters 
may be what you've been looking for . 

The resolution or ability to distinguish digitally be
tween slightly different signals is determined by the num
ber of bits in the conversion. For example, an 8-bit binary 
scale can be used to count to 256 (O through 255, 
actually), or to divide a measurement scale into 256 equal 
parts. Let's say you were making a Fahrenheit thermom
eter to read in the range of -44 to +212 degrees. An 
8-bit converter would give you an output in 1-degree in
crements, ± ¥2 degree of accuracy-there is ± 1/2 bit un
certainty in any 8-bit conversion. This is acceptable for 

some applications, but to obtain a reading in tenths of a 
degree, at least 12-bit resolution (which divides the scale 
into 4096 intervals, or about 1/16-degree intervals) is 
needed . Of course, it's impossible to simultaneously read 
12 bits onto an 8-bit data bus. The trick is to make the 
12-bit conversion, hold the data, read the low bits first, 
then the high bits, and put them together with software. 
All this, plus some status, over-range, and polarity infor
mation can be obtained with the 12-bit Datel/Intersil 
ICL7109 ADC and four other common ICs. 

The Circuit 
Figure 1 on page 380 shows the complete interface cir

cuit for a Radio Shack TRS-80 Model I in block diagram 
form. The ADC is connected to the data bus through an 
input port and an output port, both of which are enabled 
by the IN and OUT lines and an address decoder. The 
output port is used to control the flow of data and infor
mation onto the data bus via the input port. Two latches 
are used: one configured as the output port with address 
1, and the other as the input port with address 0. The 
three least significant address lines (AO through A2) are 
decoded by a 3-to-8 line decoder to select the port. The 
selected lines are activated by gating the IN and OUT 
signals from the TRS-80. The IN and OUT are 
NANDed so that if either goes low, the decoder's active
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Marcey Inc. 

The METEOR ========--
A System designed for Maximum Reliability, Flexibility and Value 
System Specifications: 


Processor. • 4 MHz Z-80A CPU • 64K Memory - Bank Selected • 2 Serial & 2 Parallel 1/0 Ports 

• 2K or 4K Shadowed Monitor EPROM • Double Density Floppy Disk Controller 
• Single Board Construction • Meets IEEE 696 Specifications 

Power • Constant Voltage Power Supply (Provides Brown-Out Protection) 

Specifications: • Switchable 110/220V & 50/60 Hz Operation • +8V/30A +-16V /3A 

Chassis • 1 Slot Shielded Motherboard (11 Free Slots in Single User System) 


Specifications: • Dual Double-Sided Double-Density Disk Drives • 2.2 Megabytes Total Disk Storage 

• Black Chassis with Gold Anodized Front Panel 

Operating • CP /M Version 2.2 Standard (Included) 

Systems: • Enhanced Command Control Processor 

Available • 4 Thin-Line Floppy Disk Drives (5 Megabyte Floppy Disk Storage) 

Options: • MP /M Multi-User Operating System • Turbo-DOS Multi-User Operating System 
(Add/Ilona/ Cost) • Turbo-DOS Multi-Processor Operating System • Custom Wood Cabinet 

• Slave Processors for Multi-Processor Systems 

List Price $4995 Introductory Price $3495 
For Further Information Please Circle Reader Service Card 522 

MARCEY Universalnm~~~ 
S-100 Mainframe 
The first S-1 00 Mainframe that is truly UNIVERSAL. 
The power supply is SWITCHABLE between 110/220v and 
50/60Hz, and provides BROWN-OUT PROTECTION with its 
Constant Voltage Transformer. 

Available in either 12-slot or 22-slot configurations 

Specifications: • Motherboard - S-1 OO/IEEE-696 - Shielded and Grounded 
• Power Supply - +- 8V @ 30A - +- 16V @ 2A 
• Constant Voltage Power Transformer • Switchable 110/220V & 50/60Hz 

12 Slot List $795.00 Introductory Price $575.00 
22 Slot List $995.00 Introductory Price $675.00 

For Further Information Please Circle Reader Service Card 523 

MARCEY INC. 

Distributors of Computers and Computer Products 

6700 Valjean Avenue o Van Nuys, California 91406 o (213) 994-7734 
Dealer Inquiries Invited Quantity Pricing Available 
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(la) Figure 1: Diagrams of the complete in
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STOR. 
Your Specialty 
Store For Drives 
LOW, LOW, PRICESH 
HIGH PERFORMANCE REMEX FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 

SW' DISK DRIVES 

RFD480 
double sided/double density; 48 tpi 
(SA450;TA101-2 compatible) 

$275 

RFD960 
double sided/double density; 96 tpi 
(SA 460/TA 101-4 compatible) 

$345 

DC brushless spindle motors for longer life
30,000 hours MTBF! 

Specify standard bezel or low profile 
2/3height 

TO ORDER: CALL TOU. FREE (800) 358-4888, 
CALL (800) 358-4798 in Ca111om1a 

TERMS: VISA. MC. BAC. Check, Money Order-U.S. funds 
only. Prices include sales tax. Shipping and handling 
charges: $3.00 for first 3 lb& plus 35¢ for each additional 
lb. Orders over 50 lbs. sent freight collect. 

Shipping weights: 8" drive - 16 lbs.; 5)4'' drive· 4 lbs. 

8" DISK DRIVES 

RFD 2000 
single sided/double density 
(SA 801R compatible) 

$295 

RFD4000 
double sided/double density 

$395 

(SA 851R compatible) 

FREE TECHNICAL MANUAL WITH 

EVERY ORDER 


TRAKSTOR 
2991 White Star 
Anaheim, CA 92686 
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TRS 0 80 COLOR COMP.UTER 

--~ALL' 
~ DIRECT 26-3004 

HOMI COMPUTIRS 

DISCOUNT $629 
PRICID 
'ROM BUY DIRECT 

Ol(IDATA 
EPSON 

ACI 1000 COMPUTIR 

'CALL 
NEW TRS-80 

PRODUCTS - CALL 
c~ commodor-e 

TRS-80 SOFTWARE 
VISICALC, PROFILE, 
SCRIPSIT & MORE 

SAVE MONEY 

PLEASE WRITE US FOR 

FREE 
•Copy of our custom&r dis 

count price list upon request . 

MICRO MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

PARCEL DIVISION 
DEPT. NO. 1 

2803 THOMASVILLE RD . EAST 
CAIRO, GA. 31728 

I~:~ 912-377-7120 

high enable pin goes high, allowing the selected output 
line to go low to turn on the right port. 

The address decoding shown in figure 1 is only partial, 
and if other 1/0 devices are connected, some additional 
decoding must be provided. Line Y7 on IC2, the decoder, 
will be activated when, for example, the cassette recorder 
of a TRS-80 is used, because its address of 255 (hexadeci
mal FF) will cause AO, Al, and A2 to go high, activating 
Y7. For complete address decoding, each line from A2 
through A7 could be inverted and NANDed to the A2 
connection of the decoder (requiring the addition of two 
more !Cs, a 74LS04 hex inverter, and another 8-input 
74LS30 NANO gate). By a variety of other rearrange-

This interface extends the 8-bit 
microprocessor's power into the 
realm of serious measurement. 

ments, the 110 ports may be located anywhere within the 
256 possible 1/0 addresses, except for those reserved by 
other devices. 

Operation 
The key to understanding the circuit's operation is in 

the arrangement of control and data lines on IC5, the 
ICL7109 ADC. Several options are provided for in the 
device's design, but as employed here, the device is en
abled like this: a control byte is sent to the output port to 
put a 1 on the RUN /HOLD line (pin 26) of the ADC. 
After a brief delay, this pin is returned low by sending a 
second control byte to port 1. A high on the RUN/HOLD 
pin starts a conversion. When the conversion is finished, 
the ICL7109 signals with a low on the status pin (ST A, 
pin 39) . To read the output data from the ICL7109, a 
third control byte is sent to port 1, this time putting a low 
on the high-bits-enable pin (HBEN, pin 19). This ac
tivates bits 8 through 11 of the converted signal, an over
range indication (bit 12), and a polarity signal (bit 13). 
During this cycle, the low-order bits (0 through 7) are in 
a high-impedance state, which means those pins are "in
visible" to the data bus . 

To get the low bits, another control byte is sent to port 
1, putting a low on the low-bits-enable pin (LBEN, pin 18). 
After that, an INP(O) statement reads the low bits 
through the input port, OOH. A new conversion cycle 
takes about 33 ms (milliseconds) with the circuit shown. 
The last completed conversion is held as long as a low is 
present at pin 26 of IC5. 

Circuit Construction 
The schematic diagram for this circuit is shown in 

figure lb. The diagram also shows the proper pin connec
tions for the DIP (dual-inline package) plug-to-edge-card 
connector that's required to hook the circuit to either the 
back of a TRS-80 keyboard unit or an Expansion Inter
face. (I recommend wire-wrap construction on perf
board.) 
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Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants 
TO ORDER TOLL FREE 800-233-8760 

CALL US In PA 1-717-398-4079 

81 O Disk Drive ... $ 429.00 
400 32K RAM ... $CALL$

FEBRUARY 

ATARI 
NEW ATARI 

SPECIALS COMPUTER ... $ CALL$ 

80048K. ATARI' 
• • $499.00 Cl A Warner Commumcations Company 

ATARI HARDWARE 

410 CASSETTE RECORDER .... $ 7 5 .GO 
825 PRINTER ........ . .. ... ...... $585.00 
830 PHONE MODEM ..... .•. . . . . $149.00 
850 INTERFACE................. $164.00 

PACKAGES 

CX481 ENTERTAINER . . ..... . .. S 69.00 
CX482 EDUCATOR . . .... . . ... . . . $125.00 
CX483 PROGRAMMER .. . ....... $ 49.00 
CX494 COMMUNICATOR ....... $325.00 

SOFTWARE 

CXL4012 MISSILE COMMAND ... $28.75 
CXL4013 ASTEROID ..... . ... . .. $28.75 
CXL4020 CENTIPEDE . . . ..... $32.75 
CXL4022 PACMAN .. . . ........... $32 .75 
CXL4011 STAR RAIDER . .. . ...... $34 .75 
CXL4004 BASKETBALL ....... .. . $26.75 
CXL4006 SUPER BREAKOUT .... $28 .75 
CXL4008 SPACE INVADER .. .. .. . $28 .75 
CX8130 CAVERNS OF MARS ..... $31.75 
CX4108 HANGMAN ... .. .... .. ... . $12 .75 
CX4102 KINGDOM . . . . ..... . . .... $12 .75 
CX4112 STATES & 

CAPITALS ......... . . . . ..• ...... $12 .75 
CX4114 EUROPEAN 

COUNTRIES ... . . . . . ..... . . ... . $12 .75 
CX4109 GRAPHIT. .... . . .. . . .. . ... $16.75 
CX4121 ENERGY CZAR .... .. .... $12 .75 
CX4123 SCRAM ...... .. . . . . ... . ... $19 .75 
CX4101 PROGRAMMING I . . ..... $19.75 
CX4106 PROGRAMMING 11. ...... $22 .75 
CX4117 PROGRAMMING 111 ..... . $22 .75 
CXL4015 TELELINK .... .. .. . . . .. $21 .75 
CX4119 FRENCH .... ..... . . . . .... $39 .75 
CX4118 GERMAN .... .. .. .. .. ..... $39 .75 
CX4120 SPANISH . . .. . . . ....... .. $39.75 
CXL4007 MUSIC COMPOSER .... $33. 75 
CXL4002 ATARI BASIC .. . .. .. .... $45 .75 
CX8126 MICROSOFT 

BASIC . .... ....... . .. ... . • . . . ... $65.75 
CXL4003 ASSEMBLER 

EDITOR.. . .. . ...... . .. $45.75 
CX8126 MACRO 

ASSEMBLER .. . ..... .. . .. . .. . . . $69 .75 
CXL4018 PILOT HOME . ..... . .. .. $65.75 
CX405 PILOT EDUCATOR . . . . .... $99.75 
CX415 HOME FILING 

MANAGER ........ . ...... . ..... $41 .75 
CX414 BOOKKEEPER . . .... ..... $119 .75 

NEW RELEASES 

CHOP LIFTER . .. ...... . .. . •• . . .... $27.75 
APPLE PANIC ... . .• • . . ... ... • . .... $23.75 
PREPPIE .. . . . $19.95 

THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE 

EASTERN FRONT 1941 . . .... . . . . $25.50 
OUTLAW/HOWITZER . . . . . .. . .... . $15.50 
WIZARD of WAR .. . . . . ... ...... . .. $31.00 
GORF..... . .. ..... .. . . • . ..... . ... . . $31 .00 
FROGGER .. .. ..... . . . . .. .......... $26.00 
CHOP LIFTER ........ . ... .. ....... $27.75 
APPLE PANIC .... . .. . ... . . . . . . . ... $23.75 
PREP PIE . . ....... .. . ...... ... ... . . $19 .95 
STAR WARRIOR . .. . . ... ......... . . $28.00 
CRUSH ,CRUMBLE,&CHOMP . . ... $23.00 
SHOOTING GALLERY.... . . . . . .. .. $19.95 
VIDEO MA TH FLASH .. . ......... . $1 2.00 
MY FIRST ALPHABET ... . .. . ..... $25.50 
BA\iA BUGGIES . . . . ............ . . $24.95 
TEMPLE of ASPHAI. . . . . . .•. . ..... $27.95 
UPPER REACHES 

of ASPHAI . . .... .. . ...... . .. ... $15.00 
TRACK ATTACK ... .. . . • . ... . . .. . .. $23.00 
STAR BLAZER ..... . ... • • . ....... . $25.00 
LABYRINTH ... . . .. . •••...•.... . . . . $23.00 
SEA FOX .. . ... . ............... .... $23.00 
POOL 1.5 .. . .. . ........ . ... . .. . .... $26.95 
SPEEDWAY BLAST (ROM) ... .. . . . $29.95 
JAWBREAKER ... ..... . . . ...... .. . $22.95 
THRESHOLD .... .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . $29.95 
MOON BASE 10 . .............. . .. . $23.95 
PROTECTOR .... • •.. . .... . . $24.95 
NAUTILUS ............... • .• • .... $24.95 
SLIME ............. ......•. ........ $24 .95 
SuBMARINE 

COMMANDER (ROM) .... • ... .. $36.95 
JUMBO JET 

PILOT (ROM) . •.....• . . .. . .. .... $36.95 
SOCCER(ROM) . . . . ............ .. . $36.95 
KICKBACK (football ROM) .... .. . . $36.95 

• POLICY 

PRINTERS 
Okidata 82A ..... ...... .... ... . S479.00 
Okidata 83A . . . . . . • • . . . . . . ... S719.00 
Okidata 84 ..... . .... . .. .. . .... S1089.00 
Citoh .....• . . . . CALL 
Prowriter I .. 
Prowriter 11 ....•............•.. 
SMITH CORONA TP-1 . ..••••.. 

NEC 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

.$499.00 
. .. CALL 

. $625.00 
. .. CALL 

ATARI WORD PROCESSING .. . . $109.00 
LETTER PERFECT (ROM) . . .... . $149.00 
LETTER PERFECT (disc) . . .. . ... $1 29 .00 
TEXT WIZZARD ...... ... ... . . .. . S 89.00 
DATA PERFECT .. .. ...... . .. .. .. $ 75 .00 
VISICALC ..... ...... . .... ... . .... $169.00 
OATASAM/ 65 .•..•• • • .• . . . • •. •••. S125.00 

JOYSTICKS 

ATARI CX·40 . ....... . . ............ $18.00 
LESTICK . ........ ...... . . .. ... .... $34.00 
WICO COMMAND CONTROL ..... $23.75 
WICO RED BALL .. . .... . . .. .. ..... $26 .75 
WICO TRACK BALL . . . ...... . ..... $54.75 
STICK STAND . . ... . .. . ........... . S 6 .75 

COMPUTER COVERS 

800 .... .... ..... . . . ........ . ..... .. . $6.99 
400 .. ....•..•...•........ . ... .. . .. .. $6.99 
4 10 . . ............... .... ......... . .. $6.99 
810 ....... . .. . ..................... . $6.99 

PERCOM 

SINGLE DRIVE (SD) ... . . .. . .. . .. $399.00 
SINGLE DRIVE (DD) . ... . . ... ... . $549.00 
DUAL DRIVE (DD) ......... . ...... $869.00 
DUAL HEAD (DD) ..... . .... ..... . $669.00 

TO ORDER 
CALL TOLL FREE 

800-233-8760 
ln·Stock items shipped with i r 24 hours o f o rder. Personal 
checks requ i re four w eeks cle arance b e fore sh ipping. No 
deposit for COD orders. PA residents add sale s tax . All products 
subject to availab i lity and price change. Advertised pr ices 
show 4% discount offered for cash . Add 4% for Mastercard and 

In PA 1·71 7 ·39.8 -4079 
or send order to 
Lyco Computer 
P.O. Box 5088 

Jersey Shore, PA 17740Visa . Circle 239 on Inquiry card. 
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Figure 2: Design of a suggested power supply. The power must be extremely stable if the unit is to live up to its potential. 

TRS-80 Edge-
DIP Plug Function Card Connector 

1 Gnd 8 
4 AO 25 
5 A1 27 
6 A2 40 
2 11'!._ 19 
3 OUT 12 

14 DO 30 
13 D1 22 
12 D2 32 
11 D3 26 
10 D4 18 
9 D5 28 
8 D6 24 
7 D7 20 

Table 1: Connections necessary to hook the ADC board to 
the edge-card connector of a TRS-80 Model I. 

Address 
binary decimal 

xxxxxOOO O Input port activated; otherwise tri-state 
xxxxx001 1 Output port active; otherwise data latched 

Control 
xxxxx111 7 Start conversion; output tri·stated 
xxxxx110 6 Hold when finished; output tri·stated 
xxxxxiOO 4 Enable high bits; low bits tri-stated 
xxxxx010 3 Enable low bits; high bits tri·stated 

High Bits 
xx1x xxxx Positive polarity 
xxOx xxxx Negative polarity 
xxx1 xxxx Out of range signal 

xxxx High data bits 

Table 2: Useful codes for controlling, addressing, and 
reading the ADC. 

Optimum performance of the ICL7109 depends on a 
stable and accurate reference voltage and on good
quality capacitors. Although the ADC has an internal 
voltage reference, using it causes some reduction of cir
cuit flexibility. The Analog Devices AD580 voltage 
reference shown in figure lb has excellent thermal and ag
ing characteristics, as does the Datel/Intersil ICL8069, 
which could be substituted. Good-quality resistors with 
low temperature coefficients (such as the metal-film 
RN55 type) should be used to divide the reference 
voltage. The values used in figure lb are for a 4.096-V 
(volt) input scale, with a 2.048-V reference (details on set
ting the reference voltage for other input scales are given 
in the Datel/Intersil data sheet supplied with the 
ICL7109). The capacitors used should not be disc 
ceramic; polypropylene or Teflon are best, and Mylar is 
acceptable. A few 0.01-µF (microfarad) disc-ceramic 
capacitors should be placed on the board to bypass the 
power supplies. 

Both +5-V and -5-V supplies are required, for which 
a good regulated bench supply or the circuit shown in 
figure 2 will do nicely. The total power drain is about 
180 mA (milliamperes) at +5-V, and only a few mA from 
the - 5-V supp! y. (The connections needed between the 
DIP plug and the TRS-80 Model I expansion connector 
are provided in table 1.) 

Software 
The software to generate the control signals and read 

and process the data may be written either as part of a 
BASIC program or as an assembly-language ·subroutine. 
Speed is not critical for this interface because the ICL7109 
is a dual-slope, auto-zero, integrating converter, and its 
conversion time of 33 ms is relatively slow. Listing 1 on 
page 386 is a BASIC program that includes a delay for 
conversion, an over-range message, and polarity correc
tion. Testing each individual bit in BASIC is somewhat 
clumsy because all data is converted to decimal by the in

384 Februory 1983 ©BYTE Publicotions Inc 



dBASE II"Owners 

RAT:S \ CHANGING \1-\E 
STRUCTUR E: OF A dBA~E: TI'~ 
FILE REQUIRES 
TOO f'.'\UC.\-\ 

PROGRANllV\\NG! 

·DBPlus· WillSaveThe Day! 

Faster than a dBASE JI™ SORT 

Sort a data file on 32 fields, up to 15 times faster than dBASE IJ!M 

More powerful than a MODIFY STRUCTURE 
Transform any dBASE II™ data file, by adding, deleting and modifying fields without any pro
gramming knowledge. You can even transfer your data to WordStar/MailMerge:M 

Able to compress huge data files with a simple command 
Save up to 70% of your data transmission costs. Perfect for archival storage of important files. 

Disguised as a mild-mannered dBASE II™ utility, in reality DBPlus™ heralds a new era in 
microcomputers. Software designed for value, quality, and use by human beings. Now 
at a dealer near you! 

Introductory price DBPlus™ $99 $125 after February 1, 1983 

HumanSolt 
661 Massachusetts Avenue 
Arlington, MA 02174 
(617) 641-1880 

"Software For Human Beings" 

DBPlus is a registered trademark of HumanSoft, Inc. 
dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate, Inc. 
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:Selection:and Delivery 

Call Now 


TOLL FREE 

800-368-3404 

(In VA, Call Collect 703-237-8695) 
AMPEX•INTERTEC•TEXAS INSTRUMENTS•GENERAL DATA 

COMM.•ANDERSON JACOBSON•C. ITOH•OUME •BEEHIVE• 

DATASOUTH•DIABLO•CENTRONICS •NEC •PRENTICE 


'm+H@sUPERBRAIN i1 
64KDD· .. . . .. . . • ;• 
64K ao· .. ..... , • . 

64K so· (96TPI) . . • • . 
•(includes M/Solt BASIC) 

DDS-10Meg

(Hard Disk). . . . . [1U!Ujil!i•i 
DYNABYTE ..... : ....... Call 

r;tIii ff'! ;[I 
NEC 
7710 Ser.. . . . .. . . . .. .. $2149 
7715 ' ' ' . .. .... ' .. ' . ' '$2196 
7730 Par ..... . .. . . .. . .. $2149 
7720 . $2449 
7725 . . •. .. .• ' . ' ... ' ' ' $ 2~96 
Std. Tractor 77 xx . . . . $ 199 
3510 . . . . . . $1390 
351 OEX ... Call for Special Price 
3515 ...... •• .. ' . • ..... $1395 
DATASOUTH . , . . . . • • . Call 
DIABLO 
620-SPI .... , •• , • .... $1144 
630·R102/'14 7 . • • , .• .... $1949 
630-EOS . . .. .. .. . .... $2686 
630-R153• .. $1745 
•(for IBM P.C., Apple II. TRS-80) 
630-R155 .......... ... .. . Call 
630·K104 (KSR) . . . ... $2385 
OUME 
Sprint 9/45 FP . . . . . ... $1794 
Sprint 9/55 FP .......... $2119 
Sprint 9/55 FP/XMEM .. .. $2186 
Sprint 9/55 LP/XMEM . . $2094 
Sprint 11/40·PLUS.. ., . .Call 
Bi-bir. Forms Tractor • . . $ 199 
CENTRONJCS: 34/38 ..• ... Call 
ii!J;i,i.n:t-1fW 
AMPEX 
080 . . . .. ...... $ 699 
BEEHIVE (SMART DISPLAY) 
OMS ·. . Call 
DM5A . , Call 
DM310 (3101 Emulator) . Call 
OM 3270 (3270 Emulator) Call 
Protocol Converter ...... Call 
OUME 
QVT-102 . .. . . . . . . . . $ 594 
QVT-103 .$ 739 

C.ITOH 
CIT 101 . .•••••.. . .. . . $1350 
CIT 161 (Color) . . ....... Call 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
745 Standard . $1390 
745 Std. (Reconditioned) .. Call 
765 Bbl M'my . Call 
785/787 . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Call 
810Basic .$1249 
810 Package . . $1439 
820 Package RO Package $161 O 
820 KSR Package . Call 
840 RO Basic , . $ 795 
840 RO Tractor Feed Pkg.. $1059 
940 Video Ed'tr .. . .... $1570

•tt·l ·14.ttJ 
PRENTICE STAR 300 Bd .. $ 124 
GDC 1035JL . .... ..... $ 169 
1200-9600 Baud . Call 
Stat Mu xes . . .. Call 
DISC DRIVES 
OUME 
Data Trak 5 .. $ 289 or 2 for $549 
Data Trak 8 . $519 or 2 for $999 
SOFTWARE 
BISYNC-3780 . . . .. $ 769 
Wordstar (IBM P.C.) . . . . $ 279 
Data Star . ............ . $ 218 
Mail Merge . • • . • • • . . . FREE• 
Spell Star . . . . . • • $ 149 
Spell Guard . . , .. , . .. ... $ 229 
Plan 80 .. .. .. . . . . . . .. $ 249 
d Base II ... .. .. . ...... $ 529 
CatcStar . . . . . . • . . . . .. $ 191 
SuperSort . . .. $ 158 
Super Cale . $ 249 
lnfoStar . . . . .. Call 
CIS Cobol . . .. $ 689 
Forms II .. ...... , .. .. .. $ 159 
MACRO 80 . . . .. $ 183 
"C" Compiler ........... $ 177 

'With purchase of lnfoSiar. 

Special! While They Last! 
SOROC TERMINALS 

10 120 . . . [•"':U:m\g"""":t"''t"''l'.,.f! 


NOTE: IBM and Burroughs compahble 
te rm inals available. Please inqwre. 

In addition, we can make EIA RS 232 or RS 449 cables to your order, 

and supply you with ribbons, printer stands, print wheels, thimbles for 

all printers listed. And many, many more items. CALL NOW. 


All items shipped freight collect either motor freight or UPS unless other· 

wise specified. All prices already include 3% cash discount. Purchase with 

credit card does not include discount. Vir ginia residents. add 4% Sales Tax. 

For fastest delivery send certified check, money order or bank-wire transfer. 

Sorry, no C.0 .0 . orders. All equipment is in factory cartons wi lh manufac

turers' warranty (honored at our depot). Prices subject to change without 

notice. Most items in stock. 


TERl'llnRLS _ 
~-···"~
Terminals Terrific, lqc ., P.O. Box 216, Merrifield, VA 22116 


Phone: 800-368-3404 (In VA, Call Collect 703-237-8695) 
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Listing 1: This simple BASIC program for the TRS-80 controls 
the ADC. 

100 DEFINT A,B,D 


200 P = -1 : OUT 1,7 


300 FOR X=l TO 50: NEXT X 


400 OUT 1,6 


500 FOR X=l TO 100: NEXT X 


600 OUT 1,4 


700 A = INP(0) 


800 OUT 1,3 


900 B= INP (0 ) 


1100 IF A< 32 GOTO 1300 


1200 A = A-32: P = 1 


1300 IF A >= 16 GOTO 2000 


1400 D = ((256*A)+B)*P 


, 1500 PRINT D 

1600 FOR X= 1 TO 200: NEXT X: GOTO 200 


1700 END 


2000 PRINT "OUT OF RANGE": GOTO 1600 


terpreter. The series of steps shown at lines 1000 through 
1300 is one way of handling the testing. 

Controlling the ADC and testing the status bits is more 
straightforward in Z80 assembly language because the 
1/0 functions are accomplished with IN and OUT com
mands and the testing uses the BIT command. For the 
TRS-80, this can be done as a USR(O)-called subroutine, 
with the op codes either loaded separately or with a 
POKE into high memory by a BASIC program. (A sum
mary of control-byte, address, and input-bit patterns is 
given in table 2 as a quick reference for software design.) 

Expansion to 14-Bit and 16-Bit Circuits 
The 1/0 control scheme illustrated by this circuit is 

easily applied to the even greater resolution and accuracy 
provided by 14- and 16-bit ADCs. Substituting the 
Datel/Intersil 8068/7104-16 pair of devices for the 
ICL7109, for example, merely requires the following 
changes: the output bits must have three-state outputs on 
the input port's data lines in three overlapping groups, 
0-7, 8-15, and OR and POL bits. Besides the three 



Here's what you can do! 


We speak 

your language 

and translate 


your software needs 

into efficient and 

Quality Services... 


OMA products operate 

on the full range of 8080-8088 


processors, including the IBM-PC 


Data Base Management 
The FORMULA. 

The Application Generator"' 


This unique software package lets you 
create sophisticated business application 
software without programming . The 
FORMULA builds files, reports, updates, 
sorts, and menus and links them all 
according to the user's specifications. 
It incorporates features of a data base 
manager, a word processor, and a compiler 
into the first "system language" for 
microcomputers. 

Communications 
ASCOM™ 

ASCOM'" is the most versatile 
asynchronous communication package for 
microcomputers on the market. It features 
interactive, menu-driven, and batch 
operations; supports auto-answer and 
auto-dial modems; includes most popular 
protocols; provides network simulation; 
and many other options. Xerox Corporation, 
NCR, Monroe Systems for Business, and the 
big 8 accounting firms use ASCOM. 

Utilities 
EM80/86™ 

This software emulator lets you use eight 
bit software on sixteen bit microcomputers 
without hardware modifications. 

UT-86™ 
This package of user-friendly utilities 

for the IBM Personal Computer and similar 
systems includes copying, directory sorting, 
patching, and a general purpose file print 
utility. 

Coming Soon 
DMA."C"'" - A "C" language compiler 

which will generate either Z80 or 8086 
assembly language code. Due to a unique 
optimization routine which is based 
upon a functional "P-code" model, the 
efficiency of DMA."C" will far exceed that 
of existing compilers. 

SYNC/COM ·~ - A bisynchronous 
communication package that will be 
configurable for a variety of systems and 
include a flexible interface to the operating 
system. 

The 8086 0. S. Converter'" - A program 
which will permit programs written for Digital 
Research's CP/M-86'" to execute under 
IBM's PC DOS. 

WE SPEAK YOUR lANGUAGE WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE 
DYNAMIC MICROPROCESSOR ASSOCIATE 

545 FIFTH AVENUE, NY, NY 10017 
(212) 687-7115 • Dealer Inquiries only 
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ONE KEY WORD PROCESSING 
on your TELEVIDEO ™ 
with WORDSTAR™ and ... 

Nu 
TM 

s999so~~\.o\ Key~ 
Mastercard 

/ Visa 

• 	 Nu Key'" Automates the 36 most 
commonly used word processing functions 

• 	 Reduces learning time while increasing 
operator speed 

• 	 For beginners and Wordstar experts 

• 	 Comes complete with 14 new matching 
keycaps 

For your TELEVIDEO ,. 950, TS-800, TS-800A, and TS-802 

PLEASE SEND WORDSTAR SERIAL NUMBER TO: 

Business Solutions. Inc. 
9 I W. Long Lake Rd . Suite 9 
Bloomfield Hills. Ml 48013 
(313) 540-3360 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

TELEVIDEO & TELE SOLUTIONS TM OF THEVIDEO I W ORDS TAR tM or M!(ROPRO IN TERNAJIONAL 
NuKey TM O F BUSINESS SOLUTIONS. INC 

Reliable Business 

Software 


DATASMITH software requires no previous computer 
experience, so it can be used effectively by your present 
office staff. The menu-driven systems feature extensive 
error detection and correction facilities , so they are 
"friendly" to the user. 

• 	 GENERAL LEDGER . Everything you need to keep 
the books. Features easy-to -use data entry and 
error correction, trial balance, fast post, and a vari· 
ety of comprehensive reports. Automatic error 
detection keeps the books in balance. Writes 
checks and makes journal entries in one operation. 

• 	 PAYROLL. A very flexible system that adapts to a 
wide variety of needs. Features Federal, state. and 
local tax calculations, El credit , and special pay 
and deduction amounts. Prints all necessary 
reports. paychecks. and W-2 forms. 

• 	 DATA MANAGER. A powerful generalized data 
management system that lets you define, enter, up 
date, sort, select, and print reports from a database 
of your own design. Applicable to almost any job 
where records must be kept, this system can 
replace literally hundreds of programs. 

Put your computer to work with these sophisticated 
systems now. Programs are available for 48K or larger 
two-disk systems in your choice of code for Microsoft 
BASIC-80® under CP/M "', IBM "' Personal Computer 
BASIC, or Micropolis '~ BASIC. 

lJflT.9Sl:l~TH 
Box 8036. Shawnee Mission. KS 66208. (913) 381-9118 
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(3a) 

Analog-to-Digital Converter Parts 

IC1 74LS30 
IC2 74LS138 
IC3,IC4 8212, Intel 
IC5 ICL 7109CPL, Datel/lntersil 
IC6 AD580, Analog Devices (ICL8069 from lntersil 

may be substituted) 
C1 2 µF, 16 V tantalum 
C2 0.01 11F, 25 V polypropylene 
C3 0.15 µF, 25 V polypropylene 
C4 0.33 µF, 25 V polypropylene 
R1 20 kn, 15-turn Cermet trimmer 
R2 10 kn, V. W 1 % RN55-type metal film 
R3 1 MU, V. W 5% carbon film 
R4 200 kn, V. W 1 % RN55-type metal film 
CY1 3.58 MHz TV crystal 
Plug 14-pin DIP socket and mating insulation

displacement connector 
Miscellaneous Two 14-pin DIP sockets; one 16-pin DIP socket; 

two 24-pin DIP sockets; one 40-pin DIP socket 
(wire-wrap); 14-conductor ribbon or insulated 
cable; wire-wrap wire. 

(3b) 
Power Supply Parts 

T1 Transformer, primary 110 V AC, secondary 24 V, 
C.T. at 0.3 A 

CR1-4 1 N4002, or suitable bridge rectifier 
C1 470 1<F, 16 V electrolytic 
C4 1000 11F, 16 V electrolytic 
C2,C5 1 1,F, 16 V electrolytic 
C3,C6 0.01 1<F, 25 V ceramic 
7805,7905 Three-terminal IC voltage regulators. LM320/340 

series in T0-220 package are equivalent. 

Table 3: Parts lists for the converter (3a) and its power 
supply (3b) . 

output-control lines (RUN/HOLD, HBEN, and 
LBEN), a fourth, MBEN, is added, and the middle bits 
are gated onto the data bus in their turn. A few extra lines 
of code in the software-driver routine, and you're in 
business. 

A second ICL7109 converter could be added by using 
one of the six unused addresses from IC2, three of the 
unused output lines on port OlH, and by connecting the 
three-state output lines of the second ICL7109 onto the 
secondary data bus going into the 8212 input port. For 
more than two channels, however, this is probably not as 
economical as employing the ADC with a multiplexed 
analog input, which could also be controlled by unused 
lines on the output port. The circuit could be easily 
adapted for other popular microcomputers, such as the 
Apple II, or for S-100 systems, by picking up the appro
priate equivalents of the IN and OUT signals from the 
bus. 

This interface extends the 8-bit microprocessor's power 
into the realm of serious measurement. The principle of 
using three-state buffers to pass multiple output bytes 
through a single input port allows a degree of resolution 
and accuracy usually reserved for expensive equipment, 
at a total cost of a weekend and less than $100. • 



THE FORTH SOURCE™ 

MVP-FORTH - A Public Domain Product 

MVP Forth is fig-FORTH modified. by 1 00 % of the FORTH-79 Standard 
Required Word Set plus the vocabulary for the instructional book Starting 
FOR TH. Editor. assembler and utilities are included. 

Transportability of programs is assured since the kernal of MVP-FORTH 
is the same for all computers to the machine dependent READ/WRITE 
instructions. 

Modification and extension (up or down) is simplified by having the 
source code and through the use of MVP -FORTH Programming Aids and 
Cro ss Compile rs. 

The CPIM"' are supplied on 8 ... SS/SD, IBM 37 40. format disks. The 
include a track and sector calculat ion array for down loading to other 
sizes and formats. Other disks are machine specific. 

All About FORTH is an annotated glossary of MVP-FORTH words as well 
as other dialects. It is in 8080 code, other MVP-FORTH implementations 
include documentation of the differences between it and other CPU's and 
computers. 

FORTH DISKS 
FORTH with editor. assembler. and manual. 

0 APPLE II/If + by 0 PET" by FSS $90 
MicroMotion $100 [j TRS-8011 ' ' by Nautilus 

D APPLE II by Kuntze $90 Systems $90 

L.: ATARI''' valFORTH $50 D 6800 by Talbot 

D CP/M' by MicroMotion $100 Microsystems $100 

D CROMEMCO'' by Inner D 6809 by Talbot 

Access $100 Microsystems $100 

D HP-85 by Lange $90 D Z80 by Laboratory 

c IBM-PC''' by Laboratory Microsystems $50 

Microsystems $100 D 8086188 by Laboratory 

0 NOVA by CCI. quad Microsystems $100 

floppy $100 D VIC FORTH byHES. VIC20 
cartridge $60 

Enhanced FORTH with: F-Floating Point, G-Graphics. T- Tutorial. 
S-Stand Alone, M-Math Chip Support. MT-Multi-Tasking. X-Other 
Extra s. 79-FORTH-79. 

0 APPLE 11111 + by Micro-
Motion, F. G. & 79 $t40 

0 ATARI by 
PNS, F, G, & X. $90 

[J CPIM by MicroMotion. 
F & 79 $140 

0 Apple II/If+ , GraFORTH by 
tn so ft. stand atone 
graphics 

lJ H89/Z89 by Haydon. 
T&S 

iJ H89/Z89 by Haydon. T 
I I IBM·PC , PolyFORTH by 

FORTH Inc .. 
F. G, S. M, MT, & X 

$75 

$250 

$175 

$300 

iJ Multi· Tasking FORTH by 
Shaw Labs. CP/M. 
x & 79 $395 

D TRS-8011 or Ill by Miller 
Microcomputer Services, 
F, X. & 79 $130 

0 TUTORIAL by Laxen & 
Harris. CP/M with a copy of 
Starting FORTH $95 

D Extensions for Laboratory 
Microsystems IBM,Z80. and 
8086 
D Soltware Floating 

Point 
U 8087 Support 

(IBM-PC or 8086) 
D 9511 Support 

(Z80 or 8086) 
I. I Color Graphics 

(IBM-PC) 
I I Data Base 

Management 

$100 

$100 

$100 

$100 

$200 

CROSS COMPILERS Allow extending, modifying and compiling for 
speed and memory savings. can also produce ROMabte code. •Requires 
FORTH disk. 

I .I CP/M $300 I I IBM• $300 
I J H89/Z89 $300 LJ 8086• $300 
LJ TRS-80/I $300 l 1 Z80• $300 
I J Northstar" $300 LI Apple II/II+ $350 

I I fig -FORTH Programming Aids for decompiling. callfinding. 
and translating. Specify CP /M. IBM-PC, 8086. Z80, or 
Apple 11111 + $150 

MVP-FORTH PRODUCTS for CP/M• IBM-PC• and Apple• 
I I MVP-FORTH Programmer's Kit including disk with 

documentation, ALL ABOUT FORTH. and STARTING 
FORTH. Assembly source listing versions. $100 

I I MVP-FORTH Disk with documentation . Assembly source 
listing version. $75 

I I MVP-FORTH Cross Compiler with MVP-FORTH source in 
FORTH . $300 

I I MVP-FORTH Programming Aids for decompiling. 
callfinding, and translating. Specify computer. $150 

I I MVP-FORTH Fast Floating Point for Apple II/II+ on board 
with 9511 math chip Requires MVP-FORTH tor Apple$400 

CJ MVP-FORTH Assembly Source Printed listing. $20 

[ I ALL ABOUT FORTH by Haydon MVP-FORTH reference. 
plus fig-FORTH and FORTH -79. $20 

***MVP-FORTH operates under a variety ol CPU's. computers. 
and operating systems. Specify your computer and operating 
system. CP/M supplied on 8", SS/SD, 3740 format . *** 

FORTH MANUALS, GUIDES & DOCUMENTS 
[[ ALL ABOUT FORTH by [] AIM FORTH User's 

Haydon. An annotated Manual $ 12 
glossary of common FORTH D APPLE User's Manual 
words. MVP-FORTH MicroMotion $20 
reference. $20 D TRS-80 User's Manual, 

U And So FORTH by Huang. A MMSFORTH $19 
college level text. $25 0 METAFORTH by Cassady. 

U FORTH Encyclopedia by Meta compiler in 8080 
Derick & Baker. A complete code $30 
programmer's manual to fig- D Systems Guide to fig-
FORTH with FORTH- 79 FORTH $25
references. Flow charted, 

0 Caltech FORTH Manual $122nd Ed. $25 

L1 Starting FORTH by Brodie. D Invitation to FORTH $20 

Best instructional manual LJ PDP-11 FORTH User's 
available. (Solt cover) $16 Manual $20 

IJ Starting FORTH (hard D CP/M User's Manual, 
cover) $20 MicroMotion $20 

iJ 1980 FORML Proc. $25 D FORTH-19 Standard $15 

u 1981 FORML Proc. 0 FORTH-79 Standard 
2 Vol. $40 Conversion $10 

1_:1 1982 FORML Proc. $25 D Tiny Pascal in 

LJ 1981 Rochester FORTH fig-FORTH $10 

Proc. $25 0 NOVA fig -FORTH by CCI 

D 1982 Rochester FORTH wi th editor. assembler, and 

Proc. $25 utilities $15 

D Using FORTH $25 D MVP-FORTH Source Listing s 
D IBM-PC D CP/M

[J A FORTH Primer $25 0 Apple 11111+ 
D Threaded Interpretive 

Languages $2 1 

Ll Installation Manual for fig-FORTH, contains FORTH 
model. glossary, memory map and instructions 

$20 

$15 

Source Listings of fig-FORTH, for specific CPU's and computers. The 
Installation Manual is required for implementation. Each $15 

[J 1802 0 6502 D 6800 0 AlphaMicro 
U 8080 0 8086/88 0 9900 D APPLE II 
D PACE D 6809 0 NOVA D PDP-11/LSl-11 
0 68000 D Eclip se [J VAX 

Ordering Information: Check. Money Order (payable lo MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS. 
INC.). VIS A. MasterCard or COD's accepled. No billing or unpaid PQ°s. California 
re si den1s add sales tax . Shipping costs in US included in price. Foreign orders. pay 
1n US funds on US bank. include lor handling and shipping by Air : $5 lor each item 
under $25. $1 O for each item between $25 and $99 and $20 lor each item over 
$iOO. Minimum order $10 . All prices and products subject to change or wilhdrawal 
witt1out notice. Single system and/or single user license agreement required on 
some products . 
DEALER & AUTHOR INQUIRIES INVITED 

MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS, INC. 
PO BOX 4656 MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 (415) 961-4103 
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"Mitch Kapor and his team of 
designers and programmers 
are incredibly creative: they 
have come up with more good 
ideas than they can possibly 
implement at one time, but 
they also implement more 
of them than Iwould have 
thought possible." 

Gregg Williams, 
BYTE magazine, 
December, 1982 

- Lei-us--- - 
55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, 

MossochuseHs 02138 (617) 492-7171 
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Shape-Table Graphics 

for the TRS-80 


Draw complex shapes with a single command. 

Dan Rollins 

Apartment C 

134 Olive St. 


Glendale, CA 91206 


In the fast-moving world of computer graphics, the 
TRS-80 Model I and III programmer seems to have been 
forgotten. When the local Apple users group meets, 
members admire each other's high-resolution graphics 
creations while discussing the details of vector plotting, 
video paging, and shape tables. And all the while, the 
TRS-80 owner carefully calculates SET /RESET /PRINT 
@ positions and curses the limitations of these 
commands. 

Ever wish you could draw a complex shape on the 
screen of your TRS-80 with a single command? Could 
you use a command for magnifying the size of that shape 
by using a scaling factor? How would you like to be able 
to "build" a page of graphics and characters in memory, 
then move it to the screen at machine-language speeds? 
Well, the KWIKDRA W program will painlessly add these 
functions to your repertoire. 

KWIKDRAW is a machine-language routine (see list
ings 1 and 2) that was developed to be used interactively 
with BASIC. This combination of machine-language 
speeds and BASIC flexibility allows freedom and ease 
found in neither medium independently. Additionally, 
the routine can be located on a BASIC program line. It 
need not be loaded separately as a SYSTEM tape nor will 
MEMORY SIZE ever need to be answered. It is loaded 
along with the BASIC application program. 

The methods to accomplish this have been covered in a 
previous article (see "Vector Graphics for the TRS-80," 

BYTE, January 1983, page 371) and will not be repeated 
here. In essence, a BASIC program uses POKE com
mands to insert 280 op codes into a prepared dummy 
string on a program line. The address of that string is 
used as the point to which control is passed via the USR 
command. Any such routine must be fully relocatable 
and contain no op-code bytes with values of 00 or 22 
hexadecimal. 

Vectors 
In this article, the word vector will be defined as a con

trol code used in moving a cursor for plotting points of a 
video-screen matrix. Using compass points as an 
analogy, a vector will be interpreted as motion north 
(up), south (down), west (left), and east (right), or as any 
combination of these motions, i.e., northeast (up and 
right). 

Starting at a key position, a vector will advance this 
cursor in any of eight directions. The new screen position 
may then be turned on, turned off, or skipped. From this 
point, another vector will further advance the cursor and 
take the required action. A series of such vectors may be 
used to define a shape-the basic building block for all 
graphics applications. A series of shapes, drawn rapidly 
on the screen, might be used to animate a figure . 

Couple this shape-drawing function with the ability to 
change the shape's key position from drawing to draw
ing; add the options of enlarging or reducing the size and 
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The speed and power of an IBM PC 

on a $345 Apple® card. 


FAST 5 MHZ OPERATION, 
TRUE MULTIPROCESSING 

ALF's AD8088 Processor Card adds a fast 16-bit 
8088, the processor used in the IBM PC, to your 
Apple II. It runs programs from its on-board memory 
at a full 5 MHz-12% faster than the IBM PC-while 
the Apple also runs at full speed . And two or more 
AD8088's can be used in one Apple , to tackle 
problems that are beyond many mainframe systems. 

CP/M-86 AND 192K MEMORY 
CP/M-86®, the 8088 version of the industry stan

dard CP/M operating system , is available for the 
AD8088 for only $200. AD8088 CP /M-86 uses the 
popular Microsoft Softcard® disk format so you can 
buy the latest programs direct from major software 
distributors like Lifeboat Associates. 

CP/M-86 uses only 18K, leaving 46K for pro
grams on a 64K Apple-easily enough memory to 
assemble 12K of object code. For large programs, 
our $370 AD128K Memory Card provides l lOK 

program space, or 174K program space (192K 
system memory) for an extra $75. 

THE 8087 NUMERIC DATA PROCESSOR 
The AD128K Memory Card features a socket for 

the Intel 8087 Numeric Data Processor. The 8087's 
80-bit internal format gives 18 digits of accuracy 
(Applesoft has only 9). Its speed is equally impres
sive: it multiplies two 80-bit floating-point numbers 
faster than the Apple runs 10 machine codes! 

FASTER APPLESOFT FOR SCIENTIFIC & 
ANALYTICAL PROGRAMS 

Any program can be rewritten for fast operation 
with the 8088 , but ALF's "FTL" program speeds up 
math in your existing Applesoft programs-without 
modification . FTL is activated simply by typing RUN 
FTL. Programs produced by T ASC® or Expediter II® 
also run faster . The graphs below show the dramatic 
improvement with FTL. 

51.7 
10 PRINT "2 3 "; 
20 FOR B = 5 TO 

1000 STEP 2 
41.5 40.8 

30 FOR C= 3TO 
SOR (B) STEP 2 

40 IF B/C =INT 
(B/C) THEN 70 

50 NEXT 
60 PRINT B;" "; 
70 NEXT B 

~ 
!; 
0 
::c 
I

23.2 

...J 

...J 

t: 
!; 
0 
I 
I

12.9 

...J 

t: 
!; 
0 
:c .... 

12.2 

Program to compute 
§ t: § § 

prime numbers APPLESOFT TASC EXPEDITER II 
from 2 to 1000. execution time in seconds 

RELIABLE LOW POWER OPERATION 
The clean design of the "AD" series separates the 

two main components-processor and expansion 
memory, when needed-on two cards. Low-power 
components are used for cooler operation: each card 
draws less than an Apple ROM card-far less than a 
typical SO-column card. 

SEE YOUR APPLE DEALER TODAY 
An Apple II computer with 64K (48K plus 

Language Card equivalent) and 13- or 16-sector disk 
drive is required . The AD8088 and AD128K can be 
used in any slot. 

Trademarks: "Apple" : Apple Computer. " TASC", "Softcard" : Microsoft. "Expediter II" · Einstein/Goodrow, "CP/M·86": Dig ital Research 

L F PRODUCTS INC. 1448 ESTES DENVER, CO 80215 

[303] 234-0871ALF A 
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$595.00 
The Last Expansion Unit You 

Will Ever Have To BUY 
The six mosl commonly requiredudd-orz fe11111res f oryo11r IBM l'C 

Without Using Any Additional Slots! 
• Six additonal system slots. 

• Up to 256k of additional memory 
with our exclusive DPECC jRJ 
jDynamic Parity Error Correct
ing Circui try) • 

• Two Asynchronous serial ports.• 

• Three parallel ports.• 

• Real Time Clock.• 

The 256k RAM, 2 asynchronous serial ports, 3 parallel ports, and a 
Real Time Clock are all built on to the motherboard, so you won't 
have to waste precious slots on them. 

lhe Expansion Unit comes without 1heseop1ions installed.* So you don't 
have !O payfonhem if you don't need them. Bur when you do, all you have 
!O do is plug in the chips and you arc ready !O go. 

*All options are available installed with the Expansion 
Unit. 

211 6Wf\LSH AVENUE 
SANTA CIARA CA 95050 
(408) 727-7548 

The one place for all your 
business & personal 
computing needs! 

We specialize in Speed, Selection & Service! 

From business management and accounting software . 
to the latest entertainment - whatever you need is yours 

FAST  from MICRO-MANJAI 
We've got the biggest selec
tion and fastest service on: 
• Software Packages 
• Computer Supplies 

(including ribbons for OKI
DATA, ANADEX & EPSON 
printers) 

• Stock & Customized Forms 
(for all software packages) 

• Labels for all printers 
• Books from Addison-Wesley 

and others• 
• and much more! 

____ Send for our FREE catalog! _____ 

•Addison-Wesley's 
popular Pocket Guides 
Learn programming 
the easy, Addiso n
Wesley way! Their 
Programming Pocket 
Guides are just $6 .95 
eac h. Choose BAS IC, 
COBOL, FORTRAN , 
PASCAL or general 
PROGRAMMING . 

MICRO-MANIA 
Dept. 82 • P.O. Box 3048 • Peabody, MA 01960-3048 

Call Collect 61 7 -532-5930 
Most orders shipped within 24 hours! 
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Direction Vector Character 
Move and Plot Move Only 

N A 1 
s B 2 

N then S c 5 
E D 4 
NE E 5 
SE F 6 
w H 8 
NW I 9 
SW J 

Table 1: Shape-definition characters interpreted by the 
KW/KORA W program . The letters A through J will move 
and plot the cursor position, while the numbers 1 through 9 
and the colon will only move the cursor. 

changing the color of the shape; and we have motivation 
for the invention of shape-table graphics for the TRS-80 
and the reason for KWIKDRAW. 

KWIKDRAW interprets a BASIC character string as a 
series of vectors. Shapes are drawn using pixels or any 
displayable character. A shape may be enlarged by a scal
ing factor of 2 to 256 and may be drawn anywhere on or 
partially off the screen . Pages of shapes may be stored in 
memory for rapid sequential recall. 

In writing KWIKDRAW, I 

decided that ease of 


programming was more 

important than using the memory


stringy "bit-stream" method 

employed in Applesoft. 


Shape-interpreters are notorious for being difficult to 
work with. Applesoft, for example, requires that a shape
table be created as a series of 3-bit codes. The first 2 bits 
indicate direction (up, down, left, right), and the third in
dicates a plot/don't-plot action. Byte boundaries are ig
nored except in defining the end of the shape. These rules 
tend to make shape defining a complex proposition. 

Table 1 contains the shape-definition characters that 
are interpreted by KWIKDRAW. Notice that all charac
ters may be entered from the keyboard . Though only S of 
the 8 bits of an ASCII (American Standard Code for In
formation Interchange) character are needed for defining 
a vector, I decided that ease of programming was more 
important than using the memory-stingy "bit-stream" 
method seen in Applesoft Also, note that provisions are 
made for moving the cursor w ithout changing the back
ground upon which the shape is drawn . 

Defining a Shape 
The easiest way to explain how to define a shape is to 

Text continued on page 418 



The Well-Tempered Cross-Assembler 

Before Johann Sebastian Bach developed 
a new method of tuning, you had to 
change instruments practically every time 
you wanted to change keys.Very difficult. 

Before Avocet introduced its family of 
cross-assemblers, developing micro-pro
cessor software was much the same. You 
needed a separate development system 
for practically every type of processor. 
Very difficult and very expensive. 

But with Avocet's cross-assemblers, a 
single computer can develop software for 
virtually any microprocessor! Does that 
put us in a league with Bach? You decide 

Development Tools That Work 
Avocet cross-assemblers are fast, reliable 
and user-proven in over 3 years of actual 
use. Ask NASA, IBM, XEROX or the hun
dreds of other organizations that use them. 
Every time you see a new microprocessor
based product, there's a good chance it 
was developed with Avocet cross
assemblers. 

Avocet cross-assemblers are easy to use. 
They run on any computer with CPI M' 
and process assembly language for the 
most popular microprocessor families. 

XASM05 .... 6805 
XASM09 ... . 6809 
XASM18 .... 1802 
XASM48 .... 8048/8041 
XASM51 .... 8051 $200 
XASM65 . .. . 6502 each 
XASM68 .... 6800/01 
XASMF8 .... F8/3870 
XASMZ8 . . .. 28 
XASM400.... COP400 
XASM75 . ... NEC 7500 $500 

(Coming soon: XASM68K .. .. 68000) 

Turn Your Computer Into A 
Complete Development System 
Of course, there's more. Avocet has the 
tools you need from start to finish to enter, 
assemble and test your software and finally 
cast it in EPROM: 

Circle 42 on inquiry card. 

TextEditorVEDIT--full-screen text edi
tor by CompuView. Makes source code 
entry a snap. Full-screen text editing, plus 
TECO-like macro facility for repetitive 
tasks . Pre-configured for over 40 terminals 
and personal computers as well as in user
configurable form. 

CP/M-80version ...... .. .......... .. $150 
CP/M-86 or MOOS version . . . . . . . $195 
(when ordered with any Avocet product) 

In-Circuit Emulators -- MICE In-Circuit 
Emulator by Microtek. Full capability 
emulation in a compact, inexpensive 
device. Accepts high-level ASCII com
mands through RS 232 serial interface. 
Down-loads programs generated by 
Avocet cross-assemblers examine and 
modify memory and registers, access 1/0 
ports and control program execution in 
single instruction and single-cycle modes. 
Forward and backward tracing for up to 
256 qualified cycles ... Assembly/Disas
sembly commands with symbolic labels 
make it easy to modify the program under 
test. 

MICE-I versions for 6502, 8048, 8085, 
NSC 800 and Z-80 ........ $1,795 each. 

MICE-II versions with 2K trace and 32K 
program memory, plus real-time emula
tion and hardware break points for 6502, 
6809, 68000, 8085 and 8086/8088 .... 

"' $3,995. 

(6805 and 8051 versions available starting 
second quarter) 

ROM Simulator-- ROMSIMby Inner Ac
cess eliminates need to erase and 
reprogram EPROM. Installed in an S-100 
host, ROMSIM substitutes RAM for 
EPROM in external target system. 16K 
memory can be configured to simulate the 
2708, 2758, 2716, 2516, 2732, 2532, 
2764, 2564 in either byte or word 
organization. Avocet's configurable driver 
makes loading of HEX or COM files fast 
and easy. 

From $495 depending on cabling and 
RAM installed. 

EPROM Programmer -- Model 7128 
EPROM Programmer by GT ek programs 
most EPROMS without the need for per
sonality modules. Self-contained power 
supply . .. accepts ASCII commands and 
data from any computer through RS 232 
serial interface. Cross-assembler hex ob
ject files can be down-loaded directly. 
Commands include verify and read, as 
well as partial programming. 

PROM types supported: 2508, 2758, 
2516, 2716, 2532, 2732, 2732A, 
27C32, MCM8766, 2564, 2764, 27C64, 
27128, 8748, 8741, 8749, 8742, 8751, 
8755, plus Seeq and Xicor EEPROMS. 

(Upgrade kits will be available for new 
PROM types as they are introduced.) 

Programmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $389 
Options include: 

Software Driver Package .... . .... $ 30 
RS 232 Cable .... .. ...... .... .. ... . $ 30 
8748 family socket adaptor .. .. . $ 98 
8751 family socket adaptor ..... $174 

Call Us 
If you're thinking about development sys
tems, call us for some straight talk. If we 
don't have what you need, we'll help you 
find out who does. If you like, we'll even 
talk about Bach. 

VISA and Mastercard.accepted. All popular disc formats now 
available -- please specify. Prices do not include shipping and 
handling -- call for exact quotes. OEM INQUIRIES INVITED. 

"Tradernark of Digital Research. 

DEPT. 283-B 
804 SOUTH STATE STREET 
DOVER, DELAWARE 19901 
302-734-0151 
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Listing 1: KWIKDRAW assembly-language program. 

00100 PF:OGRAM ID KW I KDF: AW 
00110 F'F: OG F:A MME F: Dan F:ollins 
00120 DATE 09/24/81
00130 
00140 F'roSram Abstract : 
00150 This Prosram inlerPrels a string of 
00160 control characters as a SraPhics shape, 
00170 Pladins it on the screen al the Position 
00180 defined as an x,y coordinate, scaled lo 
001 '10 a Siven value and drawn with either lit 
00200 or unlit Pixels or any displayable 
00210 character. 
00220 
00230 KWIKDRAW reouires a BASIC string of 
00240 "vector definition" bytes and 6 control 
00250 Panamelers. These control Parameters are 
00260 ; Passed lo the routine by Placins them in 
00270 elements of an INTEGER array t 
00280 
00290 Pl.( 0) = X ordinate ( 0-127 or 0-63) 
00300 F'/.( 1 ) = Y or d i n a le ( 0- 4 7 or 0-1 5 ) 
00310 Pl.( 2 ) = VARPTR(shaPe definition string) 
00320 p;~( 3 ) = SET/RESET/CHARACTER bYle : 
00330 O=RESET, 1=SET, else=CHARACTER 
00340 F'/.( 4 ) = scalins factor (1-255) 
00350 P'.Y.( 5 ) = F·asins arsument: 
00360 O=PaSe OUT, DRAW, PaSe IN 
00370 l=PaSe OUT, DRAW (build a PaSe) 
00380 2=DRAW, Pase IN (disPlaY a PaSe) 
00390 3=DRAW onls (don't PaSe) 
00·400 F'/.(6-517) = workin~ sloraSe for screen 
00410 
00420 Once these values are defined, KWIKDRAW is 
00430 called via! 
00440 
00450 UU=USR(VARPTRCF'/.(0))) 
004,-SO 
00470 The shape definition slrinS is composed of 
00480 characters which are interpreted by KWIKDRAW 
00490 as motions of a cursor - where bits indicate 
00500 motion North, South, East, West or combinations 
00510 lher·eof. 
00520 
00530 NOF:TH = bit 0 (char AND 1 ) 
00540 SOUTH ·- bit 1 (char AND 2) 

...,00550 EAST = bit ... (char AND 4 ) 

00~)60 WEST - bit 3 (char AND 8) 

00570 M0 1.JE (don·' t Plot) = bit 5 (char AND 32) 

00580 ; 

00590 ; u::t:t:t::t.:rt.~:J.<:;i::u: CHAF:T OF CONTF:OL CHARACTERS 
 ************** 00,SOO ; t:t: ** 
OOt:.10 i ** Plot/move move only ** 
00620 i** --- - ---------/-------------/------------  ** • '/,• -i.·oot.3o ? •r· rr· N / "A" I "1" ** c:- I I II') II00640 ;** "B"I I L ** 

( ;:.· .l 0 t on ls) I "C" / "3"I

i ** 
~· 

** 
I'.>0660 it:t: E I "D" I "4" ** 

! '1·w I ,I 1151100670 7 1T· 1T· NE I "E" ** 
SE I "F" I "6"I ** 

Listing 1 continued on page 398 
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"The computer company says call the software compan}( The software 
company says call service. Service says it's not in the contract; read the 
training manual. And nobody understands the manual. " 

Monroeeliminates a maior source 

of trouble for computer buyers. 


Too manysources. 

When it comes to buying is responsible to you. That's the 

a computer, the more people you only way we've done business for 
deal with, the lonelier it can get. 70 years. For more information 
Fortunately there's one computer or a free demonstration in your 
company that does business dif office, call or write now. 
ferently: Monroe. 800-526-7843 Ext. 444 

We offer one of the most (in New Jersey 800-522-4503 
advanced business microcomputer Ext. 444) 
systems in the world. But unlike our ~!!!1111:~;~~~~-Mo-nro-e-Sy-ste-ms-F-or -Bu-sin-es-s - - 
competitors, we accept complete The American Road 

responsibility for your computer Morris Plains, New Jersey 07950 ~ 
system after you buy-even if D Yes, I'd like a free demonstration in my office. 

you buy only one. competitive Basics. An extensive D Please send me more information on your 

Software CP/M® -based library is available. computers. 
Nome _ ____________that's easy to use. We even offer a software mainte

Monroe software covers a nance contract. Title ------------

wide range of applications, is Your Monroe representative Company ----------

designed for productivity and is Address ------ -----

easy to use. Our Extended Basic is City ____State ___ Zip[E MONROE
closer to everyday English than Phone -----------
utton Systems For Business 

PMN 1 83 

Atyoursideeverystepof the way. 
CP/M is o registered trademark of Digitol Research Inc, 
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Listing 1 continued: 

00690 ;** w I II H I 11 8 11 ** 
00700 ;** NW I 

II 

/ II 9" **II I II 

00710 ; * * SW I II ,J II I II : ** 
00720 ;** 

II 

** 0'0730 ;********************************************************
00740 
00750 These characters also have unused bits 
00760 set, but allow for Keyboard entry,
00770 
00780 Elements of the shaPe table cause the 
00790 internal Pointer to FIRST be adjusted'
OOBOO the~ the Point is Plotted. 
OOBlO 
00820 When bit 5 is ON' the Pointer is moved 
00830 without any character or Pixel alteration 
00810 
OOB50 The Program is fully relocatable and******* 
 ******* 
0~)8,')0 suitable for "p~cKing" into a BASIC******* ******* 
00870 string within a Program line.******* ******* 
00880 
OOB90 ;<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 
00900 <'°''·' 
00910 offset!:; fr' om USH name of BASIC -<'"''"' 
00920 <w~:.:umen t addr'ess-1 val' iable <'"...

'·' 
009:50 ; <'''· 

'.,'" 00940 XPOS EGU +1 ; PZ( O) <._.,· 

000 ::5 00950 YPDS EQU +3 ;Pi.( 1 > <' "' '·' 
()00 ~-'j 00960 PTF~LSF.< EQU +5 ; PZ( 2 > <'''·'•'
000('.) 00970 PTl~MSI! EQU +6 ; <'"

'•'
... 

0007 00980 SRI~YTE EQU +7 ;pi.(3) <'''" ,,,, 
OOOB 01000 PAGER EQU +11 ;pz(S> <'"~. 
000? 00990 SCALE EQU +9 ; PZ( 4 > <''

'·' 
0:1.010 <'"

'•'
... 

01020 ;<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 
0 :1.0:30 

000 (l 0:1.040 ORG 0 ;relocatable code 
0000 Cfl7FOA 0 :1.0~)0 CALL OA7FH ;get ARG from BASIC 
0003 
.JOO 4 

E~i 
DflC l 

0:1.0,~,o 

0:1.070 
PUSH 
POP 

HL 
IX 

;point IX index register to 
control Parameter array 

000 (:, Dfl ;;>.I:! 0:1.080 DEC IX ; Offsets from IX must not be 0 
01090 

ooon 1:1.oco1 01100 LD DE,OlOCH 
011 :1.0 DEC D HIE = 12 

!JOOC 
00() ft 
OOOF 

19 
E:.~ 

fD E1 

0:1.120 
01130 
01140 
011 50 ' 

ADD 
PUSH 
POP 

HL,DE 
HL 
IY 

;HL => start of storage
; area (integer arra~) 
;save in IY register 

011,-so jThese .lines. "i:·a!3e" OUT of video memory into the 
01170 
0 :1.18 () 

;storase area within a BASIC inteser array, 
;The section is skiPPed if the Pasins arsument--Pi.(5)-

01190 ;is 2 or 3 (bit 1 is ON), 
01200 

;JO l 0 I!DCBOBiE 01210 BIT 1,c IXtPAGER) ;pasins ars = 2 or 3? 
00:!. ·'i· 200B 01220 ,JF: NZ,POSKIP ; then sKiP. Else 

01230 
00 l () EJ~ 01240 EX DE,HL ;use arra~ as destination 
001/ 2l013C 01250 L D HL,3C01H 
00:1. ti 
001 B 

2B 
01 F~F03 

01250 
01270 

DEC 
LD 

HL 
BC,3FFH 

; HL =>source (screen) 

01280 INC BC ~ BC is b~te count ( 102~> 

Listing 1 continued on page 400 
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Micromint will put both a computer 

developmentsystem and an OEM dedicated 


controller in the palm of your hand 

for as little as $127: 


The Z8 Basic Computer/Controller 
represents amilestone in microcompu
ter price-performance. The entire 
computer is 4" by 4W' and includes a 
tiny BASIC interpreter, 4K bvtes of pro
gram memory, one RS-232 serial port 
and two parallel ports plus avariety of 
other features. The Z8 microcomputer 
board is completely self-contained and 
optimized for use as a dedicated con
troller. Can be battery operated. Comes 
withover200 pages of documentation. 

ZS BASIC COMPUTER/CONTROLLER 

• Uses Zilog Z8671 single chip mic 
rocomputer 

• On board tiny BASIC interpreter 
• 2parallel ports plus serial 1/0 port. 
• Just connect a CRT terminal and 

write control programs in BASIC 
• 4K bytes of RAM. EPROM pin com

patible 
• Baud rates 110-9600 BPS 
• Data and address buses available for 

124K memory and 1/0 expansion 
• Consumes only 1.5 watts at +5, + 12 

& -12v. 

BCC01 	Z8 Basic Computer 
Assembled & Tested .. S199.00 ~ 

BCC02 ZS Basic Computer I 
Kit ................ S169.00 ' 

COMING SOON 
AID Converters Channe/8 Bit 
AC 110 Board 
• 4Channel115Vac inputs 
• 4Channel115Vac outputs 
20 MA ADAPTER 

Z8 MEMORY. 1/0 EXPANSION & 

CASSETTE INTERFACE 


The Z8 Memory, 1/0 Expansion & 
Cassette Interface Board (Z8 Expan
sion Board for short) allows you to add 
up to BK of additional memory plus 
three 8-bit parallel ports to your Z8 
Basic Computer/Controller. The mem
ory expansion will support any com
bination of byte wide RAM memory 
chips or 2716 or 2732 EPROM. The 
cassette interface is 300 baud Kansas 
City Standard (2400Hz/1200Hz). 
BCC03 ZS Expansion Board 

w/4K memory . . .... . . S140.00 
Bct:04 Z8 Expansion Board 

w/SK memory . . S170.00 / 

ZS EPROM PROGRAMMER 

The EPROM Programmer board 
allows you to transfer application pro
grams in BASIC or Assembly language 
directly from RAM to either 2716 or 
2732 EPROMS. Requires Z8 Basic 
Expansion Board for operation . 
NOTE: We recommend the higher cur
rent UPS03 or UPS04 power supply 
when using the EPROM Programmer. 

BCC07 ZS EPROM Programmer 
Assembled &Tested 

• .. S145.00 

ZS SERIAL EXPANSION BOARD 

The Serial Expansion Board adds an 
additional RS-232C serial port to the ZB 
system. It runs at 75 to 19,200 baud in 
all standard protocols. The 20 ma. cur
rent loop .is opto-isolated for reliability 
and protection . 
BCCOS ZS Serial Board 

Assembled & Tested . . . S180.00 

MOTHER-BOARD 
MB02 ZS Mother Board 

with 5connectors (Gold) 
Assembled & Tested . ... SS1.00 

UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY 
+5@300 ma. +12 &-12V@50 ma. 
UPS01 Assembled and 

Tested . .... . ...... . . S 35.00 
UPS02 Kit ..... . . . .. . .. S 27.00 

+5 @1 amp. +12 & - 12V @50ma. 
UPS03 Assembled and 

Tested . . . . .. . . .. . . . . S 60.00 
UPS04 Kit . . ·... .. ...... S 50.00 

ZS CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
FROM ALLEN ASHLEY 
XAS01 For TRS-SO Mod I S 75.00 
XAS02 ForTRS-SO Mod lllS 75.00 
XAS03 For CP/M-8" . . .. S150.00 
FROM MICRO RESOURCES 
MR01 CP/M-8" Diskette . S 75.00 
MR02 APPLE II CP/M 5114' ' S 75.00 

MICROMINT INC. 
561 Willow Avenue 
Cedarhurst, NY 11516 

To Order: 

Call Toll Free 

1-800-645-34 79 

For Information Call: 


's featured in Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, 
Byte Magazine, July, August, 1981. 

ZS is a trademark of Zilog Inc. CPIM 1s a trademark of Digital Research 

1-516-374-6793 

Circle 261 on inquiry card. 

·1n quantities ol 100 



Listing 1 continued: 

001 F EIH<O 01290 LDIR ;store screen lo memory
01:300 ;: 

00? :I. DD,1>!~0'.S 01310 POSKIP LD Ld IX+PTRLSB) ; Point HL lo BASIC' s 
i'.)02 .-j. D[I /)/,'),~, 0 :1320 LD H,( IXtPTRHSB > ; variables list 
()0'.2/ -46 01330 LD B, ( HL > ;get LENGTH of slrins

'1-zQ02U ,,;.. ,.,, 01340 INC HL 
00~'7 5F 01350 L D E, <HL > 

'1 ""l00 ::• (:1 OU,'iO INC HL... , ..1 

OO?D ~)6 01370 I... [I D, ( HL > 
iJO::>C En 01380 EX DE ,HL ;HL => control characters 
002D DD ~.'i60 l 01390 Lii D d 1XtXPOS > ;[IE resister defines the 
0030 Dfl~.'iE03 01·400 Lii [,(IXtYPOS) ; current XrY coordinates 

0 :l1:lO ;. 
0033 2n 01 .420 DEC HL ;set UP for main loop 

01430 ; 
003 -1 23 01-4-40 MAIN INC HL ;100P decodes each vector byte 
003'.'.'i Dfl4EO<;> 0 :1..450 LD Cr< IXtSCALE > 

01460 
OO~Hl CB46 0:1.470 BIT Od HL > ; motion NORTH? 
1J03t1 2W):3 014BO .m ZrCHKSTH ;bit not ONr so skiP 
003C rn O:l..490 LD A'E ;bit i~ ON, adJusl the 
003D 9 :I. 0 :I. ~)00 SUB c ; Y Pointer NORTH by 
t'.l03F 5F 01510 l...[1 E,A ; the scaling factor 
003r:· CF.<AE 01~320 BIT 1, <HL > ;motion SOUTH? 
OM :I 280:·3 o1~:i:rn .JR z,cHKEST 
004·3 7B 01540 Lii A,E 
004-4 8:1. O:l550 ADD A,C 
004'.'.i 5F 0:1.560 LD E,A 
OM·f:) CB~.)6 0:1.'.'.)70 CHl\EST BIT 2, f. HL > ;motion EAST? 
0040 280:3 0:1580 ..JF< z,CHKWST 
00·1·(\ 7A 015'90 LD A,D 
00·1· B 8:1. 0:1.600 ADD ArC ., ..,004-C ,) J 016:1.0 LD n,A 
004 :u CF.<~.)E O:l.620 CHl\WST BIT 3, ( HL > ;motion WEST? 
004-F 2803 01.630 ..rn z,cHKPLT 
00~.'j l lA 01640 Ut A,D 
(IO~:i '.2 9:1. 01650 SUB c 
()0~:.:.t :·~ 57 o:t.~,~o LD D,A 
OO~'.'.i4 CB,~E O:l.670 CHl\PL.T BIT 5, ( HL > ;plot/no Plot f las ON? 
~:lO~:j (, 28:1.5 01680 ,JR z,oKPLOT ;bit is OFF so PLOT 

01,s<?o ;else the followins Jump 
Ol?OO ;sends control looPinS 
01710 ;back lo set another 
01720 ;control character 
0 :L7 30 
01740 ;-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
01750 JMPER2 DJNZ MAIN ;span t2 of lhe "bridse" 
01760 i-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
01770 f 

01780 ;These lines "PaSe" the updated video storage area 
O:L790 ibacK IN lo the screen. The action is skiPPed 
01800 iwhen the PaSing argument = 1 or 3 (bil 0 is ON>. 
01:310 i 

.01')'.'.'.iti DI:!CBOD<ff.., 01820 EXIT BIT Q,( IXtPAGER) ; p;~( 5 ) = 1 or 3 ? 
·JO~.'i i:: co 0 :1.830 RET NZ ; then back lo BASIC 

01840 
01850 PUSH IY ;else page IN lo screen 

!JO!.:.. J E 1 01860 POP HL ;HL => storage 
0:1.870 LD DE,3C01H 
0:1.880 DEC E ;DE => screen memory 

Listing 1 continued on page 402 
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Now till takesyou inside the 

new TRS-80 Model Ill microcomputer 


totrainyouat home as the 

new breed of omputer specialist! 


NRI teams up with Radio Shack 
advancedtechnologytoteach 
you how to use, program and 
service state-of-the-art 
microcomputers ... 

It's no longer enough to be just 
a programmer or a technician. 
With microcomputers moving into 
the fabric of our lives (over 
250,000 of the TRS-80TM alone 
have been sold), interdiscipli
nary skills are demanded. And 
NRI can prepare you with the 
first course of its kind, cover
ing the complete world of 
the microcomputer. 

Learn At Home 
in Your Spare Time 

With NRI training, the program
mer gains practical knowledge of 
hardware, enabling him to design sim
pler, more effective programs. And, 
with advanced programming skills, the 
technician can test and debug systems 
quickly and easily. 

Training Includes the TRS-80 Model III mlcrocom· 
puter, professional LCD multimeter, the NRJ Discov
ery Lab, Computer Assisted lns1ructlon programs 
and hundreds of demonstrations and experiments. 
(THS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack divlsion of'r.tndy Corp.) 

Only NRI gives you both kinds of 
training with the convenience of home 
study. No classroom pressures, no night 
school, no gasoline wasted. You learn 
at your convenience, at your own pace. 
Yet you're always backed by the NRI staff 
and your instructor, answering questions 
and giving you guidance. 

You Get Your Own Computer 
to Learn On and Keep 

NRI training is hands-on training 
with practical experiments and demon
strations. You don't just program your 
computer, you go inside it ...watch how 
circuits interact ... interface with other sys
tems ... gain a real insight into its nature. 

You also work with an advanced 
liquid crystal display hand-held multi
meter and the NRI Discovery Lab~ per
forming over 60 separate experiments. 
Both microcomputer and equipment 
come as part of your training for you 
to use and keep. 

Computer Assisted 
Instruction 

Your TRS-80 even helps train you. 
You receive 8special lesson tapes in BASIC 

computer language. Using them in your 
microcomputer, you "talk" to it as you 
progress. Errors are explained, graphics 
and animation drive home key points. 

. Within a matter of minutes, you'll be able 
to write simple programs yourself. 

Send for Free Catalog... 
No Salesman Will Call 

Get all the details on this exciting 
course in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. 
It shows all equipment, lesson outlines, 
and facts on other electronics courses 
such as Electronic Design, Industrial 
Electronics, TV/Audio/Video Servicing... 
11 different career opportunities .in all. 
Keep up with the latest technology as you 
learn on the latest model of the world's 
most popular computer. If card has been 
used, write to: 

NRI NRI Schools 
McGraw-Hill Continuing 

Education Center
•J 'J ~ 3939 Wisconsin Avenue

C":J •~ Washington, D.C. 20016
1.n1. 
We'll give you tomorrow. 
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Listing 1 continued: 

01890 LD BC,3FFH 
01900 INC BC ;~c is b'.::lle count <1024 > 
01910 LDH: ;pase memor'.::l lo screen 
01920 

006C C? 	 01930 RET ;<<<<< Prosram EXIT <<<<<<<< 
01940 
01950 ; 

OtJ6II C5 	 01960 O~:PLOT PUSH BC ;save table b'.::lle counter 
00 ,L., E:: D~:.i 	 01970 PUSH DE and current x,y

01980 
01990 These nested loops draw a block of Pixels (or 
02000 characters) which is SCALE wide and SCALE hish. 
02010 
02020 tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
02030 t 

OOt:.F· D5 02040 YLOOP PUSH DE t 
i'JO/O Dft.<L:OO? 02050 LD B, ( IXtSCALE) t 

0 2060 t 

•J073 E"",_, 
02070 
02080 XLOOP PUSH HL ;save main ************* resisters * t 

t 
()07 4. !:""~ ·..! 

oo? !.:s DD/EO/ 
OO?U FE02 

02090 
02100 
02110 
02120 

PUSH 

LD 
CP 

BC 

A, ( IXtSRBYTE) 
2 

jif 5th 
;1 or o, 

* 
arsumenl is ** 
mode is PIXEL 

007 t"i 70'')-Z
.,j \...'.A---..) 02130 ,JF: c,PXMODE 

02140 

02150 ;**************************************************
02160 ;* This section determines a screen address * 
02170 it al enlrs : D =column Position (0-63> * 
02:1.80 a E = screen row ( 0-15) * 
02190 ;t al exit : HL => video memors al reGuesled b'.::lle * 
02200 ;* destroys HL and BC resisters * 
02210 j**************************************************
02220 ' 

007C 7(1 02230 CHMODE LD A,D ;check x,y coordinates lo make 
iJ07D FE>~O 02240 CP 64 sure that the'.:! are valid 
007F 30~5C 02250 JR NC,PLTSKP ;for CHARACTER mode. 
OOB l 7B 02260 LD A,E 
OOB '..? FE 10 02270 CP 16 
•JQf.l.<\. 3057 	 02280 JR NC, PLTSt\P 

(>2290 
0-086 6:3 02300 LD H,E 
008/ 6t:i 02310 LD L,D set row and column 
OOBU CB25 02320 SLA L 
1)08(1 CB2~.'i 02330 SLA L ;column = column * 4 
OOBC: CB2C 02340 SRA H 
()Of.1E'.: CBlfl 023~)0 RF: L 
!JOS; () CB 2C 02360 SF:A H 
1JO~~ :~.:? C1~ l D 023/0 F:R L ;HL = HL/4 
<>09-~1. FDE5 02380 PUSH IY 

02390 POP BC ;Be => slorase 
(}0 ~,) ::7 0(? 02400 HL,BC ;HL => b'.::lle lo alter 
009 D DD7E07 02410 LD A,( IXtSRBYTE) ;set Plot character . 

02420 ,JF: S!JBYTE ;store the CHARACTER ars. 
02430 
02440 ;-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

009II 18B9 	 02450 JMPER1 JR JMPER2 ;span tl of lbe "bridse" 
02460 ;-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
02470 
02·480 

Listing 1 continued on page 404 
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Saving on 
electricity costs 
1s as easy as 
switching light 
bulbs. This free 
slide rule calculator 
from Westinghouse 
shows you where 
to begin. 

Use your Westinghouse 
Energy-Saving Calculator to take a 
hard nosed look at the lamps you are 
using now. Your calculatorwill help you 
select the most efficient type of lamps 
for offices, plants, show rooms and 
display areas. 

Ifyou have fluorescents, substituting 
Westinghouse Econ-o-watr lamps for 
standard lamps will have an immediate 
effect of up to six watts per socket, with 
no appreciable change in light level. 

Or save up to 80 %in energy by 
replacing incandescent lighting with 
high pressure sodium lamps. They save 
energy while producing an equivalent 

Get your free energy-saving 
calculator now! Call 
toll-free 800-631-1289. 

@ !{~§!!Dghouse 
Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003 
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Listing 1 continued: 

02490 ;*****************************~***********************
02500 ;* This is a relocatable SET/RESET routine ! * 
02510 i* i~t en tr·:: ! D = X ( 0-127) * 
o:;~520 5* E = Y ( 0-47) * 
02530 i* <IX+SRBYTE) =SET/RESET code (0 =RESET, 1 =SET>* 
02540 ;* destross HL, BC, AF registers * 
02550 ;*****************************************************02560 , 

009 f:" 7 f'.\ 02570 PXMODE LD A,D ;sKiP if invalid coordinates 
i'.JOc:'10 FE80 02580 CP 128 

02590 JR NC, PLTSt\F' 
•)() t; .·:\. 7 B 02600 LD 
O(lf:;~'~ FE30 02610 CP 
OM7 3034 02620 JR NC,PLTSKP 

{) ') ,L, ~{) 

'1 ,~. 1::-1::
,,;.. \ • • 1 i I 026-4- 0 LD H,OFFH 

OOf.';D 7B 0 2650 LD A,E 
OOM:: 2 4 02660 Dil..13 INC H ;divide Y value by 3 

nL;"\"'2 	 ",'2_.()(lti f! .L'U'-./.,,,1 02670 SUB ;leaving auotient in H reg. 
()tJtir· 30F.B 02680 .JF: NC, Dil,13 ; H is 0-15 
N 1B :i. C60 3 02690 ADD A,3 iand remainder in B reg. 
OOB:::; 47 02700 UI B,A B is 0-2 
OOBA 6:\ 02710 LD L,D 
OOB!.=:.i 02720 SLA Lf"''D~'::". 

1-·.\,I ,\_ \ -1 ; L = X * 2 
rD'1f~!JOB/~ \J l .' ,,.._ \ ,, 02730 SRA H 

()Of! (_;:r CB :I. fl 02740 F:F: L 
CB2C 0275(") SF:A H Htivide HL by 4, leaving 

OOB:U CB:I. fl 02760 Fm L fremainder ( 0 or 1) in Carry 
OOBF CB10 02770 F:L B ;determine Pixel Position by 
•)QC :I. 04 02780 INC B ;e =DIV3 rmdr * 2 + DIV4 rmdr + 1 
!JOC ::.~ AF 027<10 XOF: A
ooc:::) 37 02800 SCF 
OOC4 8F 02810 GETBIT ADC Ad~ ;determine Pixel value by 
()OC !:.'.; 1OF D 02820 D.JNZ GET BIT ; taking 2 to the Bth Power 

02830 
OOC7 FDE5 028-40 PUSH 
OOC? Cl 028~50 POP 
i'.lOC ti 0 9 02860 ADD iHL => bste to alter 

02870 
OOCB CB7E 02880 BIT 7, ( HL > ;check if currently 
()OCD 2002 02890 ,JF: NZ,GFXOK ; graPhics, go if so 
OOCF 3680 02900 LD (HL),80H ; else clear the byte 
OODl DDCB0746 02910 GFXOK BIT o, ( IXt-SF:BYTE) ;if SET/RESET flag is 0 
0005 2803 02920 JR z,RESET ; then skiP ••••else 
OOD7 B6 02930 SET OR ( HL) isdd a bit to screen byte 
OOI:iB 1802 02940 ,JF: SIJBYTE 
OODA 2F 02950 RESET CPL 
OODB M;. 02960 AND ( HL) ;mssk bit from byte 

02970 ; 
OODC 77 02980 SVBYTE LD ( HL h A ;store the altered bste 

02990 
oor111 CJ. 03000 PLTSKP POP BC ;restore registers used bY 
OODE El. 03010 POP HL ; Plot routines 

03020 ; 	 * 
OODF 14-	 03030 It ;' * 
00EO 1091 	 0304-0 XLOOP ;plot SCALE horizontal Pointst: 

03050 f t 
03060 * t********************** 03070 t 

OOE2 DJ. 03080 POP DE t 
Listing 1 continued on page 406 
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Find great bargains in this list and reap the rewards: immediate availability, 24-hour express delivery, 
toll-free technical support, 60-day trial with full refund privileges and special volume discounts. 

LANGUAGES/ 
MANAGEMENT 
DATABASE 

UTILITIES 
dBase II C Basic-WANTED 


Digital 
Help in reducing our inventory. Pick up one of these 

Ashton-Tate $ 475 
Research $ 125 Condor II-Condor 

specials-priced so low we're actually losing money! M Basic-
Data Star-MicroPro 
Computer Corp. $ 450 

Micro Soft $ 275 HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200 CB 80Call For Price (in stock) $525 DigitalEasy Filer-
CROSSTALK Research $ 420 1. U.S. $ 280 
MicroStuf $120 Basic Compiler

dBASE II 
VisiFile- VisiCorp $ 190 

Micro Soft $ 310 
Ashton-Tute $475 Fortran 80SPREADSHEETS/ 

Micro Soft $ 395 SUPERCALCCALCULATORS 
CoBol 80Sorcim Call For PriceSuperCalc-Sorcim 
Micro Soft $ 575 Call For Price WORDMATES (IBM PC) Pascal MT+-VisiCalc 256K From Softword Systems- DigitalVisiCorp $ 195 the professional's choice in Research $ 425 Cale Star-MicroPro IBM PC word processing. $495 PL-1 80-Digital Call For Price 
Research $ 420 Multiplan-

Micro Soft $ 225 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Milestone-OrganicCOMMUNICATIONS 
Software $ 245 Emulink (IBM PC 3270) 
StatPak-NWMicro Link Corp $ 995 
Analytical $ 395 Emulink (Apple 3270) 
VisiSchedule-VisiCorp $ 245 Micro Link Corp $ 795 
VisiTrend/Plot-VisiCorp $ 245 Crosstalk- Micro Stuf $ 120 
Supersort-MicroPro Call For PriceBSTAM-Byron Software $ 150 
Datebook-Organic Software $ 245 

WORD PROCESSING/SPELLING 
MODEMSWordmate-Softword Systems $ 495 
Hayes Micromodem II $ 275 Words tar- Micro Pro Call For Price 
Hayes Smartmodem 300 $ 212Mailmerge-MicroPro Call For Price 

Wordstar/Mailmerge PRINTERS 
MicroPro Call For Price Epson MX80 FT $ 555 
Spellbinder-Lexisoft $ 295 Epson MXlOO FT $ 745 
Easywriter II-I.U.S. $ 265 IDS Prism 80 $1335 
The Final Word-Mark of the Unicorn $ 245 Okidata 82A $ 439 
Select w/Superspell-Select Info. Okidata 83A $ 705 

Sytems $ 395 NEC 3550 33cps wp $1900 

Call toll-free 800-328-2260 
(In Minnesota, 612-544-3615) 

American Express •MasterCard • VISA 
3.5% surcharge on all credit orders. 

Purchase orders accepted from corporate accounts. All orders are shipped UPS. 
3% shipping charge on soft ware items. 2% shipping charge on hard ware items. 

- --- :n1 ID~CLIAIA._....,~• • ....,_ 
DATASOURCE SYSTEMS MARKETING CORP. 

1660 South Highway 100, Minneapolis, MN 55416 
Circle 141 on inquiry card. 
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Listing 1 continued: 

OOE3 1C 
OOE4· on 
OOE~.i 20B8 

OOE7 Dl 
OOE8 Cl 
OOE? l8B2 

00000 TOTAL 
25739 

CHI< EST 
( ' Uk" :::11 T 
• .•·111 '•,j l..• I 

C:Hl< '.::;TH 
CHl-.:.:l_;JST 
CHMOI!E 
DI'-)3 
EX 1 T 

I 

GET IJ. IT 
GF X 01·;: 
.JMF' EF: 1 
.Jf'iF· FF:? 
M~i I ;~. 1 

j''. 

nk't'.i I 
'. ."·j ·, 1 ; ,. GT 
1:·ro.C:FF: 
F'L T~:; t< F' 
r:r:'1C~ 1-:· T t:.r 
I :_ . ....... i 0

'\. .1. i 


f'T F: I.. SB 
PTF~MSB 

F'XMOf!E 
f'.[ ~) ET 

SC:t; LE 
Ct'T 
....:~. 1 

:~;F~r{ ·y TE 
SVPY TF 
;:LOOP 
iF'D:~; 

YLUOP 
yc•nc · ' '···' ·-·~ 

TE~T 

004-6 
OO~.i4 

003F 
00-iD 
007C 
oor.-,c 
00~.i f:l 

OOC4· 

OOI!l 

009D 
()0~.:.t8 

00/·4· 
oot:.n 
0001~ 
0(!It ft 
0021. 
000~.~ 

0006 
00'7'F 
0011(1 
0009 
OOD? 
0007 
oor1c: 
1)073 
OOOl 
006F 

030S>O INC E t 
03100 DEC c ; t 
03110 ,JR NZfYLOOPr Plol SCALE vertical Poinls t 
03120 r t 
03130 ;; tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt 
0314-0 ~ 

03150 
03160 
03170 

POP 
POP 
.m 

DE 
BC 
JMPEFU 

jreslore currenl x,y 
; and shape lable counler 
;so lo MAIN via JUMPERS 

031BO END 
ERRORS 
AREA BYTES LEFT 

0 l ~.'.i70 
OL:.?O 
0 l ~.'.i20 
Olt.20 
02:)30 
02M·.. O 
01n20 
O'.WlO 
025) 10 
024-50 
01750 
OH -~-0 
OJ. s>60 
O:i 000 
030 00 
01310 
00960 
00))70 
0 :.~ ~-:.t ? 0 
02s)~so 

00~)90 

o;)s:·:~o 

00?80 
02980 
02080 
00940 
020·~·0 

ooo:; 0()5l50 

01 ~.i30 
01630 
014-80 
01 ~.i80 

02680 

02820 
02890 
07170 
024-50 
01750 
01680 
01210 01820 
02250 0:)280 02590 02620 
01220 
01310 
01320 
02130 
02920 
OJ.A.SO 02050 

021 10 024-10 02910 
024·20 02940 
0304-0 
01390 
031 10 
01400 

Listing 2: KW/KORA W BASIC-language program. The assembly-language programming from listing 1 has been incorporated into 
the DATA statements in lines 500-670. This data will be packed into line 20. Lines 10-50 may then be used as a kernel for your own 
BASIC programs. 

5 ' KWIKDRAW 
machine language shape drawing program 

by DAN ROLLINS 
11/10/81 

6 I** 
** This program sets up the machine language program 
** for use as a USR routine. After a successful RUN, 
** RUN again for a simple demonstration. 
** Listing 2 continued on page 408 
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~IPineappJerM 
The Alternative! The Compatible! 

The Affordable! 48K Color Computer Kit! 

FEATURES: 
* Fully compatible with Apple® 11 + * Built in 2-watt amplifier for realistic 
* Singleboard for easy assembly sound effect with volume control 
* Popular 6502 MPU for large * 8 on board peripheral connectors 

amount of software for expansion 
*Game paddle connector on both * 14 key numeric key-pad 

(please add S% shipping and handling) sides of case * 5-amp switching power supply 

Easy to assemble! All components are clearly silk-screened on the high quality double-sided 
mother board. All integrated circuits, IC sockets, peripheral connectors, keyboard, switching 
power supply and the professional high impact plastic case are included. 

High Quality 16K RAM Card Kit 
(no cable required) 

Same feature as the one we've been selling but without the 
mess of Dip-wire for Apple® & Pineapple'". $59.95 per kit 

16K RAM Card Kit For Your 

1 

Apple® & Pineappler"' Computer 

Kit includes: 
•High Quality P.C. Board• 8 ea. 4116 (200ns) •All the IC's & 
parts • 16-pin Dip wire• Easy to assemble. You can do it in less 
than 30 minutes! $49.95 per kit 

51//' Disc Drive 100% Apple® & PineappleT" 
Compatible We d id It once, response was great! 

---=.-. ..__ Now we are doing it again, don't miss itl 
$295.00 ea. w/o controller 

5114'' Flexible Disc Sale 
Why buy other brands when you can buy WABASH discs for 

much less and backed by 1-year factory warranty. 
All discs come with Hub Rings 

M13A411X 5'.lo " SSDD Soft Sector 

~-" lM43A411X 5'//' SSDD 10 Hard Sector $2.25 10-99 
M53A411X SY.O" SSDD 16 Hard Sector $2.25 
M14A411X 5'/."' DSDD Soft Sector $3.65 
F111111X a·· SSSD IBM compatible $2.45 
F131211X 8 " SSDD 2 6 sectors 128 bytes $3.05 

$385.00 ea w/controller 

Replacement Keyboard 
For Your Apple® II Computer 

Got a bad Keyboard? Here's the alternative! 

* Full ASCII code 
* N-key rollover function 
*TTL level output 
*On-Off indicator 
* Low power consumption 

~··'!t4" •• • t"'"'" ., -

.... c '" .... '" .. u • :I' ; - · - ' • 

..,. I ' t 1J 't H '• f.. f _,." 

; ai '._" .. : - ' ' : .~ ~ ~; 

*With upper/lower case funct ion $99.95 ea. 

Switching Power Supply For 
Apple®, AP-II, and Pineapple Computer 

Compact size switching power supply . 
Specification: 4006A 4007 A 

+SV at 3A SA 

-SV at 2A 3A 
+12V at .SA 
-12Vat .SA 

4006A .. . .. $99.00 ea. 

1A 
1A 

4007 A ... .. $145.00 ea. 

Size: Width 31t:! ', Depth 93/4 ', Height 2W' 
Size and mounting holes will be same as the one used in 
Apple II. 

At last! Here's the computer 
has been looking for! 

case everyone 

Ideal for your homebrew 
·AP-II 6S02 MPU based computer. 
Made with high impact plastic. 
Color and shape are compatible 
with the standard Apple II 
computers. 

Introductory Offer 
$150.00 ea. 

Keyboard not included see our Ad in this page. MODEL: AP-II 

"AP-II model is compatib le w ith Appl e II but not manufactured by Apple Computers, 
Inc. ®Apple or Apple II is a registered trade mark of Apple Compu ters, Inc. 

6502 MPU Based Computer Motherboard! 
You ask for it, you got it! 

* 48K on board memory (4116) 
* 12K on board EPROM memory 

(2716 or 2732) 
* 8 expansion slots for peripheral 

cards 
* Composite-video output 
* size: 14 W' x 8'12'' $99.95 ea. 

* Apple Is a registered trademark ot APPLE COMPUTERS, INC. ~ • 0 
SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES Minimum Order 110.00/ C1Hf. AHld1nl11dd 8.5% ~ STORE HOURS 

Under sso oo Pure hue Over SSC oo Purch..e SllH Tu.Phone Orders Accepl1d on VISA or MC MON-FRI _ 1O•7iiiInside Cehlomre 10% 5% ONLY, NO C.O.D.11. Prices subject to ch1nge SAT 

Outside Cahf (Incl M11•1co & Cenede) 15% 10% without notice. - 10-6 

Oversees 25% 20% 
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Listing 2 continued: 

10 CLEAR 2000 :DIM P%(517) :CLS '*parameter & screen storage 
20 KD$="-------------234 or more dashes----------------------- 

-----------------------------------------------------" 

30 V=VARPTR(K0$) 

40 POKE 16526,PEEK(V+l) :POKE 16527,PEEK(V+2) 

50 DEFUSR0=PEEK(V+l)+PEEK(V+2)*256 '* non-disk omit this line 

99 I** 


** This code reads the DATA lines and pokes the op codes 
** into the dummy$ --KO$-- on line 20 
** 

100 ADDR=PEEK(V+l)+PEEK(V+2)*256 '* starting address 
110 IF LEN(KD$)<234 THEN CLS :PRINT "KO$ IS TOO SHORT" :EDIT 20 
120 CLS :PRINT@ 975,"CODE IS BEING POKED INTO KO$"; :PRINT@ O,; 
130 READ A$ :IF·A$="END" THEN 200 
140 B$=LEFT$(A$,l) :C$=RIGHT$(A$,l) 
150 M=ASC(B$)-48+(B$>"9")*7 :L=ASC(C$)-48+(C$>"9")*7 
160 CS=CS+M+L '* calculate checksum 
170 PRINT A$;" "; '* display each byte 
180 POKE ADDR,M*l6+L :ADDR=ADDR+l '*store an opcode 
190 GOTO 130 
200 IF CS = 3330 THEN PRINT "*SUCCESSFUL* "; 

ELSE PRINT "** BAD DATA **" :STOP 
210 

DELETE 99-670 '** delete unwanted lines 

500 DATA CD,~F,0A,E5,DD,El,DD,2B,ll,0C,01,15,19,E5,FD,El 
510 DATA DD,CB,0B,4E,20,0B,EB,21,01,3C,2B,01,FF,03,03,ED 
520 DATA BO~DD,6E,05,DD,66,06,46,23,5E,23,56,EB,DD,56,0l 
530 DATA DD,5E,03,2B,23,DD,4E,09,CB,46,28,03,7B,91,5F,CB 
540 I 
550 DATA 4E,28,03,7B,81,5F,CB,56,28,03,7A,81,57,CB,5E,28 
560 DATA 03,7A,91,57,CB,6E,28,15,10,DA,DD,CB,0B,46,C0,FD 
570 DATA E5,El,ll,01,3C,1D,01,FF,03,03,ED,B0,C9,C5,D5,D5 
580 DATA DD,46,09,E5,C5,DD,7E,07,FE,02,38,23,7A,FE,40,30 
590 I 
600 DATA 5C,7B,FE,10,30,57,63,6A,CB,25,CB,25,CB,2C,CB,1D 
610 DATA CB,2C,CB,1D,FD,E5,Cl,09,DD,7E,07,18,3F,18,B9,7A 
620 DATA FE,80,30,39,7B,FE,30,30,34,26,FF,7B,24,D6,03,30 
630 DATA FB,C6,03,47,6A,CB,25,CB,2C,CB,1D,CB,2C,CB,1D,CB 
640 I 
650 DATA 10,04,AF,37,8F,10,FD,FD,E5,Cl,09,CB,7E,20,02,36 
660 DATA 80,DD,CB,07,46,28,03,B6,18,02,2F,A6,77,Cl,El,14 
670 DATA 10,91,Dl,lC,OD,20,88~01,Cl,18,B2,END 
79 9 I** 

** This demonstrates the drawing and scaling 

** features of KWIKDRAW 

** 


800 FS$="IDDDFJHHHI" 
810 M $ ( 1 ) = II DII : M$ ( 2 ) = II 4 D II : M$ ( 3 ) = II 4 4 D II : M$ ( 4 ) = II 4 4 4 D II 
820 X=63 :Y=23 '** coordinates for shape 
830 SR=l '** draw with LIT pixels 
840 SC=l '** scale at minimum 
850 PG=O '** oaqe OUT and IN 

Listing 2 continued on page 410 
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TheCOEX 


Anatomy of a Printer 

FACE-Interface with RS-232, ---+---~ BRAIN-2K of Buffered Memory

Centronics, Apple, IEEE-488 

~T-6 Month Warranty. Print 
Rated for 100 Million Character 

MUSCLE-Original Plus 2 Copies xpectancy 
(Carbonless Sets) 

BACKBONE-9x7 Dot Matrix, Bi
.---tr--+----~ directional Printing, Logic Seeking 

Carriage Control. Standard 
Underwood Ribbon.Fl.EXIBILl1Y-Selectable 

Character Pitch, Line Spacing 
and Line Feed 

DEXTERITY-SO Column, 96 Column, 
132 Column, Graphics and Block Print 

SPEED-80 Character Per Seconrl 

Tractor or Friction Feed. 


SPECIFICATIONS: 
CHARAC!l:R FORMATION PROCESS ••• Serial. impact dot matrix 

STANDARD FONT • . ••.••••.•••• • ••• . 9 x7 (7 needles). 6 x6 for graphics printing 

PRINTING DIRECTION •• • •• •• ••••• ••• Bi-directional 

NUMBER OF COLUMNS..•• • •.••.•••• 80. 96 or 132. (40. 48 or 66 forenlargedchara:ters) 

CHARAC!l:R SIZE•••• ••. .•••••••• • .• 2.57 mm ( .101 ") x2.0 mm (.079") fer standard 


80-column line 

CHARAC!l:R DENSI1Y • • •• • ••.••••••• 5 CPI for 40 column. 10 CPI fer BO column. 12 CPI 


for 96 column and 16.7 CPI for 132 column 
 Best of all, the price ... 
UNESPACING••.••••••••• • •••.••••• 1/6".1/B"and 1/12" 

PRINTING SPEED •••••••••••••••.••. 80 characters per second 

NUMBER OF COPIES ••... • •.•...•••• 2 (original plus 2 copies forcabonless sets) 

PAPER WIDTH ••.••.•..••••••..•... 8" to 10" for friction-fed paper and 3" to 


10" sprocket-fed paper 
INKED RIBBON .• . ..••••••••• • •••.•• Standard Underwood spool type 1/2" (13 mm) wide COEX 80-Ff S349°0 

by 11.5 yards (10.5 m) long 

DIMENSIONS•••••••••••.••••••.•••• 387 mm ( 15.3") wide by 309 mm ( 12.2") deep by OPTIONS: 


124 mm ( 4.9") high. With tracto-feed assy. height is 

171 mm (6.7") COEX Interface card to Apple .............. $49.95 

POWER CONSUMPTION •••• • •••.••••• 90 watts maximum operation 25 watts standby Demo Disc for Apple Available to Dealers 
WEIQHT .•••••••.•••••••••••••••.•• 8.5 Kg (19 lbs.) 


Dealer lnqulrt11 Invited 


"Have You Kissed Your Computer Lately'' 

Components Express, Inc. 
~ 1380 E. Edinger • Santa Ana, Calif. 92705 • 714/558-3972 r-~ 

Terms of Sale: Cash, Checks, Credit Cards, M.O.. C.O.D. Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. r ·- ~ 
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Listing 2 continued: 

860 XD=-1 :YD=-1 :SD=l '** X,Y and scale directions 
870 M=M+l :IF M>4 THEN M=l 
880 A$=FS$+M$(M) 
890 GOSUB 1000 '** draw the shape 
900 SC=SC+SD*.4 :IF SC<l OR SC>7 THEN SD=-SD :GOTO 900 
910 X=X+XD*SC :IF X<-10 OR X>l37 THEN XD=-XD :GOTO 910 
920 Y=Y+YD*SC :IF Y<-5 OR Y>52 THEN YD=-YD :GOTO 920 
930 FOR DELAY=l TO 100 :NEXT 
940 CLS :GOTO 870 
997 I** 

** Routine draws a predefined figure. 
** On entry : 
** X and Y screen coordinates 
** A$ holds shape characters 
** SR is SET/RESET/CHARACTER byte: 

998 '** 0 = draw with RESET pixels 
** 1 = 'draw with SET pixels 
** else = CHARACTER for drawing 
** SC is scaling factor 
** PG is paging instruction: 

999 '** 0 = page OUT, draw, page IN 
** 1 = page OUT, draw 
** 2 = draw, page IN 
** 3 = draw only 
** 

1000 P%(0)=X :P%(l)=Y :P%(2)=VARPTR(A$) 
:P%(3)=SR :P%(4)=SC :P%(5)=PG 

1010 UU=USR0(VARPTR(P%(0))) 
1020 RETURN 

Not for sale in any tion that could help you to a 
bookstore! Not available at better way of life. 
any price! The new Consumer · To get your free 
Information Catalog! copy, just write: 

It's the free booklet CONSUMERINFORMMION 
that lists over 200 helpful ~ Federal publications; more PUEBLO, COLORADO 
than half, free. On topics like . 81009 

home repairs. Money man

agement. Nutrition. Informa

1;81 ... General Serv1Ces Administration. 
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VISA, MASTERCAR01$100Min.. Add2%l 

Or Certified Check 
90 Day Warranty (Parts & Labor) 
TRS 80 is a Registered Trademark. Tandy Corp. 

Prices Subject to Change Witho ut Notic e 

SA2 
ROBOT 

$1495 

The Syntheasy 
A low cost speech unit complete with 
Votrax speech output chip, unlimited 
vocabulary, power supply, speaker 
and case, all for only  $

149

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

FREE SHIPPING 	 . 

IBM® Personal Computer Products 

Davong 	 5 MB Hard Disk System $1525.00 
12 MB Hard Disk System 2099.00 
IBM PC-2 Drive System $CALL 

Quadram - Quadboard with Parallel 
Port, Serial Port. Clock/Calendar, 
Expandable to 256 K. 
64 Kon brd. $425.00 
128 Kon brd. 539.00 
192 K on brd. 629.00 
256 Kon brd. 719.00 

Quadram Memory Expansion 
192 K Maximum 
64 Kon brd. $230.00 
128 Kon brd. 350.00 
192 K on brd. 490.00 

Amdek Mon itors 
Mod. 300 Phosphor $150.00 
Composite Color Ill 345.00 
IBM RGB Compatible Color II 650.00 
Color I 300.00 

IBM/TRS 80 Disk Drives/Cabinets 
TM 100·1 Single 40 Track Drive $189.00 

with Cabinet & P/S 235.00 
TM 100-2 Double 40 Track Drive 289.00 
TM 100-3 Single 80 Track Drive 289.00 
TM 100-4 Double 80 Track Drive 379.00 
8" Dual Slim Line Power Supply & Cabinet 225.00 
5V4 External Power Supply & Cabinet 49.00 

The SA2 is a robot developed for the educational market.and has 
been designed to meet a requirement for a robot which will emulate, 
in behaviour and physical attributes. larger industrial robots. 
The arm can mcess 360~ with a read 1of 18 inches and a maximum 
lift of 1"2 lb. Circle 212 on inquiry card. 

Apple II® Computer Products 
Apple Compatible Controller Card $79.95 
Apple Compatible Disk Drive w/Cabinet &Cable 265.00 

w/Controller 325.00 
16 K Ram Card 60.00 
Printer/Graphics lnterface 99.95 
Davong 5 MB Hard Disk System 1525.00 
Davong 12 MB Hard Disk System 2099.00 
Apple Compatible Joysticks 42.95 

~~~ Epson/Smith-Corona 
~~-......... Printers 

MX80 $425.00 
MX80 FIT 470.00 
MX100 640.00 

Smith Corona TP-1 Letter Quality Daisy Wheel 565.00 
TRS 80 I IBM Parallel Printer Cable 20.00 

(with purchase of printer) 
STAR MICRDNICS GEMINI 10 399.00 
GEMINI 15 499.00 

Our TRS 80® Mod 111 
48 K; 2 Tandon 5% Disk 
Drives w/ RS 232 .. $1700.00 

Memory & Media 
IBM 64 K Upgrade Kit (9-4164) $79.95 

16 K Upgrade Kit (4116) 12.95 
Maxell Diskettes 

MD1 - S/S - D/D $36.00/Box of 10 
MD2 - D/S - D/D 46.00/Box of 10 

Commodore VIC-64 	 $Call 
FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S. 

(TRS 80 MOD 111 EXCEPTED) 

(213) 993-4804 
II• ca"'.) 

lr I on lnqu l c 

_
95 

For further information contact 

INTELLIGENT ARTEFACTS l TD. 
19205 Parthenia St., Suite H 
Northridge, CA 91324 Tel (213) 993·4803 



Listing 3: The CREA TE program, used to design your own graphics shapes. It also creates a shape-definition string for use with the 
KWIKDRAW program. 

5 I** 
** CREATE 

** This program is used in generating a 

** shape definition string for display by 

** KWIKDRAW 

** ..... by Dan Rollins 

** 


10 CLS :INPUT"Need instructions";Q$ :IF Q$="Y" :GOSUB 9000 
15 CLEAR 2000 :DEFINT A-Z :DIM V(255J 
20 CK$=" /SCIDHLXAM"+CHR$(13J '** valid command keys 
25 VK$="123456789!"+CHR$(34l+"#$%&'(}0" '**valid vector keys 
30 CL$=CHR$(30J :I=l 
35 IM$="X:### Y:## offsets:#### ### @:#### P:### len:###" 
40 FOR J=l TO 9 :READ A$,DX(Jl,DY(J) :CH(Jl=ASC(A$l :NEXT 
45 DATA J,-1, 1, B, 0, 1, F, 1, 1, H,-1, 0, C, 0, 0 
50 DATA D, 1, 0, I,-1,-1, A, 0,-1, E, 1,-1 
55 INPUT"coordinates for model (X,Y--defaults: 30,lOJ";Xl,Yl 
60 INPUT"coordinates for working shape (defaults: 30,30l";X2,Y2 
65 PRINT :PRINT"String literal to edit or <ENTER> to start anew" 
70 PRINT :SHAPE$="C" :INPUT SHAPE$ 
75 IF SHAPE$="" GOTO 85 
80 FOR J=l TO LEN(SHAPE$l :V(J)=ASC(MID$(SHAPES$,J,l)l :NEXT 
85 LAST=LEN(SHAPE$l :Xl=30 :Yl=lO :X2=30 :Y2=30 
90 PTR=O :GOSUB 700 :GOSUB 800 '** start in EXTEND mode 
95 I** 

** main loop interprets commands, displays data 
** 

100 PRINT@ 0,"COMMAND: "; 
105 PRINT USING IM$;X,Y,X-X2,Y-Y2,INT(X/2l+INT(Y/3l*64,PTR,LAST; 
110 GOSUB 1000 :GOSUB 3000 :IF K2=0 THEN 100 
115 ON K2.GOSUB 200,250,300,400,500,600,650,700,800,75,10000 
120 IF K2=12 GOTO 6000 . 
125 GOTO 100 
199 I** 

** routine moves the cursor forward <spacebar> 
** 

200 IF PTR=LAST THEN RETURN 
210 PTR=PTR+l :V=V(PTRl :GOSUB 4000 
220 IF V AND 64 THEN SET(X,Yl 
230 RETURN 
240 I** 

** back up cursor </> 
** 

250 IF PTR<l THEN RETURN 
260 V=V(PTRl :IF V AND 64 THEN RESET(X,Yl 
270 V=NOT V(PTRl AND 15 '** invert all bits to back up 
280 GOSUB 4000 :PTR=PTR-1 :RETURN 
290 '** 

** Search for a vector <S> 
** 

300 PRINT@ 0,"search vector?";CL$; 
310 GOSUB 1000 :GOSUB 2000 :IF Kl=O GOTO 310 
320 IF Kl=lO THEN RETURN 
330 Vl=V :PTR=PTR+l :GOTO 350 
340 PTR=PTR+l :V=V(PTRl :IF V=Vl THEN PTR=PTR-1 :RETURN 
350 GOSUB 4000 :IF V AND 64 THEN SET(X,Yl 
360 IF PTR=LAST THEN RETURN 

Listing 3 continued on page 414 
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r.irdA ::!?7 nn lnn11irv r.;irr1. 
Circle 67 on inquiry card. 

RacflOShackTRS80'5 

Full Line 


YOU CAN SAVE money whenj!OU buy Radio Shack TRS-80 Com

puters from Pan American Electronics. Pan American Elec

tronics went into business in 1976 and led the way in bringing con

sumers original Radio Shack TRS-80 Computers at reduced prices. 

NO other company has done it longer. 

NO other company has done it better and 

NO other company sells them for less. 


Pan American 

Electronics 


TOLL FREE NUMBER 800/531-7466 

1117 Conway Avenue • Department B 

Mission, Texas 78572 

Phone: 512/581-2766 

Telex Number 767339 


TM - Trademark of Tandy corporation 

Micro Power BenchTM 

·-· 


• Single Switch Control of CPU and Peripherals 
• Built in circuit breaker protects your system 
• Four power expansion outlets 
• Optional power surge protection ($391 
• Optional vent fan ($391 
•Compatible with IBM, APPLE, TRS-80 and others 

Dealer or ordering info. 

800-343-4311 
Master Charge and Visa Accepled 

CAB-TEK, Inc. 
Riverside St.. Nashua NH 03062 

CIVILIZING COMPUTERS 

100~ ~® 

ACOUSTIC ENCLOSURE '99! 

IRIES INVITED 

Cop)'nJh.1 ©1982. l1>' liltbo.i Auoci•tH. 
\.\brdSur i.s • TM of MicroPro. 
M1og1 ~ P1int i' • ™ of Editypt' S~. 

lVIA.GIC PRI:NT 
oOo oO:> 


How Magic Ro.6U R Reil 

Is MagicPrint'"? V.foiet.6 Me Bfue 


Lifeboat Associates Chit Mlg.fr.P1t.&tt o66V!-6 
proportionally-spaced, Mui.t{pR.e c.ofwnn p1t{Y1t{Y1g 

professional text formatter? AYld page 6ootY1otu too!!! 
•••True, you love your high quality daisywheel printer... 
Its sleek lines, power, speed ... but do you make use 
Of all its abilities such as true proportional printing 

boldface, underline. double-strike, O\fer-Hrtke, 
single character kerning and micro centering, 
accenting and other goodies -- fifty+ in all. 

Magic Print works with most any text editor or 
1NOrd processing program. Features include: 

•multiple line page headers and footers 
•print line left or right or centered 

•line-by-line trapping Of errors 
•hang ing indents and outdents 

•multiple column capability 
And for WordStar" users 
proportional printing 

using W 5 commands I 
For Magic Print 
Call Lifeboat 

S195 retail, 
deals for 
dealers 

too 

Lifeboat 

The Standard For Fully Supported Software 


1651 Third Avenue, N .Y., N.Y. 10028 (212) 860-0300 

TWX: 710-581-2524 (LBSOFT NYK) • Telex: 640693 (LBSOFT NYK) 
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Listing 3 continued: 

370 GOTO 340 
390 I** 

** Change a single vector at cursor 
** 

400 IF PTR=LAST RETURN 
410 PRINT@ 0,"vector to change?":CL$: 
420 GOSUB !ODO :GOSUB 2000 :IF Kl=O GOTO 420 
430 IF Kl=lO THEN RETURN 
440 V(PTR+l)=V :GOSUB 200 
450 RETURN 
490 I** 

** Insert a single vector 
** 

500 PRINT@ 0,"vector to Insert?":CL$ 
510 Gosua 1000 :GOSUB 2000 :IF Kl=O GOTO 510 
520 IF Kl=lO THEN RETURN 
530 FOR J=LAST TO PTR+l STEP-1 
540 V(J+l)=V(J) 
550 NEXT :LAST=LAST+l 
560 V(PTR+l)=V 
570 GOSUB 4000 :IF V AND 64 THEN SET(X,Y) 
580 PTR=PTR+l :RETURN 
59 0 I** 

** Delete a single vector 
** 

600 IF PTR=LAST THEN RETURN 
610 PRINT@ 0,"Deleting a vector":CL$: 
620 FOR J=l TO 300 :NEXT 
630 FOR J=PTR+l TO LAST :V(J)=V(J+l) 
640 NEXT :LAST=LAST-1 :RETURN 
645 I** 

** Hack off line & extend 
** 

650 PRINT@O,"Hacking from cursor on":CL$ 
660 FOR DELAY=! TO 300 :NEXT 
670 LAST=PTR :GOTO 800 
690 I** 

** List (draw) entire figure 
** 

700 CLS :X=Xl :Y=Yl 
710 FOR J=l TO LAST 
720 V=V(J) :GOSUB 4000 
730 IF V 8ND 64 THEN SET(X,Y) 
740 NEXT 
750 PTR=O :X=X2 :Y=Y2 
760 RETURN 
790 '** 

** Extend the shape 
** 

800 IF PTR=LAST GOTO 840 
810 FOR J=PTR TO LAST :V=V(J) 
820 GOSUB 4000 :IF V AND 64 THEN SET(X,Y) 
830 NEXT :PTR=LAST 
840 PRINT@ 0,"EXTEND: (0 for COMMAND) X:": 
850 PRINT X:" Y:":Y:" len:":LAST:CL$: 
860 GOSUB 1000 :GOSUB 2000 :IF Kl=O THEN 860 
870 IF Kl=lO THEN RETURN . 
880 PTR=PTR+l :LAST=PTR :V(PTR)=V 
890 GOSUB 4000 :IF V AND 64 THEN SET(X,Y) 
900 GOTO 840 
990 '** 
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-------------------------- ---------- ---------- ----- --- --------------- ------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----------------- -- ---------

From Computer Plus to YOU . . . 

PLUS aNer PLUS aNer PLUS 

CvtorComput•r ;n i-3J., 
• HOlll: i.d.lask:illH 
w.i:uic ld. lmk: t.no 

Cob' comci"'., OttAi Dttv• 
Oll¥•0 HJO Dth• 1 •2'119 

Model . id , ,,.
M:od.t • ••JC 

J ~. i. UU2cUfff 

Buy DIRECT He1e are Just a few ol our l ine olf.ers . • . 
call roU FREE tor lull inlormaf;on. 

COMPU TERS RS. Modem ID C . 
Model 11641( 52675 R.S. Modem 11 O.C 
Model 11141( LEV I 599 Signalman Modem 
M00Ell1116K 7W PRINTERS 
MOOEL11148K 864 OoisvWhe el 11 
Modelll148K OWP-410 
2Disk&.RS232c 1899 Smith Corona TPI Oo+syWheel 
Color Compu1e1 16K 235 Eps o nMX80 
Color Compu1er 16K EprnnMX& Orl 
wlexlended basic 305 fpson MX100 

iColor Computer 32K-64K CGP-115 
wle rtended basic 420 OMP.100 
Pockel Compuler 2 230 DMP.200 
Model 16 10R 1281< 4199 OMP-400 
Model 162DR 1281( 4799 DMP.SOQ 
OT.1 Dal0Je 1minal 599 OkIdata 80 
PT .210 Po11able Te1minal m 01r:ldota 82A 

MODEMS Okldola 8JA 
Lvn• 011e c t Connect Ml /Miii 235 Okldolo 84Porallel 
Hayes Smarl Modem JI 235 Oludalo92 
Hoy es Smorl Modem 1200 599 Okldalo9J 
Its. Acausrlc Coupler AC·J 134 P. C. Pio lier Pnnler 

130 
210 

89 

1715 
1JJS 

575 
499 
549 
735 
199 
315 
599 

1029 
1509 
320 
399 
055 
999 
510 
859 
199 

DISK DRIVES 
R.S Model 111151-Drive 
Tendon 40 Track M! 
Color Compu1er Drive 1 
Color Computer Drive 0 
Pr1mo1y Ho1d01sk Mii 
Primary Hord 01slr. Miii 

ETC. 
CCR-81 recorder 
C. CJovslicks 
161( RAM N E.C 200 NS. chips 
6 41< Ram Chips 
Color Compuler Fl&J 0 0 S 
8rond Nome Sot1wo1e • 

Send for hShng. 
R S. Sollware 10% oll hs1 

1Co1c1ComPu"'' °"~'"o"""I 
01nOcndOOS 

TOUFREE 
MI00·343·8124 

<>SO 
289 
299 
470 

3899 
1999 

52 
22 
25 
75 
99 

Circle 108 on inqu iry card. 
We have the towest possible 
Fully Warranleed Prices AND 
a fu ll complement of Radio Shack 
Software. ~ 

P.0.8ox926 ~US' 
480IClng Shaat·rtces subJect to chcngewllhout notice. _,.. · · · 

lot responslble tor lypog1aphlcal errors. 
11$6011o1eQlslered Uodemork olTandy Corp. 

lllllalan, MA 01460 Writ• 101 your 
6i7·486·J19J lr H CO!OIOQ 

IJ~lllJIHI PB~Hlll l~lllHI 4oo
~Offll

/OR MOREBrand New, Top Quality, Exact Replacement Ribbons & Cartridges. These Ribbons Produce 
Super Jet Black Impressions and Ultra Reliable Print Life. They Are Delivered to Your Door 

Promptly for Much Less Than Most Retail Stores 

*SPECIAL! BUY 10 and GET ONE FREE! 
I YOUR PRINTER SIZE COMMENTSRETAIL UST"" YOUR WHOLESALE PRICE CAT. OROER# I•ACKSIZE 

l ·pkANAOEX 9000 Serles 14 00 .. 
CENTRONICS 700-7Q3, 737. 779 IB.95/3 pk 
CENTRONICS 100. lOIA, 101. 

3/pk 
16.33/3 pk 

I 03. 300, 301. 306 ,30B. 330. 
35B. 39B. 500. 501. 503. 50B. 
5BB. 620. B10. 

CENTRONICS 704-705 

3/pk 

I/pk 16.95 ea 
OEC 'h' 40YO. 3/pk 17 .77 /3 pk 
OEC 'h x 60YO . 3(pk 10.11/3 pk 
OIABLO HYTYPE 11 (M/ S BLKJ HI I/ pk 9.31 ea 


YIElO. FITS 70 PRINTERS' 

PSON MX701BO 
 l / pk. 16 00 .. 
3M ·" SILVER OOlLAR.. Sys. 5.BO ..5/pk 
34. Sys. 32 MOLA, Senes 

IMOL4974, 5156. 31B7. 377U. 

3771-3774. 4974. 5100 . 5103. 

5110. 511B, 5156, 5310MOLA 


BM - HARMONICA y," . SERIES 9.42 ea3/pk 
I. MOO 4973 /11. 3100. 31B9. 
MOO 1. 

~EC SPINWRljER 
 4/pk 23.40/3 cart 
JUME (FITS BO PRINTER MOOS( 3/pk I B.0013 pk 
AAOIO SHACK OAISY WHEEL II l ; pk 14 95/ 3pk 
AAOIO SHACK LPlll, LPV one,·pk 13 .95/ ca11 
AA010 SHACK LPll. LPI V IB.95/3 pk 
TELETYPE MOO 33. 1B. 35. 37. 

3/pk 
10/pk 2.40 ea 

3B. BB. 

NANG M/ S. 5541W, WC. 55BI . 
 I/ pk 6.B5 .. 

WO, 65BIW. 11BIW 

14.00 (14 .00 ea) 
11.95/3 pl< /3 .98 ea) 
17.55/ 3 pl< /5.85 ea) 

13.95/ Giant Call /13 .95 ea) 
11 .95/3 pl< /4 .32 ea) 
14.15/3 pl< /4 . 75 ea) 
6.07 eil /6 .87 ea) 

16.00 ea /13.95 ea! 
14.90/5 pl< (2.98 ea) 

10.B5/3 pl< /6.95 ea) 

23.60.'4 pk rt. reload 15.90 ea! 
13.95/ 3 pl< /4.65 eaj 

B.25 18.25 ea) 
8.95/Reload rib.'onlv /8 .95 ea) 
11.95/ 3 pl< /3.98 ea) 

13.90 / 10 pk /1 .39 ea) 

5.95 ea /595 ea) 

500" 
563' ' x 45' 

Nylon Jet Blk 
Nylon Jet Blk 

C- 777 
C-700 

I" ' lOB' Nylon Jet Blk C-100 
5 mil High Speed 

5 16" .110· Giant Carl C-7045 
1,1"' 110' Doubl e Spools R-600 
1/1" ' IBO' Double Spools R-644 

5116" ). 300.000 plus imp. C-511 
"High Yield. 

.500" •60' Nvlon Jet Blk C-512 
9116" . 30' Ny1on Jet Blk R-300 

I 1'' ' IOB ' Nylon Jet Blk C-350 

112" ). 51 ' Nvlon/Ex Lng Lile R-400 
114" ). 310 ' Multislrike Film C-515 

150" Mvlar Mullist1ike C-7B9 
.500" '45' Nylon Incl lnsll R-T3 
.563 " '45' Nylon Jet Blk C-700 
112" ~ 36' Ny lo n Jet Blk R-450 

5/ 16"' 393' Multistrike Fi lm C-550 

NA~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 


ADDRESS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

ANCIE Laborator ies 301-345-6000 (Wash. D.C. Local) 
5200-J Philadelphia Way 301 -792-2060 IBallo. MD Local) 
Lanham. Maryland 20706 800-638-0987 (National) 

QTY 	 CAT.# 

TOTAL 

TERMS: 
M INIMUM PURCHASE - $20 
PAYMENT BY: C.O.D.(UPS),CHECK, 
MASTER CARD, OR VISA CHAR GE 
CA RD . 

VOLUME DISCOUNTS: 
20 - 50 PACKS 10% 
51 - 100 PACKS 15% 
•UNDER $20, ADD $5 HANDLING. 

••APPROX. RETAIL PRICE VARIES. 

ANCIE 	LABORATORIES 
5200-J Philadelphia Way 301 -345-6000 (Wash. D.C. Loe 
Lanham, Maryland 20706 301-792-2060 (Bal1o. MD Loe, 

800-638-0987 (National) 

AMT. 	 o Check Enc losed 

D C.0.0. 

0 VISA 

0 MASTER CHARG E 

ACCT.# ________ 
EXP.DATE 
MIN . OR DER $20 
PRICES SUBJ ECT TO CHANGE 
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Listing 3 continued: 

** get 1 key with blinking cursor 

** 


1000 IF POINT(X,Yl THEN RESET(X,Y) :GOSUB 5000 :SET(X,Y) 

ELSE SET(X,Y) :GOSUB 5000 :RESET(X,Y) 


1010 K$=INKEY$ :IF K$="" THEN GOSUB 5000 :GOTO 1000 

1020 K=ASC(K$) :RETURN 

1990 '** 


** decode keypad as a vector byte 

** 


2000 Kl=INSTR(VK$,K$) 

2010 MP=O :IF Kl>9 THEN MP=l :Kl=Kl-9 

2020 V=CH(Kl)-16*MP 

2030 RETURN 

2040 I** 


** non-di~k: for above use 

** 2000 Kl=O :FOR J=l TO LEN(VK$) 

** 2002 IF MID$(VK$,J,l)=K$ THEN Kl=J 

** 2004 NEXT 

** same for below, using CK$ 

** 


2990 '** 

** Decode a command 

** 


3000 K2=INSTR(CK$,K$) :RETURN 
3990 I** 


** adjust X and Y according to vector v 

** 


4000 IF V AND 1 LET Y=Y-1 

4010 IF V AND 2 LET Y=Y+l 

4020 IF V AND 4 LET X=X+l 

4030 IF V AND 8 LET X=X-1 

4040 X=X+(X>l27)*128 - (X<O>*l28 '** screen wrap-around 

4050 Y=Y~(Y>47)*48 -(Y<0)*47 

4060 RETURN 

4990 I** 


** short delay routine 

** 


50.00 FOR DELAY=l TO 30 :NEX'r :RETURN 
5990 '** 

** exit editor, compile shape$ <ENTER> 
** and write to disk 
** 

6000 SHAPE$="" 

6010_FOR J=l TO LAST 

6040 SHAPE$=SHAPE$+CHR$(V(J)) 

6050 NEXT 

6060 PRINT@ 0, CL$; :INPUT"disk save on line number";LN! 

6070 PRINT CL$; :LINEINPUT"string variable name? ";SN$ 

6080 DW$=STR$(LN!)+" "+SN$+"="+CHR$(34)+SHAPE$+CHR$(34l 

6083 PRINT DW$ :PRINT 

6085 Q$="" :INPUT"format ok";Q$ :IF Q$="N" CLS :GO'ro 6060 

6090 IF Fl=O THEN Fl=l :PRINT CL$; :LINEINPUT "filespec? ";FS$ 


:OPEN"O",l,FS$ 

6100 PRINT#l,DW$ 

6110 I 

6120 CLS :Q$='"' :INPUT "edit another string (Y/N)";Q$ 

6130 IF Q$="N" THEN CLOSE :END 

6140 GOTO 65 

8999 I** 
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Listing 3 continued: 

** instructions 


** 

9000 CLS :PRINT" CREATE ... a graphics editor for KWIKDRAW" 
9010 PRINT"This program is ari aid in creating and modifying a" 
9020 PRINT"string of vector characters: "A'-"J' and ·1 1 

-·: '" 

9030 PRINT"You may input or build this string with the editor." 
9040 PRINT" The NUMERIC KEYPAD is used to <9> <8> <7>" 
9050 PRINT"move a cursor in the desired * *" 
9060 PRINT"pattern. Use these keys whenever <6> - * - <4>" 
9070 PRINT"you are prompted for a VECTOR and * *" 
9080 PRINT"while extending the shape. <l> <2> <3>" 
9090 PRINT" The <O> key is used to cancel commands and to" 
9100 PRINT"exit EXTEND mode." 

9110 PRINT" You may define the X and Y screen positions for" 

9120 PRINT"your 'model' and your 'working copy'. The top line" 

9130 PRINT"shows: the current X and Y, offsets from the start," 

9140 PRINT"the PRINT@ position, position within the shape," 

9150 PRINT"and length of the shape string."; 

9160 PRINTTAB(50);"Press <ENTER>"; :X=l26 :Y=46 :GOSUB 1000 

9999 '** 


** Menu of commands <M> 
** 

10000 CLS :PRINT TAB(9);"Create - graphics editor for KWIKDRAW" 

10010 PRINT"commands:";TAB(38);" .... by Dan Rollins" 

10040 PRINT" <spacebar> ... cursor forward" 

10050 PRINT" </> .......... cursor backward" 

10060 PRINT" <A> ..........Abort edit without change" 

10070 PRINT " <ENTER> ...... exit editor & save shape to disk" 

10080 PRINT" <D> .......... Delete a single vector" 

10090 PRINT " <L> .......... List (draw) shape, cursor to start" 

10100 PRINT" <S> .......... Search for a vector" 

10110 PRINT" <C> .......... Change a vector" 

10120 PRINT" <I> .......... Insert a single vector" 

10130 PRINT" <X> .......... eXtend shape (enter EXTEND mode)" 

10135 PRINT'' <l> - <9> .... vector keys for S,C,I,X commands" 

10140 PRINT" <O> .......... escape from S,C,I,X commands" 

10160 PRINT" <SHIFT> ....... move-only vector (with <l> - <9>)" 

10170 PRINT" <M> ........... display this list"; 

10175 PRINT TAB(50);"press <ENTER>"; 

10180 X=l26 :Y=46 :GOSUB 1000 

10190 IF I=O THEN I=l :CLS :RETURN 

10200 GOTO 700 


82G·ll FEATURES: 4MHz.Z80.\ CP"-4 BASED, 64K RAM, 12' HIRES SCREEN 124 x80),DD DISK CONTROLLER. THINLINE 
GRAPHICS, ENHANCED SCREEN FEATURES IHIL INTENSITY, REVERSE VIDEO. FLASHING CHARACTERS}, TONE 
GENERATOR, 2 RS·232 PORTS. ONE PARALLEL PORT, ALSO BOOTS AS INTELllGENT TERMINAL. 

820/820 11 OPTION PKG. I Save $461 OPTION PACKAGE 11 Save $791 
• Z80BCPUSPEEOUP ·lo5 MHt:fot820 $149 1 lNCLUDESAll THE OPT.PKG. I PlUS
• ZBOC CPUSPEEOUP ·lo8Mltzlor82011 $189 ' 100isli:e1tes(DS&B"slightlyt)gher) $25 
• OISPLAYRISER·ElavatesS', Sl991Coo.sfndon 
• ACRYUCGREENSCREEN ·Molded kl litCRT 
• ANTl·Gl.ARESCREEN-Ny!on,strektle-sove<CRt 
1 SYSTEMOUSTCOVERS·(3)(8"slightlyhighe1) 

S29 
S 19 
S 19 
S 29 

• SU'g&-Pro1ededMultiple0ut!e1Slrip 
• Enter Key!orNumeric Keypad 
• Coolingfan-frtsindisplayiprocessOf, 
• DiskDriveHeadOeaningKlt·S'o r8" 

$29 
$ 19 
135 
125 

$1991or820, $2391or820-ll S2991or82tl, S339tor&.20-lt 

-~W< $ !QI 820Double Density Kit $249 5 MB Hard Disk · exp.to20MB $1995 
1211<- s m 620! Extended DD 1670\(/ode} S 99 J2k Pinier Buller $ 250 
2!1111Yinloft S1050 AmberorGreenCRTreplacement S 89 Hayes Smaitmodem S 239 
2!1111Y-•CP.11-N $1250 ParaWel Prinler Cable S 49 Anli·Slalic Floor Mat S 25 

v--.. 
IMt 

CP+ 1111 -
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Figure 1: A simple figure drawn using the CREA TE program. 

Figure 2: Sequence of cursor moves showing·how figure 1 was 
drawn. The figure has been expanded for clarity. 

Text continued from page 394: 

walk through a sample session. For example, to create 
figure 1, we ordinarily write this BASIC subroutine: 

1000 SET(X-1,Y-1) :SET(X,Y-1) :SET(X +1,Y-1) 
:SET(X +2,Y) 

1010 SET(X+l,Y+l) :SET(X,Y+l) :SET(X-1,Y+l) 
:SET(X-2,Y) 

1020 RETURN 

A GOSUB to this routine would slowly draw the shape in 
a position relative to the key position defined by the X 
and Y coordinates. 

Defining the same figure as a series of vectors can be as 
easy as running the CREATE program (see listing 3) and 
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using the numeric keypad to move a dot in the necessary 
pattern. But to understand the process, look at figure 2. 
Beginning at a central position, the first cursor motion 
will be northwest with the resulting pixel turned on. The 
next two motions are east, etc. The result is a pattern of 
directions: 

NW, E, E, SE, SW, W, W, NW 

Referring to table 1, we see that these vectors are defined 
by the characters 

IDDFJHHI 

The shape would be defined within a BASIC program as 

SHAPE$ = "IDDFJHHI" 

Now that the shape is defined, it may be drawn at any 
screen position by storing a few parameters and invoking 
the KWIKDRAW USR routine. 

The shape-interpreter will look at the bit positions of 
each of the vector bytes to determine the direction in 
which to move the cursor. The control codes (A through 
J and 1 through : ) were chosen specifically for the bit 
positions of their binary values. Using these bit patterns 
as instructions, KWIKDRA W decodes these bytes as mo
tions of a cursor. For example: 

Direction Vector Bits Vector Bits 

ASCII hexadecimal 76543210 A SCH hexadecimal 76543210 

WESN WESN 

North =A = 41 = 01000001 1 = 31 = 00110001 

East =0=44= 01000100 4 = 34 = 00110100 

Northeast = E = 45 = 01000101 5 = 35 = 00110101 

Bit 0 (the rightmost bit) of a byte is the flag for moving 
north, and bit 3 indicates motion east. When both bits 0 
and 3 are 1, motion is to the northeast. Also, notice that 
A and 1 have the same binary value with the exception 
that bit 4 is on in the latter. This bit is tested to determine 
whether to move without changing whatever is in the 
background. Bits S, 6, and 7, untested by the program, 
are on only for the convenience of the BASIC program
mer. 

The first action taken by KWIKDRAW in vector inter
pretation is the adjustment of its X,Y pointer. Usually, 
the key position (the X,Y pair passed to the program) will 
not be plotted. Remember, the principal aspect of a vec
tor is motion in space. If you want the very first character 
to indicate a screen change at the exact coordinate de
fined by the X, Y parameters, a move and plot command 
of C will first move the cursor north, then south and plot 
the position. Otherwise, the first position plotted will be 
offset by one step from the starting X, Y coordinate in the 
direction defined by the vector. 

Passing Parameters 
Four basic parameters are required by KWIKDRAW in 

its processing of a shape-definition string: 



l 
VARPTRI P% IOI I 
2- BYTE ADDRESS 

-ADDRESS PASSED TO USR ROUTINE 

P% IOI p•;. (l l P.,o l2l p.,. (3) P%141 P0/o l5l p•4 {6) -p•t.(517) 

(I X+ 11 llX+31 llX+51 llX+61 llx+71 llX+91 llX+lll ADDRESSED BY IY 

X ORDINATE Y ORDINATE POINTER TO 
VARIABLES LIST 

SET /RESET/ 
CHARACTER 

SCALING 
FACTOR 

PAGING 
INSTRUCTION 

TEMPORARY 
SCREEN STORAGE 

LSB lMSB 
UNUSED I 

LSB IMSB 
UNUSED 

LSB I MSB LSB IMSB 
UNUSED 

LSB IMSB 
UNUSED 

LSB IMSB 
UNUSED 

1024 BYTES 
USED FOR PAGING 

~ BASIC VARIABLE NAME 

- INDEX OFFSET 

4--- FUNCTION 

- BYTE USAGE 

STRI NG SlOAAGE 
LENGTH ADDRESS • 

STRING -l_"l_RIS_T~--~l~~J l
BY HL - 9VTE • $~ - UoST 

BYTE 

ENTRY FROM LIST OF 
BASIC VARIABLES 

BASIC CHARACTER 
INDEXED 

Figure 3: Organization of string data accessed by the VARPTR function of the KWIKDRA W program. 

•where to draw the shape (an X,Y coordinate pair) 
•whether to set/reset a pixel or use a character 
• 'a pointer to the shape-definition string 
•a scaling factor to define the size of the shape 

Additionally, you may decide whether or not to page the 
screen workspace in or out of video memory-more on 
that later. 

An inherent limitation "Of the USR hook is that only 
one integer argument at a time may be passed to the rou
tine it calls. Because of the number of parameters needed 
by KWIKDRAW, a sophisticated protocol was devel
oped. The arguments are placed in elements of an integer 
array, and the address of the first array element is passed 
to KWIKDRA W. 

The VARPTR function returns an address that points 
either directly or indirectly to the storage address of the 
variable. 

V ARPTR(integer array variable) points directly to a 
contiguous block of main memory, addressing the LSB 
(least significant byte) of the variable named. The next 
higher address is the MSB (most significant byte), the 
following 2 bytes are the LSB and MSB of the array ele
ment next in line, etc. For example: 

10 Ao/o(O) = 2 
20 PRINT.PEEK(VARPTR(A %(0))), 

PEEK(VARPTR(A % (0)) +1) 

This will print 

2 0 

The variable is stored using the two's complement con
vention. Negative numbers have been increased by 1 and 

have had all bits flip-flopped. Thus, if A% (0) -2, the 
result would be 

254 255 

V ARPTR(string variable) returns an address that is the 
location of a block of data associated with the string. The 
address itself will contain a 1-byte string length (0-255). 
The next 2 bytes are a pointer to the actual main-memory 
storage location for the characters. This address is read in 
normal ZBO format, that is, MSB followed by LSB. Figure 
3 should help in visualizing just how the addresses are ac
cessed by KWIKDRAW. 

One word of caution when using these facts in conjunc
tion with the USR command. It is usually desirable to in
clude the V ARPTR function explicitly as the USR argu
ment, rather than setting a variable to the value for reuse. 
For example, always pass the pointer with 

UU = USR(VARPTR(Po/o(O))) 

Don't use 

VP= VARPTR(P%(0)) :UU = USR(VP) 

The reason for this is based upon Microsoft's variables 
table handling. Simple (nonarray) variables are inserted 
into the list on the fly. As a new simple variable is 
created, all array variables are pushed higher in memory. 
In the example above, VP will point correctly until the 
storage for the UU variable is allocated. The insertion of 
UU into the variables table alters the position of the 
P%( ) array, making the value of VP invalid. Also, the 
address returned by VARPTR(string variable) may be in
validated by BASIC's string reorganization. 
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Circle 172 on inquiry card. 

ST ART YOUR OWN 

COMPUTER CO. 


HOW TO START YOUR OWN SYSTEMS HOUSE $36. 
7th edition. November 1981 
Written by the founder of a successful systems house, this fact-filled 220-page 
manual covers virtually all aspects of starting and operating a small systems 
company. Contracts, proposals, agreements and a complete business plan are 
included in full, and ma y be used immediately . Proven, field-tested solutions to the 
many problems facing small tum_key vendors are presented. 

HOW TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL COMPUTER CONSUL TANT $28. 
by Leslie Nelson, 4th revised edition, December 1981 
The rewards of the consultant can be high: freedom, more satisfying work and 
doubled or tripled income. This manual provides comprehensive background 
information and step-by-step directions for those interested to explore this 
lucrative field. 

HOW TO START YOUR OWN COMPUTER STORE $145. 
1st printing, March 1983 
You too can participate in the 1983 computer store boom ... follow the success 
patterns (and learn from the mistakes) of 170 computer stores we investigated 
while preparing this manual.• Det ailed analysis of the five major computer store 
strategies • franchises• d1st11bu1ors • start -up plan• low-budget plans• detailed 
bosmes.s plan. 

HOW TO START YOUR OWN WORD PROCESSING SERVICE $48. 
by Leslie Nelson, 2nd edition, November 1982 

FREE· LANCE SOFTWARE MARKETING $36. 
by B.J. Korites, 3rd edition. June 1980 

1983 SOFTWARE WRITER"S MARKET $28.50 
1st printing, January 1983 

HOW TO SELL YOUR MICRO SOFTWARE $19.95 
by B.J. Korites. Ph.D . May 1982 

Send check. money order. VIS A. Master Charge or Amer ican Express #and exp. 
date. Publ isher pays 4th class sh ipping . Add 51 .00 per book for UPS shipping 
(USA) only) . NJ residents add 5% sales tax . For faster shipment on credit card 
orders call (201) 783-6940. 

ESSEX PUBLISHING CO. Dept. 2 
285 B loomfield Avenue • Caldwell . N.J. 07006 

We will train you in UNIX™ 
and the "C" Language 

.. .And, back it with 50 years of technical experience. 

The leader in on-line data informa· Current course offerings include: 

lion equipment and applications •Introduction to the UNIX environ· 

for over 50 years, Bunker Ramo ment (5 days) 

now provides a training course •Introduction to "C" programming 

which gives you: 
 language (5 days) 

• Advanced UNIX methods 
(5 days) 

• A one terminal/one user class· • Advanced "C" methods (5 days) 
room environment 

For a detailed prospectus, call 
techniques or write: 

• Proven hands-on learning 

• Comprehensive textbooks Bunker Ramo Information Systems 
• Completecoursedocumentation Training Services Group 
• State·of·the-art instructional 	 35 Nutmeg Drive 

methods Trumbull, CT 06609 
• Special group registration rates (203) 386-2600 

P%(0) = key horizontal (X) ordinate: 
display range: 0-127 (PIXEL mode) 

0-63 (CHARACTER mode) 

P%(1) key vertical (Y) ordinate: 
display range: 0-47 (PIXEL mode) 

0-15 (CHARACTER mode) 

P%(2) pointer to string variable data block: 
usually VARPTR(shape$) 

P%(3) = display mode: 
0 = RESET pixels 
1 =SET pixels 

2-255 = display character 

P%(4) = scaling (magnification) factor: 
possible range: 1-256 (0 = 256) 
practical range: 1-15 

P%(5) = paging code: 
0 = copy screen to memory, draw shape, 

copy memory to screen 
1 = copy screen to memory, draw shape 
2 = draw shape, copy memory to screen 
3 = draw shape (in memory only) 

Table 2: Control parameters used in the passing of 
parameters to the shape interpreter. 

These problems crop up only when they're least ex
pected. They may always be avoided by taking this pre
caution: Never define a new variable between the storing 
of parameters in the Po/o ( ) array and the invoking of the 
USR command. This is the first place to start looking 
when KWIKDRAW does something unexpected. 

Table 2 indicates the array variables used in the passing 
of parameters and the limits associated with each. Discus
sion of this parameter array will always refer to the 
P % ( ) array. Any INTEGER variable array would work, 
however, and the "%" character may be omitted if a DE
FINT command has been specified for the variable. 

Note that invalid data in these variables will not crash 
the program. A possible problem, however, is en
countered when the scaling factor is set to 0. 
KWIKDRAW will appear to lock up because it cycles 
through the SET /RESET routine more than 65,000 times 
per shape-definition byte. The practical range for scaling 
a pixel shape is approximately 1 to 15 . 

Invalid X, Y coordinates are ignored by the program. A 
shape may be drawn so that part of it is off the screen. 
Specifying ordinates less than 0 or greater than the screen 
size is allowed. It is usually advisable to use a central 
point of the shape as the key vector during shape
definition. This gives the shape its maximum range of 
motion during animation. Another reason for this 
precaution is due to the nature of the scaling function. 

When the scaling factor is greater than 1, each vector 
will be drawn as a filled rectangle SCALE wide by SCALE 
high. The rectangle will be placed with its northwest cor
ner at the current cursor position, and cursor motion will 
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be in increments with the step size equal to SCALE. As 
the shape is enlarged (its scaling factor is increased), the 
shape will appear to move southwest. Assuming that the 
key position remains the same, the vectors will force cur
sor motion in greater and greater steps and fill larger and 
larger blocks. By using a central location within the shape 
as the key vector, this sliding effect can be minimized. 

Paging the Video 
A flaw in the TRS-80 Model I hardware causes an ef

fect known as hashing on the video screen. Unwanted 
streaks and flickering can be seen during rapid graphics 
operations. The TRS-80 Technical Reference Handbook 
explains that the video-divider chain loses control of the 
display for short periods of time while the central pro
cessing unit accesses video memory. Unfortunately, the 
only way to minimize this effect is to address video RAM 
(random-access read/write memory) as seldom as possi
ble. 

KWIKDRAW may make hundreds-even thousands-of 
accesses to video RAM during the drawing of a single 
shape. The resulting hashing could be an irritating source 
of eye fatigue. Additionally, the action of drawing a com
plex shape (or one scaled to many times its original size) 
takes a certain amount of time-even at machine-lan
guage speeds. It is desirable to eliminate this visible lag 
between the drawing of the first and the last vector. 

For these reasons, a paging feature is included as part 
of the machine-language code. KWIKDRAW uses non
video RAM as working storage for the screen. All shapes 
are drawn in this work area-screen memory being ad
dressed only at the start and/or end of the shape-drawing 
process. Of special significance are the options of 
(1) copying the current contents of the screen to storage, 
and (2) drawing multiple shapes within the working 
storage before moving it to the display area. Though 
screen hashing is not completely eliminated, the utility of 
KWIKDRAW is greatly enhanced by the inclusion of this 
paging function. 

Video-paging requires that 1024 bytes of main memory 
be set aside for working storage. To avoid having to set 
MEMORY SIZE and to keep the program compatible 
with TRS-80 Models I and III of all memory configura
tions, the storage area for an integer array is used for ma
nipulating the screen. Because the P % ( ) array is being 
used to pass parameters to KWIKDRAW, it is the logical 
place for the screen work area. Therefore, this array must 
be dimensioned to at least 517. The first six elements 
{0-5) are for parameter passing. The rest (512 elements 
with 2 bytes per element = 1024 bytes) are used for 
screen operations. 

The paging is performed using the Z80 op code LDIR, a 
block-move instruction. This is a memory-to-memory 
transfer that moves bytes from the source address defined 
by the HL register pair to the destination address held in 
DE. The BC register pair is automatically used as a byte 
counter for this operation and is set here to 1024-the 
total number of screen bytes. For paging out of video 
RAM, HL is pointed to the screen address (3COO hexadec-

Get The Most From Your NEC 

PERSONAL COMPUTER 


With RACET COMPUTES Software 
and HARDWARE!!! 

* * * * * NEW • NEW • NEW • NEW • NEW • NEW • NEW * * * * * * 

~-~:.::;.;;,:_-----~ 
RACEY RK·418 MULTIPLEXOR 

Schools - Businesses - Word Processing II! The RACET MK4/8 Multiplexor allows multiple 
users to share !he same mass storage, whether ii is floppy disk or !he RACET Hard Disk. The 
Multiplexor is fully supported under the RACET ·Everything' DOS. Users can work in mixed ROM 
BASIC and CP/M Call Compatible modes. All users can request inlormation and be writing to !he 
disk simultaneously. The multiplexor not only provides a cost-effective solution lo users requiring 
multiple computers. but also provides the power ol sharing data. 
4-Port Mux S745 	 8-Port Mux S945 

CALL FOR LOWEST HARO ORIVE PRICES FOR NEC 

RACET NECDOS FOR YOUR PC-8000 AND PC-8800!! THE 'EVERYTHING' DOS!!! S225 
Has ROM BASIC mode. Has CPIM• compatibility mode. Works in both modes wilh the RACET RK 
418 Multiplexor for shared disk environment. Supports the RACET Hard Disk in bolh modes and 
optionally wilh the Multiplexor. 
RACET NECDOS does more for your PC-B001 than any other DOS. It's faster. more efficient and 
easier to use. It's loaded with exIra features to let you stretch !he limits ol your system. 
EMPHASIZES INTEGRITY. NO MOUNT or REMOVE commands. Excellent protection from 
improper diskette swapping. File password protection. 

' 	ADVANCED FEATURES. All DOS functions and commands may be used directly in aBASIC pro
gram II' Special RUN option allows merging of programs. retaining all variables in memeory. 
Fixed block spanned records. AUTO and DO commands. Machine language loads and saves. 
MATPRINT and MATINPUT to disk. Complete directory. All supervisory calls documented and 
available lo the machine language programmer. Superzap and other extensive utilities. 

* NEW * ELECTRIC PENCIL• * * S99.95 
1tiE most popular Microcomputer Word Processor in lhe world now available on the NECll' With 
nanyadded features. Embedded print commands. Print lrom memory and disk" Settable labs. 
ndent and hanging indent. Parallel. Serial. and Video drivers. DICTAMA TIC cassette control for 
ranslaling dictated messages 11 And much more 111 Mos! features of word processors costing five 
times as much'!! Runs on 32K or 64K system!!! Works in multi-user environment with !he RK4,8 
Mulliptexor!' II 

* NEW * ELECTRIC SPREADSHEET * * S75 
~BASIC Spreadsheet program for the PC-8001 Anything you work with columns and rows and a 
calculator belongs on the Electric Spreadsheet. Results lormatted tor screen or printer. 'What if 
iuestions answered. P1L forecast. Personal budget. Real estate investment. Net worth forecast. 
Cash flow estimates. Business forms. Works on 32K or 64K system! II 70 operators plus 
histogram plot. revise spreadsheat layout. and more. Select preprogrammed operators for line. 
column. or cell calculations. Se! column widths and number of decimals. Manual and diskelte 
include 22 examples.

* NEW * ADVANCED PROGRAMMING BASIC * * S60 
THE functions and commands in !his package give you extended control over data and your 
PC-8001 system. These extensions to NBASIC provide complete conversion ol lime and dale 
!unctions including days between dales and Julian dates. Extended siring functions include jus
lily, truncate. center. rotate, translate. shill. pack, and search. Array functions include masked 

• search of bolh sorted and unsorted arrays, and insert in sorted arrays 
MULTl·KEY SORT "MKS" S60 

SUPER FAST Machine Language In-Memory Sorts. Three key sort on 500 elements in 4 sec
1nds '!' Simple one-line BASIC functions - SORTV and SORTC VERBS. Mixed ascending and 
lescending keys. 

BASIC PROGRAMMING UTILITIES 'BASUTIL' S60 
:OMPRESS. EXPAND. PRETTY. XREF Cross Reference Utility. Great for modeling. debugging 
ind structuring BASIC programs. 

KFS-80 KEYED FILE SYSTEM 'KFS-80' S150 

MCHINE language BASIC ISAM utility provides keyed and sequential access lo multiple files. 

:imple interface to BASIC. Binary tree keyed-file index svstem provides rapid access lo records . 


CONVERT TRS-80" PROGRAMS TO RACET NECOOS 

WITH 'PRDTRAN' S99.95 

:oMPLETE utilities for file transfer and BASIC program conversion. MOD Ill diskettes may be read 
Jirectly; MOD I and II via RS-232. Transfer BASIC programs, data files, or machine language liles. 
~O SUPPORT is provided for conversion of machine language files or PEEK's, POKE's or USR's lo 
unction on PC-8001. Substantial knowledge of TRS BASIC and NBASIC required. Package 
lesigned for sollware authors. 

WAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL NEC DEALER or from RACET computes 

~HECK. VISA. MIC, C.0.0., ~RACET 	 ~ 
PURCHASE ORDER 	 . COMPUTES LTD. 
Telephone Orders Accepted 	 Integrity in Soltware 

(714) 997-4950 1330 N. Glassel!. Suo1e M. Orange. CA 92667 1714) 997-4950 

• TRS-80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORPORATION 

• CP/M IS ATRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH 
• ELECTRIC PENCIL PENCIL IS ATRADEMARK OF MICHAEL SCHRAYER 
•ELECTRIC SPREADSHEET IS A TRADEMARK OF DAN G. HANEY & ASSOCIATES 
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Description of the KWIKDRA W Assembly-Language Program 

Much of the utility of KWIKDRAW is rooted in the fact 
that it is located on a BASIC program line and avoids the 
necessity of reseruing high memory. Several trade-offs were 
needed to accomplish this end. Speed is traded for relocat
ability, program size is traded for compatibility with the 
BASIC program line format, and modularity is seemingly 
lost in the necessity of avoiding CALLs. 

The program is, however, written -in a modular style with 
each section being· basically self-contained. First, the pro
gram initializes its variables. Then it takes the requested pag
ing action. The next section interprets each of the bytes of the 
vector string. It adjusts the horizontal and .vertical pointers, 
determines plot / no plot action, and plots a position accord
ing to the scaling parameter. Finally, the return paging action 
is taken and execution is passed back to BASIC. 

The CALL to OA7F hexadecimal in line 1050 returns HL 
with the address of the first byte of the Po/o () array. The IX 
index register is immediately set to this value by pushing it 
from HL onto the stack and popping it into IX . Because this 
address points directly to the X (horizontal) ordinate, the off
set byte used in accessing the value would assemble to a 0. 
Because BASIC line format dictates that this must be avoid
ed, IX is decremented. The X ordinate is now found in the ad
dress referred to by IX+ 1. 

The address used for the start of screen storage is used 
several times during the program. It is convenient to have it 
accessible as a main register. This address is the same as the 
location of the seventh element of the parameter array 
P%(6), and is calculated by adding 12 to the LJSR argument, 
i.e ., the start of the Po/o() array. Then it is saved in the IY 
register. Lines 1850, 2380, and 2840 access this address with a 
PUSH and a POP to another register. 

When the storage address has been determined, the paging 
action takes place. Two of the four possible paging codes, 
held in Po/o (5), request that the current contents of the screen 
be copied to storage before any shape-drawing occurs. 
Testing the lowest bit of Po/o (5) sets a flag used in selecting 
the desired action. The BIT op code used _here (testing a 
single bit of a byte at an indexed address) is -very useful in this 
type of bit-logic application. As with all BIT testing, the Z 
flag is set when the bit is off. Think of it as complementing 
the test bit and placing it into the Z flag, or remember that 
the Z flag is .set as if a CP (compare) operation was per
f armed between the test bit and a 0. 

When the paging argument is 0 or 1, the screen is moved 
into the storage area. Notice in lines 1250-1280 that absolute 
addresses of 3COO and 0400 hexadecimal must be loaded into 
the HL and BC registers. Here again, the zero bytes must be 
avoided so that the registers are loaded, then decremented or 
incremented to the correct values. The LDIR (load, incre
ment, and repeat) op code duplicates the screen bytes into 
the storage area where they may be altered with a minimum 
of screen hashing. · 

Lines 1310-1420 finish the initialization process. The 
number of characters in the vector string is saved in the B 
register, the starting X and Y coordinates are placed into the 
D and E registers respectively, and HL is pointed to just 
efore the start of the vector string. The program is now set 

up to begin the interpretation process. 
The main loop decodes each vector byte as motions of an 

X, Y pointer. HL is adjusted to point to the byte to decode. 
The bits of this byte are tested individually. The DE pointer 
is adjusted in any of eight directions-according to which of 
the bits are on. Adjustments are made in increments of the 
scaling factor . When DE has been updated, the fifth bit is 
tested for a plot/no plot action . If the byte being examined is 
an ASCII character between 1 and : (31-3A hexadecimaV, 
the main body of the program is skipped. Register B is 
decremented; if it's not 0, execution loops back to decode 
another vector. 

A truly modular program would simply make a CALL to 
the plot routine when the characters A through H were en
countered. KWIKDRAW must jump past the program exit 
code to line 1960 where the plotting action begins. A pair of 
nested loops is set up in lines 1960-2090. If programmed in 
BASIC, the rest of this program would look something like 

10 FOR I= 1 TO SCALE 
20 FOR K=l TO SCALE 
30 SET(X+K.Y+J) 
40 NEXT K 
50 NEXT J 

When SCALE = 0, the loops are each performed 256 times. 
This mistake will cause a delay of about 7 seconds per (plot
ting) vector byte. 

The loops are ended at lines 3030-3170. The outer-scaling 
loop sends control back to the top of the main loop by way 
of a two-span bridge. Because the Z80 JR (jump relative) op 
code liqs a range of -126 to +129 bytes from the program 
counter\ and the distance between the bottom and the top of 
the loop is outside this range, this indirect route must be 
taken. Two spans to the bridge avoid breaking up any of the 
logical program modules. 

The assembler code analogous to the SET(X+ K. Y +J) ex
ample from above is actually two separate modules. Depend
ing on the value of the SETI RESET! CHARACTER param
eter passed in Po/o (3), a point is defined as either a single pixel 
or an entire byte of memory. When Po/o (3) is greater than 1, 
the code beginning at line 2230 (CHARACTER mode) is in
voked. Here, a PRINT@ screen position (0-1023) is cal
culated from the X and Y coordinates. The formula used is 
position = (Y•256 + X•4) I 4. This is calculated very rapid
ly using the register shift and rotate directives. The position 
obtained is added to the start of the screen storage area, 
yielding an address to which the parameter byte is saved. 

Calculations for determining which pixel to set or reset are 
somewhat more complicated. Both a PRINT@ position and 
a pixel value must be ascertained. The farmer is simply 
position = (INT(Y/3)•256 + INT(X/ 2)) I 4. The remainder 
of the Y I 3 operation (0-2) is saved in the B register, and the 
carry flag holds the remainder left after the division by 4 (O 
or 1). 

A pixel is lit by applying a logical OR to the graphics byte 
at the indicated position . Masking the same value from the 

Text box continued on page 423 
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Text box continued: 

byte will darken this pixel. Graphics bytes will always have a 
value greater than or equal to 128 (80 hexadecimal). Apply

. ing the logical OR to one of these values: 

1 2 
4 8 

16 32 

and to any graphics byte, will light the respective pixel. 
The SET I RESET routine of KWIKDRAW determines which 

of these values to use by multiplying the B register by 2 and 
adding the carry flag value, then extracting 2 to the power of 
the resulting sum. The formula, where MOD is a remainder 
function , is 

bit = 2 I (MOD(Y13) • 2 + MOD((INT(Y13) • 
256 + INT(X/2)) I 4)) 

Once these numbers have been obtained, the screen storage 
byte is modified for the indicated action. Any nongraphics 

byte at the position is first changed to a blank graphics byte. 
For a SET action, the pixel value is compared with the cur
rent byte using a logical OR operation. A RESET action is 
performed by complementing the pixel value and then per
forming a logical AND with the position byte. The resulting 
byte is saved at line 2980. Incidentally, this SET/RESET 
routine is modeled after the one found in the Level 11 ROM. 
Several modifications made it relocatable and speeded it up a 
bit. 

Both the SET!RESET and the CHARACTER routines 
check for coordinates that would modify bytes outside the 
storage area. When an X, Y pair is out of range, the routine is 
simply skipped-allowing shapes to be drawn wholly or par
tially off the screen. 

Finally, the last vector byte has been interpreted when the 
B register is decremented to 0 by the DJNZ on line 1750. Ex
ecution falls through to the paging and exit module. Here, 
the paging argument is again tested. A value of 0 or 2 causes 
the updated storage area to be copied onto the screen. Con
trol is then handed back to the BASIC program. 

imal), and DE is set to the address of the sixth element of 
the Po/o( ) array. The LDIR op code then copies the screen 
to the storage area. Paging back into video RAM is ac
complished by reversing these registers so that the storage 
area is copied to the screen. 

A detailed description of the KWIKDRAW shape-table 
interpreter (listing 1) is included with this article in a 
separate text box. This, plus the remarks within the 
listing, will explain the structure of the program and 
detail the techniques used in this example of hybrid pro
gramming. 

The problem new users will most often experience with 
KWIKDRAW is incorrect handling of parameter passing. 
A BASIC programmer is used to having English-sounding 
words like PRINT and DRAW as commands. KWIK
DRAW takes a giant step backward in this respect. There 
is no easy way to remember which parameter goes in 
which element of the Po/o( ) array. 

I suggest that a copy of table 2 (the list of parameter 
codes) should be available for easy reference during pro
gramming with KWIKDRAW. 

A Graphics Editor 
CREA TE is a handy utility program for defining the 

vector strings needed by KWIKDRAW (see listing 3). It is 
a graphics editor in much the same way that BASIC's 
EDIT mode is a text editor. Normally, you'll design a 
shape on a graphics worksheet and use CREA TE for en
coding it into a vector string. 

Operation is simple; define two pairs of key X,Y coor
dinates at the prompts. The first is the position at which a 
reference model is drawn. The latter is for the working 
copy. Next, CREATE expects input of a series of vector 
characters that are to be edited. This is the only time 
you'll have to refer to table 1. You may use a null entry 
here to define your starting shape string as C-the plot
the-key-position vector described earlier. To edit a few 

changes to a predefined string, you may read it in from 
disk, set SHAPE$ to its value, and skip this input 
prompt. 

Commands recognized by CREA TE are 

SPACEBAR Advance the cursor 
I Back up the cursor 
A Abort edit without change to SHAPE$ 
ENTER Exit editor and save the shape 
D Delete a single vector 
L List (draw) the shape, cursor to start 
s Search for a vector 
c Change a single vector 
I Insert a single vector 
x Enter EXTEND mode (add vectors) 
0 Escape from S,C,I,X commands 
1-9 Vector keys for S,C,I,X commands 
SHIFT Move-only vector-with < 1 > through 

<9> 

The L, S, C, and I commands are followed by a vector 
from the numeric keypad. The X command expects a 
series of such vectors. 

Visualize the keypad as being superimposed on the 
screen with 8 at the top, 4 on the left, 3 at the lower right, 
etc. Move the cursor and plot the resulting pixel by press
ing the key corresponding to the desired direction. Press 
the Shift key with the direction key to include a move
only vector. The 0 key is used to escape from any of the 
above commands. 

Some important data is displayed during the editing 
process: the current X,Y pixel coordinate, the current 
PRINT@ position, the length of the string, and the cur
rent offsets from the starting X and Y. Though positions 
are relative during KWIKDRAW's interpretation of the 
shape, knowing the size of the shape is handy in defining 
multiple shapes (alphabetic characters, frames of anima-
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speech synthesizer chi p. 
Troy, MI 4808-l-. 

Get your computer talking and save $126. 

The Type-'N-Talk™ speech synthesizer is now available for only $249. 


D Spelling and phoneme access modes. 

• D 7 50 character buffer. 

tion), and the X,Y offsets are needed for chaining a series 
of complex figures. 

Pressing the Enter key from COMMAND mode saves 
the shape in the variable SHAPE$ for processing to disk. 
Don't have disks? Use LPRINT SHAPE$ and copy it into 
your applications program. Don't have a printer? Get a 
pencil. 

Disk users will be prompted for a file name and a se
quential file is opened. You'll then be prompted for a line 
number and a variable name. The string is written as a 
BASIC line in the format 

line# variablename =" ... . vector characters.... " 

For example: 

10240 SHAPE$(2,4) = "IDDFJHHI" 

The resulting file may be merged with an applications 
program that contains the KWIKDRAW routine. It 
would be easy to change the format so that the shape may 
be read as a DATA line. 

Multiple Pages and Other Trivia 
Some of the utility of KWIKDRAW will not be com

pletely apparent until it has been used a few times. For ex
ample, a working page may be filled with any byte (ex
cept 0 or 1) by 

CL$="CDDD" 
Po/o(O)=O :Po/o(l)=O X and Y to top left 
P%(2)=VARPTR(CL$)__ point to the four vectors 
P%(3)=2 - 255 byte to fill (in 

CHARACTER mode) 
Po/o (4) = 16 --- - - - - scaling factor 
P%(5)=3_ ______ don't page IN or OUT 
UU=USRO(VARPTR(Po/o(O))) fill the page 

Use this as a subroutine for clearing a page before 
building a frame of animation. 

Sometimes BASIC is too slow in processing changes to 
a page between displays. By defining the Po/o ( ) array 
with two dimensions, more than one page of video 
storage is available. For example, DIM P%(517,2) pro
vides three (0, 1, and 2) separate pages for manipulation. 
Doubly dimensioned array variables are stored with the 
first-dimensioned subscripts varying fastest. Thus, 
Po/o(O,l) of the above example will actually be stored in 
the addresses sequentially adjacent to P%(517,0). 

KWIKDRAW doesn't care what variable address it 
receives as the USR parameter. It does expect this address 
to point to a series of parameters followed by 1024 bytes 
for paging. Therefore, any of the dimensioned pages may 
be accessed by placing the parameters in the elements 0 
through 5 of that subscript level, then invoking the 
shape-interpreter. At the expense of memory, multiple 
paging can provide maximum speed. 

Type-'N-Talk is covered by a lim ited Here's what you get. 
warranty. \Vri te Votrax for a free copy. 

500 Stephenson H ighway, D 	Un limited vocabulary SC-0 I 

D 	Text-to-speech 
algorithm for t: 
trans lation. 

o 	RS-232C 
in terface. 

D 	 Selectable 
Baud · !) 
(7 5-9600) . 
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Listing 4: Subroutines for use with the KWIKDRAW program. 

998 '** 
** subroutine compiles a vector string which will 
** connect 2 points. Most useful for coordinate pairs 
** separated by 3 or less vectors -OR
** when the line between the points is straight. 

999 '** On entry : Xl,Yl = starting point 
** X2,Y2 = ending point 
** IN= 1 for plot vectors, 0 for move only 
** On exit A$ holds vector string 
** Xl,Yl become X2,Y2 
** 

1000 A$="" 
1010 IF Xl=X2 AND Yl=Y2 THEN RETURN 
1020 V=O 
1030 IF Yl>Y2 THEN V=V OR 1 
1040 IF Yl<Y2 THEN V=V OR 2 
1050 IF Xl>X2 THEN V=V OR 8 
1060 IF Xl<X2 THEN V=V OR 4 
1070 A$=A$+CHR$(64-IN*l6+V) 
1080 GOTO 1010 
1999 '** 

** subroutine rotates a vector string 
** on entry : A$ = string to rotate 
** : R = number of 45 degree rotations (1-7) 

** on exit : B$ holds rotated vector string 
** 

2000 B$="" 
2010 FOR J=l TO LEN(A$) 
2020 V=ASC(MID$(A$,J,l)) :Vl=V AND 15 
2030 FOR K=l TO R 
2040 V2=0 
2050 IF Vl AND 1 THEN V2=V2 OR 5 
2060 IF Vl AND 2 THEN V2=V2 OR 10 
2070 IF Vl AND 4 THEN V2=V2 OR 6 
2080 IF Vl AND 8 THEN V2=V2 OR 9 
2090 IF (V2 AND 3)=3 THEN V2=V2 AND 12 
2100 IF (V2 AND 12)=12 THEN V2=V2 AND 3 
2110 Vl=V2 
2120 NEXT K 
2130 B$=B$+CHR$(Vl OR (V AND 240)) 
2140 NEXT J :RETURN 

Listing 4 contains two subroutines that are useful in 
manipulating a predefined vector string. The routine at 
line 1000 demonstrates the flexibility of the bit logic of 
the shape-interpreter. Write a program that generates 
X,Y pairs-say a sine/cosine routine that draws a circle. 
For each new X,Y pair, call this routine and concatenate a 
string from the return value in A$. The result would be a 
vector string that will draw a circle in the blink of an eye. 

I determined that rotating a shape has limited value
considering the asymmetric nature of the TRS-80 pixel. 
Therefore, this is not a function handled by KWIK
DRAW. It is simulated in the subroutine at line 2000, 
which will rotate a shape in increments of 45 degrees . 

Normally, the resulting string would be typed into a 
program rather than calling this routine during opera
tion. 

Conclusion 
The descriptions in this article can't convey the 

dynamic nature of shape-table graphics. I urge you to 
enter and use KWIKDRA W to see for yourself just what 
is possible. The effect is orders of magnitude beyond any
thing possible with BASIC alone. You've got a graphics 
tool now that can really "shape up" your TRS-80 graph
ics. Its use is limited only by your own imagination. Daz
zle your friends with your programming expertise . . . 
you might even dazzle yourself!• 

For $20, Mr. Rollins will provide a Model I disk. It con
tains the published listings plus some further examples of 
shape-table graphics, including a program that manipulates a 
jumbo ASCII character set. 
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WhenYQurpeople

need fufor1nation 

from the company computer,

they should 
be able to get it 
with their own 
two hands. 

· - ·-~~-~~~~ 

Information. 
It can be useful or useless. 

Timeliness makes the 
difference. 

And therein lies the problem. 
In the conventional scheme of 
things, you can't get immediate 
answers from a computer. 
Because your questions can't be 
answered until they've been 
translated into FORTRAN or 
COBOL or RPG II or some 
other programming language. 

Consider, now, the achieve
ment of the Sperry Univac 
System 80 computer. 

One of the good things 
System 80 brings you is 
ESCORT, a unique program
ming language you and anyone 
else in your company can handle 

with fluency. Because it reads 
like English. And you work with 
simple sentences. 

ESCORT gives you the 
power to create your own pre
cisely defined reports instantly, 
whenever the need arises. 
Right at your desk. 

In fact, anyone in your orga
nization with a need to know 
can generate customized 
reports in a matter of minutes. 
ESCORT actually enables even 
a novice to create programs 
while learning. A tutorial mode 
takes the user through the 
process, step by step, explain
ing what's required. 

Because the information con
tent is defined by the user 
request, the user gets only the 



Sperr:.· Uni v ac is a di v ision and registe red trademark or Sperry Corporation. 

si=c~v1~ UNIVAC 

We understand how important it is to listen. 

information required. The com
puter gives you everything you 
asked for, not everything it has. 

So you not only save time 
getting data, you save time 
evaluating it. 

The potential for application 
spans all departments, at all 
levels, from top management 
on down. ESCORT dispenses 

scale business computer. The 
fact is, it outperforms the 
competition, model for model, 
in most parameters of conse
quence. And as your needs 
expand, you can upgrade capa
bilities without replacing the 
entire system. That is not 
universally true in the industry. 

The Sperry Univac System 

of the value of listening. 
We invite you to review the 

System 80's uncommon capa
bilities. Our "System 80 vs. 
IBM" and our ESCORT bro
chures are a good place to 
begin. Copies are yours for the 
asking from your local Sperry 
Univac marketing office. 

Or call or write Sperry 
Univac, Department 100, P.O. 
Box 500, Blue Bell, PA 19424. 
Toll-free phone: 800-523-2496 
(9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) . In Pa. call 
collect 215-646-3378. 

the information riches of the 80. Another demonstration of 
data base to each according to how we at Sperry define our SYSTEM SOhis need. products by the real-world 

With or without ESCORT, needs of the people who use 
System 80 is a superb medium- them. Another demonstration ESCORT 
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News and Speculation about Personal Computing 
Conducted by Sol Llbes 

Random Rumors: It's 
rumored that Commodore 
Business Machines and some 
of its alternate suppliers are 
working on CMOS (comple
mentary metal-oxide semicon
ductor) versions of the 6502 
microprocessor (used in the 
Apple II, Atari 400 and 800, 
and Commodore personal 
computers) that would allow 
low-power operation.... 
One reliable source tells me 
that this year IBM plans to 
offer a high-resolution color 
video monitor for the Per
sonal Computer that emulates 
IBM's 3279 terminal. ... 
Word has it that Radio Shack 
will soon start selling the 
Casio handheld computer and 
drop one of the Sharp models 
it currently handles .. . . It is 
rumored that Apple Com
puter Inc. will shortly cut the 
price for the Apple II and 
Apple III by 10 % .... 
Sharp is reportedly working 
on a computer based on 
Motorola's 68000 micropro
cessor that will provide a 
single-user Unix operating 
system, similar to the Fortune 
Systems 32:16. 

What's Going on at 
the Shack7 It is now over 
half a year since Radio Shack 
introduced its 16-bit com
puter, the Model 16, with the 
promise of a three-user oper
ating system running on the 
Motorola 68000 microproces
sor housed within the unit. 
However, so far purchasers 
can run only the old TRS-80 
Model II single-user 8-bit 280 
operating system and applica
tions software. Rumors have 
been floating around that 
Microsoft was adapting its 
Xenix operating system for the 
Model 16. Now it turns out 

that the operating system was 
really being developed by 
Ryan-McFarland and that 
Tandy later changed its mind 
and went to Charles River 
Data Systems for the multi
user operating system. Final
ly, it is expected that Tandy 
will also offer a single-user 
16-bit operating system 
designed by Ryan-McFarland, 
in which case I wonder if there 
will be upward migration 
from the single- to multiuser 
systems. 

Tandy reported that com
puter sales rose 69 % for the 
last fiscal year, up to $624 
million from $369 million, and 
that these sales now account 
for 31 % of the company's 
business-back in 1978, com
puters accounted for only 
2.4%. Further, Tandy claims 
that the TRS-80 Model II ac
counted for 25 % of its com
puter sales; the Model III, 
27%; the Color Computer, 
7.2 % ; pocket computers, 
2.5 % ; software sales, 8.5 % ; 
printer sales, 16.7%; and 
computer-related products, 
12.2 % . (It is strange that these 
percentages do not total 
100%.) 

Tandy also reported that 
gross profits as a percentage of 
sales were 59. 3 % -far higher 
than the norm for the elec
tronics industry. Net profits 
were reported to be 11 % . 
Radio Shack now has 392 
computer centers and plans to 
open 125 more. It also sells 
computers through 5127 
company-owned stores and 
another 2999 franchised 
outlets. The number of stores 
will increase by 170 this year. 

At IBM: Rumors concern
ing IBM's future plans suggest 
that the firm intends to enter 

the portable-computer market 
with a "baby" Personal Com
puter system made outside the 
U. S. by Matsushita, that it is 
at the preproduction stage of a 
new 4-inch floppy-disk drive, 
and that it will introduce soon 
a 3270 IBM terminal emulator 
and RJE (remote job entry) 
package for the Personal 
Computer with an anticipated 
selling price of $700. A high
resolution color monitor is 
also expected that will allow 
the Personal Computer to 
emulate an IBM 3279 ter
minal. Because the Personal 
Computer costs less than 
IBM's series 327x terminals, 
which are used with IBM's 
large mainframe computers, 
doubtless customers of such 
systems will be switching to 
the IBM Personal Computer 
for their terminal needs. 

IBM has also started selling 
enhancements for its Display
writer desktop word-proces
sor system that allow it to act 
as a terminal. Further, IBM 
now sells the p-System (Pascal 
language) for the Displaywrit
er for users who want it to 
function as a complete com
puter system. The Display
writer uses an Intel 8086 
microprocessor, and therefore 
it's strange that IBM doesn't 
plan to offer the MS-DOS and 
CP/M-86 operating systems 
for the unit, considering that 
these are available for the Per
sonal Computer. Of course, 
concurrent CP/M-86 for the 
Displaywriter can be pur
chased directly from Digital 
Research. I can only wonder 
now if Microsoft will offer 
MS-DOS for the unit. 

IBM offers one other desk
top unit, called the System 23 
Datamaster. It is the most ex
pensive of IBM's small com
puters but uses an 8-bit 

microprocessor (the Intel 
8085, an enhanced version of 
the 8080). It's likely this pro
cessor was chosen because the 
Datamaster was introduced 
before the Displaywriter and 
the Personal Computer. The 
Datamaster offers much more 
disk storage capacity than 
either, however. 

It seems likely that IBM will 
replace the Displaywriter and 
Datamaster with enhanced 
versions of the Personal Com
puter, probably using the new 
Intel 80286 processor (an 
enhancement of the 8086). 
Thus the next Displaywriter 
may be the Personal Com
puter with a display and 
keyboard better suited to 
word processing, and the next 
Datamaster may be a Personal 
Computer with larger disk 
storage. In this way, IBM 
could maintain upward com
patibility through its entire 
line of desktop computers, 
terminal compatibility with its 
mainframes, and workstation 
compatibility with its new 
networking system. If this 
happens IBM will have the 
most comprehensive line of 
office-product computer 
systems in the industry. 

In the meantime, IBM is 
due to introduce soon its 
hard-disk option (using the 
Seagate 5%-inch drive) for the 
Personal Computer. Word is 
that the firm expects to sell 
about 300,000 this year alone. 
Also Tecmar, which develops 
peripherals and enhancements 
compatible with the Personal 
Computer, is reportedly plan
ning to introduce a Win
chester add-in using either one 
or two Syquest Technology 
3. 9-inch, 5-megabyte hard
disk drives with removable 
media. This would be an ideal 
combination, allowing the 
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user to easily back up the IBM 
hard disk. 

Recent advertisements from 
franchised IBM Personal 
Computer dealers have 
offered $500 worth of free 
software with the purchase of 
an IBM Personal Computer, 
some are offering discounts of 
up to 15 % , and some dealers 
are offering financing. This 
may suggest that supply and 
demand have begun to catch 
up with one another. 

IBM has discovered that 
some of its franchised dealers, 
unauthorized dealers, and pri
vate entrepreneurs buy the 
minimum-priced 16K-byte 
version of the Personal Com
puter and add their own 
(much less expensive) memory 
and disk drives, then sell the 
full system either at list price 
or at a discount. A private en
trepreneur can buy the mini
mum-priced 16K-byte ma
chine with no disk drive for 
$1250, add three additional 
banks of memory chips (for as 
little as $10 each bank) and a 
Tandon disk drive (for about 
$300), and resell the machine 
for about 10% below the 
$2200 list price, making a $400 
profit. IBM is concerned be
cause the purchaser is buying 
a machine where only half of 
the product's value is from 
IBM. The problem became 
apparent when purchasers 
took their machines in for re
pair to IBM service facilities. 
Perhaps IBM will take the 
tack Apple Computer Inc. 
considered when it was faced 
with the problem a few years 
ago: namely , sell only 
machines with full comple
ments of memory and disk 
drives. 

Commodo.re Doings: 
Atari has filed a federal suit 
charging Commodore Busi
ness Machines with infringe
ment of Atari patents, de
signs, and trademarks for a 
joystick and paddle controller 

used in video games and com
puters. Commodore has 
launched a $22 million adver
tising campaign to drum up 
sales for its Commodore 64 
and VIC-20 personal com
puters. In the meantime, 
VIC-20s are selling like hot
cakes, and Commodore is 
turning out 9000 per day with 
the expectation that 1 million 
will be sold by the end of 
June. With a list price of under 
$200 and many merchandisers 
discounting to as low as $159, 
it is far and away the lowest
priced computer available 
with color-video capability. 
Surely many consumers are 
buying the VIC-20 instead of a 
video-game unit because they 
can buy a computer and a 
game player for the same price 
as a games-only machine. 

Several companies are sup
posedly planning to introduce 
emulators for the Commodore 
64 that will allow it to run 
Apple II, Atari 400 and 800, 
and TRS-80 software. How
ever, I would look very skep
tically at such emulators for 
several reasons: first, emu
lators virtually always run 
much slower than the real 
thing, which could take all the 
fun out of many games. Sec
ond, many software authors 
often write clever program 
routines that depend on hard
ware specific to the system for 
which the software was de
signed; programs including 
such routines will not run 
properly with an emulator. 
Therefore, before buying an 
emulator, check its operation 
carefully to make sure it can 
do what you want. 

Some Apple Bytes: Laser 
Microsystems, Corona, Cali
fornia, has announced that it 
is designing a plug-in pro
cessor card for the Apple II 
using the powerful new Na
tional Semiconductor 16032 
16-bit microprocessor. Laser 
expects to introduce a Unix-
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like operating system for the 
board (the company also ex
pects to introduce IBM Per
sonal Computer and TRS-80 
versions later on). 

On the marketing front, 
reports say that Apple is still 
having friction with its in
dependent retail dealers. The 
most recent rub is Apple's new 
in-house national-accounts 
program to sell directly to the 
Fortune 1000 companies. Sec
ond, despite many attempts, 
Apple has been unable to con
trol sales by unauthorized dis
count retailers that are under
selling authorized dealers. 
These discounters are believed 
to be obtaining their Apple Ils 
from authorized dealers who 
overbuy to get a better dis
count and then secretly reship 
at just a few dollars above 
cost. Apple says it will take 
strong action to cut off the 
supply lines to unauthorized 
dealers. In the meantime, the 
six West Coast mail-order 
dealers cut off by Apple over 
a year ago, who then filed suit 
against Apple, have not been 
able to get the government to 
take up their case. 

0 f Clones and Look
Allkes: You can tell a really 

successful product by how 
many "clones" (imitations) 
exist for it. For example, I 
know of two TRS-80 Model 
I/Model III clones currently 
sold, and Apple Computer 
Inc. is trying to stop the im
portation and sale of a num
ber of clones from the Far 
East. Already about six IBM 
Personal Computer clones are 
made in the U. S., and at a 
Japan electronics show held 
this past October, Hitachi, 
Mitsubishi, NEC (Nippon 
Electric Company), Mat
sushita, Sanyo, and Toshiba 
all showed IBM-compatible 
systems, many of which will 
appear in this country later in 
the year. The question is 
whether a product is as com
patible as its manufacturer 
claims it is. Many clone sup
pliers contend that, compared 
to the original, their product is 
far superior, contains added 
features, and gives you more 
value for your dollar. 

You have to look closely at 
these claims because, in all too 
many cases, such statements 
conceal hidden snags. It may 
be that a clone maker cannot 
copy the original product ex
actly without violating some 
hardware patent or software 
copyright and thus has to get 
around this by changing part 

of the design and calling the 
change an added feature. The 
net result is that the clone is 
not a clone but a look
alike-it may be able to run 
some of the software made for 
the original but not all of it; 
or, it may work with some of 
the plug-in peripherals but not 
all of them. 

For example, one system 
that is advertised as IBM
compatible uses 3-inch floppy 
disks. Now how do you take a 
program supplied on an IBM 
Personal Computer 5%-inch 
floppy disk and get it into this 
new machine? I suppose what 
the supplier probably means is 
that once you get a program 
onto the 3-inch disk, it will 
run on the company's com
puter. 

Another system is adver
tised as disk-compatible with 
the IBM Personal Computer, 
the Osborne 1 and the Xerox 
820. Interpret this to mean 
that you can copy a file (or the 
whole disk) from one system's 
disk format to the other's. But 
how does the Personal Com
puter's 8088 program execute 
on the supplier's 280-based 
system? And how does a pro
gram that uses the special l/O 
(input/output) features work 
on a system with different l/O 
procedures? What the manu

facturer really means by "disk 
compatibility" is that many 
(but not all) data or text files 
can be converted from the 
original format to run on the 
"compatible" machine. 

New companies entering 
the personal computer market 
will find their entry easier if 
they make their machines 
compatible with the dominant 
machines on the market. 
However, purchasers should 
look very closely at such com
patibility claims to see if 
something less than 100 % 
compatibility is offered and, if 
so, whether this will create 
problems. 

zHog to Sample ZSOO: 
Word has it that Zilog will 
soon begin distributing 
samples of its new upgrade of 
the 280, called the 2800, with 
production expected this fall. 
The 2800 will be upward 
compatible with the 280 (in 
other words, it will execute a 
280 machine-code program) 
and will offer an expanded in
struction set and enhanced 
performance features. Zilog is 
promising a three- to five-fold 
performance improvement. 
The processor will run at 
clock speeds as high as 25 
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MHz and will be capable of 
directly addressing up to SOOK 
bytes of memory using an in
ternal memory-management 
circuit with dynamic page 
relocation and memory pro
tection. It will have modes for 
both system programs (this 
mode is meant to be used by 
programs performing operat
ing-system functions that may 
access all registers) and user 
programs (this mode limits ac
cess to registers and prohibits 
execution of instructions that 
alter system status). 

The expanded instruction 
set will include multiply and 
divide instructions (8 and 16 
bits), will handle strings up to 
64K-bytes long, will allow 
system calls at the machine
code level, and lots more. It 
also has more addressing 
modes and features suited to 
multiuser and multiprocessing 
environments. No doubt the 
Z800 will have a tremendous 
impact on the 8-bit market, 
significantly improving the 
operation of CP/M-80 single
user systems and multiuser 
systems such as MP/M and 
TurboDOS. When the Z800 is 
coupled with version 3 of 
CP/M-80 (which is now called 
CP/M+), we can expect to 
see greatly enhanced single
user systems. 

CP/M + Introduced: 
Digital Research Inc. an
nounced CP/M + (the newest 
version of CP/M-80) at the 
Comdex show in December 
and is expected to start ship
ping copies to customers this 
month. This is the third major 
upgrade of the CP/M-80 disk 
operating system since its 
original development nine 
years ago. In all cases, Digital 
Research has maintained up
ward compatibility for soft
ware running under CP/M. 

The first CP/M upgrade 
(version 1.4, introduced in 
1976) took what was a bare
bones DOS (disk operating 
system) and made it suitable 
as a general-purpose develop
ment system. Version 2 (1979) 
overcame many of the limita
tions of the earlier versions 
and improved CP/M's opera
tion for more sophisticated 
application programs, larger 
memory, and larger mass
storage systems. 

CP/M + has been enhanced 
for the newer generation of 
8-bit computers with banked 
memory systems having up
wards of 1 megabyte of 
memory and very large hard
disk systems. Further en
hancements speed up transfers 
between memory and disk 
storage, and error-handling 

has been improved. CPIM+ mer generate CPIM+ proper
is also furnished with a greatly ly. Also, CPIM+'s added 
expanded set of utility files 
(such as a Help program). 
However, many of these utili
ties appear to have been avail
able previously for the earlier 
versions via CP/M user-group 
libraries. 

CP/M+ still retains what is 
without doubt CP/M's great
est asset: a modular structure 
that allows programmers to 
implement the system on vir
tually any hardware system 
that executes Intel 8080 
machine code. The BIOS 
(basic input/output system) 
module, written by the system 
programmer, contains all the 
hardware drivers and soft
ware interfaces to the CCP 
(command control program) 
and BOOS (basic disk operat
ing system) parts of CP/M. It 
should be noted that CP/M + 
has a greatly increased 
number of BIOS and BOOS 
calls for the added features. 
The generating of the actual 
CP/M + system program for 
a user's computer (what pro
grammers call the system pro
cedure) is much more com
plicated and hence more dif
ficult to create than under 
previous versions. A program 
is supplied by Digital Research 
to help the system program-

features take up 4K bytes 
more of memory space; this 
should prove to be no prob
lem because CP/M + is in
tended to run on systems with 
memory expanded far beyond 
64K bytes. 

Battle of the DOSes: 
Digital Research Inc. assured
ly has the 8-bit single-user 
DOS market sewn up with 
CP/M-80, and the new ver
sion will ensure that this posi
tion is maintained for a long 
time to come. However, the 
multiuser and 16-bit fields ap
pear to be up for grabs. While 
Digital Research's MP/M is a 
multiuser version of CP/M 
that allows users to run CP/M 
applications programs in a 
multiuser environment, the 
system is based on a single
processor system architecture 
and allocates a maximum of 
48K bytes of memory space to 
each user. Some time ago, 
Software 2000 of Arroyo 
Grande, California, released 
TurboDOS-a CP/M-com
patible DOS that performs 
disk buffering for better per
formance and allows print 
spooling so the user can go on 
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with other tasks while the sys
tem sends data to the printer. 
A software module is avail
able that allows multiple pro
cessors to be connected via 
any number of network con
figurations so that each user 
can access the resources of 
any others. (Software protec
tion can also lock resources to 
make them inaccessible.) This 
system is presenting a serious 
challenge to MP/M in the 
8080/280 multiuser/multi
tasking marketplace. Further, 
it is likely that other software 
houses may introduce similar 
packages. 

The 16-bit market as yet has 
no definite leader, although 
Microsoft with MS-DOS cur
rently appears to be the chief 
contender. When the first 
8086-based personal computer 
was introduced by Seattle 
Computer Products (SCP) 
back in 1979, there was no 
software for it. Digital Re
search was working on 
CP/M-86, but it was a low
priority project. Microsoft, 
however, created a version of 
BASIC in 8086 code, so SCP 
started furnishing BASIC with 
its system and wrote a DOS. 
A year later, Digital Research 
finally introduced CP/M-86 
just as other vendors started 
to introduce 8086-based sys
tems. CP/M-86 and SCP
DOS, although very similar in 
structure and operation, were 
not compatible. 

When IBM went looking 
for a disk operating system for 
the Personal Computer, the 
company approached Digital 
Research but for some reason 
didn't hit it off. Because IBM 
was also negotiating for 
Microsoft's BASIC, Microsoft 
quickly obtained the rights to 
SCP-DOS and adapted it to 
the Personal Computer. 
Microsoft renamed it MS
DOS and licensed it to about 
two-dozen other hardware 
vendors. 

Microsoft will soon in
troduce version 2 of MS-DOS 
to overcome some of the limi
tations of. the first version, 
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provide more features, and 
achieve upward compatibility 
with . Microsoft's Xenix, a 
multiuser/multitasking DOS 
based on the Unix operating 
system and licensed from Bell 
Laboratories. Digital Research 
has introduced a multitasking 
version of CP /M-86; how
ever, with IBM using MS
DOS (IBM calls it Personal 
Computer DOS) as its princi
pal operating system (the 
company also offers CP/M 
and the p-System at signifi
cantly higher cost) it's very 
likely that, in the 16-bit 
market at least, MS-DOS will 
dominate. What makes a 
DOS successful is the software 
available to run under it. It 
appears to me that there are 
far more software houses de
veloping software to run 
under MS-DOS than under 
CP/M-86. Most 8086 hard
ware suppliers appear to be 
hedging their bets by furnish
ing both operating systems. 

Mall-Order Sales to 
Stop: Following in the foot
steps of Apple Computer Inc. 
and Hewlett-Packard, two 
software suppliers are trying 
to stop mail-order sales of 
their products. Micropro In
ternational (creator of Word
star, et al.) of Sausalito, 
California, and TCS Soft
ware, Houston, Texas, have 
notified dealers that they must 
cease mail-order sales and sell 
only to customers to whom 
they can provide post-sale 
support. Micropro is believed 
to have as many as 100 mail
order dealers. Considering the 
difficulty Apple has had try
ing to cut off mail-order sales, 
it will be interesting to see 
how successful software sup
pliers will be in this effort. 

I ntel Proflle: Founded 
only 14 years ago, Intel Cor
poration has proved to be one 
of the most innovative com
panies in the microcomputer 
field. It has a long string of 

firsts: the first practical 
dynamic RAM, the first 
microprocessor, the first 
EPROM, the first lK-bit static 
RAM, the first 8-bit micropro
cessor, the first 32-bit micro
processor, and the first single
chip microcomputer. It now 
employs nearly 17,000 people 
and does close to $1 billion of 
business. This year, Intel is ex
pected to introduce a 256K-bit 
EPROM, a 64K-bit EEPROM, 
and a 4-megabit bubble
memory device (a 16-megabit 
device is expected next year). 
A I-megabit dynamic RAM is 
also in development (imagine 
a full 64K bytes in one in
tegrated circuit). 

In the microprocessor field, 
Intel expects to introduce a 
new 32-bit microprocessor 
called the 80386 (or iAPX386) 
that is upward compatible 
with the 8086 family. Intel will 
also start shipping the 80286, 
an enhanced 8086 with vir
tual-memory ability. We can 
expect to see a version of this 
device with 8-bit I/O also. 
The current iAPX-432 32-bit 
microprocessor is also due for 
an upgrade in microcode and 
interconnection capabilities to 
improve its throughput. It is 
also expected that the new 432 
will be able to handle giga
bytes of memory. Intel is also 
known to be doing research in 
speech recognition; however, 
introduction of any devices in 
this area still appears to be 
several years off. 

A Unix Status Report: 
My son (who is quite familiar 
with the Unix operating sys
tem) and I recently conducted 
a survey of Unix-like operat
ing systems for microcompu
ters. We canvassed 35 com
panies selling such operating 
systems for microcomputers 
and discovered the following: 
four companies sell Unix-like 
operating systems for 8-bit 
systems; two are for 6809 sys
tems and two for Z80 systems. 
All but one provide multitask
ing and multiuser facilities. 

Further, utilities are available 
that run on CP /M-based sys
tems and provide many Unix
like facilities such as I/O redir
ection and hierarchical file 
system. 

An incredible number of 
software houses are now sup
plying Unix-licensed and 
Unix-like operating systems 
for 16-bit microcomputers. 
The most popular version is 
for Motorola's 68000, second 
is for Zilog's Z8000; less 
popular are versions for the 
Intel 8086 and the National 
Semiconductor 16032, the lat
ter probably because it is so 
new. Virtually all of these 
operating systems require 
large memories and hard-disk 
systems. Although almost all 
of these systems provide the 
basic features of Unix, most 
are lacking features such as 
virtual-memory management. 
Many lack process- and 
memory-management fea 
tures common on standard 
minicomputer Unix systems. 

Also, Unix systems typical
ly have good program devel
opment and text processing 
support. However, you may 
have to pay extra for anything 
other than the minimum with 
these systems. Nearly every 
vendor charges extra for lan
guages such as BASIC, Pascal, 
FORTRAN, and COBOL. 
Some even charge extra for a 
C compiler (Unix is written in 
C) . Further, none offer a high
level debugger (sdb is the stan
dard utility that Unix pro
grammers use for debugging C 
programs). Lack of a debug
ger certainly makes program 
development more of a hassle 
and more time consuming. It's 
interesting that three suppliers 
provide CP/M emulators that 
run as a task under Unix. 

New Machine Goes to 
Hollywood: Tracy Kidder's 
book The Soul of a New 
Machine (Little, Brown, 1981) 
won a Pulitzer prize for 
general nonfiction, and now 
Columbia Pictures has taken 



an option on it to possibly 
make it into a movie. The 
book describes in a very 
human way the struggle to 
develop the Data General 
MV-8000 32-bit super mini
computer. 

The Software Stars: 
Which are the three top-selling 
microcomputer software 
packages to date? If you 
guessed Microsoft BASIC, 
CP/M, and Visicalc, give 
yourself a gold star. Microsoft 
BASIC, which is now running 
on more than 1 million micro
computers, is the top seller. 
Originally written in 1975 by 
Bill Gates and Paul Allen to 
run on the MITS (manage
ment information and text 
system) Altair 8800 computer, 
it is today available on vir
tually every major microcom
puter system and is considered 
the standard for BASIC inter
preters. It has been im
plemented on some large com
puters. Second in popularity is 
the CP/M disk operating sys
tem currently running on over 
a half-million microcomputers 
and more than 600 different 
systems. Written by Gary 
Kildall in 1974, its first ap
pearance was on the IMSAI 
8080 microcomputer system in 
1976. Third is Visicalc, written 
for the Apple . II computer in 
1979 by Dan Bricklin, Bob 
Franston, and Steve Lawr
ence; it has already sold over 
300,000 copies and is current
ly available for many other 
systems as well. 

All three packages were 
developed on large computer 
systems by pioneering in
dividuals working outside of 
commercial organizations. 
They did not perceive the 
broad-based acceptance that 
their efforts would receive, 
and at the time they didn't 
realize that within a few years 
they would be leaders of large 
companies employing a hun
dred or more people and 
grossing many millions of 
dollars each year. 

Shakeout Predicted: 
Currently several hundred 
microcomputers are on the 
market, all based on a mere 
handful of microprocessors, 
operating systems, and appli
cation programs. Therefore, 
many of the systems are near
ly identical inside and out. Yet 
there is a limited amount of 
dealer shelf space on which to 
show them, creating a bottle
neck at the retail level. System 
suppliers have tried to become 
much more aggressive in their 
marketing, but only the 
better-financed and estab
lished companies are suc
ceeding. Add to this the cur
rent recession, and it's no sur
prise that industry pundits are 
predicting a shakeout among 
personal computer manufac
turers in the very near future 
as marketing becomes more 
important than the products 
themselves. 

What's New In Video 
Games?: Mattel and General 
Instrument Corporation have 
announced a new venture 
called Playcable that will 
allow owners of Mattel In
tellivision units to access 
games via cable-television 
systems. Control Video Cor
poration of Washington plans 
a similar service, to be ac
cessed via the telephone lines, 
for Atari 5200 game owners. 
Meanwhile, Compuserve is 
offering games that can 
accommodate up to 10 players 
at a time. Compuserve claims 
that one game, called Mega
wars, is its second largest 
revenue producer, attracting 
2000 players a week at a rate 
of $5 per hour. X-rated games 
are also becoming quite an at
traction in bars and even at 
home. 

Gross income from arcade 
games has skyrocketed in the 
last few years but appears to 
have leveled off at about $8 

billion (yes, billion) and 
arcade-game suppliers are 
searching for new ways to in
crease game playing. Thus 

under development and due 
shortly on the arcade scene 
are games using videodiscs 
and three-dimensional games 
in which the enemy appears to 
be hurtling objects directly at 
the player. The videodisc 
creates more life-like pictures 
and sound, with explosions 
that are more like the real 
thing. Atari has already 
demonstrated a prototype 
game using holography to 
create ghost-like three
dimensional images. There is 
no word on whether the firm 
actually plans to produce it. 

Random News Bits: 
Radio Shack has cut the price 
of its Color Computer from 
$399 to $299, no doubt to be 
more competitive with Com
modore, Texas Instruments 
and Atari. ... Comprocsys 
Ltd, 1 Branch RD, Park St., St 
Albans All 4RJ, England, is 
selling a ROM for the ZX81 
that turns that $99 machine 
into a development system 
with full-screen editor, multi
file operating system, as
sembler, debugger, and more. 
. . . Intel appears to be the 

first company to meet the De
partment of Defense specifica
tions for its comprehensive 
subset of the Ada language. 
... Hewlett-Packard has 
established a new Personal 
Office Computer division in 
Sunnyvale, California, that 
will be separate from the Per
sonal Computation group, 
which produces the com
pany's current line of personal 
computers .... Users of 
Compuserve will soon be able 
to use the U. S. Postal Service 
E-COM (Electronic Computer 
Originated Mail). Unfortu
nately, it is only available to 
business users .... NEC 
claims to have developed a 
software technique for recog
nizing handwritten characters 
with 99. 5 % accuracy.• 

MAIL: I receive a large 
number of letters each month 
as a result of this column. If you 
write to me and wish a 
response, please include a self
addressed, stamped envelope. 

Sol Llbes 

c/o BYTE Publlcatlons 

POB 372 
Hancock. NH 03449 • 

BYTE's Bits 


Articles on 

Computers and 

Writing Sought 


The Writing Instructor is a 
quarterly journal on teaching 
composition. The theme of 
the Summer 1983 issue will 
relate computers to writing in
struction. Authors are en
couraged to submit articles 
about computer-aided instruc
tion, the use of word-process
ing and interactive computer 
programs for composition, 
personal classroom experi
ences using computers in 
writing instruction, computer
aided assessment of student 
tests, and speculative or 
reflective essays on the im
plications of computers in the 

humanities. 
Articles should be no longer 

than 15 double-spaced type
written pages. You may use 
internal documentation when
ever practical; otherwise, use 
the MLA Handbook. Submit 
two copies of your manuscript 
along with pertinent bio
graphical information and a 
stamped, self-addressed 
envelope to The Writing In
structor, c/o The Freshman 
Writing Program, University 
of Southern California, Los 
Angeles, CA 90089, Attn: 
Randall Adams, Issue Editor, 
Summer 1983.• 
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February 

Continuing Engineering Edu
cation, George Washington 
University, Washington, DC. 
Among the courses being of
fered are "Selecting Small 
Computers for Business and 
Government," "Local Com
munication Networks and 
Digital PBXs," and "Com
puter Communications Sys
tems and Networks." Course 
fees range from $685 to $855. 
Further details are available 
from Douglas Green, Con
tinuing Engineering Education, 
George Washington Univer
sity, Washington, DC 20052, 
(800) 424-9773; in the District 
of Columbia, (202) 676-8515. 

February 

Seminars of Interest to 
Women Professionals, various 
sites in the New York City and 
Boston metropolitan areas. 
This series of one- and two
day seminars is presented by 
Boston University Metropoli
tan College. Among the topics 
on the agenda are "Tactical 
Innovations in Marketing 
Management," "Sales Man
agement for Today's Newly 
Promoted Sales Manager," 
and "Data Processing Funda
mentals for Accounting and 
Financial Managers." The 
seminar fees are $325 and 
$495, depending on duration. 
For registration information, 
contact Ms. Joan Merrick, 
University Seminar Center, 
Suite 415, 850 Boylston St., 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167, 
(617) 738-5020. 

February-March 

Courses for Developers and 
Users of Computer Systems, 
various sites throughout the 
U.S. Among the courses being 
offered by the AMA (Ameri
can Management Associa
tions) are "Fundamentals of 
Data Processing for the Non
data Processing Executive," 
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"BASIC: A Computer Lan
guage for Managers," and 
"Database Concepts and De
sign." For complete registra
tion and course information, 
contact the AMA, 135 West 
50th St., New York, NY 
10020, (212) 586-8100. 

February-June 

Intensive Seminars of Interest 
to Data Processing Profession
als, Boston metropolitan area. 
Among the two- to five-day 
seminars offered are ''Project 
Management" and "Data 
Communications." Registra
tion fees range from $495 to 
$975. For a seminar bulletin, 
contact Ms. Ginny Bazarian, 
Office of Continuing Educa
tion, Higgins House, Worces
ter Polytechnic Institute, 
Worcester, MA 01609, (617) 
793-5517. 

February-June 

Seminars in Simulation, Man
agement, Statistics, and Com
puter Science, various sites 
throughout the U.S. "Simula
tion Modeling for Decision 
Making," "Database Design," 
and "Satellite Communica
tions Technology" are some of 
the topics to be presented. For 
details, contact the Institute 
for Professional Education, 
POB 756, Arlington, VA 
22216, (703) 527-8700. 

February 14-18 

Auditing in the Contem
porary Computer Environ
ment, New York, NY. This 
course is designed for internal 
auditors and financial and 
data-processing professionals. 
It provides a comprehensive 
audit approach for computer
based systems, including how 
to evaluate controls and how 
to design a program of tests 
using questionnaires, check
lists, software tools, and flow 
charts. For details, contact 
Marge Umlor, EDP Auditors 
Foundation, 373 South 
Schmale Rd., Carol Stream, 
IL 60187. 

February 15-18 

Embedded Computer Sys
tems, Boston, MA. Partici
pants in this course will learn 
how to design reliable and 
fault-tolerant systems, how to 
implement real-time and inter
rupt-driven controls, and how 
to evaluate bus structures, 
protocols, and networking. 
The registration fee is $845. 
For details, contact Ruth Dor
dick, Integrated Computer 
Systems, 3304 Pico Blvd., 
POB 5339, Santa Monica, CA 
90405, (213) 450-2060. 

February 15-18 

Peripheral Array Processors 
for Signal Processing and 
Simulation, University of 
California, Los Angeles. The 
fee for this course is $845. 
Contact Marc Rosenberg at 
the UCLA Extension, Contin
uing Education in Engineering 
and Mathematics, 6266 
Boelter Hall, Los Angeles, CA 
90024, (213) 825-1047. 

February 15-18 

Designing Real-Time Hard
ware for Digital Signal and 
Image Processing, Washing
ton, DC. Participants in this 
short course will learn how to 
implement digital filters, fast 
Fourier transforms, correla
tion, modulation, and other 
real-time processes by design
ing with general-purpose 
16-bit microprocessors. Case 
histories and lectures will be 
featured. The fee is $845. For 
further details, contact Ruth 
Dordick, Integrated Com
puter Systems, 3304 Pico 
Blvd., POB 5339, Santa 
Monica, CA 90405, (213) 
450-2060. 

February 16-18 

The Third Annual T ALMIS, 
Ambassador West, Chicago, 
IL. This conference brings to
gether software publishers and 
users of microcomputer-based 
training systems. Issues on the 
agenda include the home mar
ket, local networking, new 

hardware, and successful dis
tribution channels. Question
and-answer sessions will be 
held. Further information is 
available from Mary O'Keefe, 
T ALMIS Inc., 115 North Oak 
Park Ave., Oak Park, IL 
60301, (312) 848-4000. 

February 16-19 

Data and T elecommunica
tions/Japan Exposition '83, 
Tokyo Ryutsu Centre, Tokyo, 
Japan. For information, con
tact Cahners Exposition 
Group, Cahners Plaza, 1350 
East Touhy Ave., POB 5060, 
Des Plaines, IL 60018, (312) 
299-9311. In Japan, contact 
Cahners Exposition Group 
S.A., Hino Building 3F, 3-4-11 
Uchikanda, Chiyoda-ku, 
Tokyo 101, Japan; tel: 
03-254-6041. 

February 21-23 

Office Automation Confer
ence, Civic Center, Philadel
phia, PA. More than 200 ex
hibitors are expected to parti
cipate in this conference. Fifty 
technical sessions will explore 
such topics as current and ad
vanced office technology and 
human factors and social 
issues. Further details are 
available from the American 
Federation of Information 
Processing Societies Inc., 1815 
North Lynn St., Arlington, 
VA 22209, (703) 558-3624. 

February 22-26 

The Eighteenth Annual Bias
Microelettronica '83, Milan, 
Italy. This international ex
hibition is expected to attract 
more than 80,000 visitors. 
Areas of interest include ac
tive and passive components, 
instrumentation and equip
ment for component manu
facturing, laboratory instru
mentation, microcomputers, 
peripherals, and telecommuni
cations systems. For informa
tion, contact Ente Italiano 
Organizzazione Mostre, Bias
Microelettronica '83, Viale 



Premuda 2, 20129 Milan, 
Italy; tel: 796.096; Telex: 
CONSEL 334022. 

February 23-25 

Microcomputers in Educa
tion, New York, NY. This 
hands-on workshop is de
signed for teachers and ad
ministrators. Topics on the 
agenda include Logo, Pascal, 
microcomputers as laboratory 
instruments, and microcom
puters in mathematics and 
science. Fees range from $120 
to $300, depending on length 
of participation. For full 
details, contact Technical 
Education Research Centers 
Inc., 8 Eliot St., Cambridge, 
MA 02138, (617) 547-3890. 

February 24-25 

Computers in Construction, 
San Diego, CA. This seminar 
is designed to assist construc
tion contractors and construc
tion management firms in ac
quiring computer systems. 
The registration fee is $395. 
For further information, con
tact CIP Information Services 
Inc., 1105-F Spring St., Silver 
Spring, MD 20910, (301) 
589-7933. 

February 25-27 

The Second Annual Com
puter Expo '83, Tupperware 
Convention Center, Orlando, 
FL. This exposition focuses on 
hardware, software, word 
processing, graphics, peri
pherals, supplies, services, 
and computer furnishings for 
mini- and microcomputers. 
Seminars will be held. For 
details, contact Tom Blayney, 
POB 1185, Longwood, FL 
32750, (305) 339-1731. 

March 1983 

March 

Continuing Engineering Edu
cation Courses, George Wash
ington University, Washing
ton, DC. Among the courses 

being offered are "Managing 
Data Processing Systems in 
Multiproject Environments" 
and "Design of Digital Con
trol Systems." Fees range from 
$685 to $855. Further details 
are available from Douglas 
Green, Continuing Engineer
ing Education, George Wash
ington University, Washing
ton, DC 20052, (800) 424
9773; in the District of Colum
bia, (202) 676-8515. 

March 1-4 

Computer Network Design 
and Protocols, Washington, 
DC. This short course empha
sizes the practical aspects of 
network design, interfacing, 
protocols, and packet switch
ing. Topics include how to de
termine system requirements, 
how to use packet- and mes
sage-switching techniques, 
and how to interface local sys
tems to value-added net
works. The fee is $845. For 
more information, contact 
Ruth Dordick, Integrated 
Computer Systems, 3304 Pico 
Blvd., 
Monica, 
450-2060. 

POB 
CA 

5339, 
90405, 

Santa 
(213) 

March 4-5 

Conference on Computer 
Technology: The Challenge to 
Business and Industry, Brown 
University, Providence, RI. 
Plenary addresses and semi
nars will focus on such topics 
as future technology and ap
plications, robotics, and train
ing and education require
ments. For additional infor
mation, contact the Confer
ence on Computer Techno
logy, Registration Office, 
AIESEC Box 1930, Brown 
University, Providence, RI 
02912, (401) 861-4835. 

March 7-11 

Computer-Aided Engineering 
and Manufacturing: Seminars 
and Exhibition, McKimmon 
Center, North Carolina State 
University, Raleigh. This 
comprehensive program is de-

In Less Than 3 Minutes 

Your IBM Model 50, 60, 65, 75, or 85 


Electronic Typewriter 

can be an RS232C PRINTER or TERMINAL 


CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER Models 5060 and 
5061 can be installed easily and require NO modifications 
'to the typewriter. 

For additional information contact: 

CALIFORNIA MICRO COMPUTER 
9323 Warbler Ave., Fountain Valley, CA. 
92708 (714) 968-0890 
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signed to update manufactur
ing managers, engineers, and 
professionals on the capabili
ties of computers, micropro
cessors, robotics, and CAD/ 
CAM (computer-aided design/ 
manufacturing) systems 
through discussions, hands-on 
experience, and demonstra
tions. For further information, 
write to Robert Edwards, In
dustrial Extension Service, 
North Carolina State Univer
sity, POB 5506, Raleigh, NC 
27650. 

March 8-9 

ACM SIGCOMM '83-Sym
posium on Communications 
Architectures and Protocols, 
University of Texas, Austin. 
This symposium is sponsored 
by the Association for Com
puting Machinery. Address 
inquiries to Rebecca Hutch
ings, Honeywell/FSD, 7900 
Westpark Dr., McLean, VA 
22102, (703) 827-3982. 

March 8-10 

Semicon/Europa '83, Zuespa 
Convention Center, Zurich, 
Switzerland. The Semicon
ductor Processing and Equip
ment Symposium will include 
technical papers and exhibits 
on such topics as process-re
lated defects, pattern defini
tion, and process chemistry. 
Full details are available from 
the Semiconductor Equipment 
and Materials Institute Inc., 
Suite 212, 625 Ellis St., Moun
tain View, CA 94043, (415) 
964-5111. 

March 8-11 

Distributed Processing, Mini 
and Microcomputer Imple
mentations, Washington, DC. 
This course is designed to pro
vide a comprehensive intro
duction to distributed process
ing hardware and software. 
Topics of interest include 
unique design requirements of 
distributed systems and how 

to partition systems tasks and 
hardware. The fee is $845. 
Further details are available 
from Ruth Dordick, Inte
grated Computer Systems, 
3304 Pico Blvd., POB 5339, 
Santa Monica, CA 90405, 
(213) 450-2060. 

March 8-11 

Local Area Networks, Los 
Angeles, CA. This course 
focuses on the practical inte
gration of available software 
and hardware elements, based 
on an understanding of net
work architectures and pro
tocols. The fee is $845. For 
further details, contact Ruth 
Dordick, Integrated Com
puter Systems, 3304 Pico 
Blvd., POB 5339, Santa 
Monica, CA 90405, (213) 
450-2060. 

March 9-11 

Secretary Speakout '83, 
Sheraton Hotel, Boston, MA. 

The theme for this symposium 
is ''The Professional Secre
tary's New Identity in the In
formation Age ." Speakers will 
address the impact of office 
technology through case 
history presentations, panels, 
open microphone sessions, 
and discussion groups. This 
event is sponsored by the Pro
fessional Secretaries Interna
tional Research and Educa
tional Foundation. Full details 
are available from Candace 
M. Louis, PSI, Crown Center 
G-10, 2440 Pershing Rd., 
Kansas City, MO 64108, (816) 
474-5755. 

March 12-17 

The Twenty-fourth Annual 
Management Conference of 
the Electronic Representatives 
Association, Cancun, Mexico. 
Educational programs, special 
meetings, round-table discus
sions, and workshops will 
highlight this annual event. 

THE ULTIMATE 

THE ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PACKAGE FDR YOU" CPH HACHINE 
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Contact the Electronic Repre government and industry. 
sentatives Association, 20 East More than 200 companies will 
Huron St. , Chicago, IL 60611, display the latest in office sys
(312) 649-1333. tems technology. For more in

formation, contact Mary Beth 
March 14-15 Gouled, National Trade Pro
The Seventh Annual Confer ductions Inc ., 9418 Annapolis 
ence of the Michigan Associa Rd., Lanham, MD 20706, 
tion for Computer Users in (800) 638-8510; in Maryland, 
Learning-MACUL '83, Hyatt (301) 459-8383. 
Regency, Dearborn, MI. Ses
sions and speakers will high March 14-18 

light this conference. For more Computer Graphics Applica
information, contact Betty tions for Management and 
VandenBosch Shaw, Coordi Productivity-CAMP '83, In
nator of Mathematics, Flint ternational Congress Center, 
Community Schools, 923 East Berlin, West Germany. This 
Kearsley, Flint, MI 48502, conference features tutorials, 

technical papers, and exhibits 
that reflect the practical a p

(313) 762-1007. 

plications and state of the art 
The Seventh Annual Federal 
March 14-17 

of computers and computer
Office Systems Expo-FOSE graphics technology. Topics 
'83, Washington Convention on the agenda include com
Center, Washington, DC. Six puter-aided design and manu
ty high7level sessions will facturing , sales-support 
cover the development of inte graphics, and improving the 
grated office systems in both use of engineering data. A 

fant'S at\\\ 


\0l tf\\C,l\O 

invoices, statements and letterheads 

work with programs from over 200 software 
soyrces ... or program forms with guides provided. Full 
color catalog also has stock tab paper, diskettes, other 
supplies. 
• Quality products, low prices • Small quantities 
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1 +800-225·9550 (Mass. res. 1 + 800-922·8560) 

NAME -----------

COMPANY 
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iiiiii .A division o I New England Business Service, Inc. 
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hardware and software ex mentations, San Diego, CA. 
hibition will be held. Full par For details, see March 8-11. 
ticulars are available from the 
World Computer Graphics March 15-18 

Association, Suite 250, 2033 Local Area Networks, Boston, 
M St. NW, Washington, DC MA. For details, see March 
20036, (202) 775-9556. 8-11. 

March 16-17 
March 15-16 

Business-Expo, Houston, TX. Selecting a Microcomputer for 
This show features everything 

Scientific and Engineering Ap
from computers, copiers, and 

plications, Colorado School 
telephone equipment to in

of Mines, Golden, CO. This 
terior decorating , office

short course reviews hardware 
design, and financial consult

and software technology for 
ing. More than 20 seminars on 

potential buyers of microcom
business technologies will be 

puters in relation to specific 
offered. Complete details are 

scientific and engineering ap
available from Business-Expo, 

plications. The fee is $195. 
702 East Northland Towers, 

Contact the Space Office, 
15565 Northland Dr., South

Colorado School of Mines, 
f ie Id, MI 48075 , (313)

Golden, CO 80401, (303) 
569-8280. 

273-3321 . 

March 17-19 

March 15-18 The Third Annual Microcom
Distributed Processing, Mini puters in Education Confer
and Microcomputer Imple ence, Arizona State Universi

• Perfect Writer 

• Perfect Speller 

• Perfect Filer 

• Perfect Cale 

5 MB HARD DISK 

plus LISTED SOFTWARE 


10 MB 
available 

also$2,995. 

The ·susiness Managern 1 
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ty, Tempe. The theme for this 
conference is "Forward to the 
3 C's: Communicating, Calcu
lating, and Computing." De
monstrations, workshops, 
and presentations will em
phasize the potential of com
puters to revolutionize the 
learning process. Topics to be 
explored include how com
puters are changing the nature 
of: content in subject areas, 
teaching, and what it means 
to be well educated. Univer
sity credit will be available. 
Further information can be 
obtained from Marilyn Sue 
Ford, B-47 Payne Hall, Col
lege of Education, Arizona 
State University, Tempe, AZ 
85287, (602) 965-7363. 

March 18-20 

The Eighth West Coast Com
puter Faire, Civic Auditorium 
and Brooks Hall, San Fran
cisco, CA. Attendance this 
year is expected to reach 
40,000. More than 600 ex

hibitors and a wide assort
ment of seminars make this 
one of the largest annual com
puter shows. For more infor
mation, contact The Com
puter Faire, 333 Swett Rd., 
Woodside, CA 94602, (415) 
851-7075. 

March 21-24· 

Interface '83, Miami Beach 
Convention Center, Miami, 
FL. This conference will cover 
all aspects of data com
munications and information 
processing in technology, 
management, policy, and 
strategy. It is cosponsored by 
McGraw-Hill's Business Week 
and Data Communications 
magazines. For further details, 
contact The Interface Group, 
160 Speen St., POB 927, 
Framingham, MA 01701, 
(800) 225-4620; in Massachu
setts, (617) 879-4502. 

March 21-24 

Personal Microcomputer In

terfacing and Scientific Instru
mentation Automation, Vir
ginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University, Blacksburg, 
VA. This is a hands-on work
shop where the participant de
signs and tests concepts with 
the actual hardware. The fee 
is $595. For more information, 
contact Dr. Linda Leffel, 
C.E.C., Virginia Tech, 
Blacksburg, VA 24061, (703) 
961-4848. 

March22-24 

Cincinnati Business Show, Ex
hibition-Convention Center, 
Cincinnati, OH. A wide range 
of products and services will 
be displayed, including com
puters, satellite equipment, 
electronic mail systems, and 
telecommunications equip
ment. For more information, 
contact Ray G. Nemo, Cin
cinnati Business Show, 10608 
Millington Court, Cincinnati, 
OH 45242, (513) 791-6300. 

March 22-25 

Computer Network Design 
and Protocols, San Diego, 
CA For details, see March 
1-4. 

March22-25 

Embedded Computer Sys
tems, Washington, DC. For 
details, see February 15-18. 

March 24-25 

Computers in Construction, 
Orlando, FL. For details, see 
February 24-25. 

March 24-25 

The Western Educational 
Computing Workshops, Hay
ward, CA. These workshops, 
sponsored by the California 
Educational Computing Con
sortium, provide demon
strations and hands-on ex
perience with new computer 
applications, software, and 
hardware. Contact Jerry 
Rose, Computer Center, 
California State University, 

The Byte Shop® 

Framhise Opportunity. 


Computer retailing has survived the economic hard 
times like no other indust : with phenomenal growth

and profit. 
Just wait until the 

economy gets hot! 
That's why this is a 

good time to consider 
the Byte Shop® oppor
tunity. 

Tbe~h ;nt1us1rv or1he 1980s ~ you are motivated 

to make acommitment to success in the computer re

tailing industry, you owe it to yourself to evaluate the 

Byte Shop® Franchise prospectus. Cash required: 

$60,000. Franchise fee only$10,000. 

Just call or write. lllllo~ 

21130 Cabot Boulevard ...,.-..t::V!J~ 111 

Hayward , CA 94545 ttie affordablecomputerstore. 
415/783/8272 
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8086. 16 bit processor; Two 
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IBM emulations 
CP/M-86, MSDDS, UCSD P. 

This new state-of-the-art work 
station out-performs $ PRICES START BELOW 

al~ others near its 3300?0 
pnce range. (One disk drive, green) 

NEC COMPUTERS AND MONITORS g~n~i:i:~#P-01220 
PLEASEI Do nol confuse us with mail order dealers. We are afu ll service dislributor 

• serving lhe dala processing & installation needs of business & induslry 
from micros to mainframes. System houses. educational inslilutions &governmenlal agen
cies given special consideralion. Leasing available. N.Y. Slale agencies, municipalilies, 
and schools-call us for informalion on our O.G.S. term contracts on hardware &software. 
Please call to make an appoinlment for demonstration al this extraordinary computer at our showroom. 
Prices subjecl lo change wilhoul notice: call for lalesl prices. Prices include 3% cash discount N.Y. 
res idenls add sales lax. CP/M 0 is a trademark of Digital Research. All sales subjecl loourslandard 
sale conditions (available on request) . Above prices do nol include cuslomizalion or inslallalion. 
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Don't gamble the safety 

25800 Hillary St., Hayward, 
CA 94542. 

March 24-25 

Workshop on Performance 
and Evaluation of Local Area 
Networks, Worcester, MA. 
This workshop will seek to in
crease interaction and com
munications between active 
researchers and systems devel
opers on the performance and 
evaluation of local-area net
works. Contact T. C. Ting, 
Computer Science Depart
ment, Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute, Worcester, MA 
01609, (617) 793-5670. 

March25 

Communication Aids and 
Computers: A Voice for the 
Non-Vocal, Stokes Audito
rium, Children's Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA. This con
ference will present recent ad
vances in technology, me
thodology, and research as 
they relate to computers and 
speech technology. Sessions 
will include lectures, video
tapes, and equipment demon
strations. The registration fee 
is $75 (if postmarked prior to 
March 4, 1983, the fee is $65). 
This conference is sponsored 
by the Children's Seashore 
House and the Division of 
Child Development and Reha
bilitation of the Children's 
Hospital of Philadelphia. For 
further information, contact 
Joan Bruno, Chief Speech Pa
thologist, Children's Seashore 
House, 4100 Atlantic Ave., 
Atlantic City, NJ 08404, (609) 
345-5191, ext. 205. 

March 25-27 

Fantasylair '83, Tonkawa 
High School, Tonkawa, OK. 
This annual spring gaming 
convention is sponsored by 
the Northern Oklahoma Dun
geoneers. It features fantasy 
and war games, tournaments, 
a costume contest, seminars, 
and prizes. The admission is 
$3 per day; group discounts 
are available. For informa
tion, contact the Northern 
Oklahoma Dungeoneers, 

POB 241, Ponca City, OK 
74602, (405) 762-0349. 

March 28-31 

National Design Engineering 
Show and Conference, Mc
Cormick Place, Chicago, IL. 
The conference is sponsored 
by the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers' design 
engineering division. It will 
run concurrently with the Na
tional Plant Engineering and 
Maintenance Show and Con
ference. Details are available 
from Clapp & Poliak Inc., 708 
Third Ave., New York, NY 
10017, (212) 661-8410. 

Aprll 1983 

April 5-8 

Computers/Graphics in the 
Building Process, Convention 
Center, Washington, DC. The 
focus will be on the needs of 
private sector and federal 
users for computer/graphics 
applications in architecture, 
engineering, design, planning, 
and management of the build
ing process. America's top 400 
construction contractors and 
500 leading design firms are 
expected to attend the 
tutorials, exhibits, and tech
nical and management ses
sions. This event is cospon
sored by the National Aca
demy of Sciences' Advisory 
Board on the Built Environ
ment (ABBE) and the World 
Computer Graphics Associa
tion (WCGA). For details, 
contact the WCGA, Suite 399, 
2033 M St. NW, Washington, 
DC 20036, (202) 775-9556. 

April 5-8 

Distributed Processing, Mini 
and Microcomputer Imple
mentations, Boston, MA. For 
details, see March 8-11. 

April 5-8 

The Second Annual Conven
tion and Exposition of the 
Electronic Funds Transfer As
sociation-EFT Expo, Riviera 
Hotel, Las Vegas, NV. Gen

Huntington's
Disease... 

The Genetic 
Time Bomb! 

NATIONAL 

II HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE ASSOCIATION 
Suite 501. 1441 Broadway, New York. NY 10018 
212-966-4320 

79·11 

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER 

Kill surges 
fast as lightning II 
Surge Sentry~.. .. 1 
for pure power .. '"·<.. 

and performance of valuable 
electronic equipment. Surge 
Sentry keeps power pure by guarding against transient 
impulses, damage from voltage drops and other destruc
tive power line disturbances. 

Surge Sentry: 
•Clamps transient impu lses in picoseconds 
• Dissipates 1,000,000 watts in 100 microseconds 
• Maintains its speed and performance without 


dete riora !ion 

•Gives visual indication of proper operation 
•Is UL and CSA listed (most models) 
•Has a one-year repair-or-replace warranty 

To learn more about power line disturbances, our line 
of plug-in power protection, and where to obtain your 
Surge Sentry, call toll-free (800) 892-1342. In California, 
(408) 438-5760. 

!IJl!lfk.rRIES. 
RKS Industries, Inc. 
4865 Scotts Valley Drive 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066 
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FEBRUARY SPECIALS 

Event Queue-----------

era) and concurrent sessions 
will focus on electronic pay
ment systems and services. 
Topics to be cover~d include 
automated teller machines, 
home information and finan
cial services, legal issues, and 
technical standards. Further 
information is available from 
the EIT Association, Suite 
800, 1029VermontAve. NW, 
Washington, DC 20005, (202) 
783-3555. 

April 10-13 

APL83, Sheraton Washington 
Hotel, Washington, DC. This 
conference and exhibition in
cludes hands-on displays and 
presentations of technical 
papers. For particulars, con
tact D & S Whyte Associates, 
Conference and Exhibits 
Manager, Suite 200, 117 King 
St., Alexandria, VA 22314, 
(703) 548-2802. 

April 11-15 

lntergraphics '83, Takanawa 
Prince Convention Center, 
Tokyo, Japan. This confer
ence and exhibition will cover 
a wide range of computer
graphics topics, including 
business and management 
graphics, virtual machine lan
guages, and chemical and bio
chemical applications of com
puter graphics. Complement
ing formal programs will be 
speakers, discussions, and 
tutorials. For complete details, 
contact the World Computer 
Graphics Association, Suite 
250, 2033 M St. NW, Wash
ington, DC 20036, (202) 
775-9556. 

April 12-13 

Selecting a Microcomputer for 
Scientific and Engineering A p
plications, Golden, CO. For 
details, see March 15-16. 

April 12-15 

Computer Network Design 
and Protocols, Boston, MA. 
For details, see March 1-4. 

April 13-20 

Hanover Fair '83-Cebit '83, 
Hanover, West Germany. The 
Hanover Fair is one of the 
world's largest industrial trade 
fairs. Attention will be paid to 
office equipment and data
processing technology. More 
than 1200 exhibitors from 30 
countries will display their 
products to a crowd of more 
than 230,000. Full information 
is available from the Hanover 
Fairs Information Center, 
Salem Industrial Park, POB 
338, Whitehouse, NJ 08888, 
(800) 526-5978; in New Jersey, 
(201) 534-9044. 

April 15-17 

The Use of Computers in Psy
chology, Hilton, Wilmington, 
NC. With a focus on micro
computers, the five planned 
symposia will explore such 
issues as statistical and thera
peutic applications and the use 
and misuse of microcom
puters in psychological assess
ment. For complete details, 
write to Steven R. Edelman, 
Association of Eastern North 
Carolina Psychologists, 105 
Lou Dr., Goldsboro, NC 
27530. 

April 19-21 

Electro/83-High-Technology 
Electronics Exhibition and 
Convention, Coliseum and 
Sheraton Centre, New York, 
NY. For information, contact 
Electronic Conventions Inc., 
999 North Sepulveda Blvd., El 
Segundo, CA 90245, (800) 
421-6816; in California, (213) 
772-2965.• 

In order to gain optimal coverage of your organization's com
puter conferences, seminars, workshops, courses, etc, notice 
should reach our office at least three months in advance of the 
date of the event. Entries should be sent to: Event Queue, BYTE 
Publications, POB 372, Hancock NH 03449. Each month we 
publish the current contents of the· queue for the month of the 
cover date and the two following calendar months. Thus a given 
event may appear as many as three times in this section if it is sent 
to us far enough in advance. 

P1r1Dyn1mlc1 R.M. Mainframe. 18 slots 
w/C.V.T. pis & state or the art cooling 

CROMEMCO, 16 FDC D.D. Disk Controller Board 
MORROW DESIGNS, WB-800 8Slot Motherboard 
VOTRAX. Type-n-Talk, compatible w/most 
computers 

TECMAR"S Shared Device (4) Controller lor 
IBM PC 

CCS. 64K Dynamic RAM Board 
GODBOUT /COMPUPRO. RAM 16, static 64K 
board 

ADDS Viewpoint. green screen terminal 
w/detached k.b. 

AMDEK. Color II, Hi-RES. RGB, 13" monitor 
E.C.T. RM-10 slot MB w/15AMP p/s 
EPSON MX lOO Ill 
SCION'S MlcroAngelo. Multi· Trans. Color 
graphics 

TELEVIDEO Terminal, TVI 950 
HOURS 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM M-F 

637.00 
506.00 
75.00 

219.00 

319.00 
319.00 

489.00 

495.00 
69500 
225.00 
595.00 

Call 
895.00 

Subject to Available Quantities• Prices Quoted Include Cash Discounts . 
Shipping & Insurance Extra. 

We carry products lrom all Major Manufacturers 

UV EPROM ERASER 

* Erases ovor 15 EPROMS • 15 minutes orHo limo
* Element l"o noo hours* Intensity: 12Ws 'hem' at 1"
* Erms 111 UV EPROMS (2716, 2732, 2516, 2532, otc.) $49.95* 

*HOBBY MODEL 

INDUSTRIAL MODEL 
QUV·T8/ 2N 

$68.95 
WITH TIMER AND 

SAFETY SWITCH 


QUV-T8 / 2T 

$97.50 

INTELLIGENT 

PROGRAMMER 

STAND ALONE 


RS-232

* RELIABLE* EASY COPY (No external 

equipmen1 needed)
* USER FRIENDLY 

PROGRAMS: 2508, 2516, 2532, 2716, 27C16, 27C32, COMPATIBLE· 
2732A, 2758, 8748, 8749H, 8748H IBM PC TAS-80 APPLE CPM 

OPTIONAL MODULES : 2564, 2764, 8755A, 8741 FLEX, TEKTAONics. M0°S ' 
* STANO ALONE, CRT, OR COMPUTER CONTROL
* UPl.OAO/OOWNLOAO IN MOTOROLA OR INTEL HEX FORMAT lMCS-48\ 
: :n~ir..g~~~~~w~A:R~'W~~R:LL ilkAo~UCTS V>ROGRAMMIN(f 

SOON TO BE RELEASED: PE:t6~~~f~'tfo~uLE 
PROMPR0-8 128K Version $689. $489.00MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
LOGICAL DEVICES INC. 

781 W. OAKLAND PARK BLVD.• FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33311 
Phone Orders (305) 974-0967 • TWX: 510-955-9496 

SEE US AT COMDEX SPRING · BOOTH #3019 
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Books Received 

The Art of Programming 

the lK ZX81, M. James and 
S. M. Gee. London, England: 
Bernard Babani Publishing 
Ltd. (The Grampians, Shep
herds Bush Rd.), 1982; 86 
pages, 11.1 by 17.6 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-85934-084-8, 
£1.95. 

Assembly Language Pro
gramming for the Apple II, 
Robert Mottola. Berkeley, 
CA: Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 
1982; 143 pages, 16.4 by 23.3 
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-931988
51-9, $12.95. 

BASIC Exercises for the 
Apple, J. P. Lamoitier. 
Berkeley, CA: Sybex, 1982; 
258 pages, 17.7 by 22.8 cm, 
softcover, ISBN 0-89588
084-9, $12.95. 

The Cosmic Mind-Boggling 
Book, Neil McAleer. New 
York: Warner Books, 1982; 
207 pages, 13.3 by 20.2 cm, 
softcover, ISBN 0-446-97663
6, $7.95. 

Discover FORTH, Learning 
and Programming the FORTH 
Language, Thom Hogan. 
Berkeley, CA: Osborne/ 
McGraw-Hill, 1982; 142 
pages, 16.5 by 23.4 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-931988-79-9, 
$14.95. 

Fun with Microcomputers 
and BASIC, Donald D. 
Spencer. Reston, VA: Reston 
Publishing Co., 1981; 128 
pages, 21.2 by 27.8 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-8359-2214-6, 
$9.95. 

A Guide to Software in 
Applesoft, Bruce Presley. 
New York: Lawrenceville 
Press, 1982; 181 pages, 21.5 
by 27.8 cm, softcover, ISBN 
0-442-25890-9, $12.95. 

Inside Atari DOS, Bill 
Wilkinson. Greensboro, NC: 
Compute! Books, 1982; 120 
pages, 15.5 by 22.4 cm, spiral 
binder, ISBN 0-942386-02-7, 
$19.95. 

Interface Projects for the 
Apple II, Richard C. Hallgren. 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Pren
tice-Hall, 1982; 170 pages, 
17.4 by 23.4 cm, softcover, 

ISBN 0-13-469387-6, $12.95. 
An Introduction to Pro

gramming and Problem Solv
ing with Pascal, 2nd edition, 
G. Michael Schneider, Steven 
W. Weingart, and David M. 
Perlman. New York: John 
Wiley & Sons, 1982; 468 
pages, 16.4 by 23.3 cm, hard
cover, ISBN 0-471-08216-3, 
$21.95. 

Introduction to UCSD 
p-System, Charles W. Grant 
and Jon Butah. Berkeley, CA: 
Sybex, 1982; 370 pages, 17.7 
by 22.8 cm, softcover, ISBN 
0-89588-061-X, $14.95. 

Microcomputers in Ama
teur Radio, Joe Kasser. Blue 
Ridge Summit, PA: Tab 
Books, 1981; 307 pages, 12.7 
by 20.8 cm, softcover, ISBN 
0-8306-1305-6, $9.95. 

Microcomputers, What 
They Are and How to Put 
Them to Productive Use! A J. 
Dirksen. Blue Ridge Summit, 
PA: Tab Books, 1982; 231 
pages, 19.5 by 23 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-8306
1406-0, $11.95. 

Microprocessor Systems, 
Interfacing, and Applications, 
Robert J. Bibbero and David 
M. Stem. New York: John 
Wiley & Sons, 1982; 195 
pages, 16.4 by 23.4 cm, hard
cover, ISBN 0-471-05306-6, 
$20. 

Pocket Guide to BASIC, 
Roger Hunt. Reading, MA: 
Addison-Wesley, 1982; 64 
pages, 4 by 6.3 cm, softcover, 
ISBN 0-201-07744-2, $6.95. 

Pocket Guide to COBOL, 
Ray Welland. Reading, MA: 
Addison-Wesley, 1982; 96 
pages, 4 by 6.3 cm, softcover, 
ISBN 0-201-07750-7, $6.95. 

Pocket Guide to FOR
TRAN, Philip Ridler. Read
ing, MA: Addison-Wesley, 
1982; 64 pages, 4 by 6.3 cm, 
softcover, ISBN 0-201
07746-9, $6.95. 

Pocket Guide to Pascal, 
David Watt. Reading, MA: 
Addison-Wesley, 1982; 64 
pages, 4 by 6.3 cm, softcover, 
ISBN 0-201-07748-5, $6.95. 

Pocket Guide to Program
ming, John Shelley. Reading, 
MA: Addison-Wesley, 1982; 
64 pages, 4 by 6.3 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-201-07736-1, 
$6.95. 

Practical Guide to Com
puters in Education, Peter Co
burn, Peter Kelman, Nancy 
Roberts, Thomas F. F. Snyder, 
Daniel H. Watt, and Cheryl 
Weiner. Reading, MA: Addi
son-Wesley, 1982; 266 pages, 
16.4 by 23.4 cm, softcover, 
ISBN 0-201-10563-2, $9.95. 

Practical Pascal Programs, 
Greg Davidson. Berkeley, 
CA: Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 
1982; 205 pages, 21.1 by 27.5 
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-931988
74-8, $15.99. 

Problem Solving and Com
puter Programming, Peter 
Grogono and Sharon H. Nel
son. Reading, MA: Addison
Wesley, 1982; 284 pages, 16.4 
by 23.4 cm, softcover, ISBN 
0-201-02460-8, $14.95. 

Programming Microcom
puters with Pascal, M. D. 
Beer. New York: Van Nos
trand Reinhold, 1982; 256 
pages, 15.3 by 23.4 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-442-2136-9, 
$13 .95. 

Solid-State High-Frequen
cy Power, Irving M. Gott
lieb. Reston, VA: Reston 
Publishing Co ., 1982; 246 
pages, 16.4 by 23.3 cm, hard
cover, ISBN 0-8359-7048-5, 
$21.95. 

Structured Programming 
with COMAL, Roy Atherton. 
New York: Halsted Press, 
1982; 266 pages, 16.4 by 23.4 
cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-470
27318-6, $49.95. 

The Z8000 Microproces
sor, A Design Handbook, 
Bradly K. Fawcett. Engle
wood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice
Hall, 1982; 310 pages, 17.4 
by 23.2 cm, softcover, ISBN 
0-13-983734-5, $16.95 .• 

This is a list of books received at BYTE Publications during this 
past month. Although the list is not meant to be exhaustive, its 
purpose is to acquaint BYTE readers with recently published titles 
in computer science and related fields. We regret that we cannot 
review or comment on a 11 the books we receive; instead, this list is 
meant to be a monthly acknowledgment of these books and the 
publishers who sent them. 

· BYTE's Bits 

CP/M Bulletin Board 
Up In Los Angeles 

Softwaire Centre Interna
tional has a remote CP/M 
and bulletin-board system up 
and running in Los Angeles. 
Callers can send, receive, and 
read messages, and the sys
tem accepts data rates of 110, 
300, 450, 600, and 710 bits 
per second. The system fea
tures an extensive catalog of 
the latest Apple, Atari, 
CP/M, IBM Personal Com
puter, and TRS-80 software 
titles. It's open 24 hours a 
day, and you're invited to 

leave messages and new ideas 
for the community. 

Soon, volumes of CP/M 
Users Group (CPMUG) pub
lic-domain software will be 
available for downloading. 
The firm also plans to offer 
an array of source programs 
targeted at Apple, Atari, and 
TRS-80 users. 

Contact The Softwaire 
Centre, 11768 West Pico 
Blvd., West Los Angeles, CA 
90064, (213) 473-1136, or 
leave a message for the sys
tem operator, "SYSOP," on 
the bulletin board, (213) 
479-3189.• 
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INPUT 

OS8830 

Ask BYTE 
Conducted by Steve Clarcla 

BOOT-a program that tells microcomputers) is made by the CP/M disk operating sysCP/M for 
Digital Research Corporation. tem? Is it generalized enough you where the CCP is located.Homebrewed Systems 
In order to protect its product, to .be flexible; is a source 

Dear Steve, listing available so that I can no source code is available. The BIOS is unique for each 
The CP! M operating system microcomputer. When youI have been bitten by the change the software to suit my 
is made up of the fallowing buy CPI M, you configure the homebrew bug. I have a ten system? How does CP/M talk 

BIOS so that it knows whereto its host system? Is it merely main subsystems: tative design for a 280-based 
your printer, terminal, andcomputer with 64K bytes of designed for serial video? Can 

FDOS (functional disk oper other devices are located. Allmemory and a memory system ROM exist anywhere 
ating system)-which is divid other parts of CPIM are truly mapped video display that I in memory? Does Digital Re
ed into (a) the BIOS (basic in hardware-independent. search even release this sort of plan to build with a Standard 
put/output system), which It takes a minimum of 16KMicrosystems Corporation information to Joe-Average 

bytes to run CP!M, and sysCRT-5037. The system will hobbyist? handles data transfers to and 
I know that tackling this from peripherals, and (b) tem ROM can be placed in theuse a Western Digital Corpor

BDOS (basic disk operating TPA. A bootstrap ROM isation FD-1771 floppy-disk will not be a piece of cake, but 
system), which manages all usually located at hexadecimal controller and whatever ROM I'm a technician and do this 
disk files 0000 to read in the CPIM syssort of stuff for a Iiving. In(read-only memory) I may 
CCP (console command pro tem. Digital Research has exfact, I enjoy it-save for occaneed. I'm fairly confident of 
cessor)-which reads and pro tensive documentation consional head-to-wall bangings. my hardware and program
cesses your commands cerning the loading and impleming abilities,_ up to and in Phil Rorex 
TPA (transient program mentation of CPIM. For furcluding writing an operating Long Beach, CA 
area)-a program storage and ther information, contactsystem monitor. 
operating area Digital Research Corp. , POB CP!M (control program for What would it take to run 

Remote IBM 

Keyboard Operation 


Dear Steve, 
I'd like to use my IBM Per

sonal Computer's keyboard 
some 75 feet away from the 
main machine. Do you know 
a simple driver circuit using 
buffers and Schmitt triggers 
that will let me do this? 
Bury! B. Noah 
Hartsdale, NY 

I addressed this problem 
several years ago in an article 

+ 5V 

lK 

4 .,__ __I-(_-.._ 
3 
2 .___._._-I--{ 

Figure 1 

titled "Come Upstairs and Be 
Respectable" (May 1977 
BYTE, page 50; also available 
in Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, 
volume 1, from BYTE/Mc
Graw-Hill, Princeton Rd., 
Hightstown, NJ 08520, (609) 
426-5254). The parallel output 
of the keyboard is converted 
to serial data by a UART (uni
versal asynchronous re
ceiver/ transmitter) , then 
transmitted over a long 
twisted pair. Because the out
put of the IBM's keyboard is 

5 

serial, all you need to do is 
build the part of the circuit 
that buffers and detects the 
signals (figure 1). 

The preferred method for 
transmitting data over long 
distances is to use a balanced 
line. In my article, I used Na
tional Semiconductor's 5-volt 
differential line driver , 
DS8830, and a line receiver, 
DS8820. Texas Instruments 
makes equivalent devices 
called the SW75182 and the 
SW75183 . . . . Steve 

O.OlµF 

579, Pacific Grove, CA 93950, 
(408) 649-3896 . ... Steve 

Doubllng Expansion 

lnterface Memory 


Dear Steve, 
The Expansion Interface for 

the Radio Shack TRS-80 
Model I has only 16K bytes of 
memory. I would like to up
grade that to 32K bytes. How 
do I go about it? I see that 
there are eight unused sockets 
inside the interface. Can I plug 
in eight more 4116-200ns 
dynamic-memories, or is there 
more to it than that? 
Michael Meyers 
San Bernardino, CA 

Expanding the Radio Shack 
Expansion Interface from 16K 
bytes to 32K is simply a mat
ter of plugging eight addi
tional memories (type 4116
200ns) into the eight empty 
sockets you mentioned. The 
only precautions are to be 
sure that the circuits are 
oriented properly and you 
must avoid any static damage 
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by touching a ground connec
tion before handling the de
vices. Naturally, all power 
must be off before inserting or 
removing any !Cs from a 
computer or expansion inter
face . ... Steve 

Speaking of Speech 

Recognition 


Dear Steve, 
As a long-time subscriber to 

BYTE, I have enjoyed your 
many articles. In particular, I 
was quite impressed by your 
article entitled "Use of Voice
prints to Analyze Speech," 
which appeared in the March 
1982 BYTE (page 50). 

In that article, you made 
reference to speech-recogni
tion systems, both for profes
sional computing systems and 
personal computers. You also 
mentioned that budget-priced 
speech-recognition systems, 
costing in the neighborhood 
of $500, are available. Do you 
know where I could get more 
information about such sys
tems? Could you give me the 
names and addresses of one or 
more companies that market 
speech-recognition systems 
for personal computers? Are 
any systems available for 
S-100 bus computers? 
R. L. Froemke 
Tallahassee, FL 

The field of speech recogni
tion is emerging from science 
fiction into reality. Many 
companies are making prod
ucts for both the hobbyist and 
the industrial computer mar
kets. Here's a list of several 
companies marketing speech
recognition systems. . . . Steve 

Centigram Corp. 
Suite 108 
155A Moffett Dr. Park 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

Interstate Electronics 
707 East Vermont St. 
Anaheim, CA 92803 

Perception Technology Inc. 

95 Cross St. 

Winchester, MA 01890 


Scope Electronics Inc. 

1860 Michael Faraday Dr. 

Reston, VA 22090 


Scott Instruments 

·Suite 5 

815 North Elm Street 

Denton, TX 76201 


Threshold Technology 

1829 Underwood Blvd. 

Delran, NJ 08075 


Verbex Corp. 

2 Oak Park 

Bedford, MA 01730 


Voicetek 

POB 388 

Goleta, CA 93017 


Interchanges Slow, 

If Possible 


Dear Steve, 
I have a Radio Shack 

TRS-80 Model III at home and 
an Apple II Plus at work. Both 
machines have two 5%-inch 
disk drives. I would like to 
write ASCII files and BASIC 
programs to disk with either 
machine and be able to read 
them with both. 

Currently, I must transfer 
files through RS-232C serial 
interfacing, modems, and 
over telephone lines. The disk 
drives for both computers run 
at 300 rpm (revolutions per 
minute), so is it possible, with 
software only, to read files 
with the TRS-80 from a disk 
written by the Apple and vice 
versa? 
Finis E. Gentry 
Prospect, KY 

Your question about inter
changing disks between Radio 
Shack and Apple computers 
points up a major problem in 
the personal computer in
dustry: because the disk for

mats are not similar, it is im
possible for one computer to 
read another computer's disk. 

The fact that the disks run 
at the same speed is of no re
levance because the number of 
sectors is not the same, the 
directories are stored on dif
ferent tracks, and the data for
mats are not alike. Your 
method of using an RS-232C 
interface and a modem to 
transfer between computers 
works fine. But it's terribly 
slow if data is transferred at 

300 bps (bits per second). If 
both computers are in the 
same room, the serial ports 
can be directly connected and 
data transferred at rates of up 
to 19,200 bps. 

One of the strong points of 
the CP!M operating system 
(distributed by Digital Re
search) is that its disk formats 
are identical for different com
puters. Therefore, the disks 
are portable and can be saved 
on one computer and loaded 
on another . ... Steve• 

INCOMM AUTO DIAL 300/1200 
(212A) MODEM FOR $599.00 

INTRODUCTORY GET ACQUAINTED 
PRICE! 

(For A Limited Time Only!) 
FOR A AUTOMATIC DIALING 

300/1200 BAUD MODEM $495.00 
(LimitTwo Per Customer) •compatible with Hayes 

YOU DO NOT NEED A TELEPHONE 
"To originate or to receive a call" Simply 
hook up the modular jack(RJ11C)directly to 
the phone line, then type the phone number 
in your terminal or Microcomputer and the 
INCOMM Auto Dial 212A Modem will auto
matically dial the number and make the 
connection. It will then remember the number 
and will redial by a simple command. The 
reliability of all INCOMM products is so high 
that we back our products with a full TWO 
YEAR WARRANTY! 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED! 
(Some selected territories are still available) 

CALL COLLECT TO ORDER 
DESK ONLY (312)459-8874

(Bank Cards accepted). 
INCOMM 
115 N. Wolf Road 
Wheeling, IL 60090 
(312)459-8881 
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Clubs and Newsletters 


By Word of Mouth 

W.P. News: Writer's POV 
on Word Processing is a news
letter for wordsmiths who 
work with computers. It is 
published bimonthly by Word 
of Mouth Enterprises. The 
newsletter includes evalua
tions of hardware and soft
ware for writing needs, inter
views with authors, and up
to-date developments for 
writers. The annual subscrip
tion fee is $20. For more infor
mation, write to Word of 
Mouth Enterprises, 1765 
North Highland #306, Holly
wood, CA 90028. 

Attention: Dentists 

Dentists in Detroit have 
formed a users group for those 
who have purchased the Den
tal Practice package from 
Moore Business Systems Inc. 
The group's members discuss 
various hardware and soft
ware products, assist members 
with specific computer prob
lems, and plan to develop a 
library of self-help materials. 
For more information, for
ward a self-addressed 
envelope to W.A. Riggert, 
D.D.S., Parkwood Dental 
Group, 10831 West Ten Mile 
Rd., Oak Park, MI 48237. 

Experimenters 
In Canada 

Ipso Facto is a publication 
of the Association of the 
Computer-Chip Experiment
ers, a nonprofit, educational 
organization based in On
tario, Canada. Meetings are 
held on the second Tuesday of 
each month, September 
through June, at 7:30 p.m. in 
room B123, Sheridan College, 
1430 Trafalgar Rd., Oakville, 
Ontario. Membership dues 
are $18 and entitle you to six 
issues of Ipso Facto. For fur
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ther information, write to 
Mike Franklin, Association of 
Computer-Chip Experiment
ers, 650 Laurier Ave., Milton, 
Ontario L7T 4RS, Canada, or 
call (416) 878-0740. 

Foghorn from FOG 

The First Osborne Group 
(FOG) is for Osborne users 
and other computer owners. 
The group plans to present 
reviews of new software and 
hardware in its newsletter, 
Foghorn, and through local 
meetings. Vendors or in
terested individuals can con
tact Craig R. Chun, Apt. 225, 
1607 Parkmoor Ave., San 
Jose, CA 95125, or call (408) 
947-1650. 

OSBUG In Canada 

An Osborne 1 Users Group 
(OSBUG-Canada) meets on 
the third Monday of each 
month in the Vancouver area. 
OSBUG-Canada works with 
both FOG and the Northwest 
Osborne Users Club. Further 
information can be obtained 
by contacting Debra Danny, 
15227 Russell Ave., White 
Rock, British Columbia, V4B 
5C3 Canada, or by phoning 
(604) 536-0266. 

TRS-80 Users 

In Chicago 


The Chicago TRS-80 Users 
Group publishes a monthly 
newsletter. Chicatrng News 
prints "All the TRS-80 News 
You Need When You Need 
It." Single issues are $1.50; 
subscriptions cost $12 for one 
year in the U.S., $16 in 
Canada and Mexico, and $26 
elsewhere. Press releases and 
articles are welcome. For fur
ther information, contact Em
manuel B. Garcia Jr. & 
Associates, Suite 2118, 203 

North Wabash, Chicago, IL 
60601, or call (312) 782-9750. 

Audlo-Vlsual 

News Updated 


Navanews is the biweekly 
bulletin of the National 
Audio-Visual Association 
(NAVA), an international 
trade association of audio-vi
sual/video dealers, manufac
turers, and producers. 
Subscriptions are $50 per 
year. For information, write 
to NAVA, 3150 Spring St., 
Fairfax, VA 22031, or call 
(703) 273-7200. 

Southern Hobbyists 

The CSRA Computer Club 
is an active group of computer 
hobbyists and professionals 
that has been producing a 
monthly newsletter for six 
years. Dues are $12 a year; 
students are half price. Any
one interested may attend 
meetings which are held on 
the third Thursday of each 
month at 7:30 p.m. For more 
information, write to the 
CSRA Computer Club, POB 
284, Augusta, GA 30903. 

Tips for the Salesman 

Master Salesmanship is a 
newsletter that focuses on ef
fective techniques for selling 
data-processing products and 
services. For a free copy of 
Master Salesmanship, call 
Michael Lodato at (213) 
889-2607, or write to M.W.L. 
Inc., 32038 Watergate Court, 
Westlake Village, CA 91361. 

Attention: 

Homebrewers 


The Homebrew Computer 
Club Newsletter will keep you 

posted on this San Francisco 
Bay area club's monthly 
meeting dates and locations. 
To subscribe, write to the 
Homebrew Computer Club 
Newsletter, POB 626, Moun
tain View, CA 94042. 

Newsletter Offer 

The Small Business Systems 
Group publishes a newsletter 
that is available free for six 
months from the date of your 
return of the Product License 
Agreement proving purchase 
of at least $150 of hardware 
or software sold through 
SBSG. For details, write to 
the Small Business Systems 
Group, Newsletter Subscrip
tion, 6 Carlisle Rd., Westford, 
MA 01886, or call (617) 
692-3800. 

Phoenix Valley 

Idea Exchange 


The Phoenix Valley of the 
Sun IBM PC Idea Exchange is 
held once a month for anyone 
interested in using and pro
gramming the IBM Personal 
Computer. It is sponsored by 
the United Systems Corpora
tions of Phoenix, Arizona. For 
meeting information, write to 
the IBM PC Idea Exchange, 
clo United Systems Corpora
tions, 1074 East Sandpiper 
Dr., Tempe, AZ. 85283, or call 
(602) 831-9363. 

SVC1 Presents: 

A New Club 


The Silicon Valley Color 
Computer Club is for TRS-80 
Color Computer owners. It 
meets on the fourth Tuesday 
of each month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the GTE-Sylvania Cafeteria, 
Building #3, 100 Ferguson Dr., 
Mountain View, California. 
For more information, call 



(408) 749-1947, or write to the Apfelsaft Comes
Silicon Valley Color Com from West Germany
puter Club, POB 61593, 
Sunnyvale, CA 94088. The Apfelsaft newsletter is 

available to Apple and Basis 
Computer users anywhere in 
the world. It is produced for Support for Home 
English-speaking people living Computer Users 
overseas. Apfelsaft (apple

The International Home juice) is supported by the 
Computer Users Association Ramstein Computer Club, 
is an independent, nonprofit which meets monthly. For fur
organization formed as a sup ther information, write to 
port group for home com Apfelsaft, Wade Arnold, Ben
puter owners. It provides zi n oring 37, D-6750 
members with an information Kaiserslautem, West Ger
and referral service, a biweek many, or call (0631) 93396. 
ly bulletin, consumer aid, and 
a monthly newsletter. The 
group has published informa
tion on how to start a users 
group in your area. For more 
information, write to ICA, 
POB 371, Rancho Santa Fe, 
CA 92067. 

• Coed, ages 10-16 •With or without computer skills 
• 2, 4, or 8 week sessions• Traditional camp activities 
• Convenient locations • Professional Camp Directors 

CALL FREE 800/84?-4180

JI\_ 

ATARf 

COMPUTER CAMPS 

for more information and a free, color brochure.call free 8001847·4180 or 
write to 40 East 34th Street,Dept.CT,NewYork, N.Y.10016 (please incl ude age 
and phone number). Outside U.S. or in New York State. call collect 2121889·5200. 
Staff applicants should apply in writing. 

c;jA Warner Communications Company 

Another Summer Camp. 

Leaming is part of the fun at ATARI@Computer Camps. 

Okidat a MLBOP,80 CPS . • , .5339 
Oichbu ML82A. 120CfS , • .$3&9 
CMl:ld.lu 1!14, 200 CPS. 131 col $9'M 
O'kid.1111 1'-S 200 C'S. S.rlal.S1099 

Sbr Mlcranks GMnl J"l l 10 9.119 mt• 
tth HI Ru. !)ftpl'llc, 100 CflS. hie· 
•loft/l:r~to:r feed. p1ntll el • ..SlB9 
Gemln• 15 1S.. Qrr~. • • .$4'!l5 

COM REX C~M .C DnJs.y""1ltitl. 17 
CPS, f'ilr.iltl . , , , . •. ..-$169.00 
COMAE)( CR·1.S As Iba..,. bul 
YrYI wilrKtOf' • , ••• ..$789.0Q 

: .. . 
BROTHER PRINT ER HR·1 

Letter qua lity daisywheel printer, 
15 CPS, friction feed, Parallel in· 
terface. Super value $ 759.00 

NEC SP INWRITER 3550 Serial 
interface. Ideal for PC .S2,099.00 

MICRO DECISION COMPllTEA 
Two d lik d rbt&, CPU. T11rmln11~ •nd 
FREE 'IOftwilte, Spic;ilil • , .S1,9ll5 

m- - '---- './ 

•MONITOR S A LE 
Dynax GM· 120, Green . • , • ..Sl.n 
Dynax A M·121 , Amber • , • .$15 9 
T axan KG12N , Green .•. • .S145 
Taxan KA12N, Amber. , ...S150 
NEC JC1203 RGB for IBMPCS749 
Coble- NEC to IBM . ..... S19 
Princeton HX-12 RGBfor IBM S675 
Taxan RGBviso n I, 380 dot ..S365 
Taxa n RGB vision ll ,5 10dot .S549 
Taxan RG8visionlll,630dot . .$640 
Cable-Taxan t o IBM or Apple. $ 19 

IBM Penonal Computer 
Clfl 101 pr/icf:I Mtd •v~~ifiry 

5}1 TANDON DRIVES 
The newest. IBM PC compatible. 
Installation instruction included. 
T M100 · 1A, SSDD 160K . . .$175 
T M100-2 A, OSDD 32DK ....$259 

[Kai5et 
Auio,..,,Jlnv 

0 '91t .. MUildm1ur 
JJidhail LCD w/ 
allO i..tn lt (ti dgn 
lrtdleMiOt\. Fv'll 
au'a r1nglnt;1 Dn 
Voll&: Otun w/ 
10Amp AC/DC 
nn!illl. 
Model SK-6440 
SptdM $ 89 .50 

, To order, please send money order or cashier's check. Personal or company checks require 2·3 weeks to clear. 
' Prices reflect 3% cash discount. Visa/Mastercard accepted. Shipping, insurance & handling charges: 3% of total 

order value by UPS Surface, 5% by UPS Air or Parcel Post. California residents add sales tax. coo·s requires 
20% deposits. Prices & availability subject to change without notice. Send for Monthly Specials and Catalog.

B EASTERN ENTERPRISES, INC. ~ 
2937 S. VAIL AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90040 

TOLL·fREE (800 )392 7 0 81 Cahl ., Alaska, Hawao; TELEX 
OrderDesk - f213)725 3080 664477 

SUN In llllnols Information 
from Waterloo

The Sinclair Users Network 
(SUN) is a nationwide users lnfowat is the newsletter 
group for owners of Sinclair produced by Watsoft Prod
ZX80/81 and Timex/Sinclair ucts Inc., a company estab
1000 computers. It produces lished by the University of 
monthly bulletins and Waterloo in Ontario. The 
quarterly newsletters contain newsletter has reviews of 
ing the latest information educational software 
from Sinclair, Timex, and developed by the university. 
other manufacturers. For fur A subscription (10 issues) 
ther information, write to costs $10 (Canadian funds in 
Diana Wright, 2170 Oak Canada, U.S. dollars else
Brook Circle, Palatine, IL where). To receive informa
60067, or call (312) 934-9375. tion, write to lnfowat, POB 

943, Waterloo, Ontario N2J 
4C3, Canada.• 

Not Just 

"' 
-
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Softwware Received 

Apple 

The Apple's Core, a tuto
rial program. The disks and 
manual comprising this pack
age serve as a beginner's 
guide to Applesoft BASIC. 
Each lesson in the manual 
corresponds to a program on 
the disk. For the Apple II 
Plus; floppy disk, $49.95. 
The Little Professor, POB 
301. Swanton, VT 05488. 

The Arithmetic Classroom, 
part of a set of tutorial pro
grams. The programs in this 
package cover the basic prin
ciples of mathematics. Each 
program covers a different 
aspect of math. For the Apple 
II Plus; floppy disk, $49.95. 
Sterling Swift Publishing 
Co., 1600 Fortview Rd., 
Austin, TX 78704. 

Artesians, an arcade-type 
game. You must steal several 
containers of water from a 
four-story building while 
sneaking through the floors 
and avoiding the guards, 
dogs, and the artesians. For 
the Apple II; floppy disk, 
$34.95. Rennaisance Tech
nology Corp., 1070 Shary 
Circle, Concord, CA 94518. 

Beneath Apple Manor, an 
adventure-type game. This 
remake of the original game 
includes high-resolution 
graphics and sound. Your 
mission is to explore an 
underground maze and find 
treasures. For the Apple II; 
floppy disk, $29.95. Quality 
Software, Suite 105, 6660 Re
seda Blvd ., Reseda, CA 
91335. 

The Blade of Blackpoole, 
an adventure-type game with 
graphics. Your quest is for 
the magical sword Myra
glym. You must fight off 
beasts and flesh-eating plants 
as you search the caverns 
near the blackpoole. For the 
Apple II; floppy disk, $39.95. 
Sirius Software Inc., 10364 
Rockingham Dr., Sacramen
to, CA 95827. 

Bug Battle, an arcade-type 
game. Bugs have invaded 

your garden and your laser is 
the only defense you have 
against them. Game features 
include graphics and sound. 
For the Apple II Plus and 
Apple III; floppy disk, 
$22.50. United Software of 
America, 750 Third Ave ., 
New York, NY 10017. 

Bug Byter, a screen-orient
ed 6502 machine-language 
debugger. This debugger fea
tures a display of all registers, 
literal and transparent break
points, and a resident assem
bler and disassembler. For the 
Apple II; floppy disk, $47.50. 
Computer Advanced Ideas 
Inc ., Suite 341, 1442A Wal
nut St., Berkeley, CA 94709. 

Bulk Mailer, a mailing-list 
program. This system is con
figured for either a floppy
disk or a hard-disk system. It 
can store 1200 names on a 
floppy disk or 32,000 names 
on a hard disk. Names can be 
coded and retrieved. For the 
Apple II; floppy-disk ver
sion, $125; Corvus hard-disk 
version, $250. Satori Soft
ware, 5507 Woodlawn Ave. 
N, Seattle, WA 98103. 

Career Directions, a pro
gram to help high school stu
dents identify career inter
ests. By completing a series of 
exercises, students can deter
mine the type of career they 
prefer. For the Apple II; flop
py disk, $59.95. Systems De
sign Associates Inc ., 723 
Kanawha Blvd. E, Charles
ton, WV 25031. 

Caves of Olympus, an ad
venture-type game. You are 
far beneath the Palace of An
son Argyris. You must try to 
escape the attack of the Laren 
invaders by traversing the 
caves of Olympus. For the 
Apple II Plus; floppy disk, 
$39.95. Howard W. Sams & 
Co. Inc., 4300 62nd St., POB 
558, Indianapolis, IN 46268. 

Counting Plus, an educa
tional program designed to 
introduce very young chil
dren to the principles of num
bers. It covers simple count

ing, addition, and subtrac
tion. For the Apple II; floppy 
disk, $34. 95. The Little 
Professor (see address 
above). 

Desktop/Plan II, a finan
cial planning, budgeting, and 
analysis package with graph
ics. This program lets you 
build modifiable financial 
models. It can make use of 
Visicalc data files. For the 
Apple II; floppy disk, $250. 
Visicorp, 2895 Zanker Rd., 
San Jose, CA 95134. 

Diamond IX, a baseball 
statistics package. A coach 
can keep individual and team 
statistics to see his team's 
strong and weak points. Re
ports can be displayed or sent 
to a printer. For the Apple II; 
floppy disk, $41.95. Compet
itive Computing Inc., 15 Se
quoia Dr., Watchung, NJ 
07060. 

Disk O' Utilities, a package 
containing 13 utility pro
grams, including automatic 
line numbering for Applesoft 
programs, a program to re
cover files, a catalog sorter, 
and a routine to indicate the 
number of free sectors on a 
disk. For the Apple II Plus; 
floppy disk, $13.95. Broad
way Software, Suite 136, 642 
Amsterdam Ave., New York, 
NY 10012. 

Diversi-DOS, a utility pro
gram that's compatible with 
Apple DOS 3.3. This pro
gram loads and saves BASIC, 
binary, and text files two to 
five times faster than DOS 
3.3. A keyboard and print 
buffer are provided. For the 
Apple II; floppy disk, $30. 
Diversified Software Re
search Inc., 5848 Crampton 
Court, Rockford, IL 61111. 

The DOS Enhancer, a set 
of utility programs to speed 
up Apple DOS 3.3. These 
programs increase the speed 
of disk-file saves and reads. 
Additionally, the programs 
have expanded menus and 
are said to run BASIC pro
grams five times faster than 

DOS 3.3. For the Apple II; 
floppy disk, $69.95. S & H 
Software, 58 Van Orden Rd ., 
Harrington Park, NJ 07640. 

DOS Helper, a utility pro
gram that lets you change 
DOS commands, modify er
ror messages, alphabetize 
catalogs, expand catalog dis
plays, restore deleted files, 
lock or unlock files, and 
more. For the Apple II; flop
py disk, $29. 95. The Little 
Professor (see address 
above). 

Ernie's Quiz, a set of four 
educational games for chil
dren aged 4 to 7. This pack
age includes guessing and 
counting games, a make-a
face puzzle, and a puzzle 
using Sesame Street Muppet 
characters. For the Apple II; 
floppy disk, $50. Apple Com
puter Inc., 20525 Mariani 
Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. 

Family Pak 1, a trio of 
games for the entire family: 
Hi-Lo, Hangman, and Go 
Fish. For the Apple II; floppy 
disk, $29 .95. Cortland Data 
Systems, POB 14414, Chica
go, IL 60614. 

Fore, a golf simulation 
game featuring high-resolu
tion graphics. This game of
fers a choice of two courses, 
eight types of terrain, and 15 
clubs. For one to four play
ers. For the Apple II; floppy 
disk, $29. 95. Epyx/Auto
mated Simulations Inc ., 1043 
Keil Court, Sunnyvale, CA 
94086. 

Games for the Apple Com
puter, a program disk of 
modules that lets you create 
games. This package comple
ments Franklin, Knoltnow, 
and Finkel's book Techniques 
for Creating Golden Delici
ous Games for the Apple 
Computer. For the Apple II; 
floppy disk, $47.90, m
cluding the book. John Wiley 
& Sons Inc., 605 Third Ave., 
New York, NY 10158. 

Instant Mathematical Pro
gramming, a program pack
age that solves a variety of 
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mathematical problems. De
signed for professionals or 
students, this program can, 
for example, handle simul
taneous equations in alge
braic form. For the Apple H; 
floppy disk, $250. PCD Sys
tems Inc., 163 Main St., POB 
143, Penn Yan, NY 14527. 

Instant Zoo, a set of five 
programs for children aged 7 
to 10. This package has fast
moving games to help devel
op pattern-recognition and 
word skills. For the Apple II; 
floppy disk, $50. Apple Com
puter Inc. (see address 
above). 

League Registration, a fil
ing system for sports league 
information. This system lets 
you organize, manage, and 
retrieve league and player in
formation. A program disk 
can hold information on up 
to 500 players. For the Apple 
II Plus; floppy disk, $150. 
Market <;::omputing, 201 15th 
Ave. SW, Puyallup, WA 
98371. 

League Scheduling, a pro
gram that creates a round
robin schedule for one or 
more athletic leagues. It pre
pares a game schedule taking 
into account teams, times, 
days of the week, and holi
days or rainouts. For the 
Apple II Plus; floppy disk, 
$100. Market Computing (see 
address above). 

League Standings, a pro
gram that registers game re
sults and computes league 
and team standings for one or 
more leagues. This program 
records win/loss statistics, 
displays statistics on screen, 
and lets you edit statistics. 
For the Apple II Plus; floppy 
disk, $100. Market Comput
ing (see address above). 

Long-Term Reservations, a 
time-scheduling program that 
handles reservations for 
sports facilities where long 
lead-times and variable
length time periods are de
sired. Completed schedules 
can be sent to a printer. For 

the Apple II Plus; floppy 
disk, $100. Market Comput
ing (see address above). 

Mix and Match, a set of 
four educational games for 
children. This package in
cludes a muppet match game, 
an animal word game, a puz
zle, and a word game. An 
editor is provided for the 
word game. For the Apple II; 
floppy disk, $50. Apple Com
puter Inc. (see address 
above). 

Monster Mash, an arcade
type game. Your job is to pre
vent the monsters from leav
ing the graveyard and attack
ing the people in the city. All 
you have are your reflexes 
and the Monster Mash. For 
the Apple II and Apple III; 
floppy disk, $29.95. The 
Software Farm, 3901 South 
Elkhart, Aurora, CO 80014. 

PDQ 1.0, a database-man
agement program featuring 
user-friendly prompts, simple 
commands, and fast retriev
al. Its files can hold up to 
28,000 characters. You can 
have as many as eight files on 
two drives. For the Apple II; 
floppy disk, $59.95. Howard 
W. Sams & Co. Inc. (see ad
dress above). 

The Programmable Cube, 
a program for solving the 
Rubik's Cube puzzle. Serving 
as an exercise in program
ming instruction, this pack
age allows you to develop a 
cube-solving program. Video 
displays generated by this 
program are suitable for 
black-and-white or color 
monitors. For the Apple II; 
floppy disk, $34 .95. Meta
comet Software, POB 31337, 
Hartford, CT 06103. 

Quick-Search Librarian, a 
database-management pro
gram that cross-references 
literature citations. Technical 
references or journal articles 
can be cross-referenced with 
up to 12 keywords. One 
thousand articles or refer
ences can be stored on a 
single disk. For the Apple II 

Plus; floppy disk, $75 . Inter
active Microware Inc., POB 
771, State College, PA 16801. 

Rapid Reader, an educa
tional program. This pro
gram helps to increase read
ing speed by progressively 
training you to rapidly recog
nize words and whole sen
tences. For the Apple II; flop
py disk, $39.95. Silicon Val
ley Systems, Suite 4, 1625 El 
Camino Real, Belmont, CA 
94002 . 

Short-Term Reservations, 
a time-scheduling program 
that can make weekly lists of 
reservations for sports facil
ities and print out the sched
ule showing reserved times, 
facilities, and contact per
sons. For the Apple II Plus; 
floppy disk, $100. Market 
Computing (see address 
above). 

Spotlight, a set of four 
games for children aged 9 to 
13. The games cover such ad
vanced ideas as how light is 
reflected and elementary 
logic. For the Apple II; flop
py disk, $50. Apple Comput
er Inc. (see address above). 

Swim Meet, a management 
program . for scheduling 
swimming meets. This pro
gram registers contestants, 
records times, assigns lanes, 
and prints a list of final stand
ings. For the Apple II Plus; 
floppy disk, $125. Market 
Computing (see address 
above). 

Tennis Draw, a tennis 
tournament-management 
program. This program regis
ters and seeds players and 
teams for matches. It follows 
the U. S. Tennis Association 
rules. For the Apple II Plus; 
floppy disk, $60. Market 
Computing (see address 
above). 

Transylvania, an adven
ture-type game. The object of 
this game is to rescue a prin
cess from the evil vampire. 
You must search a forest and 
a castle deep within Transyl
vania-avoid the werewolf. 

For the Apple II; floppy disk, 
$34.95. Penguin Software, 
830 4th Ave., Geneva, IL 
60134. 

Visicak Advanced Ver
sion, an electronic spread
sheet program. This version 
allows you to protect mem
ory cell contents and hide 
sensitive information. It in
cludes on-screen help dis
plays. For the Apple III; flop
py disk, $400. Visicorp (see 
address above). 
Atari 

Alien Garden, an arcade
type game. You're an alien 
critter in a garden of crystal 
flowers. You must eat, bump, 
or sting as many flowers as 
you can before they destroy 
you. For the Atari 400/800; 
cartridge, $39. 95. Epyx/ 
Automated Simulations Inc., 
1043 Kiel Court, Sunnyvale, 
CA 94086. 

Armor Assault, a simula
tion game. You're the com
mander of NATO's armored 
forces . You must try to stop 
the enemy's armored columns 
from rolling across the North 
German plain. For one or two 
players. For the Atari 400/ 
800; floppy disk, $39.95. 
Epyx/Automated Simula
tions Inc. (see address 
above). 

Bandits, an arcade-type 
game. You must guard the 
supplies on a lunar supply 
depot from the thieving 
aliens. You are armed with a 
mobile laser gun and pro
tected by a limited shield. For 
the Atari 800; floppy disk, 
$34.95. Sirius Software Inc., 
10364 Rockingham Dr., Sac
ramento, CA 95827. 

BASIC Routines, a set of 
program routines and in
structions to help you learn 
how to program an Atari 
computer. This package fea
tures common subroutines 
for player graphics and disk 
utilities. For the Atari 400/ 
800; floppy disk, $24.95. Ad
venture International, POB 
3435, Longwood, FL 32750. 
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Disk Workshop, a set of 

disk-utility programs that al
lows you to edit disks, copy 
disks rapidly, send a disk di
rectory to a printer, and use 
machine-language strings in 
BASIC programs. For the 
Atari 400/800; floppy disk, 
$39. 9 5. Synergistic Software, 
Suite 201, 830 North River
side Dr., Renton, WA 98055. 

Diskey, a disk-utility pro
gram. With this program, 
you can examine and modify 
any sector on a disk, list un
readable sectors, send data in 
a sector to a printer, and 
copy a disk. Only one disk 
drive is required. For the 
Atari 400/800; floppy disk, 
$49.95. Adventure Interna
tional (see address above). 

Gorf, a set of four arcade
type games: Astro Battles, 
Laser Attack, Space Warp, 
and Flag Ship. In all the 
games, you must destroy the 
attacking aliens to increase 
your score. For the Atari 
4001800; floppy disk, $39.95 . 
Roklan Software, 10600 West 
Higgin Rd., Rosemont, IL 
60018. 

Labyrinths, a role-playing 
game. From a list of charac
ters, you choose an identity 
to explore the labyrinth, find 
treasures, and fight monsters. 
For the Atari 400/800; floppy 
disk or cassette, $28.95 and 
$24.95, respectively. Progres
sive Computer Applications, 
POB 46, Burtonsville, MD 
20866. 

Paint, an educational pro
gram for children. This pro
gram lets your child draw 
color pictures on the screen, 
enlarge the picture, save it, 
and use different "brush" 
strokes and textures. For the 
Atari 400/800; floppy disk, 
$39.95. Reston Publishing 
Co. Inc., 11480 Sunset Hills 
Rd., Reston, VA 22090. 

Programmer's Workshop, 
a set of six utility programs. 
This package includes a disk
to-cassette transfer program, 
a compare utility for BASIC 
programs, and a cassette 
data-rate increase utility. For 
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the Atari 400/800; floppy 
disk, $39. 95. Synergistic 
Software (see address above). 

Sneakers, an arcade-type 
game. Shoot the aliens before 
they destroy your ships. This 
game features five levels of 
skill and up to nine attacks 
per level. Points are scored 
for each alien shot. For the 
Atari 800; floppy disk, 
$34.95. Sirius Software Inc. 
(see address above). 

Wizard of Wor, an arcade
type game. As you progress 
through a series of mazes, 
you must destroy the wizard 
and the various creatures that 
aid him to score points and 
win the game. For the Atari 
400/800; floppy disk, $39.95. 
Roklan Software (see address 
above). 

CP/M 
Accounts Receivable, an 

accounts-receivable package. 
This menu-driven package 
features on-demand reports 
for customer lists and master, 
aged analysis, and control 
reports. For CP/M-based sys
tems; floppy disk, $1095. 
Cougar Mountain Software, 
10 South Latah, POB 6886, 
Boise, ID 83707. 

Data Champ, a database
management program. De
signed for the first-time user, 
this package allows you to 
create a customized database. 
The manual includes a com
plete training program. For 
CP/M-based systems; floppy 
disk, $395. Innovative Micro 
Systems, 12506 East 21st St., 
Tulsa, OK 74219. 

Disk Fix, a disk editor and 
file-recovery utility program. 
You can examine, copy, and 
edit any disk sector. It lets 
you recover disk files, recon
struct damaged sectors, and 
use both hexadecimal and 
ASCII numbers. For CP /M
based systems; floppy disk, 
$150. The Software Store, 
706 Chippewa Square, Mar
quette, MI 49855. 

The Disk Inspector, a disk
utility program that lets you 
examine any sector on any 

disk. Sectors from two dif
ferent drives can be simulta
neously displayed, copied, or 
modified. For CP/M-based 
systems; floppy disk, $29. 95 . 
Realworld Software Inc ., 
Suite 103, 913 South Fourth 
St., DeKalb, IL 60115. 

Fancy Font System, a text
processing and print-format
ting package designed for use 
with the Epson MX-80 printer. 
You can use a wide variety of 
letter fonts or create your 
own special font. For CP/M
based systems; floppy disk, 
$180. Softcraft, Suite 1641, 
8726 South Sepulveda Blvd., 
Los Angeles, CA 90045. 

Menumaster, a system that 
allows you to develop cus
tom menus for applications 
programs. The menus can 
provide user prompts, help 
and error messages, and error 
trapping. For CP/M-based 
systems; floppy disk, $195. 
Borland International, 69 
Upper Georges St., Dun 
Laoghaire, Dublin, Republic 
of Ireland. 

S-BASIC, a structured 
BASIC translator and com
piler. This version of BASIC 
features the ability to refer
ence subroutines by name, 
indenting to display program 
structure, and other such 
functions. Program line num
bers are not required. For 
HDOS- and CP/M-based sys
tems; 5114-inch floppy disk, 
$49. 9 5. Sunflower Software, 
13915 Midland Dr., Shaw
nee, KS 66216. 

IBM Personal Computer 
Aqua Run, an arcade-type 

game. You are a diver seeking 
treasure in an undersea maze. 
You must protect yourself 
from the undersea creatures 
by avoiding or spearing 
them. For the IBM Personal 
Computer; floppy disk, 
$39.95. Soft Spot Micro Sys
tems Inc., POB 415, North 
Canton, CT 06059. 

Data Champ, a database
management program (see 
description under CP/M). 
For the IBM Personal Com

puter; floppy disk, $395. In
novative Micro Systems, 
12506 East 21st St., Tulsa, 
OK 74219. 

Executive Suite, a simula
tion game. In this game, 
you're an executive moving 
up the corporate ladder. You 
move through job interviews, 
middle management, and on 
into the executive suite. For 
the IBM Personal Computer; 
floppy disk, $39.95. Armonk 
Corp., Suite 955, 610 New
port Center Dr., Newport 
Beach, CA 92660. 

FORTH/level 2, an imple
mentation of the FORTH lan
guage. This package features 
a multitasking real-time oper
ating system with online doc
umentation and support for 
the 8087 mathematics pro
cessor chip. For the IBM Per
sonal Computer; floppy disk, 
$300. FORTH Inc., 2309 
Pacific Coast Highway, Her
mosa Beach, CA 90254. 

The Graphics Generator, a 
graphics generation program 
to create bar graphs, pie 
charts, and line or function 
graphs from mathematical 
data. You can superimpose 
graphs, send graphs to a 
printer, or save them on disk. 
For the IBM Personal Com
puter; floppy disk, $195. 
Robert J. Brady Co., Bowie, 
MD 20715. 

Graphmagic, a graphics 
generation program. You can 
draw visual representations 
of mathematical data in the 
form of bar and line graphs, 
pie charts, and scattergrams. 
For the IBM Personal Com
puter; floppy disk, $89.95. 
International Software Mar
keting Ltd., Suite 421, 120 
East Washington St., Syra
cuse, NY 13202. 

Helpware, an interface 
program to IBM PC-DOS. 
This program simplifies using 
PC-DOS by providing a 
menu of file-manipulation 
commands. Files can be dis
played, edited, and renamed 
with a single command. For 
the IBM Personal Computer; 
floppy disk, $195. Soft



lntroducing ... the Byte Book Club 

FORMERLY COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS' BOOK CLUB 

POWERFUL TOOLS! 

POWERFUL SAVINGS! 


MICROPROCESSOR APPLI
CATIONS HANDBOOKByD. R. 
Stout 

617/988B $35.00 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 


NETWORK SYSTEMS By R. 

Sharma. P. J. T. deSousa, A. D. In

gle 

582557-0B $29.95 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 


SOFTWARE ENGINEERING: A 
Practitioner's Approach By R. 
S. Pressman 
507/813B $32.95 
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

CIARCIA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR, 
Volume 2 By S. Ciarcia 
109/63X $14.75 

COMPILER CONSTRUCTION: 

Theory and Practice By W. Bar

rett. and J. D. Couch 

788/499B $25.93 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 


~ . 

~~~-mu

't ' ...... 
0HAllllY M'BAAUAN 

AN INTRODUCTION TO VISl
CALC® MATRIXING FOR AP
PLE® AND IBM® By H. Anbarlian 
016/054 $22.95 

BUILD YOUR OWN Z-80 
COMPUTER-and---Z80 USERS 
MANUAL By S. Ciarcia & J. Carr 
582337-3B $29.90 
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

MICROCOMPUTER OPERAT
ING SYSTEMS By M. Dahmke 
150/710 $15.95 

MINICOMPUTER AND MICRO
PROCESSOR INTERFACING By 
J.C. Cluley 
582585-6B $27.50 
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

THE SOUL OF A NEW MA
CHINE By T. Kidder 
582439-6 $13.95 

APPLE PASCAL By P. Luehrmann 
4911712 $16.95 

each 
(Values up to $68.SOJ 

If you join now for a trial period 
and agree to purchase three 
more books-at handsome 
discounts-during your first 
year of membership. 
(Publishers' prices shown) 

MICROCOMPUTER GRAPHICS 

AND PROGRAMMING TECH

NIQUES By H. Katzan. Jr. 

582576-7 $18.95 


BASIC: GETTING STARTED By 
W. S. Davis 
582355-1 $5. 95 

INTERFACE PROJECTS FOR 
THE TRS-80 By R. C. Hallgren 
582466-3 $18.95 

PRINCIPLES OF INTERACTIVE 
COMPlTJER GRAPHICS, 2/e By 
W. M. Newman & R. F. Sproull 
463/387B $32.50 
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 

THE SMALL COMPUTER CON
NECTION By N. L. Shapiro 
564/124 $16.95 

THE DEVIL'S DP DICTIONARY 
ByS. Kelly-Bootle 
340/226 $8.50 

INTRODUCTION TO WORD

STAR "' By A. Naiman 

582594-5 $21.95 


APPLE PASCAL GAMES By D. 

Hergert & J. T. Kalash 

582521-X $19.95 


TRS-80 GRAPHICS FOR THE 

MODEL I AND MODEL Ill By D. 

Kater & S. Thomas 

333/033 $12.95 


WORD PROCESSING HAND

BOOK By I. Flores 

582645-3B $34.50 

(Counts as 2 of your 3 books) 


INVITATION TO FORTH By H. 

Katzan. Jr. 

582284-9 $17.50 


PROGRAMMING WITH ADA: 
An Introduction by Means of 
Graduated Examples By P. Weg
ner 
789/24X $17.95 

Why YOU should join the Byte Book Club now! 

e 	Best and newest books from ALL publishers! Books are se

lected from a wide range of publishers by expert editors and con
sultants to give you continuing access to the best and latest books in 
your field. 

e 	Big savings! Build your library and save money t oo! Savings range 
up to 30% or more off publishers' list prices-usually 20% to 25%. 

e 	Bonus books! You will immediately begin to participate in our Bo
nus Book Plan that allows you savings up to 80% off the publishers' 
prices of many professional and general interest books! 

e 	Convenience! 14-16 times a year (about once every 3-4weeks) you 
receive the Club Bulletin FREE. It fully describes the Main Selection 

and alternate selections. A dated Reply Card is included. If you want 
the Main Selection, you simply do nothing-it will be shipped auto
matically. If you want an alternate selection-or no book at all-you 
simply indica t e it on the Reply Card and return it by the date speci
fied. You will have at least 10 days to decide. If. because of late deliv
ery of the Bulletin you receive a Main Selection you do not want, you 
may return it for credit at the Club's e xpense. 
As a Club member you agree only to the purchase of three additional 
books during your first year of membership. Membership may be dis
continued by either you or the Club at any time after you have pur
chased the three additional books. Orders from outside the U.S. can
not be accepted. 

Fill out the card and mail today! If the card is missing, write to: 

BYTE BOOK CLUB, P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520 
BYTE February 1983 449 



Softvvare Received,-------------------------------------------------------
wrights Inc ., Suite 100, 12606 
Greenville Ave., Dallas, TX 
75243 . 

Mathemagic, a mathemat
ics-processing program. You 
can enter mathematical for
mulas into this program using 
names for variables, build li
braries of formulas, and use 
arrays of formulas and vari
ables. For the IBM Personal 
Computer; floppy disk, 
$99.95. International Soft
ware Marketing Ltd. (see ad
dress above). 

Millionaire, a stock market 
simulation game. You can 
simulate buying and selling 
stocks, using put and call op
tions, buying on margin, and 
borrowing against your net 
worth. The game gives you 
15 stocks to manipulate. For 
the IBM Personal Computer; 
floppy disk, $99.95 . Blue 
Chip Software, Suite 125, 
19824 Ventura Blvd ., Wood
land Hills, CA 91364. 

muMath/muSimp-80, a 
mathematics processing 
package. You can enter 
mathematical formulas using 
algebraic notation. This pro
gram will simplify the for
mula and provide the answer. 
For the IBM Personal Com
puter; floppy disk, $300. 
Microsoft Inc ., 10700 North
rup Way, Bellevue, WA 
98004. 

The Pascal Toolkit, A 
Pascal utility program for use 
with MS-DOS. This program 
features an implementation 
of turtle graphics, console 
control commands, printer 
controls, and serial commu
nications capabilities. For the 
IBM Personal Computer; 
floppy disk, $150. Hi Tech 
Computer Services, 17 Mein 
Dr., New City, NY 10956. 

Pool 1.5, a high-resolution 
graphics simulation game. 
This program allows you to 
play eight-ball, rotation, 
nine-ball, or straight pool. It 
features shot replay and fric
tion control. For the IBM Per
sonal Computer; floppy disk, 
$34.95. Innovative Design 
Software Inc., POB 1658, Las 
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Cruces, NM 88004. 
Softspool, a software 

print-spooler program that 
creates a user-defined print
spooler buffer in memory. It 
permits output to be sent to a 
printer while another pro
gram is running. For the IBM 
Personal Computer; floppy 
disk, $49.95. Rickerdata, 
POB 288, Burlington, MA 
01803. 

Suite 16 Manager, an inter
face program to IBM PC
DOS. This program simpli
fies entering commands by 
providing a menu of com
mand options. You can 
create your own menus for 
applications programs. For 
the IBM Personal Computer; 
floppy disk, $60. Softwhere, 
2162 Deerfield St., Thousand 
Oaks, CA 91362. 

Visibridge, a Visicalc utili
ty program that enhances re
port-printing capabilities by 
providing variable-width col
umns, column suppression, 
decimal point alignment, and 
disk storage. For the IBM 
Personal Computer; floppy 
disk, $81. Solutions Inc., 
POB 989, Montpelier, VT 
05602. 

TRS-80 
The BASIC Answer, a pro

cessing utility program for 
creating structured BASIC 
programs. Designed for use 
with the LDOS operating sys
tem, this utility lets you use 
labels instead of absolute line 
numbers. For the TRS-80 
Models I and III; floppy disk, 
$69. Logical Systems Inc., 
11520 North Port Washing
ton Rd., Mequon, WI 53902. 

League Registration, a fil
ing system for sports league 
information (see description 
under Apple) . For the TRS-80 
Models I and Ill; floppy disk, 
$150. Market Computing, 
20115th Ave. SW, Puyallup, 
WA 98371. 

Games for the II, a set of 
five arcade-type games: Sky
diver, Star Battle, The Wall, 
Space Swarm, and Mayhem. 
Each game features graphics 

and automatic scorekeeping. 
For the TRS-80 Model II; 
8-inch floppy disk, $29.95. 
Maryland Model II Games, 
3304 Carlton Ave ., Temple 
Hills, MD 20748. 

Pandemonium, a word 
game. The object of this game 
is to place 25 random letters 
onto a playing board matrix 
to construct three-, four-, or 
five-letter words. A 6000
word dictionary is built into 
the program. For the TRS-80 
Models I and Ill; floppy disk, 
$39 .95. Soft Images, 200 
Route 17, Mahwah, NJ 
07430. 

Other Computers 
ACCR, a simple database

management program. You 
can store, retrieve, search, 
and edit information about 
your personal finances or 
property. This program re
quires 16K RAM. For the 
ZX81/Timex-Sinclair 1000; 
cassette, $19.95. R. S. Pan
war, 2035 Kentland Dr., 
Houston, TX 77067. 

ADDR, a simple database
management program. You 
can store, retrieve, search, 
and edit information. You 
can also create an address list 
or home inventory . This pro
gram requires 16K RAM. For 
the ZX81/Timex-Sinclair 
1000; cassette, $19.95. R. S. 
Panwar (see address above). 

The Birthday Program, a 
program that will display the 
name of the birthday person, 
play the "Happy Birthday" 

song, and display a birthday 
cake. Enter a secret word to 
blow out the candles. For the 
VIC-20; cassette, $3 .95. Soft 
4 You, POB 3254, Reston, 
VA 22090. 

The Math Teacher, a tuto
rial program using color and 
graphics. This program pro
vides drill instruction in the 
basics of addition, subtrac
tion, multiplication, and divi
sion. It features three levels of 
difficulty and displays a stu
dent's score after 25 problems 
are answered. For the NEC 
PC8001A; floppy disk , 
$29.95. Computech, Depart
ment NEC-MT-BY, POB 
7000-309, Redondo Beach, 
CA 90277. 

Text Editor, Assembler, 
and Disassembler, a set of 
three programs for assembly
language programming. The 
text editor is a line-oriented 
editor; the assembler and dis
assembler are for 8080/280 
files created by the editor. For 
the North Star Horizon; flop
py disk, $75. Polaris Soft
ware, POB 22825, San Diego, 
CA 92122. 

Utopia, a simulation game 
in which you become the 
ruler of a country. You con
trol the economy, food sup
ply, and defense. But beware 
of the pirates, hurricanes, 
and rebels. For one or two 
players. For the Intellevision 
Master Component; car
tridge, $34.97. Mattel Elec
tronics, 5150 Rosecrans Ave., 
Hawthorne, CA 90250.• 

This 1s a list of software packages that have been received by 
BYTE Publications during the past month. The list is correct to the 
best of our knowledge. but it is not meant to be a full description 
of the product or the forms in which the product is available. In 
particular. some packages may be sold for several machine~ or in 
both cassette and floppy-disk format, the product listed here is 
the version received by BYTE Publications. 

This 1s an all-inclusive /1st that makes no comment on the quality 
or usefulness of the software listed. We regret that we cannot 
review every software package we receive. Instead, this list is 
meant to be a monthly acknowledgment of these packages and 
the companies that sent them All software received is considered 
to be on loan to BYTE and 1s returned to the manufacturer after a 
set period of time Companies sending software packages should 
be sure to include the list price of the packages and (where appro
priate) the alternate forms 1n wh ich they are available. 
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MICROSTAT® - Release a.o 
MICROSTAT® + baZic® = PERFORMANCE 

The best just got better! MICROSTAT has been the 
leader in the statistics field for microcomputers since 
1979, and the new release 3.0 outperforms and is 
noticeably faster than previous versions. Just a few 
of the features include: 

GREATER ACCURACY 

BCD with up to 14 digit precision; 


PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS 
Missing data capabilities and many more; 

FASTER EXECUTION 

Calculation time greatly reduced; 


DYNAMIC FILE ALLOCATION 
Data can be inserted, added, or deleted; 

SPECIAL PRICE: 
For a limited time get MICROSTAT plus baZic 
complete with program disk and documen
tation for each for $395.00, save $50.00! 

The MICROSTAT - baZic version requires: a Z80 CPU, 
CP/M™ and 48K of memory. Available formats: 8" SD 
disk or SY." North Star only. Check with your dealer for 
other formats. Also available for: Microsoft's Basic-80'", 
North Star DOS and IBM. For more information, call 
or write: 

ECOSOFT INC. 
P.O. Box 68602 

Indianapolis, IN 46268-0602 
(317) 255-6476 

MICROSTAT is a registered trademark of ECOSOFT. INC. 
baZic is a registered trademark of MICROMIKES. INC. 

CP/M is a registered trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH 
Basic·BO is a regislered trademark of MICROSOFT 

- 
~~ 

EPSON TRS-80 

MX-80 $389 MODEL Ill MODEL 16 
MX-80 FIT $475 48K $849 MOO 1 6. 1 Or. $4499 
MX-100 $599 48K. 2 Drives $1599 MOD 16. 2 Dr. $4799 

Gemini 10 . . ... ......... $389

I COMPUTERS*, 


Gemini 15 .............. $499
IBM P. C. . $4399.95 
Smith-Corona T P.I .. . ...... $599.00 

On\ll!S. OOS 1 I. Color Graphu;s Card. H1
320K. RAM M emot"\'. 1wo 320K Disk 

Senal or Parallel 

Res. BMC Green Screen Mon11or. Parallel * 
DISK DRIVES 
Card. RS-232 Seual Card. Clock·Catendar, TEAC - Complete wi1ti Power Supply & 
W ordstar andV1s1calc Cabinet 

IBM P. C .. . . .... $2699.95 40 Track Single Side 5239 
64K RAM Memory. two 320K Dosk. Drives 40 T1ack Dual Side $340 
and Drive Con1t0l!er 80 Track S•ngle Side $340 

TRS-80 Modal Ill .. . .... S1599.00 80 Track. Dual Sode S3 99 
48K . two 40 vack. . single s •d~ Disk Drives TANDON - Complele wilh Pow1111 Supply 

RS·232 Saria1 ln1art111co ... .... 592.00 & C111bin1111 
TRS·80 Modol Ill 4BK .. . ..... $849.00 4 0 Track Single S1de 5239 
Franklin Aco 1000. . .. .... 5 1377.00

* 
40 Track Dual Side 5319 

64K. Fully Apple Con1pauure 80 T1ack S1ngl~ Sode 5319 
PRINTERS 80 Track Dual Sode 5369 
Epson TEAC ·Baro 

..... 5389 40 Track Single Sode S199 
MX -80 FIT 5475 40 Track Dual S1de S289 
MX-100 5599 80 Track Song le Side 5289 

Okidata 80 T1ack Dual S•de 5349 
ML 80 . .. 5350 TANDON· Baro 
ML 82A... . . 5425 40 T1ack Smg!e Sode 5199 
ML8 3A .. 5699 40 Track Dual Side 5269 
ML84 . 

ML 84 
PARALLEL 

. 51049 

51149 

80 T 1ack Single Side 

80 T1ack Dual Side 

5 269 

5319 

SERIAL 

51/4"Floppy12" BIW MONITOR 
DISKETIESDr •Interface with Apple~ Centronics .·All Certified-100% Guaranteed 

Conl•as• 

o o Powo</Brlghl 
 RS-232, IEEE-488 

V·Hold BOX of 100 . . . $149°0 
• 9x7 Dot Matrix, 80 CPS, 

o o H·Hol<l Above with Bi-Directional Printing I Ii · 
Hub Rings .. . . ... .. $169.00~~~~gl 

• 2K Buffered Memory VIDEO 100 byAMDEK 
• 80, 96, 132 Columns, Graphi~~ FULL and Block Printing 

FACTORY $7995 FLOPPY DISK DRIVE •Selectable Char Pitch, LineWARRANTY From Fourth Dimension Systems..__________... with •Track Zero Micro Switch Spacing and Feed 
COEX Interlace Card toAPPLE $49.95 


for APPLE 

•DOS 3.2.1 & DOS 3.3 
•CP/M and PASCAL 

DESIGNED16K RAM CARD VISION-80©~g~L~~~~ ....$28795 
Language Transparent 80x24 Video Display Card 

Controller CardCOEX FACTORY $6995 Vista Computer Company's new Vision-80 board is a sophisticatedWARRANTY for above ........... $99.00 
 yet easy to use video display card for the Apple '" computer. 

PARALLEL INTERFACE EXTENDER CARDSPROTOTYPING CARDS

EPSON TO APPLE for APPLE: .. $16.95for APPLE. . .. $19.95 . 

New From $4995 CABLE for l.B.M.... . $19.95for l.B.M ...... $49.95COEX INCLUDED 


"Have You Kissed Your Computer Lately'' 


Components Express, Inc. 
~ 1380 E. Edinger • Santa Ana, Calif. 92705 • 714/558-3972 i., . "

Terms of Sale: Cash, Checks, Credit Cards, M.O., C.O.D. Cali f. residents add 6% sa les ta x. I 
I 
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Passing Untyped Parameters 

•
10 UCSD Pascal 


An assembler-language function and a "trick" 
are combined in a parameter-passing method. 

Pascal's best feature is that it is 
strongly typed. The programmer 
must declare all variable types before
hand as integers within a certain 
range, real numbers, characters, user
defined, and so on. 

But strong typing, while desirable 
in most situations, can be a hindrance 
in others. In particular, for certain 
systems programming applications 
programmers often have to pass a 
variable of unspecified type as a 
parameter to a subroutine. A close 
look at the parameter-passing 
schemes available in Pascal shows 
that the language was not designed 
for applications requiring untyped 
parameters. 

Because Pascal is a block-struc
tured language, individual tasks 
within a program are coded as sepa
rate functions and procedures. Each 
module may have protected data that 
is not accessible from other modules. 
Data is passed from one module to 
another by means of one of two pa-

About the Author 
Eliakim Willner is a data-processing consul

tant specializing in mini- and microcomputer 
systems. He teaches data processing at Kings
borough Community College of the City 
University of New York. 
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Datronics Inc. 


675 Third Ave. 

New York, NY 10017 


rameter-passing schemes. The most 
common method uses value param
eters, which allows the subroutine to 
have its own copy of the passed pa
rameter. This preserves the integrity 
of the calling routine's data. 

If, on the other hand, the program
mer wants the subroutine to return a 
different value in the parameter in
stead of the original one, "variable 

A method exists that 
allows the programmer 

to pass a value of an 
·unspecified type as a 

parameter to a 
subroutine. 

parameters" may be used. In this in
stance, the subroutine is given the 
address of the parameter and per
forms its manipulations on the origi
nal memory locations in the calling 
routine where the parameter is 
located. 

In keeping with Pascal's strong 
type-checking features, most com
pilers and their run-time systems 
assure that the type of parameter de
clared in the subroutine matches the 

type of variable passed from the call
ing routine. This applies to both pa
rameter-passing schemes I've de
scribed, and it would seem to 
eliminate Pascal as an implementa
tion language for certain systems 
applications. 

Fortunately, however, a method 
exists that allows the programmer to 
pass a value of unspecified type as a 
parameter to a subroutine. Although 
my example is written for UCSD 
Pascal Version IV by Softech 
Micro13ystems, the method could be 
adapted easily to other versions of 
Pascal and other languages. I'll begin 
with an example of a situation in 
which a programmer would need to 
use this technique. 

Describing a Problem 
In a well-designed piece of soft

ware, the end user is presented with a 
completely formatted screen that re
sembles a blank form, with entry 
headings and space for the entries. As 
you make entries, your data is 
checked for validity. Detailed error 
messages immediately notify you of 
your mistakes, and you're given time 
to correct them. 

Constructing this sort of end-user 
interface takes a significant amount 
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of programming time, and the result
ing code constitutes a major portion 
of the program. A general-purpose 
utility that enables the application 
programmer to set up screens and 
specify valid entries with ease is a 
valuable tool. 

Such a utility has two sections. The 
first is a stand-alone program that lets 
the application programmer format 
each screen. The second section con
sists of a set of subroutines to be 
linked to the application program. As 
soon as the screen is formatted, it is 
stored as a data file to be used by the 
subroutines. The subroutines access 
the data file to set up the screen and 
guide you through the process of 
entering the data, performing validity 
checks, and so on. 

To perform validity checks the rou
tines must know which values are ac
ceptable for each entry on the screen. 
Typically, the utility provides a 
number of predefined types-a 
dollars-and-cents type or a date type, 
for example. The application pro
grammer specifies the type for each 
entry when the screen is originally set 
up. Because this information becomes 
part of the data file for that screen, it 
is accessible to the utility subroutines. 

After the utility subroutines per
form their tasks, the validated data is 
returned to the application program 
for the necessary processing. The ap
plication programmer must specify 
which variables are to be passed the 
entered data when the utility 
subroutines are invoked. Normally 
this is easily accomplished by writing 
something like GETSCREEN (VARI
ABLEl, V ARIABLE2, ... ). Here 
GETSCREEN is a utility subroutine 
and the V ARIABLEn (variables) in 
the application program are passed 
the data. In our present discussion, 
however, GETSCREEN is a subrou
tine in a general-purpose utility. 

In one application the data passed 
back in VARIABLEl might be an in
teger, so V ARIABLEl would be de
clared an integer. But in another ap
plication using the utility , 
V ARIABLEl might accept data of the 
character type, and it would be de
clared as such. 

Although the utility subroutines 
know from the data file what kinds of 
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Figure 1: Construction of an array in the application program containing the addresses-as-integers of each variable that will receive a 
value entered onto a screen. The array is passed as a variable parameter to GETSCREEN. GETSCREEN will input and validate the 
screen entries and then return the values to the variables of the application program using the addresses specified in the array. 

values each application needs for the 
V ARIABLEn, the parameters corre
sponding to the V ARIABLEn must be 
declared. As stated earlier, in Pascal 
the type of parameter declared in the 
subroutine must match the type of the 
corresponding variable in the calling 
routine. But in this case the author of 
the utility does not know the type of 
any of the variables passed from the 
application. In other words, the pro
grammer needs to pass a value of 
unspecified type to a subroutine. 

Identifying a Solution 
To solve this problem, we will use 

a method adapted from a technique 
commonly found in assembler
language programs . This technique is 
similar to Pascal's variable parameter 
scheme in that the subroutine does 
not receive its own copy of a piece of 
data but instead is given its actual ad
dress. 

The programmer writes the 
GETSCREEN routine so that it has 
only one parameter, an array of in
tegers. Each integer in the array rep
resents the address in memory of one 
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V ARIABLEn that will receive a value 
input to the screen. The array will 
have as many integers as the screen 
has data items. (See figure 1.) 

GETSCREEN uses these integer/ 
addresses as though they were vari
able parameters: it stores each data 
item entered and verified into the ad-

It is not difficult to 
write an ADDR 

function and make it 
part of the language. 

dress specified by the appropriate in
teger in the array. Note that both the 
application program and the utility 
subroutine must explicitly manipulate 
addresses, while when variable 
parameters are employed the 
manipulation and passing of ad
dresses is transparent to the pro
grammer. 

Two important questions remain : 
How does the application program 
discover the addresses of the VARI-

ABLEn to be placed in the array? and 
How does the utility subroutine use 
these addresses-which are really just 
integers-to pass values back to the 
VARIABLEn? 

Adding a Function 
In many languages, discovering the 

address of a variable is a relatively 
straightforward procedure. In PL/I, 
for example, the function ADDR 
(VARIABLEl) returns the address of 
VARIABLEI. Pascal does not contain 
an ADDR function, but writing one is 
easy, and making it a part of the lan
guage is simply a matter of including 
it in the system library. 

The application programmer must 
write the function in the assembler 
language of the local processor to find 
the address of any variable, regard
less of type. A Pascal subroutine will 
not permit this, but UCSD Pascal 
does allow assembler-language sub
routines to be written with untyped 
parameters. The ADDR function 
shown in listing 1 is written in 
PDP-11 assembler language but can 
be adapted easily to any assembler 



An ADDR Function for Pascal 
The following directions will guide you 
through creating the ADDR function, 
including it in the system library, and 
using it in a program. 

1. 	 Using the system editor, create a 
text file containing your version of 
ADDR. 

2. 	 Make sure that the .OPCODES and 
.ERRORS files for your assembler 
are on the system disk. Invoke the 
assembler by typing "a" at the 
outer-operating-system level. Re
spond appropriately to the prompts 
for text, code, and listing file 
names. 

3. 	 Invoke the library utility by typing 
"x" at the outer-operating-system 
level and responding to the prompt 
with "library" (library .code must be 
on your system disk). You will be 
asked to supply an output file 
name. Type any name ending in 
".code" that doesn't already exist on 
your disk, such as "new.code." 
When you are prompted for an in
put file name, type "system. 
library." Then type "e" to copy all 
of the segments of your old library 
to what will become your new 

library. Type "n," then type the 
name of the code file containing 
your assembled ADDR function. 
Type "e" and then "q" to exit the 
library. Respond to the "notice" 
prompt by pressing Return. 

4. 	 Invoke the filer and "c" (change) the 
name of the system. library to 
old.library, and of new.code (or 
whatever you called it) to 
system . library . If the new 
system. library works as it should, 
you can remove the old.library. 

5. 	 Write the program that will use the 
ADDR function. Declare it as fol
lows among the function declara
tions before you declare any func
tion or procedure that uses it: 

FUNCTION ADDR (VAR 

ANYTHING) : INTEGER; 


EXTERNAL; 


6. 	 Use the "r" (Run) command at the 
outer-operating-system level to 
compile, link, and execute your 
program. The next time you want 
to execute yaur program, type "x" 
and then the name of the ".code" 
file created by the linker. 

Listing 1: The PDP-11 version of the assembler-language ADDR function ~ The reader 
should become familiar with the UCSD Adaptable Assembler (see the UCSD Pascal 
Users Manual) before attempting to adapt ADDR to other processors. 

.lune addr,l 

;this function returns as its value 
;the address of its single parameter 

mov (sp) + ,return 
mov (sp) + ,address 
tst (sp)+ 
mov address, - (sp) 
jmp @return 

return .word 
address .word 

.end 

language supported by the UCSD sys
tem. (Complete instructions to assem
ble ADDR and include it in the sys
tem library are given in the text box.) 

The routine itself is quite simple. 
When a function with variable pa
rameters is invoked in the UCSD sys
tem, the interpreter pushes one word 
of what is for our purposes- "junk" 

;pop the return address and save it. 

;address of parameter. pop and save. 

;pop the junk. 

;return addr of param to top of stack. 

;depart to calling routine. 


onto the system stack, pushes the ad
dresses of the variable parameter(s), 
and pushes the return address. After 
the function returns, the interpreter 
expects to find these elements re
moved from the stack and the value 
of the function on top of the stack. 

Because our ADDR function 
returns the address of its parameter as 

its value, it simply pops the return 
address and saves it, pops the address 
of the parameter and holds it momen
tarily, and pops the "junk" and dis
cards it. Then it replaces the address 
of the parameter on top of the stack 
as the returned value and branches 
back to the calling routine. 

The ADDR function must be 
declared an external routine in the ap
plication program. To use the func
tion, the application programmer 
declares an array of integers whose 
size is the maximum number of en
tries permitted for a screen. The 
number of entries for a particular 
screen may be stored in that screen's 
data file or passed as an additional 
parameter to GETSCREEN. Before 
GETSCREEN is invoked, the ADDR 
function is applied to each variable 
that will hold a validated screen value 
(the V ARIABLEn), and the resulting 
integer-form addresses are assigned to 
successive elements of the array (see 
listing 2). 

Using a Trick 
As soon as the utility subroutine 

receives the array of addresses, it 
must be able to use them to store the 
entered and validated data items in 
the appropriate places. The problem 
is that in Pascal and most other lan
guages, the closest you can come to 
touching addresses is via pointers . 
And although pointers are really just 
addresses and addresses are really just 
integers, Pascal does not allow the 
pointers and addresses to mix. To 
sidestep this restriction you must 
employ one of Pascal's more in
famous tricks-using a variant record 
to define the same storage location as 
both an integer and a pointer (see 
listing 3). 

A variant record is required for 
each possible data type that the 
V ARIABLEn of the application pro
gram may assume. Listing 3 contains 
variant records for the integer and 
character types called INT 
POINTER and CHAR_POINTER. 
These variant records contain no tag 
field; the "CASE INTEGER OF 1: .. L 
2: . . . " is a device to enable the 
utility subroutines to refer to each 
variant record under two aliases. 

When, for example, the alias 
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Listing 2: Skeleton application program illustrating how the table of addresses is 
declared, filled, and sent to the utility subroutine. 

PROGRAM APPLICA TION_SKELETON; 

CONST 
MAX_ENTRIES_PER_SCREEN 100; {OR WHATEVER} 

TYPE 
TABLE_TYPE = ARRAY ll .. MAX_ENTRIES_PER_SCREEN] OF INTEGER; 

VAR 
TABLE_OF_ADDRESSES TABLE_TYPE; 
VARIABLE! CHAR; {FOR EXAMPLE} 
VARIABLE2 (WHATEVER THEY MAY BE} 

FUNCTION ADDR (VAR ANYTHING) : INTEGER; EXTERNAL; 

BEGIN 

TABLE__OF_ADDRESSES[l]: = ADDR (VARIABLE!); 

TABLE_OF_ADDRESSES[2]: = ADDR (VARIABLE2); 


GETSCREEN (TABLE_OF_ADDRESSES); 

END. 

Listing 3: Skeleton utility subroutine illustrating how the table of addresses is used to 
send validated values back to the application program. 

PROCEDURE GETSCREEN_SKELETON; 

TYPE 

INT_POINTER = RECORD 


CASE INTEGER OF 

I (POINTER_AS_INTEGER: INTEGER); 

2 : (POINTER : !INTEGER) 


END; 


CHAR_POINTER = RECORD 

CASE INTEGER OF 


I (POINTER_AS_INTEGER: INTEGER); 

2 : (POINTER : I CHAR) 


END; 


VAR 

INT INT_POINTER; 

CHARACTER CHAR_POINTER; 

CH CHAR; 


BEGIN 

http:t.Tdl:Vil.ko


Listing 3 continued: 

{FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS EXAMPLE ASSUME THAT GETSCREEN HAS 

ALREADY DETERMINED THAT THE FIRST SCREEN ITEM IS OF TYPE CHAR AND 

HAS BEEN INPUT TO THE LOCAL VARIABLE CH.} 


CHARACTER.POINTER_AS_INTEGER : = TABLE_O F _ADDRESSES[ I). 

{THE POINTER TO CHARACTER IN ITS INTEGER GUISE IS SET EQUAL TO THE 

ADDRESS OF V ARIABLEI IN ITS INTEGER GUISE.} 


CHARACTER.POINTER I : = CH; 

{VOILA! V ARIABLEI IN THE APPLICATION NOW CONTAINS THE FIRST 

SCREEN VALUE.} 


END. 

CHARACTER. POINTER__AS_ integer/address and assign it to 
INTEGER is used, CHAR_ CHARACTER. POINT ER__AS_ 
POINTER may be manipulated as INTEGER. 
any integer. The utility, knowing that Once that happens, any reference 
a particular address in the array of in to CHARACTER.POINTER I is a ref
teger/addresses passed to it by the ap erence to a character variable in the 
plication program belongs to a vari application program. Thus, as soon 
able of type character, may take that as the utility subroutine GETSCREEN 

has accepted and validated an input 
of type character, it only has to assign 
it to CHARACTER.POINTER I and 
the data will be transported back to 
the application. 

Because the utility knows from the 
data file what type variable each 
screen entry must be assigned to, it 
can take the corresponding address 
from the array and move it into the 
appropriate variant record. When the 
value itself is assigned to the pointed
to location, it lands exactly where the 
application expects to find it. 

A parameter or parameters of un
specified type may be passed to a 
subroutine in Pascal. Purists may ob
ject to such tricks and pragmatists 
may point to other languages where 
machinations like these are un
necessary. But in defense of Pascal, 
few languages provide such a rich and 
balanced variety of features. To the 
credit of its designer and its imple
menters at UCSD, Pascal is flexible 
enough to accommodate situations 
for which it was not originally 
intended.• 
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A Terminal Program for the 

TRS-80 Model III 


A world of information is just a phone call away. 

Imagine having these resources 
available to your TRS-80 Model III: 
general-use databases such as The 
Source and Compuserve, research
oriented databases such as Dialog, 
specialized databases covering prac
tically any subject, and electronic 
bulletin boards for any interest. If the 
prospect appeals to you, all you need 
to do is transform your Model III into 
a "smart" terminal. Your telephone 
will do the rest. 

Before attempting the conversion, 
you'll need two things. First, you 
must have a serial port (e.g., an RS
232C board) so that your Model III 
can communicate via a modem over 
the telephone lines. Of course, you'll 
also need a program that enables the 
computer to perform as a terminal. I 
wrote such a program for my TRS-80 
Model III and have used it success~ 
fully over the past few months. 

Several fe~'t'tires of the TRS-80 
Model III make it attractive for use as 
a terminal. First, its Control key (shift 
down-arrow) lets you enter control 
characters from the keyboard. On 
most larger computers, these 
characters control the operating 
system. For example, you might use 
Control-C to terminate program ex
ecution. A second important feature 
of the Model III is an (optional) RS
232C serial-interface board. I par
ticularly like a couple of other fea
tures, such as the lowercase char
acters and the single-unit design of 
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the Model III that incorporates the 
video display, keyboard, and disk 
drives. The only disadvantage of the 
Model III is that its screen has 64 col
umns instead of the usual 80. But for 
my work, at least, that hasn't been a 
serious drawback. 

I wrote the terminal program in 
Z80 assembly language, which 
operates at 300 bits per second (bps), 
the most frequently used speed for 
remote terminals that communicate 
over the telephone line (chances are it 
would work satisfactorily at higher 
transmission rates, but that hasn't 
been tested). Note that the program is 
written only for the TRS-80 Model III 
and will not run on a Model I. 

The program requires one or two 
disk drives and a minimum of 32K 
bytes of RAM (random-access 
read/write memory). The terminal 
program supports disk operations. 
For example, you can store a program 
on one of your disks and then either 
send it to the remote computer or 
store the output from the remote 
computer on a disk. If you have no 
disk drives and only 16K bytes of 
RAM, you can still use the program 
by simply eliminating the disk-related 
section (I will explain this in detail 
later). 

If you want listings or hard copy of 
output from the remote computer, 
you can use a parallel printer. Again, 
the program will work even if you 
don't have a printer. You can either 

eliminate the printer-related sections 
of the program or disregard the 
printer-related commands. 

I designed the terminal program 
(see listing 1) to access a PDP-11/45 
minicomputer with version 7.0 of the 
RSTS/E operating system. A dif
ferent operating system or computer 
may call for some changes to the pro
gram. I tried to make it as flexible and 
universal as possible so that no major 
changes should be necessary. 

You may want to custom design 
the program to suit your particular 
needs. That way, you can incor
porate the features you need and 
eliminate those you don't. (Hereafter, 
I will use "computer" to refer to the 
remote computer and "Model III" to 
refer to the TRS-80 Model III to avoid 
confusion between the two.) 

Initializing the RS-232C Interface 
The main section of the program, 

which allows the Model III to com
municate with the computer (without 
printer or disk capability), is very 
simple. (See figure 1 for an illustra
tion of its operation.) First, the RS
232C interface is initialized. A "don't 
wait" condition is necessary, so in 
line 480 of the program a 0 is loaded 
into location 16890. In line 500, all 
the bits in location 16889 are set to 1 
by calling RSINIT (I needed an 8-bit 
word length with 1 stop bit and no 
parity; the eighth bit is ignored. Call 
your computer center or system 

Text continued on page 464 



Listing 1: Model III terminal program. This listing contains all options for use with a 
printer and disk drives. 

SOURCE LISTING FOR TERMINAL PROGRA M 

1211211Ql121 

12112111121 
12112112121 
12112113121 
12112114121 
12112115121 
12112116121 
1211211 7 121 
12112118121 
12112119121 
1211212121121 
121021121 
12112122Ql 
12112123121 
12112121.121 
1211212 '.:·121 
12112126 121 
121121 27 121 
121028 121 
12112129121 
12103121(1 
12112131121 
12112132(1 
1211213 :3121 
121121 31,121 
12112135 121 
1211213 6 121 
12112137 121 
1211213!3121 
121121 J 9121 
121121 4 Ql121 
121121 4 1Ql 
l'!1214 2 121 
121121 ' 13121 
12112144121 
12112145121 
12112146121 
12112147121 
1211214 8 121 
12112149121 
1211215121121 
121121'.:· 1121 
0 1215 ;~ 121 

12112153 121 
eieJS t+(IJ 
121 VJ'j 'j 121 
121121'.:· 6 121 
121121'.:· 7 ~) 

121121 5B121 
12111!'.:· '1121 
12112160121 
12112161121 
121121 6 2121 
i/!12163121 
121121 6 40 
00650 
(1!121 66121 
1211216 7 121 
12112168121 
12112169121 
12107121121 
121121 7 1121 
012172121 
121121"13121 
12112114121 
12112175121 
i/!121 7 6121 
121077121 
12112178121 
1211217 9121 
012180121 
lil12181121 
121082121 

ORG '.:·4121121H 

I***** * * *** MAIN PROGRAM CONSTANTS ***** **** * 

DUPLEX EQU 
KBCHAR EQU 
VDCLS E<AI 
VDCHAR EQU 
RS INIT EQU 
RS RCV E<;!U 
RS T X E0U 
CHAR E<i!U 
RCVBYT E<i!U 
CURSOR E<;!U 
CURLOC EQU 
; *•-**·•**•It* ·)(
PR CHAR E<AI 
BU FLAG E<;!U 
BUF PT H E<AI 
BUFNUM EG!U 
BUFBEG E<;!U 

;******·IE··)ll ** 
XMTEWT EG•U 
DOS E@U 
Dee. EQ.U 
ERN L. E<i!U 
ERNM E<AI 
EO F E G! U 
CTflD E<AI 
BUf'FEfl EG•U 
RIOAD loC•U 
CLOS E E<AI 
OP EN E<;!U 
INIT E<;!U 
l·IRITE E<;!U 
TE1·1PST E<;!U 

'.:·2C1121H 
1211212BH 

1211C9H 

12112133H 

1211215AH 

121121'.:·fl!H 

121055H 

'.:0 21212H 

16872 

143 

'11212121H 


BUFFER CONS TANTS 
Ql!IJ JB.H 
5'.21211H 
'.:·21213H 
'.:· 21215H 
'.:·8121121H 

DISh CONSTANTS 
'tlF121H 

' 11212DH 

'.:·2121 "1 H 

'.:· 2 13H 

'.:·214H 

5 2121 FH 

:.23·=m 
523BH 
t+4:'6H 
4428H 

4424H 

4 42121H 

443 '7'H 

5 3 3BH 

; DUPLEX FLAG 
; KEYBOARD SCAN 

; CLS 

;VIDEO DISPLAY 

l!NITAL I ZE RS 2 32 
;RS2 3 2 HECEI VE 
; RS 232 XMT 
;CHAR STORAGE 
;R CV LOCATION RS2J2 
;CURSOR CHAR ACT IOR 
; cumlOF< l~ DDfHoSS 

* * *""* ; L INE PRINTER ROUT I NE 
; BUFFEH FL.1\G 
; BlWF EH POINTER 
;BUFFER COUNT 
;FIRST BUFFER LOC 

*·M·1E·*i:·--··li:-*** 
; HS T>: BUFl"ER 
;TRS DOS 
;DCB FOR A DI SK FILE 
;L.Sf.'. OF ERN 
; i'1 SB OF EHN 
; tt f.'.YT ES IN LA S T RE CO RD 
; f~E c o HD c otnHEf< 
; 1 ST ADDR OF D l Sf\ l:lllf'FF f< 
; READ RECORD FROM DI S K 
;CLOSE FILE 
H•PD~ FILE 
; OPENS NE~J F I LE 
;W RI TE RECORD TO DI SK 
;TEMP S TORA GE FOR S CREE N 

LINE DEFM 	 ; P ROMPT 
;**********~·* · • ************************ 

CALL VDCL S 
XOR ;.\ 
LD ( 1 6 8 9 121l1A 
LD "" ..::.. _J_• 

LD \l b8Bc;-J ,A 
c .~u . f<S H ·IJT 
XOH A 
1._D .; eu1· LAG! • ,,, 
L D ( DUF'LD: ', t, 
CAL. L E!0 LWSf':T 

RCV CALL RSR CV 
LD A1 < flC <,' BYT > 
,J'R Z, f\ EYE:. U 
er 1121 
,JR Z 1 f.:C<,' 
LD ICHARJ,A 
CALL VIDEO 
LD A, CBUFLAGJ 
CP iZ! 
JR Z1f\EYB D 
CA LL BUFPUT 

KEYBD CA LL f\BCHAR 
J fl z ,R CV 
l_D <CHARJ.A 
CP 2 
JP Z1BUFO r·J 
CP 
JP 

1 =· 
Z1BUFOFF 

CP 
JP Z1BUFER 
CP 16 
JP z,BUFPH 
CP 1 
JP z,DOS 
CP 18 
JR NZ,SETl 
PUSH AF 

;CLS 
; ZERO A Rf~ Gl '.3 TEH 

;NO WAIT CO NDITI ON 
; SET UP F: S:.232 
;WITAL.IZE Rs::232 
; H IJ:T t.L .IZE Rs: :::c: 
; Z[:: F: (1 I:, 
; [~.1..wrTH cL.(i~oED 

; HAL f' DUf''L.F >: 
;INITl'ol .. l ZE BUF' FDl 
; CHEC K RS232 RE~~ I VE 
: l' l,IT CHN < l r·.J ;\ 
; I F NO CH Mi , GO 
; LINE FITD ·; 
; IF S<) IGNORE IT 
; S AVE CHAR 
;f' R!MT CHAf<.;CTEi< 
;BUFFER S TATUS 
; BUFFER CLOSED'? 
; IF SO GO 
;PUT CHAR IN BUFFER 
; CHE Cf\ f\EYB.OARD 
;GO CHECK RS232 IF NO 
;SAVE CHAR 
; TURN BUFFER OM'I 
; IF SO, GO DO I T 
;TURN BUFFER OFF? 
; IF SO, GO DO IT 
; ERASE BUfc F ER? 
;JF SO, GO DO IT 
; PR!MT BUF F EH > 

IF so, GO DO IT 
f.'.REAK KEY ? 
IF SO, RETURN TO DO S 
CTRL/R 
IF NOT, GO 
SAVE A 

CHAR 

Listing 1 continued on page 460 

AppllBusines.s Sofuwre: 
ACCOUNllNG PllJS II® 

from $329 

Finest; acco mi gsystem fcr 
Apple/ r:mklin C.001[lurcrs. Now at a 
specialIntrod ctory ilscount Price. Uses 
6502 machine language_ Comes with its 
own firrmv.ire cird. l.JPgradable and f lly 
in egrated. Price includes o r C01!1llete 
rustomer s pport package. Gil Toll Free 
(800) 327-7701 ==-== 
InF1a.,coUect: -=--~== 
(305) 757-5416. ~~~ 
Sofl\\6l"e Management Group, Inc. 
12555 Biscayne Bo levard, Suite 805 
D':pt. BY, Miami. Florida 33181 

•Apple anc..I Accountint: Plus II arc U'3dcrrurksof Applc: G:im· 
}Alt~, Inc. anJ Soft\\art' Dirrr1\'il(m'i, Inc.. ~'.dy. 

Circle 473 on Inquiry card. 

COMPUTERS 
FRANKLIN ACE 1000 ......... $939 
SYSCOM ................... $699 
IBM/PC ... .... .. ...... .. . . $2795 
(64K-2 DISK DRIVES-COLOR BOARD) 
COLUMBIA MPC 
(IBM CLONE-128K) . .. . . . . . . . $2950 
ALTOS - EAGLE-ATARI - OSBORN 

PRINTERS 
NEC 3550 (FOR IBM P/C) ..... $1995 
NEC 3510 (EX) ....... .... .. $1475 
NEC 3515 (EX) .... . . ... . ... $1499 
IDS MICROPRISM . . ........ . . $579 
C. !TOH PRINTMASTER ..... . $1695 
OKIDATA 82A •••.•.... . . . .. . $429 
Send for FREE Brochure of our Complete 

Une of Monitors: Terminals and more. 

COMPUTERS 
anomore 

2420 University Ave., Suite 3, San Diego, Ca. 92104 
(619) 291-1442, Telex 697120, Datamex Attn: Dept. 322 

Circle 474 on Inquiry card. 

DON'T READ THIS 
UNLESS YOU ARE INTERESTED JN 


SOPHISTICATED SOFT\'ifARE WITH 

EXCELLENT DOCUMENTATJON. 


Our general accounting programs oper•tc 
o n CP/M' & Ml'/M' compatible srstems, 
including TurhoDos' and MMMost·1• • 

I. 	 C.A. T .S. O lcn:ls of L'scr hdp 
C omputer A ssisted Tlllorial S oftware. 


2. 	 OUTSTANDING 
DOCUMENTATION. 

j . MULTI-USER Cw/file & rcrnro lock.J 

4. MULTI-COMPANY 
("\'/etmsulidatit1n) 

'i. 	FULLY INTEGRATED w/singic 
source entry {or stand alone) 

DEALER INQUIRJES INVTTED 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

COUGAR MOUNTAIN SOFIWARE 
1 O S. Lacah Box 6886 

Boise, Idaho 83 707 
208·344·2540 

T1\I: I. & 2. Digilal Rc.: sc.:;m :h; 3. Softw;u e .?000: 
-i. TclL"Vidc.:o. 



SCORE H16HER ON THE SAT USIN6 

THIS 5 1/4 INCH DISKETTE ON THE 

APPLE CO"PUTER. DRILLS ON "ATH, 


READING, 6RA""AR, STANDARD NRITTEN 

ENGLISH, ANTONY"S, AND ANALOGY. 

EXPLAINS RI6HT AND WRON6 ANSMERS. 
SAT ••...••.•••.••.•.•••••• ..$33. 95 
Hl6H SCHOOL ENTRANCE EXA"S •. $25 .00 

DELIVERY IN 3-5 DAYS. 
SEND "ONEY ORDER TO OR CALL : 

FINER PR06RAN"IN6 SERVICE 
7310 PARKDALE AVENUE 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45237 
(513! 761-0380 

Circle 463 on Inquiry card. 

Like-new 
products 

For free ca talog, 
phone to ll - free (800) 225-1008 

In Massachuset ts (617) 938-0900 

Genstar REI Sales Company 
6307 DeSoto Ave . Ste. J I Woodland Hills. CA 91367 

Circle 464 on Inquiry card. 

the fifth generation
micro- PROLOG language for micros 

• 	 Jt·PROLOG is an inleraclive version of PROLOG currently 
available for CP/M 2.xir: Z60's. 

•fa~~;~1~~ ~:re"1:~~~~~nf~:li~~~~,r~ahn~:~!r<1~~c;e(!~ 
puters. 

• 	 PROLOG grew out of Al research in computational logic. 
PROLOG means PROgramming in LOGic. 

• 	 A PROLOG program comprises a se! of facls and rules. II 
unifies: 
• relational dala and relational queries. 
• recursive list processing, 
• pallern directed rule based progr.imming, within .i single 
fra mework of logic programming. 

• 	 Current applications: Eicpert Systems, Nalural Language 
Understanding, Intelligent Dala Bases. 

Distribution Formats 
S": North Siar, Zenith Z89, 18M PC (wilh Z60 card) 
B": ~~~ :~~s3o7;Qrd, lower case reqdl, Osborne 

Need more info! Prices 
Sample lhe Software (wit h $275 
language with the Manual & Primer) 
160 page Primer. Primer S15 
Price can be set Prices include a ir P&P 
against software. 

11? LOGIC PROGRA/11111/NG ASSOCIATES ttd. 
(8 10 BURTWOOD CLOSE, 

LONDON SWIB, ENGLAND 

Circle 465 on Inquiry card. 

Listing 1 continued: 

lfllfll83fll 
1Clfll84fll 
ifllfll85fll 
lfllfll86fll 
1fllfllff70 
lfllfllBBfll 
!fllfll8 '1 (1) 
(1)(1)9(1)(1) 

fllfll911il1 

I~~:;~ 
(/)fll'i'•fll 

loo·'r5fll 

lfll(l)' i 6(1) 
01il'irn

1
tlilO'iBlil 
lflllil991il 
jellfilfll(/) 

I~~~~: 
lfll11il3fll 
lo Hll'tfll 
101050 
:lillfll60 

fv1107o 
lflllfllE<fll 
0109 0 
J£11 lfll0 
:o.t 110 
lil11 2 fll 
flll Lllil 
0111+0 
flll 150 
(111160 
01 ll iii 
flll 18 0 
~1119(11 
0120(11 
01210 
01 220 
0123 0 
01240 
l'J1 ..'''WI 
f11U6V1 

012 7 0 
01 2>.'!0 
IZ\12 '? 0 
(/) 1 :;i;10 
fll l::il fll 
fll 1 =;:~'(/) 
0 1330 

fllLV1·fll 
0 1350 

1
0 l Jh0 

\:~ ~-~)~~ 
0 13'.10 
;~111,m1 
.i!J l L>l 0 
1
p1,, ::o 
p.l1'+3 fll 
(/) 1L>4 0 
l!J145(1)l,0 1460 
01 47 (1) 
101 4 8 0 
101 '":/'(/) 
101500 
101510 

I:;~;: 
10151,.(/) 
1(1)155(1) 
101 "'0
[ 01~:,;(/) 
101580 
1t111590 
1t111601(1) 
01 6 10 

162 0 
(1163(1 

111!16411! 
Jfll165fll 
0166(1) 
!01670 
~1680 
10 1690 
jti'.1 170(1) 

SETI 

SET2 

SET 

XM T 

; -~.:· ·r\·1'!·'*··~~* 

VIDEO 

CURS2 

CUf~S 

JP 
CP 
JR 
PUSH 
JP 
CP 
JP 
CP 
JP 
CP 
,JP 
Cf' 
JR 
LD 
XOR 
LD 
J P 
CP 
JR 
LD 
CP 
JR 
CAL.L 
L D 
GAU_ 
,JP 
·• ·11!-* 

LD 
f'U'.:iH 
CP 
,JR 
CP 
.m 
LD 
LD 
LJ) 
L_D 
CALL 
LD 
LD 
L.D 
LD 
f' OP 
f(U 

;********** 

CHAR 

GO READ FILE 

CTRL/f= ? 


IF NOT, GO 

SAVE A 

GO READ FILE AND SEND 


;CTRL/G 	 ? 
;GO XMT BUFF ER TO COMPUTER 

; CTRL! .r ? 

;I F SO, CONTINUE SENDI NG 

;CTRL/ l-1 ? 

;i.JR !TE ['.UFFER ro D [bf\ 

; CTflL/D 
 7 

; IF MOT, CiO 
; GET DUPLE X f=LAG 

; TOGGl._E FL.A\) 

;SAVE F l_AG 

; GO f!.ACK 

;CARR I AGE RETURN 

; IF SO, SEND IT 

; DUf' LEX FLt,G 

;HAlS DUPl_E X? 

;IF FULL DUPLES, DON'T PRINT 


; f'ESTORfo CHAf' TO A 

; XM f Cl-lf,HhCTU~ 


; STAHT OVDl 

ON VIDEO ********** 

; c:,r:r CHM( 

; :'31\\'E HI... 

; CARRIAGE RETURN 

; If=- so, GO 

; l~·ACf\SPACE '.I 

;IF MOT, GO 
; CURSOR L OC ATION 
; Bl .AMI<: 
; BLANKS PREVIOUS CURSOR 
; REST ORE CH AR TO A 
; F'RIMT Cl-IAfi 
; GET CURSOR L OC ArION 
; CIJ l ~S •_1l ;: f-IAH 
:: f:if?INT C Uft:~·;op 

;RES TORE CHAR TO A 
; f<E '.3TOflE Hl 

DISf<RD 
6 
NZ, SET2 
AF 
DI Sf\RD 
7 
Z, 8UFXl•IT 
1fll . 

z,PAU2 
23 
Z, DI S~\SV ,, 
~lZ, SET 
A, ( DUPLloX) 
1 
<DUPLE X) , A 
RCV 
13 
z , XMT 
A, <DUPLEX) 
0 
NZ, Xl1T 
VIDEO 
A, ( CHAf( :1 
RSTX 
f<CV 

VIDEU -- f'HlNTS 
A,(Cl-IAP) 
HL. 
l :l 
z, cum>2 

NZ , cum> 
HL, ( CURLOC ) 
1-\, 3 :2 
( Hl_), 32 
A, ( CHAf() 
VD CHM': 
HL, (C~)l;LO C ) 
1\, CUF<t:)(>H 
( HL.' ' ,i\ 
A, \CHAH) 
HL 

Bl,WOr·l 	 LD 
LD 
.J P 

:~+H+->•o<->· ~· 

t'.UFUH' 	 XO R 
L. D 

.If' 
; *~~*~**·~·** 
P.UF F'f': 

l...Of.) :i 
f'TLOOP 

LOf' 

L.D 
LD 
1:.)f ~ 
,Jf': 
..JP 
LD 
U J 
PUSH 
CALL 
C1\LL 

CP 
JR 
,JP 
me 
DE:C 
LD 
(lfl 
,JR· 
.JF' 

1-\' 1 
( E.?. U~~-L.f~(~ ) , A 
RC'·/ 

i.'..IJFOF F • 1 · 1_mr·l~c' 

f1 
( P.UFl.. ;;(j) ' /:; 

HC\J 
E»UF PR - DU Mf''.:: 

HL. ' ( [: UFTJUl•l ) 
(\ ,ti 


L.. 

NZ, 1..0f' I 
F:C~/ 

DE: , p. u r :· p.[ 1~; 

/:-.,, ( l':iF. ;. 
DE 
f' f·:CHM! 
t-:;P,C H t. r~: 

DE 
3 
M?_, L1)p 

fKV 
m: 

HL 

A,H 
L. 
NZ, fYH_(l(1p 
HC'I 

; P0 UFFEfl OPEN 

; Gu L'.f'i CI \ 


.tJFFEr< UfT ·•+ • ' 


; [•, LJ FFL H 	 Ci. I . (;..•=I . 

! t; . I Ll,;~· I 
H'O M p.1•.WF FJI T<:• PR 11111: r.: ·>:+H '· ··• o .,._, 

' l'• l'..J l•l[»f y 'W c 11,.:,r.·:::: I r l f:! .l.Jr:r.: 
: GE:T 1·1 '.3 ,., >IJNT 
·: I 1 t~HCl L: l.... '.3 
; P.UFFT:f': [l•H'TY, (';(; ['.;\ Ci•. 

; r J F::::; r L»UI :·T .f'.: cH1:.r:: 

; (:1-11\H fl) l'P 11·1 T 


: l'PJr·ll I T 

~ (: t-IEJ :. t·· I l-" ·, f 1.~ ' 1r1H[• 


; cr n f·:L. , c ·. 

~ ~::;TC)F' f""' f·: l r-n' •.:1°:i EA Ct< 
~PT TO NL"x. r (:Hr:,1=· 
; r·H!ME:U( •)f- 11:.,:'·-. F'F!1 .', ltllr·lG 
:. r~[ T r·1'3 1 .I J I It H 
: 1·1F1:·(';E 1. . ::.-~ c,_,,_,rn 
: r.:J(i l r:· C(iUf'·J I :- .~ (') ·1 ~ ~ --1~· 1 • 
;DOME. 

B U F1·: ~ ~ R 	 * · ~· ·~ ~ ~-~·~··l~·i 

: E.F: ,o, :c;U3 CUFl'T.F: 

: D<A lE 


CHAR 	 INTO BUF FER **~•***•*~ 
; l··H ::~ r r 'C•:3 JT [•X·J 
; (;ET Cil1\ f''. 
;PUT CHAR IN CUFFFR 

m e CUFPTP. 

; •+H·<·~+~* ·~·UFER -·· Ef<,'ISES 
BUFER 

BUFSET 

; *i(·-~ **·~· 

BUH'UT 

CALL 
JP 
LD 
LD 
L D 
L D 
HEf 

il: · iE·il: ··M· 

LD 
LD 
LD 
IMC 

B UF SET 
flCV 
l-IL•fll 
( ['.UF ~lUM ) , I-IL 
HL' BUFE»EG 
( BUFPTf l l , I-IL 

Bl~PUT - PUTS 
HL, (~.UFPTRl 
A, <Cl-IAH) 
<HL) ,,<\ 
I-IL 

LD <BUf0 PTR),HL STORfo IT 
L D I-IL , <E'.UnjUM) OLD NUMBER CW CH ARS 



---- - ---

-------

Listing 1 continued: 

01710 
01 "12"1 
01730 
01740 
01750 
01760 
01T70 
01780 
01790 
01800 
01810 
01820 
01830 
0J8Lf0 
01850 
01860 
01870 
01 880 
01f.l'i0 
01900 
0191'1 
01920 
01930 
llll 91+1/l 
01950 
0196Cl 
(l\'170 
0198vl 
0199til 
lll 2 11l00 
020111) 
02020 
02030 
lll2(1)1+0 
020'.:olil 
02060 
02070 
02080 
02090 
(')2100 
02110 
02120 
0 ' 130 
0211>(~ 

til2t50 
"1216(J 
Cl2170 
02180 
021 '?0 
0220(11 
02210 
2!2220 
02230 
0:22%1 
(12250 
02 260 
02'.270 
~2280 
0:22':10 
~2300 
02310 
~2320 

02330 
l1 :.C:: 3411l 
02350 
lll 2360 
fil2S/0 
02380 
02390 
lll24Ql") 
0'.2Lf.1. 0 
ei;:1+20 
0:21,30 
02'•'<-(1 
e2L~ ~) C,1 

0:~ ::L~6 17..l 

0 '.:" '•1Ql 
0;:48"1 
'~2·' •'7vl 
02500 
ri2'.'; iv1 
~1252(1 

(l2530 
[~2 '.'·'•(1 

025'.:'·0 
vJ .? S6tiJ 
'125/'l!) 
V) ·~:·st:: '~ 

DISfrnD 

RDflC 

LDBUF 

GETMfl 

RDflC3 

LDBUFl 

RDflCl 

fm 

L.LlP.UF2 

rrn r.:c2 

INC 
LD 
RET 

; ~·iE·** • *•·-*·.JE · -tl>* 

CALL 
LD 
LD 
LD 
CALL 
CALL 
LD 
LD 
LD 
LD 
l_D 
DEC 
OR 
cTR 
LD 
CALL 
LD 
LD 
LD 
POP 
CP 
PUSH 
,JR 
CALL.. 
JR 
LD!fl 
l...D 
LD 
INC 
LD 
LO 
DEC 
LD 
DEC 
LO 
(lfl 
JR 
l_D 
CALL 
L.. D 
CP 
JR 
LD 
LD 
LD 
POP 
CP 
PUSH 
JR 
CALL 
JR 
LDIR 
LD 
LD 
INC 
LD 
JR 
LD 
LD 
LD 
POP 
CP 
PUSH 
JR 
LD 
ADD 
LD 
U) 
LD 
f'OP 
CP 
PUclH 
,m 
CALL 
..Jfi 
l_DJ fl 
LD 
U) 
CALL 
,JP 

~ *·)l;·*-*· ·)HHE ..K-*-k:

f?.UF>:MT 	 LD 
LO 
OR 

HL 
( E'.UF~IUM l , HL 

DI Sf\RD --READ A 
FILNAM 
B,0 
DE, DCl'. 
HL,BUFFER 
OPE~I 

flESTOR 
A, \EflNMl 
H,A 
A, ( EflNU 
L,A 
( CTRD l, HL 
A 

1-1 

z,RDRC3 
DE, DCB 
READ 
HL,BUFFER 
DE, <8UFPTRJ 
BC, l 0CJH 
AF 

NZ, LDt'.UF 
FAST 
(GET MR 

(E'.UFPTfll, DE 
HL, ( E'.UFN UM) 
H 
( e.uFNUM) ' HL 
HL, <CTRDl 
HL 
(CTRDJ,HL 
HL 
;\ , L 

H 

NZ,RDRC 
DE, DCB 
~<Er'\D 
A, <EOFl 
0 
NZ, RDflCl 
DE, ( E.UFf'Tfl) 
HL,BUFFER 
BC, 100H 
AF 
6 
AF 
NZ,LDBUFl 
FAST 
RDflC2 

<BUFPTfl l , DE 
I-IL' rnuFNUM) 
H 
<f?.U FNUM) , HL 
flDflC2 
A, (EOFl 

B.0 
AF 

6 

AF 

z,RD 
HL, <8UFNUM) 
HL,BC 
<f?.U FNUM l, HL 
DE• <BUFPTRl 
HL,BUFFER 
AF 

AF 
~a, LDE.UF2 
FAST 
fWRC'.2 

( BUFPT R) , DE 
DE, DCB 
CLOSE 
flC\! 

Bu:c·xr--ir - C•UMPS 
f?.C, •: f'.UFNUM) 
/;, B 
c 

1r\DD l 
;STO flE IT 

FILE FflOM DISK ********** 
;SETS UP DCB 

;LRL SE T TO 2 56 

;JST ADDR OF DCB 
;!ST ADDR OF DISK BUFFER 
;OPENS SPECIFIFD FILE 
; tiE ~;TOf<E ~;CR[l:l .j 

;M~;e. Of' f::m.1 
;MSB OF rnN HJ H 
;L..~lB or• EF:~·I 
; L.~:B OF ' Dll-J IN ,__ 

;*~ OF RECORD E TO flEAD 
; Lem-- 1 OF ERN 
;ER~I ,~ 1 ? 
; IF SO, GO 
;GETTIN G READY TO READ 
;MOVE RECORD TO DBUFF 
;!ST DBUFFER ADDR 
; DESTINATIO~J 

; 256 BYTES TO ~lVE 
; RESTORE (, 
; CTRL/ F'' 
;SAVfo A 
;MOVE BYTES TO BUFFEfl 
;SEND TO COMPUTER 
;CONTINUE 
;MOVE BYTES TO BUFFER 
;SAVE NEW BUFFER POINTER 
;NEED TO UPDATE BUFNUM 
;ADD 256 TO HL 
;SAVE # CHAR 
;PREVIOUS # RECORDS 
;CURRENT # RECORDS 
; SA VE IT 
; CHECI\ IF ( CTRD l IS 
;LSB 
;t'lEflGE MSE. 
;IF (CTRDJ)l, READ 
; 1 RECOflD LEFT 
;PUT IT IN DBUFFER 
;EOF OF LAST RECORD 
;FUL.L 256 BYTES ? 
; IF NOT , GO 
; DI c1T I NATI ON 
;SOURCE 
;# OF BYTES TO MOVE 
;flESTORE A 
;CTRL/F ? 
;SAVE A 
; PUT INTO E'.UFF 
;SEND TO COMPUTER 
;DONE 
; M(l Vf: '~:~"I 

NE XT RECORD 

;SAVE BUFFER POINTEfl 
; UP DATE f?.UFNUM 

; ADD 256 TO HL.. 

; SAVE 11 OF CHAR I ~J BUFFER 

;FINISHED READING FILE 

; 11 BYTES TO MO'.JE 


;# BYTES TO MOVE IN BC
;GET A 

;CTRL/F? 

;SAVE A 

; IF CTflL/F GO 

;PREVIOUS # IN BUFF 

;UPDATE IT 

;SAVE BUFNUM 

;DESTINATION 

:: S(,Uf?CE 

; HE~3TOF<E::: A 
; CTRl_/F 	 .,. 
; SAVE /:~ 


; f"UT 1 ~rro r0.ur:: f' 

;SEND TO COMPUTER 

;DONE 

;MOVE BYTES INTO BUFF 

;SAVE NEW BUFF POINTER 

;READY TO CLOSE FILE 

;CLOSE IT 

;FINISHED, GO BACK 


FROM BUFFEfl TO COMPUTER •********* 
; # CHAR IN BUFFER 

; MSB 

; M[f\f'iE: LSf'. 


Listing 1 continued on page 462 

MEMOREX 

Flexible Discs 

~~~~~t:::J 
rra 

i 
' 

- f 

BEST PRICES 
IN THE U.S. 

Call for our special dealer 
program C.O.D.'s accepted. 
TOLL FREE (800) 652-8168 
In California (213) 901-8

u S EXCHANGE 
14831 Bessemer St. 
Van Nuys. CA 91411-2773 

-Circle 466 on Inquiry card. 

ATRBOOO: THE DOUBLE DENSITY 
DISK INTERFACE FOR 

ATARI® 
800/400 

• 16K RAM 
upgradable 
to 64K. 

•With OSA+ 
Version 4 is double density. 

• Runs standard 5'/." or 8" drives. 

• A Z80 4 MHz controller. 

• A serial and a parallel port . 

• Software compatible with existing 
ATARI software. 

• Is CP/M compatible (with 64K). 

ATR8000 ..................... $499.95 
OSA+ Version 4 _......... . . _. $ 49.95 
5•;.," drive ... . ....... __.... . _. $399.95 
64K Upgrade _. _. _. . . _... .. _.-Call-

SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS, INC. 
2500 E. Randol Mill Rd .. Suite 125 

Arlington. TX 76011 (817) 469-1181 

Circle 467 on Inquiry card. 

1fotuix· SC-01 A 
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER 

Yo!Aa-xe!) $50 Each 
... ,.,.. .... 	 p~•~l@I' 

Order in Ones or Thousands 
The SC·D1A Speech Synthesizer is a completely self· 
contained solid state device. This single chip phoneti· 
cally synthesizes continuous speech of unlimtted 
vocabulary. 
The SC-01 A conlains 64 different phonemes which 
are accessed by a 6-bit code. Computer inlerfaces 
and text-to-speech algorithms also available for prod
uct development 
Votrax is a trademark 01 Federal Screw Works 

Call 1-800-645-3479, in N.Y. 1·516·374-6793 
MICROMINT INC .. 
917 Midway 
Woodmere, N. Y. 11598 

Call for 

quantity pricing. 


Circle 468 on Inquiry card. 



IBM PC Software 
SOFJSPOOL(Im) _printer spooler 
•creates true foreground/background operation 
•suffer sizes user modifiable (1 -128k) 
•program execution no longer linked to printer speed. 

S49.95 (includes disk & doc) 


KfYSWAP(tmJ _typing utility 
•transforms the PC's keyboard into a standard type

writer keyboard 


•Poorly positioned keys are relocated and replaced 
•optional audible feedback on "toggle" keys 
•increases "touch typist" efficiency 
•$69.95 (includes disk, stick-on labels & doc) 

BOTH PROGRAMS 
•work w;th •n~ orogram that 1.<1rl' under DOS 
(EASl'WR ITER1""1• lllSICALcllmJ. WOKDSTAK(tml, 

etc.) 


•ideal for Business or Software development 

PROCRYP-ftmJ_software protection program 
•Encrypts, serializes, and copy protects your 	programs
Call for price! 

SOFTSPOOL & KEYSWAP for $99.95 

FOR ORDERS OR INFO CALl-(617) 662-0856 

OR SEND Cl/ECK TO: 
Rickerdata 	 MC & 1115.4 
P.O. BOK 288 accepted 
Burlington, MA 01803 Add S:2.50 S&H 

i..ms & ooodrooos may ~w/o nolice 

Listing 1 continued: 

0::~590 \Jr z, ncv BUFF-~ EMPTY , G(l BACK 
0.?60V1 l.D Hl.. , E>.UF'E"[(;; 1 bT BUFFEF: f'.\DDR 
©'Lb l!il Xl·ITU' l. D p, , (HL... l CHAf( ro eE snrr 

102620 LD i'. CHAP·i , A ; SA _ THF Cl-ll,H 


':J:?63D CF' ll 

026~ JR ~, TEMl'J ~ lf" ~3 1.: 1 • ~;.:, I t · Jr 

iil2.S'i0 (;p lAl ~ t...HiL, 1·4 1[ C: ~ r-: 


0 ?660 JR Ml., O•·:;J ; Jf r·K>"I r,·,;r.J<A.:f: 

02670 LD f'.;, lJ ; Cl-lf\N(.:·1F:. rr:i ·-~~ :-

0:::::~:.~3!.i.) O~< l L.D ( CHl.;F:), 1:i ; c,.·11-.-'E •:. : 1-1,:,r:~ 


(J:::t:/i'0 1..0 '· /:l·ll f::..'i T ! , ,,; ·.: ,,, ) r CHi,fi H·I \M I C<u: · 

02700 SEND! T CALL 	 ;:'3El'ID IT 
02710 JR Z , Slc:l"lD IT ;WAil UNTIL S' NT 

0~::7;.::0 cp u ;CARRIAGE RETURN? 

~127j0 .J Ii ? ·lTl•11':3 

02740 LD /::;, <DUPLFX) 

0?"/":•kl Cf' V! : l·lr.:..LF Dl.__!P L E >'. 'l 

02760 JR ~L' • TFl·IF' ; IF. H.ILI .. DUI"' ,1;> 1-:C"i' 
0277~1 Ct-\ 1...L '.JI) J[<'J 

0:::7m .m TU1f':3 : rn·\J:P hCV 
~J:~:79i•J ffMP CALL. f~SEC~i ; Cl-ff.Ct:: FS ~,~3~:: t\C 1·/ 
0 2800 LD f:.i, \ HC~./l~~YT) 

w2B10 er (') ; f'1NYTH .I l"ICi THEHl_-_...7 

0:?r:::;:0 ,J F: z, TU1P ; l F. NU-I , L...(JO~< t~G.; J 11 
02:33 "-1 Ul 	 ; '.~~.,t\~/f. :'.: CH/iF: 

Circle 370 on Inquiry card. 

MEMOREX 
fLEXIBLB DISCS 

WE Will NOT BE UNDER· 
SOLDfl Call Free (800)235-4137 
for prices and information. Dealer 
inquiries invited and C.O.D.'s 
accepted 

San Luis Obispo. CA 
93401. In Cal Cllll 
(800}592-5935 or 
805)543-1037 

Circle 318 on Inquiry card. 

AT SUPER LOW PRICES 
WE WILL SHIP YOUR 

ORDER WITHIN 24 HOURS 
AND WE PAY THE 

SHIPPING CHARGES 

VIS< ~··COD ACCEPTED 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

CALL TOLL FREE 
800 922-8193 
IN CALIFORNIA 

BOO 468-1068 

Circle 402 on Inquiry card. 

0 2 84© 
028~.(0 

02f::60 
0:287,·J 
0 :28f::0 
0'2U'i'GJ 
029(~0 

0~:'? 10 
0~:920 

0:~:9.3(1) 

0:29Lf0 
02'i50 
02960 
02970 
0:c:'m0 
02'7'10 
03(100 
0301.0 
0.3020 
03030 
0.3(111.0 
030'.jli) 
(tJ:3(16QJ 
03070 
ffK1Eilil 
0309~1 

03100 
03110 
0.31::::0 
0::3130 
lil.3 l'1·vl 
031'.''"' 
0.3160 
031?0 
Ql.31E<(') 
03l"i0 
0.32~10 

03.210 
vi::Q;;:o 
0:.:l:i:3 ~i 

lil:-52~() 

0: .\2'jli) 
lil3261il 
03270 
0:12c0 
0:.<?·)() 
C'.l :.·\J V.1D 
~t·:~3 :J. ~: ' 

P:l .. \ .::D 

O JJJ~l 
,') ...~:~ ..., (j 

l ·i:·.:; :3~_:il'.l 

U3.3hV1 
V'l ~!. 37(!.:1 

(·rn:.:w1 
D~.: ~; ~~ .:_;· Q.\ 
li1 .'~',J1-Vi~J 

0·:?.1~. 1 V.) 

~~J:]L~:-~'·) 
0 :Jlf=·511.) 
l,.'.) :_3L~ L1 (j 

ll)Ji.t '. :1k) 

cr,u .. 
HcMPJ DEC 

l._[l 

Ofl 
,JP 
me 
LD 
er 
\.Jf\ 
LD 
CP 
,JR 
LD 
DEC 
c:w~ 

J'P 
l'AU~lE CAL.I_ 

LD 
CP 
.JR 
CP 
,JR 
L.D 
CA l.L 
,Jf< 

P1\Ul CALL 
CP 
,rn 
Cf' 
.JP 

TEl·H'.2 PUSH 
f'U~> H 
.JP 

PN.12 POP 
P(lf' 

8i~Ch .JR 
; ~··)(·** "'*· ·~·***-l-
DI Sl\SV LD 

l...D 
Of~ 

,JP 
CALL 
LO 
l.D 
LO 
C/11... i 
l...D 
ID 
L.U 
CP 
.JF: 
LD 
HIC 

O~< L.L! 
i .f 
XOP 
L.D 
LD 

l·JD I '.~)f< U.l 
l... D 
LD1 F: 
l_Jj 

\-1 lD[~(I 

BC 

c 
z, f<CV 
l·IL 
r,, (CHAF:) 
13 
NZ, X~ffl..f' 
,\,(HI..) 

0 
t-JZ,PAUSE
(:,, c 

E: 
Z, F:CV 
FlS f!C'I 
f,, ( F:CVBYTl 
0 
z,PAUI 
l lil 
Z, P1\USE 
( CHr'\H), t-'\ 
V!D fc(l 
Pf-\1.Jf:) [-~ 

l\f~·CHAR 

0 
z,PAUSE 
.3 
NZ , Xt·ffl..P 
HL 
r:;.c 
f~C\-1 

BC 
HL 
XMTLP 

DI SHSV ·· DUMf' 
[;.(:, ( f'.UFMUM) 

A C 

Z, F<CV 
F 1LMf,11 
HL.,BUFFER 
DE,_DCB 
E:·i'J 
1r\11·1 

HI • WIJH·l\111 I 
t 1' t 
( 1:::.UF .l, t\ 
[I 

:.· \ •.)~ ( 

f:,, H 

.:CTfil"'i 1 ~ t. 

<. i:Tl ,11 .... .•, 1\ 

~ EFr Jr-1 ·l • ,:; 

HL,f'.Ull'b-, 
8( 1 .:·~ 6 
UL·P.'.Jl'.H:I': 

: Fl!ll'H' CHAI' 
~DE:CRf:A ~~ E Bu•:F c~:'u~11· 

; Tt:Sl f--i)H C~ CC1UNT 

;;\L... L DON['~ ·::io r ~t.,l l .. 
; HI CVi:ASE 'H;.r;· 1.•": ATtt"tl l 
; (·LT Cl-1/,J; 

; Ci1f<f<I r'.GE RF.:1 URIJ '? 
; l:F' NUI ' (:;o GET 1·11 01 f' c1-1,;f.' 
:NEXT CHAR IN GUFF 
: JS IT /; (~ ··i 

; IF' NOT' G(l Fr,u::>fc 
; ·1·cs·r IF LAST Cf·IAR 

; L/·1~•T Cl-lf.,f~: (~). ;Z:.(1 L11"iME 
; CHl::Ui FOJ:; IN«IM [N CH>\RS 
; Gf:T CH1'.\H 
;ANYTHIMG T~:RE ? 

; l F t·K1T 1 GO CHECh ht" t=:·:•.:.r;f• 
; I... I l"JE f:Ef oD 0 

:JF so . IGNORE rr 
~F;~~,'v'F: CHAr-~ 

:PRINT RLCLIVED CHAR 
; GU CHl::~C~\ F< :'32]2 R · · ,~ 

; Cl-HoCl< l':E 'dX>1:·,HD 
;AMYfHIMG THEHE ? 
; If~ N(1T ~ ('.ii) CHF~~Ch RS r;:C\·' 

: crm..1c /
;G(l SENJ) Mi:>RE c: t~ARS 

;SAVE CURRENT. RUFF L!::)c 

;(iO TO FC\..i 

;f!ACh Ffl0~·1 h'C\! 


:(:j(l SEMD MORE CHARS 
f:.UFfTR TO D u;1\ .,.., .., ...., ~ ·~·H·* 

; H C l-l f,F:~) IN F~l.JfTEI< 


'LSB 

; MUl GE: MSf'. 

; BUFFU< E~W·TY 


; SETS UP DCB 

; DE'.UFF ADDl<ESS 

: DCP. ADDRFSS 

". L 1.-1.. ~,::I ro Z!.', 
'':•J··Ltl:'·: 1-' IU· 

·.:JI' •. H.,ff'oo I"' ~tJ: r TT 

: [ •.:If" 


"' ::..:.\'.·'[ l r 

; !':.;",J II 

; 1 11• 1 • L• C• ii' 

:MUST INCP[M[NT 'CTRDl 
~ /'~ ',. (1N r ,..; J 1 ·-~· ~_:; -JI ;(t_ t., 1 •l 4'() 'l-o 

; H l':[(:(lf~D ~:; TO \..J1:; I TE:' 
:L.::,:f'. [f':t·I 

; ZEP 1) i~ 


;1··:::.'f:!. :::Htl 

; ~3(>l 1 FCF 
: If 1!.vru; TO t1•1vc 
; DF'.iTINATl•)N 
; i·l•N • 2~..c, . f'.:YTl":i r.-, Of'.<Urt . 
l D(:P. r>1L.!i)i ~'E ~: :;~; 

http:Pf-\1.Jf
http:Cl-ff.Ct


Listing 1 continued: 

P:H/:.i:l CALL 
(~ J 4 71·) L.D £.( ~ I ' ... 1 f..' Li ' 
l13'•8 0 m:c Bl. 

0 '< %1 L.D A • B 

lil3500 Of~ c 

03':· )[I) JH z, f' JM!-lfn 

iiJJ'j ::o LD ( c ·r:~n "i .. ·~· ·.: 


l,, :3~. 3~:) ~IR l·JDISf·:. 

~·) :S5 i1 .o FIM~JFH l._D D[,DCB 

(1J~. ~) i.ij Cf.\l..L Cl...0~: .1E 


(')]5 b ~1 CALL PF'.:::iTOH 
l~,::.3'.:1 70 JP F:C',_.! 
03 ~:1f:1~'1 ; :.ri··~-~·-lt:-·k~··'tl:· ·lf:··Jli-·Jli- F ! I. r·.)/O;f•l .. :3[ l H IJP 

03590 FIL.NAM LD HL., lb:~:: :. L; 
Ql:3601i) L.D [:'. (: , 1 2 il 
03610 LD DE . TEMPST 
03620 l_Drn 
03630 LD ;'::., ' .:.·, !.t 

0]6L10 LD "[/, .1.b :2~)/j 

03650 l..lt.IEl LD ( I X+C~), CUHE;OH 
O)Jb6() l..D ( I X+ 61: f ) , 32 
0:J6'1(~ INC I :X: 

i:l368(') DEC A 

036'10 JF: NZ, l. !Nl:::l 

03/~M LD HI... , L.l l\IE 

0:1711!• LD B, 1 1~-

037:::0 L.D 0E., lb::i:;::: lil 

0:1?:l0 t·1E'.3S L.D ;\, ( HL.) 

OJ'/i10 LD <DE), r\ 

037:.0 IMC Hl.. 
lil376 0 INC or: 

03770 [l[C B 

03780 ,JR r.1 ;: , l'l[SS 

037'M START l..D c,0 

03Fl00 l._[l HL_, 1s.:i :v, 

fl3810 l_[l ( HL ) , CVRS(•R 

03820 S1"1F:Tl CALL H!.CH1\P 

03830 CP 0 

i'.l:.lcl'+O ,m Z , ST1WTl 

0 ::m-:.0 LD (CHAR), A 

lilJEJ6~J Cf' 3 

03870 ,m rH, C<:1r.n· 1 

iil3HB0 CALHL m:F:rof:~ 


0Jf:J'i0 ~IT• HC'v' 

039rn1 CP J 

03'i10 Jll MZ, CO~ITl 


O ~N'.2 1il CALL REST OR 

03930 J·1:· l':C'v' 

iil]'.1'+0 COMT! CF' 8 

0:3'-i'.'.0 Jll ~JZ, COM T 

f:JJ</Ml LD A,C 

D3S'70 Cf' 0 

03980 ,JI~ z ,sTAln 

03'i'90 [l[C c 

liJ4000 LD A, 3~~ 


01+010 l..D ( Hl_), A 

041il20 DEC HL 

01,.030 l..D i'. HL..) , CUF~SOH 


Q)l1.iiJl.1·i·J ,Jf< ST1'1fffl 
• (~ i•. (~~;0 CONT CF' L3 

W+D60 ,JR z,MOVE 
0'+070 LD A•C 
04080 CP 23 
0'+0'1D JR z,STAF:Tl 
W1l00 l..[l A, ( CHM<i 
0'•·110 l..D \HL) ,A 
0111 :co me HL 

041:rn L.[l <HL) , cu1rnor~ 


lil4l40 INC c 

04150 J'Fl STARTl 

i14160 t·l(IV[ LD A•32 

01+ 170 LD (HU ,3;: 

041f30 L.D B,('.l 

0i+!'l0 LD HL, lt:O:n6 

OL1'.21il0 L..D [l[,[ICB 

IM·2l(~ LDIR 

1i)L1:22(•) l..D A'13 
0'i230 LD ([IE), A 
042'ti1 f~[T 

()i~2')l~ ;-i··~·*··X·•.. ->:· ·il:··JH(·* R[STOR - FlEST(IR[S 
D4:26i·J REST OR LD BC,1'.28 
0 ...'+: '..:'.70 L.D He., T[l1f'"ST 
r·l'• ~':i'm LD DE, J. .h : :~~:J .h 
(~ ..:~::.: 9 0 LDI F: 
w1:3~llil RET 

W.!.I !• '• 1.'J ' _ol 


T:Co r· {. (1Ul··JT 

flF: <+o·::: L.D ·:· 


; ~, ·..r-. 

.. 1·:1 :. r·,(_: 11'.: f _ ~3 F: 


; I i""" i -,(Ii' l~~- . 

: no... ,.., ... ; DPE~: ..•::~. 

; CL..c··~ :.1r f; i LJ~ 
:: f·:L:>·) f' 1JHE ::;cr•r:J:.r i 
; DOI J[ 

FI u·, r1,\M:. 
~ :=~:(il. _.l j-::( t: 
~ ~~ :::; ci;:r. 

; DESTT f 


;SA1JF I n'-'1 1.11·11 


~ J b r ,-; (.i()H lf; i. ' .i lli L I t·Jl 
; DfiAl.J l_ INF 
; CL.U;R::o I ,;· , r I_ 11"1 
; INC PF:lr.n · P•:OS J l l••l:' 'o 

; 0<.l~I[ ·:· 

; FI Ml SH L. 1N[ 

; l"f! I r.rr '0.ff [f' F l l .FJ·l·''; l·IE:' 

; NUl··JbEF' <A .. Cl IAJ,::, I 0 r: > :~ J t·rl 

~ 1UT P f~ I ~,J '" I ' l . t-)4 .,:. r l ' iN 
; PUT CH/; f': r t·I ;, 
; Pl'·: It.,11' I I 
;IMC MESSAGE POIN TER 
;Il"IC f'RHIT l •.1 ( 1\rl • •l l 
; D[C COUt·HTF: 
: I e' MOT DOr·J[, GO f:.1\CK 
;INI-rI AL. C~1AR C(llJN-r 
' 1sr c:1_11;:,;':of( ~· "· r r•)~1 

; PR I NT CUf':~;,:;.r;: 


; C HI~ Cf\ f<b .P.\ii\ f'll 

; 1:.N ·lfHIMG THU::[ 

;IF NOT, CH ~ AGALN 
: S/:1~/E CHAP 
; CTPI_ ; !~· 

; TF. MOT, GO 
; fltc:C:TOl <E '';:<:HEl'J"i 
; F~;C/\P[ F~f~1Ch 

: r:r.rr 1'!1..../ c .,, 
; IF NOT, (:iO 

;BACK TO MAIN ROUTIM[ 
; BAU\ SPACE 7 

; IF. NOT, (:i(l 

;G[T CHAR COUNT 
;FIRST CHAR 7 

;IF SO, START OVER 
; DECl<El;SE COUl"IT 
;BLANf\ 
; BLAMf\S PR[V CURSOR 
;DEC CUPSOR L OC 
; f''H HIT CUf':~3(lfi 

; GO BAU< TO f\EYBOAf<D 
;CAFlRIAG[ R[TURM ? 
; IF so, GO 
;GET COUNT 
;MAX FIL[NAME LEM 
;MUST HAVE CR, G(I BAU\ 
; GET CH1\R 
; PF:IMT IT 
;IMCR[AS[ CURSOR LOC 
; PF: IMT CIJF:SOF: 
;IMC COUMT 
;G(I CH[CK K[YBOARD 
;BLAt·H·\ 
; [ llAS[ CUHSOfl 
;CHAR COIJMT JM BC 
; SOl...IF~CE 
; DE' ST I NAT ION 
;MOV[ FILEMAM[ TO DCB 
;CARFlIAG[ R[TURM 
;CARRIAG[ R[TURM IM DCB 
;DOM[ 

LAST 2 LIMES TO SCR[EM 
;#OF CHARS 
; 3(11,Jr~ C E 
; DE'.lT I NF\T I UN 

********** 

; R[STOfi [S 1. . A ~: T 2 fWl·IS TO ~:CR[D·I 

i.'lftJ10 ; Y··>:--J:··~-·~· ~k ·~· *·*··>:· FAST --· SENDS CH;~RS TO THE COMPUTER -t.·-t.·-t.·-t.·*·>:··H(·->>-t.· 

043.c:0 F,!-'\ :-.::T LD ,; , ( HL) ; CHAF: TO :'3END 
(.~f.i- 33k~ CP '~ ;r';SCl I ZF~F~O ·7 

Listing 1 continued on page 464 

C/-l/PS& P"I
DALE ... 

THE INFLATION FIGHTERS! 

4116 250ns 8119.50 100+ 11.05 ea. 
4116200ns81111.00 IOO+ Sl.18ea. 
4 116 lSOns 81113.50 100+ 11.40 u. 
4116 120ns 81115.50 100+ 11.65 ea. 
2114L 300ns 8/910.50 
2 l 14L 200ns 81112.00 

• 4164 200ns 15.45 ea. 
•4154 l50ns 16.25 ea. 
•6116 \50ns 15.50 ea. 
• 6t16 200ns 84 .5 0 ea. 

•t79 1 Disk Controller 120 .00 
1777 Disk Controller 117.50 

•zeoA CPO 13.oo ea. 
8251A 14.00 ea. 
27 16 -1 (SV>JSOns 8/SS.50 ea.S6.25 ea. 
2 716 (5V)450ns '3.25 ea. 

• 2732 (5V)450ns 14.75 ea. 
•2532 (5V)450ns '4.75 ea. 
•2764 5V 300ns 28 pin 812.00 ea. 
' 2764 SV 24 pin CALL 
'2564 SV CALL 

.. 8087 CALL 

68000 CALL 


Allow up to 3 wks. for personal checks 10 clear. Please include 
phone number. P1ices subject to change without notice. Shipping & 
Handling for Chips $3.50. FOB Bellevue, WA. for all else. Wash. 
residenls add 6 .5% Sales Tax. 

CHIPS&DALE •·206-451-9770 
10655 N.E. 4th SL. Suite 400 
Bellevue, WA 98004 

http:ea.S6.25
http:81112.00
http:8/910.50
http:81115.50
http:81113.50
http:4116200ns81111.00
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Listing 1 continued: 

vJ .<'.1.:Y10 .Jn Z , GO:."~ 
[".l-'·!·3 ~ ':1 ('.'1 CP 1'+1 
OL~Jbi:J ,J' l l.,Jz, \~(12 
(.ii 370 l_D f;, l 3 
0 :m0 ' ') .· L.O (CHAR)"' A 

L_D ( XMTB\'l :1, l:-i 
CALL PSTX 

l1 · 1'1 .I U JF: z, J~j(l l 

\tJ•~'· . 'l... Cr\LL. \lIDF.O 
(?l.!.1.i 1 1/ 1 '.°1· ~ . 1 J I l•JC HL 

DEC BC 
U:> ;;, c 
CP ~) 

,rn MZ' Ff,fc: r 
PET 
END 

Text continued from page 458: 

operator to determine the character
istics you need.) Refer to your Model 
III reference manual for an explana
tion of the RSINIT ROM (read-only 
memory) subroutine. 

After initialization is completed, 
the main program continues with line 
560, which checks the RS-232C port. 
If nothing has been received, the key
board is checked. If, however, a char
acter was received, it is displayed on 
the screen and then the keyboard is 
checked. If no character is received 
from the keyboard, the RS-232C port 
is checked again. If a character is 
entered from the keyboard, it is trans
mitted to the computer out the RS
232C port and the port is checked for 
received data. 

The VIDEO subroutine (line 1100) 
displays the character on the screen. 
Notice that there is no call to VIDEO 
following the keyboard check. This 
indicates the "full-duplex" mode
every character sent to the computer 
is echoed back so that a character 
entered from the keyboard is 

; If' ~,o, rnn F· rr 

; Gf(N'f·IICS UtMi 'i 


; IF l'lOT, '.~)hl~) 


; CM':f< I MiE HETU fl~J 


;:SAVE: Ulf\F: 

; PUT IM >'.MT BUF 
; TliY '.::;F_NDII% IT 

; THY ;;6;; I l'-J 

; PfllMT CHr;R 

; F'O J: I'll TO HFXT Cf.l~,F: 


; DEC COUNTEfi 

; Lm~ 

; OOME? 
: IF MOT, GO 
:J)Ol.,IE 

displayed on the screen after it is 
received from the computer. If the 
computer operates in the "half
duplex" mode there is no echo, and 
characters entered from the keyboard 
must be displayed on the screen 
before they are sent to the computer. 
The terminal program has both full
and half-duplex capability and is in
itially in the half-duplex mode. To 
switch to full-duplex, simply press 
Control-0. To return to half-duplex, 
press Control-0 again (this key 
toggles the duplex mode). If, at first, 
you find that characters entered from 
the keyboard are displayed twice on 
the screen, then the computer is in the 
full-duplex mode; toggle the terminal 
program to full-duplex. Incidentally, 
lines are not restricted to the screen 
width of 64 characters. Lines are ter
minated by the ENTER key and may 
be longer than 64 characters (though 
they will wrap around on the screen). 

I decided to add a cursor, because 
it's hard to use the editor on the 
POP-11/45 without one. The VIDEO 

subroutine to accomplish this is nec
essarily complex. If you don't want a 
cursor you can define the cursor 
character to be an ASCII 32 instead of 
a 143 in line 210, or you can simply 
eliminate all lines in VIDEO that are 
associated with the cursor (there 
won't be much left). 

When the POP-11/45 receives a 
carriage return, it echoes back a car
riage return as well as a linefeed char
acter (ASCII 10). But the "linefeed
inhibit" feature keeps the video 
display from skipping a line. (If this 
feature causes problems with your 
printer, you can take it out.) The 
POP-11/45 returns a linefeed even in 
the half-duplex mode, so a carriage 
return is not displayed following the 
keyboard scan in this mode. If you 
find that the computer you are using 
does not echo a carriage return, then 
you will want to delete the feature. 

Customized Versions 
There are three different versions 

of the terminal program. The first is 
for a Model III that has 16K or more 
bytes of RAM but no printer or disk 
drives. In this case you can modify 
the terminal program by deleting 
lines 230-440, 530, 550, 630-660, 
700-950, and 1270-4480 and then 
assembling what is left. This is the 
simplified terminal program that per
mits your Model III to communicate 
with the remote computer. 

Printer Option 
If you have a parallel printer, you'll 

want to use it to obtain program 
listings and hard copy of data output 

• 	 ,..rograms ~oua, ~1oa, ;£010, ~110, ~11.110, ~o..:J~, ~t..:J~, ~t.l~Pt., ~11.;..l~ , ~oo, , 

2764, 27C64, MCM68766, 27128. 
• 	 RS-232, 3 line serial interface, Xon/Xoff format, DB-25 1/0 connector. 
• 	 No personality modules - software control EPROM selection. 
• 	 Extended diagnostics. 
• 	 LED warning indicates power applied to EPROM socket. 
• 	 Supports Intel, Motorola, and Intel 8086 data formats as well as HEX data 

dump. 
• 	 Automatic baud rate selection. 
• 	 Textool zero insertion force socket. 
• Available CP/M software. 

MYYT . OU.J, r.u. CUA. .JO( 

BAY ST. LOUIS, MISSISSIPPI 39520 
953A, programs most 24 pin EPROMS. Price (601) 467-8231 
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INITIALIZE 
RS-232C 
INTERFACE 

DI SPLAY 
CH ARACTER 
ON SCREEN 

NO 

Figure 1: Operation of the main section of 
the terminal program. The RS-232C 
board is controlled from the program. 

from the computer. In the interest of 
simplicity, I decided to avoid any 
kind of handshaking or sending 
"stall" or pause characters when using 
a printer. But rather than output 
characters to the line printer as they 

Key 

Break 
Control-D 
Control-B 
Control-0 
Control-E 
Control-P 
Control-G 
Control-A 
Control-W 
Control-J 
Control-F 

Function 

returns you to TRSDOS 
toggles duplex mode 
opens buffer 
turns buffer off 
erases buffer 
dumps buffer to line printer 
dumps buffer to computer a line at a time 
reads from disk and dumps into buffer 
writes to disk 
jumps back and continues sending to computer 
fast transfer from disk to computer 

Table 1: Control commands for the terminal program. 

are printed on the screen, I used the 
scheme that follows. 

If you press Control-B, every char
acter that appears on the screen there
after is put into a buffer in the Model 
III. (See table 1 for a list of all pro
gram commands.) When the output 
ceases from the computer, press Con
trol-P and everything that is in the 
buffer will be sent to the printer. If 
you want to stop printing before the 
entire contents of the buffer are 
printed, you can press Control-C to 
return to the terminal program. Con
trol-C is used as an "escape" through
out the program. 

Two other keys control the buffer. 
Control-0 turns it off (i.e., closes off 
the buffer to character insertion). In 
addition, Control-E erases the buffer. 
(A listing of all control keys appears 
in table 1.) 

The only disadvantage to using a 
buffer this way is that it has a limited 

WHY PAY MORE FOR OLD TECHNOLOGY 

IF OUR NEW LOW PRICED MICROPROCESSOR 


DESIGNED MODEMS CAN SATISFY YOUR NEEDS? 


INCOMM AUTO DIAL 
300/1200 
$630.00 

INCOMM M-1200 (212A) 
$475.00 

amount of space, so you may run out 
of RAM. I haven't found this to be a 
problem, though, even when the buf
fer is used for some disk operations as 
well. The assembled version of the 
terminal program occupies less than 
lK bytes of RAM, which leaves at 
least lSK bytes of RAM for the buffer 
on a 16K-byte Model III. 

The second version of the terminal 
program is for a Model III that has 
16K or more bytes of RAM, a parallel 
printer, and no disk drives, as 
described above. Only the following 
lines should be deleted from the pro
gram in listing 1: 290-440, 780-940, 
and 1740-4480. In addition, the pro
gram should be moved down in mem
ory as much as possible to maximize 
the size of the buffer. Make the 
changes in these addresses as listed in 
table 2. This version of the terminal 
program might be called the simpli
fied program with printer capability. 

~ 

~ 


OUR MODEM PRODUCT LINE CONSISTS OF 300 bps 
ACOUSTIC COUPLER, 300 bps DIRECT CONNECT, 
1200 bps DIRECT CONNECT, 300/1200 bps DIRECT 
CONNECT, SINGLE AUTOMATIC DIAL 30011200 
MULTIPLE DIAL 300/1 200. THEY ARE ALL BELL 
COMPATIBLE AND FCC REGISTERED MODEMS. 
ACCESSORIES IN OUR PRODUCT LINE CONSIST 
OF TELEPHONE SETS,NBIC SWITCHES, CABLES 
AND ACCESSORIES, WITH MORE TO COME! 

INCOMM MODEMS Corporate Office:
2 YEAR WARRANTY! IN COMM 

115 N. Wolf Road 
Wheeling, Illinois 60090 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED! Sales: 312-459·8881 
Please call today with your order. Service: 312-459·8874

Bank Cards are accepted. 
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Line Number 

100 ORG 42F2H 
120 DUPLEX EOU 42E9H 
190 CHAR EQU 42EBH 
250 BUFLAG EOU 42EAH 
260 BUFPTR EQU 42ECH 
270 BUFNUM EOU 42EEH 
280 BUFBEG EOU 45AEH 
4490 END 42F2H 

Table 2: Memory address changes required for the printer option. Make these 
changes to the program in listing 1 to maximize the amount of memory in the buffer. 

rect a line immediately after the error 
message is displayed. 

The line-by-line transfer makes use 
of the buffer. When you enter Con
trol-R from the keyboard, a window 
opens up on the screen. You are then 
asked to enter the name of the disk 
file you want loaded into the buffer. 
The file is then dumped into the buf
f er and the screen is restored to its 
previous configuration. If the buffer 
already has data in it, the disk file is 
added to it. You can erase the buffer 
first with a Control-E. You can also 
close the buffer with a Control-0 so 

Disk Drive Option 
The third version of the program 

uses a Model III that has one or more 
disk drives, 32K or more bytes of 
RAM, and a parallel printer. This 
version is identical to the program in 
listing 1 and has two disk operations: 
(1) sending data from disk to the com
puter and (2) saving data received 
from the computer on disk. 

The first operation employs two 
different methods to transfer data 

from a disk to the computer. The first 
method is a line-by-line transfer and 
the second is a continuous transfer. A 
line-by-line transfer is desirable 
because I access a PDP-11/45, which, 
in the immediate mode, has an im
mediate diagnostic for BASIC. In 
other words, if a BASIC program line 
with a syntax error is entered, for ex
ample, the computer will respond im
mediately and return an error 
message. It's useful to be able to cor

= - ;,.?-:: ·cP/M·•'appk! 
. ==-= ":"= . 

VALENTINE DAY SPECIAL II 

IB'd-PC SPECIALS: 

AST EXPANSION ME... ' b4K ... S269 128K ... S369 192K .. . S499 256K 
S5o9. SEA TILE RAM+ wuh SE RIAL: t>4K .. .SJ49 I~BK ...S4~9 . 
l'l~K...S 4<19 ~56K.. . S599 . PERSVST SPECTRUM BOARDS and 
INSTA DRIVE CALL FOR PRICES .. ... .. AUT0\1ATED BUSINESS 
MACHINES 1AB\ll Exrandahl< \1EMORY BOARDS Start at 64K 
SJ 19 each aJd11ion•l 64K add ~(lfl. · 
XEDEX BABY BLUE CARD IC P/ M compatibl<l ...••................. $499 
~dh{J1~~~ BM -PC Compallble) ........ ............ ...... ..................... .. $ 1979 

dBASE 11.. ........... .. .... .. $479 SPELLBINDER ..................... $249 
VISICALC (256Kl.. .. .. . SJ9S SUPERCALC.. ... .... .. ............. $189 

!'EACHiREE PEACHPAK only ..... $335 

C1'1M SPECIALS: 

COMPLETE SYSTtM READY TO G0--2DS DD Drives TELETEK 
morh.r board 64K CPIM 5V." ..... H 'l'l:J,. a · .....$2349 TEtEVIDEO 
and ADDS Terminals available. CROMcMCO'S: NEW C- IOSP.. $1698 
SCION MICROANGELO wirh SCREENPAK II MA51 2.. .. S775 
MA520 .. .. S999,ZENITH All in one: Z-120 .... $3295,SANYO MBC· 
3000 .... $4795,. NORTHSTAR J\dvaohflt' 64K .... S 2595,TELEVIDEO 
TS-80~ .... S25Y5 . We QITY' COM PUPRo·eoARDS and COMPUTERS 
SOFTWARE: We l:a!TY •II major b,.....ds call for 9ur low prices. 
DIGITAL RESEARCH : MAC.... saa . s1i:l.... s96, PLL 1-ao .. .. . S429. 

~fNR~6.~~~9.B~~b1t~~iH~.:.iup~~~&rt?.~~~fJr:i~lin::.?.~~-
APPLE SPECIA S: 

MICROSOFT PREMIUM PAK .... sru.t MICRO-SCI disk drive .... S299 
Conrroller .... S94. We urry all SOr 1wARE and GAMES for APPLE 

EPSON MX80FT ll l .... S509o. MXIOO lll .... $689,. C' TOH Prowriler 
$499. LETTER QUALITY r-RINTERS ALSO ~ vAILABLE.... CALL 

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR UNIVERSmEs. WE ACCEPT PO's. 
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE ... PLEASE CALL FIRST 

that other characters are not put into 
it. If you enter Control-C as one of 
the filename characters, the screen is 
restored and execution jumps back to 
the main program. 

Pressing a Control-G sends the 
data in the buffer to the computer. It 
is sent one line at a time; the opera
tion pauses after a carriage return is 
encountered. This gives the computer 
a chance to respond. To send the next 
line, just press any key (except 
Control-CJ. 

To escape from this "send" mode, 
enter Control-C, which returns you 
to the main section of the program. If 
the computer sends an error message 
after you have sent a line, you can 
correct the line before continuing on 
to the next one. Enter the corrected 
line and then press Control-}, and the 
Model III will continue sending where 
it left off. This way, you can send and 
edit a relatively large program in just 
a few minutes. The bother of having 
to send a character after each line is 
offset by the convenience of being 
able to edit a line immediately after it 
has been sent to the computer. 

In the unlikely event that you have 
a program whose size exceeds the buf
fer, simply save it on disk in seg
ments. Then successively load each 
part, send it to the computer, erase 
the buffer, load the next part, send it 
to the computer, and so on. This way 
you can save a program of any size. 

The second transfer operation, 
continuous send, is similar but even 
easier. When you press Control-F, 
you will be asked to enter a filename 
just as before. The contents of that 
file will be sent without pauses to the 
computer. The characters will be dis
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played on the screen as they are sent. 
These characters are not put into the 
buffer, so there is no limit to the size 
of the program you send. The com
puter must be able to accept these 
characters as they are sent. If for 
some reason it is not ready, perhaps 
because of heavy use, some char
acters may be lost. Continuous send 
eliminates the need for handshaking 
or the use of stall or pause characters. 
There is no escape from the transfer 
operation; you must wait until the en
tire file has been sent. 

The other disk operation, saving 
data sent from the computer, is easy 
as well. First put the incoming data 
into the buff er just as though you 
were going to output it to the printer. 
When the output has ceased, close the 
buffer with a Control-0 so that no 
extraneous data is put into the buffer. 
Then enter a Control-W. You will be 
asked to enter a filename, after which 
the data will be written from the buf
fer to disk and the screen will be 
restored. 

Circle 1 2 on Inquiry card. 

ANATRON MULTIFUNCTION RAM BOARD st~~:!d $450 

Socketed for easy memory expansion • Each port individually disabled 


Parallel Printer Port may be configured as LPTl or LPT2 or LPT3 

Two RS 232 ports configured as COMl and COM2 • Base address 


selectable on any 64 KB boundary •All features fully compatible with IBM PC 


EVERYTHING FOR THE PC 

HARDWARE 	 SOFTWARE 
• 	 Disk Drives: e Condor DBMS 

Single Sided 11 l~l kb! .$23'1.00 • 	 Ed-Word® Screen Editor/ Word Processor 
Double Side d 1311 kb ] . . ....... $300.00 
 e NECPRINT [NEC 8023AC print utility] 

• 	 RAM Exp.1nsion Packages for e GRAPHDUMP 
Mu the r llo.ird I1b kb) • , .. $25.00 

Memory b p.msion !fo.1 rd [64 kb] .... $130.00 
 Price.~ rf'i'lecr 3% Ca.~h Discount 

• 	 Printers INEC , EPSON, OKIDATAI . .. .. . . $CALL 
• Monilors INEC, TEKO, AMDEKI . . .... . . . $CALL More hardware and software coming. 
. • Diskettes[3M d•:~''i:t·;~;'d1,.tf ) . •• • •• •••••••• $CALL Call for details . 

• 	 h:lension Cahll·~ for : 

202 West Benn II treet, N linr, Michipn 48176 
Terms FOB Saline Michigan [313] 429-2678 

Hours 9 a.m. - 5 p .m. E.S.T. 

A Few Final Notes 
Some of the more popular word 

processors store data with zero as a 
final character. This will not present a 
problem, because the program dis
regards zeros. In addition, a carriage 
return is often stored as an ASCII 141 
character. The program will translate 
that to an ASCII 13 so that it will not 
be displayed on the screen. 

The program has no disk-error 
recovery routines, so if a disk error 
occurs (if the computer tries to read a 
nonexistent file, for example) the pro
gram will probably bomb. Don't 
panic; simply press the Reset button 
to reboot, reload the program, and 
you'll be back in business. Whatever 
you do, don't hang up the telephone, 
because you will probably still be 
logged in, and the next person who 
accesses the computer may get into 
your account. I didn't put in any disk
error recovery capability so that I 
could limit the length of the listing. 

One final note of caution: if you 
press Control-I (jump back) without 
having jumped out in the first place, 
the program will almost certainly 
crash.• 

RHINO®/APPLE SYSTEM I 

$4,99500 

An integrated high-tech robotic package for 
education, research, and industrial planning. 
Hardware. Teaching software programs. Com
prehensive instruction manual. Peripherals 
available. System includes: 

• 	RHINO•!ll XR-1 (Standard Hand, Standard 
Power Supply)-%" aluminum arm con
struction, optical encoders on each axis, six 
DC Servo Gear motors, digital design w/ on
board microprocessor, built-in self-test pro
gram, 22.5" max. reach, 32" height, %" 
width, 5 lb. lifting capacity 

• Apple II +, 48K 
• Apple Disk II w/ interface 
• CCS 771 DA RS-232C interface 
• RHINO'~/Apple interface cable 
• 	Apple Monitor Ill- Green 12" 

RHINO®I Apple software package #1 For information on the basic RHINO•!ll 
(RASP 1) system and other RHINO'..,/Apple integrated 

• 	RHINO'~ XR-1 "Introduction to Robotics" 250 packages. contact: 
pg. manual 
Tool kit for robotic arm 

• Instruction for RHINO•!!l /Apple hook-up 
• Apple DOS 3.3 Software System w/ manual 
• Apple system manuals w/software instruction 

manual Rhino Robots, Inc. 
Systems shipped FO.B. Champaign, IL. Price & 308 S. State, Champaign, IL. 61820 
specifications may be altered without notice. 217/352-8485 TWX 910 245-0151 
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What's New? 


Full-Stroke Keyboard 
for Atari 

The B Key 400, a full-
stroke keyboard, provides 
an alternative to the Atari 
400's membrane keyboard. 
Manufactured by lnhome 
Software. the B Key 400 is 
easy to install and has all 
the features of a full-stroke 

keyboard. It's available for 
sI 19. 9 5 from lnhome Soft
ware Inc., 2485 Dunwin 
Dr., Mississauga, Ontario 
L5L I Tl, Canada, (416) 
828-0775 . 
Circle 550 on inquiry card. 

Large Keyboards 
for Disabled 

Cacti Computer Services 
has designed an I I - by 
2 I -inch pressure-sensitive 
keyboard system for in
d iv idual s with limited 
hand or finger control. 
This system consists of a 
keyboard with widely 
spaced contacts. a driver 
routine. an interface to 
plug into the computer. 
connecting cables. and a 
plastic mask. Once the 
driver routine has been 
loaded. the computer's 
keyboard combines with 
the large keyboard to run 
commercially available 

software without modifi
cations. 

Several keyboard lay
outs are offered. and cus
tom arrangements can be 
made at no additional 
charge. The system is pre
sently marketed for use 
with Apple and Commo
dore PETICBM computers. 
It costs S525. For full de
tails, contact Cacti Com
puter Services, I 30 9th St. . 
SW, Portage la Prairie. 
Manitoba , R1N 2N4 , 
Canada. 
Circle 5 5 I on inquiry card. 

Expansion Slots for 
Color Computer 

Up to four separate 
peripherals can be simul
taneously connected to 
Radio Shack's TRS-80 Col
or Computer with Maple 
Leaf Systems' Multiport a 
multiple-slot expansion 
unit. Each peripheral is on 
line and accessible to a 
program by means of a 
POKE command. With 
Multiport. the Color Com
puter is able to switch be
tween peripherals under 
software control. which 
allows a single program 
access to any or all 
peripherals at any time. 
Multiport is described as a 
powerful hardware circuit 
that connects directly to all 
models of the Color Com
puter. 

Multiport comes assem
b I ed and tested for 
S99.50. and full instruc
tions are included. It's 
available from Maple Leaf 
Systems. POB 2190, Sta
tion C, Downsview, On
tario M2N 2S9, Canada. 
Circle 552 on inquiry card. 

Interfaces in 

Computing 


Interfaces in Comput
ing is an international Jour
nal for system designers. 
electronic engineers, tech
nicians, and production 
managers concerned with 
computing technology. 
Topics addressed in this 
quarterly range from low
speed communications be
tween microprocessors to 
high-performance buses 
linking mainframes. Hard
ware and software inter

facing are given equal 
priority. 

Annual subscriptions to 
Interfaces in Computing 
cost l 60 Swiss francs (ap
proximately S89). includ
ing postage. Further de
tails are available from 
Elsevier Sequoia S. A. , 
POB 851, CH- I 001 Lau
sanne 1, Switzerland; tel: 
(021) 20 73 81; Telex: 26 

620 ELSACH. 

Circle 553 on inquiry card. 


Microdoctor 
Diagnoses 
Computers 

Dataman Designs' 
Microdoctor is an intelli
gent device to help en
gineers diagnose faults in 
computers and computer
con tr o 11 ed products. 
M icrodoctor's built-in 
printer produces hard
copy printouts of prepro
grammed tests on chips in 
addressing space. This de
vice is capable of testing 
ROMs (read-only mem
ories). RAMs (r andom-ac
cess read/write memories). 
and 1/0 and data lines. It 
can also be used for mem
ory-mapping unknown 
systems and writing to or 
reading from any device in 
address or 110 space. 
Memory contents are 
printed out in hexadecimal 
or ASCII codes. 

Microdoctor, a Z80
based product comes 
with a Z80 disassembler 
that can be used to print 
out disassembled listings of 
the ROM in any Z80 sys
tem. Disassemblers for 
other microprocessors are 
available. The Microdoctor 
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What's Neww1 

costs £295. Contact Data
man Designs. Lombard 
House. Cornwall Rd., Dor
chester. Dorset. OT 1 1 RX, 
England; tel: [0305) 
68066; T~ex: 418442. 
Circle 554 on inquiry card. 

MISCELLANEOUS 


Computer Cases for 
Commodore 64 

The Computer Case 
Company has added two 
carrying cases designed 
for the Commodore 64 to 
its product line. Made of 
luggage material with 
hard sides. brass hard
ware. and key locks. each 
case has room enough for 
additional equipment. 
papers. and manuals. 
Built-in rubber pads pro
tect furniture. and steel 
lugs on the bottom protect 
the case when it's trans
ported. 

The CM703 case holds 
the Commodore, one or 
two disk drives. and the 
power supply. The CM704 
case holds the computer, 
the data set program re
corder, and the power 
supply. Both models can 
accommodate the Com
modore VIC-20 and re
lated equipment. These 
carrying cases are avail
able at many computer 
stores or factory-direct 
from the Computer Case 
Co .. 5650 Indian Mound 

Court. Columbus. OH 
43213, [800) 848-7548: in 
Ohio. [614) 868-9464. 
Circle 555 on inquiry card. 

ASUs Ease Selection 
of Peripherals 

Giltronix's series of auto
matic switching units 
fASUs) is designed to facili
tate automatic selection of 
peripherals by means of a 
computer or control de
vice. ASUs give you 
remote peripheral options 
and the ability to select a 
printer, modem. etc. 
without leaving the key
board. Giltronix ASUs 
have built-in software for 
unmanned computer-pro
gr ammed control over 
peripherals. Networking 
capabilities are said to be 
enhanced through a speci
alized line-driving func
tion. By connecting an 
ASU to a modem. remote
site port selection and 
operation can be achieved. 
Giltronix ASUs can switch 
RS-232C lines [TD, RD, 
RTS. CTS. DTR. DSR. DCD, 
and TC) and come con
figured for switching RS
232C ASCII/asynchronous 
data 1/0 devices. 

Three models are cur
rently available: the ASU3, 
ASU5, and ASU7 [three, 
five, or seven ports, re
spectively). Optional fea
tures include manual over
ride and front-panel LED 
flight-emitting diode) 
monitoring. Prices range 
from S 449 to S 658. Full 
technical specifications 
can be obtained from Gil
tronix Inc.. 970 San An
tonio Ave.. Palo Alto. CA 
94303, [415) 493-1300. 
Circle 556 on inquiry card. 

Expansion Frame 
for the IBM PC 

The PCX-6 expansion 
frame from RCS gives the 
IBM Personal Computer six 
additional system slots. Its 
fully socketed mother
board permits simple ex
pansion by insertion of ap
propriate chips Optional 
support equipment for the 
PCX-6 includes two asyn
chronous serial ports, 
three par al/el ports. a real
time clock. and an extra 
heavy-duty power supply 
for running a 5Y4 -inch 
Winchester hard-disk drive 
inside the Personal Com
puter. RCS also offers 
64K-byte memory incre
ments f 192K-byte maxi

mum) featuring DPECC 
[dynamic parity error-cor
rection circuitry). DPECC 
memory detects single
a nd double-bit_ parity er
rors and corrects single-bit 
errors without system pro
cessor overhead and with
out interrupts. 

The PCX-6 can be pur
chased with or without 
the optional equipment in
stalled. Prices begin at 
S59 5. Full information is 
available from RCS Inc .. 
2116A Walsh Ave, Santa 
Clara. CA 95050. [408) 
727-7548. 
Circle 557 on inquiry card. 

Extra Slot for Apple 

Motherboard 


Legend Industries' Soft 8 
card plugs directly into the 
Apple /l's slot 7 and pro
vides slots 7 and 8. Switch
ing between slots is soft
ware-driven. and you can 
shift back and forth be
tween cards with simple 
software commands. 
With Soft 8, you can place 
nine software-accessible 
cards in your Apple. 

Soft 8 is supplied with 
software that lets you 
modify standard Apple 
DOS so that it will recog
nize the added slot. The 
suggested retail price is 
584.95. Soft 8 is manu

factured by Legend Indus

tries Ltd. 2220 Scott Lake 

Rd.. Pontiac. Ml 48054. 

[313) 674-0953. 

Circle 558 on inquiry card. 
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Atari/CP/M lnterface 
USS Enterprises' Critical 

Connection provides the 
means to connect an Atari 
400 or 800 to a CP/M sys
tem so that the Atari can 
use the CP/M system's 
printer. disk drives. and key
board. This system is made 
up of hardware to connect 
an RS-232C port on a CP/M 
system to an Atari disk/ 
printer port. 50 feet of cable. 
and an 8-inch single-density 
disk with software that 
makes the CP/M system's 
drives. printer. and key
board replace the Atari's. 

The Critical Connection 
costs 5175. The company 
requests that you provide 
the name of the CP/M sys
tem to be connected to the 
Atari. For a brochure de
scribing the Critical Connec
tion and further purchasing 
information. contact USS 
Enterprises. 6 708 Lander
wood, San Jose. CA 
95120, (408) 997-0264. 
Circle 559 on inquiry card. 

Floor·Stand for 
Joysticks 

The Grand Stand Com
pany's JOYStick floor stand 
is designed for optimum 
positioning, comfort. and 
control. The company 
claims that it is an aid in 
eliminating wrist and el
bow fatigue and improves 
finger dexterity. The stand 
is made from solid wood 
with a walnut finish and 
streamlined appearance. It 
costs 534.95. Order from 
the Grand Stand Co , 
4231 Bluebell Ave .. Studio 
City. CA 91604. 
Circle 560 on inquiry card. 

Interactive Training 
Programs for 
Professionals 

American Training Inter
national IA Tl) produces in
ter active training programs 
for popular software pack
ages. These programs are 
targeted for professional 
users and are designed for 
CP/M systems and the IBM 
Personal Computer. A Tl's 
menu-driven software pro
vides hands-on practice. 
and a course can be com
pleted in an average time 
of less than 45 minutes. 
Each course contains a 
general introduction and 
periodic refreshers. 

A Tl complements the 
training disks with a user's 

' handbook that serves as a 
referenced hard-copy ver
sion of the information 
covered. Current titles 
available include Plan
Power for Visicalc. D . B. 
Power for dBASE II. ATl
Power for IBM PC-DOS, 
and ATl-Power for CP/M. 
Each course costs 575. For 
full details, contact ATl 
Inc., Suite 300. 3800 High
land Ave.. Manhattan 
Beach. CA 90266, (213) 
546-4725 . 
Circle 561 on inquiry card. 

Diagnostic Service 
for Immediate 

Updates, Solutions 
Tele-Maintenance. a 

communications and diag
nostic service from Rotat
ing Logic Systems, pro
vides immediate hard-disk 
analyses and software up
dates. According to the 
company, electronic anal
yses over toll-free tele
phone lines will ensure 

that correct service solu
tions are conveyed to the 
user's display screen or 
printer. Routing software 
updates and service in
quiries to factory tech
nicians will give customers 
on-the-spot service and 

corrections. Full particulars 

on the Tele-Maintenance 

service will be supplied by 

Rotating Logic Systems. 

Highland and White St. 

Greensburg, PA 1 560 I, 

1412) 832-0140. 

Circle 562 on inquiry card. 


SYSTEMS 


Compact 280 Board 
Davidge Corporation's 

DSB-4/6 single-board com
puter measures I 0 by 5314 
by 314 inches-small enough 
to fit inside a 5 V4 -inch 
floppy-disk enclosure. The 
DSB-4/6 comes with a disk 
::ontroller that automati
::ally interfaces with both 
single- or double-density 
5 V<l- and 8-inch floppy
jisk drives simultaneously. 
3 Centronics-type parallel 
Jort. a parallel hard-disk 
Jort that provides 8-bit bi
jirectional 110 and AO and 
A. I address lines. a 2K-byte 
Joot EPROM (erasable pro
;Jrammable read-only mem-
Jry). and 64K bytes of 
~AM (random-access 
read/write memory). The 

DSB-4/6 can be configured 
for two or four RS-232C 
serial ports of which three 
can be used for standard 
peripherals; the fourth port 
is available for a modem. 
The company offers a 
choice of the 4-MHz Z80A 
or the 6-MHz Z80B pro
cessor. 

In single units. the price 
for the DSB-4/6 ranges be
tween 5695 and 5995, de
pending on processor and 
number of 110 ports de
sired. Quantity discounts 
are available. For complete 
details, contact Davidge 
Corp .. Suite X. 1951 Col
ny St. Mountain View. 

CA 94043. 
Circle 563 on inquiry card. 
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What's Neww? . 

User-Friendly 
Multiuser System 
Z-Oisk is a fully in

tegrated desktop multiuser 
system designed for office 
or small business use from 
Product Associates Inc. 
This system features a sim
ple menu-choice sequence 
and a mouse for easy 
menu selection. For each 
user, Z-Oisk dedicates a 
processor module that 
contains a Z80 micropro
cessor, 64K bytes of 
RAM (random-access read/ 
write memory), and com
plete 1/0 capabilities. A 
master processor module 
supervises all user requests 
for shared starage and 
peripheral devices. Com
munication between the 
master processor and user 
modules is handled by a 
high-speed parallel bidirec
tional synchronous inter
processor data channel. 

Standard features in
clude a user-to-system 
interface that makes Z-Oisk 
user-friendly for nontech
nical users, two serial 
ports, one parallel port 
and field-expansion capa
bilities for up to five users. 
System software is made 
up of MP/M CP/NOS, and 
Comstar software, which 
provides this system with 
an extensive base of 
CP/M-compatible applica
tions functions. The Com
star software gives Z-Oisk 
integrated word-process
ing, planning, and com
munications capabilities. It 
uses an inter active 
prompting menu ap
proach to guide users 
through application pro
cedures. 

Mass storage for Z-Oisk 
includes up to 40 mega

bytes of Winchester disk 
drives and a floppy-disk 
drive. Single Z-Oisks have 
a base price of 52995; 
quantity and OEM (origin
al equipment manufac
turer) discounts are avail
able. For full information, 
contact Product Associ
ates, 465 Convention 
Way, Redwood City, CA 
94063, (415) 364-3121 . 
Circle 564 on inquiry card. 

Workstations Run 

Two Concurrent 


Jobs 

Wordplex Corporation's 

80-4 workstation can 
serve as the host computer 
in a three-terminal cluster. 
In an 80-4 network, the 
control station and its two 
satellites have individual 
displays and keyboards, 
I 28K bytes of memory, 
and independent Z80 
microprocessors. The con
trol station has a double
sid ed double-density 
5Yi -inch floppy-disk drive 
(600K bytes of storage) 
and a 10-megabyte Win
chester disk drive that's 
shared by all three work
stations. 

Wordplex's Gemini oper
ating system highlights the 
80-4 workstation. Gemini 
is said to give the 80-4 the 
processing power of two 
terminals in each satellite 
workstation through a 
Oualground processing 
technique. This process 
permits each satellite to 
load and run two concur
rent tasks in main mem
ory, with each job having 
a distinct screen image 
and keyboard buffer. Each 
workspace (ground) in the 

Oualground system com
prises 32K bytes of dedi
cated memory. Also, a 
block of up to 24K bytes of 
memory is divided be
tween the two work
spaces and dynamically 
assigned as required. 

The 80-4 offers users the 
option of running CP/M 
and CP/M-compatible ap
plications on a stand-alone 
basis, and the cluster can 
have two ports for exter
nal communications. Op

tional equipment for the 
80-4 workstation includes 
5 V4 -inch double-sided 
double-density floppy-disk 
drives for the satellite ter
minals. A fully configured 
system costs less than 
58000 per workstation. 
For complete details, con
tact Wordplex Corp., 141 
Triunfo Canyon Rd. , 
Westlake Village, CA 
91361, f 213) 889-4455. 
Circle 565 on inquiry card. 

Mastermax Based 
on ZBOIS-1 00 

Mastermax, a four-slot 
S-100 Z80-based com
puter, is marketed by John 
0. Owens Associates. This 
single-card computer has 
dual 8-inch floppy-disk 
drives, 64K bytes of bank
selectable RAM frandom
access read/write mem
ory), and a four-channel 
direct memory access con
troller. The floppy-disk 
controller can handle both 
single- and double-density 
data transfers and control 
up to four 5 Yi - or 8-inch 
disk drives in either OMA 
(direct memory access), in
terrupt or programmed 
1/0 modes. Mastermax 
also incorporates 4-MHz 
operation, IEEE 696. 1/0 
compliance, the CP/M 
operating system, two 

parallel 1/0 ports, and two 
RS-232C serial channels, 
one of which is program
mable in either OMA, inter
rupt, or programmable 1/0 
modes. When equipped 
with the TurboOOS multi
user operating system, 
Mastermax can accommo
date four users accessing 
the same bus and data
base. 

Options for Mastermax 
include 10-, 20-, and 
40-megabyte Winchester 
hard-disk drives. With doc
umentation, the basic sys
tem costs 52540. Further 
information is available 
from John 0. Owens Asso
ciates, 12 Schubert St., 
Staten Island, NY 10305, 
f 212) 448-6283. 
Circle 566 on inquiry card. 
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ATARI 

Atari Printer Interface 

Looking Glass Micro
products' Interface No. I 
allows any printer with a 
C en tr on ic s-compa tible 
parallel interface to be 
connected to an Atari 
400/800 via controller 
jacks J3 and J4. The inter
face comes with a printer
handler that replaces the 
one resident in the Atari 
and occupies less than 
128 bytes of user program 
area. The printer-handler is 
compatible with Atari car
tridges and programs and 

comes on either cassette 
or disk. 

Complete documenta
tion, installation instruc
tions, and program listings 
are supplied with Interface 
No. I . It costs 585, which 
includes a 15-day money
back guarantee. Dealer in
quiries are invited. Full de
tails are available from 
Looking Glass Microprod
ucts. POB 5084, Loveland, 
co 80537 . 
Circle 567 on inquiry card. 

Random-Access 

Printing 


Interactive Structures, 
manufacturer of the Pkaso 
ID 12 Color Printer Inter
face, has introduced the IS 
Pipeline print buffer. Fea
turing random-access 
printing, Pipeline lets you 
select sentences, para
graphs, graphs, or pictures 
from different programs or 
computers so that you can 
compose and print a 
finished document. Pipe
line is useful for inserting 
graphs into reports, plac
ing addresses on form let
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ters, and compiling letters 
out of component para
graphs. Standard operat
ing functions include con
ventional FIFO (first-in, 
first-out) operation, data 
compression for space sav
ing, the ability to bypass 
buffer operations for 
straight-through printing, 
a simple erase feature to 
clear the buffer, and auto
matic duplication. The 
Pipeline's memory can be 
expanded from 8K bytes 
to I 28K bytes, and the 

system is compatible with 
any Centronics-type 
parallel computer-printer 
connection . 

Pipeline comes with a 
plug-in power supply, 
cabling, and manual. It's 
guaranteed for one year 
and ranges in price from 
5195 to 5405, depending 
upon buffer size. For fur
ther details, contact Inter
active Structures Inc., J 46 
Montgomery Ave. , Bala 
Cynwyd, PA 19004, (2 l 5) 
667-1713 . 
Circle 568 on inquiry card. 

Pac RAT Stores Up 
to 8 Megabytes 

Damco's Pac RAT (ran
dom-access tape) gives 
you from 5 to 8 mega
bytes of on-line random
access storage (unformat
ted) in a package the same 
size and shape of a stan
dard 51/4-inch floppy-disk 
drive. Each of Pac Rat's 
two magnetic tape car
tridges has 88 tracks of 60 
or 9 5 sectors r2 5 6-byte 
sectors) per track. A single 
read or write accesses 
each cartridge. Pac Rat's 
power requirements and 
controller interface are 
floppy-disk standard so 
that it can plug into ex
isting systems. In small 
quantities. it costs less than 
5480. Contact Damco, 
22 l 0 l 8th Ave ., Rock 
Island, IL 6 120 I, (309) 
793-0655. 
Circle 569 on inquiry card. 

8086 Upgrade for 
Heath/Zeniths 

Technical Micro Sys
tems' H- l 000 is an 8086 
upgrade that replaces the 

2-MHz Z80 board in Heath/ 
Zenith H-89/Z89 comput
ers. This . board retains a II 
the Z80 board's features 
while provid ing a 16-bit 
8086 processor, two addi
tional 110 slots, I 28K bytes 
of RAM (random-access 
read/write memory) that 
can be expanded to I 
megabyte, a dual-speed 
software-controlled clock 
for the Z80, and the ability 
to run the MS-DOS or 
CP/M-86 operating sys
tems. It's completely com
patible with existing Heath 
hardware and software. 
When in its 8086 mode, 
the H-1000 is software
compatible with Z-100 
systems and the IBM Per
sonal Computer under MS
DOS or CP/M-86. 

In single units, the 
H-1000 costs 5 1495 Full 
details are available from 
Technical Micro Systems 
Inc., Department H, 366 
Cloverdale, Ann Arbor, Ml 
48 I 05, I3 13) 994-0784 
Circle 570 on inquiry card. 

Modem Operates 

Independently of 


Host 

Visionary 100 is a 

300-bps (bit-per-second) 
programmable 8085 micro
,xocessor-controlled mo
dem that operates inde
pendently of the host 
computer. When your 
computer is switched off 
or working on a task, this 
modem can automatically 
answer a telephone, re
ceive and store a transmis
sion in its memory, and ac
tivate a front-panel mes
sage-waiting indicator . 
Additionally, the Visionary 
100 can print a message, 
complete with date and 



What's Neww1 

time, to your terminal. 

Standard features in
clude an SK-byte control 
program; a 2K-byte buffer 
that can be expanded to 
24K bytes; a real-time 
clock and calendar; pro
grammable auto-answer. 
auto-dial, auto-send. and 
reception; and storage 
and retrieval of telephone 
numbers, custom com
mands, and text files. Data 
formats provided are serial, 
bina1y, asynchronous 7 or 
8 data bits. l or 2 stop bits, 
and no parity. Data rates 
of 300 or l 200 bps to the 
host machine and 300 bps 
to telephone lines are 
standard. 

The Visionary l 00 uses 
an RS-232C interface and 
is Bell System l 00 series 
compatible (answer or ori
ginate). It costs 5 59 5 from 
Visiona1y Electronics Inc.. 
141 Parker Ave .. San Fran
cisco, CA 941 18, (415) 
751 -8811. 
Circle 5 71 on inquiry card. 

Printmate 99 
MP/'s Printmate 99 is an 

80-column dot-matrix 
printer. It features a 
I K-byte memory buffer. 
tractor and friction feeds, 
and built-in Centronics
type and RS-232C inter
faces. It can print at l 00 
characters per second. 

Options for the Print
mate 99 include a 2K-byte 
memory buffer and a 
single-sheet feeder. The 
suggested price is 5695. 
Full specifications can be 
obtained from MP/, 4426 
South Century Dr.. Salt 
Lake City. UT 84 l 07, 
(800) 821-8848; in Utah. 
(801) 263-3081. 
Circle 572 on inquiry card. 

CP/M-86 and CP/M-80 

Compatibility for Victor 9000 


Small Systems Engineer
ing Corporation's Vic
tor-80 plug-in card lets the 
Victor 9000 run either 16
b it CP/M-86 or 8-bit 
CP/M-80 software. Vic
tor-80 is based on Zilog's 
Z80 microprocessor and 
features up to 64K bytes of 
RAM (random-access read/ 
write memory) running at 
speeds of up to 6 MHz 
with no wait states. It 
plugs directly into any of 
the Victor's four internal 
expansion slots and per
mits all standard CP/M 2.2 
software to run without 
modification. 

The Victor-80 comes 
with a floppy disk contain
ing two files for software 
toggling between CP/M-86 
and CP/M-80. Files gener
ated under either CP/M 
are structurally identical. 
and any file created under 

one operating system can 
be used by the other with
out restrictions. Other 
standard features of this 
card include a built-in Cor
vus hard-disk interface and 
the ability to accommo
date as many as four Cor
vus 20-megabyte disks 
simultaneously. Optional 
high-speed backup capa
bilities include the Corvus 
Mirror and a video-cas
sette recorder. 

In single units. the 
4-MHz Victor-80-A card 
costs 5595, and the Vic
tor-80-B, which operates 
at 6 MHz. lists for 5650. 
Complete information is 
available from Small Sys
tems Engineering Corp.. 
1056 Elwell Court Palo 

Alto. CA 94303, (415) 

964-8201. 

Circle 573 on inquiry card. 


PUBLICAT IONS 


CP/M Software Index 

The third edition of the 
CP/M Software Index lists 
more than 1600 programs 
offered by 507 vendors. 
Produced by the Small Sys
tems Group, the index 1s 

organized into five major 
areas: systems pro gr ams. 
general applications, ac
counting applications. util
ity applications, and indus
try-specific software. Each 

entry gives a brief descrip
tion. price. operating sys
tem versions, and the ven
dor's name, address. and 
telephone number. Many 
of the programs will run 
under CP/M-86. MP/M-80, 
MP/M-86, and Concurrent 
CP/M-86 and all are said to 
be available for the 
CP/M-80 operating system. 

Single copies of the in
dex cost 5 IO; outside 
North America. 514. Or
der from the Small Systems 
Group, POB 5429. Santa 
Monica. CA 90405. 
Circle 574 on inquiry card. 

Business Packages 
Catalog 

A free catalog featuring 
more than 40 business ap
plications packages and 
publications for Apple II 
and Ill computer users is 
available from Monument 
Computer Service. It in
cludes accounting, word 
processing, payroll. and 
medical billing programs. 
Contact Monument Com
puter Service. Village Data 
Center. POB 603. Joshua 
Tree. CA 92252. f6 l 9) 
365-6668. 
Circle ~75 on inquiry card. 

New Release 
Explores Database 

Software 
David Kruglinski's Data 

Base Management Sys
tems is purported to be the 
definitive source for 
thorough and objective in
formation on microcom
puter database-manage
ment packages. It is in
tended to supply the infor
mation you need to intel
ligently decide how to buy 
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Circle 576 on inquiry card. 

Inside the Personal 

Computer 


The revised edition of 
Tenley Design's Inside the 
IBM Personal Computer 
can be ordered from Star
ware. This book provides 
a detailed explanation of 
the system's operation 
and serves as a supple
ment to the IBM Personal 
Computer Technical Re
ference Manual. The 
theory behind the system 
board electronics is de
scribed. and a design for a 
rynultifunction 1/0 board 
that's compatible with the 
IBM's expansion slots is 
provided. Information on 
interfacing user-supplied 
hardware and software to 
the system is presented. 

Inside the IBM Personal 
Computer costs S 12.95. 
It's published and distri
buted by Starware. 170 I K 
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Directory Helps 

Consumers Compare 


Software 

Information Sources' 

Small Systems Software 
and Services Sourcebook 
is designed to help you 
avoid purchasing pro
grams that don't fill your 
needs. In nontechnical 
terms. this work describes 
the applications and limita
tions of 1300 minicom
puter and microcomputer 
programs for machines 
manufactured by Apple. 
Commodore. Data Gen
eral, Digital Equipment 
Corporation. Hewlett 
Packard. Honeywell. NEC. 
and Zenith. This book. 
which is more than 500 
pages. also gives you data 
on related services. hard
ware and operating sys
tem compatibility. pur
chasing terms. and ven
dors. 

The Small Systems Soft
ware and Services 
Sourcebook is a limited 

ed1t1on available at a one
year subscription rate of 
S 125. A 600-page com
prehensive supplement 
with up-to-the-minute 
listings is included with 
each subscription . For fur
ther details. contact Infor
mation Sources Inc.. 1807 · 
Glenview Rd.. Glenview. 
IL 60025. [312) 724-9285. 
Circle 578 on inquiry card. 

Comprehensive 
Software Catalogs 
Queue has produced 

three free catalogs describ
ing discount and educa
tional software. Queue 
Catalog # 10 lists more 
than JOO programs for the 
Atari. and Catalog # 11 
focuses on programs for 
the VIC-20. Listing several 
thousand programs from 
more than 140 publishers. 
Catalog # 1 2 is devoted to 
the Apple computer. 

Queue's educational 
software catalogs cover all 
grade levels from kinder
garten (Catalog #8) to col
lege (Catalog #9) and Ap
ple. PET. and TRS-80 com
puters. To order. specify 
computer and catalog 
number. Queue Inc.. 5 
Chapel Hill Dr. Fairfield. 
CT 06432. 1203) 
335-0908. 
Circle 579 on inquiry card. 

SOFTWARE 


Orbquest 
Orbquest is a role

playing CP/M game from 
Digital Marketing Corpora
tion. The game. set in a 
fantasy universe. chal

lenges you with ever
changing situations where 
monsters and pitfalls con
found your search for an 
orb buried in a multilevel 
dungeon. With each 
Journey into the dungeon. 
you gain experience and 
magical powers that make 
you stronger and help you 
get closer to the glittering 
orb. 

Orbquest requires a 
56K-byte CP/M syscem 
and a cursor-addressable 
terminal. It costs 539.95. 
including a manual. It's 
available from Digital 
Marketing Corp.. 2670 
Cherry Lane. Walnut 
Creek. CA 94596. 1415) 
938-2880. 
Circle 580 on inquiry card. 

Free IBM PC 

Programs 


B & L Computer Con
sultants is offering two free 
programs for the IBM Per
sonal Computer. Electronic 
Disk causes system RAM 
Ir andom-access read/write 
memory) to emulate a 
I 60K-byte disk drive. It's 
said to be 50 times faster 
than a drive. This program 
requires 256K bytes of 
memory and is referenced 
as drive C. Electronic Disk 
can be employed in any 
application where a regular 
disk drive is being used. 

New Reset provides two 
types of resets to DOS. The 
resets use the Control I. 
Control 2. and Control 3 
keys for single-handed con
trol operation. Control I 
functions exactly like the 
IBM's Control ALT DEL se
quence. and Control 2 
functions similarly except 

and use database-man
agement software for your 
business. In this book. the 
capabilities of file. rela
tional. and network/hier
archical systems are de
fined and standards for 
evaluating database-man
agement software are pro
vided. Several software 
packages are examined. 
including Condor Series 
20. dBASE II. FMS-80. 
Datastar. and many others 
that run under CP/M. 

Data Base Manage
ment Systems. a 256-page 
paperback book. costs 
s16.95 and is available 
from Osborne/McGraw
Hill. 630 Bancroft Way. 
Berkeley. CA 94710. 1415) 
548-2805. 

St. NW. Washington. DC 

20006. 

Circle 577 on inquiry card. 
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(~ Alspa Computer, Inc.] 
The pr1ce·perlormance leader. Includes ZBOA. 1 or 2 full B" 
drives !double densily. double sided). 3 serial and 1 parallel 
port. and winchester port. Prices start at less than 52000. 
DEALE Aand OEM 1n~iries invited 
--------·······- ·---------------------·-······ ··--- -----------· ······· 

SPECIALS on INTREGATED CIRCUITS 
6502 745 10/ 6.95 50/ 6.55 100/ 6.15 

6502A/6512A B40 101795 501735 100/690 

6520 PIA 5.15 10/ 4.90 50/ 4 45 100/ 4 15 

6522 VIA 6.45 10/ 6.10 50/ 5 75 1DD/ 545 

6532 790 1017 40 50/ 7 OD 1OD/ 6 60 

2114-l200 245 25/ 2 30 1OD/ 2 15 

2716 EPROM 4.90 Si4.50 10/ 4 OD 

2532 EPROM 790 51745 10/ 6.90 

61162KXBCMOSRAM 790 5/745 10/690 

411 6 RAM B for 14 
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Anchor Automation Signalman Modems 
FREE SOURCE MEMBERSHIP WITH SIGNALMAN 

All SignalmanModems are Direct Connect.and include cables 
to connect to your computer and to the telephone. Signalman 
Modems provide the best pr1ce-performance values. and start 
at less than S1DO Deiler and DEM inquiries invited 
Mark I RS232 
Mark II tor Atari BSD 
Mark IV !or CBM/PET with software 
Mark V for Osborne lsoltware available) 
Mark VI !or IBM Personal Computer 
Mark VII Auto 01al/Auto Answer 
Mark VIII Bell 212 Auto Dial/Answer 

DC HAYES Smartmodem 229 

RS232 MODEM - Accouslic 119 
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We carry Apple II+ from 
Bell & Howell 

16K RAM Card 65 

Apple LOGO 150 

Video Recorder Interlace 545 

Super Ser1al Card 14 9 

Thunderctock Plus 119 

ZBO Soflcard and CP/M 295 

Parallel Printer Interlace/Cable BO 
Grappler Interlace 139 


TG Products Joystick for Apple 48 

TG Paddles 32 

DC Hayes Micromodem II 299 

V1dex BO Column Card 259 

lullFORTH+ !or Apple llig·Forth) BS 

Silentype Printer and Card 310 

Graphics Tablet and Card 645 

Apple PASCAL Language 195 

Apple FORTRAN 160 

Westock EDU WARE Soflware 

GE NIS I Courseware Development System 145 

Unicom Grade Reporting or School Inventory 250 

Executive Br1elmg System with !ants 225 


Apple Dumpling IMicrotekJ Printer Interface 115 

Apple Dumpling with 16K Buller 160 

PIE Writer Word Processor 12D 


~commodore 

See us for Personal. Business, 
and Educational requirements. 

Educational Discounts available. 

PETSCAN $245 base price 
Allows you to connect up to 35 CBM/PET Computers to 
shared disk drives and printers.Completely transparent to the 
user. Perteet !or schools or mulllple word processing con· 
ligurahons. Base conligurahon supports 2 computers. Addi· 

!'.'!.1.~~-c-~'.1:'?.~!~.r..~1!9.~~?.~.~-~~?..~~-c.~............................ 


Commodore COMMUNICATES' 

COM PACK $129 
Intelligent Terminal Package includes 
ACIA hardware based interlace: DB25 Cable and STCP Soft
ware with remote telemetry. transfer to/lromd1sk. printer out· 
put. XO N· XO FF control. user program control. and status 
line 

VE-2 IEEE to Parallel Interlace 119 

Includes case. power supply. lull B·b1t transm1ss1on. and 
switch selectable character conversion to ASCII 

VIC 20 1B9 VIC Saigon II Chess 32 

VIC Pr1nter 335 VIC GORF 32 

VIC 3K RAM 32 Meteor Run IUMll 39 

VIC BK RAM 53 VIC Radar Ra tr ace 24 

VIC 16K RAM 99 Amok fU Mll 20 

VIC Disk Drive 395 Snakman 15 

VIC Pinball 32 Rub1k·s Cube 13 

VIC Omega Race 32 Programmers Reference 15 

Spiders of Mars IUMll 39 Renaissance IU Mll 39 

VIC Oraw Poker 24 VIC Superstot 23 


VICTORY Software for VIC 

Street Sweepers 12 Maze 1n 3·0 12 

Night R1de1 11 Cosmic Debris 12 

Treasures of Bat Cave 12 Grave Rob~rs Advent 11 

Games Pack I 12 Games Pack 11 12 

Victory Casino B Adventure Park I 12 

Adventure Pack 11 12 T1ek 11 


TNW 4BB/ 103 with DAA 450 

Computers First Book ol PET /CBM 11 

POWER ROM Ut11it1es !or PET ICBM 7B 
WordPro 3+ · 32K CBM. disk. prmter 195 

WordPro 4+ - B032. disk. printer 300 

SPELLMASTER spelling checker for WordPro 170 

COPY-WRITER Proless1onal Word Processor 159 

VISICALC !or PET. AT ARI. or Apple 190 

PETRAX PH to Epson Graphics Software 35 

SM-KIT enhanced PET/CBM ROM Utilities 40 

Programmers Toolkit - PET ROM Ut1l1t1es 35 

PET Spacemaker II ROM Switch 36 

2 Meter PET to IEEE or IEEE lo IEEE Cable 40 

Dust Cover !or PET. CBM. 4040. or BOSO B 
VIC or C64 Parallel Printer Interface BS 
CmC IEEE·RS232 Printer Interlace ·- PET 120 

SADI Intelligent IEEE-RS232 or parallel 235 

Library ol PET Subroutrnrs 12 

Programming the PET/CBM !Compute!! - R.Wesl 20 

Compute' First Book ol VIC 11 

Whole PET Catalog IMidnighl Gazelle! B 
Color Chart Video Board !or PET 125 

PET Fun and Games !Cursor) 11 


Flexfile for PET/CBM $110 
~~!~.~~-~~:.~.~~9_r_t__~~~t-~'..~l!~..~-~l-~~~~~~~~~'..~.~!I!~.~-~!:!:..... 
FORTH for PET lull FIG model - Cargill/Riley $50 

!!1.~!~~-o~pjl~!-~~~_F~R_T_H_1~r1~-~~P.~~-~~~'.?.~.~~~~?~.~··-- - --~-~ 
KMMM PASCAL for PET/CBM 85 

EARL for PET/CBM D1sk·based ASSEMBLER 65 


Super Graphics - BASIC Language Exercises 45 

Fast machine language graphics routines !or PET ICBM 


RAM/ROM !or PET/CBM 4K S75 BK $90 

DISK 
SPECIALS II 

SCOTCH i3M) 5" 10/ 2.30 50/ 2.10 100/ 2 05 

SCOTCH 13Ml B" 10/ 2 45 50/ 220 100/ 215 


We stock VERBATIM DISKS 

Write for Dealer and OEM prices. 


BASF s·· or B" 1D/ 2.00 201 1.95 100/ 1.BS 

Wabash 5" 10/ 1.BO 50/ 175 100/ 170 

Wabash B" 10/ 2 OD 50/ 195 100/ 190 


We stock MAXELL DISKS 

Write Ior dealer and DEM prices. 


Disk Storage Pages 10 lor SS Hub Rings 50 !or 56 

Disk Library Cases B"-3 OD 5"-2 25 

Head Cleaning Kits 11 

-- ------------- ------------ --------------------------·--------------- 
CASSETTES-AGFA PE-611 PREMIUM 

High output. low nmse. 5 screw housings 

C· lO 10/ 61 50/ SB 100/ 50 

C-30 10/ BS 50/ B2 100/ 70 


SPECIALS 
T11nex/Sinclair Computer 79 

Zenith ZVM · 121 Green Phosphor Monitor 109 

VOICE BOX Speech Synthesizer !Apple or Atari) 

BMC Green and Color Monitors 

Many printers available !Star. Brother. OKI. etc) 

We Stock AM DE K Monitors 

Watanabe Intelligent Plotter 1095 6-pen 1395 

s1~11c1de ant1-stat1c spray 6 

dBASE II 390 


Panasonic TR-120M1 P 12" Monitor 120 MHz) 149 

Panasonic CT- 160 Dual Mode Color Momtor 2B5 

F1ankl1n Computers · special system p11ce 

Hewlett Packard Calculators 


·usi. vid~~ ·M~-~ii~~·=;,:·~~·:;·;~~~-~- ...,
1

.~y··· 
20 MHz hi-res Dealer and OEM 1nqu1ries 
invited -- -· ---·---· -- --- --- -- ·-···········----------------------------------- 
ALL BOOK and SOFTWARE PRICES DISCOUNTED 

A PProducts 15% OFF 

Synertek SYM-1 Microcomputer SALE 189 

KTM·2/BO Synertek Video and Keyboard 349 


~~-~-:3!~0..~~~~!!~-~.!.~~-l~s~-~~'.'.':'.~~'· ·······---------···~B-~ 

.7'*''N \datasystems 
Z90·BO 64 K 1995 

Z9D·B2 64K. 1 double dens drive 2245 

Z37 13 Megabyte Dual Drive 1355 

Z19 Video Terminal IVT·52 compatible) 695 


ZT-1 Intelligent Communications Tenninal 479 

Zl 00 16-biVB-bit System CALL 


., ..., 

"' !![~~:"!. 

'--------·------------------------------------ -"'ATARr 
SPECIALS 

- - - p 

BOO Computer 669 M1crosott BASIC 72 

400-16K 269 MISSILE COMMAND 29 

B10 Disk Drive 440 ASTEROIDS 29 

B25 Printer 625 STAR RAIDERS 34 

BSD Interface 170 Space Invaders 29 

Inside Atari DOS 1B Music Composer 35 

Joysticks or Paddles 19 Caverns ol Mars 33 

16K RAM IM1crotek) 69 PAC-MAN 36 

32K RAM (M1crotek) 99 CENTIPEDE 36 

Pilot 65 First Book ol Atari 11 

Super Breakout 29 Anchor Modem-AtJri 85 

APX Soltware Call Other Atari products Call 


WRITE FOR CATALOG 
252 Bethlehem Pike A B C I AddS1.25perorderforsh1pp1ng WepaybalanceofUPSsurface
Colmar. PA 18915 215-822-7727 ompu ers chargesonallprepa1dorders Pnceshstedareoncashd1scount 

basts. Regular prices slightly higher Prices sub1ect to change 

Circle 4 on Inquiry card. BYIB February 1983 475 

I 



1 What'1 Neww? . . 
that the memory is not 
erased. Control 3 does not 
involve rebooting from 
floppy disk; it merely re
turns you to the DOS 
prompt. 

To receive these pro
grams, send 5 6 to cover 
disk and handling costs to 
B & L Computer Con
sultants, Free Programs 
Numbers I and 3. 226 
South Cole. Boise. ID 
83709. A contribution of 
5 I 5 and 5 I 0. respectively. 
is requested if you find 
these programs useful. 

Circle 581 on inquiry card. 

Workshop Helps 

Atari Programmers 

The Disk Workshop 

from Synergistic Software. 
a set of seven utility pro
grams for Atari 400/800 
computers. is designed to 
help you with program
ming functions. Disk Work
shop includes disk-editing 
capabilities. fast copying of 
disks. a formatted disk di
rectory that can be sent to 
a printer. the ability to use 
machine-language char
acter strings in BASIC. a 
screen dump for the Epson 
MX-80 printer outfitted 
with Graftrax or Graftrax 
Plus, and the ability to 
tr~nsfer large files to disk or 
cassette. One program in 
the ser. Micro-DOS. gives 
you a RAM-resident pro
gram similar to Atari's 
DUP.SYS. Micro-DOS is on
line and available at any 
time. 

The Disk Workshop re
quires 32K bytes of mem
ory and a single disk drive. 

476 ~bruary 1983 ©BYTE Publications Inc 

It costs 534.95 and is avail

able from Synergistic Soft

ware, Suite 20 I. 830 North 

Riverside Dr.. Renton, WA 

98055, (800) 426-6505; 

in Washington, (206) 

226-3216. 

Circle 582 on inquiry card. 


8087 Coprocessor 
Products 

Microware has intro
duced a line of products for 
the 8087 coprocessor im
plementation on the IBM 
Personal Computer. The 
Fastpak includes Intel's 
8087 numeric data proces
sor. installation instruc
tions, and your choice of 
four programming lan
guages. The 87/88 Guide. 
a handbook on using the 
8087 processor, accom
panies this package. This 
guide introduces 8087 pro
gramming using 87Macro 
and the IBM Macro Assem
bler or the CP/M-86 assem
bler. In addition. it has as
sembly-language listings 
that can be keyed in and 
run on the IBM. The guide 
can be purchased separate
ly for 518.95. Fastpak is 
5375. 

Microware is marketing 
a variety of languages for 
use with the processor. 
most of which require a 
I 28K-byte IBM PC with 
one disk drive and a com
piler. 87Pascal, a library of 
floating-point routines that 
directly drive the 8087. is 
said to increase the speed 
and accuracy of Pascal pro
Jrams. For applications dE 
nanding numerous trar 
scendentals. roots. or 
powers, Microware offers 
87FORTRAN. The 87BASIC 
package allows you to 

perform both single- and 
double-precision arith
metic with the 8087. 

The time saving 
87Macro is designed for 
applications requiring the 
full power of the chip. It 
contains a preprocessor 
that generates the com
plete 8087 instruction set 
and a library of macroin
structions and subroutines 
to simplify writing 8087 
code. A double-sided 
double-density disk drive 
and the IBM Macro As
sembler are required. 

Each language is avail
able as part of Fastpak or 
separately for 5 J 25 . For 
details, contact Microware 
Inc., POB 79, Kingston, MA 
02364, (617) 746-7341. 
Circle 583 on inquiry card. 

Modula II Language 

Lifts Pascal's 

Restrictions 


Volition Systems' Modu
la II is said to be a simple 
but powerful high-level 
programming language 
that solves the problems in
herent in Pascal. Serving as 
an alternative to assembly 
language. C. and Ada for 
systems programming, this 
language was designed by 
Niklaus Wirth, the creator 
of Pascal. Modula (MODU
iar LAnguage) features in
clude modules. processes. 
separate compilation. 
dynamic array parameters. 
and low-level machine ac
cess. It consists of a p-code 
interpreter that's upward 
compatible with the Apple 
Pascal interpreter. a one
pass compiler. a library
management utility. and a 
standard module library. 

A small language supple

mented by library modules. 
Modula II requires a 
64K-byte Apple II with the 
Apple Pascal operating sys
tem. The initial release pro
vides access to the Apple 
Pascal file system and 
UCSD Pascal intrinsics by 
means d library modules. 
The compiler accepts the 
full Modula II language. as 
defined in the ETH Zurich 
Modula II report with 
minor implementation re
strictions. Programs are 
compiled into p-code. 

Modula II costs 5550. 
Quantity discounts are of
fered. Updates and user
support via electronic mail 
are also available. For fur

ther details. contact Voli

. tion Systems. POB 1236. 

Del Mar. CA 92014. (714) 

457-3865 . 
Circle 584 on inquiry card. 



EPSON 
MX 80 F/T Ill 
MX 100 Ill 100 CPS 

BOTH WITH GRAFTRAX+ 

HX-20 COMPUTER 
Cards and cab les for all computers 

Please Call For Best Prices 

OIQDATA 


16K RAM CARD 

Compallble wilh: 
DOS 3 ,3, CP/ M, 
Visicalc. PASCAL 
2 YA. WAAAANTY 

SOFI'WARE HARDWARE 
WE HAVE IT ALL! WE CARRY MOS T 
OVER 500 TITLES PRODUCTS. PLEASE 

CALL IF NOT LISTED
• APPLE • CP/ M 
•IBM • ATARI PARTIAL LISTING 

PARTIAL LISTING DISK LIBRARY CASE 

FLI P FIL E ACCOUNTING PLUS $CALL 
ALI BABA $CALL GRAPPLER• 

ARCADE MACHINE 31.00 HAYES MICROMODEM 11 

AZTEC SCALL JOYl'ORT 
BPI - G/L, AIR, A/P 299.00 KRAFT JO YSTICK 
CURSE OF RA 15.00 M & R ENTERPRISES 
DB MASTER 169.00 
FIRST CLASS MAIL 59.00 MX·80 i>AINTEfl STAND 

FLIGHT SIMULA TOR 27,00 MX.·PLUS 

FROGGER SCA LL MICROBUFFER II 32K 
HOME ACCOUNTANT 59.00 MICRO·SCI DRIVES 
KNIGHT OF DIAMONDS 25.00 MICROSOFT IBM RAMCD 
MICRO-PRO SCA LL 

MICROSOFT SOFTCARD MICROSOFT $CALL 
PEACHTREE $CALL NOVATION PRODUCTS 
PERFECT SOFTWARE SCALL PAYMAR LJCASE. REV.7 
PFS $CALL PK A SO 
RASTER BLASTER 22.00 PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS 
SUPERCALC 215.00 

SHIFT KEY MODLFICATION
TEMPLE OF APSHAI 27.00 

VISTA PRODUCTSWORD HANDLER fl 139,00 
WIZARDRY 35,00 WILOCAAD 
ZORK I, II , Ill 27.00 WIZARD BPO 

2.50 

20.00 

139.00 

269.00 
49.00 

47.00 

SCALL 
19.00 

45.00 

239.00 

$CALL 

299.00 

239.00 

$CALL 

20.00 
159,00 
SCALL 

12.00 
$CALL 

119.00 
159.00 

W~ KENSINGTON 
I~ MICROWARE Products/G 

' 

SYSTEM SAVER 
• Surge Suppression 
• Dual Outlet 

$65 • U.L. Listed 
• Fits Apple 

Stand 

Paddles $29'° 

Joystick II 40"" 

Select-A-Port 4700 

All of Above 10900 

Trakball $CALL 

Joystick 111 $CALL 

Joystick IBM 4500 

~fl VISICORP. 
IBM·APPLE II· APPLE Ill 

Visilink (Apple) 

Visicalc (IBM or Apple) 

Desktop Plan II (Apple) 

Desktop Plan (IBM) 

Visidex (IBM or Apple) 

Visifile (Apple) 

Visifile (IBM) 

Visiplot (Apple) 

Visischedule (Apple) 

Visiterm (Apple) 

Visitrend/Plot (Apple) 


179.00 
179.00 
179.00 
249.00 
179.00 
179.00 
249.00 
145.00 
229.00 

75.00 
229.00 

.. 

~ Mountain Computer 

CPS Card 159.!)() 
CPS Cable SCA LL 
Ra mplus+32K 145.00 
Rom Writer 145.00 
Clock 195.!lO 
Music System 2'99.00 
Super Talker 149.00 
Expansion Chassis !>59.00 
Card Reader $CALL 
A/D-D/A :!E>9 ,00 
Vlslcalc EJCpander SCALL 

MONITORS 

BMC 12" Green Au 

BMC 12" Green Eu 

USI Pl3-12" Amber 

USI P14-9" Amber 

NEC 12" Green 

NEC 12" Color 

AMDEK 

SANYO 

8800 

12900 

16900 

159 00 

179'0 

34900 

$CALL 

SCALL 

EJBlBIS1oa 

APPLE COM PATIBLE 


COMPU TER 

CALL FOR LOWEST PRICE 


5 1 /4" 
DRIVE 26900 

64K $31900 

128K 45900 

V-C EJCpand 80 9900 

1ficgcnb rlnbustries 

64K i1..-n•-c...,1 $299°0 

128K !!~1~ 1e~~:P j·CALC 60 47900 
Pascal Super Systems $CALL 

Verba1im® 
5 1/4" (100) $239" 
5 1/ 4" (10) 25" 
8" (10) 39" 
Head Cleaning Kit 7'" 

80 Column $:!39"' 
Enhancer II 11911 

Softswilch 25'" 
function S:rip 5900 

lnverSe Video 19"' 
Applewrlter Pre-Boot 19 
Vlslcalc 80 Soflware 49'" 
Vi~icalc 80 w/mern. exp. 74"' 

MX80 $ 7°0ea or 3 for 20°0EPSON RIBBONS MX 100 11°0 ea or 3 lor 32°0 

COMPUTER MAIL ORDERS & RETAIL STOREDEALER 
860 S Winchester Blvd 

San Jose. CA 95126INQUIRIES DISCOUNT 
[ INVITED PRODUCTS ( 408) 985-0400 

HOURS: MON-FRI SAM - 7PM -SAT & SUN 10AM -4PM!:C[WliJ 



~.....---~~ 

MEI 
(415) 873-3055 

DYNAMIC RAMs 
4164. lSOns . ,. , ••••• , • , •••• , ••• , •• • ••• ,.,., . . 5.75 
4164·200ns . ....................... . ...... .. .. 5.50 
4116-ISOns . ... , ..•. ••••. . .•••••• . •.•• •• •• .• ..... 1.30 
4116- 200ns . •• . • ••••••• . •.••• ,, • •••••• . • 1.15 

STATIC RAMs 
m~ . . ~ 

2016P-1 • , , • • • • , • , , •••• , •• , , ••• , , , . 4.50 
6116P-J . ••..••• , .. . . . .... ,, ••.•••.• • . , , ••••••• . 4.75 
6 11 6LP-3. ,,. , , , ,,, , , , , , , •• , ,, , , , ,, , • , . 5.50 
6264 ,, , .,.,, , •• , •• , .• , ••• • •• . ,,. .• • • .CALL 
2114LC3-200ns . . .. .. . . . .. .. ............. .. . ...... 1.35 


EPROMs 
2708 . . .. .•.•.••.• . ·· ·· ···· · ··- · •• ••. . •. •.. .... 3.50 
2716 . .•••.•.••••.•• •••••• ••. - ~ -.... . •• • . • . .. 3.85 
2716-1 . ..... "" ...... .. .. ' • .. .. ••• • • .. 4.25 
2732 . ........... ' ................... ' • . 4.50 
2732-200ns . . . ••..•.•. _. __ ., •.. .••• _•.•• . .. • ... 9.50 
2764-250ns • , •.• . • , • • • . • , • . •. • •.•...••• . .... 15.00 
2764-350ns • • , , , , • • , • , •• , , ••• , • , • . • . 13.00 
2764·450ns , • , , •• , • • • • • • • , , , , , ••• , • , , • , , • .. 11.00 
2532-450ns •.. •.• .• •• , •••.• , ..• •• .• • ,, , •. .•• , . 5.75 
2546 . • . •.•••••••••••••.•••••••.•••• •• 18.00 

Z80 FAMILY. . . . ............. . . .. .. ... . . . ..CAll 


CA LL f OR W HOLESALE PRICING. 

MORE ··1Cs .. In STOCK 


MIN IMUM ORDER: $2S.OO 


Circle 285 on Inquiry card, 

MICRO-USERS: 

PUBLICATION EXPLOSION 


BUGGING YOU? 

Now, up-to-date abstracts of fea

tures. hardware/software. book 

reviews, programs, etc. from pop
ular micro publications. 
Search and selec t YOUR topics of 

interest. Subscribe to: 

'1 ~ ~ ~ 
Journal of Micro Abstracts 

$30.00 I 12 months 
Send check/MO. name & address to: 

~~~~ 
B. Skovronek. Ed 

88 Moraine Road 


Morris Pla ins. N.J. 07950 

Systems. business. utility, education. home. 

technical. and occasionally, games. 

• • • LOGICSIM • ;· • 

* F urtna:i necrinl! ..ork!>l:llions 

Cl'/M based 
professional 
logic 
simulator 

*Fur a:a 1t-u rr ::a~.C\ 1 s 1 11ni::and all •fhtr IC 11<!.,ia:n...rs 
*For dia: il ::al !>~ stem en ~incn~ 

~inc lui;~ )t:rt~. abili•> m simu!au::TTL/ NMes;o.10S1 l'MOS log.i 1;.RO~I·~ 
and RA~fs. thn:c:-~talc and 1r:.insfcr gates, .. ir.::d-0r-.:d nOOcs. f'TOf'Jl:;iUon 
dda)5. spike and race anal y~i~. n,~pin-numbcrbas<:1ITIL macrolibrar)' 
phn nume rous uthcr fcatur~ ma\ic LOGICSlM rnmparab!c to induit r)· 
\landard simulators. 

Tr~ ir no". Send us a SJOcheck r or LOGICSl:\1 demo copy .and 
l j!ier's:\lanual. 

Plcai.opi!eify !f ' IBM 374U/ 5" APPLE II !IJ/16 !M.>t lorJ. C P / l\1 bawd 
56K to 6-IK syslcms! r\PPLE's " It h CP/~1 card!. lnrroductory pril'C $276. 

For mort informalio n, call \408J 573-30'}6, O r " ri le: 
E/ Z ASSO\U.T ES, 5589 St11rrts1 Dr., Sin Jost.C A 95123 

AP..' L I::. CF/ 11 . LOGlCSIM are t r ad• m •rl~s of A p pl 
Comti1Jter. D1o:;ntal Re '!i e a rch a nd E/Z ASSOCIA TE 

Circle 156 on Inquiry card. 

*HOLIDAY SALE* 

-DRIVES-
Tandon TMtOO·l (For IBM) 
Tandon TM100-2 (for IBM)

CJ -TERMINALS

--) i:::~:~:~ ~1gg ~~~~~ 
Telev1deo 925C 77000 


Televideo 950C S70M..............._ .• .. 


-PRINTERS- __._ 
NEC 8023A 100CPS Matrix •M-~ 
NEW Seria l Adapter For 8023A 89Y5 

·- _ Package-Serial Adapter& B023A 55500 

., -MONITORS-
NEc 120 1Hi Res Green 
NEC 1202 AGB Color 

-MODEMS-
Hays Smartmodem (300 Baud) 

Smartmodem (1200 Baud) 
M1cromodem 100 ($100) 

Engimwing~ 
......._SP•ei•lliei 


1501-B p'lne Street 
P.O.Box 2233 

Oxnard. CA 93030 

CALL (805) 487·1665 or 487·1666 

For FAST Delivery 


Circle 170 on inquiry card. 

Verbatim 

flexible disks 
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for 
prices and information. Dealer 
inquiries invited. CO.D. and 
charge cards accepted. 

VISA' -
PACIFIC 
EXCHANGES 
100 Foothill Blvd 
San luls Obispo, CA 
93401. In Cal call 
(800) 592-5935 or 

(805) 543-1037. 

Circle 318 on Inquiry card. 

*ADDS* 

VIEWPOINT TERMINALS 

$495 

In ad dition EPI carries /Hinters DEC & 
DG c01nfiacible tenninals and modems. 
Items in stock are shi pf1ecl tvithin 24 hours. 
ALL orders shipped COD. All items are 
new and in facrory carwm u:irh mamtfac~ 

turers u.:arranties. 

ECONOMY 
PERIPHERALS INC. 

(404) 952-0213 

Circle 158 on Inquiry card. 

i:ri:rSUPER™i;ri;r 
ISA's DATABASE 
The only DBMS with all these features: 

* PROVEN in one year of test market ing* TOUGH, reliable f ile structure* MENU driven for simplicity and easy use* ARITHMETIC with stored calculations* FAST set·up and report formating* CLEAR user-oriented documentation* PRINTS totals & subtotals - mail labels* * REFORMATS and merges data files 
MULTI-DISK files: Up to 128K records* SORTS full disks on up to 40 fields 

* * 
* PRODUCTION input of repet itive data 

COUPLES 
USE existing data files 

to word processors* POSTS transactions to master file* SEARCH by strings, ranges, comparisons* DATA COMPRESSION: Over twice as 
many labels as the other system 

ForTRS·80• Models I, II, Ill, f, 16 - 250.00 

CP/Mt - 295.00 


Ask your Dea ler or Write: 

Institute for Scientific Analysis, Inc. 

P. 0. Box 7186, Dept. B·2 


Wilmington, DE 19803 (215) 358·3735 


•r.M. TandY Corp. t 7:M. Digil al Resear ch 

Circle 209 on Inquiry card. 

New Sources of S-100 Buss 

Mainframes & Disk 


Enclosures 


Power Regulation 

meeting previous standards 


Ann Arbor Terminals 

60 Lines Display 


48 Programmable Keys 

1,499 prepaid 


CALL FOR PRICES 

MICRO MIDWEST 
10205 W. 69 TERR. 

MERRIAM, KS. 66203 
913-362-3462 

Circle 260 on inquiry card. 

\\'illl Ille 0('\\' ,·\SCI rour j>{ HI inldl igt 'Ill 
!"\\' i!Ch C! ll your HS-~]~L llt'l\\'orking 
p rohle-m.s C illl l>c so[\'vd. \\'t1a1C·\Tr 
~'Our S\\'ilchi11g appli co:11ions the :\S< :1 
Switcl1 cillows you te S\\'ilch \\'i lll ec1s1.•. 
llt'C<1ust" till' s\\'itC' h is in1vllige111 ii 
;illo\\'s ~'OU 10 Ch< 111gc · hel\\ 'l'l' ll pl'ri· 
plwr < ll ~~from \·our kl' \'l)()anl. rh1. · 1·orlt• 
n m t"\'t'll la· ·iml>edd('d in \ ·o ur tl'X I. 
\\'hen ,·ou considt"r rlw tine \·ou 
!-itl\.l'C(<hlt' In Ttw !-iilllp lic i1y oi· inst; tll 
<llio n. !lie t'li rni n< ll ion of l'Xlri.1 cabling 
ancl !h e exclusion ot' knol> turning llll ' 
; \SCI Fou r J>on in1e liigt·n1 swilc-t1 is tlll' 
pt.'rfPn \\'ilY 10 cxpcu1d your llt 'l 
w1irKing C'il JJ<1l>ilities. 

:\ 1fru nn·d s_,·st1..'111.~ C1111n'/ > c.~. foe. 
PQ BOX 0 • ..'\L TADENA. CAUFOJ:lNIA 91001 

12131 793·8971 

Circle 11 on inquiry card. 



"THE ORIGINAL BIG BOARD" 

OEM - INDUSTRIAL - BUSINESS - SCIENTIFIC 


SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER KIT! 
Z-80 CPU! 64K RAM! 

(DO NOT CONFUSE WITH ANY OF OUR FLATTERING IMITATORS!) 

tl::~~:::==~~:~::::::::=~:::::::::~~:::} :·::~:::=:::~=:·.=:::;:;.·:=·=:::::.<:=:~=~===:::f~:~~~i=i~:i;~~:~;~~~==:mi:~:::;:::f~: 
THE BIG BOARD PROJECT: With thousands sold worldwide and over two years of field experience, the Big 

(64K KIT 
Board may just be one of the most reliable single board computers available today. This is the same design that BASIC 1/0) 
was licensed by Xerox Corp. as lhe basis tor !heir 820 computer. 

The Big Board gives you the right mix of most needed computing features all on one board. The Big Board was 
designed from scratch to run the latest version of CP/M•. Just imagine all I he oft-the-shelf software IhaI can be 
run on the Big Board without any modifications needed. 

FULLY SOCKETED! FEATURES: (Remember, all this on one board!) 

SIZE: 81h x 133/4 IN. 

SAME AS AN B IN. DRIVE. 

REQUIRES: +5V@ 3 AMPS 

+ -12V @.5 AMPS. 


64K RAM 
Uses Industry slandard 4116 RAM's. All 64K is available lolhe user. our VIDEO 
and EPROM sec lions do not make holes in system RAM. Also, very special care 
was taken in the RAM array PC layout to eliminate potential noise and glitches. 

Z-80 CPU 
Running al 2.5 MHZ. Handles all 4116 RAM relresh and supports Mode 2 
INTERUPTS. Fully bullered and runs BOBO sollware. 

24 x 80 CHARACTER VIDEO 
With a crisp, flicker-tree display that looks extremely sharp even on small 
monitors. Hardware scroll and lull cursor control. Composite video or split video 
and sync. Character set is supplied on a 2716 style ROM, making customized 
fonts easy. Sync pulses can be any desired length or polarity. Video may be 
inverted or true. 5 x 7 Matrix - Upper & Lower Case. 

FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER 
Uses WD1771 controller chip with a TTL Data Separator for enhanced reliability. 
IBM 3740 compatible. Supports up to tour B inchdiscdrives. Directly compatible 
with standard Shugart drives such as the SABOO or SAB01. Drives can be 
configured tor remote AC ott-on. Runs CP/M* 2.2. 

TWO PORT PARALLEL 1/0 (OPTIONAL) 
Uses Z-BO PIO. Full 16 bils, fully bullered, bi-direclional. Uses seleclable hand 
shake polarity. Set of all parts and connectors tor parallel 1/0: $19.95 

REAL TIME CLOCK (OPTIONAL) 
Uses Z-80 CTC. Can be configured as a Counter on Real Time Clock. Set of all 
parls: $9.95 

CP/M* 2.2 FOR BIG BOARD 
The popular CP/M" D.0.S. lo run on Big Board is available for 5139.00. 

BIG BOARD SOFTWARE SPECIAL - $149 
Through special arrangement with COL weotler a powerful packageotTOLZ-80 
software that has a suggested retail of almost S600. Includes: Extended Disk 
Business Basic, ZEOIT text editor, MACRO II Macro Assembler, LINKER, 
DEBUG I and DEBUG II. Supplied on 8 in. diskette with extensive manual. 

SERIAL 1/0 (OPTIONAL) 
Full 2 channels using lhe ZBO SIO and lhe SMC B116 Baud Rale Generator. FULL 
RS232! For synchronous or asynchronous communication. In synchronous 
mode, the clocks can be transmitted or received by a modem. Both channels can 
be set up tor either data-communication or data-terminals. Supports mode 2 Int. 
Price tor all parts and connectors: $39.95 

BASIC 1/0 
Consists of separate parallel port (ZBO PIO) for use with an ASCII encoded 
keyboard for inpul. Oulpul would be on lhe BO x 24 Video Display. 

BLANK PC BOARD - $119 
The blank Big Board PC Board comes complete with lull 
documentation (including schematics), the character ROM, 
the PFM 3.3 MONITOR ROM, and a diskette with the source 
of our BIOS, BOOT, and PFM 3.3 MONITOR. 

PFM 3.3 2K SYSTEM MONITOR 
The real power otthe Big Board lies in its PFM 3.3 on board monitor. PFM commands include: Dump Memory,BootCP/M*,Copy, Examine, Fill Memory, Test Memory, Go To, 
Read and Write 1/0 Ports, Disc Read (Drive, Track, Sector), and Search PFM occupies one ol the lour 2716 EPROM locations provided. Z-80 is a Trademark or Zilog. 

TERMS: Shipments will be made approximately 3 to 6 weeks after we 
receive your order. VISA. MC. cash accepted. We will accept COD's (for the Digital Research Computers 
Big Board only) with a $75 deposit. Balance UPS COD. Add $4.00shipping.(OF TEXAS) 

USA AND CANADA ONLYP.O. BOX 401565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-3538 

*TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH. NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE ORIGINATORS OF CPM SOFTWARE 
••1 TO 4 PIECE DOMESTIC USA PRICE. 



The floppy disks that meet 
or exceed every standard 
of quality. Dealer inquiries 
invited. 

Call Toll Free 
1-800-237-8931. 
In Florida, call 
813-577-2794. 

Tech• Data Corporation 
3251 Tech Drive North 
St. Petersburg. FL 33702 

Circle 403 on Inquiry card. 

C LANGUAGE 

PROGRAMMERS 


c-systems 
C COMPILER 

Now with: c-windowTM 

The first c language source level 
program testing and debugging tool. 

• 	 Single step by c source line. 
• 	 Set breakpoints at line numbers. 
• 	 Display and alter variables by symbol 

name. using c expression syntax. 
• 	 No more print! or assembler levef 


debugging! 


c-windowTM is a support package for 

the c-eystems C COMPILER for 

8086/8088 based systems. 


Contact: 


c-eystems Fullerton, CA 92634 

P.O. Box 3253 714-637-5362 

TM c-systems 

Circle 66 on Inquiry card. 

GAME DESIGNER 

HAVE YOU BEARD ABOUT 

THE FRO/l"' 
The Game Development System 


For the Atari® VCSrn 

Now Available for 


the Atari 5200 HES"' 

It all ow s just about anyone th e 
opportunity to design home video 

cartridges for the Atari game consoles . 

The Miracle of Creation ~ ::-1 
Can be YoursrM ~ 
Call: 408-429-1552 
or write: Frobco P.O. Box 2780 

Santa Cruz, CA 95063 

Circle 325 on Inquiry card. 

LOOKING AT 

PRINTER BUFFERS 7 
}YdNEW11 :~~~~~~~;~~::; ~~~~~za 

YOU GET WHAT YOU THINK YOU'RE GETTING: 

S)[p@©)IL-:Z -~ ,. is THE 

COMPLETE, NOTHING ELSE TO BUY, 

STAND ALONE PARALLEL PRINTER 
BUFFER PLUS FEATURESNOTFOUNDON 

OTHER BUFFERS SUCH AS: 
• SWITDi SElICTABlE-PAUSE. ONfORM FHD" MOOE. RJR SINGLE SHIB PR IN II NG 
• AUrDPMTICSPAClCHAAACJERCOMPRESSION 
• J2K OWIACTIRS C'.APACTTY STAPflAAD, &4K ANO 12BK MOOEl.S AVAILA8U. 

USER EXPANOABLf. 
• NOHAROWAREOR SOFTWARE MOOlACATIONSRBlU IRED 
•AHO MUCHMORE. WFUTIOR00.1.FOARJll0£lAllS. 

E (32K INCLUDES CABLE) $779.96 

JVB ELECTRONICS 
1601 Fulton Avanua, Suita 1 

Sacrame nto. California 95K'2fi 
'\...\,,~ Phona: 191614ID-a7'09 

~ .- grur•110C1U1•1l• •on1 D 

Circle 223 on inquiry card. 

Atlantic Cabinet Computer Furniture 

• • 
• A complete range of quality work s1ations 

des igned specifica lly to house all micro
computers. 

• Delivered he.avily packed. in self -assembl y 
form needing onl,· a Phillips screwd ri ver an d 
a f ew minutes of you r time to assemble. 

• Manufactured from 1" al l wood panicle 
board su rfaced with ha rd-wearing melamine 
veneer, in Oak or Wa lnu t. 

• Dealer and Dist ri butor inquiries welcome. 
• For more information, contacl your local 

dealer , write or call Atla ntic Cab inel (301) 
223-8900. 

ATLANTIC CABINET CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 100, William"sport, Ma,yland 21795 

Circle 37 on inquiry card. 

SYSTEM/Z'S BASIC/Z 
A New COMPILED Basic For CP/M or MOOS 

• No Royalties· No Run-time Charges 
• Gener ates machine code 18080/Z80i 
• sort verb - 2000 elements in 2 seconds 
• Alpha-numeric Labels 
• Chain with Common 
• BCD Floating Point Math to 18 Digits 
• Editor Tests Syntax As vou Type 
• Recursive. Mult i- line. user Functions 
• Dynamically Dimension Arrays 
• Selectively Erase Arrays 
•Trace and Single-step debugging 
• MUi ti-t iered Error Trapping 
• Curso r Addressing. Reverse and Blinking 


Video 


want to.see how It works? 

Get DAMAN s MalHist program for 530 liilASICIZ run·rime 

packages are included 


Just want Further info? 
Call or write for free BASIC / z orocnure ana m1ni ·manua1 

BAS ICIZ lists for 5345 , but from DAMAN it'S: 

5312 Post Paid to North Ame rica 

VIS A ana Master card Accepted. COD availaole or 5298 with 

cash discount cca'5h. check . monev order! 


Add S7 for a1rmar1 st11oment outs1de N. America 

soecify 8" , M1troo 1vector GraPh1c APPie. osoorne. 

NEC. N. Star 

Full BASrc1z oocurnentat1on 535 1Cred1ted to full oroen 


Suite 14·04 !205! 883·8113 
3322Mem Hunts ville. 
Parkwav. s.w Alabama 35801 

Circle 134 on inquiry card. 

\ ~ •• truly afrordable prices. For the fi,st time 
~ on1oy your Appl e to its fullest capac ity 

• (- uslng speciallypackeddisks w ith over60 
\ 01J t 1 1 t.ndln~ programs each. Not ava ilable 
~ \ ~ from any other source! 

~~ ._ ~ ·~ • Applesolt • 3.JDOS 

~RDDRA~ ~~~.~~v~~~~' i~~.S;i:~'."" 
• 1-EA m.r ~n 5;i~u~:nnsda~~~~~~~~i~~r~~~~r:;:puter i s t 
'  including: 

Business Educationa l Graphics 
Games Music Science 
Utililies Data Base Finance . 

library disks 1, 2 & 3 are mixed categor ies and new 
disks 4 (Garnes), 5 (Utilities). 6 (Graphics) & 7 {Integer) 
at $59.95 each. Why pay more? 

Order direct from this ad and $ave up to$136. 
Buy disk library package 1, 2 & 3 and get a 
special bonus disk FREE  over 260 programs 
for $179.95 + shipping . For best value, get 
all 8 disks for $349, postage prepaid , for over 
530 of our best pro grams at 65t each! 
Call now toll free: 1-800-327·8664 

Florida: 1-305-987-8665 ,.. , 
6400 Hayes SI. VIS4 
Hollywood, FL 33024 , ___J 

Circle 27 on inquiry card. 

DISCOUNT DRIVES 
Apple II Disk Drives .... .. . ... $285.00 
Controller . . . . . . ...... .•... . . $90.00 
Tandon TM100-2 5%" 
dis TRS-80 . .... . . ...... ..... $249.00 
Tandon TM100·4 5 V." 
dis Zenith ................... $319.00 
Tandon TM848-1 8" .... . . . .... $355.00 
Tandon TM848-2 8" 
thinllne dis .. ... . ... .. ...... $417.00 
Tandon TM603 10 MB Wini .... $899.00 
Tandon TM603E 14.2 
MB Wini . . ............••.... $995.00 
SASI Interface .... . ... . .. . ... $125.00 
Xebec Controller .. .. ...... . .. $349.00 

Elephant floppy disks ss/sd $17.95(boxof 10) 
"ALL floppies discounted & 100% guaranteed" 

UJHOLESfllE SUPPLIERS 
Div. B.0.S.S. Inc. 

P.0. Box 22428 Carmel, CA 93922 

Call (408) 373·0320 


Circle 435 on Inquiry card. 

Get Smart! 


Get Your Computer An 
Automatic Port Selector 
(ASU-3) 
Our :\Sr-:~ will comll'rl your CPI" or CJ{T to an~ om· 
of :~ Jll'riphcrals. _lu s1 l'l lll'r a rommand from .rnur 
keyhoard and lhl' dl"sirl'd 1wri plwral is au1oma1 
irallr r11111 1t•r1l'd . .-\lso aYailahll· for ) ~ind for 
7 1w.riplll'rals. Thl' haud ratl' is Sl'I amomatirall~ 
.\1any op1ions arc ar:tilahlt.•. Tht.· 011]~ low ros1. 
smart switch on till' markl'L 

SWITCH TO Glll'RONIX. 

®OIL'ii'[Y{,OOJOlZ. O~~ 
UNI V ER SA ~ 1NTEAFACE PRODU CT S 

Circle 185 on inquiry card. 



IBM Orig. 5y," Disk FRLNICLIN@ Apple II®plus 64K 

SS/DD pk. of 10 . . . . . . 34.95 
IBM Orig. 5 •/," Disk 
OS/DD pk. of 10 .... .. .. 49.95 
TANDON OS/DD Disk Drive 
320K . . . . . . . . . .... 279.95 

~ ·· 

~ 
Super Outfit 

Apple II® plus 48K, 16K 
memory expansion card, 
Apple disk drive II with 

WlG1 se'tVEs1CP~r!t~;,~k. ~ , . 1:~9~95 
OUADRAM Parallel '~1000 

interface DOS 3.3, 
Apple Ill 12" monitor, 

Apple w riter , 
prinler card. . .. 129.95 
OUADRAM . . . ....... 129.95 
QUAD Board 64K . . . 449.00 

Hardware and software 
coma•llble w/Apple II 

plusn• 64 K RAM, Upper & 
lower case, 12·key numeric 
keyp•d, Built-In fan, Type· 

Apple monitor stand 
101 ready·to·run programs, 

OUAD Board 256K ... . . . 749.00 --PLUS: WORD PROCESSORIBM PC OUTFIT 
System uit with 64K, 2 
double·sided double· 

density Disk Drive 640K, 
Monochrome display & 

printeradapter, DOS, Disk 

MICROSOFT RAM Card 
64K ... 279.95 256K ... 629.95 
VISICALC/256K ....... 185.00 
SUPERCALC . . . . . . . . 209.95 
VISITRENDIVISIPLOT .. 239.95 

writer style keyboard 

Franklin ACE 1000 64K, 
Disk Drive tllh Controller, 
12".Hi Res Green Monitor, 

ACE writer 

VISIDEX .. . . 184.95 
VISIFILE . . . . .. .239.95 
CURTIS PC Pedeslal lor 
Monochrome Display .... 69.95 
POWER TEXT Word Proc299.95 
PEECH TREE Accoun ling 

Drive controller 1 year ulended wananly 

Call or Write GL. AP&AR 3·pk . . . .. 469.00 Call or Write 

SOFTWARE & ACCESSORIES FOR APPLE® and FRANKLIN® 
RANA 


Elite 1 Disc Drive, 15% more storage 
 VISICORP PROGRAMS VOTRAX TYPE·N· TALK 
Visical c .... . •1a4•• Visifile ... . . . •1a4•• Lets your computer talk to you Only 5 19995 

than Apples' wlcontroller ..... Only 5 40950 
Available for Apple!Franklin!Atari!VIC·20Visiplot ... . . . •239•• Visiterm ..... . •79•• 

MICRO SCI Viside x ...... 518495 Visischedule . 523995 NEW! APPLI CARD
A·2 Disc Drive, the cost effective alternative to Desktop Plan II ... . 5 19495 Z·BO Card wl64K RAM 4 mhz . Only 534995 

the Disc II, with controller . . . .Only 538995 
FORMAT II WORD PROCESSORwithout controller ........... . Only 299.95 
 ADDITIONAL "ADD-ONS" with mail li st, user friendly .. .Only 5 19995 

KENSINGTON DC HAYES Micromodem 11 ....... 528495 

MICROSOFT PREMIUM PACKSystem Saver Fan, with built·in surge protec· VIDEX Keyboard Enhancer II ... . •119•• 

Z·BO CPM Card, VI DEX Videoterm 80 Col. board,tor for Apple"' II . . . . .. Only 57495 VIDEX Videoterm 80 Col. Board .... •259•• 
CPM user's guide & MICROSOFT RAM Card VIDEX Function Strip 111use w/Enhancer Ill. 56295 

Word Pack Includes WordStar, Mail Merge, and TKC Numeric Keypad 1App1e· on1y1 ... 5 13495 All for only 550995MICRO PRO Special Offer! 

Plus you receive a FREE VidexSofl Swilch (a'30 Value•)ABT Numeric Keypad !Apple' only) ... .. •99•• 
THUNDERCLOCK PLUS ...... . •11905 MICROBUFFER II by Practical Periphera ls

SpellStar . . . ... All 3 fo r Only 5329°0 

NOVATION 
PKASO Parallel interface ...... . .. •134•• 32K ... Only 5 24995 16K .. .Only 5 21495 

Apple Cat II, direct line modemOn/y 529995 

MICROSOFT Z·BO CPIM Card ... •2499 •
Apple Cat II, 212 Upgrade . ... Only s32995 MICROBUFFER for EPSON 

MICROSOFT 16K Ram Card ....... •99•• 

Auto Cat 1200 .... ... ....... Only 558995 16K Para llel . 5 13495 BK Serial . 5 13495 


TG Joystick •47•• KRAFT Joystick •449 • 
Apple is a registered trademarl< of Apple Computer, Inc. Franklin ACE is a trademark ol Franklin Computer Co. 

COMPUTER SPECIALS! 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 


Tl 99 4/A wilh RF Modulalor .. •199•• 

Alter Mfg's Cash Rebate, Plus 2 FREE 

oflers from Tl Calf or Write for details! 

COMMODORE 

VIC·20 wilh RF ModulaIor ........ '177" 

RCA VP·3501 buill·in modem . '329" 

ATARI 400 . . . ...... .. Call 

TIMEX Sinclair 1000 .... .. ..... . . '89" 

48K Memory 49.95 32K Memory .99.95 

SHARP (Handheld) 
PC·1500 with CE ·150 Printer . . .. '29999 


PC-1211 with CE·122 Printer ... .. . .. 1 10995 


ATARI 

WORD PROCESSOR 

Atari 800 48K, Atari 810 Disk 


Drive, Atari Word Processor, 850 

Interface, Okidata Mic rol ine 82A 

Printer wi th Connect ing Cables 


Call or Write 

Atari 800 48K complete with 
a 13" color TV 

Call or Write 

New! 3550 Lelle r qualily prinler for IBM MX·BO Ill FfT 80·136 Column Doi 
PC, Aulo proporlional spacing. Bidirec· Matrix, Tractor or Friction Feed, Bidi rec· 
lional, Bold & shadow prinling. Juslifica· lional. 80 CPS, Graflrax Plus . .Call 
tion, Cen tering, Underscoring, Sub/super MX·100111FfT 136·233 Co lumn, Traclor 
scripling. 35 CPS.. . ....... . 2099.50 or Friclion Feed. Bidirecliona l, 80 CPS, 
B023 Pro wriler. 100 CPS. 136 Column. Graflrax Plus . . . . . . . . . . ... Call 
Parallel, Bid ire ct iona l, Traclor & friction. MONITORSHig h res olul ion graphics . . 514.95 USI Pl·2 12 " High Res. Green .... 159.00 

USI Pl·3 12 " High Res. Amber .... 189.00SMITH CORONA TP·1 Leiter qua lily AMDEK 300 12" Green . • . . . .149.95 
Daisy wheel printer. Serial or Parallel inter· AMDEK 13" Color I . . . . . . . . 329.00 
face, 120 words per minule . . . .. 629.00 AMDEK Color II RGB High Res.... 699.95 

AMDEK Color Interlace Board f/RGB . . 
OKI DATA 159.00 

MICROLINE 82A 120 CPS, Bidireclional. NEC JC 12" Color . . ..... . ... 349.95 
Parallel·Serial. 801132 Columns, Friclion & EPSON CR·6500 12" Color ,. . . 309.95 
Pin Feed . . 429.95 ELECTROHOME 

ECM·1302·1 13" RGB Monitor Hi·Res. MICROLINE 83A FfT 120 CPS. Bi· wi lh NTSC lnlerface . . . 399.95direclional. 136 Columns. Serial/Parallel. 1302·2 High Res. RGB . . . . . .... 599.95
Fr ic lion and Traclor ....... .. ... 684.95 
 COLOR BOARD for APPLE' ... 199.95 

HP Accessories 
HP·83 A ....... . 51149115 


82901M 5V." Dual 
HP·85A ••.••• • • '2099915 Oise Drive ••••••••• 11694" 

HP-87A w/128K • , ' 239495 82905A Serial Prlriter•619" 
HP-7470A Graphics plotterHP-87 XM • • . ••• 12495115 
also avail. ln Serial ffApple 

HP·12!> •••••• • •. ' 209995 Franklin and IBM •1195•• 

PRINTERS~~~~-
NEC EPSON 

You get these 

FREE softwares, 


Apple Stel lar Invaders 

Value '2900 


Olympic Decathalon 

Value '3500 


Only $1 77999 
1 year extended warranty 

DISKETTE SPECIALS! 
(10 pk except where indicated) 

MAXELL MD·1 SS 5'/, " . . . . 34.95 
MAXELL M 0·2 OS/DD 5 'I• . ...... 49.95 
MAXELL FD·2 DSIDD 8" (Soll Seclor)59.95 
VERBATIM SS/DD 5 '/' ..... .31 .95 
VERBA TIM OS/DD 5 'I•.. . .... 46.50 
MEMOREX SS/DD 5'1• .23.95 
CONTROL DATA SS/DD 5'1• " (12 pk)25.95 
NEW! IBM SS/DD 5'1• .34.95 
NEW! IBM DSIDD 5 '/' . .... 49.95 

For quantity discount prices 
p lease call or write' 

Wilh Wordslar. Mailmerge. Supercalc, 

C Basic and M R;:i,~ir: 


Call for Low Price! 
Software & Accessories 


X·MON monilor adapler . .39.95 

CENTRONIX prinler cable .. 59.95 

Keyboard exlender cab le 4 fl. . . . 49.95 

RS232 Serial cable .............. 39.95 


Games for Osborne 

Velor .20.00 Siar Trek .15.00 

Trapper ... 15.00 Calacomb ... .18.00 


SYSTEM 

Apple II plus 48K, 16K 


mem. expansion, Apple 

Disk Dr. w linterface DOS 


3.3, 12" Hi Res Green 

Mon itor, OK IDATA 80 


Printer , Interface Card & 

Cable, Screenwriter II 


Only $2249°0 

Circle 1 on Inquiry card. BYTE February 1983 481 

http:pk)25.95
http:Seclor)59.95


Four (as in Quad) Function 
IBM PC Board 

• Up ro 256KB of Parity Memory 
• Async Communica[ion Port 
• Clock-Calendar with Battery Back-up 
• A llows Full I Megabyte Addressing 
• One Year Warranty 
• Parallel Port can be added for an extra sSO 
• Free Software - Super Disk and Super Spooler 

ORDER 64K .. S359 
TOLL FREE 128K ....... S419 

192K ... . ... S469 
FREE SHIPPING 256K ....... S569 


f800J 531-5475 fit outside of Texas) 

f512J 250-1523 fif in Texas) 

CompuAdd Corp. 
13 OIO Research Blvd. No. 21 B 

Austin. Texas 78750 

Circle 86 on Inquiry card. 

Verba1im® 

Floppy Discs 

CALL NOW - TOLL FREE 
1-800-328-DISC 

Dealer inquiries invited. C.0.D.'s and 
charge cards accepted. 


All orders shipped from stock. 

within 24 hours. Call toll FREE. 


A~ll rn 

......_ 

North Hills Corporation 

3564 Rolling View Dr. 


White Beor Loke. MN 55110 

1-800-328-DlSC 


MN Call Collect 1-612-770-0485 


Circle 302 on Inquiry card. 

ANALOG...DIGITAL 
DIGITAL-ANALOG 

CONVERSION MODULES 

SOFTWARE 

GAIN CONTROL 


Fer additional details about the AD-100·4 and other 
fine California Data corporation 100% individually
tested. high reliabil ity products, circle tl1e reader 
service card number below or for faster response
write or call us. 

CALIFORNIA DATA 

CORPORATION 


3475 Old Conejo Road, Suite C-10 
Newbury Park , CA 91320 

1805) 498-3651 

Circle 68 on Inquiry card. 

5 '/4" Tandon Drives 

• TM 100-1 S189 
fsingle sided, 40 TRK. single Free 
or double density) Shipping 

•TM 100-2 S259 
fdouble sided, 40 TRK/side Free 
single or double density} Shipping 

•TM 100-4 S349 
{double sided. BO TRK/side Free 
96 TPI. double density) Shipping 

-ORDER- TOLL FREE

1-800-531-5475 {If outside of Texas) 

f512J 250-1523 {If inside of Texas) 

"If we can't ship the next working day. 
~won't take the order:· 

Master Card/Visa or check. 
Texas Residents add 5% sales tax. 

CompuAdd Corp. 
130 IO Research Blvd · # 21 B 

Austin, Texas 78750 

Circle 87 on I nqulry card. 

. ELIZA IS HERE! 
AT LAST! A FULL IMPLEMENTATION of the original ELIZA 
program is now available to run on your microcomputer! 

Crealed at MIT in 1966. ELIZA has become the world"s mosl 
celebraled artilicial intelligence demonslration program. ELIZA is 
a non-directive psychotherapist who analyzes each statement as 
you type ii in and then respondswi lhher owncommenlorquestion 
- and her remarks are ofle n startlingly appropriate! 

Designed to run on a large mainframe. ELIZA has hitherto b een 
unavailable to personal computer users except in greatly slripped 
down versions lacking the sophisl ication which made the original 
program so fascinating . 

Now. our new microcomputer version possessing the FULL power 
and range of expression of the original is being olfered at the 
introductory price of only $25. And if you want to lind out how she 
does it (or teach her to do morel we will include the complete 
Source Program for only $20 additional. 

Order your copy of ELIZAtodayand you·11 never again wonder how 
to respond when you hear someone say ""Okay. le!"s see what this 
computer of yours can actually do!" 

ELIZA IS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING DISK FORMATS: 

S!amlara 6 inch sing1eaensi1ytor all CP1M bas ea computers 
525 !or ELIZA COM . aaa 520 for M1c1osou BASIC·80 Source 

2 5·.• mch CPtMlor Appl<> IJ equ1ppea ...1thZ-80SonCa1a 
S25 IOI ELIZA COM - aoa S20 lor M1crosoll BASIC·60 Source 

J 5' , inc h tor 48K Apple 11 w11h Applesol! AOM and DOS J J 
S25 !orPro!ectea F1le-aoas20 forApplesol1Source 

4 !'o, inch lor 64K IBM Personal Compu!e1 
525 for Prolecled Fi te- aad 520 !or IBM Disk BASIC Source 

5 5•·, inch !or Osborne I Microcomputer 
S25 lor Protectea File - aaa 520 lor M1crosou BASIC-80 Source 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH GROUP 

921 NORTH LA JOLLA AVENUE 


LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90046
..... (213) 656-7368 (213) 654-2214 
MC. VrSA and CHECKS ACCEPTED • 


Circle 32 on Inquiry card. 

IBM®PC SOFTWARE 

FORTH-32TM a!lowsaccess toall oftt1ePC 
memory usmg 1nte1·m 1xed 16 / 32 l11t addreSS•ng 
Sc1·een editor. assembler, decompiler. debug. gr·apl1rcs. 
C ASE. and DOS interlace Package Builder Ut1l1ty 
pr-oduces compilct mal'lo:etablc software. $150. 
Floating Point Library !Software or 80871. $50. 

GUESTalk™ Asynchronous 
Communications conr 1ects your PC 
LO Other cornpur.ers f\11enu d1we11 with help featur e. 
te1"t111nal or local mode, UPLOAD/DOW NL OAD flle 
trans fers Multiple BAUD rates $115 

PrintPakTM allows custo1mzed printouts via 
menu driven serection of page lleatlers. l111e nuonber·s. 
c:huracter type. time. dat e and more $4 5 

DiskPakTM r ecove•'S erased files, prmts, 
views <'Ind mod1!1es sec tor·s a1id moi·e $ 35 

Edlin Recovery Utility cecla•ms 
the file you thought you lost when the disk was lull 535 

l!IM !SA R£Q1STHIEO HIAOEMAR .~ OF 16'.• C0,.?0f\ATl0N 
FOllh<-~;> OOESTP•• Ponl~O< 0.,_?0<k AJ\£ TflADE"~RKS OT ORI 

QUEST RESEARCH, INC. 

::ci P 0 Bo• 2553 • IILmt~~, lle , Ill 3580-1 • 205-533-9'105 : 
Toll Free 800-558-8088 

Circle 358 on Inquiry card. 

SMITH-CORONA TP-1 
Letter OuaUy 

•SERIAL OR 
PARALLEL INTERFACE 

• MICROPROCESSOR ELECTRONiCS 

ORDER S569TOLL FREE 

FREE SHIPPING 

fBOOJ 531-5475 {ifoursideofTexas) 

f512J 250-1523 linTexas) 

CompuAdd Corp. 
13010 Research Blvd . No. 218 

Austin. Texas 7B705 

Circle 88 on Inquiry card. 

wabasH 
When it comes to 

Flexible Disks, nobody 
does it better than 

Wabash. 

MasterCard. Visa Accepted. 
Call Free (800) 235-4137 

I 00 Foothill Blvd 
San lu1s0b1~po . CA 
93401 {In Cal call 
18051 543- I 037 I 

Circle 318 on Inquiry card. 

EDGE-86 
AN INDUSTRIAL QUALITY 

8086 OEM SYSTEM 

• HARDWARE 
-A Multibus~! COMPATIBLE 8086 CPU BOARD 

WITH OMA FLOPPY CONTROLLER, INTERRUPT 
CONTROLLER, PROGRAMMABLE TIMERS, 3 
SERIAL PORTS, TWO PARALLEL 110 PORTS, AND 
BK BYTES OF PROM WITH BOOT STRAP 
LOADER FOR CPM/86'M. 

- t28K BYTES DYNAMIC RAM BOARD. 
- 4-SLOT MULTIBUS CARD CAGE, WITH COM

PLETE DOCUMENTATION AND SCHEMATICS: 
ALL FOR.... .. . _.. .. _..... .$1250. 

•SOFTWARE 
- CPM /860.S.WITHCOMPLETE UTILITIES ... $250. 

-OFF THE SHELF DELIVERY

30GE MICRO SYSTEMS 
195 W. EL CAMINO REAL, SUNNYVALE, CA 94086 

TELEPHONE: 408-738-4729 
• Mu llibus TM o l lnte1. °''CPM166 TM or 0 19ilal Resea•ch 

Circle 160 on Inquiry card. 



We Have It!. . Computers, Disk 

Systems, Printers and Terminals 


Call For Super Value 
On S-100 System With 
Dbl. Dens. B"Drives ! 

INTERTEC SUPER BRAIN II 

FREE MicroSoft Basic 80 . 


Self contained computer with dual 

disks and two SR232C ports, com

plete with CP/M®2.2 

64K Jr... . ......... .. . . . .. $2099 

64K OD . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. $2495 

64K SD . . . ... . . . .. . .. . .. .. $2949 

10 Meg. DDS Hard Disk ... . $2995 


VIDEO TERMINALS 

SOROC IQ 120.. .... . ...... . .... . . . . $595 

SOROC IQ 130 . .. . . . ..... . .. . . . ...... 595 

HAZELTINE ESPRIT . .... . .... .. .. . . . Call 

HAZELTINE ESPRIT II . . . . .. • .. • ..... Call 

HAZEL TINE 1420 . . .... . .. . . ... .. . . . . Call 

HAZEL TINE 1500 . . . .. . . . .. .. . ... . .. . Call 

HAZELTINE1510 . ... . .. .. ..... . . .. .. Call 

HAZELTINE1520 . . . .. . . .. ... .. .. . . . . Call 

TELEVIDEO 910C . .. .. . .... . . .. .. . . .. Call 

TELEVIDEO 912C . . . .. . . . .. . ..• ... ... Call 

TELEVIDEO 920C .... . . . .. . . . . .. . . ... Call 

TELEVIDEO 925C . .... . ... . . . . .. ..... Call 

TELEVIDEO 950C . . ... . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. Call 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 940 Basic ... $1299 

Tl 940 Package . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. $1699 

Tl 745 Portable Terminal.. .. . .. . ... . . 1249 

INTERTEC INTERTUBE Ill . . . .. . . . . ... 749 

ZENITH Z19 . . .. . . . ...... .. .... . . . ... 729 


PRINTERS 

ANADEX DP-9001A . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . $1369 

ANADEX DP-9501A .... . . . .. . .. . . . . . 1429 

PAPER TIGER IDS-445G .. . .. Special! 599 

PRISM PRINTER IDS-80 w/o color. . .. 1149 

PRISM PRINTER IDS-80 w/color ... . . 1499 

PRISM PRINTER IDS-132 w/color .. .. 1695 

NEC 3510 RO, RS232C, 35 CPS. . .. Now 1619 

NEC3530RO,Cent.lnter., 35CPS . Only 1859 

NEC 7710 RO, RS232C, 55CPS . . . . .. . .. 2375 

NEC 7720 KSR, RS232C, 55CPS ... ... .. 2795 

NEC 7730 RO, Cent. Inter., 55CPS . . .... . 2375 

QUME SPRINT 9/45 


ltd. or Full , 45CPS, RS232C, Now 1998 

C. !TOH PRO WTITER, Parallel ... .. ... 549 

C.ITOH PRO WRITER, Ser. & Par .. . . . . 649 

DIABLO 620 RO, RS232C, 20 CPS . .. . . . 1249 

DIABLO 630 RO, RS232C, 55CPS . . .. ... 2299 

CENTRONICS 730·1 Par .... New Low 299 

CENTRONICS 737-3 RS232C .... ... . . . 389 

CENTRONICS 704-11 Parallel . .... . .. 1695 

CENTRONICS 704-9 RS232C ... . . . . . . 1595 

CENTRONICS 122G Parallel. 120CPS .. 949 

EPSON MX-80 . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. , . .. . . . 489 

EPSON MX-80FT . . .... . ... . . . . . .. .. . 589 

EPSON MX-100FT ... . .. . . . .... . .... . 789 

EPSON RS232 Serial Interface . .. . .. . .. 65 

EPSON RS232/2K Buffer Interface . . . . . 129 

EPSON GRAFTRAX II . . . .. . .. ......... 90 

EPSON Apple®Printer Interface . . ... ... 75 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS Tl 810 Basic. 1349 

Tl-810 Basic RS232C & Parallel .. ... . . 1395 

Tl-810 w/full ASCII, Vert. forms control, 


compressed print. . .. . . ......... 1599 

Tl-820 RO Basic . .. .. . ... .. . . .. . . . ... 1645 

Tl-820 KSR Basic . , . .. . .. . . .. ... . . . .. 1839 

Tl-810 Package w/LQ. . ... . . .. . . . . . .. 2099 


OKIDATA MICROLINE-80 . . .. ... . .. . . 359 

Tractor feed option .. ... ... . 50 


MICROLINE 82A ... . ........... . ..... 459 

MICROLINE 83A . . ...... . .... . . . . . ... 729 

MICROLINE 84 Parallel . .. . .•.. . . .. . . 1149 

MICROLINE 84 Serial . .. ... . . . . . .... 1249 


MONITORS 

ZENITH ZYM-121. 12" Green Plios . . . . . 115 

AMDEK 10012". . . . . .. ... .. New Low! 99 

AMDEK 100G 12" Gr. Phos .. .. .. . . . ... 149 

AMDEK 300 12"High Res. .. . . .. . .... . 179 

AMDEK COLOR·1, 13" . .. . .. . . . . .. ... 339 

AMDEK COLOR·ll. 13" GAB Hi. Res ... 755 

AMDEK COLOR-Ill, 13" RGB . ..... . ... 419 

APPLE"' Adapter for RGB . . . . .. . . . .. .. 159 


NorthSlo~ 

CallFOi' Prices 

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS 

MORROWDISCUS2D Sng .• DD . . . .. . 898* 

MORROW DUAL DISCUS 20 DD . . . 1549* 

MORROW DISCUS 2+2. 2 side, DD. 1239* 

MORROW DUAL DISCUS 2 + 2 . .. . . 2139* 

MORROW DUAL OMA DISCUS 20 . 1619* 


I HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS 
MORROW DESIGNS 


I DISCUS M5, 5 Meg. . . . New Low 1559* 

DISCUS M 10, 10 Meg. . .. . . . .. . . 3095* 

DISCUS M26. 26 Meg . . .. . . . ... . . 3795* 


CORVUS 5 Meg. .. . ... .. .. . • . . ... .. 2375 

CORVUS 12 Meg. . ...... . . . ... . .... 2969 

CORVUS 18 Meg. .. .. . . .. , . . . .. . .... 3799 

MAEZON 5 Meg . ... . ... ... .. .. . . .. . 1695 

MAEZON 10 Meg. . ...... . .. . ~ - ... .. 1949 

MAEZON 15 Meg . .. . .. ... ...... . ... 2799 

INTERTEC 10 Meg.. . . ... . .. Special! 2999 


··i ncludes CP/M"'2.2 and Microsoft Basic. 


FLOPPY DISK 
CONTROLLER BOARDS 


CROMEMCO 16 FDC. DD ... .. .. .. .. . . 499 

NORTH STAR DD . . ... . . .. . . .... . . . .. 479 

MORROW DISK JOCKEY 20, A&T.. . . 329 

INTERSYSTEMS FDC-2. A&T . ... . . . . . 439 

TARBELL DD. A&T . ... .. ... . ... . . ... 445 

SYSTEMS GROUP DD. OMA ... . . . . . . 439 


ESCON CONVERSION 
FOR IBM SELECTRIC 


Complete w/microprocessor controller and 

power supply. Factory built. User installs 

solenoid assembly or it can be done at the 

ESCON factory. 

RS232C Serial & Parallel . ... . . . . . ... .. 534 

Cable for above .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . ... ... . . 25 


PROM PROGRAMMERS 

SSM PB1 Kit . . . .. . . . .. ... .. . . ...... . 152 

SSM PB1, A&T . ... . , . .... . .. .... .. . . 225 


MODEMS 

NOVATION CAT. Acoustic . . . .. . .. . . . 149 

D·CAT, Di reel Connect, (300 Baud) . ... 155 

AUTO CAT Auto Answer .. . .. ... . . . . . 219 

APPLE CAT . . . . .. .. . . , .. .. . .. . .. . . .. 329 

D·CAT(1200 Baud) . . . . .... . . . ... . .... 599 

103 JLP Auto Answer . . ... .... .. . .. .. 219 

DC HAYES MICROMODEM II (Apple) . . 339 

HAYES SMART MODEM (300 Baud) . . 239 . 

HAYES SMART MODEM (1200 Baud) . .. 595 

POTOMAC MICRO MAGIC (S-100) ... . 339 


CALIFORNIA COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS 


Z80 CPU Board .. . . . . ... . ..... . . .... . 269 

Disk Controller 2422, w/CP/M® . . . .. .. . 359 

16K Static, A&T . . ... .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. . 259 

32K Static, A&T . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . .... 399 

64K Dynamic RAM . . . . . ... . .. . . . . .. . . 335 

SYSTEM 2210 w/64K, CP/M®2.2...... 1895 


CPU BOARDS 

(Assembled unless noted) 


NORTHSTAR Z-80(ZPB. A/Al ......... 269 

INTERSYSTEMS (MPU-80) . . ..... .. . . . 349 

SSM CB1 8080, A&T . . . . . . ..... . .. . .. 214 

SSM CB2,Z·80A&T. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. 289 

SSM CB2, Z-80 Kit . . .... . . . . . .. . . .. .. 219 

SYSTEMS GROUP Z-80 with 1/0.. .. . .. 419 


MEMORY BOARDS 
NORTHSTAR 16K RAM .. . .... . .. ... . 199 

H-RAM64K ...... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. 589 

H·RAM 32K ....... . ... .. ... . . . , .. ... 419 

CROMEMCO 16KZ..... . .. .. . . .... . . . 419 

CROMEMCO 64KZ.. . . . . . .... . • . ... .. 595 

CROMEMCO 256KZ . ... . .. .. . . .. ... 1095 

MEMORY MERCHANT 


16K Static, 4 MHz ... .... . . .. . . . .. . . 159 

64KStatic.4 MHz . . .......... • . . ... 549 


SYSTEMS GROUP 

DM6400, 64K Board . .. , . .. .. ... . .. . 529 

DMB6400, 64K Board . . ........... ... 420 

HDM2800. 128K Board . . . .. .. ... . . 1095 


GODBOUT (A&Tl 

CPU·Z .. ... . . . . . . .... . . . .. .. . .... . .. 249 

CPU 8085 88 . . ... . . ..... .. . .. . .. .. ... 359 

RAM 20 32 . . . . . .... . . .. . . . . . .. . .. ... 359 

RAM 1764 . . . . ... . . ... .. . . . . . . ... . . . 510 

RAM 21 ........ . . . .. . . . ...... . . . .. . 1149 

INTERFACE 1 .. . , . . . •. . •. . • ..• .. . . . . . 215 

INTERFACER 1 . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. 215 

INTERFACER2 .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... .... 215 

DISK 1 : ... . .......... .. . , .. , . . . . .. .. 425 

SYSTEM SUPPORT 1 . . ... ... . ... .. .. 335 

ENCLOSURE 2 (Desk) . . ' ... . . . . . .. . .. 699 

ENCLOSURE 2 (RACK) .. . . . . . ... . . . . . 759 


VIDEO BOARDS uo Mapped 

SSM VB2 1/0, Kit.. .. . ... . . . .. .. . . . . .. 169 

SSM VM2 l/O, A&T .. .. ..... ... ... .. . 229 


Memory Maped 

SSM VB1C. 16x64, Kit .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . 152 

SSM VB1C, 16x64, A&T . .. . . . . .. . ... . 206 

SSM VB3, 80 Char. 4MHz. Kit ... . ..... 359 

SSM VB3. 80 Char. 4 MHz. A&T . ...... 419 


APPLE® BOARDS 

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER 


7710AAsynchronous Ser . Inter..... 139 

7712A Synchronous Ser. Inter. . .. . . 149 

7424A Calender Clock.. . ... .. . ... . .. 99 

7728ACentronics Printer Inter... . . .. 99 


Call for fJl'ice on MORROW 

MICRO DECISIONand 


CROMEMCO SP-10


•
We stock a complete inventory 
of MAXELL, MEMOREX, 

SCOTCH and VERBATIM for all 
your Diskette requirements. 

Write for free catalog. 

MiniMicroMart,Inc. 

(315) 422 4467 

l.iiiiiiiil AllpricesF.0 .B. shipping point, sub ject to 
943 W. Genesee St. 
• ~ change .. All of1ers s.ub1ect ~o withdraw! with 

out not ice. A dvertised prices reflect a 2% 
~ cash discount (orders prepaid pr ior to ship

P.O. Box 2991 B 
Syracuse, New York 13220 TWX 71~542--0431 iliiilllrl mentl. C.0. 0 ."s & C,ed itCa<ds, 2% highe<. 

Circ le 282 on inquiry card. 



0 TeltVide0 USERS! 
COGITATE Fast Dump/Restore System tor TS 
802H, 806. 
• Back·up files twice as fast as PIP. 
• 	Double the storage, up to 700Kldiskette, with 

multiple diskette capability $90.00 

COGITATE Type Ahead With Print Screen 
• Print key prints screen. 
• 64 charactertypeaheadbufter $90.00 

COGITATE 278013780 Communications System. 
• Communicates with most IBM systems. 
• Many feature s for remote job 

entry $400.00 
TurboDOS 
•MULHUSER $750.0Q 
•SEMINARS $250.00 
CPJM® is registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc. 


TurboDOS is aregistered trademark of Sol1ware 2000. Inc 


PLUS OTHER GOOO TELEVIOEO STUFF! 

COGITATE, Inc. 
SPECIALISTS IN UNIQUE TE LE VIOEO SOFTWARE 

24000 Telegraph Road, Southfield, Ml 48034 
(313) 352-2345 

VISA/MASTER CARO Accepted 

Circle 76 on Inquiry card. 

DISKETTES 

AND 


DISKETTE DUPLICATION 

DISKETTES (Hub Ring/Write Protect) 

Certified 100% error free 
Box of 10 

5°1. Single Side/Single Density S17 .50 
Single Side/Double Density 20 DO 
Double Side/Double Density 24.DO 

8 Single Side/Single Density 20 DO 
Single Side/Double Density 25.50 
Double Side/Double Density 30 DO 

Specify soft. 10 or 16 sector on 5'< d1skelles 

Shipping Sl.50 !Cal add tax) 

Money Order /VISA/MasterCard IC.0.D. 


DUPLICATION 
• Duplication services - all popular formals 
• 	All services perlormed on latest technically 

advanced equipment 
• Prices start at Sl 90. including diskelle 
Please write tor lull description of all Hollman 
services and prices 

~~ HoffmanCO'li1PUTE:R PRODUCTS 
....., IPXI HOWERAVE • DUAR lE,CA 91010 
~ 1? 1313031571 

Circle 197 on Inquiry card. 

COMPARE... THEN CALL 
(615)727-6000 

SYSTEM ED 
CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 18, Mountain City, TN 37683 

Circle 399 on Inquiry card. 

~BASF 

FlexyDisks® 

51/4 II 
Specity soil, 
10 or 16 sector Price/10 Price/100 
1 side/double density $20.00 $185.00 
2 sided/double density 34.50 325.DO 

8 If 	 Specity soil 
or 32 sector Price/10 Price/100 

1 side/single density $21.00 $195.00 

1 side/double density 29.50 275.00 

2 sided/double density 34.50 325.00 

Certilied Check · Money Order · Personal Check 

Allow up to 2 weeks tor personal checks to clear. 

Add S 1 .50 lo each order :or U. P. S. shipping charges. 


NJ Residents add 5% NJ Sales Tax 

n4m 
E;Xl::HANGE. !NL. 

280 Dukes Parkway, P.O. Box 85 
Somerville, N.J. 08876 • (201) 725·6680 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

Circle 139 on Inquiry card. 

$99 SINGLE BOARD 
COMPUTER/CONTROLLER 

MODEL MCG-85 FEATURES: 
- 8085A CPU -Automatic Baud Rate 
-2K System Monitor -5 Interrupts 

ROM -14 Bit Counter/Timer 

-256 Bytes of RAM -Onboard Prototyping 

-RS232C Port -6.144 MHz Crystal 

-Parallel & Serial l/O -Onboard Expansion 

- Two 8 Bit Prog Ports *4K ROM &/or 

-One 6 B:c Prog Port 
 • 4K RAM or CMOS RAM 
-41/i x 61/ z PCB 

STOCK $99 Kit $135 A&T. 

Expansion Boards available. Visa, M.C., Amex & 

COO accepted. 


ATLANTIS COMPUTERS 
31-14 Broadway 

Astoria, N.Y. 11106 
2121728-6700 

Circle 38 on Inquiry card. 

CALL 
8(K)-34:il078 

FOR THE 
BEST I~Il.I(:.1:. 

Call P.R.l.C.E. for big savings 
on home computers. software, video 
cassette recorders, car stereo, home 
stereo. portable radios and tape 
recorders, cordless telephones. and 
answering machines, video games, 
tapes, and movies. 

P.Rl.C.E. willbeatanylegitimate 
offer on in-stock items. Call our toll 
free number now! 800-343-1078. 
In Mass. 617-961-2400. 

67 Teed Dr., 8283 , Randolph, MA 02368 

Circle 316 on Inquiry card. 

51/t Floppy Disk Drives 
(Direct IBM® Plug-in) 

TANDON Model TM 100-1. $189* ea. 

TANDON Model TM 100-2. $269* ea. 
12" Green Phospher Zenith Monitor $109" ea. 

IBM EXPANSION 

BOARDS 


64K Memory ........... $275* ea. 
128K Memory ...•....... $375* ea. 
192K Memory . . . . . . • • . . . $450* ea. 
256K Memory ...... . .... $510* ea. 
Floppy Controller .. .... .. $180* ea. 
16K System BO Memory . $ 25* ea. 
MC I VISA or C.O.D. with certified check 
or money order. Arkansas residents add 
sales tax . 

For information or orders. call 
501-777-9859 

G-H Compu,·er Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 871 • Hope, AR 71801 

• Plus Shipping. 

Circle 179 on Inquiry card. 

MicroScript™ 
Are you wasting valuable lime lrying to format complex 
documents with a word processor or obsolete text formaller? 
MicroScriprTM is a state of the art te1tt forma tter specilical· 
Jy designed for the production of technlcal manuals. specifica· 
lions. and other comple1t documents. This power1ul tool pays 
for itself the 1irst time you use ii. Featuring: 

• generalized markup • floating text blocks 
• lei! alignment • footnotes 
• center alignment • variable line spacing 
• right alignment • widow supression 
• ius tilication • section numbering 
• lell indention • imbedded documents 
• right indention • automatic lists 
• bold text • macro processing 
• underscored text • symbol processing 
• proportional spacing • table ot contents 
• tully detinable page • direct printer control 
• multiple columns • initialization profile 
• headers and tooters • page numbering 

$99 poslpaid within U.S .. oulside U.S. add S\O. CA rcsidcn1s add 
6%. Specify CPfM·SO·. CPIM·86·. MS-Dos·. or PC -Dos·: printer 
type: disk format. 

Software TechniqueTM 
6531 Crown Blvd .. Suite 3A • San Jose, CA 95120 

(408) 997-5026 
• 	CPIM·SO. CPIM·86 trademarks of Digirar Research. MS·DOS 

tradema1k of Microsoft. PC-DOS trademark of IBM Corporation . 

Circle 390 on Inquiry card. 

Double Your 
5Y." disk storage 

capacity without adding a drive. 

ZENITH/ Heath 
Users 

Get twice as much from your H88 or 
H89 microcomputer. Our FDC-880H 
floppy disk controller. in conjunction 
with your 5W' drives. for example. 
expands memory capacity from 256 
bytes to 512 bytes per sector. 

And it handles single and double
sided, single and double-density, 8" and 
5W' drives - simultaneously. 

ttt 
C.D.R. Systems Inc. 

Controlled Data Recordin1 Systems Inc. 

7210 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92111 


(714) SW.1272 


Circle 71 on Inquiry card. 



141501 

P.O. Box 4430X INTRODUCING A BRAND NEW MICROCOMPUTER
Santa Clara, CA 95054 VENTURE is a single _ Quest1802software. VEN· 

Will calls: 2322 Walsh Ave. board computer that is an 	 TURE DOS will accommo=uenlure 
adventure for the hobbyist. -	 date up to four 5W double 

( 40B) 9BB· 1640 It 1s a learning, trarrnng density floppies. A com· 
Same day shipment. First line parts only. Factory tested. Guaranteed computer as well as 1ust plete 1802 programming 
money back. Quality IC's and other components at factory prices. pla in fun for anyone who book is available. All ver 

wants to get into astate-of- sions of VENTURE are 
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS Phone orders only (BOO) 53B·B196 the-art computer at rea· shipped with a set of man· 

sonable cost. uals written to be under· 
UH TTL VENTURE comes in kit 	 stood by the inexperienced7400N !:! c~==s u~ form or fully assembled and 	 as well as experienced user.:m: ,_NIH 	 -3VI''I n . 40ll 
H09N l .? 9 100 . ..... J ft COMPUTER 


~~ 100 ... ... .. us 
 tested. You can get it in its 	 A standard 60-pin busFAN~m= minimu_mconfiguration for as little as $195.. 00 with 5 slots, parallel ports and 2 serial portsICSOtUIS 	 $7.75 
'hlU• lift Uw Pr~lll1 


Piii lUP ~Ill lUP 
 or take 11 all the way to floppy disks and vorce. wrth full handshaking (75 to 9600BAUD) allow~= " a 13 n JO 	 -1982 
It can be expanded as akrt or fully assembled. expansion into floppy disks, color, EPROM~~47 N " 14 U N 1QI 	 IC 

1448/j 16 u 28 40 	 MASTER 
7470' "' •• P.I .. !II at your own pace and choice. programmer, printer. model of your choice.S67.00
70SN 20 29 40 49 
10SN VENTURE is a 16" by 20" main board with Laterexpansion will add alight pen. auniversal 
74elN 

....,"' 

" 

:: 
" 
" 
, 	 -MONITORS 

7t90N separate ASCII and HEX keyboards. It runs fast, user programmable music sound board, Gen-12"GAEEN.. S129.00~m~N lS almost 4 MHz, and has the capability of putting eral Purpose Instrument Bus. and ahigh reso·12'8/W 

7ml N 

74107N 

5115.00 1.5 megabyte of RAM and ROM on the board lution colorlgrayscalepixelmappedvideo board.rn:m1 ..."' " " 	 HIHH along with a variety of inexpensive options. On-Board Options 
14150/j 

1'151 11 
 A 16-channel analog-to -digital converter al- 16 channel Ato O; 5 slot 60 pin bus. 2 serial'" " 70Sltl SS lows use of 1oystrcks, control functions, in· ports. parallel ports, 4 video options incl. color,"' H 161 N l1S 
Ht62H 
H16 3N 

strumcntat1on, temperature sensrng, etc. T1 48K RAM, Votrax voice synthesizer, sound"' 7t1HN sound generator, software controlled music , generator. EPROM, full BASIC. disassembler,14175 ,j ... " " S9 
W90li 
74192N 

Votrax voice synthesizer and real time clock editor, assembler, metal cabinet, additional 

.. 
9S 

H193ti calendar add to its versatility. power supply, ASCII keyboard real time clock
14221N '·" lS 


HJ6SN 

74291N VENTURE connects directly to a monitor or calendar. 
Hl66N to your TV set through an RF modulator. And Expansion Options
7067N "' " .... now for the heart of VENTURE ... its video dis- Floppy disk, EPROM programmer, light pen,msann 
74lSOON .. play. VENTURE has a high resolution program· universal user programmable music, sound " Hl.S02N so 
HLSOtN SS mable video display with up to 16,384 user- board high resolution color/grayscale pixel74LSOSN 
74LS08N " defined characters, alphanumeric symbols, mapped video board. General Purpose lnstru·1HS10N CMOS 
HLS13N co•ooo 25 special graphics or objects, such as space ships, ment Bus, 8088 co-processor board.74LS14N C04COI 25 

74LS20N C04002 2! 

7HS22H C04006 H 
 etc. Each character is 8pixels wide by 16 pixels Minimum VENTURE System $195.00 
11LS21N C04007 25 

HlSJON C04001 <JO 
 high, with 2 grayscale maps; it has 256 levels Kit includes CPU and control with 4K of RAM, 
7'LSll11 CD4009 J9 

UlSJaH 
 of grayscale plus video invert/compliment and 1K of scratchpad, 2K monitor, 1861 video 
7t LS7tN rn:g\~ ~~ 
74LS15N C04012 25 hidden screen update for a "snow" free dis- graphics, cassette interface and separate HEX 
HLS90N C040!l 38 play. The display is 512 x 512 pix el mapped with keyboard with LED displays for address andHlS9lN co•au 79 

HS\S9SN C0401S J9 

14LSl07 N (04016 39 
 2 planes of video RAM per display, VENTURE output. Power supply is included along with 2 
HlS1!1N C04011 69 

H 1.S 11lN C0401! 79 
 video is in short. . . astounding' game cassettes. The main board is 16" x 20" 
7tLS1HN co mg 39 VENTURE has complete software support and includes space for all of the previously1'LS1J6H C04020 75 

IUS \SI N C0•0 21 7':1 

14LS ISSN co ~on 19 
 with full BASIC, 3 ROM monitors, disassem· discussed on-board options. Full on-board ex· 
74LS151N OISPlJ.YLEOS bier/assembler/editor. It will run real· time video pansion can be completed for under $1000.00.7US16211 ~g:m ~~ 

MAti72:74 CA.rCA 300 7514LSIUH C04025 23 
OU04 CC 300 1.25 ames. all RCA chfp 8 ro ramsand all cuuent Call for further details, option priQe.s . etc.14LSl9011 C04026 165 

HLS22 1N C0•021 45 OL701'0L107R CA 300 1 00 

74LS2S8H C0402e 69 OL1271728 CA.'CC.SOOl .90 

14LSJ57N CO•Oa 19 
 Ol7471750 CAICC600149 RCA Cosmac 1802 Super Ell Computer $106.95

C040JO 39 ,ll1mt cc .357 10 

co•a•o 19 

(040)5 u The Super Ellis atremendous value as it combines R&O. A monthly newsletter. Questdata is devoted, id)!O) !i5f CCICA 500 99 
C04042 69 tJC,Ol $10 CCCA 500 .W 
CO• O•J 79 n.::mmKI CCI CA 800 2 20 video, digital displays, LED displays, and music, exclusively to software for tile Super Elf and there 

"' CD40H 79 all on a single board for $106.95. are many software books available at low cost. ~suo 	 co•0•5 ~tu~~" lj~rn 	 C04049 JS WnHtii 9.so The Super Elf expansion capability is virtually un· The Super Elf computer system is now available as7.95 
J9S 	 ~gm~ ?~ r.wf.'ll tl CA 40 9!1.. 	 WN111D CA •O 95~ C04060 69 limited and you can do it inexpensively one step at a series of bare boards as well as full kits and 

23.95 CD•066 39 ......~ CClti 99 

1195 CD40U 39 l.LIJll11~ Cl. 60 99 
 atime. Expansion includes casstte interface. addi- assembled. 
"' (04069 ig NJ..W'lol(I cc 60 99 

C0•070 35 tional memory, color video, Basic, ASCII key- Bare Boards: Super Elf $35.00. Super Expansion 
C04011 H 


29S CD40'1 29 

11 "' .95 ..... board, printer, floppy, S-100 bus, RS232. etc. $35.00. Power Supply $10.00. S-100 Color
1595 
l9tS ~g!g~~ j~

29 gs C0•076 .79 
 61$10.00 The Super Elf comes complete with power supply $35.00. Oynamlc RAM $40.00. Manuals $10.00. 
3195 C04018 .29 

l!l!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!I d · d 	 Super Basic $45.00.and eta1le 127 page instruction manual which " Eat & Run " cassette $14.95rn 	 ~8:m n"' 3.95 	 C04116 47 includes over 40 pages of software. including a 
Ill 	 MC1H 12 tUI 


MC1H90 US 

MONTHLY SPECIALS series of lessons to help get you started and a Free 14 Page Brochure :n C0•507 99 


PS 1
 music program and graphics target game. Many Send or call for a free brochure on all~g:m :~ 2114 8/$13 .95 2732-2 $10.95 schools and universities are using the Super Elf as details and pricing of the Super Elf and its "' 8/$14.95 4164-150 6.75 ·a course of study. OEM's use it for training and expansion . We will get it right out to you!......................"."." ...."..lllljll ~~~:LJ 
 $14.50 1771 15.95 
280 OMA $ 9.95 1791 24 .95Apple Peripheral Kits Voltage Male S18 .5D UHF Preampliller Kil S34.95µPD 765 $34.95 1793 26.95SERIAL 110 INTERFACE 0 to 30,000 baud. St .25 shlppmg Sw11ching regulator k11 w11h S2 .00 shipping . Improves uhl reteplion dra·LM317K $ 1.50 2532 6.50D. T.R .. Input & output from monitor or basic, or ad1ustable ACIDCvoltage conVll<slon. 3 modes matlc;ally, 25 db gain assem. •ers1on S57_50. 

use Apple as intelligent terminal, Bd only (PIN 2) l '8iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilil of operation; s.tep up, step down. inversion Artrctes Radro Elect . Mar. May, 1981$14.95, Kit (PIN 2A) $51.25, Assembled (PIN Jumper seleclabte modos ot operation. ln~u t .,.___ _ _ ____...;...._____.. 
2C) $62.95. ZBO Microcomputer Kit $69 .00 

voltage 5· 15 voe.ou1pu1 vol tage - 24 to +30 Fluke Multimeters16 bit 1/0, 2 MHz clock, 2K RAM, ROM BreadPROTOTYPING BOARD (PIN 7907) $21.95. voe. current draw 3()-250 ma. 0800 St25--0802 S189.- DB04 S249.board space. Excellent for control. Bare Board 

each can switch 11 OV, 6A loads. Bd only (PIN 

PARALLEL TRIAC OUTPUT BOARD 8 triacs, 

$28.50. Full Kit $79.00. Monitor $20.00. Power 

210) $19.20, Kit (PIN 210A) $119.55. 
 Supply Kit $35.00. Tiny Basic $30.00. Rockwell AIM 65 Computer
APPLE II GAME PADDLES Adam and Eve $38.00. 6502 based single board with full ASCII key 
16K RAM Board to take you to 64K. Assem. 
 Modem Kit $60.00 board and 200 column thermal printer. 20 char. 

$67. Kit $57. 
 State of the art. orig., answer. No tuning neces alphanumeric display ROM monitor; fully ex

sary. 103 compatible 300 baud. Inexpensive pandable $445.00. 4K version $454.00 . 4KInterlace Kits acoustic coupler plans included. Bd. only Assembler S35.00, BK Basic Interpreter $65.00.SERIAUPARALLEL INTERFACE Bidirectional, $17 .00. Article in June, July, Aug. Radio Special small power supply 5V 2A 24V .5ABaud rates from 110 to 19.2K. sw selectable Electronics. 1981. assem. in frame $59.00. Molded plastic enclo 

bits, 1or 2 stop bits. parity odd or even or none. 

polarity of input and output strobe, 5 to 8 data 

sure to fi t both AIM 65 and power supply 

all characters contain a start bit, +5 & -12V 


60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40 
$52.50. AIM 65 1Kin cabinet with power sup


required.Bd only (PIN 101) $11.95, Kit (PIN 

Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency to 

ply, switch, fuse. cord assem. S571.00. 4K 

101A) $42.89. 


crystal time base. Outstanding accuracy. 
S586.00. A65 /40-5000 AIM 65/40 wl16K RAM 


RS-232/TTL INTERFACE Bidirectional. re
 Video Modulator Kit $9 .95 and monitor $1295.00. RAM Board Kit (16K, 

quires :12V. Kit (PIN 232A) $9.95. 
 Convert TV set into a high quality monitor w/o $195)(32K, $215) . VD640 Video Interface Kit 

RS-232120mA INTERFACE Bidirectional, 2 
 affecting usage. Comp. kit wlfull instruc. $119.00. A& T $149.00. Complete AIM 65 in 

passive opto·isolated circuits. Kit (PIN 7901A) 
 thin briefcase 'with power supply S532.00.Multi-volt Compuler Power Supplr Special Package Price: 4K AIM, BK Basic, power$14.95. 8v 5 amp, : 18v .S. amp. 5v 1.5 amp, - 5Y supply, cabinet $615.00..5amp, 12v.5amp, -12voption. : 5v. :12vPROM Eraser AIM 65/KIM1SYM1Super Ell 44 pin expanare regulated . Basic Kit $35.95. Kit with chassisWill erase 25 PROMs in 15 minutes. Ultraviolet. sion board; board with 3 connectors S22.95.and all hardware $51.95. Add $5.00 shipping. Kit 

·send tor complete list ot all AIM products. •-------------- .. 
assembled. 25 PROM capacity $37.50 (with 

of hardware $16.00. Woodgrain case $10.00. 
Super Color S-100 Video Kit $99.00

timer $69.50). 6 PROM capacity OSHNUL ver
$1.50 shipping. 

E:<pandable to 256 x 192 high resolution color 
ZBO MicroProlessor $135 .00 

sion $83.00 (with timer $119.00). 
Ell II Adapter Kit $24.95Type -N-Talk by Votrax graphics. 6847with all display modes computer
Plugs into Elfll providing Super Elf 44 and 50 pin controlled. Memory mapped. 1 K RAM expandText to speech synthesizer with unlimited vo·Single board computer. Learning, teaching, pro
plus S-100 bus expansion. (With Super Ex able to 6K . S-100 bus 1802, 8080, 8085. ZBO, 

inter face. Tiny BASIC $1 9.0 0. All fully 
cabulary, built-in text to speech algorithm, 70totyping. 2K RAM, keyboard, displays: cassette 

pansion). High and low address displays, stateto 100 bits per second speech synthesizer. etc. Dealers: Send for excellent pricing/margin
and mode LED's optional $18.00.RS232C interface $275.00. Speech IC $59.00. program. 	 'assembled. 

TERMS: $5.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Calif. residents add 6% tax. 
$10.00 min. VISA and MasterCard accepted. $1.00 insurance optional. 
Shipping: Add 5%; orders under $25.00-10%. 

Prices 
subject 

to change 
FREE: Send for your copy of our 19B2 
OUE_ST CATALOG. Include BB¢ stamp. 
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Verbatim®~ 
Diskettes 

Top-quality Verbatim® Diskettes 
from Tech• Data, your complete 
word and data processing supply 
center. Dealer inquiries invited. 

Call Toll Free 
1-800-237-8931. 

In Florida, call 

813-577-2794. 

Tech•Data Corporation 
3251 Tech Drive North 
St Petersburg, FL 33702 

Circle 404 on Inquiry card. 

STOP 
Wasting Money! We Have the World's Most 

Cost Effective Development System. 

... 

• Includes Hexkit 1.0, a powerful 
100°/o machine code editor I 
debugger utlllty program that 
makes coding for fl.bit Micros a 
snap. 

• Program from CommOdore 
VIC-20 keyboard Into bulll-ln 
4K ROM emulator 

• Jumper to target ROM socket 
• Test programs In circuit 
• Built-In EPAOM programmer 

and power supply 
• Burns & runs EPROMS for 

the Commodore VIC-20, too 
• Comprehensive manuals 
• Fits EXPANSION PORT 

PROMQUEEN CARTRIDGE ONLY S199 
Send for Free Brochure 

Gloucester Computer Bus Co. 
6 Brooks Rd,, Gloucester, MA 01930 

617-283-7719 
VISA AND MAS TERCARD ACCEPTC.O 

Cl commodore approved product 

Clrcle1 87 on Inquiry card. 

WIREMASTER 

Whip your wire wrap (" 

and PC layout "/!!/' 

problems with ™·• ,WIREMASTER i . . 

• e... 


WIREMASTER is a software tool for design, 
layout, and assembly of hardware. Your 
schematic is fed to WIREMASTER, which 
produces network maps, cross-references, 
wire and parts lists, and debug checklists. 
CHANGEMASTER keeps track of fixes and 
updates. PLOTBOARD and PRINTBOARD 
give pictures of the layout. Post·processors 
for wirewrap machines available. Runs on 
8 and 16 bit CP/M,CDOS, and MSDOS. $200. 

AFTERTHOUGHT ENGINEERING 7266 Court
ney Dr., San Diego, CA 92111, (714) 279-2868. 

Circle 13 on Inquiry card. 

NEW! M·fl&OOO 
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 

runrauo 
16 bit Mo1orol1 ~CPU OP",..llnl A: IOMlh, lOKbtloolon bond fuc •l11ic RAM, 
16)( b!I" or on bo ud EPROM 1p1tt, 1 lutl1 of p1io1itlrd •UIO•r<I01fd inlfnupc., 
2 memor) np•o•lon buW"> (up lo lS6KI, l wrl•I comm~nl(ation poro !RS.lJlC), 
i..b1tbidirr<tlon•lp•••tlrlpon,6IOOpuiphtr1l1ccomod11ionbu1.5ll6 ·bi tcounter/ 
limu1' •ilh •tcloud lol~rrupl\, on boud rul llmt dod, U>f1 ..1rr<omp11iblt •ilh 
Motorol•:'>lEX61KD.\I bo.rd. 

8arrboard•ithdocumrnt11 lon . 
MEX61K0.\ I comp•liblr moni101 In 2
,\168000 CPU &t mtmor! m•p PRO.\I 
Shlpplnt•ndh1ndlint(tiomtHk) 

(Foul1nl 

,,, 
7"4 EPRO~I"• . 

• 

.. 

..... 

599.95 
sno.oo 
SllS.00 

Sl.00 
515.00 

EMS~... 714-553-0133 
PO 00X1611~ lllVINE.CA 'r.! J ll6115 

Circle 162 on Inquiry card. 

-: ~-~ ~ · ii' 
~~.f•1THE SORT .......,_ 


General Sorl and Merge Utilily 

Crea1ed exclusi\lely for the IBM Personal Compuler 


$95 


THE SORT SORTS: 
• 	 BASIC. PASCAL, FORTRAN 

COBOL and MailMerge fi les 
• seQuenllal,random files 
• records organized by items and lines 
• 	 forallcommon datatypes(string· texc, 

integer, real. double precision) 
• 	 for ;.,II common data types (s11 ing-1exl, 

in1eger, real, double precision) 
•	 external and imernal da1a 


represen!alions 

• interactive parameter preparation 

• record selection 
Requires 48 K and one disk dri .... e 

Also OMS SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERIES 

A. 	 PASCAL SCREEN UNIT Access screen and 

keyboard from Pascal program · S40 


B. 	 PASCAL DOUBLE PRECISION ARITHMETIC 

PACKAGE Increase your Pascal 

integer arithmetic precision lo 32 bits! 540 


C UTILITY PACKAGE ·converts video modes, 

opens communica110n li nes, soeeds uo 

110, Sm Epson and NEC labs · $25 


'Registered trademark of IBM. 
Send order with check/money order lo 


ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. INC . 

3 ChickoryCourt,Glen Arm, Md. 21057 


(301) 668-9011 

MD residents include 5%sales tax 

Circle 311 on Inquiry card. 

S-100 Single Board 

WINCHESTER 


"EASY DISK CONTROLLER" 

• 	 Works with any S-100 CPU+ IEE 696 
• 	 Supports SVi" , 8" and 14" Drives 

ST-506. SA-1000. SA-4000 Interfaces 
• 	 Record Accessible l-K sector buffer 

frees host memory. march es OMA speed 
• 	 On-board microprocessor - auto seeks. 

simple. very sma ll sofrware driver 
• Dealers and Distributors invited 

Assembled and res ted wilh format1er/res1 
program and operating syslem drivers. 

VISA. MasterCard - specify dr ive - $545. 

Monitor Dynamics. Inc. 
1121 West Ninth St. • Upland, CA 91786 

(714) 985-7214 

Circle 286 on Inquiry card. 

6800 Micro Modules 

Circle 438 on Inquiry card. 

Get more out of your 
Apple with the MICRO 
on the Apple Serles 

Vols. 1, 2, &3 $24.95 ea. 
+ $2.00 shipping each volume 

Each book inc1Ude5/rrrora 
than 30, progra'ms'"' ~',~ 

~/~.. atfOri~D-iS~KrnE~, 
, , ~~·: ·~·.·" ~.. ·, . ,t~ .. ~\···-..-=-o: ~..:...:~ :"i:.::.vt~;.;-..: 

., M,thl~ei ~IJ!ltiag~e?.Alds 
.'. 11tiEntiaricerri.emS:%:'.;' 

., . • ' y.. '" ,.., ., '. ' ,j ~/.· ~· ,~:::_J:°,.J. 

· R4nt'lif1e :Ott.1i~1es ;';J<'.. •.·. ·' .. ···%,, 
.Graphlcs '&\Games .· 
Hacdware,&;Rete'ience 

• 
. ' ' .'tion d[};W'tJnfortn

·~ 
.".a : , ...,··~:-~~ '>~'i/i' 

a= T~~::!~ff~I;~~~:: 
In PA 1-800-662-2444 
MICRO INK, Inc. 
P.O. Box 6502 
Chelmsford, MA 01824 

Circle 257 on Inquiry card. 

DDy§filJ 

SoM your dl9<: ~ buv l"°" aafau 
~ 	 ~C>,.ari ..._.All ...... 
&um otock. wldm'I 24 ""'- c.D toll FREE 
(800) 235-4137 lor prim9 uod ...,,._,, 
VIN and Mmt... Card MXqlled. 

Circle 318 on Inquiry card. 
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SBC-880 S-100 IEEE STAND ALONE 

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 

USES Z-80A (2 or 4MHz) Kil 

FEATURES: RS232 Serial 1/0 Port •Parallel Ports for Centronics 
or Gen Purpose Printer •Three 16 bit Programmable Timers, one $240 
used for baud rate • EPROM Circuitry for 2708, 2 716, or 6116 (2K 
RAM) • 1K On Board RAM Circuitry locatable on 1K boundries A&T 
•Power On EPROM Jump Circuitry • Phantom EPROM Circuitry $265 

S-100 IEEE 696 CARD CAGES AND MOTHER BOARDS 
*Ground Sheilding Network prevents cross talk 

Bare Board 
*LED Power Indicator 
*Easy Access to Power and Reset Lines 
*Available in 6. 8, and 12 slot cages 

SUNTRONICS PROTOTYPE BOARDS 
APPLE Prototype Board. Double sided glass with gold 
plated Apple and General Purpose te rm inals . Con
tains matrix of 1 7 x 63 solde r plated donuts on .15" x .1 ·· 
spacing. Great for 14, 16, 24 pin IC's. 
SUN -722 .. . __ .... _ . . . . ...... $13.75 

S-100 Prototype Board. Double sided glass with 
gold plated, numbered S-1 00 terminals. Matrix of 
25 x 78 so lde r plated donuts on .15.. x .1 .. spacing. 
Locations for headers and regulators. Great for 14, 16. 
24 pin IC's. 
SUN-721 . . . . ...... . .. .... . $17 .85 

General Purpose Experimental Prototype Boards 
(Solder Plated w/Double Sided Terminals on .156" Centers) 

15/30 pin. 3Ye x 4!12 board w/. 1"x .2" hole spacing and 

22/44 pin; 4% x 7 board w/.1 " x .2 hole spacing and 
power strips every 1.2.. Allows 10x10 8pm 1c·s or 3x7 
24pin IC's. 
SUN IC-L . _...•............. . .... _. ...... $3.95 

Dealer Inquires Invited 

EPROM's, RAM's, CPU, and MISC 

1- 7 8 up 50 up 1·7 8 up 50 up 

6116P-3 (150nS) 6.10 5.75 CALL 

2732 4. 75 4.40 CALL 2114L-2 (200nS) 1.62 CALL 

2532 7.65 5.95 CALL 4164 ( l 50nS) CALL CALL CALL 

2764 16.95 14.50 CALL Z-80A CPU 5 .29 

16K RAM Expansion Kit For TRS-80 Model 111 $ 11 .00/8 

Kit 
Assembled & Tested 
A & T and in Card Cage 

6 Slot 8 Slot 12 Slot 
$20.00 $25.00 $35.00 

40.00 55.00 80.00 
55.00 80.00 115.00 
80.00 115.00 155.00 

'·----' 

9" -18Mhz BANDWIDTH 

FDC-1 S·IOO IEEE 696 

FLOPPY DISC 
CONTROLLER 

USES WD1795-02 

FEATURES: State of the art digital separator •Drives can be any ANSI 5!4.. or a-· drive 

• Drive Size. Step Rates, Formats can be intermixed w1thOt1t changing software • Runs 
SD, DD, SS and OS Formats • Digital Prewrite Compensation. 

Assembled and Tested .......... $295.00 Kil ....•..... $265.00 


S-100 IEEE 

REAL TIME 
CLOCK CALENDAR 

GIVE YOUR COMPUTER THE 
Hour-Min.-Sec.-Day-Month-Year 

FEATURES: Date provided as Day, Month, Year with Leap Year register bit • Time pro· 
vided as 12 or 24 hour program selectable format , hours, minutes and seconds • Time 
and Date settable by program control • Plus or Minus 30 second time adjustment • 4 
Time lnterupts availabl e-1 hour, 1 minute, 1 second and 1040Hz (approx. 1 millisecond) 
•Crystal Controlled time reference • On board Rechargable Data Sent1y Batte1y 

Assembled and Tested .......... $139.00 Kil .. .. .. .... $115.00 


APPLE II COMPATIBLE ASCII 


FULL 

KEYBOARD 


FEATURES: N-Key Rollover Function • Shift lock. Underscore and 11 / • High Flexibility 
forModificationor Expansion • Plug-in Compatible with Apple II • Compact size. mounts 

in Apple II Case • Full Typewriter Keyboard with TTL level ASCII outputs • On-Off 
Indications • Low Power Consumption 

Assembled and Tested ...... . .... • . • . . . .... .•. . . . . .. . $99.00 

Black and White . . . . $117 .00 Black and White .. . $127.00power strip run every 1.2··. Allows 6x7 Spin IC's or 2x3 
24p1n IC's Green .. . •••••• , . . . . 121.00 Green . .. _... . _.. ..... 130.00
SUN IC-S . •. . • , • _,. . . . . ........ .... .. $1.65 

22144 pin, 4!12 x 6Ye board w I,1.. hole spacing. Contains 4 Orange . . 125.00 Orange .. ... . . 134.00 
Add $7.50 Shipping and Handling for this itemrows of 67 pins with power strips between rows. Pattern 

o f 4 columns of 67 pins. Takes all sizes of IC's . Dealer Inquires Invited 

SUN U·75 . . .. $3.25 1-----------------------------'I 
.z·....J-=-...... ..- SUNTRON/CS CO., INC. 

12621 Crenshaw Blvd .. Hawthorne, CA 90250 
~ STORE HOURS: MON.-FRI. 9:00am to 6:30pm 
~ SATURDAY 10:00am to 5:00pm

~CALIFORNIA OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA TOLL FREE 

213-644--1149 1-800-421-5775 
(for Tech Info and Cald . orderSJ (Order Desk Onty1 

Mai l Order-Minimum Order: $10. Send Money Order or Check to: P .0. BOX 1957
0ept. B, HAWTHORNE. CA 90250. VISA or Mastercard (please include exp,,at1on 
date). Add $2.00 postage and handling to order. CA residents add 6% sales tax. 

Apple 1s a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc 

SAMWOO 

MONITORS 

Features: Composi te Video Input/ 

Output • Switchable Input Impedance 

75 or 1OK ohm • 750 Line Resolu

tion at Center and 500 Lines at Corners 

•Dimensions are 12 . l 3"x 11.34"x 

11 .65' for the 12" mod el and 8.66' x

8.54"x9.05 " for th e 9" model 

12" 12MHz BANDWIDTH 
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~ 

Maxell Floppy Disks 


Dealer inquines 
invited. C 0 D's 

accepted Call 
FREE (800) 235-4137. 

_, 
PACIFIC EXCHANGES 
100 Foothill Blvd .. San Luis 
San Luis Obispo. CA 93401. 
In Cal. call (800) 592-5935 or 
(805 )54 3 -1037 

Circle 318 on Inquiry card. 

price or quality? 
Get both . .. 

with a MICRO CONNECTION, 

the quality, direct connect, Bell 

103 modem. Independent 

reviewer writes. "When the 

going gets rough, if a MICRO

CONNECTION can't make it, 

then nothing will. In the area 

of sensitivity and noise elimina

tion, it will perform as good or 

better than my 5995" modem 

An excellent value for s159. 

Autodial/Autoanswer for s199. 


tl!e ~!!croper•ph.eral corpor<?t•o!!. 

2643 151st Place N.E., 
Redmond, WA 98052 

• 1206J881-7544 IE] 

Circle 273 on Inquiry card. 

LOOK TO THE FUTURE ... 

EPROM-32 

The only EPROM programmer you need! 

• IEEE·696 iS·100) EPROM programmer for single supply
(+5V) EPROMs. 

·Programs current lK Jhrough 16K (byte) EPROMs plus future 
32K EPROMs. 

• EPROM can be verilied through a port or localed in memory 
space for verification and use. 

• ~~sf~~1$o~0~~~e~ id~p1~~aj~i~2~1~AenMP6R~~8l~:s 
2516. 2716 PM-4-2564 PM·7-2528 

PM·2-2532 PM·5-2764 PM·8- 27128 
• Single zero-insertion-pressure sockel accommodates both 24

pin and 28-pin EPROM packages.
• On·board DC·Jo·DC converter with adjusJable regulator for pro·

gramming voltage. 
• Double·sided PC board with solder masks, silkscreen and 

·	~gig~~~e3 gg~:~o\ 1 i~~:O~e includes commands for program 
ming, venficaJion. disk 1/0 and editing. 

• Comprehensive user's manual contains source listing or con
trol software. 

$269.95P11croDynamlcs (assembled & tested! 
Corporation Price includes EPRDM·32. documen· 
PO Bo~ 17577 tation and two Personality Modules 

Memphis. TN 38117 ~g;1~1Yl0A~:~0~;~~~iu;;;0;;; ~~;~: 
(901)·7 55·0619 ty CP/M ·comatible diskelte-$9.95. 

MasterCard & Visa TN residents add 6% sales lax. 

Circle 271 on Inquiry card. 

For the 

IBMPC and 
CPIM-86. 

87/88 GUIDE VOLUME I ... $19.95 

LANGUAGE SUPPORT 
87MACRON . .. . .. .. .. .... . . $150 
878ASIC'" .. .. .. ............ $150 
87PASCAL" .. . ............. $150 
87FORTRANN ...... . ....... $150 
IBM Personal Comouter 1s 11 reQ1sle•ed !rademarM 

of BM Cetp CPIM·B6 IS 8 lrademark o! 0 1Qll8I ~ 


search. nc. BOB7 1s a 11edemerk o! Intel Coro 

87188G U\DE. 87MACRO. B78ASIC. 87PASCAL. 
 .a.-· 
B7FOFITFIAN and M1cr0Were ere l1ede me1ks o! 

M1cr0Ware. Inc 


M·cro Po sox791 Kingston. MA 
IA•~re 02364,.g (617) 746-7341 

Circle 278 on Inquiry card. 

$19 .95 each 
postpaid 

Order either two male or 
two female connectors with all 25 pins 
interconnected. Both Gender 1· 
Reversers just $34.95 post- , 
paid. Purchase Orders from i 

rated firms accepted. Get free . 1 

illustrated catalog of interface a·a"."::'."':· 
and monitoring equipment. 

B&B electranics 
P.O. Box 475-B • Mendota, IL 61342 

Phone (8151 539·5827 

Circle 43 on Inquiry card. 

PC/FORTHTM 

Complete FORTH program development systems 
for the IBM"' Personal Computer. Packages 
include interpreter/compiler with virtual memory 
management, line editor, custom screen editor, 
assembler, decompiler, utilities, file and record 
access modules, and many demonstration pro· 
grams. 150 page user manual... . .. $100.00 

Software floating point, Intel 8087 support, color 
graphics extensions, and target compiler avail
able at additional cost. 

Specify PC-DOS or CP/M-86®. One disk drive 
and 48 kbytes RAM required. Software supplied 
on 51/• inch single sided soft sectored double 
density disketies. 

Laboratory Mlcro1y1tem1 
414 7 Beethoven Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90066 

(213) 306-7412 

ll M ,, a '"9"'"•d•rad u•a<( a f IM•" 'a~ano l hun•n Mc< h'"" Ccr ~ 
(PfM•1CtO!J<>!•••d 11ado.. a.O af0 ,9••a l h1•01<h _lnc 

Circle 227 on Inquiry card. 

MEDICAL 

SOFTWARE 


MediSoft specializes in non-accounting 
software applica !ions for the medical pro· 
fessional, pharmacy, hospital and 
teaching institution. Emphasis is on 
literature retrieval, drug information, pa· 
tient data processing, diagnostics and 
biosimulation. We ar e currently 
marketing and developing software in 
these areas. If you are a program 
designer with medical interests or a 
medical professional with programming 
interests, contact us for a prospectus on 
our future and yours. 

MediSoft •Medical Professions Building 
1595 Soquel Drive, Suite 350 
Santa Cruz, CA 95065 
(408) 476-7861 

Circle 250 on Inquiry card. 

~ w Scotcli 

DISKETIES 

Write for ourSAVE 40% complete 1111. 

5 1/ 11 ~peclfyaoft, Prlce/10 
14 10or 16aector 

#7440 1 sldelsgl/dbl dens .... . . . ... $26.70 
#7 45 2 sides/dbl dens .. ..... • ...... 38.40 
#746 1 slde/77 track . . . . . . . . • . . . 33.80 
#747 2 sldes/77 track . . . . . .. 45.50 

8 1 1 Specify soft 
or 32 sector 

#740 1 alde/agl dens .....•. • .... 2 7. 30 
#741 1 aide/dbl dens ............ 35.80 
#743 2 aides/dbl dens ... . ....... 43.60 

CHECKS - VISA - MC - C.0.D. 
13131 777·7780 ADD $2 SHIPPING 

L YBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

27204 Harper Ave. 


St. Clair Shores, Ml 48081 


Authorized Dl1trlbutor 
lnform1tk>n ProcH1lng Producta 3M 

Circle 236 on Inquiry card. 

Check with us before you order 
FORTH from any other dis
tributor. UNI FORTH is avail
able for most Z-80, 8086/8088, 
LSl/PDP-11, 68000 or 16032 
computers, either stand-alone or 
as a task under an operating 
system. UN I FORTH adheres to 
the FORTH-79 standard, and 
includes a video editor, floating 
point routines, and an assembler. 
We offer a solid, professional 
system with extensive documen
tation and option packages. 
Prices: $60 (basic) to $300 
(multi-user). 
Requires 8" floppies. 

Unified Software Systems 

P.O. Box 2644 


New Carrollton, Md 20784 

(301) 552-1295 

Circle 423 on Inquiry card. 

http:diskelte-$9.95


DECADES OF SERVICE 

Washington Computer Services 


97 Spring Street 
New York, New York 10012 an affiliate of (({ ~~~~J~f'm~ ))) est. 1912 

TO ORDER: CALL OUR TOLL-FREE NUMBER: (800)221-5416 
CUSTOM COMPUTER ROOM WIRING SINCE 1960 

In N.Y. State and for technical information: (212) 226-2121 


HOURS: 9 AM-5:30 PM (EST) Monday-Friday TELEX: 12-5606 CABLE: WASHCOMP NYK 


FULLY CONFIGURED BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
The following are some examples of the fully assembled and tested business and 
scientific computer systems which we offer: 

M<.S_ The Premier Multi -User Computer System CALL11 ~ 8000 SX. multi-user, mu/ti-processor, turbo DOS FOR 
INTERNATIONAl CPM 2.2. FULL 2 YEAR WARRANTY! CONFIGURATION 

50001S, S-100 desk top mainframe 
On-Site Service Contracts Available 

~~ MICHOOECISION from below $1200 
"2'#NITll 8088/8055-Runs both 8 & 15 bit software. Green or high res. 
~ color. CP/M, MS-DOS 

APC-8086, 16 bit, 128K, 8" DRIVES, 1024 x1024 Color Graphic, 
32 bit F.P. Proc, MS DOS, CP/M 86 fromS3295NEC 
PC-8800 Personal Computer 

The Professional' s Wlrk Station 
NEC on NYS. Contract #P-07220 

68000 16 bit multi-user, S-100. UNIX V. 7 $CALLLi¥~ 
{,\~ 808616 bit, 128K RAM, S-100. Sys!. #2 $3499 

MORROW@U¥.fi XEROX. DESIGNS 

IE California 
llllillll• <;:omputer ®®@,@®(]!J~IM ALTOS 
~Systems 

8 & 16 BIT BOARDS[boGa..,"!r&SJ)~a~ooo~ NorthSro~ 
& SYSTEMS 

SCION MicroAngelo Hi Res Graphics Systems $CALL 
Similar savings on SSM, DELTA, DYNABYTE, TELEVIDEO, DIGIAC, ADDS, DEC. 
DATA GEN ., ATARI, TECMAR AND MANY OTHERS 

PRINTERS 
Teletype 40. 300 LPM-typerwriter quality, RS-232 from Only~ intertace. This quality printer is available in many $3200 

configurations including forms access, quietized case, etc. 
Teletype43 from $995 

ANADEX DIABLO MANNESMANN TALLY 
CENTRONICS EPSON NEC AMERICA 
C. ITOH FACIT QUME 
DATA PRODUCTS OKI DATA SMITH CORONA 
DIGITAL EQUIP. CORP. OLIVETII TELETYPE 
INTERGRAL DATA SYS. QANTEX TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

Where Do You Turn To Solve Your Computer Puzzle? 

TURN TO US! 

We'll show you 
the easiest way 

to put the 
Pieces together. 

Matched, Compatible, Proven
Use Someone Else's Engineering to Supplement Yours. 

sonwARE 
Over 2000 business. scienlltrc. professional applications I'. educational packages are 
available. Call with your requirements for our advice or a quotation. 

an DISKDRIVESALE NOW! 
8" SHUGART SA801R $385 8" SHUGART SA 851R $540 2for$1025 
QUME DATATRACK 8 or MITSUBISHI $550 2 for $1050 
Enclosure, power supply for 2 8" drives A & T $350 
MORROW DISCUS 2D + CP/M® MICROSOFT BASIC, CONT. $950 
VISTA SCALL 

BARD DISK SPECIALS 

CORVUS ~i:.~2r ~ ·~·&·OMP~-

TERMINALS PMMI MODEM $359 

TELETYPE ADDS IBM 1301 
TELEVIDEO ANN ARBOR DIGITAL EQUIP. CORP. 
LEAR SIEGLER VISUAL HAZELTINE 

ZENITH ZT-1 
Built-In Auto Dial 
Modem Tarmlnal 

DEC VT·52 Compatible; 
96 ASCII + 33 
graphics cursors559 


N. Y. State agencies, municipali
ties, and schools - call us for 
information on our O.G.S. term 
contracts on hardware &software. 

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL! 

gii~fl 

conlrol keys . Ediling
lonctions . Many other 
functions . 

PLEASEI Do not confuse us with mail order dealers. We are a 
• full service distributor serving the data processing & 

installation needs of business & industry from micros to mainframes. 
System houses, Educational institutions & governmental agencies given 
special consideration. Leasing available. 

DEALER and INTERNATIONAL INQUIRIES WELCOME 
For fast delivery. send certified check. money order or call to arrange direct bank wire lransfer. Personal or company checks require two to three weeks to 
clear. Prices subject to change without notice: call for latest prices Prices include 3% cash discount. NY residents add sales tax. Oantex is a trademark of 
North Atlantic Industries, Inc. GP/ M® is atrademark of Digital Research. All sales subject to our standard sale conditions (available on request) . Call for 
shipping chari:ies Above prices do not include customization or installation. 

Circle 433 on Inquiry card. BYTE February 1983 489 



SUPER I/OM 

Low Cost 1/0 Expansion Board 

lampj, 
pr~-

YO IC.1! 
com· 

robotics 
con



WIN/Mill Research, Inc. 

&lild an dintertace projects in minutes 
Use with any zao• ~processor. Use 
s•mple In/Out ins tructions _No 
complicated contro\lerstoini l 
Fealures l/Oor memory map . 
•32 byte wide channels 
• \6 lnpuUl& Oulpul 
•156 bAs oWO Op• 
1"'15 b TRS: SI~ · 
Cl.AlR"alllZ!O" 

lflTERFACl 
Rc1a y, _ 

lMf:ilidl:IOrlrO 
«OS.UllM$,mt)IJ!mS. 

leil!i. 1110 1-0r ~ . 
projects. emulate 

pu1er buses. 
projects. real time 

trol. communicalion inter 
faces ... limited only by your 

imagination . 

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR INNOVATIVE PEOPLE 

~;n~.r~r::: :~~u2e \ ~~~~~:,~~~n~~~~~n(~~!~~~-0441 

Circle 437 on Inquiry card. 

TAXMAN-83 
An Interactive TAX MANagement Program tor 


VisiCalc'"& Super Cale'" Users 

TAXMAN-83 provides you wilh lhe capalliliJtlo easiy calculale your 1982 

laxes by using !he already proll!n V~iCalc and Supe1Calc'" eleclron~ 

spreadsheels. 

TAXMAN.al prepares and prints 1982 individual income tax relurns 

TAXMAmJcon~ders ~I Jax allematries, ccrnputes thek1M?s1 lax p:issi~e. 

lesls reasonableness and Jells you which lorms are necessary !or liling. 

TAXMAN-83 includes the lollowllg lorms/schedules: Federal 1040; 

Schedules A, B.C, D,E, F, G, A, AP,SE, ES, U, W; Forms 1116,21(16, 

2119, 2210. 2440, 2441, 3468, 3003. 4136,4137,4255. 4562, 4563, 462~ 

4S84. 4797, 4798, 4835, 4952, 497Q 4972, 5329. 5544. 5695, 5884, 6249, 

6251. 6252. 6478, 6765. 6781; Tax schedules X. YS, YJ, l, Tax tables; 

Sales tax !ables lor all stales 

TAXMA~J is now ~~ilable lor most micrncomputers ulilizing 

V1s1Catc or SuperCatc . 

PRrCEDATONLY ~ 
$95.00 VIS4 

• Call: 1-205-533-7590 

acl~S~~~TING 
INTERNATIONAL 

303 Williams Avenue. HunlS Yille. AL 35801 

Circle 39 on Inquiry card. 

The ACCOUNTER 

for 


Apple 11, 48K, One Disk Drive 

Double Entry, Menu-Driven 


GENERAL LEDGER 

•Cash Journal • Check Record • Revenues 

• Receivables • Payables • Payroll 

.. Flexible. simple to apply 

.,. Sort. test. view. audit 

.,. Current financia l statement 

.-. User-error recovery 

.,. Formatted printout 

.,_ 60-page manual 

- Many more features_ 

GREAT FOR NON-ACCOUNT ANTS 

Limited-time special $89.00 
~ Add $5.79 tax in California 

S .,;> Money-back guarantee 

CYCLONE SOFTWARE 
1 0395 Flora Vista Ave. 
Cupertino. CA 95014 

Circle 133 on Inquiry card. 

Improve the EPSON ? 
Sure, with T 

Auto On-LineM 
Forget to turn the EPSON back on 

1 ine? Auto On-Line remembers. 

Does the r emote p ri nte r hang up 
because peop l e leave it off-1 ine? 
If someone leaves it off -lin e for 

more than 20 seconds , Auto On
Line turns it back on -I ine 
a u toma ti ca 11 y . No more hang-ups. 

Assembled, tested and ready to 
p lug in to any MXBO series 
p rin te r. 

Send check or money-order $19.95 
(Postage and Hand I ing INCLUOED, 
Conn . res. add 7 1/2% tax.) 
Deale r inquiries welcome. 

KRIER Associate s 
6 •Wa terb ur y RCI, 
North Haven,CT 06473 

Circle 224 on Inquiry card. 

NEW PRODUCT! 


CP/M Z80-A 

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 


• On board video• Wide lineondth in line graphics 
• 128K or RAM• Sosi interface• Floppy disk con 
troller tor up to tour 5-1/4 and tou r 8 inch drives, 
sing le/doub le density simultaneously • 4 serial 
por1s • Full Cen tronics printer port • Expansion 
bus• Extended track buffer• 16K printer buffer 
• DMA •Compact size (8-1 / 4x12 -1/ 4) 

on orders placed and paid lor
$600 00 prior ro Morch 1. 1983 FOB Los 

' Angeles. CA $7.00 shipping 
INSIGHT EN TERPRISES. COR PORA TION 

Circle 208 on Inquiry card. 

Y.E.S., We have the best... 
prices available on I.C.'s. 

2114 200ns 1. 50 
4116 lSOns 1.35 
4 1 64 Pla. 200ns 5.50 
4164 Cer . 200ns 5 . 70 
4164 Cer . l SOns 6 . 00 
6116P-3 l SOns 4. 75 
6ll6LP-3 lSOns 5. 70 
58725 NMOS 200ns 4 . so 
271 6 450ns 3 . 40 
2732 450ns 4 . 00 
2764 250ns 9 . 95 
2532 450ns 4 . 90 
ZBOA CPU,CTC ,PI O 3 . 35 
Z80A SIO 12. 00 
8255A-5 3.00 
D8080A 2MHZ 3.90 
Z80B CPU 10.00 

*C.O.D., Master Charge and Visa 
accepted . 
*Ask for OEM quantity prices. 

Yang Electronic Systems, Inc. 
307 Compton Ave., Laur e l, MD 20 707 

(301)776-0076 

Circle 461 on Inquiry card. 

SAVE$$$ 
IBM® -PC USERS 

Buy RAM Card/Serial Port 
MWF? direct from the manufacturer 

COMPARE OUR PRICES 
RAM Card 64K populaled, expandable lo 512K ........ $239 
RAM Card 128K populaled, expandable to 512K .. ..... $319 
RAM Card 256K populaled. expandable to 512K ....... $479 
RAM Card 512K pop ul aled, expandable lo 512K ....... $799 
Above each RAM Card wilh Serial Port, add .. .. .. . ... $80 
Expansion Kit 64KB{lesled). only ... ... ... .. ... .. . ... .. .. $70 

LOOK AT THESE FEATURES! 
• Multilayer Board lorlow Noise 
• Socketed lor Easy Upgrade lo 512K memory. 
• One Year Warranly 
• Parily Generate/Check - Error Detect ing Capabili~ 
• Fullycompatible wilh IBM·PC Sollware & Hardware Specs 
• Easy lo Follow lnslruclions Included 
• Serial Port may be Configured as COM 1or COM2 
• Address Flexib11ity · Each 64K Block is Address Selectable 

lor any Base Address. 
Dealers inquiries welc ome · Add $5 /or Shipping• California Resi

dent. Add G% Sales lax. 

Ca ll Of Send Check/Money Order to: 


MK Research 
14682 Orange Acres · Irvine. California 92714 

Telephone: (714)559-1598 

Circle 284 on inquiry card . 

PRINTER CABLES 

ALSO 


CRT & MODEM CABLES 

CUSTOM MFG. TO YOUR 

SPECIFICATIONS 


SEND FOR 


FREE CATALOG 

OR 


SEND A SAMPLE 


- IT WILL BE RETURNED WITH 
QUOTATION 

-SPECIFY QUANTITIES TO BE 
QUOTED 

SECTOR SYSTEMS CO. 

PO BOX 751 


MARBLEHEAD, MA 01945 


Circle 380 on Inquiry card. 

Scotcti Diskettes 
Rely on Scotch• diskettes to keep your valu
able data safe. Dependable Scotch diskettes 

, are tested and guaranteed error-free. The low 
abrasivity saves your read/write heads. 
They're compatible with most diskette drives. 

(800)235-4137 

~· -
Dealer Inquiries 

Invited 

Circle 318 on Inquiry card. 
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SPEECH SYNTHESIZERS 6502 MICROCOMPUTER MINI VIDEO 40 X 24 81·260 "SLIM" 

JBEs Speech Synthesizers use the 
Votrax SC-01 Phoneme Synthesizer 
chip. The SC-01 phonetically syn· 
thesi zes cont inuous speech of 
unlimited vocabulary. The SC-01 con
tains 64 different phonemes and 4 
levels of inflection accessed by an 8 bit 
code. It requires 10 Bytes per second 
for continuous speech. Both boards 
have an audio amp for direct connec
tion to an 8 ohm speaker. 

Documentation includes basic user 
programs, a phoneme chart and listing 
of coded words to help you get started. 
Documentation for the Apple 
II Speech Synthesizer includes a disk 
with text to speech program. 

81-088 Apple II Speech 
Synthesizer $129.95 

81·120 Parallel Input Speech 
Synthesizer $149.95 

Prices include the SC-01 Chip 
SC-01 sold separately for $ 39.95 

A·D & D·A CONVERTER 

JBE A·D & D·A Converter can be used 
with any system having parallel ports 
• Interfaces with JBE Parallel 1/0 Card 
• 0 -AConversiontime - Sµs • A-0 con
version time - 20µs • Uses JBE 5V 
power supply • Parallel Inputs & out· 
puts include 8 data bits, strobe lines & 
latches • Analog inputs & outputs are 
medium impedance Oto 5 volt range. 

79-287 ASSM. $79.95 
Bare Board $39.95 

SOLID STATE SWITCH 

Your computer can control power to 
your printer, lights, stereo & any 
120VAC appliances up to 720 watts (6 
amps at 120VAC). Input 3 to 15VDC • 
2-14MA TTL compatible • Isolation 
1500V • Non zero crossing •Comes in 1 
or 4 channel version 

79-282·1 ASSM. $13.95 
Bare Board $6.95 
79-282-4 ASSM. $49.95 
Bare Board $24.95 

6502 MPU, 6522VIA,2716 EPROM, 2114 
RAM single board computer. Single 5 
volt power supply at 400 Ma. Two in· 
dependent 8 bit l/l:J ports with hand· 
shake lines. RC controlled 1 MHz clock. 

Complete documentation. 1/0 lines use 
50 pin edge connector. Data and ad· 
dress lines are not accessible. Mod. for 
2532 is included. EPROM is not ric lud· 
ed. 1 K RAM, 2K EPROM, 2 110 ports. 

80-153 Assm. $110.95 

Z-80 MICROCOMPUTER 

Z-80 MPU, Z-80 PIO, 2716 EPAc:lM, 21 U 
RAM single board computer. Slng le 5 
volt power supply at 300 Ma. Two In· 
dependent 8 bit 1/0 ports with hand· 
shake lines. RC contro lled 2MHz clock. 

Complete documentation. 1/0 lines use 
50 pin edge connector. Data and ad· 
dress lines are not accessible. Mod. for 
2532 is included. EPROM is not includ· 
ed. 1K RAM, 2K EPROM, 2 1/0 ports. 

80·280 Assm. 5129.95 

CRT CONTROLLER 

This intelligent CRT Controller uses an 
8085A CPU and an 6275 Integrated CRT 
Controller. It features: 
• 25 lines (80 char./line) 
• 5x7 dot matrix 
• Upper & lower case 
•Two 2716's (controller & char. 

generator) 
• Serial interface RS232 & TTL 
• Baud rates of 110, 150, 300, 600 

1200, 2400, 4800 and 9600 
• Keyboard scanning system 
• Unencoded keyboard required 
• Uses + 5V & ± 12V Power Supplies 
• Does not have graphic capabilities. 
Documentation includes program 
listing and composite video c ircuit. 

Bare Board only (with doc) $39.95 
2716Char.Gen.A7 $19.95 
2716ProgramA12 $19.95 
2716ASCIJ A12 $19.95 
11.34MH zXTAL $5.00 

This board can be used to add a video 
display to your AIM or other computer. 
It can also, with the addition of a 
parallel keyboard, 5V power supply and 
video monitor, be used as a home com· 
puter. It will run Tom Pittman's Tiny 
Basic. The 2716 character gen. will pro· 
duce 256 Bx8 characters, ASCII upper 
and lowercase and graphic characters. 
Jfi'e 44 pin expansion connector can be 
used to add up to6Kof memory or extra 
llO por,ts. P-ower requirements: 5 volts 
600 MA 3 Wl't!S. 

Documentation includes schematic, 
parts list, connector pin outs, and 
source listing for video display and 
Monitor. Control character response: 

H back space 
I up one line 
J line feed 
L clear screen and home 
M canlage return 
U lorward space non de.s11uollve 

"The curser Is Uaslllng uriderllne type. 

82·140A assm. W/0 EPROMS $H 9.96 
CharacterGen. A7 s 19.95 
Tiny Basic + Monitor S3!U S 
GPIO Parallel Input $ 19.95 
Bare Board with doc. s 79.96 

JBE I MICROCOMPUTER 

JBE's 7.75 x 11.75 6502 base Mlcrocom· 
puter has the capacity for 16K of 
EPROM, 4K.of RAM, 8 Parallel Ports 
and 1 Serial Port. Mo~ilor and Tiny 
Basic are also available. 

Both versions include sockets for 
2716s or 2532s, 8 16 pin sockets for 1/0 
interfacing and a DB25 connector for 
RS232. 

All address arid data lines are brought 
off lhe board lo the 50 pin edge connec· 
tor. (Similar lo the Apple II bus.) 

This board also featurespoweron reset 
and cassette interface. 

81·030C Fully 
Populated 

81  030M Partially 
Populated 

2716 EPROM 
(with Tiny Basic) 

$399.95 

$299.95 

$ 19.95 

Single board large scale integration 
Microcomputer. This 4.5 x 6.5 board 
uses the 6502 Microcomputer, two 6522 
VIA's four 2114 RAM'S, 2516, 2716 or 
2532 EPROM. The fully buffered 22/44 
pin bus is similar to the KIM , SYM• , 

and AIM® expansion connector. The 
four 8 bit 1/0 ports connect through 16 
pin dip sockets. This board was design
ed for control and is ideal for Personal 
and OEM use. 

• 6502 MPU 
•Two 6522 VIA's 
•Four 2114 RAM's (2K bytes) 
• One EPROM 2516 or 2532 
• Crystal clock 1 MHz 
• Requires 5V 1AMP power 
• 4.5 x 6.5 card 
• Power on resel 
• Fully buHered-eKPoJldable 
• Solder mask·bolh s ides 

Use your Appia II Compuler, JBE 6522 
F'ara1te11n1er!a.ce card arid EPAOM Pro
grammer as a developmerit system lor 
SL IM. 

81·260A Assm. $199.95 

PHERIPHERALS FOR 

SLIM 


RAM EPROM Memory (32K) 
81.aJOAAssm. WIOMemory $99.9-5 
81 -3308 Barn Boa.rd; $49.95 

6 Slot Mother Board 
81-320AAssemb1ed 599.95 
81-3208 Bare Board $49.95 

24 Hour Real Time Clock 
81-350AAsscrnbled $149.95 
8t-350BBareBoard S 49.95 

Analog f/O Interface 
81 -036A Assembled $199.95 
81·036B Bare Board $ 49.95 

12 Port Parallel 1/0 (6·6522'S) 
82-036A Assembled $169.96 
82·036B Bare Board $ 49.95 

Tiny Basic + 
Monitor EPROM $39.95 

JOHN BELL ENGINEERING, INC. 
ALL PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM JOHN BELL ENGINEERING, INC. • 1014 CENTER ST., SAN CARLOS, CA 94070 

ADD SALES TAX IN CALIFORNIA • ADD 5% SHIPPING & HANDLING 3% FOR ORDERS OVER $100 ~.1rt . . .. ) SEND $1.00 FOR CATALOG (415) 592·8411 10% OUTSIDE U.S.A. VISA 
WILL CALL HOURS: 9am - 4pm ADD $1·5°FOR C.O.D. 

#244 
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BATTERY BACKUP 32K 
CMOS RAM/EPROM 

S-100 MEMORY BOARD 
8 or 16 BIT DATA PATH 

$199 KIT, $279 A&T 

6MHZ 
• ph.:m tom option 
" IEEE 696 (S-100) compatible 
• extended addressinq swi t ch selectable 
" b<:ink select 
* EPROM can be mixed with RAM 

Yang Electronic Systems, Inc. 
30 7 Compton Avenue, Laurel, MD 20707 

(301) 776 -0076 

Circle 462 on inquiry card. 

THE BURNER 1/0 
Has a complete EPROM programmer. two serial ports. 
one parallel 1/0 port with handshaking and memory 
management. 

Programmer features: • Programs 2704. 2708. 2508, 
2758. 2716,2516. TMS2716, 2732. 2732A. 2764 • CP/M 
compatible software supplied tn EPROM that can be 
easily written on a diskette. EPAOM select ion is done 
with software. Does not use programming modules 
• Programmer is totally 1/ 0 mapped • Programming 
socket is zero insertion force type • Programming 
voltages generated on board . 

1/0 Features: • 2 fully independent AS-232 serial 
ports • Baud rate Generators are independently 
programmablefromSOto 19200baud • lndependent8 
bit output, input and status flags • 4 direct sense lines. 

Memory management features: • Cont ro ls address 
lines A 16-A23 • Is disabled with standard ADSB" 
signal 

Options: • Complete board withprogrammer. l!Oand 
memory management. $354.95 • Programmer only, 
$219.95 • 1/0 only. (2S • P) 5219.95 • Prog. and 1/0, 
$329.95 • Memory managemerit only $109.95. 

Memory management may be added to programmer 
or 110 for $25.00. All combinations are assembled and 
tested, Delivery Stock Shipping: UPS surface $3.00, 
UPS air $5.00. 

EXTENDED PROCESSING 
3861 Woodcreek Lane 

San Jose. Ca. 95117 
(408) 249-8248 

Circle 268 on inquiry card. 

RS232C Computer compatible 
Paper Tape Transmitter/Model 612 

Stops and starts on character at all speeds. 
uses manual control or X-on, X-off 90-260 
volt. 50-60 Hz power. 50-9600 baud, up to 150 
char/sec synchronous or asynchronous; 
gated internal or external clock, RS 232C, 
current loop or parallel output. reads 5-8 level 
tape, 7-11 frames per character. even or odd 
parity. Desk top or rack mount. 
Addmaster Corporation, 415 Junipero Serra 
Drive, San Gabriel, CA 91776, (213) 285-1121, 
Telex 674770 Addmasler SGAB 

Circle 7 on inquiry card. 

NEW APPLE II ®FOR 

LOW-COST PRECISION 

AID CONVERTER 

• IDEAL FOR MONITORING AND CONTROL 

• RESOLUTION TO ONE MILLIVOLT 
• RANGE OF :'.. 4.864 VOL TS 
• MAXIMUM CONVERSION TIME 200MS 

• 4 DIFFERENTIAL ANALOG INPUTS 

• 4 OPTICALLY ISOLATED DIGIT Al 


CONTROL OUTPUTS 


• EXPANDABLE TO 64 CHANNELS 
• LOW POWER CONSUMPTION 

• CUSTOM SENSORS AND 
SYSTEMS AVAILABLE 


$250 WITH FULL YEAR WARRANTY 


LAWSON LABS, INC. 
5700 RAISE ROAD 
COLUMBIA FALLS, MONTANA 59912 

406-387 .5355 

Circle 228 on Inquiry card. 

2716 ............. $340 

5V 2K x 8 EPROM 450ns 

1
2732 ••••••••••••••••••••$4 0 
EPROM 450ns 

2764 ••••••••••••••••••$1040 
EPROM 450ns 

6116P·3 •••••••••••••••$480 
CMOS 2K x 8 slalic RAM 

20
80C85 ••••••••••••••••$17
CMOS 8085 CPU. wilh inlo 

Send for catalog. Quantity prices avail
able. Colorado residents add tax. Add $1 
shipping per order. Credit card OK. 

Colorado Chips 
P. 0. Box 111, Frisco, CO 80443 

Circle 471 on Inquiry card. 

$645 excluding shipping 

•Portable Olivetti Typewriter 

•Daisy Wheel Printer 

•Based on the Praxis 30 
• Centronics Compatible Printer 

OLIVETTI APPROVED 

•Already own a Praxis? 

Easy to install interface a?Yailable 

TO ORDER - See your local dealer or 

send check or money order to: 

ARK Microsystems 
925 Greenwood St. 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 
(31 3) 769-7253 

Circle 31 on inquiry card. 

Call Toll-Free 
1-800-328-DISC for prices and infor
mation. Dealer inquiries invited. 
C.O.D. and charge cards accepted. 

All orders shipped from stock. within 24 
hours. Call toll FREE 

North Hills Corporation 
3564 Rolling View Dr. 

White Bear Lake, MN 55110 
1-800-328-DISC 

MN Call Collect 1-612-770-0485 

Circle 303 on inquiry card. 

EPSON 

NEW REPLACEMENT 

RIBBON CARTRIDGES 
MX 70-80 $ 4.75 ea. 

: MX100 10.75 ea. 
Please add S. 75 ea. handling/shipping. 

LABELS 

$12.00/5000 

STOCK#10350-1-15/16"x 3W'x 1 wide. 
White-pressure sensitive-pin feed

41/4' carrier, packed 5000 per box. 
Add $2.50 per box harul lina/ shiooino. 

TERMS : Visa & M .C . (add 4%}, check or 
money order. C.0.D.'s. add $2.00, min. order 

$12.00. CA residents add 6% Sales Tax. 

~(vv COMPUTER 
' I SUPPLY co. 

25422 TRABUCO RD. SUITE #200 
EL TORO, CA. 92630 • (714) 768-0370 

Circle 373 on inquiry card. 

Printed Circuit AIB Switch 

• Ideal for switching RS-232 devices 
• High Quality Printed Circuit Board 
• 3 25 pin D-subminiature Connectors 
• 20 circuits switched 

Device A--...._ 
_.......___Common 

Device B----

Kit & Assembly Drawing 534.95 ppd. 


Assembled & Wave Soldered ..... 539.95 ppd. 


Visa/Master Charge (201) 227-8411 

PMI 
16-6 Passaic Avenue 

Fairfield. New Jersey 07006 

Circle 331 on inquiry card. 



CE quant. 
SAVE ON WABASH DISKETTES 100 price 

Product Description Part# per disc($) 

8" SSSD IBM Compatible ( 128 B/S, 26 Sectors) F1.11 1.99 
8" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope F111 B 1.79wabasH 8" SSSD Shugart Compatible, 32 Har d Sector F31A 1.99 

diskettes·~~ 

$1.39each! 

Now... Get High Quality at a Low Price 
Wabash means quality products that you can depend on. 
Forover 16 years, Wabash has been making high quality 
computer products. Wabash diskettes are made to provide 
error-free performance on your computer system. Every 
Wabash diskette is individually tested and is 100% certified 
to insure premium performance. 

Why Wabash is Special 
The quality of Wabash diskettes is stressed throughout 
the entire manufacturing process. After coating, all Wabash 
diskettes go through a unique burnishing process that 
gives each diskette a mirror-smooth appearance. Wabash 
then carefully applies a lubricant that is specially form
ulated to increase diskette life. This saves you money, 
since your discs may last longer. It also assists your disk 
drives in maintaining constant speed which can reduce 
read and write errors. 

Special Seal. .. Helps Prevent Contamination 
Tokeepout foreign particles, a unique heat seal bonds the 
jacket and liner together. A special thermal seal which 
avoids contamination from adhesives, is then used to fold 
and seal the jacket. This results in outstanding perfor
mance and true reliability. Wabash then packages each 
diskette, (except bulk pack) in a super strong and tear 
resistant Tyvek® evelope. The final Wabash product is 
then shrink-wrapped to insure cleanliness and reduce 
contamination during shipment. 

Each Diskette is 100% Critically Tested 
Since each step in the Wabash diskette manufacturing 
process is subject to strict qualitycontrol procedures, you 
can be sure Wabash diskettes will perform for you. And 
every Wabash diskette meets the ultra-high standards of 
ANSI, ECMA, IBM and ISO in addition to the many critical 
quality control tests performed by Wabash. Wabash does 
all of this testing to provide you with consistently high 
quality diskettes. Reliability and data integrity - that's 
what Wabash quality is all about. 

Flexible Disc Quantity Discounts Available 
Wabash diskettes are packed 10 discs to a carton and 10 
cartons to a case. The economy bulk pack is packaged 
100 discs to a case without envelopes or labels. Please 
order only in increments of 100 units for quantity 100 
pricing . With the exception of bulk pack, we are also 
willing to accommodate your smaller orders. Quantities 
less than 100 units are available in increments of 10 units 
at a 10% surcharge. Quantity discounts are also avail
able. Order 500 or more discs at the same time and deduct 
1%;1 ,000 or more saves you 2%; 2,000 or more saves you 
3%; 5,000 or more saves you 4%; 10,000 or more saves 
you 5%; 25,000 or more saves you 6%; 50,000 or more 
saves you 7% and 100,000 or more discs earns you an 8% 
discount off our super low quantity 100 price. Almost all 
Wabash diskettes are immediately available from CE. Our 
warehouse facilities are equipped to help us get you the 
quality product you need, when you need it. If you need 
further assistance to find the flexible disc that 's right for 
you, call the Wabash diskette compatibility hotline. Dial 
toll-free 800-323-9868 and ask for your compatibility 
representative. In Illinois or outside the United States dial 
312-593-6363 between 9 AM to 4 PM Central Time. 
Circle 80 on Inquiry card. 

8" SSDD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors) F131 2.49 
8" DSDD Soft Sector (Unformatted) F14A 3.19 
8 " DSDD Soft Sector (256 B/S, 2 6 Sectors) F144 3.19 
8" DSDD Soft Sector (512 B/S, 1 5 Sectors) F145 3.19 
8" DSDD Soft Sector ( 1024 B/S, 8 Sec tors) F147 3.19 
51/4' SSSD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring M11A 1.59 
5V•" Same as above, but bu lk pack w/o envelope M11AB 1.39 
5V. " SSSD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring M41A 1.59 
51/4' SSSD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring M51A 1.59 
5V•" SSDD Lanier No-problem compatible M51 F 2.99 
5V•" SSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring M13A 1.89 
5V4'' Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope M13AB 1.69 
51/4' ' SSDD Soft Sector Fl ippy Disk (use both sides) M18A 2.79 
51/4' ' SSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring M43A 1.89 
51/4' ' SSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring M53A 1.89 
5114' ' DSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring M14A 2.79 
5V<' ' DSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring M44A 2.79 
51/4' DSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring M54A 2.79 
5114' ' SSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI) M15A 2.69 
5V4'' DSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI) M16A 3.79 

SSSD =Single Sided Single Density; SSDD =Single Sided Double Density; 
DSDD =Double Sided Double Density; SSQD =Single Sided Quad Density; 
DSQD = Double Sided Quad Density: TPI = Tracks per inch. 

Buy with Confidence 
To get the fastest delivery from CE of your Wabash computer 
products, send or phone your order directly to our Computer 
Products Division. Be sure to calculate your price using the CE 
prices in this ad. Michigan residents please add 4% sales tax or 
supply your tax 1.0. number. Written purchase orders are accep
ted from approved government agencies and most well rated 
firms at a30% surcharge for net 30 billing. All sales are subject to 
availability, acceptance and verification. All sales are final. Prices, 
terms and specifications are subject to change without notice. All 
prices are in U.S. dollars. Out of stock items will be placed on 
backorder automatically unless CE is instructed differently. Min
imum prepaid order $50.00. Minimum purchase order $200.00. 
International orders are invited with a $20.00 surcharge for 
special handling in addition to shipping charges. All shipments 
are F.O.B. Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD's please. Non-certified 
and foreign checks require bank clearance. 

For shipping charges add $8.00 per case or partial-case of 
100 8-inch discs or $6.00 per case or partial-case of 100 5 V•·inch 
mini-discs for U.P.S. ground shipping and handling in the con
tinental United States. 

Mail orders to: Communications Electronics, Box 1002, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A. If you have a Master Card 
or Visa card, you may cal I and place a credit card order. Order 
toll-free in the U.S. Dial 800-521-4414. If you are outside the 
U.S. or in Michigan, dial 313-994-4444. Order your Wabash 
diskettes from Communications Electronics today. 
C:nnvrinht ~1 ~A? r.nmm11nir.~tinn~ FIF~ctronics"' Ad #110582 

MEMBER (!jJ'
VIS4 ~ ~ 

MARKETING ASSOCIATIONffi ale 
t "derToll-Free! 	 wabash 

error-free800-521-4414 
In Michigan 31 3-994-4444 diskettes 

r-~OMMUNICATIONS 

..ELECTRONICSTI~ 
Computer Products Division 
854 Phoenix O Box 1 002 O Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A. 
Call TOLL-FREE (800) 521-4414 or outside U.S.A. (313) 994·4444 
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RanaSystems 

EliteOne $295. 
EliteTwo $499. 
EliteThree $649. 
EliteController. $ 89. 

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 

GARDEN OF EDEN 

COMPUTERS 


13 147 Cedar Street 
Westminster. CA 926 83 

714-894-9528 
24 Hours - 7 Days 

Ask for our newest Price Li stt• l:;c 
Circle 180 on inquiry card. 

RTL 
Relocatable 
Threaded $150 
Language 

RTL is a new language which retains t he 
speed and extensibility of Forth but adds many 
addit io nal advantages as a result o f its more 
struct ured dictionar y. Names. code. and vari
ables are all stored in separ ate areas for easy 
generat ion of header less, romable co de. A ll 
code is relocatable. RTL suppor ts local vari 
ables. mul titasking, redirected 1/0, and even 
allo w s definit io ns to be changed retro actively. 
All source code is included. V er sions are cur

rently available or under development fo r 
68000, 6809. 8080, 280, 8086. 8088, and 
6502. 

RTL Programming Aids 
I 0844 Deerwood SE 
Lowell, Ml 49 331 
(6 16) 897-5672 

Circle 371 on inquiry card. 

If you arso b1Jyeither an 

1.1pg1adeor a terminal i. 
 ~:,~ .. SSDD$2995 W/5 MEG HD 

printer.Else S3'J95 

---Cross-in- mail boa1d swap maintenance program--

~~i~,?,~~~ ~~~R~~s SJ995c~{~~;~ ~g;A~ ~:8c1s 
Oec1s1on 1. \4 SlotS-100, Z-80.SSr< Slatie. 1 to 6 user(Needmore memo.')', Soltwa1e 
a 110 for 6 useis) Desk 10P. with J Seual & 1P. CPIM.' Wordstar' . Basie 80.' 
Co1rect·lt' . Logicale ' . Baz•c· . P,l<l1' : & Pearl Data Base Managemer11 Sy~tem • 

CPC also incllJdes; Pay1oll. GL. AA. AP. Ft-ed Assets. Raw & Finisl'led 
Inventory, Mail List. T•anscenden1al Pak. Loan Amo1"11zation. 6 Funct•on 
Compound Interest. 400K ol CPIM U11li1Y Source Code. and StarTrek 

Shipment from factory with factory wa11anty 

P101essional !U!oring buddy system for beginne1s. 


All Compu?ro cost·plus 
t)Q/o or less. Sllipmenl 
from d1S111butor's s!OCk 
Call for our system prices.

GmpuPro 
Computers, 1erm1nats & 
sor~....are at cost·ptusGJelNidro prices 

~ Ful lne of dBase ll.Fin· 

llAshton-1ate ::;'~ '.=~~z;'" 
PRINTERS: OKI. Cltoh, NEC, Diablo, MIT. etc 

'O hoY1d1ng 10%can"""'AOd2c. · c,. .,,,, "'"" C tPI 
ce11at1on15% restoe11iflg OS US 
cnarge FOB sn1ppo1nt 

CALLUS9AMI010PM COMPUTERS 
205 879-5976 P 0 BO• 611 4 • 8irmiogham. Al 35259·6 114
205 879-4735 Ourba11k 1s1s!Nat;onalof811m1ngham,(205!32S·5120 

Circle 123 on Inquiry card. 

MICRO 
PIE 

SIMUL. A TES 10 ON/OFF l / O• S 

CONNEC T S TO TTl. CMO S AN O 

Pl CHIP S {8255 -6 522 - 6821) 

SIMPLIFIES DEBUGGING 

FAST SETUP · • • COMPACT 

TEKSYM CORPORATION 
14504 COUNTY ROAO 15 

MINNEAPOL.IS, MN. 5 5 4 41 

Circle 40.6 on inquiry card.' 

BASF Diskettes at compe
titive price. Call TOLL FREE 
(800) 235-4137 for prices and 
information. Visa and Master 
Card accepted. 

Circ le 318 on Inquiry card. 

COMPACT 20K 

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 


µ Cortex' "/20K has6 41 /0 lines. 6502 CPU, 

4K RAM, 16K EPROM, 4 Mhz crysta l, 
power-on 555 start -up and reset, 4 NM ls, 
two 7805 regulators . Support board s and 
software packages ava ilab le. Single unit 
price 2K RAM: $159.95; 4K RAM: $169.95 
(EPROMs not included). 
Smaller J.J Cortex'"/65 board wi th 1K RAM. 
2 or 4K EPROM, 16 1/0 lines, 555, crystal 
and NM I: $7995. Add $3.75 for sh ipp ing/ 
handling. OEM discounts. 

Cortex Research Corporation 
1912 Raymond Dr . Nor thbrook, IL 60062 
Phone: 312-480-1088 

Circle 122 on inquiry card. 

CONTROL DATA 
DISKETTES 

5 1/4" SPECIFY SCFT. 10 or 16 SECTORS 

PR!CE110 PRICE 150 PRtlCEr100 

5 5 50 523.00 5 11 2.00 5215.00 

ssoo - 26.00 126.00 235.00 

0500 -- 32.00 156 .00 295 .00 

8" SPECIFY SOFT or 32 SECTORS 

PRICE/ 10 PR!CE1SO PRICf: t lOO 

5 550 -- 525.00 5 122.00 5 223.00 

5500 __ 30.00 14 5 .00 263 .00 

osoo -- 34 .00 165.00 303.00 

f ALL TOL_l _F_R-EE- -- 0- RD- E-RS ONL1 
800-824-7888 All STATES EXCEP T CA 

800-852-7777 FOR CA RES>OENTS 

l ASK FOR OPERATOR #906 
-~-----------~) 

CHECKS. MO.. VISA. M C.. ADD S2.00 SHIPPIN G 

CA RESIDENTS ADO 6'l'o SALES TAX 


Circle 125 on inquiry card. 

SUPER-FAST! 
280 

DISASSEMBLER 
$69.95 

Uses 2 i log Mnemonics. allows user dehned 
labels, strings. and data spaces. Source or 
list ing-t ype output witt1 Xref to any device. 
Avai lable for 280 CP/ M or TRS-80. 

SLR Systems 

200 Homewood Drive 


Butler , PA 16001 

(4 12) 282-0864 


Add $2.00 s l1ipping . Specify format required. 
Cl1eck, rnoney order, VISA, Master Card, C.0.0. 
PA residents add 6% sales tax. Dealer Inquiries 
lnv ited .· CP/ M. TRS-80 TM of Digi tal Research. 
Tandy Corp 

Circle 383 on inquiry card. 

FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE 

f'teati.vi.t.......:=~·W-ynlim.ited 
P.O . Bo• 3304. Saraloga,. Cll 9507!M304 

Circle 14 on Inquiry card. 

http:MINNEAPOL.IS


Why use other computer media 
when you could be using 

Scotcli 

high quality error free media? 
GetScotch Diskettes Directly From Communications Electronics 
There's a lot of valuable data stored on the diskettes in 
your computer or word processing system. In 1981, a 
diskette manufacturer calculated that the "true cost of a 
diskette" was $186.50 after data loading. With inflation, 
the actual cost is well over $200.00 today. That is why you 
don't want to use just any diskette, you want the high 
reliability and quality of Scotch diskettes. You can trust 
Scotch diskettes to deliver that accuracy because each 
diskette is tested before it leaves the factory and is 
certified error-free. That means fewer errors and less lost 
data. Flexible discs may look alike, but they don't all 
perform alike. Scotch diskettes can deliver all the perform
ance you'll ever need. The low abrasivity of Scotch 
diskettes, 32% below industry average, saves wear and 
tear on your read/write heads, which means fewer service 
calls due to head problems. Longer and more reliable 
service is yours when you buy Scotch diskettes since they 
far exceed the industry standard durability tests. Finally, 
your Scotch diskettes are packaged in units of 10, com
plete with color-coded labels (except bulk product) to 
make your filing easier. 

Flexible Disc Quantity Discounts Available 
Scotch diskettes are packed 1 0 discs to a carton and five 
cartons to a case. Please order only in increments of 100 
units for quantity 100 pricing. We are also willing to 
accommodate your smaller orders. Quantities less than 
100 units are available in increments of 10 units at a 10% 
surcharge. Quantity discounts are also available. Order 
500 or more discs at the same time and deduct 1 %; 1 ,000 
or more saves you 2%; 2,000 or more saves you 3%; 5,000 
or more saves you 4%; 10,000 or more saves you 5%; 
25,000 or more saves you 6%; 50,000 or more saves you 
7% and 100,000 or more discs earns you an 8% discount 
off our super low quantity 100 price. Almost all Scotch 
diskettes are immediately available from CE. Our ware
house facilities are equipped to help us get you the quality 
product you need, when you need it. If you need further 
assistance to find the flexible disc that's right for you, call 
the 3M/Scotch flexible disc compatibility hotline. Dial toll
free 800-328-1300 and ask for the Data Recording Prod
ucts Division. In Minnesota or outside the United States 
dial 612-736-9625 between 9 AM to 4 PM Central Time. 

CE quant.
SAVE ON SCOTCH FLEXIBLE DISCS 100 price

Product Description Part# per d isc (SJ 

8" SSSD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors) 740·0 2.19 
8" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope 740·08 1.99 
8" SSSD Shugart Compatible, 32 Hard Sector 740·32 2.19 
8" SSSD CPT 8000 Compatible, Soft Sector 740·0·8000 2.89 
8" SSDD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors) 741·0 2.89 
8" DSDD Soft Sector (Unformatted) 743·0 3.49 
8" DSDD Soft Sector (256 B/S, 26 Sectors) 743-0/256 3.49 
8" DSDD Soft Sector (512 B/S, 15 Sectors) 743-0/512 3.49 
8" DSDD Soft Sector (1024 B/S, 8 Sectors) 743-0/1024 3.49 
5\14' SSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring 7440-0RH 2.34 
5"4" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope 7440-0RHB 2.14 
5W' SSDD 1 O Hard Sector w/Hub Ring 7440·10RH 2.34 
5V•" SSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring 7440·16RH 2.34 
5W' DSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring 745-0RH 3.09 
5V•" DSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring 745·10RH 3.09 
51/4" DSDD 16 Hard Sector w /Hub Ring 745·16RH 3.09 
5"4" SSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI) 746-0RH 2.99 
5V4' DSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI) 747-0RH 3.99 
SSSD =Single Sided Single Density; SSDD = Single Sided Double Density; 
DSDD =Double Sided Double Density; SSQD =Single Sided Quad Density; 
DSQD = Double Sided Quad Density; TPI = Tracks per inch. 

Circle 81 on Inquiry card. 

Save on Scotch Static Control Floor Mats 
Scotch Velostat Electrically Conductive Floor Mats, drain static charge 
before it can cause serious problems with computerorword processing 
equipment. Order number 1853 is a black4' x 5' size mat with lip. Cost 
is $170.00 each. Order number9453 is the same mat, but the color is 
earthtone brown, which is designed to blend with any office decor. 
Cost on the 9453 mat is $259.00 each. All Velostat mats come 
complete with 15 feet of ground cord. All mats are shipped freight collect. 

Save on Scotch Data Cartridges 
Scotch Data Cartridges are available from CE in three different 
configurations. The DC1 OOA data cartridge is a small version of the 
DC300A data cartridge. The DC1 OOA contains 140 feet ol0 .150" tape 
in a package measuring 2.4 x3.2 x0.5 inches. Cost is$14.00 each. The 
DC300A is a pre-loaded tape cartridge containing 300 feet of one mil 
thick by V." computer tape. The DC300A costs $18.00 each. The 
DC3DOXL is an extra length data cartridge with 450 feet of tape. It is 
the same size and interchangeable with the DC300A. The DC300XL 
provides a total storage capacity of 34.5 million bits at 1600 BPI. The 
cost of the DC300XL is $22.00 each. 

Scotch Head Cleaning Diskettes - Helps Cut Downtime 
When the read/write heads on information processing machines 
are dirty, that can cause you a lot of grief. Now...with Scotch brand 
head cleaning diskettes, you can clean the read/write heads on 
the diskette drives yourself in just30 seconds and as often as they 
need it. Simply apply the cleaning solution to the special white 
cleaning fabric. Insert the cleaning diskette into the drive and 
access the heads for 30 seconds. That's all there is to it. Regular 
use of the head cleaning diskettes can save you much of the grief 
caused by dirty heads. We recommend you use them once a 
week, or more often if your system gets heavy use. Each kit 
contains two head cleaning diskettes, and enough solution for 30 
cleanings. Order# 5-CLE is for 5114" drives and order# 8-CLE is 
for 8" drives. Only $25.00 each plus $3.00 shipping per kit. 

Buy with Confidence 
To get the fastest delivery from CE of your Scotch computer products, 
send or phone your order directly to our Computer Products Division. 
Be sure to calculate your price using the CE prices in this ad. Michigan 
residents please add 4% sales tax or supply your tax l.D. number. 
Written purchase orders are accepted from approved government 
agencies and most well rated firms at a 30% surcharge for net 30 
billing. All sales are subject to availability, acceptance and verification. 
All sales are final. Prices, terms and specifications are subject to 
change without notice. All prices are in U.S. dollars. Out of stock items 
will be placed on backorder automatically unless CE is instructed 
differently. Minimum prepaid order $50.00. Minimum purchase order 
$200.00. International orders are invited with a $20.00 surcharge for 
special handling in addition to shipping charges. All shipments are 
F.0.B. Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD's please. Non-certified and 
foreign checks require bank clearance. 

For shipping charges add $8.00 per 1 00 diskettes and/or any 
fraction of 1008-inch diskettes, or $6.00 per 100 diskettes and/or any 
fraction of 1005V.·inch mini-discs. For cleaning kits, add $3.00 per kit. 
For tape data cartridges, add $1 .00 per cartridge, for U.P.S. ground 
shipping and handling in the continental United States. 

Mail orders to: Communications Electronics, Box 1002, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A. If you have a Master Card 
or Visa card, you may call and place a credit card order. Order 
toll-free in the U.S. Dial 800-521-4414. If you are outside the 
U.S. or in Michigan, dial 313-994-4444. Order your Scotch 
computer products from Communications Electronics today. 
Copyright •1982 Communications Electronics'" Ad #120182 

1..-~._J== MEMBER @I'· 
Mast1 V/S4 ~ •~ ln1tr1 1~9

DIRECT MAil! 
.._'--.___, MARKETING ASSDCIATIDN 

Order Toll-Free! 
(800) 521-4414 3NI

In Michigan (313) 994-4444 Authorized Distributor 

r-~OMMUNICATIONS 

..ELECTRONICSTM 

Computer Products Division 
854 Phoenix D Box 1002 D Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A. 
Call TOLL-FREE (800) 521 ·4414 or outside U.S.A. (313) 994·4444 
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DATA COMMUNICATION 
SPECIALISTS FOR 

IBM PC & SEATTLE 


COMPUTERS 

Teleprocessing software avai lab le for 
above computers to time-sharing host o r 
between two users (send binary files, 
also). Version 2 software, $60; Ver sion 3. 
IBM PC $95, SEATTL E $160. Write for 
details o r $3.00 for manuals. 

SEATTLE 8086 GAZELLE 
Computer system. 

SPECI A L PRICE for SEATTLE SYSTEM 
(desktop) + 4-port ser ial board+ cables+ 
choice of Microsoft BAS IC . Pascal. 
FORTRA N, or COBOL. 
Write for li tera ture and prices on above 
systems, or cal l for quote. 

•cscs• 
COMPUTER & STATISTICAL 

CONSULTING SERVICES 
PO. Box 5351 

Terre Haute. IN 47805 
(812) 466-4111 

VOi c SYNTHESIZER 
VOCAB ARV DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 

CREATE .JUR OWN CUSTOM VOCABULARIES 
Far Tl 5220 or GI SP-250 Speech Synthesizers 


Using Your S-100 or INTELLEC"'' Micro 


INCLUDES HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR 

OMA Voice Digitizing and Playback (8 bit mu-law codec) 

• Parameter Extraction and Coding • Screen Oriented 


Parameter Editor • Voice Synthesis 


MODa VPP-6S6 IOf S·100 ~I EEE-li!lli C•m?!Ubte) . CP/MBO 

MOOfL VPP·7'J5 lor UITTlllt' MOS - ISIS II 


APPL I ED OIGlTAL S I GN.AL ANALYS J t! 

P.O. Box 1364 Palo Alto, CA 94301 (415) 326-7300 
IP:lt'"«" s .1 1".Jdmw\lllln.IC:rii 

VIC-HS-CRT 
VIC 20 or 64 Bus Extender Board S44• 
5 slots-3 in stal led. gold plated contacts 
VIC 20 24K Memory Expansion Board 

S189' 
24Kb. static 200 nano sec RAM, buffered, 
low power. LED power indicator. go ld 
plated board contacts. socket for 
EPR OM (27 16 type) 
VIC 20 24K Memory Expansion Board 
with EPROM S239• 
Same as above. 40 character screen w ith 
EPR OM (27 16 type) 
CRT Electronics with keyboard $279• 
For Ball Brolhers or Zenith type CRT"s. 
reverse video. blinking. underlining. 11 
baud rates. upper/ lower case. 80 x 24 
character scree n. clear end of tine. c lear 
end of page. clear screen 
H8 16K Memory Expansion BoardS229• 
16K static RAM RS232 serial. 8 line paral
le l w ith line drivers 

·pl us shipping and handling 
Washington Residents add sales tax 

BAZ ELECTRONICS 
on Box 4895. Federal Way. WA 98003 
~ (206) 874-3029 [ffiJ 

Valuable FORTRAN Enhancements 

with STRPAK™ 
STRPAK is a collection of 135 sub
routines and functions specifically 
designed to enhance FORTRAN-BO 
with: 

• String processing routines. 

• Character processing routines. 

• Direct iona l character and number l/D. 

• CP /M system calls and file controls. 

STRPAK source code 
(in RATFOR and MACR0-80): .. $225. 

RATFOR preprocessor for 
FORTRAN-80: .............. $ 55. 

~ Lomputer Lompany 
DIVISION OF Sea Data Corporation 

One Bridge Street, Newton, MA 02158 
TEL.1617) 244-8190 TLX: 951107 

:::1rcle 59 ln Inquiry card. 

Electronic 
Circuit 
Analysis 

DC and AC analysis 
Very fast, machine language 
Infinite circuits on multiple passes 
Worst case, sensitivity analysis 
Dynamic modification 
64 Nodes, 127 branches 
Compare circuits 
Log or linear sweep 
Full fi le handling 
Frequency response, magnitude and phase 
Complete manual with examples 
TRS-80 (TRSDOSJ $90.00 
CPIM $150.00 

Tatum Labs 
P.O. Box 722 
Hawleyville, CT 
06440 
(203) """' "" 0 " 

Can Something 
Really Transfer So 
Much Information 

So Well For So Little? 

The 	FORTEX XCopy 

Really Can! 
Great for W inchester backups • 
Knows when the floppy is full and can 
break the file • ""Submi t"" feature 
automatical ly copies preselected files • 
Runs on CPIM, MPIM & MSDOS 

Best of all, it costs only $99! 

[,~~1"(Q1 
SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

Cal l Collec1: 1935 New York Ave. 
516-549-4713 Huntington Sta., 

NY11746 

Alphabetical LIST and database program. Designed 
for variable length fields and flexibility. Enter 50 
records without a d isk wait. 
<;end selected recor ds to screen, printer or disk file 
:>art or re ·sort r~cords by ANY field. 

Introducing ALISTA an advanced version of AL1ST 
with added arithmetic capabilities. 

'iimplified Users Guides (ALIST or ALISIA) 
MAIL/PHONE LIST (lnclud.. 1 
REFERENCE/CITATION 10.00 
FILE CARDS 10.00 

Users guides for ALISTA ONLY. 
CHECKllOOK/ llUDGET {Included) 
HOME INVENTORY 10.00 

1LIST (Alphabetical LIST program) 150. 
1LISTA (Added features) 175. 

HONOR SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
2562 E. Glade 

Mesa, AZ 85204 
(602) 892-2434 

I WILL BEAT ANY COMPETITOR'S PRICE 
PROVIDED IT IS NOT BELOW MY COST. 

.._ 

........ 

TRY TO BEAT THESE IC PRICES: 

DYNAMIC RAM 
64K 200 ns $4.85
64K 150 ns 5.25 
16K 150 ns 1.25 

EPROM 
2764 250 ns $10.25 
2732 450 ns 4.15 
2716 450 ns 3.33 
2532 450 ns 4.70 

STATIC RAM 
6116P-3 150 ns $4.40 
2016 100 ns 4.00 
2114 200 ns 1.60 

Z80A FAMILY 
CPU, CTC, or PIO $ 3.39 
DART 7.50 
OMA or SIO/O 13.50 

'-'\aitistC;,rlfVl$>. - - -· - - · · 
All Prime Parts 

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED 
24.000 South Peoria Ave. 

BEGGS, OK 74421 

(918) 267-4961 and (918) 267-4796 
ecl!o Chanco Cal lfmvolumeorices SubJe<:I 1oavarlat1le auar ...... 



................. ·-·······································~
:FOR ONLY$129.95Learn Computing: 
~From The Ground Up , :-·· · ~ 
• Bulld a Computer kit that grows 

with you, and can expand to 64k 
RAM, Microsoft BASIC, Tllxt Edi
tor/Assembler, \\Urd Processor, 
Floppy Disks and more. 

EXPLORER/85 
Here's the \owcoslway to learn thefundamentalsof com. 
putin11. the all·importanl basics you'll need more and 
more as you advance in compuler skills. f'or jusl 5129.95 

~i~hs:i\ :~: r=-dtt~~~)~~~;:W7ot~e:i~~d 
use pff;1granu. And ~an g1ow in lo a system thal ·ill a 
match for any personal computer on the markel. Look at 
these features: 8085 Centro/ Processin11 Uni!. the 

~[~~~~a~h~s:i;;h::r'~ndf~~: ,f.;P~J~ ~~!n ~~~ 
alone!) ... Fourll-hit rls rme6-hit inpul/outpul ports from 
which you can input and oulput your programs. as well as 
contml exterior swi1ches. relays. liRhts. elc a cassene 

/~~e{~ar.cd ~~a~~\~tu s1J~,~~~ ~1:g ~r.r~~~~-~= 
~=~~~~~~~~~~, :~~~~ !t l~a:1fo~s 1:t:~~l~r~'f!~:~r/1~ 
inR and enlerinR of p1ograms • II permils access by you 
to all parts of the system so you can check on lhe status of 
any point in th e program • II allows tracin11 each pro· 
gram step by slep. wilh provisio n for displayins all the 
conlents of th e CPU {registers. Jla11s. elc.J • . . and ii 
does much more! 

You gel all this in th e s1a11ing level (Level A) of the 

ErJ'l~~er/~;o;vo~ :!~~e/s~~~~1;d~t~d! 1~~~~~~,u~: re~Dl~i1ph1y - if you don't have !hem. see our 
specialoffen 1Jclow
O l.evel A computer kit {Terminal Version) .. S12B.95 
plusS3 P&1.• 
0 l.ev el A kil (Hex Keypad/Display Version) . . S12B.9:5 
plusSJ P&I ." 

~~'-n~o~ ~~~s~·~u~~~'{!j\~·~°:t';;es~:~~!;J°~~ 
puler. Now }UJ can pluB in any ri lhe hundreds ri SlOO 
cards available. 
0 I.eve] B kil .. .$49.95 plus S2 P&I ." 
0 SlOO bus connec1ors (two rt?quireJ) . . 54.85 each. 
poslpaid. 
LEVEL C - Add slill more 
c.ompulin11 power: this "build · 
ing block" maunls direclly on 
th e molherboard and expands 
!he S\00 bus to six slols. 
0 ~ve\Ckil . . . S39.9eiplusS2 
P&L" 
D SJOO bus conneclors (five 
r eq uired\ ,._ 54 .85 each. 
poslpaid. 
LEVEL D- When you reach lhe point in learning that re
quilt!S mo1t? memory. weuffl·i·rwo choices: either add 4k 
or a memory direclly on 1 h t' ~ mulherboard. or add 16k 10 
64k or memory by means or a sinRle S100 card. our famous 
.l AWS '' 

~:sc1s~ ~~=,l~gE~s~ ~~~1.-· IA~7.~ ~~.-';~~~<_'9,· p~~-~ 
P&l" :D 32kSHXJ"jAWS .. ... St99.9:5 plusSZP&I":D 48k 
SlOO "' JAWS'· .. . $249.95 plus $2 P&l"; 0 Mk SH.Kl 

• ··1Aws·· . .. $299.9:5 plusS2 P&I". 

: LEVEL E - An impm1an1 ··buildin11 hlod:.. it achvales 

• theBk ROM/EPROM space on the motherboard. Now jusl 

• plu11 in our Bk M1Crosofl BASIC or your nwo cuslom 

• programs. 

• 0 Level E kit .. . SS.95 plus 50¢ P&I. • 


: ~1tE~f:s~~o5fou-;-~~"~~f!°~~= ~~1~:0 
• 0 8k casselle ve1'!ioo of M1c1osoft BASIC: ( r e~uires Level 
• B and 12k or RAM minimum: we sugi:wsl a 16k SlOO 
• "fAWS ''-seeabove) 564.95 postpaid. 
• 0 Bk ROM version of Microsurt BASIC: (requires Level B 
• & Level E and 4k RAM: jusl plu11 into your Level £sockets. 
• \Ilk SUR!!est either lhe 4k Level DRAM e~pansion or a 16k 
: SlOO"IAWS."') ... S99.9:5plus $2 P&l." 
• 0 	Disk version of M~crosofl Bt\SIC: (requires Level B, 

'l2k of RAM, nappy disk controller. R" nappy disk drive) 
.. . 1325 postpaid. 

TEXT EDITOR/ASSEMBLER - The editor/assembler 
is a software ICXl l (a program) desi11ned to simplifylhe lask 

~~t;~~= ~~~~~~ -.~S :s~:1nc~r~~Ss~:~~~ ~:~; 
hours or programmio11 time. '111is soflware includes an 
editor pro11ram !hal enters lhe programs you wrile. makes 

~1:r~;,~~~~~; 1~l~~~frt~k~f~~~\~~~~~s;~h:~ 
code into lhe computer·readable object code. The edilor/ 
a~sembler praj!ram is available either in casselte or a 
ROM version. 
0 Edilor/Assembler (Casselle ver~ion : rr.quires Level 
..8 .. and8k (min.) of RAM- we su~esl 1Sk " IAWS'' 
see abovel . . S.59.9:5 plus $2 P&J .• 
0 Editor/Assembler (ROM Vf'rs io n supplied on an SHXJ 
card: requires Level Band 4k RAM (mm l - we su1111est 
ei1her Level Dor lBk ' 'IAWS"' ) . $99.95 plus S2 P&I." 
8" FLOPPY DISK - A remarkabh! " huildin11 block."' 
Add our 8" lloppy disk when you nr.t'<l fas ter operation. 
more con...enienl pf"08ram storaw. . perh;ip~ a business ap
plicalion.and accegs lo the liler;iH y thm1sancls o fpf08rams 
and program languarces available 1oday. You simply plun 

\~~/;~It~~ ~~fMf~8;a~~ syslcm - ii accepts al 

§ i·; Fl~~~~~:il~~~!fd : ~~~~l~i~r.lii#~·; ~ 
O Oi~ Drive Cahinet & Powt!r Supply . . $69..95 plus
SJ P&l." 

0 Drive Cables (set up for two drivesl , . $25.00 plus 

s1.50p&1.· 


: ~d~::~s~~fi~~.kd~J'ae:d~~i::;~~- ~~~~~~~~f:a~~=~ 
• lhatgive your Explorer/BS access to thousands of existin,11 

• CPIM·based programs . . . $150.00 postpaid. 

: NEED A POWER SUPPLY? Consider our AP-1. [I can 


: ~jg~~:Jl(~~ie~i~~d~i~·~~e.~!:~f;i~ ~~~=~~~~pfy\ 
• Plu~ thr. AP-1 fils nc.11ly irlla lhe atl radivf' f.x plorer stre! 

: ot~~·tl(~~w~l~:~ply kit (8V @ 5 am,:at 1ft 1~11· 1.t: •.!t:I 
: r.abinel .. 139.95 plus $2 P&L • 
• NEED A TERMINAL? We 
• offer you choices: the leasl ex· ~ 
•pensive one is our Hex ~-... . 
: Keypad/Display kil Iha! dis- 9 
• plays lhe informali o n o n a "" ' 
1 ali;ula.1or· l)'Pf! nrel!!n. The - . · 
• other choice is our ASCII ·-·- ·,,ss,._' 
: ~i~.~~~~~~Cbemtfs:~~hr~:h:~ ~ 

: 
: 
: .. 
I 

.. 4. P/ufi in L.1!vd E ht!n!'. rn :- • 

l. Plu.1< in Ndrnnir:'s ffox &~,:,~=~.r i~1m~ n.r E 
K1~ypmJ/Di.~ploy !'i. AdU hvo 5100 Mimis . • 
2. Add Lt>vd B to cnnverr 111 (i. ~tJd you ow_n ar.r.tnru 1:1r- .. 
5100 1 :w l.~ (pmlolypmg mc11) .. 
J, Add 4k RAM 7. Connm:t l1 !rminu/ • ............~~~~~~~~~-· 

0 RF Modulalor kil (allows you lo use your TV sci as a 
monitorl ... S8.9S poslpaid
0 12" Video Monitor (toMHz bandwidlh) 
plus SS P&I." 
D D1~luxe Slee] Cabinet for tilt 
~~~-l~ff•r/85 549.9:5 plus S3 

0 Fan for c abinet 1 15..00 
plu s Sl.50 P&l." 

ORDER ASPECIAL-PRICE 

EXPLORER/85 PAK-THERE'S 


ONE FOR EVERY NEED. 


0 Bcgi.noer P1k (Save $26.00)- You ge t level A (Ter· 
mina\ Version) wilh Monilor Solrce Lislin11 {$25 value) 
.AP-1. 5.amp. power supply. lntel8085 Users Manual . 
(Rl!M. $199.95) SPECIAL S169.95 plus~ P&I." 
0 E1pcdmentcr P1k , (Save $53.40) - You RC! Level A 

(Hex Keypad/Display Version) wilh Hex Keypad/ 
Display. Int el 8085 User Manual. Level A He~ Monilor 
Source Listin11. and AP-1,5.a1f1p. power supply (R1 ~R· 
$279.95) SPEC IAL 5219.95 plus $6 P&l." 
0 Spc:da l Micro1oh BASJCPlk (SaveSlOJ.OOJ - Yuuge1 
Levels A (Terminal Ve r sion), B. D {4k RAM}. E. flk 
Microsoft in ROM. \nle!BOBS User Manual. Level A Mani . 
\or Source Listing. and AP-\. 5-amp. power supply . 
(Re11. S439.70) SPECIAL 53Z9.95 plus $7 P&I.' 
D Adtl a Rom -Ver~ion TeJ:t Editar/An embler IRequirc::s 
levels 8 and 0 or SIOO Memory! ... S99.95pl u5Sl P&.J• . 

Staner 8" Disk Sy11em - Includes Level A. B nappy disk 
controller. one CDC 8" disk.drive. !wu·drive cable. IWo 
SlOO conner.: tors: just add your own power supplies. 
cabine ls and hardware . . . D (Reg . SHl65.00) SPECIAL 
$999.9:5 plus S1J P&t. • .. . 0 J2k Starter System. SlCM.5.95 
plus $13 P&l.• 0 48k Starler System. 51095.95 plus $13 
P&I." 0 64k Starter Syslem. 5114 5.95 plus S13 P&l." 
0 Add lo any of above Explorer steel cabinet AP·l five 
amp. power supply, Level C wi!h two SlOO conneclors. 
disk drive cabinel and power supply. two suh·D connec
lors for conneclinR your prin1er and t!!rminal . (R('.g. 
$225.951 SPECIAL $199.95 p\u.~ SlJ P&L • 
D Complete 64K Sy1tem. Wired & Tr.sled . 51650.00 
plusS26 P&l." 
0 Special! Complet~ Business Sn fl wa re Pak (Save 
S6Z5.00 )- Includes CP/M 2.2 Microsofl BASIC. Genera! 
Ledger. Accounts Receivable. Accounts Payable. Payrnll 
Package. (Reg. $1325) SPECIAL 5699.95 postpaid. 

J;~'. ~l/::~~ ~/~~;·r~:~~~~. fT insor1Jnr.t>... For O mrnJi1111 or· 
Co11tl11ental Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut· 

TO ORDER 

Call Toll Free: 

800-243-7 428 

To Order From Connecticut, 
·or For Technical Assistance, 

Call (203) 354-9375 
CP/ M is ueg . trademark of Digital Research *(Clip cmd moil cnlire ml)* 

SEND ME THE ITEMS CHECKED ABOVE 

~~ldlty~closed (Conn. Residents add sales tax): s__ 

D Personal Check 0 Cashier's Check/ Money Order 

0 VISA 0 MASTER CARO fB ank No. ---

Accl. No.------- Exp. Date -- 

SIRn~luru'------------

Print N;imt"I---------- - 

Cil):'-------------

• 
Sc.I«- 1..i:P----- 

~ETRONICS Research& Development Ltd .• 
litl~~~-~J!~~~~!~.~2~~ •.~!~.M!!f.<!~<!:.fT.~?.~..••.•3 

ANNOUNCING TWO 

NEW TERMINALS 


Smart• Fast • Graphics • Matching Modem and $295 Printer 
Netronlcs announces a state of the art 


breakthrough in terminals. Now at prices you 

can afford, you can go on.line with data-bank 

and computer phone-line services. It's all 

yours; "electronic newspapers," educational 

services, Dow.Jones stock reports, games, 
 ...-,_.
recipes, personal comput ing with any level 

language, program exchanges, electronic bul -- . ~ 

letin board.a .... 11..hcl more every day!!! 


N&lrOlllc.!i olfar!I two new terminals. both 

feature a full 56 key /128 character typewriter· 

style keyboard, baud rates to 19.2 kilobaud, a 


" rugged steel cabinet and power supply. The 
simplest one, FASTERM·64, is a 16 line by 64 or 32 character per lii:ie unit, with a serial 
printer port for making ha.rd copy of all incoming data. and optional provisions tor block and 
special character graphics. The "smart" version, SMARTERM-80, features either 24 line by ao 
characters per line or 16 by 40 characters per line, it offers on-screen edi!lng with paQe·at·a
t Jne printing, 12,000 pixel graphics, line graphics, absolute cursor addressing, under lining, 

~~vre~~~~~d~a?en~-~~~ ~~eonn~\1~earnds~~~I~. rn~~eVO~rs+~~:t~~~ ~~:U11;1~r ~~~~i~~~~~t~~~r 
detux green-phosphor monitor pictured above. For hard copy just add our matched pr in ter. 

Price breakthrough!!! Own the FASTERM·64, a complete terminal kit, ready to plug in for 
Just $199.95 or order the SMARTEAM·BO kit for Just $299.95, (both available wired and tested.) 
Be on·line with the million-dollar computers and data services today. we even supply the 
necessary subscription forms. 

More good news: All the components in our terminals are available separately (see 

coupon), so you buy only what you need!!! 


FASTERM·64 DISPLAY FORMAT: 64 or 32 characters/line by 16 lines ... 96 displayable 

ASCII characters (upper & lower case) ... 8 baud rates : 150, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600. 

19, 200, (switch sel.) . . . LINE OUTPUT: RS232/C or 20 ma current loop . . . VIDEO OUTPUT: 1V 

PIP (EIA RS-170) . . CURSOR MODES; home & clear screen, erase Io end of line, erase cursor 


~~~~~~o~~~Et~:~~Lf~k~J5r~tg~~~~u~~.ti p:~~~~:a~f~n~v~~ ~r;e;;da.~I~S5Tcb~ 1 ~1~S:' i. 1.5, 

2 ... DATA BITS PER CHARACTER: 5, 6, 7 or 8 ... CHARACTER OUTPUT: 5 by 7 dot matrix 


~nKadNb~cii~gt 1RcJ~t~ 1 ~d~~S~~[PiJ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3ri:'W~~HO~O~OtAA~U~~~y· .· . . 

OPTIONAL GRAPHICS MODE: Includes 34 Greek & math charac1ers plus 30 special graphics 

characters ... ASCII ENCODED KEYBOARD: 56 key/128 characters. 

SMARTERM-80 ... DISPLAY FORMAT: 80 characters by 24 lines or 40 characters by 16 lines 


}~go~i~b~~~~'.e2~5?.11. I~~r:8~~P~~~~~31~Ce~rc:os~: ~~r~~~1aJ~g~ 1. 1.~·J1~Egoz'u\2~T~~~· 
pp (EIA RS-170) . . EDITING FEATURES: insert/delete line, insertldelete character, for· 
ward/back tab ... LINE OR PAGE TRANSMIT ... PAGE PRINT FUNCTION ... CURSOR POSI· 
TIONING: up, down, right, left, plus absolule cursor positioning with read back ... VISUAL 
ATTRIBUTES: underllne, blink, reverse video, half intensity, & blank ... GRAPHICS: 12,000 

1	 1 1~~~ ~~·si~~t.i:~ ~+oct ~1T~ : ;~i %raa~:ii.sa.tl O~~;;~R~~~:~. Tciuf~J~~J~: 11 ·c~~r~~~~~ ~~f, 
~co"&' ~B~~~A· ..~~~mA~uzi~iiiai_tig~ :02~'o1E~h'ft5 ~~~R-~:~sein~~~rD 
KEYBOARD: 56 key/128 character. 4K ON BOARD ROM COMPLETE WITH POWER 
SUPPLY. 
TELEPHONE MODEM 103 OIA ... FULL DUPLEX, FCC APPROVED . DATA RATE: 300 baud 

INTERFACE: RS232/C and ri ·y ... CONTROLS: talk/data switch (no need lo connect and 
disconnecl phone), originate/answer switch on rear panel . NO POWER SUPPLY RE-
OUl RED. 
ASCII KEYBOARD ASCll-3 ... 56 KEY/128 CHARACTER ASCII ~·· 
EN CODED .. . UPPER & LOWER GASE .. FULLY DEBOUNCED .. ;] ·"'c.
~raEJ1~~iL~~~R1iV ~~~u~~~~DL~~~~~'11~6~~~~~~E -~ ·~ 
PRINTER COMET I. .. SERIAL 110 T09600 BAUD .. . 80 ~ 

CHARACTER COLUMN (132 COM PR ESSEDI ... 10" TRACTOR FEED ~/ 

. .. UPPER/LOWER CASE ... INDUSTRY STANDARD RIBBONS ... 

4 CHARACTER SIZES . . . 9 BY 7 DOT MATRIX ... Bl·DIRECTIONAL 
PRINTING . 


Continental U.S.A. Credit Card Buyers Outside Connecticut 

CALL TOLL FREE 800-243-7428 
To Order From Connecticut Or For Tech. Assist. Call (203) 354-9375 

NETRONICS R&D LTD. Dept. 


333 Lltchfleld Road, New Miiford, CT 06776 

Please send the items checked below: 

D COMPLETE FASTERM-64 TERMINAL (Includes FASTVID-64 video board 
ASCll·3 keyboard, steel cabinet and power supply) . .. kit $199.95 plus $3 P&I 
... wired & tested $249.95 plus $3 P&I . . . graphics option: add $19.95 to 
each of above 
0 COMPLETE SMARTERM·80 TERMINAL (includes SMARTVID-80 video 
board, ASCll·3 keyboard, steel cabinet and power supply) ... kit $299.95 plus 
$3 P&I ... wired and tested $369.95 plus $3 P&I 
D FASTVID·64 VIDEO BOARD (requires + 5 & -12V D~ .. . kit $99.95 plus $3 
P&I ... graphics option add $19.95" ... wired & tested $129.95 plus $3 P&I ... 
graphics option add $19.95 
D SMAATVI0-80 VIDEO BOARD (requlre9 + 5 & + /-12V DC) ... kit $199.95 
plus $3 P&I . . . wired & tested S249.95 plu:;; $3 P&I 
D DELUXE STEEL TERMINAL CABINET ... $19.95 plus $3 P&I 
D ASCll·3 KEYBOARD (requires +5 & -12VDC) . . . kit $69.95 plus $3 P&I ... 
wired and tested $89.95 plus $3 P&I 
D POWER SUPPLY (powers ASCll-3 keyboard & video boards) ... kit only 
$19.95 plus $2 P&I 
D ZENITH VIDEO MONITOR (high resolution green phosphor) ... wired & 
tested $149.95 plu:;; $6 P&I 
D TELEPHONE MODEM MODEL 103 O/A ... wired & tested $189.95 plus $3 
P&I 
0 DOT MATRIX PRINTER Comet I ... wired & tested $299.95 plus $10 P&I 
D RF MODULATOR MOD RF·1 ... kit only $8.95plus $1 P&I 
D 3FT-25 LEAD MODEM/TERMINAL OR PRINTER/TERMINAL CONNECTOR 
CABLE .. . $14.95 ea plus $2 P&I 

For Canadian orders, double the postage . Conn. res. add sales tax. 

Total Enclosed $ - --------------,--
0 Personal Check D Cashier's Check/Money Order 
D VISA D MasterCard (Bank No. _ ______, 
Acct. No. Exp. Date ------ 

Signature 
Print Name - -------- ---------
Add ress - ------------------- 
City State Zip 

3YIC February 1983 497 

http:raa~:ii.sa.tl
http:go~i~b~~~~'.e2~5?.11
http:M!!f.<!~<!:.fT
http:51650.00
http:51145.95
http:51095.95
http:SlCM.5.95
http:SHl65.00
http:e{~ar.cd


SHARE 

THECOSTOF 


LIVING. 


GIVE TO THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY..i 

And then 

there 


were none.,, 
~ 

The list of already extinct animals 
grows ... the great auk, the Texas gray 
wolf, the Badlands bighorn, the sea mink, 
the passenger pigeon ... 

What happens if civilization 
continues to slowly choke out wildlife 
species by species? 

Man cannot live on a planet unfit for 
animals. 

Join an organization that's doing 
something about preserving our 
endangered species. Get involved. Write 
~\If~ ~he National Wildlife Federation, 
~I~ Department 105, 1412 16th 
~~ Street, NW. Washington, 
. . DC20036...~ 

·· . · It's not too late. 

+24V(OR 12V)
SLOT 

(1 Floppy & 1 Hard Disk) 

S-100 & Two Diski 
:;r. 

S4 6 SLOT & 2 FLOPPY 4A 1A 4-5A PEAK BA 3A B'l<o " x 5" x 4%" 92.95 

DISK POWER SUPPLIES: OPEN FRAME, ASSY. & TESTED, REGULATED, ADJUSTABLE & FUSES PROTECT. 
or + 12 

;)'' x 4" x4"Ho z x o ~LIM Lll'it:. £.::>,.... z:::JA ~ ::>A t"'ea.K 
R1 2 x B" or 2 x 5V•" DISK 3A 1A 3A - 5A Peak 
R2 flxB"(or5V4')FlOPPY) 6A 1A 6A-BAPeak 
R3 19r 1x Floppy & 1x Har~ 6A 1A 6A -BA Peak 

B" x 4" x 3%'' 54.95 
1. BW' x 5" x 4%" or 2. 10" x 47/a'' x 3%" 69.95 
1. 9" x 6V." x 4'lla'' or 2. 9" x 51/4' x 51/4' 69.95 

2A 

OPTION: ±12V@ 1A CAN BE ADDED TO ITEM "R3" SIZE 1. ONLY, COSTS$12.00 MORE. SHIPPING FOR EA. PWR SUPPLY: 

S-100 POWER SUPPLy KITS (OPEN FRAME WITH BASE PLATE, 3 HRS. ASSY. TIME) 
$5.50 IN CALIF; $8.00 IN OTHER STATES; 
$18.00 IN CANADA. FOR EA. TRANS
FORMER: $5.00 IN ALL STATES; $12.00ITEM llDEAL FORl +BV -BV + 16V -16V +2BV SIZE: WxDxH PRICE 

1\11 l 

KIT2 
KIT3 

l::>vAHU::> 
20CARDS 

DISK SYSTEM 

l::>A 
25A 
15A 1A 

Z.::>A 

3A 
3A 

Z.::>A 

3A 
3A 5A 

6 SLOT MAINFRAME ASSY. & TESTED ONLy $399.95 
FOR TWO EA. 8" THINLINE FLOPPY (TANDON TM848-1 SS/DD & TM848·2 
OS/DD OR EQUIV.) OR ONE HARD DISK . • 110/220 VAC. 50/60 HZ, EMI 
FILTER & POWER ON/OFF INDICATOR• POWER SUPPLY: +8V/8A. ± 16V/3A. 
+5V/5A OVP. -5V/1A & 24V/5A • S-HiO BUS 6 SLOT CARD CAGE• 1 EA. AC 
CORD. 2 EA. DC CABLES WITH POWER CONNECTOR FOR DISK DRIVES • 
4.5" COOLING FAN• 7 EA. DB25 CUT-OUTS. 1 EA. 50 PIN & 1 EA. CENTRONIC 
CUT-OUTS • CUSTOM FINISH & LOGO-LESS. COMPACT SIZE: 12"(W) x 
1q"10l v q R"IH\ ~4 I RS 
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1£ x !> x 4'/8 

12" x 5" x 41/e'' 
131/2' x 5" x 41/e'' 

::>4.ll::> 
61.95 
69.95 

IN CANADA. CALIF. RESIDENTS ADD 
6.5% SALES TAX. 

ATIENTION O.E.M.'S 
YOUR SPECIAL NEEDS OP 
DESIGNS OF TRANSFORMER 
LINEAR & SWITCHING PWF 
SUPPLY WILL BE MADE TC 
ORDER AT SUNNY LOW LO~ 
COST & FASTEST DELIVERY. 

Circle 396 on inquiry card. 



WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD 

TERMINALS APPLE ACCESSORIES MONITORS 

ZenilhZT-1 $679.00 16K Card by Microsoft $79.00 Sanyo 9" B&W $159.00 
Zenith ZT·100 $595.00 32K Card by Saturn $199.00 Sanyo 9" Green $16S.00 
Televideo 910+ $595.00 64K Card by Saturn $419.00 Sanyo 12" B& w $179.00 
Televideo 925 $779.00 128K Card by Saturn $585.00 Sanyo 12" Green $199.00 
Televideo 950 $969.00 Softcard Plus by Microsoft CALL Sanyo 13" Color $399.00 

Keyboard Enhancer It by Videx $125.0G SMD 13"Color $329.00 
Videoterm by Videx $259.00 Zenith 12" Green $99.00

RAM Game Paddles by TG $49.00 Zenith 13" Color $339.00 
16K Ram Kit for Apple 11, TRS80 Joystick by TG $49.00 Electrohome 13" Hl·RES Color Monitor $829.00 

200 nano seconds: 4116 chips $17.50 Pkaso Cards CALL Electrohome 13" Color $379.00 
ALF 3 Voice Board $229.00 Electrohome 12" B&w $179.00 
System Saver by Kensington $75.00 Electrohome 12" Green $189.00

DISKETTES Microbuffer It 16K w/graphics $259.00 Electrohome 9" B&W $149.00 
Maxefl 5114" single side $39.00 Microbuffer II 32K w/graphics $229.00 Electrohome 9" Green $159.00 
Maxell 8" single side $49.00 APPLE INTERFACE CARDS BY CCS 
Maxell 5'14'' double side $45.00 Serial Asynch #7710 $139.00 
Maxell 8" double side $55.00 Centronics #7729 $149.00 DISK DRIVES 
BASF 5v.'' $26.95 ADVANCED LOGIC CCI 100 for the TRS-80 Model 1 
BASF 8" $36.00 Add-Ram 16K Card $79.00 SW' 40track $299.00 
Verbatim 5114" $26.95 Z-Card CP/M for the Apple 11 $225.00 CCI 189 for the Zenith Z·89 S\14'' 40 track $379.00 
Verbatim 8" $36.00 Smarterm 80 Column Board w/Softswitch $249.00 CORVUS SM with Mirror $2895.00 
51/4File Box $19.95 CORVUS 1OM with Mirror $4195.00 

CORVUS 20M with Mirror $4895.00 
APPLE SOFTWARE CORVUS Interfaces CALL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS MICROPRO'" RANA SYSTEMS add-on Disc Drive for the Apple II 
Novation Cat Modem $139.00 WordStar $379.00 Elite One 40 Track CALL 
Novation D-CAT $155.00 MailMerge $190.00 Elite Two 80 Track CALL 
Novation AUTO-CAT $209.00 SpellStar $190.00 Elite Three CALL 
Novation APPLE CAT $319.00 DataStar $259.00 Elite Controller CALL 
Hayes Smart Modem $249.00 CalcStar $115.00 
Hayes Smart Modem 1200 $589.00 VISICORP 
Hayes Micro-Modem $319.00 VisiCalc $199.00 IBM PC ACCESSORIES 
Hayes Chronograph $229.00 VisiTerm $79.00 64K Card by Microsoft $299.00 
Signalman Mark I $85.00 VisiDex $199.00 128K Card $469.00 

VisiPlot $169.00 192KCard $599.00 
VisiFile $199.00 2S6K Card $789.00

COMPUTERS VisiSchedule $259.00 Quaddram CALL 
Sanyo MBC 100 64K CALL VisiTrend/Plot $239.00 Joystick by TG $49.00 
Call for information on the complete Sanyo line. MISCELLANEOUS Combo Card by Apparat $249.00 
Sanyo MBC 1200 CALL Micro/Terminal $79.00 Tandon TM 100-2 for the IBM CALL 
Sanyo MBC 2000 CALL Screenwriter II $129.00 Call for more IBM PC add·ons. 
Sanyo MBC 3000 CALL Executive Briefing System $169.00 
Sanyo MBC 4000 CALL Supercalc $279.00 
Franklin Ace 1000 CALL Personal Filing System $115.00 IBM PC SOFTWARE 
ZENITH PFS Report Writer $75.00 INFORMATION UNLIMITED 
Z·8948K CALL Word Handler $169.00 Easy Writer $289.00 

Z-9064K CALL 
 PFS Graph $99.00 Easy Speller $149.00 
Z-100 CALL Multiplan by Microsoft $229.00 Easy Filer $319.00 
Call for prices on the complete Zenith line. VISICORP 

VisiCalc 2S6K $199.00 
PRINTERS VisiFile $219.00SOFTWARE VisiTrend/VisiPlot $259.00 

MICROPRO'" 
NEC 7710 Serial $2395.00 

VisiOex $209.00 
WordStar $379.00 

NEC 7720 KSR $2749.00 
VisiTerm $99.00 

MailMerge $195.00 
NEC 7730 Parallel $2395.00 

MICROPRO' " 
Customization Notes $359.00 

NEC 3510 Serial $1850.00 
MailMerge $195.00 

SpeUStar $195.00 
NEC3520 $2099.00 

WordStar $379.00 
DataStar $259.00 

NEC 3530 Parallel $1850.00 
MISCELLANEOUS 

CalcStar $119.00 
NEC 3SSO for the IBM PC $2095.00 

Supercalc by Sorcim $279.00 
MICROSOFT 

Antex "Generic Model of the Prowriter" $479.00 
Superwriter by Sorcim $289.00 

Basic Interpreter $349.00 
Epson MX-80 CALL 
Epson MX-80FT CALL Home Accounting Plus $139.00 

Basic Compiler $389.00 
Epson MX-100 CALL ENTERTAINMENT 

Fortran80 $499.00 Deadline $39.00 
Cobol 80 $695.00 

IDS Micro Prism CALL 
Temple of Apshai $29.00 

DATABASE 
IDS PRISM 80 CALL 

Curse of Ra $15.99 
dBase II $495.00 

IDS PRISM 132 CALL 
Call For More IBM Software And Accessories 

Okidata Microline 82A CALL
The CPU Computer Corporation CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. 


Okidata Microline 80 CALL 


Okidata Microline 83A CALL 

Announces: Okidata Microline 84 CALL


CPUnet·· TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 
The Local Area Network that uses 1-800-343-6522real CP/M'" for Apples. CPUne!'' 


allows you to run hundreds of 
 For fast delivery. send certified checks, money orders. or 
call to arrange direct bank wire transfers. Personal or com·popular CP/M'' programs. on your 
pany checks require one to three weeks to clear. All pricesApple terminals, without disk drives! are mail order only. and are subject to change without 

Call for more information. notice. Call for shipping charges. 

$2995.00 

4:::!0-438 Rutherford Ave., Dept . BY14 , Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129 

Hours 9 AM - 9 PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 6) TWX- 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361 

Technical information call 617/242·3361 Circle 124 on inquiry card. Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax 




Circle 95 on Inquiry card. 

TRUE MAIL ORDER PRICES 

With so many so-called Mail Order establishments using "toll free" lines, and grandiose advertising, how 
can you , the customer, expect to receive true mail order savings? We have done away with large ads, 
and free phone lines to offer comparable service passing on the savings to you. 
THINK! You still SEND YOUR MONEY in the mail to an unknown untested party, and delivery is still 
often doubtful and certainly protracted in most cases. 

PRINTERS 
OKIDATA 


80 no tractor 
 s 319 
80 with tractor s 369 
82A no tractor s 419 
82A with tractor $ 459 
83A s 669 
84A parallel $1009 
84A serial $1119 
2K Buller s 50 
Graphics 82A. 83A s 73 

C.JTOH SPECIAL 
Comet II (125cps). $ 499·  ··-· Full 15" width !ext p~i~i~r 

C-ITOH PRINTERS 
BO col. parallel printer . .... .. s 449 
BO col. serial prinler .. s 589 
132col. paral:el printer $ 679 
132 col. serial printer . , • ... $ 729 

Prac. Peripheral BK Serial Buffer 
with Xon/off Epson ---- .. s 111·· 

Graphics Pro writer (120 cp~) . • .. $ 444--·
STAR PRINTERS 

Gemini 10 and 15 .... .Ca ll for Pricing 

LETTER QUALITY 
serial or parallel 

C-lTOH F10 . $1345 
Brother HAI s 849 
Smilh Co:ona TPi s 569 

PRINTER 

CONNECTORS 


TRS-80 Cab1es only . s 22 
Apple Int & Cable s 79 
Atari-printer Cable s 24 
IBM PC-printer Cable $ 24 
Male Centronics-printer Cable $ 24 
RS232 male-male . $ 19 

"Configured for any computer, 
please specify your computer" 

IDS Cable . .. .. . . . . $ 33 
Apple Graphics Card with ·cab1e 

to Epson/NEC!C-ITOH $ 89 

MONITORS 
Zenith ZVM-121 Green .. $ 90 
TECO ED 1200 line HireS ' G~~~ri: $111 
NEC Anti Glare Green 

$155 1AMDEK 300G . $ 155 
AMDEK Color I . $333 
AMDEK Cater ll (IBM Available) $699 

18.M 

Monte Carlo Card 64K . s 399 
l·C Magic . s 69 

VERBATIM 
5 1

/4'' SSISO $22.50 
51 4" SS.OD $24.00 
51',;i" DSDD $35.00 
ff' DS:DD $39.00 
8" SS1DD $35.00 
Available in soft sector and hard sector 10116 

IBM/APPLE DRIVES 
Tandon TMS-100-1 $202 

TMS-100-2 $265 
TMS-100-4 $383 

Soltware patch for IB.M s 66 
RANA Elite 1 Add on Drive . $333 
Quad drive Apple controller $ 99 
For Ehle 213/4 

write for pricetavailability s 99 
DAVONG {Apple and IBM) 

5 MB .,, •. ,. .. $1525 
10 MB ·-·-·-· . $2025 
15 MB ... 	 •• $2245 

NEC 

PERSONAL COMPUTER 

PC-8001 . $699 

PC-8012 $459 

PC·8031 $699 


COMING'-NEW NEC-APC 


GENERIC DISKETTES 
51

/4" SStSD in plaslic library case . • $21 

Library CaH!, Alone 
s 2 50 
s 3 50 

MODEMS 
Hayes Smart Modem $212 
Hayes Micro Modem $259 
Hayes Chronograph . $179 
Appl~ - Cat II $279 
IBM · Smart Modem Cables . S 22 

RAM CARDS 
Apple 16K Card s 66 
32K Card . $125 
IBM 64K Quad Board . • • . - .... $375 
Apple Vista Vision 80 . . . $242 

Send orders and inquiries to: 

Computer Apparatus™ 
P. 0 . Box 32063 • Aurora, CO 80041 

TELEPHONE ORDER INQUIRIES: 
(303) 759-9251 

1o a.m. to 2 p.m. Mountain Time. Monday to Friday. 

We have access to a vast range of computer products tram the many stocking distributors rn Denver We caler for 

a range of brand name penpherals end software for TRS-80. Apple. IBM, Atari E11c1 CP•M users. SEND in a card 

st°'ting your interests ror our free catalog. 

DELIVERIES: 4-6 weeks at worst. all orders are fully dated. (Includes mail and shipping time). 

PERSONAL CHECKS: OKAY, but cashiers checks. money orders, elc .. will receive shippmg preference 

VISA AND MASTERCARD: Add 4% to total we CHARGE only WHEN we SHIP. 

CATALOG: Descriptions.'chartstpricing and availability on allourproducls. Pricessub1ect lo changew1lhoul nohce 

SHIPPING: VIA UPS add $2.00 plus 1~·0 or order total.' All brands are registered trademarks. 

Please Circle Inquiry Card to 
Receive Our Comprehensive Catalog 

Best Price • Good Quality • Swift Delivery • Export 
COMPUTER PRINTER 	 IBM PC 

•The Be st Graphic 

Personal Computer• $ 


LNW 80 1 ZBOA, 65K, 480 x192. 1.250 
WCP/M board . •••••.•• .... 1.500 

•Multiuser Business/Engineer• 
CAOMEMCO Best Price Anywhere 
CS1 5Y•"floppy,Z80 ......... 2,9 56 
CS 1 H W IS MB hard disk . .. . ...... S,24 7 
CS1D2E 258K RAM, 88000 & zeo 

two 5%'' floppy . ••• • • _ • . _ . 4,087 
CS102 no error correction . • , • •• . ... 3,74 7 
CSJDSE S12K RAM, 6800 & zeo 

two 8"floppy .... • , . • , . , .. 7,397 
C10 84K, 12" monitor 

ZBOA, keyboard . _ • . . . 1 ,090 

•Professional/Word Process• 
ZENITH Z90·80. 64K . .• .2.050 
NORTH HORIZON. 1 

STAR quad drive, HOS. . 3.999 
ADVANTAGE. 2 
quad drives. 64K. . . 2.999 

CROMEMCO 64K, 12" monitor. 390K 
CIO floppy, letter quality printer, 

CP/M type O.S. + word processing 
+ spreadsheet_ • • • •••..• . 2.600 

Zenith 16-Bit 
Z·l 10 	 dual drives. 1 28K RAM color board. 

225 x640 graphic, IBM PC 
compatible . ... _ __ . . , ..• . 2,998 

ZVM·l 34 	 superb color monitor . •.• _••. . • 528 

• 16-bit CPU• 
WICAT S1501 FS1-user. .. •••• 7.520 

256K RAM, CRT, 2 floppies 
• 68000. 51 50 WS 1-user. • • • . , •• 8 .999 

2 56K RAM, 1 OMB hard disk, 
960KB floppy CRT, OS+ 1 language 
5 1 50-3 WS 3-users. . . 10.800 
same as S150 WS 
S 1 50-6 WS 6-users. . . . 1 2,800 
512K RAM same as S150 WS 
Graphics 300 x 400. . ...... 900 

DUAL 	 68000, 51 2K RAM. 20MB hard disk. 
IBM floppy, UNIX. S 100. . 1 4,500 

ALTOS 	 ACS8600 -1 2 SOOK RAM 20MB 
hard disk . 9. 750 
Business System Software .... 1,995 

TER AK, SWTPC, TELEVIDEO. NEC . • , , , .• , . Call 

$ 

EPSON MXBO FIT Graftrax. . . 525 
MX100 . • • • . . . ..... 679 

Integral Data System 
MICRO PRISM 7 5 cps excellent print/11 0 cps 

84 x84 graphic, RS232/parallel 
pin & friction feed. . . . . ... 525 

PRISM 80 200 cps. 80 col .. . . .. 945 
w/graphics 84 x 84. _. • 1.025 

PRISM 132 200 cps, 13 2 col. . . ... 1, 100 
w /graphics 84 x 84 .. 1, 180 
graphic. color. friction . .. 1.590 

Tl 810 Superb ............... CALL 

$ 
AMDEK 31 0 monitor . . , , •. , •• , •• . . . 189 
IDS Microprism 480. , , • • • , . _ ... 525 
EPSON M X BO FIT . . • • • • • • • • • . 520 
NEC 3550 le.tterquali1y . ••• • •• . .. 1,945 
C.ITOH F-10 40cps. . .1,395 
Microsoft 1 28K RAM . .. •• . _•• , •• .... 360 
EASY WRITER II !US. . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 255 
CPAIDS MasterTax... 1 , 195 
LEGAL T IMEKEEPING STAR. .725 
Digital Research Pascal M T + 8 6. . 310 

Concurrent CP/M 86 . •• ,,, .... 299 
Peachtree Gl, AR, AP . • , , .••••• , , , , •• 330 
Structured Systems Accounting. . 700 

OKIDATA MICROLINE 84 parallel . . . 1,025 
PRINTEK 920 340cps, 144 x 144 . . .. 2.450 

DIGITIZER/PLOTTER 
HOUSTON INSTRUMENT 

•Letter Quality• HI PAD DIGITIZER DT-11 11" x 11" . . 725 

C.ITOH Starwriter F-10 40cps . . ... 1,395 AMDEK AMPLOT 1 1" x 14" . . . 780 

DUME 
DIA8LO 

9145 . •.•••• ' ..... 1.840 
620 .. 1,288 DISK DRIVE 

BROTHER HA~1 Parallel. . • • , , • . 950 Mitsubishi 8"DD.0Sbare . •. _ ••••. ... 410 
NEC 7710 . •••••••.• . •• .... 2,299 dual 8" subsystem. . 1,099 

3550 . ••••..•••• . •• .... 1.945 Tandon 5Y.." DD, DS bare . .. _••• .. ,, .. 280 

TERMINAL SOFTWARE 
ZENITH Z19 smart terminal. .. . 835 $ 

ZT-1 w/modem telecom . •. _•• .. 560 dBASE II Ashton-Tate database. . 499 
HAZEL TINE ESPRIT II . . •• • • •• •• • •• . . . . . S8BIll. ... .. ... . ... 788 

CONDOR II . •••••••••• , • • • ••• . , • . . . . 450 
MICROSOFT BASIC 80. •• , •••••• •• •• ... 285 

BEEHIVE OMS A . ••.•••••• . , • • • . . 995 Micro Pro WORD5 TAR. , , , , . ••••• .. , • . .. . 295 
IBM 3101 -10 . . .. .....•••. , .. 1.295 MAILMERG . • , •.•••• , • • ... 105 
TELEVIDED 970 .. ••• . ••• _.••••• ... 1. 119 Digital Research CPM 2.2 . . . . 139 
VISUAL 300. _.. _ ..•. __ • , .... 948 Accounting Plus System Plus. . . . ..... 399 

MONITOR 
ZENITH 12" green. 11 4 
AMDEK COLOR IV 720 x 400. . ... 1,050 

COLOR II RGB 13"' . . . 725 
COLOR I 1 3"' , • • • • • • • • • . . 340 
300 G 1 2" green . , • • • , ..... 169 

SANYO 13"' RGB. . • ••.••••• ..... 875 
NEC 12" green. , . 1 70 

1203 RGB. . . 725 
Electrohome RGB 580 x 235. 599 

CALL (212) 937-6363 
free catalogue 
Prices subject to change. American Express. Visa/ 
Mastercard add 3%. F.0.6. point of shipment. 20% re
stocking fee for returned merchandise. Personal checks 
take 3 weeks to clear. COD on c:enified check only. N.Y. 
residents add sates tax. Manufacturers' warranty only. 
International customers, please confirm price before 
order. Accept P.O. from Fortune 500 & schools. 

Computer Channel 
2 1 .55 44th Road 
Long Island City, NY 11101 

TELEX: 
429418 

CSTNY 

MODEM 
D.C. Hayes Smartmodem 300 baud. 

30011 200 baud . ••.•• 
Novation CAT 300 baud . • _ 

1200 baud. 

. ... 220 

.... 570 
. . 165 

. .. 590 
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Printers on Sale ·· 8" Disk Drive 

Double-Density 


' 

PRINTER PRICES SLASHED Ill 
High speed dot matrix printers with all the features of the$249.95 

8" Disk Drives 
Siemens FDD 100-8 single-sided double-density 
MSF-201120 .............. $274.95 ea 2 for $249.95 ea 


Shugart SA810 half-size single-sided double-density 
MSF-108100 ... . .. $424.95 ea 2 for $394.95 ea 

Shugart SA860 half-size double-sided double-density 
MSF-108600 .............. $574.95 ea 2 for $549.95 ea 


Shugart SA801R single-sided double-density 
MSF-10801R .............. $394.95 ea 2 for $389.95 ea 


Shugart SA851 R double-sided double-density 
MSF-10851 R .............. $554.95 ea 2 for $529.95 ea 


Tandon TM848-1 single-sided double-den thin-line 
MSF-558481 $379.95 ea 2 for $369.95 ea 

Tandon TM848-2 double-sided double-den thin-line 
MSF-558482 ......... ... . . $494.95 ea 2 for $484.95 ea 

Oume DT-8 double-sided double-density 
MSF-750080 .... ... .. .. ... $524.95 ea 2 for $498.95 ea 

51/4" Disk Drives 
Tandon TM100-1 single-sided double-density 48 TPI 

MSM-551001 ..... •... ..... $219.95 ea 2 for $199.95 ea 


Shugart SA400L single-sided double-density 40 track 
MSM-104000 ..... . . . . . . $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea 

Shugart SA455 hall-size double-sided 48 TP/ 
MSM-104550 .............. $349.95 ea 2 for $329.95 ea 


Shugart SA465 half-size dou/e-sided 96 TPI 
MSM-104650 .............. $399.95 ea 2 for $379.95 ea 


Tandon TM100-2 double-sided double-density 48 TPI 
MSM-551002 .............. $294.95 ea 2 for $269.95 ea 

Shugart SA450 double-sided double-density 35 track 
MSM-104500 . . . . $349.95 ea 2 for $329.95 ea 

Tandon TM100-3 single-sided doulJle-densily 96 TPI 
MSM-551003 .............. $294.95 ea 2 for $269.95 ea 

Tandon TM100-4 double-sided double-density 96 TPI 
MSM-551004 . ... . ... ... ... $394.95 ea 2 for $374.95 ea 

MP/ B-51 single-sided double-density 40 track 
MSM-155100 .............. $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea 


MP/ B-52 double-sided double-density 40 track 
MSM-155200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $344.95 ea 2 for $334.95 ea 

51/4' Cabinets with Power Supply 

END-000216 Single cab w/power supply ......... $69.95 

END-000228 Dual cab w/power supply .......... $94.95
II!••-···-..
I Place Orders Toll Free1Continental U.S. Inside California I 

aoo-421-5500 soo-2s2-1110I I 


I··~·;~;;~;;., I 

Computer Products 

4901 W. Rosecrans, Hawthorne, CA 90250 

Dual Disk Sub-Systems 
I 

Disk Sub-Systems - Jade 
Handsome metal cabinet with proportionally balanced air 
flow system, rugged dual drive power supply, power cable 
kit, power switch, line cord, fuse holder, cooling fan, never
mar rubber feet , all necessary hardware to mount 2-8" disk 
drives, power supply, and fan, does not include signal cable. 

Dual 8" Sub-Assembly Cabinel 
END-000420 Bare cabinet . . . . . .... •.•.. $49.95 
END-000421 Cabinet kit .. .. .... ...... $199.95 
END-000431 A & T ............................ $249.95 

8" Sub-Systems • Single Sided, Double Density 
END-000423 Kit w/2 F0100-8Ds . . • • • • • • . . . . ... $650.00 
END-000424 A & T w/2 FD100-8Ds •••••••.••••• $695.00 
END-000433 Kit w/2 SA-801 Rs . . ............ •. . $999.95 
END-000434 A & T w/2 SA·801Rs ... ... . ...•.. $1195.00 

8" Sub-Systems · Double Sided, Double Density 
END-000426 Kil w/2 DT-8s . . . . . . . . $1224.95 
END-000427 A & Tw/2DT -8s ............... .. $1424.95 
END-000436 Kit w/2 SA·851Rs •••••••••••••• .. $1274.95 
END-000437 A & T w/2 SA-851 Rs • _. _, _••• _.. . $1474.95 

8" Sl/mllne Sub-Systems 
Dual Slimline Sub-Systems - Jade 

Handsome vertical cabinet with scratch resistant baked 
enamel finish, proportionally balanced airf lowsystem. quiet 
cooling fan, rugged dual drive power supply, power cables, 
power switch, line cord, fuse holder, cooling fan. all 
necessary hardware to mount 2-8" slimlinediskdrives, does 
not include signal cable. 

Dual 8" Sllmltne Cabinet 
END-000820 Bare cabinet . . . . • . . • . • • • • • • • . $59.95 
END-000822 A & T w/o drives ...... ...... _.... $179.95 

Dual 8" Sllmllne Sub-Systems 
END-000823 Kit w/2 TM848·1 , , • , • , , • , •• . .•.•• $919.95 
END-000824 A & T w/2 TM848· 1 .............. $949.95 
END-000833 Kit w/2 TM848-2 •••..• , • , . , .••.. $1149.95 
END-000834 A & T w/2 TM848-2 . $1179.95 

Modems 

SIGNALMAN - Anchor 
Direct-connect automatic answer/originate selection, 300 
Baud full duplex. Be/1103, includes RS-232 cable, portable· 
perfect for Osborne or KayPro II 
IOM-5600A Signalman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $89.95 

SMARTMODEM - Hayes 
Sophisticated direct-connect auto-answer/auto-dial 
modem, touch-tone or pulse dialing, RS-232C interface, 
programmable 
IOM-5400A Smartmodem ...................... $224.95 
IOK-1500A Hayes Chronograph . . . . . . . . ... $218.95 
IOM-2010A Micromodem II w/Term prgm . . ..... $329.95 
t0M-2012A Terminal program for MM/I ........ .. $89.95 
IOM-1100A Micromodem 100 ................. . $368.95 

1200 BAUD SMARTMODEM - Hayes 
1200 and 300 baud, all the features of the standard 
Smartmodem plus 1200 baud. 212 compatible. full or half 
duplex. 
IOM-5500A Smartmodem 1200 . . . . . . . . . . . .... $599.95 

1200 BAUD SMART CAT - Novaton 
1031212 Smart Cat & 103SmartCat, 1200 & 300baud. built-in 

higher-priced best-selling machines for a lot less money!!! 
100 CPS, 9 x 9 dot matrix with true lower case descenders, 
high-resolution bit image and block graphics, superscript & 
subscript. underlining, backspacing, double strike and 
emphasized print modes, proportional space font, friction 
teed. tractor teed , and roll paper. 5, 6, 81/,. 10. 12. & 17 pitch, 
programable lino spacing, FREE 2.3K buller, Epson pin and 
plug compatible, user replaceable print head, extended 6 
month factory warranty. 
PRM-66010 10" wide carriage ... _. . . ........... $439.95 
PRM-66015 15" wide carriage .•..•.•••••••• .. . . $569.95 
PRA-66100 Apple card & cable . . . . . . . . . . . . $45.00 
PRA,66200 Serial interface card .......... .. ..... $69.95 

HIGH-SPEED, HIGH QUALITY - Okidata 

M/crol/ne 82A 801132 column, 120 CPS, 9 x 9 dot matrix, 
friction feed. pin feed. adiustable tractor feed (optional}. 
handles 4 part forms up to 9.5" wide, rear & bottom feed, 
paper rear bar. 100% duty cycle/200,000,000 character print 
head, bi-directional/logic seeking, both set/al & parallel 
Interlaces Included, front panel switch & program control of 
10 different form lengths, uses inexpensive spool type 
ribbons, double width & condensed characters, true lower 
case descenders & graphics 
PRM-43082 with FREE tractor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL 

Mlcrollne 83A 1321232 column. 120 CPS, forms up to 15" 
wide, removable tractor, plus all the features of the 82A. 
PRM-43083 with FREE tractor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL 

M/crol/ne 84 1321232 column, Hi-speed 200 CPS, full dot 
graphics huitt in. plus all the features ot the 83A. 
PRM-43084 Centronics parallel ... .•• , • • • . . . • . . . . CALL 
PRM·431l85 Serial with 2K buffor ... ..... _....... CALL 


PRA-27081 Apple card .... . ..................... $39.95 
PRA-27082 Apple cable . . .. ..................... $19.95 
PRA-27087 TRS-80 cable ... .............. ...... $24.95 
PRA-43081 2K hi speed serial card ... ... ••••..• $149.95 
PRA-43082 Hi-res graphics ROMs 82A •.•••••••.• $49.95 
PRA-43083 Hi-graphics ROMs 83A .. . . .......... $49.95 
PRA-43088 Tractor option /or 82A . .............. $49.95 
PRA-43080 Extra ribbons pkg. of 2 .... •. _•••.•••• $9.95 

8023 DOT MATRIX - NEC 
100 CPS, proportional spacing, hi-resolution graphics, 

correspondence quality printing, bi-directional tractor & 

fric tion feed. 

NEC-8023A 8023 parallel .. ................. $499.95 

NEC-8023-01 8023 ribbon .... ....... ___ ..... . _.. $11 .95 


Letter Quality Printers 
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER - Jade 

Uses standard daisy wheels and ribbon cartridges, 16 CPS 
bi-directional printing, semi-automatic paper loader (single 
sheet or fan fold), 10112115 pitch, up to 16" paper, bui/1-in 
noise suppression cover. 
PRD-11001 Centronics parallel ... ............. , $899.95 
PRD-11002 RS-232C serial model •. _.• _. _...... $969.95 
PRA-11000 Tractor Option .......... . ........ .. $119.95 


STARWRITER F-10 - C. ltoh 
New 40 CPS daisy wheel printer with full 15" carriage, uses 

standard Diablo print wheels and ribbons, both parallel and 

serial interfaces included. 

PRD-22010 Starwriter F-10 ............. .. . .... $1495.95 . 


TP-1 LETTER QUALITY - SCM 
12 CPS daisy wheel printer from Smith Corona. 
PRD-45101 Centronics parallel ..... .. .......... $648.95 
PRD-45102 RS·232C serial ..................... $648.95 

I
We accept cash. checks, credit cards, or Purchase Orders dialer, auto re-dial if busy, auto answer/disconnect, direct 
from qualified firms & 1'nstltutions. Minimum prep.11d Ofder $15 connect, LED readout displays mode, analog/digital loopPRINTER PALS - F.M.J. Inc. 
Cahfornia residents add 61/2% tax. Export customers outsfde the ) back self tests, usable with multi-line phones. Desk top printer stand and continuous form paper holder. 
US or Canada please add 10% lo all prices. Prtceund 8Vlllllblllly IOM-5241A 300 baud 103 Smart Cat .... $229.95 PRA-99080 tor Mx-eo. MX·80FT, Oki 82A, NEC .. $29.95 
aubject to change without noUce. Shipping & handling charges IOM-5251A 1200 baud 2121103 Smart Cal . ...... $549.95 PRA-99100 for MX-100. Oki 83A & 84 . ••.•.•••••• $34.95 

UPS Ground 50¢/lb, UPS Air $1.00/lb mlnlmumchllrge$3.00 IOM·5261A 300 baud 103 J-Cat ... . ........ •• .. $129.95 PRA-99700 for letter quality printers . . . . . . . . . $49.95l; Circle 217 on inquiry card. ··-··-----I 

http:mlnlmumchllrge$3.00


Disk Drive 

for Apple II 


$269.95 


Video Monitors 

HI-RES 12" GREEN SCREEN - Zenith 

15 MHz bandwith 700 lines/inch. P31 green phosphor. 
switchable 40 or 80 columns, small, light-weight & portable. 
VDM-201201 List price $189.95 ............ .. ... $115.95 

HI-RES GREEN MONITORS - NEC 
20 MHz bandwidlh, P31 phosphor ullra-high resolution 
video monitor, high quality, extremely reliable. 
VDM-651200 Deluxe 12" .. . ......... $199.95 
VDM-651260 Economy 12" ...... . .... . , . . ..... $149.95 
VDM-65092 Deluxe 9" ........ .... .. .. .. . ...... $179.95 


12" COLOR MONITOR - NEC 

Apple II Accessories 

APPLE DISK DRIVE - Apple Compatible 
Totally Apple compatible, 143,360 bytes per drive on DOS 
3.3, track 0 microswitch, high speed lead screw positioner, 
lull one year lactory warranty, hall-track capability - reads all 
Apple software, plugs right in to Apple controller as second 
drive, DOS 3.3, 3.2.1, Pascal, & CP!M compatible. 
MSM-123200 Add-on Apple Drive ... . .. . ....... $279.95 
MSM-123100 Controller w/DOS 3.3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $99.95 

16K RAM CARD - for Apple II 
Expand your Apple llto64K, useaslanguagecard, lull 1 year 
warranty. Why spend $175.00 ? 
MEX-16700A Save over $115.00 .. . . . $59.95 

Z-CARD for Apple II - A.LS. 
Two computers in one , Z-80 & 6502, more than doubles the 
power and potential of your Apple, includes Z-80 CPU card 
CP/M 2.2 and complete manual set, Pascal compatible, 
utilities are menu-driven. one year warranty. 
CPX-62800A A & T with CF!M 2.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $169.95 

SMARTERM II - A.LS. 
80 column x 24 line video card for Apple II, addressable 25th 
status line, normal/ inverse or high/low video, 128 ASCII 
chpracters, upper and lower case, 7 x 9 dot matrix with true 
descenders, standard data media terminal control codes, 
CP/M Pascal & Fortran compatible, 50160 Hz, 40180 column 
selection from keyboard 
IOV-2500A ALS Smarterm II . . . . $179.95 

SERIAL 1/0 CARD - A.LS. 
Full feature serial card for modems & printers, baud rates 
from 110 to 19,200, CTC / RTS & X-on / X-off protocols, auto 
line feed, RS-232C cable interlace included. 
101-1 OOOA A & T . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . $79.95 

MODEM CARD for APPLE - SSM 
Better than Hayes/I Better than Novatlonll Direct connect 
ModemCard plugs directly into Apple · no external 
components. auto-dial, auto-answer, Bell 103 compatible, 
lull and hall duplex, touch-tone or pulse dialing generated 
on board, Micromodem II software compatible, displays 
modem information on screen, audio monitoring of phone 
line, no serial port required, two year f actorywarranty, FREE 
Source Subsrlptlon with purchase of Transend software. 
IOM-3000A Modem Card ...... . . . .. . .... . ...... $289.95 
SFA-55770010M Transend 1 w/Source . ... . . .. ... $79.95 
SFA-55770020M Transend 2 w/Source . .... ... .. $129.95 
SFA-55770030M Transend 3 w/Source . ..... . ... $239.95 

2 MEGABYTES for Apple II 
Complete package includes: Two 8" double-density disk 
drives. Vista double-density 8" disk controller, cabinet, 
power supply, & cables, DOS 3.213.3, CP/M 2.2, & Pascal 
compatible. 
1 Mega8yte Package Kit ..... .... .... . .. ..... $1495.00 
1 Mega8yte Package A & T ... .. ... .... .. .. ... $1695.00 
2 Mega8yte Package Kit ....... .. .... .. ....... $1795.00 
2 Mega8yte Package A & T . . ... .. ..... .. ... . . $1995.95 

ULTRA-VIOLET EPROM ERASERS 
Inexpensive erasers for industry or home. 

XME-3100A Spectronics w/o timer $69.50 
XME-3101A Spectronics with timer .. .... .• .. . . • • $94.50 
XME-3200A Economy model ................... . $39.95 

J~~E CompulerProducts 

IBM PC Accessories 
ADD ON DISK DRIVE for IBM PC- Tandon 

Single sided or double sided, double density disk drives for 
IBM PC, these are exactly the same diskdrives used by IBM 
at hall the price 
MSM-551001 TM100·1 single sided .. $219.95 
MSM-551002 TM100-2 double sided $294.95 

SERIAL 1/0 for IBM PC - Profit Systems 
Two asynchronous serialRS-232C l/Oports, real time clock
calender, includes software 
101-8100A Card with 1 port ...... .. ..... . ... . . $159.95 
101-8101A Card with 2 ports ... .. ... . .. ..... . .. $199.95 

SERIAL/PARALLEL for IBM PC - Profit Sys 
Two asynchronous serial RS-232C 110 ports, one parallel 
printer 110 port. real time clock-calender, includes sol/ware 
IOl-8110A 1 serial & 1 parallel .. . .. . .. . ..... . ... $199.95 
IOl-8111A 2 serial & 1 parallel .. .. .. . .. . ........ $229.95 

T ASC MASTER for IBM PC - Profit Systems 
The Tasc Master is an intelligent parallel printer and dual 
port asynchronous communication adapter with built in 
buffer, two RS-232C 1/0 ports, parallel printer 1/0 port, 16K 
or 64K buffer, on-board CPU increases system throughput 
101-8120A 1 serial/parallel/16K . .. .. . .. . .. . ..... $329.95 
101-8121A 1 serial/parallel/64K $399.95 
IOl-8122A 2 serial/parallel/16K . ... ..... . .. .. $359.95 
IOl-8123A 2 serial/parallel/64K .. •• ..... . .... $429.95 

EXTENDER CARD for IBM PC - Profit System 
All bus signals extended , signal names silk screened on top 
of board, gold-plated card edge, low noise 
TSX-300A IBM PC extender ........ ....... .. .. . . $45.00 

PROTOTYPING CARD for PC- Profit Systems 
Highly versatile wire-wrap or solder prototyping board for 
your IBM PC, large bread board area, power and ground 
planes to reduce noise, all holes are plated through, card is 
solder masked on both sides, all signals names are silk 
screened on both sides 
TSX-310A .............. . ................... $59.95 


512K PC/RAM STACK - Hammond 
A high quality , high density memory expansion board for 
your PC, cool-quiet-reliable operation, lull parity checking, 
unique stacking sockets, expandable from 256K to 512K, 
MOR/VE high speed RAMdisk software only $25.00 with 
board purchase 
MEX-25600A 256K Assembled & tested .. . .... .. $795.00 
MEX-51200A 512K Assembled & tested . $999.95 
MEX-25600S MOR/VE disk emulator . . . $25.00 

256K PC/RAM - Hammond Engineering 
User expandable from 64K to 256K, same high quality as 
RAM ST ACK above, designed to meet all your medium 
memory expansion requirements 
MEX-64000A 64K Assembled & tested . . ........ $299.95 
MEX-128000A 128K Assembled & tested .. ... .. . $399.95 
MEX-192000A 192K Assembled & tested • . . . .• .. $499.95 
MEX-256000A 256K Assembled & tested •. .. • ... $569.95 

PC/SASI RAM - Hammond Engineering 
Three boards in one, 256K of RAM, RS-232C asynchronous 
serial in/erlace. and a SAS/ (Shugart Associates Slandard 
Interlace) hard disk interlace 
IOX-6000A PC/SAS/ RAM ............ .. .. ... .. $1095.00 

Circle 218 on inquiry card. 

High resolution color monitor with audio. 

VDC-651212 Color monitor .. . . . .. . ....... . . . •• $389.95 

NEC-12020 RGB color monitor . . . . . $999.95 


12" COLOR MONITORS - Taxan 
18 MHz high resolution RGB colormonitorslullycompatible 

with Apple II and IBM PC, unlimited colors available. 
VDC-821210 RGBvision I, 380 lines .. . . . ........ $389.95 
VDC-821220 RGBvision II, 510 lines . . $589.95 
VDC-8221230 RGBvision Ill, 630 lines .. $689.95 
VDA-821200 RGB card for Apple II . . . . .. $99.95 

COLOR MONITORS - Amdek 
Reasonably priced color video monitors. 

VDC-80130 13" Color I . .. ..... ... .. .. ... .. .. . . $379.95 
VDC·801320 13" Color II ......... . .. .... .. ... .. $894.95 
IOV-2300A DVM board for Apple .. . .. .. ........ $199.95 

AMBER or GREEN MONITORS - Jade 
High resolution 18 MHz compact video monitors. 

VDM-751210 12" Amber phosphor ..... . ... $149.95 
VDM-751220 12" Green phosphor ......... ... .. $139.95 
VDM-750910 9" Amber phosphor . . . . . $149.95 
VDM-750920 9" Green phosphor ........ . ••.... $139.95 

Single Board Com/Juter 
SUPERQUAD - Adv. Micro Digital 

Single board, standard size S-700 computer system, 4 MHz 

Z-80A. single or double density disk controller for 5'/.'' or8" 

drives. 64K RAM, extended addressing, up to 4K of EPROM, 

2 serial & 2parallel110 ports. real time interrupt clock. CP/M 

compatible. 

CPC-30800A A & T ..... ...... . . ...... .. .. . .... $724.95 . 

IOX-4232A Serial 110 adapter ... . ..•. • . . .. . ..... $29.95 


Z-80 STARTER KIT - SD Systems 
Complete Z-80 microcomputer with RAM. ROM, 110 , 
keyboard. display, kludge area, manual, & workbook. 
CPS-30100K Kit with workbook . • , • ..• .• , • , . , •• $299.95 
CPS-30100A A & T with workboc $469.95 

PB-1 - SSM Microcomputer 
2708, 2716 E PROM board with on-board programmer. 

MEM-99510K Kit with manual . . . . . ... .. .. .. . . . $154.95 
MEM-99510A A & T with manual $219.95 

PROM-100 - SD Systems 
2708, 2716, 2732 EPROM programmer with software. 

MEM-99520K Kit with software . . . . . . . . . $189.95 
MEM-99520A A & T with sol/ware .. .... .... $249.95 

ISO-BUS - Jade 
Silent, simple, and on sale· a better motherboard 


6 Slot (5'/4 x 8%'') 

MBS-0618 Bare board . .. .. .. • • .. . . .. . . $22.95 

M8S-061 K Kit . . . . • ... . ..... $39.95 

M8S-061A A & T .. .. .. . .. . . ..... .. . ... .. . $69.95 


12 Slot (91 
M8S-1218 Bare board . . . • $34.95 
M8S-121K Kit ... ..... . .... ........ . ..... ....... $69.95 
M8S-121A A & T .. .. •. ... . . . . • . . .. .. .. ...... $109.9~ 

M8S-1818 Bare ' . ...... ... .... .. $54.9~ 


M8S-181K Kit .. . .. .. .. ...... . . . ........... .. .. . $99.9~ 


M8S-181A A & T . .. . ......... . ... ..... ... ..... $149.9~ 


ACTIVE TERMINATOR - CompuPro 
A true mothers helper. 

TSX-1 OOA A & T .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. $59.45 



New !!! CP/M Plus 3.0 

NEW CP/M 3.0 - Digital Research 

CP!M 3.0 is Digital Research's latest version o f the industry 
standard disk operating system. It features many 
performance improvements such as intelligent record 
buffering, improved directory handling, " HELP" facility , 
time/date stamping of files and many more improvements. 
AND A TREMENDOUS INCREASE IN SPEED"'· it is fully 
CP!M 2.2 compatible and requires no changes to your 
existing application software. Available only to Versafloppy 
II owners with SBC-200 CPU's 

• CP/M 2.2 compatible 
• Easily customized 
• Easler to /earn and use 
• High performance fl/a system 
• Time and data stamps on fl/a 
• Automatic disk log-In of removable media 
• Support for 1 to 16 banks of RAM 
• Supports up to 16 drives of 512 Megabytes each 
• Up to tan times faster than CPIM 2.2 
• Console 110 re-direction 
• Easy to use system utlllt/as with HELP facility 
• Power batch facility 
• Designed for appllcatlon programmers 
• Resident system extensions 
• Sophisticated programmer utlllt/as 
• Designed with the business user In mind 

SFC-55009057F CP! M 3.0 B" with manuals $200.00 
SFC-550090570 CP!M 3.0 manual set . . . $30.00 

S-100 Memory Boards 
256K RAMDISK - SD Systems 

ExpandoRAM Ill expandable from 64K to256K using64K x 1 
RAM chips, compatible with CP/M, MP/M, Oasis, 
Cromemco. & most other Z ·BO based systems, functions as 
ultra-high speed disk drive when used with optional 
RAMO/SK software. 
MEM-65064A 64K A & T • ... •.. .. .• . • ..... . .... $474.95 
MEM-65128A 12BK A & T .. . ... .. .... . . . .. . .... $574.95 
MEM-65192A 192K A & T ... . ..... . .. . ..... .. .. $674.95 
MEM-65256A 256K A & T ...................... $774.95 
SFC-55009000F RAMO/SK sftwr CP!M 2.2 $44.95 
SFC-55009000F RAMO/SK with EXRAM Ill . . . . $24.95 

64K ST A TIC RAM - Jade 
Uses new 2K x B static RAMs, fully supports IEEE ~96 24 bit 
extended addressing, 200ns RAMs, lower 32K or entire 
board phantomable, 2716 EPROMs may be subbed for 
RAMs, any 2K segment of upper BK may be disabled, low 
power typically less than 500ma. 
MEM-99152B Bare board $49.95 
MEM-99152K Kit less RAM $99.95 
MEM-32152K 32K kit . $199.95 
MEM-56152K 56K kit . . ... $289.95 
MEM-64152K 64K kit . , , . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . .. $299.95 
Assembled & Tested . . .. , .. , . , , .•. , . • • . . . add $50.00 

16K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant 
4MHz lo-power static RAM board, IEEE S-100, bank 
selectable, addressable in 4K blocks, disable-able in 1 K 
segments extended addressing. 
MEM-16171A 16K A & T . . . . . . . . . ... . . $149.95 

S-100 Disk Controllers 
DISK 1 - CompuPro 

B" or 5'/4' OMA disk controller, single or double density, 
single or double sided, 10 MHz. 
I00-1810A A & T .. .. ... . .. ... $449.95 
100-1810C CSC ... . . .. $554.95 

VERSAFLOPPY II - SD Systems 
Double density disk controller for oiny combination of 5 1/.1" 

and B" single or double sided, analog phase-locked loop 
data separator, vectored internJpts, CP!M 2.2 & Oasis 
compatible, control/diagnostic software PROM included. 
I00-1160A A & T with PROM . . . . . . $359.95 
SFC-55009047F CP!M 3.0 with VF II ....... $99.95 

2242 DISK CONTROLLER - C.C.S. 
51/t or 8" double density disk controller with on-board boot 
loader ROM, free CP!M 2.2 & manual set . 
I00-1300A A & T with CP! M 2.2 .. •.. , $399.95 

DOUBLE D - 'Jade 
High reliablity double density disk controller with on-board 
Z-80A, auxiliary printer port, IEEE S-100, can function in 
multi-user interrupt driven bus. 
I00-1200B Bare board & hdwr man . . . . . . . . . . . . $59.95 
100-1200K Kit w/hdwr & sftwr man ... . $299.95 
I00-1200A A & T w/hdwr & sftwr man .. . ....... $325.95 
SFC-59002001F CP!M 2.2 with Double 0 , .. , , .. , $99.95 

New CP/M Plus , 

I 

Version 3.0 . . 
I 

FREE !!! * 

Shopping forS-100 Boards? 

WE CAN BEATANYPRICE!! 


THREE BOARD SET - SD Systems I THREE BOARD SET - CCS,------------...--------------,I 0 oo I $100 oo II o save sso . I 2 2 save . I 
I FREE CP/M 3· I FREE CP/M . umited auanmy I 
I S-700 board set with 4 MHz Z-BOA, 64K of RAM I S-700 board set featuring high speed OMA CPU and disk I 


expandable to 256K, serial and parallel f/O ports, controller, includes 4 MHz OMA Z-BOA CPU, 64K of high
I double-density disk controller for 5'/." and B" disk I speed RAM, 2 serial and 1parallel110 ports, double-density I 

drives, new and improved CP!M 3.0 manual set, system OMA disk controller for 51/," or B" drives, FREE CP/M 2.2 on
I monitor, control and diagnostic software. Includes so I 8" disk with full manual set , all necessary diagnostic and I 

Systems SBC-200. 64K ExpandoRAM Ill, Versalloppyll, control software. Package .consists of the new CCS 2B2C I 
and FREE CP!M 3.0. all boards are assembled & tested. OMA CPU. new CCS OMA disk controller(not the old 2422), 

. & CCS 2065 64K RAM, and FREE CP/M 2.2 - all boards are 
I I ____________....._____________ 

L 
I • 64K Board Set with FREE CP/M 3.0 . . .... $1195.00 I assembled & tested with full factory warranty . I 

256K Board Set with FREE CPfM 3.0 . . ... $1395.00 I SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE Save over $700.00 .. $694.95 .. 

Call Jade Toll Free for Prices 

SD Systems, CCS, CompuPro, SSM Microcomputer, Memory Merchant 

Scion, Jade Computer, Dual Systems, Advanced Digital, Vector Graphics 


S-100 110 Boards S-100 CPU Boards 
1/0-4 - SSM Microcomputer SBC-200 - SD Systems 

2 serial 110 ports plus 2 parallel 110 ports. 4 MHz Z-BOA CPU with serial & parallel 110, 1K RAM, BK 

IOl-1010B Bare board w/manua/ $35.00 ROM space. monitor PROM included. 

IOl-1010K Kit with manual . .. .. .... $179.95 CPC-30200A A & T .. , •• , , , ... , , •• , , ••• . . ... . $329.95 

IOl-1010A A & T with manual . . ... $249.95 
THE BIG Z - Jade 

2 or 4 MHz switchable Z-BO CPU board with serial 1/ 0 , 1/0-5 - SSM Microcomputer 
accomodates 270B. 2716, or 2732 EPROM, baud rates from 

Two serial & 3 parallel 110 ports, 110-19.2K Baud 75 to 9600. 
IOl-1015A A & T $289.95 CPU-302010 Bare board w/manua/ .............. $35.00 


CPU-30201 K Kit with manual .•........ $149.95 
INTERFACER 4 - CompuPro 
CPU-30210A A & T with manual . · . . ... $199.953 serial, 1 parallel, 1 Centronics parallel. 


IOl-1840A A & T .. • • • • .. . . .. . . . ....... .. .. $314.95 

IOl-1840C CSC .. ............ .... .. . $414.95 
 2810 Z-80 CPU - C.C.S. 

2 or 4 MHZ Z-BO CPU withseriall/Oport& on-board monitorTHE BUS PROBE - Jade PROM, front panel compatible.

Inexpensive S-100 Diagnostic Analyzer 
 CPU-30400A A & T with PROM , , , . • . . . . .. $289.95 

So your computer is down. And you don't have an 

oscilloscope. And you don't have a front panel ... You're not 

alone - most computers have their occasional bad days . But 
 CPU-Z - CompuPro 

214 MHz ZBOA CPU, 24 bit addressing.without diagnostic equipment such as an oscilloscope 
(expensive!) or a front panel (expensive.'), it can be very CPU-30500A 214 MHz A & T ...... , •.• , , • • . . • $279.95 
difficult to pinpoint the problem. Even if you have an CPU-30500C 316 MHz CSC .... .. .. .... . ... .. .. $374.95 
extender board with a superfast logic probe, you can't see 
more than one signal at a time. You're stuck, right? 8085/8088 - CompuPro 
Not anymore: Jade is proud to offer our cost-effective Both B & 16 bit CPUs, standard B bit S-100 bus, up to B MHz, 

solution to the problems mentioned above: THE BUS accesses 16 Megabytes of memory. 
PROBE. CPU-20510A 6 MHz A & T ... , , •• , , , , •• , , • , •• , , $398.95 
Whether you're a hobbyist with a cantankerous kluge or a CPU-20510C 6/B MHz CSC ........ , ••• , , ••. .. . $497.95 
field technician with an anxious computer owner breathing 
down your neck, you'll find THE BUS PROBE speeds your 
repair time remarkably. Just plug in THE BUS PROBE and 
you'll be able to see all the IEEE S-100 signals in action. THE S-100 Video Boards 
BUS PROBE allows you to see inputs , outputs. memory 
reads and writes, instruction fetches, OMA channels, MICROANGELO - Scion 
vectored interrupts. 8 or 16 b it wide data transfers. plus the Ultra-high-resolution 512 x 4BO, 256coloror black & whiteS
three bus supply voltages. 100 video board 

IOV-1500A A & T • .. • .. • .. .. .. ...... $799.95TSX-200B Bare board . ..•••• $59.95 

TSX-200K Kit ................... .. ....... , , ••• $129 .95 
 J~I>E ComputerPtoductsTSX-200A A& T . .. . . .•..•• . . , . , ... .... . ........ $159.95 
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DUAL DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS 

HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL 

Fully Assembled and Tested Units 

w/two Shugart 801 R SS/DD . . $ 975.00 
w/two Shugart 851 R DS/00 . . . .. 1 225.00 
w/two Oume DT-8 OS/DD. .. . 1250.00 
w/two Tandon 848-1 SS/DO. . 995.00 
w/two Tandon 848-2 OS/DD . . . . 1195.00 
Cabinet A&Tw/Power Supply and Aces. 235 .00 
Cabinet Top and Bottom . . 6 9. 50 

5·100·4 MINl'S 
Choose the System that fits your needs! 
A complete computer system ready to add 
on a terminal and printer. All Systems in
clude CP/M® software and system manual 
set. Full six-month parts and labor warranty 
excluding drives which carry the full O.E.M. 
manufacturers warranty. All S-100-4 Sys
tems advertised are in stock assembled and 
tested available for immediate de l iv~. 

California 
Computer 

Systems 

SPECIAL! 
CCS SYSTEM 2410 .. $1995.00 

• Includes CP/M®22 • 2-Serial/1-Parallel Port 
• OMA Disk Controller • HardwareVectored Interrupts 
• 2-Real Time Clocks • Supports CP/M".MP/M"'.OASIS 

CCS 2300 System, A & T .. 1695.00 
• 2810 CPU . _......... .. . On/y-255.00 

• 2422 Disk Controller . . . Only-330.00 
• 2066 64K . Only-360.00 
• 2300A Mainframe NEW!! On/y-455.00 
• CCS Apple Boards ... Cali Toll Free For Prices 

MINI FLOPPY 


D 

Only $1395.00 
COMPLETE

* wilh 48 TPI single sided 
double densily 5V•" ..S1 395.00* wilh 48 TPI double sided 
double densily 5'/•" .S1495.00

* with 96 TPI double sided 
double density 5't< S1 650.00 

An inexpensive but powerful system featuring a 
4 slot S-100 bus chassis with the XOR S-100 
board set; 4-MHZ Z-80 CPU * 64K dynamic 
memory* multi-sector mixed density disk con
troller * 2-RS232 output ports in the rear for 
your terminal and printer* 3 eight-bit parallel 
ports on the CPU ready to add a cable and 
interface to your printer * All above systems 
are in stock* Includes CP/M"' 2.2. 

CP/M is a tradem-3.rk of Digital Research 

HARD DISK 

Only $2995.00 

COMPLETE 
These S-100·4 Systems may 

· be very small in size (9"H x 
9Yi'W x 18Yi'L) but look at the 
size of the ATASI® 5'!." Win
chester hard disks we offer' 

4 models to choose from* Seagate 5 Megabyte System. . S2995.00* #3020 t 5.6 Megabyte· System. . . ... . . S3495.00* #3033 26 Megabyte· System . . S3995.00* #3046 36 Megabyte' System . . . ... S4495.00 

The above systems include a 96 TPI double sided double density 5Y<' 
floppy as standard. The hard disk is controlled via Western Oigital's 
controller for hard disks.Other features are the same as system at left. 
·Megabyte sizes mentioned above are the available storage space after 
lormatting. 

TAPE BACKUP 

WITH HARD Only $4250.00 

DISK COMPLETE 

,Now available through 

D 

-,, lu.$ Micro Sales, the
!! XOR IRWIN 510 S· 

100·4 tape backup sys
tem with 10 megabytes 
of hard disk storage. 
Back up your hard disk 

on a mini-tape (we're talking 10 meg.) in 
less than 3Y2 minutes' The above system 
includes a 96 TPI OS/DD floppy drive and 
this system's modular design allows you 
to add a second floppy for only $395.00. 

XOR COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE
*** ***
WORD PROCESSING 
& TEXT EDITING 

WordStar. . ................. .... $275.00 

Mail Merge. _.. . . ..... _. _ 
SpellStar . .................. . . . ,. 
Random House Thesaurus . . . . • . . . . 
TEX (Text Formatter) . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mince (Text Editor) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Scribble (Formatter) . .............. 
(Both Mince & Scribble). . . . . . . . . . . 

Random House Thesaurus . . . . . . . . . . 
Final Word (Word Processor) . . . . . . . . 
Peach Pack (4 Programs) . 
Spell Guard. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
WordMaster (Text Editor) . .. .. _. .... 
The Word Plus (Spelling Checker) . . . . 

100.00 
175.00 
135.00 

90.00 
145.00 
145.00 
245.00 
1 35. 00 
265 .00 
450.00 
225 .00 
115.00 
1 30.00 

DATA APPLICATIONS 
dBASE II .. .. .. .. ....... ... . ... . $595.00 

Ouickcode (Program Generator, Screen 

Builder for dBASE II . •. 
FMS-80. 
FMS-80-11. 
DataStar (Data Entry & Ret) 
CalcStar (Elec. Spreadsheet) 
BT-80 (Rec Retreival) . ...... .. .... 
Access Manager (For B-Tree) . .. 

SuperCalc . .. .. ........... . 
Mailman (M/L Manager). . ..• . 

NAO (M/L Manager) .. ..... . 
Recover (Lost Data Recovery). 

250.00 
890.00 
440.00 
245.00 
145.00 
175.00 
250.00 
265.00 

119.00 
90.00 

65.00 

LANGUAGES 
MBasic-80 . . ..... $290.00 

MBa sic Compiler. . 


CBasic 2. 

CB-80 (Compiler) .. . . . . . .... .. . 

Fortran-80 ... . . .. . ..... .. .. . 

PL/1-80 (Language) . 

Pascal MT+ (Language). 

Pascal MT+ (Compiler) 

Cobol-80 (Language).. 

C Compiler (Language). 

ADA (Compiler) .. 

MAC (Macro Assem.) ..... ... . .. .. . 


·Macro-80 (Macro Assem.) .. 


325.00 

100.00 
455.00 
375.00 
450.00 
445.00 
310.00 
585.00 
215.00 
265.00 

85.00 
150.00 

Formats for XOR, NORTHSTAR, ALTOS, VECTOR G~RAPHICS, Etc. 

..,r 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Move-it. ..................... , . $ 

Crosstalk . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

BSTAM 

BSTMS . 

Term II . 


CP/M® HELPS 
ATl-CP/M® Power 2.2 (Training). . . . .. 
Supervyz . . .. . . . . . .. . . . 
CP+ (English Language Menus) . . . . . 
Smart Key . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Smart Print. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ISIS (CP/M®) (Translator) . . _. .... . _. 
Disk-Edit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

80.00 
160.00 
149.00 
149.00 
150.00 

75.00 
95. 00 

125.00 
50.00 
30.00 

199.00 
90.00 

r 
ACCOUNTING 

Peachtree - Series 4 
General Ledger . ... $395.00 
Accounts Receivable 395.00 
Accounts Payable . ..... . ....... . 395.00 
Inventory . . .. ....... . 395.00 
Payroll . ................ . 395.00 

Peach Pak (G/L, A/R. A/P) . . 900.00 
Accounting Plus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL 
Structured Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL 
Medical . . . . . . . . . . . . 845.00 
Dental .. . . .. .. .. 845.00 
Master Tax (Piaf 1040) . 1 500.00 
Standard Tax (A 1040) 550.00 

OTHER APPLICATIONS 
SuperSort . . $190.00 
M-Sort.. 

0-Sort . ....... . _............... . 

Disk Doctor ... .. .... . .... . .. . . .. . 

Pearl 1 (Entry Lev. Prg. Gen.). . 

Pearl 2 (Int. Prag Gen) . 

Pearl 3 (Advanced) . .. .... _....... _ 

ATI D.B. Power (d Base II Training) . _ 


ATI SuperCalc (Training). .. ..... . 

ATI MBasic (Training) . . .. . . .... . 

ATI WordStar (Training) .......... . 

OeSpool (Background Print Utility) . . . 

ZSID (Debugger) ................ . 


170.00 
89.00 
89.00 
45.00 

250.00 
450.00 

75.00 
75.00 
75.00 
75.00 
45.00 
89.00 
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UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY 
For Big Board, Apple or Aim 65 

+5VDC @ 3 Amps~;:•, 

.. g:-1~. ~ !-..r"ll 
 +12VDC@ .750 Amps 

-12VDC@ .750Amps,. 1_. • • I ~ 

:_ ...ot.. ..L. r • -5VDC @ .500 Amps 
Dimensions : 4" x 4" x 11"$69.95 

DISK DRIVE POWER SUPPLY 

For 2 - 8" or 5" .Drives 

+ 5VDC @ 4 Amps 

+24VDC @ 3 Amps 

- SVDC @ 1 Amp 


AC Cables for 2 Drives $7 .50 


Dimensions: 4" x 4" x 11" $59.95 
S-100 POWER SUPPLY I 

+8VDC @ 30 Amps 

i +16VDC @ 6 Amps 

-16VDC@ 6 Amps 

PC Board Design 

Dimensions: 5" x 6" x 11"$89.50 

CUSTOMER SERVICE HOTLINE 1 

@o 1] @@o~ 


$1695.00 

* 4 Slot 5·100 Bus * lnculdes CP/M' 2 2 and Mani 

* Two Separate Power Supplys * All Cables Provided 

•XOR 5·100 Board Set * Oimcnsionsonly9 ''x9· x 13 v,· 

S-100·4 System Complete with: 
2-Tandon Thinline 8" (Model TM-848-1 SS/DD) 

Part#S-1000-40 . . . . . . . . $1695.00 
'2-Tandon Thinline 8" (Model TM-848-2 OS /DD) 

Part#S-1000-39 .... $1950.00 

Now we are able to offer Mitsubishi thinline drives 
DSDD model 2896 for fu\12 .4 megabytes of formatted 
storage. All S-100-4 systems with these drives will 
include a full 6 months parts and labor warranty in
cluding the drives! Part #S-1000-34 

Apple 8" Disk Controller Card . .... . $395.00 
ZVX4 Dual Density. Single & Double Sided - Auto Boot 

Disk 2 + 2 Single Density Single or Dual Sided

2:®· ······ ··· ····· ...... 300.00 

Complete line of add on drives for Apple 
CALL TOLL FREE FOR PRICES 

* MADE IN U.S.A. BY AMERICANS * 

TERMINALS 
Televideo 91 o+ with green screen. $575 
T.V. 925 ..... $739 T.V. 950 ..... $945 
Adds Viewpoint Model 3A+ ..... . . $519 
Zenith Z-19 ......... ...... . . .... .. $740 

PRINTERS 
Epson MX-80FT ........... . 
Epson MX-100FT .......... . 
Okidata 82A 80 column .... . . 
Okidata 83A 132 column ..... 
C-ITOH Prowriter I ........ . . 
l.D.S. Microprism Model 480 . 

$549.00 
$699.00 
$465.00 
$745.00 
$525.00 
$565.00 

8" DISK DRIVES 
SA801R ..... .388.00 ea. Two for 379.00 ea. 
SA851 R .. .... 535.00 ea. Two for 529.00 ea. 
OUME DT-8. 540.00 ea. Two for 529.00 ea. 
Tandon 848-1 395.00 ea. Two for 388.00 ea. 
Tandon 848-2 525.00 ea. Two for 519.00 ea. 
Mitsubishi Model 2896 OS/DD ...... 475.00 ea. 

@o 1] @@o@ 
• 1714) 898·5525 

$1795.00 

TERMINAL

* Feather Toucl1 Capacitance Kybrd. * 60 Key Standard ASCII 

*SOROC Type Screen Attribute Set * 8 Special Func tion Keys

* Half Intensity * 20 Screen Edit ing Keys 

COMPUTER 
*XOR 5-100 Board Set * Includes CP/M" 2.2

* Programmable Keyboard Set * 8 Slot S-100 Bus 

S-100·8 System Complete With: 
Shugart 801R Subsystem• (#S-1000-22) .. .$2675.00 
Shugart 851R Subsystem• (#S-1000-23) . 2925.00 
Oume DT-8 Subsystem• (#S-1000-24) .. .. . 2950.00 
Shugart SA 400 Minis (#S-1000-25) .... 2350.00 
Complete System, No Drives (#S-1000-21) .._ 1795.00 

•Available in Horizontal or Vertical Cabinet 

., 
Ask about our Low Cost MODEM Software 
Hayes- MicroModern 100 Ser!Por 1t0/300 Baud . $275.00 
Hayes · Smart Modern 300 Baud Orig!Ans Director $250.00 
NOV. · OCAT 300 Baud Oirect Con Ans/Orig 165.00 
NOV.· AUTOCAT Auto/Ans.'Orig Dir ect Con. 235.00 
NOV. ·APPLECAT 300/1 200 Baud Direc t Con . 350.00 
PMMI • MM 103 3001600 Baud (5·100) 359.00 

a en ove v ., es ins e ' 

©=1l @@ lRbll@[Q) [K{Dlf 
by XO 

For test or systems applications. 
Complete S-1 00 12 Slot Main . 
frame with Disk Dri ve Power Supply 
for 4 Drives. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Unregulated 
+av @30A 
±16V @6 A 

Reg ulated 
+5V @ 5A 
+24V @ 3A 
-5V@ 1A 

$225 .00 Kit with 12 S-100 B us Connectors 
$255.00 Assem. and Tested with 12 Bus Connectors 

$15.00 AC/ DC Drive Cable Set for 2 Drives 
Dimensi o ns 6" x 1O" x 18"  Shipping Weight 25 lbs. 

Low Ve locity 
Whispe r• Fans 
Only 518.00 ea. 
Finger Guards 
52 .50 each. 

XOR 
S·100 MOD 

1J©© mm~@Q 

IN YOUR S-100·12* 

:./: 

Introducing a major breakthrough in technology .. . 
The removable cartridge disk called the Alpha· 
1o·-. 10 megabytes of rem ovable storage space 
(14 meg unformatted) with the speed and reliabili
ty a Winchester offers. The complete system in
cludes theXORZ-80based 64Kboard set, theS1 
MOO power supply/mother board, the Alpha-1 o·· 
drive (w/ 3 cartridges) ,sitting alongside a Shugart 
851 OS/DD mult i-sector floppy disk, CP/M'"' 2.2 
software and manuals, and we'll even throw in a 6 
month parts and labor exclusive warranty. 

(#S1000-75) $3995.00 
If you already own an S-100-1 2 w/2 floppies buy 
an Alpha-1 o·· upgrade package. Includes Alpha
1o·· cartridge drive, cartridge control board, S-100 
interface board w/all necessary cables, software 
and manuals. System price includes 3 10 meg 

cartridges. (#S-1000-80) $1995.00 
*Extra cartridges available(#M-2000-51). $50.00 
~LPHA· 10.. is a product manufactured by IOMEGA.. CORP. 

'SEE US AT THE WEST COAST""I 
COMPUTER FAIRE! 

Civic Auditorium Brooks Hall, San Francisco 
March18, 19,20, 1983-Booths#1844and#1846 

Don't miss out . .. Be sure to call, write or 
visit us to get a 1983 Winter/Spring 

"- Catalog ~ 

Circle 420 on inquiry card. 



PrJVate labeled tor Cahto111a Oigm11 by 011e o1 the mos1 
respected prOducers or magncl ic media . Each disknne 
•S ccrt1lred dOuble dcnsitY at J O trad!.s To 1f\SUre 
e•lended mcdi<i lolc ail d•sl<.elle are manutaclured witn a 
reonlorcedhub. 
Each box 01 <"5keues os ~pli ed w1tn a trl!e pl as~c 

lobrarycase 
Soll sector CAL·501. Te11secto1CAL· S 10 

';kettes 

S'A" DISKETTES 
WITH LIBRARY CASE 

$26.50 
Your Choice 

SCOTCH 
MEMOREX 
VERBATIM 

Soft Sector 10 Sector 

744D·O 744D·10 744D·16 26.50 

3481 3483 3485 26.50 

525·01 525-10 NA 26.50 

MD1 MHHO MH1-16 29.85 

104/1D 107/10 NA 45.00 

Double Side Double Density 

745·0 745·10 745·16 42.50 

550·01 550·10 NA 42.50 

MD2·D MH2·10D MH2·16D 45.00 

104/2D 107/2D NA 49.50 

DYSAN 96 204/20 NA NA 59.50 

EIGHT INCH DISKETTES 

Single Side Single Density Single Side Double Density 

29.50 SCOTCH 741-0 39.00 

29.50 MEMOREX 3090 35.00 

3740/ 1 39.50 DYSAN 3740/D 57.50 

Tblltf Two S«tor Double side Double Density 

740·32 29.50 SCOTCH 743·0 47.50 
\al!S,.............. ,.. , .. ,... MEMOREX 3114 39.50
ftnMlarttn.t t •. •r '" 

DYNAMIC 2732 EPROM 

1..95 4.95 
4116 150ns. 450ns. 

64K DYNAMIC 16K STATIC 

6.95 4.95 
4164 1SOns. 6116 200ns. 

2764 EPROM 
SALE$9.95 

DYNAMIC MEMORY 
\ ,J J ,,. 100• 

<1027·1Kdynamic250r1s ICM·d027250 ' 99 1.85 1j5 

·1116 1501\S. 16K ICM·.:1161 50 "' '" '" J 11 6200ns 16K 1Cr..1..i 11 &200 "' 16:, '50 
1116': ISOns &1K 12a rc1n:~,h ICM•ll6J 1SO '" G50 5.90 
11256 150ns 256K 10.1..i1256150 Awail::ioie ~.l.1rc n 83 

STATIC MEMORY 
21 L02200ns 1K sta1• C ICU21 l02200 " ' "' "'21 L02•150 ns IK s1a1c ICP..1'2 1L02150 "' "' 99 

21 12.1sons 2Ks1a1ic iC M·2112·150 299 ' " 275 
2 11.IJOOns 1Ka .1 1Ctl·21 1.:J OO '" •65 1 ; 5 

.10.:.1TMS450ns .iK- 1 1Cf.<H0-14J 50 J.19 3 25 299 
5257 JOOns. .IK ~ l IC t..1·5257300 250 '" "'6116 P.J200ns 2K ~ B ICt..1·6 116200 .;95 ~ 00 .:65 

6116 PJ ISOns 2K ~ s ICM·6116 150 '" "' 550 
6 15712 167 tOOns. 16K ~ 1 ! 20~>.rl) 1Ct..l·6 167 100 "' 650 790 

EPROMS 
~7oa ..1 so11s 1K le ICE ·2708 .1 95 ·175 .:55 

2716<1501\S 2K iB Cl t>1 Hii .195 :15 ' ,,
2716Tr..1S o150ns T11- vo1tar,e tC!!·271 6 Tr..\S 7.95 765 7 25 

2732•150os .JK •B IC!:-2732 "' ·175 '"2732350ns 4K •B tCE·27323 50 650 600 700 

25J2450ns. .iK • 8 IC!: ·25J2 1050 9.90 9 ,50 
276J350ns 8K •B ICE ·276.1 1095 1050 9 .95 
2il2835011s 16K x B IC E·2712!1 Avaolaolc "lt'lrc11BJ 
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23" 
COMPOSITE 

MONITOR 

$J59 
Ideal monitor 
for classroom 

demonstrations. 
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One Two Ten 

SHUGART SA801 R 5395 385 375 
SIEMENS FDD100·8 259 259 225 
TANDON 848·1 SLIMLINE 379 369 359 

Eight Inch Double Sided 

SHUGART SA851R 525 495 475 
OUME DATA TRACK 8 525 495 475 

MITSUBISHI M2894·63 485 475 469 
OLIVETTI 802/851 369 359 349 
TANDON 848·2 SLIMLINE 495 485 475 
SHUGART 860 THINLINE 569 549 539 

Five Inch Single Sided 

SHUGART SA400 215 .209 199 
TANDON TM 100·1 209 199 195 

Five Inch Double Sided 

SHUGART SA450 349 329 315 

TANDON TM 100·2 295 269 259 
TANDON 96TPI TM100·4 369 355 350 
OLIVETTI 502 '/, height 239 225 215 

Three Inch Rigid Floppy 

HITACHl·AMDEK \ ca ll, for p ri~ l ng 
Five Inch Winchesters 

SEAGATE 506 6 Megabyte 759 725 695 
SEAGATE 512 12 Megabyte 995 960 960 
TANDON 603SE 14 Megabyte 995 960 895 
WESTERN DYNAX removable 995 960 950 

Upon request, all drives are supplied 
with power connectors and manual 

Two Siemens FDD100-8 disk drives w~h power supply, 
4" exhaust fan complete w~h all necessa1y power cables. 

Same as above but w~h: 

Olivelli 802 CAL280l '1250 
Qume OTB MSDBDT 1450 



MDRRDW 
DESIGNS 

MICRO DECISIO 

PRINTERS TERMINALS 

$297 I------MATRIX PAINTERS 
StarGem1n •- !Olncrion61racror100char1sec paralle l 
SrarEc.hpse80FT frict.on 6 rracror 
O~•dala82Ase.,ai6 parallel 9• , paper 
0~1da1a83Aseua l 6 parallel IS paper 
Qk1dala8-~Ase.,al6 parallel IS paper 
Ok1dala2350(newJ350Char/scc 
EpsonMXSOF Twr111g1aph1ra•. lr1cr1on& 1rac1orfecd 

~~~~~~~oga~~\~P~~r,~·:;~~: .s~·, ~~ 
Anader9SOOAh1ghspeed \S paoe1 
Anadex 9501A htqh speed w1thg raph• cs 
Oa1asourr.180ti.gt1SPeed180cps IS 
Ouamex7030corespon<1encequa~1v 1aocr.ar 1 sec 
Prowme18510paratrel9'1 Pape!' 
Pro ,..111e1BS10 se1ta 19•1paper 
P10·...Her1115· paper 
Pnnt1on1 ~ P300hr911speed pr 1n1er300tones per rmnutc 
Pnn11on1~ P600 IJl\fa h;gh speed 600 hill's pe< mrnurc 
Mannesmann Ta •v 1tlOS 200ctiarlsecseua1 

STR-Gro 
SHl·EBOfT 
0Kl-82A 
QKl-S3A 
QKl·B.1A 
0 Kl·2350 
EPS-MX80FT 
EPS·MX100 
NEC ·l:l 023A 
ADX -9SOOA 
A0X·9501 A 
OSI-ISO 
OTX -7030 
PA0 -8510P 
PA0-85105 
PA0-2P 
PTX-PJOQ 
PTX·P600 
MAM-1005 

WORD PROCESSING PRINTERS 
NEC771055charlsecond. so11a11nte11a ce 
NEC7730 same as aDo\leOnlv pa•ellel onreolace 
NEC3510 15 setoal 
Ooat:r1 06'.l040 cha1 1scc se1oa1 
Btolfler HAI ldarscy...hee1 
8'01ncr HA11 scroalmtcllacc 
Sm11hCosooa TP·l da•s vwheelp11n1ei se ,,al 
S1a1w111erF 10se,,a1 
S1a.....111e1 F 1Qpara11c1 

NEC-77 10 
NEC-7730 
NEC-3510 
OSL-630 
BT H-HAlS 
BTH-HR\S 
SCM-TPIS 
PAO·F10S 
PRQ.FI OP 

35900 
29700 
.:5900 
69500 

107900 
199500 
51900 
6~5 00 
·lEISOO 

127900 
t27900 
129500 
153500 
.:9500 
63900 
75000 

.: soooo 
615000 
165000 

237900 
2 37900 
177 500 
225000 

85500 
89500 
65900 

1-:7500 
1.: 7500 

EPSONMXBO 
RIBBONS $6.95 

MONITORS 
Zemthl \2 1 g1een phosphor 12·· 40 180 column sw1lcf1 Zrt i -~12 1 11500 
Bt.1C 12A green phosphor 15 MhZ. composi! video Ot.1G-1211 8800 
SMC 12EN green phosphc1 20 Miu. high 1esohl11 on BMC -12Ef'.1 139 00 
NEC JB1101green phospho1 18 Mil cornpos1t video NEC -J!ll2!:11 16900 
NEr. JB1260 g1een phospt101 commercial grade composi! NEC -1260 12900 
f.lolorola 2J"op'n frame b t~./ whrl~ compos11 video t.10 1·BW23 15900 
Molorola 12· open Ila me blklwhlle 1eQn es nor? sync &powt.1 0T·AWl 2 6900 
Conrac 9"" open l1ame ieQmres hor1 sync & powe1 supolyCON·BV'/9 5900 
ICOtOR I 

~~g ~g~~1~~~~~~Et~1~1o;;ac-Jc 1 20 1 i~~~g 
BMC IJ"'Compos11vid,0BMC-l400C L 27300 
BMC 13"AG6 coto1 mcnitorBMC -1 401RGB 32900 
6MC in1 er!acecard 101 Apple II tor above RGB BMC-81f!G6 149.00 
Comru/H1!achi 13"" RGB high res monitor COt.1-6600 53900 
Comrex/Hilach1 13"" Compos1! color monllOr COt.1-6 500 395 oo 
Amdek co lor 1 1 composll video AMO · IOO 34900 
Amdek colo1 112 hrgh res RGB color mom!or AM0-200 739 oo 
Amdek CIM OI ~3 co~merc1 al grade co lor RGB At.10-JOO 475 oo 

Direct Connect 

- -·_:· .MODEMS 

48K Plus 

$1089 

79500 
79500 
89500 
89SOO 

82500 
S9500 
59500 
79500 
98500 

119500 

~"',,.., 

10 Drives s209 • 100 Drives s175 

California Digtta 1 ha s 1ec~n1ly par1icipated in 1h~purchase of several thousand Siemens FOO 100-8 floppydiskd11ves 
These units are electronrcally and physically s1mrlar to tha! ot the Shugart 801R. Any applrcallon thal will accepl 1he 
Shugart will work w11h th e Siemens FOO 100-8. 
AU units are new and shipped in factory sealed boxes. Because of the e.:ictreme1y1ow price we e.:icpect a quick sell out 
SEA-~1008 I 7 lbs. Manual and power conneciors supplied l1ee upon request Also ava11abie· Twodnve subsystem 
supplied in metal enclosure with power supply and exhaust tan. 5750.00CAL-2F1 000. 

Hayes t.11cromodem 100 S·100modem HYS-,-00 
Hayes Smart t.1 orte1 RS232HYS·232 
Hayes Mrc1 omode1n II Apple du ect connecl HYS-Mt.12 
HayesCn1ono9raph 11me & dateHVS-C:HR232 
Nova tion Cal acousuc connect NOV-CAT 
flovahOn 0 Ca l d11ec1 connect viii handset NOV ·DCAI 
Nova110 11 212 Aulocat Sell 212A f:OV·212 
Nova1ron Aulo Cal !OJ NOV·AUTO 

Umveisal 103LP d11ec1connect hne powe1ed UOS-IOJLP 
Umveisal 103LPJ d11ec1connec t. au10 answer UOS-10JLPJ 
Unive1sa1201d11ect connect 1200baud. hall duplex UOS·202LP 
Umv ersa1212L P di1ecl connect 1200 baud. !utl duple ~ UOS-211lP 

31900 
22900 
27900 
199 00 
ug 00 
16900 
595 00 
1 1900 

16900 
209 00 
18900 
45000 

8900 

1119$ 

Buy before month end and California Digital 
will supply, free of any additional cost, 50 
Diskettes and a 5v•· Flip & File. 

The Morrow Micro Decision of1ers one of the best values in small business compulers. Standard 
features include 6•K of RAM. 4MHz Z 80 CPU. two RS232 serial ports, dual density floppy disk 
controller capable of supporting four disk dnves: and a 200 Kilobyte SV.1" disk drive. The unit is 
powered by a low noise switching power supply. 
The low profile enclosure should blend in to most any office environment. The Micro Decision is 
delivered complete with CP/ M 2.2 as well as Basic 80 and Wordstar. Available options include a 
second disk drive and a video terminal. MOS-M01 18 lbs. 

APPLE BRAND PRODUCTS 
APL-48P Apple Pl11s .1SK RAM 
APL-0SK1 Apole disk wrlh con11oller card 56000 
APL -0SK2 Apple disk w1lhOL1I con11ol1e1 c,ir(1 49500 

XITEN 
XT N·G IO K11en 10 Megab;· reGal loumh.l 1d d1Sk 199500 
XTN·l6K 16K RAM card lor Apple II 6900 

RANA SYSTEMS 
RAN-APll A111Jle ;i1!il on <115k dr1ve w1luco111roll l'• 5?500 
RAN·APL 2 Auute a11ct on <111ve w1!11011\ coo1muc1 39500 

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS 
CC S-77 10 Asy11cn1onous Senal ln1e1lace 12S.OO 
CCS -1i28 Cen11on1cs Para11~ 11n1rrlace 9100 
CCS -77 20 App!e Pamne1 hlle 11ace 9'00 
CCS -7114 11fC Rom1P1om t.1 oclu le 115 00 
CCS·1<12·1 C.1 l c m1.wc1oc~ Module 9500 
CCS-7440 P 1 o ~r.1111 mable l1me1 9500 
ccs.1a1rn 1\11rhm ~ 1o c Processor too Apple II plus ] 19 00 

MOUNTAIN COMPUTERS, INC. 
r.HN·CPS CPSt.1un11unc11onCard 16900 
MTN-TC LK C1ocklC a!enr1a1 
t.ITN -S TLK Super 1 a1~. c1 50200 1~900 
MTN·AO/,IF Rorn Plus wllh Ke~'boanl l1ll e1 16 900 
MTfl l·ROt.tRrll l!om W111er w1m Epron 1socke1 1-1500 
MrN-AOOA A•OIO·A Converter 26900 
t.11N -8SR .x . 1t1Contro1Card!orBSRsys1em 1.1900 

MICRO SOFT 
t.1SF·SFTCRD t.11 c1osolt Z-BOCPUcaul 24900 
t.1SF- 16KRAt.1 M1c1oso!t 16K RAM card 12soo 

VISTA 
VSA·ABOO V•slaB con110Jlcrcard -18900 
VSA-VISSO Vrst.1V1s1or150 28900 

l.C l·CNTRL / ,11c10 Sci <llSk <lrrve contiollcr 8900 

FOURTH DIMENSION 
FON-SPRORV Su1m Oove-JSoack App1eaddou 32900 

SORRENTO VALLEY ASSOC 
SVA-22'1 36000 
SVA-212 Jf< OO 
SVA-223 ·1i500 

Includes $1800 worlh of free software: 

• Digital Research 2.2 CP/M • NorthStar Bazic 
• MicroPro Wordslar • Spelling Checker 
• Electronic Spreadsheet • Microsoll Basic 80 

S•IOO 

BOARDS 


16 BIT MICROPROCESSORS 
G6 T-91i67 Godb111d0086 / l!Ofl7M 1ci111>1Cc ~ ~Sortllld'1' ~I\) 
GSJ.!!Ul GodDoulfi0.361~ <11 1•1 81111 

11\IC•OplllCf~~OI )~9h} 
SfA ·fDIG S ~a11\, (om1>u ie1 16b ot mo(IC l ,.O 

boai~Sr ! lil\900 
HC·8Gll6 recmar Co mpu ler 16 Doi mrt1o~·o~!~~O• ~ilOO 
l{)'.1-8086 LomdS Oat~ S~~lemS l•Q~hnQ Ollt 

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS 
WAV·BlT1 Wavem•ltBulttr 1 ... 11nllcvpY 1~ 

1norS-HKJI 19500 
AMQ.ZllO Ad•anctdM1n oDror1,11 lloppy ' '- t\ 15000 
TEL-roc 1 Telt lckfO C\ S1ll~le 110.ucl NEC iCS 

con1ro1l~ r 67JOO 

8 BIT MICROPROCESSORS 
Gtll ·lOO Goocout l80 BMCl 'U~J bot e•lended 

addtess 
cx:s.n10 CahlorniaComP"terl 1!£1m,[10D•oanGo 
SGS-Si!CZOO SDSys1emsS6C<'!XlZ·&'.I 

ml(tOPIO(~~SO< 

t.tSl.l-l8ll 1Jeasu1trnen1S1s1rm l 8025•0 

!AR-180 l~~1~i'1°f1~c~~~.~:
1

, l l!Ov-,11n IWORS?Jl 
J9~Ul""" 

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLERS 
(.81 OSK ! Godbell rD1i.lOn.r doUO!tdens1l~t1£C·:6~ ~00 
MOS·OJl l.lor 10..:Dt~Or5~Jot:•rl"ll • 111C"f.I 15000 
Mt15 -0JI Mono• OtsotJnS 01!.~ JDC ~f\' I ~tn;lf 

ltl"nsoty n~oo 
CCS ~~"ll Cot.I !01rn;i Com1Mtc 1111 w.tn C;>~.I :l.i900 
!All ODC ror.; ~';r~•t~~llON1CS tlo uDle ~en~ 11·1 J1900 
IAR·S!IC rarD€1I EleW011cs sui~tt dtM•I¥ 

conMlle1 

CPM OPERATING SYSTEM 
G8T-CPM22 Golltroul CPl.1 2 2 loo tl1S~ tine 8 !>!! 

op tra11on 10000 
G6I-CPMa60 Godboul CPM 86 IOI Gr~ ~ Oror 101 usr 

w1 !h80e.8 265 00 
GB1·CPM8G Go~bo111 CHI 661 111 oprra11on w11 n 

808G ~C ~t ~ ?fi~OO 

HARD DISK CONTROLLER 
GBl-OSK2 GodDout tl i~k II na1n 01~1. t0'111olle• 
G81CISl'3 God00u1tl1~:.l11r•a1<1rt1s• con.011" 
MDSW:ie6 Mo110·...-llts.cns 'N•ntn ts!t1101 

'"'" 
s~ .1g .11e~ 


WDl ·l~ W6•~•n tl11]11ot.I WC 1000 1no1S 1001 


EPROM BOARDS 
•\liS·f'B IOO An e•·n~n (l1~1 1a1 1' 11111,!ll a··1r1 IOO 
SllS-t'K.:I SOSys1e111s Pm m·lfll l 111~~1 .. m111tr 
SSMP51 SSMPco1no1g• or.mnw11111to2fl6 
(}GR.pJ:l o.g1l;il~~·<ll:ti'1Cl11ror n 1or1 11"'• 

bo~•CI ''"" 

STATIC MEMORY BOARDS 
C:.l ·S6-l CJ l1 lorno 11 0i91111IS1a11 cQ16i16n o1 

(61671 
GB! '11£i GOdboulll,l m 1&&1~ ffttmCIV 8t l5!to1 
G81 Al: Godl!Oul A. 1m 17f>.IX fft t fftO •~ 8 1!11 

1~ 0•1 ddd 
Ge; ":120 ~d~u1 R~m <'ll 32, ~t.ll<e mr,.,orv ~ 

Qg.,nQ 

GHl -P.21 GoO:>ou! RJn, .'11251i 8.t6 0•IS 1JllC 
mrmo•v 

CC~ ?1 16 Ca l•IOl"• lComrMr 11 16 1611: st,1l•c 
m., 

DYNAMIC MEMORY BOARDS 
CM 0?56 Cal1lorn<oltlra1 1.11(5&it1ynill1ltCmrmorv 

5 ~II 
SOS £~J SDS1•s rrm~ E1 p.1nd01 ~m 1112S6 ~dynam 1C 
CCS • ~ Ca111crn,JComou"r§ .."flt~ &t~ o ~ nam•t 
r,1$•.1 [: •.1116-: ~-~t .11~:t:M 1 : S·nl,.,,; D'.1 00.:00 1.\1D1>d 

•.1 .r10 

INTERFACE BOARDS 
'.111'. <;.;"."1 '.h< J<! ;. 0~"·1•' ~ ., ,1 I to.'·": ~·"0111 

J 1•... .. ..., 
/.!ff.' '.•111 l.~•·•1,.·. , ,.. ·011- 1.h.1 1.t •'·~" l •11 111

.·u.•· • •· 
( ,1'11 • r,.·. c;.,.11,...,1 '""" ' M"r• 1 .• ,1.,l11>0•1s 
f .fll 1'<-"· Gn.lb11t•ln1-'1•.vt•ll I •r11.11 \ 011.lt.-I 
r.1•1 i.z 1 f>11'1llilo•I 1•t...1.1l•• • • "'"" ~ ......11 onn~ 
r.111 lJ.'..", (jp,•tlo\.I ~•'t> I J ~t Ill .,. I ~ 6 .-·t .11 llO> I~ 
r.•tl 1~::. r.o··~.., ,, 1r,1.1t,, 1 ~ J .... ~1 1 u.1·~ •~1 
ff<:>,>: 10 (.1i.11 ..•.1Cc...,ao.l;_-o ! ll'" ' '"'·"· ' Ct.1·t 
'l" _I .'t. c~1.r.......1 Cc·•Co.1r1 2 •N ·-· ;'ll.l >.11'• 
,r ~ •·:n C.111orr111 Co•n.1 '•1 .: Iii!•' 1•.tt.111.1 

SPECIAL FUNCTION BO ARDS 
ti C •Ll'it~ f,lotmmu,1 ~m S llll~CC 

.1111Jt~,-~.1 

.-.1 _..,,,.., O•Q• l.11 r-1 0. ,,.,,..• ~ ·· • w !!• 
..~ ~ 111. 

11 11 l \'jl 
" ' '. '." 1r.1 

... ... ,.. ....-·l""'"" 
.... 1, 

j, ·~-~-· 1.........., ...... .... 
.:gr() 

• A ~ ., 1~ I -·~ 

• • ,,. 
~.$tel 
?S OO 
nro 

256K DYNAMIC 

MEMORY BOARD 


s495 
• 256kil0Dy!esolmemo1yusrn964K<1ynamicAW 

• 	 Overoneflle~atry1eo11t1,mo1yusing111,new 
256Kfynam1tRAMchips. 

• Erro1detec1ion·l1apcapability. 

• 	 Individual 16Kbloc-canb'r'locatedlnany 
boundrywilhinamegabyteatRAM. 

• 24 1111N0irs.u1t1,111p.11111•....e.u,...lii.itw1 

http:O�Q�l.11
http:HYS-Mt.12


•• •• 

•• •• 

•• 

•• 
•• 

., 
~ 

~IH. ••N11 ~ Plrt NCI , • 0 Pin5 Pilce PJitHG. ""Pins Price P11IN0. ....... """
---MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS---
ParlND P1luSN7400N .19 SN7472N .29 SN74156N .59 !':..,, .. ··l'IA• ,fp(... h .. 70451PI II (W;OS""°"'°"''.. .... -SN7401N " .19 SN747JN 14 " 35 SN74157N 16" .59 CIOP'ltol IO CPU 1103 " 1024x1 !JOOnsJ .99 7045EV/Ki1° Slopwa1chChip, XTL 19.95 

SN7402N " 14 .25 Stl7474N 14 .35 ,,4027 4096x1 (250ns) ••.·· . ..• . •• .- .2.49SN7 4160N .69 M50 •O <lill\I 7106CPL .." 3\'iOigitA/O(lCOOme). 9.954116N·2 16 16.J84x1(150ns) 189·8114.95SN740JN .25 SN 7475N 45 SN74161N " .69 7106EV/Kil" IC.CircuilBoard.Oisplay 3495..4116t1·3 16.384x1 (200ns) .. 1.69·811295A ~~~~~-=-~ f '"' ...= DC :: .... 
SN7404N "14 .25 SN7476N " .35 SN74162N " .69 7107CPl 3'h 01gilA/O(lEOOr111e) 1195 
SN7405N 25 SN7479N " 14 4.95 SN7416Jtl " 69 

4116~1-4 " 16 16.384• 1 ~ 250ns J 149 · 8/1095.lolC5a\1Cll 40 l,il\l •l°"l tftiJMU; 7107EV/Kir 
..•• IC.C1t"cullBoarC1.01sp1ar 29.95 

SN7406N " .29 SN7480N 14 .69 SN74164N "14 69 
416~N-150 " 65.536•1\150ns) 7 95 - 815995~..... lfMlifl U> 7115CPl 3V1 OigitA/0 LCOOis HLO. 16.95..4164tl-200 16 65.53 6x1[200nS) 7.-1 9-8154.95 - -· AD 

"" 
..."' ·~Ml'l -1 •a tJllJ ·~um1 a.111Hrs RMI.:! 

SN7401N " .29 SN7482N 14 1.19 SN74 165N 69 ..MM5261 " 1024x1 noons) 49-8/1 .95 7117CPL 3V1 01g!I A/ OLE DO~s . HLO . 15 .95 
SN7408N " .25 SN748JN .59 SN74166N " .89 

595,_..., MM5262 22 2048x1 (36Sns) ,,, .49-811.95:: ~=is-~~) 1195 72011U5 LowBat1e1vV0111nC11ca1or . 2.25,_,,. MM5270 " 4096• 1 (250ns)MK4096 4 95-_,.. -·.. CPl:t•la.. M1011._,,.m 14 95 72051PG CM05LE051opwatch/T1mer 12.95 
SN7410N " .25 SN7486N 14" 35 SN74170N " 1.29 
SN7409N " .25 SN7485N " .59 SN74 167N " " 2.79 MM 5280 22 4096x1 (200ns)2107 3.95 

MM5290·2 " 16.3!14x1!150ns) 1.89·8/1495 
4D .5.95 7205EV/Kit" .." 5topwatchC hip. Xfl 14 .95 

SN741 1N "14 .25 SN7489N " 2.25 ZBO, ZBOA, ZBOB. ZBOOO SERIES- 7206CJPE ToneGene1alor 4.95-- "" ..SN74172N 24 4.95 MM5290·3 " 16.384•1(200ns) 169·8/1295zao 40 CPU!MK3880N)(780C)2MHl . $495 7206CEV/1(1!' ToneGenerato1Ctiip _xrl 7.95..,,SN741ZN 14 .35 SN7490N 14 39 SN7417JN .69 Ml.!5290-4 16 16.384•1(250ns) 1.49-811095Z80·C1C 28 CovnlerTimerCircu11 • 595 ,, 7207AIPO OsclllalorContro!ler 595W.45298·3 8192d (200ns) 169SN741J tl .35 SN7491N 14 .59 SN74174N " .69 l80·0ART 40 OualAsyncrironousRec /T1ans . 11 95 7207AEV/K1!' FreqCcunlerCl11p. xrL 795 

SN7416N " 14 .25 SN749JN 14 39 

SN74 14N " 49 Stl749ZN 14 .39 SN74 175N " 69 STATICRAMSZ80·Dl.lA 40 01rectMemcryAccessC1rcu 11 !5.95 72081PI 5eve nOe cadeCoun1e- 15951101 " 256x1 (650115) 149$N74176N 14 .69 "Z80 ·P10 40 Par a11 el II 0InterlateC en1rcl~e r . 5.95" 72091PA I Clo c~Genera 1cr 3.952101 22 256x4 (450ns)8101 2.49SN7417N 14 .25 SN7494N 14 .69 280-510 /0 40 5eriall /O (hCBandRxCBBonc!e!I) 15.95 "SN74177N 14 .69 

72151PG 4Func . CM0551cpwa1~h (:icf". 13.952102 " 1024x1 (350ns) 89 
21l02 16 1024x1 (450ns)lP . 149 

Z80·510 / 1 40 5enall /0(Lacks0l RB) 15.95SN7420N 14 .19 SN7495N 14 49 SN74179N 16 1.49 
Z80·510J2 40 5erlall/Q(lacks5YNCB) 1595 7215EV/KW 4Func .Stopwalct1Cl1lp,XTL 14.95 
280-510/9 4D 5er1a1110 . . •• • 15.95

SN7421N .35 SN7496N 16 .<9 St l74\80N 14 .69 " 2111 " 256x4 (450nSl81 11 . 2.95 7216AIJI II 8Dig1tUni11 . CounlerCA 29.95SN74Z:ZN " 45 SN7497N " 2.75 Stl741 81P/ 24 1.95 ,. ,..2112 16 25614 1450nstt.105Z80A 4D CPU!MK3880n4)(780C ·1)4Mttz 595 7216CIJI n 80igi1FreQ. CounlerC .A 24.95SN742JN 16" .59 SN7 UOCW 24 1.49 $N74182N .69 2114 1024x-I f450nsl 1.95·8/IJ95 
SN7425tl 14 .29 SN74104N 

280A·CTC 28 CcunlerTimerCircuil. 595 ,. 721601PI n 801g1lfre11. Co11n1erC.C ••. 19952114L 1024•4 (450ns)lP 225 · 811595SN74184N 16 1.95 Z80A-0AR1 40 OuatAsynchronousRec1T1ans .• 1195 " 72171JI n 4 019ilLEOUp/DownCounle~C .A . . 10952114·2 18 1024x4 (200nsl 225 · 811595 
5N7427N "14 25 SN74107N14 .29 
SN7426N .29 SIH4105N .89 Z80A ·OMA 40 Ottc1 Mtlll'l'f Attn• Cftut; lll!li14 " ·" SN74185~1 " 1.95 7217A1PI .. 4 Oigi l LED Up/OownCounler C.C 11.952114l·2 " 1024•4 (200nsJ LP. 249-811795 

2141 -3 " 4096x 1 (150ns) 3.95 
Z80A ·P10 40 Jmit11JOt~Cai111 Dlill' .. 5955N74!9 0N 16 .69 72241Pl LCO 4'h 019il U~ Counler ORI 1095Z80A-510 /0 40 SMll' llOCl.C:'ilfllllllCB...,_J \6.955tl7428N .49 SN74109N 16 .39 5N74191N .69 2147 18 40!16x1 (70ns) . . . 4.95,, ..Z80A -5 10/1 7226A!Jl •0 80igl1Univ. Counler . • 2995

SN7430N " .25 5~174116N 24 1.49 2148 " 1024x4 (70nsJ . .895SN7419 2N " 16 69 Z80A·5 10/2 :~ =~~=~] 16.95 7226AEV/Kil' 5Func1ionCoun1erC t1 1p.X Tl 74 .95
TMS4044 " 4096x1 (450ns) .3955N7432N "14 .29 5N74121N 14 .39 5N74 193N 16 .69 Z80A-510/9 40 Sl!Ullll'O 16.95 72401JE Ct.1058 inP1og llmer/Counler 4.95,.TM54045 1024•4 (450ns) 3.955N7437N 14 25 5N74122N 14 .5 5 Z80B 40 CPU(MK3880N·6)6MHz 11955N74 194N 16 .69 72421JA "I CM050illiCle-by·256RCTmie1 2255101 22 25614 (450ns)CM05 495 
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CD4024 

,.CD4023 14 29 C04069 " 29 C045 84 59 
and two(2)Speech ROMs MM52184SSR1 and MM52164SSR2 (24-pin),.C04070 .. J9 C04723 1.19 along wllh a Maaler Word list and a racommended achematlcCD4025 " " 23 ,,C04071 14 .29 C04724 119 *a'ffi'm·mr1;meg.''c'*.ao:• ~~ diagram on the appllcal!on shael.C04026 " 249 ,.CD4072 14 .29 MC14409 13.95

C04027 45 C04073 14 .29 MC14410 16 13.95 J~~i~~ DT1050 Digitalker™ ....... . . $34.95 ea •
,.C04028 .69 C04075 .29 MC14411 H 11.95
C04029 " .19 C04076 .79 MCl4412 16 13.95
C04030 .39 C04078 ",. .49 MC14419 16 7.95 OT1057 - Expands the DT1050 vocabularyJ ~~ CD4034 " 1.95 CD4081 14 .29 MC14433 24 13 .95 from 137 to over 260 words. Incl. 2 ROMs and specs.1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002COIOU " 

" .. 89 C04 082 14 .29 MC14538 16 1.19 
I ... ,....., C04093 14 .49 MC14 54 1 14 1.19 DT1057 ... . . ............ $24.95 ea.
2183 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592-8097 Telex: 176043 
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Mostek DCIDC Converter 
+5 VOLTS TO ·9 VOLTS 

li'llOUt +5V. Out.[lut. ·'IV l•eQIM'11cJ;) 0 JOmA. 
Pfiri l9d clrcul~ rnounAl"V- &pc1d Ot1Uom. Ind 

DC10 .. ... . .. .$UIS ee. or 21$4.95 

Battery Checker 
Eas y- to -use hand·held battery 
checker tests AA, AAA, C, D. and 2is 
batter ies. A multi-colored meter 
shows if battery Is good, weak or 
needs replacing. Size: 6Y• "L x 21/• " W 

1 

x 1-7/B"H. 

DJUll.. 
DJ.. ,,.. UHfllo:t .. __ ,.. 
G.l' •Sl.1 'll)ll(lt,. .. _ _.Ir 

"'"' 0•11)1l' " -- ,,..,.. U411JH 

r ~ 
_... ... 

"'"' tMlllJlo -- ... 
ll!IHIHI 011'111' - ,,_ 
Gt.I ••• --)16
~...., .,...... "..... t:r..•nu .. 
""" D41T.l'J4 " -- .. 
""" -Ol tn Mo .. -- ... 
04• •> ,~,,..·~ .. _.... 

" 17' l"J\ 1~ I r• 
1Jll13'1M " 

ft.Ml U4,Ull 
O.H4i lll>Utl• 
~, .. t1•1Jt11 

~=~-: I ::::: 
STAl'IOAHD OB~ SIOA IES CABLES 
.... W"'C_....., ~"O' $(~!9n...,lhthr 
ut.a.~1ml11-.......,.o-1i·
wr.i~ -..c.~M11 .1t004 ~C.lltod•r-

PANIJA.ffOCAl'"U 
POf!Na . C•blaten~th ~,... .... 
D82SP.4 41eet 1 DB2SP 57.95 
D82SS-4 4 f ~et 1.oe2ss 8.49 
DB25P -4.P ..... 2·DB25P 13.49 
OB2SP.4.S 4 1 ~" 1 08Z5f'/1 08255 13.75 
Dl32SS4 -S ..... 2.oe2ss 13.95 

MU2 A1· U ~1 :11,~'~:0111 . • •• S9J3SH. 
• MU2A·1N "••. . . . . . • . , $14. ~5 u . 

RADIO CONTROL CIRCUITS .. 
Ideal lo use for: 
•Toys, hobby aalls, robols, trains 
•Burglar alarms •IA data link 
• Remote slide projector control 
• Consumer remote data links 

r 

• Energy.saving, remolely switched lighting systems 

A complete 6·channel digital encoder and AF transmitter; low power, 
at frequency of 27MHz or 49MHz, a field strength ol 10,000uV meler 
al 3 melers. 9V operation on chip RF oscillalor/transmilter, on chip 
4.6 regulalor. Up to 80MHz carrier frequency operation. 

LM1871N RC Encoder/Transmitter Chip ••• $1.9-5 
A complete AF receiver/decoder. used at ellher 27MHz.. 49MHz or 
72MHz. It provides 4 independent channels when used with LM 1871 
{2 analog, 2 dig.I operates from four 1.5Y cells, Crystal conlrolled. 

LM1872N RC Receiver/Decoder Chip ... $2.49 
SRX1504 49.435MHz Crystal (LM1872N) ... S3.95 
SRX1505 49.890MHz Crystal (LM1871N) ... $3.95 

J~· Digital Thermometer Kit 
Dual sensors - switch 
controls for Indoor/outdoor 
or dual monitoring - can be 
extended to 500 feet. Con
tinuous LED .s• ht. display. 
Range: -40"F to 199•F, .4Q"C 
to 1oo•c. Accuracy :::1• 
nominal. Calibrate 101 
Fa hr en he!l!Cel s lus. 
Simulated walnut case. AC 
wall adapter included. Size: 
6'1."Lx 3'1."Hx H;"O. 

BOOKS 
NATIONAL SEMtCONOUCTOR  iNTERSIL - INTEL 

J0001 NalionalCMOSDataBook(1981). . .... . . $6.95 
1640 pages) 74C. C04000. and AID Converters 

J0002 Natlonal Interlace Data Book (19 80). . , • . . $6.95 
(704 pages) DP, DS8000, 0$3600, 055700, etc. 

JOOOJ National linear Data Book (1982) , , • • . . .... S11.95 

84-Key Keyboard CONTROL 
DATA 

Oal.o Entri 
Keyboard• 

RS21lJ!! t...be• 

• . . . . • • . • . • • . • S19.9S 

104·Key Keyboard 

CA153A .... .. . . . S69.95 "'"""''.,.'"'
SPST h-i1.cr.1no 1-----------1 

95·Key Keyboard ,._;.,..., 
CDftlHl 

ll•;t'llllldlat. 
®" b!i-itrl.c•.,..., 

AnrK.11..,. 

""" 
BUG BOX™ - 30 individual compartments 
•Stores 60 B·pin 01 30 14· or 16·pin DIPs • Heavy du· 
ty injection molded plastic •Clear plastic cover 
slides & locks •Cover m.lrked w/numbers 1.JO 
• Comparlmenl size: 1" ~ 3.75 " x .5" deep • Box 
size: <\.9"x3.3"x .6" •Weight: 1.75 oz. 

BUG BOX™ 
STORAGE 
SYSTEMS 

BUG BOX™ 
Please specify color code: (B) Blue, (A) Red, (W) 
White, (Y) Yellow 

BUG CAG E1m (BGC ·001 ·_) wilh Bug Bo:r.es 

• Single-Sided 
• 77 Tracks 
• 400/BOOK Byles 

Capacity 
• Industry Standard 

!rneg1:~~~0i~~1: ~:~~ri~R~~s!d~~~~~1:Jsf~~re~aMd~Jeci6~~~: 
densily. Transfer rate: 250K bltsfsec. single density; SOOK bits/sec. 
double density. The F00100·8 ls designed to work with the single 
sided soft sectored IBM Diskette I. or eQ. disk cartridge. Hard· 
sectored option available. Power: 115/230VAC ~i'> 50·60Hz., -t24VDC 
M 1.7 amps max ., -t SVDC @ 1.2 amps max. Unit as pictured above 
(does not include case. power supply. or cables). Size: 8.55"W x 14"L 
x 4.5 "H. Weighs 12 lbs. Incl. 96·pg. manual. 
Pa1tNo. Price 

F001CJ0.8 8uy 110< ... . . . ... $269.95 each 
FOO l 00-8 Ouy 2 1()1 • . . . . . $259.95 each 
FDD100~ &uy 10 for .. • .. ...... .$249.95 each 

2708,2716,2732 & 2764 EPRO M Programmer 

JE664 EPROM PROGRAMMER 
BK T O 64K EPROMS  24AND 28 PIN PACKAGES 
.Sell·Conlained  Requires No AddlUonal Syslems for Operal!on 

-.-

AHTl<SfA.TIC 

=~:~1 t:~ 1 ~ S~:: 
BACK PACK™  &e1l·•dt1nh•IMHlls '°' IN 
HO.aJICa • S/1ows• Kll"oetivllOll;1k;1rt•NllOfl 
tm IC slirt• • ti.J;I MllMlls IPHr;r. ~41nctwa:z 
M"lllHaibt•~ l atM~~ P•cilllQri CWI. 1.,_ I 
~Olf 11f':1t1~t" 1 

1 
or ·,~ni:~t:"dS:"':'c!: 

JE665 - RS232C INTERFACE OPTION - Th eJE665 RS232C 1n1ertm 
Oplion implements computer access 10 11\e JE664's RAM Sample sonwart writle" In 
BASIC provided lor TRS·BO'"' Model I. l evel II Com11u1er Baud 1a1e: 9600. Word 
L11t11: 8Urls·oddpa1ity. StopMs: 2. Opl!onmaybe ac!apled1ootl1ercompute1s. 

JE664-ARS EPAOMP,og. w/JE6550plloo $11 95.00 
Assemclec! and Tesled (Includes JMl 6AModuleJ 

EPROM JUMPER MODUltS  ,.,_....'>JCUJ.,WllOlllf~
~="&.1,:t::=:;.11,!~~:.":.ri~t•
••rt 
"~ ,,., 

!ltUJ.1$2.~16 
Ud>"116 
1 111!$~12' 

"" .......,... 
llliUfill.7M,,.. 
TM.51~ 

EPROM MANUFACTUR ER 

lol>.b.PIMl.,;,i ~ ttW.11 
lnlel .Mo1Grola .N.11iona1.NEC. TI 
,,,otorola. Tl (+5.-12. +12) • 
Motorola. Tl 
AM0 .Fui l1su.NEC .Hi1acn1.lntet--n 

PR ICE 
$14.95 
$1495 

. S\ 4.95 

.$14.95 
$14.95 

~---'---'------'------------+----------------------------
e..
~r 

STANDARD DIP JUMPERS ,.., 

(1316 pages) LM, LF. ADC, DAC, LH Series 
30004 Nalional Series80- Board Level Computer(1980) . _. $4.95 

(224pages) 
30005 Nall°"al TTL Logic Dala Book (1981) . . .... S9.95 

(624 pages) 7400.LS.LH,$, and DM8000 Series 

30006 Above (3) 30001,J,5 as set •. 524.95 
lDClal iil•Uonal M....,., D•l1 I0111rii t•ifOt. •• . •• S6..J5 

"64 ng"1 RA.Mt;. RO.Wt., PROW!a. EP.AOM• &.Ion 
10001 lrL1•n1I Diltl8'"~ (',..,. . , .••. - .•• II.VS 

i l)54HOWNComor.1•ML 
1001CI N'_.!Joft•IAudlol'ftullo Haefldbooliil'...,. , l l.IS 

lOOH~:::1~:;:;p':;~~~~!:~~:1':' p~, ..~~ 
U)l.o.gn~ Aoci llctllOl'!I ~ c lH,. Lin.Ml' Bl~I•, e!e 

lOQ1:t Nallon.,,•,.A1.011.1111~tlN1' . 15.15 
lltt. p.mg1n~O•ta&hcttiL PAlon.iQtt 

la(ll.J mDG D1tallM\.{tllll .... .. ... ..,., ,11.H 
f!41 PilQH!iMk:rO(Jr(ICHH<s •Ni SupPOrt Chip• 

GIOilOO • ••I C:Ompon•"•O•li1-looll t H2' '. n•.H 
fl~ pg.J f'.un Gal.a .nl!Glt !Or lll ttl'a prodwet• Ind, m41m 
de'#k'tls,mlQopicic...,_t.(ph.a.tnoJ.iTlll produClt 

20$610 lin ttlPfll~d DHfOt!Halllllboa\lllll] ••••.•••H ...t~ 

=~a.~;: ::o=~. /lOpiiu. tiotl notn lor '"' "' 

Parl No./Color Code QTY PRICE 
BGX.OOt·( ) 1 S2.29 
BGX·010·( ) . 10 19.99 

BGX·001·( 1 SJ.29 
BGX-010 ·( 10 28.69 

BUG CAO ETM - t2 ICK:t"6ont s.10!'• kl; eo..... 
~l)rrug 0.0.i:H °' Biuo Ti...,. • l.lloQ,.lw Md I,.. 

~ hc~1:~~:~t.~~~= 
lilkC • CiiOf ll:t: ~tll" • 5 " • J.-1,B" .. 4 t:ic»on 
~•-:- ....... 1P«••r c.oiot .:ode. 1e1 e-..1rv 
"-0. t'l.la Mtlt.e. f'tJ "°"How 
PHIH11JCot9f~ fll1eit 
B;tlC«IH ) 2 C•DH (I ICH!.. HJ .S1 1 .9~pt;9, 

BUGTRAY1"' - S 101n~Du1>~ · M~ 
pl.Ul)C: • Trwvu ·~ OP'f111ll(Ol'rcNt1,.....130Si... ~ 
=~:.:~'tme:=~n:::~.;~:;~: ! ~' 
• 10..1 for~ hlr0•¥11 .«WnOOMJllS. tte. • Tr•'f 
sl,.; :J $$" :II $-0$" .... .. . ™ad. r;otot onlr 
PUT tf9 DHCl!ln!ON P11!C£ 
lfH.001 Hcidrof14•19ug1'rlil:r ... 11..'K 
8fV.OOt Vet11nlau,r,., .•.•. l..H 

=~=~ ~::.11~1r;:t11~ !~;: , =~:::; ;:;°""°' ·~= 

• ~IQIWMQt..n.or ~· CQllL'll#k!J 784. ltl>ttt 
P•rl No Dfti;r pllon- PY~.;• 
OPT.OU TIL 'S7.J5 
BPC-.Ot:I C:M;0$ .•l!Ul5 

UV·EPROM Eraser 
Ia Chips - 51 Min.u•&s I ·........ 
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74LS122 .45 1.2 5 

UARTS 

AY5 1014 5 .85 
AY5 1013 3.90 
AY5 2376 10.95 
TR 1602 3.90 
lM 6402 7.85 
JM 6403 8.85 

LEDS 

Jumbo Red 10/1.00 
Jumbo Green 6/1.00 
Jumbo Yellow 6/1.00 

DIP SWITCHES 
4 Position .85 
5 Position .90 
6 Position .90 
7 Position .90 
8 Pos ition .95 

EXAR 
XR 2206 3.75 
X R 2207 3.75 
XR 2208 3.90 
X R 2211 5.25 
XR 2240 3.25 

RCA 
CA 3010 .95 
CA 3013 l. 99 
CA 3023 2.75 
CA 3035 2.49 
CA 3039 1.25 
CA 3046 1.25 
CA 3053 l.45 
CA 3059 2 .90 
CA 3060 2.90 
CA 3065 1. 75 
CA 3080 1.10 
CA 3081 1.65 
CA 3082 1.65 
CA 3083 1.65 
CA 3086 .80 
CA 3089 2 .90 
CA 3130 1.25 
CA 3140 1.15 
CA 3146 l. 7 5 
CA 3160 1.15 
CA 3401 .59 
CA 3600 3 .45 

J6K APPLE*// 
RAM CARD 

BARE BOARD 14.00 

KIT 39.90 

ASSEMBLED 45.00 
'"Apple is J tradcmcJrk of Apple ComPutcr, Inc. 

74LSOO SERIES 
711 LSOO .24 74LS123 .95 74LS253 
74 LSOl .24 74LS124 2 .90 74LS257 
74 LS02 .24 74LS125 .95 74 LS258 
74LS03 .24 74LS126 . 79 74LS259 
74 LS04 .24 74LS132 .75 74LS260 
74 LS05 .24 74LSJ31j .49 74 LS266 
74 LS08 .24 74 LS 137 .95 74 LS27 3 
74 LSJO .24 74LS138 . 75 74LS275 
74LS11 .30 74LS139 . 75 74LS279 
74LS12 .30 74LS145 1.10 74LS280 
74LS13 .40 74LS147 2.20 74 LS283 
74LS14 .89 74LS148 1.20 74LS290 
7 4LS15 .30 74LS 151 . 75 74 LS293 
74 LS20 .24 74LS153 . 75 74 LS295 
74 LS2 l .30 74LS154 l. 75 74 LS298 
74 LS22 .24 74LS155 .89 14 LS324 
74 LS26 .30 74LS156 .89 74LS352 
74 LS27 .24 74LS157 . 75 74 LS353 
7 4LS28 .3 0 74LS158 . 75 74LS363 
74 LSJO .24 74LS160 .95 74LS364 
74 LS32 .36 74LS161 .95 74 LS3G5 
74 LS33 .55 74LS162 .95 74 LS3G6 
74 LS3 7 .55 74LS163 .95 74LS367 
74 LS3 8 .35 74LS164 .95 14 LS368 
74 LS40 .30 74LS165 _95 74LS373 
74 LS42 .49 74LS166 l. 95 14LS3 74 
74LS4 7 . 75 74LS168 1.69 74LS377 
74LS48 . 75 74LS169 1.69 74 LS3 78 
74 LS49 . 75 74LS170 1.69 74 LS3 79 
74LS5 l .30 74LS173 . 75 74LS385 
74 LS54 .35 74LS174 .89 74 LS386 
74 LS55 .35 74LS1 75 .89 74 LS390 
74 LS63 1.20 74LS181 1.99 74 LS393 
74 LS 7 3 .39 74LS189 9.50 74 LS3 95 
74LS74 _44 74LS190 .89 14 LS399 
74 LS 75 .49 74LS191 .89 74 LS424 
74LS76 .39 74LS192 .89 74LS44 7 
74 LS 78 .49 74LS193 .89 74 LS490 
/4LS83 .75 74LS194 .89 74 LS668 
14 LS85 .9 5 74LS195 .89 74LS669 
74 LS86 .39 74LS196 . 79 74 LS 6 70 
74 LS90 .65 74 LSl 97 . 79 74 LS6 74 
74 LS9 l . 79 74LS221 1.10 74LS682 
74 LS92 .65 7 4LS240 .95 74LS683 
7 4 LS93 .59 74LS241 .95 74 LS684 
74 LS95 .79 7 4LS242 I. 79 74 LS6 85 
74LS96 . 79 7 4LS243 I. 79 74 LS688 
74 LS107 .39 74LS244 .95 74 LS689 
74 LS109 .39 74 LS245 1.89 
14LS112 .39 74 LS24 7 . 79 
74LS113 .39 74 LS248 l.20 
14LS1!4 .49 74 LS249 .89 

74 LS251 

EPROMS 

1 702 1 ns 
2708 4 50ns 
2758 5 V 450ns 
TMS 2516 5 V 450ns 
2716 5V 450ns 
2716-1 5V 350ns 
TMS 2716 450ns 
2532 5V 450ns 
2732 5V 450ns 
2764 5V 450ns 
MC 68764 (5V 450ns) 

(24 pin) 

DYNAMIC RAMS 

TMS 4027 250ns 
MK 4108 200ns 
MM 5298 250ns 
4116·1 150ns 
4116·2 200ns 
4116-3 250ns 
2118 5V l50ns 
MK 4816 5V 300ns 
4164-200 5V 200ns 
4164-150 5V l 50nsBT26 1.65 

STATIC RAMS 
3.00 
2.99 2101 450ns 1.85 
9.75 2102-1 450ns .79 
5. 75 2102L-2 250ns LP 1.55 
3.49 2111 450ns 2.49 
7 .85 2112 450ns 2.69 
8.75 2114 450ns 1. 75 
7 .85 2114 L-3 300ns LP 1.85 
6.49 	 2114 L-2 200ns LP 1.95 
Call 2147 55ns 8 .95 
Call 	 TMS 4044-4 450ns 3.20 

TMS 4044-3 300ns 3.50 
TMS 4044-2 200ns 3.95 
MK 4118 250ns 9.75 
TMM 2016 200ns 5.492 .00 TMM2016 150ns 6.491. 7 5 TMM 2016 lOOns 7.49l. 75 HM6116 · 4 200ns Call1. 7 5 HM6l16-3 l 50ns Call1.25 HM6116-2 l 20ns Call1.15 Z-613 2 300ns CallCall 


Call 

Call LP= Low Power 

Call 

8 T28 1.95 
BT95 .95 
8T96 .95 
BT97 .95 
BT 9B .95 
OM81J1 2.90 
DP8304 2.25 
DSB836 1.25 

We 

Any 

.80 

.80 

.80 
2.80 

.60 

.49 
1.60 
3.25 

.49 
1.95 


.95 

1 .2 0 
\_ 	79 

.99 

.99 


l. 7~ 
1.49 
1.49 

I .<19 

l. 95 

.89 

.89 

.69 

.G9 

.99 
J.69 
l.40 
-1.15 
1.35 
1.89 


.59 

I. 7 9 
I. 7 9 
1.59 
1.59 
2.89 

. 75 
1.89 
1.65 
1.85 
2.10 
9.50 
2 .99 
2.39 
2 .39 
2 .39 
2.39 
2 .39 

RESISTORS 
l/4 WATT 5% CARBON FILM 
ALL STANDARD VALUES 

FROM l OHM TO 10 MEG OHM 
50 PCS. SAME VALUE .0200 

100 PCS. SAME VALUE .0150 
1000 PCS. SAME VALUE .0125 

Will Beat 

Competitors' 


Prices! 

4000 .25 
4001 .30 
4002 .30 
4006 .90 
4007 .25 
4008 .90 
4009 .45 
4010 .4 5 
4011 .30 
4012 .30 
4013 .45 
4014 .90 
4015 .90 
4016 .45 
4017 1.15 
4018 .90 
4019 .4 5 
4020 .90 
4021 .90 
4022 l. 10 
"023 _35 
4024 '7 5 
4025 .35 
4026 l.60 
4027 .60 
4028 . 75 
4029 .90 
4030 .45 
4034 2.90 
4035 .85 
4040 .90 
4041 1.20 
4042 .75 
4043 . 75 
4044 .75 
4046 .90 
4047 .90 
4049 .50 
4050 .50 
4051 .90 
4053 .90 
4060 1.39 
4066 .75 
4068 .39 
4069 .30 
4070 .35 
4071 .30 
4072 .30 
4073 30 
4075 .JO 
4076 .90 
4078 .JO 
4081 .30 
4082 .30 
4085 .90 

CMOS 
4086 .90 
4093 .90 
4098 2.49 
4099 1.90 
4502 .90 
1503
.;sos 

.60 
l.90 

4510 .90 
4511 .90 
4512 .90 
4514 1.20 
4515 2.20 
4516 1.50 
4518 1.20 
4519 1.20 
4520 1.20 
4522 1.20 
4526 l.20 
4527 1.90 
4528 1.20 
4531 .90 
4532 l.90 
4538 1.90 
4539 l.90 
4543 2.70 
4555 .90 
4556 .90 
4581 l.90 
4582 l.90 
4584 .90 
4585 .90 

80C07 .90 
80C95 .90 
80C96 .90 
80C97 .90 
80C98 1.15 

74COO .35 
74C02 .35 
74C04 .35 
74C08 .35 
74Cl0 .35 
74Cl4 1.50 
74C20 .35 
74C30 .35 
74C32 .50 
74C42 l. 75 
74C48 l.20 
74C73 .65 
74C74 .85 
74C76 .80 
74C83 1.95 
74C85 1.95 
74C86 .95 

6500 

1 MHZ 
6502 5.49 
6504 6.90 
6505 7.65 
6507 9.90 
6520 4.35 
6522 7 .95 
6532 9.95 
6545 19.95 
6551 11. 75 

2 MHZ 
6502A 9 . 45 
6522A 10.95 
6532A 11.95 
6545A 27.95 
6551A 11.95 

3 MHZ 
65028 11.95 

74C89 4.50 
74C90 1. 75 
74C93 1. 75 
74C95 l. 75 
74CI07 l.00 
74Cl50 5.75 
74Cl51 2.25 
74Cl54 3.25 
74Cl57 1.75 
74Cl60 2.00 
74Cl61 2.00 
74Cl62 2.00 
74Cl63 2.00 
74Cl64 2.00 
74Cl65 2.00 
74Cl73 2.00 
74Cl74 2.25 
74Cl75 2.25 
74Cl92 2.25 
74Cl93 2.25 
74Cl95 2. 25 
74C200 5.75 
74C221 2 .25 
74C373 2.75 
74C374 2. 75 
74C901 .80 
74C902 .85 
74C903 .85 
74C905 10.95 
74C906 .95 
74C907 1.00 
74C908 2 .00 
74C909 2.75 
74C91 o 9.95 
74C911 10.00 
74C912 10.00 
74C914 1.95 
74C915 2.00 
74C918 2.75 
74C920 17.95 
74C921 15.95 
74C922 5.59 
74C923 5 .95 
74C925 6. 75 
74C926 7.95 
74C927 7.95 
74C928 7.95 
74C929 19.95 
74C930 19.95 

14409 12.90 
144 1 0 l 2 .90 
14411 11.90 
14412 12.90 
14419 4 .90 
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APPLE*II USERS 
DISK DRIVE! 

Includes metal cabinet 
Color matches Apple 
35 Tracks/single side 
Includes c able 
Use with Apple 11 Controller 

279.00 
WITH CONTROLLER CARD 359.95 

~ UPGRADE 
~" 

~~ 4116 -200ns 
8/10.00 

Diskettes 
sr LM 3 01 

L M30 8 
L M3 0 9K 
L M3 11 

LINEAR 

32 
7 'J 

1.2 '.J 
.G-1 

L M/.1 1 
LM/.l 7 
LM/ <18 
LMI J l O 
M C I JJO 
MClJ'.iO 
MC1J58 
LM1·11·1 
LM14'.i8 
LM 1488 
L M l 489 
i_ M lflOO 
i_Ml88 9 
L MJ900 
LMJ909 
L M 391 4 
L M39!5 
L M3916 
754 5 1 
75452 
75453 

.29 

. 7'.J 

.·19 
2 .45 
l.G9 
1.25 
1.69 
1.4 92.5 MHZ Z80A·DMA 25 .95 

Z80-CPU 3. 75 ZBO 
Z80A-OART 17 .95 

Z80-PIO 4.95 Z80A-SIO/O 21.95 
Z80 -CTC 4 .95 Z80A-SIO/l 21.95 
Z80-DMA 16 .95 Z80A-SI0/2 21.9 5 
Z80-DART 14.95 Z80A-SI0/9 18.95 

ATHANA 
SS SD SOFT. 23.95 

ATHANA 
SS DD SOFT 24 .95 

ATHANA 
OS DD SOFT 31.95 

LM317T 
LM31 7K 
LM318 
LM323K 
LM324 
LM3 3 7K 
LM339 
LM377 
LM380 
LM386 

J.[, 5 
I. 7 0 
1.49 
3.7 5 

.59 
J.90 

. 79 
2.2 '.i 
I. 2 5 
1. 00 

.55 

.9 5 

.95 

Z80-SIO/O 17 .95 
SERIES 

6.0 MHZ 
Z80-SIO/l 17.95 Z80B-CPU
Z80-SI0/2 1 7 .95 16 .95 BULK LM 55 5 

LM556 
.38 
.65 

2.45 
2 .4 5 

.59 

.9" 
3. 70Z80B-PIO 14 .95

Z80-SI0/9 16.95 Z80B-CTC 14.95 
LM565 
LM566SS DD SOFT .95 

1.4 5 
J .70 
J. 70 4.0 MHZ 

ZILOG LM567 .99
Z80A-CPU 4.95 

Z61J2Z80A-PIO 4 . 95 
Z80A-CTC 6.95 Z86 71 

LM723 
LM733Call 

Call 
$1.85ea. .49 

.95 

. 35 

. 35 

.JS 

ORDER TOLL FREE 
CLOCK 


CIRCUITS 


MM 5314 4.90 (800) 538-8800
MM 5369 3.90 
MM 5375 4.90 
MM 58167 8.90 
MM 58174 10.95 (800) 848-8008 
MSM 5832 6.90 

(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS) 
ALL MERCHANDISE IS 100% GUARANTEED 

11 c 90 12.95 
.95 3242 6 .95 

2.39 MC 3470 7 .95 
3.69 MC 3480 8.95 
8 . 95 ULN 2003 5 .95 

.69 CA 3146 1. 75 
1.39 2513-001 UP 9.69 
1.79 2513-002 low 9.69 

9000 SERIES MISC. 

l 316 
1334 
l368 
l401 
l601 
l602 
l6S02 

7805T 
7808T 
7812T 
7815T 
7824T 
7805K 
7812K 
7815K 
7824K 
7905T 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
. 75 7908T .85 
.75 7912T .85 
. 75 7915T . 85 
.75 7924T .95 
.85 7905K 1.39 

1.29 7912K 1.39 
1.29 7915K 1.39 
1.29 7924K 1.39 
1.29 T = T0-220 


.85 K = T0-3 


CONNECTORS 

RS232 Male 3.00 
RS232 Female 3.50 
RS232 Female Right Angle 4 .95 
RS232 Hood 1.20 

CRYSTALS 

32.768 KHZ 1.90 5 .185 3.90 
10 MHZ 4 .50 5. 7143 3 .90 
1.8432 4.50 6.5536 3 .90 
2.0 3.90 8 .0 3.00 
2.097152 3 .90 10.0 3.00 
2.4576 3.90 14.31818 3 .90 
3.2768 3.90 18.0 3 .00 
3.579545 3.00 18.432 3 .00 
4 . 0 3.00 20.0 3.00 
5.0 3.00 22.1184 3.00 
5.0688 3.90 32.0 3.90 

8000 

8035 6 . 9 5 8239 4.75 
8039 7.59 8243 4 . 75 
8080A 3.90 8250 14 .90 
8085A 7 .95 8251 4 .50 
8088 34.95 8253 8. 75 
8155 7 .75 8253 -5 9 .75 
8156 8.7~ 8255 4 .50 
8185 29.00 8255 -5 5 . 20 
8741 39 .00 8257 8 .5 0 
8748 14 .9 5 8259 6.85 
87 5 5 29. 95 8272 39.00 
8202 27 .95 8275 29 .00 
8205 3.4 5 8279 9.25 

Disc 

Controllers 


1771 16 .00 
1791 27 .95 
1793 29.95 
1795 49.95 
1797 49 .95 
1691 1 7. 95 
UPD 765 34.95 

IC Sockets 
ST W/W 

8 PIN . 10 .49 
14 PIN .12 .50 
16 PIN .15 .5 7 
18 PIN .20 .8 5 
20 PIN .25 .99 
22 PIN .25 1.30 
24 PIN .25 1.40 
28 PIN . 35 1.50 
40 PIN .40 1.80 

ST = Soldertail 

W/W = Wi rewrap 


6800 
MHZ 

6800 4.75 
6802 8.65 
6808 8.45 
6809 11.95 
6809 E 17 .95 
6810 2.90 
6820 3.50 
6821 3.50 
6828 14 .90 
6840 7 .95 
6843 32 . 95 
6844 32.95 
6845 16.90 
6847 11.95 
6850 3.20 
6852 3.50 
6860 10 .90 
6862 11.90 
6875 6.90 
6880 1.80 
6883 22.95 

2 MHz 
68BOO 10.00 
68B02 21.95 
68B09 28.95 
68B09 E 29.90 
68Bl0 7 .90 
68B21 12.00 
68B45 34.00 
68B50 12.00 

8 MHz 
68000 95 .95 

Power Supplies 
MOUNTED ON PC BOARD 

MANUFACTURED BY CONVER 
+5 VOLT 4 AMP8212 1.80 82 79-5 9.9530 pin Edge 2.49 8214 3 . 75 8282 6.5044 pin Edge 2.49 8216 1. 7 5 8283 6. 5 0 50 pin Edge 2.69 8224 2 .4 5 8284 5.5 086 pin Edge 3.90 8226 1.80 8286 6. 5 0 100 pin ST 3.90 8228 4.50 8287 6.50100 p in W/W 4.90 8237 19 .00 8288 25 .00 

8238 4. 75 8289 49 .00 

±12 VOLT 1 AMP 

34.95 

Circle 152 on inquiry card. BYTE February 1983 511 



$1.90 
.49 
.99 
.99 
.B9 

1.50 
.95 
.95 

3.10 

l!l~l!·hl 
7BHOSK "'"95 LM1414N 
78M06' 1.49 LM1 458CN/N 
78M.G. 1.49 MC1488N 
LM108AH 2.95 MC1489N 
LM300H .99 LM1 496N 
LM301CN .35 LM1556N 
LM304H 1.98 LM1820N 

to001 l!IOQlo1 t14t$ '4 9$ 

zoo -Me 2t01A 1c:M -toll IU$ 

LM305H 1.89 LM1850N 

zaoa:z ...oo ...1 .... 8JJll 1'.M LM306H LM1889N 

- - 3.25 
LM307CN .29 LM2111N-"""'34-90,.... '*""'-

1.75 
~ LM308CN .9B LM2900N .99 
,_.~1t,M UIS ildd LM309K 1.49 LM200 1N 2.50 ,..., 111.9$ _.. 1e.o• .,... LM310CN 1.25 LM2917N 2.9516K Applen~ Ramcard 

97$ 1~100 20.M .... ~00 LM31 1D/CN-"°" 4.7$ eooo ... -.... .B9 CA3013T 2.19 
l.M312H 1.75 CA3018T 1.99..... '"' IU\J JltQd.llli:I D80Q)LIST 195 I'\ LM317T 1.70 CA3021T 3.49 

1.49 CA3023T 2.9911--r.r &1 Cl'LL fO C\tl" LM31BCNACP 1.25 CA3035T 2.75 
'. I a-r. p\\\ t~5~~~~~x• 1.35 1.29\' CA3039T 

, , 18/20H5$1.95 2147 $5.99 5290 $1.99 LM320T-xx· 1.39 CA3046N 1.29s5995 11264'6-<K u~ 411 S.99 5296 1.49 LM320H-xx· 1.25 LM3053N 1.49 
411&.2 1.119 4 14 4.69 6508 4.50 LM323K 4.95 CA3059N 3.19
411 9·2 8112.9$ 1101 .99 6518 6.79• Full 1 year warranty LM324N .95 CA3060N 3 .19,,.:2i01 1103 .99 6561 3.79 LM337K 5.95 CA3062N 4.95• Top quality- gold fingers 2102 .79 4027 4.69 6604 399 LM336K 6.95 LM3065N 1.49 
211.02-2 149 4044 3.99 6605 7.99 LM339N .95 CA3080T 1.29• Expand Apple II 48K to 64K 21~.. 1~ 4050 4.69 9130 6.99 LM340K·XX• 1.75 CA3081N 1.69 
2111 3..49 4060 4.69 9140 B.99 LM340T·XX• 1.25 CA3082N 1.69• Compatible with Z·80 Softcard" 2112 )49 4096 3.99 93415 6.99 LM340H-xx· 1.25 CA3083N 1.55 
21 14 1.90 41 15 1.49 93425 6.99• Allows system to run with CP/M", PASCAL, LM344H 1.95 CA3086N .BO 
21,41.·2 LM348N 1.20 CA3089N 2.993.2Ji 4200 7.95 @DOS 3.3, COBAL, Visicalc, etc. 2 11 4l.•4 2.211 4402 t9S \!>'I LM350K 5.60 CA3096N 3.49 
212$ LM358CN .9B CA3097N 1.99 

LM360N 1.49 CA3130T 1.30 
6.1111 52BO 4.60 """• Supplied with extra 16K RAM& has (2) LED's 
f11!ijij•1;il ~,~ LM372N 1.95 CA3140T 1.19 

LM376N 3.75 CA3146N 2.4932K STATIC RAM 8155 $9.95 6259$6.95 66047 $22.95 LM377N 2.75 CA3160T 1.19 
6156 9.95 8275 19.95 68488 19.95

64K CMOS RAM 
LM380CN/N 1.25 CA3190N 1.952 or4 MHz 8202 29.95 8279 9.50 46505 22.95 LM381N 1.79 CA3410N .S9S 100 (200nS) 

8205 2.69 6810 4.75 6520 6.95 LM383T 1.95 MC3423N 1.49 
8212 2.75 6820 6.50 6522 9.95 

Expandable 
LM386N 1.25 MC3460N 3.95Uses Uses 2716's $29900 6214 4.95 6621 6.50 6530·X 24.95 I LM387N 1.40 SG3524N 3.95

2114L's or6116's 8216 2.75 682810.50 6532 17.95 LM390N 1.95 CA3600N 3.39 
8224 2.95 6834 16.95 6551 19.95 NE531V/T 3.75 LM3900N .5916K 4 MHz Kil $159.95 Assembled & Tested $399.00 8226 2.95 6845 22.95 Z80·PIO 6.SO NE555V .39 LM3905N 1.1 9 

~~~:~~!~~T S129 .95~t------------t 8228 3.95 6847 27.95 Z80A-Pl0 9.50 NE556N .9B LM3909N .9B 
8243 9.50 6650 5.25 ZBO-CTC 6.SO NE561T 19.95 l.M3914N 3.75• 32K 4 MHz A&T • 339.00 8250 14.95 8852 5.25 Z80A·CTC 9.50 NE565N/H 1.25 LM39 15N 3.95BARE BOARD 39.95 
8251 6.SO 6860 10.95 Z80-DMA 19.95 NE566H/V 1.75 u.13916N 3.75 
825311 .95 686210.95 Z80A·DMA 27.95

BareBdw/allpartslessmem. 99.95 
NE567V/H 1.50 RC4131N 2.95 

8255 4.50 6875 5.95 Z80·SIO 24.95 NE592N 2.75 RC4136N 1.10 
8257 9.50 6880 2.49 ZBOA·SIO 29.95 LM702H 1.99 RC4151N 3.70BARE BOARDS LM709N/H .29 RC4194TK 4.95 

l.M710N/H .75 RC4195TK 5.40S-100 Sound Board $34.95 LM711N/H .39 ULN2001 1.25HM•-ta;t·JM•18080A CPU 34.95 LM715N 1.95 ULN2003 1.502764 (8Kx8) TS $69.95 2708 (450flS) $5.75 
2732 (4Kx8) TS 12.95 2708 (650nSJ 5.25 

32K Static RAM (2114) 34.95 l.M723N/H .65 5N75450N .59 
BK EPAOM (2708) 24.95 t------------t LM733N/H .9B SN75451N .352716/2516: 5V 1702A 5.752708/2716EPAOM 34.95 


(2K•8JTS 7.95 MM520JAQ 14.50 
 l.M739N 1.15 5N75452N .49STEPPER MOTORAC P Proto Board 22.95 LM741CN/H .33 SN75453N .49TMS2716, 5V. 12V 17.95 MM5204Q 9.95Vector 8800 Proto 22.20 Operates by applying LM741CN·14 .19 SN75454N .492758, 5V, (450nS) 3.50 
12VDC in one direc·Vector8803 11 slot MB 29.95 LM747N/H .75 SN75491 N .B9

ACP Extender with connector 18.95 · tion and lhen revers· LM748N/H .39 SN75492N .89
13 Slot Mother Board (WMCJ 32.95 @:l§i83:t LM760CN 2.95 SN75493N .B9ing polarity (or sQuare9 Slot Mother Board (WMC) 29.95 LM1 3 10N 1.90 SN75494N .B9wave). Uses 12VOC, 2513-001(5VJUpper $950 0AC08 59958 SlolMotherBd(Expandable) 34.95 MC1330 1.95 TL494CN 4.20Clock Wise Rotation,Floppy PCB (8" SHUGART) 39.95 2513·00515VJLowe1 10.95 DACIOO 9.95 

MC1350 1.95 Tt.~96CP 1.65Rated 3 RPM at 4 2513·AOMJ{5V)Lowe1 14.95 80J8FunclionGenera'.01 4.50S100 (AY5·891 0) Sound Board 34.95 MC1358 1.75P.P.S. with a 5 degree MCM(;6710ASCllShl11ed12.95 MC4024VCO 2.95Apple Sound Board 24.95 ACP stepping angle. MCM66740MathSymbol 1395 lM566VCO 1.95
PRICE MCM66750 Alphi1Con11o1 1J.45 XR2206F1.11tli<lnGeneratorS.25 &~1·:·1

1771·018"&Mmilloilc>Y 24.95 TRl602B!SV.12VI 74800 S .39 74S124 3.69 74S244 $2.99UV "EPROM" s~;. 1O lor $39.95 17810ua1Floppy AY51013(5V.12VJ "'29.95 4.95 74502 .43 74S133 .54 74S251 1.351791·01Dt1alFtcppy 36.95 AY510 14Al\612(5-14V) 6.95 74S03 .4S 74S134 .66 74S253 1.351791"020t1JIFk!pP)I 44.95 AY51015A/1863(5V) 6.95 
74804 .52 74S135 1.15 745257 1.29179300.DSFklwy 44.95 1M641J2 7.95 74S05 .52 74S136 1.69 74S258 1.29179700.0SF!Oppy 5495 lt.16403 8.95 74508 .49 74S138 1.29 748260 .7516910a1aSep.ara1a1 1895 2J50USRT 9.95 74509 .49 74S139 1.29 745280 2.79

2143ClotkGelltfalor 18.95 16718Aslros 24.95 74S10 .42 74S140 .73 74S287 2.9987008b1l81na1y 13.50 MC14411 11.95 74S11 .42 74S151 1.29 74S288 2.55870110bi1Bin;i 1y 22.00 4702 14.95 
74515 .42 74S153 1.29 745373 3.10

B703BbilTS 13.50 W01941 9.95 74S20 .42 745157 1.29 745374 3.109400VollloFreqConv 125 COM5016 16.95 74822 .42 745158 1.29 745387 2.75 
87503~01Q it9CO 13.95 ltl5a250 1595 

74S30 .42 74S160 2.79 745471 7.95
1408l 66 b11 3.95 AY5·2376 13 75 74532 .49 745174 1.49 74S472 7.95
1408LB8b1t 5.95 AYS·J600 13.75 

74S38 1.19 74S175 1.49 748473 7.95
OAC01 DtoA 5.95 MMS740AAC 8.95 

74S40 .49 74S188 2.69 745474 9.95 
74S51 .42 74S194 1.89 74S475 9.95 
74564 46 74S195 1.89 74S570 5.75for Apple/TRS·BO f1•IH3'it1 74S65 .46 74S196 1.89 74S571 5.75Zilo~Bpcs411616K ZB CPU 74S74 .69 74S240 2.75 74S572 8.95 

200/250nS $1 2 95 with 74S86 .72 745241 2.75 74S573 8.95• LOW PROFILESpecify computer • 74S112 .72 74S242 2.99 74S940 2.90 
CALL FOR VOLUME PRICING TINY SOCKETS (TIN) 74S 11 3 .72 745243 2.99 745941 2.90 

74S114 .72 
1-24 25-49 50-100..---------1 BASIC 

Debug prog. $49.95 8 pin LP .16 .15 .14"D" SUB CONNECTORS 
14pinLP .20 .19 .IB 
16 pin LP .22 .21 .20 

Plus 6132 companion DIP 
quasi-static RAM 29.95 18 pin LP .29 .2B .27 SWITCHESr ~~~:.86~~~eie~a~:. 

20 pin LP .34 .32 .30
Gold PC mount wilh ~22 pin LP .29 .27 .24 

mounting holes. 24 pin LP .3B .37 36 2Posilion s .99 7 Position $1.39Stepper MotorMfg. AMP. 4 Position 1.19 8 Position 1.4928 pin LP .4S .44 .43 
... Specify 25 or 37 pins. 5 Position 1.29 9 Position 1.65 

6 Position 1.35 10 Position 1.69 
40 pin LP .60 .59 .5BUSED IN• 

DATA 
8037 $2.50 0825 $1 .95 3L WIREWRAPPRODUCTS MUFFIN® FANPRINTER SOCKETS (GOLD) 

The dependable, lowAstec RF Modulator $19.95 ea. 1·24 25·49 50-1 00 cost, largest selling fan 

fl
for commercial cooling~~- for 8pinWW .55 .54 .49•10 pin WW (Tin) .65 .63 .SB applications. 

14 pin WW .75 .73 .67,.... . ? COLOR CONNECTORS 
• 105cfmlreeairdelive1y16 pin WW .BO .77 .70 
• 4.68" SQ. x 1.50" deep.18 pin WW .95 .90 .B1 

20 plnWW 1.15 1.06 .99 
:.r B/W • ~....,.. ~ 

Weight - 17 oz.• & •.- ··-· ·-PIN 1082 Channel 3 or 4 $6.95 22 pflWW 1.45 1.35 1.23 
-~-----------t OB25P {R$232) S3.25 SPECIAL PURCHASE24pil WW 1.35 1.26 1.14 

08255 Female 3,75 28pinWW 1.60 1.53 1.38 'to"-._, $9.50ea.Hood 1.251200 BAUDMODEM IC .OplnWW 2.20 2.09 1.89 
Set with Hood, Sale 7.50 

• 12009.at.td 22144 SfT, KIM 2.95 I- · Fealureo: SUPER IC CLOSEOUT SPECIALS• 40Plfl 43/86 SIT, MOT 6.50 
• !5.VoltaOf'ltv 50/100 S-100 ConneCtor W/W 4.95 ULN2003 2N6121 3/$1 .QO 8080ACPU 2.9S 5027 CRT $9.95 

SLta00 ....... . . . ... ... $1 29.00 50/100 $·100 Connector S/T 3.95 74LS668 SIG 2652 3.95 2102 RAM .75 11C24 6.9S 
74LS377 74S287 1.95 4060RAM 1-49 95H03 2.B9 
74LS241 2758 EPROM 2.95 8X300 CPU 14.95 MM5320 5.99 
8259 74173/8T10 5/1.99 74S387 1.96 9131 RAM 1.99 
6561RAM Z80ACPU 4.95 2708EPROM 8/29.95 EMM4402 1.99 
LM733CN 6522 6.95 74LS93 3/1.00 1103 RAM 3/1.50 

PARALLEL ALPHA NUMERIC 
PRINTER 

6502 CPU 5.95 2 114 8/14.50 8700A/D 2/16.95
19 Column Printer prints 16 numerical columns plus 3 
columns which have math, alpha and other notalions. 
Each wheel has 12 positions with position 12 blank. TOLL FREE

Position 11 on numerical columns have decimal point or#. Utilizes 2.75" 
Mall Order. P.O. Box 17329 lnlne, CA 92713 

Eu~;~R 
$79.95 

Holds 4 EPROM's 
at a lime. 

Model S-52T $325.00 

16K Memory 
Expansion Kits 

ma 
7400 $ .19 7475 s .38 74161 s .BB 
7401 .22 7476 .34 74162 .B9 
7402 .22 7479 4.M 74163 .B7 
7403 .22 7480 .49 74164 .B7 
7404 .22 7462 .95 74165 .B7 
7405 .23 7483 .55 74166 1.20 

I 7406 .35 7485 .65 74167 1.95 
7407 .35 7486 .35 74170 1.69 
7406 .26 7489 1.75 74172 4.75 
7409 .23 7490 .39 74173 .79 
7410 .22 7491 .S7 74174 .B9 
7411 .29 7492 .45 74175 .B5 
7412 .29 7493 .45 74176 .75 
7413 .39 7494 .69 74177 .75 
7414 59 7495 .65 74179 1.34 
7416 .29 7496 .6:9 74180 .75 
7417 .29 7497 2.90 74181 1.75 
7420 .22 74100 2.90 74182 .75 
7421 .35 74107 .32 74164 2.25 
7422 .29 74109 .37 74185 2.25 
7423 .29 74116 1.95 74186 9.95 
7425 .29 74121 .29 74188 3.90 
7426 .29 74122 .39 74190 1.15 
7427 .25 74123 .S9 74191 1.15 
7429 .45 74125 .39 74192 .B5 
7430 .23 74126 .44 74193 .B5 
7432 .29 74126 .59 74194 .es 
7437 .2S 74132 .B9 74195 .6B 
7436 .29 74136 .75 74196 .B5 
7439 .29 74139 .95 74197 .B5 
7440 .19 74141 .79 74196 1.39 
7441 .79 74142 2.95 74199 1.39 
7442 .57 74143 2.95 74221 1.19 
7443 .95 74144 2.95 74251 .9S 
7444 .95 74145 .62 74273 1.05 
7445 79 74147 1.95 74276 1.89 
7446 .79 74146 1.20 74279 .75 
7447 .65 74150 1.09 74283 1.40 
7448 .79 74151 .67 74284 3.90 
7450 .19 74152 .67 74285 3.90 
7451 .19 74153 .67 74290 1.25 
7453 .19 74154 1.19 74296 .95 
7454 .19 74155 .7B 74365 .6B 
7459 .25 74156 .7B 74366 .6B 
7460 .23 74157 .69 74367 .68 
7470 .29 74158 1.65 74368 .68 
7472 .29 74159 2.49 74390 1.45 
7473 .34 74160 .BB 74393 1.90 
7474 .34 74490 1.90 

U1fi-l·1 
74LSOOS .26 74LS113S .43 74LS245S2.20 

74LS01 .2B 74LS114 .43 74LS247 1.10 

74LS02 .2B 74LS122 .55 74LS248 1.10 

74LS03 2B 74LS123 1.19 74LS249 1.19 

74LS04 .35 74L5124 1.35 74L5251 1.40 

74LS05 .28 74LS125 .89 74LS253 1.40 

74LSOB .2B 74l5126 .52 74LS257 .B5 

74l80J 3S 74LS132 .79 74L8258 .9B 

74LS10 .2B 74LS136 .49 74LS259 2.95 

74LS11 .39 74LS138 .B5 74LS260 .65 

74LS12 .33 74L5139 .B5 74LS261 2.49 

74LS13 .47 74LS145 1.25 74LS266 .59 

74LS14 .95 74LS148 1.49 74LS273 1.75 

74LS15 .33 74LS151 .79 74LS275 4.40 

74LS20 .26 74LS153 .79 74L5279 .59 

74LS21 .33 74L5154 1.70 74LS283 .99 

74LS22 .33 74LS155 1.19 74LS290 .99 

74LS26 .33 74L5156 .99 74LS293 .99 

74LS27 .33 74L8157 .B5 74LS295 1.10 

74L528 .33 74LS158 .75 74LS298 1.19 

74LS30 26 74LS160 1.05 74L5324 1.75 

74LS32 .33 74L5161 1.15 74LS347 1.95 

74LS33 .55 74LS162 1.05 74LS348 1.95 

74LS37 .45 74LS163 1.05 74LS352 1.19 

74LS38 .39 74L8164 1.19 74LS353 1.19 

74LS40 .26 74LS165 .89 74LS363 1.49 

74LS42 .79 74L5166 2.48 74l8365 .69 

74LS47 .79 74L8168 1.15 74LS368 .69 

74LS48 .95 74L$169 1.15 74LS367 .69 

74L551 .26 74L8170 1.99 74L8368 .69 

74L554 .29 744.$173 .89 74LS373 1.89 

74LS55 .29 74LS174 .89 74LS374 1.89 

74L573 .45 74L5175 .89 74l5375 .69 

74LS74 .42 74LS181 2.20 74LS3n 1.95 

74LS75 .59 74LS190 1.15 74LS385 1.95 

74LS76 .45 74L8191 1.15 74LS386 .65 

74LS78 .45 74LS192 .9B 74LS390 1.95 

74LS83A .79 74L5193 .9B 74LS393 1.95 

74LS85 1.19 74L5194 1.15 74LS395 1.70 

74LS86 .45 74LS195 .95 74LS399 2.35 

74LS90 5"/ 74LS196 B9 74LS424 2.95 

74LS92 .75 74LS197 .89 74LS668 1.75 

74L593 .75 74L5221 1.15 74LS670 2.29 

74L895 .BB 74LS240 1.69 81LS95 1.69 

74LS96 .98 74LS242 1.69 81L896 1.69 

74LS'I07 .45 74LS243 1.69 81LS97 1.69 
74LS109 .45 74LS244 1.49 81L598 1.69 
74L5112 .43 VOLUME PRICING 

TOLL FREE'36M"1 CALL 

4000 s .35 4037 $1 .95 4069 $2.95 
4001 .35 4040 1.29 4093 .99 
4002 .35 4041 1.25 4094 2.95 
4006 1.05 4042 .95 4098 2.29 
4007 .25 4043 .B5 4099 2.25 
4008 1.39 4044 .B5 14408 12.95 
4009 .45 4046 1.75 14409 12.95 
4010 .45 4047 1.25 14 410 12.95 
4011 .35 4048 .99 14412 12.95 
4012 .25 4049 .45 14415 8.95 
4013 .45 4050 .69 14419 4.95 
4014 1.39 4051 1.10 4501 .39 
4015 1.15 4052 1.10 4502 1.65 
4016 .59 4053 1.10 4503 .69 
4017 1.19 4055 3.95 4505 8.95 
4018 .B9 4056 2.95 4506 .75 
4019 .45 4059 9.25 4507 .95 
4020 1.10 4060 1.39 4508 3.75 
4021 1.19 4066 .75 4510 1.19 I 

4022 1.15 4069 .35 4511 1.19 
4023 .29 4070 .49 4512 1.39 
4024 .75 4071 .35 4515 2.75 
4025 .25 4072 .35 4516 1.45 
4027 .65 4073 .35 4518 1.39 
4028 .B5 4075 .35 4520 1.25 
4029 1.29 4076 1.29 4555 4.95 
4030 .45 4077 .35 4556 .99 
4031 3.25 4078 .35 4566 2.25 
4032 2 .15 4081 .35 80C95 1.50 
4034 3.25 4082 .3S BOC97 1.25 
4035 . _95 4085 1.95 

TERMS! MQ ~'~ Ian' W•o IPolSOIUI 
checks allow 2weeks for processing. Include Or1ve1s 
l.icense and credit ca1d >1 s Visa, AME)(. CB add 3%

wide adding machine tape and a dual color ink ribbon Input data parallel Relall: 1310BE. Edinger, SantaAnaCA92705 Mf\l'Cll!charge. Add 3% shipping & handling or 52.50. 
with fourbit BCD comparatorcircuit(schemalic provided). Print rate, 3 lines whichever is g1eater. Add 1o<llo for lo1eign Ofders or(714) 558·8813800·854·8230 

1WX 
US Parcet Post Include Telephone number.NOCODs. 
Prices sublect to change wit hout notice. Some Items

per second. Operating voltage 22·28VDC with typical cycle time of' 
542 W. Trimble, San Jose, CA 95131340mS. Size6Yi'W x3V•" H x5¥.''Dp. New. $9.95 ea. 3/$27 suhlecl loprior sale. We reserve the right to suhsl•lule 

(408) 948·7010 manulac1urer. Re1ailpricesmay vaiY910-595-1565 
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...._.. This is the widely discussed 
Cadillac 80 column card for the 

Apple II. The Vision BOresponds to more Apple text screencommands than 
any other board. It supports PASCAL. Microsofts ZBO Softcard and can be 
used as an intelligent terminal. 

List Price .... $395.00 Special Low Price .... $269.00 
The Vision BO ca n also be used in conjunction with the Vision 40 (allows 
enhanced character sets) and the Vision 20 for lower case. 

!>-~~ 
~~ 

<:P UNBEATABLE 
• MEMORY ADD·ON PRICES! 

VISTA 576K Expandable In 64K Increments 
~,in • w/256K populated . • . ce\\\O'. ts, ..... only $699 
f\lo~ • w/512K populated. . . . .. . .. t1.e"" \'rQ~~~- . . only 999"''"'£ • w/576K populated . • . • • . • . . . • • • • . . • . only 1099 

VISTA/SUPERCAL.C/SUPERCACHE" 
• 192K with IBM SUPEACALC, Serial, Parallel Clock 459 

MICROSOFT RAMCARD 
• 64Kw/AAMDRIVE{expandable) 
o 256K w/RAMDRIVE.. 

399 
699 

AST MEMORY CARD 
• 64K EXPANDABLE .. • .. • • .. • • • • .. •.. •.. ... • • .. .. •.. • • • 299 
o 256K w/PARITY... 595 

AST " COMBO CARD" 
o MEMORY, ASYNCH COMM, PARALLEL 

o 64K SP .. . ., ............. ., . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. • • • • • 399 
o 256KSP . ......... . ............ . ... ..... . . .... . .. . .. 749 

• INTERFACE CARDS 
AST ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS 

o 2 RS232 PORTS . .. . .. .. . 
• BABY BLUE zao CARD. 

199 
499 

• PROTOTYPE CARD . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. • . . .. . 69 
• EXTENDER CARD .. 29 
• DISK DRIVES-ADD· IN (Compatible) ...... ... .. 239 

•EPSON ADD·ON PRINTER .. ... .... .. . . ... . . ... ... 429 

• SUPR'MODVRFMODULATOR ................... 49 
• EPSON TO IBM CABLE 

MXBO . . .. $429.00 
MXBOFT . . .. ... .... ... 529.00 
MX100FT ...... . ....•... ... 725.00 
Aj:lple 1/0 WIClbll . , •• •••• ,. 54.95 
Serial 1/0 w/cable . . .. , , • • 95.00 
Seriall/Ow/2k&cable ....... 129.00 
Grap! Tax. ,.,, 89.00 
PrinlerPa! (P801 .. , .. 29.95 
PrmteirPalCPICQ .••.•.•....•. 39.95 

Prism BO 
IDS Paper Tiger 560G 
Prism 132 (color) 

5899 s 699 
1395 1099 
1995 1875 

Best of all, the price • . . 

82A 120 cps w/tractor . . .... $499.00 
B3A 120 cps 136 columns.. 740.00 
84A·P 200 cps 136 col.. 999.00 
84A·S Serial w/2K Buffer .. . . 1199.00 
App!eC<ird . 49.95 
Apple Cable .. . . 19.95 
Serial Card w/2K 129.95 
Graphics ROM (82N83A).. 75.00 

·- "_:. 
• 144 x 160 do ls/inch • Prooorlional 9PIO' 
ing •Lower case descenders• Nx9 dol 
malri~ • B char. sizes • 5 unique alphabets 
• Greek characler set• Graphic symbols 
• 100 cps• Bi·direclional logic seeking 
•Adjustable tractors• Single·sheer fliclion 
feed•Vertical & horizon1al labbing 

NEC 8023 ••••• List SM ACP $$49 

MODEL LIST ACP 
800 with 16K $1080.00 SCALL 
800 wilh 48K 1280.00 549.00 
800 with 32K + 128K CALL 
810 Disk Drive 600.00 469.95 
825 Printer 999.00 699.95 
830 Acouslic Modem 199.00 159.95 
850 Interface Module 219.95 189.95 
Atari Visicalc 200.00 169.00 
Alarl PAC·MAN CALL 
Microtek 16 K RAM 99.00 75.00 
Microtek 32K RAM 199.00 149.00 
Axalon 128K RAM CALL 
400 wil h 16K 399.95 329.95 

5114'' DISK DRIVES 
TM100.1 
SA400 
TM100-2 
TM100·3 
TM100.4 
8 -51 
B-52 
8 ·91 
8·92 

SSDO . . . ....... $ 199.00 
SSDD . . . . ... . 225.00 
DSDD. . . 268.00 
SSDD . . . 268.00 
DSDD.. , .. 374.00 
SSDD . . . . . 224.95 
DSDO . . . . 334.95 
SSDO.. . .. 259.00 
osoo .......... ... .. 459.95 

SA801 R SSOO. ....... • • .. , $J.80.00 
5A6.51 R 0000... .• . . ..•..•.. ~2:.5.00 
TM84B-I SSDD . •........... 369.00 
TM848·2 DSOO............... 499.00 
DT•B DSOO.. •. ..... .. 499.00 
F001oo-8 SSCO..... , ......... 199.00 
FDDlOO-e DSOO................ 3W.OO 
't'l 000 C&WPower Suidf, 37 !lo.DO 

DualB'"""-~--- ·····--· .. 599.00 

Add 8" Disk Drives 
To Your Apple II 

Up To 2.4 Megabyte! 
Now "TRIMLINE V1100"' wi th 

Tandon Thinline DS DD Drives. 
Tandon Dual DS DD.. .... , ... . $1895.00 
Oume Dual DS DD , ... 1699.00 
Shugart Dual 801 R , • • . • .. • .. • 1295.00 

Vista Quartet 

/-· Equiva lent 
-· to 

only ... 

s59900 
ON DISK FOR APPLE 
SAVE UPT040%0FF 

4 

ACP 
Y11lcolc:3.3 .................. . ....•... $189 
~r(:OIC. ..... ••············· . 189 
Y111JTnuv;VVtsi~ ••.•••..••••• ....... 235 
YialDGx •••.•••...••• , •. ..... 199 

•lim~E!mmEEl!mEtJm Vi•IF"M •• -·· •••· --···---··-···· _, 
99 

~ Vtll?tol .. .. . 159 
Oct1k10P~ 1v1n •.••••..••••••••• .... 199 

EQUIVAL.ENTSANYO Cl
MODEL LIST ACP 
Pil 9" Green 5199 S.159 
Pill 12"" Green 199 149 
Pi Ill 12·· Orange 249 199 

VlalSc,_ " . . .. 219 
\tisJTCMn ....... . . ......•....... .79 
l.o!'k. . .••. ........... •.. . .. 34 
VorA Form. ......... . .... ... . 287 
dEb$tt • A:ih&Qn-Tal9, •• , . , ... , ••• , ... . ... 439 
Wori;i5tiw•••.••• , ••. •• •. , •••.••• •• •••• .. 365 
Mail Merge. .. ......... ....•.•.... . . 180 
Spell Star . .. ... ... ..... , . • • • . • • • . . . 1 80 
Data Star •••..•.•••..••••.•••.••••• , ...... 189 
Cale Star . . . . .. ••• , •••• .•. • .. 99 
SuperS011 .. .................... , ..... 170 
SpeJlguard .. •• • • • • . .... 150 
DB Master(new) .. ••.••••••.. •••.• • ... 155 
DB Ulilily . .••• · ··•-·•········· · . .. . . . 89 
PFSll/111... ........ 85 
Aepo111v111 . . .. ..•. 65 
Locksmith 4.0 • • .. . .... 7 4 1 

Accounling Plus ... __ •• _ 
Microcourler.. • . • • • . • ••.•.••.••• 
Microtelegraph .. 
Magic Window II . 

-rlr.ilil~CALCULATORS 

HP41C Prag. Scientific . . . . .. .$189 
HP41 CV w/2.2K Memory . . • . • . • . • . . 256 
HP41 Memory Module.. . . . .. ... . 26 
HP41 Quad RAM.. .. • • .. • .. • •• 83 
HP41 CardReader . .... 169 
HP41 Printer .. ............. 292 
HP41 Optical Wand . • . . . . . . . . . • 99 
HP-IL Interface loop . .......... 119 
HP11 C Ad11anced Scientific. . ... 11 9 
HP1 2C ... . .. . 129 ' 
HP34C ...... 112 
HP38C ...... .. 116 

UST ACP 
Apple II Plus w/481< $1530.00 $999.00 
Apple 11 Plus w/64K 1729.00 1049.00 
Apple II System Special w/64K, 

Z80 Card, Vision80 2519.00 1499.00 
Apple Ill w/128K 3495.00 2695.00 
Apple 111 w/256K 4295.00 2995.00 
Profile Hard Disk Drive 3499.00 2095.00 
Vista Apple Ill Timecard 195.00 169.00 

"Apple ProductaAva\lable In-store Only'' 

LIST 
Apple II Disk II w/Controfr $645.00 
Apple II Disk II w/o 525.00 
Apple Family System 2495.00 
Prototype Card 24.00 
IEEE·488 Interlace 450.00 
Extended Warranty- 1 yr 225.00 
Super Serii al Card 195.00 
Language Card 195.00 
Graphic Tablet w/10 795.00 

"Available lnstore Or#" 

MICROSOFT UST 
ZBO SCt\C&rd $395.00 
16K Aamcard 195.00 
The Premium Package 899.00 

SSM 
At0-114 Furx:tlonSeriaV 

Parallel 225.00 
AIO SeriaVParallel 195.00 

KEYBOARD COMPANY 
Numeric Keypad 149.95 
Apple II Joystick 49.95 
Apple II Handconlrollets 29.95 

PROMETHEUS 
VEASAboit SpooVBufr 249.00 
VEASAcard Four·ln-1 199.00 
AUTODOC diagnostics 127.00 

VISTA COMPUTER CO. 
Vision BO 80x24Card 395.00 
Vision 40 40 col 

enharce 199.00 
Vision 20 Lo case ROM 29.95 
A800 8" OS, DO 595.00 
Qua11et Disk Drive 
Duet Disk Drive 
Solo Disk Drive 
40 Char Type-ahead 49.95 
Wiid Card 129.95 

VIOEX 
Videoterm 80x24 Card 345.00 
Keyboard Enhancer II 149.00 
SoftSwilch 35.00 
Function Strip Keys 79.00 

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS 
16K Microbuller 259,00 
32K Microbuller 299.00 
Snapshot Oplion 69.00 

VO TRAX 
Type n' Ta!k Speech 375.00 

SCOTT INSTRUMENTS 
Voice Aecognirn VErBO 799.00 

CORVUS 
5 Mb Hard Disk 3750.00 

10 Mb Hard Disk 5350.00 
20 Mb Hard Disk 6450.00 

ORANGE MICRO 
The Grappler VO (Plus) 195.00 

SATURN SYSTEMS 
32K RAM Card 239.00 
64K RAM Card 425.00 
128K RAM Card 599.00 

NOVATION 
Apple-Cat II 389.00 

HAYES MICROCOMPUTER 
Hayes Chronograph 249.00 
Micromodem II 349.00 
Sma1tmodem 299.00 

MOUNTAIN COMPUTER 
CPS Multifunction 239.00 
RAM Plus 189.00 
Expansion Chassis 750.00 
Music Syslem 395.00 
100,000 Day Clock 375.00 
The Clock 280.00 
ND plus D/A 350.00 
Supertalker 199.00 
lntrol X·10 Controller 200.00 
ROM Plus 155.00 
Keyboard Filler ROM 55.00 
Copy ROM 55.00 
ROM Writer 175.00 

M&R ENTERPRISES 
Sup"rterm 80x24 Card 395.00 
Sup'<Switcher 6 Amp 

Power Supply 295.00 
Sup'rMod 11 AF 

Modulator 69.00 
Apple Fan 55.00 

ALS 
The CP/ M Plus ZBO ard 399.00 
Smar1erm 80x24 Card 349.00 
The Syne1gizer Padl.age 699.00 

.ACP 
$449.00 

389.00 
CALL 
21.95 

375.00 
199.00 
174.95 
149.95 
695.00 

ACP 
$249.00 

89.00 
579.00 

179.00 
165.00 

124.95 
44.50 
25.95 

199.00 
166.00 
117.00 

269.00 

149.00 
25.00 

399.00 
699.00 
499.00 
269.00 

35.00 
115.00 

279.00 
129.00 
30.00 
69.00 

220.00 
253.00 

59.00 

339.00 

675.00 

2495.00 
2895.00 
3995.00 

129.95 

189.00 
355.00 
505.00 

329.00 

229.00 
289.00 
229.00 

169.00 
139.00 
699.00 
335.00 
325.00 
249.00 
299.00 
169.00 
175.00 
129.00 
44.00 
44.00 

159.00 

279.00 

239.00 

49.00 
43.00 

299.00 
279.00 
549.00 

ZBO Sottcard'" .•• PASCAL CP/MN 
Full 1 year Warranty. Top Quality by COEX 

NEW $
PL~E 5995 

Also from COEX NEW EPSON 
Parallel Interface tor Apple. 

With cable . . . ....... $39.95 
TERMS: MO. Cashier's Check. Bank Wire. Personal 
checks allow 2 weeks lor mocessin9. Include Drivers 
License and credit card •s V+sa. AMEX. CB addJ<lb 
service charoe Add J<lb Sh1ppin9 &handling or S2.50. 
whichever is greater. Add 10'\i lor toreign orders or 
USParce1Posl. lncludeTelephone number. NOCODs 
~~ M,CfllCI to i:~,. wi!hou! nO!ice Some iiems 
~tQ~Nie.W•reMfllleU'e~ 1osubs1i1u1e 
-oifKlur.!flti't.9lleiit"'"""'mti"~ 
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2101 256 x 4 (450ns) 1771 5 9.9 
5101 256 x 4 (450ns) (cmos) 1791 4.9' 
2102-1 1024 x 1 (450ns) 1793 7.9,
2102L-4 1024 x 1 (450ns) (LP) 1795 13.91 
2102L-2 1024 x 1 (250ns) (LP) 1797 19.9!
2111 256 x 4 (450ns) 6843 

12.92112 256 x 4 (450ns) 8272 
2114 1024 x 4 (450ns) UP0765 2.9! 

2114L-4 1024 x 4 (450ns) (LP) 1691 4.9 

2114L-3 1024 x 4 (300ns) (LP) 2143 18.95 3.2' 

2114L-2 1024 x 4 (200ns) (LP) INTERFACE 14.9 
2147 4096 x 1 (55ns) 8T26 12.9 
TMS4044-4 4096 x 1 (450ns) 8T28 4.0 Mhz 34.9' 
TMS4044·3 4096 x 1 (300ns) 8T95 25.9 
TMS4044-2 4096 x 1 (200ns) 8T96 14.9 
MK4118 1024 x 8 (250ns) 8T97 12.2' 
TMM2016-200 2048 x 8 (200ns) 8T98 

3.4! 
TMM2016-150 2048 x 8 (150ns) OM8131 

OP8304 5.7! 
TMM2016-100 2048 x 8 (100ns) 

OS8835 9.9 
HM6 116-4 2048 x 8 (200ns) (cmos) OS8836 11.9
HM6 11 6-3 2048 x 8 (150ns) (cmos) MISC . 6.9 HM6 116-2 2048 x 8 (120ns) (cmos) 
HM6116LP· 4 2048 x 8 (200ns) (cmos)(LP) 7.95 Z80A-SI0/9 2.2 

HM6116LP-3 2048 x 8 (150ns) (cmos)(LP) 4.95 24.9! 

Hld6 116LP-2 2048 x 8 (120ns) (cmos)(LP) 
4.95 

6.0 Mhz 24.9 
9.00 

Z·6132 4096 x 8 (300ns) (Ostal) 13.95 
LP = Low Power Ostat ;: Quasi-Static 7.95 

9.95 10.9 
2513-002 LOW 9.95 22.2 

DYNAMIC RAMS SOUND CHIPS ZILOG 29.9! 

TMS4027 4096 x 1 (250ns) 
76477 3.95 29.9 

UP0411 4096 x 1 (300ns) 
76489 8.95 7.9! 
AY3-8910 12.95 

MM5280 4096 x 1 (300ns) MC3340 1.49 12.9! 
MK4108 8192 x 1 (200ns) 35.9 
MM5298 8192 x 1 (250ns) CRT 68650 12.9! 
4116-300 16384 x 1 (300ns) CONTROLLERS 68600 = 2 MHZ 
4116-250 16384 x 1 (250ns) 6845 14.95 
4116-200 16384 x 1 (200ns) 68645 35.95 1.0mhz 
4116-150 16384 x 1 (150ns) H046505SP 15.95 1.8432 
4116-120 16384 x 1 (120ns) 6847 12.25 2.0 6500 
2118 16384 x 1 (150no) (5v) MC1372 6.95 1 MHZ 
4164-200 65536 x 1 (200ns) (5v) 68047 24.95 5.9 
4164 -150 65536 x 1 (150ns) (5v) 8275 29.95 6.9 

5V = single 5 volt supply 7220 99.95 8.9 CRT5027 39.95 
CRT5037 49.95 9.9 

EPROMS 
TMS9918A 39.95 4.3 
OP8350 49.95 8.7 

1702 256 x 8 (1us) BIT-RATE 11 .2 

2708 1024 x 8 (450ns) GENERATORS 22.5 

2758 1024 x 8 (450ns)(5v) MC14411 11 .95 11 .8 

2716 2048 x 8 (450ns)(5v) 6R1941 11.95 2 MHZ 
2716-1 2048 x 8 (350ns)(5v) 4702 12.95 9.9 
TMS2516 2048 x 8 (450ns)(Sv) COM5016 16.95 11 .7 
TMS2716 2048 x 8 (450ns) COM8116 10.95 12.4 
TMS2532 4096 x 8 (450ns)(5v) MM5307 10.95 28.5 
2732 4096 x 8 (450ns)(Sv) UARTS 12.9 
2732-250 4096 .x 8 (250ns)(5v) AY3· 1014 
2732-200 4096 x 8 (200ns)(5v) AY5- t 013 14.9 
2764 8192 x 8 (450ns)(5v) AYJ1015 
2764-250 8192 x 8 (250ns)(5v) PT1472 
2764-200 8192 x 8 (200ns)(5v) TR16D2 

EXARTMS2564 8192 x 8 (450ns)(5v) 2350 
2651MC68764 8192 x 8 (450ns)(5v)(24 p in) 
TMS6011 3_; 

5v = Single 5 Volt Supply IM6402 3.1 
IM6403 3.! 
INS8250 14.95 5.: 

EPROM ERASERS KEYBOARD 3.: 

CHIPS AOC0800 

AY5· 2376 AOC0804 
Timer AY5-3600 11.95 AOC0809 9000 SERIE~ 

CLOCK AOC0817 1.1 

CIRCUITS 
OAC0800 2.' 
OACD806 3. 
OAC0808 9. 
OAC1020 
OAC1022 
MC1408L6 
MC1408L8 
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IC SOCKETS 
74LSOO .24 74LS86 .39 74LS169 1.7S 7 4LS323 3.SO 

1-99 100 

74LS01 .2S 74LS90 .SS 74LS170 1.49 74LS1 24 1.7S 
8 pin ST .13 .11 7400 .19 74132 .4S 

4000 .29 4S27 1.9S 

74LS02 .2S 74LS91 .89 74LS173 .69 74LS3S2 
14 pin ST .1S .12 7401 .19 4001 .2S 4S28 1.19 

1.29 16 pin ST .17 .13 74136 .so 

74LS03 .2S 74LS92 .SS 74LS174 .SS 74LS3S3 1.29 
7402 .19 74141 .6S 

4002 .2S 4S31 .9S 
18 pin ST .20 .18 

74LS04 .24 74LS93 .SS 74LS17S .SS 74LS363 1.3S 20 p in ST .29 .27 
7403 .19 74142 2.9S 

4006 .89 4S32 1.9S 

74LSOS .2S 74LS9S .7S 74LS181 2 .1S 74LS364 1.9S 22 p in ST .30 .27 7404 .19 74143 2.9S 
4007 .29 4S38 1.9S 

74LS08 .28 74LS96 .89 74LS189 8.9S 74LS36S .49 24 pin ST .30 .27 740S .2S 7414S .60 
4008 .9S 4S39 1.9S 

74LS09 .29 74LS107 .39 74LS190 .89 74LS366 .49 28 pin ST .40 .32 7406 .29 74147 1.7S 
4009 .39 4S41 2.64 

74LS10 .2S 74LS109 .39 74LS191 .89 74LS367 .4S 40 pin ST .49 .39 7407 .29 74148 1.20 
4010 .4S 4S43 1.19 

74LS11 .3S 74LS112 .39 74LS192 .79 7 4LS368 .4S 64 pin ST 4.2S call 7408 .24 741SO 1.3S 
4011 .2S 4SS3 S.79 

74LS12 .3S 74LS1 13 .39 74LS193 .79 74LS373 .99 ST : SOLDERTAIL 7409 .19 741S1 .SS 
4012 .2S 4SSS .9S 

74LS13 .4S 74LS114 .39 74LS194 .69 74LS374 .99 
8 pin WW .S9 .49 7410 .19 741S2 .6S 

4013 .38 4SS6 .9S 

74LS14 .S9 74LS122 .4S 74LS19S .69 74LS377 1.39 
14 pin WW .69 .S2 7411 .2S 741S3 .SS 

4014 .79 4S81 1.9S 

74LS1S .3S 74LS123 .79 74LS196 .79 74LS378 1.18 
16pinWW .69 .S8 7412 .30 401S .39 4S82 1.9S 
18 pin WW .99 .90 741S4 1.2S 

74LS20 .2S 74LS124 2.90 74LS197 .79 74LS379 
7413 .3S 4016 .39 4S84 .7S 

1.3S 20 pin WW 1.09 .98 741SS .7S 

74LS21 .29 74LS12S 7 4LS221 
7414 .49 4017 .69 4S8S .7S 

.49 .89 74LS38S 1.90 22 p in WW 1.39 1.28 741S6 .6S 

74LS22 .2S 74LS126 .49 74LS240 .9S 74LS386 .4S 24 p in WW 1.49 1.3S 
7416 .2S 741S7 .SS 

4018 .79 4702 12.9S 

74LS26 .29 74LS132 .S9 74LS241 .99 74LS390 1.19 28pinWW 1.69 1.49 7417 .2S 741S9 1.6S 
4019 .39 74COO .3S 

74LS27 .29 74LS1 33 .S9 74LS242 .99 74LS393 1.19 40 pin WW 1.99 1.80 7420 .19 74160 .8S 
4020 .7S 74C02 .3S 

74LS28 .3S 74LS136 .39 74LS243 .99 74LS39S 1.19 WW : WIREWRAP 7421 .3S 74161 .69 
4021 .79 74C04 .3S 

74LS30 .2S 74LS137 .99 74LS244 .99 74LS399 1.49 16 pin ZIF 6.7S call 7422 .3S 74162 .8S 
4022 .79 74C08 .3S 

74LS32 .29 74LS138 .SS 74LS24S 1.49 74LS424 2.9S 24 p in ZIF 9.9S call 7423 .29 74163 .69 
4023 .29 7 4C10 .3S 

74LS33 .SS 74LS139 .SS 74LS247 .7S 74LS447 .37 28 p in ZIF 10.9S call 742S .29 74164 .8S 
4024 .6S 74C1 4 .S9 

74LS37 .3S 74LS14S 1.20 7 4LS248 .99 74LS490 1.9S ZIF = TEX TOOL 7426 .29 7416S .8S 
402S .29 74C20 .3S 

74LS38 .3S 74LS147 2.49 74LS249 .99 74LS624 3.99 (Zero Insertion Force) 7427 .29 74166 1.00 
4026 1.6S 74C30 .3S 

74LS40 .2S 74L S148 1.3S 74LS2S1 .S9 74LS668 1.69 7428 .4S 74167 2.9S 
4027 .4S 7 4C32 .39 

74LS42 .49 74LS1S1 .SS 74LS2S3 .S9 74LS669 1.89 7430 .19 74170 1.6S 
4028 .69 74C42 1.29 

74LS47 .7S 74LS1S3 .SS 74LS2S7 .S9 74LS670 1.49 CONNECTORS 
. 7432 .29 74172 S.9S 

4029 .79 74C48 1.99 

74LS48 .7S 74LS1S4 1.90 74LS2S8 .S9 74LS674 9.6S 7433 .4S 74173 .7S 
4030 .39 74C73 .6S 

74LS49 .7S 74LS1SS .69 74LS2S9 2.7S 74LS682 3.20 RS232 MALE 2.9S 7437 .29 74174 .89 
4034 1.9S 74C74 .6S 

74LSS1 .2S 74LS1S6 .69 74LS260 .S9 74LS683 3.20 RS232 FEMALE 3.SO 7438 .29 7417S .89 
403S .8S 74C76 .80 

74LSS4 .29 74LS1S7 .6S 74LS266 .SS 74LS684 3.20 RS232 FEMALE 7440 .19 74176 .89 
4040 .7S 74C83 1.9S 

74LSSS .29 74LS1S8 .S9 74LS273 1.49 74LS68S 3.20 RIGHT ANGLE S.2S 7442 .49 74177 .7S 
4041 .7S 74C8S 1.9S 

74LS63 1.2S 74LS160 .69 74LS27S 3.3S 74LS688 2 .40 RS232 HOOD 7443 .6S 74178 1.1S 
4042 .69 74C86 .39 

74LS73 .39 74LS161 .6S 74LS279 .49 74LS689 3.20 7444 .69 74179 1.7S 
4043 .8S 74C89 4.SO 

74LS74 .3S 74LS162 .69 74LS280 1.98 74LS783 24.9S 744S .69 74180 .7S 
4044 .79 74C90 1.19 

74LS7S .39 74LS163 .6S 74LS283 .69 81LS9S 7446 .69 74181 2.2S 
4046 .8S 74C93 1.7S 

74LS76 .39 74LS164 .69 74LS290 .89 81LS96 7447 .69 74182 .7S 
4047 .9S 74C9S .99 

74LS78 .49 74LS16S .9S 74LS293 .89 81LS97 7448 .69 74184 2.00 
4049 .3S 74C107 .89 

74LS83 .60 74LS166 1.9S 74LS29S .99 81LS98 DIP 74SO .19 7418S 2.00 
40SO .3S 74C1SO S.7S 

74LS8S .69 74LS168 1.7S 74LS298 .89 2SLS2S21 SWITCHES 74S1 .23 74186 18.SO 
40S1 .79 74C1S1 2.2S 

74LS299 1.7S 2SLS2S69 74S3 .23 74190 1.1S 
40S3 .79 74C1S4 3.2S 

74S4 .23 74191 1.1S 
4060 .89 74C1S7 1.7S 

7460 .23 74192 .79 
4066 .39 74C160 1.19 

7470 .3S 74193 .79 
4068 .39 74C161 1.19 

Prices Slashed! 
7472 .29 74194 .8S 

4069 .29 74C162 1.19 
7473 .34 7419S .8S 

4070 .3S 74C163 1.19 

74500 7474 .33 74196 .79 
4071 .29 74C164 1.39 

747S .4S 74197 .7S 
4072 .29 74C16S 2.00 

1 74500 .32 74S163 
7476 .3S 74198 1.3S 

4073 .29 74C173 .79 

74S02 .3S 74S168 
7480 .S9 74199 1.3S 

407S .29 74C174 1.19 

74S03 .3S 74S169 
7481 1.10 74221 1.3S 

4076 .79 74C17S 1.19 

74S04 .3S 74S174 
7482 .9S 74246 1.3S 

4078 .29 74C192 1.4,9 

74SOS .3S 
7483 .50 74247 1.2S 

4081 .29 74C193 1.49 

74S17S 
74S08 .3S 

748S .S9 74248 1.8S 
4082 .29 74C19S 1.39 

74S181 7486 .3S 408S .9S 74C200 S.7S 

74S09 .40 74S182 7489 
74249 1.9S 40862.1S 742S1 .7S 

.9S 74C221 1.7S 

74S10 .3S 74S188 7490 .3S 4093 .49 74C373 2.4S
742S9 2.2S 

74S11 .3S 74S189 7491 .40 4098 2.49 74C374 2.4S 7426S 1.3S 
74S1S .3S 74S194 7492 .so 74273 

4099 1.9S 74C901 .391.9S 
74S20 .3S 74S195 7493 .3S 74276 1.2S 

14409 12.9S 74C902 .8S 

74S22 .3S 74S196 
7494 .6S 74279 .7S 

14410 12.9S 74C903 .8S 

74S30 .3S 74S197 
749S .SS 74283 2.00 

14411 11 .9S 74C90S 10.9S 

74S32 .40 74S201 
7496 .70 74284 3.7S 

14412 12.9S 74C906 .9S 

74S37 .88 74S22S 
7497 2.7S 7428S 3.7S 

14419 7.9S 74C907 1.00 

74S38 .8S 74S240 
74100 1.7S 74290 .9S 

14433 4.18 74C908 2.00 

74S40 .3S 74S241 
74107 .30 74293 .7S 

4S02 .9S 74C909 2.7S 

74SS1 .3S 74S244 
74109 .4S 74298 .8S 

4S03 .6S 74C911 8 .9S 

74S64 .40 
74110 .4S 743S1 2.2S 

4S08 1.9S 74C912 8.9S 

74S2S1 74111 .SS 4S10 .8S 74C914 1.9S 

74S6S 
7436S .6S 

.40 74S2S3 74116 1.SS 4S11 .8S 74C91S 1.1974366 .6S 
74S74 .so 74S2S7 74120 1.20 4S12 .8S 74C918 2.7s 

74S8S 1.99 74S2S8 
74367 .6S 

74121 .29 74368 .6S 
4S14 1.2S 74C920 17.9S 

74S86 .so 74S260 74122 4S1S 1.79.4S 74376 2.20 
74C921 1S.9S 

74S112 .so 74S274 74123 .49 74390 1.7S 
4S16 1.SS 74C922 4.49 

74S113 .so 74S27S 
7412S .4S 74393 1.3S 

4S18 .89 74C923 4.9S 

74S114 .SS 74S280 
74126 .4S 7442S 3.1S 

4S19 .39 74C92S S.9S 

74S124 2.7S 74S287 
74128 .SS 74426 .8S 

4S20 .79 74C926 7.9S 

74S132 1.24 74S288 74490 2.SS 
4S22 1.2S 74C928 7.9S 
4S26 1.2S 74C929 19.9S 

74S133 .4S 74S289 
74S134 .so 74S301 
74S13S .89 74S373 
74S138 .8S 74S374 
74S139 .8S 74S381 PN2222 NPN SWITCH T0-92 
74S140 .SS 74S387 PN2907 PNP SWITCH T0-92 

7 4S1S1 .9S 74S412 LED LAMPS 2N2222 NPNSWITCH T0-18 

74S1S3 .9S 74S471 1·99 100"UP 2N2907 PNP SWITCH T0-18 

74S1S7 .9S 74S472 Jumbo 2N30SS NPN POWER T0-3 

74S1S8 .9S 74S474 Red .10 ,09 30SST NPN POWER T0-220 

74S161 1.9S 2N3904 NPN SWITCH T0-92 

74S162 1.9S 
,18 .1S 2N3906 NPN SWITCH T0-92 

IN4148 (IN914) SWITCHING 
IN4004 RECTIFIER 
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LM301 .34 LM348 .99 NES64 2.9S LM1496 
LM301H .79 LM3SOK 4.9S LMS6S .99 LM1SS8H 
LM307 .4S LM3SOT 4.60 LMS66 1.49 LM1800 
LM308 .69 LM3S8 .69 LMS67 .89 LM1812 
LM308H 1.1S LM3S9 1.79 NES70 3.9S LM1830 
LM309H 1.9S LM376 3:7S NES71 2.9S LM1871 
LM309K 1.2S LM377 1.9S NES92 2.7S LM1872 
LM310 1.7S LM378 2.SO LM703 .89 LM1877 
LM311 .64 LM379 4.SO LM709 .S9 LM1889 
LM311H .89 LM380 .89 LM710 .7S LM1896 
LM312H 1.7S LM380N-8 1.10 LM711 .79 LM2877 
LM317K 3.9S LM381 1.60 LM723 .49 LM2878 
LM317T 1.19 LM382 1.60 LM723H .SS LM2900 
LM318 1.49 LM383 1.9S LM733 .98 LM2901 
LM318H 1.S9 LM384 1.9S LM741 .3S LM3900 
LM319H 1.90 LM386 .89 LM741N-14 .3S LM390S 
LM319 1.2S LM387 1.40 LM741H .40 LM3909 
LM320(see 7900) LM389 1.3S LM747 .69 LM3911 
LM322 1.6S LM390 1.9S LM748 .S9 LM3914 
LM323K 4.9S LM392 .69 LM1014 1.19 LM391S 
LM324 .S9 LM394H 4.60 LM1303 1.9S LM3916 
LM329 .6S LM399H S.00 LM1310 1.49 MC4024 
LM331 3.9S NES31 2.9S MC1330 1.69 MC4044 
LM334 1.19 NES36 6.00 MC1349 1.89 RC4136 
LM33S 1.40 NESSS .34 MC13SO 1.19 RC41S1 
LM336 1.7S NESS6 .6S MC13S8 1.69 LM42SO 
LM337K 3.9S NESS& 1.SO MC1372 6.9S LM4SOO 
LM337T 1.9S NESSS .34 LM1414 1.S9 LM13080 
LM338K 6.9S NESS6 .6S LM14S8 .S9 LM13600 
LM339 .99 NESS& 1.SO LM1488 .69 LM13700 
LM340 (see 7800) NES61 24.9S LM1489 .69 

SINGLE COLOR COLOR COOED,.,. CONTACTS 10'10' 
.5010 4.40 .6.3 7.30 
.65 11.0020 5.70 1.25 
.7526 6.60 1.32 11.60 
.98 8.60 1.65 14.5034 

1.3240 11.60 1.92 16.80 
1.38 12.10 2.50 22.00 50 

FR-4 Epoxy Glass Laminate 

With Gold Plated Contact Fingers 


S-100 BUSS 
Bare - No Foil Pads . . ... .. . 
Horizontal BUSS .. . . . ... . .. . 
Vertical BUSS ... .. .. ... .. .. . 
Single Foil Pads Per Hole ... . 

APPLE 
Bare - No Foil Pads 
Horizontal BUSS ....... . . .. . 
Single Foil Pads Per Hole ... . 

IBM 
BUSS Lines+ Pads ..... . .. .. 55.00 

GENERAL PURPOSE 
22/44 PIN ( .156" SPACING) 

P441-3 Vertical BUSS, 4.5" x 6" ... .. 13.95 
P442-3 Vertical BUSS, 4.5" x 9" . . . .. 14.95 

36/72 PIN ( .1" SPACING) 

.es CA 3023 2.7S CA 3082 
3.10 CA3039 1.29 CA 3083 
2.37 CA 3046 1.2S CA 3086 
8.2S 	 CA 30S9 ·2.90 CA 3089 
3.SO 	 CA 3060 2.90 CA 3096 
S.49 	 CA 306S 1.7S CA 3130 
S.49 CA 3080 1.10 CA3140 
3.2S CA 3081 1.6S CA 3146 
1.9S CA 3160 

1.7S 
2.0S Tl2.2S 
.es TL494 4.20 7S36S 

1.00 TL496 1.6S 7S4SO 
.S9 TL497 3.2S 7S4S1 

1.2S 7S107 1.49 7S4S2 
.98 7S110 1.9S 7S4S3 

2.2S 7S1SO 1.9S 7S4S4 
3.9S 7S1S4 1.9S 7S491 

7S188 1.2S 7S4923.9S 
7S189 1.2S 7S4933.9S 7S494

3.9S 
4.SO 
1.2S 

1.7S 
3.2S 

3.9S 

Bl FET 
TL071 .79 TL084 

1.29 TL072 1.19 LF:l47 
1.49 TL074 2.19 LF351 
1.49 	 TL081 .79 LF3S3 

TL082 1.19 LF355 
TL083 1.19 LF356 

LF357 

VY c. nK v c. r nc. 

COMPLETE LINE 

OF IDC AND 


D-SUBMINIATURE 


OSBORNE/MC GRAW-HILL 
Apple II User's Guide •••.•••.• • . 16.9~ 
CRT Controller"s Handbook • . •• . • . • 9.95 
68000 Assembly Language 

Programming .• • . • .•• • . • •.•• 16.99 
CBASIC User Guide . . . . . . . • • • • . 15.00 

SYBEX 
Your Your First Computer • . . • . . . . 8.95 
The CP/M Handbook ... . .•. • ... 14.9S 
The PASCAL Handbook .•.•..••• 18.9S 
Microprocessor lnteriacing 

Techniques ..•. . .. • . . ..• • .. 17.95 

MICROCOMPUTER 

HARDWARE HANDBOOK 


FROM ELCOMP - $14.95 
Over 800 pages of manufacturers data 
sheets on most commonly used IC's. 
Includes: 
*TTL - 74/74LS and 74F 
*CMOS 
*Voltage Regulators 
* 	Memory - RAM, ROM , EPROM 
* 	CPU's - 6800, 6500, Z80, 8080, 

8085, 8086/8 
* 	MPU support & interface 

6500. Z80, 8200, etc. 

VOLTAGE 

REGULATORS 

.89 790ST 
:a9 7908T 
.89 7912T 
.89 791ST 
.89 7924T 

1.39 790SK 
1.39 7912K 
1.39 791SK 
1.39 7924K 

.69 79LOS 

.69 79L12 

.69 79L1S 

9.9S LM323K 
9.9S UA78S40 

T • T0-220 K • T0-3 

L • T0-92 


TANDON 
TM100-1 5'!.'' (FOR IBM) SS/DD 229.00 
TM100-2 sw· (FOR IBM) os100 295.00 

SHUGART 
SA 400L SW' (40TRACK) SS/DD 199.95 

SIEMENS 
FD100-8 8" SS/DD 

(801 REPLACEMENT) '11 · 

PERTEC 
I 11 

CABINET FOR 51/4" 


DISK DRIVE 

* COLOR MATCHES APPLE 
* FITS SHUGART 

SPECIAL - $29.95 
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tl€.~ VIEWMAX 80 
A Full Function 80 column card 
for Apple II*  Compare these 
features with any other: 

* 7x9 dot matrix; Upper and 
lower case with true 
descenders 

* Soft Video switch 
* Inverse video characters 
*Shift key support 
* Fully compatible with Apple* 

DOS, CP/M*, PASCAL, and 
most popular word 
processors 

* 2 VEAR WARRANTY 

$21995 

JDR COOLING FAN 
FOR YOUR APPLE II 

* Easy installation  no 
modification of Apple 
required 

* Eliminates overheating 
problems 

* Switch on front controls fan, 
Apple, and extra outlet 

* Rotron whisper fan is the 
quietest, most reliable on the 
market 

OKIDATA PRINTERS 
* 120 cps, 9x9 Dot Matrix 
* 50% faster than EPSON 
* Parallel and Serial interfaces 

are standard 

M L-82A . . . . . . . . . . s47950 

ML-83A .......... s5999s 
ML-84 PARALLEL ••• s1059°0 

* Fully Apple* compatible 

* 35 Track  Will read hal1 
tracks! 

* Use with our controller 
(call for price) or with 
your Apple controller 

* Price includes case and 
cable  ready to plug in 

* Attractive cabinet 
matches Apple drive 

* 90-Day Warranty 

~THANA SS SD SOFT ••• 24 . 9~ 

lllEMOREX SS SD SOFT 26.9~ 
i/ERBATIM SS DD SOFT 29.9~ 

ilERBA TIM 10 SECT. HARD 29.9~ 

NASHUA 

CALL FOR PRICES ON 82A TRACTOR OPTION 
AND 82A, 83A GRAPHICS OPTION. CABLES 
ANn INTi=Ri:Al"i: l"ARn~ AVAii ARI i: 

roP QUALITY  LOW PRICE 
Single Sided, Single Density 
Soft Sectored with Hub Ring 

$19.95 BOX OF 1C' 

Circle 221 on inquiry card. 

JDR 16K RAMCARD 
For Apple 11* 

* Expand your 48K Apple to 64K 
* Fully compatible with Apple 

Language System  Use in 
place of Apple Language card 

* Provides extra memory for 
Visicalc™ 

* Run PASCAL, FORTRAN, 
Integer Basic with appropriate 
software 

* Highest quality card features: 
gold edge connector, sockets 
for all IC's 

NOW WITH 2 VEAR WARRANT'/ 

ASSEMBLED & TESTED $4491: 
WITH WARRANTY . . . . . . . . . ~ 

KIT  INCLUDES ALL $4Q9i; 
PARTS & INSTRUCTIONS. . . ~ 

GREEN PHOSPHOR 

NEC JB1201M s159oo 
ZENITH zvM-121 s11 goo 

COLOR 

NEWPORT 
PROSTICK 

* Professional Quality 
Atari-Type Joystick

* Extremely Rugged  Actual 
Arcade game Joystick

* All parts are replaceable
* 6 Month Warranty 

$3100EA $5Q95PR 
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MOUNTED ON PC BOARD 

MANUFACTURED BY CONVER 


+5 VOLT 4 AMP 

±12VOLT1 AMP 




• • 

---

Palomar: 
first word 
1n savings, 
final word 

for 

service! 


Depend on Palomar for great backup: 
(1) Expert technical advice. (2) Fast 
response on orders. (3) In-house 
service. ( 4) Guaranteed satisfaction. 

FRANKUN SPECIAL 


Save 28°/o
Franklin Ace 1000 ':' . .. . $1.330.00 Taxan 12" 
TEAC Super 5 Oisk Orive Green Screen . . . . . 169.00 

with Controller . .. . 495.00 Oiskettes . . . . . . . . . . . 35.00 
Gemini 10 .... . . . . . . 499.00 Oiskette Case . . . . . . . 5.00 
Genie Graphics Card .. 159.00 ~ 

*Add $200 for Apple ll / 46K NOW-s1,945°0 

PRINTERS 

COMREX OKIDATA 
Gomriter GR-1G ............... .GALL Microline 82-A .. ........ .. .... .... ... . ..... 519.00 

Tractor Feed .. .. .. .. ..89.00 Microline 83-A . .. .775.00 


Microline 84-S .. 1250.00 
EPSON Microline 84-P .. 1150.00 
ASAP 2K Serial .. . .. ..... ..... .. .. 59.00 2K Parallel Interface .. . .... .. .. 129.00 
Gomrex 4K Bulfer .........139.00 Forms Tractor (82-A) . . .. .. 55.00 
Microbuffer-16K Parall ..... .... .. 139.00 OLYMPIAMicrobuffer-8K Serial ..... .. 139.00 


ES 100 KRO .. . .... 999.00 
ES 100 . ..799.00NEC Serial/Parallel lntedac1 .. 250.00 

3510 RO Seria l . _ ....1515.00 GGS Apple Seria l Gard .. ..135.00 
3520 KSR Serial ...........2100.00 
3530 RO Parallel .... ..... 1750.00 SMITH COROfl , 
3550 RO IBM . .. .... 1880.00 TP-1 .. .. ..... ....649.00 
7710 RO Serial ... .. 2465.00 STAR :s
7730 RO Parallel ..... 2465.00 Gemini 10 .. .GALL
8023-A Dot Matrix ·-- ..549.00 Gemini 15 ...GALL
Bi-Directional Tractor (3500) . .... ...230.00 

Gut Sheet Guide (35DO) .. .......... ... 90.00 TEC 

Envelope Handler (3500) ........ .....270.00 PMG 8510 Parallel ................. ..... . .475.00 

Horizontal Tractor (7700) ... ... ....... . 150.00 ITOH 8510-A Parallel ........... .......... .499.00 

Bi-Directional Tractor (7700) ..... .. .. 345.00 ITOH 8510-A Serial .• . . . ... ...... .....650.00 

Friction Attachment (7700) .. .. 35.00 ITOH 1550 Parallel ...... 750.00 


ITOH 1550 Seri'' .... ... 789.00 

NOVELL ITOH F-10-40 _ ................. 1535.00 

Image 800 . .. ........ .......999.00 ITOH F-10-55 ...... 1875.00 


MODEMS 
HAYES NOVATION 
Micromodem II (Apple II ) . .. .. .... ... . 299.00 CAT (Acoustic' ..... ... 149.00 
Micromodem II With Terminal D-GA T .. 165.00 

Program ... . .. ...315.00 Au to CAT .. .215.00 
Micromodem 100 (S -100) .. .349.00 212 Auto ...599.00 
Smar tmodem (RS-232) . . ... 225.00 Apple GAl ... 299.00 
Chronograph (RS-232) .. ... ... . ...... 195.00 212 App le .. .615.00 
Terminal Program . .. ... .........75.00 Expansion ......35.00 

UDS 
103 LP Direct .. .... . . .... 175.00 

Handset 
Firmware 

... .. 27.00 

..... 27.00 

103 JLP Auto I .........209.00 
202 SLP 1200 I 
212 LP . 

..... ....... ... 255.00 
... ..469.00 Order Toi I-Free! 

SUPPUES 
PRIN- VERBAl 
Gomrex ... ... 18.00 5'.4 " SSDD .. ...... 3.25 
NEG (Thi1 .... .14.95 5!/i' DSDD ' nn 
n 1 ........ ; ... 11 
 30.00 SY.'' ssnn 

Many items are not listed. Please calf our 800 number if 
you don 't see what you 're looking for. 
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APPLE 
SYSTEMS & UTILITIES

HARDWARE Apple Mecharuc 2100DISK DRIVES 
Applf II Plus CALL Corona SMBWinches1e1 CALL 

DOS Boss 18.00 
ALS Z Card 21900 Corona 10MB Wmches1e1 CALL 

Ut1!ttyC1ly 21.00 
ALS Z Card. w1!h Supercalc 36900 01skllW1thCont1olle1Ca1d CALL 

SAM 9900 
CCSIHECanl 17500 M1c1osc1 AJSW1thCon1ro11er Card 37500 Apple Soll Comprlei 	 13500
CCS Ana1ogr01g1ta1Ca1d 	 10500 M1c1osc1Con1rolle1 Card 99.00 Bas1cComp1!e1 	 29900ccs 12K ROM/PROM Module 	 109.00 Rana Disk Drive 35900 Hie Artist 5900
CCS Prog1ammao1e Timer 	 10500 Rana Con tro ller 10900 Zoom Graplucs 3500 
ComrexClockCard 6900 TEAC Super S Disc Duve 29900 
CPSMull1tunc11onCard 17900 TEACSuperSCont1011erCard 89.00 GAMES 
Ec11011SpeechSynthesiier 17500 Temple of Apst1a1 29.00 

EDP ..C: Suige P101ec101 '900 Da!e stonesolRyn 1500 

EOP EMl-Aflf1Uer 3900 Morloc·s Tower 15.00
SOFTWARE Rescue at Rigel 2100 

HayesM1cromoaemll 299.00 
Expandaport ·6PortsW1thSpeaker 5500 

BUSINESS lntr03·Pak tRyn, Morloc. R1ge11 J900 

M1croburler U 16K 21900 a Base II 5J900 Crush. Ccumble and Chomp 2100 

M1crobolle11132K 24500 Tile Home Accountant 5500 Dragon's Eye 1900 
Sens1tneSpe11er 9900 ChopL111e1 1500Microsoll Z80Soltcard 265.00 
PFS !>JOO AWe Panic 1100M1crotek t6KRam Card 7900 

M1crotekPa1alle!P1in1erCard 	 6900 PFSRepor! 6900 A1cade Mac11me 3500 
Mitro!ekG1aptncsCa1d 10900 PFSGraph 99.00 StarBlaler 1500 
M1crotekGraph1cs Card-T6K 18500 SupeiCalc 	 2J500 Serpenline 25.00 


17900
DB. Mas1er naslerBtas1er 21.00 

Mounta:nCompulerRamplustJ2Kl 179.00 
Mountain Compute1 Romwnter 145.00 

DB Master Ut1h1y Pak .::t 7900 Deadline J500 
OB Masler Utihl1Pak :2 7900 Slarcrnss 2900MPCSrnal Pflnter Ca1d 	 89.00 
V1s1Calc 20500 Zoikl 2900 

Nova11on Apple Ca t 29900 
M & R Supe1 Fan 4000 

Desktop Plan ft 	 20500 Zorkll 2900 
V1s1Trend1Plol 	 24900 Zorklll 1900tl ova11on Expans1onMo!lule 	 J;!lO 
V•s1Term 6500 Snack Attack 2100 

Nume11cKey Pad 15000 
NovallonHandset 1700 

V1s1Dea 	 20500 P11sm 15 00 
20500 PERSONAL COMPUTERSV1s1F1le Cas t1 eWol!enste1n 11 00 


OldtRev 1-61 1900 

Paymar Lower Case Aelaoters 

V1s1Srhedule 249 00 RobolWars 1900 
I-Jew ~Rev 7) 1900 Le11erPe11ec1 10900 ThreeM1!e Island 1900 ' 

ST864KExpans1on Card 23900 Data Perfect 7500 Frogger 2500 ALTOS OSBORNE 
St1perted 40156170 9900 CannonBallBlili 1500STB t28K Memory Card J9900 	 ACS 8000-2 . . .. 3199.00 Osborne I Portable. Includes $200 

Sys1em Saver-FantOuue1s1Sw11ch 7900 PERSON AL & HOME Wa1pOes1royer 2100 
TGGa<flePaddles 1900 Algebra I 1900 Audea 2100 ACS 8000-15 ... . .4399.00 . Extras .. 1795.00 

TGJoyShcks 
 45.00 Alg ~ b1a II 29.00 Autobahn 21.00 

TG Select-A-Port 4500 CompuMalh Anth Skill 3900 Bandits 250 0 APPLE KAY COMP 

V1dea80Co!umnCard 27900 CompuSpeU tRe90ata01~kl 1100 Beer Run 2100 

V1Clu Enhancer II tRev 7) 125.00 CompuRead 1100 Borg 1100 Apple II Plus ............... CALL Kaypro Portable, Includes S250 

V1Cle~ Funcl!On Strip 6500 SAT Wo1dA!1ackSk1ll 3900 COPS & Rob~~rs 2500 Disk II D.0.S. 3 .. CALL Extras ................ 1795.00 

Palomar offers a complete selecllon of Apple Hardware and Software. Disk II .......CALL TELEVIDEO 
BASIS TS 802 . ··· ·· .3119.00 
108-0003 (64K) ....... 1895.00 TS 806 . . .........5735.00IBM 108-0004 (128K) . .. 1995.00 TS 816 .10365.00 

FRANKLINHARDWARE SOFTWARE 	 Pal omar is pledged 
ACE 1000 (64K) .. CALL

IBM PC . ... CALL BUSINESS ACE 10, Disk Drive . .. CALL to your satisfaction . 
Amdek Color II RGB Monitor . .799.00 d Base II _ ..... . . .499.00 
Amdek 3" Dual Disk Drive . . ... .785.00 Denver Accounting System .. 549.00 
Corona 5MB Winchester ........... .... ... CALL Easy Filer ....... 295.00 
Corona 10MB Winchester . . ......... CALL Easy Planner .. 145.00 MONITORS 
M & R SuperMod/5 .......59.00 Easy Writer II ... .. ... ...... .... . . 259.00 

Percom Add On DiskDrive (Dual) ... .450.00 VisiCalc .............205.00 COMREX 	 U.S.I. 

PMC Disk Drive ....... 199.00 HOME & PERSONAL CR 5500-12" Green ............. .. .. 155.00 9" Green Screen . . .... .. 119.00 

STB 1/ 0 Printer Interlace (4 Ports) 225.00 The Home Acccount + .. 109.00 CR 6500-13" Composite ... ... 315.00 9" Amber Screen ... .. .155.00 
STB 64K 1/0 Memory Card ... .4 79.00 Money Decisions .. 145.00 CR 6600-13" RGB .... .429.00 12" Green Screen . .. 155.00 
Tandon TM 100-1 Disk Drive ..... .219.00 Mathmagic .............65.00 	 12" Amber Screen .175.00 

Tandon TM 100-2 Disk Drive .. .. .... .299.00 Graphmagic . . .... ..... .. 65.00 
 AMDEK 

TG Joysticks ... .•. ..... .. .49.00 GAMES 
 Video 300-12" Green .... ... 165.00 TAX AN 

Tech Adam & Eve Paddles .. .. .... ....29.00 Temple of Apshai ........ .... .. 29.00 Color I -13" Color Composite ...... .365.00 
 KG 12N-12" Green .. .. CALL 

Color II -Hi Res. RGB .... .799.00 KA 12N-12" Amber .. ... .......... CALL64K Kit (9 64K x 1 Chips) ..... 119.00 Zork Ill . .. ......... ... ...... 29.00 

Galactic Attack ... 29.00 Color Ill -Lo Res. RGB ... .469.00 RGB Vision 1-12" RGB ............ CALL
64K RAM Card . .. 199.00 

RGB Apple II Card ...... ..... .. .165.00 RGB Vision 11-12" RGB ......... CALL 


5•100 HARDWARE CPI M SOFTWARE 

Tandon TM 100-1 Disk Drive .... ......219.00 CCS CP / M Control Program 2.2 ... .129.00 (4119) Palomar makes buying easy ... I VISA· I 
Tandon TM 100-2 Disk Drive . . ....299.00 CCS GP /M Macro Assembler ........ .79.00 
CCS Disk ControllerICPM 2.2 ...... . 375.00 CCS CP/M Symb. Instr. Debug ... 65.00 
CCS 16K Static Ram Module ... . .. .. 259.00 CCS GP /M Text Formatter ....65.00 ORDER TOLL-FREE! Call 
CCS 32K Slatic Ram Module . . . .439.00 Hayes Terminal Program (8") ... .. .. 22.00 

CCS 2 Serial Port + 2Parallel . .... 315.00 Microsoft Fortran 80 (8") . 385.00 

Comrex Clock Card .•. . . .. 119.00 Microsoft Basic Compiler (8") ...... .299.00 

Hayes Micromodem 100 ... ..... .... 349.00 Microsoft Basic 80 (8") ...... 269.00 
 800-237-3333 
ACCESSORIES 	 In California call 800-338-5555 

Telex 697120-150 CABLES CENTRONI CS RS-232 
TERMS OF SALE: Cash, Check, money order. bank wire transfer, credit card. or purchase ordersCentronics/Centronics . .. .25.00 4 Wire, M/M,M/F -10 FT .18.00 

Centronics/Atari . ......30.00 9 Wire, M/ M,M/F-10 FT .. .... .. 20.00 
 from qualified firms and institutions. Please include telephone number with order and expiration 

Centronics/IBM .. ...30.00 12 Wire, M/M.M/ F-10 FT .. .. 21.00 date on credit card orders. California residents add 6% sales lax. Advertised prices are for 

Centronics/Osborne . ····· ...30.00 25 Wire. M/M,M/F-10 FT ..... .... ..... .25.00 prepaid orders FO.B. shipping point. Add 3% or S3.00 minimum for shipping in the U.S. Pricing 
Centronics/S-100 30.00 MANY MORE CABLES AVAILABLE . .... CALL and availability subject to change without notice. Address written orders to: 

Centronics/TRS I, Ill .........30.00 OUR 800.: 910-105 W. San Marcos Blvd., Dept. B-2, San Marcos, CA 92069 
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PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS 


CPU DOARDS 

CO-PROCESSOR. 8086/8087 


16 bit 8 o r 10 MHz 8086 CPU with sockets 
for 808 7 and 80130 

Part No_ Description Usl Price Dur Price 

BNGBTl86A A& T BM Hz 8086 on ly 5695.00 $624.89 
BNGBTl86C CSC 10MHz 8086 on l yS85000 $764.89 
BNGBTI 86A87 A& T with 808 7 option 5995.00 $925.00 
BNGBTl86C87 CSC wi th 8087 option • 51 I 50.00 $1065.00 

•aoa7 Limits clock speed to 5MHz 

@:!l DUAL PROCESSOR. 8085-8088 
6 or 8 MHz provid. :s true 16 Bit Pow1.Hwith a standard 


8 bit S- I 00 bus 

BNGBT161ZA A& T 6MHz 5425.00 $398.89 

BNGBTl61ZC CSC 618 MH z S525.00 $497.89 


68K - 68000 16 DIT CPU 
16 bit 8 or 10 MHz on-board sockets for 2716. 2732. 

or 2 764 EPROMs for •P to BK x I 6 of memor y 
BNGBT184A A& T BM Hz 5695.00 $625.00 
BNGBT184C CSC 10MHz 5850.00 $765.00 

FOR.TH OPERATING SYSTEM FOR. 68K CPU 
Requires a DISK 1. ·~4K of CompuPro memory. 

and an INTERFACER :! or 4. 
BNGBT68KOS FORTH operaling sys/om $ZOO.DO 

CPUZ - Z80D CPU NOW 6MHz! 
316 MHz ZBOB CPU with 24 Bil Addressing. 


FASTEST ZBO CPU AVAILABLE' 

BNGBTl6DA 316 MHz A& T 5295.00 $279.89 

BNGBT160C 316 V1Hz CSC S395.00 $374 .89 


• When 2 or more 8" disk d rives are purchased with 
Disk 1 Controller. 

DISK CONTROLLERS 

DISK 1 FLOPPY CONTROLLER.- OUR. DEST! 


Fast OMA, Solt Sector. Cont rols Up To Four B" o r 5V." 
Single o r Double Density Drives. 

BNPDB171ACPM A& T wlCPM 2.2 & BIO:> S6 70.00 $495.00 
• When purchased with two 8" $450.00 
disk drives only, 

BNPOB171CCPM CSC wlCPIM 2-2 & BIOS $770.00 $595.00 
BNGBT171 A Disk 1 Con troller A & T 5495.00 $449.89 
BNGBTI 71 C Disk l Con troller C SC S595.00 $550.00 
BNGBTCPM80 CPIM 2.2 for ZBOl8085 wlmanua l & 

BIOS 8" SID disk. $174 .89 
BNGBTCPM86 CPIM 2.2 for 8086 w/manuals 

& BIOS 8" SID disk. $Z99.89 

DISK 2/SELECTOR. CHANNEL 

HARD DISK CONTROLLER. 


Fast OMA 2 board set. controls 4 Shugart 4000 series 
or Fujitsu 23rJO type drives. Includes CP/M 2.2' 

BNGBTl77A Assembled & Tested S795.00 $750.00 
BNG8T177C CSC S895.00 8850.00 

CMOS P.AM SALE! 

RAM 17 - 64K CMOS STATIC RAM 


12 MHz. RAM t 7. 2 Wall. OMA Compatible 24 Bit Addressing 

Part No. De scripllon list Price Our Price 

BNGBTRAfl117 64K A& T IOMHz $319.00 
BNGBTl75A64 64K A&T 12MHz S599.00 $549.89 
BNGBTl75C6 4 64K CSC 12MHz 5699.00 $650.00 

RAM 16 - 32K x 16 DIT CMOS STATIC RAM 
8 and/or 16 Bil 

(ill) 12 MHz. RAM 16. 32K x 16 or 64K x 8 
IEEE.1696 I 6 Bil 2 Watt . 24 Bi l Addressing 

BNGBTRAfl116 64K A& T I OMHz $349.00 
BNGBTl80A 64 KA& T 12MHz 5650 .00 $598.89 
BNGBTl80C 64K CSC 12MHz 5750 .00 $698.89 

(ill) RAM 21 12MHz. 128K x 8 or 64K x 16 

IEtE/696 8 or 16 it. 12 Amps. 24 Bil Addressu .~ 


8NGBT190A I 28K A& T 5 I 350.00 $1225.00 

8NGBT190C 128K CSC 51450.00 $1375.00 


M-DPJVE SOLID STATE DISK DRIVE. 
3500% FASTER.!! 

Not r<)afly. bu,/ tlw n~xl bJst thing for CompuPro 8085188 

Us~rs Call for Details on M-Driv() 


M·Driv() reQuircs a 6MHz CPU 8085/88 dual processor. Disk 

I OMA disk controller and System Support 


I Mu1t1tunction Board 
BNGBTM0128KA 128K of A&T mcma<y & M-Orive Sollwarc 
BNG8TMOl28KC 128K ul CSC m"nory & M-Orive Sollwarc 
BNGBTM025611:A 256K of A& r memory & M·Drivc Software . 
BNG8TM0256KC 256K ol CSC memory & M-Orivc Sollwarc 

M-DPJVE/H HARDWARE LOGICAL DISK SYSTEM 
Inter faces through 'WO 110 ports, and runs at 10MHz. 
IEEE 696 compatible. Requires any CompuPro CPU 
a11d a Disk 1. Each bo.ird contains 512K of fast. low 

power t900mA) RAM. with parity checking_ 
BN GBT197A M-ORIVEIH w/sollwarc. A&T 5189500 $1775.00 
BNG BT197C M-ORIVE/H w/sollware_CSC 5209500 51950.00 

S-100 MAINFRAME 
110V 60Hz CVT Mainframe uses famous 20 slot 


CompuPro Molherboard (55 lbs.) 

BNGBTENCZORM 20 Slol Rackmounl S895.00 $825.00 

BNGBTENCZOOK 20 Slol Desk Top S825.00 $760.00 


1/0 DOARDS 
SYSTEM SUPPOR.T 1 MULTIFUNCTION DOAR.D 
Serial por1 (sollware prog_ baud). 4 K EPROM or RAM 

provision. 75 levels of interrupt, real time clock. 
optional math processor 

Part Na . Oescrlpllan Usl Price Dor Price 

BNGBT16Z A Assembled & Tesled 5395.00 $359.89 
BNGBT16ZC CSC S495.00 $459.89 
BN GBT6Z31 Math Chip $195 .00 
BNGBTBZ3Z Math Chip $195.00 
BNGBT16ZA fl11 A& Twl823 I Math Chip $490.00 
BNGBT16ZCfl11 CSC wl8231 Math Chip $654.89 
BNGBT16ZAMZ A& T wl8232 Math Chip $490.00 
BNGBT16ZCMZ CSC wl8232 Math Chip $654.89 

MPX CHANNEL DOAR.D 
110 Mu/l/plt'Xcr. using 8085A-2 CPU on board wl4K RAM 

BNGBT166A4 Assembled & Tested $495.00 $444.89 
BNGBT166C4 CSC S595.00 $534.89 

With 16K RAM 
5649.00 $584.89 
$749.00 $674.89 

INTER.FACER. 1 
Two Serial 110 

Assembled & Tesled S249.00 $218.89 
CSC 5324.00 SZ88.89 

INTER.FACER. 2 
Three parallel. one serial 110 board 

BNGBT150A Assembled & Tested 5249 .00 $218.89 
BNGBT150C CSC 5324.00 $Z89.89 

INTER.FACER. 3 
Eight-channe l mult i-user seria l 110 board 

BNGBT17 48A Assembled & Tested 5699.00 $628.89 
BNGBT17 48C CSC 200 hr . 8 porl 5849.00 $7 48.89 
BNGBT1745A Assembled & Tested 5599.00 $558.89 
BNGBT1745C CSC 200 hr . 5 port 5699.00 $6Z8.89 

INTER.FACER. 4 
Three Serial, 1 Parallel , 1 Centronics Parallel 

BNGBT187A Assembled '. Tested 5395.00 $314.89 
BNGBT187C CSC $495 .00 $414.89 

SPECTRUM COLOR. GRAPHICS 
Color Graphics board with Parallel 110 

BNGBT144A Assembled & Tested $299.00 $285.00 
BNGBT144C CSC $395.00 $375.00 

S-100 MOTHERDOARDS 
Active termination. 6-12-20 Slol 

BNGBT153A A& T 6 slot. 2 lbs. 5140.00 $125.00 
BNGBT153C CSC 6 slot, 2 lbs. s190.00 $155.00 
BNGBT154A A& T 12 slot. 3 lbs. s175.00 $155.00 
BNGBT154C CSC 12 slol. 3 lbs. S240.00 szzo.oo 
BNGBT155A A& T 20 sl ot. 4 lbs. 5265.00 $235.00 
BNGBT155C CSC 20 slot. 4 lbs. 5340.00 $310.00 
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PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS 


$325.00 ea.More: 
BNGBTRAM16 Assembled & Tested 

LOW COST DAISYWRITER 2000 

WITH 40 CPS EFFECTIVE SPEED 


AND 48K BUFFER! 


ONLY $1495.00!! 


, • 
The SLMDW2000 may just be the best dollar value in a letter quality 
printer on the market today. Features include: 
• 	 Effective printing speed raised lrom 16cps to 40cps by the intel

ligent interlace 
• 	 48K buffer memory 
• 	 Daisyplot Graphics 
• 	 Printwheel cassettes available in 12 styles and 15 languages 
• 	 Standard IBM ribbon cartridges 
• 	 MTBF al 4000 hours at 25% duly cycle 

This printer is DIP switch selectable for its personality protocols.This 
eliminates lhe need lo replace a printer when the computer system is 
expanded, modilied or adding additional printers that must be 
compatible with existing hardware and soltware. Included among the 
protocols that can be emulated are: 

• NEC 5510 • DIABLO 630 • DUME Sprint 9 
• IBM Personal Computer • ATARI (Centronics 737) 

INTERFACES: 
• 	 RS232C and Current Loop • Centronics type parallel interface 

• IEEE/488 All are DIP switch selectable 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
• Z80 CPU • 12K ROM • Standard 48K Buffer• 16 Software or 
hardware selectable baud rates 50 - 19.2K baud • Micro-coded alarm 
differentiates error conditions with pulse combinations • Intelligent bi· 
directional printing with logic seeking • Complete word processing 
features. standard • Complete self test • Auto reprint up 10255 times 
• Auto clear error - printer automatically resumes printing upon 
correction of ribbon, paper or cover open conditions • Proportional 
spacing • Supports Automatic justification • Complete Vector 
plotting routines • Sheet leeder mode - allows easy interface to most 
mechanical sheet leeders • Quite- 60db • Front panel forms control 
• 	 Universal power supply 115/220.V 50/60Hz 

Part No. Descr1pllon Usl Prtce Dur Price 
BNSLMDWZODD Printer wi th 48K buffer $1595.00 ~1495.DO 
BNSLMDWVFT Vertical Form Tlactor $: 125.0D 
Pre-configured cables are available. Please call !or price and part number. 

UNBELIEVABLE! While the rest ol the industry struggles to attain 6MHz, CompuPro has effortlessly Jumped from 10 to 12MHz. The 
.power consumption (400mA; 2Watts) is still the lowest in spite of running nearly twice as fast. Priority One Electronics has purchased 
the remainder of CompuPro's lOMHz boards and are offering them at these unprecedented prices. 

$ 

• Board addressable as one 64 K x 8 or 3 2 K x 16 
block: DIP switch selectable on any 64K 
boundary 

RAM 17 	 RAM 16 
• 	 Extremely low power consumption (2 watts 

typical) 
• 	 Meets or exceeds all IEEE 696/S-100 speci

fications 
• 	 Flawlessly handles any OMA device per IEEE 

696 specifications 
• Single +5 Voll operalion (requires no other 

supply voltages) 

SALE • 2 4 bit addressing; conforms to IEEE 696 


• 
PRICE: 319.00 ea. specifications 	 p~~~~: $349.00 ea. 
List Price: $599.00 • 8or 16 bit data transler dependant on SXTRO. List Price: $650.00 

• 	 Extremely low power consumption {2 watts 
typical) · 

• 	 Flawlessly handles any OMA device per IEEE 
696 specilications 

• 	 Single +5 Volt operation (requires no other 
supply voltages) 

• 	 Switch· Selectable choice ol 24 address lines 
conlorming to IEEE 696/S·100 extended 
addressing 

• 	 2K windows. individually selectable at EOOO, 
E800, FPOO, and F800 permits use with older 
memory-mapped disk controllers or ROM 
(i e.. Morrow. NorthStar) 

• 	 Any 16 K block may be disabled; dip switch 
selectable 2K disable lrom XXEOOO - FFFF in 
2K increments 

• 	 Switch Selectable PHANTOM disable 

*2 or 
More: 

BNGBTRAMl7 

GmeuPro'"" 
NEW 16 DIT 

12 USER 
SYSTEM 816/D 

:
SAVE OVER $4000.00 ON SYSTEM & TERMINAL! 
The System 816/D is ahigh perlormance. multi -user. multi-tasking 16
bil system. with the power needed for involved applications such as 
software development This is the preferred system for business, 
industrial or scientific environments. In addition, the 816/D delivers 
spooling (simultaneous printing and edifing) to further increase 
produclivily. 
• 	 10MHz 16 bit 8086 CPU with 80130 operating system lirmware 

component 
• 	 512K bytes of low power RAM 
• 	 1 megabyte of M·DRIVE/H high speed solid state logical disk 

system 
• 	 Fast OMA lloppy controller with 2 double sided 8" disk drives; 2.4 

megabytes al storage 
• 	 20 slot desk top S-100 enclosure 
• 	 12 serial interfaces 
• 1 parallel. 1 Centronics parallel interlace 
Soltware: CP/M-86, MP/M-86. SuperCalc 
Convenience features: clock/calendar; interrupt controllers; interval 
timers. and co-processor and Opera ting System Firmware option. 
This System 816/D is priced at 513,995.00, asavings al over SJ.GOO ii 
all of the components were purchased separately. 
Part No. Description Price 

BNGBTSYS81600A Multiuser 16bildesk lopsyslemA&T $13,995.00 
BNGBTSIS81600C Multiuser 16 bil desk top system CSC $15,995.00 
BNGBTSYS81600A21 Same as above with RAM 21s, A&T $14.395.00 
BNGBTSYS81BOO C21 Same as above with RAM 21s. CSC $18,395.00 

OASIS 16 SYSTEM 816/016 
All the hardwire mentioned with the System 816/ Dwith the OASIS 16 
Operating System and uti lities instead al CP/M·86. MP/M-86. and 
s·uperCalc. 
BNGBTSIS81600A Mulliuser 16 bitdesklopsystemA&T $13,995.00 
BN GBTSYS81600C Multiuser 16 bildesk top system CSC $15,995.0D 
BNGBTSIS81600A21 Same as above with RAM 21 s, A& T $14,395.00 
BNGBTSIS818DDC 21 Sameas above with RAM 21 s. CSC $18,395.00 

VISUAL 330 $1.0011 
With the purchase o f 

an y CompuPro System 0 
AN ADDITIONAL 

::~~~G:F: $1049.00 
VSL33DGN Specif icat ions in column at r ight 

$ 	 Conlorms with IEEE 696 timing requirements 2 or
for XTRO and SIX TN299.QQ ea. 

Assembled & Tested 

WilML 
330 AND 300 

SORRY 
TELEVIDEO, 
THIS IS THE NEW STANDARD 
The microprocessor-based VISUAL 330 combines VISUAL ergonomic 
elegance with selectable emulations al the DEC vr52•. Data General 
0200. Lear Siegler ADM-3A, and Hazeltine 1500 terminals. 

VISUAL VISUAL TeleVideo 
Speclllcallons 33D 3DO 950 

ANS I X3 64 Specified 
Solid Stale Keyboard 
Programmable Non-volatile 

Function Keys 
Video Attributes Require No 

Display Space 
Smooth Scroll. Slow Scroll 

and Jump Scroll 
Non Volatile Set·up Modes. 

.. Menu" Style 
Block Graphics 
Sculptured Keycaps. 

Matted for Low Glare 
Pro~rarnmable Non Volatile 

Columnar Tabbmg 
Choice al Typomalic/Non-

Typomalic Keyboard 
14" Screen 
N-Key Rollover 
CR New line Mode 
Tilt and Swivel CRT 
User Programmable Non-

Volatile Answerback. 32 Codes 
Screen Brightness Control 

from Keyboard 
XON/XOFF Flow Control, 

Split lor Xmitter and Receiver 

NO 
STD 

STD 
STD 

ND 
ND 

STD STD ND 

STD STD ND 

STD STD ND 

STD 
STD 

STD 
STD 

ND 
NO 

STD STD ND 

STD STD NO 

STD 
OPT 
STD 
STD 
STD 

STD 
OPT 
STD 
STD 
STD 

ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 

STD STD NO 

STD STD ND 

STD STD ND 

Lisi Price Dur Price 2 or More 

BNVSL330GN Green Screen 12" S1200.00 $1050.00 $ 995.00 
BNVSl.33014GNGreen Screen 14" S1250 00 $1095.00 $1050.00 
The VSL300 contains all al the same specifications as the 330 but with 
no mulli ·emulalion capabilities. The VSL300 is ANSI X3.64 corn
patible 

BNVSL3DDGN Green Screen 12" S1200.00 $1050.00 $ 995.00 
BNVSL3001 4GNGreen Screen 14" s1250.00 $1095.00 $1 050.0D 

T.... • PRIORR"Y ONE ELECTRONICS ' • MOMU "" 

916 1 DEERING AVE e CHATSWORTH. CA 9 13 11 ~...... Cij]J 
em~PsEV~A~?~~ c~EM~nS~d~.~?F!d~~;~~~~s ;dd~s!~ M~lM~~~A~~R~E~'1s?o~?;e~1!1~ut 
SHIPPING & HANDLING of $3.00 lor the first J lbs. plus 40¢ for each additional pound.Orders over 50 lbs. sent height coUecl. Just in case,please include your 
phone number. Prices subject to change wilhout notice. We will do our best to maintain prices through February, 1983. Credit Card orders will be charged appro
priale freight. If you haven't received your Winter '83 Engineering Seleclion Guide, send $1.00 !or your copy today! Sale prices for prepaid orders only. 
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PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS 

International 
Instrumentation 
Incorporated 

• Posilive Pressure Fill er Cooling 
• 	 Power Supply:4A@l+SV.3A@+24V 

tM >-SV 
• Each output is individually fused 

BUY DRIVES AND CABINET 
TOGETHER AND $AVE!! 

DUAL 8" SIEMENS FDDI008, 

DUAL 8" CABINET POWER SUPPLY 


AND INTERNAL POWER CABLES 

IF BOUGHT SEPARATELY: $910.00 

PRICED AT: s750.00 
. BNPDBlllSIE 

ENVIRONMENT MONITOR PANEL 
Temperature and voltage monitor with visual and audible alarm for 
ove~emp condition. Direct Digital Readout ol lnlemal lemperature In 

BNCCS2422A S-100 Disk Controller with CP/M 2.2 1 $399.00 C' on standard DVM 


BNSIEFOOIOOB Siemens Double Denisty 8" drive 2 $498.00 
 BNlllFDEDD2 CABI NET ON LY (Sh. Wt. 38 lbs.) $295.00 
BNlllFDE002 Dual Horizontal Cabinet 1 $295.00 BNPDBlllSIEEM 2· Drives. Cabinet & disk environment monito1 S775.00 

BNlllfDE002EM Cabine t only wi lh disk environment monitor S375.00with Power Supply 
BNP6C5DMl8Et8E Dual Internal Data Cable $31.15$ 35.00 
BNP6CSOSliDS External Oata t.lblo $19 .77

and Data Cable 

VISUAL 50 
• 	 Low profile detached 

keyboard fea tures scu lptured 
keys with matle finish 

• 	 Screen tilts and swivels 
• 	 80 x 24 display with 25th 

status line 
• 	 7 x 9 dot matrix wi th lull decenders 
• 	 RS·232 Serial interlace w/auxillary 

RS-232 port 
• 	 128 Character ASCII set and 31 

character line drawing set 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!! 
8NVSL5DBW Non-glare Black &White List S695.00 Our Price:$650.00 
BNVSISD6N P31 green display US<: S750.00 Our Price: $685.00 

(Shipping Weight 37 lbs.) 

BNMP151* Single-Sided Double-Density 48 TPI $200.00 
BNMPl52* Double·Sided Double-Density 48 TPI $270.00 
BNMPl91 * Single·Sided Double Density 96 TPI $275.00 
8NMPl92* Double·Sided Double-Density 96 TPI $400.00 
• Replace .. ... when order, with "m" for MP / style bezel, or 
"S" for Shugart style bezel. (Shipping we ight: 5 lbs.) 

2" HIGH 8" DISK 01\JVES 

The fir st 2" high 8" diskdriveallows for mount ing under 

the keyboard on CRT, etc. 


NO AC Required + 5V + 24VDC only 

FAST 3 msec track t o track' 


BNMPl41 M 'h High 1 side double·denisty $3.80.00 

BNMPl42M 'h High 2 side double·density $460.00 

BNMPl41 S Full height 1 side single drive. dble.·density $38D.DD 

BNMP142S Full height 2 sided single dri ve, dble.·density $460.DD 

BNMPl41 D Full height 1 side dual drive. dble.-density $760.DD 

BNMP142D Full height 2 sided dual drive, dble.-density $92D.DD 


(Shipping Weight: 11 lbs . per drive) 

$1227.00 

DON'T 
MISS OUT! 

Order No. 
BNPOBSIESUBI 

lanC:liin 

8-INCH 
THIN LINE 

Exactly one-half the heigh/ 0 1 any other model 
proprietary, high-resolution , read-write heads patented 
by Tandon 
D.C. on ly operation - no AC. required 
Jndus/ry standard inlerface 
Three mill isecond track-to-track access time (9 lbs) 
BNTNDTM8481 Single Sided: $380.DD 2 or more: $37D.DD ea. 
BNTNDTM8482 Double Sided: $495.DD 2 or more: $485.DD ea. 

TANDON 5%'' DRIVES 
BNTNDTM10D1 Sing le Sided. 250KB 15 lbs) $22D.DD ea. 

2 or More: $200.00 each 
8NTNDTM1DD2 Double Sided. 500KB $295.DD ... 

2 or More: $270.00 each 
BNTNDTMl DD3 Single Sided. 500KB $295.DD ea. 

2 or More: $270.00 each 
8NTNDTM1DD4 Double Sided. 1000KB $395.DD ea . 

2 or More: $375.00 each 

DUAL THIN LINE 

~~!lc~o~! by JAR 
• 24V @ 4 Al5A 
• 5V @ 2A 
• Scratch res istant. 

Bake d Enamel Finish 
List Price Dur Price 

BNJMRTLC Gabi net & Po wer Supply $200.00 $180.00 
(Shipping Weight 12 lbs) 

DUY THE CADINET AND DRIVES TOGETHER: 
BNPDBJMRTNDl w/lwo TN DTM8481 s (30 lbs.) $920.DD 
BNPDBJMRTND2 w/two TN DTM8482s (30 lbs.) $115D.DD 

Includes Power Cables 

5114" DISK DRIVE CADINETS 
BN JMR1C5 JMR Sin gle 5'14' Drive Cab inet $ 79.0D 

(5V @ t A, 12V @ 15A) Sh. Wt 5 lbs 
8NVIS9802 Vis ta Dual 5'1<' Dri ve Cab inet $1 lD.DD 

I+5V @ 2A. 1 2V@3A) Sh . Wt 9 lbs. 

• Hinged lop for easy access 
• 	 Heavy non·flex 090 alumin· 

um base 
• 	 Modular power connectors 

S-100 DUAL 8" SUBSYSTEM 
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5" DISKETTES 
SOFT SECTOR 

40 TRACK SINGLE SIDED 
DOUBLE DENSITY WITH 

HUB REINFORCING RINGS 

Package of 10: $19.95 
BONUS! 

FREE!! KASSETIE 10 
LIBRARY CASE WITH 
PACKAGE OF 10 DISKETIES 
A$4.25 VALUEll BNPRl5SDD (Shipping Weight. 2 lbs.) 

BNPRl58D package of BO.less Library Case $120.00 

,~~~{~o~~~!d~~n~~cr~us ~'· ~.. 
BNlllWPDB251 Single punched a1 lj 

4/$10.00 v ~ 
BNlllWPDB252 Dual Punched • ,, 

4/$12.00 
RS-232 "D" SUD-MINIATURE 

CONNECTORS 
1-9 I D-24 25-99 I DD·UP 

BNCNDDB25P 25 Pin Male $2.75 $2.5D $2.25 $1.95 
BNCNDDB25S 25 Pin Female $4.0D $3 .5D $3.25 $3.DD 
BNCNDDB51212 1 Pc. Grey Hood $1.65 $1.4D $1.25 $1.15 
BNCNDP25H 2 Pc. Grey Hood $1.50 $1.25 $1.10 $1.DD 
BNCNDDB51226 2 Pc. Black Hood $1.75 $1.5D $1.35 $1.20 
BNCNDD2D41B Ha rdware sel 21Pr. $1.DD $ .BD $ .7 D $ .6D 

(OmpuP~!?- SYSTEMS 
FREE SUPERCALC-861 FREE dBASEllll 

AND ATELEVIDEO 910 TERMINAL FOR ONLY$1.00! 
SYSTEM 816/A 

ENTRY LEVEL SINGLE-USER SYSTEM 
SysIem Bl 6/A is an excellenl choice lor an enlry level. single user syslem !hat's designed wilh luiure 

Bl6/A includes lnlerlacer 4 (lhree serial 110 porls. parallel port and 
CenlronicslEpson-slyle porl). lwo RAM 17s lor 128K ol lasl. s1a 1ic memory, and Syslem Supporl t 

RAMIROMlmalch processor oplions. RS-232C serial porl, inlerrupl conlrollers. 
inlerval lrm ers. and more). and Ashlon-Tale's dBase Junior'". an upgradeable subsel of their popular 
dBase II data base management software. This combination of components means superb computing 
loday wilh an oplion for fulure expansion  all !he way up lo amulli-user syslem. System Bl 6/A is 
priced al $5495.00. a savings of over $ t 000.00 compared lo all componenls purchased separalely 

Single User System Desk Top, A&T $5495.00 
Single User SystemDesk Top, 200 hr. Burn-in $6345.00 

Tele Video 910 Black& White w/purchase of above system $1 , 0 0 

LOWEST 
COST 

PRINTER 
AVAILABLE 

S~.~"2.:Q.P
'.\ 

A.IUOM CQf1PORAnON 

• 5 x 7 Dot Matrix • Parallel Interface 
(Centronics) • Tractor Feed• Dot Address
able Graphics • Up to 3-Part Paper • Sell 
Test • One Year Warranty • 30 CPS 80 
Column Unidrectional • Uses Regular Paper 

BNAXMGPIDDA (Shipping Weigl1t 11 lbs .) 

List Price: $389.00 $229.00 

For More 
Del alls, 

See Page 215 
oflhe January 
Issue ol BYTE. 

~TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
16 PIN GOLD AND TIN 

DIP SOLDERTAIL SOCKETS 

12'00 B11d 
0·300 Bud 
hloDl1I 
!Hayes Sma1t110dH1 
<Olllf'llilll•J 
A1l1 Aarwer 
Auto Made Select 
DTR Dvenide 
RSZ32 plu 213 
rennlhle 
LED ladlctlorc: 

Cenler Dile•• 
wi.1 Lo.,••ck/ 
Sill TUI 

$en4 Om 
~Kttil Oil• 
TCnllnlRn•r 
tm Ink 
AISWfl Midi 
1111 l•dlc.tlo 
1119• Spnd 

TIN GOLD 
QTY BNTIS16LP BNTIG16LP 

50 I 8.00 $ 1o.oo 
60.00 $ 80.00 

225.00 $315.00 
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I 
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PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS 


COMPLETE 

expansion in mind 

(clock calendar. 

BNGBTSYS816ADA 

BNGBTSYS816ADC 

BNTLV910

E\ )DATAGARD'" 
SGLWABER 

Belore you plug in your computer. you'd belier consider how you are 
going to insure or protect your investment from unwanted electrical 
pollu tion. 

DG 115 SERIES 
SINGLE STAGE SPIKE PROTECTION 

Part No. Descr1pllon WI. Lisi SALE 


BNWBRDG II 5P Wall unit plug in 2 lbs. $49.95 $34.95 

BNWBRDG115S 6 outlet strip wlSW&LT 3 lbs. $6195 $42.DD 


DG315 SERIES 
3 STAGE SPIKE FILTER AND FOUR STAGE NOISE FILTER 

BNWBRDG315P Wall uni! plug in 2 lbs.$153.95 $ 99.95 
BNWBRDG315S 6 outlelslr ip w/SW&LT 3 lbs.$193.95 $119.95 
BNWBRDG315R 6outlel racksw/SW&L T 8 lbs.$t 93.00 $119.95 

OMPUTER 

SYSTf MS 


INC. 


Z-80 BEGINNER KIT 

ZBO CPU - 2 S-100 

EXPANSION SLOTS 


• 280 CPU BNIJTCZBOBEGA 
• 2 S-100 slots for expansion LIST PRICE: $400.00 
• Wire wrap area !or custom circuitry SALE PRICE: 
• On board keyboard and display 
• Cassette interlace for mass storage $340.00 
• 2K RAM included (Shipping weight 4 lbs) 
• 4K ROM (not included) 
• RS232 port 300-19.2K baud TINT BASIC ROM: 
• Comes wllh ZBUG Monllor on RDM BNIJTCTBASIC $25.00 

wllh SID driver roullnes 
• TINY BASIC available 

- .PRIORn'Y ONE EL.ECTRONICS , • ~ 
..;a;._ 916 1 DEERING AVE e CHATSWORTH. CA 9131 1!L.IWMil 
r~~E!A~?B~cfie~~re$~d~~?F,!~o~;~s~e~s:d~Sa~~ ~~IM~~~A~~R1~~Zo~n?iu:~!1!! 
SHIPPING & HANDLING of SJ.00 for the lirst 3 lbs. plus 40¢ for each addi tional pound.Orders over 50 lbs. sen! treighl collect. Just in case. please include your 
phone number. Prices subject lo change without notice.We wi ll do our besl to maintain prices through February. 1983. Credit Card orders will be charged approp· 
riate freight. If you haven't received your Winter '83 Engineering Selection guide. send S1.00 lor your copy today! Sale prices for prepaid orders only. 
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All HITACHI DUAL TRACE SCOPES ARE SHIPPED COMPLETE 
WITH 2 PROBES AND INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

V-002F 30 MHz 
DUAL TRACE 

High • High sensitivity 1mv/div ( 5 MHz) • 
Full TV Full TV Triggering • X-Y operation • 

• CH1 CH 1 Outpul • Built-in signal delay line 
• High reliability, MTBF 20,000 hours 

8NHITY302F List: $799.008NHITY203F List: $749.00~lliiiiiiiiiiiii-.;• ~~~r~~3F List: $949.oo 
SALE: $625,00 SALE: $699.00 

SALE: $799.00 
V-352F 35 MHz DUAL TRACE V-202F 20 MHz DUAL TRACE V-152F 15 MHz DUAL TRACE 

35 MHz 
DELAYED SWEEP 

• Single time base delay sweep • 
rect angular CRT with internal graticule 

V-200F 20 MHz 
DELAYED SWEEP 

• High sensitivity 1 mv/div (7MHz) • ';;•1iijiijiii!iiilliJ
Large dynamic range ol 8 div to lull band- • 

• Singletime basedelay sweep • 
sensitivity 1mv/div (5MHz) • 
triggering • X-Y operation 
Output • High reliability, MTBF 20.000 

width • CH1 output • Built-in signa l hours 

Same as V352F except without delayed sweep. Same as V203F except without delayed sweep Same as V302F except without delay line and only 15MHz. 

8NHITY352F List: $895.oo 8NHITY202F List: $695.00 8NHITYl52F List: $595.00SALE: $749.00 SALE: $575.00 SALE: $495.00 

64K IEEE/S-100 DYNAMIC RAM COMPARE PRICES! 

ADDS 

1
,_ California 
-•Computer 
- Systems 

2 or 4MHz BANK SELECTABLE 
• 2 or 4 MHz opera lion • Designed to IEEE proposed S-100 tius stand
ard s • Supports IMS Al-type fr ont panels • Operates with eilher an BOBO 
or Z-80 based S-100 system providing processor transparent refr eshes 
wilh bo lh • Bank-select syslem aHows system memory expansion • 
Bank -selecl pan's address is jumper seleclable • Any 16 Kblock can be 
made bank -independent • All 64 Kcan be made bank-enabled on power
on and rese t • Fully buHered address and dala lines • Configuration as a 
16K. 32K or 48K board without the remo val o! RAMs • Fail·sa fe refresh 
circuitry for extended Wail States • Board configuralion with reliable. 
easy to configure Berg 1umpers • Supports OM A • Jumper-seleclable 
Phantom input • Assembled & Tested • All ICs in socke ts • Uses 
Popular 411 6 RAMs • Full fa ctory warranty. 

REGULAR LIST PRICE IS $375.00 

YOU SAVE AN 
INCREDIBLE $176.00!! 

6 

'-7slERRA UATJI.17f:CtENCES 

MICROPOLIS' 

DEST OF DOTH WORLDS! 
PERFORMANCE AND 

LOW COST! 
• Z80 A 4MHz CPU • 64K RAM • 2 Serial RS-2 32 Ports • 
Floppy Oisk Interface Controls Fo ur 8" or 51/.1 " Orives • 35 Mbytes 
of ma ss storage • CP/M 2.2 with the Sierra Data Menu Oriven BIOS 
• Winchester Hard Disk Adaptor • Disk Drive Power Supply and 
Cabinet • Drive Data Cable • S-100 IEEE Compalible. 

PACKAGE 
CONTAINS : 

8NSOSS8C SBC Computer $850.00 
8NSOSHOI Hard Disk Cont. $150.00 
8NSOSWNMCP Disk Cab & P S.$495.00 
8NMCPl2231 35 Mbyte 

TOTAL 
PACKAGE 

PRICE: 
Hard Disk $3595.00 $4795 00

8NSOSCPM CP/M 2.2 w/BIOS $150.00 
0 

$5240.00 SAVE $445.00!! 
!Shipped in 5 boxes. total Sh. Wt 8t lbs.I 8NP08SOSMCP 

$199.00 
BNCCS20653 !Sh. Wt. 2 tbs) 

COEX 80 F/T 
LOW COST, 

DOT MATRIX 
PRINTER! 

• 
• 80 cps • 10, 12 or 16.5 cpi • 3 selectable line spacing • Vertical 
format con trol • Cen tronics parallel or RS232 serial interface • Use a 
standard Unde1wood spooled ribbon • Friction an d tractor feed. 

Ust Price Our Price 
8NCOX80FT Par all el int. $399.00 $329.00 
8NCOXBOFTSER Serial int. $399.00 $329.00 

List Price: S399.00 

SALE PRICE: 

$329.00 
(Shipping We ight 2 1 tbs.) 

AppliedDigitalData Systems Inc. 

SALE! 
$525.00 

VIEWPOINT 3A+- ADDS 
Detachable keyboard, RS232 interlace and auxillary 
port, 80 x 24 display with 5 x 1 dot matrix, ti/table 12" 
green screen . 

8NAOOVWPR Sh. Wl30 lbs. List:$699.00 OUR PRICE: $525.00 

S·100 BOARDS 
SSM 

Part No. Description 
BNSSMP81A 2708/2716 Programmer & EPROM 
BNSSMI05A 105 lnpuUGto lPl•I 
BNSSMIOBA 108 Eighl Serial 1/0 
BNSSMI04A 2 Parallel. 2 Seria l 1/0 
BNSSMVB3A24 80 x 24 Video Board 

DUAL 
BNDUlCPU6BDOO 68000 S-100 CPU 
BNDUlDMEM256K 256K Dynamic Memory Card 
8NOULCMEM32 32K CMOS Memory Card 
BNDULEPROM32 2716 EPROM Board 
BNDUlSI04DMA SI04-0MA 

QT COMPUTER 

List Our Price 

5265.00 Hl9.89 
5329 .00 289.89 
5550.00 69.89 
5290.00 249.89 
5499.00 $440.00 

5895.00 $850.00 
51295.00$1230.00 

5695.00 1660.00 
5295 00 280.00 
5695.00 650.00 

BNQTCZBDBEGA 
BNQTCSBC24A 
BNQTCCCSA 

ZBOA SBC Beginner Kil A&T 5400.0 0 ~360.00 
S-100 SBC A& T 5325.00 295.00 
Clock Calendar S 165.00 150.00 

8NCCS2BIOA 
BNCCS271001 
BNCCS271901 
8NCCS2720Dl 
BNCCS273001 
BNCCS2422A 

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER 
Z80 A CPU w/RS232 5325.00 ,289.89 
4 Porl Serial ltO 5325.00 310.00 
2 Serial. 2 Cenlronics Par. 5360.00 345.00 
4 Port Parallel ltO 5275.00 265.00 
6 Port Seria l 1/0 S550 .00 525.00 
Floppy disk controller w/CP/M 5425.00 399.00 

SOLO 
Introducing Solo, a new cost-effective solution 
to Apple Disk Storage, offering all the capa
bilities of the standard Apple Disk II at a 
fraction of the cost! 

APPLE 
DISK DRIVE 

• Totally Ap ple II compatible 
• Cost effective 

• 35 tr ack drive $26-g 00
• 143K bytes of storage • 
• 120 day warr an ty 

Usl Price SALE 
8NVIS31DI Apple drive add-on $299.00 $269.00 

VISTA 3101 DISK DRIVE WITH APPLE II CONTROLUR 

8NVIS3 I I Orive with controller $379.00 $349.00 
(Shipping Weighl 6 lbs.) 

- ' .PRIORITY ONE ELECTRONICS , ~~ 
.. 9161 DEERING AVE e CHATSWORTH, CA91311 -~.. 

em~SEV~A1?~~ C~~EM~s~d~.~?.F ,!~o~;~~a~s ~d~Sa~~ ~JIM~~~A~~R~E~?,5!~n!;e~11~ut 
SHI PPIN G& HANDLING of $3.00 for the first 3 lbs. plus 40¢ for each additional pound. 01ders over 50 lbs. sen I fr eigh l collec t. Jusl in case. please include your 
phone number Prices subject to change without notice. We will do our best to mnintain prices 1hrough Februa1y, 1983.Credi! Card orders will be charged approp· 
ri ate fre ight. If you haven't received your Winter ·a3 Engineering Selec ti on guide. send S \ 00 for your copy loday! Sa le prices for prepaid orders only. 
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Unclassified Ads 

FOR SALE: Sinclair ZXB I computer complete with I 6K mem
01y module and Financial Program package. used for only one 
week 1110. Joe&yan. 1607 Limestone Court. Montgomery. AL 
36117. 12051 272·0754. 

FOR SALE: IBM Selectric terminal from the IBM Saber system 
converted ro an uppercase and lowercase primer. 5200 buys 
pnnter. incerface and driver for H-8. driver liscing. and schematics 
needed to interface to other microcomputers. Tom Golway.12121 
735-2935. MondayrhroughFridayberween 9:30 a.m.-4:30p.m. 

FOR SALE: Heathkit H-14 printerwirh40.BO. 96. and 132 col
umns. Selectable bps rate I 10. 9600. Lener quality. RS-232C inter
face: 5290. Jim Brooks. 3343 Grand River Dr.. Grand Rapids. Ml 
49505. 1616} 363-2660. 

WANTED: Hardware inform.3tion. service manuals. circuit 
diagrams. ere.. fOf aging Wang 22008 computer: any or all 
peripherals and any information concerning add-on ROMs. Am 
also interested in reasonably priced peripherals for same. Will glad
ly pay f0< photocopies. ere.. bur please contact me first ro avoid 
duplication. Phil Sutherland. POB 177. Nedlands. Western 
Ausrralia 6009. or phone international + 61 9 386 4859 during 
office hours here 10100 to 0900 GMTJ. 

FOR SALE: North Star floaring-prnnt board. Unused. due to in
comparibiiry with FORTRAN compiler. Lists at 5399. will sell for 
5250 or best offer. Mike Modest. 1265 I Windward Ave.. Los 
Angeles. CA 90066. 1213} 397-4836. 

WANTED: Your help bringing microcomputing awareness to 
ru<al Minnesotans. East Central Regional Libra1y IECRLI Computer 
Fund raises funds to place microcomputers and educational soft
ware in rural libraries fOf use by general public free of charge. Send 
tax-deductible contnbucions co ECRL Compucer Fund. Ann: D. L. 
Deye MD. Cambridge Clinic. 626 South West 7th Ave.. Cam
bridge. MN 55008. 

FOR SALE: Apple S1lentype thermal pnnter with interface card 
and connecting cable. Driven by little old lady co church on Sun· 
days. Excellenc condicion. Free with purchase: one well-used bur 
interpretable manual. Asking 5425 US funds. Response guaran
teed. Erik Sea. 22 Edgar Dr.. London. Ontario. N6G I KI Canada. 

FOR SALE: 54 disks cl gamesl Complete personal collection of 
over 1.0CXJ arcade. advencure. educacional. space. etc. Will sell 
only as a unit f0< 5850. One of a kind. E. Abrams. 6400 Hayes St.. 
Hollywood. FL 33024. 13051 987-6889. 

·FOR SALE: New TRS-80 Model 111 with 48K. two dlSk drives. 
serial port. Scripsit Word Processor and paral/el cable; besc offer. 
Spectrum Soft Sector 5V. -inch floppy disks. excellent quality: they 
will work in Apple. TRS-80. and many others: 52.50 each plus suf· 
ficienr first-class postage. J. Browning. 3616 Crest SE. Albuquer· 
que. NM 87108. 

WANTED: Apple II with 16K of memo1y or Osborne I per
sonal compucer in exchange for full tax write-off. A professional. 
fl.Aly registered. nonprofit theatre needs a small business computer 
f0< budget planning and control needs. Word processing and 
printing capabilities are not essential. Your donation is cax
deductible. David Lemos. Producing Director. San Jose Repertory 
Company. P08 9584. San Jose. CA 95157.1408} 294-7572. 

ATARI USERS: I am currently interested in hearing from other 
Atari users around the states to start a users group and put out a 
newsletter. If you have anyching to contribute to the first issue 
please send it to me. I am also looking for software to trade. John 
Coney. I I Sunny11de Rd .. Scotia. NY 12302. 

FOR SALE: Anention homebrewersl I am selling many ICs and 
other components. Most of these /Cs are memory. LSI interface. 
and many 7400 TTL. also some 4000 CMOS. All at low prices 
and guaranteed. Most are new and unused. Send SASE for a list 
and prices. Kevin Lovelace. 5500 Sonora Dr.. North Linle Rock. 
AR72118. 

FOR SALE: Eaton LRC 7000 + printer with manual. three new 
ribbons. and cable. Excellent condition. 5150. John C. Daoust. 
I 103A East 23rd Sr.. Texarkana. AR 75502. 15011 774-1340 after 
5 p.m. 

FOR SALE: Lobo Model I 850 hard disk for Apple II Plus com· 
purer. Includes in one package: I 0-megabyte fixed 8-inch disk. 
1.2-megabyre 8-inch floppy disk. power supply. and controller 
card. Brand-new condition. 6 monchs remaining on factory war
ranty: 53000. Ray Krauss. 3478 East Jam11on Ave.. Littleton. CO 
80122. 1303J 694-1931. 

FOR TRADE: Software fOf Timex and/or Sinclair computers 
with I 6K RAM. I have a collection d games and utilities which I 
would be interested in swapping for programs d equal value. 
They are available on casserce or in listing form. Chris Collins. 485 
Willowtree Dr.. Melbourne. FL 32935. 

WANTED: Manual for TDVXitan text editor. Will pay cost of 
duplicating. Lloyd Larson. 38236 Sheridan Rd .. Waukegan. IL 
60087. 1312} 244-4943. evenings: 882-3777. days. 

FOR SALE: DEC M8059-KF 128K-word 116 bit with pantyJ 
memo1y card for 0-bus ILSl-1 I J. Brand new in original box: 
manufactured Apnl 1982. DEC list price: 52834 with 12-month 
delivery. Uses Hitachi 4 I64s. Asking 52000. price negotiable. 
Michael Blyler. Georgia Tech Box 32380. Atlanta. GA 30332. 
1404} 874-4987. 

FOR SALE: New multi-user North Star Horizon with 256K 
byres of memory. 18-megabyre hard disk. one quad drive. one 
HSIO board. and processor. Reasonably pnced below wholesale. 
Drop·a card with quote and I will call you. A. I.. 74 Lincoln Sr.. 
Jersey City. NJ 07307. 1201 I 659-0836. 

FOR SALE: Ex1dy Sorcerer 32K. BK BASIC pak. several games. 
computer rnstruction book. and BASIC inscruction book: SSSO or 
best offer. Development pak: 560. 64K Neironics memrny board 
without memrny 141161: 5100. Heathkit ET-3400 trainer and 
course: 5195. Would con11der trade on any of the above for 
8-1nch disk drives or CP/M sc:lrware. Nelson Lewis. I 005 Don 
Rov1n Ln .. Farmington. NM 8740 I. 1505} 325-5426 evenings. 

WANTED: CP/M software. Well-established nonprofit corpora· 
cion seeks cax-deduccible contributions of new and used CP/M 
software. Will furrish cercified receipts. Philadelphia Festival 
Chorus. Suire 4310. 1500 Locust Sr.. Philadelphia. PA 19102. 

FOR SALE: Ball transistor-transistor logic 12-inch black-and· 
white monitors. little use. ready ro plug into Osborne I . Money 
back if nor fully satisfied: 5I 25 IS 130 with manual and schematic} 
plus UPS shipping charges. Also. I want a biorhythm program on 
5 V•·inch floppyd11k fOf CP/M operating system. Lew Yeager. 728 
Seventh Sr.. Mariena OH 45750. 16141 373-6501. 

FOR SALE: Heath H-89 with 11ngle 5V• -inch floppy d/Sk and 
H- 14 printer: best offer. Xerox dual 8·inch single·sided disk drives. 
new: 5 1395. Sencore CB-42 analyst: best offer. Sams CB·I 
through C8· I 25: best offer. Heathkit SB-300 andS8·401 complete 
with manuals: best offer. Stan Stevens. RR4 Box 26. Iowa C~y. IA 
52240. 13 19} 354-9726. 

WANTED: Collecting Apple II Plus one-line programs 1up to 
five-liners) including ucilities. graphic/sound routines. or illustracions 
of useful addresses in the Apple. If you wish a listing in return. 
please send a SASE with your one-liner or include a dollar 
(without a one-linerj ro cover priming costs. James A . Sullivan. 
2309 Glenn Court. Charlonesville. VA 2290 I. 

FOR SALE: Two teletype Model 4 3 keyboard/printer. dor
matrix terminals. 30 cps RS-232C in mnr concl!ion. 5450 each. 
Also. Millernum universal in-circuit emulator with 6800 personality 
card. 51500 1originally 57000}. Ralph Gudirz. 1951 Colony Sr .. 
Mountain View. CA 94043. 14151 960-3462 after 10 p.m. PT. 

WANTED: TRS-80 Model I/Ill-compatible software to swap. I 
have a large libra1y of programs to trade for anything ranging 
from utilities ro arcade games. Send a list of your programs or a 
cassette or disk of your better programs and I will promptly return 
the same. Ron Katcher. 13843 North 5 I st Sr.. Sconsdale. AZ 
85254. 1602} 996-5454. 

FOR SALE: Ohio Scientific C4P Series 2: BK RAMand BK ROM: 
color graphics. Includes full schematics and instruction manuals. 
Used less than 500 hours. Paid 5 I 600 for computer and Amdek 
color monitor. 5I 250 firm. I will pay sh1pp1ng. Orpheus Allison. 
P08 387. Mapleton. ME 04757. 

FOR SALE: 48K Apple II Plus computer with raQO·frequency 
modulator and rape recorder. Lots of software plus all manuals 
and demonstration programs: 5900. Geoff Emerson. 3 Spaulding 
Court. Saugerties. NY 12477. 1914} 246-9770. 

FOR SALE: OSI CI P with BK RAM: 32/64 video modification. 
new ROMs. RS·232C port. dual joysticks. and sound port. Good 
condition: S375 or best offer. Also. Micro Communication Corp. 
digital cape drive and nine 50-foor tapes fsimilar to Exarron Scringy/ 
FloppyI. barely touched: 5 I 25. Send SASE. Michael Mcinerny. 75 
Coachman Dr.. Penfield. NY 14526. 

FOR SALE: CromemcoZ-2 with dual 8-inch floppy disks. I 28K 
byres of memo1y. digltal-ro-analog and TV Dazzler boards. two 
joysticks. SOROC 10 I 20 terminal. and GE T~mlfY!: 300 printer. 
Soltware: FORTRAN. assembly. Database. Word Procesmg. 
BASIC. Dazzler games and graphics. LISP. and Ralfor. Originally 
58000. asking 53600. P. Baum. I 1410 Lombardy Lane. Sunny· 
mead. CA 92388. 

WANTED: Broken or unwanted computers. pnnrers. and 
other peripherals. I am a high school student. bur will payforsh1p· 
ping and handling. Greg Ham. 4048 Southwest 8th Sr.. Planta· 
r1on. FL 333 I 7. 13051 792-4204. 

FOR TRADE: One or more new Xerox 820 computer systems 
with dual 8-inch disk drives 1rera1I 53900 each/ and/or one or 
more Xerox #400 Telecopiers 1rerail 5 I 695 eachl. We need three 
letter-quality printers of 40 cps or better: also a Televideo Qsplay 
and keyboard: and/or a hard-disk system to link with our Altos 
8CXXJ processor. Call if you are interested in banenngl Mary Lom
bardi. 547 M11sion Vineyard Rd.. San Juan Baut11ta. CA 95045. 
1408} 623-4576. 

FOR SALE: PET 2001wirh24Kbyresofmemo1yl8Kplus16K 
expansionj. Can insert additional 16K in memory-expansion 
board. Commodore 2040 dual·disk drive. One built-in cassetce 
drive and added full-sized keyboard. All manuals included: 5975. 
Neil Omvedt. 3036 Asbu1y Sr.. Roseville. MN 55113. 1612} 
633-5743. 

FOR SALE: Apple Ill including black-and-white monitor and 
additional disk drive. Also. Pascal. Visicalc, and Business BASIC 
software packages. Less Chan one year old and in pe1fect condi
tion. 54000. R. Michael Tague. 200 Don Allen Rd.. Louisville. KY 
40207. 1502} 895-4508. 

WANTED: User manual. schematics. ere.. for Compu/Time 
CT-100·1 calculator and digital clock S-100 board. I will p;iy 
reasonable reproduction and mailing costs. Jim Wolfe. P08 660 I. 
Torrance.CA 90504. 1213} 376-2931. 

FOR SALE: NEC 12-inch monitor and Microsolt I6K RAM 
card. unused. new: 5 I00 each or best offer. A Morton. 1340 Lal· 
fer Ave . Akron. OH 44305. 12161 784-9697. 

UNCLASSIFIED POLICY: Readers who have computer equipment to buy, sell, or 
trade or who are requesting or giving advice may send a notice to BYTE for inclusion in the 
Unclassified Ads section. To be considered for publication, an advertisement must be non
commercial (individuals or bona fide computer clubs only), typed double-spaced on plain 
white paper, contain 75 words or fewer, and include complete name and address. This ser
vice is free of charge; notices are printed once only as space permits. Your confirmation of 
placement is appearance in an issue of BYTE as we engage in no correspondence. Please 
allow at least three months for your ad to appear. Send your notices to Unclassified Ads, 
BYTE/McGraw-Hill, POB 372, Hancock, NH 03449. 
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Unclassified Ads 

FOR SALE: Ohio Scientific Challenger 4P color computer. Ex
cellent condition with Quasar solid-scare black-and-white con 
vened TV/mo mt or and cassette recorder. Includes all manuals and 
OSI home-taped programs: SSSO or best offer. Barry Sirek. 140 
Morningside Ave.. Park Ridge. NJ 076S6, 12011391-60JS. 

ADVICE NEEDED: I have an BOBS-based homebrew and I 
would like co implement a BASIC interpreter. I will buy or swap 
parts ()( ideas. I have many homebrew microcomputer circuit s. 8. 
Shaffe. 9B Onieda Ave.. Centereach. NY I I 720. 

FOR SALE: TRS-80 ModeIIII 4BK with disk drive: s IS 50. only 4 
monrhs old. Leave a message and I will call back. Roberr Linza. 
1713) 332-74BO. 

FOR SALE: 3-year-old TRS-BO with four disk drives. high-speed 
da1Sy-wheel printer with optional tractorfeed. RS-232C. uppercase 
and lowercase adapter. data separator. 64K Omikron Mapper 
with CP/M . Excellenr condition. Software includes Scripsic. Script 
Chextext, NEWDOS, NEWDOS-BO. TRSDOS, CP/M-22, C-BASIC. 
MBASIC·BO. Wordstar. BASIC Compiler. TDAM. Sort-Merge. AIDS 
Ill. and much more. New cost was SI I .000 asking S467S. Tom 
Hamilton. 199B Coll1ngswood Rd .. Columbus: OH 43221.16141 
4BB·7771 . 

FOR SALE: S- I 00 boards in working condition: I 6K North Star 
RAM for S22S . J6K Memory Merchant stau"c RAM for s I SO . 16K 
CCS Model 2116C static RAM for S22S. Morrow Switchboard for 
S200. SSM I 04-2 parallel. 2 serial VO for S22S. R. E. Clark. 7 I 2 
South Ninth. Memphis. TX 7924S. IB06J 2S9·2232 after 8 p.m. 

WANTED: Wang 2200 SVP-BB. MB DSDD disk, two MB fixed 
d1Sks. 2236 DE 1nteract1ve terminal. and 223S ma!rix printer . .Joe 
Showers. 131 S North Union St.. W1lm1ngton. DE I 9B06. (302) 
6SS·6224. collect during day. 

BOMB 

FOR SALE: Word processor: Addressograph 42S with full· 
page S4-by·BO green monitor: letter-perfect Oume daisy·wheel 
primer and tractorfeed: dual 8-inch drive. Complete with mail 
merge. sort. select and anthmet1c options. I SO fbppy disks. and 
manual. Excellent condition. New 59COO. will sacriricefor 54200. 
Soaring Bear, 2S09 North Campbell. Tucson. AZ BS719. (6021 
432-30BI. 

FOR SALE: Complete set of BYTE magaZ1nes. O v er BO issues 
from premier I 97S issue to latest issue !August I 976 missing). 
S 2 I 0 postpaid. Greg Aharonian. 307 Willow Ave.. Ithaca. NY 
I 4BSO. 16071 2S6-4940. 

WANTED: Graduate studentw11hes to correspond with any· 
one interesred in cogniove sciences. Looking for exchange of 
techniques. ideas. and opinions on copies such as artificial intelli
gence. languages !LISP. Logo. Planner. etc.). and psychology. I 
have background 1n psychology and programming. Conrad San· 
ford. I 3 S State St. 76B·360, Auburn. NY I 3021. 

FOR TRADE: Apple owners! Send me a list of your software 
programs and I will send you mine. I am esfl"daly inceresced in 
recreacional software. Please include a SASE. T. I. Chienroi. POB 
8SS. Islington. MA 02090. 

FOR SALE: Hewlett-Packard HP 41-C calculator. card reader. 
four memOfy modules. math and stat modules. and several ap
plication books: S42S. Dr. Alan Grant. S30 44th St.. Brooklyn. NY 
I 1220. 1212) 436·1714 . 

FOR SALE: Software fDf the Apple II Plus. The Comptroller. 
General Bumess System, AIR. AIP. and GIL. Nate Brown. 1717) 
822·6 IB4. 

FOR SALE: Exidy Sorcerer 32K-byte computer w i th BASIC 
ROM carrridge. Excellent condition. rn original carton, wirh 
manuals. schematics. and cwo years of newsletter issues: s 590. 
Multibus incerface for above, makes ic Multibus Master: 580 w1ch 
cable. Intel B086 University Kit. all the lntegr ated Circuits required 
to build an 8086 system 11ncludes montor 1n ROM). unused: S90. 
Robot parts: two Slo-Syn S.SV. 3.2S-1nch diameter. SO-ounce-inch 
torque steppermotors and platform for the above made of ~-inch 

machined aluminum: 595. Bill Georgiou. 6661 Berkshire Terrace 
131 . Goleta. CA 93117. 

FOR SALE: Back issues of BYfE. August 1977 to December 
I 9BO. David Yost. 13329 Pearl Rd.. Strongsville. OH 4 4136. (2 I 6) 
238-0644 after noon. 

MPX a Winner 
Readers of the November BYTE 

voted overwhelmingly for Steve 
Ciarcia's "Build the Circuit Cellar 
MPX-16 Computer System. Part 
I . " Ciarcia will receive the S I 00 
first-place award for his project on 
designing an 8088-based system 
than can run any peripheral device 
designed to be installed in the IBM 
Personal Computer. Second place 
goes to Peter S©rensen for "Tronic 
Imagery." in which he described 
the development of the computer
generated graphics in the movie 
Tron . He will receive SSO. Third 
place goes to Jerry Pournelle for his 
User's Column "Terminals. Key
boards. and How Software Piracy 
Will Bring Profits to Its Victims." 

WANTED: Used S·IOO computer for college student. I will ac
cept any excess you have: drives. mainframe. memrny. ere. I will 
send my 5-year-old scamp collecrion as a donation coward a run: 
ning disk system. Call before sending. Tom Knox. POB I I 1305. 
Nashville. TN 3721 l . 161Si 333·3627 after S p .m. 

FOR SALE: Two SV..inch Shugart Model SA400 disk drives 
wgecher in case wi[h p:Jwer supply; includes cables, manual, and 
dustcover: S360. Also. one SEA· 16 I 6K-byte memrny board for 
KIM. SYM. AIM. or any KIM-4 bus machine: s I 00. Both 1n mint 
condition. Tim J. Ingham. 2S40 College Ave. 1302. Berkeley. CA 
94704. 14 I SJ S4B-S370. 

WANTED: Any learning information appreciated as I have ac· 
cess to a Hewlett-Packard 2647A and a SWT 6800 System with 
flex. Trying to learn while 1n prison. Stai'ford B. Bright. POB 
AE·I 146. San Luis Obispo. CA 93409. 

FOR SALE: KIM system: KIM-I: SBO. RCA keyboard: SSO. 
TVT·6 video board: S2S. TRS-80 video monitor: S40. Econoram 
Ii-A BK RAM: SBO. Trendcom 100 printer with Apple interface: 
S22S. Complete computer system up and running. with al/ 
technical manuals. Tiny BASIC. assembler. and much additional 
software: 5400. W11/ sell all or part. Joel Aycock. POB 209. Kula. 
HI 96790. i80BJ 244·9 JOB !work). 

WANTED: Used. working S· IOO or mult1bus ma1nfr ame with 
motherboard and power supply. wich or without cards. Also 
need wire-wrap boards fOf the above. David Langmann. 2900 
Connecticut Ave. NW. Washington. DC 2000B. 

FOR SALE: Teletype Model 4 3 KSR. sprocket feed. with (inter
nal) I 6K-byte Edge Technology Inc. Telebuffer-43 ASR. Excellent 
condition: s 1300. F. T. Grover. 820 I Hamilton Spring Court. 
Bethesda. MD 206 I 7. 130 II 36S·0969. 

BJTE's Ongoing Mamitorr Box 

Article# Page Article 

I 33 The Lisa Computer System 
2 54 Build a Handheld LCD Terminal 
3 6B Apple's Enhanced Computer: The Apple lie 
4 90 An Interview with Wayne Rosing, Bruce 

Daniels, and Larry Tesler 

5 l lB The Enhanced VIC-20, Part l: Adding a Reset 
Switch 

6 130 The World of Standards 

7 146 Welcome to the Standards Jungle 
B 1B2 A Proposed Floppy-Disk Format Standard 
9 194 The Proposed ANSI BASIC Standard 

10 203 	 NAPLPS: A New Standard for Text and 
Graphics, Part l: Introduction, History, and 
Structure 

11 256 	 Realizing Graphics Standards for 
Microcomputers 


12 272 The IEEE Standard for the S-100 Bus 

13 302 The Scribble Text Processor 

14 314 Problem Oriented Language, Part 3: 


Assembling the Modules 
1·5 347 User's Column: Confessions, Pas.cal Prime, 

Wescon, and Perfect Writer 
16 366 LOOS Utilities 
17 392 Shape-Table Graphics fc;ir the TRS-80 
18 452 Passing Untyped Parameters in UCSD Pascal 
19 458 A Terminal Program for the TRS-80 Model Ill 

Author(sJ 

Williams 
Ciarcia 
Moore 
Morgan, 
Williams. 
Lemmons 

Swank 
Card, Prigge. 
Walkowic:z. 
Hill 
Witten 
Card 
Anderson 
Fleming. 
Frezza 

Langhorst. 
Clarkson 
Garetz 
Kern 

Finger 

Pournelle 
Daneliuk 
Rollins 
Willner 
James 
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Inquiry No. Page No. 

1 47th STREET COMPUTER 481 
2 800 SOFTWARE 195 
3 A.S. T.RESEARCH 168, 169 
4 AB COMPUTERS 475 
5 ABACUS DATA INC. 81 
6 ACTIVE ELECTRONICS 415 
7 ADDMASTER CORP. 492 
8 ADISA CORP. 496 
9 ADV.COMP.PROD. 512, 513 

10 ADV.DIGITAL CORP. 255 
149 ADV.LOGIC SYSTEMS 311 

11 ADV.SYS. CONCEPTS 478 
12 AEGIS SYSTEMS 467 
13 AFTERTHOUGHT ENG. 486 

ALF PRODUCTS, INC. 393 
14 ALL ELECTRONICS CORP. 494 
15 ALPHA BYTE COMP.PROD. 52, 53 
16 ALPHA BYTE COMP.PROD. 293 
17 ALPHA BYTE COMP.PROD. 327 
18 ALPHA SOFTWARE 123 
19 ALTOS COMP.SYS. 336, 337 
20 AMDEK CORP. 231 
21 AMER.SMALL BUSN.COMP. 451 
22 ' AMER.SQUARE COMP. 147 
23 AMERICAN COMPUTER PROD. 437 

452 ANGIE LABS 415 
24 APOGEE INC. 494 
25 APPARAT INC. 207 
26 APPLE COMPUTER INC. 240, 241 
27 APPLEWARE, INC. 480 

APPLIED CREATIVE TECH., 
INC. 24 

28 APPLIED MICROSYSTEMS 183 
29 APPLIED SOFTWARE TECH. 277 
31 ARK MICROSYSTEMS 492 
32 ARTIFICIAL INT'L.RESRCH. 482 
33 ASHTON· TA TE 200, 201 
34 ASHTON· TATE 250 
35 ASPEN SFTW.CO. 114 
36 ATARI 445 
37 ATLANTIC CABINET CORP. 480 
38 ATLANTIS COMP.SERV. 484 
39 ATSUKO COMPUTING I NT'L. 490 
40 AUTOCONTROL INC. 326 
41 AUTOMATED EQUPMNT. 205 
42 A VOCET 395 
43 B&B ELECTR. 488 
44 BASF SYSTEMS 47 
45 BAUSCH & LOMB INSTR.SYS. 119 
46 BAUSCH & LOMB INSTR.SYS. 119 
47 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC. 464 
48 BAZ ELECTRONICS 496 

BELL, JOHN ENGR. 491 
50 BHRT149 
51 BISON PROD INC. 299 
52 BISON PROD INC. 299 
53 BISON PROD INC. 299 
54 BISON PROD INC. 299 
55 BISON PROD INC. 299 
56 BLAT RESRCH. & DEVELOP. 244 
57 BOTIOM LINE, THE 211 
58 BPI SYSTEMS 91 
59 BRIDGE COMPUTER 496 
60 BUNKER-RAMO 420 
61 BUSINESS SOLUTIONS 388 

BYTE BOOK CLUB 449 

" BYTE BACK ISSUES 342 


63 BYTE INDUSTRIES 438 

"' BYTE PUBL.INC. 216 


64 BYTEK COMP. SYS. 435 

65 BYTEWRITER 26 

66 C·SYSTEMS 480 

67 CAB·TEK, INC. 413 

68 CALIF. DATA CORP. 482 


CALIF. DIGITAL 506, 507 
• CALIF.MICRO.COMP. 435 


70 CDEX CORP. 19 

71 CDR SYSTEMS 484 

72 CHECK-MATE 436 

73 CHECKS·TO·GO 150 

74 CHIPS & DALE 463 

75 CHRISLIN IN DUSTRIES 221 


242 CMA 48 
76 COGITATE 484 
77 COLONIAL DATA SERV. 282 

471 	 COLORADO CHIPS 492 
78 COLUMBIA DATA PROD. 103 
79 COLUMBIA NATIONAL 352 
80 COMMUNICATIONS ELECTR. 493 
81 COMMUNICATIONS ELECTR. 495 
82 COMP.&ELECTR. SUPPLY SVC. 251 
83 COMPONENTS EXPRESS 409 
84 COMPONENTS EXPRESS.451 
86 COMPUADD 482 
87 COMPUADD 482 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

88 COMPUADD 482 
90 COMPUPROIGODBOUT 105 

COMPUPROIGODBOUT 430, 431 
93 COMPUSERVE 71 

345 COMPUSHACK 202 
346 COMPUSHACK 260 

94 COMPUSOFT PUBL.·B 108 
95 COMPUTER APPARATUS 500 
96 COMPUTER CHANNEL 500 
97 COMPUTER COMPNTS.UNLTD. 360 
98 COMPUTER DISC. OF AM. 298 
99 COMPUTER DISCOUNT PROD. 477 

455 COMPUTER EXCHANGE 136, 137 
456 COMPUTER EXCHANGE 136, 137 
457 COMPUTER EXCHANGE 136, 137 
103 COMPUTER FURN.&ACCSS. 266 
104 COMPUTER INNOVATIONS 28 
105 COMPUTER LEARNING TREE 214 
114 COMPUTER LINE 300, 301 
115 COMPUTER LINE 317 
106 COMPUTER MAIL ORDER 376, 377 
107 COMPUTER PERI PH., INC. 173 
108 COMPUTER PLUS 415 
109 COMPUTER SOLUTIONS 139 
110 COMPUTER SOURCE INT'L. 126 
111 COMPUTER SPCL TIES. 218 

COMPUTER WAREHOUSE 343 
474 COMPUTERS & MORE 459 
112 COMPUTERS WHOLESALE 133 
113 COMPUTERWARE 248, 249 
116 COMPUTING 259 
117 COMPUVIEW PROD.INC. 65 
118 CONCURRENT CORP. 84 

CONNECTICUT MICRO COMP. 254 
89 CONSOLINK CORP. 9 

119 CONSUMER COMP. 188, 189 
121 CONTROL DATA 128, 129 
122 CORTEX RESEARCH CORP. 494 
123 COST PLUS COMP. 494 

COUGAR MT. SOFlWARE 456, 459 
124 CPU SHOP, THE 499 
125 CREATIVITY UNLTD. 494 
126 CROMEMCO Cl, 1 
127 CROMEMCO 2 
129 cscs 494 
130 CUESTA SYSTEMS 463 
131 CUSTOM COMP.TECH. 453 

CYBERNETICS INC. 73 
133 CYCLONE SOFTWARE 490 

OMA 387 
134 DAMAN 480 
135 DATA ACCESS CORP. 120 
136 DATA ACQUISITIONS SYS. 85 
137 DATA BASED SOLUTIONS 140 
139 DATA EXCHANGE 484 
211 DATAMAIL411 
140 DATA ROYAL INC. 359 
141 DATA SOURCE SYS.CORP. 405 
142 DATASMITH 388 
143 DATASOUTH COMP.CORP. 17 
144 DATASOUTH COMP.CORP. 199 
145 DIGITAL DIMENSIONS 148 

DIGITAL EQUIPMNT.CORP. 200, 291 
146 DIGITAL MARKETING 6 
147 DIGITAL RESEARCH 49 
148 DIGIT AL RESEARCH 143 
149 DIGITAL RESEARCH 311 

DIGITAL RESEARCH COMP. 479 
15' DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 171 
15 DOKAY COMP.PROD.INC. 510, 511 

DOW JONES SOFTWARE 177 
153 DUAL SYS.CONTROL CORP. 155 
154 DYSAN CORP. 328, 329 
156 E/Z ASSOC. 478 
230 EASTERN ENTERPRISES 445 
158 ECONOMY PERIPHERALS 478 
159 ECOSOFT 451 
160 EDGE MICROSYSTEMS 482 
161 E.M.S. 230 
162 E.M.S. 486 
163 ELECTROSONICS 326 
165 ELLIS COMPUTING 179 
166 EMERGING TECH.CONSLT. 131 
167 EMERGY AIR FREIGHT 321 

EMPIRICAL RESRCH.GRP. 154 
161 E.M.S. 230 
162 E.M.S. 486 
169 ENERCOMP 236 
170 ENGINEERING SPECIAL TIES 478 
171 EPSON AMERICA 232, 233 
172 ESSEX PUBLISHING 420 
173 EXPOTEK 190 
268 EXTENDED PROCESSING 492 
463 FINER PROGRAM 460 
174 FORMULA INT'L. 407 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

175 FORTEX SYSTEMS 496 
176 FOX & GELLER INC. 307 
177 FRANKLIN COMP.CORP. 125 
325 FROBCO 480 
179 G·H COMPUTER SYS. 484 
180 GARDEN OF EDEN COMP. 494 
181 GENERAL SOFTWARE INC. 375 
182 GENIE COMPUTER CORP. 66, 67 
464 GENSTAR REI 460 
183 GIFFORD COMP. SYS. 275 
183 G&G ENGINEERING 275 
185 GILTRONIX,INC. 480 
187 GLOUCESTER COMP. BUS C 486 
188 GTEK INC. 50 
189 HAL SOFTWARE BROKERS 436 
190 HAN DWELL CORP. 463 
191 HARPER & ROW 356 
192 HAYDEN BOOK CO. 363 
194 HAYES MICROCOMP.PROD. 

112, 113 
195 HEATH COMPANY 96, 97 

HEWLETT-PACKARD 180, 181 
196 HEWLETT-PACKARD 344, 345 

HILTON HOTEL CORP. 319 
197 HOFFMAN COMP. PROD. 484 
198 HONOR SYS.SOFTWARE 496 
199 HUMAN SOFT 385 
200 l.T.M. 102 
201 IBM CORP. 312, 313 
202 IBM INSTRUMENTS, INC. 116, 117 
203 IDE CORPORATION 357 
204 IMS INTERNATIONAL 185 
205 INCOMM 443 
206 INCOMM 465 
207 INFOSCRIBE 16 
208 INSIGHT ENTERPRISES 490 
209 INS11TUTE -SCTF.ANALYSIS 478 
210 INTEGRAND 278 
212 INTELLIGENT ARTEFACTS 411 
213 INTERACTIVE STRUCT. 247 
214 INTERTEC DATA SYS. 11 
215 IPEX INT'L. 126 
470 IRONSIDES 109 
216 J.C.SYSTEMS 152 
217 JADE COMP.PROD. 501 
218 JADE COMP.PROD. 502, 503 
219 JAMECO ELECTR. 508, 509 
220 JOA MICRODEVICES 514, 515 
221 JOA MICRODEVICES 516, 517 
222 JRT SYSTEMS 88, 89 
223 JVB ELECTRONICS 480 
224 K.R. & R. 490 
225 KADAK PRODUCTS 349 
226 KEY TRONICS CORP. 305 
227 LABORATORY MICROSYS. 488 
228 LAWSON LABS 492 
229 LEADING EDGE PROD. Clll 
231 LIFEBOAT ASSOC. 413 
232 LOGICAL DEVICES 440 
233 LOGICAL MICROCOMPUTER 46 
465 LOGIC PRGM. ASSOC. 460 
234 LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS 283 
235 LOTUS DEVELOPMENT 390, 391 
236 LYBEN COMP.SYS. 488 
237 LYBEN COMP.SYS. 326 
239 LYCO COMPUTER 383 
240 MACROTECH INT'L. 265 
241 MAILCOMP INC. 333 
243 MANNESMANN TALLY 25 

MANX SOFTWARE 94 
522 MARCEY, INC. 379 
523 MARCEY, INC. 379 

MARTIN MARIETTA CORP. 309 
245 MARYMAC INDUSTRIES 374 

MAXTEK 158 
459 MC/N 127 
247 MC NEILL 466 

MCGRAW-HILL CONTN. EDU. 
CTR. 192, 193 

248 MEDIA DISTRIBUTING 228 
249 MEDIA DISTRIBUTING 229 
250 MEDISOFT 488 
251 MEGA CO. 126 
252 MEMORY MERCHANT 111 
253 METAMORPHIC SYS.INC. 107 
254 MFJ ENTERPRISES INC. 296 
255 MICRO AGE COMP.STORE 268 
256 MICRO BUSN.WORLD 330 
257 MICRO INK.INC. 486 
258 MICRO MANAGEMENT SYS. 382 
259 MICRO MANIA 394 
265 MICRO MART 126 
260 MICRO MIDWEST 478 
261 MICRO MINT 399 
468 MICRO MINT 461 

To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out the reader service card with 
your name and address. Then circle the appropriate numbers for the advertisers you select from the 
list. Add a 20-cent stamp to the card, then drop it in the mail. Not only do you gain information, but 
our advertisers are encouraged to use the marketplace provided by BYTE. This helps us bring you a big- 1 

ger BYTE. The index is provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no liability for I 
errors or omissions. *Correspond directly with company. 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

262 MICRO PRO INT'L. 174, 175 
264 MICRO SCI 93 
266 MICRO WEST 417 
267 MICRO WORKS, THE 206 
269 MICROCOMP.BUSN.IND. 222, 223 
271 MICRODYNAMICS 488 
272 MICROHOUSE 12, 13 
273 MICROPERIPH.CORP,THE 488 
274 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD. 496 
275 MICROSOFT 263 
276 MICROSTUF, INC. 287 
277 MICROTECH EXPORTS 297 
278 MICROWARE 488 
279 MILLER MICROCOMP.SERV. 288 
280 MINI MICRO MART 219 
281 MINI MICRO MART 234 
282 MINI MICRO MART 483 
283 MINOLTA CORP. 353 
284 MK RESEARCH 490 
285 MONARCHY ENG.INC. 478 
286 MONITOR DYNAMICS 486 
287 MONROE SYS.FOR BUSN. 397 
288 MOORE BUSN.FORMS 362 
290 MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS 389 
291 MPI 15 
292 MUSYS 44 
293 NEBS 437 
294 NEC HOME ELECTR.USA 153 
295 NEC INFORMATION SYS. 63 
296 NEC INFORMATION SYS. 76, 

77, 78, 79 
300 NEC INFORMATION SYS. 225 

NETRONICS 497 
301 NETWORK CONSUL TING 

CORP. 166 
302 NORTH HILLS CORP. 482 
303 NORTH HILLS CORP. 492 
304 NORTHWEST INSTR.SYS. 215 
476 NOV A TION 270 
477 NOVATION 271 

NRI SCHOOLS ELECTR. DIV. 401 
305 OASIS SYSTEMS 338 
306 OKIDATA CORP. 213 
307 OMEGA SALES CO. 253 
308 OPTRONICS TECH 86 
309 ORANGE MICRO 165 
310 ORANGE MICRO 187 
311 ORGANIZATIONAL MANAGEMENT 

SYS. 486 
312 ORTHOCODE GROUP 58 
313 ORYX SOF1WARE 365 

OWENS ASSOC. 18 
316 P.R.l.C.E. 484 
317 PACIFIC COMP. 306 
318 PACIFIC EXCHANGES 462, 478, 

482, 486, 488, 490, 494 
326 PALOMAR COMP.EQUIP. 518, 519 
327 PAN AMERICAN ELEC. INC. 413 
328 PANASONIC H.H.C. 144, 145 

PEEK 478 
330 PERCOM DAT A 7 
331 PERIPHERAL MARKETING INC. 492 
332 PERIPHERALS UNL TD. 346 
333 PERSONAL COMP.SYS. 335 
334 PERSONAL COMPUTER AGE 246 
335 PERSONAL SYS.TECHN. 45 
336 PHASER 161 
337 PICKLES & TROUT 196 
338 PION INC. 216 
339 POPCOM 230 
340 PRACTICAL PERIPH. 22, 23 
479 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS. 135 
341 PRIORITY ONE 217 
342 PRIORITY ONE 520, 521, 522, 523,524 
347 PROFESSIONAL DATA SYS. 285 
348 PROFESSIONAL DATA SYS. 322 
349 PROGRAMMERS SFTW. EX. 8 
350 PURCHASING AGENT.THE 160 
525 Q.T./GOLDEN WEST 267 
352 QUADRAM CORP. 269 
353 QUADRAM CORP. 280, 281 
354 QUARK ENGINEERING 101 
356 QUASAR DATA PROD.INC. 121 
442 QUBIE DISTRIBUTORS 59 
443 QUBIE DISTRIBUTORS 295 
357 QUEST ELECTR. 485 
358 QUEST RESEARCH INC. 482 
359 QUME CORP. 98, 99 
361 RC.ELECTRONICS 198 
362 RACET COMPUTES LTD. 421 
364 RADIO SHACK CIV 
365 RANA SYSTEMS 30, 31 
366 RCA 141 
367 RCA SOLID STATE 87 
368 RCS INC. 394 
369 RED BARON COMP.PROD. 1~. 157 
370 RICKERDATA 462 
363 R.K.S. INC. 439 
458 ROKLAN SOFTWARE 32 
371 RTL PROGRAMMING AIDS 494 
372 SC DIGITAL 210 
373 S&W COMPUTER SUPPLY 492 
374 S-100 INC. 440 
375 SAGE COMP.TECH. 75 
376 SANDHU MACHINE DESN. 467 
377 SATURN SYSTEMS INC. 159 
453 SCION CORP 5 
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454 SCION CORPS 

379 SCOTIA SOFTWARE 100 


SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS 315 
392 S D SYSTEMS 208, 209 
380 SECTOR SYSTEMS 490 
381 SEIKOSHA CORP. 151 
382 SIERRA DATA SCIENCES 29 
472 SIERRA DATA SCIENCES 323 
478 SIGEN CORP. 244 
383 SLR 494 
384 SLUDER 429 
385 SOFTCORP INT'L. 92 
386 SOFTTECH MICROSYS. 191 
387 SOFTQUEST 294 
388 SOFTWARE BANC 83 
473 SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT 

GROUP INC. 459 
467 SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS 461 
390 SOFTWARE TECHNIQUE 484 

SOLID STATE SALES 362 

393 SONICS MICRO SYS. 351 


SOURCE EDP 324, 325 


~lry NO. l"Bge NO. 

SPERRY UNIVAC 426. 427 
STANDARD & POORS 274 

394 STEMMOS LTD. 298 
395 STREET ELECTR. CORP. 20 
396 SUNNY INT'L. 498 
397 SUNTRONICS 487 
398 SUPERSOFT 163 
399 SYSTEMED 484 
400 T ALLGRASS TECH. 106 
401 TARBELL ELECTR. 237 
526 TATUM LABS 496 
402 TAYCO BUSINESS FORMS 462 
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I For fastest service t ransfer mailer label from wrapper toI coupon provided at the right. Requests cannot be honored !Title) 	 jCompany/
I unless zip code is given. This card valid for 90 days on ly . 

NOTE-If label is missing or defaced fill out coupon 
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II 1 21 41 61 01 
I 2 22 4 2 6 2 02 
I 3 23 43 63 03 
I 4 24 44 64 04 

5 25 45 65 85
I 6 26 46 66 86 
I 7 27 47 67 87 

' 8 28 48 68 88 
I 9 29 49 69 09 
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111 31 51 71 91 
11 2 32 52 72 92 
j 13 33 53 73 93 
114 34 54 74 94 
1 15 35 55 75 95 
116 36 56 76 96 
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118 38 58 78 98 

19 39 59 79 99
120 40 60 80 100 

101 121 141 161 181 
102 122 142 162 182 
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104 124 144 164 184 
105 125 145 165 185 
106 126 146 166 186 
107 127 147 167 187 
108 128 148 168 188 
109 129 149 169 189 
110 130 150 170 190 
111 131 151 171 191 
112 132 152 172 192 
113 133 153 173 193 
114 134 154 174 194 
115 135 155 175 195 
116 136 156 176 196 
117 137 157 177 197 
118 138 158 178 198 
119 139 159 179 199 
120 140 160 180 200 

201 221 241 261 281 
202 222 242 262 282 
203 223 243 263 283 
204 224 244 264 284 
205 225 245 265 285 
206 226 246 266 286 
207 227 247 267 287 
208 228 248 268 288 
209 229 249 269 289 
210 230 250 270 290 
211 231 251 271 291 
212 232 252 272 292 
213 233 253 273 293 
214 234 254 274 294 
215 235 255 275 295 
216 236 256 276 296 
217 237 257 277 297 
218 238 258 278 298 
219 239 259 279 299 
220 240 260 280 300 

Cicy ____________ State ____ Zip ---- - - 

301 321 341 361 381 401 421 441 461 481 
302 322 342 362 382 402 422 442 462 482 
303 323 343 363 383 403 423 443 463 483 
304 324 344 364 384 404 424 444 464 484 
305 325 345 365 385 405 425 445 465 485 
306 326 346 366 386 406 426 446 466 486 
307 327 347 367 387 407 427 447 467 487 
308 328 348 368 388 408 428 448 468 488 
309 329 349 369 389 409 429 449 469 489 
310 330 350 370 390 410 430 450 470 490 
311 331 351 371 391 411 431 451 471 491 
312 332 352 372 392 412 432 452 472 492 
313 333 353 373 393 413 433 453 473 493 
314 334 354 374 394 414 434 454 474 494 
315 335 355 375 395 415 435 455 475 495 
316 336 356 376 396 416 436 456 476 496 
317 337 357 377 397 417 437 457 477 497 
318 338 358 378 398 418 438 458 478 498 
319 339 359 379 399 419 439 459 479 499 
320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 

501 521 541 561 581 
502 522 542 562 582 
503 523 543 563 583 
504 524 544 564 584 
505 525 545 565 585 
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511 531 551 571 591 
512 532 552 572 592 
513 533 553 573 593 
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520 540 560 580 600 
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602 622 642 662 682 
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607 627 647 667 687 
608 628 648 668 688 
609 629 649 669 689 
610 630 650 670 690 
611 631 651 671 691 
612 632 652 672 692 
613 633 653 673 693 
614 634 654 674 694 
615 635 655 675 695 
616 636 656 676 696 
617 637 657 677 697 
618 638 658 678 698 
619 639 659 679 699 
620 640 660 680 700 

BYTE'S BOMB is your direct line to the editor's desk. Each month, the authors of the two top-rated articles receive bonuses based on your 
evaluation. First look at the list of this month's articles and corresponding article numbers )located in the unclassified ads section on the page preceding the 
Reader Service list/ , then rate each article you 've read as Excellent, Good, Fair. or Poor. based on your overall impression of the article, by circling the ap
propriate number in each column below. Your feedback helps to produce the best possible magazine each month. 

Artlcle No. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

Excellent 801 805 809 813 817 821 825 829 833 837 841 845 849 853 857 861 865 869 873 877 881 885 889 893 897 

Good 802 806 810 814 818 822 826 830 834 838 842 846 850 854 858 862 866 870 874 878 882 886 890 894 898 

Fair 803 807 811 815 819 823 827 831 835 839 843 847 851 855 859 863 867 87 1 875 879 883 887 891 895 899 

Poor 804 808 812 816 820 824 828 832 836 840 844 848 852 856 860 864 868 872 876 880 884 888 892 896 900 
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requested material to you . 

1 21 41 61 81 
2 22 42 62 82 
3 23 43 63 83 
4 24 44 64 84 
5 25 45 65 85 
6 26 46 66 86 
7 27 47 67 87 
8 28 48 68 88 
9 29 49 69 89 

10 30 50 70 90 
11 31 51 71 91 
12 32 52 72 92 
13 33 53 73 93 
14 34 54 74 94 
15 35 55 75 95 
16 36 56 76 96 
17 37 57 77 97 
18 38 58 78 98 
19 39 59 79 99 
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101 121 141 161 181 
102 122 142 162 182 
103 123 143 163 183 
104 124 144 164 184 
105 125 145 165 185 
106 126 146 166 186 
107 127 147 167 187 
108 12 8 148 168 188 
109 129 149 169 189 
110 130 150 170 190 
111 131 15 1 171 191 
112 132 152 172 192 
113 133 153 173 193 
114 134 154 174 194 
115 135 155 175 195 
11 6 136 156 176 196 
117 137 157 177 197 
118 138 158 178 198 
119 139 159 179 199 
120 140 160 180 200 

201 221 241 261 281 
202 222 242 262 282 
203 223 243 263 283 
204 224 244 264 284 
205 225 245 265 285 
206 226 246 266 286 
207 227 247 267 287 
208 228 248 268 288 
209 229 249 269 289 
210 230 250 270 290 
211 231 251 271 291 
212 232 252 272 292 
213 233 253 273 293 
214 234 254 274 294 
215 235 255 275 295 
216 236 256 276 296 
217 237 257 277 297 
218 238 258 278 298 
219 239 259 279 299 
220 240 260 280 300 

City ___________ State ____ Zip _______ 

301 321 341 361 381 401 421 441 461 481 
302 322 342 362 382 402 422 442 462 482 
303 323 343 363 383 403 423 443 463 483 
304 324 344 364 384 404 424 444 464 484 
305 325 345 365 385 405 425 445 465 485 
306 326 346 366 386 406 426 446 466 486 
307 327 347 367 387 407 427 447 467 487 
308 328 348 368 388 408 428 448 468 488 
309 329 349 369 389 409 429 449 469 489 
310 330 350 370 390 410 430 450 470 490 
311 331 351 371 391 411 431 451 471 491 
312 332 352 372 392 412 432 452 472 492 
313 333 353 373 393 413 433 453 473 493 
314 334 354 374 394 414 434 454 474 494 
315 335 355 375 395 415 435 455 475 495 
316 336 356 376 396 416 436 456 476 496 
317 337 357 377 397 417 437 457 477 497 
318 338 358 378 398 418 438 458 478 498 
319 339 359 379 399 419 439 459 479 499 
320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480 500 

501 52 1 541 561 581 60 1 621 641 661 681 
502 522 542 562 582 602 622 642 662 682 
503 523 543 563 583 603 623 643 663 683 
504 524 544 564 584 604 624 644 664 684 
505 525 545 565 585 605 625 645 665 685 
506 526 546 566 586 606 626 646 666 686 
507 527 547 567 587 607 627 647 667 687 
508 528 548 568 588 608 628 648 668 688 
509 529 549 569 589 609 629 649 669 689 
510 530 550 570 590 610 630 650 670 690 
511 531 551 571 591 611 631 651 671 69 1 
512 532 552 572 592 612 632 652 672 692 
513 533 553 573 593 613 633 653 673 693 
514 534 554 574 594 614 634 654 674 694 
515 535 555 575 595 615 635 655 675 695 
516 536 556 576 596 616 636 656 676 696 
517 537 557 577 597 617 637 657 677 697 
518 538 558 578 598 618 638 658 678 698 
519 539 559 579 599 619 639 659 679 699 
520 540 560 580 600 620 640 660 680 700 
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE. fill out the reader service card with your name and address . Then circle the ap 


propriate numbers for the advertisers you select from the list. Add a 20-cent stamp to the card. then drop it in the mail. Not only do you gain 1nfor· 

mation . but our advertisers are encouraged to use the marketplace provided by BYTE. This helps us bring you a bigger BYTE. The index is pro

vided as an additional service by the publisher. who assumes no liability for errors or omissions. 
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Name ____________________ 
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Don't Miss An Issue! 
Have BYTE 
delivered to 
your door. 

Each month BYTE will bring you the 
latest in microcomputer technology. 

DISCOVER and IMPLEMENT new 
ideas. Don't miss the original informa
tion presented in the pages of BYTE. 

With BYTE you' ll always be among 
the first to know about the important 
breakthroughs, worthwhile new 
equipment, and innovative projects in 
the world of computing. 

CHALLENGE US to deliver the very 
best ideas in microcomputers and ad· 
vanced technology to you. Return the 
attached card todayl 

Subscribe to BYTE-the world's 
leading computer magazine. 
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If you thin.k your Extended BASIC TRS-80® Color 
Computer is a great little computer (and everybody w_ho 
owns one does!), just wait until you add one or more disk 
drives to it. 

These 35-track, 51/4" double-density drives will ·give 
you the high-level performance you want from your 
Color Computer. Each drive puts over 156K of on-line 
data and program storage right at your fingertips. And 
you can chain up to four drives together for a total of 
more than 626K. 

Yet all that extra storage is available at an access speed 
that you just can't get from a cassette recorder-a seek 
time of 30 milliseconds (track to track) and a data trans
fer rate of 250 bits per second. 

Best of all, our Color Disk Drives are easy to install. Just 
plug the controller Program Pak'" into your ROM port 
and you 're all set. It uses only about 2K of RAM, too. 
And you can upgrade your TRS-80 Standard Color 
Computer to use disk drives with our Extended Basic 
ROM Kit (26-3018, $99, plus installation charge). 

New Low Prices on Color Computers! 
All Are $100 Less Than Last Year! 
16K Standard BASIC Color Computer (26-3004). Now 

only $299.95. 

16K Extended BASIC Color Computer (26-3002). Now 

only $399.95. 

32K Extended BASIC Color Computer (26-3002). Now 

only $549.95. 


See the complete line of TRS-80 Color Computers, disk 

drives, programs and accessories at your nearby Radio 

Shack Computer Center, store or participating dealer

where complete color disk systems start at only 

$848.95. But hurry-this sale ends Feb. 28, 1983. 


ltad1e /haelt

The biggest name in little computers® 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPOR ATION 

Ae1ail prices may vary al individual stores and dealers. All prices are less TV. 

Rot•r~"'~ pricing from Radio Snack Computer Catalog RSC -8. 


Circ ie 364 ·an·inquiry card. 
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